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579 A Mon-Khmer comparative 
dictionary 
 Professor Harry Shorto (1919-1995)  
 edited by Paul Sidwell, Doug Cooper and  Christian 
Bauer 
A Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary is the magnum opus 
of Harry Shorto (1919-1995), formerly Professor of Mon-
Khmer Studies in the University of London, School of Oriental 
and African Studies, until his retirement in 1984.  He is the 
author of two standard reference works, A Dictionary of 
Modern Spoken Mon (1962) and tA Dictionary of the Mon 
Inscriptions (1971) des.  The MKCD is Shorto’s grand 
synthesis of seventy years of historical and comparative 
research on the Mon-Khmer languages. 
Meant to be published in the early 1980s, Shorto’s 
manuscript was rediscovered by his daughter Anna, and has 
been carefully edited in line with the author’s intentions.  The 
MKCD presents 2,246 etymologies with almost 30,000 lexical 
citations; even today, it is the most extensive analysis of Mon-
Khmer to appear since Wilhelm Schmidt laid the foundations 
of comparative Mon-Khmer exactly 100 years ago with the 
Grundzüge einer Lautlehre der Mon-Khmer-Sprachen (1905) 
and Die Mon-Khmer-Völker (1906).   
A Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary includes numerous 
Munda, Austronesian, Thai, Burmese and Chinese lexical 
comparisons.  It is an incomparable resource for studying 
Southeast Asia’s rich legacy of language contact, and for 
investigating distant genetic relations with its largest, oldest 
language family. Clearly establishing the terms of reference for 
future discussion of Mon-Khmer etymology, Shorto’s MKCD 
joins such defining works as Emeneau and Burrow’s A 
Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (1961) and Turner’s A 
Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Languages (1966-
85) in the canon of 20th century comparative linguistics. 
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Australian National University 
 
 
It gives me great personal and professional satisfaction to join my colleagues Doug 
Cooper and Christian Bauer in presenting the long-awaited Mon-Khmer Comparative 
Dictionary (MKCD) by the late Professor Harry Shorto (1919-1995).1  
The MKCD will occupy an important place in the literature. Certainly, it is 
indelibly marked by its era: the Austric hypothesis was still in play, and various branch 
alignments, particularly among the Katuic and Bahnaric languages, had not yet been fully 
worked out. But the MKCD also represents the state of the art today: such is the void we 
confront that it stands, sui generis, as the 20th century’s only published attempt at a broad 
comparative analysis of the full Mon-Khmer language family. 
The MKCD was originally meant to see print at the end of the 1970s. However, 
Shorto decided to further revise his manuscript, taking new sources of data into account, 
and time and health eventually failed him. Publication as originally intended would and 
should have been a fitting climax to Shorto’s career, but it has fallen to a new generation 
to bring his final work to press.  
We do so with the conviction that the contribution of Shorto’s MKCD is as 
relevant now as it would unquestionably have been twenty-five years ago. Then, the 
MKCD would have crystallised the state of the art in comparative-historical Mon-Khmer 
linguistics. Today, it will reinvigorate the field of comparative linguistics in Southeast 
Asia, providing an extensive, integrated framework for building, criticising, and 
contextualizing our ongoing research efforts.  
It is inevitable that a quarter-century of new field research will require extensions 
to, and adjustments in, Shorto’s technical analysis. Nevertheless, the MKCD will make 
striking contributions to comparative Mon-Khmer studies, kick-start the etymological 
analysis of modern Mon-Khmer languages like Vietnamese and Khmer, and have a 
marked impact on comparative and historical linguistics for the other Southeast Asian 
language families, including Austronesian (especially the Cham language), Tai-Kadai 
(particularly Thai and Lao), Sino-Tibetan (especially Burmese), and Hmong-Mien.  
                                                 
1  In addition to the tremendous assistance I received from Doug Cooper and Christian Bauer, I 
would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Bernard Comrie and the Department of Linguistics of 
the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig) for financial support received 
for this and related projects during 2005 and 2006. I would also like to thank Anna Shorto for 
her hospitality and generosity in helping to make this publication possible. A number of 
scholars also offered useful advice: Bob Blust, Anthony Grant, Andrew Pawley, Malcolm Ross, 
Justin Watkins. 
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To help the reader appreciate both the historical position and present-day value of 
the MKCD, an extended discussion of the work follows. It begins with a description of the 
editorial choices and challenges encountered in bringing the manuscript to publication. A 
survey of Mon-Khmer linguistics in the past century comes next, as a preliminary to the 
critical assessment of the MKCD that forms the main part of this Preface. Finally, 
Christian Bauer’s Background Notes discuss the long genesis of Shorto’s work, and Doug 
Cooper’s Future of the MKCD describes our plans for incorporating the MKCD into an 
ongoing Mon-Khmer Languages Project. 
The Road to Publication 
The MKCD manuscript was first brought to my attention by Anna Shorto, daughter of the 
late Professor, in mid-2003. Over the course of several months we established an 
understanding about the disposition of the MKCD and of related unpublished notes in 
Anna’s possession. It was her father’s wish that the complete collection should appear in 
print, a view that I firmly shared and willingly agreed to work toward. 
The simplest approach would have been to scan the manuscript pages and 
distribute the image files electronically. But while this would have been quick and 
inexpensive, it would have merely preserved Shorto’s manuscript as an historical artifact, 
obscuring its treasure trove of data, analysis, and commentary, including some 2,246 
etyma, and almost 30,000 citations drawn from nearly 250 languages. 
Making the data within the manuscript directly available to researchers via an 
online database was a far more desirable alternative. I had already been discussing plans 
for a Mon-Khmer etymological database with colleagues, and had begun to cooperate 
with computer scientist Doug Cooper (Center for Research in Computational Linguistics) in 
making my own Katuic and Bahnaric resources Web-accessible.  
Cooper suggested that we produce an electronic text that closely followed Shorto’s 
manuscript in order to publish a typeset, printed volume as expeditiously as possible, and 
then convert this same text into the XML-tagged format needed to build an online 
database, and allow more extensive data mining in the longer term. We resolved to 
proceed on that basis, and began to contact Mon-Khmer specialists seeking support for 
the combined text-and-database project.  
To our delight, we discovered that Christian Bauer (Humboldt University), who had 
been Shorto’s student while the manuscript was being developed, had independently 
visited Anna Shorto, making copies of the papers, and taking preliminary steps toward 
having a facsimile edition of MKCD published in Europe. This included typing the drafts 
of Parts 1 and 2, and exchanging correspondence with a potential publisher.  
Bauer, Cooper and I readily agreed to work together (from Berlin, Bangkok, and 
Canberra, respectively). This has been a truly collaborative effort, with Sidwell taking 
charge of reconstructing Shorto’s text as Main Editor, Cooper accepting responsibility for 
digitization, data mining, and ongoing electronic publication, and Bauer (who had 
worked under Shorto in the critical period 1977—1982, with yearly visits thereafter) 
providing an essential link in clarifying the author’s intentions and final thoughts. 
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Editing the Manuscript 
The text presented here is derived from a combination of Shorto’s drafts, notes, and 
unpublished papers, carefully edited and joined to construct a work that is coherent and 
faithful to the author’s intentions.  
Shorto’s original plan called for three main sections. These were Part 1: Vocalism, 
Part 2: Consonantism, and Part 3: Comparative Dictionary, as well as various indexes and 
appendices. Parts 1 and 2 posed significant editorial challenges; in particular, although 
Part 3 had gone though two complete drafts, the extant manuscripts of Parts 1 and 2 
were written in support of the first draft of the comparative dictionary, and had not been 
updated by the author to reflect his revisions. Furthermore both manuscripts were 
received incomplete, with an unknown number of end pages missing.  
Part 3, which we received as a 600-page typed text, is the largest, most important, 
and most completely realised section. As noted, this was actually a second draft (the first 
had been compiled from file cards, now lost) that was essentially completed when Bauer 
arrived at SOAS to write his dissertation under Shorto in 1977. 
Shorto continued to update this draft, however, including data from newly 
available language sources, and pencilling numerous notes in the margin. As he did not 
manage to retype the augmented text, we eventually integrated the greater part of these 
marginalia in the course of typesetting and proofing of the text for publication. 
Part 3 also included two appendices: A—Stiengan (South Bahnaric) and B—
Northern Mon-Khmer (Palaungic). These contain several hundred lexical comparisons that 
are particular to the respective sub-groups. The text of Part 3 includes many references to 
entries in these appendices, and we can expect that more extensive comparative work 
will see many of them integrated into a revised Proto-Mon-Khmer reconstruction. 
Part 1 
Part 1 concerns Proto-Mon-Khmer vocalism. Shorto clearly intended to explicate this 
aspect of the reconstruction with an extensively detailed text that would run to more 
than one hundred pages. Unfortunately, this was never finished; Shorto left us an early 
but complete paper on proto-vocalism, along with a partial draft of Part 1 of the MKCD. 
Part 1 as it appears now in print is a hybrid of these two articles, which are 
discussed in more detail below. First, the detailed justification of Proto-Mon-Khmer 
vocalism found in the early, complete paper, including tables showing the Mon : Khmer 
vowel correspondences and the evolution of Old Mon vocalism, was integrated into the 
unfinished draft of Part 1. Then, the merged text was edited to reconcile the forms and 
numbering of reconstructions with those seen in Part 3 (the comparative dictionary).  
Part 1 ends where the manuscript breaks off.  
Shorto’s paper on proto-vocalism was written in the late 1960s, long before the 
first draft of the comparative dictionary was finished. Its main section contains some 600 
etymologies that illustrate phonological correspondences using Mon and Khmer as 
criterion languages, plus supporting comparisons from other languages drawn from the 
missing card files.  
This paper is particularly important from the programmatic perspective. In 
tabulating vowel correspondences between Mon and Khmer, Shorto suggests that there 
were various vowel alternations (or ‘alternances’ as he calls them) within Proto-Mon-
Khmer. This principle let Shorto separate a core of regular correspondences from a large 
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set of alternances, and appears to be his answer to a problem mentioned by various 
writers (e.g. Thomas 1964, Blood 1966): the apparent great confusion of correspondences 
that had resisted systematisation and blocked the reconstruction of proto-vocalism.  
The surviving partial draft of MKCD Part 1 is quite different. It begins with a short 
introduction to the history and state of the art of Mon-Khmer comparative studies. Then, 
with little preparatory justification, it launches directly into a table of proto-vocalism, 
giving the list of reconstructed phonemes, and supporting examples grouped according to 
the class of vowels.  
Proto-Mon-Khmer word-final consonants were also meant to be dealt with in Part 
1, as is made clear by a mention in the beginning of Part 2. However, the section is 
absent from the surviving text, which has only a truncated discussion of rhymes with 
finals *-ʔ and *-h.  
Shorto raises several issues concerning these finals. First, a number of etymologies 
appear to show alternances between finals *-ʔ and *-h, the function and distribution of 
which are not understood. Second, Shorto reconstructs final clusters of the type *-Cʔ and 
*-Ch in some etyma on the basis of their reflexes in Vietnamese and Mương. Now, it is 
known (since Haudricourt 1952) that certain Vietnamese tones correlate with final stops 
and fricatives in other Mon-Khmer languages. The occurrence of these tones where the 
rhyme is already closed by a continuant implies the reconstruction of an additional final 
segment in Shorto’s analysis. Third, in a small number of entries Shorto also presents a 
final cluster with *-s, which he posited as an instrumental suffix.  
Finally, it is apparent that Shorto made a small alteration to his proto-vocalism at 
the time of the second major draft: an additional vowel *ɯə is posited in a small number 
of cases, although always bracketed.  
Part 2 
Part 2 comes to us in a more complete form, missing only a final few pages. It includes a 
table of initial consonant correspondences for twenty Mon-Khmer languages, and a 
systematic explanation of the reconstruction of initial clusters. Although the etymological 
illustration of cluster reconstructions is truncated, this does not seriously affect the 
substance of the discussion.  
But although Part 2 is nearly complete, the table of consonant correspondences 
and reconstructions was prepared for the first draft of the comparative dictionary. The 
second and final draft incorporates an important change in the reconstruction that is not 
reflected in that table. Examining the proto-forms in Part 3, one will notice that, in 
addition to proto-phonemes *t, *d and *n, Shorto reconstructs forms with *t1, *t2, *d1, 
*d2, *n  and *n  in non-final positions.  1 2
We puzzled over these for some time until, during a visit in late 2005, I 
fortuitously stumbled upon an unpublished manuscript still in Anna Shorto’s possession. 
In this paper, titled “On Mon-Khmer inter-branch relationships,” Shorto discusses the 
phonological correlates of the Northern Mon-Khmer languages, and writes: 
“The whole of this group is characterized by a shift of *t in initial position in 
structures *CCVC (in some cases) to a sibilant, prima facie via an affricate stage. This 
minor shift is interesting because it apparently extends to Munda. Its incidence may be 
conditioned by the lost (in Mon-Khmer) V1 of Proto-Austroasiatic *CVCVC, or it may 
entail reconstructing an additional proto-phoneme (*t1,) *t2. Thus we find 
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‘taro’, Khm. traːv, Ste traw; RL ˉsəroɁ, Khs. shriew, Sora 'saroː-gai-ən, Mundari 
sāṛu, Santali saru; 
‘sun, day’, Old Mon tṅey, Khm. thŋay; KY səŋiɁ, RL ˉsəŋiɁ, Khs. sngi, Mundari 
siŋgi. 
Contrast (a bad example since it uses infixed forms, but with a Munda cognate) 
‘new’, Khm. thmɤy ~ Middle Mon t/a/mi, RL ˉt/ən/meɁ, Khs. th/ym/mai, Kharia 
't/ɔn/mɛ. 
A parallel shift of *d to a palatal is attested at least for Khmuic and Palaungic, and 
one of *n > l at C2 in structures *CCVC certainly for these languages and possibly for 
Khasi. A reconstruction of two *t’s, two *d’s and two *n’s would of course—for those 
who favour the Austric hypothesis—bring PAA closer to Proto-Austronesian.” 
Shorto was clearly referring to himself as a supporter of the Austric hypothesis, so 
his motivation for altering the consonant reconstruction between the first and second 
drafts is made plain. However, only *t2, *d2 and *n2 are reconstructed to account for the 
sibilant and lateral reflexes in Northern Mon-Khmer. A second set, consisting of *t1, *d1 
and *n1, is not dealt with in Part 2. Yet our text of the MKCD distinguishes between the 
three notational sets *t, *d, *n : *t1, *d1 *n1 : *t2, *d2, *n2. At this time, we suggest that 
the unmarked notation indicates that the reconstruction is intentionally underdetermined 
in order to avoid a clumsy notation such as *t  . 1/2
Aside from this point, the major editorial issue for Part 2 was synchronizing the 
form and numbering of examples with Part 3. There were also some issues concerning 
language (sub)branch names and the treatment of marginal notes.  
The first naming issue relates to Shorto’s treatment of Bahnaric, which can now 
readily be seen as having been based on the limited data available in the 1960s. In 
editing MKCD, we have globally replaced the terms Stiengan and Bahnaran throughout 
with the more recognizable South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric. But aside from this 
change in terminology, Shorto’s outdated classification has not been altered. We discuss 
the issue further below. 
The second naming issue involves the Katuic branch, which was also poorly 
understood in the 1960s. For reasons discussed below, Kuy (then thought to be closely 
related to Khmer) was originally Shorto’s primary Katuic representative. His later notes 
and marginalia make it clear that as data on lesser-known Katuic languages came into his 
possession in the 1970s and 1980s, Shorto recognized and began to correct his error. In 
editing Parts 2 and 3, we have replaced ‘Kuy’ with ‘Katuic’ where and whenever it is clear 
that Shorto intended to designate this branch of Mon-Khmer. 
Finally, as new language data became available throughout the 1970s and 1980s, 
Shorto never ceased adding marginal notes and alterations. We have integrated these 
marginalia into the text, excepting those cases where Shorto’s pencilled notes were not 
legible enough to allow accurate readings. 
Part 3 
The comparative dictionary of Part 3 arrived in our hands as a carefully typed and 
painstakingly corrected manuscript. 
Preparing Part 3 for publication was a massive but relatively straightforward task. 
All of Shorto’s typographic corrections were applied, and his extensive marginal notes 
were incorporated into the text. His layout was slightly modified in the interests of 
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readability. Usually, this entailed breaking the entries into their constituent sections, and 
adding labels as necessary. In addition, Shorto’s phonetic transcriptions of Thai references 
were replaced by more commonly used Haas-style equivalents. 
One other large-scale modification was made in the interests of making the text 
more accessible. Shorto made extensive use of abbreviations for language names, text 
sources and semantic values. This made sense as a space and labour-saving device in the 
days when hot metal type was being set, but in the computer age it serves little purpose, 
and can lead to unintentional obscurity in the text: indeed, quite some effort was 
required to identify many of his sources. Wherever practical we have spelled out 
abbreviated forms.  
MK Comparative Linguistics in the 20th Century 
Before we can consider the content and contribution of Shorto’s MKCD, it is necessary to 
survey the larger stage of Mon-Khmer research. 
The MKCD forms a link in a chain that reaches back to the foundational works of 
the German comparativist and ethnologist Pater Wilhelm Schmidt (1868–1954), who 
pioneered the application of neo-grammarian principles in investigating language 
families beyond Indo-European.  
With the European colonisation of Southeast Asia, scholars began to have access 
to increasingly reliable lexical data for many languages of the region: colonial authorities 
carried out linguistic surveys, missionaries generated lexicons and bible translations, and 
dictionaries of Mon, Khmer, and Vietnamese became available. Schmidt drew upon these 
sources to establish the field of comparative Mon-Khmer studies with a series of four 
major publications at the beginning of the twentieth century (1901, 1904, 1905, 1906).  
The first (1901) examined the Aslian languages of Malaya (Senoi and Sömang 
specifically), demonstrating that they are genetically part of the Mon-Khmer family. This 
contrasted with Skeat and Blagden (1906), who in their contemporaneous study 
concluded that there was merely a Mon-Khmer stratum among languages of the 
peninsula.  
Schmidt (1904) next discussed Northern Mon-Khmer languages, dealing with 
Khasi and Palaungic only, as he lacked Khmuic data. A third paper, Schmidt 1905 
(usually referred to as the Grundzüge [roughly, ‘Foundations’] from the title) was a 
systematic treatment of Mon, Khmer, Stieng and Bahnar. He treated this group as forming 
a core Mon-Khmer family, to which other languages could be compared and related 
within a wider Austroasiatic or Austric framework.  
The Grundzüge is an extensive attempt to analyse the historical phonology of the 
Mon-Khmer family. Schmidt’s method relied upon interpreting the Indic-based scripts 
used to write Mon and Khmer. It assumed that the spellings faithfully recorded phonetic 
values when and where those scripts were adopted (roughly mid-first Millennium).  
For Bahnar and Stieng he utilised lexicons that had been compiled in Vietnam by 
Dourisbourne (1889) and Azémar (1886). The data from these languages revealed 
relatively conservative, unrestructured phonologies, largely confirming the 
interpretations of Written Mon and Khmer.  
By choosing to work mainly with written languages Schmidt followed established 
methods, as the comparative investigation of Indo-European had proceeded principally 
by using Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. Although Schmidt did err to some extent by placing 
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too much importance on the etymologically Indic phonetic values of the spellings, he 
established basic patterns for reconstructing proto-consonantism that endure to this day. 
Schmidt’s treatment of proto-vocalism was less successful. His failure to 
understand differences in the inherent vowels of the Mon and Khmer scripts led him to 
ignore important length and quality distinctions among the low central and back vowels. 
The apparent confusion of vowel correspondences created such difficulty for Schmidt that 
he was only able to posit phonetic equations, and not proper vowel reconstructions.  
On the other hand Schmidt’s morphological analyses, which related affixes to 
various phonetic changes, and established the importance of the patterning of segmental 
collocations within the rhyme, were brilliantly insightful.  
Thus the Grundzüge, with more than 900 Mon-Khmer lexical comparisons, 
reconstruction of proto-consonantism, and morphological analyses, laid the foundation 
for all subsequent comparative work. Astonishingly, given the absence of any comparably 
extensive synthesis later in the 20th century the Grundzüge was not exceeded (in print) 
until the appearance of the present MKCD 100 years later. 
Schmidt’s ultimate work in this series was his (1906) attempt to link Mon-Khmer 
and Austronesian in a grand Austric macro-family. This bold hypothesis remains 
controversial. Although it faces serious difficulties in the light of Shutler and Marck’s 
(1975) now generally accepted formulation of a Formosan homeland for Austronesian,2 it 
still competes with other models of deep genetic relationship among the various language 
families of Asia (see Sagart et al. 2005 for recent papers and discussion). Schmidt’s 
evidence was both lexical (more than 200 comparisons) and morphological (including 
parallels in prefixes and infixes), and found a small and enthusiastic following, including 
Shorto, and nowadays notably Laurence Reid (e.g. 1994, 1996, 2005).  
Contemporary with Schmidt was Skeat and Blagden’s (1906) massive comparative 
Aslian lexicon. It was richly annotated with wider Mon-Khmer comparisons, and serves as 
a useful complement to Schmidt’s work. However, Skeat and Blagden did not use their 
lexical materials within the framework of comparative reconstruction, instead, seeing the 
presence or absence of etyma in various languages as evidence of ancient migrations and 
population mixing. These ultimately contributed to unhelpful notions about language 
classification, and comparative Aslian studies languished for another 70 years.  
Other resources that became available during this highly productive period 
include the ongoing publication of the Linguistic Survey of India, especially the survey of 
Mon, Khmer, Siamese, and Chinese families (Grierson 1903). However, despite ever-
increasing access to data, and a solid foundation of comparative analysis, comparative 
Mon-Khmer studies soon fell into a prolonged lull, overwhelmed by what appeared to be 
a series of intractable problems. 
Vietnamese was a striking example. Some scholars (e.g. Maspero 1912) sought to 
explain its tonal nature by invoking Thai and/or Chinese ancestry; as late as 1942 Sebeok 
cast doubts on its relation to various Mon-Khmer languages. Still, a solid line of inquiry 
based on the epigraphic tradition continued at SOAS (London) and the French EFEO. 
                                                 
2  That paper was written specifically to refute Dyen’s (1965) classification that suggested a 
Micronesian homeland for Austronesian. By implication it also refuted the idea, expressed by 
Shorto from time to time, of an Indo-Chinese homeland, which would have reconciled more 
easily with the Austric hypothesis.  
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The key transitional figures were Charles Otto Blagden (1864-1948), and Gordon 
Luce (1889-1979). Working at SOAS well into the 20th century, Blagden developed 
considerable interest in Mon, and had prepared a preliminary etymological dictionary on 
index cards by 1928. Never completed, Blagden’s notes informed various research 
publications and four fascicles and a plates volume of the Epigraphia Birmanica (between 
1919 and 1936), and were eventually passed on to Luce. 
An indefatigable field worker, Luce compiled thousands of pages of notes and 
wordlists for the languages of Burma.3 Luce clearly meant to carry through Blagden’s 
dream of a Mon etymological dictionary. He expanded and corrected Blagden’s corpus of 
transcribed Mon texts, developed a set of lexical comparisons, and also improved the 
morphological analyses of the language(s). Luce published extensively, including the 
three-volume Old Burma-Early Pagan (1969-70), and the posthumously published two-
volume Paris lectures Phases of Pre-Pagán Burma (1985), but included only comparative 
lists rather than reconstructions.  
The mid-20th Century saw a rebirth of interest in comparative Mon-Khmer studies. 
Haudricourt (1952, 1953) breathed new life into the field with his proof that Vietnamese 
tones could be explained by direct reference to Mon-Khmer etymology, rather than to 
Thai or Chinese. This was a powerful demonstration of the insights into phonology and 
proto-history that comparative investigation of Mon-Khmer languages could offer, and 
came as a new wave of field data began to emerge, particularly from Indo-China.  
1959 was an especially good year, bringing the publication of the first volume of 
the huge multi-dialectal Bahnar dictionary of Guilleminet, as well as Heinz-Jürgen 
Pinnow’s Versuch einer historischen Lautlehre der Kharia-Sprache.  
Pinnow’s understated title suggests a tentative historical phonology of Kharia (a 
Munda language of India), but his 514 pages of dense text were a first attempt at an 
Austroasiatic etymological dictionary, with more than 550 etyma and a representative set 
of languages. Issues of Kharian phonological evolution were handled in the context of a 
preliminary Proto-Munda and Proto-Austroasiatic reconstruction: more than 400 cognate 
sets supported the proto-vocalism, and more than 500 supported the consonantism.  
Pinnow made extensive Mon-Khmer comparisons, with the implication that 
regular Munda : Mon-Khmer correspondences would reliably establish etyma as ancient 
within the Mon-Khmer family, even if they are now apparently isolated within particular 
Mon-Khmer branches. For an example close at hand, see #182 in this volume: Kuy 
(Katuic) bruː ‘hill’ is related to Kharia 'biru ‘hill’, demonstrating the root at both Mon-
Khmer and Austroasiatic levels. But Pinnow’s results were hampered by a lack of data, 
and by problems of interpreting sources. His book’s ultimate impact on the field was not 
nearly commensurate with the effort that had gone into it.  
As the 1960s progressed Mon-Khmer research positively blossomed. A generation 
of young and mostly American scholars traveled to Indo-China, collecting data on many 
previously little-known and undocumented languages, and preparing various sub-group-
level reconstructions. These include Proto-Mnong (Blood 1966), Proto-East-Katuic 
(Thomas 1967), Proto-Viet-Mương (Barker 1963, Barker and Barker 1970), Proto-Jeh-
Halang (Thomas and Smith 1967), and Proto-North Bahnaric (Smith 1972).  
                                                 
3  The Luce Papers are now held in the manuscripts collection of the Australian National Library. 
The Mon-Khmer and Sino-Tibetan lexical materials are are being scanned by CRCL, and will be 
published on-line in 2007 at http://archives.sealang.net/luce. 
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1964 also saw the founding of the journal Mon-Khmer Studies in Saigon; it is today 
based at Mahidol University, Thailand. European interest was rekindled at this time as 
well. For example Michel Ferlus (CNRS, France) began his decades-long commitment to 
collecting data on various languages of Laos and Vietnam, and Scandinavian scholars, 
including the Kammu specialist Kristina Lindell, became increasingly active. 
The world-wide interest in Mon-Khmer and Austroasiatic linguistics stimulated a 
major international conference on comparative Austroasiatic at the University of Hawai‘i 
in 1973; a substantial two-volume set of proceedings was published in 1976 (Jenner et 
al.). A second Austroasiatic conference was held at Mysore (India) in 1976.  
Throughout this period, Harry Shorto was in the thick of things as both author 
and editor. Taking up the torch from Blagden and Luce after accepting a lectureship at 
SOAS in 1948, Shorto first published his A Dictionary of Modern Spoken Mon (1962). He 
followed this up with A Dictionary of the Mon Inscriptions (1971), which included 
extensive etymological commentary, reflecting progress that would lead to the first draft 
of the MKCD (the genesis and history of these books is detailed in Bauer’s article, below). 
As his work on the MKCD progressed, Shorto actively sought out scholarly 
discussion and debate. He presented his reconstruction of Mon-Khmer proto-vocalism to 
the Hawai‘i comparative Austroasiatic conference, and defended the Austric hypothesis at 
a symposium in Toronto in 1976. In both cases he made extensive reference to his draft 
MKCD (the Toronto paper is reproduced as Appendix E).  
But the 1970s also marked a turning point. With the political transformation of 
Indo-China attentions were refocused elsewhere. As Cold War funding dried up, the field 
began to dissipate as researchers turned to other languages and interests. Nevertheless, a 
core of highly motivated scholars continued their efforts. 
Gérard Diffloth was the most notable member of this group. Beginning with 
Aslian, he produced a reconstruction of Proto-Semai in 1977. Diffloth then ambitiously 
widened his research program, boldly proposing to systematically work through each 
Mon-Khmer sub-group, and eventually arrive at a comprehensive Mon-Khmer database 
and reconstruction. He produced some very important early results, which include book-
length reconstructions of Proto-Waic (1980) and Proto-Monic (1984), and a substantial 
paper on Proto-Katuic (1982). Since then, however, Diffloth has concentrated more on 
data collection and analysis, choosing to delay the release of his results.  
Independently of Diffloth, Ferlus (1983) produced his own Proto-Monic 
reconstruction. He also began working on the history of the Vietic languages, and has 
produced an extensive body of work on the topic (e.g. 1982, 1991, 1992a, 1997, 2001 
etc.). Ferlus has also offered a reconstruction of the history of Khmer (1992b).  
From the mid-1980s and into the 1990s, while important descriptive work on 
Mon-Khmer languages was pursued by various researchers, the output of comparative 
studies generally declined, e.g. the Proto-Plang of Paulsen (1989), Proto-South Bahnaric 
of Efimov (1990) and Proto-Katuic of Peiros (1996). But since the year 2000—as we 
approach the centenary of Schmidt’s foundational efforts—a new generation of 
comparative studies has begun to appear, producing extensive work on Bahnaric (Sidwell 
2000, Sidwell and Jacq 2003) and Katuic (Thongkum 2000, Sidwell 2005).  
In conclusion, an overall evaluation of the progress of Mon-Khmer comparative 
linguistics in the 20th century reveals periodic ebb and flow. The field advanced in fits 
and starts through Pinnow’s attempted consolidation in 1959, then lost focus when no 
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similar effort was completed in the 1970s or 1980s. Although branch level comparative 
studies continued to be pursued, these were conducted without reference to any 
published, overarching analysis of Mon-Khmer. Predictably, results were mixed. 
For example, Diffloth’s comparative analyses of Waic (1980) and Monic (1984) 
were of the highest analytical standards. The years he had invested in compiling notes for 
a comparative dictionary and preliminary PMK reconstruction—never published, 
although substantial fragments of early drafts of these works can be inspected at the 
Cornell University Library manuscript archives—clearly informed Diffloth’s consideration 
of branch-level hypotheses.  
In contrast, the South Bahnaric reconstruction of Efimov (1990) and the Proto-
Katuic of Peiros (1996) both offered highly defective results. Their analyses were 
conducted in isolation from the broader Mon-Khmer context: borrowings were not 
reliably distinguished from inherited forms because there was no reference to the 
distribution of etyma across the family, and proposed sound laws were formulated 
without consideration of how they might be reconciled with the deeper historical 
foundations of Mon-Khmer languages.  
In this light, the failure of Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary to have 
been published was a terrible loss for the field. As we shall discuss below, it is inevitable 
that some of Shorto’s analysis must be extended or discarded; but no amount of re-
evaluation is likely to obscure the tremendous amount of scholarship that forms the body 
of the MKCD. 
Assessing Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary 
We can categorize Shorto’s results as follows: 
• Phonological reconstruction:  PMK vowels and consonants, and the sound laws 
that relate these to daughter forms. 
• Lexical reconstruction: identification of lexical cognates, specification of 
appropriate levels for reconstruction, and (after relating these to the proposed 
sound laws) the construction of proto-lexemes. 
• Specification of internal branching and classification. 
• External comparison: identification of Munda and Austronesian parallels, and 
documentation of forms influencing (or influenced by) Thai, Lao, Chinese, 
Burmese and others. 
An exhaustive critique of the MKCD would be a major project in itself; it would 
significantly delay publication, yet probably be less useful than the collection of 
specialized articles that publication is likely to inspire. I offer instead a brief summary 
review, touching upon those issues which I consider most important, and which are most 
likely to require reconsideration.  
In doing so, I note that our greatest difficulty with the MKCD is the incomplete 
textual justification for its results, due to the unfortunate demise of the author before he 
was able to complete, present and defend his work. Nevertheless, while we gladly adopt a 
generous attitude in assessing the work of a man who is no longer able to defend and 
explain his magnum opus, we must, still, cast a heartlessly impartial light in raising 
questions that must be answered. 
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Phonological reconstruction: vocalism  
We are at an advantage insofar as Shorto (1976c) had already begun to explain his 
reconstruction of the proto-vocalism, with only a very minor modification admitted 
sometime after that. The proto-vowel inventory applied in the MKCD is tabulated as 
follows: 
  
 */ i  u  aa  uu 
 e ə o  ee əə oo 
  a ɔ   aa ɔɔ 
   iə      [ɯə] uə 
    ai  / 
 
The principal justification for this reconstruction (excepting the bracketed item) is 
provided in Table 1 of Part 1. The system is strictly Mon-Khmer in the sense that it is 
derived exclusively by comparison of those two languages. The resulting reconstruction is 
then generalised to the family as a whole. 
This is an interesting approach for Shorto to have taken. It contrasts utterly with 
his treatment of the proto-consonantism, where correspondences were compiled for 
criterion languages that were (within the available data) broadly representative of the 
whole family.  
For the vocalism, Shorto restricted the criterion languages to just two, arguing 
that this produced an entirely expected result consisting of a substantial core of regular 
correspondences, and a residue of more-or-less chaotic correspondences. The former 
securely reflect the proto-system with minimal changes, while the latter are interpreted 
in two ways: some result from numerous isolated factors that are difficult to identify 
within the limits of the dataset, while others may reflect a system of vowel grades or 
alternations within the proto-language, evoking something akin to Indo-European ablaut.  
This idea is not well developed and may well turn out to be an artifact of Shorto’s 
particular methodological bent. My view is that narrowly basing the vocalism on Mon 
and Khmer is not entirely desirable. Ideally one would work through the various 
branches of the family, reconstructing the proto-vocalism for each, and then using those 
results as the input for the ultimate reconstruction.  
But Shorto was working without branch level reconstructions. In those 
circumstances, any attempt to assemble a comprehensive tabulation of correspondences 
between modern languages belonging to different branches would definitely have 
produced an unmanageable chaos of data.  
Instead, he not unreasonably assumed that the Old Mon and Old Khmer vowel 
systems—which are very similar to each other, and which are both recorded in 
vernacular script—are archaic. If this assumption is correct, the binary comparison of 
Mon and Khmer should produce a reconstruction that is reliable at least insofar as these 
two languages had not undergone parallel independent developments. The latter should 
become apparent when a sufficient number of other languages are considered. 
Does the reconstructed vocalism have any characteristics that are typologically 
odd, or that otherwise give us cause for question? Certainly. Indeed, Shorto himself 
remarks briefly in Part 1 on the lack of a distinction between open and half-open front 
vowels, speculating that his *e and *ee may actually subsume *ɛ and *ɛɛ. Given that such 
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a distinction is typologically common among Mon-Khmer languages, I am almost certain 
that it is the case. We can also note the absence of a close central vowel, such as long or 
short ɨ or ɯ. Shorto is probably correct here, as these frequently develop as conditioned 
variants of front and/or back vowels, and by (typically) unconditioned raising of the 
other central vowels.  
What will be the consequences of re-evaluating Shorto’s results? Consider the 
reconstruction of the etymon underlying #1070 *priit; *priət ‘banana.’ Shorto offers this 
on the basis of forms such as Bahnar priit. However, more recent data reveals reflexes 
such as Jru’ (West Bahnaric) prɨət, and point to a merger of *ɨə and *ii in Central 
Bahnaric. Further afield the Old Mon cognate brāt (compared in Shorto 1971 but absent 
from the MKCD!) clearly indicates that Proto-Bahnaric *ɨə derives from a raising of PMK 
*aa. The same correspondence can be found elsewhere, e.g. ‘bone,’ compare: Bahnar 
ktiiŋ, Jru' ktɨəŋ, and Palaung kəʔaŋ (at #553 and #488 respectively, and arguably the 
same correspondence for ‘rain’ at #127 and #141 and ‘dry hill-field’ at #1651).  
These examples reflect two different but related problems. In the case of ‘banana,’ 
admitting new comparisons will indicate a revision of the reconstruction, although not a 
revision of the proto-system. In the case of ‘bone,’ the Bahnaric and Palaungic reflexes 
have been assigned to quite separate reconstructions that, arguably, should be collapsed 
into one. Therefore the recognition of new sound laws, a very likely eventuality, is going 
to indicate revisions to the proto-lexicon. Here I expect that substantial improvements to 
the reconstruction will emerge. 
Various issues concern the diphthongs *iə, *uə, *ai and [*ɯə]. The first two of 
these are reconstructed on the principle that they are reflected largely unchanged in 
Khmer. However, it is very often the case that reflexes in other languages are not 
diphthonged, appearing rather as *ɛɛ and *ɔɔ, respectively. It is known that low, long 
monophthongs have a strong tendency to diphthongise in Mon-Khmer languages (e.g. see 
the discussion and diagram in Huffman 1985), perhaps more often than the reverse 
change is apt to occur. Thus, it is entirely likely that PMK *ɛɛ and *ɔɔ underlie various 
examples of Khmer iə, uə that Shorto uses to reconstruct *iə and *uə.  
One will note numerous examples of *iə and *uə reconstructed in the MKCD 
where there is no Khmer reflex, or in fact no diphthonged reflex at all. Consider #467 
‘hair,’ for which the four alternates *suk, *suuk, *suək, *sək are reconstructed. In this 
case, *suək is posited on the basis of reflexes that in isolation would only suggest *ɔɔ. 
However, influenced by his theory of vowel alternations, Shorto reconstructs the uu ~ uə 
alternance to link the ɔɔ forms in Bahnaric with u in Palaungic. I am sure that integrating 
the results of comprehensive branch level reconstructions will eliminate many of these 
alternate reconstructions, and reassign many proto-diphthongs to monophthongs.  
The diphthong *ai is also problematic, a fact acknowledged by Shorto. It is 
posited to explain the rather infrequent correspondence of Mon a to Khmer ɛ. I doubt 
whether it reflects anything other than a fronting in Khmer (and it is likely that similarly 
fronted reflexes in Kuy are Khmer loans), although a detailed analysis of reflexes in other 
languages is required to solve this.  
In his second draft of the MKCD Shorto introduced a doubtful proto-diphthong 
[*ɯə] in some eight reconstructions. It is not indicated by the Mon : Khmer 
correspondences, but rather is based on four examples of a correspondence of Palaung ɯ 
to Kammu Yuan ɯa in closed syllables (#410, #503, #1179, #1328). This is then 
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invoked to explain three cases of open syllable ɔw in Bahnar (and similar reflexes 
elsewhere in Bahnaric) corresponding to Palaung ɯ (#6, #45, #264).  
It is very doubtful that these two groups of correspondences can be linked. The 
first group has many parallels with etyma for which *iə is indicated, so we need to find 
cognates beyond Northern Mon-Khmer for those four cases. The other group is perhaps 
sufficiently explained by contextual changes to PMK *uu. An additional reconstruction of 
[*ɯə] at #573 lacks Bahnaric or Palaungic reflexes that follow either pattern, and is 
instead based upon a correspondence of Mon u to Vietnamese ự and Stieng oː, and 
requires further investigation. 
These considerations would lead us to revise Short’s proto-vocalic inventory to the 
following: 
 */ i  u  aa  uu 
 e ə o  ee əə oo 
 ɛ a ɔ  ɛɛ aa ɔɔ 
   iə    uə / 
The revised inventory is only provisional, and may be subject to further changes 
in the light of new data and analyses. For example, there are strong indications of Proto-
Katuic high central vowels *ɯ, *ɯɯ, *ɯə (see Diffloth 1982, Sidwell 2005). If these are 
found to have cognates with similar values in other branches, this will indicate 
reconstruction to PMK. On the other hand, if these are isolated within Katuic, the more 
likely explanation will be raising from PMK *ə, *əə etc. Such issues can only be 
addressed by comprehensive branch-level reconstructions.  
Phonological reconstruction: consonantism  
The table of proto-consonants presented by Shorto in his first draft, below, matches 
exactly that offered by Diffloth in his 1974 Encyclopaedia Britannica article (and passim). 
It effectively reflects a consensus view that can be traced back to the foundation laid by 
Schmidt, and it is not anticipated that further research will be likely to significantly alter 
this model.  
 */ p t c k ʔ 
 b d j g 
 ɓ ɗ 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w  r l y 
s  h / 
Additional segments *t2, *d2, *n2 were added by Shorto in the course of his 
second draft (already discussed to some extent above). They were posited to account for 
certain correspondences among Northern Mon-Khmer and other Mon-Khmer languages: 
between dental sibilants and dental stops (e.g. #31 *t2ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day’ on the basis of such 
forms as Palaung səŋi and Khmer thŋay), and between laterals and dental nasals (e.g. 
#1906 *bn iəs ‘spear’ on the basis of such forms as Riang-Lang_plɛs and Old Mon bnɔs).  2
However, it is important to note that the tabulated proto-consonants are posited 
as the initial segments in sequences CVC, whereas the *t2 and *d2 were specifically 
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motivated by correspondences of preconsonantal segments. In the rare cases where the 
second series were reconstructed for prevocalic stops (e.g. #553 *knt2iiŋ ‘bone’), the 
reconstruction is in all but three cases specifically intended to explain the sibilant reflexes 
within North Bahnaric, and thus is likely to reflect a quite different phenomenon.  
The exceptions are readily explained by other processes: #534 *kt2aŋ ‘bitter’ and 
#1621 *kt2uur ‘ear’ suggest fusion of *kt > c > s in Northern languages; #543a *t2aŋ 
‘knee’ also has evidence of preconsonantal k. Similarly, #1343 *t2əm ‘plant’ is infixed in 
Northern languages, relegating the reflex of *t2 to the preconsonantal position, so that it 
actually patterns regularly after *t ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day.’  2
Therefore, the table above still holds, leaving us with the separate problem of 
explaining a correspondence pattern that is restricted to preconsonantal dental stops. 
Typologically it would be very strange if the set of preconsonantal segments included 
forms not also occurring as CVC initials, in which case some other explanation must be 
offered. Shorto himself suggested that it may be explained by the assimilation of a vowel 
which has since been eliminated by changes to syllabic structure. Given the CVCVC 
typology of Munda roots, this vocalic explanation is surely more likely than the *t2 and 
*d2 modeled after the more speculative Austric parallels.  
The n2 reconstructions are more problematic. There are only seven cases: #344, 
#593, #1367, #1369, #1476, #1631, and #1906. All involve n2 as the second member 
of various clusters, so there is in fact no underlying structural parallel to the *t2/*d2 issue. 
In at least two cases (#1476, #1631) it is likely that Austronesian loans are confusing 
the issue, and in three (#593, #1367, #1369) we cannot rule out dissimilation from the 
final nasal (cf. #1401 *liəm ‘good’: Bahnar liɛm and Sre niam). This leaves the 
identification of n  unlikely to withstand close investigation.  2
The reconstruction of initial clusters is based upon the following relation between 
the registers of Mon and Khmer: 
 
PMK Mon Khmer 
voiceless + voiceless head register head register
voiceless + voiced chest register head register
voiced + voiceless head register chest register
voiced + voiced chest register chest register
 
The underlying principle is that Mon registers reflect only the voice quality of the 
prevocalic consonant, but Khmer registers regularly reflect the voice quality of the initial.  
The formulation appears (so far as I can tell) to hold up fairly robustly, although 
the same caveat applies in respect of the proto-vocalism: reconstruction on the basis of 
this formula will not recover any features that have been lost due to parallel 
developments in the criterion languages. In this respect I anticipate that the integration 
of new data from (in particular) Aslian, Khmuic, Vietic and Katuic has the potential to 
indicate at least a fine-tuning, if not a thorough overhaul, of Shorto’s PMK clusters.  
Lexical reconstruction 
Shorto’s reconstruction of 2,246 groups of proto-lexemes rests on two pillars: 1) the 
identification of cognates that indicate etyma were present at the PMK level, and 2) the 
application of sound laws to these cognates in order to generate proto-forms. 
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The generation of proto-forms is, inevitably, an ongoing process even for the most 
well-studied language families. As we have just seen, specific aspects of Shorto’s 
phonological analysis may require revision on the basis of existing data, or even 
reanalysis as new information becomes available. We can expect that such reanalysis will 
have the beneficial effect of simplifying Shorto’s reconstructions, reducing the number 
and complexity of the variant forms. 
Shorto’s methodology for identifying etyma at the PMK level must be reviewed 
more critically. Lacking a coherent model of inter-branch relations between Mon-Khmer 
languages—a situation that arguably still persists—Shorto was in a sense forced to work 
without a safety net in order to achieve the heights he wished to attain.  
Shorto does not provide any formula to specify the precise mix of languages or 
sub-groups an etymon would have to be attested for in order to justify a triangulation 
back to PMK. Despite this, we can readily discern several principles he consistently 
invoked to justify Mon-Khmer heritage: 
• attestation in both Mon and Khmer where borrowing from a non-Mon-Khmer 
source is considered unlikely, 
• attestation in Munda and in at least one Mon-Khmer language, 
• attestation in Austronesian and in at least one Mon-Khmer language where 
borrowing into the Mon-Khmer language is considered unlikely. 
The great majority of Shorto’s cognate groups are based on evidence from 
multiple branches of Mon-Khmer, and will be strengthened as more data becomes 
available. The 354 items supported by Munda attestation are particularly likely to be 
legitimate, regardless of how many MK branches they occur in (although Munda forms 
have radically complex morphologies that present special difficulties to comparativists). 
This issue is discussed below in Relation to Munda.  
In a few cases Shorto relied on a single MK branch without citing external 
comparisons. In a regular pattern of error whose root cause I will return to below, he 
appears to have consistently treated South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric as separate Mon-
Khmer branches for the purpose of lexical reconstruction. This led to entries such as 
#1401 *liəm ‘good,’ for which only Bahnaric forms are cited. 
Shorto’s Austronesian connections are obviously the least justifiable. Assuming an 
Indo-Chinese origin, before Shutler and Marck’s results supporting a Formosan homeland 
for Austronesian, the Austric hypothesis was of crucial importance, spurred on by the 
increasing availability of extensive and reliable Austronesian reconstructions. But 
Shorto’s use of Austronesian data as evidence in his phonological and lexical 
reconstruction of Mon-Khmer will certainly be the most controversial aspect of his work.  
Even if one accepts the Austric hypothesis, the discrimination of borrowings from 
genetic inheritance at great time depths is extremely problematic. Normally one would 
expect to see strong additional evidence (such as distributional factors) taken into 
account before borrowing is discarded as the null hypothesis. 
Shorto does not explain his reasoning in 30 MKCD entries of etyma that appear to 
be isolated within single branches of Mon-Khmer, yet have been accepted as archaic on 
the basis of questionable Austronesian parallels. A good example is #1476 ‘dove,’ for 
which Proto-Austronesian *pun1ai is invoked to justify projecting Palaung [ə]ploy and 
Riang-Lang ˉploe to PMK *pn2[uu]y. This can only be accepted on the basis of the 
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questionable l : n correspondence, or the phonetic equation evaporates and the etymon is 
better relegated to the Palaungic level until wider Mon-Khmer cognates can be found.  
Regardless of one’s view of the Austric hypothesis, a great number of Mon-Khmer-
Austronesian lexical comparisons compiled by Shorto extensively catalog a long history 
of poorly understood language contact. They provide a detailed and well-documented 
overview not generally accessed by specialists working strictly within either the 
Austroasiatic or Austronesian traditions, and create the opportunity to address some of 
the larger issues of Southeast Asian linguistic history.  
Aside from the readily identified deviations discussed above, Shorto’s approach to 
lexical reconstruction is fundamentally sound. Some of his comparisons will ultimately be 
rejected as not justifying lexical reconstructions, but it would be a mistake to rule out, a 
priori, all cases that raise questions because of the limited data presented at this time. 
Internal branching and classification 
The problem of determining the structure of the Mon-Khmer family has vexed linguists 
since the time of Schmidt, and it is fair to say that it remains unsolved. A confusing 
muddle of tree diagrams have been offered over the past century, although none, to my 
knowledge, have been determined on the basis of explicit formulae of shared innovations.  
Since the 1960s two consistent (albeit irreconcilable) schemes have emerged. 
Each is based on essentially lexical methods, reflecting the longstanding absence of a 
well-developed phonological reconstruction. One approach is championed by Diffloth, 
who has consistently grouped Mon-Khmer branches into three large divisions. This 
implies that the languages must have diverged gradually over thousands of years, with 
speakers undertaking multiple migrations (see Diffloth 2005 for his most recent view).  
An alternative view derives from lexicostatistical studies (e.g. Thomas 1966; 
Thomas and Headley 1970; Huffman 1976, 1978; Smith 1981) that have generally found 
that Mon-Khmer languages branch into at least 10 more-or-less equidistant groupings. 
These results suggest a simple “rake”-shaped tree, and imply that at some point in time 
Proto-Mon-Khmer expanded rapidly over a vast area.  
Shorto’s method effectively assumed the rake model, as he compiled etymologies 
on the assumption that attestation in any two branches was a reasonable minimum 
criterion for identifying Mon-Khmer heritage. Given the state of the art in the mid-1970s, 
we hardly fault Shorto for adopting the rake model, inasmuch as it is founded on 
empirical studies. However, issues regarding understanding and treatment of Bahnaric 
and Katuic led Shorto to inconsistencies and mistakes in his analysis. 
Shorto cites examples from Bahnaric—a single branch in the rake model—
extensively in the MKCD. It is second only to Mon and Khmer in importance, echoing the 
approach of Schmidt (1905). When he began working, the Bahnaric languages were 
classified into two groups: Stiengan and Bahnaran (reflecting the fact that Stieng and 
Bahnar were the first Bahnaric languages to be extensively documented). This two-way 
division was subsequently renamed South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric respectively by 
Thomas and Headley (1970). Shorto nominally subscribed to an analysis that held 
Bahnaric to be a single branch, noting comparisons as “Bahnaric” in the MKCD when they 
had both Stiengan and Bahnaran reflexes. 
Yet despite the above, it is apparent that Shorto treated Stiengan and Bahnaran as 
reflecting two separate Mon-Khmer branches for the purposes of lexical reconstruction. 
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He posits some 146 PMK reconstructions on the basis of Bahnaric forms alone, as if 
attestation in these two “branches” justifies triangulation of the etymon back to PMK, 
rather than merely to Proto-Bahnaric. In addition, in Appendix A of Stiengan/South 
Bahnaric etymologies Shorto constructs putative PMK antecedents without recourse to 
other Bahnaric comparisons or intermediate Bahnaric level reconstructions. 
Shorto’s error is compounded by his choice of representative languages for these 
putative branches. Nowadays it is becoming increasingly recognised that Bahnar does not 
belong in the North Bahnaric branch, and is probably more closely related to South 
Bahnaric (see Sidwell 2002). Moreover, the language Röngao, which was treated as a 
dialect of Bahnar in the dictionary of Guilleminet (1959-63) that Shorto relied upon, is 
most certainly a distinct North Bahnaric language.  
The consequence of Shorto’s handling of Stiengan and Bahnaran is that 146 
etymologies technically do not justify PMK reconstructions; a large proportion of these do 
not even justify Proto-Bahnaric reconstructions. It can be expected that although wider 
MK etymologies will be found for many, others—particularly those attested only in 
Bahnar and South Bahnaric—will turn out to be Austronesian borrowings. While this in 
no way undermines the rest of Shorto’s achievement, all of the 146 reconstructions in 
question must be treated as provisional until more data is considered.  
Another issue involves the Katuic branch, which was very poorly understood until 
recently. The Kuy language, which has hundreds of thousands of speakers in the lowland 
areas of Cambodia, Thailand, and Laos, was the principal representative of Katuic in the 
MKCD. Unfortunately, Kuy is not a very good exemplar for the Katuic branch. Besides 
borrowing numerous Cambodian words, Kuy has highly innovative phonology, having 
undergone a vowel split parallel to that of Middle Khmer.  
Shorto initially assumed that Kuy was closely related to Khmer, rather than being 
an aberrant member of a separate and more conservative Mon-Khmer branch, as has been 
subsequently shown (see Diffloth 1982). However, after completing the second draft of 
Part 3, Shorto realized and began to correct his error as data on the various Katuic 
languages spoken by small and diverse communities in the upper Sekong valley of Laos 
and the adjacent Vietnamese hills came to his attention.  
Katu, the most linguistically archaic of these, was just beginning to be known to 
outsiders, and a published lexicon only came into Shorto’s possession in the 1980s. In 
piecing together notes retained by Anna Shorto, it is apparent that he also obtained 
lexicons for several other Katuic languages, including Bru, Ngeq, and Pakoh.  
Using this information, Shorto developed two preliminary reconstructions: one for 
Proto-Bruan (designating the Bru-Kuy subgroup), and one for Proto-Katuic, based on data 
from Ngeq, Pakoh, and Katu sources. Consequently he made many marginal annotations 
of Bru forms in Part 3, the comparative dictionary proper, and had begun to add Pacoh 
forms when circumstances intervened and the work was abandoned. Shorto’s unpublished 
notes on Katuic reconstruction are archived at http://archives.sealang.net/shorto. 
Relation to Munda 
Shorto’s conviction in the Austric hypothesis made it nearly inevitable that consideration 
of Munda, a large and deeply complex language family of India, would be somewhat 
marginalized. It has been recognised since Mason (1854) that Munda languages are 
related to Mon-Khmer, but the structure of that relationship is still unclear. While the 
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received view is that Mon-Khmer and Munda are sister branches of the Austroasiatic 
macrophylum, there is no real consensus.  
The recent classification by Diffloth (2005) treats Munda as a branch on a par 
with Northern Mon-Khmer, such that there is no meaningful distinction between Mon-
Khmer and Austroasiatic. In contrast, the noted Munda specialist David Stampe (pers. 
com.) considers it more likely that Mon-Khmer is an offshoot of Munda, and in a sense is 
the reverse of Diffloth’s formulation. 
Although he does not raise the issue explicitly, Shorto’s analysis agrees with 
Diffloth. Shorto reproduces Austroasiatic etymologies from Pinnow (1959), and in some 
cases relies upon Munda comparisons to justify reconstructions where Mon-Khmer 
reflexes are restricted in their distribution (e.g. #182 *bruuʔ ‘hill’).  
Elsewhere, in his discussion of the t2, d2 problem (quoted above), Shorto notes 
that the sibilant reflexes of Northern Mon-Khmer are also found in Munda, not the 
phonological contrast (e.g. #31 *t2ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day’: Khmer thŋay, Palaung səŋi, Mundari 
səŋgi). This would suggest that Munda and Northern Mon-Khmer descend from a 
common branch, reducing Munda to a much less important place in the phylogenic tree.  
This position is consistent with the greater emphasis Shorto places on comparing 
Mon-Khmer to Austronesian, without attempting to posit intermediate Proto-Austroasiatic 
forms. After all, if Munda is merely a sister to Northern Mon-Khmer, then the PMK 
reconstructions will in principle be equivalent to Proto-Austroasiatic.  
A present-day perspective would undoubtedly hold that despite uncertainties 
concerning the phylogenic relation of Munda to Mon-Khmer, they share a closer relation 
to each other than either might share with Austronesian. The comparative reconstruction 
of Proto-Munda must take priority, fully informing the Proto-Mon-Khmer/Austroasiatic 
reconstruction before we attempt to analyse the phonological and lexical implications of 
any putative Austric comparisons. 
Conclusion 
It is fair to say that the transformative role of the MKCD in Mon-Khmer studies will, in 
time, be comparable to other works of similar scope and quality, such as: Otto 
Dempwolff’s (1938) Vergleichende Lautlehre des austronesischen Wortschatzes or Emeneau 
and Burrow’s (1961) Dravidian Etymological Dictionary.  
No scholar would claim that either of these provided wholly definitive results or 
reached entirely error-free conclusions. Yet both crystallised decades of scholarship in 
their respective fields, and each stimulated tremendous improvements in the quality of 
subsequent research. Their meticulously organised and analysed data were immediately 
useful for reference; indeed, careers were established on the basis of ideas gleaned while 
fishing through their pages.  
More importantly, they established neutral playing fields for future generations, 
making it possible to unambiguously cite an etymology or theoretical model in a context 
whose forms and issues were recognized and accepted by the entire profession. Shorto’s 
citation of Dempwolff’s forms in his Austric comparisons amply demonstrates the point. 
Although they are now outdated now by almost 70 years, any comparative 
Austronesianist will immediately recognise them, and can easily relate them to modern 
forms.  
 
Preface  xxv 
This is the unique contribution of canonical texts to research: defective and 
incomplete as they may be, they are essential to the progress of any field. Their value is 
based not on the absence of error, but on the honesty and scholarship with which they 
attempt to account for the field’s current state of knowledge. And by this standard, 
Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary richly deserves its pride of place at the head 
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Any posthumous publication warrants some remarks about the historical context in 
which it was created; information privy to those who had the privilege of working closely 
with its author, and which may shed light on aspects of its compilation. This is all the 
more true in this particular case as the Comparative Dictionary has its origin in Mon 
lexicography and a lineage going back to as early as 1928.  
Harry Shorto graduated in Modern and Medieval Languages from Cambridge 
University. He spent the war years as a commissioned officer in the Fourteenth Army in 
Burma. From anecdotes he told me during classes I know that, at some stage, he was 
involved in reconnaissance missions in the Shan states.  
Following an initial posting as an assistant lecturer in linguistics in 1948, Shorto 
was appointed to a lectureship in Mon at the School of Oriental and African Studies in 
1952. His ties to SOAS were extensive; officers involved in reconnaissance missions and 
intelligence work received language training in Japanese and Burmese in the linguistics 
department, headed by J. R. Firth, and all newly employed language lecturers at SOAS 
were instructed in general linguistics and phonetics under the supervision of Eugénie 
Henderson (1914-1989).  
The availability of a Mon lectureship is not as incongruous at it may seem today. 
The British assumed that Burma would join the Commonwealth after gaining 
independence, and that the major ethnic groups would be accorded a measure of 
autonomy. The need for intensive regional language study in the wake of decolonization 
was, therefore, a given.  
The Scarbrough Report of 1947 had reviewed the state of Asian language 
instruction at British universities, and recommended the creation of a number of 
lectureships in Southeast Asian languages.  At the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
it was even planned to create positions for Shan and Karen at a later stage. Although 
these never materialized, Mon had already been established at SOAS in all but name for 
several decades.  
Mon was first introduced by J. A. Stewart (1882-1948), Professor of Burmese, 
who as a colonial administrator in lower Burma had collected Mon texts, and who later 
initiated a certificate in Mon at the School. He was followed by Charles Otto Blagden 
(1864-1948), first Lecturer (1917) and then Reader in Malay, who succeeded in 
deciphering the Old Mon inscriptions of Pagán, Prome, Thaton and Lamphun. It is 
actually Blagden’s materials from which A Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary ultimately 
derives, as we shall see below. 
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Shorto began to study modern Mon in 1949 when the Mon monk U Wāyama, 
originally from Kawbein, was resident in London for about a year. U Wāyama was no 
mere language assistant. An educator and modernizer, he conceived and co-wrote the 
seven-part series of Mon Readers for language instruction in the schools of lower Burma, 
and also authored an introduction to Mon for Burmese speakers. U Wāyama came from a 
long line of distinguished Mon Sayadaws that include Sīlawantathera (Shwe Ngwè) and U 
Kosalla, in whose monastery Shorto was to reside as a layman. 
After a year of typical armchair preparatory work in London, Shorto left for 
Burma and took up residence in U Kosalla’s monastery in Mudun on Bilu Island. To 
students of my generation this had always appeared to be a period of unrestricted travel 
and carefree research opportunities. However, his fieldwork was actually severely 
hampered by travel restrictions, which limited his access to detailed information on Mon 
dialects in Burma.  
Shorto never traveled south of the mainland township Mudon, and his occasional 
sorties from Bilugyun were limited to Moulmein, Martaban and Kyaikmaraw. Shorto was, 
however, able to do fieldwork on Mon dialects in Thailand, where he met William 
Gedney. And it was Gedney who provided him with a Mon contact, Mahā Phuan, who 
acted as informant for his ‘Lopburi’ dialect. 
Shorto remained in Southeast Asia until 1952. 
The first draft of the Dictionary of Modern Spoken Mon was written during the 
steamer journey back to England. In addition to Shorto’s field work, his lexicographic 
description of Mon was based on Robert Halliday’s Mon-English Dictionary of 1922, and 
on material Stewart had bequeathed to the School and now lost:  mainly songs, folktales 
and pieces of traditional literature. This material was complemented by wordlists written 
by U Wāyama. 
However, the dictionary was not published for a full decade. The delay was due, 
among other factors, to Firth; the “Philological Society” was willing to defray the cost of 
printing but Firth insisted that the dictionary be revised to include a concordance of 
written forms as well.  
Shorto began his study of Old Mon under Gordon Luce (1889-1979), who had 
been appointed visiting professor at the School for three years until 1953. Luce was by 
then Professor of Far Eastern History at the University of Rangoon and had studied Old 
Mon, Chinese and Sanskrit in Europe since 1918 during his annual leaves of absence. 
After a decade of study and correspondence with Blagden, Luce had secured funds from 
University College Rangoon in 1929 to publish Blagden’s Dictionary of Old Mon with 
cognate forms in Khmer, etc.—as its title was intended to be—to be followed by an Old 
Mon grammar. The dictionary was meant to include cognates from other Mon-Khmer 
languages; no surprise, considering that Blagden, after years of colonial service in 
Malaya, had co-written Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula with W. W. Skeat, and had 
corresponded, in German, with Pater Wilhelm Schmidt.  
Blagden had continued his editorial work on Old and Middle Mon inscriptions 
through the war years, carefully noting etymologies in a 5,000-card index. After 
Blagden’s death in 1948, his daughter sent his papers to the School.  These papers 
consisted, among others, of the 5,000-card index, on which the projected epigraphic Mon 
dictionary was to have been based, and a notebook with transcriptions of unpublished 
texts and a concordance. The fate of the collection of rubbings was never established. 
Some Background Notes  xxix 
When Luce returned to Burma it was agreed that Shorto would update and edit 
Blagden’s index and notes, rework them into a dictionary, and arrange for publication. 
Shorto completed a first draft of the Old Mon dictionary by 1956. Throughout 1956-57, 
the draft was checked against epigraphic data in Burma wherever possible. Mainly, this 
was confined to stone inscriptions and ink glosses from Pagán as well as the Middle Mon 
bell inscriptions.  
Further etymological material was incorporated through Shorto’s own fieldwork 
on the Northern Mon-Khmer languages Palaung and Praok (a Wa dialect). Pinnow’s 
Habilitation of 1959 provided new comparative Munda material. No further epigraphic 
data were added beyond findings of the early 1960s, thus excluding significant early data 
from Northeastern Thailand.  
The dictionary was eventually published in 1971, as A Dictionary of the Mon 
Inscriptions from the 6th to the 16th centuries, incorporating materials collected by the late C. O. 
Blagden (henceforth DMI). Shorto, since 1964 Reader in Southeast Asian Languages and 
Literatures, was then promoted to a personal chair in Mon-Khmer Studies. 
Although still immensely useful to epigraphic research to this day, DMI is not 
without its deficiencies. Paradoxically, these have a direct bearing upon—and more 
importantly, a direct benefit for—the execution of this Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary. 
To Shorto, the phonological reference form was of key importance. The notation of 
special glyphs, so dear to the epigrapher, would only distract and could hence be ignored 
as being of no phonological impact.  Thus, the transliterated forms found in DMI are, in 
fact, transcriptions, with a few exceptions a practice inherited from Blagden. In DMI, 
features of the writing system, including special ligatures, abbreviated rhyme notations 
and superscripts, were all normalized; which is to say they were not noted at all.  
Shorto’s compilation of the DMI (and later the Comparative Dictionary) was also 
greatly influenced by Sir Ralph Turner (1888-1983), who published the first and main 
volume of his Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Languages in 1966. Sir Ralph, 
director of the School from 1938 to 1957, had taken an avid interest in the progress of 
DMI, and it is hardly surprising that Shorto found inspiration, both in form and method, 
in the magnum opus of his senior colleague.  
The main Old Mon entries in DMI served as building blocks against which a series 
of cognates could be set, in the same manner that Turner used Vedic and Sanskrit 
citations (rather than reconstructions) to head the entries. It is telling that Middle Mon 
forms in DMI do not appear as separate main entries whenever an Old Mon form is 
attested: convenient for the etymologist, but frustrating indeed for the epigrapher in the 
field.  
In a sense, then, DMI was from its inception a prototype or blueprint for an 
etymological Mon-Khmer dictionary to come, in which Mon was intended as one of three 
Testsprachen or criterion languages, along with Khmer and Vietnamese. Shorto recognised 
the importance of including more representative criterion languages in the analysis, 
hence his interest in adding to the knowledge of Northern Mon-Khmer; his work on 
Palaung was actually a check on Mrs. Milne’s data of the 1920s.  
Acquiring a working knowledge of Khmer, probably in the early 1960s, lead him 
to reject all previous reconstructions of the early Mon vocalism he had envisaged. Shorto 
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arrived at his definitive reconstruction of the Old Mon vocalism with his 1965 London 
paper.1   
For the Comparative Dictionary Shorto carried on the notation and symbols of 
Turner’s CDIAL, although his layout and method of reconstruction are more reminiscent 
of Dempwolff’s comparative Austronesian, particularly in basing the reconstructions on a 
small set of criterion languages chosen to represent a large and under-documented 
language family. 
In January 1973 Shorto débuted a preliminary version of the proto-Mon-Khmer 
vowel system to the First Conference on Austroasiatic Linguistics in Hawai‘i. In 
September of the same year he presented his view of Southeast Asian linguistic proto-
history, which was meant to be part of the introduction of the Comparative Dictionary, to 
the London Colloquy on Early Southeast Asia. And, by 1976 he was able to propose a 
reconstruction of Austric, based on 200 roots, at a Toronto conference dedicated to 
Benedict’s Austro-Thai hypothesis. 
 When I arrived at SOAS in September 1977 to learn Mon and write my doctoral 
dissertation under Shorto’s supervision, the second draft of the Comparative Dictionary 
was ready in typewritten draft form, although some issues in Vietic and other Eastern 
Mon-Khmer languages remained to be solved. This was essentially the same state of 
affairs when I took the final examination in the autumn of 1982. On one of my 
subsequent annual visits from Mahidol to London—Shorto had retired in 1984—he 
confided that he had changed the reconstruction of the vowels again. And that he was 
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1  The interpretation of archaic writing systems, Lingua, 1965, 14:88-97. 
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Paul Sidwell and Christian Bauer have described the present and past of Shorto’s MKCD. 
We now turn to a preview of its future as an electronic resource. 
As Sidwell notes in his Preface, we originally began working together to make the 
few available Mon-Khmer branch reconstructions and their supporting lexical data more 
accessible for research and reference. These included Diffloth’s analyses of Monic and 
Waic, Ferlus’s forthcoming presentation of Vietic, and Sidwell’s own comparative 
dictionaries of Katuic and Bahnaric.  
Tying these works into a single, unified resource, with branch reconstructions 
pointing to Mon-Khmer roots, was an obvious goal, but it was an objective that was by no 
means trivial. An underlying skeleton of Mon-Khmer etyma that could ease the task of 
organizing data—far less a systematic attempt at reconstructing the proto-language—
simply did not exist. 
We became more frustrated as we began to find extensive, unpublished 
documentation for little-known, highly endangered Mon-Khmer languages, both in 
manuscript form (as in the Australian National Library’s Gordon Luce collection), and 
buried in the appendices of theses and lexicons. While we could readily scan and archive 
these texts, we had no desire to manage a museum of fossils. Again, we needed a way to 
incorporate the data into the larger body of Mon-Khmer research. 
The appearance of Shorto’s manuscript changed everything. Its coverage is broad 
and deep enough to provide a rational framework for most Mon-Khmer language 
resources, including both reconstructions and lexical data. As a result, our efforts to 
prepare the MKCD for publication have also focused on deconstructing Shorto’s text in 
preparation for a much broader project. 
 
The Mon-Khmer Languages Project 
This effort, scheduled to commence formally in 2007, will carry on where Shorto leaves 
off. Initially, the complete content of Part 3’s Comparative Dictionary will be extracted, 
XML-tagged, and made freely available on line. All of the text’s constituent parts, 
including etyma, reconstructions, and lexical citations, will be accessible both in 
accordance with Shorto’s analysis and layout, and as a collection of independent datasets.  
Shorto’s data will form the core of a new resource: the Mon-Khmer Etymological 
Database. A companion Mon-Khmer Languages Database will be dedicated to purely 
lexicographic data, obtained from as wide a variety of both published and unpublished 
sources as possible, including original manuscripts from Luce and others. Shorto will 
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continue to be identified with all of the elements and relations defined in MKCD, but new 
language data, etyma, reconstructions, and citations can be added to both databases. 
The MKL Project presents the opportunity to make a clean break with an outdated 
tradition: to challenge the view of Mon-Khmer comparative linguistics as an essentially 
solitary task, based solely on traditionally published work. 
Both Sidwell and Bauer have described the patrimony of file cards handed down 
from generation to generation. Although some scholars have begun to rely on electronic 
databases for recordkeeping in recent decades, use of the Internet as a means for active 
collaboration has barely penetrated the field’s consciousness. Data has been 
computerized, but its management has not been modernized, and some of the social and 
academic practices that restrict access to data are unchanged since Blagden’s day. 
This would not be a problem for comparative work if branch-level issues were 
well-resolved, with authoritative, published proto-language reconstructions that had 
stood the test of time. And, indeed, in the 1960s and 1970s there was every reason to 
believe that this happy state of affairs lay just around the corner.  
But it has not come to be. Nor is the situation improving; as lack of funding 
reduces the number of practitioners in the field, the gridlock of academic publication has 
worsened apace. Publishers are famously hesitant to print large, specialized monographs 
whose sales will not cover typesetting costs, and qualified editors able to make the 
substantial time commitments that highly technical works require are an endangered 
species. Worse, every missing publication has a ripple effect: unpublished field notes 
cannot help to build dictionaries; unpublished dictionaries cannot support branch-level 
analysis; and the missing branch-level analyses have led to deadlock in the field. 
The Mon-Khmer Languages Project will enable a new alternative, founded on 
Shorto’s data and analysis, and open to ongoing development. The Mon-Khmer 
Etymological Database will focus on etyma, reconstructions, and relations. It will initially 
consist of data mined from Shorto’s MKCD; however, a new numbering system will be 
applied to make the database easier to extend.  
The companion Mon-Khmer Languages Database will also initially contain 
lexicons derived from the MKCD. We anticipate that it will grow rapidly; we have a 
substantial amount of language-specific data, and have received offers of additional 
contributions for nearly every branch of the Mon-Khmer family from colleagues around 
the world. 
Both databases will be open for inspection and addition. Any suitably tagged 
dataset can easily be harvested via the Internet and incorporated into the system. Because 
every single item is identified by its contributor, the obvious issue of quality control is 
dealt with in a transparent, elegant manner:  source-filtering lets the databases be 
customized on the fly. Only sources the user trusts, or items that been vetted by scholars 
the user trusts, will actually figure in responding to any of the user’s queries. 
Thus, the project will not screen data. Rather, we provide simple tools necessary 
to let the scholarly community collaborate in certifying data and relations: not by 
majority vote, but by the same process of consideration, occasional rejection, and 
eventual consensus that traditional publishing has always provided. It is likely to be a 
painful process at first, but absent a new Golden Age of funding for Southeast Asian 
scholarship, editors, and publication it cannot be avoided. 
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Technical Notes on this Edition 
Shorto’s text incorporates a dizzying array of symbols used in a half-dozen different 
traditions for linguistic transcription and transliteration. To ensure the most accurate 
data entry possible we relied on Keyster, a software tool developed at CRCL for digitizing 
dictionaries as part of the SEAlang Library project. Keyster supports independent double-
key text entry, followed by a third pass that reconciles any differences between the two 
operators. 
To catch the small number of misreadings that passed the two independent typists 
(an inevitability, given the large number of scripts Shorto used, and his many hand-
written corrections), Sidwell and I spent weeks painstakingly proofreading the work, 
again using custom software that let us make a heads-up comparison between the typed 
output and the source image, one line at a time. The result was a Unicode-encoded 
plaintext file that (once several dozen Chinese characters supplied by Geoff Wade were 
added) matched Shorto’s manuscript exactly, and was ready for Sidwell to copy edit. 
A small suite of Perl programs then analyzed the plaintext, making thousands of 
small changes in layout, labeling, and expansion of abbreviations, and inserting some 
100,000 tags to individually mark each feature, including citations, reconstructions, 
transcriptions, transliterations, glosses, references, and notes.  
This feature-tagging was simply a means to an end. After transforming the text 
into MS Word format, macros relied on the tags to create an important visual aid for copy 
editing: an extensive palette of fonts and colors uniquely distinguished every element 
type. A final laborious proofing pass by Sidwell ensured that the text would be properly 
formatted for this print edition, and could be accurately XML-tagged for service as a Web-
based resource in the future. 
We take full responsibility for any errors made in transcribing the text, and in the 
interests of accountability for content (per Bird and Simons 2003), scans of Shorto’s 
original manuscripts are available for inspection at http://archives.sealang.net/shorto. 
These will be linked to the electronic edition of MKCD, which can of course be 
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Entries in Part 3 are constructed of up to seven parts: 
 
• Numbered etyma, with a semicolon-separated list of PMK reconstructions, and 
italicized English glosses 
• Supporting etymologies (labels A, B etc. correspond to the semicolon-separated 
list, and are followed by branch names in parentheses) 
• Remarks on the reconstructions/etymologies 
• Comparative works used as sources, in parentheses 
• Munda comparisons and sources, if any 
• Austronesian comparisons and sources, if any 
• Other remarks or comparisons (more often Sino-Tibetan)  
 
Each entry comprises at least the first two parts. 
Some 156 extended etyma numbers (e.g. #6a, #798a) indicate Shorto’s intention 
to insert new items and renumber the complete system. We have preserved all original 
numbering for fear of introducing any errors among the numerous cross-references. 
References to the sources of lexical citations are often more implicit than explicit, 
reflecting the author’s approach to economy of text. Although Shorto’s draft bibliography 
is sketchy, we have made every possible effort both to identify sources, and to confirm 
the accuracy of citations.  
The dictionary is based initially upon a synthesis of published comparative works. 
The texts drawn on for each etymology are listed in parentheses accordingly. This leads 
to some underspecification, as there are overlaps between these works, and items taken 
directly from the primary sources, e.g. Stieng items drawn directly from Azémar (1886) 
are not distinguished from Schmidt’s citations from the same source.  
Where particular forms are not drawn from published comparative works, their 
source may (although not always) be indicated immediately after their citation within the 
etymology, e.g.: in #2 *ʔiiʔ person, Stieng ʔaɲ is marked as being from Blood (1966), as 
it was not taken from Azémar (1886). The author also introduced various new 
comparisons; some of their sources are marked, but others are not. As Shorto had not 
finished redrafting the full text before his passing, it is a fact that not all sources have 











* hypothetical, reconstructed, unattested 
† Munda cognate cited 
‡ Austronesian cognate cited 
> becoming, developing into 
< deriving from 
→ loanword into 
← loanword from 
~ morphologically related to 
= the same (etymon) as 
≠ differs from 




ib. in the same work 
intr. intransitive 
n.  noun 
tr. transitive 
v. verb 
v.i. verb intransitive 













More than sixty years have passed since Pater Wilhelm Schmidt, in a celebrated series of 
monographs, laid the foundations for modern comparative study of the Mon-Khmer 
languages as a group and within the Austric family to which they ultimately belong 
(Schmidt 1904, 1905, 1906). Few scholars now, in spite of intervening controversies, 
would seriously dispute his main findings; but there have been marked differences in the 
rate of progress in the various branches of the field which he opened up. Austronesian 
studies have proliferated, following on the classic work of Otto Dempwolff (1934-38); 
more recently H.-J. Pinnow (1959) has provided a comparable, if in some respects more 
modest, systematization of Munda. In Mon-Khmer2 itself, the kernel of Schmidt’s 
inquiries, the equivalent synthesis has yet to be achieved. A good deal of additional 
cognate material has been assembled, notably by Skeat and Blagden (1906) and Shafer 
(1952, 1965); but attempts at a systematic reconstruction have run into difficulties most 
obviously in the face of irregularities in the correspondences of vowels.3 The pivotal 
character of this part of the problem is my excuse for anticipating the comprehensive 
account which must follow later by putting forward the data from which the Mon-Khmer 
vowel system may be reconstructed. 
 The solution I propose depends on the recognition, alongside the vocalism 
reflected in a set of “regular” correspondences, of a number of types of vowel variation or 
gradation in Proto-Mon-Khmer with the variants distributed more or less randomly in 
modern dialects. It will readily be seen that, if such an interpretation of the data is 
correct, then the wider the extension of a cognate set the greater the chance of its 
including one or more vowel-variant forms. It follows that a comparison which, as most 
recent ones have, embraces the largest possible number of languages will elicit a very 
large number of partially similar correspondences. If, on the other hand, comparison is 
                                                 
1  [Editorial note: for spoken Mon and modern Khmer Shorto uses the symbols b and d for IPA ɓ 
and ɗ respectively; spoken Mon hw corresponds to IPA ɸ.] 
2 The term “Mon-Khmer” has been used in two senses: of Mon, Khmer, and the languages of the 
Annamite Chain as in the titles of Schmidt’s three monographs; and of the whole of the eastern 
branch of Austroasiatic, i.e. AA excluding Munda. Pinnow has proposed “Khmer-Nicobar” for 
the latter grouping. Until the position of Nicobarese is clarified I adhere to the older term; but 
my use of “Mon-Khmer” in the wide sense will be unambiguous, since I prefer to divide Mon 
with Nyahkur as “Western MK” from the remainder of the languages in Schmidt’s narrower 
group, which designates “Eastern MK”.  
3 Cf. David D. Thomas (1964), “A survey of Austroasiatic and Mon-Khmer comparative studies”, 
p. 161: “So in general Schmidt’s work on initial consonants can be considered sound, the final 
consonants can be considered valid at most points, and the vowels are as he left them–chaotic.” 
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restricted to two languages—and given that the incidence of vowel variation is limited—
we should expect a relatively high number of regularly related cognates and a smaller 
number of “irregular” ones attributable to variation. These again will be likely to show 
the following features: doublets will occur at least occasionally in each language; 
variations being randomly distributed will generate multiple correspondences, e.g. *i in 
Language A versus *ii in Language B, and *ii in A versus *i in B; the correspondences so 
generated will be relatively infrequent as well as numerous. These expectations are borne 
out in the material presented below. 
 The two languages to be thus compared are Mon and Khmer. I choose them in the 
first place because the amount of lexical material available guarantees a maximum 
number of cognate pairs. In addition, their relationship is distant enough to provide a 
useful baseline when the comparison is extended to other dialects; and with Mon at any 
rate it is possible to trace the evolution of the language and so to go behind more recent 
perturbations of its phonological system. 
 For Mon, Old Mon is taken as the standard of reference and forms from the 
inscriptions are cited wherever possible, their counterparts in modern spoken Mon, if 
any, being also noted. Old and Middle Mon are cited from my Dictionary of the Mon 
inscriptions (1971); spoken Mon from my Dictionary of modern spoken Mon (1962); most of 
the literary forms cited will be found in P. Halliday, A Mon-English dictionary (Bangkok, 
1922; repr. Rangoon, 1955), but some are taken from unpublished lexical collections.4
 In the case of Khmer my knowledge regrettably does not a1low me to base the 
comparison on epigraphic material in the same way. For many of the Old Khmer forms 
cited I am indebted to the kindness of [ms. blank here].5 Most of the modern Khmer 
forms are taken from Syndulphe Tandart [1877-1931], Dictionnaire-cambodgien-français 
(1935); those bearing the rubric “(Guesdon 1930)” are from Joseph Guesdon, Dictionnaire 
cambodgien-français. In addition, my colleague Mrs J. M. Jacob has kindly supplied a 
number of references to the 1969 edition of Vacananukram Khmer. All modern forms are 
transcribed according to the system set out in Eugénie J. A. Henderson, “The main 
features of Cambodian pronunciation”, BSOAS, XIV, 1952, pp. 149-74. This differs in 
certain minor respects from that used in Judith M. Jacob, Introduction to Cambodian 
(1968), to which reference is made at appropriate places below.6 Where it is necessary to 
refer to the Cambodian orthography, the transliteration used is of the conventional 
Sanskritic type with the following modifications: the long inherent vowel is represented 
by ɔ,̄ the inherent vowel plus short mark (bɔntɔk) or in a non-final syllable by ɔ; ā plus 
short mark, and ā plus anusvāra before ṅ, is represented by a; the vowel signs which are 
                                                 
4 [Editorial note: Bauer confirms that Shorto is referring to lexicographical material compiled by 
J. A Stewart, C. O. Blagden and U Wāyama which used to be kept in metal file-card boxes at 
Shorto’s office and in the form of notebooks. The material is presumed to be lost. He kept a 
handwritten copy of Stewart’s collection of Mon folktales, of which lexical and syntactical 
samples were entered into the Mon dictionary of 1962. Bauer possesses a photocopy of it as 
well as of interleaved notes of Blagden’s annotations to various Mon texts.]. 
5  [Editorial note: It is likely that Shorto meant to thank Saverous Pou and his colleague J. M. 
Jacob, but hesitated due to concerns over various sensitivities. Mrs. Jacob had compiled a 
glossary of pre-Angkorian Khmer and may have supplied a number of samples.] 
6 There are marginal advantages in citing Khmer forms in a transcription which represents the 
modern pronunciation. The relation of the latter to the orthography is indicated in the 
discussion of each correspondence.  
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respectively the fifth, sixth, ninth to twelfth, and fourteenth in the Cambodian syllabary 
are represented by ɯ, ɯ̄, uə, ɤ, ɯə, iə, ɛ.7  
 The proposed reconstruction was developed from a comparison of these two 
languages in the first instance, and is presented in terms of them here for clarity of 
demonstration. However, its extension to other Mon-Khmer dialects has necessitated 
some modifications of the scheme first derived from comparison of Mon and Khmer. 
Since I do not posit an immediate relationship between the two within the larger group, 
there would be little point in establishing the first version of the system only to 
reformulate it later, and I do not so. At those points, therefore, where Mon and Khmer 
are insufficient to establish distinctions attributed to the Proto-Mon-Khmer system, forms 
from other dialects are quoted in order to justify the reconstructions made. The vowel 
system to be reconstructed for Proto-Mon-Khmer comprises seven simple vowels, in all of 
which length is distinctive, and three diphthongs: i, ii, e, ee, e, a, aa, ə, əə, ɔ, ɔɔ, o, oo, 
u, uu, iə, uə, ai. 
 The principal types of variation postulated are (i) between short and long vowel: 
i/ii, etc.; (ii) between simple vowel and diphthong: ii/iə, uu/uə, occasionally aa/ai; (iii) 
between diphthong and ə : iə/ə, uə/ə. They may occur in combination, e.g. i/ii/iə/ə. 
Some other, minor types, may be noted. 
 Before proceeding further we shall consider the vowel systems of Mon and Khmer. 
The Old Mon system, in its maximal extension before velars, may be phonologically 
interpreted as /i, e, a, ø, o, u, ɯ, ai/. Its graphic representation, which is not fully 
systematic, is noted at the appropriate places below and summarized in Table 1. Of the 
nine terms listed, /ai/ occurs only before velars and /ɯ/ only before velars and 
laryngeals; /i, e/ do not occur before /y/; /o, u/ do not occur before /w/. 
 The subsequent evolution of this system is summarized in Table 2. The main steps 
were as follows. (i) In Middle Mon /ø/ lost its rounding, and /ɯ/ became rounded (/ø/ 
> /i/; /ɯ/ > /u/), following a nasal and following medial /ʔ/ < /nʔ/. The 
disappearance through merger of final /c, ɲ/ added a further diphthong to the system 
before velars, which was and is not distinguished in writing from /e/, but survives in 
spoken Mon as ɔi. (ii) At a later stage /ɔ/ > /o/ before most finals following /n, m/ (the 
position is complicated, however, by interdialectal borrowing); then /o/ disappeared 
before laryngeals as a result of /oʔ/ > /ɯ/, /oh/ > /uh/; /ɯ/ and /ø/ merged as a 
central vowel. (iii) The emergence of a register distinction, probably towards the end of 
the sixteenth century, set in train the complex series of splits, shifts, and mergers which 
produced the modern system. These changes were conditioned partly by register, partly 
by the nature of the preceding consonant, and partly by that of the final one. They are 
reflected in the orthography only to the extent that rhyme mergers have led to 
historically misleading “phonetic” spellings of particular words. 
 The Khmer system is most conveniently set out in terms of its orthography, which 
like the Mon one antedates the splits which have followed the development of register. In 
its maximal extension, in closed syllables before most finals, the written system is (not in 
syllabary order) i/ɯ8, ī, iə, e, ɛ, a, ā, ɔ, ɔ,̄ o, u, ū, uə, ɤ, ɯ̄, ɯə. In the contexts in question 
these symbols are pronounced, according to register, ɤ/ɯ̀, ì:, iə/ìə, eː/èː, æ/ɛ ̀ː , a/ɛà/ɔə̀, 
                                                 
7 I am grateful to Mrs Jacob for looking over the Khmer material in this paper. Any errors which 
remain, however, are mine.  
8 In complementary distribution. 
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aː/ìə, ɔ/ẁə/ù, ɔː/ɔ̀ː , ao/òː, o/ù, oː/ùː, uə/ùə, aɤ/ɤ̀ː, ɤː/ɯ̀ː, ɯə/ɯ̀ə. Before palatals, 
before ḥ, and in open syllables restricted systems operate. 
 The sixteen terms of the maximal system include four pairs which are functionally 
distinguished by length, or appear to have been so at the time when the orthography was 
established: i, ī (or ɯ, ɯ̄; but these symbols are of relatively recent introduction), a, ā, ɔ, 
ɔ,̄ u, ū. Further simplifications are suggested by a study of distribution after known 
loanwords have been eliminated, as by inspection of the correspondences set out below. 
ɯə seems to occur only in loans from Thai, while ɯː  has a very restricted distribution in 
native words and is then probably environmentally conditioned. ī does not occur in head-
register words; oppositions of e and ɛ are relatively infrequent and show at least a partial 
correlation with register. 
 I shall now set out the Mon : Khmer correspondences in their relation to the 
reconstructed Proto-Mon-Khmer system, dealing at first with the regular 
correspondences. The order to be followed is dictated by simplicity of exposition and is, 
*a, *aa, *i, *ii, *iə, *u, *uu, *uə, *ɔ, *ɔɔ, *ə, *əə, *e, *ee, *o, *oo, *ai. 
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Table 1: Mon : Khmer correspondences 
 
PMK Old Mon orthography Old Mon phonology Khmer orthography 
*i i, u, a, ī, ū, e, ui, ei ø i, ɯ 
*-iʔ -i(ʼ) -iʔ -ī 
*ii ī, i i i, ɯ(1), ī(1), e(2)
*-iiʔ -ey ɔy -ai 
*e e e ɛ(3), e(4)
*ee ī, i i ɛ(5), e(6)
*a a; e(7) a(8) a, ā(9), ai(10), e(11), -(12)
*aa ā; e(13) ai(8), a ā 
*ə i etc.; a(14), o(12) ø; ɔ(12,14) ɔ; ɔ(̄9); a(2)
*əə i etc.; u, ū(10) ø; u(10) ɤ 
*ɔ o(8), a ɔ ɔ; ɔ(̄9); a(2)
*ɔɔ o(8), a ɔ ɔ;̄ ūv(15)
*o u, ū, o(8); i etc. ɯ(8), ø o 
*oo o; u(15) o; u(15) o 
*u u, ū, o(8); i etc.; ū, u(10) ɯ(8), ø; u(10) u; ūv(15), ū(16)
*uu ū, u u ū, u(12); o(2)
*-uuʔ -ow ɔw -au 
*iə e; a(17) ei; ɔ(17)(?); iə(18) iə 
*uə o o uə 
*ai a; e(13) ai(8), a ɛ 
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Table 2: Mon historical developments 
(Spoken Mon open syllables, and Literary Mon -ā, -ī, -ū, au,  
reflect Old Mon final /r, l, w/;  
Literary Mon -a, -i, -u reflect Old Mon final /ʔ/.) 
 
Old Mon phonology Literary Mon Spoken Mon 
i i, ī  ɔe i ì(19); oi òi(20); ɛ i ì 
e e ea ɛà(20); e è 
a -a, -ā; -au(21); -a-(23); -ā- a(ɛ) ɛ(̀a)(19); ɛ ɛà(20); a à(22);  
a è(24); -ai -ài(25); -ao -ɛà(21)
ø ui; e(26); i, ī a à:(20); ɔi òi (26); -oi (25); ɒ (ɜ) ɜ;̀  
or as < Old Mon /i/(27)
ɔ å(20); -au(21); a ɔ ò; -o -o- -uh(28); -oa -òa(25);  
-ao -ɛà  
o o -ɒʔ -ɜʔ̀; -uh -ùh; -oa -òa(25); o ò  
u u, ū ao u ù(19); ɜ ɜ(̀20);  
-ɔe -ui -ùi(25); ɔ u ù 
ɯ o(29), ui; u(27)  ɒ ɜ(̀30); a à(20); or as < Old Mon 
/u/(27)
ai ā ai ài  
 
1.   Chest register. 
2.   “Post-dental” shift. The incidence 
varies according to the vowel. 
3.   Head register. 
4.   Chest register; head register *h, (?) 
*w. 
5.   Head register; chest register before 
*ʔ. 
6.   Chest register; (?) head register 
before s. 
7.   Before y, optionally before c, ñ. 
8.   Before laryngeals and velars. 
9.   Before *ʔ, ṁ, r.  
10. Before *y.  
11. Chest register before ñ (?). 
12. Before *h.  
13. Optionally before velars.  
14. Before s.  
15. Before *ʔ. 
16. Before r. 
17. Before s following consonant cluster.  
18. Before r, l, w.  
19. In open syllables and before 
laryngeals.  
20. Before velars.  
21. Old Mon -w.  
22. Before dentals.  
23. Before velars, ḥ. 
24. Before p, m. 
25. Old Mon -y.  
26. Before velar < Old Mon palatal. 
27. By post-nasal split.  
28. Following n, m.  
29. Rare except before ʼ /ʔ/. 
30. Before laryngeals.  
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Vowels before Stops, Nasals and Liquids9
 
*a, *aa, *ai. 
*a. Before final *k, *ŋ, *t, *n, *p, *m the reconstruction of *a presents little difficulty. It 
follows from correspondences of a in Eastern Mon-Khmer languages other than Khmer 
(Bahnaric, Khmuic) and in Temiar, ă in Vietnamese and Mương, and orthographic a in 
Khmer and in Old and Middle Mon. 
 Mon: Old Mon a is interpreted as phonological /a/ before velars (and laryngeals) 
and /ɔ/ before other finals. Modern Mon has correspondingly ɛ, chest-register ɛà before 
velars; ɔ (and following nasal o), chest-register ò otherwise. 
 Khmer: orthographic a is realized as a in head-register words, and in chest-register 
words as ɛə̀ before velars, ɔə̀ before other finals. 
 Palaungic: the Riang-Lang correspondences are a before velars and ə before other 
consonants. Palaung has aʔ < *-ak and ə before other consonants, so that PMK *a can 
generally be reconstructed from Palaung -aʔ : Riang-Lang -ak; Palaung -əŋ : Riang-Lang -
aŋ; Palaung -ət : Riang-Lang -ət, etc. Praok, which shows indications of having been a 
register language at an earlier stage, has o before velars following an originally voiceless 
initial complex, u following an originally voiced one; before the other consonants in 
question it has u irrespective of the initial. 
 Khasi most often has a; but in a significant minority of cases—about a quarter, 
before all finals—it has e. This is too frequent to account for by assuming PMK variants 
in *ə, nor can it readily be explained by environmental conditioning. I make no special 
reconstruction in these cases. 
 Most of these reflexes are illustrated in the following examples. 
 1. Middle Mon jak, Modern Mon cɛàk ‘to march, set out’; Sre ja’ ‘to tread on, 
trample’, Bahnar jak ‘to go away’; Riang-Lang _cak ‘to put on, wear [shoes]’ (and by 
extension ‘... [headgear, rings]’); ‘Central Sakai’ jak ‘to tread on’ (301 *jak). 
 2. Khmer tɛə̀k ‘to trap’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) dak ‘to catch’, Sre da’, Biat dak 
‘trap’, Bahnar dak ‘projectile trap’, Jeh, Halang dak ‘spear trap’; Riang-Lang ˉdak ‘(to) 
trap’; Semai (Tauern 1914) daːk ‘trap’ (#330 *ɗak). This root is distinct from *dak ‘to 
bind’ (325) with which Schmidt (1905:38) conflated it. 
 3. Middle Mon kwak ‘to hang (v.i.t.)’, Modern Mon kwɛk v.t.; Khmu Yuan wak; 
Palaung hvaʔ v.i.; Khasi wah v.t.; Mương quắc (#459 *kwak). From a nasal-infix form is 
Vietnamese mắc v.t.  
 4. Palaung təŋ ‘to roast, steam, heat’, Riang-Lang ˉtaŋ ‘to bake in open dish’, 
Praok toŋ ‘to broil’; Khasi thang ‘to burn, roast, cremate’ (#544 *t1aŋ).  
                                                 
9 [Editorial note: The original title for this section was “Vowels Before Non-Laryngeal Finals”, but 
Shorto changed his mind and in the typescript “Non-Laryngeal Finals” is crossed out and “Stops, 
Nasals and Liquids” written over it. The significance of this change in title can be inferred from 
Shorto 1976c, which presents a reconstruction of PMK vocalism specifically restricted to the 
rhymes with laryngeal finals. Structurally the reconstruction in that paper corresponds to that 
offered in the present chapter, which we know was prepared for the first draft of his MK 
comparative dictionary (Bauer confirms that Shorto was reworking his PMK vocalism for the 
second version, although no relevant manuscript has been found). We can thus deduce that the 
paper (1976c) is the missing companion to “Vowels Before Non-Laryngeal Finals”, reworked to 
appear as a stand-alone paper. ] 
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 5. Old Mon tḅaṅ, Modern Mon bɛŋ ‘bamboo shoots’; Stieng (Azémar 1886) baŋ 
id., Biat baŋ ‘shoots’; Palaung bəŋ ‘bamboo shoots’; Vietnamese măng [tre] id. (#636 
*t1ɓaŋ). From an infixed form are Khmer tùmpɛə̀ŋ, dɔmpɛə̀ŋ ‘shoot’, Sre ɓaŋ, Bahnar 
təbaŋ, Jeh tabaŋ, Halang dəbaŋ ‘bamboo shoots’. Theng tbaŋ ‘shoot’. 
 6. Khmer phlɛə̀ŋ ‘thatching-grass’; Palaung pləŋ, Riang-Lang ˉ̄plaŋ id.; Khasi 
phlang, ʼlang ‘grass’; ‘Central Sakai’ plɔːk ‘roof’ (#749 *[p]laŋ). (Vietnamese tranh 
‘thatching-grass’ appears to reflect a var. *plaiŋ.) 
 7. Stieng (Azémar 1886) hăŋ ‘piquant, biting, pungent’, Sre haŋ ‘over-salt’, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm haŋ ‘peppery’, Biat haŋ ‘spicy, piquant’, Bahnar haŋ ‘sharp, 
piquant, biting’; Vietnamese hăng ‘[smell] to be acrid, [garlic, onion] to be strong’ (#783 
*haŋ). (Jeh has hàŋ ‘hot, peppery, for expected **haŋ. Khmer haːŋ ‘tart, acid, bitter, 
strong-smelling’ is perhaps a loan from the Austronesian cognate: cf. Cham kà-aːŋ ‘âcre 
et fort’.) 
 8. Mon bɔt ‘(cɔm—) to feel, palpate, (—toa) fist’; Biat bat [tiː] ‘fist, to clench’; 
Riang-Lang  ˉbət ‘to feel, palpate’; Khasi bat ‘to hold, catch hold of, grasp’; Bateg Deq bɔt 
‘to hold, (#1042 *[j]ɓat). 
 9. Old Mon mat, Modern Mon mòt ‘eye’; Stieng mat id., Sre mat ‘face, eye’, 
Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar mat ‘eye’, Jeh mat ‘eye, face’, Halang, Khmu’, 
Khmu Yuan mat ‘eye’; Khasi ʼmat id.; Vietnamese mặt ‘face’, Mương mặt ‘eye, face’; 
Temiar mad ‘eye’ (#1045 *mat). Vietnamese mắt ‘eye’ is from a prefixed form, along 
with Khasi khmat. 
 10. Middle Mon that ‘to be powerful, severe’, Modern Mon thɔt ‘to be strong’; 
Khmer thɔə̀t ‘to be fat’; Palaung hət ‘to be thick’ (#111 *dhat). Riang-Lang ˉkhət ‘to be 
thick’ shows a secondary prefix. 
 11. Mon klɔn ‘python’; Khmer thlan, Stieng (Azémar 1886) klăn, Sre, Biat klan; 
Khasi thlen, ʼlen; Vietnamese trăn id.; (?) Che’ Wong talun ‘snake’ (#1205 *t lan). 1
 12. Stieng, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Jeh, Halang, Kuy kap ‘to bite’; Temiar 
kab (#1231 *kap). From a prefixed form are Khasi jkep ‘to bite’, jkap ‘snapping with 
teeth’. 
 13. Old Mon kaṁ ‘arrow, projectile’, Modern Mon kɔm ‘bullet, cartridge’; Khmer 
kam ‘projectile’, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Khmu Yuan kam ‘arrow’ (#1308 
*kam). Khasi has khnam id., from an infixed form. See also the forms with variant, nos. 
62-3, 66-9, 72-3, 77 below. 
 
Before final *c, *ɲ fronted and raised vowels are found in the Stieng dialect described by 
Azémar; Bahnar, Jeh, and Halang; Khmuic; Palaung; and Temiar, corresponding to the 
reflexes specified for *-k etc. in other languages. This is accompanied by a shift of the 
final nasal to a velar one in the North Bahnaric languages and Palaung. We find ɛ in 
Bahnar, so frequently accompanied by lengthening that this should probably not be 
treated as irregular; ê in Azémar’s Stieng; e in Jeh, Halang, and Temiar; and i in Khmu’, 
while Khmu Yuan has -ec (see no. 27 below), -iɲ. Palaung has -iŋ < *-aɲ following a 
voiceless initial complex, -ɛŋ following a voiced one, but the reflexes before stop have 
not been determined.  
 In one instance also (no. 19) Khmer has è, and this is taken to be the chest-
register reflex before a palatal.  
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 In Old Mon before these finals a or e may be written allographically for /ɔ/; thus 
kuṁlac, kuṁmlec /kəlɔc/ ‘thief’; srañ, sreñ /srɔɲ/ ‘silver’. 
 14. Khmer kac ‘to break [rigid-object]’, Stieng kac ‘to strip [leaves, grain]’, Sre 
kac ‘to harvest [hill paddy]’, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kac ‘to strip [grain]’, Bahnar 
(kəːc beside) dial. kɛːc ‘to cut with scissors, strip [leaves, grain], harvest’; Riang-Lang 
kac ‘to break (v.i.), to tear (v.t.)’; Khasi kheit ‘to pluck, gather’; Vietnamese cắt, Mương 
cắch ‘to cut up’; Bateg Deq kɛc ‘to cut’ (#800 *kac). Note further Bahnar kənɛːc ‘to break 
[ear, twig, etc.] with nail’, from an infixed form. 
 15. Mon wòt ‘to wring out’; Sre wac, Biat [daːk] wac [weːl] ‘eddy’; ‘Central 
Sakai’ wêt, uêt ‘to twist, wring’ (#863 *wac). Khasi khyrwait ‘id., to strangle’, from a 
prefixed form, is to be compared with Biat rwac ‘to twist [hair] into knot’. 
 16. Old Mon sac, Modern Mon sɔt ‘fruit’; Khmer sac ‘flesh, meat’, Kuy sac ‘meat’, 
Bahnar tsɛc ‘lean meat’; Temiar sej ‘meat’ (#871 *sac). The senses ‘meat’ and ‘fruit’ are 
both found in Aslian: Skeat and Blagden 1906, F 170(a). 
 17. Old Mon pañ, Modern Mon pɔn ‘to shoot’; Khmer baɲ, Stieng, Sre, Chrau, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat paɲ id., Bahnar pɛɲ ‘to beat cotton with a bow’, Jeh, Halang 
peŋ, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan piɲ ‘to shoot’; Palaung piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ id.; Vietnamese 
bắn, Mương pắnh (#905 *paɲʔ). Riang-Lang ɯ is otherwise attested only in Shan loans; 
its occurrence here may conceivably reflect the complex final, but the point cannot be 
proved. 
 18. Literary Mon. saman ‘star’; Stieng, Sre, Chrau səmaɲ, Bunör, Central Rölöm, 
Biat maɲ, Khmu Yuan sərmiɲ; Palaung səmiŋ, Riang-Lang _səkməɲ, Praok simuɲ 
(#888 *smʔaɲ). 
 19 Late Middle Mon mran, Modern Mon pəròn ‘smallpox’; Khmer mrèɲ ‘ulcer, 
cancer, chancre, gangrene’, Biat mraɲ ‘chancre’; Palaung brɛŋ ‘smallpox’ (#923 *mraɲ). 
 20. Kuy kasaɲ ‘snake’; Palaung hiŋ, Riang-Lang ˉhəɲ; Khs bseiñ, ʼseiñ (#937 
*[b]saɲʔ). From a form with r-infix are Praok siʔuɲ; Vietnamese [con] rắn. (Khmer 
msaɲ ‘year of the snake’ is reportedly a loanword from a Mương dialect.) 
 See also 64-5 below. 
 
Final semivowels and liquids: in most languages the reflexes are those already listed; I 
note here exceptions. 
 From *-ar Praok has -o (following originally voiceless initial; the post-voicing 
reflex has not been determined). Vietnamese has -ay (i.e. with short /a/), -ây, variation 
between these finals being common in the language. Thus: 
 21. Mon pɔ ‘to fly’; Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Bahnar par, Jeh 
pal, Halang par; Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpər, Praok po; Vietnamese bay, Mương pӑ l 
(#1633 *par; note also Kuy paal). Khasi ʼner ‘feather’—beside sner, with secondary 
prefix—from an infixed form, is to be compared with Sre ddar, Chrau, Bahnar pənar 
‘wing’ inter alia. (Note here Biat naːr ‘wing, feather’, with unexplained long vowel; Khmu 
Yuan pənɨɨr ‘wing’ shows contamination by tɨɨr ‘to fly’.) 
 See also 70 below. 
 From *-al Praok has -ɔ, following originally voiceless initial; Vietnamese has -ay. 
In the one available example Riang-Lang has a, not ə. Thus: 
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 22. Khmer tbal ‘rice-mortar’ (Tandart gives tbaːl, with possibly secondary 
lengthening; so Stieng (Azémar 1886) paːl ?; Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpal, Praok pɔ 
(#1757 *tpal). Sre, Biat mpal, Bahnar təpal are from an infixed form. 
 See also 71 below.  
 Other correspondences. In three items Khmuic exhibits an unexplained high 
back unrounded vowel. 
 23. Khmu Yuan lɨk ‘to be blind’. Cf. Mon klɛk ‘to be filled in, closed, blind’; Khasi 
[mat]lah ‘blind’ (#433 *klak). 
 24. Theng drɯ̆ŋ, from prefixed form cən̆drɯ̆ŋ, Khmu Yuan centrɨɨŋ ‘horn’. Cf. 
Old Mon draṅ ‘elephant’s tusk’, Modern Mon krɛàŋ ‘horn, tusk’; Praok ruŋ ‘horn’; Khasi 
reng; Vietnamese sừng (#699 *d raŋ); and from prefixed form Riang-Lang _kəmrəŋ. 2
 25. Khmu Yuan (obsolescent) nɨm̀, Theng nɯ̆m ‘year’. Cf. Khmer chnam, Stieng 
sənam, Sre nam, sənam, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat nam, Jeh hnam, Halang hənam; 
Palaung sənəm, Praok num; Khasi snem, ʼnem; Vietnamese, Mương nӑ m (#1368 
*cnam). Old Mon cnām, Modern Mon hnam, and perhaps Bahnar dialects hanaːm, 
sanaːm, sənaːm reflect a long-vowel variant. Some of the above may reflect an infixed 
form. 
 It is doubtful whether these cases are environmentally conditioned. (Contrast here 
with (#707) *mraŋ ‘horse’ > Palaung brəŋ, Riang-Lang ˍməraŋ, Praok bruŋ; (*kuən 
mraŋ > ) *k-mraŋ > Khmu’ hmraŋ, Khmu Yuan həmpraŋ, kəmpraŋ.)  
 In four items Vietnamese exhibits a similar vowel; apart from no. 24 above all 
involve final *-c. 
 26. Vietnamese đứt ‘to be broken, snapped, to be cut’. Cf. Khmer dac ‘(to) break’, 
Stieng (Azémar 1886) têc ‘to break’, Sre tac ‘broken, cut’, Biat tac ‘[rope] to break’; 
Khasi thait ‘to cut asunder, to snap’ (#812 *tac). 
 27. Vietnamese bán đứt ‘to sell’. Cf. Khmer dac ‘saleable’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
têc, Sre, Biat tac, Bahnar tɛːc, Jeh, Halang tek, Khmu Yuan tec ‘to sell’ (#813 *t ac). 1
 28. Vietnamese nứt ‘to crack open, split open’. Cf. Mon dɔt ‘to hatch out (v.i.)’ 
(#821 *[r]ɗac; Sora ra'da’-). 
 In none of these cases do I make a special construction. 
  
*aa. The normal correspondences from which *aa is reconstructed before the same finals 
are of orthographic ā in Old and Middle Mon and in Khmer; long /aː/ in other Eastern 
Mon-Khmer languages (noted as aa in Kuy, Sre, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan), Temiar (noted as 
ā), and Khasi (written a); Vietnamese and Mương a; Palaung a, Riang-Lang ɑ. Praok has 
a following an originally voiceless initial complex and usually ɛ following an originally 
voiced one. 
 Mon: Old Mon ā is interpreted as /ai/ before velars and /a/ before other finals. In 
the first context e may be written allographically, e.g. kyāk, kyek /kyaik/ ‘sacred 
being...’. Modern Mon has correspondingly ai, chest register ài before velars; before other 
finals a; chest-register è before labials, -ɛà from Old Mon -ār, -āl, à otherwise. 
 Khmer: orthographic ā is realized as aː in head-register words, ìːə in chest-register 
ones. 
 Thus: 
 29. Mon kətaik ‘tongue’; Kuy ntaaʔ, Khmu Yuan həntaak; Riang-Lang ˉtɑk, 
Praok dak; Temiar lɛntāg (#320 *nt1aak, *l(n)t1aak). Palaung has kərtaʔ, with a 
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secondary prefix seen also in Nicobarese kəletaːk; note also Khmer ɔndaːt, with 
assimilated final. 
 30. Old Mon kyāk, kyek, Modern Mon caik ‘sacred being or thing’; Stieng (Azémar 
1886) ciaːk ‘bloodsucking male witch’, Sre caa ‘evil spirit’, Biat ciaːk ‘ghost’, West 
Bahnar kiak (and kiɛk; with secondary shortening following semivowel?), ‘corpse, (souls 
of) the dead, ghosts’, Jeh kayaːk ‘to die’, Halang kəyaːk ‘corpse’ (#388 *kyaak). 
 31. Sre kaaŋ ‘jaw’, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm kaːŋ ‘chin’, Biat, Bahnar, 
Jeh, Halang kaːŋ ‘chin, jaw’; Mương cáng ‘chin’ (#497 *kaaŋʔ). 
 32. East Bahnar ràːŋ ‘light (n.)’; Palaung raŋ ‘lamp’, Praok rɛŋ ‘to be light’; Khasi 
rang ‘[weather] to be fine’; Vietnamese rạng ‘to dawn’ (#660 *raaŋʔ). From a prefixed 
form are Khmer sraːŋ ‘first light, to glimmer’, Biat craːŋ ‘reflection, to reflect’; 
Vietnamese sáng ‘light’; Sakai chĕrang ‘daylight’. 
 33. Mon thaiŋ ‘junction, fork, division of stem’; Khmer thìːəŋ ‘palm-frond’, 
Kontum Bahnar thaːŋ ‘branch’ (#789 *dhaaŋ). 
 34. Mon sat ‘to bale’; Khmer saːc ‘id., to throw from bucket’, Sre saac ‘to empty 
with a bucket’; Riang-Lang ˉhɑc ‘earth cast of land-crab etc.’; Vietnamese tát ‘to irrigate, 
bale out’ (#872 *saac). Khasi snaid ‘strainer’, from an infixed form, formally parallels 
Biat nhaːc ‘drizzle’ (and Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm nhac, with perhaps contextual 
shortening). 
 35. Old Mon smāñ, Modern Mon hman ‘to ask, inquire’; Khmu’, Khmu Yuan maaɲ 
‘to ask’; Palaung hman ‘to request’, Riang-Lang ˉmɑɲ ‘to inquire, request’, Praok maɲ ‘to 
request’; Temiar səmāɲ ‘to inquire, (#912 *smaaɲ). 
 36. Mon hwat ‘to shred with a sharp instrument’; Khmer paːt ‘to trim down, file 
down’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) paːt ‘to cut oneself on something sharp’, Bahnar pāt ‘to 
whet’; Vietnamese, Mương phát ‘to cut, trim’ (#1026 *cpaat). 
 37. Mon dan ‘path’; Khmer daːn ‘path, trail, scent’ (and lʔaːn, by levelling on the 
infixed form lùmʔaːn id.; #1123 *lʔaan). 
 38. Sre caan ‘to borrow, hire, buy on credit’, Bunör, Central Rölöm caːn ‘to 
borrow’, Bahnar caːn ‘[to buy] on credit’ (#1141 *.caan). From an infixed form is Praok 
san ‘debt’. 
 39. Bahnar haaːp, həaːp, Jeh kaqaːp, Halang kəqaːp ‘to yawn’; Riang-Lang ˉhɑp 
(#1229 *sʔaap). From an infixed *snʔaap are Mon həap id.; Khmer sŋaːp, Biat ŋgaːp 
[bic], Bahnar h(ə)ŋaːp, Theng hŋap; Vietnamese ngáp id.; Khasi sngab ‘gills’ (and Sre 
ŋgap ‘to yawn’, with contextual shortening?). 
 40. Stieng (Azémar 1886) taːp, Sre taap ‘to clap, slap’, Biat, Jeh taːp ‘to slap’, 
Bahnar, Halang taːp ‘to slap, hit’; Praok tap ‘to strike, beat’; Khasi thab ‘to hit with hand, 
slap’ (#1251 *t aap). 1
 41. Khmer kdaːm, Stieng (Azémar 1886) taːm, Sre taam ‘crab’; Riang-Lang 
kətɑm; Khasi tham (#1348 *kt1aam). From a nasal-infix form are Mon hətam id.; 
Bahnar, Halang kətaːm, Jeh kataːm, Khmu Yuan kətaam; ‘Central Sakai’ kantom. 
 42. Khmer chìːəm ‘blood’ (#1430 *jhaam); and with n-infix Kuy hŋaam id.; 
Palaung hnam, Riang-Lang ˉnɑm, Praok nam; Khasi ʼnam, snam; with m-infix, Sre 
mhaam, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat mhaːm, Bahnar, Jeh phaːm, Halang 
məhaːm, Khmu Yuan màam; Kensiu məhəm. (Old Mon chiṁ, Modern Mon chim 
represent an isolated front-vowel variant.) 
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 43. Mon həpa ‘flat surface, back [of hand etc.]’; Khmer tɔmbaː ‘flat surface’ 
(#1639 *tnpaar). 
 44. Old Mon ʼbār, Modern Mon mɛà ‘to kneel with bowed head’; Khasi par ‘to 
kneel’; Vietnamese bái ‘to bow, pay homage to’ (#1644 *ʔbaar; the Vietnamese tone may 
be attributable to the initial sequence). 
 45. Old Mon kyāl, Modern Mon ca ‘air, wind’; Kuy kayaal, Stieng caːl, chaːl, Sre 
caal, Chrau chaːl, Bunör syaːl, Central Rölöm caːl, Biat chiaːl, Bahnar kiaːl ‘wind’ 
(#1782 *kyaal). Khmer khyɔl shows a special contextual development (Pre-Khmer *kyəl 
?) following y, seen also in yùm ‘to weep’ : Old Mon yām, Modern Mon yèm, &c. (1381 
*yaam) 
 46. Mon wɛà ‘open ground, pasture’; Khmer vìːəl ‘plain’ (#1797 *waal).  
 47. Middle Mon kṣā, Modern Mon cha ‘split bamboo fibre’; Riang-Lang ˉkhɑl 
[_roʔ] (#1802 *ksaal). 
 See also 62, 64-71, 74-7. 
  
Other correspondences. Praok a following an originally voiced initial may be regular 
before certain finals. For *-aac we have lac it ‘to sleep late’ : Riang-Lang _lɑc ‘to be lazy’ 
(*laac), and vac ‘sword’ : Riang-Lang _vac, _wac (#864 *waac). nam ‘blood’ < 
*jnhaam (no. 42) probably reflects Proto-Palaungic *hnɑm, with loss of *j-. But there is 
a discrepancy between e.g. kɛ 3rd pers. dual pronoun : Palaung gar, Riang-Lang _kɑr 
(*gaar) and ma ‘dry hill field’ : Palaung mar, Riang-Lang _mɑr (#1651 *[ ]maar). The 
point must remain undetermined for the present. 
 In four items Vietnamese exhibits -ươ-, -ưa /ɯə/, a development to be compared 
with ư < *a (nos. 24, 26-8 above). 
 48. Vietnamese ướt ‘to be wet’; Temiar kəʔãj̄ (#795 *kʔaac); and from an infixed 
form Vietnamese mướt ‘to trickle’; Kintaq Bong məʔaj ‘to be wet’ (contrast tát < #872 
*saac, no. 34). 
 49. Biat maːɲ ‘to borrow’; Vietnamese mượn, Mương mạnh (*maaɲʔ; contrast lan 
‘[water, fire, vegetation] to spread’ < *s-laaɲ, ad Bahnar laːɲ, and *sn-laaɲ > Mon 
hənan, see #926). 
 50. Vietnamese ngữa, Mương ngả ‘to lie on one’s back’ (#1590 *[l]ŋaarh); so 
from infixed forms Mon təŋɛà ‘id., to be the right way up’; təŋɛà ‘to turn [something] the 
right way up’; Khmer phŋaː ‘on one’s back, the right way up, looking back’ (contrast bái 
< *ʔbaar, no. 44). 
 51. Old Mon kintāl, Modern Mon həta ‘under-surface, bottom’; Vietnamese dướ'i 
‘(to be) below, under’ (#1735 *kt1aal, ad Theng tăl ‘(space) under, underneath’) . 
 See also 63 below. 
 I make no special construction in these cases. 
 
In the following example Bahnar fronting following a palatal+liquid cluster probably 
requires no special explanation. 
 52. Bahnar hlīt ‘to flee in terror’; Praok lat ‘to be afraid’ (#1086 *[c]laat); cf. 
with the causative pəlīt, pəhlīt ‘to frighten’ Khmer cùmlìːət, which is perhaps not 
formally parallel. 
 Contrast, however, Bahnar hlaːk ‘numeral classifier for pieces of thatch...’ if : Old 
Mon clāk ‘shingle’. 
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*ai. The reconstruction of a diphthong *ai is proposed in the first place to account for 
correspondences of Khmer orthographic ɛ—realized as ae/ɛ ̀ː—with reflexes in most other 
languages identical with those assigned to *aa. The majority of items involve final velars, 
though *-ail and -ais are also reconstructed. 
 Distinctive reflexes are not limited to Khmer. (i) Stieng usually has eː following 
voiced initial (and two instances of aː may be attributable to borrowing). (ii) From *-aik 
Sre has -a, distinct both from -aa < *-aak and -a’ < *-ak. (iii) Khasi has ie /eː/ or less 
frequently ia; the latter perhaps < *iə by metathesis. (iv) Vietnamese has -ach, -anh, 
implying palatalization of the final velar. 
 It may be assumed that an original *ai was merged with *aa before other finals 
early in the history of Mon-Khmer. This choice of reconstruction, consonant with the 
development of a mid front vowel in Khmer and Khasi and the final palatalization in 
Vietnamese, has the further merit of perhaps explaining the merger of *aa and *ai before 
velars as /ai/ in Mon. We may also note that variants in *ai and *iə are found in a 
significant number of cases; not improbably exhibiting metathesis. 
 Examples: 
 53. Khmer khʔaek, Theng kăʔak ‘crow’, Bahnar āk ‘to croak, (sɛːm—) crow’; 
Palaung (Milne 1931) aʔ ‘to caw’; ‘Central Sakai’ ök-ak ‘crow’ (#270 *kʔaik). From an 
infixed *klʔaik are Old Mon kil’āk etc., Modern Mon hədaik ‘crow’; Sre kənɗa, Biat 
nʔaːk; Palaung kəʔaʔ, Praok lak (and by metathesis Riang-Lang _luk ˉɑk). 
 54. Old Mon tbek ‘to slash’, Modern Mon pàik ‘to slash, cut, cut down, fell’; Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) beːk ‘to break, split, burst (v.i.)’, Biat baːk ‘to notch’; Khasi piah to cut in 
two’; Sakai bak ‘to split’ (#364 *tbaik). 
 55. Old Mon mrek, Modern Mon pəràik ‘peacock’; Stieng braːk (loanword?), Sre 
bra, Chrau braːʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat braːk; Palaung dialects phraʔ, braʔ 
(whence Riang-Lang prɑk) (#416 *mraik). 
 56. M làik ‘to split [bamboo] into fibres’; Khmer rəlɛ ̀ː k ‘to divide up, share out’, 
Biat rlaːk ‘to divide up’; (or from prefixed form?) Khasi thlieh ‘to split’ (#451 *rlaik). 
 57. Sre aaŋ ‘light’, Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔaːŋ ‘light, bright’, Biat aːŋ 
‘light, to shine’, Bahnar àːŋ ‘light’; Vietnamese ánh ‘beam, ray, (—sáng) light’ (#489 
*cʔaiŋ; Vietnamese tone perhaps from initial sequence). Chrau səlaːŋ ‘light, bright’ is 
from an infixed form. 
 58. Khmer pɛːŋ ‘beaker, cup’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) beːŋ ‘small copper cup for 
rice-spirit’ (#620 *baiŋ). Mon həpàiŋ ‘offering-vessel of plantain stalk’ is from an infixed 
*brbaiŋ. 
 59. Old Mon kuṁmbāṅ etc. ‘city etc. wall’, Modern Mon kəmaiŋ ‘brick or stone 
wall’; Khmer kɔmpɛ ̀ː ŋ ‘(city) wall’ (beside kɔmphaeŋ, by back-borrowing from Thai 
kamphɛɛŋ; #626 *kbaiŋ). 
 60. Khmer vɛ ̀ː ŋ ‘long’, Khmu Yuan wàaŋ ‘long (space, time)’ (#768 *waiŋ). 
 61. Mon [kaʔ] həpa ‘skate’; Khmer pəbael ‘skate, shark’ (#1760 *p[r]pail). 
 See also 72-7 below 
 
Variation. Here we shall note, first, the occurrence of length variation (i) between *a and 
*aa, and (ii, which I treat on the same footing for convenience) between *a and *ai; 
secondly, the few cases of apparent variation between *aa and *ai. 
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 Isolated divergences from a reasonably widely attested form may be due to 
innovation in one language, or otherwise explicable (e.g. nos. 6, 7, 11 above), and are 
excluded from this head. But doublets in any language may constitute evidence of 
variation if neither form is readily attributable to borrowing. 
 
*a ~ *aa 
62. (#374) *[d]ɓak: Khmer pɛə̀k ‘to put on, wear, to hang up, to bestride’, Stieng, Chrau 
baʔ ‘to carry [baby] on one’s back’, Sre ba’ ‘to carry in a shawl on one’s back’, Biat baʔ 
‘to carry [person] on one’s back’, Bahnar bak ‘to wear round neck’, Khmu’ bak ‘to mount, 
ride, be astride’; (*[d]rɓak) Mon həbɛk ‘to hang over horizontal support, to wear round 
neck’; Bahnar dialects habak, təbak ‘to hang over sth.’; (*[d]nɓak) (Sre ma’ = ba’ ← ?) 
Bunör mʔmak, Central Rölöm ɓak ‘to hang up’, Biat mbak ‘to carry on a yoke’.  
 *[d]ɓaak: Bunör, Central Rölöm baːʔ ‘to carry [baby] on one’s back’; 
(*[d]nɓaak) Stieng (Azémar 1886) nbaːk ‘to carry over one’s shoulder’; Vietnamese vác 
id. (or *[d]r-?; with unexplained loss of glottalization). 
 Either variant may underlie Palaung baʔ ‘to ride, drive’; Khasi bah ‘to carry on 
back or shoulders’, tabah ‘to throw, hang, across shoulder’. 
 63. (#487) *cʔaŋ: Khmer aŋ ‘to roast, to warm oneself’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) aŋ 
‘to grill’; Khasi s’ang, syang ‘to roast, toast’; (*c[n]ʔaŋ) Mon həɛŋ ‘to warm, dry, at fire, 
to toast’.  
 *cnʔaaŋ: Vietnamese nướng, Mương náng ‘to roast, toast’ (with tone from the 
initial sequence?). 
 64. (#874) *ksac: Khmer khsac ‘sand’; (*kmsac) Riang-Lang ˉmac id. (and by 
metathesis *krcas > *kcras > Khmu Yuan cres id., with contextually conditioned 
fronting).  
 *skaac by metathesis: Kuy sakaac id.; Vietnamese cát, Mương cách; *kmsaac: 
Praok mac id. 
 65. (#906) *paɲ: Praok puɲ ‘to fight’; (*pnpaɲ) Bahnar pəpɛːɲ (and pəpɛːŋ) ‘to 
struggle, thrash about’; ‘Semang’ pin-pen ‘to fight’; (*pnaɲ) Palaung (Milne 1931) nɛŋ 
‘soldiers’.  
 *pnaaɲ: Old Mon pnāñ ‘army’, Modern Mon nan ‘army, war’; Palaung nan = 
nɛŋ, Praok naɲ ‘war, army’. 
 66. *[t]rkat: Riang-Lang ˉsərkət ‘thorn’.  
 *[t]kaat: Praok kat id. 
 67. (#1119) *ʔan: Bahnar an, Khmu’ ʔan ‘to give’.  
 *ʔaan: Stieng (Azémar 1886), Biat aːn id. 
 68. (#1225) *ʔap: Khmer ap ‘dull, dim’; Palaung əp ‘to be dark’, Riang-Lang ˉəp 
‘shadow, to overshade’.  
 *ʔaap: Palaung ap = əp; with probably secondary prefixation West Bahnar aaːp 
‘shady retreat’; Palaung iʔap ‘darkness’. 
 69. (#1399) *smram: Bahnar [bruːih] mram, bram ‘dirt, sweepings’.  
 *smraam: Mon həram ‘dust, powder’; Khmer sɔmraːm ‘rubbish, straws, 
sweepings, dirt’. 
 70. (#1630) *[ ]nar: Stieng nar ‘sun, day’.  
 *[ ]naar: Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar naːr; (by secondary prefixation?) 
Bahnar kənaːr id. 
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 71. (#1762) *cbal: Biat bal ‘companion’.  
 cbaal: Mon hwɛà ‘close male friend’; Praok [paw] pɛ friend’. 
 
*a ~ ai  
72. (#352) *lpak: Khmer bak ‘to be broken’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) pak ‘to break (v.i.t.)’, 
Sre pa’ id., Biat [tɒːm] paʔ ‘to share out’, Rơngao pak ‘[cord &c.] to be broken’, Theng 
păk ‘to break’; (*tlpak) Rơngao təpak ‘to break, be broken’, Khmu Yuan təlpak, Theng 
tlpăk ‘to break’.  
 *lpaik: Old Mon pāk ‘to be shattered’, Modern Mon paik ‘to split’; Khmer baek ‘to 
break (v.i.)’, (Sre [tam] paa ← ?) Bunör, Central Rölöm paːʔ ‘to share out’; (or from 
affixed form) Praok pak ‘half, part’; (*lmpaik) Old Mon luṁpek ‘either of two sides’, 
Modern Mon kəpaik ‘id., half, part’. 
 73. (#714) (*laŋlaŋ > ) *lnlaŋ: Mon kənɛàŋ ‘kite’; *klaŋ: Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
klaŋ ‘hawk, owl, (—təːp etc.) kite’, Sre klaŋ ‘hawk, large raptor’, Chrau khlaŋ (with 
unexplained -h-) ‘eagle’. 
 *laiŋ: Semai (Tauern 1914) laːŋ ‘buzzard’ (but perhaps from Malay lang ‘hawk, 
kite, eagle’, which is ultimately cognate); (*klaiŋ) Khmer khlaeŋ ‘kite’, Bunör (and Sre, 
B.) klaːŋ, Central Rölöm tlaːŋ ‘eagle’, Biat klaːŋ ‘hawk, large raptor’, Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang klaːŋ ‘hawk etc.’, Khmu Yuan klaaŋ ‘eagle’; Palaung, Praok klaŋ, Riang-Lang 
̱klɑŋ ‘kite, hawk’; Khasi khlieng, ’lieng ‘kite, eagle’. 
 ‘Central Sakai’ klak ‘hawk’ may reflect the prefixed form of either variant. 
 
*aa ~ *ai  
Few instances of this variation have been noted, and it is possible that some of them 
result from interdialectal borrowing (as was suggested of Sre paa—otherwise < 
*lpaak—in connexion with *lpa(i)k, no. 76 above). All are listed below. 
 74. (#291) *caak: Khmer caːk ‘to leave’ (G. ‘to be separated from’). 
 *caik: Khmer caek ‘to divide up’; Khasi siah ‘to cut, pare, shave off’ (or from an 
associated variant *ciək, in Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic). 
 Other reflexes are not phonologically distinctive, but an assignment might be 
attempted on semantic grounds. Cf. (*ca[a]k) Old Mon cāk ‘to be parted’; Chrau sàːʔ, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm saːk (also Central Rölöm sak, < *cak) ‘to go, return’; (*ca[i]k) 
Mon caik ‘to tear, be torn’; ‘Central Sakai’ châk ‘to chop’; (*pca[i]k) Mon phyaik ‘to 
split up, punctuate [text]’. Perhaps two distinct roots should be postulated. 
 75. (#404) *craak: Khmer craːk ‘to divide up’. 
 *[c]raik: Khmer crɛ ̀ː k ‘to part [e.g. curtains], (—pùh) cut way through’; 
Vietnamese rách, Mương réch ‘torn’. 
 Mon saik srāk ‘to tear (in two, up), (—thoŋ) to be torn’ may be assigned to either 
form, while Sre ceree ‘to tear’ appears to reflect a variant *criik. But Khmer craːk may 
perhaps be a borrowing from the ultimately cognate Malay sarak or another 
Austronesian form. 
 76. (#476) *khaak: Khmer khaːk ‘to hawk, clear the throat’, (*kmhaak) 
kɔmhaːk ‘phlegm’; and with secondary prefixation Khasi kyrkhah ‘phlegm, to clear the 
throat’. 
 *khaik: Khmer khaek = khaːk (Tandart; not Vacananukram Khmer), (*kmhaik) 
kɔmhaek = kɔmhaːk. 
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 Assignable to either form are Mon khaik ‘to hawk...’; Biat rɯnhaːk ‘phlegm’. But 
since the term is onomatopoeic, *khaik may well be a Khmer innovation. 
 77. (#496) *kaaŋ: Khmer kaːŋ ‘to spread [wings, arms, clothes] apart’, (*ckaaŋ) 
chkaːŋ ‘to skewer with wings open’; (*knaaŋ) Vietnamese, Mương ngang ‘to be 
horizontal, level, to be wide; across’. 
 *kaiŋ(ʔ): Vietnamese canh, cánh, Mương kenh ‘wing’ (and Vietnamese cành, 
Mương kènh ‘branch’ by secondary variation); (*knaiŋʔ) Khmer khnaeŋ ‘cross-shaped; 
side-shoot on branch of tree’; Vietnamese ngánh (and ngành) ‘branch of river etc.’ On 
semantic grounds we might assign to this variant Middle Mon knāṅ ‘branch’, Modern Mon 
naiŋ (merging Middle Mon tnāṅ id., of separate origin). 
 A third variant *kaŋ underlies Old Mon knaṅ [ko’] ‘collar-bone’, Modern Mon nɛŋ 
‘crosspiece’; and Biat rkaŋ ‘transverse, across’. This is perhaps the most telling of the *aa 
~ *ai variants, though as in 78 a consistent semantic distinction can be made. 
 
Structurally the relationship of the diphthong *ai to *aa might be thought analogous to 
that of the diphthongs *iə, *uə to *ii, *uu (for which see the next two sections). The 
parallel does not hold good for distributional frequency. *iə, *uə are both more 
frequently attested than either the long or the short simple vowels, whereas *ai is 
relatively infrequent so far as our material allows us to distinguish it from *aa. Moreover 
the other two diphthongs alternate rather more often with the corresponding long vowels 
than with the short, whereas with *ai the opposite is the case. 
  
*i, *ii, *iə  
Since problems arise in deciding when to reconstruct a high front and when a central 
vowel before a final palatal, discussion of these occurrences will be deferred until Section 
(d).10
 We shall consider first the long vowel *ii, and proceed then to the reconstruction 
of its short counterpart *i. 
 *ii. I reconstruct *ii from correspondences of a high front vowel in languages 
which do not show a vowel-length distinction (or show only a fragmentary one), in most 
of them qualitatively different from the reflex of *i; and in part of a long vowel of similar 
quality in languages which have the length distinction. Many of the latter, however, have 
undergone contextually conditioned splits—of broadly similar incidence and perhaps of a 
single origin—which complicate the reconstruction. They will be dealt with in turn 
below. 
 We have, then, regularly Old Mon /i/ (written ī, i); i in Palaung, Riang-Lang, 
Praok, Khasi, and Vietnamese; long ii in Khmuic and, usually, Sre (but short i is noted by 
Dournes with such frequency that it is unlikely that it represents a short-vowel variant in 
all cases). In many comparisons we find Khmer head-register ɤ, chest-register ìː; and iː in 
other South Bahnaric languages and in Bahnar. A diphthongization to ìa appears to be 
regular before stop final in Jeh and Halang. 
 Mon: Old Mon /i/, written ī for preference in the ‘high literary’ inscriptions but 
usually i in less formal ones, before stops and nasals yields Middle Mon i; modern oi, òi 
before velars, before dentals and labials ɛ, i, ì (head-register ɛ, i by a split originally 
                                                 
10 [Editorial note: the alluded to Section (d) was not found.]  
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contextually conditioned, now contrastive but of low functional load). Old Mon /ir, il/ > 
Middle Mon → modern -ɔe, -i, -ì. 
 Khmer: in chest-register words ì: is the realization of orthographic ī. In closed 
syllables in head-register words this symbol is not found; the distribution suggests merger 
of earlier short and long i in such contexts. ɤ is the realization of the (now) 
complementarily distributed symbols ɨ (before k, ṅ, m), i (before t, n, p). 
 Examples of these ‘straightforward’ reflexes follow. 
 78. East Bahnar tsiːk ‘disagreeable in taste’; Palaung sik, swi-, Riang-Lang -cik ‘to 
be astringent in taste’ (#294 *ʔciik). 
 79. Old Mon jik, Modern Mon còik ‘to harrow, break up for planting, to cultivate’; 
Old Khmer jyak, Modern Khmer cìːk, Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm jiːk, Chrau jiːʔ ‘to 
dig’, Sre jii, Biat jiːk ‘to grub up weeds’, Jeh, Halang jìak ‘rice-field’ (#300 *jiik; Rơngao 
has jeːk ‘to plough, prepare for cultivation; cultivated field’). From an infixed *jniik is 
Bahnar ɲiːk ‘hoe, mattock’. 
 80. Mon toiŋ ‘to pluck [stringed instrument]’; Palaung (Milne 1931) tiŋ ‘guitar’; 
Praok tiŋ ‘harp’ (#896 *t1iiɲ). Infixed forms yield Old Khmer tmiṅ and Old Mon tinmīṅ 
‘player of stringed instrument’, and a prefixed form Khasi [ma]rynthing ‘Khasi harp’. 
 81. Sre ntiiŋ, Stieng, Central Rölöm tiːŋ, Chrau, Bunör, Biat ntiːŋ, Bahnar kətiːŋ 
‘bone’ (# 553 *knt iiŋ). 2
 82. Khmu Yuan kəntìiŋ ‘navel’; Riang-Lang kəndiŋ (# 582 *kɗiiŋ); and with r-
infix Palaung kərdiŋ id. 
 83. Khmer kdɤt ‘anus’; Riang-Lang ˉtit ‘anus; to break wind’; Vietnamese đít 
‘anus’ (#1007 *kt iit). 1
 84. Sre priit, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat priːt, Jeh, Halang priat 
‘banana’ (#1070 *priit). (Bahnar prit is an isolated short-vowel form.) 
 85. Khmer hɤt ‘to sniff at’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) hiːt ‘to sniff; cold in the nose’; 
Vietnamese hít ‘to inhale’, Mương hít ‘to smell, (#1104 *hiit). 
 86. (#1288 Palaung lip ‘to enter’, Praok lip [lu] ‘to enter [trance]’; Khasi lip ‘to 
be extinguished, to extinguish’ (*liip; Khmer has lɯ̀p ‘to withdraw, [sun] to go in’, from 
a short-vowel variant). From a prefixed form are Jeh kliap, Halang gliap ‘[sun] to set’; 
Praok klip id. 
 87. Khmer hɤp, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm hiːp ‘trunk, box’ (*hiip). Jeh 
hìːp may be a back-borrowing, cf. Jar., Rade hiːp; so, with secondary prefixation, Halang 
gəhìːp ‘cabinet’?) 
 88. pal. tim, Riang-Lang ˉtim ‘nine’ (*[c]t1iim). Praok sidim id. reflects a nasal-
infix form. 
 89. Literary Mon s’ī ‘to be numerous, plentiful’; Sre ir (Blood 1966 ʔiːr), Stieng, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔiːr, Biat iːr ‘too much’ (#1557 *[c]ʔiir). 
 90. Theng pĭr ‘pumpkin’; Vietnamese bí (#1637 *[c]piir). An infixed form 
underlies Mon həpɔe id. and probably Riang-Lang ˉsəpir. (Maspero (1955) often notes 
short vowel before Theng -r, -l where Khmu’ and/or Khmu Yuan have a long one. The 
two-plosive sequence attested by Riang-Lang may account for the Vietnamese tone.) 
 91. Old Mon kuṁsīr ‘parents-in-law’ (and Modern Mon khamsɔe, for **kəsɔe, 
originally as learned form); Semai gəŋsīr ‘husband’ (#1679 *kmsiir). 
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 92. Khmu’ sriil [gold] (and Theng srĭl; #1789 *[c]riil). From a prefixed form are 
Palaung khrir, Praok khri id. 
 See also 136-40. 
 
Splits. Khmer has orthographic e, head-register e: following t, l, and in some cases d, r. 
Chest-register è: is attested in one case (and doublets in another: 101 below) following l 
where the register and antecedent voicing are thought to be secondary (though voicing is 
already present in Old Khmer in 101). 
 93. Khmer deːk ‘to lie down, sleep’; Kensiu tik (#305 *tiik). Old Mon stik, 
whence Modern Mon toik, is probably a normalized hypothetical form, ‘intending to 
sleep’; so English ‘going to sleep’. (Khasi thiah reflects a variant *tiək.) 
 94. Literary Mon latiṅ ‘kind of flowering plant’; Old Khmer raṁtyaṅ, Modern 
Khmer rùmdeːŋ ‘galanga’ (#564 *rmtiiŋ) 
 95. Khmer preːŋ, Stieng (Azémar 1886), Biat priːŋ ‘oil, fat’ (#702 *priiŋ). 
 96. Khmer teːt (and Sre dit, with secondary shortening?) ‘small’; Vietnamese nít 
(#1016 *kɗiit). Khasi khyndit ‘a little, few’, from an infixed form, establishes the 
initial.—See also 195. 
 (Chest register) see 100-1. 
 Contrast with 93-4 *ktiit > Khmer kdɤt ‘anus’, 87; *tiik > dɤk ‘to lead...’, 98; 
and with 95 *t-riip > trɤp ‘floating mat of vegetation’, 104; **cnriit > cɔŋrɤt ‘cricket’, 
207. It would be possible to account for these exceptions by postulating isolated short-
vowel variants (*ktit, etc.; as in 86). But in view of the doublets in 101 dialectal 
divergence followed by interdialectal borrowing cannot be ruled out in all cases. 
 The South Bahnaric split is wider in its incidence, and is almost certainly 
complicated by dialect borrowing. The ‘shifted’ reflexes are Chrau, Bunör , Biat eː, 
Central Rơlơm ɩː (Blood reconstructs Proto-Mnong *eː in these cases, opposed to *iː in 
the set exemplified above). Stieng shows iː in some instances and e: in others; either the 
incidence of the split is different in Stieng (which is not improbable), or some items—but 
which?—are loans. The examples below are representative. 
 97. Stieng chik (!; Azémar 1886 ciːk), Sre sii, Chrau seːc, Bunör seːk, Central 
Rölöm sɩːk, Biat cheːk ‘tooth’ (#289 *ciik). 
 98. Old Khmer tik, Modern Khmer dɤk ‘to lead [animal], to cart’ Stieng teːk 
(Azémar 1886 tiːk), Sre tii, Chrau teːc, Bunör teːk, Central Rölöm tɩːk ‘to lead by a rope’ 
(#304 *tiik). 
 99. Stieng (Azémar 1886) jiriːŋ, Biat jre:ŋ, Kontum Bahnar jriːŋ (and Sre jiriŋ; 
with secondary shortening?) ‘wax’ (#919a *jriiɲ; Bahnar has jrɛɲ, from a variant *jriəɲ). 
 100. Khmer thlìːŋ ‘to hobble [animal]’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) gliːŋ ‘elephant 
hobbles’, Bahnar kleːŋ, gleːŋ (and Sre kliŋ; with secondary shortening?) ‘to hobble’ 
(#745 *Tliiŋ); and with nasal infix Khmer tùənlìːŋ = Stieng, Biat ŋleːŋ ‘hobbles’. (For 
the initial cf. further, from a variant *Tliəŋ, Mon kleaŋ ‘to bind’, kəneaŋ ‘bonds’.) 
 101. Mon kəloiŋ ‘myna’; Old Khmer graliṅ-[graloṅ], Modern Khmer krəlìːŋ-
[krəlòːŋ] (and krəlèːŋ-, Tandart) ‘black-collared starling’ (#757 *k-rliiŋ); (and Sre 
bərliŋ ‘magpie-robin’, with secondary shortening?) Bahnar pəliːŋ ‘grey dove’ (*p-rliiŋ). 
(For the connection cf. Mal. chĕmpĕrling ‘starling’, a loan from *ciim prliiŋ.) 
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 102. Biat eːt ‘to confine, pack close together’ (#949 *cʔiit); *cnʔiit yields Kuy 
ŋʔiit ‘narrow’, Bahnar jəŋiːt ‘packed together’ (cf. further for the initial, with variant 
vocalism, Khmer cɔŋʔiət ‘narrow, confined, cramped’). 
 103. Stieng (Azémar 1886) [peʔ] treːt ‘cricket’, (?) Sre triit ‘to whistle’ (#1068 
*t1riit); Palaung əkrit ‘cricket’ reflects a prefixed form. If *t- is to be reconstructed it is 
secondary here, cf. (with infix) Mon kərɛt caṅrit ‘cricket’; Khmer cɔŋrɤt id. (*cnrit, or by 
back-borrowing from Thai ciŋ rìit?); ‘Central Sakai’ jarét ‘variety of mole-cricket’. 
 104. Biat reːp ‘grass’; Praok rip (#1269 *riip). From prefixed forms are Khmer 
trɤp ‘floating mat of vegetation’, perhaps < *t-rip) and Sre səmprip (Dournes_1950; 
correct to -iip?) ‘tall grass’. 
 105. Sre tiil, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Biat teːl, Central Rölöm tɩːl, Bahnar dēl 
‘footprint(s), tracks’; ‘Semang’ tīl, Sak. dil (#1733a *tiil). 
 106. Stieng biːl, Sre biil, Chrau, Bunör beːl, Central Rölöm bɩːl ‘mat’, ‘Semang’ 
pil; and Biat mbeːl id.; Praok bi (Editor’s note: Shorto subsequently altered his analysis 
and in the light of Munda data reconstructed *[e] (& *ee ?) instead of *ii for this etymon, 
see #1761.) 
 107. Stieng uiːl ‘to surround animal in order to capture it’, Biat [daːk wac] weːl 
‘eddy’, Bahnar wiːl ‘round’; Palaung vir ‘to return’ (#1794 *wiil); and with prefix inter 
alia Old Mon tirwīl ‘to attend on’, Modern Mon kəwi [kawaŋ] ‘to be attended by’; (*p-
wiil?) Biat [tɔːl pac] peːl ‘spiral’. (Cf. 131 below for a short-vowel variant.) 
 In the following example the reflexes are mixed, and vowel lowering does not 
extend to the second infixed form except in Biat, which has doublets (by borrowing?): 
 108.11 Bunör peːr, Central Rölöm pɩːr ‘fence, wall’ (*piir); Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
pəniːr ‘bamboo partition’ (and Sre pənir id. with secondary shortening?; *p[m]niir); 
Bunör mpiːr ‘wall’, Central Rölöm piːr id. (whence Chrau piːr ‘fence, wall’ ?), Biat mpeːr 
‘fence, stockade’ (and mpiːr ‘wall, partition’, from Bunör?; *pmpiir).  
 In the following the Biat lowering is perhaps a function of the nasal affix: 
 109. Sre səkiŋ ‘on one’s side, to one side’, Biat ŋkeːŋ ‘to lean over; on one’s side’ 
(#504 *jkii[ŋ]); the simplex underlies Sre kiŋ ‘edge, direction’, Jeh kiːŋ ‘edge’. 
 110. Sre səmpit, Biat mpeːt ‘stopper, cork’ (< #1098 *siit by infixation). 
 111. Biat ncheːr ‘to blow [nose]’; the simplex (#1680) *ksiir in Sre chir ‘to blow 
nose’. 
 Cf. also 112-13. 
Leaving aside 109-11, the South Bahnaric lowering has thus been noted following t, r, 
and l, as in Khmer; p, and b < *bp-; w; ø (< *cʔ-); and the correspondence from which  
*[ ][c]- was constructed in 97. There are some counter-examples. 
 (1) Following t: with 98, 105 contrast 81, 136. But the Mnong and Chrau 
vocalism in 81 parallels that from *pmpiir, 108; Biat ntiːŋ may be borrowed from Bunör 
or Chrau. We do not know the Mnong or Chrau reflexes of 136. At worst, lowering is 
markedly more frequent in this context than the converse. 
 (2) Following r: with 99, 104 (and *kriiŋ > Biat kreːŋ ‘kind of bamboo’; *criit > 
Biat chreːt ‘close together’), contrast 84, 95. Again, there is lowering in a majority of 
cases. 
 (3) Following (*)p: with 106, 108, 110 contrast *pmpiik > Biat mpiːk ‘class of 
small mammals’. So following w: with 107 compare *wiik > Bunör , Central Rơlơm wiːk 
                                                 
11 [Editorial note: Shorto assigned this etymology to item 147 of the South Bahnaric Index.] 
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‘owl’. (Note that this last case may not be discrepant, since we have not Mnong reflexes 
of *wiil—we have of the variant *wil—or Biat of *wiik.) 
 (4) Following *cʔ-: with 102 contrast 89. In the latter case we might reconstruct 
*sʔ-, but a differential development would be a little surprising. If conceivably Biat eːt 
reflects *cnʔiit rather than *cʔiit, 102 would be brought under the rubric of 109-11. 
 
Bahnar also, as the reader will have noted, shows at least sporadic lowering. It is difficult 
to systematize and may be of dialectal origin in many cases. I have already cited kleːŋ, 
gleːŋ, 100 (though this may be borrowed from Khmer via Cham kleṅ); dēl, 105; Rơngao 
jeːk, 79. kətēt ‘clitoris’ might tentatively be referred to *ktiit ‘anus’, 83. In addition we 
have the following: 
 112. Bahnar plēn ‘fat’ (#1196 *[ ]liin); cf. Sre kəniin ‘fat, robust’, Biat ŋleːn 
‘fat’. 
 113. Sre pəliin ‘miracle, magic act’, West Bahnar pəleːn ‘to be wide-eyed, look 
startled’ (#1206 *pliin). 
 114. West Bahnar teːm ‘to beat, hammer, forge’ (#1340 *t1iim); other languages 
reflect variant vocalism, e.g. (Palaungic *tiəm) Palaung teəm ‘to hammer’, Praok tɛm ‘to 
hammer, beat out’. 
 115. Old Mon wir ‘husbandry’, Modern Mon wì ‘to raise, tendy; Bahnar weːr ‘to 
look after, tend’ (#1670 *wiir). 
 See also 157 (*riiŋ > reːŋ) 
 To account for these phenomena Blood (1966) reconstructed distinct vowels *iː 
and *eː in both Proto-Mnong and Proto-South Bahnaric, reasonably enough on his limited 
canvas. I prefer to postulate splits of a Proto-Mon-Khmer *iː in spite of the overlapping 
distribution of the reflexes. First, the multiplication of protophonemes would entail an 
improbably complex proto-system; the one we shall arrive at is complex enough. 
Secondly, the overlaps are not so extensive as to defy explanation given an average 
incidence of dialect borrowing in the languages concerned, which share a relatively high 
degree of contiguity and differentiation. The lowering is found predominantly in post-
dental contexts. The case is thus parallel to that of the Palaung reflexes of *iə, discussed 
below; where eə and iə are distinctive but have a low functional load, eə occurring 
mostly following dentals and iə mostly in other environments. 
 
*i. In reconstructing *i we may consider, first, the reflexes in ‘vowel-length’ languages. Of 
these Sre, Bunör , Bahnar and Khmuic neatly enough have short i regularly. (But we have 
seen that Sre i by itself is not convincing testimony against *ii.) Khmer has orthographic 
ɨ, i in complementary distribution, realized as ɤ, ɯ̀; it thus merges *i and *ii in head-
register words. This backing of the vowel reappears in Central Rơlơm, which has 
regularly ɯ; and Biat, which has ɯ except following ch, when it has i. 
 The remaining vowel-length languages also have reflexes which differ according 
to context, so far as the rather limited material goes. (1) Stieng has i before n, c < *k; e 
before l; ɯ before t, r. (In Azémar 1887 we find iː, eː, ə(ː); but with slight differences of 
distribution—cf. e.g. 126, 130, below—which suggest that Azémar’s and Blood’s Stieng 
differ dialectally as well as historically.) (2) Chrau has i before *k, ɯ before t, n, l. (3) 
We find Jeh è, Halang i in 126, 130, but Jeh, Halang e in 125 and i (following c) in 135; 
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the differences being apparently conditioned by the initial (voicing?) rather than the 
final. 
 In non-vowel-length languages we find, first, Old Mon /ø/ (written usually i, u, a), 
whence usually Literary Mon ui, modern a, à before velars, ɒ ɜ ̀before dentals and labials, 
-ɒ -ɜ -ɜ ̀< /ør øl/; or as a result of the Middle Mon post-nasal split the same reflexes as 
for *ii following nasals other than ŋ < Old Mon /ng/, m < Old Mon /mb/. 
 Palaung and Riang-Lang have e. Praok has -e < PMK *-il in three instances, but 
firm evidence of the reflex before other finals is lacking; it must be left open whether 
Praok i represents short *i in some items. Khasi has i as from *ii. Vietnamese and Mương 
have ê, with the same lowering to a high mid vowel as Palaung and Riang-Lang 
 Examples follow. 
 116. Stieng tic, Sre ti’, Chrau tiʔ (← Sre? cf. 117), Bunör tik, Central Rölöm tɯk 
‘deaf’ (# 303 *tik; Vietnamese điếc and Biat tɒk [toːr] reflect variants *tiək and *tək 
respectively). 
 117. Sre di’ ‘slavery’, Stieng dic (whence Chrau dic? cf. 116), Bunör dik, Central 
Rölöm, Biat dɯk ‘slave’ (#329 *ɗik; Mon and Bahnar reflect a long-vowel variant), see 
132. 
 118. Palaung leʔ, Riang-Lang _lek, (?) Praok lik ‘pig’; Sak. lüː (#417 *lik[ ]; Old 
Mon clik etc., Modern Mon kloik is to be connected with a long-vowel variant). 
 119. Mon kàŋ ‘to row’; Khasi king (#507 *giŋ). 
 120. Mon paŋ ‘reservoir fish-trap of permanent type’; Old Khmer piṅ, Modern 
Khmer bɤŋ ‘lake, pool, marsh’ (#602 *piŋ). 
 121. Sre riŋ ‘to be level, equal’ (#655 *riŋ). Variously affixed forms underlie Biat 
ndrɯŋ ‘to make equal’; Palaung (Milne 1931) kərpreŋ ‘to be equal’; Riang-Lang 
_tərkreŋ ‘equal amount’. (East Bahnar riːŋ rəːŋ ‘equal’ is likely to reflect a long-vowel 
variant.) 
 122. Mon dɒt ‘to be powdered, composed of small particles’; Khmer lʔɤt (#952 
*lʔit; Khmer lʔ-, for **d-, by levelling on caus. lùmʔɤt ‘to pulverize’). Khasi lwit ‘very 
finely broken or pounded’ is probably connected. 
 123. Khmer kɯ̀t ‘to think, consider’, Sre, Bunör git, Stieng, Chrau, CP, Biat gɯt 
‘to know, understand’ (*git).12
 124. Mon [doŋ] bɒt ‘to be tired’; Vietnamese mệt (*lɓit). (Editor’s note: this 
etymology does not appear in the etymological dictionary.) 
 125. Khmer chʔɤn, Stieng, Sre, Bunör sin, Chrau, Central Rölöm sɯn, Biat chin, 
Bahnar tsin, Jeh, Halang cen ‘to be cooked’; Temiar cɛt (#1137 *cin; for final, and the 
long-vowel variants, see 134). 
 126. Stieng sin (Azémar 1886 seːn), Sre, Bunör sin, Chrau, Central Rölöm sɯn, 
Biat chin, Bahnar təsin, Jeh tacèn, Halang cəcin ‘nine’ (#1144 *dcin; cf. Vietnamese 
chín, from a long-vowel variant; Old Mon Lph. dincit, Modern Mon həcit suggests a 
construction *dciit). 
 127. Old Mon tin, Modern Mon tɒn ‘to go up, come up’; Vietnamese đến, Mương 
tênh ‘to arrive (at), come (to), reach’ (#1153 *tin[ʔ]). 
 128. Sre (B.), Bunör lip, Central Rölöm lɯp ‘to spread on, spread out’ (#1285 
*lip). 
                                                 
12 [Editorial note: this etymology is missing from the etymological dictionary, and it is possible 
that Shorto abandoned it on the basis that it may be a borrowing of Sanskrit gita.]  
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 129. Sre, Bunör gir, Stieng, Central Rölöm gɯr ‘to fish with fish-basket’ (*gir).13  
 130. Stieng jel (A. jiːl), Sre il, Chrau, Central Rölöm jɯl, Bunör, Biat jil, Jeh jèl 
‘barking deer’, Halang jil ‘small kind of deer’ (#1780 *[y]il; Bahnar has jiːl ‘kinds of 
deer’, with isolated long vowel). 
 131. Khmer vɯ̀l ‘to turn round, return’, Sre will ‘circle’, Bunör wil, Central 
Rölöm wɯl ‘round’; Praok ve ‘coil’; Temiar wɛl ‘to turn; again’ (#1794 *wil; short-vowel 
variant of 107). Bahnar kəwil ‘large and bent’ reflects a prefixed form. 
 See also 133, 135-6. 
 
Length variation. Variation between *i and *ii may conveniently be dealt with at this 
point. We have already noted *wi ~ *wiil ‘to go round, turn round’ (131/107). Other 
examples follow. 
 132. *ɗik ‘slave’, see 117. (#329) 
 *ɗiik: Old Mon ḍīk etc., Modern Mon doik id.; Bahnar diːk. 
 133. *ɓiŋ: from prefixed form Palaung əbeŋ ‘spider’. (#630)  
 *ɓiiŋ: Khmer pìːŋ[pìːəŋ] id.; and from prefixed form rəpìːŋ, 1əpìːŋ ‘edible 
spider’. 
 134. *cin ‘to be cooked’, see 125. (#1137) 
 *ciinʔ: Middle Mon, Modern Mon cin id.; Khmu’ siin ‘to cook’, Theng sin ‘to be 
cooked’; Palaung sin, Riang-Lang ˉsin ‘to be cooked, to be ripe’; Vietnamese, Mương chín 
‘cooked’.  
 Khmer chʔɤn, cited at 125, might in fact reflect either variant.  
 135. *cim: Bunör sim, Central Rölöm sɯm, Jeh, Halang cim ‘bird’; Temiar cɛp. 
(#1324) 
 *ciim: Mnong Chil seːm, Sre, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan siim id.; Palaung, Praok sim, 
Riang-Lang ˉsim; Vietnamese, Mương chim.  
 Khasi sim may reflect either variant. 
 136. *til: Old Mon til, Modern Mon tɒ ‘to plant (a seed of)’. (#173314) 
 *[s]n-tiil: Sre səntiil, Biat ntiːl ‘seed, seed-grain’.  
 
*iə. The correspondences from which *iə is reconstructed are of diphthongs, with a high 
(or rarely high mid) front starting-point moving to a relatively low, usually central 
position in at least some cases in almost all languages other than Mon and Bahnar (the 
Aslian reflexes await determination). Thus we have regularly Khmer orthographic iə, 
realized as iə, ìə; Sre ia; Stieng, Central Rơlơm iə, Chrau iə, following *ʔ or *h realized 
as yɛ. In many comparisons we find Bunör ya (and ɲia- < niə-, a special case); ia in 
Biat, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan, Khasi; Riang-Lang iɛ (and ˉyɛ- < *ʔiə-); and Vietnamese iê etc. 
/iə/. Palaung and Praok show secondary split. Palaung has, in a proportion of cases, iə, 
eə: eə chiefly following dental, iə chiefly in other environments (the overlap presumably 
resulting from interdialectal borrowing: Shorto 1960). Praok has similarly short and long 
diphthongs ia, iia, but the origin of the distinction is obscure. 
 Mon: Old Mon has regularly /e/, written e, whence modern ea, ɛà before velars, 
e, è elsewhere. (It cannot be shown that Old Mon /e/ was not diphthongized at least in 
                                                 
13  [Editorial note: this etymology does not appear in the etymological dictionary.] 
14 [Editorial note: Shorto subsequently revised the reconstruction from *i to *ə.]  
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some environments, as the modern reflexes before velars suggest; cf. further the reflex of 
*-iəl, below.) 
 Bahnar: ɛː, less frequently ɛ, can probably be taken as the normal reflex in Bahnar. 
Most of the cases in which we find iɛ:, iɛ can be attributed to secondary palatalization 
resulting from the initial. ɛ, iɛ are likely to result from secondary shortening, sometimes 
clearly due to remodelling on variants which reflect *i to fit words into a sound-symbolic 
system of word-play. 
 In some languages the reflexes before *-1 differ slightly from those specified 
above as a result of the vocalization of the final; they are indicated in their place below. 
 Contextually conditioned splits are to be inferred in Bunör , Biat, Jeh, Halang, 
Khmuic, Northern Mon-Khmer, Khasi, and Vietnamese. Except for Jeh-Halang the 
‘shifted’ reflex is a low mid front vowel similar to the normal Bahnar one; i.e. Bunör , Biat 
ɛː, Khmu’ ɛɛ, Palaung, Riang-Lang, Praok ɛ, Vietnamese and Mương, Khasi e (and in one 
instance ie, probably by secondary lengthening). But since Khasi e also reflects *ə, we 
cannot certainly exclude a variation *iə ~ *ə as the explanation of such cases; the partial 
assignment of e to *iə rests on a balance of probabilities. 
 For Jeh-Halang we find variously Jeh eː, Halang ea; Jeh, Halang ia; and (*-iər >) 
Jeh -ìːl, Halang -ìar. 
 *iə as reconstructed shows a high frequency of occurrence, the instances being 
roughly equal in amount to those of *i and *ii combined. 
 I give examples first of the ‘straightforward’ reflexes. 
 137. Stieng chiək, Sre bəsia, Bunör syak, Central Rölöm siək, Biat chiak ‘to 
cough’; ‘Semang’ yik ‘slight cough’ (#298 *[p]ciək). Chrau nsiəʔ ‘to cough’ reflects a 
form with nasal infix. 
 138. Mon kəreak to split, slit open’; Khmer cɔŋriək ‘to split (into slats etc.)’ 
(#402 *cnriək). 
 139. Palaung (Milne 1931) hleəʔ, Riang-Lang ˉriɛk ‘to be hoarse’ (B 39 
*[s][l]iək).  
 140. Khmer iəŋ ‘out of the vertical’; (?) Vietnamese hiếng ‘to have a squint’ (#494 
*lʔiəŋ(ʔ)) From a nasal-infix form are Mon həeaŋ ‘to be out of the vertical’; Vietnamese 
nghiêng id. 
 141. Khmer sbiəŋ ‘supplies, provisions, food for journey’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
pieŋ, Sre, Biat piaŋ, Chrau, Central Rölöm piəŋ, Bunör pyaŋ ‘cooked rice’ (#617 
*[s]piəŋ). 
 142. Old Mon weṅ ‘to avoid, to turn aside’, Modern Mon wɛàŋ ‘to avoid’; Khmer 
vìəŋ ‘way round, bend’, Bahnar wɛŋ ‘to surround, to hold in crook of arm; curving 
round, winding round’ (x wiŋ ‘curve, eddy’, from a variant); Palaung (Milne 1931) viəŋ 
‘to move aimlessly’ (#765 *wiəŋ). From a prefixed form are Bahnar kəwɛːŋ ‘curving, 
winding’; Palaung kərveəŋ ‘coil; to be coiled, to coil’; Khasi khyrwiang ‘to go round’. 
 143. Stieng rəhiəŋ, Sre rəhiaŋ, Chrau riyɛŋ, Bunör rəhyaŋ, Central Rölöm hiəŋ, 
Biat rhiaŋ, Bahnar dialects hərɛ ̀ː ŋ (etc.), Jeh reːŋ, Halang reaŋ ‘hundred’ (#792 *rhiəŋ). 
 144. Mon təŋet ‘to crush in mill etc.’; Sre səŋiat ‘to crush, compress’ (#977 
*c[n]ŋiət). 
 145. Mon [pòk] pèn ‘to be fat, plump’; Khasi pian ‘short and stout’ (#1169 
*biən). 
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 146. Mon krep ‘to be interposed between two surfaces, jammed, cramped’; Khmer 
triəp ‘packed close together’, (?) West Bahnar jərɛːp ‘to wedge between two props’ 
(#1279 *triəp). Bahnar kəmrɛːp ‘to be crushed’ reflects an infixed form. 
 147. Sre iam ‘onion’ (#1300 *[k]ʔiəm). *[k]lʔiəm underlies Jeh kadiam, Halang 
gədiam id. 
 148. Jeh, Halang liam ‘good’ (#1401 *liəm). Sre niam ‘good, well’ reflects 
*[l]nliəm. 
 149. Stieng, Central Rölöm ʔiər, Sre, Biat iar, Chrau ʔyɛr, Bunör ʔyar, Bahnar 
yɛːr, iɛːr, Jeh ìːl, Halang ìar, Khmu Yuan [hə]yiar ‘fowl’; Palaung iər, Riang-Lang ˉyɛr, 
Praok iia; Khasi ʼiar (#1552 *[ ]ʔiər). 
 150. Theng piɛr ‘to blow’; Riang-Lang ˉpiɛr ‘winnowing-tray’ (#1638 *cpiər). 
Vietnamese nia ‘winnowing-basket’ reflects a nasal-infix form. 
 
Bahnar iɛː etc. in the following items can be ascribed to a preceding palatal or 
secondarily palatalized consonant (including one subsequently lost): 
 151. Sre tiaŋ, Stieng, Chrau, Central Rölöm tiəŋ, Bunör cyaŋ, Biat ciaŋ, Bahnar 
kiɛːŋ (most dialects; also tiɛːŋ, tɛːŋ, etc.), Jeh teːŋ, Halang teaŋ ‘tail’ (#542 *t iə[ŋ]). 1
 152. Bahnar miɛt ‘to stop up’ (#1039 *[c]ɓiət; cf. with variant vocalism Palaung 
kənbit ‘to block’, and from the simplex e.g. Khmer bɤt ‘to cover, close’, Riang-Lang ˉbit 
‘id., to stop up’). 
 Note also Bahnar dialects təkiɛːn, tətiɛːn etc. ‘ring’, with Old Khmer cancyan, 
Modern Mon cɔɲciən, cùəɲciən probably a loan from Austronesian (cf. Malay chinchin); 
otherwise *cnciən[ ] (#1145) and cf. 181. 
 The effect extends to the context following h, where we may assume the laryngeal 
to have been accompanied by constriction in the palatal region. 
 153. Sre hian ‘asthma, tuberculosis’, Biat hian ‘asthma’, Bahnar hiɛn (and 
dialects siɛn inter alia) ‘to cough’; Vietnamese [bịnh] hen ‘asthma’ (#1215 *hiən).—Cf. 
also, dialects hriɛːŋ beside hərɛ ̀ː ŋ < *rhiəŋ, 143. 
 The last two instances are perhaps dialectal in origin: 
 154. Sre (Blood 1966) klyaŋ, Bunör klɛːŋ, Central Rölöm tliəŋ, Biat [ndraːŋ] 
klɛːŋ, Bahnar dialects kliɛːŋ, klɛːŋ, Jeh kleːŋ, Halang kleaŋ ‘forehead’ (#731 *[k]liəŋ). 
Sre biŋliaŋ id. is connected, but obscurely. 
 155. Stieng ləpiet (Azémar 1886; Blood 1966 has pɛlpiət), Sre, Biat mpiat, Chrau 
ləpiət, Bunör mpyat, Central Rölöm piət, Bahnar dialects rəpiɛt, ləpiɛt, hapiɛt, Jeh 
lapiat, Halang rəpiat ‘tongue’ (#1075 *l-mp-iət; the simplex in Palaung (Milne 1931) 
leət, Riang-Lang _liɛt, Praok lɛt ‘to lick’). 
 The monophthongized reflexes in Bunör and Biat appear to be coincident, so far 
as our evidence goes. They have been noted in a variety of contexts, broadly similar to 
those associated with the South Bahnaric lowering of *ii: following nasals; liquids and w; 
nt-; r(ə)d- < *rɗ-; p; kh-. The items are listed below. 
 156. Stieng, Bunör, Biat nɛːt, Central Rölöm niət ‘comb’ (#1097 *s-n-iət; cf. with 
variant vocalism Khmer snɤt, Chrau səniːt; and Khmer sɤt ‘to comb’). Stieng nɛːt may be 
a loanword, as wɛːr is assumed to be in 162. Azémar (1886) has cɛːr ‘to blow [nose]’, 
presumably < *[k][s]iər ~ *[k][s]iir, 111; but this may be a special development 
following c-. 
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 157. Biat mɛːŋ ‘edge, margin’ (#656 *r-m-iəŋ; cf. the simplex in Old Mon reṅ ‘to 
arrange’, Modern Mon rɛàŋ ‘to form a row, to place in a row’; Khmer rìəŋ ‘continuously, 
in succession’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) rieŋ ‘perpetually’; Khasi riang ‘in order, in a row’; 
and for this sense, with variant vocalism, Sre reŋ, Bahnar reːŋ ‘to skirt’). 
 158. Khmer mìən ‘ring, circle’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) mien, Biat mɛːn (whence 
Sre meen?) ‘ring round haft of dah etc.’ (#1182 *m[ ]iən, perhaps *m-wiən, ad *wiən 
178; Sre then perhaps from a variant *m-wiin). 
 159. Central Rölöm riək, Bunör, Biat rɛːk ‘to reap’; Khasi riah ‘to pluck [e.g. 
herbs]’ (#390 *riək) . 
 160. Sre [daa] liaŋ, Biat lɛːŋ ‘waterfall’ (#710 *liəŋ). 
 161. Biat lɛːr ‘to jut out, project’; Palaung liər ‘to protrude (v.i.t.)’; Vietnamese lè 
‘to stick [tongue] out’ (#1663 *liər; Sre has liu ‘to stick out’, from an assimilatory *liəl). 
Riang-Lang ˉkliɛr ‘to protrude’ reflects a prefixed form. 
 Cf. also Bunör, Biat klɛːŋ < *[k]liəŋ), 154. 
 162. Khmer vìə ‘to go aside, avoid’, Bunör wɛːr, Central Rölöm wiər ‘taboo’, Biat 
wɛːr ‘unlucky’ (whence, or from Bunör, Stieng wɛːr, Sre wer ‘taboo’), Bahnar wɛ ́ː r ‘to go 
aside, avoid’; Palaung (Milne 1931) viər, Riang-Lang _viɛr, Praok viia id. (#1669 *wiər). 
From prefixed forms are Biat kwɛːr ‘bend’; and Khasi tawiar ‘to go round and round’. 
 163. Mon həte ‘to lament’; Biat ntɛːr ‘to cry aut, (#1622 *[g]ntiər); and from a 
homophonous nominal formation Middle Mon gater ‘long-drawn-out intonation’; Biat 
ntɛːr ‘cry’. The simplex *[g]tiər perhaps in Bahnar tɛːr ‘[lightning] to strike; 
thunderclap’. 
 164. Bunör rədɛːŋ, Central Rölöm diəŋ, Biat rdɛːŋ ‘to cart’ (#590 *rɗiəŋ; 
Palaungic has a variant *rɗiŋ, for which cf. e.g. Palaung deŋ ‘road’). 
 165. Khmer biət ‘to press against, be close to’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) piet ‘to get 
one's fingers pinched’, Biat pɛːt ‘to press, squeeze’, West Bahnar pɛːt to squeeze with 
fingers’; Riang-Lang ˉpiɛt ‘to squeeze, massage’ (#1020 *piət). *[p]mpiət underlies Biat 
mpɛːt ‘to press with hands’; Praok biat ‘to extract by pressing’. 
 166. Biat khɛːr ‘burnt [food]’ (#1688 *khiər; cf. Vietnamese khê, < *khir).15  
 The Bunör-Biat monophthongization is regular following liquids and w, and 
following nasals if Bunör ɲiar ‘top layer of bamboo floor’ is borrowed from Central 
Rơlơm niər (#1632 *tniər) also following d, 164, on the evidence of that single case. 
Monophthongization following nt- (163) does not extend to *t in the absence of a nasal 
affix, which is palatalized in both languages; cf. e.g. 151 *tiəŋ, 181 *tiər. 165 is 
anomalous in the light of 141 *[s]piəŋ, 155 *lmpiət; is Biat pɛːt a loan from Bahnar, and 
thence by levelling mpɛːt? 166 is equally isolated: contrast 143 *rhiəŋ, and Biat nchiaŋ 
kaːŋ ‘to chew the cud’ ad *khiəŋ. 
 
For Khmuic the evidence is limited; it suggests monophthongization following k (velars?) 
and h. 
 167. Mon kep ‘to pinch, grasp with claws’; Khmer kiəp ‘to nip, pinch’, Khmu’ 
kɛɛp ‘to grasp with tongs’ (*[c]kiəp; distinguish *giəp, 185). From an infixed form are 
Middle Mon sakep, Modern Mon həkep ‘tongs’; Khmu’ srkɛɛp; while Bahnar nɛp̄ id. 
shows secondary infixation. 
                                                 
15 [Editorial note: Shorto revised the reconstruction to derive both Biat and Vietnamese from 
*kh[ee]r.]  
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 168. Khmu’ hɛɛm ‘younger sibling of same sex’, Khmu Yuan hɛɛm ‘younger 
sibling’ (Khmuic *hiəm; ~ *ʔiəm, > Stieng (Azémar 1886) iem ‘elder sibling’; 
Vietnamese em ‘younger sibling’). 
 Khmu Yuan ɛt̀ ‘few’ is likely to be borrowed from Mương ét ‘a little’ (183) in view 
of həyiar ‘fowl’ < *kuən ʔiər (cf. 149). 
 
Monophthongal reflexes in the Northern Mon-Khmer languages are not necessarily 
coincident. In particular Praok is apt to show a monophthong where the other two do 
not, though in some of these cases we ought perhaps to assign Praok to a variant in *ə. 
 For Palaung we have one, seemingly discrepant, instance. 
 169. Khmu’ hriaŋ, Khmu Yuan riaŋ ‘intestines’; Palaung rɛŋ (#708 *[s]riə[ŋ]). 
Contrast Palaung hreəŋ, Riang-Lang ˉriɛŋ ‘straw’, < *.riəŋ (Editor’s note: *.riəŋ appears 
to related to #693, although it appears that the analysis had changed).   
 For Riang-Lang we have two. 
 170. Stieng (Azémar 1886) siɛt ‘to cut up [meat]’, Sre siat ‘to cut, sever’, Biat 
chiat ‘to cut up’, West Bahnar cɛt̄ ‘to chop [edibles etc.] obliquely’; Riang-Lang ˉsɛt ‘to 
cut, gash’ (#981 *ciət). This might be attributed to absorption of i following the palatal, 
*ciɛt > *ciɛt > ˉsɛt; there are no counter-examples. 
 171. Palaung miəm, Riang-Lang _mɛm ‘tea’ (prima facie *miəm; but Riang-Lang 
may conceivably reflect a variant *məəm). 
 Praok disagrees with other languages in two instances: lɛt ‘to lick’ < *liət 
(Palaung leət, Riang-Lang _liɛt; see 155); and tɛm ‘to hammer...’ < *tiəm (Palaung 
teəm; see 114). Palaung or Riang-Lang comparisons are not available in two other items. 
 172. Praok ŋɛt ‘to listen (to), obey’ (#942 *[ ]n-ʔiət; the simplex in Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) iet ‘to listen to, obey’, Sre, Biat iat ‘to listen to’, Chrau ʔyɛt, Bunör ʔyat, 
Central Rölöm ʔiət ‘to listen, hear’). 
 173. Mon ken, təken ‘finger, toe’; Praok gɛn ‘finger’ (#1128 *ŋkiən[ ]). 
 Both these involve earlier prenasalized forms. Contrast, therefore, e.g. Praok biat 
< *[p]mpiət, 165. 
 
Instances in which Khasi e might be assigned to *i- are the following: 
 174. Old Mon ckem ‘to grasp, pick up; handful’, Modern Mon kem ‘to grasp’; 
Khasi skhem ‘firmly, securely’, [shi]-khem ‘handful’ (shi ‘one’); Vietnamese kém ‘pincers, 
tweezers’ (#1312 *ckiəm). 
 175. Khasi syrdeng ‘fence, plank partition’ (#578 *t2-r-diəŋ; cf. for the simplex 
Old Mon tadeṅ ‘screen, railing’, (in part) Modern Mon hətɛàŋ ‘(wall of) twilled bamboo’). 
 176. Mon kret ‘to creak’; Khmer kriət ‘creakily’; Khasi khret-khret ‘grating’ 
(#1064 *kriət; a metathetic *rkiət underlies Sre rəkiat, Biat rciat ‘to grind, creak, 
gnash’). 
 177. Khmer phlìəŋ ‘rain, to rain’, Tolo Bahnar plɛːŋ ‘sky’; Khasi bneng id.; Mnar 
phuyaŋ (#930 *[p]liəɲ). 
 178. Mon kəmèn ‘cripple’; Khasi lymmen ‘digitless extremity’ (#1208a *lm-wiən; 
the simplex in Mon wèn ‘to be crooked, deformed’; Khmer vìən ‘to curl up tight’; other 
affixed forms in Bahnar, Vietnamese, Aslian). A variant *-wənʔ is attested by Vietnamese 
quấn ‘to be rolled round, to roll round’, but the closest semantic parallel is with the Mon 
form. 
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 Khasi ie in one instance suggests secondary lengthening of e: 
 179. Mon kəlem ‘to taste’; Khasi jylliem, ‘[dog] to lick lips’, (*[c]rliəmʔ; the 
simplex in Bahnar lɛːm ‘to lick one’s fingertips’; Vietnamese liếm ‘to lick’, if not from 
AnCh. *liam). 
 The conditions are obscure, and suggest shortening following certain complex 
initials. 
 
Vietnamese has usually -e < *-iər, the only exception being nia ‘winnowing-basket’ < 
*pniər (150). Cf. besides lè ‘to stick tongue out’ < *liər, 161: 
 180. Vietnamese che ‘to cover, hide, shelter, to take shelter’ (#1592 *ciər; ~ *cir, 
> Old Mon cir ‘to ward [off]’, Middle Mon cuiw ‘to screen’, Modern Mon cɜ ‘to cover 
over, to wall’). 
 181. Stieng (Azémar 1886) thier (!), Sre tiar, Biat ciar ‘to forge’, Bahnar tiɛːr, tɛːr 
‘to hammer to an edge’; Vietnamese đe ‘anvil’ (#1610 *tiər). 
 182. Riang-Lang ̱chiɛr ‘to tear’; Vietnamese xé id. (*chiərʔ). 
 Before other finals Vietnamese e has been noted following laryngeals, velars, and 
l. We have besides em ‘younger sibling’ < *ʔiəm (168), bịnh hen ‘asthma’ < *hiən (153): 
 183. Mương ét ‘a little’ (whence probably Khmu Yuan ɛt̀ ‘few’; #939 *ʔiət; ~ *-
i(i)t, > Sre it ‘a little’; Vietnamese ít). 
 184. Vietnamese ghen ‘to be jealous, envious’ (#1125 *kiən? Stieng (Azémar 
1886) kiɛn, Sre kian, Biat cian ‘to gnaw’). 
 185. Khmer kìəp, Stieng (Azémar 1886) giep, Bahnar gɛːp ‘to grasp with tongs’; 
Palaung giəp id.; Vietnamese kẹp ‘to press, squeeze’ (#1239 *giəp; distinguish *[c]kiəp, 
167). 
 186. Vietnamese lèn ‘to stuff, cram in’ (#1197 *liən; *[l]nliən underlies Palaung 
niən ‘to strangle, throttle’, Mon also ‘to roll [rice] into a ball’). 
 187. Vietnamese trét to smear, to caulk’ (#1076 *[k]pliət; cf. for the simplex Old 
Mon let, Modern Mon lèt ‘to smear on’; Khmer lìət [bɤt] ‘to plaster’; and for *k-liət Mon 
klet ‘to be glutinous, sticky, adhesive’; Palaung kleət ‘to be smooth, slippery’). 
 The only obstacles to regarding Vietnamese e as regular in these environments are 
hiếng ‘to have a squint’, a slightly suspect derivation from *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) (140, #494); kiết [lỵ] 
‘dysentery’ (#960 *[t]kiət; ~ *[t]kiit, > Mon [nɛà] kit ‘to have dysentery’, and with 
infix həkit ‘dysentery’); and liếm ‘to lick’ ad *[c]liəmʔ (see 179), perhaps a Chinese loan. 
 
Jeh has eː, Halang ea in *tiəŋ, 151; *[k]liəŋ, 154; *rhiəŋ, 143. Both have ia in *lmpiət, 
155; *[k]lʔiəm, 147; *liəm, 148. Jeh has -ìːl, Halang -ìar in *ʔiər, 149; note further 
Halang prial (and Jeh priːl, unless from a variant) ‘ice, hail’ < *priəl, 200. It is thus 
possible that these alternants are conditioned by the nature of the final. 
  
*-iəl. Sre and Biat reflexes of this rhyme presuppose a vocalization of the final similar to 
that attested in Vietnamese (in monophthongization contexts) -eo. We have already 
referred Sre liu ‘to stick out’ to a variant *liəl of *liər (165). Biat has -iːu, (in 
monophthongization context) -ɛːu. 
 Mon has -ea, -ɛà, written -ey. Unfortunately the Old Mon reflex of this rhyme is 
not recorded; but by analogy with Old Mon /il/ > Middle Mon -ī > modern -ɔe, -i, -ì 
it seems likely that -l has been lost and that the modern reflexes preserve the ancient 
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diphthong via Old Mon. (Mon shows distinct reflexes of PMK *-iəw and *-ew, the latter 
corresponding to Old Mon /ew/; it is therefore possible that the Old Mon orthography 
masks a distinction between /eə/ and /e/ which we have failed to infer.) 
 Khasi has usually -ia, with loss of *-l, elsewhere reflected as -n. In 191 it may have 
-ew, with monophthongization corresponding to that suspected in 174-8. 
 In the same item Vietnamese has -êu, apparently corresponding to -iê- in other 
contexts. 
 188. Mon ea s’ey ‘to wither, become withered, dry up’; Jơlong Bahnar yɛl ‘poor 
harvest’; Vietnamese, Mương héo ‘to wilt, dry up, wither’ (#1697*[c]ʔiəl[ ]). 
 189. Biat rʔiːu ‘to become rancid; Khmu Yuan pə’ial ‘smell of fish’ (#1698 
*prʔiəl). 
 190. Mon rɛà rey ‘to cut up’; Khasi ria ‘small, broken’ (#1786 *riəl). 
 191. Mon krea ‘sarus crane’; Khmer kriəl, Stieng (Azémar 1886) [peʔ] kriɛl, Biat 
[klaːŋ] krɛːu ‘crane’; Vietnamese sếu id. (#1788 *kriəlʔ; conn. probably Khasi sarew id., 
with obscure initial). 
 
Variation between simple vowel and diphthong. In addition to instances already noted in 
passing, some illustrative examples follow. The simple vowel may be long or short, or 
both. 
 192. *priiŋ ‘oil, fat’, see 95. 
 *priəŋ: Palaung preəŋ ‘fat, to be delicious’, Riang-Lang ˉpriɛŋ ‘to be delicious’. 
Khasi has phniang ‘oil-seed’, perhaps by metathesis from a nasal-infix form. 
 193. *pliɲ: Rơngao pliŋ ‘sky’; Palaung pleŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpleŋ id. (#930) 
 *[p]liiɲ: Jeh, Halang pliːŋ id.; Temiar balīk. 
 *[p]liəɲ, see 177. 
 194. kɗiit and kɗit ‘small’, see 96. (#1016)   
 *kɗiət: Khmu’ liat, Khmu Yuan liàt ‘to be short’; Palaung diət ‘to be small’; 
Mương đét ‘small’. From an infixed form are Riang-Lang _kəndiət ‘to be small’; Khasi 
khyndiat ‘a little, few’ (= khyndit, ad var.); and by contraction Vietnamese nhắt ‘to be 
small’. 
 195. *krit: Bahnar krit ‘creakily’; and *kriit: Khmer kreːt id. (Tandart; not 
Vacananukram Khmer). (#1064) 
 *kri-t, see 180. 
 196. *slin: Vietnamese lên, Mương lênh ‘to go up’. (#1207) 
 *sliən: Khmu Yuan lian ‘to go out; out’; and with secondary prefixation Praok 
klian ‘to lift’. 
 197. *bciip: Mon cip ‘to be set edge to edge’; Bahnar jiːp ‘joined edge to edge’. 
(#1245) 
 *bciəp: Palaung (Milne 1931) siəp ‘to pile neatly, to lay one thing on another in a 
pile’; Khasi bsiap ‘to put between two things, to insert’, siap ‘to insert’. 
 198. *ci(i)m ‘bird’, see 135. (#1324)  
 *ciəm: Kuy sɛɛm, Bahnar sɛːm id.; and by contraction from *kuən ciəm Old Mon 
kiñcem, Modern Mon həcem id. (Biat has chium, for expected **chiam.) 
 199. *wir: Khmu Yuan wer[kaay] (!) ‘to turn (v.i.)’; Vietnamese về, Mương wềl 
‘to return’. Bahnar rəwir ‘to stir’ is from a prefixed form. (#1669)  
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 *wiir: Bahnar wiːr ‘to twist’. Vietnamese vi, in compounds, ‘to surround; 
circumference’ is from a prefixed form. Praok vi ‘to visit’ and Khasi wir ‘astray’ may 
reflect either of these two variants. 
 *wiər ‘to turn aside, avoid, go round’, see 166.  
 200. *pril: Khmer prɯ̀l ‘hail’ (x *briiʔ ‘rain’); Praok pre id. (#1791)  
 *priəl: Bahnar prɛl id., Hal prial (and probably Jeh priːl) ‘ice, hail’; Palaung 
preər ‘hail’, Khasi phria ‘hailstone’. 
 201. *wil ‘to turn round...’, see 131; and *wiil id., see 107. (#1794)   
 *wiəl: Khmer vìəl ‘to dig round, cut round, to enlarge [hole]’; Riang-Lang _viɛl ‘to 
turn round’; Vietnamese vẹo ‘to be twisted, crooked, distorted’. Note among reflexes of 
prefixed forms Bahnar kuɛl ‘enclosure’; kəwɛl ‘small and bent’, probably cognate with 
Palaung kərviər ‘to encircle, surround’.  
 
 
Back Vowels before -h and -s 
 
*-uh *-uuh *-uəh. Although *-uh and *-uuh are merged in Khmer and probably North 
Bahnaric and Aslian, distinct reflexes have been noted for most other languages. A 
straightforward length distinction is found in Stieng, Chrau and Sre, and the South 
Bahnaric languages as a whole show characteristic reflex sets: 
 
 *-uh *-uuh 
Stieng -oh -oːh 
(Azémar -uh -uːh) 
Sre -uh (-oh) -uːh 
Chrau -uh -uːh 
Cent. Rơlơm -ɷh -uh 
Bunör  -uh (-oh) -oh 
Biat -oh (-uh) -uh 
 
*-uh. For South Bahnaric see above. old Mon has /ɯh/ (merging *oh: below), whence 
modern -ɒh -ɜh̀ (merging Old Mon /øh/ < *əəh; /øs/), by post-nasal split -uh -ùh. 
Khmer has -oh -ùh, written -uḥ; in the spoken language merging with -us < *-us as well 
as with *-uuh. Kuy has -uh -ùh. 
 North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -oːh, -uːh, Jeh and Halang -uh, -ùh; Bahnar vowel 
height and Jeh/Halang register are not consistently correlated. The origin of the variation 
(further discussed below) is obscure. It might be attributed to length variation; from *-
uuh we find only Bahnar -uːh, Jeh, Halang -ùh. Khmuic has -uh, following dental -oh. 
 
The Palaungic reflexes are difficult to codify. Riang-Lang in two instances has -o; but 
more often -u, as < *-uuh. Riang-Lang -ɑ < *-ah suggests that this may result from 
normal compensatory lengthening following the loss of *-h. Palaung has variously -ɯh, -
oh, -ɔh, -uh. If we assume -uh always to reflect (variant) *-uuh, and the two instances of 
-ɔh variant *-uəh, the remaining reflexes appear as contextually determined: -oh 
following dental, -ɯh otherwise. Similarly, if Praok -u reflects variant *-uuh and -ɔ 
variant *-uəh, -o is left as the regular reflex of *-uh. 
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 Khasi has -ut /ut/; Vietnamese -ô with hỏi or ngả tone. Finally, in Aslian we note 
variously Northern -uh; Southern -ɔh, -uh; Central -əh, -uh (and in Temiar -əh̄, with 
seemingly automatic lengthening). 
 
Examples: 
 202. Sre tuh, Biat toh, Bahnar tuːh ‘to pour out’; Mương tổ, Vietnamese đổ ‘id., to 
spill’; Temiar təh̄ ‘rain’ (#2003 *tuh). 
 203. Khmer pùh ‘to boil, bubble’, Bahnar buːh ‘welling up’ (#2038 *ɓuh &c.); 
and from affixed forms (i) Khmer pəpuùh ‘foam’; ‘Central Sakai’ buboh ‘id., froth’; (ii) 
Mon həbɒh id. (< *brɓuh; —> Cham parapɔ̀ː h); (iii) Stieng (Azémar 1886) səmbuh, 
Biat mbuh, East Bahnar kəmuːh id. Vietnamese mủ ‘pus’ reflects a long-vowel variant, as 
Khmer, Bahnar, and Aslian may do. 
 204. Old Mon moḥ &c. /mɯh/, Modern Mon mùh ‘nose’; Kuy mùh, Stieng (a.), 
Sre, Chrau muh, Central Rölöm mɷh, Bunör (← ?), Biat moh, Bahnar muːh, Jeh, Halang 
mùh, Khmu’ muh id.; Khasi ’mut; Temiar məh̄ (#2045 *muh); and from a prefixed form 
Khmer crəmoh, Stieng trəmoh (Azémar 1886 trəmuh) id. Palaung (Milne 1931) muh 
presumably reflects a long-vowel variant (as Khmer, Kuy, Bunör, and North Bahnaric also 
may do), Vietnamese mũi (*muus). 
 205. ‘Central Sakai’ loh ‘perforated’ (#2069 *luh; add perhaps Riang-Lang _lu 
‘hole, pit’; Vietnamese lỗ ‘hole’); prefixed formations include (i) Mon klɒh ‘to penetrate’ 
(~ Old Mon kirloḥ /kərlɯh/ id.; cf. also ii); Khmer khloh, Stieng (Azémar 1886) kluh 
‘to pierce bullock’s nose’; (ii) Mon klɒh ‘to be penetrated’ (if ≠ ‘to penetrate’, i); Khmer 
thlùh ‘to be pierced through’; (iii) Sre bluh ‘hole, perforation’, Biat bloh ‘having a hole 
in’, ~ Bahnar bəloːh ‘hole, perforation; to make a hole in’; (iv) Bahnar hloːh ‘perforated, 
open’; Temiar səluh ‘to shoot with blowpipe’. Cognate with (i), (ii) or (iv) is Riang-Lang 
ˉlo ‘to pierce, penetrate’ (~ Palaung kərhlɔh ‘to penetrate’, with presumed variant 
vocalism), and with (ii) or (iv) Khasi [pei] syllut ‘clean through’. 
 
Variant reflexes: South Bahnaric. Sre has -oh following (*)nasal+glottalized consonant, 
in sənɗoh ‘to jump’ < *[s]-n-ɗuh (~ Khmer stùh); and probably sometimes following r. 
Biat has -uh only in mbuh < *sn-ɓuh (no. 203 above), i.e. in the same context as Sre 
sənɗoh; the Stieng cognate militates against assuming length variation here. Bunör -oh is 
attested only in moh (no. 204), against four instances of -uh, and is probably to be 
explained either by borrowing from Biat or by length variation. 
 North Bahnaric. If the divergent reflexes in North Bahnaric are to be attributed to 
length variation, which is formally possible, an unusually high frequency of variation 
must be assumed; the hypothesis seems prima facie unlikely. The divergence does not 
appear to be contextually conditioned. Bahnar tuːh < *tuh (no. 202) contrasts with toːh 
‘to hit, beat’ < *tuh (: Palaung toh, Riang-Lang ˉtu ‘to pound’), while the same root 
*btuh (#2008) yields the Bahnar doublets doːh ‘to explode’, duːh ‘pus; to suppurate’. 
Note also the divergence in reflexes of *ruh (#2051) and its prefixed formations: Bahnar 
ruːh, Jeh, Halang ruh ‘to fall’; Bahnar proːh ‘to gush out’, beside West Bahnar pruːh ‘to 
squirt from mouth’; Jeh kadrùh ‘to jump down’, Halang gədrùh ‘to fall’. (The simplex 
correspondence here should be contrasted with that in no. 204 above.) 
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*-uuh. Khmer has *-uh; Old Mon has /uh/, whence modern -aoh -uh -ùh. North 
Bahnaric: Bahnar has -uːh, Jeh and Halang -ùh. Khmuic: Khmu Yuan has apparently -ɔh -
ɔh̀. In Palaungic Palaung has -uh, Riang-Lang -u; Praok -u may reflect variant *-uuh 
(above). Khasi has -ud /uːt/; Vietnamese -u with hỏi or ngả tone. 
 Kuy and Aslian reflexes are unknown. Note that North Bahnaric and Riang-Lang 
are, probably, ambiguous as between *-uh, *-uuh. 
 
Examples: 
 206. Riang-Lang ˉu ‘[dogs] to howl’; Khasi ud ‘to groan, complain, [insect] to 
whine. (#1959 *-uuh). 
 207. Khmer kɔɲcùh kañjuḥ, West Bahnar rəyuːh (→ Jar. rəyuh) ‘to shake’; 
Vietnamese giũ ‘to shake [dust, water] off’ (#1995 *[r]njuuh). *-uuh rests on 
Vietnamese Mon kəyòh ‘to shake off' reflects a variant *[r]njuəh or *[r]njəh. 
 208. Mon taoh ‘to rub, scrub, scour’; Khmer doh ṭus: ‘to rub, polish’ (#2004 
*t1uuh); and from an affixed form Khmu Yuan həntɔh ‘to rub’. Thai thúu confirms 
Khmer *-h in spite of the spelling. 
 209. Stieng toːh, Chrau tuːh, Bunör toh, Central Rölöm, Biat tuh, Jeh, Halang 
toh ‘bean’ (#2002 *t uuh). Bahnar təːh probably reflects a variant *təh. 1
 210. Bahnar truːh ‘to arrive at, reach’, Jeh trùh ‘to come, arrive’, Halang trùh ‘to 
arrive’; Palaung hluh id., Riang-Lang ˉtru ‘to come’ (#2079 *t1luuh). Here *-uuh rests 
on Palaung 
 
Length variation. Isolated or perhaps isolated long-vowel variants were noted in nos. 
203, 204 above. Some further illustrations follow. 
 211. *guh: Palaung (Milne 1931) gɯh ‘to open, to swell’, Praok go [gluŋ] ‘to 
swell’; ~ *guuh: Mon kùh ‘to swell up’; Palaung (Milne 1931) guh = gɯh. (#1976)  
 212. *buh: Stieng (Azémar 1886) buh ‘ash’; from affixed forms (i) Mon həpɜh̀ 
‘dust, powder, spoil’; (ii) Stieng (Azémar 1886) nbuh ‘ash’, Sre kəmbuh ‘powder, dust, 
waste from first pounding of paddy’; ~ *buuh: Sre buːh, Biat buh, Khmu Yuan pɔh̀ ‘ash’. 
(#2034) 
 213. *khuh: Sre khuh, Biat khoh ‘to boil (v.i.)’; ~ *khuuh: Sre khuːh (Blood 
1966, ~ khuh), Bunör khoh, Central Rölöm khuh id. 
 
*-uəh. Constructions of *-uəh are relatively infrequent, and are usually variants of other 
finals. The following are probable reflexes: Old Mon /oh/, whence modern -uh; following 
consonant cluster usually /ɔh/, whence modern -ɔh; Khmer -oh, written -uḥ;  
perhaps also, or in complementary distribution, (-ɔh?) -ùəh, written -oḥ; Stieng, Chrau, 
Bunör , Central Rơlơm, Biat -ɔh, Sre -oh, -uəh; Bahnar -uːah (and dialectally -uːəh, -
ɔːah), -ɔːh, Jeh (and Halang?) -oh; (Palaung -ɔh, p. uh 2), Praok (-ɔ, ib.; -ua?). 
 Isolated variants were noted in nos. 205 and perhaps 207 above. I add here: 
 214. Khmer doh ḍuḥ ‘to grow, germinate’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) tɔh-[mat] ‘germ 
of cereal, bud’ (# *tuəh).16  
 215. Stieng tɔh ‘to explode’, Sre toh ‘cutaneous eruption’ (#2008 *bt1uəh); and 
from infixed forms (i) Chrau ntɔh ‘to explode’; (ii) Sre bərtoh, Bunör rətɔh, Central 
                                                 
16 [Editorial note: this comparison was deleted in the author’s revison of the comparative lexicon.] 
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Rölöm tɔh, Biat rtɔh id. Khmer phtùh phduḥ ‘to crackle, to burst, explode’ may rather 
reflect the variant *btuh (also in Mon, Bahnar, Palaungic). 
 216. Bahnar prɔːh ‘outflow’ (*p-ruəh); with a different prefix Sre səkruəh ‘to 
shake down’ (*[s]p-ruəh). Praok phrua ‘to sprinkle’ may be cognate with Sre, or, with 
khrua ‘to shake off’, grua to drop, fall away’, be assignable to an *s- suffix formation 
attested by e.g. Khmer prùːəh bruəs ‘to squirt from mouth’ (with which Mon pruh proh 
id. is probably cognate). Variant of *ruh &c. (#2051). 
 217. Khmer soh suḥ, Sre soh ‘empty’, East Bahnar sɔːh ‘empty, stripped’ (#2088 
*suəh); and from an affixed form Jeh sasoh ‘idle’ (and Halang səsoh ‘only’?). Biat chɔːih 
reflects *suəs (< *suəh-suəh?). 
 
*-us &c. Even in languages in which PMK *-s is not preserved as such, reflexes distinct 
from those of *-h occur following back vowels in most cases. There is thus relatively little 
difficulty in discriminating between the two finals in reconstruction. 
 
*-us. The following are considered to be reflexes of *-us: Old Mon /øs/, whence modern 
-ɒh -ɜh̀; Khmer -oh, written -us; Kuy -ùh; Sre -us, -os, Biat -uih; Palaung -ɯr, -or, Riang-
Lang -ɔs, -os; Praok -aw; Khasi -ut; Vietnamese -ôi with hỏi or ngã tone. The low 
frequency of the rhyme compared with *-uus may reflect the development of the latter 
from earlier suffixed forms in some cases: *-uus < *-uh-s, &c. All instances of *-us noted 
are variants (except perhaps no. 223 below); it is therefore possible that some of the 
Bahnaric and Aslian forms reconstructed with long vowel in fact reflect *-us. 
 Variant reflexes: Sre has -os following r, -us elsewhere. The conditioning of the 
Palaungic reflexes is unclear; within the limited material Palaung -ɯr corresponds to 
Riang-Lang -ɔs, Palaung -or to Riang-Lang -os. 
 Examples will be found in the sections on variation below; I note here: 
 218. Palaung kror ‘paddy-storage basket’, Praok kraw ‘granary’ (*krus). Bahnaric 
has an apparent variant in *-h: Sre kruh ‘small kind of carrying-basket’, Bahnar kroːh 
‘special large kind of carrying-basket’.17  
 
*-uus. Old Mon has /us/, whence modern -uh -ùh. Khmer has -ùːh, written -ūs; -aoh, 
written -os; Kuy has -uːh. 
 South Bahnaric: Sre has -ous; Bunör and Central Rơlơm have -uːih; Stieng, Chrau, 
Biat have -uːih, -oːih. North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -uːih, -oːih, Jeh and Halang -uːyh. 
 Palaungic: Palaung has -ur, Riang-Lang -us; Praok -u in one instance reflects *-
uus or less probably *-uuh, -ɔ in another may reflect *-uus or *-uəs. Khasi has -ud. 
Vietnamese -ũi is presumed to reflect *-uus in no. 204 above. 
 In Aslian I have noted Northern -os; Central (Temiar) -ōs, -ūs. 
 The splits in Khmer and Biat are compatible with those found before other non-
laryngeal finals. Those in Stieng and Chrau are difficult to interpret for paucity of 
evidence. 
 Again, virtually all instances involve variation; examples should be sought in the 
relevant sections. 
 
                                                 
17 [Editorial note: Shorto subsequently revised the reconstruction to *[k]ruh (#2054).]  
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Length variation. Examples: 
 219. *pʔus: Vietnamese ổi ‘guava tree’; ~ *pʔuus: Sre pə’ous id. (#1876)  
 220. *[r]kus: PalMon [i]kɯr ‘porcupine’; from an infixed form Riang-Lang 
ˉrəŋkɔs id.; ~ *[r]kuus: Temiar kūs id. Khasi dyngkhied reflects a variant in *-iəs (as 
Danaw tɔŋkiɛt suggests), or one in *-əs with secondary lengthening. (#1883)  
 221. *ɓus: Mon bɒh ‘to boil (v.t.)’; ~ *ɓuus: Palaung bur, Riang-Lang ˉbus ‘foam, 
froth’; Temiar būs ‘bubbles’. (Earlier *ɓuh-s; for *ɓuh see no. 203 above; *-s causative is 
assumed in Mon) (#2038)  
 222. *t-p-rus: Khmer proh prus ‘male’ (Danaw pǝrɔh is a loan, probably from an 
unattested Riang-Lang form); and *t-m-rus: Old Khmer tamrus, Kuy ntrùh id.; ~ *truus: 
Old Mon trūs &c. /trus/, Modern Mon kraoh id.; Khmer traoh tros ‘male, ungelded 
[animal]’; and with p-infix Khmer praoh ‘male’. (#1940)  
 In the following instance it is possible that only a short-vowel form should be 
reconstructed, since the Stieng and North Bahnaric reflexes of *-us are not known. 
 223. *mus or *muus: Stieng (Azémar 1886) muːih, Sre mus, Biat muih ‘to clear 
[forest]’, Bahnar muːih ‘clearing of forest’, Jeh, Halang muːyh. (#1922)  
 
*-uəs. Old Mon has /os/, whence modern -uh; following consonant cluster usually /ɔs/, 
whence modern -ɔh -òh. Khmer has -ùːəh, written -uəs. 
 South Bahnaric: the following are considered to be normal reflexes: Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) -uːɛh, -oːɛh, -oɛh, Sre -oas, Biat -ɔːih. North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -ɔːih, 
Jeh and Halang -uayh. Khmu’ has -uɛh, Khmu Yuan -uas. 
us 4 
 Palaungic: Palaung has -uər, Riang-Lang -uas. Praok has -ua, -uua; -ɔ is a 
contextually determined reflex of either *-uus or *-uəs. Vietnamese has -oi with hỏi tone. 
 Aslian: I have noted Che’ Wong (Northern) -əwas; Semai (Central) -ɔs̄ may reflect 
*-uəs or perhaps *-uus. 
  
Examples: 
 224. *t1uəs: Old Mon tos /tos/ ‘to utter, proclaim’; with nasal infix (*tntuəs) 
Praok dua ‘to assert’. (#1899)  
 225. *puəs: Stieng (Azémar 1886) poɛh [jəːŋ], Jeh, Halang puayh ‘calf of leg’; 
Palaung puər [grɔŋ]. (The Stieng short vowel is exceptional.) (#1913)  
 226. *kruəs: Khmer kruːəh kruəs, Stieng (Azémar 1886) kroːɛh ‘gravel’; 
Vietnamese sỏi ‘pebble, gravel’. Mon kreh reflects a front-vowel variant. (#1936)  
 227. *[ts]uəs: Sre yoas ‘dah’; Palaung [bot] suər, Riang-Lang ˉchuas, ˉtsuas 
‘knife, dagger’. (#1953)  
 In the following instance Bahnaric shows variants in *-uəs, *-was; the latter is 
probably secondary. 
 228. *r[ ]uəs: Stieng (Azémar 1886) ruːɛh, Jeh, Halang ruayh ‘elephant’. *rwas: 
Stieng rwɛːh, Sre rəwas, Chrau rəwɛːh, Bunör, Biat rwɛh, Bahnar dialects ruoːih, rɔɛːh, 
roɛːh id. Bahnar roːih, dial. ruːih, reflects *ruus, which is less readily explained if *rwas 
is the primary form; while Vietnamese con voi may be evidence for a metathetic *swuər 
(from earlier *ruw[a]s?). (#1930)  
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Variation between simple vowel and diphthong. Examples: 
 229. *ʔus: Khmer oh us ‘firewood’; ~ *ʔuus: Kuy ʔuːh, Sre ous ‘fire’; Temiar ʔōs 
id.; ~ *-uəs: Middle Mon ’oh /ʔoh/, Modern Mon uh ‘firewood’. (#1872)  
 230. *ŋus: Praok [sin] ŋaw ‘wealth’; ~ *ŋuus: Old Mon ṅūs &c. /ŋus/, Modern 
Mon ŋùh ‘price’; ~ *ŋuəs: Palaung ŋuər id. Praok ŋɔ id. reflects *ŋuus or *ŋuəs. 
(#1886)  
 231. *puus: Sre nus ‘heart’; ~ * p-n-uus: Stieng [pi]nuːih, Chrau, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar nuːih id.; Khasi ’nud ‘liver, heart, mind’; ~ *p-n-uəs: Palaung nuər, 
Riang-Lang [kə]nuas ‘heart’; and with -m- infix Old Mon pumas /pəmɔs/ id., Modern 
Mon [kətaŋ] kəmɔh (beside kon kəmɔʔ, by s.p.). Semai nɔs̄ ‘liver’ may reflect *pnuus 
or *pnuəs. (#1912)  
 232. *t2puus: Old Khmer pos, Modern Khmer baoh pos ‘to sweep’ (with vocalism 
by levelling on ɔmbaoh ‘broom’), Stieng poːih (Azémar 1886 puːih) id.; and from affixed 
forms (i) Bahnar dialects hapuːih &c. id.; (ii; *tnpuus > *tmpuus by metath. > 
*pmuus >) Chrau ɓoːih id.; ~ *tpuəs: Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh id. (or 
*tpəs, for which cf. e.g. Sre pəs); and with secondary infixation Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
brənuːɛh ‘broom’. (A front-vowel variant *tpiis is seen in Palaungic: Palaung pir, &c., 
and in Bunör mpih ‘broom’.) (#1916)  
 
*-ɔh. No differentia have been found for *-ɔh, *-ɔɔh. I write *-ɔh in all cases, which 
should be understood as subsuming the strict formula *-ɔ(ɔ)h. 
 Differentia for *-ɔh, *-oh have been found so far only in Mon, Biat, and 
(inferentially and on scanty material) in Kuy. Old Mon has /ɔh/ < *-ɔh, /ɯh/ < *-oh; 
Biat respectively -ɔh, -oh. Kuy *-ɔh < *-ɔh contrasts with -oːh, which in no. 240 below 
reflects either a variant in *-ooh or else *-oos < *-oh-s. (Further differentia will be 
proposed for *-oh ≠ *-ooh.)  
 The reflexes of *-ɔh in other languages are Khmer -ɔh -ùəh, written -oḥ; Sre -oh, 
all other South Bahnaric languages -ɔh; Bahnar -ɔːh, -ɔh, Jeh and Halang 
correspondingly -oh, -uh; Khmuic -oh; Palaung -oh, Riang-Lang -ɔ; Khasi -ot; South 
Aslian -uh, Central -oh. Praok and Vietnamese reflexes have not been determined. 
 
Examples: 
 233. Stieng (Azémar 1886) ɔh ‘younger brother’, Sre oh, Chrau, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm ʔɔh, Biat ɔh, Bahnar ɔːh, Jeh, Halang oh ‘younger sibling’ (#1957 *ʔɔh).  
 234. Stieng (Azémar 1886) kɔh to cut, lop’, Sre koh ‘to cut (down, up)’, Biat kɔh 
‘to cut (up, off)’, Bahnar kɔːh ‘to cut’, Jeh koh ‘to chop’, Halang koh ‘to chop, cut’, Theng 
koh ‘to cut (up)’; Palaung koh ‘to cut (down, off)’; Semai koh ‘to cut’ (#1969 *kɔh); and 
from affixed forms Khasi dkhot ‘part, piece, member’; lyngkhot, lyngkot ‘piece’.  
 235. Old Mon toḥh /tɔh/, Modern Mon tɔh ‘breast’; Old Khmer toḥ, Modern 
Khmer dɔh ḍoḥ, Sre toh, Stieng (Azémar 1886), Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar tɔh, 
Jeh, Halang tuh id.; Mah Meri tuh (#1999 *t ɔh).  1
 236. Sre boh, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat bɔh, Bahnar bɔːh, Jeh, 
Halang boh ‘salt’ (#2037 *ɓɔɔh).18  
 
                                                 
18 [Editorial note: Shorto later revised his analysis to distinguish a long vowel in this case.]  
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*-ɔs, *-ɔɔs, *-ɔs is tentatively reconstructed in the two following cases; either might 
alternatively be reconstructed *-ɔs. (The Khmer vowel-shift does not operate before a 
spirant.) 
 237. Khmer tùəh das' (and doḥ) ‘to dam’ (#1902 *[j]t[ɔ]s); and from affixed 
forms (i) Khmer thnùəh ‘fish-weir, fish-crawl, of branches’; (ii) Mon hətɔh ‘dry-dam fish-
trap’. 
 238. Mon klɔh ‘to throw (at, away)’ (#1948 *cl[ɔ]s); and from an infixed form 
Khmer crəlɔh cralas' ‘to throw, hurl’.  
 *-ɔɔs is reconstructed in the following case, on the assumption that the Biat 
vocalism before *-s parallels that before *-h. 
 239. Sre loos (and los), Biat lɔːih ‘iron’ (*lɔɔs). 
 
*-oh. The following reflexes of *-oh have been established (for the distinction from *-ɔh 
see above): Old Mon /ɯh/ (as < *-uh); Khmer, Stieng, Sre as < *-ɔh, Biat -oh; Bahnar -
ɔːh (dialectally -oːh), Jeh and Halang -oh; Praok -o; Vietnamese -ô with hỏi tone.  
 Only two certain cases are known: 
 240. Middle Mon loh /lɯh/ ‘to uncoil (v.t.)’, Modern Mon lɜh̀ ‘to come unwound’; 
Old Khmer loḥ ‘to free’, Modern Khmer lùəh loḥ ‘to redeem, ransom’ (#2067 *loh); and 
from prefixed forms inter alia (i) Old Mon pluḥ &c. ‘to attain Buddhahood’, Modern Mon 
plɒh ‘to come unwound, to unwind’; Stieng (Azémar 1886) plɔh ‘to peel off, skin’, Sre 
ploh [bəs] ‘[snake’s] slough’, Bahnar dialects plɔːh, ploːh ‘to open, undo, undress’; Praok 
plo ‘to rise in baking’; Vietnamese trổ ‘to shoot forth, sprout’; (ii) Bahnar klɔːh ‘[scab] to 
come away’. Bahnar dialects ploːih = plɔːh reflects a form with *-s suffix (*ploh-s > 
*ploos; → Achinese plɔih ‘to unfasten, unroll, take off’); Kuy ploːh ‘to swell’ perhaps 
more probably a long-vowel variant. 
 241. Biat, Jeh, Halang loh ‘to go out’; Palaung lɔh ‘to go, come’ (#2068 *loh). 
 Items for which no reflexes from criterion languages are available are 
reconstructed with *-[ɔ]h. 
 
*-ooh. The reconstruction of *-ooh is supported by two items, one of them tentative. The 
reflexes are Old Mon /oh/ (as < *-uəh); Khmer -ɔh (as < *-ɔh, *-oh); Palaung -oh (?), 
Praok -o; Vietnamese -o with hỏi tone. 
 242. Old Mon poh /poh/, Modern Mon puh ‘to shoot with pellet-bow’; Khmer bɔh 
poḥ ‘to throw, to gin [cotton]’; Praok [ak] po ‘bow' (*pooh); and from an infixed form 
Mon nuh ‘pellet-bow’; Khmer phnɔh ‘bow for beating cotton’; Vietnamese nỏ ‘crossbow’. 
 243. Middle Mon thaḅoh /təɓoh/ ‘cake of rice-flour’, Modern Mon 
[kwaiŋ]həbuh ‘rice-flour’; (?) Palaung (Milne 1931) kərboh ‘airborne dust, to be dusty’ 
(*t[l]ɓooh). Though the Palaung comparison is tentative, there is support in Munda for 
the reconstruction. 
 
 No reconstructions of *-os, *-oos are made apart from the suffixed variant 




[End of manuscript—Eds.] 
 





We reconstruct the following consonant system for PMK: 
 
 */ p t c k ʔ 
 b d j g 
 ɓ ɗ 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w  r  l y 
s  h / 
 
Final consonants have already been treated in Part 11; neither voiced plosives nor 
glottalized *ɗ, *ɓ are reconstructed in final position. Here we shall consider first the 
reflexes at C1 in forms with the structure *CVC. All the above consonants may be 
reconstructed in this position. 
 
1 STRUCTURE *CVC 
1.1 Voiceless plosives: *k *c *t *p 
*k, *t, *p are preserved in most of the languages compared. The main exceptions are that 
(i) in Khasi they are reflected by voiceless aspirates kh, th, ph; (ii) in Khmer and 
Vietnamese (but not in Mương) *t, *p are glottalized: d, b in the Khmer transcription, đ, 
b in the Vietnamese. Vietnamese /k/ is written c or k according to the following vowel. 
(For divergences in the Biat and Lawa reflexes of *k, *t see below.) 
In Mon, Khmer and Khmu Yuan (not in some other Khmuic dialects) words with 
these initials have head register, unmarked in the transcriptions. In Riang-Lang they have 
high tone, and in Vietnamese and Mương tones of the ‘high’ series: ngang, sắc, hỏi. 
These reflexes are illustrated in the following examples:  
 ‘Fish’: Old Mon ka(ʼ), Modern Mon kaʔ, Khmer ka:-[moŋ &c.] (in specific 
names), Sre ka, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang ka:, Theng, Palaung ka, Riang-Lang 
ˉkaʔ, Praok ka, Lawa kaʔ, Khasi ʼkha (~ dohkha), Mương, Vietnamese cá, Temiar ka:ʔ 
(16 *kaʔ). 
‘Child’: Old Mon kon, Modern Mon kon, Khmer ko:n, Sre kon (loanword?), 
Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kɔ:n, Jeh ko:n, Halang koan, Khmu Yuan kɔ:n, Palaung kuən, 
Riang-Lang ˉkuan, Praok kɔn, Lawa kuan, Khasi khun, Mương, Vietnamese con, Temiar 
kəwɔt (#1127 *kuun, *kuən). 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the typescript of Part 1, as it came to us, lacked a discussion of final consonants, 
so that we are left with what can be surmised from the reconstructions presented in the 
comparative lexicon (Part 3).]  
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‘To pluck, break off, cut’: Khmer kac ‘to break [rigid object]’, Sre kac ‘to harvest 
[hill paddy]’, Biat kac ‘to strip [grain from ear]’, Bahnar dial. kɛ:c ‘to cut with scissors, 
strip [leaves, grain], harvest’, Riang-Lang kac ‘to break (v.i.), to tear (v.t.)’, Khasi kheit ‘to 
pluck, gather’, Mương cắch, Vietnamese cắt ‘to cut up’ (#800 *kac). 
Cf. for *k- also #18, #278-#281, #317, #495-#506, #779-#803, #889-#893, 
#956-#963, #1125-#1129, #1231-#1238, #1308-#1313, #1442-#1447, #1564-#1573, 
#1702-#1712, #1814-#1820, #1967-#1973. 
‘Hand, arm’: Old Mon tey, Modern Mon toa, Khmer day, Sre ti, Chrau, Biat, 
Bahnar ti:, Khmu Yuan tiʔ, Palaung ti, Riang-Lang ˉtiʔ, Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang taiʔ, 
Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang teʔ, Temiar from nasal-suffix form ti:k (#66 *t1iiʔ). 
Khasi has ʼti by levelling on the prefixed form kti, where -t- is regular (see below). Mương 
thay, Vietnamese tay, < #244 *sii[ʔ], are not cognate. 
‘To weave, plait, twill’: Mon tan, Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar ta:ɲ, Jeh, Halang ta:n, 
Khmu Yuan ta:ɲ, Riang-Lang ˉtɑɲ, Praok taɲ, Lawa taiɲ, Khasi thaiñ, Mương tanh, 
Vietnamese đan, Temiar ta:c (#898 *taaɲ). 
‘Breast’: Old Mon toḥh, Modern Mon tɔh, Khmer dɔh, Sre toh, Chrau tɔh (in da:ʔ 
tɔh ‘milk’), Biat, Bahnar tɔh, Jeh, Halang tuh, Praok tɯ (?), Lawa Umpai taus, Lawa 
Mae Sariang taɯh (#1927 *t ɔh). 1
‘To bury’: Old Mon tip, Modern Mon tɒp, Chrau təp, Biat tɔp, Röngao tə:p ‘to 
bury’, Jeh tàp ‘to set in ground’, Halang tɒp ‘to put in ground’, Khasi thep ‘to entomb 
[bones]’ (beside tep ‘to bury’, which is unexplained: #1252 *t ə(ə)p). 1
Cf. for *t- also #64-#75, #303-#323, #542-#568, #812-#815, #896a-#899a, 
#998-#101, #1153-#1156, #1250-#1257a, #1340-#1353, #1463-#1458, #1610-
#1624, #1733-#1738, #1825-#1828, #1899-#1903, #1996-#2009.  
‘To shoot’: Old Mon pañ, Modern Mon pɔn, Khmer baɲ, Sre, Chrau, Biat paɲ ‘to 
shoot’, Bahnar pɛɲ ‘to beat cotton with bow’, Jeh, Halang peŋ, Khmu Yuan piɲ, Palaung 
piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ, Mương pắnh, Vietnamese bắn ‘to shoot’ (#905 *paɲʔ). 
‘Four’: Old Mon pan, Modern Mon pɔn, Khmer bu:ən, Sre puan, Chrau puən, Biat 
puɔn, Bahnar dialects pua:n, Jeh, Halang puan, Riang-Lang ˉpon, Praok pon, Lawa Bo 
Luang paɯŋ, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang paun, Mương pốn, Vietnamese bốn (#1127 
*punʔ &c.). Palaung has phon by counting deformation on phən ‘five’, < #1214 *m-
sən. 
‘To fly’: Mon pɔ, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar par, Jeh pal, Halang par, Palaung pər, 
Riang-Lang ˉpər, Praok po, Lawa Bo Luang pəu, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang peu, 
Mương păl, Vietnamese bay (#1633 *par). 
‘You (pl.)’: Palaung pɛ, Riang-Lang ˉpeʔ, Praok pe, Lawa Bo Luang paiʔ, Lawa 
Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang peʔ, Khasi phi (#99 *piʔ). 
Cf. for *p- also #98-#106, #345-#355, #602-#618, #823-#825, #905-#907, 
#1020-#1030, #1162-#1168, #1371-#1372, #1478-#1481, #1633-#1640, #1752-
#1760, #1833, #1908-#1918, #2021-#2031. 
In Biat *k, *t are palatalized to c- before -iaC (< *-iəC). The same development is 
found in the closely related Bunör (and also in Preh: see Blood 1966:21) in corresponding 
contexts. Thus we have Mon kit ‘to bite’, Sre kiat, Chrau kiət ‘to itch’, Biat ciat ‘to sting, 
smart’, Bunör cyat ‘to itch’ (#957 *kiit &c.); Sre kiaw, Biat ciau, Bunör cɛ:w ‘left-hand’ 
(1814 *kiəw, *giəw); Sre tiaŋ, Chrau tiəŋ, Biat ciaŋ Bunör cyaŋ, Jeh te:ŋ ‘tail’ (#542 
*t1iəŋ); Sre tiar, Biat ciar ‘to forge’, Bahnar t(i)ɛ:r ‘to hammer to an edge’ (and 
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Vietnamese đe ‘anvil’; #1554 *tiər).  
Palatalization does not occur before an undiphthongized high front vowel, nor 
generally before -ɛ:C < *-iəC. It is, however, found in Sre tias mat, Biat cɛh mat ‘blind’. 
(Contrast in *C( )CVC structures e.g. Biat tɛ:t ‘parakeet’ < #1010 *gtit, *gtiət; ntɛh 
‘noise’ < #1900 *kt1as2; whereas before -iaC in these contexts there is palatalization as 
above.) The development is likely to be recent. 
A somewhat similar palatalization is found in one item in Lawa Umpai: Khmer 
keh keḥ, Lawa Bo Luang kaih, Lawa Umpai cɛs ‘mountain goat’ (#1967 *k[i]i[h], 
*kiə[h]). 
The palatal term of the voiceless plosive series, *c, may be presumed to have 
been—or to have given rise to—an affricate in all the languages. The affricate is 
preserved in Mon, Khmer, Röngao, Jeh, Halang, Vietnamese and Mương (orthographic 
ch-), and Aslian. In most of South Bahnaric, Khmu, Northern Mon-Khmer, and Khasi the 
plosive element has been lost and the reflex is s. Biat has ch; but it should be noted that 
this is also the reflex of *s- (> Sre &c. s, §1.6), so that Biat differs phonetically rather 
than systemically from the main part of South Bahnaric. The phonetic direction of the 
merger may reflect the proximity of North Bahnaric. Finally, variant reflexes are found in 
Stieng (s, c) and Bahnar (s, ts, c); they will be discussed in detail below. Thus we have: 
‘Louse’: Mon coa, Khmer cay, Stieng si:h, Sre say, Chrau si:, Biat chi:, Bahnar si:, 
Khmu Yuan seʔ, Palaung si, Riang-Lang ˉsiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang səiʔ, Lawa Umpai seʔ, Lawa 
Mae Sariang sɛiʔ, Khasi ʼsi (~ksi), Vietnamese chí, chấy , Temiar cɛʔ (#39 *ciiʔ). 
‘Grandchild’: Old Mon cow, Modern Mon cao, Khmer cau ‘grandchild’, Stieng sɒ:u 
‘grandson, nephew’, Sre saw ‘grandson’, Chrau saw ‘child’s spouse’, Biat kɔ:n chau 
‘descendants’, West Bahnar sɤ:u, Eastern sa:u, Jeh, Halang caw, Palaung su, Praok saə, 
Lawa Bo Luang sɑuʔ, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang soʔ, Khasi ʼsiew, Vietnamese cháu 
‘grandchild’ (#43 *cuuʔ). 
‘Cooked’: Mon cin, Stieng si:n, Sre sin, Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Bahnar tsin, Jeh, 
Halang cen, Theng, Palaung sin, Riang-Lang ˉsin, Mương, Vietnamese chín, Temiar cɛt 
(#1137 *ciinʔ &c.). Khmer has chʔɤn by metathesis. 
‘Bird’: Stieng cu:m, Sre si:m, Chrau sum, Biat chium, Bahnar sɛ:m, Jeh, Halang 
cim, Khmu Yuan si:m, Palaung sim, Riang-Lang ˉsim, Praok sim, Lawa Bo Luang saiɲ, 
Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang saim, Khasi sim, Mương, Vietnamese chim, Temiar cɛp 
(#1324 *cim &c.). 
Cf. also v. #39-#48, #289-#299, #520-#535, #807-#810, #981-#989, #1137-
#1145a, #1243-#1246, #1324-#1329, #1591-#1599, #1725-#1726, #1821-#1821a, 
#1887-#1896, #1982-#1990. 
The discrepant Stieng and Bahnar reflexes with c (in three items: #981, #1243a, 
#1324) may tentatively be attributed to clusters arising from prefixation, and thus 
eliminated. Stieng s and c, and Bahnar s and ts, occur with nearly equal frequency. It is 
thus not very likely that the divergences can be attributed to borrowing, nor can they 
readily be accounted for by reference to the vocalism or other contextual factors. We may 
note, however, that Stieng s corresponds to Bahnar s, and Stieng c to Bahnar ts, in three-
quarters of the cases where both languages show cognates, against a random expectation 
of one-half: (Stieng, Bahnar s) 39 (‘louse’, above), #40, #43 (‘grandchild’, above), #514, 
#947 (Jölong s-t beside c-t), #950; (Stieng c, Bahnar ts) #286, #288, #781; (others) 
                                                 
2 [Editorial note: in the first draft the reconstruction was *k/n/tiəs.] 
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#1137, #1324 (‘cooked’; ‘bird’, above), #1539. This degree of agreement, between 
languages at opposite ends of the Bahnaric area, may be significant. I shall not use it to 
postulate an additional protophoneme, the nature of which would in any case be obscure. 
But it may be a relic of an early split the conditions of which are difficult to discern. 
 
1.2 Voiced plosives: *g *j *d *b  
All four voiced plosives are preserved in Bahnaric, Khmuic other than Khmu Yuan, 
Palaung, and Aslian; but in Chrau the dental and labial terms (written d, v) have both 
plosive and fricative allophones. Khasi preserves j, but for the other three terms has plain 
voiceless reflexes: k, t, p. The older voiceless-voiced contrast is thus maintained, under 
one form or another, in the relevant consonant systems of all the above languages; and, 
partly, in Khmer. 
In Mon, Khmer, and seemingly Khmu Yuan the reflexes are k, c, t, p and are 
accompanied by chest register, marked by grave accent in the transcriptions. (The 
marking of chest register in Lindell 1971 is not wholly consistent if the above formulation 
is correct.) The Khmer dental and labial terms remain distinct from the glottalized 
reflexes of *t, *p. 
In the three tone languages the reflexes fall together with those of the voiceless 
series, except that in Riang-Lang *j yields a dental affricate [ts], here transcribed c. They 
are accompanied by low tone in the case of Riang-Lang and by tones of the ‘low’ series - 
huyền, nạng, ngã—in that of Viet-Mương (note that Mương nạng tone corresponds to 
Vietnamese nạng and ngã, Mương lacking the second of these). 
Finally, in Praok and the Bo Luang and Mae Sariang dialects of Lawa the reflexes 
of *g, *d, *b fall together with those of the voiceless series without register or tonal 
distinction, but with differences in vocalism which testify to the register stage through 
which Waic is presumed to have passed. In Lawa Umpai the reflexes are aspirates or h-
clusters: kh, th, ph (for contextual palatalization see below). As with Riang-Lang, *c and 
*j remain distinct, the latter yielding Praok, Lawa Bo Luang c, Lawa Umpai ch, Lawa Mae 
Sariang c ~ ch. 
Fewer items with these initials have a general MK distribution than was the case 
with their voiceless counterparts. Hence it will be necessary to illustrate them with more 
numerous but more limited examples. 
‘Those, they’: Khmer kè: ‘one, someone, he, they’, Sre gə indefinite pronoun 
(weak form), Röngao gɛ:, ge:, weak form ga: ‘he, she’, Khmu Yuan ki: (!) ‘this’, Palaung 
ge, Riang-Lang ˍkəʔ (weak form), Praok ki ‘they’, Lawa Bo Luang keʔ ‘he, she’, Khasi ki 
‘they’ (#27 *ge[e]ʔ). 
‘To grip, squeeze’: Khmer kìəp, Stieng giəp, Bahnar gɛ:p, Palaung giəp ‘to grip 
with tongs’, Vietnamese kẹp ‘to press, squeeze’ (#1239 *giəp). 
‘Fit(ting), sufficient’: Old Mon gap ‘to be fit for, fit to ...’, Modern Mon kòp ‘to 
suffice, (—kò) ought, to be fit to’, Khmer kɔə̀p ‘fitting’, Stieng ga:p ‘to suffice’, Biat ga:p 
‘suitable, enough’, Bahnar gap ‘just enough’, Halang gap ‘enough’, Jeh gap ‘adequately’, 
Palaung gɯp ‘enough’, Praok kup ‘to suffice’ (#1240 *gap &c.). 
‘To winnow’: Mon kùm, Chrau, Biat, Theng gum ‘to winnow’, Palaung gum ‘to 
clean [rice] by tossing’ (#1317 *gum &c.). 
‘House’: Khmu Yuan kà:ŋ, Palaung gaŋ, Riang-Lang _kaŋ (#509 *ga[a]ŋ). 
‘To enter’: Khmu Yuan kù:t, Riang-Lang _kut ‘to enter’, Khasi kot ‘to reach’ (#968 
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*guut, *gu[ə]t). 
Cf. for *g- also #281a-#284, #507-#518, #804-#805, #964-#972, #1130-
#1134, #1239-#1242, #1314-#1320, #1574-#1584, #1713-#1721, #1820a, #1884, 
#1974-#1980.  
‘To break ground for cultivation’: Old Mon jik, Modern Mon còik ‘to harrow, to 
cultivate’, Khmer cì:k ‘to dig’, Sre ji:, Chrau ji:ʔ, Biat ji:k ‘to grub up weeds’, Röngao je:k 
‘to plough; cultivated field’, Jeh, Halang jìak ‘ricefield’, Praok ciak ‘to dig’, Lawa Bo 
Luang cɯk, Lawa Umpai chɯk, Lawa Mae Sariang c(h)ik ‘irrigated field’ (#300 *jiik, 
*jiək).  
‘Foot, leg’: Old Mon juṅ, Modern Mon càŋ, Khmer cɤ̀:ŋ, Sre, Chrau jəŋ, Biat jɔŋ, 
Bahnar jə:ŋ, Jeh, Halang jò:ŋ, Khmu Yuan cəaŋ (!), Palaung jɯŋ, Riang-Lang _cɔŋ, 
Praok caoŋ, Lawa Bo Luang cuaŋ, Lawa Umpai chuaŋ, Temiar juk (#538(I) *juŋ &c.). 
‘To sew’: Old Mon jiṅ, jīñ, Modern Mon còiŋ, Sre jiŋ, Chrau jiɲ, Biat jɯŋ, Palaung 
jiŋ, Praok caɲ, Lawa Bo Luang cɯŋ, Lawa Umpai chiŋ, Lawa Mae Sariang c(h)iŋ (#894 
*jiɲ, *jiiɲ). 
‘To descend’: Chrau jɯr, Biat jur, Bahnar ju:r ‘to descend’, Jeh jòl, Halang jur 
‘down’, Khmu Yuan cu:r (!) ‘to descend’, Palaung jur ‘valley’, Riang-Lang ˍcur ‘to 
descend’, Praok ci:a ‘to fall, be shed’, Lawa Bo Luang co, Lawa Umpai chua ‘to leak’, 
Khasi jur ‘descent’, Semai jə:r ‘to fall’ (#1606 *jur[ ] &c.). 
‘Moist, swampy’: Mon cìm ‘to be swampy’, Khasi jum-jum ‘full of juice’, 
Vietnamese chìm ‘to sink, be submerged’ (#1330 *jiim &c.). 
‘Quick, to run’: Sre jar ‘quick, urgent’, Mương chặl, Vietnamese chạy ‘to run’ 
(#1602 *jarʔ). 
Cf. for *j- also #300-#302, #535a-#540, #811, #990-#996, #1146-#1150, 
#1247-#1249, #1330-#1338, #1461-#1462, #1600-#1608, #1727-#1731, #1822-
#1823, #1897-#1898a, #1991-#1995 
‘To run away’: Old Mon dow, Modern Mon tɛà ‘to run away’, Khmer tɤ̀u ‘to go 
(away)’, Sre douʔ, Chrau, Biat du:, Khmu Yuan tùʔ, Palaung du ‘to run away’, Temiar 
doʔ ‘to run’ (#84 *duuʔ). 
‘To block, dam’: Khmer tùp ‘to block, dam’, Chrau dəp ‘to dam’, Riang-Lang _tap 
‘to stop, dam’, Vietnamese đập ‘dam’ (#1219 *dəp). 
‘To lodge for the night’: Old Mon dum, Modern Mon tɜm̀ ‘to lodge ...’, Khmer tùm 
‘to perch’, Röngao dɤ:m ‘to camp out’, Jeh dàm, Halang dɒm ‘to sleep away from home’, 
Khmu’ dɯm ‘to stay overnight’, Palaung dəm ‘to lodge’, Praok tum ‘to lodge, alight’ 
(#1357 *dəm, *duum). Khasi has dem ‘to alight, to lie down’, perhaps by the attraction 
of pdem ‘to incubate’, < #1356 *dəm, *duum. 
‘Vicious’: Riang-Lang _tam tak ‘gur (palm syrup)’, Vietnamese đặc ‘to be viscous, 
to coagulate’ (#326 *dak). 
‘Flower’: Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang tia, Lawa Umpai thia, Lawa Mae Sariang tuai 
‘flower’, Vietnamese đài ‘calyx’ (#1469 *daay). 
Lawa Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi, Vietnamese đồi ‘hill’ are to be compared either 
with Old Mon dal, Modern Mon tɜ ̀ (see #1741 *dul) or with Sre dor, Halang doar (see 
#1626 *[d][o]r). 
Cf. for *d- also #322-#328, #569-#580, #816, #900-#902, #1010a-#1012, 
#1157, #1258-#1259, #1354-#1359, #1469-#1471, #1625-#1629, #1739-#1745, 
#1829, #2010-#2012. Khasi t- is attested in #325 (teh ‘to bind, fasten’ : Mon tɛàk ‘to 
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tie, tether, link...’) and #570 (tong ‘to draw [water &c.]’: Khmer tùəŋ ‘to pull back and 
forth’, &c.). 
‘To bind’: Mon pàk ‘to put [waistcloth] round’, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang 
puk, Lawa Umpai phuk ‘to tie, bind’, Mương puộc, Vietnamese buộc, Temiar bəg ‘to bind’ 
(#357 *bək &c.). 
‘Belly’: Mon pɜŋ̀, Khmer pùŋ, Bahnar buŋ, Khmu Yuan po:ŋ (!), Vietnamese bụng 
(#624 *buŋ[ ], *buuŋʔ). Khasi has ʼpoh ~ kpoh, with a final variation of a type found in 
a few other items; perhaps attributable to the final cluster. 
‘Pedestal dish’: Mon pàn, Khmer pì:ən ‘pedestal dish’, Palaung ban ‘(pedestal) 
tray’, Mương pàn, Vietnamese bàn ‘table’ (#1170 *baan). 
‘Friend’: Palaung bu ‘friend’, Praok [paw] pu [pɛ] ‘associate’, Lawa Bo Luang puʔ 
hməu, Lawa Umpai phuʔ hmeu, Lawa Mae Sariang puʔ hmeu, Vietnamese bầu ‘friend’ 
(#109 * b[oo]ʔ). 
‘Ash’: Sre bu:h, Chrau vu:h, Biat buh, Khmu Yuan pɔh̀ (#1960 *buuh). 
Cf. for *b- also #107-#119, #356-#366, #619-#629a, #826, #908, #1031-
#1037, #1169-#1176, #1482a-#1488, #1641-#1646a, #1761-#1763, #1834-#1835, 
#1920-#1921, #2032-#2035.  
In Lawa Umpai the reflex of *g is palatalized before a high front vowel, or 
diphthong with that starting-point (cf. the palatalization of *k noted previously). Thus we 
have Riang-Lang ˍkit ‘to scratch’, Praok kiat, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang kiat, 
Lawa Umpai chiat ‘to bite’ (#964 *giit, *giət); and the Waic items Praok kac, Lawa Bo 
Luang kik, Lawa Umpai chiaic, Lawa Mae Sariang kuic ‘ashamed’ (sc. *gaac) and Praok 
ki, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang kih, Lawa Umpai chis ‘salt’ (sc. *giis). Evidence is 
lacking as to a Biat palatalization corresponding to that of *k, *t. 
In Chrau, Bahnar (possibly North Bahnaric generally), Riang-Lang and Khasi there 
are isolated instances of a semivowel corresponding to reflexes assigned to *j- elsewhere. 
The majority occur before (original or secondary) high vowels. We shall generally treat 
them as a sporadic development and reconstruct *j-, though some may reflect clusters 
arising from affixation. Thus we find (i) Chrau iɯn ‘to give’ (~ niɯn ‘to hand over’) but 
Old Mon jin /jøn,/ ‘to make over, hand over’, Khmer cù:n ‘to offer’, Sre jun ‘to bring’, 
West Bahnar je:n ‘to bring, convey’, Semaq Beri (South Aslian) jon ‘to give’ (#1148 *jun, 
*juun; contrast Chrau jɯr < *jur ‘to descend’, #1606); 
(ii) Bahnar yɔ:ŋ ‘important, great’ (~ kəju:ŋ ‘high, long, big’), Sre jo:ŋ ‘long, 
high, tall’, Khmu Yuan coŋ, Central Nicobarese cɔŋ ‘high’ (#537 *j[o]ŋ, *j[oo]ŋ); 
Bahnar yi:m ‘like, thus, so’, Riang-Lang _cəm ‘in order to’, and from an affixed form 
Praok jɔm ‘manner, action, condition’ (#1332 *jəm, *jəəm; contrast Bahnar jə:ŋ < 
*jəəŋ ‘foot, leg’); Bahnar yuŋ ‘to stand up’, Jeh yùaŋ ‘to get up’, Halang yùaŋ ‘to stand’ 
< *juŋ (#538II, cf. iv below). But Bahnaric y- in these cases may reflect forms with 
nasal affix; yi:m would then parallel Praok jɔm. 
(iii) Riang-Lang _yɛl ‘to buy’, Khmer cù˘əl ‘to buy’, Praok jɯr ‘to buy’ (#1729 
*j[u]l, *jiəl; contrast Riang-Lang cɛr ‘row’ < #1605 *[j]iər[ ]). 
(iv) Khasi ïeng, Palaung jəŋ, Mah Meri (South Aslian) jɯk ‘to stand’ (#538II *jəŋ; 
cf. with variant vocalism Bahnar yuŋ, &c.; connected with ‘foot, leg’, p. 2.10). Contrast 
Khasi um-jer ‘dew’ < #1344 *jar or *jər. 
Note that similar, but differently distributed, mixed reflexes are provisionally 
assigned to *y- (see below). 
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1.3 Glottalized consonants: *ɗ , *ɓ 
Mon, Riang-Lang, Khasi and Viet-Mương show two distinct sets of correspondences to the 
reflexes associated with *d and *b elsewhere. (So too do Kuy and, for the dental term 
only, Central Nicobarese.) One set has been described in the last section: Vietnamese đ, b, 
Mon etc. t, p, with chest register or low tone as appropriate. The other set comprises Mon 
(glottalized) d, b,3 accompanied by head register; Riang-Lang d, b, normally with high 
tone; Khasi d, b; Vietnamese n, m and Mương đ, b, both with tones of the high series. 
From correspondences involving the second set we reconstruct PMK glottalized *ɗ and 
*ɓ. 
*CVC examples which demonstrate the coherence of the criterion languages are 
few, especially for the labial term; though they are bolstered by those involving more 
complex structures. We may cite the following. 
Reflexive pronoun: Old Mon ḍeḥ, Modern Mon deh 3rd person pronoun, Riang-
Lang ˉdɛʔ reflexive pronoun, Khasi [la]de ‘self’; and Chrau dɛ: ‘belonging to’, Bahnar dɛ: 
indefinite pronoun, Khmu Yuan te: (!) general pronoun, Palaung de, Praok ti reflexive 
pronoun, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, Lawa Umpai tɛʔ (!) ‘self’ (#87 *ɗeʔ, *ɗeh). 
‘Crushed to bits’: Literary Mon (p)ḍut ‘to be broken, bruised’, Riang-Lang duc ‘to 
be ground to powder...’, Mương đách, Vietnamese nát ‘to be broken, crushed’ (#818  
*[ ]ɗuuc, *[ ]ɗaac). 
‘To cover’: Riang-Lang ˉdup id., Vietnamese nấp, núp ‘to hide’; and Khmer tùp, Sre 
dəp ‘to cover’, Biat [kɔp] dɔp ‘to lie in wait for’, Bahnar də:p, Palaung dəp, Praok tɔp ‘to 
cover’, Lawa Bo Luang tɯap ‘to shut’ (#1261 *ɗəp &c.). 
‘To have ...ʼ : Riang-Lang _dəy future prefix (with phrasal low tone), Khasi dei 
‘must’; and Chrau di:- ‘(in order) to’, Biat də:i ‘to be [un]able to’, Bahnar dɛ:i ‘to have, 
possess’, Palaung di future prefix, Praok ti ‘(in order) to’ (#1472 *ɗəəy, *ɗəy). 
‘Bean, small weight or coin’: late Old Mon ḅāy ‘1/32? tical’, Modern Mon boa 
‘bean, pea, 1/16 tical’, Riang-Lang ˍbɑy (!) ‘bean’; and Khmer pèy ‘obsolete small coin’ 
(#1489 *ɓay, *ɓaay). 
‘Askew, out of shape’: Mon bea, Vietnamese méo (#1764 *ɓiə[l]ʔ). 
‘To bubble, boil’: Mon bɒh ‘to boil (v.t.)’, Riang-Lang ˉbus ‘foam, froth’; and 
Khmer pùh ‘to bubble, boil’, Bahnar bu:h ‘welling up’, Palaung bur ‘foam, froth’, Temiar 
bu:s ‘bubbles’ (#2038 *ɓuh &c.). 
But most reconstructions of *ɗ- and *ɓ- rest on the evidence of one criterion 
language only; thus the next two examples depend on that of Mon. 
‘Ripe(-coloured)’: Literary Mon pḍuiṁ ‘to be pale red’, Khmer tùm, Chrau dum 
‘ripe’, Sre dum ‘id., (-rəmi:t) yellow’, Biat dum, Bahnar du:m, Jeh dùm, Halang dù:m 
‘ripe, red’, Praok tɯm, Lawa Bo Luang tum, Lawa Umpai thum ‘ripe’ (#1362 *ɗum, 
*ɗuum). 
‘Two’: Old Mon ḅār, Modern Mon ba, Khmer pì:, Sre bar, Chrau va:r, Biat, 
Bahnar, Halang ba:r, Jeh ba:l, Khmu Yuan pa:r (#1562 *ɓaar, *[ɓ]ir). 
Cf. also for *ɓ- #367-#375, #630-#637, #827-#831, #909-#910, #1038-#1044, 
                                                 
3 [Editorial note: here the symbols d, b are as used as in Shorto’s 1962 spoken Mon dictionary—
the IPA values they indicate are the implosives (‘glottalized’) ɗ, ɓ, for which OUP typesetters 
substituted d, b. The same applies to modern Khmer notations. Spoken Mon hw corresponds to 
IPA ɸ.]  
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#1177-#1180, #1373-#1377, #1489-#1493, #1646b-#1648, #1764-#1771, #1921a, 
#2036-#2043. 
The citation of ‘two’ raises a point of principle which should be mentioned here. 
The Pre-PMK reconstruction of this root was made to account for unexpected dialectal 
variants in PMK: Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương and Nicobarese apparently reflect *ʔaar. 
On the evidence so far presented it might therefore be argued that the eastern 
languages—Khmer and Bahnaric—had not developed glottalized consonants at the PMK 
stage and that the latter have a merely dialectal status there. However, besides the 
distinct reflexes in Kuy (closely related to Khmer), most South Bahnaric languages show a 
distinctive development following a nasal in *(C)CCVC structures (see below). We need 
not, then, doubt the PMK status of *ɗ and *ɓ although there are certain irregularities in 
their distribution. 
Ambiguous reconstructions. Where no reflex is found in any criterion language, 
reconstructions remain ambiguous between *d- and *ɗ-, *b- and *ɓ-. In such cases I note 
*[d], *[b], except where factors other than the direct comparison of cognates (probable 
relationship with other roots, loan forms in non-MK languages) favour the alternative 
reconstruction. Cf. for *[d]-, #79, #84a, #569, #1259, #1354, #1357, #1626, #2012; 
for *[b]-, #107, #109, #111, #119, #356, #360-#361, #366, #629a, #1031, #1034-
#1035, #1484, #1641, #1920. 
This notation is a matter of convenience, not statistical probability. In *CVC 
structures, assured reconstructions of *d- indeed outnumber those of *ɗ-, while those of 
*b- and *ɓ- are of nearly equal frequency; but in *CCVC structures those of the 
glottalized consonants are markedly more frequent. 
 
1.4  Nasals: *ŋ *ɲ *n *m 
Four nasals corresponding in points of articulation to the two plosive series are for the 
most part preserved in the languages compared, with chest register or low tone where 
appropriate. They are infrequent initially in *CVC structure except for the labial term, 
which accounts for some five-eighths of the listings. I shall illustrate it first. 
‘You (singular)’: Sre mi sing., Chrau ma:y, Biat mai masc., Khmu Yuan me: (!) 
masc. sing., Palaung mi, Riang-Lang _miʔ, Praok may, Lawa Bo Luang maiʔ, Lawa 
Umpai miʔ, Khasi me, Vietnamese mày sing. (#128 *mi[i]ʔ). 
‘Mother’: Middle Mon mi, Modern Mon mìʔ ‘mother’, Khmer mɛ:̀ term of address 
to old women, Sre, Chrau me:, Biat mɛ:, Bahnar mɛʔ, Khasi mei, Mương mệ, Vietnamese 
mẹ ‘mother’ (#131 *meeʔ, *ʔmeeʔ). 
‘Mother’: Jeh, Halang ma: ‘aunt’, Khmu Yuan màʔ, Palaung ma, Riang-Lang ˍmaʔ, 
Praok mɛ, Lawa maʔ ‘mother’ (#132 *maʔ). 
‘To emerge’: Old Mon mok ‘to appear’, Modern Mon mòk also ‘to emerge, come to 
the surface, [moon] to wax’, Khmer mɔ:̀k ‘to come, come near, approach’, Bahnar mɔk 
‘[paddy] beginning to form grain’, Mương, Vietnamese mọc ‘[plant, hair, nails] to come 
up, grow, [sun] to rise’ (#378 *mɔk, *mɔɔk). 
‘Eye’: Old Mon mat, Modern Mon mòt, Chrau, Biat mat ‘eye’, Sre, Jeh mat ‘eye, 
face’, Bahnar, Halang, Khmu Yuan (!) mat, Khasi ʼmat ‘eye’, Mương mặt ‘eye, face’, 
Vietnamese mặt ‘face’, Temiar mad ‘eye’ (#1045 *mat). 
‘Nose’: Old Mon moḥ, Modern Mon mùh, Sre, Chrau muh, Biat moh, Bahnar 
mu:h, Jeh, Halang, Khmu Yuan mùh, Palaung muh, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang 
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maɯh, Lawa Umpai maus, Khasi ʼmut, Mương, Vietnamese mũi, Temiar mə:h (#2045 
*muh &c.). 
Cf. for *m- #127-#149, #376-#382a, #638-#646, #832-#835, #911-#912, 
#1045-#1052, #1181-#1189, #1378-#1380, #1494-#1499, #1649-#1655, #1772-
#1779, #1922-#1923, #2044a-#2047. 
Examples of the remaining nasals are of limited incidence. We may note for the 
velar: ‘to bow head, nod’: Khmer ŋò:k ‘to bend over and look, to nod off’, Röngao ŋu:k 
‘to incline head, bow head’, Khasi [koh]nguh ‘to nod...’ (#287 *ŋuk &c.). 
‘To be extinguished, to extinguish’: Chrau ŋət v.t., Riang-Lang _ŋat v.i.t. (#973 
*ŋət). 
‘Hungry’: Biat [ji:] ŋɔ:t ‘hunger, to be hungry’, Riang-Lang _ŋuat ‘to starve, to be 
hungry’ (#975 *ŋut, *ŋuət). 
‘Eye’: Bahnar [kɔ:n] ŋa:i ‘[pupil of] eye’, Palaung, Praok ŋay, Riang-Lang _ŋɑy 
‘eye, face’ (#1453 *[ ]ŋaay). 
‘To nod head, to sway’: Bahnar ŋɛl ‘to shake head’, [ŋe:] ŋe:l ‘to sway’, Riang-
Lang _ŋil _ŋil ‘to nod’, Vietnamese nghèo ‘to tilt [head] to one side’ (#1722 *ŋil &c.). 
‘Price’: Old Mon ṅūs, Modern Mon ŋùh, Palaung ŋuər, Praok ŋɔ, Lawa Bo Luang 
ŋuah, Lawa Umpai ŋuas, Lawa Mae Sariang ŋoih (#1886 *ŋus &c.). 
A South Bahnaric platalization before high front vowel is assumed in the 
following item (see below for the parallel development in *CCVC structure). 
‘To swallow, drink’: Middle Mon ṅit, Modern Mon ŋìt ‘to swallow’, Stieng ɲiət, 
Biat ɲe:t ‘to drink’, Palaung (Milne 1931) ŋit ‘to swallow’; and with back vocalism Khasi 
nguid id., Semai ŋɔ:t ‘to drink’ (#806 *[ ]ŋuuc &c.). 
‘Morinda sp. (kind of tree)’: Khmer ɲɔ:̀, Vietnamese nhàu (!);#61 *ɲɔʔ). 
‘To suck up, drink’: Sre ɲu ‘to drink [spirits]’, Praok ɲaə, Lawa ɲoʔ, ‘to drink’, 
Semai -ɲɔ:ʔ ‘to suck’ (#63 *ɲuuʔ). 
‘Larva’: Riang-Lang _ɲaŋ ‘caterpillar’, Khasi ʼñiang ‘worm, insect’ (#541 *ɲaŋ). 
‘To receive, suffer’: Old Mon ñin passive auxiliary, Theng ɲɤn ‘to receive’, Riang-
Lang _ɲən ‘to bear, endure’, Vietnamese nhận ‘to receive’ (#1151 *ɲənʔ, *ɲəən[ ]). 
In the next example Theng has y-, perhaps a special development in weak position 
(contrast the last and following ones). ‘Person’: Old Mon ñaḥ, Modern Mon ɲɛh̀ id., 
Theng yɛʔ ‘him’, Riang-Lang _ɲɛʔ ‘who, anyone’, Jah Hut (Central Aslian) ɲah ‘who?’ 
(#63 *ɲaʔ, *ɲah). 
In the next, Bahnar has y- , dialectally ɲ-, perhaps the regular reflex; the status of 
Khmu Yuan n- is uncertain in the absence of comparanda. ‘Small’: Middle Mon ñi, 
Modern Mon ɲìʔ ‘to be small in quantity’, Bahnar yɛʔ, West Bahnar also ɲɛʔ, Khmu Yuan 
nɛʔ̀, Theng ɲɛ ‘small’ (#59 *ɲ[ee]ʔ).  
For *ɲ- 58a-63, 541, 997, 1151-1152, 1339, 1609, 1732. 
The dental term presents no irregularities. We note ‘this’: Mon -nɔʔ ‘this’, Khmer 
nɔh ‘that, there’, Chrau nɔʔ (!) ‘there near at hand’, Bahnar dialects nɤ:u &c. ‘here, this’, 
Vietnamese nọ ‘this’ (#92 *nɔʔ, *nɔh). 
‘This’: Khmer neh, nih ‘this’, Stieng ne:i, ni: ‘this, here’, Sre ne ‘there’, Khmu 
Yuan niʔ (!) ‘that’, Riang-Lang _ni, Khasi -ne, Mương nì (!) ‘this’ (#91 *niʔ, *nih). 
‘To know’: Khmu Yuan nə:̀ŋ ‘to know’, Khasi nang ‘to be able, to know’ (#592  
*[ ]n1[əə]ŋ). 
‘Urine, to urinate’: Khmer nò:m n.v., Stieng nu:m, Chrau, Bahnar no:m v., Khmu 
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Yuan [òm] nu:m (!) n., Riang-Lang _num, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umpai naum n.v. 
(#1365 *n1uum). Khmu Yuan perhaps rather reflects a sandhi-form in *kn-, cognate with 
Palaung hnum and Mon nɔm. 
‘Sun, day’: Stieng, Chrau nar, Biat, Bahnar na:r (#1630 *[ ]nar, *[ ]naar). 
Cf. for *n- #91-#97, #342-#344, #591-#601, #1365-#1370, #1475-#1477, 
#1749-#1751, #1832, #1905-#1907, #2017-#2020. 
 
1.5 Liquids and semivowels: *y *r *l *w 
We shall consider the liquids first. *r and *l are the most frequent of all protophonemes 
in this position, as in prenuclear position generally; though as the roots in question show 
a high incidence of prefixation this frequency is not correspondingly reflected in the 
overall distribution of *CVC forms. 
*r- is preserved in the majority of languages. In Lawa Mae Sariang it is reflected 
as a uvular fricative, noted ɣ. The Vietnamese reflex is /z/; properly written r, but in 
about one-third of cases we find gi-, which is homophonous in northern Vietnamese. Of 
the two Mương correspondents noted, one is written with r-, one with gi-. These reflexes, 
as with all consonants of this group, are accompanied by chest register or low tone where 
appropriate. 
‘To pull out, pull up, reap’: Mon ròt ‘to reap’, Khmer rò:c ‘to pull out, draw out’, 
Palaung rɯit ‘to pull out’, Praok rut ‘to pull apart, away’, rɯc, Khasi rat ‘to uproot’, 
Vietnamese giật ‘to pull forcibly, snatch’ (#1058 *rut &c.). 
‘To tighten, constrict’: Khmer rù:t ‘to draw [e.g. curtains] together’, rù:ət ‘to seize 
round the top or neck’, Sre ri:t ‘tight’, Chrau, re:t ‘to squeeze’, Biat re:t ‘to tighten’, ro:t 
‘to shrink, become tight’, West Bahnar rɛ:t ‘to draw tight, to gird, to strangle’, Khmu 
Yuan riat (!) ‘to tie together’, Palaung (Milne 1931) rut ‘to draw in with drawstring’, 
Riang-Lang _rut ‘to draw in’, Praok rɔt ‘to gird’, Temiar rəyɛd ‘to squeeze’ (1061 *ruut 
&c.). 
‘To help, to lend’: Old Mon rim [bāṅ], Modern Mon rɛm̀ ‘to help’, Riang-Lang _rɔm 
‘to lend, borrow [money]’, Palaung rəm ‘to borrow [money]’, Lawa Bo Luang rɑm ‘to 
borrow’, Khasi ram ‘debt, loan’, Vietnamese giùm ‘to help’ (1390 *rum &c.). 
‘Fly’: Mon rùi, Khmer rùy, Stieng ruəi, Chrau rəwəy, Bahnar rɔ:i, Jeh ro:y, 
Halang roay, Khmu Yuan rɔ:̀y, Riang-Lang _ruay, Lawa Bo Luang roi, Lawa Umpai rua, 
Lawa Mae Sariang ɣuai, Vietnamese ruồi (1534 *ruy &c.). 
‘Root’: Mon rɜh̀, Khmer rɯ̀h, Stieng riəh, Sre rias, Biat rɛh, Bahnar rə:h, West 
Bahnar rɛ:h, Jeh riayh, Halang riah, Khmu Yuan rias (!), Palaung riəh, Riang-Lang _riɛs, 
Praok ria, Lawa Bo Luang rɛh, Lawa Umpai rɛs, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣɛh, Vietnamese rễ, 
Semelai (South Aslian) res (#1927 *ris &c.). 
Cf. for *r- #160-#161a, #390-#397, #655-#670, #837-#844, #1055-#1063, 
#1269-#1275, #1383-#1391, #1500-#1506, #1785-#1787, #1840-#1842, #1924-
#1932, #2050-#2053. 
*l- is preserved in all languages. Quotable examples, however, have limited 
distributions. 
‘To take’: Palaung lɛ, Riang-Lang _leʔ, Mương lệ, Vietnamese lấy (!) (#188 *liʔ). 
‘To try, test’: Khmer lɔ:̀ŋ, Biat lɔ:ŋ [uaɲ], Stieng, Sre, Jeh lo:ŋ id., Bahnar lɔ:ŋ ‘to 
be tested’, Lawa Bo Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umpai lɔŋ ‘to try, test’ (#723 *lɔɔŋ). 
‘Penis’: Sre loc, Bahnar lɔ: (!), Khmu Yuan lòk, Khasi ʼloh (#855 *lɔc &c.). 
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‘To slip’: Old Mon lot, Modern Mon lòt ‘to fall prone’, Khmer lùt ‘to slip away, to 
let go of’, Chrau lac ‘to fall out through hole’, Biat lɔt ‘to abort (v.t.)’, Palaung lut, (Mon 
also) luit ‘to take off [clothes &c.]’, Khasi loit ‘to take off, untie, detach’, Vietnamese lọt 
‘to slip or fall into’, lột ‘to strip off, to slough’ (#1081 *lut &c.). 
‘To pass, to exceed’: Middle Mon l(w)on ‘to elapse, be past, to surpass, exceed; 
exceedingly’, Modern Mon lòn also ‘to go past’, Khmer lùən ‘excessive(ly)’, Sre lin ‘to 
exceed’, Biat lan ‘past, ago’, Praok luan ‘to go past, to pass, escape’, Lawa Bo Luang loan, 
Lawa Umpai lɔn ‘very’, Vietnamese luồn ‘to pass, slip through or under’ (#1200 *lun 
&c.). 
‘Again’: Riang-Lang *ləy (!) ‘more, longer, else’, Praok lay marker of continuous 
or habitual action, Mương lê (!), Vietnamese lại ‘again’ (#1511 *l[ ]ay[ʔ], *l[ ]aay[ʔ]). 
Biat has exceptionally r- in rwan ‘to swallow’: Sre loan, &c., < #1201 *luən, 
perhaps by levelling on the affixed form rŋuan. Bahnar da:h ‘or’ < #2065 *lah is likely 
to represent a special development in weak position. 
Cf. for *l- also #188-#196a, #417-#432, #710-#729, #924-#927, #1075-#1084, 
#1195-#1202, #1401-#1404, #1511-#1517, #1662-#1666a, #1853-#1856, #1941-
#1945a, #2062-#2072. 
The normal reflexes of *w- in all languages fall within the categories of bilabial or 
labiodental semivowel or fricative. They are noted as v- in Khmer, Palaung, Praok and 
Vietnamese; in Vietnamese *w- merges with the reflex of earlier intervocalic *b (i.e. PMK 
*b at C3 in *CCCVC structure: see below). In Riang-Lang Luce notes variously w- and  
vw-, here rewritten v-; sometimes as alternatives; suggesting the sort of allophony found 
in Palaung (Shorto 1960, 547; there between bilabial and labiodental fricative). Jeh and 
Halang reflexes are not known; the remaining languages have w-, except that for Stieng 
Azémar notes u-, and in two instances before high front vowel (variant) vu-. Thomas has 
Chrau u-, in place of w-, in one instance. 
‘Crooked, bent round’: Mon [wèn] wòk ‘to be crooked, deformed’, Riang-Lang 
wɔk ‘curved, slightly bent’, Praok [kɔk] vɔk ‘crooked’, Khasi woh ‘to (fasten with) hook’ 
(458 *wɔk). 
‘To go round...’: Khmer vì:ət ‘to turn boat by paddling’, Stieng ua:t ‘to wag [tail]’, 
Chrau wɛ:t ‘to turn round’, Bahnar wa:t ‘circular, to encircle’, wɛt̄ ‘to turn [e.g. collar] 
back’, Riang-Lang _viɛt ‘to wring [clothes]’, Praok vɛt [vɛ] ‘to change direction’, Lawa Bo 
Luang wiat ‘to turn’, Temiar wɛ:̃d ‘giddy’ (1090 *wiət &c.). 
‘To go, turn, round’: Old Mon wūr ‘round, around’, Khmer vìə ‘to go aside, avoid’, 
vɔ:̀ ‘to go wrong...’, Stieng vui:r ‘to avoid’, Sre wər ‘to stir round’, Chrau wər ‘to stir...’, 
Biat wɛ:r ‘unlucky, taboo’, Bahnar wi:r ‘to twist’, wɛ:́r ‘to go aside, avoid’, Khmu Yuan 
wer[ka:y] ‘to turn (v.i.)’, Palaung (Milne 1931) viər, Riang-Lang ˍviɛr, Praok vi:a ‘to go 
aside, avoid’, Khasi wir ‘astray’, Mương wềl, Vietnamese về ‘to return’ (1609 *wir &c.). 
‘To turn’: Khmer vɯ̀l ‘to turn (round)’, vìəl ‘to dig or cut round...’, Sre wil ‘circle’, 
Chrau we:l ‘to beat [game]’, Biat [da:k wac] we:l ‘eddy’, Bahnar wi:l ‘round’, Palaung 
vir ‘to return’, Riang-Lang _viɛl ‘to turn round’, Praok ve ‘coil’, Vietnamese vẹo ‘twisted, 
crooked...’, Temiar wɛl ‘to turn’ (1794 *wil &c.). 
Other reflexes of *w-. In two items, both with final *c, where Palaungic and 
Khasi appear to call for the reconstruction of *w-, Temiar has ʔ-. In the first of them this 
consonantism is found in all three branches of Aslian. In the second, where Temiar 
appears to reflect a secondary back vocalism, Semai has y- and Southern dialects the 
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normal w-, while most Northern ones have w- with an anomalous final nasal; two have 
h-, perhaps from a distinct etymon. In both cases we shall reconstruct *w-, assuming a 
rule of ‘de-dissimilation’. 
‘Stomach’: Palaung vɛʔ, Praok vac id., Riang-Lang ˍvac ‘bowels, entrails’, Lawa 
wiak ‘belly’, Khasi [ʼnier]-wait ‘entrails’, Kensiu (North Aslian), Temiar ʔej, Mah Meri 
(South Aslian) ʔoʔəc ‘belly’ (#837 *wəc). 
‘Knife, sword’: Riang-Lang _vɑc, _wɑc, Praok vac, Lawa Bo Luang wik, Lawa 
Umpai wiaic, Lawa Mae Sariang wuic ‘sword’, Khasi wait ‘dao’, Temiar ʔəwɔj, Semai 
(Central Aslian) yɔj̄, Semelai (South Aslian) wɔy ‘knife’ (#864 *wac, *waac). Cf. in 
North Aslian: Mendriq wɛɲ, &c.; Kensiu, Kintaq Bong haj. 
A similar development involving final *ɲ is seen in Waic if Praok iŋ ‘to go back, 
return’, Lawa Bo Luang ʔəiɲ, Lawa Umpai ʔeiɲ, Lawa Mae Sariang ʔɛiɲ ‘to come, return’ 
are cognate with Khmer vèɲ ‘back (again)’, &c., < #931 *wiɲ &c. 
Cf. for *w- also #233-#236, #454-#458, #765-#769, #862-#866, #1090-#1091, 
#1529-#1531a, #1669-#1672, #1794-#1798, #1950-#1951, #2080a-#2081 
*y- is of low frequency and rather more troublesome. The normal reflex appears 
to be /y/ in the majority of languages; in Khasi written ï-, in Stieng i- and in two 
instances before high back vowels (variant) j- (cf. u-, vu- < *w-). It appears from the 
third example below that the Viet-Mương reflexes may be Mương gi-, Vietnamese nh-. 
The Temiar reflex has not been noted. 
‘Grandmother’: Mon yài ‘mother’, Khmer yì:əy term of address to old woman, 
Stieng ia:i, Bahnar yā ‘grandmother, female ancestor’, Jeh, Halang yaʔ, Khmu Yuan yàʔ, 
Palaung ya, Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯaʔ ‘grandmother’, Riang-Lang _yaʔ ‘id., wife’ (#151 *yaʔ, 
*yaʔ-yaʔ > *yaay). 
‘To take’: Khmer yɔ:̀k, Bahnar yɔk id., Khasi ïoh ‘to obtain, receive, have’ (#v384 
*yɔk, *yɔɔk). 
‘To lift’: Old Mon yuk, Modern Mon yàk ‘id., to carry in arms’, Khmer yùək ‘to lift 
up’, Chrau yə:ʔ ‘to take off, lift’, Stieng jɯ:k, Sre yə:, Praok yaok, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umpai yuak ‘to lift’, Palaung yɯʔ ‘to rise, to raise’, (?) Mương giắc, Vietnamese nhắc, 
nhấc ‘to lift, raise’ (#385 *yuk &c.). But Viet-Mương may well reflect an affixed form in 
view of the sắc tone. 
‘To weep’: Old Mon yām, Modern Mon yèm, Khmer yùm, Khmu Yuan yà:m, 
Palaung yam, Riang-Lang _yɑm, Praok yɛm, Lawa yɯam, Khasi ïam (#1337 *yaam). 
With *y- affricate reflexes occur sporadically—or appear to—in other Bahnaric 
and Palaungic languages beside Stieng, before original or secondary high back vowels. 
Similar mixed reflexes are assigned to *j-. In determining which protophoneme should be 
reconstructed the evidence of languages which show no variation—notably Mon and 
Khmer—is given most weight. In Bahnar at least, which figures in both variant sets, 
hypercorrection may play a part. 
Thus we find Biat jual ‘to carry on head’, Bahnar jɔ:l ‘to raise higher than oneself, 
hold out’ beside Old Mon yil ‘to place on one’s head’, Modern Mon yɜ ̀‘to support or carry 
on head, to lift’, West Bahnar yɯ̄l ‘to hold out’ (#1781 *[y]uəl, *yəl; contrast Bahnar 
yɔ:c ‘fault, offence’ < #836 *yuəc; dialect borrowing between Biat and Bahnar may be 
in question); and Bönöm Bahnar jo:k ‘in good health’ beside Mon [thɔt] yɜk̀ (#386 
*yuuk). Note also 1780 *[y]il ‘barking deer’, a speculative reconstruction; perhaps rather 
*ʔil. 
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Cf. for *y- also #150-#154, #383-#387, #647-#648, #1053, #1190, #1266a-
#1268, #1381, #1656-#1657, #2048. 
 
1.6 Spirants and glottal stop: *s *h *ʔ  
*s- is preserved in Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric other than Biat, Jeh, Halang and Aslian. 
Biat has ch-, Bahnar variously ts-, s-; the latter in about one item in three (it may reflect 
borrowing from Jeh-Halang). In Khmuic and Palaungic s- has shifted to h-. In Viet-
Mương we find Mương th-, Vietnamese t-; suggesting as an intermediate stage a shift to a 
voiceless dental fricative [ɵ] (found also in Danaw and, perhaps more relevantly, as a 
stage in the history of Cham). Finally, in Khasi we find s- [s] in two instances and sh- [ʃ] 
in one. sh- (which cannot reflect *c-) has been taken for the regular reflex; the 
distribution over all positions is complex and has undoubtedly been affected by analogy 
and back-formation; but remains in many respects obscure. 
As do other consonants of this group, *s- gives rise to head register or high tone 
where these are applicable. 
The Khmuic-Palaungic shift results in merger between *s- and *h-. In South 
Bahnaric and in most dialects of Bahnar, on the other hand, *s- merges with *c-. Fully 
distinctive reflexes are found only in Mon, Khmer, Röngao, Jeh, Halang, Vietnamese, and 
Aslian; but unambiguous reconstructions can be made whenever Khmu or a Palaungic 
language has a cognate in South Bahnaric or Bahnar. (Occasionally Palaung post-dental 
vocalism may favour the reconstruction of *s- even in the absence of these criteria; I then 
note *[s]-.) 
‘Hair’: Old Mon sok, Modern Mon sok, Khmer, (→ ?) Chrau sɔk, Sre soʔ, Biat 
chɔk, Bahnar tsɔk, Jeh su:k, Halang sok, Palaung huʔ, Riang-Lang ˉhuk, Praok haək, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang haɯk, Lawa Umpai hauk, Mương thắc, Vietnamese 
tóc, Temiar so:g (#467 *suk &c.). 
‘Fruit, meat’: Old Mon sac, Modern Mon sɔt ‘fruit’, Khmer sac flesh, meat’, Bahnar 
tsɛc ‘lean meat’, Temiar sej ‘meat’ (#871 *sac). 
‘To bale out’: Mon sat ‘to bale’, Khmer sa:c ‘id., to throw from bucket’, Sre sa:c ‘to 
empty with bucket’, Chrau sa:c ‘to bale out fish-dam’, Riang-Lang ˉhɑc ‘earth cast of 
land-crab etc.’, Vietnamese tát ‘to irrigate, bale out’ (#872 *sac, *saac). 
‘To sting’: Khmer soc ‘small kind of mosquito’, Sre souc ‘to prick, sting’, Biat 
cho:c, Bahnar dialects tsuc, tso:c, Khmu Yuan hu:c, Riang-Lang ˉhuc, Praok hɯc ‘to 
sting’ (#873 *suc &c.). 
‘Sharp, to sharpen’: Sre sout, Chrau so:t, Biat cho:t ‘sharp’, Khasi shut ‘to sharpen’ 
(#1100 *suut). 
Khasi san ‘five’: Riang-Lang ˉhan id., Mon [cɔh] sɔn ‘fif[teen]’ (#1214 *suun &c.) 
may have s- by counting deformation on saw ‘four’. But there is no such explanation for 
sum ‘to bathe, wash’: Mương thắm, Vietnamese tắm (#1417 *samʔ, *sum[ ]). 
Cf. for *s- also #243-#245, #463-#468, #777-#780, #870-#873, #1098-#1101, 
#1211-#1214, #1417-#1419a, #1537-#1538, #1675-#1678, #2084-#2088. 
We come now to the two laryngeals *h *ʔ. It must be noted first that in a 
proportion of cases these alternate giving rise to doublets, as in other positions including 
final position. It does not appear that the alternances can be explained by any such 
theory as Dyen proposed for Proto-Malayo-Polynesian; at least at the present stage of 
inquiry. We shall accordingly treat first the invariate correspondences, and note the other 
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cases at the end of the section. 
 
*h- is preserved in all languages, being consequently merged with *s- in Khmuic 
and Palaungic. 
‘To open [mouth]’: Mon ha (!), Khmer, Stieng, Sre (!) ha:, Chrau ha:ʔ (!), Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang ha:, Vietnamese há (#251 *haʔ). 
‘Finished’: Khmu Yuan ho:c particle of completed action, Riang-Lang ˉhac ‘all, to 
exhaust’, Praok huac ‘to have finished; perfect auxiliary’, Lawa Bo Luang haɯk, Lawa 
Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang hɔic ‘finished’, Temiar hɔj ‘already’ (#875 *huc &c.). 
‘To suck, drink’: Khmer hot ‘to suck up, swallow in a gulp’, Stieng hu:t ‘to inhale, 
to suck up last of drink’, Sre huc, Chrau hu:c, Halang hu:t ‘to drink’, Bahnar hu:c ‘to 
drink from spoon’, Jeh hut ‘to drink, suck’, Vietnamese hút ‘to suck, inhale’, Temiar huj 
‘to sip’ (#1106 *hut &c.). 
‘Place, at’: Old Mon han, Sre hə locative particle, Khmu’ haʔ ‘to, at’, Palaung ha 
‘place’, Riang-Lang _ha (!) ‘id., where, at, on, to’, Khasi ha ‘place, at’ (#1217 *ha[a]n, 
weak forms). 
‘Finished’: Khmer haɤy ‘finished, already’, Stieng hə:i perfect particle, Biat hə:i 
‘already’, Bahnar hɛ:i ‘just now’, Palaung huəy ‘to have finished’, Praok hɤy punctuating 
particle (#1539 *həy &c.). 
Bahnar has djɛp̄ beside hiɛp̄ ‘to suck, suck the blood of...’ < #1294 *hiəp, 
perhaps an expressive deformation. 
Cf. for *h- also #250-#251, #470-#475, #783-#784, #1104-#1106, #1215-
#1220, #1424-#1426, #1539-#1540, #1682-#1687, #1803a-#1804, #1868-#1869; 
and the forms with alternant cited below. 
 
The reflexes of *ʔ- to be expected in most contexts are in Khmer, Lawa, and 
Temiar noted ʔ-, and in Old Mon ʼ-. In the remaining languages initial vowel is written. It 
is likely that in most or all of them a glottal articulation is present, as explicitly in Mon 
(Shorto 1962:xi) and Palaung (Shorto 1960:547). Khmu Yuan has, unexpectedly, low 
tone in half the relevant items. 
‘Person, I’: Old Mon ʼey, Modern Mon oa, Khm ʔaɲ, Stieng i:, Sre aɲ, Chrau aɲ, 
iɲ, Bahnar i:ɲ, Röngao a:u, Jeh, Halang aw, Khmu Yuan oʔ, Palaung ɔ, Riang-Lang ˉoʔ, 
Praok aə, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaiʔ, Lawa Umpai ʔauʔ, Lawa Mae Sariang ʔaɯʔ ‘I’, Khasi i ‘he, 
she, it’, Semai I ʔiŋ ‘I’ (#2 *ʔiiʔ) Some Aslian languages in all three branches have an 
isolated y- (Temiar ye:ʔ); this may be related to the developments before *iə noted 
below. 
‘Wasp, hornet’: Biat ɔ:ŋ ‘hornet’, Sre oŋ, Chrau ɔ:ŋ, Jeh o:ŋ, Halang oaŋ ‘wasp’, 
Bahnar o:ŋ ‘hornet, wasp’, Khmu Yuan ɔ:̀ŋ ‘kind of wasp’, Palaung ɔŋ, Riang-Lang ˍuaŋ 
‘fossor wasp’, Vietnamese ong ‘bee, wasp’ (#485 *ʔuŋ &c.). 
‘Upper garment’: Khmer ʔa:v, Biat a:ɔ, Sre, Chrau, Jeh, Halang a:w, Bahnar a:o, 
Mương, Vietnamese áo (#1813 *ʔaawʔ). 
‘Fire, firewood’: Middle Mon ʼoh, Modern Mon uh, Khmer ʔoh ‘firewood’, Sre ous, 
Temiar ʔo:s ‘fire’ (#1872 *[ ]ʔus &c.). 
When *ʔ precedes *iə the initial element of the diphthong is consonantized in 
Chrau, Riang-Lang, and at least dialectally in Bahnar; yielding Chrau ʔy-, Riang-Lang 
high-tone y-, Bahnar y-. 
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‘Fowl’: Sre, Biat iar, Chrau ʔyɛr, Bahnar yɛ:r, iɛ:r, Jeh ì:l, Halang ìar, Palaung iər, 
Riang-Lang ˉyɛr, Praok i:a, Lawa ʔɛ, Khs, ʼiar (#1552 *[ ]ʔiər). So we find Chrau ʔyɛt ‘to 
listen, hear’ < #942 *ʔiət. Bahnar has yɛ:t irɔ:k, djɛ:t djrɔ:k ‘lesser coucal’ < #941 
*[ʔ]iət; an uncertain reconstruction from reflexes compatible with those of #1780 *[y]il. 
Riang-Lang has usually the corresponding development of high-tone w-/v- when 
*ʔ precedes *uə (but contrast ˉuaŋ ‘fossor wasp’ < *ʔuəŋ, above); thus ˉvat, ˉwat ‘to 
wipe’ < #946 *ʔuət; ˉwe &c. ‘three’: Palaung uəy, cf. #98 *piʔ. 
Cf. for *ʔ- also #1-#6, #265-#268, #482a-#485, #794, #882-#885, #939-#946, 
#1115-#1121, #1224-#1225, #1297-#1299, #1434-#1438, #1552-#1556, #1694-
#1696, #1813, #1871-#1873, #1956-#1959. 
Variant constructions are not numerous in relation to those just surveyed; about 
one in eight of all laryngeal-initial items. In the larger group *ʔ- is to be regarded as the 
primary initial, and we take it first. 
Some items are susceptible of special explanation. *huh &c. ‘to blow’ (Nicobarese, 
and affixed forms in Waic, Khs.) beside #1958 *ʔuh &c. (South Bahnaric, Aslian, 
Nicobarese) may reflect an earlier reduplication *ʔuh ʔuh. Contamination by *hur ‘to 
expose to heat’ (#1685; Bahnaric) may account for *huul &c. ‘to grill’ (Stieng, affixed 
forms in Biat, Bahnar) beside #1812 *rʔuəl (South Bahnaric, affixed (?) form in Khm.); 
note also #1501 *ʔu(u)r &c. ‘warm, (Stieng) to heat’. At least three items are 
grammatical words perhaps subject to special conditions of stress or junction. We find 
*hiʔ ‘we’ in Kuy, South Bahnaric, Aslian and Nicobarese beside *ʔiʔ in Khmu, Palaungic 
and Temiar (1); *h[i]ʔ deictic in South Bahnaric, North and South Aslian, and dialectally 
in Bahnar beside *ʔiʔ, *ʔih in Bahnar, Palaungic, Vietnamese, North Aslian, Nicobarese, 
and affixed form in Khmer (2); Riang-Lang ˉhnʔ, Vietnamese hắn pronoun 3 sing. beside 
Palaung/Central Nicobarese ən id., Stieng ə:n interrogative pronoun, Riang-Lang ˍan 
clause-subordinating particle (#1115 *[ʔ]anʔ &c.). Here we might also cite Mương hal, 
Vietnamese hai ‘two’ beside e.g. Palaung, Khasi ar, Central Nicobarese ã: (#1562 *ʔaar 
< Pre-PMK *biʔaar). Finally, expressive deformation might account for Palaungic  
*hul[ ] ‘to vomit’ beside #1695 *ʔul[ ] &c. ‘nausea’ (Khmer, North Bahnaric, 
Vietnamese). 
In the remaining items the incidence of the h-form is more or less trivial. We have 
Biat hok ‘to spill’ but e.g. Sre o: ‘to empty [pot]’, Bahnar u:k ‘to pour out, empty out’, 
Riang-Lang ˉuk ‘to pour away, to spill’ (#267 *ʔuuk &c.); Khmu Yuan hɛ:m ‘younger 
sibling’ but Vietnamese em id., Stieng iəm ‘elder sibling’ (#1306 *[sʔ]iəm); Palaung hɔʔ 
‘brains’ (and affixed form in Riang-Lang) but Vietnamese óc (#475 *huək, *ʔuək); and 
Mương, Vietnamese hết ‘to end, be finished...’ but e.g. Mon ɒt ‘to be exhausted...’, Khmer 
ʔɔt, ʔɤt ‘to be without’, Biat ɔt ‘to abstain from’, Bahnar ət, ɤt ‘[wind] to stop...’, Riang-
Lang ˉət ‘to cease’ (#943 *ʔət &c.). 
In two cases the primary form is to be constructed with *h-. We have South 
Bahnaric *ʔum > Sre um ‘to bathe’, &c., but e.g. Mon hum, Bahnar, Semelai hu:m, 
probably (cf. *sum[ ] #1417) Palaung hum (#1426 *huum &c.; Khmu may reflect an 
affixed form in *ʔ-); and Lawa ʔaup ‘cooked rice, but Mon hap ‘to eat [rice]’, Khmer 
ho:p ‘to eat’, Sre hup ‘to lift [food-bag] to mouth’, Palaung hap ‘food, to eat’, Vietnamese 
húp ‘to slurp [rice-gruel]’ (#1295 *haap &c.). 
We may note also the apparent connexion between *huc &c. (#875); *həəy, 
*huəy ‘finished’ (#1539) and *rʔuc &c. (#798); and that between Palaungic, Khasi *ʔiim 
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‘to live, be alive’ and affixed forms in *h generally meaning ‘breath’, where variants are 
reconstructed (#1299). 
The reflexes set out in this chapter are summarized in tables 3a, 3b, and 3c. 
 
2 STRUCTURE *CCVC  
*CCVC forms comprise both simplexes containing *CCVC roots, and affixed forms of 
*CVC ones whether prefixed (*C-CVC) or infixed (*C/C/VC). Our discussion will be 
illustrated preferentially with examples of the first kind, where the possibility of 
disturbance due to morphological levelling is more remote. In many languages some *CC- 
sequences are reflected as C-. The reconstruction of certain forms as *CCVC will in 
consequence depend on the evidence of related affixed forms. At such points of the 
discussion we shall be thrown back on the evidence of more conservative languages 
(notably Mon, Khmer, Khasi, and also Aslian and Nicobarese), and sometimes on 
comparison of their patterns as well as that of strictly cognate forms. 
All the consonants listed in the table on p. 2.1 may occur at C2 in structures 
*CCVC. Glottalized consonants, semivowels and *h do not occur at C1. Of the nasal series 
we reconstruct a nasal homorganic with the following consonant (schematically *N), and 
*m; these two terms are distinctive only before liquids. 
The *CC- sequences attested in the corpus are collated in Table 4. 
 
2.1.1. Two-plosive sequences: voiceless+voiceless 
Sequences of two voiceless plosives are generally preserved in Mon, Khmer, Khasi and 
Aslian; the consonant reflexes being the same as initially in forms of *CVC structure 
except where otherwise stated. In Aslian and modern Mon a vowel ə is found between 
the two plosives. The first plosive may be voiced, under conditions yet to be determined, 
in Aslian languages. 
In Bahnaric, Khmu, Palaungic and Viet-Mương we shall for the moment assume 
that *C1 in this type of sequence is regularly lost. Such forms as Bahnar kətəŋ ‘to hear’, 
ad #542 *ktəŋ, which apparently preserve it, will then reflect related affixed forms (cf. 
with Bah. Sakai gĕrtêk). (The possibility that this is an insufficient formulation of the 
rules is discussed at the end of this section.) Sắc tone in Mương and Vietnamese non-stop-
final words may point to, though it cannot assure, the reconstruction of *CC-. 
Exceptions, however, are relatively frequent. Many of them can be plausibly 
explained from borrowing, analogy, or contamination. Where there is evidence for *CC- 
from any criterion language I usually reconstruct it without reserve. 
These general statements will first be exemplified from the reflexes of *kt-, which 
is particularly well represented in the material. In this case we have an additional 
criterion: the sequence (like *kd-, see below) is palatalized in Chrau, yielding c- or 
occasionally ch-. The first three items raise no difficulty. 
‘Hot’: Mon kətao, Khmer kdau, West Bahnar toʔ, Eastern tɔ: (#70 *ktuuʔ).  
‘To manipulate with flat of hand’: Old Mon ktāc [sumoḥ] ‘to smooth, level, with 
hands’, Modern Mon kətat ‘to rub between palms’, Khasi ktaid ‘to rummage’ (#815 
*ktaac). 
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Table 3a: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *ʔ *h *k *g *ŋ 
Old Mon ʼ h k g ṅ 
Modern Mon Ø1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ2
Khmer ʔ1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ2
Stieng Ø h k g ŋ~ɲ 
Sre Ø h k g ŋ 
Chrau Ø~ʔy h k g ŋ 
Biat Ø h k~c g ŋ~ɲ 
Bahnar Ø~y h (dj) k g ŋ 
Jeh/Halang Ø h k g  
Khmu Yuan Ø1,2 h1 k1 k2 ŋ 2
Palaung Ø h k g ŋ 
Riang-Lang Ø~y~w~v1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ 2
Praok Ø h k k ŋ 
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
ʔ h k k ŋ 
Lawa Umpai ʔ h k~c kh~ch ŋ 
Khasi Ø h kh k ng 
Mương Ø1 h1 c~k /k/1   
Vietnamese Ø1 h1 c~k /k/1 c~k /k/2 ng(h)/ŋ/2
Temiar ʔ (y) h k   
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Table 3b: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *c *j *ɲ *y *t *d *ɗ *n 
Old Mon c j ñ y t d ḍ  
Modern Mon c1 c2 ɲ2 y2 t1 t2 d1 (n1) 
Khmer c1 c2 ɲ2 y2 d1 t2 t2 n2
Stieng s, c j i~j t d d n  
Sre s j ɲ y t d d n 
Chrau s j (i) ɲ y t d d n 
Biat ch j ɲ y (i,j) t~c d d n 
Bahnar s, ts j (y?) y, ɲ y (j) t d d n 
Jeh/Halang c j (y?) y t d d   
Khmu Yuan s1 c2 (n2) y2 t1 t2 t1 (?) n2
Palaung s j ɲ y t d d n 
Riang-Lang s1 c (y)2 ɲ2 y2 t1 t2 d1 n2
Praok s c ɲ y (c?) t t t n 
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
s c3 ɲ y t t t n 
Lawa Umpai s ch ɲ y t th th n 
Khasi s j (ï) ñi ï th (t) t (d) d n 
Mương ch1 ch2 t1 t2 đ1 n2   
Vietnamese ch1 ch2 nh2 đ1 đ2 n1 n2  
Temiar c j t d     
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Table 3c: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *r *l *s *p *b *ɓ *m *w 
Old Mon r l s p b ḅ m w 
Modern Mon r2 l2 s1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w2
Khmer r2 l2 s1 b1 p2 p2 m2 v2
Stieng r l s p b b m u~vu 
Sre r l s p b b m w 
Chrau r l s p v v m w (u) 
Biat r l (r) ch p b b m w 
Bahnar r l (d) ts, s p b b m w 
Jeh/Halang r l s p  b m  
Khmu Yuan r2 l2 h1 p1 p2 p1 (?) m2 w2
Palaung r l h p b b m v 
Riang-Lang r2 l2 h1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w v2
Praok r l h p p p m v (Øʔ)
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
r4 l h p p p m w (ʔ?)
Lawa Umpai r l h p ph ph m w (ʔ?)
Khasi r l s, sh ph p b m w 
Mương r (gi)2 l2 th1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w2
Vietnamese r (gi)2 l2 t1 b1 b2 m1 m2 v2
Temiar r l s  b b m w (ʔ) 
 
1 Head register; (Riang-Lang) high tone; (Mương, Viet.) ngang, sắc, hỏi tones. 
2 Chest register; (Riang-Lang) low tone; (Mương, Viet.) huyền, nạng, ngã tones. 
3 Lawa Mae Sariang c(h). 4 Lawa Mae Sariang ɣ.  
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Table 4: PMK *CC- sequences attested in the corpus 
 
*/              
 ck tk pk  jk dk bk ŋk  rk  sk  
kc cəc tc pc gc  dc bc nc   lc sc ʔc 
kt ct  pt gt jt  bt nt  rt lt st ʔt 
kp cp tp pəp   dp  mp  rp lp sp  
              
 cg tg pg   dg bg ŋg  rg lg sg  
kj  tj pj gj   bj nj  rj lj sj ʔj 
kd  td pd gd jd  bd nd  rd ld sd  
kb cb tb   jb db  mb  rb lb sb ʔb 
              
kɗ cɗ tɗ pɗ gɗ jɗ dəɗ bɗ   rɗ  sɗ  
kɓ cɓ tɓ  gɓ jɓ dɓ bəɓ  mɓ rɓ lɓ sɓ  
              
kŋ cŋ tŋ   jŋ dŋ   mŋ rŋ lŋ sŋ  
kɲ       bɲ    lɲ sɲ  
kn cn tn pn gn jn dn bn  mn rn ln sn  
km cm tm  gm jm dm    rm  sm ʔm 
              
ky  ty  gy  dy by   ry  sy  
kr cr tr pr gr jr dr br nr mr   sr  
kl cl tl pl gl jl dl bl nl ml rl  sl  
kw cw tw  gw    ŋw  rw lw sw  
              
ks  ts ps   ds bs   rs ls  ʔs 
kʔ cʔ tʔ pʔ  jʔ  bʔ  mʔ rʔ lʔ sʔ  
kh ch th ph gh jh dh bh  mh rh lh   
             / 
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‘Wart’: Mon kətot, Stieng tɔ:t, Chrau cɔ:t, Biat tu:t, Palaung tot (#1009 *kt1uut, 
*kt1uət). 
Chrau t- in the next two items almost certainly results from borrowing. 
‘Bitter’: Mon kətɛŋ, Stieng, Chrau (!), Biat, Bahnar taŋ, Khasi kthang, Vietnamese 
đắng (#554 *kt aŋ; Khasi -th- probably by levelling, cf. byrthang id.). 2
‘Ear’: Old Mon ktor, Modern Mon kəto, Stieng tu:r, Sre tour, Chrau (!), Biat to:r 
(#1621 *kt uur, *kt uər; note Kuy takɔ:l, Khasi shkor, < *tkuər by metathesis). 2 2
In the next example the Riang form probably incorporates the small-animal prefix, 
originally a weak form of *kuən ‘child’; Khasi results from false division, assuming the 
same prefix! 
 ‘Crab’: Khmer kda:m, Stieng, Sre ta:m, Chrau ca:m, Riang-Lang kətɑm, Lawa 
tam, Khasi tham (!) (#1348 *kt aam).  1
In the next, the Khmer form is attributed to contamination. From Khmer and 
Modern Mon it would be possible to construct *ntu(u)ŋ; it is the Middle Mon initial 
which, taken with Chrau, is clinching for the reconstruction. 
‘Hole, pit’: Middle Mon ktoṅ, Modern Mon kətaŋ ‘hole in ground, mine’, Khmer 
ʔɔndo:ŋ (!) ‘well, mine’ (contaminated by ʔɔndau ‘ditch, hole, cave’ < #78 *[h]ntuuʔ), 
Chrau chuŋ ‘hole’, Palaung tɯŋ ‘ditch’ (#557 *kt uŋ). 1
The final item is less satisfactory, in that Temiar and other Central Aslian 
languages show an unexplained apparent loss of *C1. Although Nicobarese seems to 
confirm the implication of the Chrau form, I note the reconstruction as provisional. 
‘Egg’: Sre, Biat tap, Chrau cap, Temiar tab (!), Shom Pe Nicobarese ka:'te:əb 
(#1253 *[k]t1ap). Jehai (North Aslian), Semnam (Central Aslian) kətəd may show *kt- 
with assimilation of the final. 
The examples of other voiceless plosive sequences below are illustrative rather 
than comprehensive. 
*tk-: ‘island’: Old Mon tko’, Modern Mon kɔʔ (!), Khmer kɔh (!), Stieng kə:h 
[dà:k], Biat kɔ:u [da:k] (#23 *tkɔɔʔ, *tkɔɔh; → Thai kɔʔ̀). For some sequences there is 
at least sporadic loss of *C1 in Khmer (cf. below ‘to plant’, ‘to calculate’, ‘to sweep’), so 
perhaps Khmer → Thai, whence Mon k- by contamination; but modern Mon loses C1 also 
in ‘flower’, below. 
‘Cold’: Biat kat ‘cold’, Khmu Yuan kat, Palaung kət, Praok kuat, Lawa Bo Luang 
koat, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang kɔt ‘cold [weather]’, Proto-Semai *dkat ‘cold’ 
(#962 *tkat &c.). 
h following C1 in Khmer in certain sequences is prosodic (Jacob’s transcription 
reproduces the orthography preferred in Vacananukram Khmer, which is not absolutely 
consistent); so e.g. phk- transcribes /pk/. *t, *p at C1 are not glottalized as they are in 
*CVC forms. 
*pk-: ‘flower’: Old Mon pkāw, Modern Mon kao (!) (beside pəkao ‘floral 
decoration’), Khmer phka:, Stieng ka:o, Sre bəka:w (!) by back-borrowing ← Röglai, 
Biat ka:ɔ, Semnam (Central Aslian) &c. bəkaw (#1819 *pkaaw, * pkaʔ). 
*pt-: ‘Fungus’: Old Mon ptis, Modern Mon pətɒh, Palaung tir, Riang-Lang ˉtis, 
Praok ti, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang taih, Lawa Umpai tas, Khasi tit (!), Proto-
Semai *btees (#1903 *pt is, *pt iis). 1 1
*p following a plosive loses its occlusion and becomes w in Old Mon; then Old 
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Mon tw- > Modern Mon kw- except before high or high mid back vowel, when -w- is 
lost. *t before plosive > Khasi s, sh (cf. ‘ear’, p. 2.42; and the similar development before 
nasal—also in Palaungic—below). 
*tp-: ‘to step’: Old Mon twek ‘to walk, pace’, Modern Mon kwaik ‘to walk’, Mương 
pước, Vietnamese bước ‘(to) step’ (#349 *t paak). 1
‘To calculate’: (Old Mon * twok >) Mon tok, Khmer bo:k! (#351 *tpuuk, 
*tpuək).  
‘To bind round’: Mon kwoiŋ id. (with vocalism by contam. həmoiŋ ‘to wind 
round...’), Khasi spong ‘turban, to put turban on’ (#613 *t p[oo]ŋ). 2
‘Rice mortar’: Khmer tbal, Stieng pa:l, Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpal, Praok pɔ 
(#1757 *tpal). 
‘To sweep’: Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh, Khmer baoh (!), Stieng pu:ih, 
Sre pəs, Biat pɛh, Jeh pu:yh, Khmu Yuan pɔʔ, Palaung pir, Riang-Lang ˉpis, Praok pi id., 
Proto-Semai *pɤɤs: ‘to wipe’ (#1916 *t2puus &c.; *tp- is supported by affixed forms in 
Riang-Lang and North Aslian). 
*c following a plosive retains its affrication in South Bahnaric, Khmu Yuan, and 
Riang-Lang; at least dialectally in Bahnar, and under conditions yet to be determined in 
Palaung (whereas in *CVC forms *c- > Stieng s, c, Biat ch, Bahnar s, ts, Sre, Chrau, 
Khmu Yuan, Palaung, Riang-Lang s). These clusters are the main source of c- in the above 
languages apart from loans. Sre sometimes has ch- (see ‘to die’, ‘charcoal’); one instance 
of ch- in Chrau (‘charcoal’) may result from assimilation. Old Mon kc- > Modern Mon 
ch-, Literary Mon (properly) khy-; Old Mon pc- > Modern Mon phy-. 
*kc-: ‘to prick...’: Sre cok id., Biat co:k ‘to peck, [snake] to bite’, Bahnar cɔ:k ‘to 
cut a notch, (?), Palaung cɔʔ ‘to prick’, Vietnamese chọc (!) ‘to pierce, puncture’ (#295 
*kcok, *kcook; *k- is established from a Khmer affixed form). 
‘die’: Old Mon kcit, Modern Mon chɒt, Stieng cə:t, Sre chət, Chrau cɯt id., 
Palaung cuət ‘[ghost] to leave the world’, Mương chít, Vietnamese chết ‘to die’ (#987 
*kc[ə]t). Biat has khət, perhaps by hypercorrection related to the palatalization of *kiət 
&c. 
 ‘Scattered’: Mon chai ‘to be separated, scattered...’, Khmer khca:y ‘to scatter, 
spread (v.i.t.)’, West Bahnar cai ‘to scatter...’ (#1460 *kcaay). 
‘Charcoal’: Mon, Sre, Chrau chah, Praok sua, Lawa Bo Luang sɔih, Lawa Umpai 
sɔs (#1824 *kcas &c.; *k- is established from affixed forms in Khmu Yuan and Riang-
Lang). 
*pc-: ‘bitter, astringent’: Mon phyɒt ‘to be astringent’, Khmer cɔt ‘bitter’, Stieng 
cɒt ‘bitter, astringent, sharp’, Bahnar tsi:t ‘bitter...’, Khmu Yuan cet, ‘Central Sakai’ 
bĕchut ‘sour’ (#989 *pcət). 
Old Mon c before plosive yields Middle Mon s and falls (with s < *s) in modern 
Mon; *cp- > Old Mon cw- > Modern Mon hw-. 
*ck-: ‘to grasp, hold’: Old Mon ckem, Modern Mon kem ‘to grasp’, Khasi skhem 
‘firmly, securely’ (with -kh- by levelling on shikhem ‘(one) handful’?), Vietnamese kém 
‘pincers, tweezers’, (?) Kensiu (North Aslian) cəkam ‘to hold’ (#1312 *ckiəm &c.). 
*cp-: ‘to pull sharp instrument across’: Mon hwat ‘to shred with a sharp 
instrument’, Khmer pa:t (!) ‘to trim or file down’, Stieng pa:t ‘to cut oneself on a sharp 
instrument’, Bahnar pāt ‘to whet’ (#1026 *cpaat; note Mương, Vietnamese phát ‘to cut, 
trim’). The Khmer reflex is discussed below. 
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In three items *c- has been speculatively reconstructed to account for unexplained 
aspiration in Stieng and/or Sre: note Stieng phu:ŋ ‘to wallow’ < #612 *[c]puuŋ; Sre 
khual ‘to bark’, Stieng kuɔ:l, (Blood 1966) khuəl ‘to call’, < #1709 *[c]kuul &c.; Stieng 
phuɔ:l ‘kind of gourd or melon’ beside puəl ‘kind of greenish cucumber’ < #1756 
*[c]puəls, *[c]pə[ ]l[ ]; Stieng ghuuŋ ‘ladder’, Chrau guuŋ id. < #515 *[c]guuŋ &c. 
Reconstructions of sequences of like consonants are rare: one each of *cəc-, *pəp-, 
*dəɗ-, *bəɓ-. Only *bəɓeʔ ‘goat’, an onomatope, has a general distribution. The other 
three, one also an onomatope, are found in Mon and Khmer only and may belong to the 
post-PMK period of mutual influence between these two languages. In Mon they develop 
as disyllables, *C  yielding h-. We note in this section: 1
‘House lizard’: Mon həcɛk, Khmer cəcɔk (#297 *cəcak, *cəcək). 
‘Skate’: Mon [kaʔ] həpa id., Khmer bəbael (beside prəbael) ‘skate, shark’ (#1760 
*p[r]pail). 
Other reflexes. In four items where plosive sequences are or might be 
reconstructed we find Khmer unglottalized t-, p-. We have already cited pa:t ‘to trim 
down...’ < *cpaat. From taək ‘gills’, taək taək ‘temples’: ‘Semang’, Sak. pĕtök ‘temples’ 
the reconstruction *ptəək (#321) also seems assured. taok ‘spoonful’ (T.), ad #315 
*[ʔ]tuuk ‘to scoop up’, seems to require a prefixed form. A similar construction might 
account for tɔk ‘sound of dripping’, ad #314 *tuək ‘to drip’, with several derivatives; but 
it may be a back-formation from tətɔk ‘to drip’, if that is a loan from western Malayo-
Polynesian (cf. Malay titek ‘drop...’). 
These are obscure. We shall propose *ʔt- as a possible source of Khmer t-. 
Borrowing from Stieng or another South Bahnaric language could account for them, but 
no obvious etyma are recorded. 
In khtɔ:t ‘to cackle’: Mon kətɔt (974 *ktɔɔt) onomatopoeia sufficiently explains 
the anomalous reflex. 
Cf. also (for *ck-) #19, #801, #1236, #1237, #1970;  
(*tk-) #23, #505, #506, #961, #962, #1818;  
(*pk-) #1238, #1819;  
(*kc-) #47, #295, #296, #530, #987, #988, #1252a, #1460, #1597a, #1892, 
#1893;  
(*tc-) #531, #981, #982, #986;  
(*pc-) #299, #989, #1895;  
(*kt-) #70, #317, #554, #555-#557, #815, #988, #1007, #1008, #1009, 
#1252a, #1254, #1348, #1348a, #1620, #1621, #1735, #1736, #1825, #1826, 
#1900, #2005;  
(*ct-) #1351;  
(*pt-) #321, #1827, #1828, #1903;  
(*kp-) #611, #1025, #1167, #1914, #1915;  
(*cp-) #1026, #1638;  
(*tp-) #72a, #350, #351, #1757. 
 
We have so far assumed that the loss of *C1 in this type of sequence is regular in 
Bahnaric, Khmuic and Palaungic as well as in Viet-Mương (where of course all forms are 
reduced to monosyllables usually of CV(C) structure). This is without doubt true of South 
Bahnaric. Even in the case of the other languages such an assumption cannot be easily 
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disproved, inasmuch as any root may in principle be combined with an affix, and—as we 
shall see—formally most if not all disyllables in North Bahnaric etc. can be accounted for 
from affixed protoforms. Such arguments are most convincing when affixed forms are 
attested elsewhere. Thus in the case of ‘crab’ (#1348) Mon hətam, ‘Semang’ kĕntem 
require the construction of an infixed *k/n/taam, and we refer Jeh kata:m, Bahnar, 
Halang, Khmu Yuan kəta:m to it. Similarly with ‘charcoal’ (#1892), where we have 
Röngao kəcaʔ, Jeh kacah, Halang kəcah, infixed forms are attested in both Khmu Yuan 
(kənsah) and Riang-Lang (kərc(h)as). 
It is less easy to see why an infixed form should be used for ‘to die’ (ib.) when we 
find Jeh kacìat, even beside West Bahnar kəcit with the developed sense ‘to die 
miserably’. Again, Khmu Yuan pətəʔ ‘smoke’ may well reflect an affixed form vis-a-vis 
Riang-Lang ˉtɔʔ ˍŋal, Praok taw (#1828 *pt1[əw]ʔ); but we should prefer independent 
evidence. And in Riang-Lang at least, where reconstructible infixial elements all appear to 
have overt reflexes at any rate in some contexts—we cannot say that they are not 
generalized to others by analogy—there are difficulties in accounting for all simple two-
plosive reflexes in this way. In discussing sequences of plosive+nasal or liquid it will be 
suggested that divergent reflexes in Palaungic especially are attributable to differences at 
V1 in Pre-PMK *CVCVC structure. It is not beyond possibility that the same factor might 
result in the retention of two-plosive sequences in Palaungic and elsewhere. The question 
awaits further research (and above all more extensive lexica). 
 
2.1.2 Two-plosive sequences: voiceless+voiced 
In Old Mon we find clusters of voiceless+voiced plosive, tg- etc., which are taken to be 
reflexes of corresponding PMK sequences. Two other distinctive reflexes can then be 
established: Khmer cognates have head register, and Bahnar also Hre/Sedang (but not 
Jeh or Halang) have voiceless initial, implying in each case devoicing of the second 
plosive under the influence of the first. (The corresponding voicing of an originally 
voiceless plosive following a voiced one is recorded in the next section.) 
*C1 is lost in Khmer in half the items in a rather short list, this limited evidence 
suggesting a tendency to preserve back consonants (*k, *c) and drop front ones (*t, *p). 
Khasi loses *C  in the two items recorded.  1
The one item recorded for Temiar (taju:ʔ ‘snake’ < #54 *tjooʔ) preserves the 
PMK sequence, as do cognates in both other Aslian branches. 
Modern Mon forms have chest register. Some Old Mon forms have a vowel 
inserted following C1 (note pdar, pudar ‘to shade’); C1 then > Modern Mon h. Old Mon 
kj- > Modern Mon c-, Literary Mon gy-; Old Mon pj- > Modern Mon py- (cf. Old Mon 
kc- etc.). The Mon treatment of *-b- is irregular, presumably as a result of dialect 
borrowing; it is sometimes preserved, but usually becomes w with voicing of the 
preceding plosive. Note *cb- > Old Mon jw- > Modern Mon hw-. 
Chrau has j- < *kd- (as c(h)- < *kt-) in jɔ: pri:t ‘plantain flower’ < #82 *kdɔʔ. 
Correlations between Mon and Khmer or Bahnar are seen in the following 
examples. 
‘To take hold of’: Mon pəkòn ‘to yoke’, Literary Mon bgan also ‘to take hold of, 
come to grips’, Khmer kan ‘to hold’ (→ Stieng kan ‘to take, accept’) (#1134 *pgan). 
‘Old’: Old Mon pju, Modern Mon pyùʔ ‘to be old, aged, dilapidated’, Bahnar tsɔ ̄
‘old, antiquated, dilapidated’, probably Palaung jo ‘lifetime’ (#57 *pjooʔ). 
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‘Kind of yam’: Mon kətàt id., Khmer kda:t ‘Arum indicum’ (#1011 *kdaat). 
‘To rub’: Middle Mon jwit ‘to pass one’s hand over’, Modern Mon hwìt to stroke’, 
Khmer bɤt ‘to rub on, apply’ (#1036 *cbiit). 
‘Hibiscus’: Mon [kao] hwɛà id., Khmer cba: ‘Hibiscus rosa-sinensis’ (#1646 
*cbaar). 
Clusters of this type are reconstructed wherever there are voicing discrepancies 
between appropriate languages. The reconstruction of *C1 may then depend on affixed 
forms, or in some cases be arbitrary. Thus: 
‘Ladder’: Stieng ghu:ŋ, Chrau gu:ŋ id., Biat gu:ŋ, Bahnar ku:ŋ ‘ladder, stair’, Jeh, 
Halang gùaŋ ‘house-ladder’ (#515 *[c]guuŋ). *c-, which probably accounts for the 
Stieng aspiration, is supported by an affixed form in Khs. 
‘Kind of hornbill’: Khmer [sat kaeŋ] kɔ:k (T.), Riang-Lang [ˍklɑŋ] _kok, Khasi 
koh-[karang &c.], Proto-Semai with voicing metathesis *dkuuk (#284 *tgɔɔk). 
The next item assumes borrowing from Jeh to account for Bahnar g-. Mon shows 
the same sporadic loss of *C  as was seen in *tkɔɔʔ (#23), *pkaaw (#1819). 1
‘Fork, clamp, to clamp’: Mon kèp (!) ‘fork of tree, to be forked, to sit astride’, 
Khmer ka:p ‘frame, cramp-iron, tongs, (beside kì:əp ‘to press, sqeeze’ by levelling on 
der.), Stieng ga:p ‘to take in tongs, clamp’, Sre gap ‘to fasten [thatch, rim of basket &c.]’, 
Jeh ga:p ‘to hold with slit stick’ (→ Bahnar ga:p ‘to bind rim of basket &c., to hold or fix 
with clamp’), Palaung gap ‘to affix’, Vietnamese cạp ‘to edge mat; rim, edge’ (#1242 
*[t]gap, *[t]gaap). The Sre short vowel is further evidence for *CC-. 
Cf. also (for *cg-) #514, #515, #1237, #1449, #1581a;  
(*tg-) #248, #516, #517, #893a, #1242;  
(*pg-) #518, #1133, #1134;  
(*kj-) #52, #1335, #1461, #1608;  
(*tj-) #54, #895, #1336;  
(*pj-) #57, #1150, #1728;  
(*kd-) #82, #574, #576, #577, #1011, #1012, #1628, #1745;  
(*td-) #83;  
(*pd-) #84;  
(*cb-) #1036, #1485, #1646, #1742;  
(*tb-) #364, #907, #1646a, #1763.  
(*kb-) #1484.  
 
2.1.3 Two-plosive sequences: voiced+voiceless 
The opposite voicing discrepancy—Khmer chest register and/or Bahnar voiced initial 
against voiceless-initial reflexes in other languages—leads to the reconstruction of the 
third type of plosive sequence. *C1 is preserved in Khmer in about one item in three, the 
evidence again suggesting a tendency—not a rule—to retain back consonants but not 
front ones; *j before plosive > Khmer s, Ø. The sequence is preserved in about half the 
items in Khs.; specifically *dk- > dkh-, *bc- > bs-, but *dc- > s-, *dp- > ph-; the 
occurrences are too few to be certain that these developments are regular. Note that *d, 
*b at *C1, when retained, are not devoiced as in *CVC structure. So far as the evidence 
goes, these sequences are again preserved in Temiar (but not apparently always in all 
Aslian languages). A voiced plosive is lost before a voiceless one in Mon; *p at *C2 is then 
preserved. 
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Reconstructions are straightforward where the sequence is directly attested in 
Khmer, Khasi or Aslian 
‘White, clean’: Mon kɒh ‘to be white’, Khmer skùh ‘pure white’, Sre kuh ‘pale 
grey’, Bahnar dialects gu:ah ‘clean, white’ (#1971 *jkuh, *jkuəh). 
‘To adjoin, adhere’: Old Mon cap ‘to adhere’, Modern Mon cɔp id., cip ‘to be set 
edge to edge’, Khmer cɔə̀p ‘to adhere’, Sre, Biat cap ‘to fasten together’, Bahnar ji:p 
‘joined edge to edge’, Palaung siəp ‘to pile neatly...’, Riang-Lang ˉsap ‘to put in, on’, 
Khasi bsap ‘to mix with, to insert’ bsiap (beside siap; c.f., or by back-formation) ‘to put 
between two things, insert’, Vietnamese chắp ‘to join, assemble’ (#1254 *bcap &c.). 
‘Snail’: Mon taoʔ, Temiar gatũʔ (#71 *gtooʔ). 
‘(To) thunder’: Khmer khtɔ:̀ ‘to reverberate’, Stieng tə:rh, Chrau tər ‘thunder’, 
Biat [tah] tɔr ‘(to) thunder’ (#1622 *gtər; Bahnar tɛ:r ‘thunderclap; [lightning] to strike’ 
is likely to be a loan from Jeh/Halang, though the etymon is not recorded). 
‘To burst, explode, pustulate’: Khmer phtùh ‘to crackle, to burst, explode’, Stieng 
tɔh ‘spark, to give off sparks; (in compounds) eruptive infection’, Sre toh ‘eruption’, 
Chrau tɔh ‘pimple’, Bahnar do:h ‘to explode’, du:h ‘pus, to suppurate’, (W.) dɛh, Lawa Bo 
Luang teh, Lawa Umpai thias (!) ‘to give off sparks’, Palaung tɛh ‘[lightning] to strike, 
[gun] to go off’ (#2008 *bt1uh &c.). The implication of earlier voicing in Lawa suggests 
borrowing from Bahnar (!); contrast Lawa Umpai koʔ ‘body’ < #20 *jkooʔ , kɔic ‘hot...’ 
< #803 *[b]kuc, *[b]kuuc. 
One widely distributed item causes difficulty. From Old Mon piñ, Modern Mon 
pɔiŋ, Khmer pèɲ ‘(to be) full’, Sre piŋ ‘to overflow’, Bahnar bɛ:ɲ ‘full’, Khasi phoiñ 
‘entirely’ it is possible to construct *[d]pəɲ &c. (#907). But Stieng biʔi:ŋ, Sre bi:ŋ, 
Chrau ve:ɲ, Biat be:ŋ, Jeh bìŋ ‘full’, Halang bì:ŋ ‘full of water, can be reconciled with 
this on the assumption of borrowing of this core item from Bahnar into Jeh/Halang and 
from Bahnar or Khmer into Proto-South Bahnaric. However, Temiar has təbik, with a 
consonantism consistent throughout Central Aslian. Rather it is preferable to assume 
doublets at PMK level in *dp-, *tb- by voicing shift (note Sre doublets: piŋ, bi:ŋ); and I 
do so. 
Cf. also (for *jk-) #20, #504, #1817, #1971;  
(*dk-) #892, #1129, #1711, #1237, #1446, #1570, #1972, #1973;  
(*bk-) #803, #1571, #1712;  
(*dc-) #1144, #1329;  
(*bc-) #532, #1245, #1246, #1599;  
(*gt-) #71, #1010, #1622, #1623;  
(*jt-) #318, #558, #1257, #1902;  
(*bt-) #74, #562, #563, #1156, #1352, #1468, #1738, #2008;  
(*dp-) #907, #1027, #1028, #1168, #1468, #1759.  
(*gs-) #1102. 
 
2.1.4 Two-plosive sequences: voiced+voiced 
It follows from the last three sections that a sequence of two voiced plosives should be 
reconstructed when, given evidence of a plosive sequence as such, Khmer and/or Bahnar 
is in agreement with other languages in having a voiced-initial reflex. The four types of 
plosive sequence yield e.g. the following correspondences: 
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PMK Mon Khm. 
voiceless+ voiceless head register head register 
voiceless+ voiced chest register head register 
voiced+ voiceless head register chest register 
voiced+voiced chest register chest register 
 
*C1 is preserved in Khmer more often than not; there are doublets, k- ~ phk-, &c., 
in about a quarter of the instances; *j before voiced plosive > Khmer s-. So far as the 
evidence goes, *C1 appears to be preserved in Aslian. The case of Mon requires 
discussion. 
*b following voiced plosive usually > Old Mon w, Modern Mon w, as following 
voiceless plosive. Correspondents reflecting other C2 are hard to find unless we assume 
that the sequences were preserved in Old Mon with inserted vowel (actual Old Mon 
attestations are wanting). The Old Mon initial plosive whether voiced or voiceless would 
yield Middle Mon voiceless plosive (also in infixed forms) by a voicing distribution rule, 
thence Modern Mon h-. It cannot be proved that such Modern Mon forms do not always 
reflect affixed protoforms, but the development would be solidary with that of *Cb-. We 
shall adopt the hypothesis. 
We may then cite: 
‘Molar, jaw’: Khmer thkì:əm ‘molar’, Stieng gɒ:m id., ga:m ‘jawbone’, Biat gam 
‘molar’, Vietnamese cằm ‘chin’ (#1318 *dgam &c.). 
‘Stump, log’: Middle Mon taguiw, Modern Mon həkɜ ̀ ‘stump’, Khmer kùəl ‘id., 
floating log’, Biat gɔl ‘log (nq.)’ (#1719 *d gəl &c.). 2
‘To emit smoke’: Mon həkùi ‘to smoulder, smoke’, Temiar bəguy ‘[smoke] to 
waft’ (#1450 *bguy). 
‘Solid’: Khmer cɔə̀p, khcɔə̀p ‘solid, enduring’, Stieng jap ‘solid’, Bahnar [kəjap] 
jap, yap (with variant y- in juncture?) ‘very solid’ (#1248 *gjap). 
‘Bad’: Kuy cù:, Röngao co: (!), Palaung jo, Praok caw, Mah Meri (South Aslian) 
bajaw (#58 *bjooʔ &c.; Khmer cè: ‘to rebuke, insult’ is connected with a front-vowel 
var.). 
‘To gather together’: Khmer cùm, phcùm id., Stieng dial. jɔ:m[ja:l] ‘to meet 
(together)’, Vietnamese chụm ‘to assemble, join, gather’ (#1338 *bjum &c.). Jeh yum ‘to 
pick up in a bunch’, Halang yu:m ‘to gather together’ may be cognate or may reflect a 
nasal-infix form. 
‘Hut, room’: obsolescent Mon hətòm ‘room’, Khmer khtɔ:̀m ‘hut, shelter’ (#1359 
*gdɔɔm). 
‘Walling material’: Mon hətɛàŋ ‘(wall of) twilled bamboo’ Khmer phtɛə̀ŋ ‘panel, 
leaf, partition’ (#580 *bdaŋ). 
‘Paddy-bin’: Mon kwàŋ ‘large wicker basket for storing paddy’, Khmer pò:ŋ 
‘paddy store under house’, Sre boŋ [ko:y], Bahnar buŋ ‘paddy-bin in granary’, Palaung 
buŋ ‘receptacle’ (#627 *gb[o]ŋ; velar initial confirmed by loans in western Austronesian 
languages). 
‘To climb, scale’: Old Mon dwān ‘to assault, march against’, Modern Mon kwàn ‘to 
climb’ (Literary Mon dwān also ‘to assault’), Khmer pì:ən ‘to climb, to march against’ 
(#1175 *dbaan). 
But Literary Mon baṅ [bway] ‘marshy pool’ reflects *db-, or perhaps *tb-, on the 
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evidence of affixed forms in Khmer and South Bahnaric with Lawa and Vietnamese 
cognates (#628 *[d]baŋ[ ] &c.). 
Cf. also (for *bg-) #1320, #1450;  
(*bj-) #58, #1338, #1823;  
(*gb-) #627, #1645;  
(*jb-) #363, #1173, #1174, #1486;  
(*db-) #628, #629, #1175.  
Ambiguous reconstructions, implying *b or *ɓ, are made in #1035 (*g[b]-), 
#1834 (*d[b]-). 
 
2.1.5 Other consonant+plosive 
In this section we discuss sequences of liquid; *s; nasal; and glottal stop, followed by 
plosive in each case. The order is one of convenience.  
 
(a) Liquid+plosive. Sequences of this type are not very frequent, to which circumstance 
their observable liability to metathesis may well contribute. But the opposite metathesis 
of the high-frequency sequence type plosive+liquid is to be found especially in Bahnaric, 
where it is favoured by the pattern generated by related sequences + *r- infix. 
*l appears to be lost in all languages least before voiceless plosive, except perhaps 
in Aslian. Such reconstructions then depend on the evidence of affixed and metathetic 
forms. 
‘To be broken, split in two’: Old Mon pāk ‘to be shattered’, Modern Mon paik ‘to 
split’, Khmer baek ‘broken’, bak, Stieng pak ‘to break’, Sre paʔ ‘id. (v.i.t.)’, [tam] pa: ‘to 
share out’, Chrau pa:ʔ id., paʔ ‘to snap, break off’, Röngao pak ‘[cord &c.] to break’, Jeh 
pa:k ‘to split’, Theng păk ‘to break (v.t.)’, Khasi phiah ‘to split,’ (#352 *lpak &c.; note 
for *lp- Old Mon l/uṁ/pek ‘either of two sides’, Khmu Yuan tə-lpak ‘to break (v.t.)’; 
Riang-Lang ˉpliɛk ‘(to) crack’ may reflect a metathetic *pliək). 
‘To separate, pick’: Mon pɔh ‘to be displaced’, Khmer beh ‘to pick, pluck’, East 
Bahnar pɛ:h, West Bahnar pɛʔ ‘id., to strip, peel, scale’, Palaung pɛh, Praok pɛ, Lawa Bo 
Luang pəih, Vietnamese bề ‘to pick, pluck’ (#2030 *lpiəh; ~ *pliəh, in Mon, Khmer, 
Bahnaric; note also from an infixed form Middle Mon lapah [ket] ‘to pick up’). 
Kensiu lətig ‘tongue’ < #320 *ntaak may reflect secondary *1 < *n, attested also 
in Palaung and Nicobarese Cf. further (for *lt-,) #322; (*lp-) #352, #354, #616, #2030, 
#2030a. 
*l + voiced plosive is attested by simple forms only in #1921 *[l]baas. (Old 
Mon, which preserves *r in the parallel sequences, has one provisionally read instance of 
lj- in (l)ja’ ‘to halt, rest’.) 
Sequences of *r + voiced plosive are demonstrably preserved, as sequences, in 
Old Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Lawa and Khasi *r then > Jeh, Khasi l; Proto-Waic *r > 
Lawa Umpai ra-, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣa- (and BL ʔa-, Praok si-). Old Mon r- is lost in 
Modern Mon except that Old Mon rj- > Modern Mon s-, with chest register. 
‘To shake’: Chrau rəgu:, Biat rgu: v.t., Lawa Umpai rakhoh, Lawa Mae Sariang 
ɣakuh v.i. (#30 *rguuʔ &c.). 
‘Cart’: Khmer rətèh, Stieng rədɛh, Kontum Bahnar rədɛ:h (#2011 *rdeh). 
‘Firm, secure’: Old Mon rbin, Modern Mon pɜǹ id., Khasi lpan ‘stoutly’, Mương pền, 
Vietnamese bền ‘durable’ (#1176 *rbin &c.). 
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Riang-Lang has _pat ‘to fan, winnow...’ < #1037 *rbət, but the affixed form _s-
mpat ‘flail, fan; to thresh, beat’ suggests an intermediate secondary *tbət. 
Cf. also (for *rg-) 29, #1452; (*rj-; by metathesis) #172; (*rb-) #118, #1037, 
#1176, and ambiguously *r[b]- in #366. 
For the treatment of *r + voiceless plosive the evidence is both patchier and less 
conclusive. It suggests that in Bahnaric and Waic, perhaps Palaungic generally, the 
sequences are normally preserved but *C  lost in compounded forms. 1
Two metathetic items may be Bahnaric (or in the first case South Bahnaric) 
innovations. We have Sre rəkiat, Biat rciat ‘to grind, creak, gnash’ < #1064 *rkiət, ~ 
*kriət; and Chrau rətiəŋ ‘giant reed’, Bahnar dialects rətɛ:ŋ &c. ‘kind of reed’ < #693 
*rt1iəŋ, ~ *tr iəŋ.  1
To #1820 *rk[aw]ʔ ‘husked rice’ we must certainly refer Riang-Lang ˉkoʔ id. and 
Khasi khaw ‘rice’. Lawa Bo Luang ʔakɑuʔ, Lawa Umpai rakoʔ, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣakoʔ 
cannot, and Palaung rəko probably cannot, be referred to the nasal-infix form attested by 
e.g. Praok gaw and Khmu Yuan rəŋkoʔ, and with reserve we refer them to the simplex. 
The relevance of compounding to the foregoing is seen in #2009 *rt1ah ‘to explode’, with 
its Biat doublets: rtah ‘to burst’, tah [tɔr] ‘(to) thunder’, Bahnar ta:ih (contrast rətɛ:ŋ, 
above) ‘[lightning] to strike’, Praok tu ‘to flash’ (or < *btuuh), Lawa Bo Luang [taʔ] 
təuh, Lawa Umpai təs [taʔ], Lawa Mae Sariang toih [taʔ] ‘lightning’. Cf. further for *rk- 
#1446a, #1820, for *rt- #565, #693, #2009. 
For *rp- we have two items which are difficult to interpret. In Old Mon rwas 
‘weapon’, Khmer rəbɔh ‘thing, gear, tool...’ < #1917 *rp[ɔ]s, Old Mon may have w by 
analogy if *rp[ɔ]s is a nominal formation from an unattested verbal root *r[ɔ]s. #1918 
*rpuus &c. apparently yields Mon puh [toa] ‘index finger’ : Sre [ti] poa, Bahnar dialects 
[kɔ:n] pɔ:ih ‘fourth finger’; but puh may rather be a byform of kəpuh ‘index finger’ < 
Old Mon r/uṁ/pus [tey]. 
 
(b) *s+plosive. *s is preserved before plosive in Old Mon and except before a palatal one 
in Khmer; in Khasi we have dialectal shk- < *sk- in one item, but before voiced plosive 
*s is lost. Old Mon s- is lost in Modern Mon except that (i) Old Mon sc- > Modern Mon  
s-; (ii) *sp- > (Old Mon sw- >) Modern Mon hw- /ɸ/. Khmer shows sporadic, not 
regular, devoicing of a voiced plosive following *s (cf. the treatment following voiceless 
plosive), issuing in head register. 
In other languages, including Temiar, *s appears to be lost; except that *sk- yields 
Palaungic kh-, perhaps reflecting a regular metathesis. We do not find the corresponding 
development in other sequences of the type. 
‘Companion, company’: Old Mon sko’ ‘company’, Stieng kɔ:u ‘together, with, and’, 
Synteng Khasi shkaw ‘spouse’ (24 *skɔʔ). 
‘Chaff’: Mon, Theng kam, Palaung kham, Riang-Lang ˉkhɑm, Vietnamese cám 
(#1313 *skaamʔ). Khmer ʔɔŋka:m suggests a reconstruction *h/n/k-, but is perhaps 
borrowed by an obscure route from Khmu (Khmu Yuan həŋka:m); *s- is assured by the 
loanword sĕkam in Malay. 
‘Kind of millet’: Khmer sku:əy ‘Job’s tears’, Riang-Lang [ˉkɑy] ˉkhuay ‘Panicum 
millet’ (#1447 *skuəy). 
‘To shine’: Literary Mon sāṅ id., Khmer caeŋ ‘shining’ (#535 *scaiŋ; sc- does not 
occur in Khmer!). 
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‘Right-hand’: Old Mon stūm, Khmer sdam, Palaung [i]təm, Lawa Bo Luang 
[ka]tɑm, Lawa Umpai tɔm, Mương tăm, Temiar təp (#1309 *st am &c.). 1
‘Thatching-grass’: Mon [nɔm] hwɒʔ, Khmer sbo:v (#106 *spuʔ; *s—rather than 
*c—seems to follow from Central Nicobarese fo ‘thatch’). 
‘To be cut short, to cut’: Old Mon sgūt ‘to be interrupted, cut short’, Khmer skat ‘to 
interrupt, to take a short cut, (→ Biat kat ‘to decide judicially, to take a short cut’?), 
Theng gɯ̆t ‘to cut down’, Khasi kut ‘to come to an end’, Vietnamese cụt ‘to be too short, 
to be crippled’, Temiar gəd ‘to cut’ (972 *sguut &c.). Khmer has head register < *sb- < 
*sɓ- in 1493; contrast the register in the next item. 
‘Drum’: Khmer skɔ:̀, Biat gɔr id., Palaung gər ‘noise, to make noise, to beat 
[drum]’ (1584 *sgər; *s is assured by an Old Mon affixed form). 
Cf. also (for *sk-) #24, #1313, #1447, #1572, #1573;  
(*st-) #73, #75, #567, #1353;  
(*sp-) #106, #618;  
(*sg-) #972, #1584, #1721, #1980;  
(*sd-) #1629;  
Praok, Lawa Bo Luang kh- < *sk- are attested in #24. 
Ambiguous reconstructions are relatively numerous, mainly owing to difficulty in 
determining whether *s or *c should be reconstructed at *C1. Cf. (for *[s]t-) #75, #568; 
(*[s]p-) #602, #996; (*[s]j-) #1731; (*[s][d]-) #2012. 
 
(c) Homorganic nasal+plosive. Reconstructions of nasal-plosive sequences are to be 
expected on general grounds, as the counterpart of similar sequences involving other 
classes of *C2. They fit conveniently into Austric comparative theory as correspondents of 
Austronesian reduplicate bases of the type of *k'ink'in ‘ring’ (Shorto 1976b:97,102). 
However, there are difficulties, in a not copious inventory, in reconciling all the apparent 
correspondences. Different sets are to be stated for sequences with voiceless and those 
with voiced plosive; in the case of the latter there are further irregularities, which may 
call for the reconstruction of a different type of sequence in some items or perhaps reflect 
otherwise irrecoverable differences of articulation point of the original nasal. 
The starting-point for all these reconstructions is the supposed Old Mon 
prenasalized plosives, represented variously by spellings of the type of ʼb- ~ mb- ~ ʼamb-. 
We begin with the voiceless-plosive set. 
Sequences of homorganic nasal + voiceless plosive are preserved as such in Old 
Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric other than Stieng, Khmu Yuan, Waic, Aslian (on the 
evidence of Skeat and Blagden), and Nicobarese Old Mon voiceless prenasalized plosive 
yields Middle Mon la- + plosive, Modern Mon kə-, before k tə-, with occasional byforms 
without presyllable. Khmer has sequences of the type ʔɔnd- etc., Khmu Yuan 
correspondingly hənt- etc. (and Nicobarese preserves a first-syllable vowel). Proto-Waic 
prenasalized voiceless plosive loses its nasal element in Lawa Bo Luang, is voiced in the 
other two dialects, and is voiced with loss of the nasal element in Praok 
The nasal is lost in Stieng and Riang-Lang Vietnamese has the corresponding nasal 
with a high tone in one case and a low in another. Bahnar loses the nasal, Jeh apparently 
the plosive, but both develop initial h as in Khmu Yuan (so that common protoforms 
might be set up for North Bahnaric-Khmu). The Palaung and Khasi reflexes are not 
known. 
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‘Digit’: Mon ken, təken ‘finger, toe’, Praok gɛn ‘finger’, Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] 
kəɯŋ, Lawa Umpai ŋgɯn [teʔ] ‘thumb’, Vietnamese ngón ‘finger, toe’ (#1128 *ŋkiən[ ] 
&c.). 
‘(Kind of) owl’: Chrau nko: ‘screech-owl’, Stieng kɔu, Sak. ŋkō ‘owl’ (#1816 
*ŋk[awʔ]). 
‘Ring’: Middle Mon lacin, Modern Mon kəcin, Khmer ʔɔŋciən (→ Stieng nciən), 
Lawa Umpai ɲjaim, Vietnamese nhẫn (#1145 *nciin[ ] &c.). 
‘Hole, pit’: Khmer ʔɔndau ‘ditch, hole, cave’, Stieng tù: ‘deep ditch or hole’, Chrau 
ntu: ‘well, water-hole’, Biat ntu: ‘hole’, West Bahnar hətū ‘deep hole’, Khmu Yuan 
həntuʔ , Riang-Lang ˉtuʔ, Praok daə ‘hole’ (#72 *nt uuʔ). 1
‘Tongue’: Mon kətaik (?), Khmer ʔɔnda:t (by assimilation), Khmu Yuan hənta:k, 
Riang-Lang ˉtɒk, Praok dak, Lawa Bo Luang tak, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang ndak 
(#320 *nt aak; Mon perhaps reflects var. *l/n/taak, cf. Temiar lɛnta:g). 1
‘(To) dream’: Old Mon ʼampo’ n., Modern Mon kəpɔʔ, Sre mpao v., Bahnar (h)apɔ ̄
‘prophetic dream’, Jeh hmòʔ ‘to dream’, Khmu Yuan həmpoʔ, Central Nicobarese enfu:ə 
n.v. (#105 *mp[ɔ]ʔ) 
In #1327 *ncim &c. ‘to eat, to feed’ Mon and Khmer reflect *nc-, but Bahnaric 
and Palaungic similarly show reflexes associated with *c-; we reconstruct *cuum etc., 
*cim cim > *ncim. But it is conceivable that all the forms might be referred to a 
sequence *mc-. 
Cf. for *nt- also #72, #320, #561. 
What are presumed to be sequences of homorganic nasal+voiced plosive give rise 
to two distinct sets of reflexes in Khmer and South Bahnaric. So far as the evidence goes 
they are complementarily distributed; but it is hard to see how the difference might arise 
from the environment. In the attestations the sequences *ŋg-, *nd- are preserved; but the 
nasal element of *nj-, *mb- is lost. 
For other languages the evidence is incomplete; we find the sequence preserved in 
Old Mon and Lawa; Old Mon /ŋg, ɲj, mb/> Modern Mon ŋ-, y-, m- ~ b-, with chest 
register. The nasal is lost in North Bahnaric and Temiar. Vietnamese has usually the 
corresponding nasal, but with variant (South Vietnamese) /y/ from the palatal. Palaung 
has in one item y- < *ɲj-. 
(Type 1) ‘to sit down’: Khmer ʔɔŋkùy, Sre ŋguy, Mương, Vietnamese ngồi, Semai 
gə:y (#1448 *ŋguy). 
‘Eel’: Khmer ʔɔntùəŋ, Stieng ndhu:-, Sre, Chrau, Biat ndu- (#579 *nduŋ &c.). 
(Type 2) ‘sickness, to be sick’: Old Mon ʼjey v. = ʼañjey n., Modern Mon yòa n.v., 
Khmer chɯ̀: (!), Chrau ji: v., Sre ji n., Biat ji: n.v., Bahnar jiʔ, Jeh jì:ʔ, Halang jìʔ
 v., Temiar jiʔ (#55 *njiiʔ). 
‘Dark in colour’: Mon yòm id., Khmer cɔə̀m ‘discoloured, stained, bruised...’, 
Palaung yəm ‘black, swarthy’, Mương giòm ‘black’ (#1337 *njum &c.). 
‘Negligent’: Old Mon ʼbāy, Khmer pì:əy-[ŋì:əy] id., Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umpai 
mbia, Lawa Mae Sariang mbuai ‘to forget, leave behind’ (#1487 *mbaay). 
Cf. also (for *mb-) #117, #365;  
(*ŋg-) #1448, #1591, #1720; 
(*nj-) #55, #56, #811, #1330, #1337; 
(*nd-) #579. 
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(d) *ʔ+ plosive. With the exception of *ʔb-, for which we have reasonably coherent 
evidence, reconstructions of this type of sequence rest on evidence which is more or less 
anecdotal. We shall take *ʔb- first. 
*ʔb- is reconstructed from (i) reflexes associated with *p- in Khmer, South 
Bahnaric, and (with sắc tone) in Vietnamese; (ii) with *ɓ- in Riang-Lang but (iii) with *b- 
in Khasi and probably Khmu Yuan, and with either in North Bahnaric, the rest of 
Palaungic, and Aslian; and (iv) with *mb- in Mon (The occurrence of a glottal 
coarticulation in Old Mon prenasalized plosives is suggested both by the spelling and by 
the development of b- as a variant—perhaps originally sentence-initial, since it is found 
only in nouns and especially in those used as terms of address—from *mb-.) We have 
three items. 
‘Father’: Old Mon ’ba’, Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ ‘father’, bɛʔ̀ peremptory term of address 
to males, Khmer ba: ‘father esp. of animals; onomastic prefix for junior generation’ (→ 
Stieng ba: onomastic prefix for elder males?), Bahnar baʔ, (Röngao maʔ), Jeh ba:ʔ, 
Halang baʔ, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang pɯaʔ, Lawa Umpai phɯaʔ, Khasi pa 
‘father’ (#112 *ʔbaaʔ). 
‘To suck at the breast’: Old Mon ʼbow, Modern Mon mɛà, Khmer bau, Sre pouʔ, 
Chrau, Biat pu:, Jeh buʔ id., Khmu Yuan pùʔ ‘breast’, Palaung bu, Riang-Lang ˉbuʔ n.v., 
Vietnamese bú v., Che’ Wong (North Aslian) buʔ n.v. (#114 *ʔbuuʔ). 
‘To kneel’: Old Mon ʼbār, Modern Mon mɛà, Khasi par id., Vietnamese bái ‘to bow, 
pay homage to’ (#1644 *ʔbaar). 
Two reconstructions involving voiceless plosives are made on the strength of 
variant spellings with ʼ- in Old Khmer; to which can be added one where the closely 
related Kuy has ʔat-. In the first of these Old Khmer (ʼ)c- corresponds to Riang-Lang high-
tone c-, as from *kc. 
‘Old’: Old Khmer (ʼ)cas, Modern Khmer cah, Stieng ce:h, Riang-Lang ˉcɑʔ (#1891 
*ʔcas &c.). 
Old Khmer (ʼ)t- > Modern Khmer t- ( whereas *t- > Khmer d-); in the other 
languages cited in the next item *ʔt- merges with *t-. 
‘Male elder’: late Old Mon ta, Modern Mon taʔ ‘father’, Old Khmer (ʼ)tā ‘old man’, 
Modern Khmer ta: ‘grandfather’, Stieng ta: onomastic prefix for junior males, Khmu Yuan 
taʔ, Praok ta ‘grandfather’, Palaung ta ‘master, grandfather’, Riang-Lang ˉtaʔ id., 
‘husband’, Lawa taʔ ‘grandfather, old man’, Temiar ta:ʔ ‘sir’ (#68 *ʔtaʔ). 
‘Afraid, to fear’: Kuy ʔatu:ŋ, Khasi tieng (Mnar tyoŋ), Temiar tu:k (#552 *ʔtuuŋ; 
the unexpected Khasi vocalism may result from the initial). 
In #529, #1987 *ʔc- is tentatively reconstructed to account for correspondences 
of Khmer c- to c- in South Bahnaric (as from *kc- etc.); cf. also #46. *-t- is tentatively 
reconstructed to account for Khmer t- in #550, #1346. 
 
2.2.1 Voiceless plosive + glottalized consonant 
Sequences involving glottalized consonants have a plosive as the first member in some 
eight-ninths of all instances; and in about three-quarters of these cases the plosive is a 
voiceless one. Generally, the reconstruction of *ɗ or *ɓ at C2 depends on the same 
languages—Mon, Riang-Lang, Khasi, Viet-Mương—as at C1 in *CVC structures (section 
1.3). Sequences *kɗ- etc. are preserved as sequences in Old and Middle Mon (the initial 
consonant being lost in modern Mon) and normally in Khasi. 
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Such sequences are also to be reconstructed when evidence of a glottalized 
consonant in a criterion language coincides with evidence of a sequence in a language 
which merges glottalized consonants and voiced plosives: generally Khmer, in one 
instance Chrau (with j- < kɗ-); cf. section 2.1.2. Note that in Bahnar the reflexes of *ɗ 
*ɓ, unlike those of voiced plosives, are not devoiced following voiceless plosive. 
Distinctive evidence may also be derived from the South Bahnaric reflexes of related 
nasal-infix forms. 
Mon and/or Khasi initial clusters are seen in the following examples. 
‘Bamboo-joint’: Middle Mon kḍoṅ ‘areca-nut container’, Modern Mon daŋ ‘bamboo 
tube’, dɔiŋ ‘bamboo-joint used to hold liquids’, Sre diŋ, Biat dɯŋ (& Chrau (Blood 1966) 
diɲ by interdialectal borrowing) ‘tube’, Stieng di:ɲ, Bahnar di:ŋ, Jeh dìŋ ‘bamboo tube’, 
Halang dì:ŋ ‘water-pipe’, Palaung diŋ ‘bamboo container for liquids’, Khasi ʼdong ‘short 
pipe, betel-case’ (#903 *kɗiɲ &c.). Khasi here has a compounding form, therefore simple 
initial. Khmer taoŋ ‘cask’ is probably a loan from Malay tong. 
‘To break, snap’: Mon dɛk [prùʔ] v.i., Khasi kdiah v.t. (#331 *[k]ɗ[ai]k). 
‘Span’: Middle Mon cḍa, Modern Mon daʔ, Bahnar dialects dā, Khasi tda (#89 
*cɗaʔ). 
‘Wet’: Middle Mon tḍek, Modern Mon deak, Khmer tətɯ̀k (#339 *tɗiək &c.) . 
‘Umbrella’: Old Mon tḍoṅ, Modern Mon daŋ, Khmer (!) taŋ-, tɛə̀ŋ-[yù:], Stieng 
do:ŋ [iu:], Biat dɔ:ŋ [yu:] id., Palaung dɔŋ quantifier for umbrellas (#586 *tɗuŋ &c.). 
‘Stalk, tail’: Khmu Yuan tɔ:̀ŋ ‘tail of bird’, Khasi tdong ‘tail’ (#585 *t ɗɔɔŋ). 1
‘To have in one’s mouth’: Khmer biəm ‘to hold in mouth, suck’, Chrau vɛ:m ‘to 
suck in mouth’, vum ‘mouthful [of rice wine]’, Riang-Lang ˉbum ‘to hold in mouth’, 
Khasi kbum ‘to close one’s lips’, Vietnamese móm-mém ‘to mumble, chew’ (#1375 *kɓiim 
&c.). 
‘Bamboo shoots’: Old Mon tḅaṅ, Modern Mon bɛŋ, Stieng ba:ŋ id., Biat baŋ 
‘shoots’, Palaung bəŋ, Lawa, BL poŋ, Lawa Umpai phoŋ, Lawa Mae Sariang phoŋ, phuŋ, 
Vietnamese măng [tre] ‘bamboo shoots’ (#636 *t ɓaŋ). 1
In the next group of examples the evidence for a sequence lies in Khmer (as a 
voicing discrepancy where C1 is not preserved; cf. section 2.1.2); or, in the last item, in 
Chrau.  
‘To nip off with one’s nails’: Mon dɔik, Khmer kdec ktic (#819 *kɗ[ə]c). 
‘Dipper, ladle’: Khmer baoy, Palaung boy, Riang-Lang ˉboe, Vietnamese môi 
(#1491 *kɓooy). *k- is established here from the loanword Thai krǎbuəy. 
‘To withdraw’: Mon bot ‘to draw out, unsheathe’, Khmer baoc ‘to pull out’ (#831 
*cɓooc). Here *c- is established from parallel western Austronesian forms: Malay chabut, 
etc. 
‘To cook’: Chrau jaŋ, Riang-Lang dəŋ (#583 *kɗaŋ). 
In addition to *pɗ-, I provisionally reconstruct *p[ɗ]- on the basis of two 
equations that suggest that the normal reflex in Khmer and Bahnaric is pr-. 
‘Dry season’: Old Khmer praṅ, Modern Khmer praŋ id., Sre, Chrau praŋ ‘dry 
weather’, Vietnamese nắŋ ‘sunshine, to be sunny’ (#588 *p[ɗ]aŋ). 
‘Five’: Old Khmer praṁ, Sre, Chrau, Biat pram, Mương đăm, Vietnamese năm 
(#1363 *p[ɗ]am). 
 
[End of manuscript—Eds.] 
 





1 *ʔiʔ; *hiʔ we. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan ìʔ, Palaung ɛ, Riang-Lang ¯eʔ, 
Praok e, Lawa ʔeʔ we (plural), Temiar ʔɛːʔ we (inclusive).  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy hai, Stieng heːi, Biat hɛː I, Central 
Rölöm hiː we (exclusive), Bunör hɛː, Kensiu heʔ, Semai I hiːʔ, Semelai heːʔ we 
(inclusive), Central Nicobarese hẽ we (dual), heː we (plural).  
B perhaps by prefixation, cf. PINNOW 1959 78. Cf. 150 *y[ee]ʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 286; BLOOD 1966 181; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 52.) 
 
†‡2 *ʔiiʔ person.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon ’ey /ʔɔy/, Modern Mon 
oa, Proto-Nyah Kur *ʔəy̱/*ʔwəy̱ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N263; favours *ʔay!), Stieng iː, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔaiʔ I (originally this person, cf. below), Palaung i- (in ime male, 
ipən woman), Riang-Lang ¯iʔ person, human being, Khasi i he, she, it, Kensiu yɛʔ, 
Temiar yeːʔ, Semaq Beri yɛːh I.  
Connect as suffixed or sandhi-forms (i: Khmer, Bahnaric, Aslian) ad *ʔiiʔ-nih this 
person, Old Khmer añ, Modern Khmer, Stieng ʔaɲ (BLOOD 1966), Sre aɲ, Chrau 
aɲ, iɲ, Bahnar iɲ, Che’ Wong, Semai I ʔiŋ, Semelai ʔəɲ I; (ii: North Bahnaric, 
Khmuic, Palaungic) ad *ʔiiʔ-ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this person, Jeh, Halang aw, Kammu-Yuan 
òʔ, Palaung ɔ, Riang-Lang ¯oʔ, Praok aə, Lawa Umphai ʔauʔ, Mae Sariang ʔaɯʔ 
I. Cf. further 110 *bu[u]ʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SHAFER 1965 523; BLOOD 1966 378; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 I 1, 3) 
Kharia iŋ, iɲ I, &c. (PINNOW 1959 402; ad i).  
Proto-Austronesian *ia he, she, it: Malay ia, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, *cijac; DYEN 
1953 § 56; DAHL 1973 § 13.6, &c.). See BENEDICT 1975 209-10. 
 
3 *ʔaʔ at.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau aː from, Biat aː, West Bahnar ā, ah at (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
4 *[ ]ʔaʔ we two.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan àʔ, Praok a.  
Connect 1439 *jʔaay? 
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5 *ʔ[o]ʔ elder sibling.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Praok [pu] o elder sister, Kensiu ʔoʔ elder sibling.  
Cf. 1957 *ʔɔh younger sibling.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 412.) 
 
†6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, North Aslian) Stieng ɔːu, ɒːu, Biat aːə this, Bunör ʔaːə, 
Central Rölöm ʔaw, ʔɔː here, Bahnar ɔw, əw here, this, Palaung ɯ this, Khasi u 
masculine singular pronominal prefix, Jehai ʔoʔ he; ~ Biat iaːə this, Palaung iʔɯ 
this (noun); ~ Biat taːə (oːi —) tomorrow, (taː ɔːi —) presently, Chrau taʔaw 
tomorrow.  
Connect 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ &c. this, here; A1 *bnʔ[ɯə]ʔ yesterday? Cf. further 1435a 
*ʔ[əy]ʔ; Old Mon wo’ /woʔ/ this (< *wuəʔ; with secondary w-?).  
(BLOOD 1966 203.)  
Kharia u- this (PINNOW 1959 K 520). 
 
(*.rʔaʔ see 13 *[r][n]ʔaʔ to stammer.) 
 
6a *klʔiʔ kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer lʔɤy small round basket with upright sides, 
Sre ləʔi hemispherical basket, Chrau ləʔiː large round kind of basket, Biat rʔiː (kind 
of) basket, Khasi khri small basket; → Cham liiː, Jarai rəʔiː, North Röglai laʔiː. 
 
7 *cʔaʔ; *cʔah; (*cʔah-s >?) *cʔaas clear, clean. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) (*cnʔaʔ >) Palaung səŋa (MILNE 1931), Praok siŋa, Lawa 
Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai saʔŋaʔ to be clean, pure (& by back-formation Palaung, 
Praok ŋa to be clear); ~ (*c[m]ʔaʔ >) Chrau səpaː clean and flowing [water]; ~ 
Bahnar hədjaʔ clean, well-kept, well-behaved; to settle, clarify (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Jeh siʔyaʔ clean (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
B: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon c’aḥ /cʔah/ to be clean, pure, Modern Mon ah to be clear, 
clean; → Cham saḥ; ~ (*c[r]ʔah >) Khmer lʔah clear, free from impediment.  
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Biat aːih [sky] to clear; ~ (*cnʔass >) West Bahnar həgaːih, 
cəgaːih, East Bahnar səgaːih clean, well-kept, well-behaved; to settle, clarify (v.i.) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*cbʔaas >) Khmer cɔmʔaːh caṁ’ās to wash a corpse 
(& cf. Khmer &c. forms cited under the entry 1920 *c[b]as, which perhaps 
contaminated).  
Cf. further Nancowry séc to clean, Riang-Lang ¯səŋam, probably contaminated by 
Shan ŋɑ̄m to be excellent; & 950 *cʔaat. 
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8 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ciʔaʔ > *caʔ, Pre-Khmer ʔ[c]iʔ to eat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon ca /caʔ/, 
Modern Mon cɛʔ, Old Khmer cya, Middle Khmer sìː sī̠, Kuy caː, Sre sa, Biat chaː, 
Chrau, Bahnar saː, Jeh, Halang caː, Kensiu ciʔ, Temiar caːʔ, Semelai caːh to eat, 
Central Nicobarese ʃaː to eat [vegetables], Nancowry sã edibles other than main 
food; ~ Old Mon cirna, Modern Mon kənaʔ food, West Bahnar hənaː pig-swill 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semai canaː food (TAUERN 1914); ~ Khmer cɔmnɤy food; 
~ Khasi bsa to feed (v.t.); ~ (*pncaʔ &c. >) Middle Mon baca, Modern Mon 
həcɛʔ, Khmer bɔnsìː to feed (v.t.). 
Add perhaps, from a variant in *-iʔ, Praok i to eat; & Danaw ¬sué.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 22; SHAFER 1965 241; SHORTO 1972; BLOOD 1966 327; SMITH 1972 
552; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 27.)  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *dza, Archaic Chinese d'ciə̯k 食 ~ diə̯g 飤 n., causative (BENEDICT 
1972 28 no. 66; 169 n. 452). 
 
†‡9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ; *cʔə(ə)k; *cʔak (& *cʔaak?) to hiccough, belch.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Bahnar əʔ to belch; (probably) ~ Sre səʔə 
hiccough, Bahnar təʔəʔ to hiccough, belch, Jeh taʔòʔ, Halang təʔòʔ to belch; ~ 
(*crʔə(ə)ʔ >) Mon həɒʔ da’ui’ to belch, East Bahnar dələʔ to have stomach pains 
and hiccough (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ¯kərʔəʔ to belch, hiccough, 
?Nancowry hirəʔ́ to hiccough. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer tʔaək (!) to 
hiccough, Kuy sʔəːʔ to belch, Palaung [aŋ] ɯʔ to hiccough; ~ (*cnʔə(ə)k >) 
Bahnar həʔnək to choke while eating, Palaung kənʔɯʔ to belch, Vietnamese nấc to 
hiccough; ~ Khasi jyr-eh belch, to belch, feel nausea.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng sàːk (to) hiccough, Biat ak, kʔak hiccough, (~?) 
Chrau səʔaʔ to hiccough, Khasi sa’ah hiccough.  
Cf. Bahnar ʔnɛk-ʔnɔk hiccough; Palaung hlaʔ to hiccough (MILNE 1931); & 1559 
*cʔəər to belch; 11 *ʔ[au]ʔ to retch, vomit. Onomatopoeic  
(SMITH 1972 304.)  
Kharia 'ɟeko-[ˌɖaʔ] to hiccough (PINNOW 1959 179).  
Proto-Austronesian (i: *[d']ə(N)qək-qək; Proto-Aceh-Cham) Acehnese cökɔʔ, 
cömökɔʔ, Cham càmɯk mɯʔ, Röglai səʔə, North Röglai damaʔəːʔ to hiccough; 
(ii; so *d'ə-d'əqək by dissimilation > *k'əd'əqək >) Cebuano Bisayan sid-uk, 
sud-uk, by metathesis Ilocano saiddek to hiccough; & connected further Tagalog 
sinók, Bikol sin-ok, Pangasinan sinék, Magindanaw singók. 
 
10 *crʔoʔ rafter.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Mon həɒʔ ja’o’ &c., Thin sṛʔo, Palaung 
sərʔɔ (& by secondary derivation Riang-Lang ¯səndoʔ ~ *¯sdoʔ) rafter, Serau 
charo’ crossbeams (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 129).  
Note also Bru saɲùə rafter, side beams of roof. 
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11 *cʔ[au]ʔ to retch, vomit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Bahnar ɔʔ retching noise 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Danaw ¬ɔːʔ, Central Nicobarese oau-[hələ] to vomit, 
Nancowry ʔuʔʔów; → Röglai oʔ, (?) Burmese ’o。 to vomit; ~ (*crʔ[au]ʔ >) Mon 
həɔʔ ja’a’ &c. to vomit, Bahnar rəɔʔ to want to vomit (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Khmer cɔŋʔao caṅ’or (!) to vomit; by secondary derivation ~ Mon ɔʔ p’a’ to feed 
with premasticated food.  
BENEDICT 1972 192 n. 491 compares Burmese with Archaic Chinese ˑu 嘔. Add 
perhaps Kensiu kəʔ, Temiar koʔ, Semelai khuʔ to vomit. Onomatopoeic; cf. 9 
*cʔə(ə)ʔ &c. to hiccough, belch.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
12 *t1ʔooʔ to crow.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar ɔʔ; ~ Mon həuʔ tha-u to make a concerted 
noise (e.g. in crowing), Kammu-Yuan tərʔòʔ to crow. 
 
13 *[r][n]ʔaʔ to stammer.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon həaʔ to stammer, Bahnar [rəəː] rəaː to stammer in fright 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Or *.rʔaʔ. 
 
14 *rnʔɔʔ bag for cooked rice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rənɗo reed bag for rice, West Bahnar rəɔʔ basketwork bag for cooked 
rice (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
15 *sʔu[ ]ʔ; *sʔuəʔ mouldy, spoiled. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həʔúʔ stench, to stink.  
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat ɔː to go mouldy; ~ (*spʔuəʔ >) Khmer phʔuːə 
ph’uə(r) musty, stuffy, spoiled, Chrau pəʔɔː mouldy, corroded.  
Cf. 1563 *sʔuur &c. to emit a smell. 
 
†16 *kaʔ fish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Old Mon ka(’) /kaʔ/, Modern Mon kaʔ, Khmer kaː-[moŋ &c.] (in 
compounds), Kuy kaː (& ʔaːkaː), Sre ka, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang kaː, 
Kammu-Yuan káʔ, Palaung, Praok ka, Riang-Lang ¯kaʔ, Lawa kaʔ, Khasi ’kha, 
[doh]kha, Mương cá (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese cá, Che’ Wong kəyəʔ, 
Temiar kaːʔ, Semaq Beri kaːh, Central Nicobarese kaːə, Nancowry ká.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 1; BLOOD 1966 298; SMITH 1972 540; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 138 (a))  
Kharia ka- (PINNOW 1959 64).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *ikan: Malay ikan, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
68; DYEN 1953 § 133). 
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†17 *kɔʔ; (*kɔʔkɔʔ >) *kɔ(ɔ)k neck. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon ko’ /kɔʔ/, Modern Mon kɔʔ, 
Khmer, Biat kɔː, Stieng kɔːu, Sakai kua’ (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 
26); ~ Sre nko, Chrau ŋkɔː, Bahnar akɔː, Bahnar dialect həkɔː. 
B: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯kok neck; ~ Praok gok throat, 
Kensiu, Semnam təŋkɔg neck; probably → Malay tĕngkok, (→) Maranao tengoq 
neck (BLUST 1970 no. 124), Toba Batak takkuhuk nape of neck; by metathesis 
(*kŋɔk >) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɔk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ŋok neck.  
Hence (i.e. *ʔkɔʔ →?) Thai kʰɔɔ, Shan khɔ.̄ Note also Vietnamese cổ, < *k[ɔ]h.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 478; BLOOD 1966 192.)  
Sora [(ə)'saŋ]-kaː-n; Kharia 'kɔŋkɔ (PINNOW 1959 276).  
Connected further (i) Kammu-Yuan təklòk, Thin təglok nape of neck; (ii) Acehnese 
takuə, Cham takoːy, Jarai təkuːai, Röglai təkuai, North Röglai takuai neck 
(suggesting Proto-Austronesian *takuəi; cf. with variant vocalism Cebuano 
Bisayan tingkuy hollow space in nape of neck); → Bahnar dialects təkɔi 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang təkuay neck, Jeh takuːy nape of neck; (iii) 505 
*tk[ɔɔ]ŋ (nape) of neck.  
 
18 *cnk[i]ʔ; *cnk[i]h waist.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi syngkai waist, hips, loins.  
B: (Khmer) Khmer coŋkeh caṅkeḥ waist.  
Cf. Kuy ŋkɛːɲ, Bru ŋkiːɲ. 
 
19 *ck[e]ʔ wild boar.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Stieng cerkeːi, rəkeːi, Sre jərke, Chrau jəkɛː, Bahnar 
səkɛː wild boar; ~ Sakai changgei pig (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 80 
(a)).  
Or *-iʔ? Hardly = 1449 *cgəy dog.  
(SMITH 1972 532.) 
 
‡20 *jkooʔ body, self.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Kuy kau I (familiar), 
Palaung ku quantifier for persons, Praok kaə persons, Lawa Bo Luang kɑuʔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang koʔ body; ~ Old Mon jirku /jərkuʔ/, Modern Mon həkaoʔ 
body, person, self, Bahnar akɔw, Bahnar dialects həkəw body, self, name (?; with 
contextual diphthongization, or ← Indonesian), Central Sakai sĕrgô corpse.  
(SHAFER 1965 300.)  
Proto-Austronesian *aku(S) I: Malay aku, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13-14; DYEN 1953 § 
133).  
Cf. (i) Shan kǎw self, &c. (BENEDICT 1975 203, 206); (ii) Tibetan sku body, Burmese 
kuiy /ko/ self: Tibeto-Burman *(s-)kəw, BENEDICT 1972 184 n. 483; Archaic 
Chinese k‘iu̯ 軀, ib. 
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21 *tnkeʔ horn.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng keːi, Sre nke, Biat ŋkɛː, Bahnar akɛː, Bru kɛː; → Jarai, 
Röglai təkiː.  
Kuy (t)kɑːi shows contamination but is rather connected with Khmer koy rhinoceros 
horn.  
(BLOOD 1966 176; SMITH 1972 531; cf. SHAFER 1965 475.) 
 
22 *[t]kɔʔ kind of catfish.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Chrau [kaː] kɔː catfish; ~ Mon [kaʔ] həkɔʔ thaka’ kind of 
catfish, Clarias magur.  
Connection uncertain Khmer thkɔː thkar sawfish. 
 
23 *tkɔɔʔ; *tkɔɔh island. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tko’ /tkɔʔ/, Modern Mon kɔʔ, Biat kɔːu [daːk]; → 
Thai kɔʔ̀.  
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic; contaminated by 1970 *ckəh dry) Khmer kɔh 
koḥ, Stieng kəːh (!) [dàːk], Bru kɔh land (as opposed to sea).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 30.) 
 
(*pkaʔ see 1819 *pkaaw flower.) 
 
24 *skɔʔ companion, company.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon sko’ /skɔʔ/ company, Stieng kɔːu 
together, with, and, Synteng Khasi shkaw spouse; → Cham sakau, Röglai səgəu 
together; ~ Old Mon siṅko’ company (quantifier), (merging next?) Modern Mon 
həkɔʔ company, companion; ~ Khmer srakar (!) /srəkɔː/ companion, age-mate. 
 
25 *skɔɔʔ grey-haired.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer skoːv grey-haired, Sre koː to be white-haired, albino, 
Bahnar kɔː grey[hair]; ~ Old Mon siṅko’ /sənkɔʔ/ grey-haired, Modern Mon həkɔʔ 
to be grey-haireded, Old Khmer saṅkū grey-haired.  
Connect perhaps (i) Khasi takhaw, takhew having scanty hair; (ii) Central Sakai bĕkô, 
Central Nicobarese pakɔː to be white-headed; Sora 'baːo-['uː-] grey-[headed]. Cf. 
1971 *jku(ə)h white, clean. 
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†26 *ge(e)ʔ (?) deictic & 3rd person pronoun.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer kèː one, someone, he, they, Röngao 
gɛː, geː, Kontum Bahnar giː he, she (GUILLEMINET 1959-63, poetic), Kammu-Yuan 
kìː this, Palaung ge, Praok ki they, Lawa Bo Luang keʔ he, she, Khasi ki they; 
weak form Sre gə indefinite pronoun, Röngao gaː & gaːr (!) he, she (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan kə̀ː  he, kɯ̀ʔ many [people], Riang-Lang _kəʔ they, Khasi 
ka feminine pronominal affix, Nancowry kí all.  
Cf. Riang-Lang ¯ke plural particle (< *[g][e]h); Kuy kɤi that; 252 *kh[ii]ʔ this, he, 
they.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52.)  
Kharia ki plural suffix, &c. (PINNOW 1959 74). 
 
27 *gɔʔ ally, friend.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kɔʔ̀ inespousable cross-cousin, Palaung gɔ friend, 
Riang-Lang _kɔʔ wife’s younger brother, youger sister’s husband (& _koʔ wife’s elder 
brother… by arbitrary variation). 
 
28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable poison.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bəŋê Jasminum longisetum, with poisonous leaf (DOURNES 1950), 
Bahnar dialects bəŋɛ,̄ bəŋɛːi poison especially prepared from Strychnos nux-vomica 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Perhaps *-[ ]ŋ-; *-iʔ. If *bngiʔ, cf. 1461 *[kj][əy]ʔ poison…, which could 
conceivably be reconstructed *gyi(i)ʔ; then with secondary palatalization < 
*bgi(i)ʔ? 
 
29 *rguuʔ (& *rguʔ?); *rgəʔ; *rguuh; *rguəh; *rgəh to shake.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör rəguː, Biat rguː v.t.; ~ (*rnguuʔ >) Stieng 
rəŋuː, Sre rəŋu (→ Röglai), Central Rölöm ŋhuː v.t., Chrau rəŋguː wobbly, shaky; 
by secondary derivation ~ (*-uʔ >?) Bahnar gəguʔ to shake (v.t.).  
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rùəŋkɤ̀ː v.i..  
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat rguh [rgɯːp], Lawa Umphai rakhoh, Mae 
Sariang ɣakuh v.i.; ~ Biat ŋguh, Lawa Umphai ŋgoh to nod [head].  
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat rgɔh [rgəːp] shaky.  
E: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔaŋgɔih to nod [head].  
(BLOOD 1966 236.) 
 
30 *ŋ[ɔɔ]ʔ; *ŋ[ɔ]h to fear. 
A: (?Khmer, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer ŋoːv-ŋoːv with pleading, whining sound (?; with 
affective register deformation?), Kammu-Yuan ŋɔʔ̀ to fear, Khasi ngiew fearful, 
fearsome.  
B: (Central Aslian) ~ Semai səŋɔh to fear.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 49.) 
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†31 *t2ŋiiʔ sun, day.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, South 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon tṅey /tŋɔy/, Modern Mon ŋoa, Old Khmer tṅai, 
Modern Khmer thŋay sun, day, Kuy (t)ŋai day, Sre ŋay day, təŋay (!) sun, day, 
Jeh ŋay sun, day, Halang ŋay day, Kammu-Yuan səŋíʔ day, noon, (màt—) sun, 
Palaung səŋi, Riang-Lang ¯səŋiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang saŋaiʔ, Lawa Umphai saŋiʔ, 
Mae Sariang saŋeʔ sun, day, Praok siŋay sun, day, ŋay day, Khasi ’ngi, sngi sun, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese ngày (!), Semaq Beri təŋiʔ day, Central 
Nicobarese heŋ sun, day, Nancowry hɛŋ́ (Nicobaric < *cʔaiŋ?); ~ Old Mon 
tirṅey daily, Modern Mon təŋoa middle part of day (with which some disyllabic 
forms above should perhaps be compared).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 66; SHAFER 1965 146; SMITH 1972 459; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 38.)  
Mundari siŋgi sun, day, &c. (PINNOW 1959 286; with Santali siɲ day & similar forms, 
perhaps by metathesis < *tʔiiŋ; cf. here Nicobaric).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *t'iŋaɣ: Fijian siŋa sun, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 154). 
 
†32 *tŋaʔ bow.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon tṅa’ /tŋaʔ/, Modern Mon ŋaʔ (cross)bow.  
Sora 'ɲaŋaː-n bow. For ɲ- here (< *n-?) cf. 1410 *tləm &c. 
 
32a *bmŋ[ii]ʔ fever.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer cùmŋɯ̀ː (!) disease, illness 
(contaminated by chɯ̀ː < 55 *njiiʔ), Sre bəŋe malaria, Central Nicobarese by 
dissimilation pomkaiyə fever, Nancowry pumkɛýa, refer kɛ ́chill, feeling cold.  
Connection uncertain Riang-Lang _ŋwɔy pox, disease causing rash &c.  
 
(*bŋ[e]ʔ see 28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable poison.) 
 
33 *rŋaʔ; *rŋəʔ live coal. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng rəŋaː [uːiɲ], Sre [ous] rəŋa, Biat rŋaː [uɲ] 
live coal, Khasi rnga charcoal; → Jarai aŋaʔ, Röglai aŋa live coal; ~ Middle Mon 
laṅa [pramat], Modern Mon əŋɛʔ̀ [kəmot], təŋɛʔ̀ live coal.  
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Thin rŋɤʔ live coal; ~ (*rnŋəʔ > *rngəʔ by 
dissimilation >) Palaung rəŋgɯ, Praok gaw [ŋu], Lawa Bo Luang ʔɑŋgauʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raŋgoʔ live coal, Semang anggu charcoal (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
77 (a)).  
Cf. (i) Khmer rəŋɤ̀ː k (& Bru raŋhõʔ), perhaps a loan from the same source as slɤk 
leaf ad 230 *slaʔ; (ii) Bahnar ŋaːr dying, dead coal, ↔ Jarai aŋaːr = aŋaʔ (< 
*ʔŋar by metathesis?). 
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‡34 *lŋaaʔ; *lŋawʔ sessamum. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *lrŋaaʔ >) Chrau rəŋaː, Biat rŋaː, Kammu-Yuan 
ləŋàʔ; ~ (*lnŋaaʔ >) Bahnar rəŋaː white-seeded sessamum (or last), Palaung ləŋa 
(MILNE 1931), Danaw ¬lɔŋ _ŋɑʔ sessamum; ~ Riang-Lang _luk _ŋɑʔ sessamum.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer lṅo, Modern Khmer lŋɔ̀ː ; ~ Middle Mon 
laṅau, Modern Mon təŋɛà sessamum, Bahnar rəŋɔw black-seeded sessamum.  
With final variant cf. 1819 *pkaaw. Note also Kuy rwɯ̀ŋ sessamum, Bru lawɯ̀ŋ by 
metathesis? Culture-word. See also BENEDICT 1975 375. 
Proto-Austronesian *ləŋa(S): Malay lĕnga, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95; Proto-
Austronesian if = Polynesian Curcuma, otherwise Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
35 *lŋaaʔ itch.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre ləŋa itch between toes (→ 
Röglai), Kammu-Yuan ŋàʔ, Riang-Lang _ŋɑʔ to itch, Mương ngạ itch (BARKER 
1966 25); ~ (*lpŋaaʔ >) Vietnamese ngứa itch. 
 
‡36 *lŋuʔ; *lŋuəʔ lonely, deserted. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon lṅu (attributive lamṅu) to be solitary; → Cham laṅū empty; ~ 
(*lbŋuʔ >) Old Mon luṅo’ /ləŋɯʔ/ to make deserted, (to isolate oneself =) to be 
solitary, Modern Mon təŋùʔ to be solitary, desolate.  
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəŋuəʔ solitary, deserted; to think nostalgically of; to isolate;  
Stieng jəŋɯː stupid, compared at SCHMIDT 1905 36, is ← Proto-Austronesian *duŋu 
(BLUST 1970 no. 157).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *ŋauŋau >) Karo Batak ngongo deserted, lonely; (ii) *liŋau: 
Ngaju Dayak la-lingau to be sad, Cebuano Bisayan míngaw lonely, deserted, &c, 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 97-8). Conceivably Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, but no obvious 
source. See BENEDICT 1975 369, sad… . 
 
†37 *sŋiʔ (& *sŋiiʔ?); *sŋih; *sŋiiw house. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Mon sṅi(’) /sŋiʔ/, Modern Mon hɔeʔ, Stieng, 
Chrau ɲiː, Jeh ŋìah, Halang ɲìa, Central Nicobarese ɲiː, Nancowry ɲí. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Bunör ŋih, Central Rölöm hih, Biat ɲih. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre hiːw.  
The same distribution of finals nearly in 127 *miʔ &c.; add then perhaps Mương nhà 
(BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese nhà, otherwise ad 152 *[y]aa[ʔ]. For Bahnaric 
palatalization cf. 806 *[ ]ŋii[c] &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 153; BLOOD 1966 222.) 
Sora 'sʔuːŋ-ən, &c. (PINNOW 1959 355, Southeast Munda only; perhaps by metathesis 
< *sʔiŋ). 
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38 *sŋoʔ paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon sṅo’ /sŋɯʔ/, Modern Mon haoʔ husked rice, 
Kammu-Yuan ŋɔʔ́, Palaung hŋɔ, Riang-Lang ¯ŋoʔ, Praok ŋo, Lawa Bo Luang 
hŋɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hŋɔʔ paddy.  
(SHAFER 1965 307.) 
 
(*[c]iʔ see 8 *ciʔaʔ to eat.) 
 
†39 *ciiʔ (& *ciʔ?) louse.  
A: Mon coa, Khmer cay (→ Sre say?), Stieng siːh (!), Biat chiː, Chrau, Bahnar siː, 
Kammu-Yuan seʔ (< variant?), Palaung si, Riang-Lang ˉsiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang səiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai seʔ, Mae Sariang sɛiʔ (!), Khasi ’si (~ ksi), Vietnamese chí, chấy, 
Kensiu ciʔ, Temiar cɛʔ, Semelai ciːh louse, Central Nicobarese ʃeːi flea, louse; ~ 
Kuy ɲcɛː head louse, Bru ɲcəy.  
Lawa, Vietnamese (& Sre?) show secondary diphthongization. Stieng -h also ad 126 
*bəɓeʔ goat, 156 *bryaʔ kind of varan, 197 *klaʔ tiger (& 412 *prɔɔk squirrel!).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 243; SMITH 1972 516; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 169.) 
Sora iʔiː-n, Kharia sɛʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 341).  
Cf. Haininh Yao sei head louse. (BENEDICT 1975 333; Chiengrai Yao ćho body louse, 
Petchabun Miao ńćhau head louse, ib., reflect Proto-Miao-Yao *(ń)ćho(u)). 
 
40 *ceʔ great-grandchild.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) Sre se grandchild, great-grandchild (→ Röglai 
ce grandchild), Bahnar [sɔw] sɛː, Praok [kɔn] se, Lawa Bo Luang [kuan] saiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai [kuan] seʔ great-grandchild, Kammu-Yuan cèʔ grandchild, Bru 
ʔacɛː.  
Cf. 43 *cuuʔ grandchild. 
 
(*ceʔ see also 1983 *ceh kind of jar; *caʔ see 8 *ciʔaʔ to eat.) 
 
†‡41 *cɔʔ dog.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Kuy cɑː, Stieng 
sɔu, Sre so, Chrau sɔː, Biat chɔː dog, Bahnar [kɔʔ] sɔː wild dog, Jeh cou, Halang 
coː, Kammu-Yuan sɔʔ́, Palaung sɔ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯soʔ, Praok so, 
Lawa Bo Luang sɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔʔ, Khasi ’sew (~ ksew), 
Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese chó dog (→ Old Khmer ca, Modern Khmer 
cɔː dog, as year name), Temiar cəwɔʔ, Semelai cɔːh dog; ~ Kuy ʔaːcɑː dog, Riang-
Lang yɔʔ dog, puppy, (?) Jehai ʔaciʔ dog.  
(SHAFER 1965 235; BLOOD 1966 193; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 143.) 
Kharia sɔ-[lɔʔ], &c. (PINNOW 1959 210).  
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Proto-Austronesian *uat'u: Javanese asu, Cham (a)thɔw, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 17, 
*cat'uc; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 13.8, 16.1); → Central Rölöm saw? Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 50. Temiar suggests consonant metathesis vis-à-vis Austronesian, 
perhaps the source of the vocalism. See BENEDICT 1975 272-3. 
 
42 *c[u]ʔ to place, put.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon cɒʔ cwa’ (!), Bahnar sɯʔ, Jeh cùʔ (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979).  
Connection uncertain Kuy səː to put in, to fasten (< *kcə[ ]ʔ?). 
 
(*[c][u]ʔ see 1986 *[c][u]h to wake.) 
 
†43 *cuuʔ grandchild.  
A: (> *ciuʔ > Bahnaric &c. *cawʔ; Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-
Mương, Aslian) Old Mon cow /cɔw/, Modern Mon cao, Old Khmer, Modern 
Khmer, Kuy cau grandchild, Stieng sɒːu grandson, nephew, Sre saw grandson, 
Chrau saw son-in-law, daughter-in-law, Biat [kɔːn] chau descendants, Bahnar sɔw, 
səw, Jeh, Halang caw, Palaung su, Praok saə, Lawa Bo Luang sɑuʔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang soʔ, Khasi ’siew, Vietnamese cháu, Semang -chɔ’ 
grandchild (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (b)); → Cham cau(w), 
Acehnese cɔ; ~ Chrau sənaw, Sakai (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (a)) 
chĕno’ grandchild.  
Palaungic requires *-uuʔ, as does Indonesian; Cham, Acehnese reflect diphthongized 
forms. Cf. 40 *ceʔ great-grandchild.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 535; BLOOD 1966 197; SMITH 1972 431.) 
Proto-Austronesian (*k'u(S)k'u(S) >) Acehnese cucɔ (contaminated by cɔ ← Mon-
Khmer; perhaps ← Malay), Malay chuchu, Iban uchu /uchuq/ grandchild; → 
Semang chuchɔ’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (c)). If Acehnese not ← Malay, 
*k'u(S)k'uS. But conceivably Mon-Khmer > Semang chuchɔ’ → Malay → 
Acehnese, Iban.  
 
†44 *[c]uuʔ to be sick.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung su, Riang-Lang ¯suʔ, Praok saə, Lawa Bo Luang 
sɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang soʔ sickness, to be sick; ~ Kammu-Yuan cúʔ 
pain, ~ Danaw kă ¯tsu to be in pain.  
If Nancowry tú rather *t2-, connected 70 *ktuuʔ hot? But connection dubious 55 
*njiiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 238a.) 
Sora ə'suː-, a'suː- to feel pain, Kharia 'kɔsu sickness, to be sick, &c. (PINNOW 1959 247). 
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45 *[c][ɯə]ʔ to see.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng sɒːu, Bunör saːə, Central Rölöm sɔː, Biat chaːə to see, West 
Bahnar sɤːu to see clearly (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ West Bahnar səsɤːu to see 
clearly (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
If Nancowry héw to be visible or hɛʔ̃ to look at is connected, *s-.  
Connect 158 *[s]yəəʔ?  
(BLOOD 1966 204.) 
 
46 *[ʔ]ciʔ relative/interrogative pronoun.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre chi it, which, Palaung se what 
(relative/interrogative), anything; ~ Sre nchi what, which?  
Connection uncertain Mương chi (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chi, gì what?; 
anything. 
 
(*ʔca(a)ʔ see 1891 *ʔcas old.) 
 
47 *kciʔ young, green.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer khcɤy green, fresh, new, young [plants, animals]; ~ Khmer 
kɔmcɤy unripe, green, Chrau gəsɛː soft, Biat nchɛː green, unripe, Bahnar kəsɛʔ 
young, tender; by back-formation or popular etymology Chrau [kɔːn] sɛː, Biat 
[kɔːn] chɛː young.  
(BLOOD 1966 174.) 
 
48 *kmciʔ collateral relation.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon kuṁci &c. /kəmciʔ/ sister, (— dnal) bride, 
West Bahnar hmĩː aunt, cousin, older than parent (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& 
Sedang mế sister-in-law, SMITH 1972 470?), Khasi kynsi sibling’s spouse.  
Khmer cae elder sister is ← Amoy/Cantonese cé 姐: POU & JENNER 1973 132.  
Sora 'aː(j)i(ː)-n younger sister may be cognate if -j- is glide consonant; then separate 
from Proto-Munda *aɟi, PINNOW 1959 38. 
 
†49 *jooʔ grandmother.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon cùʔ great- grandmother; ~ Central Sakai ajô 
grandmother. 
Sora ɟo'ɟoː-n grandfather. 
 
†50 *juʔ sour, acid.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Central Aslian) Khmer cùː jūv, jūr sour, 
tart, Jeh, Halang jùaʔ, Khasi jew sour, (~?) Bahnar ʔyuʔ sour; vinegar; ~ Khmer 
mcùː sour spice &c., (~?) Sakai bucuːi sour (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
349; ?), Central Nicobarese pacəu to go sour; ~ Khasi byrjew sourish.  
Cf. also Vietnamese chua-chát acid. The same Khasi vocalism in 196a *j-luʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SHAFER 1965 452; SMITH 1972 305.) 
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Sora so'joː- &c., Santali ɟɔɟɔ sour, &c. (PINNOW 1959 383; Proto-Munda *jɔ). 
 
51 *juuʔ wild banana.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] juː, Sre ju (→ Röglai), Bahnar juː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*juuʔ see also 1944 *juuh to stay, linger.) 
 
52 *kjəʔ; (*kjəʔ kjəʔ >?) *kjək heavy. 
A: (South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Semaq Beri kəjəh; ~ Sre kənjə.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng jɒːk, Biat jɔk; ~ Chrau kənjəʔ heavy, (~?) 
Riang-Lang ¯səmcək to nod from weariness.  
Connect uncertain Temiar ʔəɲuh, &c. Cf. 1146 *([k].-)jən.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 68 (a); BLOOD 1966 121.) 
 
53 *knjə[ə]ʔ kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔɲcɤ̀ː 60-litre basket, Biat njəː basket. 
 
†54 *tjooʔ worm.  
A: (Mon, Aslian) Jehai tajuʔ, Temiar tajuʔ, Semelai tijoːh snake; ~ Old Mon tiñju 
/tənjuʔ/ worm, maggot, Modern Mon kəyaoʔ maggot.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 311.) 
Kharia ti'ɟɔʔ worm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 329). 
 
55 *njiiʔ sickness, to be sick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon ’jey to be sick. = ’añjey sickness /ɲjɔy/, 
Modern Mon yòa sickness, to be sick, Nyah Kur *ɕəy̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V267; 
suggests *-ay!), Khmer chɯ̀ː (!) jhɨ, Chrau jiː to be sick, Sre ji sickness, Biat jiː 
sickness, to be sick, Bahnar jiʔ, Jeh, Halang jìʔ to be sick, Temiar jiʔ (BENJAMIN 
1976B).  
Khmer vocalism & initial obscure. ? ~ Nancowry kacɛý to become weak. Connection 
dubious 44 *[c]uuʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SHAFER 1965 522a; BLOOD 1966 213; SMITH 1972 294; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 187 (a), (b)) 
 
56 *[nj]a[a]ʔ tar.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon yɛʔ̀ tar, pitch, Vietnamese nhựa, dựa sap, gum, resin, tar, 
asphalt, opium (by attraction 1601 *jar sap).  
Not, as SCHMIDT 1905 40, : Stieng cɒː [uːiɲ] charcoal. 
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57 *pjooʔ old.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Old Mon pju(’) /pjuʔ/, Modern Mon pyùʔ to be 
old, aged, dilapidated, Bahnar sɔː old, antiquated, dilapidated, probably Palaung jo 
lifetime (→ Shan sò); by secondary derivation ~ Praok ju life, lifetime, age, Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaɲuʔ, Lawa Umphai raɲuʔ age.  
Palaungic less probably ultimately ← Pali āyu. 
 
58 *bjooʔ; *bjeeʔ (& *bjeʔ?) bad. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Röngao coː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Palaung jo, Praok caw, Mah Meri bajaw.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer cèː jer (!) to rebuke, insult, Kuy chèː to 
abuse obscenely; ~ (*bmjeeʔ >) Bahnar ʔmeʔ bad, ugly; by secondary derivation 
~ Middle Mon byi, Modern Mon pyìʔ to blame, Khmer phcae to blame, reprove 
(GUESDON 1930).  
Front vocalism secondary. For semantics of B cf. 1082 *luut; Khmer cèː taken as = 
causative, perhaps back-formation in view of vocalism, which implies *-eʔ. Note 
further Vietnamese xấu bad.  
(SMITH 1972 318; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 9.) 
 
58a *[ ]ɲiiʔ uncle.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy (ʔaː)ɲìː parent’s younger brother, Khasi ’ñi, (~?) kñi maternal 
uncle.  
Perhaps by contraction *[ ]kuuɲ &c. ʔiiʔ (892, 2). 
 
59 *ɲ[ee]ʔ small.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Middle Mon ñi, Modern Mon ɲìʔ to be small in 
quantity, West Bahnar ɲɛʔ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan ɲɛʔ, Thin ɲɛ 
small; (probably ~) Bahnar ʔyɛʔ small.  
Perhaps *ɲiʔ. Connected Mae Sariang ʔɲauʔ small in quantity? Note Nancowry ña 
smaller.  
 
60 *ɲaʔ; *ɲah person. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ɲɛʔ who, anyone; ~ Sre drəɲa human 
being. 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Old Mon ñaḥ /ɲah/, Modern Mon ɲɛh̀ person, Thin 
yɛʔ him, Jah Hut ɲah who?  
Riang-Lang, Thin fronting contextual. 
 
(*ɲaa[ʔ] see 152 *[y]aa[ ] house.) 
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61 *ɲɔʔ kind of tree, Morinda species.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Mon pəɲòʔ Mon angustifolia Roxburgh (sandhi-
form < */tnɔm ɲɔʔ/?), Khmer ɲɔ̀ː , Kuy ɲùːa Mon citrifolia Linnaeus, Vietnamese 
nhàu (!); ↔ Thai yɔɔ Morinda citrifolia, Lao ɲɔ.  
Vietnamese tone perhaps post-palatal, cf. besides following 170 *jriiʔ, &c. (Cf. 
BEFEO 55, 196.) 
 
†62 *[ ]ɲuʔ *[ ]ɲuəʔ wrinkled, furrowed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Palaung ɲɔ to be ugly (?), 
Vietnamese nhàu (!) to be wrinkled, crumpled; ~ Khmer krəɲoːv frowning, 
displeased (by dissimilation < *srɲuʔ? GUESDON 1930 also sro; VACANANUKRAM 
KHMER has no instance of srəɲ-), Biat [kwat mat] rɲuː scowling, morose (beside 
kwat rɲɔːu abashed, crestfallen ← Khmer); (by back-formation?) ~ Khmer 
[khɲiːv]-khɲoːv to be wrinkled, crumpled.  
B: (Mon; ~ *srɲuəʔ >) Mon həɲɒʔ to be wrinkled.  
On Vietnamese tone see preceding. Cf. 896 *sɲuəɲ &c. wrinkled; to frown… . 
Sora əju'juː- to be wrinkled, ju'juː-[je'je-] to be wrinkled and puckered. 
 
†63 *ɲuuʔ to suck up, drink.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre ɲu to drink 
[spirits], Praok ɲaə, Lawa ɲoʔ to drink, Semai ɲɔːʔ, Temoq ɲuʔ to suck, Nancowry 
cõʔ, South Nicobarese onyuː[ʃe], Teressa-Bompoka nyuː-[hətə] to drink (& 
Central Nicobarese ɲɔː milk?).  
Cf. SMITH 1972 325, *uʔ; contaminated by 268 *ʔuək?  
(SHAFER 1965 297; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (a).) 
Sora ɲuː-, ɲu'ɲuː- to smell, sniff; Santali ɲũ to drink, &c. (PINNOW 1959 112).  
Sora is referred ib. 315 to cognates of 887 *[j]ʔuuɲ. 
 
†64 *t1iʔ; *t1ih; *t1iəh earth, ground. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Aslian, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon ti(’) 
/tiʔ/, Modern Mon tɔeʔ, Old Khmer ti, Modern Khmer dɤy, Kuy tɛːʔ, Bru kutɛːʔ 
(< *-[ai]k?), Kensiu tiʔ, Temiar tɛʔ earth; ~ Semelai ʔateːh; ~ (or =?) Kuy 
ktɛːʔ, Palaung kətɛ, Riang-Lang ¯kəteʔ, Praok tɛ, [ha]ktɛ, (so probably, rather 
than simplex) Lawa Bo Luang taiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang teʔ; ~ Kammu-
Yuan pətéʔ earth, (~?) Khasi pyrthei the world (rather than ← Sanskrit pṛthvi-), 
Central Nicobarese məltai land. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tɛh earth; ~ Jeh ʔneh, Halang təʔneh earth. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre tiah ground, the world, Stieng tɛh earth; ~ Chrau ntɛh earth; 
~ Biat nɛh earth, ground.  
-n-infix forms, as probably -h, contaminated by Indonesian, below.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 20; BLOOD 1966 50; SMITH 1972 361; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 12 (a).)  
Sora 'purtiː-n the world (or ← Sanskrit?); Mundari te, &c. (PINNOW 1959 403).  
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Connection obscure Proto-Austronesian *tanəq: Malay tanah, Cham tanɯh, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, tanəh/tanah; assuming Javanese tanah ← Malay). 
 
65 *t1iʔ; *t1iiʔ; *t1iəʔ that yonder. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Sre ti that (spoken of, past), Chrau 
tiʔ (!) there, yonder, Khasi -tei that up there, the aforesaid, Semang [ha’] teh there 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 54 (a)). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tiː, Sedang tay up there. 
C: (Mon, ?Khasi) Middle Mon te’ there, then, that, those, Modern Mon teʔ that, (?) 
Khasi -thie that down there.  
Chrau has -ʔ < *-ʔ in deictics, cf. 92 *nɔʔ, 1435a *h[əy]ʔ. Cf. 66a *tɔʔ; 1466 
*t1uuy &c.  
(SMITH 1972 515.) 
 
†66 *t1iiʔ hand, arm.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric, South Aslian) 
Old Mon tey /tɔy/, Modern Mon toa, Old Khmer tai(y), Modern Khmer day, Kuy 
teː, Bru ʔatəy (< *-iʔ ?), Sre ti, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar tiː hand, arm, Jeh, Halang tìː 
hand, Kammu-Yuan tíʔ, Palaung ti, Riang-Lang ¯tiʔ, Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang 
taiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang teʔ, Khasi ’ti (~ kti), Central Nicobarese -tai 
hand, arm; ~ (from a suffixed *tiiʔ-ŋ) Temiar tiːk.  
Connected further, perhaps from a prefixed form, South Aslian forms: Semelai thiːʔ. 
Distinguish 244 *sii[ʔ].  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 14; BLOOD 1966 226; SMITH 1972 513; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 15.) 
Kharia tiʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 75). 
 
(*t1aʔ see 68 *ʔt1aʔ male elder; 1988 *t1ah level; *taʔ see 75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.) 
 
66a *tɔʔ that, there.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer dɔː relative particle, Stieng tɔːu, Biat 
tɔː that, there, Bahnar tɔː that, there (far away), Khasi [hang]to there (mooted, near 
at hand), [u]to he, that (near), Vietnamese đó that, there.  
Cf. 65 *t1iʔ &c.; 1466 *t1uuy &c. 
 
67 *t1uuʔ in, at.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng tuː in, at, with, Chrau tuː at, to, Bahnar təː to, towards, 
Palaung tə (in senses) in (to), Riang-Lang ˉtuʔ (in senses) in (to), Lawa Bo Luang 
tauʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang toʔ middle, in the middle of; ~ (*[ ]ntuuʔ >) 
Praok daə in (to).  
Add Khmer dau to proceed towards ? But not, as SCHMIDT 1905 34, : Mon tao to be 
located in… (< 1824 *taaw). Cf. B4 *t1aʔ &c. place. 
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(*t1uuʔ see also 2004 *t1uu[h] …to clean by rubbing.) 
 
‡68 (*t1aʔ-t1aʔ >?) *ʔt1aʔ (& *t1aʔ?) male elder.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Late Old Mon ta /taʔ/, 
Modern Mon taʔ father, Old Khmer (’)tā old man, Modern Khmer taː grandfather, 
Stieng taː onomastic prefix for junior males, Kammu-Yuan táʔ, Praok ta 
grandfather, Palaung ta master, grandfather, Riang-Lang ¯taʔ master, husband, 
grandfather, Lawa taʔ grandfather, old man, Temiar tataːʔ old man (BENJAMIN 
1976B 132), taːʔ sir (BENJAMIN 1976B 135).  
(SHAFER 1965 280; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 41.) 
Proto-Austronesian *tata: Proto-Oceanic *tata term of address to father, mother’s 
brother (BENEDICT 1975 286-7, which see), Proto-Philippine *tata-i: Cebuano 
Bisayan tatay, tátay, Pangasinan tátay term of address to father, Tagalog &c. 
tatay father, Samer-Leyte Bisayan tatay father, grandfather. 
 
69 *[kb]t1aʔ to wash [head].  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung kəta (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang taʔ to wash [head], 
(or ~?) Khasi bta to wash [face]. 
 
70 *ktuuʔ hot.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Mon kətao, Old Khmer ktau, Modern Khmer 
kdau, Kuy (k)tau, Bahnar tɔʔ, Jeh, Halang tuʔ; ~ (*kbtuuʔ >) Mon hətao, 
Khmer kɔmdau to heat, Kuy ntau to warm, Bahnar pətɔʔ to heat.  
If Bahnar → Jeh, Halang, perhaps *-t2-; connected SMITH 1972 *kasuʔ (324; then *-
ts-) to sweat; &/or 44 *[c]uuʔ to be sick?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SMITH 1972 322; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 140; PINNOW 1959 
52.) 
 
71 *gtooʔ snail.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon taoʔ, Temiar gatũʔ (BENJAMIN 1976B 132). 
 
(*ntaʔ see 75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.) 
 
72 *nt1uuʔ hole, pit.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer ʔɔndau (& rùəndau) ditch, hole, 
cave, Stieng tùː deep ditch or hole, Chrau ntuː well, water- hole, Biat ntuː hole, West 
Bahnar hətū deep hole (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan həntuʔ, Riang-Lang 
¯tuʔ, Praok daə hole.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 303.) 
Cf. 556 *kt1u(u)ŋ, but connection dubious.  
Proto-Austronesian *piNt1au door: Malay pintu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119, 
*pin[t]uc; DAHL 1973 § 12.4; *-au confirmed by Acehnese pinto; see also 
BENEDICT 1975 273).  
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72a *tp1[i]ʔ to instruct, teach.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer phdae-[phdam] to send verbal message, 
keep reminding (→ Vietnamese dạy to teach ?) & ~ Khmer prədae-[prədav] to 
teach, educate, Stieng tiː (BLOOD 1966), Sre bəti to teach (DOURNES 1950); ~ 
(*pnt1[i]ʔ >) Praok dɛ [gaə] to teach; by secondary derivation ~ Chrau təntiː to 
teach, Biat ntiː to learn, (— ntom) teach.  
(BLOOD 1966 227.) 
 
†73 *bt1aʔ; *st1aʔ tail. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon birta /bərtaʔ/, Modern Mon hətaʔ. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Lawa sataʔ, Kensiu hatiʔ, Semaq Beri hateʔ; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan həntáʔ, Palaung səta, Riang-Lang ¯səntaʔ, Praok sida, Temiar 
sɛntaːʔ.  
Munda implies B secondary; on *taʔ < *btaʔ? Danaw has ¬tɔŋ ¯tɑ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 3.) 
Kharia pa'ta (PINNOW 1959 K 386). 
 
†74 *[b]tuuʔ to burst, pustulate.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) ~ Khasi pyrthiew [parched grain] to burst; to come out in an eruption; 
~ Mon hətao skin eruption endemic in cold weather, Khasi pyrthiew, byrthiew 
pustulated pulses, (kaba —) eruptions.  
Connect 2008 *bt1uh &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *bətu(S): Sundanese bituq to explode, erupt, to fire [gun], 
Cebuano Bisayan butu to explode, burst; blister (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
†75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, ?Khmer) Mon taʔ (medical) to vomit, Bru rataː vomit, (?) Khmer sdaː 
stār (!) to unload, empty, drain off. 
Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)t1aq to vomit: Malay m-untah, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, 
*[c]u(n)tah; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 8.2, 14.10).  
If Khmer is not connected, Proto-Mon-Khmer *(n)taʔ? See BENEDICT 1975 417. 
 
(*st1aʔ see 73 *bt1aʔ tail.) 
 
76 *diʔ; *dih to hit, come in contact with. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon tìʔ to come in contact with, impinge on, 
collide, to charge, fight with horns, Sre di to be right, to be in agreement, to have to, 
Biat diː to hit; right, Khasi (ïa-)dei (!) to hit, Nancowry téʔ to touch. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer dadiḥ to collide (GUESDON 1930).  
Khasi d-, for *t-, unexplained. B contaminated by 2010 *dah (compare with for 
semantics)? 
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77 *da[ʔ] duck.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer tìːə dā, Kuy thìːa, Stieng, Chrau daː; (?) → Lawa 
Bo Luang, Mae Sariang tɯa, Lawa Umphai thɯa; ~ Sre ada duck, Gölar Bahnar 
hədaː wild duck; → Cham atàː, Röglai, North Röglai ada duck (& Mon ətɛà?); ~ 
Bahnar tədaː [ɗaːk] wild duck.  
Or *daar (Mon, Khmer, Lawa), Khmer → Kuy, Bahnaric; Khmer orthography favours 
*-ʔ; Cham &c. inconclusive. Cf. Röglai ara wild duck, ↔ Sre ara wild duck, 
Kontum Bahnar həraː duck.  
(SHAFER 1965 121, 465.) 
 
(*daʔ see also 2010 *dah to hit, to meet.)  
 
78 *dəəʔ; *dəh; *dəəs to stop, be brought up short, come to rest. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Middle 
Mon dui’, Modern Mon tɜʔ̀ to stop, halt, Khmer tɤ̀ː to put (down, on shelf), to land 
on, lodge, get caught, Kammu-Yuan təʔ̀ to fall on one’s bottom, Semang [bia]-dú to 
stop (i.e. Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 477; cf. W 8), Central Nicobarese [kaː]-
tɤ- to dwell, stay, wait, Nancowry katɯ́; ~ Chrau vədəː to catch falling object. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre dəh rest, Biat dəh at leisure, easy, Bahnar dəh rest, cessation 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar pədəh to rest. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer tɤ̀ːh dös to be in the way, to be too big to go through opening.  
Connection dubious B31 *ɗək to stop, halt. Kontum Bahnar pədəːy to stop, rest, is ← 
Cham patɛỳ to rest, cognate with Javanese mari to stop, abate; Mon dah [rain] to 
stop perhaps < 1903a *ɗaas to break.  
(SHAFER 1965 130; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 70.) 
 
79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ; *[d][ɔ]h this, here. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng dɔːu, dɒːu here, Sre do this, here. 
B: (Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Thin duh this, Kensiu dɔh here, Temiar doh this, 
here.  
Connect 92 *nɔʔ &c.? But perhaps *ɗ- here, by contraction *ɗiiʔ-ʔ[ɯə]ʔ (85, 6).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 86 (d).) 
 
80 *dɔɔʔ to cover head.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer tùː dū cloth cover of casket, 
(TANDART 1935) to cover, Kuy thù(ː)aʔ (!) to wear on head (contaminated by A22 
*[d]ɔɔk to wear round neck &c., which compare?), Bahnar [hlaː] duː umbrella; ~ 
Khmer tətùː dadūv, dadūr to cover the head, Sakai tudō to cover (i.e. Semai; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 C 257); ~ Stieng ndɔu [umbrella] to shelter from, cover, Sre ndau 
to wear on head, to shelter under [umbrella], Biat ndɔːu to cover oneself, cover head; 
~ (*pdɔɔʔ >) Bahnar tū to cover, shelter, to take cover (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *tuduŋ: Malay tudong veil, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 140; Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
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(BLOOD 1966 201.) 
 
81 *duuʔ to run away.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Old Mon dow /dɔw/, Modern 
Mon tɛà to run away, Old Khmer dau, Modern Khmer tɤ̀u to go (away), Sre douʔ, 
Chrau, Biat duː, Kammu-Yuan tùʔ, Palaung du to run away, Temiar doʔ to run 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 132); ~ Bahnar kəduː, (!) kədəw, Jeh kadàw, Halang gədòːw 
to run, Tembi dadu’ to run away (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 44).  
North Bahnaric diphthongization obscure. Add 84a *p[d]uuʔ to carry, transport? Note 
Vietnamese đào to escape, flee. But Praok to to run away is < 1612 *tar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SHAFER 1965 124, 479; SMITH 1972 424.) 
 
82 *kdɔʔ plantain bud.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng dɔu [priːt] plantain bud, Chrau 
jɔː [priːt] plantain flower, Kammu-Yuan kətɔʔ́ (!) bud of plantain, rice, elephant 
grass, Lawa Bo Luang tuʔ, Lawa Umphai thuʔ (— tiʔ &c.) forearm, (— cuaŋ &c.) 
leg; ~ (*krdɔʔ >) Mon hətòʔ [pràt] plantain bud, calf of leg; by secondary 
derivation ~ (*dnɔʔ >) Sre ɗo (— jəŋ) calf, (— ti) flower; (DOURNES 1950) 
plantain bud.  
Cf. B9 *k.ɗɔʔ plantain. 
 
83 *tdiʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) ~ (*tndiʔ >) Mon [tùn] kəlɔeʔ tali &c. giant bamboo; ~ (*trdiʔ 
>) Stieng [təːm] rədeːi kind of smooth-stemmed bamboo, Bahnar hədɛː kind of 
bamboo (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 rədɛ)̄; → Röglai tərde straight kind of bamboo with 
short joints.  
(SHAFER 1965 455.) 
 
84 *pda[a]ʔ to lean on.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon pətɛʔ̀ to lean on, Khasi [ïa]da to help, protect 
(compounding form!; ïa- reciprocal); ~ (*p.da[a]ʔ >) Vietnamese dựa to lean on 
(→ Mương đựa, BARKER 1966 23).  
Cf. Central Nicobarese idɯə-həre; & 1470 *daay. 
 
84a *p[d]uuʔ to carry, transport.  
A: (Bahnaric) West Bahnar duː (!) to transport (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat nduː [aː 
iaːə] to bring; ~ Sre pərdu to transport, carry away, Bahnar pəduʔ to transport.  
Originally to carry off, causative. ~ 81 *duuʔ to run away? So Stieng prəduː to run 
away (with), snatch up in running away. 
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†‡85 *ɗiiʔ middle, in.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Mon ḍey 
/ɗɔy/ locative particle, Sre də dative particle (locative particle, DOURNES 1950), Biat 
diː [dɔl] (in the) middle, Kammu-Yuan taː, təː at, Thin dă, də ̆in; ~ Old Mon 
tirḍey, Modern Mon hədoa, Sedang tadếy middle (SMITH 1972 p. 79), Kammu-
Yuan tərtìʔ between; ~ Kuy nthìː, (?) Bahnar aneʔ in the middle, Palaung kəndi 
middle; ~ Old Mon pḍey inside, Middle Mon pḍay, Modern Mon doa in, Khmer 
phtèy stomach, (GUESDON 1930) womb, Pangan pĕdī’ central (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 100). 
Sora tə'rɑːŋdiː-, tɑ'rɑːŋdiː-n middle. (cf. PINNOW 1959 22).  
Proto-Austronesian *di: Malay di- locative prefix, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
86 *ɗiiʔ; (*ɗiiʔ-s[ ] >) *ɗiis; *ɗuuʔ; *ɗuul one. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Kuy thài different, Stieng 
diː, Praok ti, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, tiʔ, Lawa Umphai thiʔ, Mae Sariang tiʔ one; ~ 
(*ɗiiʔ ɗiiʔ >) Khmer tìːtèy, tətèy to be individually separate; other, different, 
Nancowry ríri all, whole; ~ Palaung rəndi alone, apart. 
B: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯dis one, (~?) Central Nicobarese oreːh, odeːh 
first, Nancowry rɯ́h other, ʔurɛh́ first. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat duː one. 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer tòːl to be single, just one, Sre duːl one.  
With suffix in B cf. Riang-Lang sə-, Khasi shi one. C perhaps < *ɗiiʔ-ʔuuʔ, cf. 
Palaung u one & Central Rölöm juː (< *dyuː?).  
Connect perhaps *-d in Santali mi’d, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 338.  
(SHAFER 1965 285; BLOOD 1966 230.) 
 
87 *ɗeʔ; *ɗeh reflexive pronoun. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Chrau dɛː belonging to, Bahnar ɗɛː indefinite 
pronoun, Kammu-Yuan teː general pronoun, Palaung de, Riang-Lang ¯dɛʔ, Praok ti 
reflexive pronoun, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, Lawa Umphai tɛʔ, Khasi [la]de, Central 
Nicobarese deːde, reːre self; ~ (*kɗeʔ >) Chrau jɛː belonging to. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon ḍeḥ /ɗeh/, Modern Mon deh 3rd person pronoun, 
(weak form) Bahnar dəh 3rd person possessive pronoun (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Bahnar kədih reflexive pronoun.  
Connection uncertain Malay dia he, likely < Proto-Austronesian *dia there (BLUST 
1970 no. 152) contaminated by ia 3rd person pronoun, for which see 2 *ʔiiʔ. 
 
88 *k[n]ɗaʔ thin.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy (k)diːa, Bru kadaː, (or ~?) Kammu-Yuan həntàʔ. 
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89 *cɗaʔ span.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Middle Mon cḍa span from thumb to 
middle finger, Modern Mon daʔ also to crawl like a leech, to measure by spans, Kuy 
(ch)thìːa, West Bahnar dialect dā span from thumb to middle finger (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Khasi tda span; to crawl like a leech; ~ Jeh idaː, Halang hədaː span, 
Bahnar səɗaː, həɗaː span from thumb to middle finger; ~ Khmuʼ sndaʔ to measure 
length.  
(SMITH 1972 543.) 
 
(*t2ɗiʔ see 2014 *t2ɗih near; *[ ]n[ɗ]aʔ see 2015 *[ ]n[ɗ]ah one of two sides.) 
 
90 *[p]ɗɔɔʔ blister.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat dɔːu blister, small swelling; to blister; ~ Mon hədɔʔ 
phaḍa' to blister. 
 
†‡91 *niʔ; *nih this. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy nìː, Stieng neːi, niː 
this, here, Sre ne there, Bahnar ʔnɛy, ʔniː that, Kammu-Yuan nìʔ this near at hand, 
Khasi [u &c.]-ne, Mương nì this (BARKER 1966 21), Central Nicobarese əne that 
(pronoun). 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer neh, Middle Khmer neh ṇɛḥ, nìh neḥ, Riang-Lang 
_ni this.  
Bahnar ʔn- in deictic also in following, which compare; as 1475 *naay, 1435a 
*ʔ[əy]ʔ &c. Jakun & Sakai (Lanoh) forms at SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 89 are ← 
Malay. 
Sora -ne- in e.g. ten-ne- here, Kurku ini this, &c. (PINNOW 1959 337).  
Proto-Austronesian *in1i this: Malay ini, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 69; DYEN 1953 § 133; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 408. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 44.) 
 
‡92 *nɔʔ; *nɔh this. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian, ?Khmuic) Mon -nɔʔ this, 
Chrau nɔʔ (!) there near at hand, Bahnar ʔnuː, ʔnɔw, ʔnəw here, this, Mae Sariang 
[saŋeʔ] nɔʔ to[day], Vietnamese nọ this, Semelai nɔʔ here; ~ Middle Mon ’ano’ 
/ənɔʔ/, Modern Mon ənɔʔ here, Temoq ʔanɔʔ this; ~ Semelai nɔʔnɔʔ this; 
probably ~ (*[ʔ]anʔ-nɔʔ >?) Kammu-Yuan nɔ̀ː  pronon 3 plural, Praok nɔ pronoun 
3 singular Cf. Kuy nàu he, she, Bru nəẁ here, she, who (or 92a?).  
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer noḥ, Middle Khmer nɔh ṇoḥ 
that, there, nùh noḥ that, Bahnar (ʔ)nɔh here, this, Semnam nɔh this.  
For Chrau final see 65 *t1iʔ &c. Bahnar ʔn- in deictic also in preceding, which 
compare; -ɔw &c. perhaps contaminated by 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ. Connect 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ &c.? 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 51 (e), (f), 85.) (?)  
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Proto-Austronesian *[nń]aa: Cebuano Bisayan náa there (near addressee), &c. (BLUST 
1971 no. 271). Note also Saaroa (Formosa) naːnaː there, kanaʔa that, kanau that 
(near) (BENEDICT 1975 406, this (one), there (I)); and Li *na he, she, they, that, 
there, ib.  
 
‡92a *nɔʔ what, which?  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy nɑ̀ː what?, Khasi -no which?, some[one &c.]. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *an1u: South Atayal n-anu’, Cebuano Bisayan dialect anu 
what?, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 15, *canuc someone, something; DYEN 1965; DAHL 
1973 § 15.2); (ii) *in1u where, what?: Malagasy inu-na what?, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 
15.2; BLUST 1971 no. 182). 
 
†93 *kn1[i]ʔ rat, mouse.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon kni(’) /kniʔ/, Modern 
Mon nɔeʔ, Kuy (k)nai rat, mouse, Stieng kəneːi, Sre ɗe, Biat nɛː (& ɗɛː, ← Sre?), 
Chrau, Bahnar kənɛː, Jeh kaneːy, Halang kəneː rat, Kammu-Yuan kənéʔ rat, 
mouse, Khasi khnai, Central Sakai kĕni mouse.  
Some disyllabic items may reflect an infixed form.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 10; SMITH 1972 527; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 33.) 
Kharia 'kɔnɛ mouse, &c. (PINNOW 1959 398). 
 
†94 *[j]n1aaʔ dew.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang [_num] _nɑʔ dew, mist; ~ (*[j]rn1aaʔ >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaʔnaʔ, Lawa Umphai raʔnaʔ dew. 
Sora 'sinnaː-n. 
 
95 *t1n1aaʔ large bovid.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Khasi mynthna mithan; ~ (*t1mn1aaʔ >?) Riang-Lang 
¯pnɑʔ, Danaw mă ¬naʔ water-buffalo.  
Khasi compound, or ~ *mt1n1aaʔ by deformative metathesis. 
 
96 *[b]naʔ; *[b]nah you, plural of address. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer mnìːə you…, (mənùh —) people (beside mnìːəl). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon bnaḥ /bnah/ you… .  
Khmer m- by phrasal alliteration? 
 
97 *snaʔ crossbow.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer snaː, Kuy nhaː, snaː, Stieng 
sənaː (or derived?), Biat naː, Vietnamese ná; ~ Sre səna.  
(BLOOD 1966 309.) 
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†98 *piʔ three.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Old Mon 
pi(’) /piʔ/, Modern Mon pɔeʔ, Old Khmer piy, Modern Khmer bɤy, Kuy pai, 
Stieng peːi, Sre pe, Chrau, Biat pɛː, Jeh peːy, Halang peː, Kammu-Yuan péʔ; ~ 
Semelai hmpeʔ; ~ Temiar nɛʔ.  
Cf. (i) Bahnar peːŋ; (ii) 1437a *ʔuy &c., connected if < Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer  
*[ ]ui[ ] ~ *[ ]u/p/i[ ] or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22; SHAFER 1965 567-8; BLOOD 1966 177; SMITH 1972 537; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 99, 100.) 
Kharia 'uʔphe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 348).  
 
†99 *piʔ you (plural).  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Palaung pɛ, Riang-Lang ¯peʔ, Praok pe, Lawa Bo 
Luang paiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang peʔ, Khasi phi, Central Nicobarese 
[i]feː.  
Connection dubious forms in *b-: (i) Old Mon beḥ /beh/ you (singular), Modern Mon 
pèh you; with /h/ perhaps by levelling on Old Mon ḍeḥ 3rd person pronoun (< 87 
*deh), t’eḥ pronominal plural suffix; (ii) Stieng beːi you (plural), perhaps levelled 
on meːi you (masculine singular) (< 128 *miʔ); with these cf. Sora am'beːn &c., 
compounding form -beˑn, Santali aben you two, &c., PINNOW 1959 55; (iii) 
Kammu-Yuan pɔ̀ː  you (plural); levelled on nɔ̀ː  pronoun 3 plural. (ad 92 *nɔʔ).  
(SHAFER 1965 286.) 
Kharia -pe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 175a; Proto-Munda *-pɛ). 
 
100 *paʔ; *pah shoulder. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [¯cak] ¯paʔ; ~ Khasi tympha. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese bả [vai] [shoulder]-blade; ~ Middle Mon pnaḥ, 
Modern Mon nah shoulder.  
Connection dubious Kuy mpaːʔ (tip of) shoulder, perhaps ~ A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade; 
or 218 *blaʔ shoulder. 
 
100a *pəəʔ; *puʔ to lift, raise. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat pɯː to lift, raise (→ Sre pəː), Stieng pɯː to carry in hands, Jeh pòʔ 
to lift, reach, Halang pòʔ (by attraction 121 *ɓɔʔ) to carry on back. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar puʔ, Praok pu to carry on back.  
Back vocalism secondary? Or two roots, with contamination? Cf. Nancowry under the 
entry 121.  
(SMITH 1972 306.)  
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†101 *pooʔ; *pooŋ to swell, expand. 
A: (Mon, Nicobaric, ?Khmer) Mon paoʔ to swel, to be nearly ripe, Central Nicobarese 
fɯə-[hətə] to swell, Nancowry fɯ́a, (?) Khmer bao por to warp, swell.  
B: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mon poŋ to swell up, [bread] to 
rise; ~ (*[k]pooŋ; or perhaps *[k]-booŋ, ad 108 *[b]ooʔ, >) Khmer paoŋ 
inflated, puffed up, Bahnar poːŋ swollen; ~ Kuy mpɔːŋ inflated, puffed up, Bahnar 
pəpoːŋ to bulge out, become bigger; (?) ~ Vietnamese bóng bladder, ball, balloon.  
Cf. besides *[b]ooʔ 348 *pu(u)k; Biat poh to swell.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; cf. SHAFER 1965 333.) 
Sora puŋ-('puŋ-) to swell; cf. PINNOW 1959 356.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
102 *pooʔ parent-in-law.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre pou parent-in-law, relation by marriage, Stieng [ba] pou 
father-in-law (by contraction, cf. Sre pou baːp father-in-law), Chrau [vaːp &c.] pɔː 
elder in-law, Bahnar poʔ friend, especially relation by marriage; term of address to 
child’s spouse’s parent, Palaung pɯ, Riang-Lang ¯pɔʔ father-in-law, Lawa Bo Luang 
pɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai poʔ mother’s elder brother, father-in-law. 
 
103 *krpiʔ; *krpiiw; *krpuʔ; *[kr]puh buffalo. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer krəbɤy (→ Stieng krəpɯː?). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh kapìaw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
C: (Bahnaric) Sre rəpu, Chrau gəpuː, Biat rpuː, Bahnar kəpoː. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm puh.  
-B-D, contextually favoured, probably contaminated by Indonesian *k/ar/əbau 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 76, *kəbav; Cham kapàːw, &c.); note here Madurese kĕrbhuy, 
perhaps contaminated by Mon-Khmer. Connection obscure Mương tru (BARKER 
1966 14), Vietnamese trâu.  
(SHAFER 1965 59; BLOOD 1966 239; SMITH 1972 523.) 
 
104 *t1paʔ freshwater turtle.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy spaː, Stieng paː; ~ Sre dərpa, Chrau dəpaː, (or 
next?) Bahnar təpaː; → Cham tapaː, Röglai dərpa, North Röglai tupa; ~ Kammu-
Yuan təmpáʔ.  
Cf. Vietnamese ba-ba turtle. 
 
(*t2puəʔ see 1916 *t2puus to sweep.) 
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†‡105 *mp[ɔ]ʔ dream, to dream.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
’ampo’ /mpɔʔ/ dream, Modern Mon kəpɔʔ, Kuy mpɑː [bic], Bru mpaw, Sre 
mpao, Bahnar apɔː, Gölar Bahnar həpɔː, Jeh hmòʔ (!) (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
Kammu-Yuan həmpóʔ, Central Sakai pô to dream, Central Nicobarese enfuːə 
dream, to dream, Nancowry ʔinfuá; ~ Palaung rənpo to dream; by metathesis 
(*rpm[ɔ]ʔ >) Riang-Lang _rəmuʔ to dream, Praok -maw dream, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔamɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai ramoʔ dream, to dream.  
Or *mpuəʔ (&c.), by metathesis *mpawʔ? Stieng mbəːi dream, to dream, Biat mbəːi 
to dream are probably contaminated rather than ← Indonesian, below.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 296, 548; SMITH 1972 562.) 
Kharia mui to dream, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 351).  
Proto-Austronesian *(n-)uSi(N)pi: Malay m-impi, Jarai rəpəːi to dream, &c. (cf. DAHL 
1973 § 13.5, & add Gayo, Karo Batak nipi; DEMPWOLFF 1938 69, *[c]i(m)pic; 108, 
*nupic; DYEN 1965). Kuiper suggested (from Munda & Indonesian) *mui, *pui; 
Proto-Austroasiatic *mpuiʔ or the like, with metathesis vs. Proto-Austronesian? 
See BENEDICT 1975 274. 
 
(*rpuəʔ see 1918 *rpuus …fourth finger.) 
 
106 *spuʔ thatching-grass.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Mon [nɔm] hwɒʔ, Old Khmer spū, Modern Khmer sboːv 
thatching-gras, Central Nicobarese fo thatch. ~ Kuy mpɑː to thatch, Bru sapɒː. 
 
107 *[b]əʔ to ingest.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan pəʔ̀ to eat, to drink, Kensiu buʔ to drink. 
 
107a *[ ]bɔʔ hump of ox.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon pòʔ ba’ &c., Kammu-Yuan pɔʔ̀.  
Conceivably *lb-; then ~ 119 *ln[b][o]ʔ ox?  
Cf. Kachin dəbu, BENEDICT 1972 114. 
 
‡108 *[b]ooʔ; *[b]ooŋ; *[b]uŋ to swell, bulge. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer pòː to swell (GUESDON 1930), (or derived 
> ?) Bahnar bō swollen with decay (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer spòː sbor (!) 
swelling up, swollen; ~ (*p[b]ooʔ >) Central Nicobarese faːpo fat, Nancowry fápu 
connection dubious. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer pòːŋ hump, protuberance, Bahnar boːŋ swollen 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (perhaps ~ Khmer paoŋ inflated…, &c., see 101 *pooʔ). 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer pùŋ swollen (?; GUESDON 1930, ≠ 
belly < 624 *buŋ[ ]), Kuy phùŋ pregnant, Bahnar buŋ swollen, bulging 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B) Khasi pong[kdung] bellying, bulging out; ~ Khmer 
kɔmpùŋ fully rounded.  
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Problematic. If Khasi < B, C perhaps ← Indonesian, below; other Khmer, Bahnar 
conceivably < *[d]-pooʔ &c., ad 101. Cf. further (i) Khmer kpùəŋ shoulder of hill 
(< *[k][b]əŋ?); (ii) Khmer pɔ̀ː ŋ bump…; to puff up, swell up, become inflated, Kuy 
phùːaŋ blistered, swollen (< *[b]ɔɔŋ); (iii) 629 *[d]buŋ foetus. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 
24; SHAFER 1965 333.)  
Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)buŋ: Malay kĕmbong inflated, distended, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 77; probably Proto-Malayo-Javanese, discarding Tagalog, Toba Batak, & 
assuming Malay → Ngaju Dayak; so perhaps ← Mon-Khmer!). See POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 6 (b); BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
109 *b[oo]ʔ friend.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung bu friend, Praok [paw] pu [pɛ] associate, Lawa 
Bo Luang puʔ(hməu), Lawa Umphai phuʔ [hmeu], Mae Sariang puʔ [hmeu], 
Vietnamese bầu (!) friend.  
Cf. 1836 *ɓ[aw]ʔ companion… . 
 
110 *bu[u]ʔ individual.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau vuː someone, Biat buː person, Bahnar buː someon, who; ~ Chrau 
kəmvuː who. 
By contraction *bu[u]ʔ ʔiiʔ (cf. 2; Palaungic: i, *buuy >) Praok puy, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Mae Sariang pui, Lawa Umphai phui person; (ii, *biiʔ >) Palaung bi 
person.  
(Cf. SMITH 1972 559.) 
 
111 *[ ][b]uuʔ soul, shadow, butterfly.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) ~ Khmer ʔɔmbau butterfly 
(TANDART 1935), West Bahnar muː shadow, reflection (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Palaung kərbu spirit (MILNE 1931), soul, Semang kălbo shadow (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 S 126).  
The soul is believed to be visible as a butterfly by e.g. the Mons.  
 
†‡112 *ʔbaaʔ father.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon ’ba’ /mbaʔ/ father, 
Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ father, bɛʔ̀ peremptory term of address to males, Khmer baː father 
especially of animals; onomastic prefix for junior generation (→ Stieng baː onomastic 
prefix for elder males?), Bahnar ɓaʔ, (Kontum) baʔ, Jeh baːʔ, Halang baʔ, Lawa 
Bo Luang, Mae Sariang pɯaʔ, Lawa Umphai phɯaʔ, Khasi pa father.  
Not, as SCHMIDT 1905 38, Stieng mɔːm; or Biat mbɤʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 281; SMITH 1972 319; LEWITZ 1967 121-3.) 
Kharia 'aba, &c. (PINNOW 1959 26).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNbaq: Malay ĕmbah grandparent, Acehnese (ö)mbah, Iban 
embah [apai] father, Tagalog ambaq uncle (so Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. BLUST 
1971 no. 167); → Temiar bəːh father?  
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113 *[ʔ]boʔ mother.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon ’bo’ /mbɯʔ/ mother, Modern 
Mon bɜʔ̀ female of animals…, Jehai bəʔ, Temiar boːʔ mother; probably → Malay 
ibu, → Javanese ibu; ~ Mương bợ (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese vợ wife, 
Semnam baboːʔ wife, woman, Jehai baboʔ, Temiar baboːʔ woman.  
Or *mb-. Since Javanese is likely to be a loan word, Dempwolff's construction of 
Proto-Austronesian *cibuc (DEMPWOLFF 1938 66) is dubious (but note Sediq 
búbuʔ).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 61, M 192.) 
 
‡114 *ʔbuuʔ to suck at the breast.  
(Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Old Mon ’bow /mbɔw/, Modern Mon mɛà, Khmer bau, Sre pouʔ, 
Chrau, Biat puː, Jeh buʔ to suck (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Kammu-Yuan pùʔ, 
Palaung bu, Riang-Lang ¯buʔ breast, to suck, Vietnamese bú to suck, Che’ Wong 
buʔ breast, to suck, Jah Hut boːʔ breast, Chowra Nicobaric mɔː-[hətə] to suck, 
Nancowry móʔ; ~ Vietnamese vú breast; ~ Old Mon pubow /pəmbɔw/, Modern 
Mon həmɛà, Khmer bɔmbau, Biat mpuː, Jeh hmuʔ (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
Kammu-Yuan pənpùʔ, Riang-Lang ¯pəkbuʔ to suckle; ~ Sre təmpouʔ to suckle.  
Cf. Praok pəy to suck.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 41a; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 386.) 
Atayal *bubu breast, milk, (~) Kanakanabu mumu breast, milk. (BENEDICT 1975 242, 
which see).  
 
115 *krɓə[ə]ʔ crocodile.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer krəpɤ̀ː, Stieng krəbɯː, Biat rbɯː, Bru 
rabəː.  
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *buqaia(S): Malay buaya, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 32, *b/uh/ajac; cf. DYEN 1953 § 50).  
 
‡116 *kbooʔ white.  
A: (Mon) Middle Mon gwu, Modern Mon kwùʔ (& pùʔ) to be white; ~ Middle Mon 
kambu, Modern Mon kəmaoʔ white.  
Cf. Khmer kpus /kboh/ pure white. Connection obscure 369a *kɓɔɔk white, grey.  
Sora 'baːo- grey[haired] is more probably connected 25 *skɔɔʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *kulabu(S) grey: Malay kĕlabu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 82-3, 
Proto-West-Indonesian; referred as prefixed form to *qabu ash, for which see 
2034 *buh &c.). See BENEDICT 1975 221-2, ashes.  
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117 *mbiiʔ elder sibling.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon mbay, Modern Mon bòa elder sister, Stieng biː 
(BLOOD 1966), Sre bi, Bunör, Central Rölöm miː elder sibling.  
Kammu-Yuan pìː elder sibling is (by back-borrowing?) ← Lao bhii. Cf. 1531a *waay 
elder sibling; 1494 *mə(ə)y mother’s sister.  
(BLOOD 1966 215.) 
 
(*mboʔ see 113 *[ʔ]boʔ mother.) 
 
118 *rbaʔ to hunt down.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*rmbaʔ >) Old Mon ruṁba /rəmbaʔ/, Modern Mon kəmɛʔ̀ 
hunter, Khmer rùmpìːə carnivorous; ~ (*rnbaʔ >) Khmer rùmpìːə prey, kill (& 
lùmpìːə, TANDART 1935).  
Mon not, as SCHMIDT 1905 38, : Khmer mɔː elephant-hunter. 
 
‡119 *ln[b][o]ʔ ox.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləmpòʔ.  
Originally perhaps humped (cattle), ~ (*lbɔʔ =) 107a *[ ]bɔʔ. Connection obscure 
Mương pò (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bò; ← or contaminated by Proto-
Austronesian *kəbau buffalo (DEMPWOLFF 1938 76)? 
Proto-Austronesian (?) *ləNbu(S): Cham limɔː, &c. (with obscure vocalism), Malay 
lĕmbu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 94; Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 247, 
cattle. 
 
†120 *ɓaʔ paddy.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Chrau vaː, Stieng, Biat baː, Bahnar ɓaː, 
Danaw ¯bɑ, Che’ Wong, Mah Meri beʔ, Temiar baːʔ; ~ Khasi kba; ~ Semelai 
babaːh paddy (& Semang &c. —i.e. Jehai, Bateg Dek— bab boiled rice, SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906).  
Cf. 133 *maʔ seed, (BLOOD 1966 276; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 106 (a), (c).) 
Kharia baʔ paddy, ~ Sora (children's language) 'baːbaː-n cooked rice, Mundari baba 
paddy, &c. (PINNOW 1959 4). 
 
121 *ɓɔʔ to carry on back.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Khmer va, Modern Khmer pɔ̀ː  to 
carry on hip (JACOB 1968; on back GUESDON 1930, in arms TANDART 1935, 
HENDERSON 1952; i.e. to carry child?), Palaung bɔ, Riang-Lang ¯bɔʔ to carry on 
back, Temiar baʔ to carry on back (BENJAMIN 1976B 132; rather than bəʔ to carry, 
ib. 135), Nancowry ʔupɯ́aʔ to carry on back.  
Cf. B117 *ɓ[a]s to carry [heavy object] (& POU & JENNER 1975 no. 21). Bahnar puʔ, 
Halang pòʔ, Praok pu are < 100a *pəəʔ &c.  
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†122 *ɓ[ɔɔ]ʔ younger sibling.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer pùː bū (!) parent’s younge brother, Praok pu, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang puʔ, Lawa Umphai phuʔ younger sibling; ~ Riang-
Lang ¯səmboʔ, (~?) Khasi hynbew younger sibling.  
If rather *ɓuʔ, Riang-Lang vocalism obscure. 
Santali bɔ-[kɔ] younger sibling, &c. (PINNOW 1959 218). 
 
(*ɓuuʔ see 125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane.) 
 
122a *[j]ɓ[o]ʔ kind of cereal crop.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer spòː sorghum, Bru sapùa Job’s tears; ~ Biat mbɔː, 
Bahnar həɓɔː maize.  
Obscure. HENDERSON 1952 has Khmer spɤ̀u; contaminated by 1834 *d[b]aw millet? 
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 19.) 
 
(*jɓuuʔ see 2041a *jɓuəh beak.) 
 
123 *[t2]ɓe[e]ʔ; *[t2]ɓee[s] Job’s tears, Coix lachryma-jobi.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯səbɛʔ Job’s tears, Coix lachryma-jobi, Lawa Bo Luang 
sapiʔ Panicum miliaceum (Japanese kibi).  
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kəbeːh Job’s tears.  
Cf. Ami (Formosa) havay Setaria italica (TSUCHIDA 1977, 89). 
 
124 *tɓəʔ; *[t][ɓ]u(u)ʔ to touch, feel. 
A: (Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Biat bɯː to feel, Bahnar bəː to touch, feel, handle (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), (?; *t1-) Khasi tba to touch, feel; ~ (*tnɓəʔ >) Sre ɓɯ, təɓɯ to touch, 
feel; ~ (*trɓəʔ >) Bahnar həbəʔ to feel for. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bu-[bi &c.] (*-uuʔ), Praok pu [pi] (*-uʔ) to touch, 
feel.  
Note further Central Rölöm, Bunör biː, Köho Chil təbiː (BLOOD 1966 207); but 
connection obscure Mon kwòʔ dwa’ (< *tbəʔ?); perhaps contaminated by *bal 
> Khmer pɔə̀l to touch. 
 
‡125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tḅow /tɓɔw/, Modern Mon bao; ~ Old Khmer ’aṁvau, 
Modern Khmer ʔɔmpɤ̀u.  
Connect 1834 *d[b]aw millet?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t1əbuS: Malay tĕbu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 133, *təbuc; cf. DAHL 
1973 § 9.5, 14.9; BLUST 1961 proposed *ouS1u); → Semang tĕbu’ (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 515). Khmer, & Old Mon ḅ, obscure if Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian; 
but Old Mon t- contaminated by it? See POU & JENNER 1975 no. 19 (a); BENEDICT 
1975 401.  
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‡126 *bəɓeʔ goat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon baḅe’ /bəɓeʔ/, 
Modern Mon həbeʔ, Old Khmer vave, Modern Khmer pəpɛ ̀ː  (with vocalism by 
secondary lengthening?), Kuy, Biat bɛː, Stieng beh, beːih, Sre be, Chrau vəvɛː (& 
dəvɛː by dissim), Bahnar bəbɛː, Jeh buʔbeːy, Halang bəbeː, Kammu-Yuan pɛʔ̀, 
Palaung bɛ, Praok pe goat, Lawa Bo Luang peʔ, Lawa Umphai pheʔ, Mae Sariang 
piʔ mountain goat.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ. Onomatopoeic. Cf. (i) Tai forms at BENEDICT 1975 302, (III); 
Riang-Lang ¯pɛʔ is ← Shan pɛ ̄;̀ (ii) with initial nasal Central Nicobarese me, 
Nancowry mɛʔ; Kharia mɛ'rɔm, Gutob gime, &c., PINNOW 1959 177; Ong-Be mɛ 
goat, sheep, &c., BENEDICT 1975.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 36; BLOOD 1966 171; SMITH 1972 529.) 
Jakun bêbe’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 53A), Sundanese embe, Macassar bembe, 
Proto-Ambonese *bibi (STRESEMAN 1927). (Mainland forms perhaps ← Mon-
Khmer: Cham papɛ ̀ː , Jarai bəbeː, Röglai bə, North Röglai mube).  
 
127 *miʔ (& *miiʔ?); *mih; *miiw rain, to rain. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer mèː downpour (quantifier) (?; also mìː mīr 
overcast, threatening rain), Stieng, Chrau miː (to) rain, Semnam miːʔ rain; ~ 
Bahnar ʔmiː (to) rain (< *-iiʔ?), Jeh ʔmìah, Halang ʔmìa rain; ~ Semai maniʔ 
rain.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat mih, Central Nicobarese 
əmĩh (to) rain, Nancowry ʔamúh. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre miːw rain.  
The same distribution of finals nearly in 37 *sŋiʔ &c.; add then perhaps Mương 
(BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese mưa rain. Cf. further 141 *gmaʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 216; SMITH 1972 521; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 7; & cf. R 8.) 
 
128 *mi[i]ʔ; *miih you (singular). 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy mài 
you (familiar), Sre mi you (singular), Stieng meːi, Chrau maːy (BLOOD 1966 also 
may), Biat mai you (masculine), Kammu-Yuan mèː you (masculine singular), 
Palaung mi, Riang-Lang _miʔ, Praok may, Lawa Bo Luang maiʔ, Lawa Umphai 
miʔ, Khasi me, Vietnamese mày, Bateg Nong məʔ, Central Nicobarese me, mẽ 
you (singular).  
B: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Bateg Dek mɔh, Semnam miːh you 
(singular); ~ Bahnar ʔmih you (dual).  
Vocalism in part suggest *-əy; perhaps a calling deformation, but in South Bahnaric 
by attraction 1436 *ʔəy[h] feminine; Chrau maːy then as aːy ad *ʔəy[h].  
(SHAFER 1965 158; BLOOD 1966 187; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 33.)  
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129 *miiʔ to look at.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon mey /mɔy/ to look (at, into), 
Modern Mon mòa to watch over, (in compounds) to look, Khmer mèy to dwell on 
mentally (poetic), Kuy mɛ ̀ː  to look (at); ~ Khmer məmèy to imagine; ~ (*mrmiiʔ 
>) Sre rəmi to look at. 
 
130 *miiʔ brother-in-law.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre [pou] mi (DOURNES 1950), Jeh, Halang miː brother-in-law, Bahnar 
miː brother-in-law older than oneself.  
(SMITH 1972 514.) 
 
†131 *meeʔ, (*meeʔ-meeʔ >?) *ʔmeeʔ mother.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Middle 
Mon mi, Modern Mon mìʔ mother, Old Khmer me, ’me, ame mother, Modern 
Khmer mɛ ̀ː , mae term of address to old women, mèː familiar or impolite term of 
address to women, Kuy (ʔaː)mɛʔ, Stieng meːi mother, Sre meː mother, me female, 
Chrau meː, (term of address) mɛːʔ, Biat mɛː, (term of address) meʔ, Bahnar mɛʔ, 
Khasi mei, Mương mẹ (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mẹ, Semai I ʔamɛːʔ, Semai 
II ʔamɛʔ mother.  
Variant forms (in part implying *-eʔ) probably developed contextually. Cf. Old 
Burmese mi, Modern Burmese (’a)mi. But connection uncertain Cham mɛːʔ, 
Jarai amiʔ. Cf. also following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 177; BLOOD 1966 175a, b; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 
194.) 
Kharia mi’ɟ aunt (PINNOW 1959 80). 
 
132 *maʔ mother.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy maːʔ mother (to children) 
(originally term of address? then → Khmer mak mother, mummy?), Jeh, Halang 
maː aunt, Kammu-Yuan màʔ, Palaung ma, Riang-Lang _maʔ, Praok mɛ, Lawa 
maʔ mother.  
Semelai, Che’ Wong maʔ (cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 194) are ← Malay ĕmak. Cf. 
besides preceding. Tibeto-Burman *ma, Archaic Chinese *må 媽 (BENEDICT 1972 
148 no. 487; 188 n. 487, 189). (Cf. SMITH 1972 553.) 
 
133 *maʔ seed.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) Old Mon ma /maʔ/, Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ seed, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mạ rice seedling; (?) ~ Sakai sĕmá paddy 
(i.e. probably Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 105).  
Cf. 120 *ɓaʔ paddy. 
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134 *[ ]maʔ insect.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ma, Riang-Lang _maʔ; ~ Mon kəmaʔ (cama &c.; 
but < *kuən maʔ?).  
 
135 *[ ]maʔ right-hand.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ma, Chrau, Biat maː, (~?) Bahnar ʔmaː right-hand, Jeh, Halang 
ʔmaː right-handed.  
(SHAFER 1965 174; BLOOD 1966 305; SMITH 1972 542.) 
 
(*maʔ see also 236 *m-waʔ parent’s sibling.) 
 
136 *m[o]ʔ; *m[o]h what. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon mu, mo’ /mɯʔ/, Modern Mon 
mòʔ what?, Chrau mɔʔ (!) what, why, Kammu-Yuan mɔʔ̀ who, Palaung mɔ what, 
which, where, when?, Praok mɔ who, which?.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Biat mɔh which, 
why?, Kammu-Yuan məh what?, Palaung mɔh any, Semai maːh, Semaq Beri 
hmɔh what?  
Chrau -ʔ generalized from deictics, cf. 65 *t1iʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 78.) 
 
(*muʔ see 2046 *muh to be; *ʔmeeʔ see 131 *meeʔ mother.) 
 
137 *klmiəʔ sugar-cane.  
(Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan kəlmèʔ, Palaung rəmɛ, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔamaiʔ, Lawa Umphai ramiʔ, Mae Sariang ɣameʔ, Vietnamese mía.  
Kammu-Yuan perhaps < *-əyʔ by metathesis. 
 
138 *kmuʔ; *kmuəʔ; *kmu(ə)h mouldy, rotten.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon maoʔ kmu to be mildewed, Kammu-Yuan muʔ rotten [wood]. 
B, C: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer khmuicːə khmuicər (!) stinking, musty-smelling, (with 
post-nasal vocalism?) khmɔh khmoḥ stinking; ~ Bru lamɔh̀ turning mouldy.  
 
139 *k[n]muʔ person, human being.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy moː person, people (usually as phrase head), Kammu-Yuan 
kəmmúʔ human being, Khmu, Theng.  
 
†140 *kmuuʔ; *kmuəʔ; *kməʔ dirty. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer khmau black, Kuy kmau black, tarnished; ~ Old 
Khmer kanmau black, dark, Palaung kəmu grease, to be greasy, dirty (MILNE 1931); 
~ Khmer krəmau dark, almost black, in colour (→ Stieng krəmɔːu dirty, to soil, 
Biat rmaːɔ dirty?). 
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B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh ʔmòʔ bad, broken, Halang ʔmòʔ dirty, bad; ~ Bahnar kəmɔʔ 
dirty. 
C: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kintaq Bong, Sabum kamah dirty; ~ 
Bahnar dialects kəməː dirty (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SMITH 1972 307; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 116.) 
Mundari humu dirt, dirty, &c. (PINNOW 1959 114). 
 
†141 *gmaʔ rain.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, South Aslian) Kuy mìːa (to) rain, Kammu-Yuan kəmàʔ, Mah Meri, 
Semaq Beri gəmaːh rain.  
Connect 127 *miʔ &c.?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 8.) 
Kharia gim to rain, &c. (PINNOW 1959 282; Proto-Munda *gɨmaG). 
 
142 *[c][p]maʔ porcupine.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau səmaː, Sre səma (→ Röglai), Bahnar jəmaː; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəmaː.  
Perhaps ~ (North & Central Aslian) *cmaʔ sharp: Kintaq Bong, Jah Hut cəmaʔ (cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C? 296).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SMITH 1972 550.) 
 
143 *jməʔ creeper, cord.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Praok maw, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔmoʔ cord, Semaq Beri jəmɔʔ root (or creeper, if = Malay akar?); ~ 
Kammu-Yuan cəmməʔ rope, cord; ~ Khasi jyrmi creeper.  
(SHAFER 1965 299; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 37 (d).) 
 
143a *[j]m[o]ʔ to be hidden, concealed, to hide.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat mɔː [nuːih] dissembling, Palaung mɔ, Praok mo 
to be hidden, concealed, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmɑʔ, Lawa Umphai ʔmɔʔ to hide, conceal.  
Or *‐ɔʔ. 
 
†144 *t1miʔ new.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, Mon, Palaungic, 
Khasi) Khmer thmɤy, Kuy (t)mai, Stieng meːi, Chrau meː, Biat mhɛː, Thin hme, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese mới new, (?) Central Nicobarese [ãː]-
kəme-[yəŋ] to repeat; → Thai mày, Lao mai, Kam-Sui *hmay new (BENEDICT 
1975 344); ~ (*t1nmiʔ >) Middle Mon tami, Modern Mon kəmɔeʔ to be new, Sre 
təme, Kammu-Yuan hənmeʔ, həmmeʔ, Palaung kənmɛ, Riang-Lang ¯tənmeʔ, 
Khasi thymmai new; ~ (*t1bmiʔ >) Old Mon tumi /təmiʔ/ to renew.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 175; BLOOD 1966 173.) 
Sora 'tammeː-, Kharia 'tɔnmɛ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 184). 
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145 *t1maʔ to fight, make war.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi thma, ’ma war, battle, dispute; ~ Old Mon tinma 
/təmmaʔ/ [werwey] enmity; ~ (*t1rmaʔ >) Praok sima to fight. 
 
146 *t2mɔʔ stone.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon tmo’ /tmɔʔ/ 
stone, rock, hill, Modern Mon mɔʔ stone, rock, Old Khmer t(h)mo, Modern Khmer 
thmɔː, Kuy tmau, Halang moː, Palaung mo, Khasi maw, Che’ Wong təmɔʔ, Jah 
Hut təmɔːʔ stone; from a suffixed form Semaq Beri təmɔŋ stone; (probably) ~ 
Stieng təmɒːu, Chrau təmoː, Bahnar təmɔː (→ Jeh tamou?), Praok simaw, 
Lawa Bo Luang samɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang samoʔ stone.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 165; SMITH 1972 560; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 463.) 
 
†147 *[hy]muʔ name.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bru, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Old Mon 
yamo’, himo’, &c. /hyəmɯʔ/ name, to be named, Modern Mon cəmùʔ name, Old 
Khmer jmah, Middle Khmer chmùəh jhmoḥ (to) name, Kuy mɯ̀h, Bru ramɯ̀h, 
Lawa Bo Luang maɯ, Lawa Umphai maus, Mae Sariang mɔih name, Riang-Lang 
_mus (to) name, Praok mɔ to be called (& Palaung mur mouth?), Semai muh 
name; ~ Sre təmoh to name; ~ Thin səŋmɔ, Jehai kəmɔh, Semnam kənmɔh, 
Semaq Beri jəŋmɔh name.  
*-h, *-s by effect of initial? Perhaps ~ *hyuʔ > Middle Mon yo’ /yɯʔ/, Modern Mon 
yɜʔ̀ particle of address; cf. for this analysis Kensiu cɔʔ name (& Kammu-Yuan cɯ̀ː, 
Praok cɤ kaə, apparently ← Tai (Shan sɯ̄); cf. BENEDICT 1975 343, & note Dioi, 
Sek *jɔ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 443; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 9.) 
Sora ə'ɲam-ən, Kharia 'jĩ̃mi, 'ɲimi, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 510b; Proto-Munda *jɨmu, 
*ɲɨmu).  
 
148 *[s]maʔ rotten.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon [ɒh] hmaʔ to be rotten, Khasi sma to have a bad smell.  
Or *cm-; or *t2m-, Mon h- by phrasal sandhi? 
 
149 *smə[ ]ʔ; *sməh equal, alike. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer smaə equal, Kuy mhəː, sməː to be 
smooth, even, level; ~ (*snmə[ ]ʔ >) Chrau səməː same, Stieng səmɯː equal, 
similar, Bahnar həmō equal, similar, level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin s(ə)̆mɤ to 
be like; just like; → Thai saməə̌; Cham sāmū. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon smoḥ /smɔh/ to be equal, alike, Modern Mon hmuh [cɒt] to agree. 
 
(*sm[ɯə]ʔ see 264 *m[h][ɯə]ʔ evening, night.) 
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†150 *y[ee]ʔ we.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & South Aslian) Palaung yɛ I and they elsewhere, 
Praok yi we, Mintil yɛʔ, Semaq Beri yɛːh we (plural inclusive); ~ Bahnar ɲiː we 
(dual exclusive).  
Cf. 1 *ʔiʔ &c.; perhaps by contraction *ʔiiʔ-ʔiʔ we persons.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 I 1.) 
Juang [niɲ]-ɟe we (PINNOW 1959 39; ?). 
 
†‡151 *yaʔ (*yaʔ-yaʔ >) *yaay grandmother. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Bahnar yaʔ 
grandmother, ancestress, Jeh, Halang yaʔ, Kammu-Yuan yàʔ, Palaung ya 
grandmother, Riang-Lang _yaʔ wife, grandmother, Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯaʔ, Semang 
yā’ grandmother (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 87); ~ (*jyaʔ; perhaps by 
contraction *njaʔ-yaʔ the grandmother’s man, cf. Old Mon ’ja /ɲjaʔ/ he) Mon cɛʔ̀ 
great-grandfather, Old Khmer jī ancestor, Modern Khmer cìː ancestor, respectful 
term of address (→ Stieng dialect jìː grandmother?), Biat cɛː grandfather, Kammu-
Yuan cɯa [taʔ] cɯa [tɛʔ] ancestors; ~ (*kuən yaʔ > *knyaʔ, sandhi-form *ɲaʔ 
> : i) Riang-Lang _kənɲaʔ woman, female; (ii) Khmer ɲìː female [animal], (?) 
Semnam ɲɔːʔ mother.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon yài mother, Khmer yìːəy term of address to old 
woman, Stieng iaːi grandmother, ancestor.  
Cf. A171 *yaw grandparent.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 186, 187; SHORTO 1972 234; SMITH 1972 310; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 193.) 
Kharia ə'jaˑja grandmother, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 297).  
(Proto-Austronesian *ia(q)ia(q) >) Atayal yaya’ mother. Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 
51; & see BENEDICT 1975 339, mother. 
 
(*yaʔ see also 1873 *iʔaas to shine; 2048 *yah …waste, residue.) 
 
152 *[y]aa[ʔ] house.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok yɛ; ~ Praok ɲɛ, Lawa ɲɯaʔ (& Danaw ¯ɲɑ), 
Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese nhà.  
Problematic. (i) Praok yɛ perhaps ← Lahu yɛ;̀ then *ɲ-? (ii) Mương, Vietnamese tone 
as in e.g. 61 *ɲɔʔ? but if mưa rain is connected 127 *miʔ &c., Viet-Mương 
perhaps rather ad 37 *sŋiʔ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 153.) 
 
153 *yuʔ umbrella.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer [tɛə̀ŋ &c.] -yùː, Kuy by sandhi [thùŋ] ɲùː, 
Stieng [doːŋ] iuː, Biat [dɔːŋ] yuː. 
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154 *[ ]yuʔ to fear.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) West Bahnar yuː, Jeh ʔyuʔ to fear, be afraid (of) (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Palaung yɔ to be afraid, to take alarm, Praok yaw to be bewildered; 
~ Biat ɲhuː, Chrau pənhyuː, West Bahnar pəyuː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh 
maɲuʔ, Halang məʔɲuʔ to frighten; ~ Bahnar təʔyuʔ to frighten; ~ Sre rəyu to be 
afraid (DOURNES 1950).  
Note also Nancowry yɛʔ́.  
(SMITH 1972 323.) 
 
(*gyi(i)ʔ see 1461 *[kj][əy]ʔ poison, venomous.) 
 
155 *dyaʔ thatching-grass, thatch.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng diaː, Sre ja thatching-grass, Chrau yaː, Biat jaː, Bahnar giaː thatch 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 diaː &c.). 
 
156 *bryaʔ kind of varan.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Stieng riah (!) kind of large bird-eating lizard, Sre bəya (→ 
Röglai), Biat ryaː kind of varan, Chrau rəyaː spotted varan, East Bahnar bəyaː 
aquatic kind of varan (?) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (?) Nancowry huyé big lizard.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ.  
Perhaps ← Proto-Austronesian *buqaia(S) crocodile (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, 
*b/uh/ajac; cf. DYEN 1953 § 50; Malay buaya, Cham pìyaː, &c.), contaminated by 
Cham marawaː, Jarai məruːa, North Röglai marua varan. 
 
157 *ryuəʔ loose.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Sre rəyua (→ Röglai); ~ (*rnyuəʔ >) Mon kəɲòʔ laño’ to 
be loose, to loosen.  
Connect Chrau rəyaː, Biat ryaː relaxed. 
 
†158 *[s]yəəʔ; by metathesis *[s]ʔəəy to see. 
A: (Palaungic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Palaung yɯ, Praok yaw, Lawa yoʔ to see 
(Mae Sariang also yuʔ); ~ Biat ɲhəː to show, (?) Chrau pənhyəː to boast, show off, 
(?) Nancowry hayɯ́ŋasi to imagine, hinyɯ́ŋasi picture, image. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi) Khasi [ioh]i to see (& by secondary derivation pyn-i to show); ~ 
Kammu-Yuan səŋə́ː y to look (at).  
Note further (*səyʔ >?) Chrau səy, Vietnamese thấy to see. Connect 45 *[c][ɯə]ʔ? 
Kharia jɔ(ʔ), &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 295). 
 
159 *syooʔ paddle, ladle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon (*saoʔ,) by secondary derivation ~ kəsaoʔ paddle; ~ 
(*sryooʔ >) obsolete Mon sayu paddle, Sre səyo spoon.  
Connection dubious Praok khaw saw paddle. 
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(*raʔ see 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
160 *rɔʔ; *rɔs, (*rɔs rɔs >?) *srɔs dry. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre ro, Chrau rɔː dry, Khasi raw-raw 
very [dry]; ~ Bunör, Bahnar krɔː, (or B) Praok kro, Mương xo dry (WILSON 1966; 
BARKER 1966 207); ~ Biat nɗrɔː dry, dried up. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer srɔh sras' drained, dry; ~ Biat krɔh dry, 
dried up, Nancowry hiyəh́, hiyəś dry.  
Connected variously Vietnamese ráo; Kammu-Yuan ràːs; Bahnar hrəʔ [waters] to go 
down, dry up; but probably not Palaung roh to dry [tea leaves] over fire, Thin prŭh 
to dry over fire, Bru rɑ̀h to dry by fire. Cf. 1970 *ckəh, 2086 *s[ɔ]h &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 191.) 
 
161 *roʔ(roʔ); *rooʔ to make an inarticulate noise.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mon 
kərɜʔ̀ to cry, weep, shriek, make plaintive noise (< *roʔ roʔ), (A/B) Khmer ròː to 
low, bellow, roar, groan, Bru ʔarò to cry out, Stieng rɔːu to cry, shriek, low, roar, 
Palaung rɔ [rɛ] to purr, Riang-Lang ¯rɔʔ (!) to hum, grunt, make a noise, 
Vietnamese rộ to be noisy, (B?) Temiar roːʔ to say; ~ (A?) Bahnar krɔː croak (!) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Röngao kroː to cry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (A/B) Stieng 
ndrɔu to coo, croak, sing, (B) Praok graw to roar, (or A?) Semai ŋrɔːʔ to say.  
Onomatopoeic; so 177 *drooʔ low roar; 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 91 (a), (b).) 
 
161a *rooʔ to shake.  
A: (Nicobaric, Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Nancowry yów to shake; ~ (*rnrooʔ 
>) Mon kərùʔ to shake (out; v.t.), Bahnar adrɔʔ, Gölar Bahnar tədrɔʔ to squirm, 
shake (v.i.); ~ Riang-Lang ¯kruʔ to shake (v.i.t.). 
 
(*ru(u)ʔ, *ruəʔ see 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
†162 *kraʔ road, way.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Praok kra, Lawa Bo Luang khraʔ, Lawa Umphai 
kraʔ, Mae Sariang khyaʔ, Mương khá (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese sá; (by 
metathesis < *knraʔ?) Kuy (k)naː, Bru ranaː.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese kaiyiː, probably ~ kai- to come.  
(SHAFER 1965 143.) 
Mundari hora, &c. (PINNOW 1959 217). 
 
163 *kraʔ kind of jar.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi khra earthen water-vessel; ~ Mon [hərì] əkraʔ large storage-jar. 
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164 *kra[ ]ʔ; *[k]ra[ ]h old, aged. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre kraː (!), Bahnar, Halang kraʔ old, Khasi [nong]-ra 
(compounding form!) worn-out utensil; ~ Stieng kəmraː old, bald, decrepit, Chrau 
kəmraː grey hair, Biat mbraː white [hair], (~, or *knra[ ]ʔ by assimilation >?) 
Bahnar kədraʔ old person, master, Jeh draʔ old. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi; ~ *[k]nra[ ]h >?) Riang-Lang ¯trɑ white hair (& by secondary 
derivation _kənrɑ to be white?), (~?) Khasi kynrad master.  
Cf. 1787 *raal.  
(SMITH 1972 308.) 
 
164a *kroʔ large.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon -kro’ /krɯʔ/, Modern Mon krɒʔ to be corpulent, robust, 
Khasi khraw large.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese kəruː, kəduː, Nancowry karúʔ, apparently < 
*kɗ-. 
 
165 *kruuʔ to rinse, wash.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon krow /krɔw/ to wash, Modern Mon krao to rince out, 
wash, to wash oneself, Palaung kru to rinse one’s mouth (MILNE 1931).  
Hardly connected 1841 *r[ ]aawh to wash. But cf. Tibeto-Burman *kruw = *krəw, 
BENEDICT 1972 38 no. 117.  
 
166 *greʔ (& *greeʔ?) litter.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer krɛ ̀ː  bed, (— snaeŋ) litter (< *-eeʔ if not ← South 
Bahnaric), Chrau grɛː litter, howdah, Biat grɛː bed, (— rnuːŋ) litter, Bahnar grɛː 
litter. 
 
167 *criʔ; *criiʔ abandoned dry cultivation.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Katuic) Kuy sai dry field, Bru thray (implies probably  
*sr-), (or : Khasi?) Chrau rɛː old swidden; ~ (*cnriʔ >) Stieng [miːr] ndreːi field 
cultivated for three years; ~ (*crriʔ >) Khasi syllai recently abandoned cultivation. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *cnriiʔ >?) Riang-Lang ¯triʔ fallow.  
Distinguish 185 *sreʔ field. 
 
168 *criʔ; *criiʔ malevolent, unlucky. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi; ~ *cnriʔ >) Bahnar hədrɛʔ an evil spirit, Khasi thynrei 
spirit which aggravates disease. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*cnriiʔ >) Mon kəroa class of malevolent earth 
spirits (→ Burmese sarai, → Mon hərai class of malevolent earth spirit), Khmer 
cɔŋray ill-omened, unlucky; bad luck (→ Thai canray low, mean, accursed, unlucky, 
→ Kuy caŋ rai malevolent, bad, bringing bad luck; Cham caŋraːy undearable 
[child]), Sre səray cannibal (DOURNES 1950); ~ (*cmriiʔ >) Biat [ɓak] brai bad 
luck.  
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South Bahnaric diphthongization post-palatal? 
 
169 *criiʔ to glide through the air.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon cray, sray to glide, sail, move, Khmer cray whizzing 
through (GUESDON 1930), (criəv- —) flying high into the distance. 
 
170 *jriiʔ Ficus.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon 
jrey /jrɔy/, Modern Mon sòa Ficus especially Ficus religiosa Linnaeus, Old Khmer 
jrai, Modern Khmer crèy Ficus bengalensis, Kuy thrài banyan, Stieng [təːm] jəriː 
kind of tree, Sre jiri, Chrau, Bahnar jriː, Kammu-Yuan crìʔ, Riang-Lang _cəriʔ 
Ficus, Khasi jri-[sim] rubber tree, Mương khi (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese si 
Ficus species; → Cham cràːy.  
Mương, Vietnamese tone probably post-palatal, cf. 61 *ɲɔʔ, 62 *[ ]ɲuʔ, 172 *jruuʔ, 
196a *j-luʔ; but also ad 1844 *krawʔ, 1856 *ləwʔ.  
Sora onɟər-['neːb-ən] may be connected if a compounding form (SCHMIDT 1905 68; 
glossed banana!) 
 
171 *jraʔ to decay.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon sɛʔ̀ jra to wither, Riang-Lang _cəraʔ [wood] to rot. 
 
†172 *jruuʔ; *jruh; by metathesis *rjuh deep.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Khmer crɤ̀u, Kuy nthrùː, Bru ntrùː, Sre jurou, Chrau, Biat jruː, 
Bahnar jruʔ, Thin cru, Riang-Lang _cəruʔ, Praok raə, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdauʔ, 
Mương khu (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sâu, Central Sakai jĕrö deep (& 
probably Temiar jəroʔ long, far), Central Nicobarese ciyau deep, Nancowry 
ciyáw; → Javanese jĕro deep, inside; ~ (*jrruuʔ >) Khasi jylliew deep (IVAN M. 
SIMON PERS. COM.).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng jəruh, Sre juruh (DOURNES 1950). 
C: (Mon) Old Mon rjuḥ /rjɯh/, Modern Mon sɜh̀.  
On Mương, Vietnamese tone cf. 170 *jriiʔ.  
Javanese semantics modelled on the partly displaced term dalĕm inside, < Proto-
Austronesian *daləm (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍaləm) inside, deep.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 31; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 66.) 
Sora ɟə'ruː-, 'ɟaruː- (cf. PINNOW 1959 396a). 
 
173 *treʔ kind of thorny succulent plant.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon [mɛàŋ] kreʔ prickly pear, East Bahnar [hlaː] trɛʔ kind 
of thorny succulent (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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174 *t1rɔɔʔ to hit, come in contact with, meet (requirement). 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer troːv 
to hit, to coincide with, to be correct, Bahnar trɔʔ to hit (mark), to coincide; 
opportune, Kammu-Yuan trɔʔ́ suitable, appropriate, Riang-Lang ¯troʔ to be fit, 
fitting, to agree, Lawa Bo Luang khrɑʔ, Lawa Umphai krɔʔ, Mae Sariang khyɔʔ to 
be sufficient, Sakai tĕrou to hit (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 105), Central 
Nicobarese taiyɔː-[tai] to hit (target).  
(SMITH 1972 327.) 
 
175 *t1ru[u]ʔ Schima wallichii tree.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan trúʔ kind of large tree with irritant bark, Riang-
Lang ¯truʔ Schima wallichii. 
 
176 *drɔʔ fiddle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer trɔ̀ː  dra, Kuy thrùːa, Biat drɔː; → Mon krò, → 
Burmese taro, → Palaung tərɔ; ~ (*dmrɔʔ >) Bahnar brɔː stringed instrument 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
‡177 *drooʔ low roar.  
(Mon) Mon krùʔ krùʔ adverbial describing rain, (— krɛàk krɛàk) noise of crowd.  
Onomatopoeic; so 161 *ro(o)ʔ to make an inarticulate noise.  
Proto-Austronesian *dəɣu: Malay dĕru [wind] to roar, howl, Iban deru roll of thunder, 
&c. (BLUST 1973 no. 121, *(dD)eRu; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
178 *druʔ kind of fish-trap.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer trùː long fish-trap tapering at both ends, Kuy 
thrùː, Chrau, Biat druː kind of fish-trap. 
 
‡179 *praʔ loft, platform, rack.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Mon pra’ /praʔ/, Modern Mon praʔ tower, turret (→ 
Burmese pra), Khmer [praːŋ] praː tower, Sre pra [ɗam] catwalk in roof of 
granary, Bahnar praː platform at front of house; ~ (*pnraʔ >) Bahnar pədrā 
scaffolding, platform, rack (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh madraː trellis; (by back-
formation?) Biat draː loft, rack, Chrau ndraː, Bahnar & dialects adraː, hədraː, 
Halang hədraː drying-rack.  
(SMITH 1972 545.) 
Proto-Austronesian *para scaffolding: Malay para attic above half-ceiling, kitchen shelf 
or rack, Cham para loft, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 113; DYEN 1953 § 97). Mon-Khmer 
← Indonesian improbably in view of semantic development. See BENEDICT 1975 
289, fence. Note Tamil paraṇ, &c., BURROW & EMENEAU 1961 3259. 
 
(*praʔ see also 2059 *prah to make offerings.) 
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‡180 *briiʔ sky, rain.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon brey /brɔy/, 
Modern Mon pròa rain, Bru briʔ to drizzle, Kammu-Yuan [màt]-prìʔ sun, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai [nəum &c.] mbreʔ, Mae Sariang [nəm] mbyeʔ thunder, 
Praok pray, Mương (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese trời (!) sky, weather, Sakai bri 
day (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 43 (a)).  
Viet-Mương initial & vocalism obscure. 
Proto-Austronesian *quaɣi or *uqaɣi sun, day: Malay hari, &c. (SHORTO 1975 91 n. 
25; cf. DAHL 1973 § 13.8; DEMPWOLFF 1938 163-4, *vaɣic; DYEN 1965). See 
BENEDICT 1975 266. 
 
†181 *briiʔ forest.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Old Khmer vrai, Modern 
Khmer prèy, Sre bri forest, scrub, Biat briː forest, region, Chrau vriː, Stieng, 
Bahnar briː, Kammu-Yuan prìʔ forest, Palaung bri forest, uncultivated land, Riang-
Lang _priʔ forest, country, region, Praok pray country, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai phreʔ, Mae Sariang phyiʔ wild [animal], Khasi bri grove, plantation, forest 
(& ri country, region), Jah Hut bəriʔ, Semelai bəriːh forest; → Thai pʰray; 
probably = Bahnar briː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok [plak] pray, Lawa 
Umphai [ka] phreʔ outside.  
Cf. following; & semantically 394 *ru(u)k.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SHAFER 1965 35; BLOOD 1966 208; SMITH 1972 517; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 234.) 
Santali bir, &c. (PINNOW 1959 321). 
 
†182 *bruuʔ hill.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy bruː.  
Connect Riang-Lang _pruy; & perhaps B17 *r[u]ʔ village. Cf. also preceding. 
Sora bə'ruː-n, ba'ruː-n, in compounds bur- hill, forest, Kharia 'biru hill, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 278). 
 
†183 *mraʔ person.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Mrabri mra (JSS 51/2); ~ (*kan mraʔ by contraction >) 
Kammu-Yuan kəmràʔ, Thin kəm̆bra, kəm̆bra wife (& by back-formation Thin 
bra, pra wife); ~ Jehai mənraʔ person.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 25.) 
Sora in compounds 'mar-ən man, male, person, ~ 'man(d)raː-n man, male, person. 
 
184 *mraʔ dah, matchet.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon mra, Modern Mon pərɛʔ̀ dah, matchet, Chrau 
vraː kind of bush-knife with short handle; probably → Thai pʰráa, &c (*braa.2, 
EGEROD 81), → Khmer [kambɤt] prìːə. 
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185 *sreʔ field.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer srae, Kuy sɛː, Stieng 
səreːi, Sre sre, Biat chrɛː irrigated rice field, Kammu-Yuan réʔ dry field, Danaw 
¯(h)ré hill cultivation.  
Distinguish 167 *cri(i)ʔ abandoned dry cultivation.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
186 *[s]mr[e]ʔ straw.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre rəhe, Biat rhɛː, Praok bre [ŋo].  
Or *mrh-? Conceivably connected by metathesis.  
Proto-Austronesian *Zəɣami(S): Malay jĕrami, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *daɣamic; 
cf. DYEN 1951; DAHL 1973 § 16.3; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
186a *sraʔ to have a lesion.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon saʔ s(r)a to have a sore, be injured, Biat chraː to sting, 
smart; ~ Old Mon sindra’ /sənraʔ/ to incise, score, Modern Mon həraʔ to break the 
surface of. 
 
†187 *sruʔ paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Old Mon sro’ ?/srɯʔ/, Modern Mon sɒʔ, Khmer sroːv, Kuy sɑː.  
Connection dubious Sakai charoi, chendroi husked rice (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 
112), or Mương lọ (BARKER 1966 25), Vietnamese lúa paddy; Nicobarese əroːe, 
əroːʃ rice is (ultimately) ← Portuguese arroz.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Sora 'saroː-n, &c. (PINNOW 1959 370). 
 
188 *liʔ to take.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Palaung lɛ, Riang-Lang _leʔ, Mương lệ (BARKER 
1966 25), Vietnamese lấy (!), Nancowry lɛʔ́ to catch something thrown?  
Connect perhaps Thin tən̆deʔ, if deʔ, teʔ to take (& Kammu-Yuan tèʔ) arise by back-
formation Cf. also Khmer lìː to carry on shoulder. 
 
‡189 *laʔ liiʔ; *luuʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung la li to be untidy, careless in, Khasi lali slovenly, sluttish, 
dirty. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar luːliː ineffective, careless (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps Lawa Bo Luang klaiʔ, Lawa Umphai kleʔ at leisure; & cf. further 
Vietnamese trây to be lazy, negligent; Khmer lmùy asleep (TANDART 1935),  
(khcɯ̀l —) lazy; 1861 *rliw lazy; 1941 *las lazy, idle. 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *lalai: Gayo lale, Acehnese lalɛ absorbed, abstracted, heedless, 
Karo Batak lalé to overlook, Malay lalai dreamy, inattentive, careless, dawdling (→ 
Central Sakai lalai negligent), Iban lale /laleq/ absent-minded, forgetful, rapt, 
fascinated, (or ii) Javanese lali to forget (so Proto-West-Indonesian). Javanese → 
Malay lali insensitive, → Acehnese lalɔə absorbed, preoccupied, Karo Batak lali-lali 
simple-minded, to pretend to be stupid, or constructed (ii, Proto-West-Indonesian) 
*lali(S). (Cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 91, *lalic.) 
 
190 *leʔ to leave, depart.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Bahnar leʔ to leave, to give way; ~ 
Middle Mon kle’ to depart from, to deposit, Modern Mon kleʔ also to be lost, Thin kli 
to be different, Central Nicobarese koleː-[həŋə] to kick aside; ~ Sre rəle [sun] to 
be declining, (~?) Bahnar təleʔ to separate (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi 
khyllie to pry up; ~ Bahnar pəleʔ to separate (v.t), to divorce (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); → Röglai pleʔ to make way, step back, step aside.  
Connect 2062 *leh …to go out? Cf. also 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave (alone, off).  
 
191 *laʔ, *laʔ-s; lah, (*lah-s >) *laas; by metathesis *saal to spread, extend.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer lìːə to unfold, spread, 
open out, Bahnar lā (laːŋ —) openned out, exposed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (kəcaːŋ 
—) flat; ~ (*laʔ-s by metathesis > *lʔaas >) Khmer daːh ṭās to spread out all 
over, to cover [drum]; ~ Palaung pla to spread out (MILNE 1931) (= 214 *plaʔ to 
show…?), Vietnamese trá to gild; ~ (*[p]nlaʔ >) Sre da to unfold, spread, 
Nancowry hilɯ́a what can be spread, e.g. mat, bedding. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon laḥ /lah/ to extend, 
Modern Mon [hloa] lɛh̀ to be extensive; (*laas >) Old Mon lās /las/ to lay out, 
spread, to inlay, Modern Mon lɛh̀ to lay out, spread, to floor, Khmer lìːəh lās [horns 
&c.] branching wide; ~ (*laas laas &c. >?) Middle Mon ralaḥ /lalah/ to stretch 
[hand] out, Literary Mon lalaḥ also to spread, Bahnar ləlah to overspread, invade 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*plaas >) Mon plah to extend, spread, Riang-Lang 
¯plɑs to spread out, Vietnamese trải to spread. 
C: (Mon, Kuy) Old Mon sāl /sal/, Modern Mon sa, Kuy saːl to spread (mat &c. ).  
Hence 1944 *la[i]s fathom? Add perhaps Stieng plaːi to spread out (< *plais? cf. laːi 
ad *la[i]s); & cf. 421 *la(i)k &c. to unfold…; 1078 *laat to be spread out flat. 
 
192 *laʔ male ancestor.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Late Old Mon la’ /laʔ/, Modern Mon lɛʔ̀ grandfather, Khmer [cìː]-lìːə 
ancestor of fourth generation. 
 
(*laʔ see also 189 *laʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly.) 
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193 *ləʔ good.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic) Khmer lʔɔː good, pretty (with metathesis as in 191 *laʔ-s, 
1137 *ciinʔ; → Kuy ʔɑː good, Bru ʔɑ̃ː), Kammu-Yuan ləʔ̀ good, fine; ~ (*lpəʔ >) 
Kuy pɑː good (JOHNSTON 1969).  
Note: perhaps *lʔ-, direction of matathesis not clear.  
Khmer vocalism post-dental? Distinguish 443 *[d1]lak. 
 
‡194 *lə[ə]ʔ on top of, on.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lɤ̀ː, Stieng lɯː, Biat [aː] ləː; → Thai ləə; ~ 
(*mlə[ə]ʔ >?) Chrau avləː above. 
Proto-Austronesian *qulu: Malay (h)ulu up-river, up-country, Cham halɔw head, 
source, &c. (cf. DYEN 1965; DEMPWOLFF 1938 66, *huluc; 162, *culuc). If Mon-
Khmer originally weak form, ← Indonesian? See BENEDICT 1975 311-12, head. 
 
195 *1ɔʔ; *lɔɔʔ; *lɔs kind of jar or pot. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəlɔː jar. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer lùː lū(v) pipe, tub made from tree-trunk, (TANDART 1935) 
large jar, Danaw ¯lo pot; ~ Riang-Lang ¯kloʔ pot, Palaung klo cooking-pot. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon, Viet-Mương) Sre [taŋ] los squat bulbous jar with 
five handles; ~ Old Mon klas /klɔs/ water-vessel in ritual use, Modern Mon [nɜŋ̀] 
klɔh vase (?; but sense probably by attraction, rather than ←, Sanskrit kalaśa-
/Pali kalasa- water-pot); ~ Kammu-Yuan tərlɔh̀ cooking-pot (?) ~ Vietnamese chõ 
earthenware steamer.  
Cf. Vietnamese lu water-jar; 2075 *glah cooking-pot. 
 
196 *looʔ unstable.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lùʔ to be unstable, Praok lu (—lɛ) to be unstable, (— la rɔm) 
to be excited.  
Cf. Vietnamese lao-đao to be unstable, unsteady, lảo-đảo to stagger, totter, reel. 
 
196a *luʔ to howl.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer lùː, Kuy (!) luː, Bru luː; ~ 
(*[c]kuəl luʔ by contraction >?) Bahnar kəlū to bay at the moon (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Khasi jlew (& jlaw), Vietnamese tru to howl; ~ Biat mbluː to howl.  
Onomatopoeic. With Khasi vocalism cf. 50 *juʔ, with Vietnamese tone 170 *jriiʔ; 
both probably post-palatal. 
 
(*luʔ see also 2071 *luh to appear (through); *luuʔ see 189 *luuʔ liiʔ careless, 
slovenly.) 
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†197 *klaʔ tiger.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Mon kla(’) /klaʔ/, Modern Mon 
klaʔ, Khmer khlaː, Stieng klah (!), Bahnar klaː, Khasi khla tiger, Central Sakai 
kla black and white tiger → Gayo kulö.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ. Sre kliːw is perhaps by contraction < *klaʔ yaw, cf. Biat 
yau (originally grandfather, < A171 *yaw?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 62; SMITH 1972 546; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 TANDART 
1935 135.) 
Sora 'kinaː-n, Kharia ki'ɽɔʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 281). 
 
198 *klɔʔ all.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Mon klo’ /klɔʔ/, Riang-Lang ¯klɔʔ; ~ Semang 
nalo’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 61). 
 
†‡199 *kl[o]ʔ shellfish, snail.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy 
klɑː shellfish, snail, Bru klɒː shellfish, snail, Stieng kloːu kind of shellfish, Biat klɔː 
shellfish, Chrau khlɔː shellfish, Bahnar klɤːu [kədɛʔ &c.] shellfish (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan klɔʔ́ snail, Central Sakai kalô snail-shell; ~ Old Mon 
kinlo’ /kənlɯʔ/ shellfish, Modern Mon kənaoʔ also shellfish, Central Nicobarese 
kenduː clam; ~ Lawa Bo Luang lakˑlɑʔ, Lawa Umphai lakˑlɔʔ kind of shellfish.  
→ Karen *khlo snail (BENEDICT 1972 132 n. 356); perhaps Burmese kharu snail; 
Archaic Chinese *klwa &c. 蝸 (BENEDICT 1972 187 n. 487). Blagden notes similar 
Andamanese forms for shellfish. But connection dubious following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 151.) 
Sora 'gonloː-n &c. snail by metathesis.  
Proto-Austronesian *kuqəSul: Karo Batak kuhul, Tagalog kuhól snail, Cebuano 
Bisayan kúul kind of edible bubble shellfish, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 85, *kucul; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
†200 *kluuʔ (kind of) tortoise.  
A: (Mon) Mon klao large species of tortoise.  
Connect Stieng blɔːu tortoise shell. 
Sora 'ku(ː)luː-n, Kharia 'kulu tortoise, &c. (PINNOW 1959 368).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *kuɣa(S): Malay kura-kura, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 83, *ku[ḷ]ac; add Sundanese kuyaʔ; Javanese loan word), on 
account of which Pinnow suggests Proto-Munda *kurɔ or the like. 
 
201 *gliʔ; *gliiʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng [təːm] gleːi small kind of bamboo, Sre gle, Chrau glɛː 
bamboo, Biat glɛː kind of bamboo; (~?) → Röglai ale bamboo, North Röglai ale 
small kind of bamboo, → Bahnar dialects (a)lɛ ̄solid kind of bamboo (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Bru ʔalày thornless bamboo; ~ Bahnar pəlɛː thornless bamboo. 
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B: (Khmer) Khmer khlèy large smooth kind of bamboo.  
Cf. Khasi sylli, ’lang-tylli (contaminated by tylli solid, ad 209 *dliʔ) small kind of 
bamboo. Connection obscure Vietnamese tre bamboo.  
(BLOOD 1966 172; SMITH 1972 533.) 
 
202 *Gliʔ; *Gliəʔ; *Gliəh short.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer khlɤy, Jeh, Halang ʔleʔ. 
B: (Mon) Mon klèʔ. 
C: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Biat glɛh; ~ (*Grliəh >) Bahnar kəɗɛh short, low, to shorten 
(contaminated by 2012 *[s][d]i[h] low…; → Chrau deːh short?), by back-
formation (?) Sre liah short.  
Connection dubious Semelai &c. jəlɛʔ̃, Mah Meri jəlɛt̃ (South Aslian; cf. SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 L 151).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; BLOOD 1966 247.) 
 
203 *claʔ afraid, to fear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer chlaː to run back and forth in fright; ~ (*cmlaʔ >) Mon 
[phɔik] pəlaʔ kamla &c. to fear. 
 
203a *[c][l][ɔ]ʔ bark.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang hlɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hlɔʔ;  
~ Kammu-Yuan sənlɔʔ̀ dry bark. 
 
204 *[c]nlu[u]ʔ edible grub.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat nhuː, Bahnar kənuː. 
 
†205 *jlaʔ thorn.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kuy thlìːa;  
~ Old Mon jirla /jərlaʔ/, Modern Mon həlɛʔ̀, Bahnar jəlaː, Kammu-Yuan cərlàʔ, 
Semai jərlaːʔ (DIFFLOTH 1977); by secondary derivation ~ (*jplaʔ > *phlaː ~) 
Khmer bɔnlaː.  
Cf. 207 *t1/r/laʔ thorny bamboo… .  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SMITH 1972 549; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 94.) 
Kharia ɟu'raʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 51). 
 
‡205a *t1rliʔ rope, cord.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi tyllai.  
Bahnar təlɛy is ← Indonesian, below. 
Proto-Austronesian *t2aliS: Malay tali, Cham talɛy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 129, *talic; 
DYEN 1953 § 97; DAHL 1973 § 9.4, 14.12). See BENEDICT 1975 257. 
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206 *tli[ ]ʔ to throw.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kli, Bahnar dialects treʔ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect 227 *sli(ə)ʔ to throw spear? 
 
207 *t1laʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Thin t(ə)̆la female bamboo; ~ (*t1rlaʔ >) Stieng [təːm] 
krəlaː, Sre kərla thorny bamboo, Chrau kəlaː medium-sized kind of bamboo, Biat 
rlaː, Sedang kalá kind of bamboo, Khasi tyra small kind of bamboo, Bengali nol-
bas.  
Thorny bamboo contaminated by 205 *jlaʔ thorn?  
(SMITH 1972 557.)  
 
208 *tlaʔ master, owner.  
(Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon tirla /tərlaʔ/, Modern Mon kəlaʔ lord, master, 
owner; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Bahnar təʔŋlaː master. 
 
(*tlaʔ see also 2077 *tlah clear; *t1laʔ see also 231 *slaʔ fire… .) 
 
209 *dliʔ firm, immovable.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric, Khasi) Old Mon dli’ /dliʔ/ perpetually recurring moment, 
Modern Mon klìʔ to be firm, immovable, abiding, Khmer (dɤy-)thlìː land, terra 
firma; ~ (*drliʔ >) Khasi tylli solid.  
Connect Nancowry lɛý (< *dliiʔ?) to become solid.  
 
210 *d[n]liʔ large river, sea.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Khmer tùənlèː (large) river, Kuy thlèː 
sea (or *dl-?; → Cham dale), Stieng [dàːk] ŋliː, Chrau [daːʔ] nleː (large) river, 
(?) Central Nicobarese kəməleː sea, Nancowry kamalɛʔ́.  
Cf. further Biat rlaːy river. Connect Burmese paṅlay sea?  
(SHAFER 1965 500.) 
 
211 *d1laʔ to rob, steal.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ràʔ to snatch from someone (~ təŋràʔ id. 
by levelling), Riang-Lang _raʔ to steal (& by secondary derivation _pənraʔ thief, 
robber); ~ Mon həlɛʔ̀ d(h)amla bandit, dacoit (→ Burmese /dəmya'/); ~ Mon 
həlɛʔ̀ damla to rob, Praok brɛ to steal, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mbraʔ,  
Mae Sariang mbyaʔ to steal, rob.  
Connection uncertain Nicobaric kəməlɔː thief, Nancowry kamalóʔ, ~ kalóʔ to steal; & 
dubious Santali kombɽo theft; to steal, pilfer, &c., PINNOW 1959 242. 
 
212 *prleʔ ear of paddy.  
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin pṛle [hŋɔ], Vietnamese [lúa] gié.  
Hardly connected 1524 *pləyʔ fruit, > Vietnamese trái. 
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213 *ple[e]ʔ to rotate.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) (~ *pple[e]ʔ >?) Palaung ple [kənleŋ] spindle 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯plɛʔ wheel; ~ (*pnle[e]ʔ >) Kontum Bahnar pəniː  
to reel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), wind round, bandage, Central Nicobarese pomleː-
[ŋəre] to rotate, Nancowry punlɛ ́to roll, turn over & over; ~ (*prle[e]ʔ >) Biat 
rlɛː to turn [one’s body] round. 
 
214 *plaʔ to show, feign.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon plaʔ to show, display (→ Burmese 
pra), Sre pla image, simile, Khasi phla to confess, admit, Vietnamese trá to be false, 
deceitful; ~ (*pnlaʔ >) Mon pənaʔ pretence.  
GUESDON 1930 has Khmer paṇḷār pretence, which cannot be confirmed. ~ 191 *laʔ  
to spread, extend? 
 
215 *plaaʔ blade, edge.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy plaː cutting edge, Biat plaː blade [of 
knife], Bahnar plaː (edge of) blade, spearhead, Jeh plaː arrow, Halang plaː arrow, 
bullet, Palaung pla blade, Riang-Lang ¯plɑʔ hoe; ~ Thin hən̆la &c. spade.  
(SMITH 1972 541.) 
 
‡216 *bnl[iiʔ] kind of ginger.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon hənòa Zinziber barbatum Wallich, Old Khmer vanli, 
Modern Khmer pùənlèy Zinziber cassumunar (cf. BEFEO 55:210), Bru plày Zinziber 
cassumunar; → Malay bonglai.  
Proto-Austronesian *ləqia or *ləqəia ginger: Cham liyaː, &c. (?; cf. DYEN 1975; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 96, *lijac; Malay halia < *qəl(ə)ia (?) by metathesis). Then 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *bn-l[iiʔ]; if Proto-Austronesian *-ia, Proto-Mon-Khmer *-iiʔ; 
if *-əia, *-ay. See BENEDICT 1975 359, pungent. 
 
217 *bleʔ tasteless, insipid.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin bleh, Riang-Lang _plɛʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 140.) 
 
‡218 *blaʔ shoulder.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu-Yuan plàʔ; ~ Khasi tabla shoulder-piece of animal.  
Cf. Kuy mplɑːʔ shoulder-blade. Connection dubious 100 *paʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *baɣa: Toba Batak a-bara, Cham pìraː, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 19, 
*baɣa[c]; cf. DYEN 1953B; DAHL 1973 § 17.9, 12). See BENEDICT 1975 378-9. 
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219 *blaʔ scar.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Palaung bla to be scarred, Semang bāla’ scar (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 37).  
Connect Bahnar kəlaː scar.  
 
220 *blɔʔ to patch, mend.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North Aslian) Mon plòʔ, Pangan [ya-]b’lā (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 89); ~ (*bmlɔʔ >) Praok blaw. 
 
221 *bluʔ latex-yielding plant.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer phlùː bhlūv Ficus septica, Sre [che] blu elastic 
(DOURNES 1950). (Cf. SHAFER 1965 139.) 
 
222 *brlu[ ]ʔ to mix together.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau vəluː [vələm] mixed up, Sre bərlu, Bahnar bəluʔ, (?) Jeh ʔlùʔ  
to mix together (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Connect Praok klaw to mix, (— kləy) be mixed (implying *-uʔ). For Bahnar bəluk 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) see 423 *luk. 
 
†223 *bluuʔ thigh.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer 
phlɤù, Chrau vluː, Biat [tɒːm] bluː, Stieng, Bahnar bluː, Jeh, Halang blùː, 
Kammu-Yuan plùʔ, Palaung blu, Temiar bəloʔ (BENJAMIN 1976B 138), Central 
Nicobarese pulɔː, Nancowry pulóʔ, Kuy lùː thigh, lap (by back-formation?); → 
Thai pʰlaw; ~ (*bnluuʔ >) Sre mənu, Bru nluː.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 37; BLOOD 1966 228; SMITH 1972 429; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 60.) 
Sora buluː-n, Kharia 'bhulu, &c. (PINNOW 1959 145). 
 
224 *mleʔ (& *mle[ ]s?) to hate.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon [kḍas] mle’ /mleʔ/ to reject, abjure, 
Modern Mon [duh] pəlèʔ, West Bahnar adrɛː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang 
[ya’-] mālẽs to hate (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 36).  
 
225 *[m]laʔ tusk, ivory.  
A: (Bahnaric, North Aslian) Biat laː ivory from male elephant, Sre bla, Chrau vlaː, 
Bahnar bəlaː [roːih], Semang bālă' tusk, ivory (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 H 126 (a)); probably → Cham pìlaː, Jarai blaː, Röglai bla, North Röglai 
bala, Rade mlaː.  
*m- in view of Bahnar, Rade. Cf. 450 *bluk &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 303.) 
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(*rlaʔ see 1699 *rʔal forehead.) 
 
†226 *rluuʔ; *rlu[u]h to rest. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Sre rəlou, Chrau luː, Biat rluː, Palaung rəlu, 
Praok laə; ~ Bru nlù to rest, Kammu-Yuan hərlùʔ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaʔdɑuʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raʔloʔ, Mae Sariang ɣaʔloʔ to stop, cease. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rəluh to rest.  
Connect A7 *[ ]r[uuʔ] to be at leisure?  
(BLOOD 1966 238.) 
Sora luluː-, lul'luː-, (by metathesis?) Kharia le'ruʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 491). 
 
†227 *sliʔ; *sliəʔ to throw spear. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer srəlɤy wooden spear (TANDART 1935).  
B: (Mon) ~ Literary Mon sale’ [lhow pan] to throw at; ~ (*snliəʔ >) Literary Mon 
[le’] sane’ [lhe lhow] javelin.  
Cf. Kuy lìah to throw; 206 *tli[ ]ʔ to throw. 
Sora leː'leː-, li'li- &c. to toss, pitch, fling (?). 
 
228 *smliʔ dressed cotton.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sɔmlɤy, Biat mliː; → Kuy sam liː by interdialectal 
borrowing.  
~ preceding if this meant originally also to shoot, cf. e.g. Mon [to] kəwɔn dressed 
[cotton] ~ pɔn (< 905 *paɲʔ) to shoot.  
 
229 *srliʔ internal organ.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon həlɔeʔ spleen; ~ Khasi khyllai kidneys.  
Cf. 232 *slaʔ spleen; A204 *leh kidneys.  
 
†230 *slaʔ leaf.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Old 
Mon sla /slaʔ/, Modern Mon hlaʔ leaf, Old Khmer slā areca palm, Modern Khmer 
slaː areca (nut, palm) (→ Stieng səlaː, Biat chlaː areca palm; beside slɤk leaf: by 
interdialectal borrowing, cf. rəŋɤ̀ːk ad 33 *rŋaʔ?), Kuy lhaː, slaː leaf, Sre ləha 
betel-leaf, Stieng, Chrau, Jeh, Halang laː, Bahnar hlaː, Kammu-Yuan láʔ, Palaung 
hla, Riang-Lang ¯laʔ, Praok la, Lawa hlaʔ, Khasi sla, ’la, Mương (BARKER 1966 
16), Vietnamese lá, Kensiu haliʔ, Temiar səlaːʔ, Semaq Beri salaːh leaf; → Cham 
(ha)laː, Jarai hlaː, Röglai hala(ː), North Röglai hlaːʔ leaf; ~ (*snlaʔ >) Sre nha 
leaf, betel- leaf, Biat nhaː leaf, Bahnar hənaː leaf of agave used for making mats 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Riang-Lang ¯səlaʔ leaf.  
Leaf > betel-leaf > areca; so fruit > areca. in various Southeast Asian languages; for 
betel (- leaf) > areca cf. 1860 *ml[əw].  
(SCHMIDT 1905; SHAFER 1965 228; SMITH 1972 539; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 32.) 
Sora 'oːlaː-n, Kharia u'la, &c. (PINNOW 1959 50). 
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231 *slaʔ; (*slaʔ slaʔ >?) *slaas fire, to burn. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) ~ (*snlaʔ >) Mon hənaʔ flame, wick; (?, by secondary derivation) 
~ Sre (→ Röglai) bənha hearth; ~ (*splaʔ >) Stieng plaː [uːiɲ], Biat plaː [uɲ], 
Bahnar plaː flame. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok la to burn (v.i.), Vietnamese lửa fire; ~ (*srlaas >, 
or *slaas slaas > *hlar hlar >) Palaung rəlar conflagration; to burn (v.i.t), to set 
on fire; ~ (?, *snlaas >) Praok gla hearth.  
Kammu-Yuan pərlɯ̀a, Thin p(h)rɯa ̯fire are perhaps ← Vietnamese with secondary 
prefix. Sre, & Praok gla, may rather be connected Kammu-Yuan təmpraʔ hearth; 
then implying a root *t1laʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 499.) 
 
232 *slaʔ spleen.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hlaʔ [krɜk] (literally mango-leaf, whence by 
calque Burmese sarak-rwak; perhaps by popular etymology for *hlaʔ krɔt, cf. 
krɔt intestine < 844 *k-ruuc), Sre [play] la, Vietnamese lá-[lách]; ~ (*smlaʔ 
>) Bahnar blaː kidneys.  
Cf. 229 *srliʔ. Connect Tibeto-Burman *la kidneys, spleen, MATISOFF 223. 
 
233 *w[i]ʔ left-hand.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan wèʔ, Palaung [i]-ve 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai weʔ, Mae Sariang wiʔ, Kintaq Bong 
wĩʔ; ~ Old Mon jwi /jwiʔ/; ~ (*[ ]pw[i]ʔ >; !) Kuy pɛːʔ; ~ [ ]nw[i]ʔ >) Praok 
gwɛ.  
Kuy final unexplained. Cf. 1795 *wiil. Connection obscure Khmer chveːŋ; suffixed 
form, or perhaps by metathesis *Jnw[i]ʔ, > Praok; note Proto-Miao *kwɛŋ ~ 
*kh[w]iŋ, Proto-Li *viiŋ, BENEDICT 1975 327. Cf. further Acehnese (ja-)wiə, 
Cham iːw, Jarai iaːoʔ, eaːoʔ, Röglai yaw, North Röglai iãu (Proto-Austronesian 
*uSiau?); → Jeh iːw, Halang iaw.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (b).) 
 
234 *wiʔ; *wiiʔ to turn. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəvìː to shake [head], to wave, brandish. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Sre wi [wə] swaying e.g. 
of buffalo’s head, Chrau wiː [wəː], (by affective deformation?) Central Nicobarese 
wiiː-[cəkaː] dizzy, Nancowry wí to go round & round, wander (or A?); ~ Kuy 
(kh)wìː to shake [head], to wave, brandish; ~ Khasi [sam]tawi to be dizzy; ~ 
Khmer rəvèy to crank, to spin, Kuy rwìː to shake, Chrau rəwiː [rəwɔːt] dizzy; ~ 
Mon kəwoa to turn round, twist, screw in (or, less probably, ad 1529 *way), (~?) 
Sre pərwi to mix together. 
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235 *weeʔ; weh crooked, to twist. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar wɛʔ crooked, hooked (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai we 
crooked; ~ Sre kue bent, crooked, Biat kwɛː bend, meander, Bahnar kuɛː lame. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer vèh veḥ to slip away, escape (?), Bahnar wɛh to 
twist (v.i.), Jeh weh to stop and visit, Halang weh to turn.  
Connect 1529 *wa(a)y(-h) to turn? Note apropos of Sre &c. Tibeto-Burman *koy to 
bend, BENEDICT 1972 67 no. 307 & n. 210.  
(SMITH 1972 360.) 
 
‡236 *waʔ parent’s sibling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Sre wa father’s classificatory 
brother, Biat waː parent’s elder brother, West Bahnar wā parent’s elder brother 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), waː parent’s elder sister, Bru ʔawà parent’s younger sister;  
~ (*mwaʔ > *maʔ >) Old Khmer (’)mā, Modern Khmer mìːə parent’s younger 
brother, Stieng maː mother’s brother, Bahnar maː parent’s younger brother, Khasi ma 
uncle (term of address); ~ Palaung hva mother’s younger brother (if correctly 
glossed; < *[k]waʔ); ~ Old Mon kaṁwa /kəmwaʔ/ uncle.  
Connection dubious Palaung va classificatory younger sibling.  
(BLOOD 1966 337; cf. SMITH 1972 553.) 
Proto-Austronesian *usua: Acehnese wa parent’s elder sibling, Cham waː mother’s 
elder sibling, &c., Javanese (by contraction; beside (u)wak) uwa, wa parent’s elder 
sibling, parent’s elder sibling’s spouse, Proto-New Guinea-Austronesian *wawa term 
of address to mother’s brother. (MILKE 1965 pp345-6; ~ *waya term of reference): 
Motu vava, &c. Connection dubious (i) Proto-Austronesian *ama father (DYEN 
1953 § 97; DEMPWOLFF 1938 15); (ii) *mama mother’s brother. (DYEN 1953 § 108; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 105); (iii) Cham miʔ father’s brother, Röglai miaʔ mother’s 
brother, North Röglai miãʔ parent’s brothers. Or can *mama be variant of *usua? 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 25.) 
 
237 *klwaʔ bat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon kilwa /kəlwaʔ/, Modern Mon kəwaʔ bat, Khasi 
kylla[badur] flying fox, Central Nicobarese aloaːə bat.  
Connect perhaps (*kwaʔ kwaʔ > *kwak >?) Khasi khwak (!) vampire bat. 
 
237a *t1waaʔ fern, bracken.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan təwáʔ fern, cycad, Palaung kəva (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _twɑʔ bracken. 
 
†238 *rwiʔ; (by arbitrary deformation?) *rwuyʔ fig tree. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon lwi /lwiʔ/, Modern Mon wìʔ 
(contaminated by 241 *lwaaʔ), Biat [tɒːm] rwiː, Central Sakai wîk. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rəvɔy sour fig (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 92.) 
Sora riɟoi-['neːb-ən] kinds of fig tree.  
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Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *d'abi(S) (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45; add Karo 
Batak jabijabi Ficus retusa); but Malay jawi-jawi, jĕjawi fig tree perhaps 
contaminated by Mon-Khmer if not ← Tamil cuvi Ficus species (&c.; BURROW & 
EMENEAU 1961 2222). 
 
239 *[r]wə[ə]ʔ swaying, dizzy.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rəvɤ̀ː-[rəvìːəy] delirious, Sre [wi] wə swaying e.g. 
of buffalo’s head, Chrau [wiː] wəː dizzy.  
Sre, Chrau w- phrasal? But perhaps *w- ~ *[ ]rw-.  
 
240 *lw[e]ʔ kind of bee.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Sre ləwe kind of bee which swarms, 
Khasi lwai wild bee, Semang luwē bee (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 137 
(a)). 
 
†241 *lwaaʔ fig tree.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Katuic) Old Khmer lvā, Modern 
Khmer lvìːə fig tree, Thin lɯa ̯banyan, Sakai lûâ fig tree (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 91), Bru lawàh; ~ Riang-Lang ¯lɑŋ _wɑʔ fig tree.  
Cf. 238 *rwiʔ &c. 
Sora 'loaː-n, Kharia 'luˑa, &c. (PINNOW 1959 47). 
 
242 *swaaʔ monkey.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer svaː, Kammu-Yuan waʔ, Palaung hva, Riang-
Lang ¯wɑʔ, Lawa fɯaʔ (→ Kuy wùaʔ?); → Thai sawǎa.  
Sre hua grey semnopithecus, Chrau hwaː ape, Bahnar huaː gibbon (&c., see SMITH 1972 
548) are apparently ← Indonesian, cf. Cham hawaː macaque, Jarai kra hua 
gibbon, Röglai hua grey semnopithecus, North Röglai hawa ape, Javanese uwa-
uwa large kind of ape, gibbon (Proto-Austronesian *[ ]uqa(Sɣ)).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48; SHAFER 1965 199.) 
 
243 *siʔ fine, comminuted.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat chɛː fine, comminuted, Jeh [taʔ] siʔ small, 
Halang [toʔ] siʔ a little; → Röglai se fine, comminuted; ~ Khmer smeː (!) fine and 
close together; ~ Sre nse fine, comminuted; ~ (*[s]rsiʔ >) Lawa Bo Luang ʔasaiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raseʔ powder. 
 
†244 *sii[ʔ] hand, arm.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương thay (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese tay.  
Originally arbitrary variant of 66 *t1iiʔ? For tone cf. 31 *t2ŋiiʔ. 
Sora sʔiː-n, (compounding form) siː-n, Pareng siː hand (at PINNOW 1959 K 428c 
treated as cognate with forms cited under the entry *t1iiʔ, but no other example 
of the alternance is given). 
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245 *seeʔ Caryota species. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*smeeʔ >) Mon hmɔeʔ Caryota sobolifera 
Wallich, (?) Khmer smae tree of shore forest, Ceriops species, (or ~ *snmeeʔ >?) 
Sre [che] səmay very fibrous creeper yielding sewing-thread (DOURNES 1950); ~ 
(*snseeʔ by dissimilation >?) Khmer ʔɔnsae, tùənsae Caryota urens, (HENDERSON 
1952) Caryota mitis. 
 
(*saʔ see 253 *chaʔ to flame up.) 
 
246 *ks[i]ʔ; *ksih string, cord, rope, thread. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer khsae string, 
cord, Kuy (k)sai, Stieng ceːi string, cord, rope, Sre che cord, thread, Chrau chɛː 
rope, string, (or Tai →, cf. below?) Thin sai,̯ sae,̯ Khasi ksai, 'sai thread, Nancowry 
héy fibre (*-iiʔ?); ~ Khmer krəsae lineage, filiation, Biat rchɛː cord, Jeh kaseːy 
string, Halang kəseː rope; ~ (*kns[i]ʔ >) Sre ɲhe quantifier for threads, straws. 
Connection uncertain Kuy (k)sɛːʔ string, Bru kasiːʔ to string together.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chỉ thread.  
Bahnaric vocalism post-dental? Khmer suggests secondary diphthongization to *-əyʔ. 
See BENEDICT 1975 257 (Thai, Nung, Dioi, Kam-Sui; so Thin, Khasi perhaps ← 
Tai).  
(SHAFER 1965 250; BLOOD 1966 180; SMITH 1972 538.) 
 
246a *ksaʔ chestnut.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon chaʔ khya Malay chestnut, Castanopsis Javanica De Candolle, 
Kammu-Yuan kháʔ oak, chestnut.  
 
247 *tsɔʔ; *tsɔh lung. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic; ~ *tnsɔʔ >?) Mon kəsɔʔ, (by dissimilation, or ~?) Lawa Bo 
Luang hmɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hmoʔ. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre [kləːm] soh (DOURNES 1950), Biat [klɒːm] chɔh; ~ (*tnsɔh 
>) Stieng nsɔh, Chrau [khləːm] rəsɔh, Bahnar dəsɔh, Bru sɒh.  
Khmer suːət is hardly connected.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 542; SMITH 1972 377.) 
 
†248 *drs[e]ʔ to persuade, conspire.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon dirse’ /dərseʔ/ to conspire, Modern Mon kəseʔ to persuade, conspire. 
Sora 'pu(s)seː- to persuade, incite, instigate (< *pu-dseː-; cf. with variant vocalism 
'pudsuː-; also o(b)'seɟ- to induce). 
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248a *prsaʔ; by metathesis *prʔas child’s spouse. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer prəsaː child’s spouse, Kammu-Yuan pərháː (!) son-
in-law, Khasi pyrsa child’s spouse, sibling’s child. 
B: (Mon) Mon həɔh daughter-in-law., Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱an-ʔu̱ay/̊nʔu̱ay (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N178).  
 
249 *rsiʔ bamboo, rattan.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer rəsɤy bamboo (& rɯ̀hsɤy by popular etymology, cf. 
rɯ̀h root < 1927 *ris), Stieng [təːm] rəseːi very small kind of bamboo, Bahnar 
hrɛː, Jeh reːy, Halang reː rattan; ~ Old Khmer ransi bamboo; & connected Kuy rài 
rattan, Bru karay.  
Connect perhaps Proto-Philippine *taRisi rattan (ZORC & CHARLES); & as suffixed form 
782 *rsiəŋ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 454; SMITH 1972 528.) 
 
249a *[ ]rsiiʔ nerve, sinew, vein.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy rsai vein, Central Nicobarese iheː nerve, sinew, vein, 
Nancowry ʔihɛ;́ (probably ~) Khmer sɔːsay sarsai nerve, vein. 
 
(*hiʔ see 1 *ʔiʔ we.) 
 
250 *hiiʔ to cease, be over.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hoa to cease, die down, be over, Palaung hi to be finished, 
'over'.  
Add as derivative 259 *bhiiʔ sated…? 
 
251 *haʔ; (*haʔ haʔ >?) *hah to open [mouth]. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer, Kuy, Stieng, Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang haː, Vietnamese há (& with expressive lengthening Mon ha, 
Sre haː; → Chrau haːʔ ?); (?) → Burmese ha to open [mouth], Lahu há-gəʔ̂, Akha 
a-hà to yawn (BENEDICT 1972 33 n. 107); ~ Sre rəha open. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese hả to opem [mouth]; ~ Bahnar jəhah 
small and gaping (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar dialects dəhah gaping 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; ~?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 20; BLOOD 1966 294; SMITH 1972 547.) 
 
252 *kh[ii]ʔ this, he, they.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Sre khay 3rd person pronoun, 
Chrau khəy pronominal plural particle, Thin khi this, here, now, Semai II keːʔ, 
Semelai kəh he (with k- by dissimilation).  
Cf. 26 *ge(e)ʔ deictic & 3rd person pronoun. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 53.) 
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253 *chaʔ to flame up.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer chaː to fry, (— -chol) 
to burst out angrily, Kuy chaː to flame, Biat [uɲ] chaː to flame up, burn, by affective 
deformation (*jhaʔ >; ?) Kammu-Yuan háʔ burn out, hot, Praok ha to scorch, be 
hot, Lawa haʔ to burn.  
Or separate Khmer, Kuy; Biat &c. < *saʔ? 
 
254 *jhooʔ; *jhəəʔ; *jheeʔ tree, wood. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon chu(’) /chuʔ/ tree, 
Modern Mon chuʔ tree, wood, Kensiu ʔihũʔ, Temiar jəhũʔ tree, Teressa-Bompoka 
Nicobaric chioː wood, (yiːə- —) tree; with secondary prefix ~ Praok khaw, Lawa 
Bo Luang khɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang khoʔ tree. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Old Khmer jhe, Modern Khmer chɤ̀ː, Stieng 
cɯː, Chrau chəː tree, wood, (?) Shom Pe Nicobarese hɤ̃ɤ wood (=) həə̃ tree. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Sre chi, Biat chiː tree, wood, 
Kammu-Yuan həʔéʔ firewood, Palaung he tree, wood, firewood, Central Nicobarese 
ciːə tree, wood; ~ Riang-Lang ¯khɛʔ tree, wood, Praok khi, Lawa Bo Luang khəiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai cheʔ firewood.  
-B-C secondary (but is Khmer &c. vocalism regular in context?); note doublets in 
Waic.  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *kaSiu: Malay kayu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
72, *kajuc; cf. DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 9.3).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; SHAFER 1965 264, 301, 453; BLOOD 1966 210; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 211 (a).) 
 
255 *thɔʔ to rub, massage.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre tho to rub, massage (→ Röglai), Biat thɔː to rub, 
clean, wash, Central Rölöm thaw to rub (BLOOD 1976), Palaung the to push against 
friction (contaminated by Burmese thui: to thrust).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese thoa to rub, anoint; whence perhaps Stieng thaː. 
 
256 *[t]h[uə]ʔ to throw (away).  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon tho’ ?/thoʔ/, Modern Mon thɒʔ thwa’ &c. to throw away, 
Khasi thew to throw away, take aim at. 
 
†257 *[p]heʔ husked rice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pheːi, Sre phe, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar phɛː, Jeh pheːy, Halang 
pheː.  
(SHAFER 1965 98; BLOOD 1966 178; SMITH 1972 526.) 
(?) Kharia pɛʔ cooked rice (PINNOW 1959 155). 
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258 *phuuʔ to accompany, conduct.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon phao in company with, Riang-Lang ¯phuʔ to conduct, lead, 
send.  
Separate Praok hu, Lawa Bo Luang həu, &c. to go, < *har or the like. 
 
†259 *bhiiʔ sated, full.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon phoa, Bahnar phiʔ, Jeh, 
Halang phìʔ, Thin bi, Semai baheː (TAUERN 1914), Central Nicobarese pahaːe.  
Cf. Vietnamese phè; Khasi pi-e. ~ 250 *hiiʔ to cease, be over?  
(SMITH 1972 295; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 75.) 
Sora bʔeː-, Santali bi, &c. (PINNOW 1959 319). 
 
260 *bheʔ otter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon pheʔ, Old Khmer bhe, Modern Khmer phèː, 
Stieng bi; Chrau phiː; apparently → Cham phày, Jarai pəhaːi, Röglai bəhaːy, 
North Röglai buhai, → Bahnar phɛy otter, Sre [pi] bəhay civet cat.  
Connect Semang băho’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 64); perhaps Vietnamese rái; & cf. 
A50 *[b]hii[ŋ]. 
 
‡261 *bhaʔ to frighten.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon phɛʔ̀ (!) to frighten, scare, Vietnamese phạ to be 
afraid, fear, Nancowry pahuáʔ.  
Mon register affective, or contaminated by pəhòik fear. (ad 880 *bh[i]c) &/or 
derivatives of Sanskrit √bhī to fear.  
Proto-Austronesian *(q)əNba: Iban emba to (seek to) frighten, threaten, &c. (BLUST 
1971 no. 334, Proto-Hesperonesian; putatively *q-). 
 
262 *bh[uuʔ] cooking-hearth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon phao cooking-hearth, kitchen (→ Burmese phui), Khmer [coŋ]-
phɤ̀u cook (→ Kuy coŋ phòu).  
Or *-aw. But connection dubious Shan pháu to roast, burn, → Palaung phəv to burn 
[lime, bricks] (MILNE 1931), ~ Palaung rəphəv kiln; &c. (< *ph[r]aw, BENEDICT 
1975 244, burn, roast…; Sek phraw). 
 
(*mrh[e]ʔ see 186 *[s]mr[e]ʔ straw.) 
 
263 *[ ][m]haʔ different.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat mhaː, (~?) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang phaː.  
(SMITH 1972 544.) 
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264 *m[h][ɯə]ʔ; *m[h][ɯə]h evening, night. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng mɒːu, Sre mho evening, Chrau maw, Central 
Rölöm mhɔː afternoon, Palaung hmɯ (~ rəhmɯ) night. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi miet night.  
Connection uncertain Jeh sèʔ afternoon, Halang sèʔ evening (but if connected, *s/m/).  
(BLOOD 1966 206.) 
 
265 *ʔiək (part of) arm.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ʔiɛk̆ fin, Palaung iəʔ arm.  
Distinguish 269 *kʔi(ə)k &c. armpit; but cf. A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade. Connection 
uncertain Bodo-Garo *dyak arm, hand, < Tibeto-Burman *g-lak (BENEDICT 1972 
34 n. 109), or the cognate Archaic Chinese diə̯k, Ancient Chinese iə̯k 翼 wing (ib. 
171 n. 458). 
 
†266 *ʔaik bow.  
(Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Khmer ʔaek, Kuy 
ʔɛːk sound-producing bow attached to kite, Stieng aːk cotton-beating bow, Sre a bow 
of crossbow, Chrau aːʔ crossbow, Palaung aʔ, Riang-Lang ˉɑk, Praok ak [po], 
Lawa ʔak, Semang āg bow (i.e. probably Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
353).  
(SHAFER 1965 276, 283.) 
Santali aʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 6).  
 
267 *ʔuk; *ʔuuk; *ʔuək; *huk to pour out. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar uk to fill, to pour out, empty out, Jeh ùk, Halang 
uk to pour out, Kammu-Yuan ùk to flow out; ~ Kammu-Yuan pənʔùk to pour out. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre oː to emty [pot], Riang-Lang ¯uk to pour away, to 
spill. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung ɔʔ to pour out. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat hok to spill.  
Connect Thai hòk to be spilt, probably → Kuy hɔʔ, Bru tahɔʔ; & cf. 480a *[t]hək.  
(SMITH 1972 267.) 
 
268 *ʔuək to drink.  
A: (Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan uak (& Khmuic ʔɯak, Thin ʔɯɔk̯ (!)), 
Temiar ʔɔːk.  
Cf. (i) Mương óng (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese uống (then *ʔuəŋk?); (ii) SMITH 
1972 325, *uʔ, perhaps contaminated by 63 *ɲuuʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 166.) 
 
(*ʔuək see also 475 *huək brain.) 
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‡269 *kʔik; *kʔiək; *kʔaik armpit. 
A: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kəlʔèk. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _yɑk (!), Danaw kʻă ¬yɛə̀k; ~ (*klʔiək >) 
Khmer kliək, Kuy (kh)thìːʔ. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar [bɔk] aːk; by contraction → Cham paaːʔ, 
Jarai pəʔaʔ, Röglai poʔaː, North Röglai paʔaːʔ; ~ (*knʔaik >) Vietnamese nách.  
Distinguish 265 *ʔiək (part of) arm. 
Proto-Austronesian (*kilə(S)ik >?) *ki(S)əlik?: Javanese kèlèk, Malagasy helika 
(so Proto-West-Indonesian; at DEMPWOLFF 1938 80 referred to *kilik …to carry in 
arms); & note *(q)irək (BLUST 1971 no. 338; Proto-Hesperonesian); *kili(S) 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 80, *kili[c]).  
Connected further Tai forms at BENEDICT 1975 410, tickle… (II), (V); Tibeto-Burman 
*(g-)yak, Archaic Chinese zia̯k, Ancient Chinese iä̯k 腋 (BENEDICT 1972 167 n. 
448). 
 
270 (*ʔaak ʔaak &c. >) *kʔaak; *kʔaik crow, to caw.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) (A) Mon [oik] aik 
kinds of gourd (= Burmese kyī: ’ā, literally crow-caws), Kuy kʔaːʔ crow, (A/B) 
Bahnar aːk to croak, (sɛːm —) crow, Palaung aʔ to caw (MILNE 1931), Central 
Sakai ök-ak crow; → Cham, North Röglai aːʔ, Jarai [ciːm] aːʔ, Röglai aː, 
Acehnese aʔ-aʔ crow; ~ (*klʔaik &c. >; A/B) Old Mon kil’āk /kəlʔaik/, Modern 
Mon hədaik, Sre kənɗa, Chrau kənɗaːʔ, Biat nʔaːk, Kammu-Yuan kəlʔàːk, 
Palaung kəʔaʔ, Praok lak, Lawa Bo Luang laʔak, Lawa Umphai raʔŋak crow (& 
Riang-Lang _luk ¯ɑk by metathesis; Stieng kənaːt by assimilation), (B) Khmer 
khʔaek. 
Onomatopoeic. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 260.  
(SHAFER 1965 279; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 277.) 
 
†271 *kʔɔk (& *kʔɔɔk?) to cough.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer khʔɔːk (< variant, or 
with secondary lengthening), (~?) Jeh kaʔok, Halang kəʔok to cough, (?) Riang-
Lang kəʔok to crow; ~ Kuy ŋhɑʔ, Palaung kənʔɔʔ to cough; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔmoak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔmauk to cough; ~ Khasi jyrhoh cough, to 
cough.  
Onomatopoeic.  
(SMITH 1972 281; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 V 22.) 
Sora kɷ(k)'kɷ-(n) cough, to cough, (compounding form) kɷˑ-n cough, Kharia khu(ʔ), 
&c. (PINNOW 1959 236). 
 
(*cʔa(a)k, *cʔə(ə)k see 9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ to hiccough, belch.) 
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‡272 *cʔuk; *cʔuuk; *[c]ʔuək; *chuək corner.  
A-C: (Palaungic; ~ *crʔuuk >) Riang-Lang səduk; by secondary derivation ~ (C) 
Palaung kəndɔʔ; (A) Praok daok. 
D: (Mon, Khasi) Mon chok; by metathesis ~ (*knhuəc >) Khasi kynhoit.  
Cf. further Khasi kyndah; Khmer chùːŋ corner, inlet; 689 *jruŋ corner, angle. Kammu-
Yuan sɔ́ː k elbow is probably ← Lao sɔɔk. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'[ə]uk: Cebuano Bisayan suuk corner, Malay s/ĕr/ok-an inlet, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 151, *t'əḷuk; Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. BENEDICT 1975 219, 
angle… . 
 
†273 *t2ʔiik; *t2hiik to sob, draw breath noisily. 
A: (Mon, ?Khasi) ~ Mon həoik to sob voicelessly, (?) Khasi kyn-ih to crow; ~ Literary 
Mon gam’ik sighing noise. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kənhiʔ to sob (MILNE 1931).  
*t2- in view of Sora, below; connected perhaps as loan word West Bahnar rəsiːk 
[rəsiːm &c.] to sob (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). Contaminated by 480 *thak &c. to 
pant, sob? 
Sora 'saŋeˑ- to be breathless, to sigh deeply. 
 
273a *tʔɔɔk scabies.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Chrau ɔːʔ kind of scaly skin disease, Biat ɔːk scabies; ~ 
Khmer trəʔɔːk kind of skin disease, (?) scabies. 
 
†274 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔaak > *ɗaak, Pre-Khmer *[ɗ]ik water.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon 
ḍāk /ɗaik/, Modern Mon daik, Old Khmer dik, Modern Khmer tɯ̀k, Kuy diaʔ, 
Bru dəːʔ, Stieng dàːk, Sre daː, Chrau daːʔ, Biat, Jeh, Halang daːk, Bahnar ɗaːk, 
Mương đác (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nước, Semelai dak, Central 
Nicobarese daːk, Nancowry riák.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 32; SHORTO 1872; BLOOD 1966 288; SMITH 1972 287; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 30.) 
Sora dʔaː-n, (compounding form) daː-n, Kharia ɖaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 2). 
 
(*pʔɔɔk see 481 *phɔɔk fish-paste.) 
 
275 *prʔɔɔk thorn.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng, Biat lɔːk thorn, fish-bone, Sre loːʔ thorn, thorn-
bush, loː thorn-bush, Chrau lɔːʔ, Palaung pərʔɔʔ thorn.  
(BLOOD 1966 73.) 
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†276 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *riʔaak > Pre-Khmer &c. *riik; *rʔaak; *riʔaaŋ > 
*raaŋ to open, unfold. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer rìːk to rise, to unfold, open (→ Stieng riːk to swell, rise), Kuy 
rìːʔ to bloom, to unfold. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉdɑk flower (not connected Thai dɔɔ̀k, on which see 
BENEDICT 1975 298-9, fruit… . (III); → Khmer dɔk). 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon ràiŋ [flowers] to open, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang raːŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan ràːŋ flowers; ~ (*rilʔaaŋ >?) Biat daːŋ [flowers] to open.  
Connect 606 *pa[a]ŋ to open?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48, 54; SMITH 1972 153.)  
Sora rʔaː-, Kharia raʔ to blossom, &c. (PINNOW 1959 9). 
 
277 *lʔək rice-bran.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy (ʔaː)lɯ̀ʔ, Stieng lok, Sre, Chrau ləʔ, Biat 
lɔk, Bahnar ɗək, Röngao lək (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham haləʔ, Jarai hlɔk, 
Röglai ləhə, North Röglai hləʔ, Acehnese lhɔʔ; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer 
kɔntùək rice-bran, Khasi kyndeh ground rice, maize-flour.  
Add perhaps Sakai lihok skin (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 235 (b)). POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 43 compare Malay dĕdak, &c. (Proto-Austronesian *d[1]əkd[1]ək 
to pound; bran; cf. BLUST 1972 no. 9, *dekdek; DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍəḍak; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
277a *lʔɔk; *lʔɔɔk cloudy, opaque.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer lʔɔk (A), Kuy lʔɑːʔ (B) turbid; (probably ~) Khasi 
lyoh cloud, mist; ~ Khmer lùmʔɔk to muddy, make turbid.  
Khmer (& Kuy?) lʔ- by levelling. 
 
277b *lʔuk; *lʔuuk wet, soaked. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat luk soaked, wet through. 
B: (Mon) Mon dɜk to be wet, damp, sappy, green.  
Cf. 954 *lʔuət &c. 
 
(*kaik see 496 *kaŋ transverse, to branch… .; *kɔk see 17 *kɔʔ neck; *kɔ[ ]k see 498 
*kɔŋ ring-shaped artefact; *kɔɔk see 17 *kɔʔ.) 
 
278 *k[oo]k kind of diving bird.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre [klaŋ] koː osprey (DOURNES 1950), Vietnamese 
cốc cormorant.  
Arbitrary variant of 280 *ku(ə)k egret? Cf. further Khmer rəŋìːəv kɔːk kind of 
kingfisher. 
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278a *kuk; *kuuk raised platform, shelter. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat kuʔ hunter’s hide, Alakong Bahnar kuʔ field shelter (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63; !). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre kuː field shelter on piles, crop-watcher’s platform.  
 
279 *kuk; *kuuk; *kuək; *kək to call.  
A: (Palaungic; ~ *[p]nkuk >) Praok gaok to invite.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer, (!) Kuy koːk, Biat kuːk [kwal] to call out 
to; ~ Khmer bɔŋkoːk to call out to.  
C: (Mon) Old Mon kok /kok/, Modern Mon kok to call.  
D: (Palaungic, ?Khmer) Praok kok to call, Lawa Bo Luang kɑk, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔk to call, invite; (?) ~ Khmer bɔŋkùək to call out to (TANDART 1935; !).  
Connection dubious Sora guː- to call, to invite, summon.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
280 *kuk; *kuək egret. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kok heron, egret, Biat kok egret.  
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau kɔːʔ cattle egret, Bahnar [klaːŋ] kɔːk generic term for egrets &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); probably → Cham kɔːʔ; Vietnamese cò.  
Connected further Acehnese blökɔʔ, Javanese blĕkok kind of heron; & cf. 278 
*k[oo]k kind of diving bird. 
 
281 *t1rkak prong, spike.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon [paḥ] dakak snare, Palaung kərkaʔ prong (MILNE 
1931). 
 
281a *geek to tickle.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng (cɔː-)gɛːk, Biat [cɔk] gɛːk, Riang-Lang [_kuk] 
_kɛək (→ Palaung kɔ kɛʔ (MILNE 1931)?). 
 
282 *gak to bite (on).  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung gaʔ, Riang-Lang _kak to bite, (~, or =?) 
Palaung gaʔ bridle, → Shan ka ̄k̀, → Riang-Lang ¯kak; ~ (*[g]ngak >) Mon 
kəhɛàk to bite; ~ Mah Meri negɛk to bite.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 229.) 
 
283 *[ ]guk to sit, remain, dwell.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng guːk, Chrau, Biat guʔ; ~ Semang nguk to 
sit, dwell (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 221).  
If Khmer kok to sit dozing is cognate, *[t]guk.  
(BLOOD 1966 167.)  
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284 *tgɔɔk kind of hornbill.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Khmer [sat kaeŋ] kɔːk small hornbill 
(TANDART 1935), Bru kùəʔ, Riang-Lang [¯klɑŋ] _kok large hornbill, Khasi koh-
[karang &c.] hornbill, with voicing metathesis, Proto-Semai *dkuuk helmeted 
hornbill, Rhinoplax vigil (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
 
(*[t]guk see 283 *[ ]guk to sit… .) 
 
285 *ŋa[i]k baby.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Middle Mon [kwon] ṅāk young child, baby, Modern Mon 
[kon] ŋàik child, Khmer (?, by dissimilation) ŋaet, Riang-Lang [¯kuan] ¯ŋɑk 
(with tone by phrasal assimilation) baby.  
Bahnar ŋɛː is hardly connected. 
 
286 *ŋɔk; (*ŋɔk ŋɔk >) *kŋɔk bent, crooked.  
A: (Palaungic, Katuic) Riang-Lang _ŋɔk to be curly, Bru ŋɔʔ̀ crooked, winding; (&/or 
variant) → Shan ŋɔk̄ bend, to bent, ŋɔ̄k̀ to be crooked. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon ŋɔk to be bent, crooked, Khmer khŋɔk hooked, hook-
shaped, Kuy ŋɔʔ winding, twisting, misshapen; to turn; ~ Khmer krəŋɔk from side to 
side, (krəŋɤk —) tortuous.  
Cf. 458 *wɔk bent round. 
 
287 *ŋuk; *ŋuuk; *ŋək (& *ŋəək?) to bow head, nod. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Khmer ŋùk to bow head (TANDART 1935), Kammu-Yuan 
ŋùk-[kənŋùk &c.] nodding up and down, (or B?) Khasi [koh]nguh to nod, to 
acknowledge, to obey; ~ Khmer phŋok to nod, to shake head in affirmation 
(TANDART 1935); ~ Kammu-Yuan cəŋúk-cəŋúk nodding one’s head. 
B: (Khmer, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer ŋòːk to bend forward, to nod off, (or A?) Röngao 
ŋuːk to incline head, bow head (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer ŋùək (!; TANDART 1935 also ŋɛə̀k), Central 
Nicobarese [ko]-ŋəːk-[hətə] (< *ŋəək?), [koː]-ŋəkə-[koːire] to nod, Nancowry 
ŋɯ́k to bend down, kuŋɯ́kri to nod; ~ Riang-Lang _kəlŋək (< *-ə(ə)k) to nod, 
wag [head].  
TANDART has further Khmer ŋèːk to wag [head] sideways (→ Cham ŋɛt), probably A 
secondary formation unless : Thin ŋek to lean over, Bru [laŋùʔ]-laŋèːʔ swaying as 
one sits. Note also (i) Mon həɲòik dhañik, gañik; həɲòk dhañok, gañok &c. to 
bend [head] forward, nod; (ii) Malay lenggok to sway head and body from side to 
side, bow right and left, wobble; Javanese lĕnggèk-lĕnggèk to hang head wearily. Cf. 
288 *lŋəək &c. to bend head back. 
 
(*kŋɔk see 286 *ŋɔk bent, crooked.) 
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‡288 *lŋəək; *lŋaak; (?) *lŋiək to bend head back. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Biat ŋəːk to raise [head], Bahnar ŋəːk to bend head 
back, look disdainfully over someone’s head; ~ (*lnŋəək >) Literary Mon laṅik to 
look upwards, Khasi lyngngeh [to sleep] with the head thrown back; ~ Literary Mon 
lamṅik to look upwards; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan təkŋə̀ː k [bent, 
looking] up, Bru taŋɤ̀ːʔ to look up, turn face up. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) (?; or A) → Malay lĕngk to throw back the head 
and look up; ~ Mon təŋàik to look up, (~?; *lpŋaak >) Khmer phŋaːk to fall over 
backwards, Vietnamese ngước to bend [head] back, look up; ~ Kammu-Yuan 
[təkŋə̀ː k] təkŋàːk [bent, looking] upwards. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi lyngiah with head back to one side; (?) → Acehnese liŋiəʔ posing 
coquettishly, Javanese lèngèk-lèngèk with head thrust forward; ~ Khasi lyngngiah 
[to sleep] with the head thrown back.  
Khasi -iah perhaps by hypercorrection for -eh. Note further Khmer crəŋok to stretch 
upwards, crəŋɔk rising up, [to sit] with neck stretched; (< A by dissimilation?) ŋɤ̀ːt, 
ŋɤ̀ːp to raise head; Vietnamese nghếch to raise [head]; ngẫng to raise, lift [head], to 
look up, ngửng to bend [head] back, ngưỡng to look up, admire.  
(BLOOD 1966 412.) 
Proto-Austronesian *l[ ]-(s)əNgak: Malay lĕnggak = lĕngak; &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
94, *ləŋgak; if Fijian to draw a bow not cognate, Proto-West-Indonesian or Proto-
Malayo-Javanese; without prefix in Chamic: Cham (a)ŋɯːʔ to bend head back, 
&c.). 
 
†289 *ciik tooth.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ciːk, Sre siː, Chrau seːc, Biat cheːk.  
(BLOOD 1966 38.) 
(?) Sora ɟʔiː-n, (compounding form) ɟiː-n. 
 
290 *cak body.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy caʔ, Sre saʔ, Chrau saʔ [nəːm], Biat chak (& Stieng 
caːk, perhaps contaminated by Khmer saːk-sɔp or Vietnamese xác corpse).  
(BLOOD 1966 373.) 
 
†‡291 *caak; *caik; *ciək; *ciik; *c[ə]k (or *cik?); *cak to separate (v.i.t), split.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?North & Central Aslian) Old Mon 
cāk /caik/ to be parted, Modern Mon caik to tear, be torn, Khmer caːk to leave (A), 
caek to divide up (B), Chrau saːʔ to go, (or F?) Central Sakai châk to chop, Pangan 
[ya]-chag to tear (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 32); → Thai càak to be 
separated from, Shan sāk to split (v.t.); ~ (*kc- >) Kuy sɛːʔ to hoe up [weeds] (B), 
Kammu-Yuan cáːk to tear (v.t.); ~ Kuy ɲcɛːʔ to distribute. 
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C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Stieng ciək, 
Bahnar tsɛːk to divide up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or < *siək, ad 465 *saik), 
Riang-Lang ¯siɛk to chop, (or B?) Khasi siah to cut, pare, shave off, Nancowry síak 
side?; → Shan sǐk tear, to tear. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Sre siː to split into fibres; ~ (*crniik >) səniː parcel of swidden 
field. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan sék to cut off. 
F: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm sak (beside saːk < A/B) to go, return; → Thai càk 
to cleave, split…; ~ Biat rnaʔ parcel of ground.  
D, E secondary. Cf. 404 *craak; 465 *saik; A53a *[c]əc to diverge; A71 *caat; 1982 
*ci(ə)h; & Khmer caeŋ to divide up; Palaung sa to chop.  
(SCHMIDT 1905. 26; BLOOD 1966 330.) 
Sora saː- to rend, to pare [nails]; Kharia ca'caʔ torn, &c. (PINNOW 1959 296, Proto-
Munda *cagcag; ad A, B); Sora 'pansiː-n split wood (ad D).  
Proto-Austronesian *k'agk'ag: Javanese di-chachag chopped small, Ivatan sagság to 
chop (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*cok see 525 *c[o]ŋ to make into a bundle.) 
 
‡292 *cuk; *cuuk; *cuək; *cak; *ciik; *c(i)ək to prod, pierce. 
A: (Katuic, ?Nicobaric) Kuy coʔ to thrust into, ?Nancowry sõk index finger. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon cɜk to touch, collide, push with 
horns, Stieng cuːk to damage or cut up with mattock, Biat chuːk to put in, push in, 
Central Nicobarese [ok]-ʃɔk- (or C?), ʃoːkə- to pick [teeth]; ~ (*cpuuk >) Khmer 
cboːk fish-spear; ~ Mon həcɜk splinter; ~ Khasi tyrsuh to poke; ~ (*pcuuk >) 
Mon phyɜk to touch one object with another, Khasi bsuh to push in, to intrude. 
C: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung sɔk to fight with horns, toss (MILNE 1931), 
Semai cɔk to stab. 
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer cak, 
Jölong tsak to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin săk to prick, Khasi sah to ram 
in, drive home, to punch, to elbow, Kensiu ceg to stab, Central Nicobarese ʃaːk-
[hətə] to spear, Nancowry sák; → Thai sàk to puncture, prod, tattoo; ~ Kammu-
Yuan cák to touch, poke, pick. 
E: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɤk to peck, [snake] to bite, Vietnamese chích to prick. 
F: (Khasi) ~ Khasi speh spike, goad.  
E (& F?) secondary. Cf. 295 *kco(o)k to prick… .  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296.)  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'ukt'uk: Tagalog suksók to put into, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
156; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii; ?) *t'ut'uk: Toba Batak susuk pricked, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 159; if Batak ← Malay Perhaps = i); (iii) *tut'uk: Malay tusok 
to pierce, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 144; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *t'akt'ak: 
Javanese sasak to penetrate obliquely, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 147; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (v) *t'ugt'ug: Tagalog s/al/ugsóg thorn, sliver, in hand or foot, &c. 
(BLUST 1970 no. 412; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 358, 397-8. (POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 46 (a).) 
 
293 *c[u]k (to bear) fruit in clusters.  




293a *.cak correct.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯cak; ~ Kammu-Yuan ɲàk correct, to hit the mark. 
 
294 *ʔciik astringent in taste. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) East Bahnar tsiːk disagreeable in taste 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cíːk, Palaung sik [çɩk], swiʔ [s‘ɩʔ], Riang-
Lang ¯cik astringent, Kuy (ʔaː)cɛːʔ astringent; medicine, Bru ɲcik.  
Cf. Sora pi'siŋ-, 'pisiŋ- (beside pi'saːŋ- &c.; contaminated by ə'saˑŋ- bitter, ad 553 
*kt2aŋ?); & 989 *pcət bitter, astringent. 
 
‡295 *kcok; *kcook to prick, puncture, to provoke.  
A, B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Biat coːk to 
peck, [snake] to bite (B), (A) Sre cok to prick, to provoke by pricking buttocks, Thin 
cɔk̆ to insert drinking-tubes in liquor jar, (A/B) Palaung cɔʔ to prick (→ Shan sɔ̄k̀), 
Vietnamese chọc (!) to pierce, puncture, Nancowry cók to prick (?); ~ Khmer 
kɔmcaok to provoke, to fan [flames]; ~ (?, *krco(o)k by metathesis >) Riang-
Lang cərɔk to prick. Cf. 292 *cu(u)k &c. to prod… .  
Proto-Austronesian *k'əugk'əug or *k'uəgk'uəg: Röglai cok to prick (or ← Sre), 
Malay chuchok, chochok to pierce, prick (→ Acehnese cucoʔ pin), Javanese 
chochog to get pricked (& chuchuk beak, to peck…, ← Malay ?), Cebuano Bisayan 
sugsúg, s/ul/ugs/úl/ug to tease, pester (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. BENEDICT 
1975 358. 
 
296 *kcuk; *kcuuk; *kcuək to stop up. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cok to stop up, plug, cork, Sre cùʔ to insert, fill hole 
(BLOOD 1966).  
B: (Mon) Mon chɜk khyuk to confine, imprison, (nɛà —) to be constipated; → Burmese 
khyup.  
C: (Katuic) Kuy sɑːʔ to stop up, plug, cork; ~ (k)sɑːʔ stopper. (Cf. BLOOD 1966 155.) 
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‡297 *cəcak; *cəcək house lizard, Hemidactylus. 
A: (Mon) Mon həcɛk.  
B: (Khmer) (Old Khmer cicok insect?,) Modern Khmer cəcɔk house lizard.  
Onomatopoeic; cf. Thai cîŋcòk, → Khmer cìːŋ cɔk (POU & JENNER 1973). 
Proto-Austronesian *k'ək'ak: Malay chichak (!), &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 86-7; Proto-
West-Indonesian).  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 49.) 
 
298 *[p]ciək to cough.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng ciək, Biat chiak to cough, Semang yik slight 
cough (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 249); ~ Sre bəsia, Chrau nsiəʔ to cough.  
(BLOOD 1966 103.) 
 
‡299 *pc[ɔ]k summit, tip.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉcɔk point, tip, end, summit, sprout, (by assimilation) Praok 
choc summit.  
Or *pcɯək? Cf. 529 *[ʔ]cu(u)ŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *puk'uk: Malay puchok shoot, upper tip, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
121; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *pu(N)k'ak: Malay punchak summit, top, &c. (ib.; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Cf. further Proto-Austronesian *pu(N)k'u(S) (ib.; Proto-West-Indonesian).  
 
300 *jiik; *jiək to break ground for cultivation. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon jik /jik/, Modern Mon còik to harrow, 
break up for planting, to cultivate, Old Khmer jyak, Modern Khmer cìːk to dig (over), 
Stieng jiːk to hoe, Sre jiː, Chrau jiːʔ, Biat jiːk to grub up weeds, Jeh, Halang jìak 
ricefield, Röngao jeːk to plough, prepare for cultivation (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa Bo Luang cɯk, Lawa Umphai chɯk, Mae Sariang c(h)ik irrigated field; ~ 
(*jniik >) Chrau niːʔ weeding-tool, Bahnar ʔɲiːk harrow, mattock, used to break 
ground.  
B: (Palaungic) Praok ciak to dig, break ground by digging.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; BLOOD 1966 214; SMITH 1972 241, 270.) 
 
†‡301 *jak; *[j]u(u)k; *juək to tread, to step out, set out.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Middle Mon jak, Modern Mon 
cɛàk to march, set out, Sre jaʔ to tread on, trample, Bahnar jak to go away, Riang-
Lang _cak to put on, wear [shoes…], Khasi jah to absent oneself, Central Sakai jak 
to tread on; → Acehnese jaʔ to go (away), set out.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi ïuh to tread on, trample.  
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cuək-[ləre &c.] to negotiate [stair, ladder], cuaːkə to 
step, Nancowry cuák steps; (?) → Cham cwàʔ, Jarai juːaʔ, Röglai, North Röglai 
juaʔ to tread on, trample &c., → Bahnar juaʔ, juəʔ step on.  
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Back vocalism obscure; contaminated by 462 *swa[a]k to walk…?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 202.) 
Sora ɲaː- to walk, march, to tread, thresh by treading.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'agd'ag to get a foothold: Javanese jajag, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 45; Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *d'əgd'əg to get a foothold: Malay jĕjak to 
tread, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 47; if Fijian thigh not cognate, Proto-Malayo-Javanese 
or Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *i(N)Zak to tread, dance (DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, 
*ci(ń)d'ak; Proto-Hesperonesian; note Javanese idak to tread & add Karo Batak 
m-édak-édak to gad about…; Toba ← Malay); & prefixed forms, cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 80 (*k-, Proto-West-Indonesian), 118 (*p-, Proto-West-Indonesian), 137 (*t-
, Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *əN[Z]ak: Malay ĕnjak to step on, &c. (BLUST 1973 
no. 126, *eŋzak; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
302 *juk; *juuk creeper, material for tying.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon juk /juk/, Modern Mon cɜk̀ creeper, cord 
(B), (A) Bahnar juk kind of aquatic plant yielding fibre; vegetable fibre, (A/B) Central 
Sakai chôk rattan; ~ Serting jĕmõk climbing rope (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 R 37 (d)); ~ Central Sakai chĕnchôk ceeper.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 37 (a-b).) 
 
(*kjək see 52 *kjəʔ heavy.) 
 
303 *tik; *tiək; *tək deaf. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tiːc, Sre (→ Röglai) tiʔ deaf, Chrau tiʔ blocked up, (— 
toːr) deaf. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese điế deaf. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat tɒk [toːr].  
(BLOOD 1966 147.) 
 
304 *tik; *tiik to pull along, lead. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Old Khmer tik, Modern Khmer dɤk to lead [animal], to cart, Kuy tɤʔ 
to lead [animal], to cart, to drag [e.g. net]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tiːk, Sre tiː, Chrau teːc (BLOOD 1966), Biat teːk to lead by 
a rope.  
(BLOOD 1966 39; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 30.) 
 
†305 *tiik; *tiək to lie down, sleep. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Aslian) Khmer deːk, Kensiu tik, (or B?) Semnam &c. tɛg; ~ 
(probably originally hypothetical) Old Mon stik /stik/, Modern Mon toik; ~ Mah 
Meri gətik, (~?) Semelai jətek, by metathesis Jah Hut ticɛːk. 
B: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi thiah, Central Nicobarese iteak, Nancowry ʔitiák.  
Cf. Bahnar tɛːp. Bru has ʔatəyʔ to put to bed.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20, 22; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 250 (a-b).) 
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Santali giti’ɟ, &c (PINNOW 1959 295a; Proto-Munda *-tik?). 
 
(*t1iək see 319 *tr(-)t1iək ear.)  
 
306 *t1ak to put in place.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon tɛk to build, erect [dam, hut], to assume [cross-legged] 
position, to let down [net], to rule [line], Khmer dak to place, put, site, Palaung taʔ 
to lay out [mat &c.]; → Cham ḍak, (!) tàʔ dak to arrange; Shan tɑ̌k; ~ Middle Mon 
tamnak pavilion, Modern Mon pənɛk camp, Khmer dɔmnak, tɔmnak halting-place, 
encampment; → Thai sǎmnák house, lodging, → Khmer sɔmnak halting-place.  
Connect 317 *kti(i)k to put (down)?  
 
307 *t[1]ak; *t1ək to remove. 
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre, Chrau taʔ, Biat tak to remove, Bahnar tak to open, lift lid, 
to uncover, remove cover, to move [object] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (A/B?) Nancowry 
ták to leave, ʔuktákɲicaʔ to wean, to pull out. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Old Khmer tok, Modern Khmer dɔːk to pull 
out, pull off, uproot (?, with secondary lengthening), Biat (→ Central Rölöm?) tɔk 
to remove (beside ɗoːk to uproot ← Khmer), Riang-Lang ¯tək to uproot, extract.  
A contaminated by preceding?  
(BLOOD 1966 271; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 36.) 
 
308 *t1aik spear.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer daek-[soːl] javelin, Chrau taːʔ (→ Sre), Stieng, Biat, 
Bahnar taːk, Sedang tea spear.  
(SHAFER 1965 326; BLOOD 1966 334; SMITH 1972 289.) 
 
†309 *t1ək to cohere.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯tak (!), to adhere to, Praok tok to be fastened 
together; ~ Mon hətak cluster, bunch; ~ Literary Mon datuik to cluster. 
Sora 'ruttaː-n, (RAMAMURTI 1938) 'runtaː-n cluster, bunch. 
 
†310 *tɔ[ɔ]k to copulate (with).  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon tɔk, Nancowry tuák.  
Note Kuy tɛʔ, Bru tɛːʔ.  
Sora toː-, tu-, Kharia tu, &c. (PINNOW 1959 369). 
 
311 *t2uk cloud, mist.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau tuʔ, Biat tok cloud, Bahnar tuk ground mist, dew; ~ Stieng atuk 
dew, mist (?); ~ Jeh kasùk, (~?) Halang siksuk cloud.  
Separate Palaung tɯk smoke.  
(SMITH 1972 268.) 
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312 *tuk going on foot, by land.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Middle Mon tok /tɯk/, Modern Mon tak; ~ (*tmuk >) Thin mŭk 
on foot. 
 
313 *t1uk *t1uuk to tie. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin tŭk lashing, to tie, Palaung toʔ to tie. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯tuk to bind, tie, tether. (Cf. SHAFER 1965 79.) 
 
‡314 *tuək; (*tək tək >?) *[k]tək drip, drop. 
A: (Mon) Mon tok drop. 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer tɔk sound of dripping (& by secondary formation tətɔk to 
drip, tɔmnɔk drop, falling drop, bɔntɔk drop, dot), Nancowry ták to drip.  
Cf. 814 *tuuc &c. drop, to drip. 
Proto-Austronesian *titik drop, dot: Malay titek, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 98, *(Ct)i(Ct)ik; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Note also *riNtik speckles, DEMPWOLFF 1938 104 (Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 37.) 
 
315 *[ʔ]tuuk; *[ʔ]t[u]k, by metathesis *[ ]kut; *[ʔ]təək to scoop up, root up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Mon tuk /tuk/ to draw [water], Modern 
Mon tɜk to scoop up, to root up, Khmer taok spoonful (TANDART 1935), Stieng tuːk 
to remove [pot from fire, rice from pot], West Bahnar toːk to root up (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Nancowry ʔuktúak to pull up, to draw water. 
B: (Katuic, Khasi, South Bahnaric) Bru tuʔ to dip into, Khasi thoh to take with tip of 
finger (or < *-uək), by metathesis Chrau kɯt to dip out into. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bahnar Bru tɯʔ, tɯːk to root up, lever up. 
 
‡316 *[k]ti[ ]k to tickle. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ktik (!)  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kitik: Malay kitek, kitik, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 216; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *gitik: Malay g/ĕl/itek, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 65; Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
317 *kt1ik; *kt1iik to put (down). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau cɛʔ, Biat teʔ to put.  
B: (Khmuic, ?Palaungic) Thin tik to put (down), (or 320a *[p]tiik to pull off >?) 
Praok tik to abandon, get rid of.  
Connect 306 *t1ak to put in place? 
 
(*[k]tək see 314 *tuək drip, drop.) 
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‡318 *[j]təək to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon tik /tøk/ to beat, Modern Mon tak to 
discharge [artillery], (— tàt) to strike, coin [money], Stieng tɔːk to hit, Central Sakai 
chĕtök to beat [drum]; → Burmese tuik to come, bring, into violent contact, to fight, 
→ (i) Palaung taik to fight; (ii) Shan tɯk to fight, → Palaung tɯk to fight, Riang-
Lang tɯk to wage [war]; ~ Bahnar hatəːk to clap, applaud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan sənták (< *-t1-) to dash against, throw to the ground, to hit the 
ground; but connection uncertain Bahnar tiːk to collide, strike against (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). Cf. 322 *[l]tak to hammer…; 558 *jt1uuŋ &c. to strike, beat… . 
Proto-Austronesian *təktək: Malay tĕtak to knock, rap, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 145, 
*ṭəkṭək, Proto-West-Indonesian; *t1əkt1ək, DAHL 1973 § 14.9, rests on an 
uncertain Formosan comparison). 
 
319 *tr(-)t1iək ear.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer trəciək ear, Riang-Lang kətiɛk outer ear, lobe of ear.  
Perhaps *t1iək, Khmer < derivation, Riang-Lang kə- part-of-body prefix; add then 
Khmer kɔɲciək ear-piece of dancer’s headdress (TANDART 1935). But separate Aslian 
forms at SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 6 (a), = Temiar gɛntɔk, &c., ad 554 *k1təŋ to 
hear.  
(SHAFER 1965 319.)  
 
320 *nt1aak, *l(n)t1aak tongue.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon 
kətaik, (Khmer ʔɔndaːt by assimilation), Kuy ntaːʔ, Kammu-Yuan həntaːk, 
Riang-Lang ¯tɑk, Praok dak, Lawa Bo Luang tak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
ndak, Kensiu lətig, Temiar lɛntaːg; ~ Palaung kərtaʔ, Central Nicobarese 
kəletaːk, Nancowry kaliták (with part-of-body prefix?).  
*l- secondary, *ln- (cerainly attested only in Aslian) by interdialectal contamination?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 277; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 165.) 
 
‡320a *[p]tiik to pull off.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Chrau tiːʔ to husk [maize], Biat tiːk to husk, to pick 
over, (or 317 *kt1iik to put (down) >?) Praok tik to abandon, get rid of.  
South Bahnaric vocalism suggests *.t-. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pətik: Malay pĕtik to pick, pluck, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118, 
*pəṭik); (ii) *putik: Toba Batak putik to pick, pluck, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 123, 
*puṭik; Oceanic to pluck [feathers &c.]). If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, loan source 
not obvious. 
 
321 *ptəək temples.  
A: (Khmer, North & Central Aslian) Khmer taək gills, taək taək, Semang pĕtök 
temples (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 228). 
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‡322 *[l]tak (& *tlak by metathesis?) to hammer, drive home.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tak /tak/ to drive in, to fasten especially by driving in, 
Modern Mon tɛk to strike, hit, beat, (?, by metathesis) Palaung laʔ to hammer, 
hammer; ~ Old Mon tnak, Modern Mon nɛk stake, peg, Palaung hlaʔ stake for 
tethering cattle (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. 318 *[j]təək to strike, beat (Cf. SHAFER 1965 144.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *laNtak: Malay lantak to drive in, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 92); 
(ii) *[qS]əNta[kg]: Malay (h)ĕntak to jab downwards, thump, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 63, *hən[t]ak; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
(*lt1aak see 320 *nt1aak tongue.)  
 
323 *[s][n]tuuk kind of jar.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau sətoːʔ water-jar, Bahnar sətoːk kind of jar. 
 
324 *dak intertwined.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer tɛə̀k tangled, intertwined; ~ (*pdak 
>) Literary Mon bdak to bring together, Jölong dak to make a net, spin a web 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !);~ (*prdak >) Late Middle Mon [chuik to be near] padak 
to be well versed, by spelling pronunciation Modern Mon [chak] pətɛàk to be 
skilled, Khmer prətɛə̀k intertwined, to intertwine; ~ (*dnak >) Bahnar nak net, to 
make net, spin web, Jeh, Halang nak net; (?) ~ Khasi ktah to touch.  
= following?  
(SMITH 1972 275.) 
 
325 *dak to bind.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon dak /dak/ to bind, harness, Modern Mon tɛàk to tie, tether, 
link…, Khasi teh to bind, fasten; ~ (*d.nak >) Mon hənɛàk danak noose, snare, 
jess for poultry.  
= preceding? Distinguish (but Mon der. x?) 330 *ɗak (to) trap. 
 
326 *dak viscous.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang [_tam] tak gur, Vietnamese đặc to be viscous, 
thick, to coagulate. 
 
327 *daik; *diik outstretched. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Mon tàik to branch, be turned outwards, Central 
Nicobarese taːk broad, wide, Nancowry ták flat; ~ Khmer kɔntɛ ̀ː k bifurcated; ~ 
Central Nicobarese təmaːkə fathom. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ndiː (great) breadth.  
Cf. 577a *jdaŋ &c. 
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328 *[c]duuk staff, cudgel.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon [lèʔ] tɜk̀ (→ Burmese dut) cudgel, Khasi [dieng]-
duh (!) staff, walking-stick; ~ Khasi shanduh, Sakai chenduk walking-stick (i.e. 
Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 452).  
Connect obscure Khmer thɯ̀ək cudgel (TANDART 1935), Vietnamese thước. 
 
329 *ɗik; *ɗiik; *ɗiək slave. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre diʔ slavery, Stieng diːc, Biat dɯk (& Chrau dic by interdialectal 
borrowing), Bahnar ɗic slave. 
B: (Mon, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon ḍīk /ɗik/, Modern Mon doik, Bahnar diːk slave 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or A?). 
C: (Mon) Dvaravati Mon ḍek ?/ɗek/ slave.  
Cf. Thin de I (respectful).  
(BLOOD 1966 134; SMITH 1972 239.) 
 
(*[ɗ]ik see 274 *diʔaak water.) 
 
†330 *ɗak trap, to trap.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer tɛə̀k to trap, Stieng, Biat dak, 
Sre, Chrau daʔ trap, Bahnar ɗak projectile trap, to set traps, Jeh, Halang dak spear 
trap, Riang-Lang ¯dak (to) trap, Semai daːk trap (TAUERN 1914); → Cham tàʔ (& 
hatàʔ!) trap for birds; ~ Khmer ʔɔntɛə̀k trap, snare; ~ Khmer thnɛə̀k decoy, lure, 
Bahnar ʔnak projectile trap.  
Distinguish 325 *dak to bind.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 327; SMITH 1972 274; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 
200A.) 
Sora daː-['tul-ən] trap.  
 
331 *ɗak; (*ɗaik ɗaik >?) *[k]ɗ[ai]k to break, snap. 
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon dɛk ḍak [prùʔ] to snap, make snapping sound, Central 
Nicobarese dak-[ŋə] (& by assimilation daŋə) to split, break (v.i.). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi kdiah to break, snap (v.t.). 
 
(*ɗaak see 274 *diʔaak water.) 
 
332 *[ɗ]ək to stand up, to go up.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm dək, Biat dɔk to stand (up), Jeh dàk to go up, 
Halang dɒk to ascend, (~?) West Bahnar nək to go upstream, take up (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 116.) 
Distinguish 334 *ɗuk to mount, ride; & separate also Sora daɟ-, dai-, Santali dɛ’ɟ to 
mount, ascend, climb, &c. (PINNOW 1959 333), which require *-c.  
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Hardly all ← Röglai [do]-dək, North Röglai dək to stand, < Proto-Aceh-Cham *dəŋ. 
North Bahnaric senses perhaps by attraction Cham diːʔ, &c., < Proto-
Austronesian *naSik (DEMPWOLFF 1938 107, *nacik).  
 
‡333 *ɗɔ[ ]k to hammer.  
A: (Mon, ?Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon dɔk to hammer, Praok tɔk to nail (or ← Shan tɔǩ 
< Tai *took, cf. BENEDICT 1975 228, beat, drive in… (II)), Nancowry karuák knock 
on door, kumruák to knock on door (& Riang-Lang ¯krɔk to knock; so *kɗ-?). 
Proto-Austronesian *d1akd1ak: Toba Batak dakdak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 38, 
*dakdak; cf. DAHL 1973 § 14.5).  
Onomatopoeic. Cf. further Tibeto-Burman *tuk to cut, knock, pound, BENEDICT 1972 82 
no. 387: inter alia > Garo dok ~ dak to knock, pound, Dimasa do to knock, 
…hammer down. 
 
334 *ɗuk to mount, ride.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon ḍuk /ɗɯk/, Modern Mon dak to mount, ride 
(on, in) (& Old Khmer duk, Modern Khmer tùk to put, put away, put on one side, 
keep by semantic transference from causative?); ~ Old Mon -pḍuk to embark, take 
up, Modern Mon dak also to load, Khmer phtùk to load; (~?) → Thai pràtʰúk to 
load with; ~ Khmer bɔntùk load; → Thai bantʰúk to load with; ?Nancowry rɯ́k to 
arrive, ranɯ́k vehicle rather : Bru təʔ̀ to come?  
Distinguish 332 *[ɗ]ək …to go up. Sre ɗiː to mount, ride is ← Röglai ɗiː < Proto-
Austronesian *naSik (ib.), perhaps contaminated by *ɗuk. 
 
335 *ɗuk; *ɗuək; *ɗək full, complete. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon ḍuk /ɗɯk/ to be perfect, complete, Middle Mon ḍok, 
Modern Mon dak [pɔiŋ full] to be complete; ~ Praok naok, Lawa Umphai nauk to 
be full. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung nɔʔ to be full. 
C: (Mon, Palaungic) Late Old Mon ḍik /ɗøk/ to be perfect, complete; ~ Riang-Lang 
_nək to be full. 
 
335a *ɗuuk; *[ɗ]uuŋ (kind of) monkey. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng duːk, Sre dou, Chrau doːʔ, Biat doːk, Bahnar ɗɔk, Jeh, Halang 
dok monkey. 
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Palaung [ə]duŋ large long-tailed kind of 
monkey, Proto-Semai *dɔgŋ pig-tailed macaque (DIFFLOTH 1977), (?; if so, *ɗ-) 
Central Nicobarese duẽ Macacus cynomologus.  
North Bahnaric vocalism apparently post-dental, cf. 70 *ktuuʔ, 396 *ruuk, 467 
*suuk, 667 *ruuŋ[ ], 685 *cruuŋ, 728 *luuŋ, 744 *t1luŋ, 892 *dkuun, 1005 
*tuut, 1062 *ruut, 1738 *bt1uul, 1744 *duul, 1763 *tb[uu]l. Connection 
dubious Vietnamese dộc ape; or Khmer tòːc gibbon.  
(BLOOD 1966 2; SMITH 1972 278; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 129.)  
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336 *ɗuuk; *ɗuk boat, canoe. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer tùːk, Kuy thùːʔ, Bru 
tùəʔ, Stieng duːk, Chrau duːʔ boat, Biat duːk canoe (& Sedang tuk ship, or as 
Bahnar?); → Bahnar duːk boat, ship. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nốc canoe.  
Connect Malay bidok canoe.  
(SHAFER 1965 325; SMITH 1972 271.) 
 
337 *kr[ɗ]a[a]k palm, sole.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kətaːk, kəltáːk, Thin kəd̆ak, Lawa Bo Luang 
(ʔa)ndɯak, Lawa Umphai rathɯak. 
 
(*[k]ɗ[ai]k see 331 *ɗak to break, snap.) 
 
338 *[c]ɗak to cough, splutter.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ (*[c][r]ɗak >) Mon hədɛk, Petchabun 
Nyah Kur càdàk to cough, Proto-Nyah Kur *ɕhədaḵ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V34; favours 
*s-), Central Sakai sladík noise of hawking; ~ (*[c]nɗak >) Chrau ndaʔ to choke 
in swallowing, cough, Bru santɯ̀ʔ to choke.  
 
338a *[c]ɗaak; *[c]ɗaik to fry.  
A, B: (Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Khasi sdieh (B); ~ Kuy nthìaʔ to fry, parch 
[rice] (A; ~?, A/B) Riang-Lang kəldɑk to fry, ?Nancowry harát.  
 
339 *tɗiək; *[t]ɗik wet. 
A: (Mon, Kuy) Middle Mon tḍek /tɗek/, Modern Mon deak; ~ (*tpɗiək >) Kuy priːʔ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer tətɯ̀k (perhaps contaminated by tɯ̀k water, < 274 *diʔaak). 
 
340 *tɗək dirt.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon tḍ(u)ik /tɗøk/ [lṅeṅ] impurity, defilement; ~ 
(*tnɗək >) Biat ndɔk filth, dirt (→ Chrau kəndɔʔ particles of dirt).  
Add perhaps West Bahnar kədiːk sediment, mud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (then < 
variant *t/r/ɗi[i]k), & to derive Mon hənoik power, dust, Nyah Kur ndɤ́k power, 
dust.  
 
341 *t1ɗ[o]k slit-drum, bamboo rattle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy tɔːʔ tɔːʔ cowbell; ~ 
(*t1nɗ[o]k >) Mon hənɜk slit-drum, (— klɛà) cowbell; ~ (*t1rɗ[o]k >) Khmer 
trədaok cowbell of bamboo with seeds inside which rattle (&, probably colloquial 
rather than < simplex, tədaok, dədaok, TANDART 1935; → Biat kɗoːk rattle), 
Chrau təlɔːʔ slit-drum (& by arbitrary variant tələːʔ small bamboo slit-drum), 
Riang-Lang kərdɔk bamboo rattle.  
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Perhaps *-u(u)k/-uək. Cf. 903 *kɗiɲ, *kɗuŋ bamboo-joint. 
 
342 *tnək step of stair.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer thnak, Vietnamese nấc. 
 
343 *[t]rnuk troubles.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon kanuk [kanāy] troubles, disasters, Khmer dranuk 
sorrow, trouble (GUESDON 1930).  
Khmer d- by attraction tùk sorrow, ← Pali dukkha-, or Mon k- by phrasal 
assimilation? 
 
344 *dn2ɔk; *dn2ak ladle, hood of cobra. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon dnåk hood of cobra, Modern Mon nòk hood, ladle. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung lak [keəŋ] spoon, Riang-Lang _lak ladle (& ¯həɲ _lɑk [hood-
snake =] cobra); → Shan lɑ̄k [lɑ́m] ladle.  
Variation obscure. 
 
345 *pək to fan, [wind] to blow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon puik to blow, Modern Mon pak, 
Old Khmer pak, Modern Khmer bɔk, Kuy pəʔ, Bru ʔapɯʔ, Stieng poːk to blow, to 
fan; ~ Middle Mon pnik, Modern Mon noik, Khmer bhnak' fan (GUESDON 1930); ~ 
(*prnək >) Literary Mon paṇik (?), Stieng prənɔːk fan, Bru ranùʔ fan.  
Add perhaps Khasi peh to winnow (< *kpək?). Stieng -oːk post-labial, cf. 1025 
*kpət; 1040 *cɓət.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 22; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 5 (b).) 
 
346 *pək; *pəək; *pu[u]k to open. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat pɒʔ, pəʔ. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer pek, Modern Khmer baək (→ Kuy bəːʔ?), Sre 
pəː, Biat pəːk to open, Chrau pəːʔ to take off, lift; (or A?) → Cham pɤk, North 
Röglai poʔ to open. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi phuh to flower.  
C secondary. Connect 353 *[l]pɔk &c.; & cf. also 2029 *puh &c.; Proto-Austronesian 
*bu(N)ka: Malay buka, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, *bukac; add Madurese 
bungkaʔ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 322; BLOOD 1966 414.) 
 
(*pɔk see 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe.) 
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‡347 *pɔɔk to peel.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic) Old Khmer pak, Modern Khmer bɔːk to peel (→ Kuy 
buaʔ to peel ?), Stieng boːk to remove [mollusc] from shell, Mương póc (BARKER & 
BARKER 1976), Vietnamese bóc to peel, Thin pɔk bark, rind (or by back-formation 
~ həm̆pɔk bark, rind, < 466 *s/mp/ɔɔk); → Thai pɔɔ̀k. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *puak to remove: Cham pɔʔ to untie, unharness, remove (& to 
remove bark from, contaminated by or ← Mon-Khmer?), Jarai pɔk, Karo Batak 
puak to remove, Cebuano Bisayan puwak to tonsure (so Proto-Hesperonesian); 
(ii; by metathesis?) *(q)u(N)pak: Tagalog upak bark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, 
*cu(m)pak; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 9.) 
 
348 *puk; *puuk to swell, be inflated. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng puk, Sre puʔ to swell, Biat pok swollen.  
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Jeh puːk wind on stomach, Halang pùːk to want to 
defecate, Central Nicobarese fɔːk blister.  
Cf. 101 *pooʔ &c.; & Nicobaric puk-oəl to swell (< *b- or *ɓ-). 
 
(*pu(u)k see also 355 *[l]puk to dash against.) 
 
†‡349 *t1paak to pace, step.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon twek /twaik/ to walk, pace, Modern Mon kwaik to 
walk, Mương pước (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese bước (to) step.  
*t1- in view of Sora.  
Sora 'dapaː-n step.  
Proto-Austronesian *tapak: Malay tapak palm, sole, footprint, step, Tagalog tapak to 
tread on, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 131). 
 
‡350 *tpuuk heap, to heap up.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer pūk to heap up, Modern Khmer boːk to heap up; 
hump, Palaung poʔ [earth] bank (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯puk hill, hillock, raised 
ground, (dry) land; to be convex; ~ Khmer dɔmboːk hillock, mound, anthill, (— kòː) 
hump; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔmnoːk heap, mound.  
= following? Cf. also 369 *ɓu(u)k. 
Proto-Austronesian *tuNpuk: Malay tompok, tumpok small hill, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 
101, *(Ct)uŋpuk; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 nos. 20 (a), 22.) 
 
351 *tpuuk; *tpuək to add, calculate. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer boːk. 
B: (Mon) Mon tok to calculate (< Old Mon *twok, as toŋ castor-oil tree < twoṅ); → 
Burmese twak, → Palaung tuəʔ to count, add.  
= preceding? (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 27.) 
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†‡352 *lpak; *lpaak; *lpaik; *lpiək to be broken, split in two. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer bak (→ Cham ḅak), Stieng pak to 
break (v.i.), Sre paʔ to break (v.i.t), Chrau paʔ to snap, break off, Röngao pak 
[cord &c.] to break (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin păk to break (v.t.); ~ (*lnpak 
>?) Lawa Bo Luang pəup, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbək to break off; ~ (*t-
lpak >) Röngao təpak to break (v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan 
təlpak v.t.; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔmbak v.t..  
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon pāk /paik/ 
to be shattered, Modern Mon paik to split, (C) Khmer baek broken, Kuy bɛːʔ to 
separate (v.i.), (B) Sre [tam] paː, (B/C) Chrau paːʔ (→ Biat paʔ?) to share out, Jeh 
paːk to split (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Kammu-Yuan páːk to crack, split (v.i.), (~?) 
Praok pak half, part; ~ Old Mon luṁpek either of two sides, Modern Mon kəpaik 
also half, part; by secondary derivation ~ Mon həpaik to divide, sever, separate, 
Khmer bɔmbaek to break, to divide, separate; ~ Mon həpaik cleft, Khmer prəbaek 
fork, confluence, junction; → Cham pabek fork, confluence, junction; ~ Middle Mon 
panāk [sat], (B) Khmer prənaːk, Kuy mnaːʔ, (B/C) Stieng brənaːk areca shears. 
D: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khasi phiah to split (or C?); (by metathesis *pliək, or by 
secondary derivation ~ *pn2iək, >) Riang-Lang ¯pliɛk (to) crack.  
Connect (probably, by metathesis) 446 *pla([a])k side; perhaps B33 *pəək to 
break…; & cf. further 356 *[b]iək to tear apart; 364 *tbaik to cleave.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 328; BLOOD 1966 316.) 
Sora paː- to split (v.t.).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ɣi(N)pak: Iban rimpak notched, chipped…, &c. (BLUST 1973 
no. 267; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *ra(N)pak: Malay rapak fragile, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101-2); (iii) *rəNpak: Javanese rĕmpak shattered, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 103; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *piqak: Javanese piyak to 
give way, to push apart, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118-119, *pijak; DYEN 1953 § 45; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 2. See BENEDICT 1975 272, 
divide. 
 
353 *[l]pɔk; by metathesis *plɔk to open. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon pok /pɔk/, Modern Mon, 
Röngao pɔk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang [ya’] pɔg (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 O 41 (a)). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar plɔk to open (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang ¯plɔk to burst open, split open (& by back-formation _lɔk to open (v.i.t), to 
reveal, to be revealed).  
Connect 346 *pək &c. 
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354 *lpok to pull out, uproot.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon -puk, pok /pɯk/ to withdraw from socket, 
to unearth, Modern Mon pak to pull up, pluck out, Kuy bɔʔ to pull out, up, Bru bɔʔ 
(!) (separate?), Biat pɔk to be uprooted (beside pak to pll up [weeds]); ~ Old Mon 
[sjak] lupok to withdraw, Modern Mon kəpak to tear out, to be torn out, uprooted.  
 
‡355 *[l]puk; *[l]puuk to dash against. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer bok to pound, crush, ram (contaminated by 370 *[k]ɓok to 
pound…); ~ Mon kəpak to strike, dash, launder by beating on stone. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre puː to beat.  
Perhaps *pu(u)k, *l.-puk in view of Austronesian, below; not *kp- (> Mon kw-). 
Proto-Austronesian *pukpuk: Tagalog pukpók hammering, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 121; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 227-8.  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 5 (a).) 
 
‡356 *[b]iək to tear apart.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung biəʔ to destroy, tear apart (MILNE 1931); ~ (*on[b]iək >) 
Praok biːak to convulse.  
Cf. 364 *tbaik to cleave; 352 *lpak &c. …split in two.  
Proto-Austronesian *biqak: Tagalog biyák to spilt, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 30, *bijak; 
DYEN 1953 § 49; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 272, divide. 
 
(*b[ee]k see 365 *[m]b[ee]k mud.) 
 
‡357 *bək; *buuk; *buək to bind (round). 
A: (Mon, Central & South Aslian) Middle Mon buik to encircle, Modern Mon pàk to put 
round [e.g. waistcloth], Temiar bəg, Semelai bək to bind. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang puk, Lawa Umphai phuk to tie, bind. 
C: (Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mương puộc (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese buộc to bind, 
Central Nicobarese pɔːk-[hətə], pɔːkə to bind, tie, fasten, Nancowry pók (*-uk?).  
B, C secondary. Connect 621 *bəŋ …to bind round.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 213.) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəg'bəg': Malay bĕbat to wrap [girdle, puttees], &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
358 *bo[ ]k belly.  
(Katuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Kuy [plɑː] phòːʔ lower part of belly, Khasi ’poh (~ kpoh) 
belly; ~ (*bpo[ ]k >) Central Nicobarese pofwaːk intestines, Nancowry pufuák.  
Cf. besides 624 *buŋ[ ] &c. (i) Nahali po(ː)po(ː), PINNOW 1959 K 115; (ii) Tibeto-
Burman *puˑk ~ *buˑk, BENEDICT 1972 77 no. 358; Archaic Chinese piô̯k 腹, ib. 
165-6. 
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‡359 *[ ]buk; *[ ]buuk dust. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Mon həpàk thabuik &c. fine powder or dust, Biat [nɛh] 
rbuk sand. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar habuːk dusty [road] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bu(k)buk: Javanese bubuk powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
33, *buko; omitting words meaning weevil, mildewed, for which see 369 *ɓuk); (ii) 
*qabuk: Malay (h)abok dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 11, *cabuk); (iii) 
*ɣabuk: Tagalog gabok dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 57; DAHL 1973 § 
13.12; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *d3abuk: Javanese dawuk grey [horse], &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 41-2, *do; DAHL 1973 § 14.7).  
Perhaps Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, but none of these are attested in Mainland 
Austronesian See BENEDICT 1975 222-3.  
 
360 *[b]uk; *[b]uuk to be drowned. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre buʔ, Biat [daːk] buk to be drowned, West Bahnar buk to be wrecked, 
drowned (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ West Bahnar bəbuk to wreck (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Biat mbuk to immerse. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer bɔmpòːk to flood with; ~ Chrau 
təmvuːʔ [daːʔ] to drown; ~ Central Nicobarese henpoːk-[həʃe] to drown.  
Connect Central Nicobarese pɤək-ŋə to be to drowned, Nancowry pɯ́akŋa to drown 
oneself.  
(BLOOD 1966 166; cf. SHAFER 1965 132.) 
 
†361 *[b]uuk head.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Aslian) Stieng buːk, Sre bou, Chrau voːʔ, Biat boːk, Orang 
Bĕnua buj (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 50).  
(BLOOD 1966 1.) 
Kharia -bɔʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 206; Proto-Munda *bɔk). 
 
362 *buək; *buuk group, company. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Middle Mon b(w)ok /bok/ sect, Modern Mon pòk 
company, group, sect, Old Khmer vvak, Modern Khmer pùːək company, group, 
Palaung bɔk group (MILNE 1931); → Thai pʰûak. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon buk sect.  
Connect Malay kobok.  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 20 (b).) 
 
363 *jbɔɔk food-tray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Khmer svok, Modern Khmer spɔ̀ː k wooken tray for serving food; 
~ Mon həpòk dining-table in form of large round tray with short legs. 
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‡364 *tbaik (& *tbiək?) to cleave.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Mon tbek /tbaik/ to slash, Modern Mon 
pàik to slash, cut (down), fell, Stieng beːk to break, Chrau vaːʔ, Biat baːk to notch, 
Khasi piah to cut in two (or < variant), Sakai bak to split (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 395); → Toba Batak bak to be easily split (Proto-Austronesian 
*bak, DEMPWOLFF 1938 22, falls); ~ Kontum Bahnar (h)abaːk (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63; & Jölong səbaːk) cleft of hoof.  
Cf. 352 *lpak &c. …split in two; 356 *[b]iək to tear apart. Kuy baʔ, Kammu-Yuan 
bák to notch are ← Tai (cf. BENEDICT 1975, below). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *tə(N)bak: Toba Batak tombak to clear forest, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 132; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *t'ibak: Malay sibak to part, cleave, &c. 
(BLUST 1970 no. 402; Proto-Hesperonesian). Rather than : *təbək to pierce, as 
SHORTO 1971 Cf. BENEDICT 1975 263, cut down/off… (III). 
 
365 *[m]b[ee]k mud.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy (ʔaː)phɛʔ̀, Sre mbeː.  
If Kuy phɛʔ̀, Biat bɛʔ wet are cognate, root rather *b[ee]k. 
 
366 *r[b]ak (& *r[b]aik?) brittle, fragile.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rəpɛə̀k brittle kind of rattan, Chrau rəvaʔ, Biat 
rbak fragile, (or variant >?) Sre rəba (!) brittle.  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *ra(N)pak, rəNpak (under the entry 352 *lpak). 
 
367 *ɓək to draw [water].  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bə (!), Biat bɔk, bɒk, Riang-Lang ¯bək.  
With Sre final cf. A19 *tntək; -əʔ is expected. Connection obscure Central 
Nicobarese fuk-[daːk].  
(BLOOD 1966 114.) 
 
‡368 *ɓuk, (*ɓuk ɓuk >) *kɓuk; *[b]huk rotten, mouldy. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer pùk rotten (*ɓ-), Bahnar buk 
rotten, mouldy (*kɓ-), Bru ʔabəwʔ decayed, rotten of wood, Vietnamese mốc mould, 
mouldy (? → East Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, muk rotten, mouldy). 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy phoʔ rotten, Bahnar phɔk mouldy (& intensives phok, 
phuk) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *b.ʔuk/*b.huk. 
Proto-Austronesian *bukbuk: Malay bubok weevil…, Fijian vuka to be mildewed, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 33, in part, cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k). With EAST BAHNAR cf. the 
variant *(q)əmuk weevil: Cham mɔʔ, Röglai moʔ, North Röglai mõʔ, Tagalog 
umok (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Perhaps Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian; note here 
Cham pɔʔ̀ rotten [wood], North Röglai [bu] ɓoʔ (!) termite-eaten. See BENEDICT 
1975 339-40; 367. 
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369 *ɓuk; *ɓuuk to heap up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vuʔ. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer pùːk, Kuy phùːʔ (& phòːʔ), Stieng buːk; 
→ Cham buːʔ.  
Old Khmer has vak; from a variant? *ɓ- in view of Cham Cf. 350 *tpuuk. 
 
369a *kɓɔɔk white, grey.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kuy buaʔ, Sre boː, Chrau vɔːʔ white, 
Stieng boːk white, grey, Biat bɔːk grey [soil], Bahnar boːk off- white; white [hair], 
Mintil bəyɛik, Temiar bəyuːg white; ~ (*knɓɔɔk >) Stieng kənboːk white, clean, 
Jeh taboːk, Halang dəboak white.  
Add perhaps Palaung blɔʔ, < *kn2ɓɔɔk by metathesis (otherwise ad 436 *kl[uə]k). 
Connection obscure 116 *kbooʔ white.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 98 (b).) 
 
370 *[k]ɓok to pound; mortar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon bak small mortar, Khmer baok to beat against a 
stone &c. (contaminated by 355 *[l]pu(u)k to dash against), Sre boʔ, Chrau vɔʔ to 
pound, bray. 
  
(*kɓuk see 368 *ɓuk rotten, mouldy.) 
 
‡371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon bɔk to chop, hoe, to peck, 
to slit open, Bahnar bɔk to hollow with adze, dig with hoe &c., Jeh bok to hoe, 
Halang bok to cut through, carve, Thin bɔk to chop down, Khasi kboh to scratch, 
Sakai bígbŏg-[tɛ]́ to dig (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 107 (b)); → Shan 
wɔk̄ to hoe slash (rather than as BENEDICT 1975 263, cut down… (III)), (?) → 
Riang-Lang _mɔk to cut with swinging motion, hew; ~ Mon həbɔk khaḅåk hoe.  
Earlier *ɓɔgɓɔg, cf. Sakai; perhaps connected 375 *dɓɔk to hook. Riang-Lang may 
reflect a variant of 866 *[ ]wə(ə)c to cut…, which compare. Connection obscure 
(*pɔk >) Sre poʔ, Biat pɔk, Temiar pəg to dig; as with Khasi puh to dig, peck, bite 
(< *bu(u)k); Chrau poːʔ to split wood, split off bark.  
(SMITH 1972 277.) 
Proto-Austronesian *tib[aə]g: Malay tebak heavy cutting or chopping blow, to dig out 
[earth] with hoe, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 130, *(CtT)-; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡372 *[c]ɓuk froth.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi sboh to be thick, scummy (=) syboh adhesive froth, Central 
Nicobarese puk bubble, Nancowry púk to boil (v.i.).  
Connect 2038 *ɓuh &c. to bubble, boil. 
Proto-Austronesian *bug'aq foam: Tagalog buláq, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, 
*bug'a[h]). 
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373 *tɓak to snap at, snap up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*tnɓak >) Mon həmɛk; ~ Khmer trəbak (with -b- by levelling 
on unattested *tbak?).  
Connect Palaung hmaʔ to snatch? 
 
374 *[d]ɓak; *[d]ɓaak to bestride, to be bestridden, have hanging down e.g. round 
neck. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khmer pɛə̀k to 
put on, wear, to hang up, to bestride, Kuy with secondary lengthening phàːʔ to put 
on, wear, Sre baʔ to carry in a shawl on one’s back (→ Röglai), Chrau vaʔ to carry 
[baby] on back, Biat baʔ to carry [person] on back, Bahnar ɓak to wear round neck, 
Thin băk to mount, ride, be astride, (or B) Palaung baʔ to ride, drive, Khasi bah to 
carry on back or shoulders; → Cham pàʔ to carry on back; ~ (*[d]bɓak >) Mon 
həbɛk to hang over horizontal support, to wear round neck, Kuy baʔ to hang up, 
Bahnar təɓak to hang over something (with -ɓ- by levelling), (or B) Khasi tabah to 
throw, hang, across shoulder; ~ (*[d]nɓak >) Lawa Bo Luang pok, Lawa Umphai 
mbok to ride; ~ (*tn-ɓak by secondary derivation >?) Bunör mm̉ak to hang up 
(→ Sre maʔ to carry in a shawl on one’s back), Biat mbak to carry on a yoke. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm baːʔ to carry 
[baby] on back, Central Nicobarese paːk-[hətə] to carry on shoulder; ~ Stieng 
nbaːk to carry [hoe] dangling, (~?) Vietnamese vác to carry over shoulder; (by 
secondary derivation?) ~ Stieng cembaːk to hang over horizontal support; (~?) 
Proto-Nyah Kur *ləɓa ̱k (DIFFLOTH 1984 V42; points to *l-).  
Hence Kachin, Rawang (Mutwang dialect) baʔ to carry on back (< *bak, BENEDICT 
1972 19 n. 71; so ≠ Tibeto-Burman *ba)?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; BLOOD 1966 277, 358) 
 
375 *dɓɔk to hook.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer thpùək to hook towards one, Khasi boh, 
Vietnamese móc to hook; ~ Khmer tùmpùək (& tɔmpùək!) hook, crook, hooked 
stick for picking fruit; ~ (*drɓɔk >) Literary Mon thaḅåk ankus; by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi bnoh hook, hooked stick; to hook. 
Connect perhaps 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe. 
 
376 *mak; *ma[a]k to like, love. 
A: (Kuy) Kuy màk to love. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok mɛk to hanker [after], Lawa Umphai mak to like, love. 
 
†377 *mək; *məək ox, cattle.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _mək, (B) Palaung mɯk, (A) Lawa Bo Luang məup, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mək.  
(SHAFER 1965 159.)  
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Santali mĩhũ, Ho miu calf (PINNOW 1959 K 541). 
 
†378 *mɔk; *mɔɔk to emerge.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon mok /mɔk/ to appear, Modern 
Mon mòk to appear, emerge, come to the surface, [moon] to wax, Bahnar mɔk 
[paddy] beginning to form grain, (or B?) Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mọc 
[plant, hair, nails] to come up, grow, [sun] to rise 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Old Khmer mok, Modern Khmer mɔ̀ː k to come, come near, 
approach, Nancowry muák to appear. 
Kharia muʔ to come out, &c. (PINNOW 1959 109; Proto-Munda *mu[k]). 
 
379 *mɔk(mɔk); *mɔɔk(mɔɔk) to sit still.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau mɔʔ mɔʔ quietly, (or B?) Palaung mɔʔ to sit.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre məmo quiet, inactive.  
Add perhaps (B) Riang-Lang _mok to place, put. 
 
380 *mɔɔk to take [rice] in fingers.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre mo to take [rice] in fingers (→ Röglai mop?), Biat mɔːk 
mouthful, Bahnar mɔːk to take [rice] in fingers, Bru mɒ̀ʔ; ~ Mon kəmɔk to scoop 
up; handful [of rice &c.].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese bốc. 
 
‡381 *muuk; *muək hat. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng muːk, Biat moːk hat, Jölong moːk European headgear 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok muk hat. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khmuic) Khmer mùːək hat, Khasi [tap] moh hat, [woman] to 
put on headdress; → Thai mùak (→ Kuy mùːak?), Lao mùək, Sek muak hat; ~ 
(*muk muək > ?*kmuək >?) Kammu-Yuan múak hat, cap, Palaung hmɔʔ 
woman’s cap.  
POU & JENNER 1973 61 derive Khmer via Tai from Archaic Chinese məgw 帽 
headpiece. Connection dubious Middle Mon kamhok wide-brimmed conical helmet, 
Modern Mon həmok Shan hat (→ Burmese khamok); perhaps infixed form of 
khok cup, ↔ Burmese khwak; to refer it with Palaung to *kmhuək is 
semantically improbable. Atayal (ʔ)umuk to cover (head), wear on head, ~ 
aʔumuk cover, lid. (BENEDICT 1975 259, cover…, which compare) 
 
382 *t1muk; *t1muuk cheek, jawbone. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi tmoh chin; ~ Riang-Lang _mɔk cheek. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi [soh] muh (compounding form) bearded; ~ Sre 
tərmou, Chrau təmoːʔ cheek.  
Connection uncertain Bahnar dialects təbɔːk bearded (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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382a *smək dirty.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Khmer srəmɔːk covered with dirt 
(with secondary lengthening), Mnong Gar &c. rəməːʔ dirty (→ Jeh (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979) ramaʔ?), by metathesis Kuy mphrɤ̀ʔ dirty, stained; ~ (*spmək >) 
Sre, Bunör ɓəʔ, Lawa Umphai saʔmək dirty, by metathesis Riang-Lang _pək 
[_cəʔ] (with phrasal low tone) to be disgusting, dirty.  
(BLOOD 1966 385, 386.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k'əməg' = *k'əməḍ (DEMPWOLFF 1938) 
 
383 *ya[a]k to pound.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon yek /yaik/, Modern Mon yàik to pound [paddy], 
Sakai ɛják to pound to pieces (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 202). 
 
384 *yɔk; *yɔɔk to take. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi ïoh to obtain, receive, have (or B); ~ 
Biat chɔk (?), Bahnar ʔyɔk to take. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer yɔ̀ː k to take, bring, get, accept, receive.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese okai, okɛ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
385 *yuk (& *yɯək?); *yək; *yəək to lift. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon yuk, yok /yɯk/, Modern Mon yàk to lift, to carry 
in arms, Palaung yɯʔ to rise, to raise, Praok yaok, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai 
yuak (!) to lift; → Shan yū̀k; ~ Khasi kynjuh to dandle, weigh in arms. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Khmer yùək to lift up, Bru ʔayəʔ̀, (~?) 
Mương giắc (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nhắc, nhấc to lift, raise; (or C) ~ 
Riang-Lang _pəkcək to erect, set upright.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng jɯːk, Sre yəː to lift, Chrau yəːʔ to take off, lift, Bru 
ʔayɤ̀ːʔ to raise, lift; → Cham yaːʔ.  
Vocalism at least in part contextual, cf. 538 *juŋ; Lawa suggests *yuək; C perhaps 
contaminated by 425 *ləək. Cf. Biat ioːt to carry. But Central Sakai jujúk to carry 
on head is ← Malay junjong (< Proto-Austronesian *d'uŋd'uŋ).  
(BLOOD 1966 427.) 
 
386 *yuuk vigorous, healthy.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon [thɔt] yɜk̀ to be in good health, Bönöm Bahnar joːk in 
good health (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Old Mon yiryuk /yəryuk/ vigour; ~ East 
Bahnar hioːk, West Bahnar hɲoːk easy, happy, pleasant, to make easy (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
 
387 *[.y]aak bold.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre chaː to be bold, Palaung yaʔ to be bold, Riang-
Lang -yɑk to be bold, to dare; a secondary derivation → Röglai jəmaː. 
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388 *kyaak ghost, supernatural being.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Old Mon kyāk /kyaik/, Modern Mon caik sacred being or thing, 
Stieng ciaːk bloodsucking male witch, Sre caː evil spirit, Chrau caːʔ demon, Biat 
ciaːk ghost, Bahnar kiak corpse, (souls of) the dead, ghosts, Jeh kayaːk to die, 
Halang kəyaːk corpse.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SMITH 1972 286.) 
 
389 *tya[a]k sambhur deer, large forest mammal.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar kiɛk, Khmuʼ tyaːk tiger (or 
separate?), Kammu-Yuan təyáːk, Palaung caʔ, Riang-Lang ˉtyɑk, Lawa cak 
sambhur.  
(SHAFER 1965 343.) 
 
(*riik see 276 *riʔaak to open, unfold.) 
 
390 *riək to pluck, harvest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Katuic) Central Rölöm riək, Bunör, Biat rɛːk to 
reap, Lawa Umphai riak, Mae Sariang ɣiak to break (off), Khasi riah to pluck [e.g. 
herbs], Bru rìʔ to harvest.  
(BLOOD 1966 95.)  
 
391 *r[a]k to love; beloved, dear.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer rɛə̀k dear, kind (TANDART 1935), (— -
tɛə̀k) friendly, Thin răk to be beloved, dear, to love, Kammu-Yuan rak, Palaung rək 
(!) to love; ↔ Thai rák, Shan hā̀k to love; ~ (*rmr[a]k >?) Khmer mrɛèk girl’s 
friend of same sex, man’s friend’s wife, Kuy mmràk girl’s friend of same sex; ~ 
Palaung kərrək (!), Riang-Lang _tərrak to love each other. 
 
391a *raak white ant, termite.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [_ruk] _rɑk, Khasi [’n̆iang] rah. 
 
†‡392 *raik (& *raak?) to call out, shout.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Khmer rɛk to call out 
(GUESDON 1930), Stieng raːk (< *raak; or loan word?), Chrau raːʔ to curse, Biat 
[tɒːm] raːk to call [one another] names, Riang-Lang _rɑk to call out, Praok rɛk to 
cry, moan; ~ (*[c]raik >) Khmer sraek to cry out, Serau cerīkn to shout (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 10; or Malay, below?); ~ Old Mon trāk /traik/ 
to shout, cheer. 
Sora rɑi- doublet of ken- to sing, ber- to speak, Santali raʔ to cry, call, sing, weep, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 57).  
Proto-Austronesian *t'urak to cheer: Malay sorak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 157). See 
BENEDICT 1975 260-1. 
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393 *[ ]r[ɔ]k frog, toad.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, North Bahnaric) Bru ʔarɒ̀ʔ large kind of toad, Thin rŏk toad, 
Riang-Lang _rɔk frog, toad; → Shan *ruak frog, Nung *ruak, Dioi ruk tadpole 
(BENEDICT 1975 298, which compare); ~ (or =?) Palaung ərɔk frog, toad; ~ 
Bahnar [kɯːt] adrɔk (Gölar kiːt hədrɔk) toad, Khasi hynroh frog; → Jarai arɔʔ 
toad, Röglai [kieo] adro buffalo toad.  
Or *-uuk (Bahnar), *-uək.  
(SHAFER 1965 220.) 
 
394 *ruk; *ruuk forest. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung rɯʔ outside, (?) Praok [caoŋ] 
raok beach, shore, (junction-form; or ~ *jr- >) Lawa Bo Luang [piʔ]doak, Lawa 
Umphai [pheʔ] ʔrauk, Mae Sariang [phiʔ] ʔɣauk forest; ~ Old Khmer sruk, 
Modern Khmer srok inhabited area, country, Kuy soʔ village, Temiar sərɔk forest. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ruk forest.  
Cf. for semantics 181 *briiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 534; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 231 (b).) 
 
395 *ruk; *ruuk; *ruək to force in, cram in. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer rùk to cram in, to force 
one’s way into, Chrau ruʔ to insert; → Thai rúk to penetrate by force; ~ Mon prak to 
put in, pack in, cram in, (or C) Khasi phroh [bird] to feed [young]; → Malay pĕrok 
to stuff into a drawer anyhow; ~ (*jnruk >) Sre jərok gluttonous, intemperate; (or 
C?) ~ Riang-Lang _prɔk to crowd in on, press, throng, to force ones way in; ~ Khmer 
rənùk bar, bolt, catch, latch. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng ruːk to force in, force under; ~ Biat nɗruːk 
gluttonous, intemperate, Khasi jynruh things lying in a disordered manner; ~ Stieng 
rənuːk [kəplɯːŋ] ramrod. 
C: (Nicobaric, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Central Nicobarese yuːək-[həŋə], yuːəkə to 
load [boat], fill [pot], Nancowry ʔukyúak; ~ Kuy trɑːʔ to pour into narrow-necked 
vessel & Bru trɒːʔ (< *crɔːk?); (~?) Bahnar srɔːk to pour grains into small opening 
= Gölar hrɔːk to push rice into bamboo tube. 
 
396 *ruuk ox.  
A: (Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang rok; ~ (*kuən ruuk by contraction >?) Sre kənrou, Biat 
nɗroːk.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk.  
(BLOOD 1966 8; SMITH 1972 283.) 
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397 *ruuk; *ruək; *rəək to shake, tremble. 
A: (Khasi, South Aslian) ~ Besisi krūk to tremble, shiver (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 228); ~ Khasi kynruh to rinse, churn, rumble, shake. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric; *ruək ruək >) Bahnar rəhrɔːk to tremble (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Central Nicobarese nyɔk to shiver. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəːk rəːk trembling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
rəhrəːk to tremble; ~ Old Khmer kamrek, Modern Khmer kɔmraək to move, shake, 
tremble; ~ (*s[b]rəək >) Mon hərak to shake (v.t.). 
 
398 *krak heartwood, hard wood.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon krɛk, Khmer krak heartwood, Biat [chiː] 
krak, Bahnar [ʔlɔːŋ] krak ebony, Riang-Lang ˉkrak heartwood.  
Stieng kraʔ heartwood, Sre kra hard [wood], Vietnamese trắc species of hard wood, all 
appear to be interdialect loans. 
 
399 *krək adapted, ready, suitable.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon krak to suit, be s.able, Khasi khreh to prepare, to be ready.  
Connection uncertain Sora 'iraː- to be agreeable, favourable. 
 
400 *[k]ruk to fall.  
A: (Khmuic, South Aslian) Thin kruk, Semelai gərək; ~ (*[k]rruk >) Kammu-Yuan 
kərúk. 
 
401 *grik to sift, sieve.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon kràk; ~ Khasi kynric.  
Cf. West Bahnar həriːŋ &c. (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
‡402 *criək to be split lengthwise.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer criək to split (v.t.); → Thai krìak to split 
(v.t.); ~ (*cbriək >) Mon kəreak to split, slit open; ~ (*cnriək >) Mon kəreak 
part split off, slat, sheet, piece, Khmer by dissimilation cɔmriək part split off, West 
Bahnar jədrɛːk slice cut lengthwise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Cf. 404 *craak &c. to tear, divide. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
(Proto-Austronesian *t2ərak: ?) Paiwan (Formosa) min-tsərak split (BENEDICT 1975 
391, which see). 
 
403 *crak; *criək to incise, engrave. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon sɛk sak to draw, draw a line, cross out, Biat crak to 
engrave.  
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar crɛ:k to draw a line, groove, engrave.  
B probably by secondary palatalization, cf. 487 *cʔaŋ &c. Connect Vietnamese rạch 
to make incision, groove. (< *[ ]raik?); but Sre saraʔ written matter is ← Röglai 
haraʔ < Proto-Austronesian *t'urat1. 
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404 *craak; *craik; *criik to tear, divide.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mon saik srāk to tear (in two, up), (—thoŋ) to be 
born, (A) Khmer craːk to divide up (TANDART 1935), to share expenses, (B) Khmer 
crɛ ̀ː k (!) to part [e.g. curtains], (— pùh) cut way through, Mương réch (BARKER 
1966 18), Vietnamese rách torn. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre cereː to tear.  
Hardly by metathesis *cr-caak &c. (cf. 291) in view of Austronesian, below. Cf. also 
402 *criək to be split lengthwise; 465 *saik &c. to split, cleave, tear. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'arak: (i) Malay sarak to separate the sexes, Tagalog salak to 
chop, slice, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 148; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) Acehnese criəʔ 
to unravel [fibre], to pull to pieces, Malay charek to tear bits off, Iban charik torn, 
perhaps rather < Proto-Austronesian *k'ari[ ]ək than ← Mon-Khmer in view of 
vocalism. See BENEDICT 1975 375, separate(d). 
 
(*c[ ]raak see 1581a *cgaar to fence, enclose.) 
 
405 *[c]r[ə]k to take shelter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon cruk ?/crøk/, Khmer crɔ̀ː k (!)  
Khmer chest register perhaps secondary, but lengthening unexplained; cf. here 694 
*tr[ə]ŋ. 
 
406 *[c]rɔk to drip.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic). Khmer srɔk; ~ (*[c]brɔk >) Literary Mon taråk to lead off 
[water] by a gutter, Khmer sɔmrɔk to let drip, Bru rɒʔ to let in water; ~ (*[c]nrɔk 
>) Mon kərɔk gutter.  
Cf. 842 *ruc &c.  
 
407 *crɔɔk to plant upright, stick in.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon crok /crɔk/ to plant upright, Modern Mon 
sɔk also to place on finger, Khmer crɔːk to put in, fill, load, to place on finger, Stieng 
cərɔːk to put in, fill, load, Biat crɔːk to load [gun].  
Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic contaminated by 395 *ruk &c. …to cram in. 
 
408 *trak; *tra[i]k; *triək buffalo. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi shynreh.  
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tráːk, Lawa Bo Luang khrak, Lawa Umphai 
krak, Mae Sariang khyak, (or A?) Palaung kraʔ.  
C: (Katuic) Kuy triːʔ.  
With Palaungic initials cf. 410 *t[1]r[ɯə]k.  
(SHAFER 1965 88; & cf. 458.) 
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409 *traak lead.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre (→ Stieng) traː, Chrau traːʔ; ~ (*tnraak >) Biat 
ndraːk, Tölo Bahnar adraːk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai mbrak; → Röglai təmra, North Röglai tumraːʔ. 
 
‡410 *t[1]r[ɯə]k ribs.  
(Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan [cəʔáːŋ] trɯ́ak, Mnar [ʃʔyʔaŋ] ʃruʔ 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Khasi [ka shyieng ka] shruk bone; ~ Central 
Nicobarese tenyuaːk; ~ (*t[1]pr[ɯə]k >) Palaung prɯʔ, Riang-Lang ˉphrok 
side of body.  
Khasi sh- by phrasal deformation? But with these Palaungic initials cf. 408 *trak &c. 
(By metathesis) Proto-Austronesian *ɣut'uk: Malay rusok, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 59). 
 
†411 *prə[ ]k to injure.  
(Mon) Old Mon prik /prøk/ to injure, harm; ~ Modern Mon pərak to molest, attempt to 
injure. 
Sora 'paˑraː- to be hurt, wounded, 'paːraː-n wound, injury (& with variant vocalism 
'poruː- to overlook, cast evil eye?). 
 
412 *prɔɔk squirrel.  
(Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian). Sre pro (→ 
Stieng prɔh?), Chrau prɔːʔ, Biat, Bahnar prɔːk, Jeh proːk (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979), Kammu-Yuan prɔːk, Palaung [ə]prɔʔ (MILNE 1931), Vietnamese [con] 
sóc, Sakai prōkn (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 136 (c)); → Lao, Ahom 
*rook (BENEDICT 1975 226, bat…); Cham, Jarai prɔːʔ, Röglai proʔ, North Röglai 
proːʔ.  
Cf. Khmer kɔmprok, apparently < *koːn prɔːk, for which cf. Vietnamese; → Thai 
krarɔɔ̂k (with kr- by hypercorrection) at early stage; with vowel metathesis & 
irregular shortening. For Stieng -h < *-ʔ (here borrowed) in animal names cf. 39 
*ciiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 334d; BLOOD 1966 75.) 
 
413 *brək brək disorderly, untidy.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon həpràk [həprùi] to have unkempt hair, Praok [sibroy] 
sibruk refuse. 
 
414 *br[ɔɔ]k water-dipper.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon pròk bråk water-dipper, Sre bro gourd container or 
dipper; apparently → Röglai bro gourd container or dipper, Acehnese bruəʔ 
coconut-shell, dipper &c. made from coconut-shell, Javanese bĕruk coconut-shell used 
as dipper or rice measure.  
Acehnese, Javanese cannot be cognate. Connection uncertain Palaung brɯʔ, blɯʔ 
to dip up. 
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415 *brok to go.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat broʔ, Bahnar brɔk.  
(SMITH 1972 272.) 
 
†416 *mraik[ ] peacock.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon mrek (& mreṅ) ?/mraik/, Modern Mon 
pəràik, Sre bra, Chrau vraːʔ, Biat braːk, Palaung dials. phraʔ, braʔ (Mon; → 
Riang-Lang prɑk), Bru rìaʔ (< *-aak; loanword?); → Cham (a)mraːʔ, Jarai 
amraʔ, Röglai amraː, North Röglai amraːʔ peacock (→ Bahnar amraʔ, Gölar 
Bahnar həmraʔ peacock, pheasant); Malay mĕrak (probably → Central Sakai 
[chîm]-mĕra’), Acehnese möraʔ, Javanese mĕrak.  
Old Mon has similar orthographic variants; ad 417 *c-liik[ ] pig, 1051 *tmaat[ ] 
vulture; perhaps /mraĩk/ or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 321, 532; BLOOD 1966 281.) 
Kharia ma'raʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 27).  
 
417 *lik[ ]; *liik[ ] pig. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung leʔ, Riang-Lang _lek. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central & South Aslian) Kuy (ʔaː)lìːʔ, Praok lik, Lawa Bo 
Luang ləic, Lawa Umphai leic, Mae Sariang lɛic, (or A) Sakai lǖ (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 78); ~ Old Mon clik (& cliṅ) ?/clik/, Modern Mon kloik, 
(or A) Bera jalo’ (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 83); (?) → Javanese 
chèlèng, Madurese cheleng wild pig.  
On Old Mon variants, cf. preceding; perhaps /clĩk/ or the like. Connection dubious 
Khmer crùːk.  
(SHAFER 1965 332.) 
 
†418 *l[a]k to hoe.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung lɔʔ (!) to hoe, Riang-Lang _lak to dig, to peck; 
~ Palaung klɔʔ to peck; ~ Jeh hlak, Halang təlak, Palaung kəlɔʔ hoe. 
Sora loː- to hoe, Mundari laʔ to adze, to hoe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 304). 
 
419 *lak to inlay.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon lak /lak/ to set with gems, Khmer lɛə̀k to groove, incise 
(contaminated by 403 *crak? also lɔ̀ː k); → Cham lak to groove, incise. 
 
420 *lak weapon.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon lɛàk [nɛàk] (→ Burmese laknak); ~ (*lnak >) Mon 
[lɛàk] nɛàk weapon, (~?) Bahnar rənak, hənak weapons for defence (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
 
(*lak see also *[d1]lak good.) 
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‡421 *laik; *lak; *liək; *lik; *liik; *lək to unfold, to open eyes. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre la to unfold, spread (→ Röglai laː; so not < 
191 *laʔ, which compare, but perhaps merging it); ~ (*[l]mlaik >) Mon pəlàik 
(la)mlāk to open [eyes], Proto-Nyah Kur *ləmlaa̤k (DIFFLOTH 1984 V50), Khmer 
rùmlɛ ̀ː k to spread out and divide up, separate; → Röglai blaː, North Röglai blaːʔ to 
open [eyes]; ~ West Bahnar təlaːk to peel (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Riang-
Lang ˉplɑk = to open [eyes], Praok plak to reveal. 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre laʔ = la, Chrau laʔ, Biat lak to spread out; ~ Kuy 
mplaʔ to spread open, unfold. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar lɛːk to skin, peel, to show [teeth], Röngao to spread, 
Bru lìaʔ to peel; ~ Bahnar təlɛːk to peel (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ plɛːk to 
open [someone else’s eyes, mouth, &c.]. 
D, E: (South Bahnaric) Sre liː to open [eyes], to spread, open, Chrau liːʔ openned out, by 
sandhi liːn [mat] to open [eyes] (E), (D) Biat liʔ unfolded; to open [hand]. 
F: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lək to spread, unroll.  
(BLOOD 1966 379) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəlag': Malagasy velatra to spread out, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27, 
in part). See BENEDICT 1975 393. 
 
421a *laik fluttering creature.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _lɑk [ˉloŋ] flying fox; ~ (*lmlaik >?) Riang-Lang 
_rəlɑk, (~?) Lawa Bo Luang mblak, mbrak, Lawa Umphai mblak bat; ~ Khasi 
slieh flying squirrel; ~ syllieh (beside syllih) flying squirrel, (probably ~, but cf. 
408 *trak &c.) Palaung kərlaʔ butterfly.  
Cf. 431 *laik luk &c. flashing…, 444a *pliik &c. to flash, flicker. Chrau has luʔ bat. 
 
422 *laik; *liək; *liik to dissolve, fall into dissolution.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Stieng leːk to melt (v.i.); ~ Old Mon [rlaṁ] rlāk /rlaik/ to 
be in ruins, Modern Mon làik to fall into ruin, fall away. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛːk to dissolve, melt (v.i.). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng liːk to melt (v.t.), Sre liː to dissolve, melt (v.i.), Chrau leːc 
to crush, pulverize, Biat leːk dissolved.  
Old Mon rl- by phrasal attraction, or contaminated by 861a *rlaac to collapse…? Cf. 
718 *la(a)ŋ to destroy; 927 *ləɲ to be destroyed… .  
(BLOOD 1966 34.) 
 
(*laik see also 431 *laik luk &c. flashing, lightning.) 
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‡423 *lək; *luk; *luuk; *ləc to overturn, capsize, sink, be immersed. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, ?Mon, Palaungic) Kontum Bahnar laːk [vehicle, boat] to overturn 
(!;GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*[l]nlək >) Bahnar glək to be drowned; ~ (*prlək 
>) Kuy lɔʔ immersed in, Chrau pələʔ to turn around, Biat rləʔ back to front, against 
[the wind], Stieng prəlɔːk, Sre pərləʔ (→ Röglai), Bahnar hələk to turn upside 
down; ~ (*bl- >; or B) Mon plàk to sink, be submerged, inundated, (or C) Praok 
pluk [plɛk] to be transformed; ~ (*tnlək >?) Biat ŋkləʔ, ŋklɒʔ to overturn, to 
knock down. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Kuy lùʔ to mix, Bru luʔ (!), Bahnar luk 
to overturn, to mix together (contaminated by 222 *brlu[ ]ʔ); ~ (*[l]nluk >) 
Praok nok to sink, Khasi [tyllep] pluk (!) [water] to cover; ~ Kuy phlùʔ to topple 
over; ~ Bahnar bəluk = luk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer phlùːk to overturn, capsize (v.i.); ~ bɔmphlùːk to overturn, 
capsize (v.t.) (GUESDON 1930), to cause to crash. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lật to turn upside down; ~ (*lmləc >?) 
Biat [mblaːc] blɔr [blɔr] upside down; ~ plac to turn upside down; ~ Sre pərlac to 
turn (v.t.).  
Add perhaps Riang-Lang ˉləc to sink, be drowned (then < *[c]ləəc; otherwise < 854 
*ləəc, which compare). But Palaung lɔk to be transformed is ← or contaminated 
by Shan lɔk̀ to separate, be separated, (— khɑ̀p) slough skin. Cf. further 1079 *lət 
to be extinguished; 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed.  
(BLOOD 1966 410; SMITH 1972 265.) 
Proto-Austronesian *balik: Malay balek behind, to go back, tĕr-balek inverted, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 22); → Semang bīlē’ to turn round, over, &c. (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 255). 
 
424 *lək; *l[ə]c to sleep. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmer lùək to be asleep, Stieng laːk 
to lie down, sleep; ~ Bahnar hlək to sleep heavily, Temiar səlɔg to sleep; ~ 
(*[s]rlək >) Vietnamese giấc to sleep. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic) Thin lɔik̯, lɔic̯ to sleep, go to sleep; ~ Kuy slec, hlec to fall asleep.  
Cf. B66 *[l]aac &c. to lie abed; originally probably *lək ≠ *laac, with mutual 
contamination  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 249.) 
 
425 *ləək to lift, raise.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lɤ̀ːk, Kuy lɤ̀ːʔ, Stieng lɯ̀ːk, Biat ləːk.  
Cf. 385 *yuk &c. 
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426 *lɔk; (*lɔk lɔk >) *klɔk container. 
A: (Palaungic, Aslian, Katuic) Kensiu, Temiar ləg, Semelai lɯk quiver, Bru ʔalɔʔ̀ 
section of bamboo (container); ~ Palaung səlɔʔ cup, Lawa Umphai ralok skull. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Middle 
Mon tlåk /klɔk/ [tinder-]box, Modern Mon klɔk [pɔn] [lime-]casket, Khmer khlak 
small tubular container with lid, Riang-Lang ˉklɔk cup, bowl, Praok klɔk valley, 
Mương tróc head (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 207), Mah Meri hlɯk quiver; → 
Thai klàk, Shan kɔk̄ cup, bowl, → Praok kɔk cup, bowl; ~ (*kmlɔk >) Kuy 
(k)blɔʔ brains, fontanel, (~?) Bahnar kəlɔk, kəlɔʔ container made from split 
bamboo-joint (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Stieng rəklɔːk brains.  
Cf. Khasi khlieh head, with unexplained vocalism (but note Mnar, IVAN M. SIMON PERS. 
COM., khlou). ~ B34 *[ ]p[ɔ]k quiver. ?Connect Iban telak bamboo cup with lid. 
 
427 *lɔ[ ]k tadpole.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon [kon] lòk låk; ~ (*.nlɔ[ ]k >) Vietnamese [con nòng] 
nọc.  
Cf. Palaung əglo (MILNE 1931). 
 
428 *lɔk; *lɔɔk to dye.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Middle Mon låk, Modern Mon lòk to paint (on), (B) Kuy lɑ̀ːʔ 
to dye; ~ (A/B) Middle Mon lwåk dyed material; ~ Literary Mon calåk, (A) Khmer 
crəlùək to dip into liquid, dye.  
Connection obscure Riang-Lang _ruak to dye, paint. 
 
(*lɔk see also 855 *lɔc penis.) 
 
429 *luk stone.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Sre lu (!), Biat luʔ; ~ Semang bālog (i.e. Jehai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 462). 
 
430 *luk; *luuk to have a hole in, make a hole in. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Nicobaric) Mon làk to be torn, punctured, Bru luʔ to be torn, have hole 
in, Nancowry kalók to pierce. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat loːk to make a hole in.  
Connect 2069 *luh to pierce? 
 
431 *laik luk; *laik luuk; *laik luək flashing, lightning.  
A, B, C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung ləlɔʔ sheet lightning (MILNE 1931) 
(C), Riang-Lang _lɑk _lɔk (flash of) lightning (A), by vocalic assimilation perhaps 
following metathesis Khasi leileih lightning, by inversion (B) Biat [koːɲ] loːk 
[koːɲ] laːk firefly; so ~ Lawa Umphai pluk plak lightning (& Mae Sariang puk 
plak, Lawa Bau Luang puk pleak).  
Connect 444a *pliik &c. to flash, flicker; & cf. 421a *laik fluttering creature. 
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432 *luuk; *luək to touch, explore manually. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon lɜk̀ to touch, come in contact with, collide with, 
Khmer lùːk to reach out one’s hand, Chrau luːʔ to grope in holes for [fish] 
(contaminated by 438 *gl[ɔ]k?). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy lɔ̀ː ʔ to grope in holes for [fish]; → Cham lwaʔ to 
insinuate (oneself); ~ Stieng cəlɔːk to try temperature of water with finger.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
 
433 *klak blocked, blind.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Mon klɛk to be filled in, closed, blind, Kammu-
Yuan lɯk to be blind, Riang-Lang ˉklak to be hard, stubborn (?), Khasi [mat]lah 
(compounding form) blind [person].  
Connect perhaps Jeh ʔloːk, Halang ʔloak blind (< *k/p/luək?). But connection 
dubious Praok duk blind; or Bahnar klik deaf. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
434 *klɔk navel.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kloʔ, Chrau, Biat klɔʔ, Bahnar klɔk; → Stieng klɔː by interdialectal 
borrowing.  
(SHAFER 1965 334c; SMITH 1972 280.) 
 
(*klɔk see also 426 *lɔk container.) 
 
435 *klɔɔk to spill over.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) ~ Khmer krəlɔːk to spill over, be displaced; ~ (*kplɔɔk >?) Khasi 
phaloh to spill, splash over (& by secondary derivation kynphlok (!) to spray 
[water]?).  
Connection dubious Mon kəlak to splash about, be scattered. 
 
436 *kl[uə]k white.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian, ?Palaungic, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan klɔ́ː k, Bateg Nong halɔk̃; 
~ Palaung blɔʔ (?, < *kml[uə]k; or ad 369a *kɓɔɔk); ~ Kuy pluːʔ grey [hair], 
Bru plùaʔ (< *-ɔɔk?).  
Add perhaps Khasi lieh (then compounding form, < *klək with secondary 
lengthening). 
 
437 *gnlak uneven [ground].  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [həlɔk] hənɛàk, Khmer [kùənlɯ̀k]-kùənlɛə̀k. 
 
438 *glɔk to insert hand into or remove from hole.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon klòk glåk to take out with hand, insert hand, Proto-
Nyah Kur *khlɔk̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V51), Riang-Lang klɔk [ˉtheŋ] to pluck out, 
gouge out (→ Shan khɔk̄ to pry out), Khasi kloh to push hand into hole.  
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Cf. Stieng glɯːk (< *gləək) to uproot tree for transplanting. 
 
439 *gluk to tap repeatedly.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang klok to tap, rap; ~ Old Mon girluk 
?/gərlɯk/ to beat [drum], Khmer krəlùk to pat in, knead. 
 
440 *cla[a]k piece of roofing material.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Old Mon clāk /claik/ shingle, Modern Mon klaik 
wedge, Bahnar hlaːk quantifier for pieces of thatch, fields, flat things, ? Bru sulɛːʔ 
wall of bamboo twill (then *-aik); ~ (?; *cmla[a]k >?) West Bahnar mənaːk piece 
of thatch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
441 *jlək (& *jləək?) to be choked, stifled.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Aslian) Mon klàk to be stifled, Khmer chlùək to be choked, 
suffocated, (?; then variant >) Semelai jələːk smoke.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 300.) 
 
(*tlak see 322 *[l]tak to hammer… .) 
 
441a *t1la[a]k intestines.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang klaːk; ~ Chrau təlaːʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 288.) 
 
442 *t1luk; *t1luuk; *t1luək; *t1lək dirty. 
A: (Khmuic, Khmer, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan rùk (!) dirt, perhaps Khmer thlok puddle, 
Kuy loʔ wallow. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bru nlòːʔ mud, Bahnar troːk mud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
~ (*t1bluuk by levelling >?) tətroːk to get mud on, soil (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉruak dirt, to be dirty, foul, unclean; ~ 
(*t1bluək by levelling >) Riang-Lang ˉtəkruak to defile, (or ~ *t1mluək >?) 
Vietnamese in compounds trọc to be impure, muddy. 
D: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klak to be dirty, dusty, Proto-Nyah Kur *khləḵ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V53); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəlak soiled, to soil (~ *plak < 
*t1plək).  
Cf. Mon hlak to be dirty, probably contaminated by hlak mud < 482 *lhək.  
 
443 *[d1]lak good.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Jeh lak healthy (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Palaung laʔ, 
Riang-Lang _rak to be good.  
Or *lak, if Riang-Lang contaminated by 391 *r[a]k to love… . Distinguish 193 *ləʔ. 
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444 *dlɔɔk kind of creeper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [cɜk̀] klòk Willoughbeia edulis Roxburgh, Khmer thlɔ̀ː k 
Parinarium species, with edible nut.  
 
444a *pliik; *pliək to flash, flicker. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer phleːk bright, twinkling.  
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang [puk] pleak lightning, Khasi phliah sparkle of 
fire.  
Connect 431 *laik luk &c. flashing, lightning; & cf. 421a *laik fluttering creature. 
 
445 *pliik; *klip (& *kliip?) shoulder. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *pnliik >) Stieng pəliːk, Sre pəni, Chrau pəniːʔ, Biat mliːk. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok klip (< *kliip?), Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang klep.  
Direction of metathesis undetermined. 
 
446 *plak; *pla[a]k side. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese in compounds trắc. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉplɑk side, direction, fraction, Praok plak side, direction, 
half; perhaps by back-formation ~ Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang lak side.  
Probably by metathesis 352 *lpak &c. …split in two; cf. there Praok pak; Old Mon 
luṁpek. 
 
‡447 *pla[a]k sole, palm.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉplɑk. 
Proto-Austronesian *palag' palm: Toba Batak palak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 112; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 350. 
 
(*plɔk see 353 *[l]pɔk to open.) 
 
448 *pluk pigeon.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng pluk large wild pigeon, Chrau pluʔ kind of 
small bird (→ Sre [ntəːp] plu pigeon?), Bru [cɛːm] plɯ̀ʔ pigeon; ~ (*kuən pluk 
by contraction >) Khmer kɔmphlok pigeon.  
(SHAFER 1965 334.) 
 
449 *[blak] blak nightjar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [həcem] əplɛàk nightjar, Khmer pəplɛə̀k kind of nocturnal bird. 
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450 *bluk; *bluək tusk, ivory. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer phlùk, Stieng bluk, Lawa Umphai 
phlok. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy phlùaʔ.  
Cf. 225 *[m]laʔ. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 126 (a).) 
 
451 *rlaak; *rlaik to split, divide.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon làik to split [bamboo] into fibres, 
Khmer rəlɛ ̀ː k to divide up, share out (B; → Cham ralaik), Biat rlaːk to divide up, 
(~?) Khasi thlieh (B) to split; ~ Sre tərlaː piece of bamboo from which fibres have 
been split (DOURNES 1950; A).  
 
452 *sliək to put round lower part of body.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer sliək to put on [lower garment]; ~ (*snliək >) 
Bahnar dialects sənɛk (to put on) man’s lower garment (GUESDON 1930).  
Connection dubious 453 *sl[u]k. 
 
452a *snlak (& *snlaak?) joint.  
A: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer sɔnlak joint, Central Nicobarese henlaːkə- [shoulder] 
joint (& oklaːkə joint; < variant?).  
Connection uncertain Biat rpak. 
 
‡453 *sl[u]k to put on, wear.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon sluk, slok /slɯk/, Central Sakai lok; → Karo Batak 
seluk.  
Connection dubious 452 *sliək; but cf. 762 *sləəŋ. Note also Bahnar hruk & Bru 
saruəʔ (perhaps < *srluuk); ← Indonesian? 
Proto-Austronesian *t'a[ɣ/r]uk (Mon-Khmer implies *-ɣ-): Malay sarok putting one’s 
foot down into [sarong], &c. (BLUST 1972 no. 70). 
 
454 *wik; *wək to shake, wave. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Khmer vɯ̀k to s. up, mix up, stir; (or B) ~ Mon kəwak to wave; ~ 
Mon həwàk to wave, wag, shake, worry, Khmer gravɨk to shake, disturb (GUESDON 
1930). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok vuk [vɛt] to shake; ~ Khasi kaweh to wave, wag, fan, 
sway. 
 
455 *wiik (& *wiək?) nightjar.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat weːk kind of parrot, Sre wiː, Bahnar dialects [sɛːm] wīk (& wɛːk, 
< variant?) nightjar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Khmer khvaek night heron, Nycticorax griseus is onomatopoeic & not connected.  
(BLOOD 1966 225, owl; correct to fern-owl, i.e. nightjar?) 
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456 *[ ]waik ladle, spoon.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Khmer vɛ ̀ː k ladle, dipper, Kuy (ʔaː)wɛ ̀ː ʔ ladle, 
Bru ʔawèːʔ spatula, Stieng ueːk spoon, Chrau uaːʔ wooden spoon, Bahnar waːk to 
draw, dip up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang āweg spoon (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 397); (?) → Cham (a)waːʔ, Jarai awaʔ, Röglai awaː, Acehnese 
awöəʔ rice- ladle, perhaps → Vietnamese vá; ~ Biat rwaːk ladle, dipper; ~ Stieng 
kuaːk, Sre kua to remove mash from empty wine-jar (DOURNES 1950).  
Vocalism against Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, so if Cebuano Bisayan luwag, lúwag 
ladle &c. are connected, Austric! 
 
457 *waik larva, worm.  
A: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wàːk (intestinal) worm, Palaung vaʔ insect, caterpillar, 
grub, Praok vɛk worm, Lawa Bo Luang Lawa Umphai wɯak kinds of insect, Khasi 
wieh earthworm.  
 
(*[ ]wək see 866 *[ ]wəc to cut, reap.) 
 
458 *wɔk bent round.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon [wèn] wòk to 
be crooked, deformed, Praok [kɔk] vɔk to be crooked, Riang-Lang wɔk to be curved, 
slightly bent, Khasi woh to hook, fasten with a hook, Tembi wɔɔ̄k̄n bent, crooked (i.e. 
Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 175 (c)); ~ Khmer [krəvɤk]-krəvɔk zigzag, 
Bahnar gəwɔk to be hooked, to hook, Palaung kəvɔʔ iron hook (MILNE 1931), Khasi 
kyrwoh link, ring.  
Cf. 286 *(k)ŋɔk bent, crooked; B35 *p[u]k lame, crippled. 
 
(*[ ]w[uə]k see 866 *[ ]wəc to cut, reap.) 
 
459 *kwak to hang (up).  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon kwak v.i.t., Modern Mon kwɛk, Kammu-
Yuan wak v.t., Palaung hvaʔ v.i., Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai wok, Mae 
Sariang wuk, Khasi wah (& tawah by secondary derivation), Mương quắc v.t. 
(BARKER 1966 18); → Cham waʔ to hang [hammock]; ~ (*kmwak >) Vietnamese 
mắc v.t.  
Connected further Vietnamese ngoặc hook. 
 
460 *kwuuk; *kwuək to claw. 
A: (Mon) Mon kɜk to stick one’s nails into (< Old Mon *kwūk, as toŋ castor-oil tree < 
twoṅ; → Burmese khup to strike with paw?). 
B: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy wɔʔ to scratch, claw, Bru kuwɒʔ (implies *-ɔk!), Khasi khwoh 
to pull with hook or claws. 
 
(*t1rwiək see 774 *t1rwiəŋ potsherd.) 
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461 *twa[a]k kind of palm.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau twaːʔ fan-palm, Bahnar tuaːk kind of palm (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
If Khmer thvaːk curving outwards is cognate, *-aak. 
 
462 *swa[a]k to walk, travel.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Palaung vaʔ (!) to pass by, through, over, 
Semelai suwak to walk, ?Nancowry ʔukwák to step on.  
Cf. A83 *cwaat to step.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 43.) 
 
463 *saak form, characteristic.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon sāk /saik/ colour, Modern Mon saik colour, kind, sort, 
Khmer saːk shape, form. 
 
†464 *saak; *saik to skin, peel.  
A, B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Kuy saːʔ to 
remove [bark &c.] by prying up (A), Bahnar tsaːk to peel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese tước (A) to skin, peel, Praok hak skin, leather, Lawa hak skin; ~ 
(*spaik >) Khmer sbaek (→ Kuy sbɛːʔ, Stieng səbɛːk) skin; ~ (B) Khasi snieh 
skin, leather.  
Cf. 466 *sɔɔk.  
(SHAFER 1965 334a.) 
Sora saː- to peel off (v.t.), sʔaː- v.i.  
 
465 *saik; *siək to split, cleave, tear. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese tách to split, divide; ~ Old Mon snāk /snaik/, 
Modern Mon hnaik two-edged sword.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Jeh siak to tear (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); (or A?) ~ Khasi 
shniah chisel.  
Add perhaps (i) in part Mon saik to tear (in two, up (sāk; otherwise < 404 *craak 
&c.); (ii) Bahnar tsɛːk to divide up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), otherwise < 291 *ciək; 
(iii) Riang-Lang ˉhɑk to break, split, smash (v.i.), otherwise < 472 *haak &c. 
 
466 *sɔɔk to peel.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon sɔk to peel, skin, Khmer sɔːk to 
peel, remove bark, to slough, Kuy sɑːʔ slough, to slough; ~ Mon hənok peel, rind, 
bark, shell, slough, Khmer sɔmnɔːk slough, [onion-] skin, [bamboo-]sheath; ~ Khmer 
sɔmbɔːk, (→?) Kuy mphùaʔ skin, bark, shell, husk, Kammu-Yuan həmpɔ́ː k bark; 
~ (*smɔɔk >) Chrau mɔːʔ bark, Bahnar hmɔːk thick bark of certain trees; ~ 
(*srsɔɔk >) Biat rchɔːk [egg]shell; ~ (?*sɔk >) Bru sɒʔ to peel.  
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Cf. 464 *saak &c.; 347 *pɔɔk. Note also (i) Khasi khoh to skin, peel, perhaps ← 
Tibeto-Burman (*kwâk, BENEDICT 1972 74 no. 342 & n. 229; cf. e.g. Lushei 
khok), but conceivably < *skɔɔk by metathesis < *ksɔɔk < *sɔɔk sɔɔk; (ii) 
Karo, Toba Batak suak broken off, uak to come away, peel away; suggesting Proto-
Austronesian *(t'-)[ ]uak ~ *p-[ ]uak = *puak : Proto-Mon-Khmer *pɔɔk.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; cf. SMITH 1972 293.) 
 
†467 *suk; *suuk; *suək; *sək hair. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Old Khmer suk (or D?), Sre soʔ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Bahnar sɔk, Jeh suk (!), Halang sok, 
Palaung huʔ, Riang-Lang ˉhuk, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang haɯk, Lawa 
Umphai hauk, Kensiu sɔk, Temiar soːg, Semelai suk; ~ (*snuuk >) Danaw 
ˉɲok, Khasi shñiuh /ʃɲuʔ/, ’ñiuh. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon sok /sok/, 
Modern Mon sok, Stieng sɔːk (or D?; beside cɔːk, see there), Praok haək, 
Vietnamese tóc; ~ Chrau sənɔːʔ body hair (contaminated by A24 *tpn[ɔɔ]k?); ~ 
(?, *srsuək by metathesis > *sruək >) Central Nicobarese yɔːk, Teressa-
Bompoka, Chowra heːɔk hair. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer sɔk (→ Chrau?), Kuy sɔʔ, Biat 
chɔk (→ Stieng, rare, cɔːk?), Mương thắc (BARKER 1966 18).  
Sre vocalism apparently post-dental (as North Bahnaric, cf. 335a *ɗuuk); Praok 
suggests secondary *sɯək.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 252; BLOOD 1966 269; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 1.) 
Sora uʔuː-n, (compounding form) uː-n, Kharia sɔ(ʔ)- (PINNOW 1959 143; Proto-
Munda *sok).  
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *buSuk (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *bucuk; cf. 
DYEN 1965; BLUST 1969 p. 91 n.; SHORTO 1976 n. 10). 
 
468 *suk; *suuk; *suək placenta. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sok. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon sɜk, Sre soː (→ Röglai). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau sɔːʔ womb; ~ (*srsuək >) Biat rchɔːk [kɔːn] placenta.  
Cf. Khasi sieh (< *səək?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
468a *trsik; *trsək kind of cucurbitaceous plant. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rəsiːk small yellow kind of cucumber, Chrau [rəpuŋ] sic 
musk-melon, Biat [plai] rchiʔ water-melon. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer trəsɔk cucumber. 
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469 *[t]sa[a]k to wash.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar tsāk to wash [clothes] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa sak to wash; ~ (*[t]psa[a]k >) Palaung phaʔ to scour with sand (MILNE 
1931), Praok phak to wash [cups], Lawa Bo Luang phak to wash.  
 
470 *hak; *haak to vomit. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre haʔ vomitting, Bahnar hak to vomit. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang haːk to vomit. 
Cf. 474 *hɔɔk; 473 *hə(ə)k sated; 476 *khaak &c. to hawk and spit.  
(SMITH 1972 273; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
 
471 *hak; (*hak hak >) *khak; *hək; *khək to catch, stick, to have something 
stuck in throat. 
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon khɛk to snag on, catch, stick, stick in mud, 
Palaung haʔ, hak to lodge [thorn] in, to have [bone] stuck in throat (MILNE 1931); ~ 
(*.lhak >) Bahnar hlak to be caught, stuck. 
C, D: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer khɔk to have sth. stuck in throat, choke, Kuy, Bru with 
secondary lengthening hɑːʔ to have [bone] stuck in throat & 474? 
 
472 *haak; *haik; *hiək; *hiik to tear, split.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Northern Aslian, ?Palaungic) 
(B) Khmer haek to tear, to lacerate (→ Stieng hɛːk to tear, cut), Kuy hɛːʔ to tear, to 
force open, (A) Sre haː [wood] to split, (A/B) Biat haːk to split (v.i.), Bahnar haːk to 
split (v.t), pull apart, open wide (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ˉhɑk (or < 
465 *saik?) to break, split, smash (v.i.), Semang haek to tear (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 32); → Thai hɛɛ̀k to break through, force open, Shan hāk to be broken 
across, to break across; North Röglai haːʔ ripped; ~ (*ch- >) Mon chàik (!) to claw, 
scratch (with chest register by expressive deformation), (B) Khmer chaek to cut up; 
forked, split, cut up (→ Thai cʰɛɛ̀k indented, serrated, bifurcated), (A) Vietnamese 
xước to be scratched; ~ (B) Kuy rhɛːʔ to be torn, (A/B; ~?) Chrau təhaːʔ to split, 
divide; → Cham tahaːʔ torn, Röglai trəha to split, to get torn; ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉtəkhɑk to break in pieces, smash (or ad *saik). 
C: (Bahnaric) Bahnar hɛːk to tear; ~ Chrau təhɛːk torn, worn. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau heːc (? → Bahnar hɛːc broken in pieces 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)), Biat heːk torn; ~ (*hiik hiik > *khiik >) Biat kheːk 
torn, Praok khik [phuay] pieces, fragments.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20, 28; SHAFER 1965 329.) 
 
473 *hək; *həək sated. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat hɔʔ [həːm]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɯʔ.  
Connect following & 470 *ha(a)k to vomit? Cf. 1424 *həəm. 
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‡474 *hɔɔk to vomit.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Biat hɔːk, Chrau hɔːʔ.  
Cf. 470 *ha(a)k; & preceding; 271 *kʔɔk to cough.  
(BLOOD 1966 72.) 
[Proto-Austronesian *(q)u(q)[aə]k:] Malay m-uak nauseating, revolting, Röglai oʔ to 
vomit, &c. (cf. BLUST 1971 no. 340; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*huk see 267 *ʔuk to pour out.) 
 
475 *huək; *ʔuək brains. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔʔ; ~ (*huək huək > *khuək >) Riang-Lang khuak. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Vietnamese óc; ~ Biat rŋɔːk (or 
A?), Bahnar ʔŋɔːk.  
Cf. Khmer khuːə khuər [kbaːl]; by interdialectal borrowing from unrecorded source?  
(SMITH 1972 292.) 
 
(*khak see 471 *hak to catch, stick… .) 
 
476 *khaak; *khaik to hawk and spit.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Mon khaik, (B) Khmer 
khaek, (A) khaːk, Kuy (!), (A/B) Bahnar khaːk to hawk, clear the throat; → Thai 
kʰàak to hawk and spit; ~ Khmer kɔmhaːk, kɔmhaek phlegm, (A/B) Kammu-Yuan 
kəmháːk phlegm, to hawk and spit; by secondary derivation ~ (i) Biat rɯnhaːk 
phlegm (~ *rhaːk < krh-); (ii; A) Khasi kyrkhah phlegm, to clear the throat.  
Bahnar gahak to spit in disdain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) & Vietnamese khạc to spit are 
← Cham kàhaːk < *[g]aqa[kg], a Proto-West-Indonesian variant (cf. Karo 
Batak kahak phlegm) ?Contamination by Mon-Khmer of Proto-Austronesian 
*daSak (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *dacak). Onomatopoeic. Cf. 470 *ha(a)k to vomit; 
& see BENEDICT 1975 257, cough, which compares Proto-Austronesian *kukak.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
 
(*khək see 471 *hak …to have something stuck in throat.) 
 
477 *chaik wet.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi jhieh (& jhih); ~ (*cnhaik >) Riang-Lang ˉɲɑk.  
Connect by metathesis 795 *kʔaac. 
 
478 *chɔɔk rice straw.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Mon chɔk chåk; ~ Kuy ɲchɑːʔ. 
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479 *[c]huk; *[c]huək to go up. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese xốc to lift [prone person], set on feet, (~?) 
Praok haok, Lawa Bo Luang hoak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hauk to go up. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung hɔʔ to go up. 
Palaungic h- (suggesting *jh-) also ad 253 *chaʔ. 
 
(*chuək see 272 *cʔuk corner; *t2hiik see 273 *t2ʔiik to sob… .) 
 
480 *thak; *thək to pant, sob. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon thak [kluṅ cuip] [to come] in haste; ~ (*tnhak >) Mon kəhɛk 
to pant. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat [ɲum] thɔk to sob, to swallow the wrong way; ~ 
(*tnhək >) Literary Mon [yuim] samṅuik (!; implying *kəhak) to breathe audibly, 
pant, Khmer dɔŋhɔk to be out of breath.  
Originally probably onomatopoeic. Cf. 273 *t2ʔiik &c. to sob… . 
 
480a *[t]hək to pour (out).  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Kuy thɔʔ to pour, tip out, Bru thɒːʔ 
(implies *-ɔɔk?), Stieng tɔːk! to pour, Biat tɔʔ! to pour out, water (contaminated by 
2002 *tuh &c.), Palaung thɔʔ to pour (or, as Riang-Lang thɔk, ← Shan thɔǩ?), 
Khasi theh to pour, spill.  
Cf. Proto-Southwestern Tai *thook (BENEDICT 1975 358, pour out; not Thai); & 267 
*ʔuk &c., *huk. 
 
481 *phɔɔk; *pʔɔɔk fish-paste. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric; ~ *prhɔɔk >) Mon hərɔk fish-paste, Khmer 
prahak grey fish-paste (GUESDON 1930; usually prəhok, prəhùək!), (by expressive 
deformation *mrhɔɔk >?) Kuy mphrɑ̀ːʔ, Stieng brɔhɔːk fish-paste. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phʔɔːk milder-smelling red kind of fish-paste; ~ pra’ak fish-paste 
(GUESDON 1930).  
B perhaps contaminated by 275 *prʔɔɔk thorn (Stieng, Biat fish-bone). Khmer 
prəhùək < *prhɔk? prəhok obscure; cf. perhaps Vietnamese mắm ruốc (< 
*prhuək?). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 23.) 
 
(*[b]huk see 368 *ɓuk rotten, mouldy.) 
 
482 *lhək mud.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon lhuk /lhøk/, Modern Mon hlak, Proto-
Nyah Kur *ləhu̱k (DIFFLOTH 1984 N226; implies *-[u]k?); ~ Stieng ləmhɔːk; ~ 
(*lphək >; or =?) Khmer phùək (→ Thai pʉ̀ak; rather than : A26 *[b]ɔk).  
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 23; BENEDICT 1975 277, earth… .) 
 
(*ʔiŋ see 492 *diʔuŋ house.) 
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482a *ʔiəŋ happy, well.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre iaŋ happy, [a]ʔiaŋ [un]happy, homesick, Biat [lbut] 
iaŋ homesick, Khasi eng-eng sound and healthy. 
 
483 *ʔeeŋ self, oneself.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon ’iṅ oneself, Khmer ʔaeŋ self, 
oneself, this very, Kuy ʔeːɲ (one)self, alone, Stieng iːŋ oneself, alone, individual (≠ 
other, different, < 490 *[c]ʔiiŋ), Biat eːŋ in person, alone.  
Distinguish I (e.g. Bahnar iɲ), for which see 2 *ʔiiʔ.  
 
†484 *ʔaaŋ to open [mouth], to gape open.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan àːŋ, Palaung (MILNE 1931), 
Praok aŋ, Riang-Lang ˉɑŋ to open [mouth], Khasi ang to open, to crack, Besisi ang 
to gape (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 199 (a)), Central Nicobarese 
[tom]-aːŋ-[hələ] to open mouth, Nancowry ʔáŋ, tumʔáŋ; ~ Sakai rĕ-ang mouth 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 199 (c)); ~ Khasi kyr-ang to crack; ~ rynghang (& 
ryngheng) open, ajar.  
Connect 605 *paaŋ mouth, opening? 
Sora a(ː)ŋ- to open [mouth, eye]. 
 
485 *ʔuŋ; *ʔuəŋ; *huŋ; *huəŋ wasp, hornet. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre oŋ wasp; (probably, rather than C) → Jarai hoːŋ, Röglai, 
North Röglai hoŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Biat ɔːŋ hornet, Chrau, Bahnar ɔːŋ, Jeh 
oːŋ, Halang oaŋ wasp, Kammu-Yuan ɔ̀ː ŋ kind of wasp, Palaung ɔŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉuaŋ fossor wasp, Vietnamese ong bee, wasp. 
C: (Mon, Aslian) Mon haŋ, Central Sakai hônk hornet. 
D: (Katuic) Kuy hɑːŋ kind of hornet.  
GUESDON 1930 has Bahnar (h)oːŋ hornet, wasp; ←/ contaminated by western Malayo 
Polynesian? Connect 886 *kʔaiɲ &c. (kind of) wasp.  
(SMITH 1972 168; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 135.) 
 
486 *kʔɔŋ (& *kʔɔɔŋ?) knee.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) ~ (*knʔ- >) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɔŋ, Lawa 
Umphai ŋoŋ, (variant >?) Central Nicobarese [koːl]-kənoːəŋ, Nancowry 
kúykanuáŋ (referred kuáŋ to be supported); ~ (*k[p]ʔɔŋ >) Old Mon kḅoṅ 
/kɓɔŋ/, Modern Mon bɔŋ.  
Röglai taʔuŋ is probably < Proto-Chamic *t[ai](S)uŋ shin contaminated by Proto-
Austronesian *tusud1 knee (DEMPWOLFF 1938 144, *[t]ucud).  
(SHAFER 1965 387.) 
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487 *cʔaŋ; *cʔaaŋ; *chaŋ; *chaiŋ; *cʔiəŋ *chiəŋ to expose to heat. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer ʔaŋ to roast, to warm 
oneself, Kuy ʔaŋ, Bru ʔaŋ, Stieng aŋ to grill, Chrau aŋ to broil, roast, Khasi s’ang to 
roast, toast; ~ Mon həɛŋ to warm, dry, at fire, to toast; by secondary derivation ~ 
Kammu-Yuan [rəmʔòk] rəmʔàŋ burnt, scorched. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [oŋ]-aːŋ to cook [meat, fish], 
Nancowry ʔuŋʔáŋ to boil, ʔuŋsəŋ́ to cook (or 524?); ~ (*cnʔaaŋ >) Mương náng 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese nướng to roast, toast. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ʃəŋ-[hələ] to reheat [food]. 
D: (Katuic, Bahnaric) ~ (*cnhaiŋ >) Kuy ŋhɛːɲ to put close to fire, Biat nhaːŋ dried 
[fish]; ~ (*cphaiŋ >) Bahnar phaːŋ to warm, dry, at fire, to roast; dry season, Jeh 
phaːŋ, Halang pəhaːŋ to roast; by back-formation (?) ~ Jeh haːŋ to feel heat of 
fire (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
E: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ (?, *crʔiəŋ >) Biat crɛːŋ to warm oneself [in 
sun]; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar təɛːŋ to warm in sun or at fire 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
F: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar təhɛːŋ to warm oneself at fire (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
E-F by secondary palatalization, cf. 403 *crak &c. Besisi cho’ong to burn, bake (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 468 (a))is probably rather < 524 *cɔŋ to set 
light to.  
(SMITH 1972 158.) 
 
†488 *cʔaaŋ; *cʔaiŋ; *cʔi[ ]ŋ bone.  
A, B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) Khmer [chʔɤŋ] 
chʔaeŋ (bare) bones (B), Kammu-Yuan cəʔáːŋ, Palaung kəʔaŋ, Praok siʔaŋ, Lawa 
saʔaŋ, (B) Khasi sh’ieng, (A) Vietnamese xương, (A/B) Temiar jəʔaːk, Semelai 
jəʔaŋ bone; ~ (*cnʔ- >) Kuy ŋhaːŋ (A), Palaung kənʔaŋ, Riang-Lang ˉcənʔɑŋ 
bone. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer chʔɤŋ, Khasi sh’ing, ’ing, Kensiu 
ʔiʔiŋ, Central Nicobarese [oŋ]-eŋ, Nancowry ʔuŋʔíŋ (referred ʔíŋ hard).  
C secondary.  
(SHAFER 1965 277a, 370; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 336.) 
Sora ə-'ɟaːŋ-ən, Kharia ɟaŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 7). 
 
489 *cʔaiŋ to shine, be light.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Stieng aːŋ light, to shine; light (n.), 
Biat aːŋ light, to shine, Sre aːŋ, Bahnar àːŋ light (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese ánh beam, ray, ?Nancowry hɛŋ sun; (— sang) light; ~ (*c[r]ʔaiŋ >) 
Chrau səlaːŋ light, Danaw tă_ʔɑːŋ sky.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect Kuy jɛːɲ, Bru jɛːŋ, Chrau yàːŋ gold; 
& cf. 523 *caŋ to glitter, 535 *scaiŋ to shine.  
(SHAFER 1965 367; BLOOD 1966 275.) 
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490 *cʔa[i]ŋ; *[c]ʔiiŋ other. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon c’āṅ /cʔaiŋ/; ~ Modern Mon həaiŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng iːŋ, Biat eːŋ; ~ Biat rʔeːŋ.  
B secondary, but not regular, cf. preceding; perhaps contaminated by alone, individual 
< 483 *ʔeeŋ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
 
491 *t2ʔɔɔŋ tree, wood.  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Khmuic, South Aslian) Kammu-Yuan səʔɔ́ː ŋ wood, (tuːt —) tree; ~ 
(*t2lʔɔɔŋ >) Kuy (ʔaː)lùːaŋ wood, Sre loŋ (!; BLOOD 1966 lɔːŋ), Stieng, Chrau, 
Biat lɔːŋ firewood, Bahnar ʔlɔːŋ tree, wood, Jeh ʔloːŋ, Halang ʔloaŋ, Semelai 
dəlɔːŋ tree.  
(SHAFER 1965 229; BLOOD 1966 74; SMITH 1972 167; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 207.) 
 
492 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔuŋ > *ɗuŋ, Pre-Khasi *ʔiŋ house.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi, Aslian) Kuy duŋ, Bru dɔŋ, Khasi ïing, Central Sakai dök, Semai 
duŋ (TAUERN 1914).  
Kuy excludes *d2uŋ. Cf. Laqua *nd[ia]ŋ house; proto Thai *thiaŋ hut…, BENEDICT 
1975 319.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 153 (a).) 
 
493 *[b]ʔooŋ; *[b]hooŋ dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Semang ba’ong (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
D 177); ~ Biat nʔoːŋ to dry [over fire]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔŋ to be dry, dried, to dry, Riang-Lang ˉhɔŋ to dry v.i.; → 
Shan hɔŋ́ to dry v.i. 
 
493a *mʔuŋ; *mʔəŋ to await, expect. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre (→ Röglai) moŋ to intend to, be about to, Palaung 
mɯŋ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _mɔŋ to hope (for), expect, Praok maoŋ to look 
up; → Shan mɔŋ̄ to hope (for), expect (& muŋ to look for, watch for?). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer ɔŋ to wait, rest, briefly, Kuy mɯ̀ŋ to expect, 
Biat mʔɔŋ to intend to, be about to; (tɒːm — nap) facing. 
 
(*riʔaaŋ see 276 *riʔaak to open… .) 
 
494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) (& *lhiəŋ(ʔ)?) to slant, be skewed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Khmer lʔiəŋ out of the vertical, sloping (→ 
Thai iaŋ), Khasi r’eng propped up on one side, (variant >?) Vietnamese hiếng to 
squint, Bru ʔiːŋ leaning against (< *-iiŋ?); ~ (*lnʔiəŋ >) Mon həeaŋ, Vietnamese 
nghiêng to be out of the vertical.  
Cf. Khmer kŋiəŋ bent to one side; & 759 *sliŋ &c. to be tilted, to squint. 
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‡495 *k[ ]uuŋ kiəŋ small hornbill.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Sre kiouŋ kiaŋ small hornbill, Anthracoceros 
albirostris (→ Röglai ?), Chrau kuːŋkiəŋ kind of hornbill, Bru rakɛːŋ Anthracoceros 
albirostris, by metathesis Riang-Lang kəŋiaŋ small hornbill.  
Sre kiouŋ by chiming deformation? Connect Khmer kɔːŋ keːŋ, keːŋ kɔːŋ kind of 
hornbill; North Röglai balakiak (< *-ŋ) kind of hornbill. 
(Proto-Austronesian *k/al/iŋkiŋ >) Malay [burong] kĕlengking. 
 
‡496 *kaŋ; *kaaŋ; *kaiŋ[ ]; *kiəŋ; *kaik (& *kaak?) transverse, to branch, stretch 
horizontally. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Nancowry kãŋ to (form a) cross; ~ Old 
Mon knaṅ /knaŋ/ [ko’] collar-bone, Modern Mon nɛŋ crosspiece; ~ (*crkaŋ >) 
Kuy (c)kaŋ purlin, Sre rəkaŋ roof-timber, roof, Biat rkaŋ breadth; transverse, across. 
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) 
Khmer kaːŋ to spread [wings], stretch [arms] sideways, Kuy kaːŋ to stretch out (v.t.) 
(B), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai kaŋ side; to spread, (C; ~?) Mương kenh 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese cánh wing (also canh, BARKER & BARKER 
1976; & Mương kènh, BARKER 1966 20, Vietnamese cành branch, by arbitrary 
differentiation?); ~ Middle Mon knāṅ (beside tnāṅ, which separate; merged in) 
Modern Mon naiŋ branch, Khmer khnaeŋ (C) in the shape of a cross; side-shoot, 
bud, twig (GUESDON 1930), (?) Sakai kĕning [luukn] branch (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 207), (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese ngang to be 
horizontal. level, to be wide; across (B), Vietnamese ngánh (& ngành!; C) branch (of 
river &c.); ~ Khmer chkaːŋ to crucify (B), Stieng cɒkaːŋ cross; ~ Chrau təkaːŋ 
main beam. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi pyngkiang crosswise. 
E: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Palaung kaʔ [he], Riang-Lang ˉkɑk, Praok, Lawa 
kak branch; ~ Vietnamese ngách = ngánh; (?, *knaak >) Khasi knah (!) cross-
stick in bird-trap, scaffold.  
(SHAFER 1965 344.) 
Proto-Austronesian *kaŋkaŋ: Malay kangkang straddling…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 74; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); & note *t'ə(N)kaŋ crossbar, BLUST 1971 no. 397; *t'akaŋ 
bow-legged, straddling, ib. no. 373; *t'ikaŋ [legs] wide apart, ib. no. 404, Proto-
Hesperonesian. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 62.) 
Cf. with E Tibeto-Burman *kaˑk fork, branch, BENEDICT 1972 71 no. 327. 
 
496a *[ ]kaŋ (& *[ ]ka[a]ŋ?) to demarcate, fence.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kaːŋ (& takaːŋ, ta- reciprocal; < variant?) to demarcate 
ricefields, Biat kaŋ (— nhar) to demarcate, (— rdɔl) to block [path], Bahnar káŋ 
field boundary marker (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan káŋ to block [road]; ~ 
Bahnar cəkáŋ to demarcate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Add perhaps (*krnaŋ, originally n., >) Middle Mon kanaṅ square compartment, to 
divide into square compartments, Modern Mon kənɛŋ (line in) check pattern. To block 
by attraction 785 *ghaŋ, which compare. 
 
497 *kaaŋʔ chin, jaw.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre, Chrau kaːŋ jaw, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang kaːŋ chin, 
jaw, Mương cáng chin (BARKER 1966 25); → Jarai kaːŋ, Röglai kak, North Röglai 
kaːk jaw.  
Connect Kuy khìːaŋ chin (contaminated by 1318 *dgaam, which compare?); South 
Nicobarese kaːəŋən tooth. Thai has kʰaaŋ chin, with cognates widely distributed 
in Thai-Kadai (BENEDICT 1975 321, jaw; *g-); cf. here Röglai bələw khaŋ beard.  
(BLOOD 1966 299; SMITH 1972 154.) 
 
498 *kɔŋ; *kɔɔŋ; *kɔ[ ]k ring-shaped artefact. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔŋ, Kuy kɑŋ, (→?) Biat kɔŋ wheel, Sre 
koŋ ring; ~ Kuy ŋkɑŋ bracelet. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer kaṅ (&/or A?), Modern Khmer kɔːŋ bracelet, anklet, 
circle, ring; to make a circle, Stieng kɔːŋ (rim of) wheel, Sre koːŋ bracelet, Biat koːŋ 
bracelet, ring, Chrau, Bahnar kɔːŋ bracelet, metal collar, Jeh koːŋ bracelet; → Cham 
kɔːŋ, North Röglai koːk bracelet, Röglai koːk ring; ~ Halang həkoaŋ bracelet. 
C: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kɔk bracelet, anklet, Palaung kɔʔ wainstbelt of silver rings.  
Connect Lawa Bo Luang kuaŋ ring; Biat khɔŋ spinning-wheel, winder. Cf. 500 *koŋ 
bent.  
(BLOOD 1966 80; SMITH 1972 170.) 
 
499 *kɔɔŋ copper.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre koːŋ copper (→ Röglai), Bahnar kɔŋ̄ copper, brass, bronze 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Chrau kaŋ (contaminated by *kaŋ > Sre [glah] kaŋ small copper cooking-pot?).  
(SHAFER 1965 53.) 
 
‡500 *koŋ bent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon kaŋ to be arched, bent; 
ribs of boat (→ Burmese kuiṅ:), Khmer kaoŋ to bend (→ Thai kooŋ), Kuy kɔːŋ 
bent, crooked, Palaung koŋ to droop (MILNE 1931), Khasi khong[dong] angle, 
zigzag, Vietnamese cong to bend.  
Cf. further (i) Khmer koŋ bent; (ii) 498 *kɔŋ &c. ring-shaped artefact; (iii) Bahnar kɔk 
bent, humpbacked (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), intensive kok, Kammu-Yuan kóːk 
curved, (lying) coiled up.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *bə(N)kuŋ: Malay bĕngkung bent out of shape, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26-7); (ii) *lə(N)kuŋ: Acehnese löngkong curved, arched, curled round, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 94); (iii) *li(N)kuŋ: Malay lengkong circular, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 96; Proto-Western-Indonesian). For Proto-Austronesian *dəkuŋ see 892 
*kuɲ. See BENEDICT 1975 231-2.  
 
501 *kuŋ; *kuuŋ village, settlement. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan kúŋ village. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung kuŋ town, state. 
 
(*kuŋ see also 890 *k[i]ɲ work.) 
 
502 *kuəŋ; *kwaaŋ male animal. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm kuəŋ male animal, 
Palaung [ə]kɔŋ male [bird], Mương [kà] kông cock (CUISINIER 1951); ~ Biat 
ŋkwɔŋ (→ Chrau kwɔŋ) male [animal]. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng kuaːŋ male [animal], male sexual organs, Khasi 
[’niang] kwang boar.  
Variation obscure.  
(BLOOD 1966 88.) 
 
503 *k[ɯə]ŋ to dig.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan khɯ́aŋ! to dig [ground], Palaung kɯŋ, Riang-
Lang ˉkɔŋ, Praok kaoŋ to dig [hole], Lawa Bo Luang koaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kauŋ to dig.  
Palaung has also kuŋ to dig up, mine; suggesting *kuuŋ ~ *kuŋ. Khmuic kh- 
unexplained; as connected Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese cuốc pickaxe, to 
dig. 
 
504 *jkii[ŋ]; *jkiə[ŋ]; *jkai[ŋ] side, edge. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kiŋ edge, direction, Biat keːŋ [mɛːŋ], Jeh kiːŋ edge; ~ (*jnkii[ŋ] 
>) Sre səkiŋ on one’s side, to one side, Chrau ŋkeːɲ! on one’s side, Biat ŋkeːŋ on 
one’s side; to lean over; by secondary derivation ~ Halang kəniːŋ edge. 
B: → Röglai kiaŋ, kiak side, flank; ~ → dəkiaŋ [to lie] curled up. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy khɛ ̀ː ɲ on one’s side, to one side; ~ ŋkhɛ ̀ː ɲ to tilt, lean, Bru sakèːŋ v.t. to 
tilt.  
Jeh, Halang imply *-ŋ; Chrau (& Hre keɲ) then by progressive assimilation? Sre 
shortening regular. Cf. further Khasi kynring by the side, towards the side; but 
connection dubious.  
Sora 'sʔeːŋ-ən side, direction in view of Kharia si'niŋ side, direction, PINNOW 1959 286.  
(SMITH 1972 93.) 
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505 *tk[ɔɔ]ŋ (nape of) neck.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (t)kɑːŋ neck, Bru takɒːŋ, Bahnar kɔːŋ 
[kɔy] nape of neck, occiput, Danaw ¬kɔŋ neck.  
Connect 17 *kɔʔ &c. 
 
506 *tkuəŋ; *tkəəŋ stalk. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cuống; ~ Biat ŋkɔːŋ stalk, Chrau ŋkɔːŋ 
quantifier for stalk-like objects. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar akəːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 təkəːŋ; beside Jölong 
təkiːŋ).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. 516 *[t]guəŋ &c.  
(SMITH 1972 110.) 
 
507 *giŋ to row.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon giṅ /gøŋ/, Modern Mon kàŋ, Khasi king. 
 
508 *[ ]gaŋ stiff, bristling.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɛə̀ŋ obstinate, opinionated, bristling, jammed, Sre gaŋ 
stiff, straight, rigid (DOURNES 1950); → Thai kʰâŋ obstructive, congested, jammed; 
Cham kàŋ motionless, paralysed; ~ Bahnar təgaŋ sticking up, erected (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Or *dgaŋ? Connect perhaps Malay rĕgang taut, referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 103 to 
Proto-Austronesian *[rɣ]əgaŋ to grasp (under the entry 510 *gəŋ &c.). (Cf. 
SHAFER 1965 107.) 
 
509 *ga[a]ŋ house.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kàːŋ, Palaung gaŋ, Riang-Lang _kɑŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 26.) 
 
‡510 *gəŋ; *guŋ to grasp.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmuic, South Bahnaric). Old Mon guṅ, goṅ /gøŋ/ (A), /gɯŋ/ (B), Late 
Middle Mon -guiṅ (A?) to grasp, take, Modern Mon kàŋ also to keep; ~ Khmer 
phkùəŋ (A; & phguṅ, GUESDON 1930, B?) to supply, provide, Stieng goŋ (B), gəŋ 
(A) to hand over [person, animal] as pledge.  
Cf. 516 *[t]guəŋ &c. stalk, handle.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pigəŋ: Malay pegang, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 235; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *pəgaŋ: Malay pĕgang, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 116; Proto-
West-Indonesian); (iii) *[rɣ]əgaŋ: Toba Batak rogang, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
103; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
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511 *gəŋ sacrifice post.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gəŋ sacrifice post, Jeh gàŋ, Halang gɒŋ spirit pole; (probably) → 
Cham kàŋ, Röglai, North Röglai gək post, Jarai gɔŋ sacrifice post; ~ (*gngəŋ >) 
Biat ŋgɔŋ post, support for betel vine; ~ (*g[r]nəŋ >) Sre gənəŋ post erected in 
spirit cult.  
(SMITH 1972 98.) 
 
512 *gɔŋ warrior-like.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon goṅ /gɔŋ/, Modern Mon kòŋ to be 
brave, Khmer kùəŋ invulnerable (→ Thai kʰoŋ endure, persist, → Kammu-Yuan 
khóŋ), Kuy khɔŋ̀ having magical powers, Biat gɔŋ invulnerable.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36.) 
 
†513 *guəŋ; *gəŋ to cook in water. 
A: (Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan kɔ̀ː ŋ to boil down, stew, make soup, ?Nancowry 
kuáŋlan to ferment (rice). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung gəŋ to stew, Riang-Lang _kaŋ to boil, cook by boiling.  
Cf. A112 *[ ]gəm to cook, boil. 
Kharia gɔŋ to cook [rice] (PINNOW 1959 194; Proto-Munda *[g]ɔ[ŋ]). 
 
514 *cgiiŋ to project at right angles.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chkɤŋ upright, sticking up, [e.g. arrow] sticking by 
point; ~ Chrau səŋgiːŋ, Biat ŋgiːŋ [chiː] branch of tree (contaminated by 496 
*kaiŋ[ ] &c., which compare?). 
 
515 *[c]guuŋ; *[c]g[əə]ŋ ladder. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ghuːŋ, Chrau guːŋ ladder, Biat guːŋ, Bahnar kuːŋ, ladder, stair, 
Jeh, Halang gùaŋ house-ladder. 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi jynkieng, jingkieng bridge, ladder.  
(BLOOD 1966 232; SMITH 1972 113.) 
 
516 *[t]guəŋ; *tgəŋ stalk, handle. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic) Sre guaŋ handle, tiller, Palaung gɔŋ stalk, 
handle, Riang-Lang _kuaŋ stalk, Bru ŋkùaŋ stubble. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre taŋgəŋ paddy- stalk, rice-straw (with ta- by attraction 543 
*t1aŋ joint, joined stem).  
= following? Cf. 506 *tkuəŋ &c. stalk; 510 *gəŋ &c. to grasp. 
 
517 *tg[uə]ŋ; *tg[ə]ŋ (bony) ridge. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung gɔŋ [mur] nose, Bru ŋkùaŋ ridge of nose; ~ 
(*trg[uə]ŋ >) Bahnar təkɔːŋ profile, ridge [of nose], shin; ~ (*tng[uə]ŋ >) West 
Bahnar təŋɔːŋ profile, ridge [of nose], shin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Katuic) ~ Kuy ŋkhɑ̀ŋ leg, shin, Bru saŋkɒ̀ŋ leg.  
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Or *tgɔ(ɔ)ŋ, if ≠ preceding. 
 
(*dgaŋ see 508 *[ ]gaŋ stiff, bristling.) 
 
518 *pgɔŋ; *pgɔɔŋ beam.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer (B) bɔŋkɔ̀ː ŋ beam, prop, scaffolding, pole, (A; with head 
register by levelling on unattested simplex?) bɔŋkɔŋ baulk, flat sheet of wood 
forming part of structure of house; ~ (*prg- >) Mon həkòŋ beam, baulk; → Cham 
pagauṅ perch. 
 
‡519 *lŋuuŋ; *lŋəəŋ mentally abstracted. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon ŋɜŋ̀ lṅuṅ to be lost in thought, to mope, Khmer ŋòːŋ very 
confused, close to fainting; ~ (*l.ŋuuŋ >) Mon təŋɜŋ̀ abstraction of mind. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer ṅöṅ to be dazed (& ṅɨṅ̄; GUESDON 1930); (?) → Thai ŋûaŋ slow, 
sluggish, inactive, slothful, → Khmer ŋɯ̀ːəŋ to be dazed.  
Khmer has further, by expressive variation, ŋìːŋ-[ŋòːŋ] dizzy; ŋèːŋ-[ŋòːŋ] confused, 
dizzy. Note also Vietnamese ngượng embarrassed (< *-aaŋ; perhaps ← 
Indonesian, below).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *ləŋuŋ >) Malay lĕngong plunged in thought; (ii) *ləŋəŋ: 
Malay lĕngang silent, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95, *ləŋ[aə]ŋ; Proto-Malayo-
Javanese, assuming Toba Batak ← Malay); & cf. Proto-Malayo-Javanese *biŋuŋ 
at a loss (NOTHOFER 1975 138; Toba has bingun), → Semai biŋuŋ silly (TANDART 
1935); &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 206. Mon-Khmer ↔ Indonesian? Indonesian 
is against constructing Proto-Mon-Khmer *-ɯəŋ. 
 
520 *[ ]ciiŋ elephant.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Central Aslian) Old Mon cīṅ /ciŋ/, Modern Mon coiŋ, Kuy (ʔaː)ciːɲ, 
Bru ʔaciaŋ, Central Sakai chi’k.  
Not explicable from Burmese chaṅ, on which see BENEDICT 1972 133 & n. 362; 
SHORTO 1971 under the entry ciṅ1.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 49.) 
 
521 *ceeŋ point, angle, ridge.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North & South Aslian) Old Mon ciṅ /ciŋ/ gable (?), Modern Mon coiŋ 
ridge pole of roof, Khmer caeŋ joint of roof-truss or rafters, Semang saeng point 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 63).  
Connection dubious 529 *[ʔ]cu(u)ŋ upper end. 
 
†522 *caŋ to shut.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok soŋ to bolt, Palaung səŋ, Lawa Bo Luang sɑŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔŋ to shut; ~ (*[c]ncaŋ >) Biat ncaŋ to shut. 
Sora 'saŋ-ən door (compounding form, ~ sa'naŋ-ən), Kharia 'saŋ- to shut, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 290, Proto-Munda *səŋ; cf. ib. 268). 
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523 *caŋ to glitter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer caŋ shining, bright, to reflect the light; ~ (*c[n]caŋ >) Late 
Middle Mon dacaṅ [baḅaṅ] to be resplendent.  
Cf. 489 *cʔaiŋ to shine…, 535 *scaiŋ to shine…; but connection uncertain A35 
*[c]a[a]ŋ clear, limpid. 
 
†‡524 *cɔŋ to set light to.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon coṅ 
/cɔŋ/, Modern Mon cɔŋ, Kuy cɑŋ, Bahnar soːŋ (!)to set light to, Vietnamese 
chong to keep [lamp] lit, (probably, rather than ad 487 *cʔaŋ &c. to expose to heat) 
Besisi cho’ong to burn, bake (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 468 (a)), 
?Nancowry ʔuŋsəŋ́ to cook (or 487).  
Bahnar vocalism obscure. Connect A36b *.c[ɔ]ŋ [lightning] to strike? For Biat chuɲ 
see A11 *jhuuʔ. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Kharia sɔŋ-, -sɔŋ fire, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252, 324).  
Proto-Austronesian *ga(N)t'aŋ: Javanese gasang lit, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 53). See 
BENEDICT 1975 329. 
 
525 *c[o]ŋ; *cok to make into a bundle. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi) obs. Khmer coṅ to tie together (TANDART 1935; Modern Khmer 
cɔːŋ!), Khasi song bundle; to pack, tie up. 
B: (Mon) Mon cak to make into a bundle. 
 
526 *cuuŋ axe.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy cuːŋ, Stieng sùːŋ (!), Sre, Chrau, Bahnar suːŋ, Jeh cùaŋ 
axe, Halang cùaŋ axe-blade, mattock.  
Perhaps ← Indonesian, cf. Cham (a)cɔ̀ː ŋ, Jarai jɔːŋ, &c., < Proto-Austronesian *[ ]i[ 
]uŋ (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 22, *bali[j]uŋ, a Proto-West-Indonesian prefixed form); 
Stieng suggests a byform in *ʔc-!  
(BLOOD 1966 241; SMITH 1972 112.) 
 
527 *cuuŋ to eat [rice].  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng suːŋ, Bunör soːŋ, Biat choːŋ, Bahnar sɔŋ, Jeh, Halang coŋ.  
With North Bahnaric vocalism cf. 986 *cuut; 1559a *cʔuur; 1984 *cuh; probably by 
secondary diphthongization (*ciuuŋ > *cəuŋ) as in 43 *cuuʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 15; SMITH 1972 145.) 
 
528 *cu[ə]ŋ; *cəŋ; *ciəŋ kind of small mammal. 
A: (Khasi; ~?) Khasi bsong mongoose, weasel (with b- perhaps by attraction bshad 
civet-cat, mongoose). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy cəŋ [ŋkɑh] porcupine, Sre [pi] səŋ paradoxure, 
Paradoxurus indicus, Biat [mpiːk] chɔŋ fox. 
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C: (Khasi) ~ Khasi myrsiang fox, jackal.  
Cf. Khmer kɔɲcròːŋ fox, perhaps by contraction < *kuun crcuuŋ.  
Proto-Austronesian *mut'aŋ civet-cat (DEMPWOLFF 1938 107; Proto-Hesperonesian); & 
note Vietnamese chồn fox.  
 
‡529 *[ʔ]cuŋ; *[ʔ]cuuŋ upper end. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer coŋ end, tip; (or B) → Acehnese cong above. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre couŋ end, top, Chrau coːŋ tip, branches, of tree, Biat coːŋ end.  
Cf. 299 *pc[ɔ]k; but connection dubious 521 *ceeŋ point… . 
Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)d'uŋ: Malay (h)ujong end, tip, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 65, 
*hud'uŋ; cf. SHORTO 1975 91 n. 25). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 48.) 
 
†‡530 *kcəŋ stretched, to stretch.  
A: (Palaungic, ? North Aslian) Palaung cəŋ to be stretched, to stretch (MILNE 1931), 
Praok coŋ to be firm, stiff, Semang chong to stretch out legs (if correctly glossed; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 488); ~ Riang-Lang kəsaŋ to be straight.  
*-c- confirmed by Indonesian, below. Cf. A36 *[c]oŋ straight. 567 *st1iŋ &c. taut, to 
stretch is hardly connected 
Sora ɲoːŋ- to stretch [body], Kharia jũŋ to stretch out legs, &c. (?; PINNOW 1959 361; 
Proto-Munda *ɲɔŋ or *jɔŋ?).  
Proto-Austronesian *kəNk'əŋ: Javanese kĕnchĕng taut, straight…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 77; Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian).  
With Munda cf. also Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)d'aŋ stiff, DAHL 1973 § 20.7 (Proto-
West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 399-400. 
 
531 *tca[a]ŋ to wait, to attend on.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Bahnar caːŋ to wait, Jeh caːŋ to stay with dying person, Halang caːŋ 
to support; probably → Cham caːŋ, Röglai [do]caŋ, North Röglai caːk to wait; ~ 
(*tpca[a]ŋ) → Jarai pəcaːŋ to wait.  
Hardly connected, as SCHMIDT 1905, 1325 *ca(a)m.  
(SMITH 1972 166.) 
 
†532 *bciŋ; *bciiŋ; *bciəŋ to incline, be aslant. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chênh to be tilted, slanting. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːŋ to lean; ~ Biat nchiːŋ to lean against (v.t.), (~?) West 
Bahnar həciːŋ on a slope (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Middle Mon ceṅ /ceŋ/, Modern Mon ceaŋ to 
decline, Khmer jiəṅ leaning towards (GUESDON 1930; → Thai cʰǐaŋ deviating, 
deflected, → Khmer chiəŋ = jiəṅ, → Kuy chiːɲ leaning), Bahnar cɛːŋ (with c-, for 
*j-, by levelling on derivation) on a slope; ~ West Bahnar həcɛːŋ leaning 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi pasiang inclining, slanting; by secondary derivation 
~ Mon həceaŋ daceṅ to incline, Khmer jajiəṅ leaning, to go to one side (GUESDON 
1930).  
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Cf. further Khmer crìəŋ leaning over (by back-formation from *cəcriəŋ < *crciəŋ?); 
Khasi pashing sideways; Kuy sɛːɲ & Bru sɛːŋ to go down, descend. 
Sora ob'seˑŋ- &c. to be turned round, to turn [something] over = ob'seŋ-[le] sideways, 
leaning; seŋ- to squint. 
 
‡532a *[r]caŋ to prick, pierce, insert.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon cɛŋ to prick, pierce, to thread through; ~ (*[r]ncaŋ >) Kammu-
Yuan [ɲìat] ɲàŋ to prick, pierce, stick in, put (into). 
Proto-Austronesian *[ɣr]aNK'aŋ to insert: Malay ranchang sticking up, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101, *[ḷ]o; less Javanese, ad following; Proto-West-
Indonesian). Indonesian ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
‡533 *[r]caŋ rack, framework.  
(Mon) Mon cɛŋ rack, bin, framework, staging; → Burmese caṅ.  
Connection uncertain Khasi rynsan platform, gallery. For Mon hnɛŋ spoke, rib of side of 
cart see 598 *cnɔŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian *raNk'aŋ: Karo Batak ranchang drying-rack for tobacco, 
Acehnese rancang fowl-basket, Javanese ranchang set up, framed, (-an) 
framework (Proto-West-Indonesian). DEMPWOLFF 1938 101 refers Javanese to base 
cited ad preceding. Note also *raNd'aŋ twilled work (ib., Proto-West-Indonesian), 
with which Acehnese shows contamination.  
 
534 *lmcɔŋ kind of water-lily.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kəcɔŋ lacåṅ kind of water-lily, Khmer lùmcɔŋ blue lotus. 
 
535 *scaiŋ to shine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sāṅ to shine, Khmer caeŋ shining (& to explain, make 
clear); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer cɔɲcaeŋ bright… .  
Cf. 489 *cʔaiŋ; 523 *caŋ to glitter. But connection uncertain A35 *[c]a[a]ŋ clear, 
limpid. 
 
535a *jiəŋ friend.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau yiəŋ friend (term of address), Biat, Jeh jiaŋ friend, Halang jiaŋ 
friend (term of address).  
(SMITH 1972 149.) 
 
536 *jaaŋ to fish with scoop-net.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon càiŋ; ~ (*jrjaaŋ >) Lawa Bo Luang ʔacɯaŋ to net 
[fish]; ~ Mon hnàiŋ, Khmer chnìːəŋ scoop-net.  
Connection dubious Riang-Lang ˉviŋ, Shan wiŋ scoop-net. 
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537 *j[o]ŋ; *j[oo]ŋ long, high. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Bahnar yɔŋ important, great, Khmuʼ joŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan coŋ, Central Nicobarese cɔŋ high, Nancowry cóŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat jɔːŋ long, Sre joːŋ long, high, tall; ~ Bahnar kəjuːŋ high, 
long, big.  
Connect 690 *jruŋ &c.?  
 
†‡538(I) *juŋ; *juəŋ; *jəŋ; *jəəŋ foot, leg. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Old Mon juṅ /jɯŋ/, Modern Mon càŋ, 
Palaung jɯŋ, Riang-Lang _cɔŋ, Praok caoŋ foot, leg, Temiar juk, Semelai jɔŋ 
foot; ~ Old Mon jiñjuṅ, Middle Mon dayoṅ, Modern Mon həyàŋ post, Praok 
[num] jaoŋ foundation. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cɯ̀aŋ, Lawa Bo Luang [hlaʔ] cuaŋ, Lawa 
Umphai [hlaʔ] chuaŋ foot. 
C: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Biat jɔŋ, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar jəŋ foot, leg; (or D; ?) ~ rare Old 
Mon jiñjiṅ ?/jənjøŋ/ post. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Old Khmer jeṅ, Modern Khmer 
cɤ̀ːŋ foot, leg (→ Thai cʰəəŋ foot, base, → Kuy chɤ̀ːŋ), Kuy jɯːŋ & Bru ʔayɤːŋ (!) 
feet, Stieng (or C?) jɒːŋ, jɔːŋ foot, leg, Jeh, Halang jòːŋ foot.  
C, D secondary, perhaps (in part) regular in context; cf. here 254 *jhooʔ &c., 385 
*yuk &c. Sep. Vietnamese chơn foot, chân leg, < 1138 *cə(ə)n.  
 
†‡538(II) *jəŋ (& *jəəŋ?); *jiŋ; *jiiŋ; *juuŋ to stand. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) East Bahnar, 
Jölong jəːŋ to become (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < variant?; beside Röngao jɛːŋ), 
Palaung jəŋ, Praok, Mae Sariang cuŋ, Lawa Bo Luang coŋ, Lawa Umphai choŋ, 
Khasi ïeng, Mah Meri jək to stand; ~ (*jnjəŋ >) Palaung by dissimilation kənjəŋ 
to be, set, upright, Praok juŋ to be upright, Semai jiɲjək to stand; ~ Central 
Nicobarese cənəŋ quantifier for trees, posts, &c. 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ceŋ to stand; ~ Kuy (t)yɤŋ to stand, (~?) Riang-
Lang _tənceŋ to be vertical. 
C: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat jeːŋ, Bahnar jiːŋ to become. 
D: (North Bahnaric) Jeh yùaŋ to get up, Halang yùaŋ to stand, (~?) Bahnar ʔyuːŋ to 
stand up.  
Connected further North Aslian forms (Kensiu həɲjaɲ). A probably originally by 
arbitrary variation (though old, cf. Austronesian); other variants then secondary. 
To become contaminated if not ← Indonesian, cf. e.g. Röglai jəŋ to be, exist, Rade 
jiːŋ to become (BLOOD 1966), < *d'əŋd'əŋ, below. Connected with (I) or (II) 691 
*jruŋ &c. post; upright.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 28, 30, 536; BLOOD 1966 36, 119; SMITH 1972 111; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 220.) 
Sora jʔeːŋ-ən, (compounding form) jeˑŋ-ən, Kharia -ɟuŋ foot, leg, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
365).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'əŋ: Javanese jĕng stand (DEMPWOLFF 1938 48; BENEDICT 
1975 adds Ami); (ii) *d'əŋd'əŋ: Toba Batak jongjong to stand, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 48; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) Javanese jĕnĕng post, njĕnĕng to stand. 
Not ← Mon-Khmer in view of Formosan! See BENEDICT 1975 396. (POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 53.) 
 
†539 *juuŋ rain, to rain.  
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Palaung juŋ (to) rain, Riang-Lang _cuŋ rain, (?) Khasi jung to 
urinate.  
Cf. 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to descend, fall. 
Sora əɟeːŋ-['gum-] to shower, (-ən) shower.  
 
540 *sjaŋ kind of sword.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon sɛàŋ-sjaṅ &c. sword, Bahnar saŋ small curved sword or 
knife, Jeh caŋ small knife, Halang caŋ knife.  
(SMITH 1972 126.) 
 
541 *ɲaŋ larva.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _ɲaŋ caterpillar, Khasi ’ñiang /ɲaŋ/ (~ khñiang) 
worm, insect.  
Sep. Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai ɲuŋ mosquito, ← Tai.  
 
(*[b]rɲuəŋ see 706 *briəŋ rainbow.) 
 
542 *t1iə[ŋ] tail.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tiaŋ, Chrau tiəŋ, Biat ciaŋ, Bahnar kiɛŋ, Jeh teːŋ, Halang teaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 81, 543; BLOOD 1966 108; SMITH 1972 92.) 
 
‡543 *t1aŋ joint, jointed stem.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon taṅ /taŋ/ joint, Modern 
Mon tɛŋ joint, section between joints, stalk, Bahnar taŋ pipe; ~ Khmer thanŋ joint; 
~ Jeh kataŋ section, Halang kətaŋ water-pipe; ~ Khasi jyntang stalk; ~ Nancowry 
pintáŋ cane.  
Connect Riang-Lang ˉkətəŋ elbow, cubit; perhaps Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai taŋ 
shoot (< *t1a[a]ŋ; contaminated by 562 *bt1əŋ plant…?); & note Praok joŋ joint. 
Cf. following. (SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Proto-Austronesian *taNkai: Malay tangkai stem, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128). 
 
543a *t2aŋ; *t2a[a]ŋ knee. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian) Riang-Lang [¯kiŋ] ¯saŋ, by contraction of 
compound (cf. Bahnar below & 1706 *[ ]kuul) Sre kəltaŋ, by vowel metathesis 
Kensiu, Lanoh Yir kaltoŋ, Semelai kaltuŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng [kuːk] taːŋ, Bahnar [kuːl] taːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Cf. preceding.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 40 (a).) 
 
544 *t1aŋ to roast, bake.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung təŋ to roast, steam, heat, Riang-Lang ¯taŋ to bake in 
open dish, Praok toŋ to broil, Lawa Bo Luang tɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔŋ 
to broil, grill, Khasi thang to burn, roast, cremate.  
(SHAFER 1965 396.)  
 
544a *taaŋ to extend, stretch  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer trədaːŋ to stretch out [limbs], (or next?) 
Vietnamese dang to stretch out, spread out, extend; ~ Kuy ntaːŋ widely spaced.  
Cf. 567 *st1iŋ &c. …to stretch; 577a *jdaŋ &c. spread wide, outstretched. (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 31 (a).) 
 
545 *t1a[a]ŋ to take the place of.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng taːŋ substitute, to take the place of, Bahnar taːŋ to take the place of, 
Jeh, Halang taːŋ in place of.  
(SMITH 1972 162.) 
 
546 *tɔŋ; *tɔɔŋ to pull, to draw water.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon tåṅ to bring away, rescue, Modern Mon 
tɔŋ to pull, draw [water inter alia], lead, (B) Khmer dɔːŋ to draw water, (A) Bahnar 
tɔŋ to draw, scoop up.  
Connect obscure Sre gəltuŋ to pull towards one (DOURNES 1950); or Vietnamese 
dương to open [umbrella], draw [bow]. Cf. 570 *dɔŋ. 
 
547 *t1ɔɔŋ handle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer dɔːŋ (→ Cham ḍauṅ), Kuy tɑːŋ, Stieng toːŋ, 
Chrau tɔːŋ handle, Biat tɔːŋ (— jraː) crutch, (—njiːŋ) balance, Bahnar tɔːŋ 
quantifier for guns, swords, axes, &c., Jeh toːŋ quantifier for tools, Halang toaŋ 
quantifier for long tools; ~ (*tntɔɔŋ >) Biat ntɔːŋ handle.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SMITH 1972 173.) 
 
‡548 *t1uuŋ to carry on pole between two.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar tuːŋ, Jeh tùaŋ; ~ Halang hətùaŋ; ~ Sre 
tərnuŋ (→ Röglai), Biat [grɛː] rnuːŋ litter, Bahnar tənuːŋ carrying-pole, (pole of) 
litter, Jeh tanùaŋ carrying-pole, load (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Cf. 565 *rt1uuŋ &c. ladder, bridge.  
(SHAFER 1965 78; BLOOD 1966 242; SMITH 1972 114.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ut'uŋ: Malay usong-an litter, hammock, stretcher, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 163; Proto-Hesperonesian). Hardly Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, given 
consonantism.  
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†‡549 *t1uuŋ to light.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung tuŋ to light [lamp &c.] .  
Connect 1004 *t1ut c.? 
Sora tuŋ- in tuŋ'(g)eḅ- to burn (v.t.), 'tuŋab-̥ to set fire to cleared timber.  
Proto-Austronesian *tutuŋ: Toba Batak tutung to burn, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 143). 
 
550 *[ʔ]t1eeŋ to do.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer taeŋ to create, to have the habit of, [do 
&c.] habitually, Khmuʼ tɛːŋ to make; ~ (*[ʔ]bteeŋ >) Stieng tɛːŋ to direct, be in 
charge. 
 
†551 *[ʔ]nt1aŋ brain.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həntaŋ; ~ Thin kən̆taŋ brain, skull. 
Sora ə'taŋ-ən.  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)tək (DEMPWOLFF 1938 163, *cutak, 
*cu(n)tək; DYEN 1953 § 118). 
 
†552 *ʔt1uuŋ afraid, to fear.  
A: (Kuy, Khasi, Aslian) Kuy (ʔaː)tuːŋ, Khasi tieng (!; & Mnar, IVAN M. SIMON PERS. 
COM., tyoŋ), Temiar tuːk; ~ Kensiu ʔəntəŋ; ~ Semelai bəthɔŋ.  
*t1 in view of Munda  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 48.) 
Sora 'batoːŋ-, Kharia 'bɔtɔŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 261). 
 
553 *knt2iiŋ bone.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng tiːŋ, Sre, Chrau, Biat ntiːŋ, Bahnar kətiːŋ, Jeh, Halang kasìaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 371; BLOOD 1966 221; SMITH 1972 83.) 
 
†554 *kt2aŋ bitter.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon kətɛŋ, Katuic, (Chrau ←) Stieng, Biat, Bahnar taŋ, 
Röngao saŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cáŋ, Palaung səŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉcaŋ, Praok soŋ, Lawa Bo Luang sɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔŋ (to be) 
bitter, Khasi kthang bitter, ksang bitter; bile, gall, Vietnamese đắng, Semang kedeg 
bitter (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 232 (a)); ~ Literary Mon gamtaṅ bitter, 
Modern Mon hətɛŋ in hlɛm hətɛŋ Persian lilac, neem, Sre bətaŋ (→ Röglai), 
(probably =, by assimilation) Jeh, Halang ʔɲaŋ bitter; by secondary derivation ~ 
(i) Khasi byrthang bitter, (lam- —) bitterish; (ii) Central Nicobarese pentəŋ bile, 
Nancowry pintáŋ gall-bladder.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Hence Proto-Yao *ʔńaaŋ (BENEDICT 1975 
369, salty… (II))?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SHAFER 1965 75; SMITH 1972 136.) 
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Sora ə'saˑŋ-, Kharia ɔ'sɔŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 247). 
 
555 *kt1əŋ; *kt1aŋ to hear. 
A: (Bahnaric, Aslian) Central Rölöm tɔŋ, Bahnar təŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Sedang 
taŋ); ~ (*krt1əŋ >) Bahnar kətəŋ, Sakai gĕrtêk to hear (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 6 (c)); ~ (*knt1əŋ >) Kensiu ʔəntiŋ, Temiar gɛntɔk, Semaq 
Beri ntəŋ, Semelai təŋ ear. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau caŋ to hear, listen, Stieng taːŋ, Biat taŋ to hear.  
B secondary; post-dental?  
Connect Central Nicobarese naːŋ ear, Nancowry náŋ ear, hintúaytanáŋ message. Cf. 
575 *kndaŋ to listen to.  
(BLOOD 1966 272; SMITH 1972 102.) 
 
556 *kt1ɔɔŋ pot, jar.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) (~?) Thin k(ə)̆tɔŋ; ~ Lawa Bo Luang tɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ndoŋ. 
 
†557 *kt1uŋ *kt1uəŋ, hole, pit. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon ktoṅ /ktɯŋ/, Modern Mon kətaŋ 
hole in ground, mine, Chrau chuŋ hole [in ground], Palaung tɯŋ (?) ditch (MILNE 
1931). 
B: (Khmer; ~?) Old Khmer antvaṅ, Modern Khmer ʔɔndoːŋ well, (— rae) mine 
(contaminated by ʔɔndau ditch, hole, cave < 72 *nt1uuʔ; → Biat [ndrɔm] ɗuːŋ 
well.  
Palaung perhaps correct to təŋ, implying a variant *[k]t1əŋ; for which cf. Cham taŋ, 
Röglai təŋ, North Röglai tək deep place in river. 
(?) Sora kuntuŋ-[saːm-ən] rectum (referred by RAMAMURTI 1938 to kun'tuŋ-ən tube). 
 
†558 *jt1uuŋ; *jt1uəŋ; *jt1əŋ to strike, beat, make resonate. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tùːŋ to beat; kind of drum, Sre touŋ jew’s 
harp, Bahnar duːŋ resonant percussive sound (& duŋ short percussive sound, by 
expressive var); ~ Chrau gətoːŋ jew’s harp, Riang-Lang ˉsətuŋ drum (< *jrt1uuŋ; 
by metathesis *t1ruuŋ >) Palaung kruŋ, Lawa Bau Lua khraɯŋ, Lawa Umphai 
krauŋ, Mae Sariang khyaɯŋ drum. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer tùːəŋ = tùːŋ, Bahnar dɔːŋ to hit hard and long. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric) Sre təŋ to strike, Bahnar dəŋ short percussive sound (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) (& dəŋ̄ resonant percussive sound GUILLEMINET 1959-63, by expressive 
variation); ~ (*jbt1əŋ >) Old Mon ju’tuṅ /jətøŋ/ to beat [spear on shield], Literary 
Mon jatuiṅ to strike [drum, ball] with stick.  
Cf. 318 *[j]təək to strike, beat. (Cf. SMITH 1972 176.) 
(?) Sora tuŋ- to cuff; taŋ- to thump, cuff, to pound. 
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‡559 *tntəŋ to shake, to tremble.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ntəŋ to shake (v.t.), Bahnar tətəŋ to shiver, tremble (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Jölong also to shake (v.t.). 
Proto-Austronesian *tiŋtiŋ: Malay tinting, Cham tatiŋ, katiŋ to sift by shaking, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 138-9). 
 
560 *tnt1uŋ; *tnt1uuŋ to steal. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Bunör ntuŋ, Central Rölöm tuŋ, Biat ntoŋ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng tuːŋ (or A?), Bahnar tətoːŋ, Jeh, Halang 
tuːŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 170; SMITH 1972 117.) 
 
†561 *nt[2][e]ŋ nerve, sinew.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Mon kəteaŋ nerve, sinew, muscle, Bru satiŋ (contaminated by 567?). 
Sora ɲe'ɲeŋ-ən nerve, vein, tendon (presumptively < *nejeŋ < *neeŋ < *neseŋ). 
 
‡562 *bt1əŋ; *bt1əəŋ; *bt1uuŋ plant, trunk, to plant. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Khmer tɔ̀ː ŋ stem, trunk (with 
unexplained lengthening), Biat [rɛh] tɔŋ tap-root, Palaung təŋ trunk, plant, 
beginning, (or B; ~?) Besisi (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 132) mĕtöng 
to plant. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtəŋ trunk, plant.  
C: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy thùːŋ to transplant, Khasi thung to plant.  
Note also Kuy stùːŋ, Bru satùəŋ ← Khmer smtūŋ transplanted (rice) seedlings (< 
*jduuŋ?). 
Proto-Austronesian *bataŋ: Malay batang trunk, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 24). See 
BENEDICT 1975 413. 
 
†563 *[b]t1uuŋ; *[b]t1uəŋ to soak. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon tɜŋ to soak, steep; ~ (*[b].t1uuŋ >) Vietnamese dúng to 
dip in vat. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tɔːŋ to dip, soak, dye (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also dɔːŋ; so 
of dialect origin?).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. *t1 in view of Sora.  
Sora 'tuŋ-[daː-] to soak [boiled rice in sour water]. 
 
564 *rmtiiŋ kind of aromatic plant.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon latiṅ kind of flowering plant, Old Khmer raṁtyaṅ, 
Modern Khmer rùmdeːŋ galanga. 
 
(*rt1iiŋ *rt1iəŋ see 693 *t1raiŋ kind of reed.) 
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565 *rt1uuŋ; *rt1uəŋ ladder, bridge. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic; ~ *rnt1uuŋ >) Sre ntuːŋ ladder, stair, Chrau rətuːŋ 
bridge, Biat ntuːŋ footbridge, Thin rən̆toŋ ladder. 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Palaung [təŋ] tɔŋ ladder, stair; ~ (*rnt1uəŋ by metathesis > 
*[t1]nruəŋ >) Kuy nthrùːaŋ stair, Bru ntrùaŋ.  
Connected further forms in *-ɗ-: Kammu-Yuan rəŋtɔ̀ː ŋ, rəntɔ̀ː ŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉrəŋduaŋ ladder, stair; Central Nicobarese henduːəŋə bridge, poultry-ladder, 
Nancowry hinrúaŋa bridge. Originally *rnt1- by metathesis 548 *t1/rn/uuŋ 
carrying-pole, litter, Palaung by back-formation; or *r(n)ɗ-, *-t1- by 
contamination?  
(BLOOD 1966 233.) 
 
566 *[l]təəŋ to toss up.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar təːŋ to throw up, to weigh in hand (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Literary Mon latuiṅ, katuiṅ to toss (up). 
 
‡567 *st1iŋ; *st1iəŋ; *[s]t1aŋ taut, to stretch. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer sdɤŋ stretched out, to stretch [cloth]; → Thai tʉŋ to be 
stretched, → Khmer tɤŋ to be stretched; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan 
ləŋtéŋ [small object] stretched out. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon steṅ /steŋ/, Modern Mon teaŋ to be stretched, taut, 
Palaung teəŋ to stretch, tighten; → Burmese taṅ: to become taut; ~ Old Mon sirteṅ 
to measure with a cord. 
C: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Biat thaŋ stretched, taut, Bahnar taŋ to stretch 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (or < 574 *kdaŋ, which compare), (?) Vietnamese thẳng 
straight; → Röglai khaŋ stretched, taut; ~ Bahnar cətaŋ, djətaŋ taut, stiff 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham, North Röglai cataŋ stretched; ~ → Röglai 
tanhaŋ long.  
C post-dentally < earlier *[s]t1əŋ, cf. 555 *kt1əŋ &c.; or contaminated by *kdaŋ. Cf. 
further Khmer sɔnthɯ̀ŋ to stretch (v.i.t.); Kammu-Yuan ləŋtəŋ́ [large object] 
stretched out; & 544a *taaŋ …to stretch; 577a *jdaaŋ …out stretched. Hence by 
metathesis 781 *[t][s]iəŋ crossbow string?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ɣə(N)təŋ: Malay rĕntang to stretch out tight, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 58; Proto-Hesperonesian); & note Malay gĕtang taut. See BENEDICT 1975 
399. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 31.) 
 
568 *[s]təəŋ; *[s]taŋ thin. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sdaəŋ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khasi stang (or variant? cf. here 592 *[ ]n1[əə]ŋ); ~ 
Bahnar hətaŋ.  
Or *c-. Connect Biat [chak] ntiːŋ thin, puny? 
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569 *[d]a[i]ŋ; *[d]iiŋ; *[d]əəŋ large. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung daŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok tiŋ. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre dəːŋ.  
Variation obscure; expressive? A perhaps contaminated by 577a *jdaaŋ spread 
wide… . 
 
570 *dɔŋ to pull.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer tùəŋ to pull back and forth, Stieng 
doŋ to pull, push, Stieng dialect dɔŋ to pull down, Khasi tong to draw [water &c.]; 
~ Kuy nthɑ̀ŋ to drag, pull.  
Cf. 546 *tɔ(ɔ)ŋ. But connection dubious Sora diŋ-, Kharia ɖiŋ to draw, pull, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 322 (with which cf. Biat njɛːŋ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
571 *d[ɔ]ŋ to help.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre doŋ (→ Röglai), Bahnar dɔŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 128.) 
 
572 *duŋ pelican.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tàŋ kinds of bird including stork and pelican, Khmer tùŋ pelican; 
→ Burmese duṁ:; ~ → Thai kratʰuŋ; Cham kaḍuṅ (!). 
 
573 *d[ɯə]ŋʔ to receive.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, ?Katuic) Old Mon dūṅ /duŋ/, Modern 
Mon tɜŋ̀ to receive, accept, Kuy thɔŋ̀, Bru toːŋ!, Biat dɔŋ to collect [rainwater] (or : 
Riang-Lang, below?), Stieng doːŋ to receive, Thin dɯɔŋ to take, accept, 
Vietnamese đựng to contain, hold, (chịu —) to bear, endure; (?) ~ Chrau vədəŋ to 
collect [rainwater].  
Connect obscure Riang-Lang ˉdɔŋ; or Khasi ’diang, pdiang.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
 
‡574 *kdaŋ stretched, stiff.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng daŋ stretched, stiff, Biat daŋ hard, stiff, strong, Bahnar daŋ to 
tighten (by levelling on derivation? GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also taŋ to stretch, 
perhaps rather < 567 *[s]t1aŋ, which compare); ~ Sre kəldaŋ, Bahnar by 
assimilation tədaŋ hard, stiff.  
Cf. further 577a *jdaŋ &c. …outstretched.  
(BLOOD 1966 343.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gə(N)daŋ: Jarai daŋ to stretch[arm] out (→ Chrau daŋ), bə-
gənaːŋ to lean [something] against, Röglai gənaŋ to stretch out, to lean against, North 
Röglai ganãŋ to lean against, Karo Batak gedang length, Malay kĕdang, gĕdang to 
stretch [arm] out, Iban kedang to straighten (so Proto-West-Indonesian).  
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If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, early. 
 
†575 *kndaŋ to listen to.  
(Mon) Mon kəlɛŋ.  
Cf. 555 *kt1əŋ &c. to hear.  
Sora am'daŋ-, andaŋ- to hear, listen. 
 
576 *[k]duuŋ to project.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Mon hətɜŋ̀ promontory, Khasi kyrtung prominent (ly), 
bulging; ~ (*[k]bduuŋ >) Praok taoŋ to hold out. 
 
577 Kdiiŋ; *Kdu[ ]ŋ wild ox. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer khtìːŋ, Thin k(ə)̆tiɲ; → Thai kratʰiŋ Bos gaurus; ~ 
(*Kndii[ŋ] >) Mon kəloiŋ gaur, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəntii̤ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N8). 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kyrtong bull, ox.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 248, cattle, buffalo; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 38  
but connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *baNtiŋ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 25, *baṇṭiŋ; 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
577a *jdaŋ; *jdaaŋ; *jdaiŋ spread wide, outstretched. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) ~ Khmer cɔmtɛə̀ŋ, cùmtɛə̀ŋ to stand with legs wide apart, Kuy with 
secondary lengthening nthàːŋ to plant [feet] wide apart (contaminated by 687 
*jnraaŋ, which compare). 
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Mon tàiŋ to be outstretched; ~ (B) Khmer srətìːəŋ stretched 
out, (C) Khasi jyrtieng [to sit] with legs stretched out.  
Cf. further 327 *daik &c.; 574 *kdaŋ stretch, stiff; 544a *taaŋ to extend, stretch; 567 
*st1iŋ &c. …to stretch. 
 
‡578 *t2diŋ; *t2diiŋ; *t2diəŋ wall, fence. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *t2ndiŋ >) Praok diŋ, Lawa Bo Luang təiɲ, Lawa Umphai ndeiɲ, 
Mae Sariang ndɛiɲ wall; → Shan tɛŋ̀. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau diːŋ wall. 
C: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon tadeṅ /tədeŋ/ screen, railing, Modern Mon hətɛàŋ (merging 
580 *bdaŋ, which compare) (wall of) twilled bamboo; ~ Khasi syrdeng fence, plank 
partition. 
Proto-Austronesian *diŋdiŋ: Malay dinding wall, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40). 
 
(*dndu(u)ŋ see following.) 
 
†‡579 *nduŋ; *dnduŋ; *dnduuŋ; *[l]nduŋ eel. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔɔntùəŋ (!; cf. B), Kuy nthùŋ, Stieng 
ndhuːŋ (or C?), Sre, Chrau, Biat nduŋ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer tùəntùŋ (TANDART 1935; & tùəntùəŋ, by assimilation?). 
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C: (Mon) Mon həlɜŋ̀ daluṅ small variety of eel. 
D: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rənuŋ kind of eel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also East Bahnar 
nənuŋ).  
B, C secondary unless ← Indonesian (i), below. D ↔ Indonesian (iii); for variant cf. 
320 *(l)nt1aak. 
Kharia ɖuŋɖuŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 124).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *duŋduŋ) Karo Batak dungdung, → Gayo dĕndung; (ii) 
*(q)[i]Nduŋ: Acehnese ndong eel, Cebuano Bisayan indung kind of moray eel 
(so Proto-Hesperonesian); (iii) *liNduŋ ~ *luNduŋ: Acehnese linɔng kind of eel, 
Cham lanuŋ eel, &c., Malay [ular] londong kind of sea-snake, Iban lundong eel. 
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *maluŋ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 105, Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
580 *bdaŋ walling material.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Khasi) Mon hətɛàŋ (wall of) twilled bamboo (in part, phadaṅ; 
merging Old Mon tadeṅ < 578 *t2diəŋ, which compare), Khmer phtɛə̀ŋ panel, 
leaf, partition, Nancowry táŋ fence, to fence, to erect walls; (?) ~ Khasi lyntang 
plank. 
 
(*[l]nduŋ see 578 *nduŋ eel; *ɗuŋ see 492 *diʔuŋ house; (bag, pocket) 791 *d1huŋ 
tub.) 
 
581 *ɗuuŋ clan territory.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon ḍūṅ /ɗuŋ/, Modern Mon dɜŋ city, town, state, Kammu-
Yuan tòːŋ section of village with meeting-house. 
 
(*ɗuuŋ bag, pocket. see 791 *d1huuŋ; *[ɗ]uuŋ see 335a *ɗuuk (kind of) monkey.) 
 
582 *kɗiiŋ navel.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntìːŋ, Thin kən̆diɲ, Riang-Lang kəndiŋ; ~ 
Thin kəd̆iɲ (?), Palaung kərdiŋ, Lawa Bo Luang tiŋ, Lawa Umphai rathiŋ, Mae 
Sariang ɣatiŋ, latiŋ.  
Suffixed form ad 85 *ɗiiʔ middle…? Kammu-Yuan lìŋ, Thin lĭŋ middle conceivably 
reflect a variant *kɗiŋ. But connection dubious Sakai parîng navel, &c., SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 17. 
 
†‡583 *kɗaŋ to cook.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau jaŋ, Riang-Lang dəŋ. 
Sora diɲ-('diɲ-), Kharia dɛŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 342; Proto-Munda *ɔdiŋ?).  
Proto-Austronesian *rə(N)d1aŋ: Acehnese röndang, Karo Batak rendang, Malay 
rĕndang to fry, Cebuano Bisayan lárang to seethe in coconut milk (so Proto-
Hesperonesian); → Sakai rĕndang to fry (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
239), &c. 
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(*kɗuŋ see 903 *kɗiɲ bamboo-joint.) 
 
584 *jɗuuŋ; *jɗuəŋ winnowing-basket. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng duːŋ, Biat doːŋ; → Röglai cədok, North Röglai 
caɗok; Shan lòŋ; ~ (*jnɗuuŋ >) Sre ɗouŋ, Chrau gədoːŋ; ~ (*j[p]ɗuuŋ >) 
Khasi pdung. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nong.  
(BLOOD 1966 3.) 
 
585 *t1ɗɔɔŋ stalk, tail.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer by dissimilation stɔ̀ː ŋ stem of bananas, Kuy 
thùːaŋ stalk, Bru dɒŋ tail of fowl (< *-ɔŋ?), Kammu-Yuan tɔ̀ː ŋ tail of bird, Khasi 
tdong tail.  
Note stalk, tail may be separate. Cf. semantically French queue. 
 
‡586 *tɗuŋ; *tɗuəŋ; *tɗ[ə]ŋ umbrella.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon tḍoṅ /tɗɯŋ/, Modern Mon daŋ, Kuy 
thùŋ [ɲùː], (?) Stieng doːŋ [iuː]. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat dɔːŋ [yuː] umbrella, Palaung dɔŋ quantifier for 
umbrellas. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer taŋ-, tɛə̀ŋ-[yùː]. 
Proto-Austronesian *tuduŋ: Javanese tudung sun-hat, Samar-Leyte Bisayan turóng 
protection from rain, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 140; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
‡587 *d1rɗuŋ; *d1rɗuəŋ egg-plant, bottle-gourd. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtərdɔŋ bottle-gourd, Lawa Bo Luang ʔatoŋ, Lawa Umphai 
rathoŋ snake-gourd. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon (in toponym) daḍoṅ /dəɗoŋ/, Modern Mon hədoŋ 
egg-plant, Proto-Nyah Kur *tərʔɔɔ̤ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N90), Palaung kərdɔŋ bottle-
gourd.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *dVʔuŋ &c., cf. Austronesian. Cf. 747 *n[l]uŋ &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *t/ar/əuŋ (?) egg-plant: Acehnese truəng, Cham trɔŋ, Malay 
tĕrong, &c.; Javanese térong, with secondary é (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134-5, *təḷuŋ, 
discarding Javanese tĕrung sea-slug; Proto-Hesperonesian); → Bahnar troːŋ 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
588 *p[ɗ]aŋ dry season.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Old Khmer praṅ, Modern 
Khmer praŋ dry season, Kuy, Sre, Chrau praŋ dry [weather], Biat, Bahnar praŋ 
dry [weather], [rain] to stop, Mương đắng (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese 
nắng sunshine, to be sunny; ~ Proto-Semai *pnragŋ sunshine (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
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With consonantism cf. 1363 *p[ɗ]am. Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Note 
Cham phaːŋ, Jarai, Röglai phaŋ dry [season]; so perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*p/Vr/[ ]ʔaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 456; BLOOD 1966 371; SMITH 1972 133.) 
 
589 *pɗaaŋ crack, to crack.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng daːŋ crack [in wood, earth], Sre daːŋ to crack, Khasi 
pdang crack, crevice, to crack; ~ (*pnɗaaŋ >) Biat ɗaːŋ (to) crack; ~ (*prɗaaŋ 
>) Sre rədaŋ [earth] cracked by drought (→ Röglai), Bahnar həɗaːŋ [wood, earth, 
skin] to be liable to cracking. 
 
590 *rɗiŋ; *rɗiəŋ road, track. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung deŋ;~ Palaung rədeŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrəŋdeŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric) → Vietnamese dường road (?); ~ (*prɗiəŋ >) Sre pədyaŋ 
(BLOOD 1966), Central Rölöm diəŋ, Biat rdɛːŋ to cart; → Jarai pədiːaŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 101.) 
 
(*rnɗuəŋ see 565 *rt1uuŋ ladder, bridge.)  
 
591 *naaŋ kind of hardwood tree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer nìːəŋ- -[nùːən &c.] kind of hardwood tree, 
Stieng naːŋ superior kind of ironwood; ~ Middle Mon ’anāṅ in toponym, Modern 
Mon ənàiŋ Fagraea fragrans Roxburgh; → Burmese ’anan: Fagraea fragrans 
Roxburgh.  
 
592 *[ ]n1[əə]ŋ to know.  
(Khmuic, Khasi). Kammu-Yuan nə̀ː ŋ, Thin nɯŋ, hnɯŋ, ʔnɯŋ to know, Khasi nang to 
be able, to know.  
With Khasi vocalism cf. 568 *[s]təəŋ. 
 
†593 *[ ]n2uŋ in.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _lɔŋ; ~ Khmer knoŋ, Kuy 
(k)noŋ, Stieng kənuːŋ in, inside, Biat knoŋ in. 
(?) Sora loːŋ- inside. 
 
594 *kn1a[i]ŋ; *kn1iəŋ kind of resinous tree. 
A: (Mon) Mon naiŋ [sem] pine. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang kəniɛŋ Dipterocarpus resin. 
 
595 *kn1ɔŋ floor timber.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon nɔŋ knåṅ timber supporting joists, sill, Khasi khnong, 
by assimilation Central Nicobarese təñəŋ joist.  
Cf. 598 *cn1ɔŋ framework. 
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596 *[g]n1iŋ; *gn1iiŋ to lean, incline. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kərnəŋ to bend, bend over (v.i.t.). 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic; ~ *g[n]n1iiŋ >) Sre gəniŋ to take refuge with a protector 
(DOURNES 1950), Bahnar gəniːŋ to lean, prop, against, Kammu-Yuan kəlnèːŋ to go 
down, [sun] to decline, to put down.  
Connect B50 *[j][ ]n1əəŋ to lean, recline? 
 
597 *gnaiŋ; *gniəŋ (& *gniŋ?) tusk, eye-tooth. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ (*gnnaiŋ > ?) Stieng gəneːŋ (→ Sre 
gəneŋ, or < *-iŋ?); ~ (*gpnaiŋ >) Kuy (k)nɛːɲ tooth, Vietnamese nanh tusk, 
eye-tooth.  
B: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau gəniəŋ boar’s tusk, Biat nɛːŋ, Jölong gəniɛŋ tusk, eye-tooth 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connection dubious 603 *p[e]ŋ to attack with boar’s tusk (but vocalism in part by 
contamination?). Note also A61 *g[i]ɲ to chew. 
 
598 *cn1ɔŋ framework.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer chnɔŋ rim, back [of chair], framework [of side of cart], 
bar [of window], (~?) Palaung sənɔŋ trellis (MILNE 1931).  
Mon hnɛŋ spoke, rib of side of cart by attraction cɛŋ rack, bin, framework, staging, < 
533 *[r]caŋ. Cf. 595 *kn1ɔŋ floor timber. 
 
†‡599 *t1n1iəŋ forehead.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon tneṅ /tneŋ/, Modern Mon neaŋ; ~ Mnar tənɲaŋ (IVAN 
M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
Sora təniŋ-['kɑɟ-ən], tɑ'niŋ-[kɑːɟ-ən].  
Proto-Austronesian *[k]əniŋ eyebrows: Malay kĕning, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 78; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); → Serting (i.e. Semelai) kening, &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 431 (d).  
On distributional grounds Proto-Austronesian *t- might equally be reconstructed, 
with dissimilation Indonesian ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
600 *[t2]n1iəŋ fin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon (h)neaŋ [kaʔ] fin, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai saniaŋ 
dorsal fin.  
Mon hn- probably by dialect borrowing, favoured by popular etymology from hneaŋ 
wing, < following. Note Khmer trənùŋ backbone, dorsal fin, central vein of leaf. 
 
(*[l]nuuŋ see 747 *n[l]uŋ gourd, egg-plant.) 
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†601 *sn1iəŋ wing.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Middle Mon sneṅ /sneŋ/, Modern Mon 
hneaŋ, Khasi [thap]-niang (compounding form!), Semang sinyeng (i.e. Jehai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 117), by dissimilation Jehai kəɲɛŋ, Temiar kɛnyɛːk.  
~ B51 *[ ]piəŋ?  
Sora [ər]-ə'neːŋ-ən.  
 
602 *piŋ pool, marsh.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon paŋ reservoir fish-trap of permanent type, Old Khmer piṅ, Modern 
Khmer bɤŋ lake, pool, marsh; → Thai bʉŋ marsh, marshland, perhaps → Lawa Bo 
Luang mbəiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbiŋ mud.  
Cf. 628 *[d]baŋ[ ] &c. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 13 (b).) 
 
603 *p[e]ŋ to attack with horn or tusk.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Kuy pɛːɲ to attack with horn, Bru tapɛːŋ to gore, Sre 
peŋ to attack with horn, tusk, Chrau pɛːŋ to stub one’s toe against, Biat pɛːŋ to attack 
with tusk; (?) ~ Mon neaŋ barb [of fishhook].  
Cf. 597 *gnaiŋ &c. tusk, eye-tooth. 
 
604 *paŋ to listen (to).  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon paṅ [rmiṅ], Modern Mon pɛŋ [mòiŋ], West 
Bahnar paŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham paŋ to hear, Röglai pak to listen.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
605 *paaŋ mouth, opening.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric, ?Khmuic) Old Mon pāṅ /paiŋ/, 
Modern Mon paiŋ mouth, opening, Khmer baːŋ bay, gulf, seaport, Mah Meri pak, 
Central Nicobarese [oal]-faːŋ mouth, Nancowry ʔuálfáŋ; ~ Semai mpaːk mouth; 
? ~ Thin pən̆naŋ cave.  
~ 484 *ʔaaŋ to open [mouth]…? Cf. also following.  
(SHAFER 1965 23; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 202.) 
 
606 *pa[a]ŋ to open.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin paŋ; ~ (*[p]npa[a]ŋ >) Praok baŋ.  
= preceding? or causative ~ 276 *riʔaaŋ? 
 
607 *pəŋ to hammer, nail.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau pəŋ to hammer on, pound, Sre pəŋ, Biat pɔŋ to drive in, Bahnar 
pəŋ to nail, to peg, Jeh pàŋ to drive nail, Halang pɒŋ to hammer.  
(SHAFER 1965 101; BLOOD 1966 128; SMITH 1972 99.) 
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608 *p[ɔ]ŋ tuber.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy pɔŋ kinds of tuber, Bru pɔŋ̀, Riang-Lang ˉpɔŋ tuber.  
Connection uncertain 614 *t1pu(u)ŋ cucumber, melon; perhaps *puŋ (Riang-Lang), 
*pəŋ. Biat has buːm rpoŋ yam, by attraction rpoŋ c. < *t1rpuŋ.  
 
608a *pɔɔŋ window.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Bru pɒːŋ hole, wall aperture, Kammu-Yuan pɔːŋ[yem], 
Lawa Bo Luang pɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang pɔŋ.  
Cf. A41 *lnpuuŋ door, window. 
 
(*pooŋ see 101 *pooʔ to swell, expand.) 
 
609 *puuŋ butterfly.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon pɜŋ [həmao] butterfly soul, fetch in form of butterfly, Riang-
Lang ˉpuŋ [ˉpɑʔ] butterfly.  
Cf. Palaung (Mon, songs) paŋ pa; & B53 *ɓuuŋ.  
 
610 *[ ]puuŋ cooked rice, rice mash.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon pūṅ /puŋ/, Modern Mon pɜŋ cooked rice, 
Bahnar pūŋ mash from which rice-wine is made (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~ ?) Khasi 
[ja]-sapung. 
 
611 *kpa[a]ŋ palm, sole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pàːŋ, Sre paŋ [ti &c.]; ~ Sre kəlpaŋ palm, sole, flat surface, 
Chrau ləpaːŋ, Bahnar təpaːŋ by assimilation, Kontum Bahnar kəpaːŋ palm, sole, 
Jeh kapaːŋ quantifier for hands, feet, Halang kəpaːŋ foot; ~ (*knpa[a]ŋ >) Biat 
mpaːŋ palm, sole.  
Connect Chrau paŋ quantifier for flat things; Vietnamese phắng flat surface?  
(SHAFER 1965 533; BLOOD 1966 308; SMITH 1972 155.) 
 
612 *[c]puuŋ to wallow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng phuːŋ, Biat puːŋ [bɔk], Bahnar pūŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Sre apuŋ; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Biat nuːŋ lair of rhinoceros; ~ Sre 
pərnuŋ lair (DOURNES 1950), Stieng prənuːŋ, Bahnar pənuːŋ wallow.  
Connect obscure Proto-Austronesian *kubaŋ (under the entry 628 *[d]baŋ[ ]). 
 
613 *t2p[oo]ŋ to bind round.  
(Mon, Khmuic, Khasi) Mon kowiŋ (!) twiṅ &c. to bind round something, bind something 
round (contaminated by həmoiŋ, below), Khasi spong turban, to put turban on; ~ 
Thin həm̆pɔŋ turban.  
Mon shows contamination with həmoiŋ to wind round, coil round, swathe, ~ həmoiŋ 
[dɒp] turban. < Middle Mon tam’iṅ kind of ceremonial waistcloth, probably < 
*tnɓ[ə, i(i)]ŋ.  
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614 *t1puŋ; *t1puuŋ cucumber, melon. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [yuːəŋ]-poŋ! Cucurbita 
lagenaria (?); ~ (*t1rpuŋ >) Sre rəpuŋ cucumber, Chrau rəpuŋ melon, Biat rpoŋ 
cucumber, (— khɔː &c.) melon; ~ (*t1npuŋ >) Kammu-Yuan kəmpóŋ head. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer tboːŋ head, Kuy [ŋkɛːl] poːŋ melon; ~ 
(*t1rpuuŋ >) West Bahnar kəpuːŋ, təpuːŋ water-melon (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Jeh kapuːŋ, Halang təpuːŋ cucumber.  
Connect Nancowry tamifõʔ melon. Cf. 608 *p[ɔ]ŋ tuber.  
(SHAFER 1965 474; BLOOD 1966 169.) 
 
615 *pnpuŋ; *pnpuuŋ; *pnpiəŋ kinds of tree with bright red flowers. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vông flamboyant. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon [chu] puṁpuṅ /pəmpuŋ/ flame of the forest. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon puṁpeṅ /pəmpeŋ/, Modern Mon həpeaŋ coral tree, Erythrina 
indica Lamarck. 
 
616 *lpuŋ; *lpuuŋ; by metathesis *pluuŋ; *pləŋ to blow. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan puŋ to play [wind instrument]. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang paɯŋ, Lawa Umphai pauŋ to play [wind 
instrument]; ~ (*lmpuuŋ >) Praok baəŋ wind. 
C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang plaɯŋ = paɯŋ. 
D: (Kuy) Kuy plɔŋ to play [wind instrument], to inflate.  
Cf. 2028 *puh &c. 
 
†‡617 *[s]piəŋ (kind of) cooked rice.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sbiəŋ supplies, provisions, food for journey (→ Thai 
sabiaŋ), Sre, Biat piaŋ, Chrau piəŋ cooked rice (SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 
552; BLOOD 1966 106.) 
Kharia 'ɔmpɛŋ flat rice (PINNOW 1959 K 504a).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNpi[ ]əŋ young paddy cooked in husk and pounded: Gayo t-
ĕmping, Acehnese ömpiəng, Malay ĕmping (→ Javanese), Iban k-emping (so 
Proto-West-Indonesian).  
 
618 *spəŋ long waistcloth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer sbɔŋ monk’s waistcloth; → Thai saboŋ; ~ Old Mon sirpuṅ 
/sərpøŋ/ (ceremonial) waistcloth, Modern Mon həpaŋ monk’s waistcloth; ~ 
(*snpəŋ >) (Mon həpaŋ in part?) → Burmese saṅ:puiṅ: monk’s waistcloth, → 
Shan shāŋɤ̌ŋ, → Riang-Lang ˉsɑn_pəŋ waistcloth.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
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619 *baŋ; *ba[a]ŋ terrace, embankment. 
A: (Mon) Mon pɛàŋ embankment, earth platform, convex slope; ~ Late Old Mon bnaṅ 
/bnaŋ/ unit of land measure, Modern Mon nɛàŋ paddy-bund, compartment of paddy-
field as land measure. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon bāṅ neceding tiers at base of stupa; ~ 
Sre bənaːŋ levelled ground; ~ Palaung maŋ embankment (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. 626 *kbaiŋ rampart. 
 
620 *baiŋ cup.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer pɛ ̀ː ŋ beaker, Stieng beːŋ small 
copper cup for rice-spirit; ~ (*[b]nbaiŋ >) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbaŋ dish, 
kind of earthenware bowl; ~ (*brbaiŋ >) Mon həpàiŋ babāṅ offering-vessel of 
plantain stalk.  
Old Mon birbeṅ /bərbeŋ/, Modern Mon həpɛàŋ almsbowl, compared at SCHMIDT 1905 
60, is perhaps < a variant *brbiəŋ.  
 
621 *bəŋ to surround, to bind round.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon biṅ /bøŋ/ to surround, besiege, Modern Mon pàŋ to 
surround, Bahnar bəŋ to put round waist, wrist, &c., to bind cover over mouth of jar 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also pəŋ).  
Connect Khmer pùŋ to reinforce by binding; Stieng baːŋ to fence in; & 357 *bək &c. to 
bind (round). 
 
†‡622 *b[o]ŋ hole, to bore.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Palaung bəŋ (or bɯŋ?) hole, 
(MILNE 1931) to bore a hole (→ Shan mɔŋ̌ n., → Riang-Lang ˉbɔŋ), Khasi pong, 
Sakai puk v. (i.e. Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 342); ~ Semang ĕmpong n. 
(i.e. Jehai; ib. H 108); ~ (*ko[o]ŋ >) Mon kwàŋ hollow in tree; ~ Khasi kpong to 
dig a hole; ~ Bru rampòːŋ large hole in tree (?< *knbooŋ). 
Kharia fɔŋ-['gaʔ] to bore, &c. (PINNOW 1959 380; Pinnow connects Khmer prəhaoŋ 
hole as well as 790 *dhooŋs, & suggests Proto-Austroasiatic *pɨGɔŋ).  
Proto-Austronesian *buŋbuŋ: Toba Batak bungbung to be hollow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 36). 
 
623 *[ ]b[oo]ŋ feeding-trough.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre boːŋ [sur], Chrau vɔːŋ, Biat bɔːŋ feeding-trough, Bahnar 
bəːŋ! feeding-trough, pig-food bin (by arbitrary differentiation bɔːŋ large 
container?), Bru tapùəŋ.  
Connect 627 *gb[o]ŋ paddy-bin? 
 
(*[b]ooŋ see 108 *[b]ooʔ to swell, bulge.) 
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†‡624 *buŋ[ ]; *buuŋʔ belly. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer pùŋ (→ Thai pʰuŋ), Kuy phùŋ, Bahnar 
buŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon pɜŋ̀, Kammu-Yuan poːŋ, Vietnamese 
bụng.  
There is contamination throughout Austric with to swell (cf. 101 *pooŋ, 108 *[b]ooŋ 
&c.); note then Chrau gɔŋ ləpɔːŋ, Biat poŋ wɛʔ &c. flank, Kammu-Yuan póːŋ, 
Palaung kiŋ pɔŋ groin (Palaung MILNE 1931 lower part of belly), Nancowry 
kinpóŋ kidney. Cf. also 358 *bo[ ]k.  
(SHAFER 1965 576.) 
Sora kəm(')puŋ-ən, (compounding form) -'puŋ-ən (contaminated by puŋ- to swell, cf. 
101).  
Proto-Austronesian *kəNpuŋ: Javanese kĕmpung, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 79).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 230-1. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 6 (b).) 
 
624a *buŋ; *buuŋ large cooking-pot. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [glah] boŋ large vessel for heating water, Bahnar [gɔʔ] buŋ largest 
size of cooking-pot. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre [glah] bouŋ large cooking-pot.  
= preceding? 
 
(*buŋ see also 629 *[d]buŋ foetus; *[b]uŋ see 108 *[b]ooʔ to swell, bulge.)  
 
†625 *buuŋ; *buəŋ bunch, collection. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _tərpuŋ clump, collection (tər- reciprocal). 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy phùːaŋ bunch, cluster, Palaung bɔŋ 
bundle, (MILNE 1931) bunch, Vietnamese buồǹg bunch, Nancowry pɯ́ŋ group, 
collection. 
Sora tum'buŋ- to heap up; (-ən) heap ~ tənum'buŋ-ən collection.  
Not Proto-Mon-Khmer *tb- in view of Vietnamese tone. 
 
626 *kbaiŋ rampart.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kebaːŋ-[kebəŋ] hillock; ~ Old Mon 
kuṁbeṅ /kəmbaiŋ/ city &c. wall, Modern Mon kəmaiŋ brick or stone wall, Old 
Khmer kaṁveṅ, Modern Khmer kɔmpɛ ̀ː ŋ (city) wall; → Thai kampʰɛɛŋ, → Khmer 
kɔmphaeŋ.  
~ 619 *ba[a]ŋ (then *baiŋ) terrace, embankment?  
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627 *gb[o]ŋ paddy-bin.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Mon kwàŋ large wicker basket for storing 
paddy, Khmer pòːŋ paddy-store under house, Sre boŋ [koːy], Bahnar buŋ paddy-
bin of twilled bamboo in granary, (?) Palaung buŋ receptacle; → Cham pùŋ, Röglai 
boŋ [pədey] paddy-bin of twilled bamboo in granary; probably ~ → Toba Batak 
hombung large chest (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 76 to *kə(m)buŋ to swell), 
Malay kĕmbong paddy-bin.  
Connect 623 *[ ]b[oo]ŋ feeding-trough? Cf. further Malay tĕrubong bark rice-bin; 
Khmer sɔmpùŋ, sɔmpùəŋ container; Bahnar bɔːŋ large chest (&c., see SMITH 1972 
172);  
Proto-Austronesian *lu(N)buŋ granary (BLUST 1973 no. 210, Proto-Hesperonesian). 
(Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
628 *[d]baŋ[ ]; *[d]buuŋh pool, marsh. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon baṅ [bway &c.] marshy pool; ~ 
Old Khmer travaṅ, Modern Khmer trəpɛə̀ŋ pool, marsh, Kuy (th)phàŋ pond, 
Stieng trəbaːŋ pool, Sre tərbaŋ tank fish-trap dug at edge of rice-field (DOURNES 
1950; & pəbaŋ). 
B: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi pung pool; (?) → Shan pǔŋ mud, puddle, → Riang-Lang 
ˉpuŋ; ~ Vietnamese vũng pool.  
Cf. 602 *piŋ. Connection uncertain (i) Mon həmɛàŋ damaṅ funnel-shaped fish-trap 
moored to stake in tidal waters, → Burmese damaṅ:; (ii) Kharia ɖobha pool, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 379; (iii) Karo Batak, Malay kubang buffalo wallow, &c. (Proto-
Austronesian *kubaŋ, Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. NOTHOFER 1975 139).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 13.) 
 
629 *[d]buŋ foetus.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar buŋ foetus; to die in childbirth (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ (*[d]nbuŋ >) Mon həmɜŋ̀ [həlɛàŋ] damuṅ &c. foetus.  
Or *buŋ? Connect perhaps 108 *[b]uŋ to swell, bulge.  
 
‡629a *lmɓ[ə]ŋ shoot.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North & South Aslian) Khmer lùmpùəŋ young shoots from pruned 
tree, Bru lambuŋ young [bamboo], Semang abbong (?) bamboo shoots (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 33), Besisi lembong shoot (i.e. Mah Meri; ib. S 
162).  
Connect by metathesis 756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling; but connection dubious 636 *t1ɓaŋ 
bamboo shoots. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
Proto-Austronesian *rəbuŋ: Malay rĕbong bamboo shoots, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 102). 
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630 *ɓiŋ; *biiŋ; *ɓiəŋ; *ɓuŋ; *ɓhiŋ; *bhiəŋ spider.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [ə]beŋ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːŋ[pìːəŋ] spider, (*huup ɓiiŋ >?) [ho]pìːŋ edible spider, Bru 
ʔapìaŋ spider; ~ Khmer rəpìːŋ spider. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Stieng bɛːŋ spider (& Khmer [pìːŋ]pìːəŋ if for *-pìəŋ). 
D: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?South Aslian) Sre buŋ spider, Besisi bokng [spider’s] web 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 381; ?); ~ (*lɓuŋ by metathesis >) Khasi 
[thap]bulong black widow spider; → Röglai bluŋ spider; ~ → North Röglai gabuŋ 
spider.  
E: (Mon) Mon phaŋ [cɛà], [yɛà] phaŋ spider (& by secondary deformation cɛà paŋ). 
F: (Mon) Mon [yɛà] pheaŋ.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *bVʔ- ~ *bVh-; tabu deformation likely. Connect Thai bʉ̂ŋ 
edible spider; & perhaps Kharia 'bɛndi, &c., PINNOW 1959 344 (< *bɛŋ-di?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
‡631 *ɓa[a]ŋ butterfly.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok [puŋ]pɛŋ, Lawa Bo Luang [mbuŋ]mbaŋ, Lawa Umphai 
[mboŋ]mbɯaŋ.  
Cf. B53 *ɓuuŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kalibaŋbaŋ: Gayo kalang mĕmbang, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 
144; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *b[aə]lə(N)baŋ: Siocon Subanun bɨlɨmbaŋ, &c. 
(ib. no. 85; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 245. 
 
632 *[ ]ɓaaŋ canal.  
A: (Kuy, Viet-Mương) Kuy biːaŋ canal, small stream, Vietnamese mương gutter, ditch, 
canal (→ Mương; BARKER 1966 13).  
Cf. 637 *tɓo(o)ŋ ditch Kuy b- & Vietnamese vocalism suggests earlier *bVʔaŋ. 
 
‡633 *kɓaŋ ship, boat.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon kḅaṅ /kɓaŋ/, Modern Mon bɛŋ ship, Biat baŋ 
coffin; → Moken kabang boat, house-boat, ship, ultimately Malay [balai] gambang 
house-boat; ~ Sre gəbaŋ coffin.  
Coffin from shape, or as ship of the dead. Cf. Central Nicobarese kopɔk ship. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *qabaŋ: Kanakanabu (Formosa) abaŋu boat, canoe, &c. (BLUST 
1973 no. 307); (ii; by metathesis?) *baNkaq: Tagalog bangkaq ship, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 20, *-a[h]); & cf. further Iban bong /buung/ long shallow boat, 
Tagalog, Bikol kabaong coffin (< Proto-Philippine *kabaoeŋ, ZORC & CHARLES 
1971), (so by metathesis?) Iban bangkong /baŋkuŋ/ boat; Proto-Austronesian 
*uaNkaŋ ship, DEMPWOLFF 1938 114. 
 
634 *kɓɔŋ to scoop up.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer kbɔŋ to scoop up with hands, Khasi kbong to scoop, clutch, 
claw.  
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635 *[j]ɓiiŋ swollen, fat.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer spìːŋ distended, bloated; ~ Khasi [heh &c.] lbing (l- 
adverbial) big and fleshy. 
 
†636 *t1ɓaŋ) (& *t1ɓaaŋ?) bamboo shoots.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tḅaṅ 
/tɓaŋ/, Modern Mon bɛŋ, Katuic, Biat baŋ, (variant >?) Stieng baːŋ, Kammu-
Yuan təpáŋ, Palaung bəŋ, Lawa Bo Luang poŋ, Lawa Umphai phoŋ (→ Mae 
Sariang phoŋ, phuŋ), Vietnamese măng [tre]; ~ Khmer tùmpɛə̀ŋ (bamboo) 
shoots, Sre ɓaŋ bamboo shoots, Chrau davaŋ sprout; ~ Bahnar təɓaŋ, Jeh tabaŋ, 
Halang dəbaŋ bamboo shoots.  
Connection dubious 629a *lm[b][ə]ŋ shoots.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SMITH 1972 127.) 
Sora 'taːbəŋ-ən bamboo shoots.  
Note Tagalog usbong shoots, Cebuano Bisayan usbung top of plant. 
 
637 *tɓoŋ; *tɓooŋ ditch.  
A, B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Bahnar bɔːŋ gully, water-channel, ditch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) 
(B); ~ (A) Old Mon tarḅoṅ /tərɓɯŋ/, Modern Mon həbaŋ moat, (A/B) Sre rəboŋ 
ditch, (B) Bahnar həbɔːŋ = bɔːŋ; → Röglai rəboŋ, North Röglai ruboːk ditch.  
Cf. 632 *[ ]ɓaaŋ canal. 
 
638 *maŋ; *maaŋ night, evening. 
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau maŋ evening, night, Biat, Jeh, Halang maŋ night, Bahnar maŋ 
night, dark; ~ (*mnaŋ >) Sre bənaŋ night, Chrau naŋ, (quantifier) vənaŋ, Biat 
naŋ quantifier. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Sre maːŋ night; ~ Stieng naːŋ quantifier.  
(SHAFER 1965 164; BLOOD 1966 355; SMITH 1972 125, 135.) 
 
†639 *[g]ma[a]ŋ to possess.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _mɑŋ to be, exist, to have, to be 
rich, Central Sakai mang to be; ~ Thin rmaŋ wealth, possessions; by secondary 
derivation ~ (i) Palaung pərmaŋ, Praok simɛŋ chief; (ii) Palaung bərmaŋ how 
much?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 88.) 
Sora 'gamɔŋ-, 'gumaŋ- rich, to become rich.  
 
640 *cmiəŋ to look round.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer chmiəŋ, Chrau miəŋ to look round, Bahnar miɛŋ to look 
round furtively (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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641 *jrm[a]ŋ spurs of cock.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jərmaŋ (→ Röglai), Chrau jəmaŋ, Biat rmaŋ, Bahnar dialects 
həməŋ, səməŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Conceivably ~ 538 *jəŋ foot, leg; otherwise Bahnar vocalism by phrasal rhyme in 
bəməŋ &c. jəŋ. 
 
642 *t1m[uə]ŋʔ nail, claw.  
(Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin hmɔŋ, Vietnamese móng; ~ Kammu-Yuan təmmɔːŋ, 
Thin təm̆hmɔŋ. 
 
643 *dmɔɔŋ to remain, continue, be.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon dmoṅ /dmɔŋ/ to remain, be (located), 
reside, stay, Modern Mon mòŋ to remain, stay, continue, reside, Sre moːŋ to be 
accustomed to, Central Sakai mong to be; ~ (*dnmɔɔŋ >?) Bahnar pəmɔːŋ to be 
accustomed [to] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 88.) 
 
644 *[n]mɔŋ gnat.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer məmùəŋ (& məmùŋ), Chrau rəmɔŋ.  
Or *m(r)mɔŋ? If *nm-, connected perhaps Proto-Austronesian *ńamuk, DEMPWOLFF 
1938 108 (& *lamuk, DEMPWOLFF 1938 91; Proto-Hesperonesian); with nasal 
final by assimilation 
 
(*məmɔŋ see preceding.) 
 
645 *rmaŋ kind of deer.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon mɛàŋ Rucervus thamin, Old Khmer ramaṅ, Modern 
Khmer rəmɛə̀ŋ Cervus aristotelis, Kuy lmàŋ Cervus eldi; → Burmese [sa]maṅ 
Rucervus thamin; Thai lamâŋ Rucervus thamin, → Khmer lmɛə̀ŋ Cervus aristotelis; 
~ (*rnmaŋ >) Old Mon ramaṅ /rəmmaŋ/ Rucervus thamin, Old Khmer rmmāṅ 
Cervus aristotelis. 
 
646 *rməŋ to hear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon rmeṅ, rmiṅ ?/rmøŋ/, Modern 
Mon mòiŋ to hear, Khmer thmɛə̀ŋ to prick up ears, Bahnar məŋ to listen to, Praok 
moŋ, Lawa Bo Luang hmɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hmɔŋ to hear.  
Besisi miong, &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 60 (d), is probably rather ~ 649 
*ky[ə]ŋ. Cf. 833 *mə(ə)c.  
(SHAFER 1965 388; SMITH 1972 104.) 
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647 *[ ]yəŋ; *[ ]yəəŋ deer, venison. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung yəŋ meat, (~?) Sre (→ Röglai) ayəŋ Panolia 
eldi deer.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat yəːŋ large kind of deer, Palaung yɯŋ meat. 
 
648 *yuŋ; *yuuŋ; *yuəŋ to hang. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy yùŋ to hang on to, hang from; ~ Khmer prəyùŋ to hang on to, 
hang from. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy yòːŋ to hang [rope &c.], Bru tayɒŋ, Stieng 
juːŋ, iuːŋ, Sre youŋ, Biat yoːŋ to hang up; ~ Chrau tənyoːŋ to hang up (tən- 
causative); ~ Khmer rəyòːŋ dangling. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese dòng (for **giòng) to let [rope] hang, lower by rope.  
Connect Kuy (t)ɲɑŋ to hang up; ← South Bahnaric? 
 
649 *ky[ə]ŋ to hear.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Kensiu kəjeŋ, Temiar kəyɔk, Mah Meri 
kayək, Central Nicobarese yaːŋ, Nancowry yáŋ; ~ (*kny[ə]ŋ >) Halang ɲɒŋ to 
hear, Jeh ɲàŋ, Kammu-Yuan kəmɲɛŋ to hear, listen, Semelai ɲyəŋ to hear.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 60.) 
 
†650 *ky[o]ŋ elbow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Sre coŋ [moŋ], Semang kayong (i.e. 
Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 42); ~ Sakai kanyong (i.e. Lanoh; ib.).  
Palaung koŋɛʔ, kaŋ kɛʔ are prima facie ← Shan kǒŋ bend, kɛk̄ to be crooked, but 
with them cf. Chrau kuŋ kiəŋ tiː elbow, Bahnar kuːŋ(keːɲ) hollow of elbow. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), kɔŋ arm, (— keːɲ) elbow, Central Nicobarese det-
oŋkeːəŋ elbow, Nancowry rétʔuŋkiáŋ. Connect 891 *kiiɲ[ ] &c.? 
Sora kuŋ-['siː-n] (or : Chrau &c.? Cf. PINNOW 1959 K 517). 
 
†651 *gy[u]ŋ to be alive.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon càŋ gyuiṅ to be alive, to be raw, East Bahnar djiːŋ, 
Kontum giəŋ to grow well, flourish (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (contaminated by 
538(II) *jiiŋ to stand, to become?); ~ Middle Mon gamyoṅ /gəmyɯŋ/, Modern 
Mon həyàŋ (to be) living.  
Connection dubious Mương khống (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese sống to live, 
be alive, to be raw; as Tibeto-Burman *śriŋ, BENEDICT 1972 85 no. 404 & n. 252. 
Sora ə'jaŋ, ə'jeŋ raw; (?) mʔeːŋ- to live, be alive. 
 
652 *gyuŋ spouse.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Vietnamese chồng; ~ (*gryuŋ >) Middle Mon 
gayoṅ /gəyɯŋ/ husband, Modern Mon həyàŋ spouse; ~ Jelai pĕrgīōkn to marry 
(i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 54A). 
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653 *dyuŋ; *dyuuŋ black, dark. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ (*dnyuŋ >) Sre ɲuŋ [animal] having a black coat; (jəŋo 
—) dark; ~ Old Mon duṁyoṅ /dəmyɯŋ/ black (?), Modern Mon həyàŋ dark 
brown. 
B: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ɲuːɲ very dark, Jeh ʔɲuːŋ, Halang ɲuːŋ black.  
Connect obscure 654 *syuəŋ.  
 
(*[b]ryu(ə)ŋ see 706 *briəŋ rainbow.) 
 
653a *[s]ya[a]ŋ female [animal].  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan yáːŋ ~ (*[s]nya[a]ŋ >) Riang-Lang ˉɲɑŋ. 
 
654 *syuəŋ black.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Sre soaɲ, Khmuʼ hiaŋ, Kammu-Yuan yíaŋ, Khasi 
ïong.  
Sre -ɲ by assimilation; Khmuic vocalism environmental. Connection obscure 653 
*dyu(u)ŋ. 
 
655 *riŋ; *riiŋ level, equal. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre riŋ; ~ Sre pənriŋ, Biat ndrɯŋ to level; ~ 
Palaung kərpreŋ to be equal (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang-Lang _tərkreŋ equal amount. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) East Bahnar riːŋ [rəːŋ] level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Jeh priːŋ to go along on the level (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
(ʔa)mbriŋ, Lawa Umphai mbriŋ to line up, make equal. (contaminated by 659 
*riəŋ to form a row?). 
 
656 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ edge, border.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre reŋ to skirt (→ Röglai).  
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Bahnar reːŋ to skirt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar dialects riːŋ 
edge, vicinity; ~ Old Mon briṅ vicinity, Nyah Kur phrìiɲ edge, rim. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ (*juŋ riəŋ by contraction >?) Old Mon jinreṅ 
/jənreŋ/ immediate vicinity; ~ Biat mɛːŋ edge, margin, Khasi rmiang rim, edge, 
border.  
Cf. Proto-Tai *briŋ near, border…, BENEDICT 1975 344; & 1383 *rim &c. edge, rim. 
 
657 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ *rəŋ hard, savage, harsh. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Mon ràŋ (→ Burmese ruiṅ:) to be wild, savage, coarse, rude (or D?), 
Khmer rɯ̀ŋ hard, hard, firm, severe (& by phrasal deformation [tɤŋ] rɤŋ to compel 
forcibly, be adamant); ~ Khmer kùmrɯ̀ŋ-[kùmrɛə̀ŋ] rough, rugged. 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer kùmrìːŋ rude, coarse, Nancowry ʔíŋ hard. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi [dom] riang angry and severe. 
D: (Khmer, ?Khasi) ~ Khmer [kùmrɯ̀ŋ]-kùmrɛə̀ŋ rough…, (~?; or C) Khasi [mrad] 
mreng animals. 
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658 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ; *rəŋ (& *rəəŋ?) veranda. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) ~ Old Mon triṅ [jiṅ] gallery? surrounding building (or B, D); 
~ (*knriŋ >) Bahnar kədriŋ veranda. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ndriːŋ [ɲiː] veranda, Biat nɗriːŋ [ɲih] house platform, 
veranda. 
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rəbiəŋ corridor, veranda, porch. 
D: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre rəŋ veranda; ~ (*[r]nr->; with perhaps secondary 
lengthening) Kuy thrɤ̀ːŋ veranda (ad 684?).  
Perhaps variously ~ 654 *riŋ &c. edge, border.  
(BLOOD 1966 219.)  
 
659 *riəŋ to form a row.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon reṅ /reŋ/ to arrange, Modern 
Mon rɛàŋ to form a row, to place in a row (→ Burmese [cī]raṅ to arrange), Khmer 
rìəŋ to arrange in series or order; continuously, in succession (→ Cham riö̯ṅ), Stieng 
riəŋ perpetually, Bahnar rɛŋ arrange, Khasi riang in order, in a row; ~ Middle Mon 
preṅ to have arrangements made, to prepare, arrange, Modern Mon preaŋ to prepare, 
arrange (→ Old Burmese [plu] pryaṅ to repair, Modern Mon praṅ to prepare, 
repair), Lawa Umphai priaŋ to mend; ~ Middle Mon rweṅ, lweṅ order, orderly 
succession, Khmer rapiəṅ continuance (GUESDON 1930).  
Connect B58 *br[uə]ŋ to arrange…? Cf. also 665 *rɔɔŋ row; 655 *ri(i)ŋ level, equal.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
†‡660 *raaŋʔ light, to shine.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Bahnar raːŋ 
light, to shine, Palaung raŋ lamp, Praok rɛŋ to be light, Khasi rang [weather] to be 
fine, Vietnamese rạng to dawn, Semang riag glitter, (ya’ —) to shine (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 158); ~ (*craaŋʔ >) Khmer sraːŋ to glimmer, Biat craːŋ 
reflection, to reflect, Vietnamese sáng light, Sakai chĕrang daylight (i.e. Bateg Dek; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 154); ~ (*pmraaŋʔ >) Khmer bɔmprìːəŋ (→ Kuy 
briːaŋ?) dawn, Kuy mphrìːaŋ [sai] moon, (*pnraaŋʔ by assimilation >, or ~) 
Praok [simuɲ] grɛŋ morning [star]. 
Kharia le'rɑŋ, Juang lerɑŋ moon (PINNOW 1959 58).  
Proto-Austronesian *təraŋ: Malay tĕrang bright, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134; Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 378, shine. 
 
661 *ra[a]ŋ to be disseminated.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Late Middle Mon rāṅ [chāy], Modern Mon ràiŋ [chai] to 
become widespread, flourish, prosper; ~ Bahnar praːŋ to go, be carried, far and wide 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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(*raaŋ see also 276 *riʔaak to open, unfold.)  
 
662 *raiŋ to sieve.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer rɛ ̀ː ŋ, Biat raːŋ; ~ Sre səraːŋ (to) sieve, (~?) Bahnar 
graːŋ fish-basket. 
 
663 *rə[ ]ŋ; *raŋ to wander. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Röngao rəːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon kraŋ. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon krɛŋ.  
Cf. further (i) Vietnamese rong, rông; (ii)  
Sora 'enduŋ-. 
 
664 *rɔŋ; *rɔɔŋ to watch (over). 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Mon, Khasi) Mon ròŋ råṅ to look (at) (or B), 
Khmer rùəŋ to wait for, Sre roŋ to watch over, bring up, raise (→ Röglai), Central 
Nicobarese [oŋ]-yɔŋ-[hələ] to guard, protect, watch over, Nancowry yəŋ́, yúŋ to 
wait; (or B) ~ Khasi mrong expectantly, waitfully. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bunör rɔːŋ, Central Rölöm roːŋ to bring up, raise, Bahnar rɔːŋ to look 
after, bring up, raise, keep, preserve; → Cham rɔːŋ, Jarai roːŋ, North Röglai roːk to 
bring up, raise; ~ Bahnar grɔːŋ to keep watch (over) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 78.) 
 
665 *rɔɔŋ row.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer rɔ̀ː ŋ ridge for planting crops, (TANDART 
1935) row of plants, avenue, Vietnamese giòng (for **ròng) line; ~ Stieng ndrɔːŋ 
row, Chrau [aː] kəndrɔːŋ in rows; ~ Chrau tənrɔːŋ line.  
Cf. 659 *riəŋ to form a row.  
 
‡666 *ruŋh; *ruuŋ[ ]; *rəŋ[ ] hole, hollow. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Vietnamese rỗng hole 
in tree; (or B) Besisi sĕrokng pit, cavity, bore of blowpipe (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 66); ~ Kuy proŋ pit, hole, Bru prùŋ; ~ obsolete. Khmer bruṅ 
hollow, Sre broŋ hollow in tree; ~ Biat ndroŋ [boːk] fontanel. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːŋ hollow, cave, den; to hollow out, Stieng ruːŋ 
cave, burrow.  
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Mon) ~ Old Mon sruṅ /srɯŋ/, Modern Mon saŋ hollow, Proto-
Nyah Kur *ɕru̱ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N230); ~ Khmer prùəŋ hole, Kuy phrɑ̀ŋ hole, 
crack, cavity.  
Cf. 724 *luŋ[h] &c. Praok rɔŋ ravine is probably ← Shan hɔŋ̀, under the entry 668 
*ruŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ruaŋ: Javanese rong hole, hollow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
104); (ii) Proto-Formosan *bəruŋ hole, cave, den (BENEDICT 1975). See BENEDICT 
1975 316; 353, pierced. 
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†667 *ruŋʔ; *ruuŋ[ ]; *ruəŋ[ ] ridge, spine, back. 
A: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese sống midrib, ridge, spine. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar rɔŋ back, behind, Jeh, Halang roŋ, Mương 
dung back (CUISINIER 1951); → Cham rɔŋ, Jarai roːŋ, Röglai rok, rək back. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) → Acehnese ruəng back; ~ Palaung krɔŋ; ~ Bru 
krɒŋ back; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntrɔ̀ː ŋ back; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉkhruaŋ (— ˉpɔ) spine… .  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Sakai krökn back, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 4, is rather < 1844 *krawʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 143.) 
Sora kə'ruŋ-ən backyard; ~ kən'duŋ-ən, compounding form dɷŋ-ən back (PINNOW 
1959 367). 
 
668 *ruŋ; *ruuŋ; *ruəŋ channel, river. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _rɔŋ river; (or C?) → 
Thai rɔŋ̂ channel, ditch, Shan hɔŋ̀ gully; ~ Sre rənoŋ channel; ~ (*kruŋ >) Thin 
hrŏŋ, Mương không (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sông river. 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Biat roːŋ [daːk] channel, ditch, Röngao roːŋ drainage channel, side-
channel of river (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Old Mon kruṅ /kruŋ/, Modern Mon 
krɜŋ, Central Rölöm kroːŋ river; (or A?)→ Shan khōŋ Salween, → Riang-Lang 
[ˉom] _kroŋ. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Palaung rɔŋ 
torrent (MILNE 1931), canal, Vietnamese giòng (for **ròng) current, flow, stream; ~ 
Bunör (or B?), Bahnar krɔːŋ river, Kammu-Yuan krɔ́ː ŋ Mekong (or by back-
borrowing ← Lao khɔɔŋ?); (& variants?) → Cham krɔːŋ, Jarai [iːa] kroːŋ, 
Acehnese kruəŋ.  
Connect Burmese mroṅ gully, mroṅ: canal (→ Mon pəròŋ). Cf. further 733 *klɔŋ 
perennial water; & for Tibeto-Burman *kluˑŋ BENEDICT 1972 39 no. 127 & 39-40 n. 
129.  
(BLOOD 1966 76.) 
 
669 *ruŋ; *ruuŋ; *ruəŋ to fall, drop off. 
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre ruŋ [object] to fall to the ground, Biat ruŋ [fruit] to fall, 
[teeth, hair] to fall out, Bahnar ruŋ to fall (down), [leaves] to fall; to abort 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Nancowry yóŋ to drip, kuyóŋ to thresh (by shaking); ~ 
(*tnruŋ >) Biat groŋ to shake [fruit] down. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Stieng ruːŋ fallen leaves. or fruit (or A?); ~ 
(*tnruuŋ >) Chrau təruːŋ to spill, pour out; ~ (?, *trruuŋ >) Bahnar təruːŋ, 
tərōŋ to be blown away (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat rɔːŋ scantiness [of hair]. 
 
(*ruŋ see also 703 *pruŋ to pass through.) 
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670 *ruuŋ; *r[ə]ŋ unpartitioned building. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) (Old Mon ruṅ (open-sided) hall if ≠ raṅ, 
below,) Middle Mon ruṅ large building, Modern Mon rɜŋ̀ large building, shed, Khmer 
ròːŋ hall, pavilion, large building, shed, Kuy ròːŋ large building, field shelter, Biat roːŋ 
shed, Bahnar roːŋ assembly house; → Burmese ruṁ shed, ruṁ: court; Cham ruṅ 
hall, shed; Thai rooŋ hall, shed. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon raṅ (& ruṅ?) /røŋ/, Literary Mon ruiṅ hall.  
Cf. 697 *[t]ruŋ &c. stable, sty, cage; 725 *luŋ &c. stable, sty, cage.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
 
(*ruuŋ see also 703 *pruŋ to pass through; *ruəŋ see ib.; 705 *[p]nruəŋ report, 
news.) 
 
†671 *krii[ŋ] kind of bamboo.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre kriŋ, Biat kreːŋ. 
Sora 'uruŋ-ən (PINNOW 1959 275, cf. 337a), Gorum uruŋ bamboo (ZIDE & ZIDE 1976.)  
 
672 *kriiŋ; *kra[i]ŋ great hornbill. 
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Chrau [kuːŋ]kriːŋ rhinoceros hornbill, Sre, Bahnar kriːŋ great 
hornbill, Dichoceros [= Buceros?] bicornis; ~ Bru trìaŋ hornbill. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang khraŋ, Lawa Umphai kraŋ hornbill. 
 
673 *kriəŋ (& *kraiŋ?) Eugenia.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric) Old Mon kreṅ /kreŋ/, Modern Mon kreaŋ Eugenia, Kuy 
krɛːɲ (< variant?) Eugenia jambolana, Mnong Gar krieŋ Eugenia, Bahnar [ʔlɔːŋ] 
krɛŋ kind of wild cherry. 
 
674 *kr[ɔ]ŋ hard.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon krɔŋ to be h., firm to the touch, Khmer kraŋ to 
be hard, dried and cracked (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.), Biat krɔːŋ [early-]ripening 
[paddy]; → Röglai kroŋ early-ripening.  
Khmer vocalism post-liquid? GUESDON 1930 has kantraṅ to grow stiff, suggesting  
*-ɔɔŋ. 
 
‡675 *kruŋ to confine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Mon kraŋ to store, to shut up, imprison, Khmer kroŋ to 
catch by placing net, pot &c. over, Biat kroŋ to shut up, Jeh trùŋ, krùŋ to pen [fowl 
in basket] (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Stieng kəndruːŋ to pen [pigs], Kontum 
Bahnar kədruŋ, Gölar Bahnar hədruŋ chicken-coop. 
Proto-Austronesian *kuruŋ: Malay kurong cabin, compartment, (bĕr-) to be confined, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 83-4).  
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Connected further Tibeto-Burman *kruˑŋ cage (Garo, Burmese; → Mon khraŋ to 
enclose), BENEDICT 1972 82 no. 389; Thai kroŋ cage; Indonesian → Mon-Khmer 
then unlikely. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 223. 
 
676 *graŋ hill, peak.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon krɛàŋ peak, Old Khmer grāṅ, Modern Khmer kraŋ! 
hill on flat plain, Riang-Lang _raŋ hill, mountain. 
 
677 *graŋ; *graiŋ to know, understand. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon graṅ /graŋ/ to have knowledge of, know, Modern Mon krɛàŋ to 
understand.  
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon grāṅ /graiŋ/ = graṅ, Vietnamese sành to be expert in. 
 
678 *graaŋ threshing gear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Mon kràiŋ threshing-floor in house compound, 
Khmer krìːəŋ, Kuy khrìːaŋ shallow basket for drying seeds &c. in sun, Vietnamese 
sàng winnowing- basket, to winnow. 
 
‡679 *grəŋ to thunder.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer krɛə̀ŋ-krɛə̀ŋ Onomatopoeic for 
reverberating sounds, Besisi garöng thunder, to thunder (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 120 (a)); → Burmese khrun: to thunder?; ~ Bahnar tədnɤŋ to 
thunder to dazzle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1392 *grəm[ʔ] &c. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) Paiwan, Ami *gərəŋ thunder (cited at BENEDICT 1975 368, 
rumble…); (ii) by metathesis Proto-Philippine *luGuŋ (ZORC & CHARLES); Proto-
Manobo *rugung (ELKINS).  
Note Proto-Yao *gluŋ, BENEDICT 1975.  
 
680 *criŋ; *criiŋ; *criəŋ; *craiŋ; *craŋ widely spaced. 
A: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan [səŋràŋ] səŋrìŋ thinly [woven], sparsely. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon soiŋ sriṅ, criṅ to be widely spaced; ~ (*cnriiŋ >) 
Bahnar [briː] dədriːŋ, tədriːŋ secondary growth of grass and occasional trees 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khasi; ~ *cpriəŋ >) Khasi saphriang to spread, extend (& phriang to spread out, 
scatter by back-fmn). 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer crɛṅ spreading, separation [of legs] (GUESDON 1930), Biat 
chraːŋ widely spaced; ~ (*cmraiŋ >) Chrau vraːŋ spread apart, Bahnar braːŋ 
widely spaced, Jeh braːŋ far apart, Halang braːŋ distance, space. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan cráŋ becoming sparse.  
(SMITH 1972 161.)  
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680a *[c]riŋ; *[c]riiŋ to string, thread. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sriŋ to t. [needle], string [beads] (or B?; probably → Röglai 
sriŋ to thread); ~ (*[c]rriŋ >) Biat rlɯŋ string [of beads], (koːŋ —) necklace. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng kriːŋ to string [beads] (or A?), Bahnar 
sriːŋ, hriːŋ to string [fish]; (probably) → Cham thriːŋ to thread; ~ Bahnar sədriːŋ, 
hədriːŋ string of fish &c., kebab, Bahnar Kontum dreːŋ necklace.  
Cf. Nancowry ráŋ to thread beads. 
 
681 *craŋ; *cra[a]ŋ bank, embankment. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon craṅ /craŋ/ bank, Modern Mon sɛŋ bank, shore, side, edge, 
Khmer craŋ (steep) bank. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon crāṅ (bund of?) tank, Modern Mon saiŋ dam, 
reservoir, moat, Stieng cɛraːŋ steep.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
682 *[c]rəŋ beetle.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ (*[c]rrəŋ >) Bahnar hərəŋ beetles, pest attacking 
paddy, Sakai harang-[hárui] beetle (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
144A); ~ Sre sənrəŋ kind of water- beetle (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar hədrəːŋ 
kind of beetle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps Khasi [’ňiang] riang (then compounding form) water- beetle. But 
connection uncertain 684 *cru(u)ŋ caterpillar.  
 
683 *[c]rəəŋ loft, rack.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Mon) Chil, Kuañ [ndraː] srɯːŋ transverse roof timbers, Bru trɯ̀ːŋ 
shelf under roof, Nyah Kur *thrəə̤ŋ; ~ (*[c]nrəəŋ >) Central Rölöm ndrəːŋ shelf 
under roof, Biat ndrəːŋ loft, rack; ~ (*[c]prəəŋ >) Bahnar prəːŋ loft.  
*t2-? Connect 658 *riŋ &c. veranda?  
(BLOOD 1966 p. 35.)  
 
684 *cruŋ; *cruuŋ caterpillar. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau jruŋ; ~ (*cnruŋ >) Biat ndroŋ caterpillar; ~ 
*crruŋ >) Khasi [’ñiang] long (compounding form!) caterpillar, larva, chrysalis.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng cəndruːŋ caterpillar, worm in fruit (or 
A?), Bahnar hədroːŋ caterpillar, silkworm, Jeh idruːŋ wood-eating insect, Halang 
hədruːŋ caterpillar.  
Connection uncertain 682 *[c]rəŋ beetle.  
(SMITH 1972 118.) 
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685 *cruŋ; *cruuŋ; *cruəŋ sharpened stake set in ground, panji.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chông (!) spikes, stakes (perhaps < *rcuŋ by metathesis). 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre srouŋ, Jeh, Halang sroŋ panji, Bahnar srɔŋ, hrɔŋ panji; sharpened 
to a point; → Bru surɒŋ point?; → Cham carɔŋ, Röglai cərok, Malay chorong 
panji. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer croːŋ sticking up, standing up; straight; ~ cɔmroːŋ panji, any object 
standing upright in earth.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Connection dubious Literary Mon 
karåṅ stake.  
(SMITH 1972 141.) 
 
686 *jraŋ; *jra[i]ŋ; *jriəŋ hole.  
A, B: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon jraṅ /jraŋ/ pit (A), Sre jiraŋ [nko] gullet 
(DOURNES 1950); (probably ~) Khasi jarang cranny where fish lurk; ~ (B; jnra[i]ŋ 
>) Bahnar hədraːŋ hole of small animal. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan crìaŋ vertical and deep [hole of animal]. 
 
687 *jnraaŋ to spread legs.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon həràiŋ to open [legs], splay, Khmer cɔŋkrìːəŋ to lie 
on back with arms and legs spread out, Riang-Lang _traŋ [_tras] to straddle.  
Cf. 577a *jdaŋ &c. spread wide… . 
 
†688 *[j]rɔɔŋ red.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _roŋ; ~ Kammu-Yuan [yìm] səɲrɔ̀ː ɲ [səɲrìɲ] 
(contaminated by səɲtùuɲ ad 788 *thuuɲ).  
Kammu-Yuan …səɲrìɲ, Palaung reŋ suggest a variant in *-eŋ. 
Santali ɟɔrɔŋ deep red, scarlet (PINNOW 1959 396).  
Connection uncertain Malay [merah] mĕrang bright red, Ngaju Dayak mahiang red 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, *ciɣaŋ, a dubious construction); Gayo ilang red.  
 
689 *jruŋ corner, angle.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer crùŋ, Stieng jəruːŋ, Biat jruŋ.  
Conceivably South Bahnaric ← Khmer, < *crʔuŋ, connected 272 *cʔuk (& Khmer 
chùːŋ, ib). 
 
690 *jruŋ; *jruuŋ; *jruəŋ; *jrəŋ (& *jrəəŋ by expressive lengthening) high, long. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Bahnar jəroŋ very high (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Riang-Lang _cərɔŋ to be high, tall, Khasi jrong to be high; ~ (*jnruŋ >) 
Khmer cɔŋkrùŋ big and tall (& cùŋkrùŋ, TANDART 1935).  
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer cɔŋkròːŋ, cùəŋkròːŋ tall, huge, gigantic. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ʔɲrɔːŋ long piece. 
D: (Katuic, Central Aslian) Semai cərək long; ~ (*jnrəəŋ >) Kuy nthrɯ̀ːŋ long.  
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763 *slu(u)ŋ high contaminated 172 *jruuʔ deep. Cf. further Khmer sraoŋ lofty, sroŋ 
straight down (< *sru(u)ŋ); & 537 *j[o(o)]ŋ long, high.  
(SHAFER 1965 120; cf. PINNOW 1959 340.) 
 
691 *jruŋ; *jrəŋ; *jraŋ (& *jra[a]ŋ?) post. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng jəroːŋ, Sre jəroŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau [poːŋ] jrəŋ, Praok roŋ, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔdɑŋ, Lawa Umphai ʔrɔŋ, Mae Sariang ʔɣɔŋ; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-
Lang _kənraŋ house post, Khasi kynjreng upright. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar jraŋ post; ~ (*jnra[a]ŋ >?) Thin cən̆draŋ house 
post.  
By metathesis < *jrjuŋ &c., parallel formation to 538 *j/n/juŋ? Note for this 
Palaung rəjəŋ post, ~ jəŋ to stand, ib.  
(SMITH 1972 129.) 
 
691a *t2raŋ; *t2ra[a]ŋ forehead.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ (*t2nraŋ >) Biat ndraŋ [klɛːŋ].  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau traːŋ [voːʔ] (B); ~ (*t2rra(a)ŋ >) Khasi 
shyllang[mat].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese trán, unless ← South Bahnaric.  
 
692 *t2nraaŋ man, male.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) West Bahnar kədraːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi 
shynrang. 
 
693 *t1raiŋ; *t1riəŋ; by metathesis *rt1iəŋ; *rt1iiŋ kind of reed.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Katuic) Khmer traeŋ, Bahnar traːŋ (kind of) reed, 
Thin [trɤh]-traŋ reed, Bru trɛːŋ kind of tall grass. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat trɛːŋ reed, Bahnar trɛŋ, Jeh, Halang triaŋ drinking-tube. 
C: (Bahnaric) Chrau rətiəŋ giant reed, Bahnar dialects rəkiaŋ, rətɛːŋ, rəcɛːŋ kind of 
reed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat [tɒːm] tiːŋ (!) [kɒt] reed.  
Connect perhaps Proto-Austronesian *t/ar/iaŋ kind of bamboo: Jarai trɛːŋ, &c. 
(Proto-Hesperonesian; ch. BLUST 1972 no. 8, *(CtT)eriŋ; NOTHOFER 1975 52, 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *tamiaŋ). But connection dubious B56 *.riəŋ straw.  
(SMITH 1972 148.) 
 
694 *tr[ə]ŋ to filter.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɔːŋ to filter, to catch [liquid] in jar &c., 
Kuy trɑːŋ, Stieng krɔːŋ! to filter, krəːŋ! to decant, Biat trɒŋ to filter.  
Khmer lengthening also in 405 *[c]r[ə]k. Stieng k- obscure. 
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695 *trɔŋ to be incompletely ripe.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon krɔŋ to be halfway ripe, Bahnar trɔŋ́ to be grown to full 
size but not yet ripe (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
 
696 *tr[ɔ]ŋ to run straight.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɔŋ to be straight, direct, to move directly towards 
(→ Thai troŋ straight…, → Kuy troŋ straight, direct), Stieng trɔːŋ to aim; by 
secondary derivation ~ Biat ntrɔŋ to aim.  
Or *trəŋ.  
 
697 *[t]ruŋ; *[t]ruuŋ; *[t]ruəŋ stable, sty, cage. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?North Bahnaric) Mon kraŋ stable, byre, Khmer trùŋ, Kuy 
thrùŋ cage, pen; → Cham druṅ cage; (?) Thai kroŋ cage; ~ West Bahnar tədruŋ, 
East Bahnar adruŋ birdcage, laying-box (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (if ≠ Kontum 
Bahnar kədruŋ, &c., chicken-coop, ad 675 *kruŋ to confine; then < *[t]nruŋ).  
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nruuŋ >) Biat ndruːŋ (— chɛh) stable, (— chor) piggery, 
sty. 
C: (North Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nruəŋ >) Kontum Bahnar kədrɔːŋ shed for animals 
(contaminated by *kruŋ?).  
Cf. 725 *luŋ &c.; 670 *ruuŋ &c. unpartitioned building.  
 
698 *truuŋ; *truəŋ path, road. 
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian) Stieng, Central Rölöm troːŋ, Jeh, Halang trùaŋ, Semelai 
təruŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat, Bahnar trɔːŋ.  
Connect 703 *pruŋ &c. to pass through? Cf. also Thin ruŋ road (contaminated by Thai 
rɔŋ̂?); & 736 *glɔɔŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 79; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 216.) 
 
(*t1ruuŋ see 558 *jt1uuŋ to strike, beat… .) 
 
†699 *d2raŋ horn.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon draṅ /draŋ/ elephant’s tusk, Modern Mon 
krɛàŋ horn, tusk., Praok ruŋ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdəɯŋ, Lawa Umphai ʔrəŋ, Mae 
Sariang ʔɣəŋ, Khasi reng, Vietnamese sừng horn; ~ Kammu-Yuan cəntrɯ̀ŋ, Thin 
cən̆drɯ̆ŋ (& by back-formation drɯ̆ŋ) horn; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-
Lang _kəmrəŋ.  
Connect Palaung nuŋ? 
Sora 'dereːŋ-ən, 'deˑraŋ-ən, 'daˑreŋ-ən, Kharia ɖɛ'rɛŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 347).  
Sora suggests vowel assimilation following metathesis; note then Malay taring boar’s 
tusk (↔ Semang tayeng, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 258). Cf. also Tibeto-Burman 
*rwaŋ, BENEDICT 1972 31-2 no. 85, 32 n. 101; 143. 
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700 *draŋ (kind of palm with) thorny leaf-stem.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɛə̀ŋ Pandanus laevis or Rhapis flabelliformis, 
Chrau draŋ hard edge of palm-leaf stalk.  
 
701 *nriŋ; *snriəŋ hammock litter, cradle. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔɔŋrɯ̀ŋ, Biat ŋrɯŋ. 
B: (Mon) Mon həreaŋ sareṅ; → Thai sàlìaŋ, → royal Khmer saliəŋ. 
 
702 *priiŋ; *priəŋ; *pru[ə]ŋ oil, fat. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer preːŋ, Stieng, Biat priːŋ oil, fat, Chrau [daːʔ] 
priːŋ coconut oil. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung preəŋ fat; to be delicious, Riang-Lang ˉpriɛŋ 
to be delicious; ~ (*pnriəŋ >) Jeh padreːŋ animal fat, Halang bədreaŋ fat. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi phrong fatty residue of frying-oil.  
Cf. Khasi phniang oil-seed (< *rpniəŋ by metathesis?). Connection dubious 928 
*kləɲ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52.) 
 
703 *pruŋ; *pruuŋ; *pruəŋ to pass through. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre nroŋ narrow passage (→ Röglai adroŋ); ~ 
Riang-Lang _prɔŋ pass.  
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok [hu] prɯŋ to go through, pass through, Khasi phrung to 
enter, pass through, to insert. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar drɔːŋ to go through, pass.  
Root perhaps *ruŋ &c. Connect 698 *truuŋ &c. path, road?  
 
(*pruuŋ see also 921 *priiɲ to contend.) 
 
704 *pruuŋ to cook in a bamboo tube.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Bahnar pruːŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 483.) 
 
705 *[p]nruəŋ; *pnrəŋ report, news. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok grɔŋ fact, report. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon pinriṅ /pənrøŋ/ news, Modern Mon pəraŋ news, report.  
Root perhaps *r(u)əŋ; connected Bahnar tədrɔːŋ matter, affair, Jeh tadroːŋ matter, 
Halang drədroaŋ idea (cf. SMITH 1972 171); Proto-Austronesian *ta[g'r]uŋ (then 
*-r-): Ngaju Dayak tarong news, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *-[ḷ]-; Proto-West-
Indonesian). 
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706 *briəŋ (~ *bnriəŋ, by metathesis > *brniəŋ > *brɲiəŋ, by dissimilation > 
Palaungic &c. *[b]rɲuəŋ, *[b]ryuəŋ, by analogy also *[b]ryuŋ) rainbow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre briaŋ [kaŋ] (→ Röglai briaŋ); ~ (*bnriəŋ >) Bahnar 
bədrɛːŋ, pədrɛːŋ (& Röngao bədriːŋ) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi [sim]-
pyllieng rainbow, (by metathesis &c.) Kammu-Yuan pəryɔ̀ː ŋ dragon, Thin pri(y)oŋ 
dragon, (dŭr —) rainbow, Palaung pəryɔŋ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang [kɑy] 
pərɲuɔŋ rainbow, Praok siyɔŋ rainbow, dragon, (*[b]ryuŋ >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔayoŋ, Lawa Umphai rayoŋ rainbow.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 274, dragon, rainbow.  
(SHAFER 1965 386.) 
 
707 *mraŋ horse.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung brəŋ, Riang-Lang _məraŋ, Praok bruŋ, Lawa Bo 
Luang mbraŋ, Lawa Umphai mbrɔŋ, Mae Sariang mbyɔŋ; ~ (*kuən mraŋ by 
contraction >) Kammu-Yuan həmràŋ.  
Of same origin as Burmese mraṅ:. For Tibeto-Burman *m-raŋ (~ *s-raŋ-s) see 
BENEDICT 1972 43 no. 145 & n. 139; COBLIN 1974:124-5. At BENEDICT 1972 189 n. 
487 Benedict argues that *m-raŋ & Archaic Chinese må 馬 (< *mwa < *mra) 
are early loans from a plerisyllabic *m[ ]raŋ[ ] of unknown origin.  
(SHAFER 1965 385.) 
 
708 *[s]riə[ŋ] intestines.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ hriaŋ, Kammu-Yuan riaŋ, Palaung (!) rɛŋ. 
 
(*snriəŋ see 701 *nriŋ hammock litter… .) 
 
709 *sraŋ; *sra[a]ŋ tooth, sharp projection. 
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Khasi shreng dorsal fin, spine, prickle, Mương 
thăng (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese răng tooth; ~ (*smr- >; or B?) Sre 
səmpraŋ spiny dorsal fin of certain fish (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan raːŋ, Thin, Palaung hraŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrɑŋ, 
Praok raŋ tooth.  
(SHAFER 1965 205.)  
 
†‡710 *liiŋ; *liəŋ waterfall, to gush. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kuy lìːɲ to pour slowly, Bru ʔalìːŋ to pour; ~ 
Bahnar hliːŋ to pour out; ~ Biat rleːŋ [daːk] flood; ~ Semang paling to flow (i.e. 
Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 184).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre [daː] liaŋ, Biat lɛːŋ waterfall; → Cham lia̯ṅ to wash.  
Cf. 719 *laaŋʔ to wash…; 716 *laŋ …to condense.  
Sora leːŋ-'leːŋ- to be damp, dripping, Kharia lɛŋ to flow, &c. (PINNOW 1959 343; Proto-
Munda *lɛŋgi).  
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Proto-Austronesian *[ ]iliŋ: Javanese iling to pour cautiously from unspouted vessel, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 68; Proto-West-Indonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 358, to p.  
 
(*liiŋ see also 758 *[r]liiŋ polished… .) 
 
711 *liəŋ young, tender.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon leṅ /leŋ/ junior [officer], Modern Mon 
[həmɔe] lɛàŋ at age of puberty, Stieng liəŋ pliant, flexible, Riang-Lang _liɛŋ shoot, 
blade; ~ Palaung rəliəŋ boy, youth.  
Cf. 726 *luŋ &c.  
 
(*liəŋ see also 758 *[r]liiŋ …to glisten.) 
 
712 *leŋ to sport, play.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon leṅ [laḥ] to enjoy, Khmer lèːŋ to play 
sport, divert oneself, Chrau leːŋ (to do) as a diversion. 
 
713 *leeŋ (& *leŋ?) to borrow, hire.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon lòiŋ to hire, rent, (variant >?) Sre leŋ to borrow. 
 
†‡714 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *laiŋ large raptor. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) ~ (*laŋ laŋ > *lnlaŋ >) Mon 
kənɛàŋ kite; ~ (*klaŋ >) Sre klaŋ, Chrau khlaŋ hawk, large raptor, (or variant?) 
Central Sakai klak hawk. 
B, C: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) (Semai 
laːŋ buzzard (TAUERN 1914) if not ← Malay, below); ~ Khmer khlaeŋ kite (C; → 
Kuy lhɛːɲ, slɛːŋ kite (toy)?), Kuy k(ə)laːŋ hawk (B), Biat klaːŋ hawk, large raptor, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang klaːŋ hawk &c., Kammu-Yuan kláːŋ kite, hawk, eagle, 
Palaung, Praok klaŋ, Riang-Lang ˉklɑŋ kite, hawk, (C) Khasi khlieng (~ ’lieng) 
kite, eagle, (B/C) Central Nicobarese kəlaːŋ white-bellied eagle, Nancowry kaláŋ 
vulture; → Cham kalaːŋ, Jarai klaːŋ, Röglai kalak, North Röglai kalaːk hawk, 
large raptor, Acehnese klöəng hawk.  
Cf. A46 *kliŋ kite (toy).  
(SHAFER 1965 63; BLOOD 1966 300; SMITH 1972 156; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 4 (a).) 
Sora ə'daŋ-ən kite Proto-Austronesian *[qS]əlaŋ: Malay lang, hĕlang hawk, kite, 
eagle, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 170, Proto-Malayo-Javanese *həllaŋ; Proto-West-
Indonesian if Iban lang is not ← Malay).  
Proto-Austric, Proto-Austroasiatic *qəlaŋ or the like? Proto-Mon-Khmer *k- then 
animal prefix; or < *q-? Hence Tibeto-Burman *laŋ, BENEDICT 1972 72 no. 333 & 
n. 225; note Kachin gəlaŋ eagle, kite, hawk.  
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‡715 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *liŋ to wander. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre [liŋ] laŋ here and there, back and forth (→ Röglai), 
Riang-Lang laŋ [lɛ] to wander abroad.  
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung (MILNE 1931, songs) [leh] laŋ, (~; or tone by 
phrasal assimilation) Vietnamese lang [bang &c.] to wander. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre liŋ [laŋ] here and there… (→ Röglai), Praok [hu 
lay] liŋ to go from place to place.  
Cf. 1513 *ləyh.  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *laŋlaŋ) Javanese langlang to wander; (ii) *d'alaŋ: Malay 
jalang to wander, &c.  
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 46; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
716 *laŋ to melt, to condense.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon lɛàŋ to melt, Literary Mon laṅ also [dew] to be precipitated, Khasi 
lang [e.g. water] to condense, collect.  
Cf. 719 *laaŋʔ to wash…; 710 *liiŋ &c. …to gush. 
 
717 *laŋ with black markings.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre laŋ white with black stripes, piebald (DOURNES 
1950), Riang-Lang _laŋ, Praok luŋ, Lawa Bo Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang lɔŋ to be black.  
(SHAFER 1965 390.) 
 
718 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *liiŋ to destroy. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon blaṅ /blaŋ/ [pliñ]. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer lìːəŋ (→ Thai láaŋ); ~ Bahnar klaːŋ to dig up, 
ditch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric; ~ *lbliiŋ >) Khmer rùmlìːŋ to dig out and clear away 
[tree-stumps], to dissipate one’s property, (~?) Biat pliːŋ to break [dyke] down. 
 
719 *laaŋʔ to wash, to bring water to.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Literary Mon lāṅ to wash 
(away), Khmer lìːəŋ (→ Thai láaŋ) to wash; ~ late Middle Mon lamlāṅ dew 
(contaminated by 716 *laŋ …to condense, which compare?); ~ Literary Mon klāṅ 
to clean, Bahnar klaːŋ to direct water, channel, Vietnamese tráng to rinse [dish &c.]; 
~ Thin kəm̆laŋ to gush out, overflow, to cause to gush out, to spit (contaminated by 
710 *liiŋ &c., which compare).  
(SMITH 1972 160.) 
 
720 *la[a]ŋ (& *laŋ?) to unfold.  
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre laŋ (< variant?),  
Central Rölöm (BLOOD 1966), Bahnar laːŋ, Central Nicobarese [cum]-laːŋ-[haiɲe], 
Nancowry láŋ, cuṙláŋi. 
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721 *lɔŋ to be immersed.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer lùəŋ to drown, Stieng lɔːŋ to capsize, 
Central Nicobarese lɔŋ-[ʃe] to sink, Nancowry lóŋsi, lóŋ that which cannot float; 
~ Stieng klɔːŋ to immerse; ~ Khmer bɔmphlùəŋ to immerse, sink (TANDART 1935).  
Add as derivation 733 *klɔŋ perennial water? Cf. 423 *lək &c.; 1077 *lət &c. to be 
extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58.) 
 
722 *lɔŋ; *lɔɔŋ to echo.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*lml- >) Mon pəlòŋ lamlåṅ &c., Khmer 
lùənlùəŋ echo (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; A); ~ (*lmp->; B) Khmer rùmpɔ̀ː ŋ, 
(TANDART 1935) lùmpɔ̀ː ŋ (to) echo (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; A), (A?) Sre mpoŋ 
echo (→ Röglai).  
Cf. Vietnamese lừng to resound; Ilocano gumluong to resound, revenberate. 
 
723 *lɔɔŋ to try, test.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer lɔ̀ː ŋ, Kuy lùːaŋ, Biat lɔːŋ [uaɲ], Stieng, Sre (→ 
Röglai), Jeh loːŋ to try, test, Bahnar lɔːŋ to be tested; apparently → Lawa Bo 
Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umphai lɔŋ by interdialectal borrowing; ~ Khmer prəlɔːŋ to 
compete, to take a test (contaminated by 921 *pruŋ to contend?), Bahnar pəlɔːŋ to 
try, test; ~ Halang təloaŋ to try, test.  
(BLOOD 1966 77; SMITH 1972 175.) 
 
†‡724 *luŋ[h]; *luuŋh; *ləŋ[h] hole, hollow; to bore, excavate.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer lùŋ to dig hole, drill, bore, excavate, 
Central Nicobarese [oŋ]lɔŋ to drill hole, Nancowry ʔuŋlóŋ, lóŋa hole; ~ Sre 
[daː] tərluŋ well, Chrau təluŋ deep place in river, Jeh talòŋ hole (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Khasi tyllong [um] well, spring; ~ Bahnar səluŋ pit, ditch, well, 
abyss. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer rùmlòːŋ flood-basin; ~ Vietnamese 
trũng to be concave, low, hollow; ~ (*trluuŋh >) Bahnar təduːŋ hole, hollow, 
cutting (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer ʔɔnlùəŋ hole in stream-bed; ~ Mon klaŋ to bore (rather 
than A, cf. next); ~ Middle Mon kamluiṅ, Modern Mon pəlaŋ well.  
Add as derivatives 745 *t1luŋ &c. throat; 747 *d2luŋ &c. boat? Cf. also 666 *ruŋh &c. 
hole, hollow; 733 *klɔŋ perennial water.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58.) 
Sora 'lʔuːŋ-ən, (compounding form) (')lu(ː)ŋ-ən pit.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *baluŋ: Malay balong pond, pool, puddle, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
25; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *paluŋ: Malay palung trough, &c. (ib. no. 283; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
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725 *luŋ; *luuŋ; *luəŋ stable, sty, cage. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lồǹg cage. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai) louŋ sty. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese chuồǹg (for **truồng) cage, shed, 
coop, stable, sty; ~ (*.nluəŋ >) Biat nɔːŋ cage.  
Cf. 697 *[t]ruŋ &c. 
 
726 *luŋ; *luuŋ; *luəŋ young, tender. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) ~ Khmer pùənlùŋ young bamboo plant, Sre bənuŋ young 
[plant], Bahnar bənuŋ young, young bamboo. 
B: (Palaungic) Khasi lung young, tender; ~ (*t2əəm luuŋ by contraction >?) Thin 
cluŋ shoot; ~ Riang-Lang _pluŋ to be tender, to be adolescent.  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar blɔːŋ adolescent person; [bamboo] beginning to grow 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Röglai loɲ young [plant]; & 711 *liəŋ. Connect 756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling? 
 
727 *luŋ; *luəŋ; *ləŋ above, on. 
A: (Palaungic, Aslian) Riang-Lang _lɔŋ on (to), Praok loŋ above, Sakai [gua]-long on 
top (i.e. Jah Hut; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 9); ~ (*[ ]nluŋ >) Palaung nɯŋ far 
above. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy lɔ̀ː ŋ (to go) high up.  
C: (Khasi; ~ *[ ]nləŋ >) Khasi neng above.  
Cf. (i) Kontum Bahnar kəpəŋ above, on top of, Halang pèːŋ above, Jeh pèːŋ upper side 
(< *lpə(ə)ŋ? Kuy has pɑːŋ on, above, Bru pəːŋ above); (ii) Sora 'laŋkaː-n above, 
&c., PINNOW 1959 364. But connection dubious Old Mon cloṅ /clɔŋ/ highest point, 
spire; or Khmer laəŋ to rise up…, ↔ Thai ləə̌ŋ going up too high.  
 
728 *luuŋ to sway.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar [lɛŋ &c.] lɔŋ swaying, vibrating, 
teetering (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung luŋ [laŋ] to swing (MILNE 1931), Praok 
[puk plɛk] luŋ [lɛŋ] to sway; ~ Khmer khlòːŋ unstable, swaying.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Cf. (i) B59 *[l]a[a]ŋ; (ii) Bahnar ləŋ gəŋ 
swaying, swinging (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (iii) Santali lawaŋ lawaŋ dangling, 
hanging loosely, PINNOW 1959 K 523.  
 
729 *luuŋ; *luəŋ; *liiŋ firefly. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre [way] luːŋ, Biat luːŋ glow-worm, Riang-Lang _luŋ 
[_liau] firefly. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung hlɔŋ firefly (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Mon, Khmuic, Katuic) Mon [lɛk] loiŋ; ~ Kammu dialect [ràːŋ] klèːŋ; ~ Bru 
malìŋ lɒ̀ʔ. 
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729a *kli[ŋ]; *klii[ŋ] black ant. 
A: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese kəmileŋ kind of small black ant. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng kaliːŋ, Biat kuleːŋ, (or A?) Sre kəliŋ black ant.  
Or *-ɲ; so connected B68 *briiɲ &c. kind of ant? 
 
730 *kliŋ; *kliiŋ; *kliəŋ to rotate, to spin. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) ~ Khmer krəlɤŋ to rotate, to turn on lathe; ~ Palaung kənleŋ 
wheel, Riang-Lang _kənleŋ wheel, spinning- wheel. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok kliŋ to spin; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔaləiɲ, Lawa Umphai raleiɲ 
spindle. 
C: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon kleṅ /kleŋ/, Modern Mon keaŋ to spin, Thin klioŋ to 
rotate; ~ (*knliəŋ >) Middle Mon kaneṅ, Literary Mon kneṅ spindle (& Modern 
Mon neaŋ by hypercorrection). 
 
731 *[k]liəŋ forehead.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [ndraŋ] klɛːŋ, Bahnar klɛŋ, Jeh kleːŋ, Halang kleaŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ Sre biŋliaŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 97; SMITH 1972 123.) 
 
732 *klaŋʔ; *kla[a]ŋ[ ] white. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese trắng; ~ 
(*kmlaŋʔ >; contaminated by 750 *plaaŋʔ to shine?) Bahnar blaŋ shining white 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Bahnaric; ~ *kmla[a]ŋ[ ] >) Bahnar bəlaːŋ white[thread], (by assimilation *knl- 
>) Chrau kənaːŋ, Biat ŋlaːŋ white.  
Connection uncertain Khmer sɔnlaːŋ clean white, brand-new. 
 
733 *klɔŋ perennial water.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Stieng kloːŋ deep place in stream, pool in 
marsh, Sre kloŋ water-hole in river bed, Bahnar klɔŋ deep part of river, Bru klɔŋ 
water-hole, deep-water channel, Palaung klɔŋ quantifier for watercourses (MILNE 
1931), Praok, Lawa Bo Luang klɔŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang kloŋ stream; ~ 
(*kplɔŋ >) Palaung plɔŋ stream; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəlɔŋ (!) 
puddle.  
~ 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed? Cf. 724 *luŋ[h] &c. hole…; 668 *(k-)ruŋ &c. … river; & 
Tibeto-Burman *kluˑŋ river, BENEDICT 1972 39 no. 127, 39-40 n. 129; further 
Burmese khyoṅ: stream.  
(SHAFER 1965 66.) 
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734 *kluŋ; *kluuŋ; *kluəŋ kind of resinous tree. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer khloŋ Dipterocarpus cordatus crispatus. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] kluːŋ kind of resinous tree resembling wood-oil tree, 
Sre kloːŋ! kind of resinous tree. 
C: (Mon; ?) Old Mon [chu] klonṅ /kloŋ/, Modern Mon kloŋ Terminalia tomentosa. 
 
735 *kluuŋ (& *kluŋ?); *[k]luəŋ middle, belly. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng kluːŋ (in the) middle, Sre kluŋ (or < *-uŋ?; → Röglai 
kluk) stomach, Riang-Lang ˉkluŋ belly, womb; ~ (*knl- >) Sre kənuŋ heartwood; 
yolk (< *-uŋ?), East Bahnar gluːŋ middle finger (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
(*kpluuŋ >) Sre pluːŋ paunch (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Mương (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese lòng intestines, heart.  
Note further Kammu-Yuan lìŋ middle (under the entry 582 *kɗiiŋ); Kenaboi bûlang 
belly, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 162 (a).  
(SHAFER 1965 64.) 
 
736 *glɔɔŋ path, road.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Aslian) Mon klòŋ road, track, way, Kuy khlùːaŋ tracks., 
mark, trace, crack, Kensiu gəlɔŋ path, road; ~ Khmer kùənɔ̀ː ŋ way, tracks.  
If 739 *clɔɔŋ …to pass is a variant-prefix form, Praok lɔŋ to go along may reflect the 
simplex. Bahnar gluːŋ wide [road] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), cited as road at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 G 49, is not connected. Cf. further 698 *truuŋ &c. 
 
737 *gluŋ; *gl[i]ŋ much, many. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon gluṅ, gloṅ /glɯŋ/, (in part, cf. B) Modern Mon 
klàŋ to be much, many, (~?) Palaung lɯŋ (!) [animals] to be many; → Shan lɤ̀ŋ to 
be plentiful; ~ Khasi kyllong very big. 
B: (Mon; or *-əŋ) Middle Mon gluiṅ = Old Mon gluṅ &c. (so in part Modern Mon 
klàŋ, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəmləŋ̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V90); cf. further for the variant 
Old Mon, rare, guṁliṅ &c. attributive beside guṁluṅ &c.).  
 
738 *gluəŋ enclosure.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Late Middle Mon gloṅ /gloŋ/ citadel, palace; ~ Chrau 
gəlɔːŋ fence.  
TANDART 1935 has obsolete Khmer ghluəṅ teasury, storehouse; cf. Modern Mon 
khlɛə̀ŋ, ↔ Thai kʰlaŋ, not readily referable to *gləŋ. Connect B61 *[s]l(u)əŋ to 
wall? 
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739 *clɔɔŋ to cross, pass.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer chlɔːŋ, Kuy (c)lɑːŋ, Stieng cəlɔːŋ, səloːŋ 
to cross; ~ Khmer crəlɔ̀ː ŋ narrow valley &c. between hills, path, pass, Biat rlɔːŋ 
passage.  
Perhaps *c-lɔɔŋ, cf. 736 *glɔɔŋ path, road & Khmer rùmlɔ̀ː ŋ to pass over, pass beyond, 
kɔnlɔ̀ː ŋ to step over; passing, past.  
 
†740 *jliiŋ (& *jliŋ?); *jla[i]ŋ long. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon -jlīṅ /jliŋ/, Modern Mon klòiŋ, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔdəiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔleiɲ, Semelai jəluːŋ (contaminated by 763 
*sluuŋ high?), Mah Meri jələŋ, (*jliŋ >?) Central Nicobarese cəliŋ, Nancowry 
caliŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok laŋ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdaŋ (& ʔdɯŋ), Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔlaŋ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 66; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
Mundari ɟiliŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 396a). 
 
741 *trlii[ŋ] to lose one’s way.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kəloiŋ taliṅ to be mistaken, to mistake [route], Nyah 
Kur təlíiŋ (suggests *-ɲ?), Stieng trəliːŋ to get lost.  
Connect Kammu-Yuan lóŋ to forget, fail to recognize, Thin hloŋ to lose one’s way?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
742 *tlaŋ side of figure.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon tlaṅ /tlaŋ/, Modern Mon klɛŋ, Stieng 
klaŋ; ~ Pangan nglang (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 198).  
 
743 *[t]laŋ; *tlaaŋ large vessel. 
A: (Palaungic; ~?) Praok kloŋ bowl, Lawa Umphai klɔŋ kind of bowl. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klaiŋ large wide-mouthed jar, Khmer thlaːŋ large earthenware 
cooking-pot. 
 
744 *t1luŋ; *t1luuŋ; *t1luəŋ throat. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang khroaŋ, Lawa Umphai krauŋ [leʔ] (k(h)- part-of-
body prefix). 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan troːŋ; ~ (*t1rluuŋ >) Bahnar həlɔŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ Biat rumloːŋ [kɔː], (by assimilation *rnl- >) Röngao 
rənɔŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C: (Nicobaric; ~ *tnluəŋ >) Central Nicobarese oŋlɔːŋə neck, Nancowry ʔuŋlóŋe.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Connect Proto-Miao-Yao *kḷaaŋ neck, 
throat, BENEDICT 1975 232, between… (I). Perhaps ~ 724 *luŋ[h] &c. hole, 
hollow… .  
(SMITH 1972 147; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 102 (b).) 
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745 *Tliiŋ; *Tliəŋ to bind, hobble. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer thlìːŋ, Sre kliŋ (→ Röglai), Bahnar kleːŋ 
to hobble [animal] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham kleṅ hobbles; ~ Khmer 
tùənlìːŋ, Kuy thlìːɲ, Stieng gliːŋ elephant hobbles, Biat ŋleːŋ hobbles; ~ Bahnar 
gleːŋ = kleːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Mon) Mon kleaŋ to bind; ~ kəneaŋ bonds.  
 
746 *d1liəŋ to carry hanging down.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Late Middle Mon dleṅ ? /gleŋ/, Modern Mon klɛàŋ to carry slung 
from a yoke, Thin tliɛŋ to carry in one’s hand. 
 
747 *d2luŋ; *d2luuŋ; *d2luəŋ; *d2ləŋ boat. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔloŋ; ~ (*d2pluŋ >) Sre, 
Bahnar pluŋ.  
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon dluṅ /dluŋ/, Modern Mon klɜŋ̀; ~ Jeh, Halang 
pluːŋ. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~?) Kammu-Yuan cəlɔ̀ː ŋ; ~ Riang-Lang _cənluaŋ. 
D: (Khasi) Khasi with secondary lengthening lieng.  
Perhaps ~ 724 *luŋ[h] &c. …to bore, excavate. Hence Tibeto-Burman *(m-)loŋ, 
BENEDICT 1972 120 no. 467?  
(SHAFER 1965 232, 540, 579; SMITH 1972 119.) 
 
748 *n[l]uŋ; *n[l]uuŋ; *[l]nuuŋ gourd, egg-plant. 
A: (Khasi; by dissimilation > *dluŋ >?) Khasi klong bottle- gourd. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre nhouŋ bottle- gourd, Chrau nhoːŋ gourd (BLOOD 
1966); ~ Riang-Lang _tərluŋ egg-plant. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon nuṅ ?/nuŋ/, Modern Mon nɜŋ̀ 
water-pot, Old Khmer noṅ, Modern Khmer rənòːŋ bitter gourd, nənòːŋ plant similar 
to egg-plant, Kuy nòːŋ nòːŋ Luffa cylindrica, Stieng nùːŋ [dàːk] bottle- gourd, Biat 
noːŋ gourd; → Cham lanoṅ kind of egg-plant.  
Obscure. Cf. 587 *d1rɗu(ə)ŋ. C perhaps *n- in view of Old Mon, Old Khmer; Khmer 
rə-, nə- then prefixes; Khasi, Riang-Lang conceivably ~ *(r-)n2-. South Bahnaric 
B then perhaps rather < *d/n/huuŋ, ultimately ~ *d1r-ɗuŋ & so Austric.  
(BLOOD 1966 9.) 
 
†‡749 *[p]laŋ; *[p]laiŋ thatching-grass. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Khmer plāṅ, Modern Khmer phlɛə̀ŋ, Kuy 
plaŋ, Palaung pləŋ, Riang-Lang ˉplaŋ, Lawa Bo Luang plɑŋ, Lawa Umphai plɔŋ 
thatching-grass, Khasi phlang (~ ʼlang) grass.  
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan plàːŋ elephant grass, Vietnamese tranh 
thatching-grass.  
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Connection obscure Central Sakai plɔːk roof (cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 34; Proto-
Semai *ploogŋ, DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SHAFER 1965 392.) 
Sora ə'laːŋ-ən, 'aːləŋ-ən, (compounding form) laːŋ-ən jungle grass, thatch, 'aːləŋ- to 
thatch, Kharia ɔ'lɔŋ long grass, &c. (PINNOW 1959 270).  
Proto-Austronesian *lalaŋ: Acehnese nalöəng (kinds of) grass, Cham ralaːŋ 
thatching-grass, Malay lalang kind of long grass, Iban lalang Imperata cylindrica (so 
Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
750 *plaaŋʔ to shine.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung plaŋ to shine, be light; ~ (*pmlaaŋʔ >) Praok 
blaŋ [sky] to be clear, Khasi phalang to glitter (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Mương 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese láng to shine, be shiny; ~ Kammu-Yuan pərlàːŋ 
planet; ~ (*phl- >) Bru palìaŋ to shine light on, Kuy has phrìaŋ!  
Connect obscure Late Middle Mon khlaṅ [lacaḥ lamʼaḥ] to shine, glitter; as Khmer 
pəploŋ bright light. Cf. 732 *klaŋʔ &c. white. 
 
751 *pləŋ[ ]; *pləəŋʔ egg. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi pylleng. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mương trớng (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese 
trứng; ~ Semai pəŋləːk.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 37 (a).) 
 
(*pləŋ see 616 *lpuŋ to blow.) 
 
752 *plɔ[ɔ]ŋ tube.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Mon plɔŋ tube, pipe, chimney, funnel, Thin 
ploŋ tube, Central Sakai lôk outer barrel of blowpipe; ~ Mon pənɔŋ, Khmer 
panḷaṅ fisherman’s float (GUESDON 1930).  
Cf. Khmer klɔːŋ tube, ↔ Cham klauṅ; Bahnar təlɔːŋ hɔī [tube] open at both ends 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*pluuŋ see 616 *lpuŋ to blow.) 
 
753 *[b]liəŋ; *bləŋ to be askew, to swerve. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon plɛàŋ bleṅ to be awry, (plèt —) to miss the mark; Khmer 
panliəṅ to go round about (GUESDON 1930). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _pləŋ to miss a goal, to be in error; → Shan pɤ̀ŋ.  
Connect 759 *sliŋ &c. to be tilted…?  
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754 *bla[a]ŋ (& *blaŋ?) noisy kind of bird.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan plàːŋ bluethroat, Erithacus species; ~ Sre 
bərlaŋ (< variant?) plover, Sarcogramus indicus, Chrau valaːŋ swift (contaminated 
by 760 *[s]liŋ &c.), Bahnar [sɛːm] bəlaːŋ, Bru phalìaŋ, Kammu-Yuan ràːŋ [cɔ́ː k 
&c.] laughing thrush, Garrulax species; ~ (*brl- >) Pakoh parlaːŋ swift; → Cham 
pìlaːŋ starling, North Röglai balaːk kind of bird.  
Connect 757 *rliiŋ starling? If rather *kwla([a])ŋ might be constructed, add Mon 
[həcem] kəlɛŋ starling. 
 
755 *[b]la[a]ŋ Bombax species.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre blaŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat [tɒːm] blaːŋ [gɔːr] Bombax malabarica, 
Bahnar ɓlaːŋ kinds of silk-cotton tree. (Cf. SMITH 1972 164.) 
 
†756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling.  
A: (Mon) Mon plàŋ.  
Connect 629a *lm[b][ə]ŋ shoot by metathesis; & perhaps 726 *b(n)-luŋ &c. young 
(plant). 
Sora 'budaŋ-, bu'daŋ- to sprout; (-ən) sprout. 
 
757 *rliiŋ starling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) → Cham laiṅ [lauṅ]; ~ (*[k]rliiŋ >) Mon kəloiŋ myna, 
Old Khmer graliṅ-[graloṅ], Modern Khmer krəlìːŋ-, krəlèːŋ-[krəlòːŋ] black-
collared starling, Gracupeia nigricollis; ~ (*brliiŋ >; contaminated by 754 
*b/r/la[a]ŋ, which perhaps connect?) Sre bərliŋ magpie-robin, Bahnar bəliːŋ grey 
dove!; (*ciim [b]rliiŋ) → Malay chĕmpĕrling, tĕpĕrling starling.  
Or *kw/-rliiŋ?  
 
758 *[r]liiŋ; *[r]liəŋ polished, to glisten. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rəlìːŋ clean and smooth, polished.  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung leəŋ to glisten.  
Or *l-, Khmer < *lə-liiŋ?  
 
‡759 *sliŋ; *sliiŋ; *sliəŋ; *slaiŋ to be tilted, to squint.  
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *srliŋ >) Sre [mat] səriŋ to squint; → Röglai sərliŋ [mətaː]. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ Chrau creːŋ [mat] to squint, Sre sərliːŋ, Bahnar həreːŋ to lean 
over; ~ Khasi sharing slope, declivity; ~ (*spliiŋ >) Bahnar pliːŋ to squint. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Kuy sliːɲ, lhiːɲ to squint; ~ Khmer srəliəŋ cross-eyed; ~ 
Khasi shyngkhliang cross-eyed (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
D: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat plaːŋ [mat] cross-eyed.  
Cf. 753 *[b]liəŋ &c. to be askew…; 494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) to slant, be skewed; 1862 *slewʔ to 
squint. 
Proto-Austronesian *d'uliŋ: Malay juling squinting, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 441; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
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760 *[s]liŋ; *[s]liiŋ; *[s]liəŋ; *[s]laiŋ swallow. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *[s]pliŋ >) Riang-Lang [ˉsim] ˉpleŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[s]rliiŋ >) Chrau səleːŋ, Biat rleːŋ. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Gölar Bahnar [sɛːm] plɛːŋ house-martin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy [cɛːm] lhɛːɲ swallow, Central Nicobarese minleɲə swiftlet  
Connect Toba Batak leang-leang swallow, referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 90 to Proto-
Austronesian *laiaŋ to glide, soar. Cf. 754 *bla[a]ŋ. 
 
761 *slaŋ dazed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hlɛŋ, Khmer slaŋ [kaŋ]; ~ Mon [mòt klɛk] həlɛŋ to have poor 
sight, Khmer srəlaŋ dumbfounded. 
 
‡762 *sləəŋ to wear [lower garment].  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon sluiṅ [ket], Khasi slieng.  
Cf. 453 *sl[u]k. 
Proto-Austronesian *[t']uluŋ: Pangasinan solóng to wear, put on, Hanunóo súlung 
puting on, wearing; perhaps Proto-Oceanic *sulu (to put on) sarong (BLUST 1971 no. 
87, *(cs)-; rather than *t'aruŋ sheath, DEMPWOLFF 1938 148). 
 
†763 *sluŋ; *sluuŋ high. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung hlɯŋ to be high, long, Praok laoŋ to be high, downwind, 
Lawa Bo Luang hloaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hlauŋ high; ~ Khmer sraluṅ 
very deep (GUESDON 1930); ~ (*smluŋ >) Praok blaoŋ upper part, Lawa Bo Luang 
mbloaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mblauŋ hill. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon sluṅ, Modern Mon hlɜŋ to be high; ~ Old Mon suṁlūṅ 
/səmluŋ/ high, Modern Mon həlɜŋ [ca] south; ~ Khmer srəloːŋ = sraluṅ.  
Note also Khmer prəloŋ length; (*lnluəŋ >?) Bahnar rənɔːŋ long; length (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). *slu(u)ŋ contaminated by 172 *jruuʔ &c. deep yields 690 *jruŋ &c. 
high, long; cf. further 740 *jliiŋ &c. length.  
(SHAFER 1965 224.) 
Kharia sɛlɔŋ deep, &c. (PINNOW 1959 340; & Kharia ɟalɔŋ high, &c., contaminated by 
cognate of *jliiŋ: ib). 
 
764 *[s]luŋ to tie up, moor.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer sɔnloŋ large hitching- or mooring-post; ~ (*[s]rluŋ >) 
Middle Mon caloṅ /cəlɯŋ/! [ciṅ] (with c- by phrasal assimilation?), Modern Mon 
həlaŋ [coiŋ] post to which elephant is tethered. 
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†‡765 *wiŋ; *wiiŋ; *wiəŋ; *waiŋ; *wəŋ; *wuəŋ; *wuŋ; *wuuŋ to go round, turn. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Khmer vɯ̀ŋ again, back, Bahnar 
wiŋ curve, eddy (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung veŋ to go back, return, Pangan 
weg to return (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 83; or B); ~ (*[t]rwiŋ >) 
Bahnar dəweŋ, təweŋ surrounding (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok [sivɛ] siveŋ 
around; (or B) ~ Khmer srəvɤŋ drunk. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng uiːŋ [wai] giddiness (or 
A?), Bahnar wiːŋ to move in curves, wind, eddy, to be giddy, Riang-Lang _viŋ to go 
back, return; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kətwàt &c.] kəŋwèːŋ to wag, wave; ~ Khasi rwing 
to go and return the same day; ~ Old Mon tuṁwīṅ /təmwiŋ/ enclosure (replaced by 
tameṅ, C; < *t2əəm wiiŋ by contraction?); ~ (*swiiŋ >, cf. Khmer srəɤŋ, A) 
Mon hwoiŋ to wave (arms) about, gesticulate. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon weṅ /weŋ/ to avoid, to turn 
aside, Modern Mon wɛàŋ to avoid (in part; merging following, which compare), 
Khmer vìəŋ way round, bend, Palaung viəŋ to move aimlessly (MILNE 1931); ~ 
Khasi khwiang to wind or turn round when walking; ~ Bahnar kəwɛːŋ curving, 
winding (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung kərveəŋ coil; to be coiled, to coil, Khasi 
khyrwiang to go round; ~ Literary Mon tameṅ compound = Modern Mon kəmeaŋ 
outer part of veranda (cf. Old Mon tuṁwīṅ, B); by secondary derivation ~ Biat 
ncuɛːŋ to throng round. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon wāṅ, weṅ /waiŋ/ to pay 
a visit to, go to meet, welcome, Stieng uaːŋ to make a detour, Bahnar waːŋ to go 
round, Praok [vuŋ] vɛŋ around; ~ Mương quenh (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese 
quanh to be around, to be winding, tortuous, twisting; ~ Khmer trəvɛ ̀ː ŋ oval, Biat 
rwaːŋ to roll into a ball. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon wiṅ /wøŋ/, Modern 
Mon wàŋ to go round, to be bent round, circular (or A), Khmer vùəŋ sphere, circle, 
disc, Vietnamese vầng disc, orb; ~ Cham waŋ warped; ~ (*krwəŋ >) Khmer 
krəvɔŋ circular, Khasi kylleng abroad, everywhere; (phah — - —) to circulate; ~ 
Bahnar [duiːŋ] duəːŋ [tail] to wag (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
F: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer vuəṅ circle (GUESDON 1930), Mương 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese vòng circle, ring, hoop…; to trace a circle, 
move in a circle; ~ Bahnar kəwɔːŋ curving (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vồng to be arched, curved. 
H: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok vuŋ [vɛŋ] around; ~ Bahnar kəwoːŋ large and 
curving (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
F-H secondary. Connect 931 *wiɲ &c. …to go round; 767 *wa(a)ŋ enclosure; perhaps 
768a *wa[i]ŋ &c. to borrow.  
(SHAFER 1965 197; SHORTO 1973 375-8, with further derivatives) 
Kharia ɛŋ to return, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 317).  
Proto-Austronesian *k[ə]uiŋ: Iban kuing to turn, Ilocano kiwing crooked, bent, curved 
(so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
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766 *weŋ (& *weeŋ?) to turn aside, turn away (v.i.t.).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi). Old Mon weṅ /weŋ/ to avoid, to turn aside, 
Modern Mon wɛàŋ to avoid (in part; merging 765 *wiəŋ, which compare), Sre 
weːŋ to push away, chase away (< variant if length not secondary; → Röglai waːŋ 
to chase away?), Khasi (ïa-)weng to remove; ~ Khmer vùəŋvèːŋ to go astray, lose 
[one’s way]. 
 
767 *waŋ; *waaŋ enclosure; to go round. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Middle Mon waṅ, Modern Mon wɛàŋ 
enclosure esp. round palace &c., Khmer vɛə̀ŋ enclosure, palace, to enclose, Sre waŋ 
cattle-yard, pound, Kammu-Yuan wàŋ to girdle [tree]; → Burmese waṅ: fence, 
enclosure, → Shan vāŋ, probably → Palaung vaŋ (or < B); Thai waŋ palace. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vìːəŋ to avoid; detouring, winding, 
Stieng dialect uaːŋ village, Sre waːŋ = waŋ; → Cham waːŋ [rataŋ] to surround; 
~ Biat ɲuaːŋ compartment; ~ Lawa Umphai maŋ[ˑmon] circular.  
Khmer to avoid…, as Kammu-Yuan, by attraction 765 *wiəŋ &c., which connect. 
Thence ultimately are Thai wiaŋ town (→ obsolete Khmer viəṅ palace, citadel), 
Shan vēŋ, → Palaung veŋ, Riang-Lang _viŋ; Shan vɛŋ̄ to surround, → Riang-
Lang vɛŋ enclosure.  
 
768 *waiŋ long.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer vɛ ̀ː ŋ long, Kammu-Yuan wàːŋ long (space, time), Thin waŋ 
to be wide, long, capacious. 
 
768a *wa[i]ŋ; *wiəŋ to borrow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat waːŋ to borrow, Sre waŋ to borrow rice (DOURNES 1950; 
correct to waːŋ). 
B: (Khasi; ~ *glwiəŋ >) Khasi kylliang loan.  
= 765 *waiŋ &c. to go round…? Cf. here 1531 *wa(a)y. 
 
769 *wəŋ; *wəəŋ howdah. 
A: (Katuic) Kuy wɔŋ̀. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng uəːŋ [ruːeh], Biat wəːŋ, Bahnar wɔːŋ.  
Kuy, Bahnar vocalism contextual? 
 
(*kwaaŋ see 502 *kuəŋ male animal.) 
 
770 *gwa[ ]ŋ; *gwaiŋ to throw. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kawang to throw [missile], hurl. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəvɛ ̀ː ŋ to throw to a distance.  
Cf. 776b *swiəŋ. Connection uncertain Besisi kawen, kawin to throw; thrown away 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 107). 
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771 *[ŋw]aŋ to keep watch (over).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon maṅ /maŋ/, 
Modern Mon mɛàŋ, Bahnar guaŋ to keep watch (over) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa Bo Luang mɑŋ, Lawa Umphai mɔŋ to wait for, Bru ŋkùaŋ; ~ (*[ŋ]rwaŋ 
>) Khmer rəvɛə̀ŋ to look after, to (keep) watch; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi 
rymmang [to wait] in hope of arrival. 
 
772 *jw[a]ŋ kind of rattan.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chvɛə̀ŋ very strong kind of rattan; ~ Chrau [rɛh] 
jrwɔŋ large kind of rattan. 
 
773 *[t]wiŋ; *[t]wiiŋ tired. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon kwaŋ twuiṅ, kwuiṅ; ~ (*[t]nwiŋ >) Lawa maiɲ to 
get tired; ~ (*[t]lwiŋ >) Khmer lvɯ̀ŋ, rəvɯ̀ŋ tired (TANDART 1935). 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer lvìːŋ bitter, listless (TANDART 1935 has lvèːŋ tired).  
Cf. Biat rgaɲ chwəːŋ exhausted. 
 
774 *t1rwiəŋ; *t1rwiək potsherd. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi tyrwiang. 
B: (Mon) Mon kəweak, Nyah Kur khwíək.  
B contaminated by kəweak < Old Mon cirwek day of waning moon?  
 
775 *t1waaŋ hearth.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ˉtvɑŋ, ˉtwɑŋ; ~ (*t1nwaaŋ >) Khasi tympang; ~ 
Palaung kahvaŋ (!) ashes, hearth; ~ Bru rawaːŋ cooking fire with tripod. 
 
776 *rwiə[ŋ] stomach, intestines.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi rwieng intestines of bird or fowl (with secondary 
lengthening?), Central Nicobarese wiːəŋ belly, stomach, Nancowry wíaŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ (?; then *jrwiəŋ >) Khasi jylleng abdomen. 
 
†‡776a *[r]wa[a]ŋ sky.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləwàːŋ; (?) → Proto-Miao-Yao *[ḷ]u(a)ŋ (BENEDICT 1975 
383). 
Sora 'ruɑːŋ-ən.  
Proto-Austronesian *[S]auaŋ: Malay awang-awang-an atmosphere, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 17, *c-; cf. *Sauan sky, Proto-Hesperonesian, BLUST 1971 no. 422). 
 
776b *swiəŋ to throw.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ (*srwiəŋ >) Mon həweaŋ to skim, throw 
discuswise; by secondary derivation ~ West Bahnar təhuɛːŋ, East Bahnar təwɛːŋ 
to hurl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh taweːŋ to throw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bru 
tawèːŋ to throw!  
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Cf. 770 *gwa[ ]ŋ &c. 
 
777 *sa[i]ŋ; *siəŋ to fly through the air. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon sāṅ [sow]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre basiaŋ to throw [spear], Biat chɛːŋ to cast [throwing-net].  
 
†778 *suŋ hole.  
(Mon, South Bahnaric). Mon saŋ (?; suiṅ, merging sruiṅ < Old Mon sruṅ < 666 *s-
ruŋh), Biat choŋ; ~ (*s.suŋ >) Mon kəsaŋ. 
Sora [gai]-'suːŋ- [rat] [to dig] hole. 
 
779 *suŋ; *suəŋ to steam. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau suŋ, Lawa Bo Luang hoaŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔŋ to boil [rice] (MILNE 1931); ~ Palaung rəhɔŋ steamer.  
Connection uncertain Tai forms: Shan húŋ, &c. (see BENEDICT 1975 256, cook (with 
steam)… (II)); → Kammu-Yuan rùŋ. 
 
780 *suuŋ to suck, drink.  
A: (Mon, South Aslian) Old Mon suṅ /suŋ/, Modern Mon sɜŋ to drink, Semaq Beri sɔk̃ 
to suck. 
 
781 *[t][s]iəŋ crossbow string.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre siaŋ (↔ Röglai); ~ West Bahnar təhniaːŋ, təhniɛːŋ (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
By metathesis 567 *st1iəŋ taut…? But perhaps *(tn-)[c,s]iəŋ. 
 
782 *rsiəŋ; *rsa[i]ŋ; *rsəəŋ bamboo, rattan. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Stieng rɛh siəŋ small kind of rattan (by popular 
etymology, cf. rɛh rattan < A197 *riəh), Sre rəsiaŋ kind of rattan, Thin [hɔŋ̆] 
hɛŋ rattan, (?) Khasi rshiang kind of sun-grass.  
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan rəháːŋ large kind of bamboo. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrəŋ bamboo.  
Suffixed form ~ 249 *rsiʔ? Add perhaps (*rsəŋ by metathesis > *srəŋ >) Kuy sɔŋ 
bamboo; & (so *rsiŋ >) Khmer srɤŋ kind of bamboo.  
(SHAFER 1965 206, 395; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 23.) 
 
‡783 *haŋ pungent in taste.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng haŋ piquant, biting, pungent, Sre haŋ over-
salt, Biat haŋ spicy, piquant, Bahnar haŋ sharp, pungent, biting (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Jeh hàŋ (!) hot, peppery, Vietnamese hăng [smell] to be acrid, [garlic, onion] to 
be strong, Nancowry hàŋ hot, peppery; → Cham, Jarai haŋ, North Röglai hak 
peppery, Röglai hak piquant (→ Sre).  
(SHAFER 1965 269; BLOOD 1966 350; SMITH 1972 101.) 
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Proto-Austronesian *[ ]aSaŋ: Malay s-ahang pepper, &c., Acehnese k-öʔöəŋ peppery, 
Cham kà-aːŋ sharp and strong (DEMPWOLFF 1938 147, *t'ahaŋ; Proto-
Hesperonesian; Cham → Khmer haːŋ tart, acid, bitter, strong-smelling?) 
 
784 *ha[a]ŋ cliff, precipice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre haːŋ (beside haŋ; → Röglai haːk), Biat, Bahnar haːŋ. (Cf. B295.) 
 
(*hu(ə)ŋ see 485 *ʔuŋ wasp, hornet.) 
 
785 *ghaŋ to obstruct, prevent, forbid.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer khɛə̀ŋ to prevent (from doing), Khasi 
khang to obstruct, prevent; ~ (*gnhaŋ >) Kuy nthaŋ to obstruct; by secondary 
derivation ~ Biat ŋkhaŋ to forbid.  
Cf. 496a *[ ]kaŋ …to fence. 
 
(*chiəŋ, *cha(i)ŋ see 487 *cʔaŋ to expose to heat.) 
 
786 *thaŋ; *tha[a]ŋ to thirst, crave. 
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon thɛŋ, Khasi thang[rang] to thirst after; ~ (*trhaŋ >?) Literary 
Mon tahaṅ to be famished, hungry, Khasi thrang to be thirsty (or by contraction 
thangrang, cf. the synonym thynrang). 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ East Bahnar pəthaːŋ to have a large appetite, have a craving 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Jeh tahuːŋ thirst; perhaps by contamination, cf. Halang huːŋ to want. 
 
787 *thəŋ bag.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon thaŋ, Khmer, Biat thɔŋ; ↔ Thai tʰǔŋ, Lao 
thǒŋ, Shan thóŋ.  
Cf. 791 *d1huŋ tub; & BENEDICT 1975 369, sack… . 
 
788 *[t]huuŋ; *thuuɲ red. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kintaq Bong təhəŋ; ~ (*[t]phuuŋ >) Sre phouŋ, 
Mendriq pəhəŋ. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Kensiu təhɔɲ, Semnam təhuːɲ; ~ 
(*trhuuɲ >) Khasi rhuiñ; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan [yìm] 
səɲtùːɲ.  
Or *phuuŋ, (≠) *thuuɲ, Kintaq Bong by contamination  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 51.) 
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789 *dhaaŋ branch, palm-frond.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Mon thaiŋ junction, fork, division of 
stem, Khmer thìːəŋ (midrib of) palm-frond (→ Thai tʰaaŋ midrib of palm-frond), 
Kontum Bahnar thaːŋ branch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Pangan tāpag palm-frond 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 178).  
Originally perhaps 1223 *dhaan (compare with for semantics) contaminated by 
*taaŋ > Mon taiŋ midrib of palm-frond. 
 
790 *dhooŋs; *dhe[e]ŋ[ ] hole; hollow, empty. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon thoŋ to be hollow, to 
have holes in, Khmer dhoṅ empty, void (GUESDON 1930), Sre thoŋ to be hollow, to 
have holes in, Bahnar thɔːŋ hollow in ground, valley, river-bed, Vietnamese thủng (!) 
to be perforated, have a hole in; ~ (*dphooŋs >) Palaung phɔŋ to be hollow; ~ 
(*drhooŋs >?) Khasi lyhong deep [cavity]. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer thèːŋ empty, void, hollow, immense, deep.  
Cf. further Khmer dhiəṅ hollow (GUESDON 1930); & with variant initial (i) Khmer 
khoːŋ sunken, hollow ~ krəhoːŋ full of holes (→ Cham kahuṅ), which POU & 
JENNER 1973 no. 210 derive from Ancient Chinese kʻuŋ 空, along with Sino-
Vietnamese không vacuum; so Vietnamese hổng to be hollow, vacant ← 
Cantonese hôŋ?; but with Khmer cf. Sre khuaŋ, Biat khoːŋ to bore a hole; Proto-
Austronesian *k[əu]ruqaŋ: Iban keruang to hollow out, be hollow, &c. (BLUST 
1970 no. 214, Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) Khmer krəhaeŋ crack in earth, krəheːŋ-
[krəhoːŋ] full of holes; (iii) Khmer prəhaoŋ hole (→ Thai pʰrooŋ); Cham 
parahauṅ, barahuṅ, Malay pĕrohong, pĕrohang gaping, wide open, Malay pĕlohong 
having a large hole.  
 
‡791 *d1huŋ (& *d1huuŋ?) tub.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Viet-Mương) Mon thɜŋ pail (< 
variant, or by rhyming deformation in (748 *[l]nuuŋ >) nɜŋ̀ thɜŋ pail), Khmer 
thùŋ cistern, metal container, Sre thuŋ tub, granary, Biat thuŋ tub, Thin thŭŋ 
basket, (?; < variant, or ← Chinese, below) Vietnamese thùng tub; → Cham 
dhuṅ tub, Röglai thuŋ tub, granary, North Röglai thuŋ barrel; by secondary 
derivation ~ Bahnar kəthuŋ pail.  
Cf. 787 *thəŋ bag. The following, otherwise Indonesian loans, might be referred to a 
variant *ɗu(u)ŋ attesting earlier *d1Vʔ- ~ *d1Vh-: Biat duŋ bag; Khmer kɔntòːŋ, 
Kuy nthòːŋ basket or basket of leaves; Kuy (kh)thùŋ pocket, Sre kəlduŋ basket, 
purse, case, Bahnar kəduŋ basket, purse, case, pocket, Jeh kadùŋ, Halang gəduŋ 
pocket. (Cf. SMITH 1972 105.) 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *tuuŋ (?): Acehnese toŋ (& tɔŋ, ← Malay, or contaminated by 
tɔn ← Dutch ton), Malay tong tub, barrel (→ Javanese), Tagalog tuong, 
Pampangan tuung bucket, Cebuano Bisayan tuung coaming over well &c. (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Malay → Central Nicobarese toŋ wooden bucket; perhaps 
Khmer taoŋ cask, under the entry 903 *kɗuŋ. Or *tuəŋ or *təuŋ, > Acehnese 
tɔŋ, Javanese; Acehnese toŋ ← Malay. The usual derivation of Malay &c. ← 
Dutch falls); (ii; ad Biat duŋ, &c.) Malay kandong to carry [foetus, goods in sack…]; 
(-an) bag, womb… (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 71 to *ka(N)duŋ womb, which is 
Proto-Hesperonesian), Cham katùŋ bag, well-bucket, Jarai gəduŋ pocket, Röglai 
kəlduŋ purse, bag, North Röglai kaduk bag; Malay kendong to carry in fold of 
waistbelt. POU & JENNER 1973 refer some Mon-Khmer forms to Chinese tʻung 桶 
square wooden vessel used as receptacle; it is doubtful if Tagalic forms can be so 
derived. In (ii) perhaps Cham &c. ←, Malay contaminated by, Mon-Khmer.  
 
(*phuuŋ see 788 *[t]huuŋ red; *bhi(ə)ŋ see 630 *ɓiŋ spider; *[b]hooŋ see 493 
*[b]ʔooŋ dry.) 
 
792 *rhiəŋ hundred.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rəhiaŋ, Chrau rəyɛŋ, Biat rhiaŋ, Bahnar hrɛŋ, Jeh reːŋ, Halang 
reaŋ.  
Cf. proto Tai *[t]hriaŋ thousand (BENEDICT 1975 216; Shan, Ahom, Khamti); → 
Palaung heŋ (MILNE 1931 also hrɛŋ), Riang-Lang, Praok reŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 110; SMITH 1972 90.) 
 
(*lhiəŋ(ʔ) see 494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) to slant, be skewed.) 
 
793 *lhuŋ; *lhuuŋ papaya. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer rhvaṅ papaya, Modern Khmer lhoŋ 
papaya, castor-oil plant, Kuy lhoŋ (& by hypercorrection sloŋ), Kontum Bahnar 
rəhuŋ, Jeh hùŋ, Halang [buŋ] huŋ papaya; → Thai lahùŋ castor-oil plant, Lao 
huŋ' papaya; ~ (*lmhuŋ >) Biat [tɒːm] mhoŋ, (by metathesis, or by contraction 
*play lhoŋ >) Sre bləhoŋ papaya (→ Röglai). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ləhuːŋ papaya.  
(SMITH 1972 106.) 
 
 
†794 *ʔic; *ʔiə[c]; *ʔ[ə]c excrement, faeces. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Mon oik, Bahnar ic, Jeh ek, Halang ik, Central 
Sakai êch; → Kuki-Naga *eˑk (& similar Karen forms; BENEDICT 1972 26 n. 82, 146 
n. 399). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre eː, Biat ɛːk, Kammu-Yuan ʔyíak; → Cham ɛh, Jarai 
ɛːh, Röglai, North Röglai eh, Acehnese ɛʔ. 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer ʔac, Chrau, Biat ac, Khasi eit, 
Central Nicobarese aĩk, aĩc, Nancowry ʔãc.  
Connect obscure B40 *ʔiəŋ &c. But Vietnamese cứt may be connected, as củi with 
1872 *[ ]ʔuus.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 20; SHAFER 1965 335; SMITH 1972 238; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 
114; cf. LEWITZ 1967, 123-5.)  
Kharia iʼ to ease oneself, &c. (PINNOW 1959 81; Proto-Munda *i). 
 
(*ʔiic, *ʔiəc see 797 *b[i]ʔic to lie down, sleep.) 
 
795 *kʔaac wet.  
A: (Viet-Mương, Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Vietnamese ướt, Temiar kəʔãːj; ~ (*kmʔaac >) 
Vietnamese mướt to trickle, Kintaq Bong, Semnam məʔaj, Semaq Beri maʔac wet; 
(?) ~ Central Nicobarese [hə]-taiʃ -[hətə], [həñ]-taːʃ to get wet.  
Connect by metathesis 477 *chaik; & cf. 954 *lʔuət &c. wet, cold. 
 
796 *[cʔ]uc; *[cʔ]uuc drunk, intoxicated. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang -cɔc, Praok yoc. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔyuic, Lawa Umphai ʔɲuic; ~ (*cpʔuuc >?) 
Kammu-Yuan pùːc liquor.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese huyɔie, Nancowry (hu)yóy; Khasi buaid. Connect 1106 *huc 
&c. to suck, drink? But Khmuic perhaps < 829 *ɓuuc to suck, or contaminated by 
1766 *ɓuul drunk; then Palaungic *yu(u)c, *yuc yuc &c. > *cyu(u)c. 
 
797 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *b[i]ʔic > *ɓic; *ɓiəc; Pre-Palaungic *ʔiic; *ʔiəc to 
lie down, sleep.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kuy, Sre, Biat bic, Chrau viʔ, Bahnar ɓic; ~ 
Kintaq Bong ləbit. 
B: (Central Aslian) Semai bɛːt. 
C, D: (Palaungic) Palaung, Praok it, Lawa ʔaic (C), Riang-Lang ¯yɛt, ¯yat (D).  
(SHAFER 1965 311, 338; BLOOD 1966 133; SMITH 1972 240; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
248.) 
 
798 *rʔuc; *rʔuuc; *rʔuəc; *rʔəc; *rʔuy *rʔuəy finished.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Sre luc end, finished, 
Palaung doit to be finished, dot totality, all, Vietnamese rốt to be the last; ~ or → 
Bahnar luc to be at the end; the worst. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat loːc end, Bahnar tuːc end, last, at last, toːc finish, to finish, 
Jeh ʔlut, Halang luːt finished, Khmuʼ loːc to be used up. 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rùːəc (!) to finish, to be able to; ~ (*rnʔuəc >) Praok 
guac to be last. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau, Biat lɛʔ finished; (probably ~) Praok uc to 
expend, use up; completely. 
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E: (South Bahnaric) Sre luy finished. 
F: (North Bahnaric) Jeh loːy very, Halang hloay always, completely.  
Connect 875 *huc &c., which compare; & cf. 1017 *[k]ɗu(u)t for a possible Riang-
Lang *rʔuut to come to an end.  
(BLOOD 1966 256; cf. SMITH 1972 481.) 
 
798a *sʔəəc; *sʔaac to love, pity. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khasi ieid to love; ~ (*smʔəəc >) Khmer sŋaəc to admire. 
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *snʔaac >) Sre nɗaːc to love; (— səŋit) pity, Chrau sənɗaːc to 
love, pity.  
Cf. Biat uc affection, to desire, (— chrɔlaɲ) love. And Hre, Sedang forms at SMITH 
1972 259. 
 
799 *kiic; *kəc to shave down.  
A: (Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Temiar kiːj to grate (BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Nancowry 
ʔitkíc to cut with knife (contaminated by following). 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon kɔik blade of plane (→ Burmese kuik, → Mon kak), Central 
Nicobarese [hə]-kɤ̃ʃ to plane, [hen]-kɤ̃ʃ plane.  
Connect 802 *kaac. 
 
†800 *kac to pluck, break off, cut.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Khmer kāc to cut off, Modern Khmer kac to cut [rigid 
object], Kuy kac to cut [grass], harvest [paddy], Stieng keːc to strip [leaves, grain], 
Sre kac to harvest [hill paddy], Biat kac to strip [grass], Bahnar kɛc to harvest 
[paddy], (dialect) strip [leaves, grass], cut with scissors, Kammu-Yuan kéc to cut 
[hair], Riang-Lang kac to break (v.i), to tear (v.t.), Khasi kheit to pluck, gather, 
Mương cắch (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese cắt to cut up, Bateg Deq kɛc, Jah Hut 
kɛːc to cut, Central Nicobarese [et]-kaic-[həŋə] to pluck [leaves, flowers], 
Nancowry kéc; ~ (*knkac >) Vietnamese ngắt to pick, pluck.  
Connect 958 *ka(a)t to cut? Cf. Biat kec to break (v.t.); & 804 *gac to pluck, harvest; 
A51 *gi(ə)c to break off.  
(BLOOD 1966 353; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 295.) 
Kharia kɛʼ to pluck, &c. (PINNOW 1959 154). 
 
801 *[ ]kac; *kaac, (*kaac kaac >) *ckaac strong, harsh.  
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Khasi shakhait to deal severely with, Vietnamese gắt to be 
strong, violent, harsh, biting. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon kat to be strong, harsh (< *ckaac, cf. the attributive 
Literary Mon jamkāt, samkāt), Khmer kaːc bad, evil, cruel, Kuy kaːc very brave. 
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802 *kaac to scratch, scrape, shave.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Bahnar kaːc to scratch (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Palaung kat to shave, Temiar keːj to scrape (BENJAMIN 1976B 175), 
Mendriq kac, Jah Hut kaːc to scratch, Central Nicobarese kaic scratch; ~ Bahnar 
kəkaːc to scratch oneself, to itch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Cheʼ Wong kikɔc, Mah 
Meri kakac to scratch, (~?) Central Nicobarese təkaic scratch.  
Connect 799 *kiic &c. to shave down; but distinguish 867 *kwaac &c. to scratch (up), 
which compare; as following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
 
802a *k[oo]c to dig (up).  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng koːɛc to dig (out) with mattock, Biat kɔːc to dig [ditch &c], Bahnar 
koːc (& Jölong kuːəc!, GUILLEMINET 1959-63) to scratch up, dig with claws &c., lever 
out.  
Or *kuuc, *kuəc? Cf. preceding & 867 *kwaac &c. to scratch up.  
(SMITH 1972 258.) 
 
(*ckaac see 801 *[ ]kac strong, harsh.) 
 
803 *[b]kuc; *[b]kuuc hot. 
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯kɔc to be hot, to be dry, to dry up, 
Praok [ha] koc to be scorching [hot], Pangan bĕkud hot (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 141 (a)). 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Bru kuːyʔ scorched, Lawa Bo Luang kaɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔic sun’s rays; hot; ~ Kuy ŋkɔːc scorched, burnt (contaminated by 805 
*guuc?).  
Cf. 858a *kluuc on the point of burning. 
 
(*skaac see 874 *ksac sand.) 
 
804 *gac to pluck, harvest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Chrau gac to cut small wood, Palaung gət 
to pick [tea]; ~ Vietnamese gặt to reap.  
800 *kac contaminated by A51 *gi(ə)c?  
 
805 *guc; *guuc to burn. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau guc to kindle, Biat guc to burn, throw into fire. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) 
Stieng guːic to burn (or A?), Kammu-Yuan kùːc to burn off [field], Palaung gut to 
light [fire], to burn; ~ Bahnar [ŋəː, ŋuː] ŋuːc fiery red, red-hot (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Semang ongoyd to burn (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 464; or A).  
Add Khmer ʔoc to light, kindle? 
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805a *[ ]ŋaic oil.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ŋaic, ŋaij vegetable oil, Nancowry ŋác; 
(probably ~) Khasi lngiej fatty or oily substance, to be greasy.  
Connect perhaps by metathesis Kuy ɲchɛːɲ, Bru ɲsiːŋ oil, grease, fat. 
 
†806 *[ ]ŋuuc; *[ ]ŋuəc; *[ ]ŋiic; *[ ]ŋiəc to swallow, drink.  
A: (Khasi, Mon) Khasi nguid to swallow, Proto-Nyah Kur *ŋṳuc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V90) 
(vocalism may be contextual). 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kuy (ŋ)ŋùːac to drink, Kammu-Yuan ŋɔ̀ː c to 
swallow, Semai ŋɔːt to drink. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon ṅit, Modern Mon ŋìt to swallow, Biat 
ɲeːt to drink, Palaung ŋit to swallow (MILNE 1931). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ɲiət to drink.  
Or *rŋ- in view of Sora, below; which favours primacy of back-vowel forms. For 
South Bahnaric initial cf. 37 *sŋiʔ. From D by metathesis B46 *t1iəŋ to drink? 
(SHAFER 1965 459; BLOOD 1966 35; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (a).) 
Sora 'riŋŋoɟ-̥ to drink rapidly, gulp. 
 
†807 *cac to seek out.  
(Mon) Literary Mon cat.  
Connect perhaps by dissimilation Bahnar caʔ (&c.: SMITH 1972 313) 
Sora saˑɟ- to seek, go in quest of.  
 
†‡808 *c[ə]c to pierce, chisel.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Mon) Stieng ciːc to pierce [ears], Biat chɔc to pick 
[teeth &c.], Jölong tsac to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan síc to stab, 
to plant in ground, Riang-Lang sac chisel, Praok sac to carve, hollow out, Nyah Kur 
cɛć to pick [teeth &c.] (TANDART 1935 413). 
Sora sa- to cut, chisel, pare, saːi- to pierce.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'uat: Acehnese suət, Cham thwaʔ to take off, remove…, 
Hiligaynon Bisayan, Bikol suat to pull out, extract, pick at with needle &c., Maranao 
soat to pry, &c., perhaps Samoan sua to lever up (cf. BLUST 1972 no. 73; Proto-
Hesperonesian or general); (ii) *t'uit: Tagalog suit-ín to uproot, dislodge, with 
lever-like tool, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 418, *-(q)-; Proto-Hesperonesian). Or could 
both sets be referred to *t'uət? 
 
809 *cɔc; *cɔɔc to tickle. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre coc (DOURNES 1950; or B?), Biat chɔc [aːn cɔk iəːr]. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy cɑːc cɑːc.  
Cf. Khasi smiej (< *cməəc?) ticklish. 
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‡810 *[c]ncuəc to make a noise with the lips.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həcot to make a repeated labial noise, Literary Mon [gaceʼ] gacot 
to trumpet, Khmer cɔɲcuːəc, cùəɲcùːəc to make a repeated labial noise. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'utk'ut: Tagalog sutsót sibilant sound, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 94; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
811 *njuəc; *njəc (& *njəəc?); *njuəy to shake. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*[r]njuəc >) Mon kəyòt layat! to oscillate, to cause to oscillate; ~ 
Khmer sañjuəc to shake (v.t.) (GUESDON 1930). 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar yɯːc to tremble slightly 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& yɯːt, by dissimilation; with secondary lengthening, or 
< *-əəc), Sakai ʼngyük to shake (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 130); ~ 
Kuy (kh)chàc to rock, sway. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, ?Nicobaric) ? Nancowry yɯ́ay to tremor, to shake; cɛý to shiver; ~ 
Khmer cùəɲcùːəy to tremor, shake, (or ~) Kuy ɲchùːi to sway; ~ Khmer 
rùəɲcùːəy to tremor; ~ sɔɲcùːəy (TANDART 1935) = sañjuəc. 
 
†812 *t1ac to break, be severed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon tɔt to sever (?; 
otherwise < 999 *t1at, which connect), Khmer dac break, to break, Khasi thait to 
cut asunder, to snap, Vietnamese đứt to be broken, snapped, to be cut, Central 
Nicobarese tɔiʃ -[ŋə] [rope &c.] to break; ~ (*kt1ac >) Chrau cac to snap, break, 
(or simplex) Stieng teːc [rope &c.] to break, Biat tac [rope] to break; end, Sre tac 
broken, cut, (?, by assimilation; Besisi ketök to break, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
374, =) Mah Meri katik to cut; ~ (*k.t1ac >) Bahnar kətɛe (& Sedang kate) to 
break, get broken, Vietnamese dút to cease, terminate (v.i.t), end; ~ Khmer pdac to 
break, interrupt.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 18; SMITH 1972 246; cf. MOHRING 236 no. 3.1) 
Kharia tɛʼ to break, &c., ~ Mundari pəʈɛʼ to twist and break… (PINNOW 1959 152).  
 
813 *t1ac to sell.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer dac saleable, Kuy, Sre, Chrau, 
Biat tac, Bahnar tɛc (→ Stieng tɛːc?), Jeh, Halang tek, Kammu-Yuan téc, 
Vietnamese [bán] đứt to sell.  
(SHAFER 1965 337; SMITH 1972 244; cf. BLOOD 1966 374.) 
 
813a *tɔɔc (& *tɔc?) to stretch.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng tɔeːc to stretch (v.t.) (< variant?), Biat tɔːc to increase in size, 
Bahnar tɔːc to stretch (v.i.).  
Connect by metathesis Kammu-Yuan ɲɔ̀ː t to stretch out, draw out? 
 
                                                 
1  [Editorial note: it would appear that the intended reference is Mohring (1972) as listed in the 
References, although it is not clear how that paper relates to this etymology.] 
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(*t1u(u)c see 1004 *t1ut to light.) 
 
814 *tuuc; *tuəc drop, to drip. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng trənuːec drop, to drip. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng tuːɛc [dàːk] drop; ~ Khmer dɔmnuːəc drop; ~ 
Chrau tətɔːc dripping sound; to drip.  
Cf. 314 *tuək &c. drip, drop.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
815 *ktaac to manipulate with flat of hand.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ktāc /ktac/ [sumoḥ] to smooth, level, with the 
hands, Modern Mon kətat to rub between palms of hands, Khasi ktaid to rummage 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ Vietnamese dát to laminate, make thinner, roll. 
 
(*daic see 1010a *dai[t] to strike, beat.) 
 
†‡816 *dəc (& *dic?) to be deficient, small in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon tòik to be less than, short by, Praok 
tac to be lacking, deficient; ~ Bru satayʔ to be delicate; ~ (*kd- >) Khmer tec tic a 
little; ~ (*krd- >) Literary Mon gadek to want, be deficient in (beside gaduik, 
probably a Burmanism); ~ Old Mon pdic /pdøc/ to reduce in quantity, Modern 
Mon pətòik [phyɔ] to humble; ~ (*dp- >) Kuy biʔ few (JACOB 1968), Central 
Nicobarese (tə)pait (in compounds), paic small in size or quantity., Nancowry pẽc 
(& féc tiny).  
Separate Thin dɛk̆ to be little, ← Tai; but connected perhaps by metathesis (*pdəəc > 
*dpəəc >) Mương pớch, Vietnamese bớt to reduce, to diminish. Cf. following & 
1016 *kɗit &c. small.  
Kharia ka'ʈiʼɟ some, a little, &c. (PINNOW 1959 94); by metathesis Sora 'ɑɟid̥-. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]itik: Malay k-etek small, little, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 70); 
(ii) *[ ]ə(N)tik: Toba Batak otik to be small in quantity, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
118; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *piNd[aə](S)ik: Toba Batak pendek, 
Javanese pènḍèk short, &c., North Röglai pihnẽːʔ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118, 
*piṇḍik; Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 384; & cf. POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 29. 
 
(*ɗac see 1015 *ɗat near.) 
 
817 *ɗuuc; *ɗuəc, (*ɗuəc ɗuəc >) *cɗuəc small. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer tùːc; ~ (*[k]ɗuuc >) Khmer toːc (!), taoc; ~ (*pɗuuc 
>) Kammu-Yuan plóːc to look down, despise. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Late Old Mon ḍoc /ɗoc/ personal name, Modern Mon dot to be 
small, (*cɗuəc >) Khmer sduːəc slender, slight; ~ (*[k]ɗuəc >; contaminated by 
816 *k-dəc) Khmer [tec]-tuːəc a little.  
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Cf. Sre duit (a) little; & connected 1016 *kɗit &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26.) 
 
818 *[ ]ɗuuc; *[ ]ɗaac to be crushed to bits. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon (p)ḍut to be broken, bruised, Riang-Lang duc to be 
ground to powder, crushed, to crush, crumble. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Katuic) Mương đách (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nát to be broken, 
crushed, Bru diəyʔ broken into small pieces.  
 
†819 *kɗ[ə]c to nip with the nails.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Mon dɔik, Khmer kdec ktic to nip off with one’s 
nails, Nyah Kur ndɛć (implies *-ac), Kuy dic to pluck with two fingers, Nancowry 
karic to press down with thumbs. 
(?) Sora daɟ-̥ to pick, pluck. 
 
‡819a *tɗac solid.  
(Mon, Khasi) Mon dɔt to be solid, (pɔiŋ —) packed solid, crowded, Khasi dait-[doh] 
dense, compact, solid; ~ (*trɗac >) Middle Mon taḍat to be solid. 
Proto-Austronesian *dətdət: Javanese n-ḍĕḍĕt thick, dense [cloud], di-ḍĕḍĕt-i 
tamped-down [earth], &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 122; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Connection uncertain Santali kəʈɛʼɟ hard, firm, strong, &c., PINNOW 1959 315. 
 
820 *dəɗuuc to pester.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hədut to tease, Khmer tətùːc to insist, importune.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
†821 *[r]ɗac to split open.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon dɔt kḍat to hatch out (v.i.), Vietnamese nứt to 
crack open, split open, Central Nicobarese [et]-teːic-[hətə] to hatch out. 
Sora ra'daɟ-̥ to be broken, cracked, to burst apart. 
 
821a *knaac muddy place.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer khnaːc wallow, (~?) Chrau kənaːc swamp. 
 
822 *cnuəc to spit, transfix.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Kontum Bahnar hnɔːc to sharpen, to stab 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon kənot canat! spit (merging 1005 *t/rn/uut 
skewer), Khmer crənuːəc meat on spit (& tranuəc spit, GUESDON 1930, 
contaminated by trənaot skewer < *t/rn/uut); ~ Khmer crənuːəc (& krənuːəc) 
to roast on spit.  
Central Nicobarese oʃuə-̃hətə to spit, skewer ~ ʃanoːə n. suggests original *cuəʔ, 
*cuəʔ cuəʔ > *cuəc, with generalization of nominal derivation. Cf. further 860 
*d1n[l]uuc &c. awl. 
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†823 *pic; *piic; *piəc; *pəc; to pick, pluck. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre pic to pick, pluck, Chrau piʔ to pluck, to take. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau peːc to pull apart in bits. 
C: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar pɛːc to pick, pluck (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Biat pɛʔ, Palaung pət, Vietnamese bứt to 
pick, pluck; (probably, rather than variant) → Cham, Jarai pɛʔ, Röglai, North 
Röglai peʔ, Acehnese pɛt.  
Connect 1020 *pit &c. to pinch…? 
Sora pi- to pinch, to take a pinch. 
 
‡824 *pac; *puuc to chisel.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer pāc' to carve, ornament (GUESDON 1930), 
Bru payʔ to chisel, Sre pac to incise patterns in (→ Röglai). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon pūc /puc/, Modern Mon pɔt to chisel.  
With vocalism cf. Mon kut ad 958 *ka(a)t. 
Proto-Austronesian *paqət chisel: Malay pahat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 111, *pahat; 
DYEN 1953 § 47; Proto-Hesperonesian); with which Sre pənhat chisel is 
ultimately connected. 
 
824a *pac to cut through.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy pac to slash, fell, lop, Bahnar pɛc to cut through [wood, 
bamboo].  
Connect 1028 *[d]put &c.. to be severed…? 
 
(*pa(a)c see (also) 1021 *pat to press, squeeze; *pəc see also 1022 *pət to abandon.) 
 
825 *puuc to take clothes off.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat poːc to wane, Kammu-Yuan púːc, Palaung puit 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉpuc, Praok pɯc, Lawa Bo Luang paɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang pɔic to take [clothes] off, Khasi puid [snieh] to skin.  
(SHAFER 1965 315.) 
 
(*[ ]puəc see 1024 *puut to stroke, rub; *dpəc see 1028 *[d]put to be severed, 
broken.) 
 
826 *buəc kind of small vessel.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pòt bot small pot or cup (→ Burmese bywat[ʼuiː] wide-mouthed 
water-jug), Khmer pùːəc (small) jar.  
 
(*ɓi(ə)c see 797 *b[i]ʔic to lie down, sleep.)  
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827 *ɓ[e]c to take by force, misappropriate.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon ḅet [tasuiṅ plåṅ ḅa] to seize by force, Khmer bec to 
purloin, plunder (GUESDON 1930). 
 
†828 *[ɓ]əc to spit.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Palaung bɛʔ, Kensiu bej; ~ Jehai, Semnam 
kəbej; ~ (*[ ]m[ɓ]əc >) Praok bac.  
Cf. Khasi biah (< *ɓ[ai]k), Bru kubuayʔ to eject [liquid] from mouth.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 389.) 
Sora bi-, ba-, Mundari bɛ’, &c. (PINNOW 1959 328; Proto-Munda *bɛc or *b(a)ic?). 
 
829 *ɓuc; *ɓuuc to suck. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung bot. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung buit (MILNE 1931), Vietnamese mút.  
Connection dubious 1106 *huc &c. But add perhaps Kammu-Yuan pùːc liquor, under 
the entry 796 *[cʔ]uuc. 
 
‡830 (*[ɓ]ic [ɓ]ic &c. >?) *c[ɓ]ic; *c[ɓ]uuc to take in fingers.  
A: (Khmer) Old Khmer cpic, Modern Khmer cbec to take with finger tips, take a pinch 
of, apparently → Stieng cəbeːc to press, squeeze, knead (beside cəbiː). 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat mbioːc pinch (quantifier).  
Cf. Mon bɒt to take in one’s hand, pick up (implying *-t; contaminated by Indonesian, 
below?); & 1020 *pit &c. to pinch, squeeze, press. 
Proto-Austronesian *bitbit: Malay bibit to carry in fingers or hand, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 31; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡831 *cɓoc; *cɓooc to withdraw. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar buc to pull out, pull up. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon bot to draw out, unsheathe, Khmer baoc to pull up, Bru 
pùːyʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'abut: Malay chabut to draw ou, pull up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
85). Hardly Indonesian → Mon-Khmer in view of *-ɓ-, *-c. (Cf. POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 4.)  
 
832 *mic (& *miic?) to desire; desirable, good.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon mic /møc/ to desire, 
Modern Mon mòik [not] to wish to, (?) Bahnar dialects met to be passionate about 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok mɛk to hanker [after] (?), Lawa maic (< variant?), 
Temiar mɛj good, Central Sakai omêy to desire, wish.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 66, W 15.) 
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833 *məc; *məəc to hear. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan mèc to perceive, hear. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar məc̄ to hear a sound, hear something (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan hərmə̀ː y ear. Cf. 646 *rməŋ. 
 
834 *muc; *muuc; *m[ə]c to dive, immerse oneself.  
A, B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Khmer mùc to sink, immerse oneself 
(A), Stieng muːic to plunge into water, (B) Bahnar moːc to dive, plunge, to undergo 
ordeal by water, (A/B) Sakai mod to bathe (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 81). 
B: (Katuic) Kuy mìc to dive, to sink. 
 
835 *kmuuc dead person.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian) Khmer khmaoc ghost, Kuy 
(k)moːc corpse, Chrau kəmhoːc (or < derivation?) ghost, corpse, Sre ɓuc grave, 
cemetery, Stieng kəmuɔːc, Biat moːc, Besisi kĕmuyt grave (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 18), Sakai kĕmoit ghost (i.e. Jah Hut; ib.); → Cham kamoit 
devil; ~ (*krmuuc >) Praok simɯc, Lawa Bo Luang ʔamaɯk, Lawa Umphai 
ramɔic, Mae Sariang ɣamɔic grave, South Semai krmɔːc ghost (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Stieng diphthongization regular following nasal. Connection dubious Kharia gɔ’ to 
die, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 324f.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; BLOOD 1966 22.) 
 
836 *yuuc; *yuəc immoral. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon yùt (→ Burmese yut) to be depraved, Palaung yut to be 
insolent (MILNE 1931). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar yɔːc fault, offence.  
(SMITH 1972 250.)  
 
†837 *rac; *raac to sprinkle, scatter. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [et]-yait- to wash [face], 
Nancowry ʔityác to wash, pour water (or B?); ~ (*cnrac >) Khasi synreit to 
sprinkle, scatter; ~ (*pmrac >) Stieng breːc to squirt, Biat brac to eject [water] 
from mouth, Khasi pharait to spatter, squirt. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer rìːəc distributed evenly; → Shan hɑ̌t to dash [water], 
to bale; ~ (*raac raac > *craac >) Biat craːc to urinate; ~ Old Mon drāc /drac/ 
to sprinkle, Modern Mon kràt to sow broadcast (merging Old Mon grāc to 
disseminate, with further prefix); → Cham tràːʔ, Röglai draː to sow; ~ Bahnar 
praːc dripping; ~ (*pmraac >) Mon pərat to splash about, (or next) Stieng braːc 
to sprinkle vigorously, Biat braːc besprinkled; ~ Khmer prìːəc to scatter, spread; → 
Cham brak = tràːʔ; ~ (*sraac >; in part, srāt; merging 872 *(r-)saac, which 
compare.) Mon sat to bale.  
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Note Khmer sraoc to sprinkle, Kuy sɔːc, with which cf. Bahnar pruːc (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) = praːc; they may reflect *sruuc, but are part of the evidence for a 
possible *-au-. Cf. further 1066 *graat; 1059 *rut &c.; 1501 *raay to be scattered. 
Santali arɛʼ to bale out, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 283). 
 
838 *rac sparrow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Central & South Aslian) Stieng reːc small bird, sparrow, Sre, Biat 
rac sparrow, Bahnar rɛc sparrow, munia, Khasi ’reit (~ phreit) small migratory bird 
feeding on grain, Besisi röyt sparrow (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 354).  
(SMITH 1972 245.) 
 
(*rac see also 1058 *rut to pull hard on, … reap.) 
 
838a *raac grasshopper.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy rìːac, Pakoh ʔaraayʔ; (~ *t1raac?,) by metathesis 
Riang-Lang ˉcɑr; ~ Kammu-Yuan təmràːc.  
Cf. 840 *rə(ə)c maggot. 
 
†‡839 *rəc to slice, cut through.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Mon ròik rek to slice, cut with sawing motion, to 
peel [onions], Kuy ràc to saw, cut with sawing m., (?) Praok rac to break (off); ~ 
Stieng greːc to cut (through); ~ Biat prac to lop, prune, Bahnar prɛːc to cut [branch 
&c.] above one’s head (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 845 *krə(ə)c to grind, gnash; 866 *[ ]wəc &c. to cut, reap; 1058 *rut &c. …to reap. 
But connection dubious Riang-Lang _rɔc to fray. 
Sora rɑɟ-̥ to cut [firewood] into small pieces.  
Proto-Austronesian *kərət: Malay kĕrat to sever transversely, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
77, *kəɣət, less Saʼa to cut ends off; Proto-West-Indonesian). Cf. also *arit: Malay 
arit grass-cutting knife, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 8, Proto-Hesperonesian; if Acehnese 
ariət to cut up [e.g. sugar-cane] is cognate, rather *ariət, Malay → Javanese).  
Note Tibeto-Burman *riˑt to reap, cut, scrape, shave, BENEDICT 1972 80 no. 371. 
 
840 *rəc; *rəəc maggot. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rac; ~ Palaung brɛʔ maggot (MILNE 1931), (~?) Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai ŋgriak insect, maggot. 
B: (Khasi; perhaps ~, since compounding form) Khasi [ʼñiang] riej woodworm.  
Cf. 838a *raac grasshopper. 
 
(*rə(ə)c see also 1058 *rut …to pull up, out… .) 
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841 *rɔc; *rɔɔc floor-beam.  
A, B: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Literary Mon rat floor-beam, summer (or ← Thai?), (A) Sre roc 
cross-timber in house, Hre roc, Sedang roy floor-beam; → Thai rɔɔ̂t floor-beam, → 
Khmer rɔ̀ː t (TANDART 1935); ~ (B) Biat ŋrɔːc floor-beam.  
Connect obscure Khmer rənùːt; as Palaung ron (MILNE 1931).  
(SMITH 1972 253.) 
 
842 *ruc; *ruuc; *ruəc to retreat, withdraw. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ruːic to free oneself, escape (or B?), Sre, Biat ruc to step back, 
retreat; ~ Sre tənruc (DOURNES 1950), Biat ndruc to force back, Bahnar tədrut to 
give way (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !). 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer ròːc [moon] to wane, (probably, rather 
than A) Stieng ruːic day of moon’s waining period, Central Nicobarese yuːit to 
disappear, vanish, dissolve, melt. 
C: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer rùːəc to escape, Nancowry yúac to wain.  
Connect 1505 *ru(u)y behind? 
 
843 *ruc; *ruəc; *rəc to fall, drip. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan rùc-rùc [to rain] heavily, 
Vietnamese rột to leak, ooze; → Acehnese rot to fall, to give birth prematurely; ~ 
(*ruc ruc > *cruc?) → Acehnese srot to fall, to give birth prematurely; ~ (*cnruc 
>) Sre sənroc funnel (→ Röglai dənroc); ~ Sre truc, Jeh trut to pour out 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (& Chrau trɔʔ to pour, spill, contaminated by 406 
*[c]rɔk). 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy rùːac 
[faeces] to come out in diarrhoea, Palaung ruəyʔ, ruət to drip, Praok ruac to fall, be 
shed, Central Nicobarese yuait-[ŋə] to overflow, Nancowry yuacŋa ad yuác to 
flow; ~ Khmer croːc to pour from a spout; Onomatopoeic for liquid so poured, (!) 
cruːəc to pour out, Vietnamese rót to pour; ~ Biat ndrɔːc funnel. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer /crec crec/ cric cric with a squirting sound, Biat 
[jiː] chrɔc diarrhoea; (probably) → Acehnese [mö-]crɛt-crɛt to come out in spurts; 
by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔɲcrec to cause to drip.  
Connect 1504 *ruy &c. to fall, be shed; 2051 *ruh &c. to fall, be shed; & cf. 1059 *rut 
&c. to sprinkle, scatter. Note also Malay chirit diarrhoea, &c., Cebuano Bisayan 
sílit to flow in a continuous stream (Proto-Austronesian *k'irit, DEMPWOLFF 1938 
87; Proto-Hesperonesian); perhaps cognate if vocalism reflects original palatal 
final. 
 
843a *r[u]c; *r[uə]c to gut. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre roc.  
B: (Bahnaric) Biat, Bahnar rɔːc.  
Or *rɔ(ɔ)c, unless connected following. 
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(*ruc see also 1058 *rut to pull hard on… .) 
 
844 *ruuc; *ruəc intestine. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Mon krɔt krut intestine, Sakai (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 160 (a)) kröt belly; ~ (*kpruuc >) Sre proc intestine; → 
Malay pĕrut belly, womb, probably → Sakai pĕrók belly (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 164 (b)). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy rùːac, Mương rọch (BARKER & BARKER 
1976), Vietnamese ruột intestine; ~ Stieng, Biat prɔːc; → Cham proyʔ, Jarai 
prɔːaiʔ, pruːaiʔ, Röglai proː(a)y, North Röglai puaiʔ, Acehnese pruət.  
Connect perhaps preceding; & (i) Kammu-Yuan pəcˑràːc mesentery; (ii) Semelai ləpəc 
belly, &c. (= SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 164 (a)), by metathesis; (iii) Sora 
on'loidaː-n, compounding form lo(ː)-, Kharia lai,  belly, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 282.  
(SHAFER 1965 514.) 
 
(*ruuc see also 1058 *rut …to pull up, out… .) 
 
‡845 *krəc; *krəəc to grind, gnash [teeth]. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉkrac. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *[ ]nrəəc >) Praok grɯc.  
Cf. 839 *rəc to slice, cut through. 
(Apparently) Proto-Austronesian *kaɣat2: Toba Batak harat to gnaw, bite, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 72; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 14.14). See BENEDICT 1975 234. 
 
846 *kruuc; *kruəc citrus. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy kroːc, Stieng kruːic, Hre kroc, Sedang kruy. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Literary Mon [chu &c.] krot orange, Old 
Khmer krvac, Mod Khmer kroːc citrus (→ Thai makrùut, → Mon mɛàk krɔt 
lemon), Stieng kruəc, Biat krɔːc citrus, Sre kroac orange, citrus, (→?) Central 
Nicobarese kəroait citrus, Nancowry karuác; → Cham kroyʔ agrume (→ Bahnar 
kroyʔ citrus), Jarai krəːiʔ citrus, North Röglai kuaiʔ wild pomelo, Acehnese kruət 
Citrus hystrix.  
Connected further Ancient Chinese kjuĕt 橘 orange. (POU & JENNER 1973 205).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60; BLOOD 1966 59; SMITH 1972 260.) 
 
847 *kruuc; *kruəc kind of gamebird. 
A: (Bahnaric; ~ *kmruuc >) Stieng bruːec partridge, Bahnar [sɛːm] broːc bird 
resembling francolin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kruːəc quail, partridge; ~ Chrau vrwac (kind of) 
pheasant. 
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848 *[c]raac kind of wood-oil tree.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer, Kuy traːc Dipterocarpus intricatus, Biat [caːi] 
rhaːc wood-oil, Chrau raːc, Bahnar dialects raːc, h(a)raːc kind of wood-oil tree 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham traːyʔ Dipterocarpus intricatus, North Röglai traiʔ 
kind of resinous tree.  
The variant Mon san srān (wood-oil obtained from) Melanorrhoea usitata supports *c-; 
so Khmer, Kuy t- by dissimilation? 
 
849 *truc; *truuc lac. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon krɔik, Palaung krɯt, Riang-Lang ˉtrɔc; (or B) apparently → 
Miri təruk lac insect (BENEDICT 1972 n.). 
B: (Mon) Mon krɔt krut.  
Burmese khyip (XVI C), semantically contaminated by Mon-Khmer, is < Tibeto-
Burman *krep bug, ant: BENEDICT 1972 74 no. 347 & n. 230. 
 
850 *pr[a]c wing.  
A: (Palaungic, Aslian) Praok pruc, Lawa Bo Luang [kam]phrəɯk, Lawa Umphai 
proic, Mae Sariang phyoic, Bateg Nong pəwic, Sabum payej, Semelai pərəc. 
 
(*brac see 922 *bruuɲ spotted.) 
 
851 *mrəc pepper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Middle Mon mrek /mrɔik/, 
Modern Mon pəròik, Khmer mrèc mrec, Stieng mbreːc (beside mrɛc ← Khmer), 
Sre mreʔ, Chrau mrɛʔ, Biat m(b)rac (beside mbrec ← Khmer), Palaung brut 
(contaminated by Burmese, below?), Lawa Bo Luang mbrəɯk, Lawa Umphai 
mbroic, Mae Sariang mbyoic, Khasi [soh]-mrit; → Sanskrit marica-; Cham 
amrɛʔ (→ Bahnar amrɛʔ, Gölar həmrɛʔ), mrɛʔ, Röglai amreʔ; Thai pʰrík (→ 
Kammu-Yuan príʔ, Thin blik); Burmese ṅarut.  
Stieng perhaps by early interdialectal borrowing.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 539.) 
 
852 *lic; *l(i)əc to emerge. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer lèc lec to come out (of), appear, to 
stick out, to seep, leak, Stieng leːc to drip, leak, to stick out, Besisi lek to get up (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 132); ~ Biat rklec drop, drip. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛc to go out, [sun] to rise.  
Connect Sre lik to go out, come out, [paddy] come up, [sun]rise. 
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853 *ləc to enter.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khmer) Old Khmer luc, Middle 
Khmer lèc lic to set (probably, merging to sink < following; beside lec lic west), 
Kuy lìc [to plunge knife] right in, Praok lac, Lawa liak to enter, Temiar laj to arrive 
unexpectedly (BENJAMIN 1976B 138); ~ Bahnar glɛːc, klɛːc, klɛːk to penetrate 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
854 *ləc; *ləəc; *laac to be flooded, to sink.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lèc lic to sink, be partly immersed (merging 
probably to set < preceding.), Kuy lìc to flood, Stieng [dàːk] liːc primordial flood 
(→ Chrau lic to flood?); → Cham lɤc spring tide; ~ Biat ŋklac to drown (v.t.). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ˉləc to sink, be drowned. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng laːc to overflow, flood.  
C perhaps secondary in post-dental context; so < *lət-s ~ 1077 *lət to be 
extinguished? *ləc to turn upside down ad 423 *lək may belong here, with sense by 
attraction Cf. further 1287 *ləp &c. to immerse; Vietnamese lụt to be inundated.  
 
(*ləc see also 423 *lək to overturn… .; (*l[ə]c) 424 *lək to sleep; 1081 *lut to slip 
(off, down).) 
 
†‡855 *lɔc; *lɔɔc; *lɔk penis.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre loc; ~ Amwi phloc.  
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [noːt-kəmet]-lɔːic boar. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian) Bahnar lɔː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; 
contaminated by 1857 *klaaw, which compare), Kammu-Yuan lòk, Khasi ʼloh (~ 
thloh), Sakai lokn (i.e. Temoq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 53).  
A-B prior in view of Munda, below; C by tabu deformation? Connect 1520 *k(-)ləyʔ. 
Sora 'lʔaː-ən, (compounding form) (ə)'laː-ən, Santali lɔ’, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 289); 
by secondary development Sora 'lʔoː-ən, compounding form loː-ən testicle.  
(Proto-Austronesian *ulək >?) Cebuano Bisayan uluk, úluk, perhaps Tongan ule, 
Proto-Nuclear-Polynesian *ule. 
 
†856 *luc; *luəc; *ləc; *ləəc; *lac to steal.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng luːec theft, Vietnamese [bóc] lột to rob. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer lùːəc to steal, Bru lòːyʔ to take [fish] without permission (< *-uuc?); 
→ Cham lau̯ɤc. 
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre kleʔ to steal, purloin; → Cham, Jarai klɛʔ, Röglai kleʔ, 
North Röglai tleʔ to steal. 
D: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləːc to steal. 
E: (Mon) ~ Mon klɔt; ~ Old Mon kuṁlac /kəmlɔc/, Modern Mon pəlɔt thief.  
Originally *lut-s &c. causative ~ 1081 *lut &c. to slip (off…)? Connection dubious 
Central Nicobarese kəlɔː- to steal, kəməlɔː theft, Nancowry kalóʔ, kamalóʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
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Kharia 'lusi to rob, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 318b); → Sanskrit lūṣati &c., Prakrit luṭṭai. 
 
(*luc see also 1081 *lut to slip (off, down); (*[ ]luc) 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout; *luuc, 
*luəc see (also) 1081 *lut.)  
 
857 *klaac frightened, timid.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon klat to be tame, Literary Mon klāt also to be 
timorous, Khmer khlaːc, Biat klaːc to be frightened; → Cham klat, klet.  
Cf. Bru kaɲaːyʔ to be fearful; klaːʔ cowardly, timid; 1086 *[c]laat. 
 
‡858 *kluuc (& *kluc?) to rub.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon klɔik (!) to rub [one’s eyes] (< variant; or dialect, replacing 
**klɔt for homophony, cf. 856 (E)?), Palaung klut to wipe (MILNE 1931), Praok 
klɯc to knead; → Jakun kulut to rub (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 195).  
Cf. Sre kloː to rub, scrape, chafe, perhaps < *kluuk by assimilation. 
Proto-Austronesian *lu([d1])lu[d1]: Malay lulut massage with cosmetics, &c. (Proto-
Malayo-Javanese *luluḷ, NOTHOFER 1975 104). 
 
858a *kluuc on the point of burning.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi, Katuic) Khmer khlaoc burnt, scorched, Khasi khluit boiling hot, 
scorching hot, Bru klɒːyʔ burnt completely (< *uəc?).  
Cf. 803 *[b]ku(u)c hot. 
 
859 *gluuc loose, lax.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok kluc to be lax; ~ Khasi kylluid roomy, loose, lax. 
 
860 *d1n[l]uuc; *[d1]n[l]uəc awl. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _tənluc awl; to bore with a red-hot awl. 
B: (Mon) Mon hənòt banot, banat awl.  
Or *-nn2-? then perhaps connected 822 *cnuəc to spit, transfix. Note also Khmer 
cùənlùːəɲ (TANDART 1935 also cɔnlùːəɲ; → Biat cɔŋloːɲ), Kuy taːʔ mlhuːɲ goad 
(< *cnluəɲ? so perhaps Mon kənɔn sting (organ)). 
 
861 *[b]lec; *[b]lac; *[b]ləc to miss the mark, mistake, forget.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Khmer) Mon plèt to miss (the m), to be wrong, (or less 
probably variant >) Khmer phlèc bhlec to forget, Khasi 'let amiss; transgression 
(compounding form; or ad unattested derivation; referred to the secondary 
derivation klet to forget), Vietnamese trệch to miss the mark. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Mon) Mon plòt [plèt] miss the mark, to go astray (blot!; or ~ 
1082 *luət to err?), Sre blac lie, (probably, cf. the derivation) Bahnar blɛc [arrow 
&c.] to go wide, (bləʔ —) to be unreliable; ~ (*[b]rlac >) Biat rlac to deny; ~ 
(*[b]plac >) Bahnar plɛc to lie; liar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 plaːc), Khasi phlait to 
miss, (compounding form?) lait mistake. 
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C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese trật to miss.  
Only Khasi impedes reconstruction of *bl-. Vocalism unusual. 
 
861a *[r]laac to collapse, be destroyed.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan làːc to disappear, be lost, Lawa 
laic to c., be destroyed; ~ Biat rɓlaːc (!) to devastate, ravage, trample; (by secondary 
derivation?) ~ Kammu-Yuan pláːc to take away, to destroy, waste, to melt down, to 
erase.  
Cf. 422 *laik &c. to dissolve…; 927 *ləɲ to be destroyed… . 
 
862 *wic; *wiic; *wiəc twisted. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat wic [weːl] (peppercorn) curl; ~ Khmer khvec khvic 
turning (TANDART 1935), Chrau kwiʔ to roll, twist. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kərwìːc-[kərwɯ̀al] winding, meandering. 
C: (Khmer, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer vìəc twisted, crooked, winding, dishonest, (or 
following, which connect, >?) Bahnar wɛc to twist (v.i), to turn aside.  
Connected further 1090 *wit &c. to go round… .  
 
863 *wac to eddy, to twist.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Mon wòt to wring 
out, Sre wac, Biat [daːk] wac [weːl] eddy (& Bahnar wɛc to twist…, under the 
entry preceding?), Central Sakai wêt, uêt to twist, wring; ~ (*krwac >) Biat rwac 
to twist [hair] into knot, Khasi khyrwait to twist, wring, strangle.  
Connect preceding; & cf. further Riang-Lang _viɛt to wring; 1021 *pat &c. … (id.). 
 
863a *wac to hop, leap.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy wàc [fish] to leap, Biat [nchat tɛː] wac to hop on one 
leg. 
 
864 *wac; *waac knife, sword. 
A: (Khasi, Central & South Aslian) Khasi wait dao, Temiar ʔəwɔj, Semelai wɔy knife. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vɑc, _wɑc, Praok vac, Lawa Bo Luang wik, Lawa Umphai 
wiaic, Mae Sariang wuic sword.  
Cf. Mendriq wɛɲ knife, &c. Temiar suggests a secondary *ʔuəc. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 124.) 
 
865 *wəc stomach.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Palaung vɛʔ, Praok vac stomach, Riang-Lang 
_vac bowels, entrails, Lawa wiak belly, Khasi [ʼnier]-wait entrails, Kensiu, Temiar 
ʔej, Mah Meri ʔoʔəc, Central Nicobarese aic belly.  
Aslian, Nicobaric initials obscure.  
(SHAFER 1965 194; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 161.) 
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866 *[ ]wəc; *[ ]wəəc; *[ ]wək; *[ ]w[uə]k to cut, reap. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang wiak to break (off); ~ (*[ ]mwəc >) Palaung 
meʔ! to cut [tree] down, lop, Khasi mait to cut, to clear [jungle]. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vəc, _wəc to reap, cut. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre məʔ sickle, (~?) Praok muk to cut, slash, Lawa 
Bo Luang mɑk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mɔk to kill. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung vɔʔ, Praok vɔk to reap; ~ Palaung rəvɔʔ reaping, Praok sivɔk 
sickle.  
Note also Lawa Umphai wɛk grass-cutting knife; Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mak to 
reap, mow. D secondarily from C, perhaps *[ ]wɔk; then ~ Riang-Lang _mɔk to cut 
with swinging motion, hew, otherwise ← Shan wɔk̄, ← 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe. C-D 
contaminated by this? Then conceivably *rwə(ə)c, connected 1058 *ruət(-s) …to 
reap Cf. further 839 *rəc to slice, cut through; 390 *riək …to harvest. 
 
(*wəc see also 933 *w[ə]ɲ to play.) 
 
†867 (*kwaat-s >?) *kwaac; *kwac; *[g]wat; *gwaat; *gwaac to scratch (up).  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Khmer khvaːc, Stieng 
kuaːc, Biat kwaːc (& kwaːk!) to scratch, Sre kuaːc to scratch (oneself), Palaung 
kwat to grate, Kensiu kəwɔj to scratch, by back-formation (or ~?) Kuy wìːac to 
scratch up. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau kwac to scoop up. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [ʃə]-kwət-[həŋə] to scratch with nail &c. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer khvìːət to scratch with tip of finger, Kuy (k)waːt 
(!) to scratch, Riang-Lang _vɑt to shave. 
E: (Mon) Mon kwàt to shave, Proto-Nyah Kur *khwa ̤ac (DIFFLOTH 1984 V103).  
Connect Vietnamese quật to exhume, dig out, excavate. Cf. 802 *kaac; 802a *k[oo]c 
to dig (up); 1442 *kaay; A138 *kwaay; 1880 *kais &c.; 1881 *kuus &c. (Cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
Sora a- [fowls] to scratch; to rake over [coals] (or : *kaac?). 
 
†868 *gwac; *gwaac to beckon. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Kuy (k)wac (!), (or B?) Central Sakai gawet, 
giwot; ~ Riang-Lang _kəlvac [ˉtiʔ]. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Bru kuwɒːyʔ to beckon, Kammu-Yuan kwàːc, by 
assimilation Lawa Bo Luang kwak.  
Connect Bahnar kuəːc; Khasi khawoit (< *k.wuəc?) to beckon, to paddle. 
Santali gəviʼ , &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 68). 
 
869 *twii[c]; *twəc dark. 
A: (Katuic) Kuy (t)weeʔ dark, night. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok vac, Lawa fiak dark. 
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(*[r]wəc, *rwəəc see 1094 *[r]wət inattentive, to forget.) 
 
870 *sic to fight.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon sic /søc/ [jal], Modern Mon sɔik to quarrel, brawl; 
(?) → Thai sʉ̀k (→ Khmer sɯk), Shan shɯ̄k war; ~ Biat nchic to set dog fighting. 
 
871 *sac edible substance, fruit, meat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon sac /sɔc/, Modern Mon sɔt 
fruit, Khmer sac flesh, meat, Kuy sac meat, Bahnar sɛc lean meat, Kensiu, Temiar 
sej, Semelai səc meat (with cognates meaning fruit, cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
170 (a)).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *sey fruit, BENEDICT 1972 27 no. 57.  
(SMITH 1972 247.) 
 
872 *sac; *saac to bale out. 
A: (Khasi, ?South Bahnaric) Khasi kynshait to syringe; ~ pashait to splash with foot; ~ 
(*sn- >; perhaps with secondary shortening, cf. Biat ~ B) Sre, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm nhac drizzle. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon sat to bale (in 
part, sāt; merging *r-saac, 837 *s-raac), Khmer, Kuy saːc to bale, to throw from 
bucket, Sre saːc to empty with bucket, Chrau saːc to bale out fish-dam, Riang-Lang 
¯hɑc earth cast of land-crab &c., Vietnamese tát to irrigate, bale out; → Cham 
thaːyʔ to pour away, to bale out [fish-pond], [rain] to come down; ~ Biat nhaːc 
drizzle, Khasi snaid strainer; ~ (*[s]nsaac >) Bahnar hŋaːc strainer; ~ Bahnar 
dialects hamaːc strainer (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon sat to bale (in part, shāt; 
see above), Khmer rəsaːc in a very scattered manner, Biat rchaːc to sprinkle, Chrau 
chaːt (with -t by dissimilation) to sprinkle ritually, Lawa Bo Luang ʔasaic, Lawa 
Umphai rasaic, Mae Sariang ɣasaic to wash [hands]; ~ Old Mon rinṣāc /rənsac/ 
to sprinkle.  
Khmer has also rasoc to spread out, well out (GUESDON 1930), with which cf. Mintil 
sɔuc, Bateg Nong sɔc to wash, bathe; & sraoc to sprinkle, under the entry *raac. 
They may reflect *rsuuc &c., but are part of the evidence for a possible *-au-.  
(BLOOD 1966 365; SMITH 1972 255; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 142.) 
 
†873 *suc; *suuc; *suəc; *sac; *siic to sting.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer soc small kind of mosquito, 
Kuy soc sandfly, Bahnar dialect tsuc to sting (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Temiar 
səmuj wasp (BENJAMIN 1976B 186). 
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B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kuy soːc to 
sting, Sre souc to prick, sting, Biat choːc, Bahnar soːc, Kammu-Yuan huːc, Riang-
Lang ¯huc, Praok hɯc, Proto-Semai *sɤɤc to sting (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*smuuc 
>) Kuy smoːc, mhoːc (or < *srmuuc, below?), Bahnar hmoːc, Jeh mut, Halang 
muːt, Kammu-Yuan múːc, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmaɯk, Lawa Umphai ʔmaut, Mae 
Sariang ʔmaɯt ant, Proto-Semai *smɤɤc stinging insect (DIFFLOTH 1977); → Thai 
mót ant (&c., cf. BENEDICT 1975 219; → Kammu-Yuan mòt); Cham hmōc; Malay, 
Javanese sĕmut, Karo Batak semut; ~ Khmer srəmaoc ant, Bahnar səmoːc 
stinging (organ); (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) hornet; ~ Praok ɲɯc stinging. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) (*snmac >?) Mon həmot samat ant, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ɕhmu̱ac; ~ Alakong Bahnar hmuəc ant (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Palaung 
kərhuəyt wasp. 
D: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [¯huc] ¯hac nettle; ~ (*snmac >?) Sre 
səmac, Biat mac, Bahnar səmɛc, (original compounding form?) Khasi mait 
mosquito. 
E: (Mon, South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Stieng sɯiːc (!) [scorpion’s] sting; → 
Shan sìt to sting; ~ Mon həmit mosquito; ~ Sakai kĕmit mosquito (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 180 (a)).  
Connect perhaps (i) 1099 *su(u)t kind of bee; (ii) 1496 *muuys &c. mosquito, gnat. 
But connection dubious Acehnese kamuə, Cham muː, Jarai muːa, &c. white ant; 
Vietnamese con mối white ant, which probably reflect *-r.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50, 64; SHAFER 1965 316, 339; BLOOD 1966 352; SMITH 1972 257; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 25.) 
Sora su- to pierce, ~ (compounding form) muɟ-̥ ant, Kharia muʼ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
130); Sora 'sama-ən mosquito. 
 
874 *ksac; *ksaac sand. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer khsac; ~ (*kmsac >) Riang-Lang ¯mac. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) by metathesis > *skaac > Kuy skaːc, 
Mương cách (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese cát; ~ (*kmsaac >) Praok 
mac, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai hmaic; ~ (*krsaac by metathesis > *krcaas 
by metathesis >) Kammu-Yuan créːs.  
Connect also Cham cwah, Jarai chuːah, Röglai coah, North Röglai cuah; Chrau 
cwɔh sand, Biat cɔːih gravel?  
(SHAFER 1965 314.) 
 
875 *huc; *huuc; *huəc; *hac finished. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang hoic, Lawa Umphai hɔic to 
come to an end, Temiar hɔj already (BENJAMIN 1976B 160); (probably, rather than 
C) ~ Khasi khoit completely. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan hoːc particle of completed action, Thin hoic̯ to be 
finished, exhausted; sequential connective; mark of superlative; all, Lawa Bo Luang 
haɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hɔic to use up. 
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C: (Palaungic) Praok huac to have finished; perfect auxiliary. 
D: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ¯hac all; to exhaust; ~ Khasi khait = khoit.  
= following ?Connect certainly 1539 *həy &c. finished & probably 1113 *phut to 
cease (so < *hut-s &c.?); then surely also 798 *rʔuc &c., *rʔuuy finished.  
 
876 *huc; *huuc; *hə[ə]c; *hiəc to decrease, decay.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Central Aslian) Biat huc to decrease, ebb, (or B?) Central Sakai 
hût starvation. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon hut to decrease, Modern Mon hut 
to deteriorate, decay, dwindle, Khmer haoc (!) only very slight in quantity, (TANDART 
1935) decayed; ~ Khmer khoːc to go bad, go wrong, Kuy khoːc to break down, be 
marred, disordered, Stieng kuːc, khuː(i)c to spoil, damage, destroy; spoiled &c. (or 
A?), Biat khuːc to be spoiled, Bahnar khoːc diminishing (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C, D: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hiːəc used up, wasted, squandered (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63) (D); ~ Bahnar dialects hərəːc to decrease, to use up, waste (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63; C).  
= preceding? Connect perhaps 1109 *jhuut to go backwards. Note further Bahnar 
huaːc = hərəːc. 
 
(*huc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
 
877 *huuc; *huəc to whistle. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hōc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham huːyt; ~ Bahnar 
həhoːc. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Khmer huːəc, 
Stieng huːɛc, Sre hoac, Biat huac, Bahnar hɔːc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang ¯huac, Vietnamese huýt, Semang huek (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 97 (b)); 
→ Jarai hɔːac, Röglai hoac, North Röglai huaiʔ, Acehnese huət; ~ (*huəc huəc 
> *chuəc >) Mon chot (khyot!; but dialects confirm *ch-), Kuy (kh)hɑːc; ~ 
Chrau təhwac.  
Cf. Jeh tahuayh (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (< *-huəs). Onomatopoeic  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
(*huuc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
 
878 *huəc to flow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Central Rölöm hɷac, Biat hɔːc to flow, Bahnar hɔːc [water] to 
carry away; to unroll, flow out, Khasi hoit to flow out, seep out; ~ Bahnar təhɔːc to 
dispose of by throwing into stream, (GUESDON 1930) to overflow.  
Connect Kuy hɑːy.  
(BLOOD 1966 52.) 
 
(*huəc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
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†‡879 *khuc; *khuuc; *kh[uyh] to wipe, wash. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok khoc to wash. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung khut, khuit to wipe, Lawa Bo Luang khaɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang khɔic to wash, Khasi khuid clean, pure. 
C: (Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Palaung khoy, Riang-Lang ¯khe to wash, Semang [yaʼ] 
kūãs to wipe (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 123; ?). 
Kharia guʼ to wash (PINNOW 1959 K 61; Proto-Munda *goc?).  
Proto-Austronesian *[ ]ug'ut': Toba Batak ugus to rub, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 160, 
discarding Tagalog; ?).  
Perhaps two roots, with contamination : Proto-Mon-Khmer *khu(u)c to wash : 
Munda, *-uy[h] to wipe : Austronesian.  
 
(*knhuəc see 272 *chuək corner.) 
 
880 *bhic; *bhiic to fear. 
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon phic /phøc/, Modern Mon phɔik, Jah Hut bəhec; ~ 
Old Mon buhic to frighten. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat phiːt nervous [horse], (— phaːi) fear, terror. 
 
881 *[l]nhəəc light in weight.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ləŋəːc, Sre, Biat ŋgəːc, Chrau ŋkhəːc, Mnong Gar rəkhəːc, 
Bahnar həʔyəːc.  
Or *r-? Bahnar by assimilatory palatalization of nasal.  
(BLOOD 1966 411.) 
 
(*ʔaaɲ see 1116 *ʔaa[n] tray of betel-box.) 
 
882 *ʔa[i][ɲ]; *ʔiə[ɲ] (elder) brother. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung an parent’s sibling of same sex, Mương enh 
(BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese anh elder brother. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔean, Lawa Umphai ʔɛn father’s younger brother.  
Or *ʔain &c.; but *-ɲ if Praok [pu]ac brothers, Lawa ʔiak elder brother (< *ʔəc?) are 
connected. Note South Aslian forms: Semelai ʔiʔeʔ, (distinguished by BENJAMIN 
from) Mah Meri yɛʔ elder sibling, &c., = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 421.  
(SHAFER 1965 341.) 
 
883 *ʔəɲ to endure, wait out.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon ɔiŋ to suffer, endure, tolerate, Literary Mon ʼeṅ also to be 
patient; ~ Sre ləʔiŋ to wait, be patient.  
Cf. 1151 *ɲə(ə)nʔ …to endure.  
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884 *ʔəɲ to fast, abstain from food.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon ɔiŋ, Khasi en (!) [ja].  
Khasi spelling may assume palatalization to be junctural. Cf. Central Nicobarese ɔĩt-
ŋə hungry. 
 
885 *ʔuɲ (& *ʔuuɲ?) fire.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng uː(i)ɲ, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar uɲ, Jeh ùn, Halang un; ~ (*jheeʔ 
ʔu[ ]ɲ by contraction >; with compensatory lengthening?) Biat choʔoːɲ charcoal.  
Connect 1872 *[ ]ʔus &c.?  
(SHAFER 1965 447a; BLOOD 1966 151; SMITH 1972 81; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
124.) 
 
886 *kʔaiɲ; *kʔiəɲ; *kʔi[ ]ɲ wasp. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kəʔáːɲ kind of wasp, Palaung kəʔɛəŋ 
wasp, Khasi kyieng wasp, hornet; ~ (*kmʔaiɲ >) Jeh mahaːŋ fighter wasp, Halang 
məhaːŋ wasp. 
B: (Khmer; ~ *knʔiəɲ >) Khmer ɲɛə̀ŋ kind of wasp. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi kʼing wasp, hornet.  
Pre-Khmer *-iəŋ > *-əŋ by palatal absorption. Connect 485 *ʔuŋ &c. wasp, hornet. 
 
†887 *jʔuuɲ; *jhuuɲ to smell, sniff. 
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Kensiu ʔɔɲ, Temiar ʔuːɲ to smell, sniff; ~ (*jʔuuɲ 
jʔuuɲ > *njʔuuɲ > *njuuɲ >) Mon yɜŋ̀ to smell, (or ~ *jnʔuuɲ >?) Semai 
ɲoːy to smell. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Mon chɜŋ chuṅ, (~?) Kuy huːɲ to smell, smell, embrace (JOHNSTON 
1969 has hŋuːɲ to smell, < *jnhuuɲ).  
Mon, perhaps Semai final by dissimilation; but Semai may attest a further variant 
*jʔuuy; cf. here Central Nicobarese ɤi smell. Note also Riang-Lang _kuɲ to kiss.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 294.) 
Kharia ũĩ to sm., &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 315).  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *k'i(S)um to sniff, nose-kiss: Malay chium, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 87, *k'ijum; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
888 *smʔaɲ star.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon samʼan (?), Literary 
Mon saman, Stieng səmeːɲ, Sre, Chrau səmaɲ, Biat maɲ, Palaung səmiŋ, Riang-
Lang _səkməɲ, Praok simuɲ, Lawa Bo Luang saʔbəɯŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang saʔmoiɲ; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan sərmiɲ.  
Cf. Danaw kă̚lɑn (< *slʔaɲ?).  
(SHAFER 1965 166, 374; BLOOD 1966 348.) 
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889 *kiɲ (& *kiiɲ?) head, termination.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre kiŋ end, Palaung kiŋ, Riang-Lang ¯kiɲ (< 
variant?), Praok kaɲ, Lawa kaiɲ head.  
Mon kənɜŋ tip may reflect a variant *k/.n/u(u)ŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 5.) 
 
890 *k[i]ɲ; *kuŋ work. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon keṅ [kā] work, business (→ Burmese ʼakuiṅ), Praok 
kaɲ act, deed, work.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese công work. 
 
891 *kiiɲ[ ]; *kiəɲ[ ]; *kaiɲʔ elbow. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [kɔŋ] keːɲ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Stieng [koːŋ] kiɛːn, Chrau [kuŋ] kiəŋ [tiː], 
Biat [tiːŋ] ciaŋ, Kammu-Yuan kíaŋ, Central Nicobarese [det-oŋ]keːəŋ, 
Nancowry rét ʔuŋkiáŋ. 
C: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Khmer kaeŋ [day], Kuy [tɔːt] kɛːɲ, Bru [tɔːt] kɛːŋ, 
Vietnamese cánh [chỏ].  
Connect 650 *ky[o]ŋ? Note Sakai kanang (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 42).  
(SMITH 1972 91.) 
 
‡892 *kuɲ; *kuuɲ; *kun; *kuun, *dkuun to bend down; bent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) Mon kun dwarf, to be 
humpbacked, Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱ɲ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V115), Khmer kuñ dwarfish, 
stunted, shrivelled (GUESDON 1930), Biat koɲ to bend down (v.i.t.), Semang kion, 
kiun crooked (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 175 (b); or B); ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkoɲ to bend 
[limbs]. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kuːɲ to bend (down), lower (v.t); bent down, arched 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre kun to bend down (→ Röglai). 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer kaon bending, huddled up…, Kammu-
Yuan kúːn, Khasi khun to bend, (*dk- >) Bahnar [kəduʔ] gɔn hunchback; ~ Sre 
rəkoun to bend, be rucked.  
Final variant unusual. Bahnar *dk- contaminated by Indonesian, below? Vocalism 
post-dental, cf. 335a *ɗuuk; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has goːn təgoːn, guːn təguːn, 
gɔːn təgɔːn. Add perhaps to D Proto-Khmuic *knuun knee, Kammu-Yuan kənúːn.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22) 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *dəkuŋ: Javanese dĕkung bent, bowing down, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 39; DAHL 1973 § 14.20; perhaps rather ad 500 *koŋ).  
Connection dubious Santali kɔɳɖɛʼ, kɔɳɖɛʼd bent, bowed, crooked, PINNOW 1959 186; 
unless via Indo-Aryan, if this root → Sanskrit kuṇi-, TURNER 1962-66 3259; cf. Pali 
kuṇḍa- bent, crooked. See BENEDICT 1975 231. 
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†‡893 *[ ]kuuɲ; *[ ]kuəɲ father, mother’s brother. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre kouɲ 
mother’s brother, mother’s uncle, Chrau koːɲ mother’s younger brother (BLOOD 1966), 
Biat koːɲ parent’s younger brother, Bru koːn father, Kuy (ʔaː)kɔːɲ term of address to 
paternal great-uncle, Kammu-Yuan kúːɲ father’s sister’s husband, Palaung kun, 
Praok kɯɲ father, Proto-Semai *kɤɤjɲ parent’s elder brother… (DIFFLOTH 1977), 
Central Nicobarese kɔin husband, Nancowry kóɲ; ~ Semnam ʔəŋkoɲ male, 
husband, Central Nicobarese enkɔiɲə male. 
B: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm kɷaɲ mother’s younger brother.  
Or *ʔk-?  
(BLOOD 1966 23; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 38, M 15 (d).) 
Sora 'kuɲaːr-ən father-in-law, &c. (PINNOW 1959 360. But Kharia 'gunmɛr is obscure).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNkuŋ: Malay ĕngkong grandfather, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 170; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
893a *[t]gəəɲ early, soon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gəɲ early (beside goɲ; BLOOD 1966 gəːɲ-gəːɲ soon, quickly), Central 
Rölöm gəːɲ soon, quickly, Biat gəːɲ soon, quickly, early, to hurry, Bahnar kəːɲ later 
on, shortly.  
(BLOOD 1966 393.) 
 
894 *jiɲ; *jiiɲ to sew. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Stieng jiːn (!), Sre jiŋ, Chrau jiɲ, Biat 
jɯŋ, Praok caɲ, (or B?) Central Sakai chêk; ~ Stieng jirniːɲ seam. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon jiṅ, [s]-jīñ /jiŋ/, Modern Mon còiŋ, Palaung jiŋ, Lawa 
Bo Luang cɯŋ, Lawa Umphai chiŋ, Mae Sariang c(h)iŋ.  
Stieng -n by dissimilation Cf. Khasi jaiñ cloth, clothes.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
895 *tjaaɲ quarrelsome.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) Sre jaɲ violent [illness] 
(DOURNES 1950); [buffalo] to be unapproachable, Biat jaːɲ malevolent, brutal, (tɒːm 
—) to quarrel, Mương chenh (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese tranh, chanh to 
dispute, quarrel, Central Nicobarese [men]-ʃeːɲə quarrelsome, Nancowry minséɲa 
cruelty; ~ (*tnjaaɲ >) Middle Mon tayān, Modern Mon kəyan to dispute, Biat 
njaːɲ to annoy, Vietnamese giành = tranh; (?) by secondary derivation ~ Praok 
[sima] simaɲ to be contentious. 
 
896 *sɲuəɲ; *sɲ[ə]ɲ; *sɲiiɲ wrinkled; to frown, grimace. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer sɲoːŋ disgusted [expression], (?) Biat huaɲ 
wrinkle, wrinkled; ~ Mon həɲon to snarl, to screw up one’s face, frown. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer sɲeɲ sñeñ showing one’s teeth, Kuy sɲiɲ, ɲhiɲ 
to expose teeth, grimace, Vietnamese nhăn (!) to be wrinkled, to make faces. 
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C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təhɲiːɲ to show one’s teeth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C secondary. Note further Khmer sɲaːɲ grimacing; (TANDART 1935) ɲùːɲ grimacing, 
ɲùːəɲ to contract, frown; if then rather *s-ɲ-, < 62 *[ ]ɲuʔ [ ]ɲuʔ &c.? Cf. also 
Mương nhăl to be wrinkled, to make faces (BARKER 1966 13); 997 ɲ[uə]t wrinkled, 
shrivelled.  
 
896a *t1iɲ; *t1iiɲ; *t1iəɲ *t1əɲ to pluck, twang. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tiŋ-[niŋ] kind of plucked stringed instrument. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer, Khasi) Mon toiŋ to pluck [stringed instrument], Palaung 
tiŋ guitar (MILNE 1931), Praok tiŋ harp; → Shan tīŋ harp; ~ Old Khmer tmiṅ (or 
A) player of stringed instrument; ~ Old Mon tinmīṅ /təmmiŋ/ player of stringed 
instrument; (or A?) ~ Khasi [ma]rynthing stringed instrumen played with plectrum, 
'Khasi harp'. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer diəŋ to push gently aside. 
D: (Khmer, Central Aslian) Khmer /deɲ/ ṭeñ to pluck strings, Proto-Semai *tɔjɲ to 
pluck (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Onomatopoeic? 
 
896b *tiɲ; *təɲ to know. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer dɤŋ; ~ Khmer pdɤŋ to inform, to report, to 
complain, sue; ~ Sre ntiŋ to send word (by), Biat nteɲ to make recommendations. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat ntɛɲ to send word.  
1341 *t1iim contaminated by 904 *pɗeɲ to memorize?  
 
897 *t1aɲ hot.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Stieng teːɲ hot, heat, fever, Chrau [duh] taɲ 
hot [water], Kammu-Yuan [táːs] téɲ dry and sunny [place], Central Nicobarese 
taiɲ hot, Nancowry táɲ; ~ Biat ntaɲ to warm up.  
(SHAFER 1965 84.) 
 
†898 *t1aaɲ to weave, plait, twill.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, 
Nicobarese, Central Aslian) Mon tan to plait, twill, Kuy taːɲ to weave, twill, Chrau 
taːɲ to twill, Sre, Biat, Bahnar taːɲ to plait, weave, Jeh, Halang taːn, Kammu-Yuan 
taːɲ to weave, Riang-Lang ˉtɑɲ, Praok taɲ, Lawa taiɲ, Khasi thaiñ to plait, weave, 
Mương tanh (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese đan to weave, Temiar taːc to plait 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Central Nicobarese [en]-tainyə to plait, weave, Nancowry 
táɲ, ʔintáɲ; ~ Old Khmer tmāñ weaver; ~ Khmer tbaːɲ to weave, plait (properly 
nominal form).  
Palaung tɛŋ to weave [bamboo matting] may imply a variant *taiɲ; tuən (Mon) to 
weave [bamboo matting] is probably contaminated by 910 *tɓuəɲ to twist 
(together). Cf. also 1467 *[k]rt2aɲ to twist (together).  
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(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 20; BLOOD 1966 335; SMITH 1972 94; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 126.) 
Sora taɲ-, Kharia taɲ to weave, &c. (PINNOW 1959 301) 
 
899 *təɲ to chase.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer deɲ ṭeñ to pursue, chase away, Stieng tiːɲ, Sre tiŋ 
to chase, Biat tɒŋ to chase, follow.  
(BLOOD 1966 148.) 
 
(*[k]rt2aɲ see 1467 *[k]rt2ay to twist together.) 
 
899a *klt2uuɲ; *k[l]t2uəɲ fern. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Biat rtoːɲ [krɔt], Sedang kasún, Kammu-Yuan 
kərsúːɲ, Central Nicobarese lətoːin. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kətɔːɲ.  
(SMITH 1972 95.) 
 
900 *diəɲ; *dəɲ to be dazed. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon deñ /deɲ/ [knop], Literary Mon den [knap]. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon deṅ /dɔiŋ/, Modern Mon tòiŋ to be dazed, 
Vietnamese đần to be dull, simple-minded. 
 
(*daaɲ see 1470 *daay …to lean on.) 
 
901 *duɲ; *duuɲ (& *duəɲ?) to gather up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre doɲ; → Jarai duɲ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat doːɲ to glean, Chrau, Bahnar doːɲ to gather up; (Jeh/Halang? 
*duəɲ?) → Cham tòːn, Röglai doan, North Röglai duət.  
 
902 *duəɲ to deplore.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tòn to scold, chide, complain, grumble, Khmer tùːəɲ to lament; ~ 
Mon hənòn chiding, Khmer tùmnùːəɲ lament, lamentation. 
 
†‡903 *kɗiɲ; *kɗiiɲ; *kɗuŋ (& *kɗuuŋ?) bamboo-joint. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Mon dɔiŋ bamboo-joint 
used to hold liquids, Stieng diːɲ bamboo tube, Sre diŋ (→ Chrau diɲ (BLOOD 
1966)), Biat dɯŋ tube, Besisi dikng bamboo (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 31; or B?); → Röglai diŋ tube; ~ Middle Mon ganḍiṅ /gən̓iŋ/, Modern Mon 
hənoiŋ, Khmer kɔndɤŋ bell Lawa Umphai ŋglɛiɲ jingle, small bamboo. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar ɗiːŋ, Jeh dìŋ bamboo tube, Halang dìːŋ water-
pipe, Palaung diŋ bamboo container for liquids; → Cham diːŋ tube. 
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C: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi, North Aslian, ?Khmer) Middle Mon kḍoṅ /kɗɯŋ/ area-nut 
container, Modern Mon daŋ bamboo tube, Khmer taoŋ cask (?; < *kɗuuŋ, or ← 
Malay tong, under the entry 791 *d1huŋ), Kammu-Yuan tóŋ bamboo tube, Khasi 
'dong (~ tyndong!) short pipe, betel-case; ~ (*knɗuŋ >) Mon hənɜŋ slit-drum, 
small bell, Jehehr gĕnūng bamboo (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 25).  
Middle Mon g- in ganḍiṅ obscure, but cf. 1180 *[g]ɓaan. Cf. 341 *tɗ[o]k slit-drum… 
.  
(SHAFER 1965 123; BLOOD 1966 135; SMITH 1972 97.) 
(i) Sora kə(')diŋ-ən drum; Kharia 'kɔnɳɖɛŋ bamboo, &c. (PINNOW 1959 275; Proto-
Munda *-əŋ); (ii) Sora kun'tuŋ-ən tube.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *gəNdaŋ: Malay gĕdang drum, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 54; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); Proto-Austronesian (ii) *kəNtuŋ: Malay kĕntung bird-
scarer, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 79; Proto-Malayo-Javanese). Indonesian ← Mon-
Khmer? See BENEDICT 1975 388. 
 
904 *pɗeɲ to memorize.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Middle Mon pḍen, Modern Mon den to memorize, Kuy diɲ to 
know, learn (contaminated by Khmer dɤŋ < 896b *tiɲ, which compare); by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer tùəntèɲ dandeñ to repeat in order to memorize.  
 
†‡905 *paɲʔ to shoot.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
pañ /pɔɲ/, Modern Mon pɔn, Old Khmer pañ, Modern Khmer baɲ, Kuy, Sre, 
Chrau, Biat paɲ, Stieng peːɲ to shoot, Bahnar pɛɲ to beat cotton, Jeh, Halang peŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan píɲ, Palaung piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ, Mương pắnh (BARKER 1966 
16), Vietnamese bắn to shoot, Central Nicobarese fɔin crossbow, [hə]̃-fɔiɲə to 
shoot with crossbow, Nancowry fəɲ́, hafəɲ́.  
Cf. following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 18; SHAFER 1965 317; BLOOD 1966 367; SMITH 1972 86, 88; cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256 (a).) 
(Cf. Kharia pa'nic bowstring, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 499; reborrowed ←, or 
contaminated by, Hindi panica?)  
Proto-Austronesian *pan1aq to shoot; bow: Malay panah bow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
113, *panah; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 221, arrow. 
 
906 *paɲ; *paaɲ to fight. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Praok puɲ, Lawa Bo Luang pəɯŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang poiɲ; ~ Bahnar pəpɛːɲ, pəpɛːŋ to struggle, thrash 
about (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B) Semang pin-pen to fight (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 S 496 (c)); ~ (*pn-, but perhaps rather secondary *pnaiɲ, >) Palaung nɛŋ 
soldiers (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ Old Mon pnāñ /pnaɲ/ army, Modern Mon nan, Praok naɲ 
army, war, Palaung nan soldiers.  
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Perhaps = preceding, *p/an/aɲʔ > *pnaaɲ with compensatory lengthening. 
Connection obscure Kuy baŋ to fight. 
 
‡907 *dpəɲ; *[d]pu[ə]ŋ; by voicing shift *tbiɲ; *tbiiɲ; *tbiəɲ; *tbəɲ full.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon piñ /pøɲ/, Modern 
Mon pɔiŋ to be full, Khmer pèɲ beñ full, → Kuy phèɲ full [moon], Sre piŋ to 
overflow, Bahnar ɓɛɲ (!), Semang iping full (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 F 290 (a)). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi phoiñ entirely. 
C: (Khmuic, Central Aslian, ?North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan pèŋ full [moon], Temiar 
təbik, (or D) Cheʼ Wong bək full. 
D: (Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Stieng biʔiːŋ, Sre biːŋ, Chrau veːɲ, Biat beːŋ, 
Jeh bìŋ full, Halang bìːŋ full of water, Semai təbeːk, Semaq Beri təbeːŋ full. 
E: (Khasi) Khasi [dap] sbeng quite [full], tbeng as if full. 
F: (South Bahnaric) Biat bɔŋ full [moon].  
Connect other South Aslian forms: Semelai səbəːɲ, &c.; so by assimilation Jehai 
sebim, Mendriq səbim; with secondary vocalism Kensiu habun; & cf. Central 
Nicobarese poʃ, puʃ, buʃ, Nancowry pús (< *buc?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SHAFER 1965 39; BLOOD 1966 33; SMITH 1972 80; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 F 290 (b).) 
Proto-Austronesian *pəƚuq: Malay pĕnoh, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 117, *pənuh; DYEN 
1953 § 62; DAHL 1973 § 15.8). 
 
908 *baaɲ to stick.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon pàn to stick, adhere, to affix, Khasi paiñ solder, cement, joint. 
 
(*tbi(i)ɲ, *tb(i)əɲ see 907 *dpəɲ full.) 
 
909 *ɓuuɲ; *ɓuəɲ soft. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓoːɲ soft, flexible, easy; ~ (*[b]mɓuuɲ >) ʔmoːɲ soft, 
flexible, easy; → Jarai amoɲ soft.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi boiñ soft; ~ (*[b]mɓuəɲ >) Sre ɓuən easy; → 
Röglai ɓuən, (or A?) Cham bon easy.  
Cf. 1124 *lʔun &c. soft, tender. 
 
910 *tɓuəɲ; *tɓaɲ to twist (together). 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng buːeɲ, buɔːɲ to twist into cord, Biat buaɲ to twist, Bahnar bɔːɲ to 
plait, twill (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*tnɓuəɲ >) Bahnar ʔmɔːɲ twisted rope. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon bɔn to twist together; ~ Khmer trəbaɲ to plait, 
twist, Biat rɓaɲ to turn (v.t), screw.  
To plait, twill contaminated by 898 *t1aaɲ, which compare; as also 1177 *ɓa(a)n 
interlaced.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
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911 *miɲ[ ]; *miəɲʔ; *muuɲ[ ]; *muəɲ[ ] mouth. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng dialect miːɲ language, Chrau miɲ mouth. 
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin [ʔaŋ] mieŋ, Mương mẹnh (BARKER 1966 24), 
Vietnamese miệng mouth. 
C: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese mənoːin lip, Nancowry manúɲ. 
D: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Riang-Lang _mwɔɲ mouth, word, language, Praok mɔɲ mouth, 
(by labial absorption; or < a variant *maɲ[ ]?) Khasi maiñ features; → Shan 
mɔŋ̌ opening.  
Connection dubious Kharia rɔ'mɔŋ nose, PINNOW 1959 387. Khmer thmèɲ tooth, 
compared at SHAFER 1965 461, is < 924 *l/m/əɲ. 
 
(*muuɲ see 1495 *muuy one.) 
 
912 *smaaɲ to ask.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon smāñ /smaɲ/, Modern 
Mon hman to ask, inquire, Kammu-Yuan màːɲ to ask, Palaung hman, Praok maɲ 
to request, Riang-Lang ¯mɑɲ to inquire, request, Lawa hmaiɲ, Temiar samaːɲ to 
inquire (BENJAMIN 1976B 173).  
Cf. Central Nicobarese həmaː-[hətə &c.] to request, inquire. Mon not, as SCHMIDT 
1905 46, : Khmer mìːən interrogative particle.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 165.) 
 
913 *raɲ dry.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng reːɲ, Sre, Chrau raɲ, Kammu-Yuan [ràːs] rèɲ.  
Connection uncertain (i) Khmer rìːŋ dried up, perhaps < *riiɲ unless connected 
Bahnar srɛŋ, hrɛŋ dry (< *-iəŋ); (ii) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang raŋ dry (&c.: SMITH 
1972 128). 
 
914 *ruɲ; *ruuɲ; *ruəɲ; *ri[i]ɲ to strain, pull away. 
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer rùɲ to push, pull; (— rìːə) refractory, obstinate (→, 
or contaminated by, Thai run to push?), Stieng ruːiɲ to pull [e.g. cart] backwards 
(or B: contaminated by 842 *ru(u)c to retreat…?). 
B: (Mon) Mon rùn to strain away, pull at leash &c., to be intractable; ~ Bru brùːn [fish] 
to tug at line; → Burmese run: to be intractable… .  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh drudruan, Halang dədruan to struggle. 
D: (Khasi) Khasi ring to pull, tug, drag.  
Connect obscure Praok brɯn [ti gwɛ] to tear oneself away. 
 
915 *kraɲ climbing perch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer [trɤy] kraɲ, Kuy, Chrau [kaː] kraɲ. 
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916 *kraɲ frizzy [hair].  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy kraɲ; ~ (*kpraɲ >) Mon kərɔn stubbly [hair], 
Bahnar prɛɲ [hair] to be curly.  
Variant following? 
 
917 *kraaɲ twisted, tangled.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon kran to be gnarled, twisted, tangled, Khmer 
kraːɲ settled, stuck, Chrau kraːɲ hard, stiff, Bahnar kraːɲ very tight, very. tangled 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer kandrāñ twisted (GUESDON 1930), Khasi kynraiñ 
twisting about [as one sits].  
Add preceding as variant? 
 
918 *knraaɲ elder, functionary.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɔntrìːəɲ big, (mèː —) chieftain, Sre kənraɲ elder 
overseeing cultivation practice, Chrau [koː] kəndraːɲ illustrious person, Biat ndraːɲ 
arbitrator, go-between, Bahnar kədraːɲ (elder acting as) go-between, negotiator.  
Contracted compound of A64 *raaɲ old? 
 
919 *gruuɲ white ant, termite.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon krùn, Proto-Nyah Kur *thrṳuɲ 
(< *druuɲ?) (DIFFLOTH 1984 N37), Khasi kruiñ, Sakai groitn (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 A 110); ~ (*gnruuɲ >) Kuy nthrùːɲ, Kammu-Yuan trùːɲ.  
Cf. B68 *br[a]ɲ. Connection uncertain Central Nicobarese dəɔin. 
 
919a *jriiɲ; *jriəɲ wax.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jiriŋ, Chrau jreːɲ, Biat jreːŋ, Kontum Bahnar jriːŋ (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar jrɛɲ, Bru (ma)ntrìaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 473.)  
 
920 *[d]mrəɲʔ body louse.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Kuy nthrìɲ, Kammu-Yuan təmriɲ, 
Palaung kənbriŋ body louse, Lawa Bo Luang mbrəɯŋ tick, Khasi jynreiñ, 
Vietnamese rận body louse; ~ Sakai moñriñ vermin (rewritten mongring at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 L 144; i.e. Semai).  
Connect Riang-Lang sələɲ bed-bug?  
 
921 *priiɲ; *pruŋ; *pruuŋ to contend. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer prɤŋ to strive, make an effort; ~ (*pnriiɲ >) Sre nəriŋ 
dispute (DOURNES 1950); ~ Bahnar adriːn, Gölar Bahnar hədriːn to strive, 
persevere.  
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon [weṅ] proṅ /prɯŋ/, Modern Mon praŋ (→ Burmese 
pruiṅ) to contend, compete, Khmer proŋ to plan for, try to; → Cham prɤṅ, prauṅ. 
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C: (South Bahnaric; ~ *prruuŋ >) Sre [tam] pərloŋ, Biat [tɒːm] rloːŋ to contend, 
compete. 
 
922 *bruuɲ; *bruəɲ; *braɲ; *brac spotted. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar broːɲ striped, bruːɲ grey-pied, Khasi bruiñ with 
large spots, (thoh- —) spotted. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau vrwaːɲ (→ Biat rwaːɲ?) striped, Khasi [thoh]-broiñ 
spotted; ~ Bahnar təbrɔːɲ mottled. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon [klaʔ] pròn bran leopard, Bahnar brɛɲ with 
small black and white spots, Khasi [thoh]-braiñ spotted. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau [yaw] vrac panther, Biat [yau] brac tiger-cat, lynx. 
 
923 *mraɲ; *mrəɲ pox, ulcer. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Late Middle Mon mran, Modern Mon pəròn smallpox, 
Khmer mrèɲ mreñ cancer, ulcer, scrofula (→ Biat mraɲ chancre; or B?), Palaung 
brɛŋ smallpox.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat [tɔːt] brɔɲ pockmarked.  
B by hypercorrection? Cf. further Sre kraŋ smallpox, chancre; Praok preŋ contagious 
disease. 
 
924 *liɲ; *liiɲ; *ləɲ; *luuɲ gums. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Sre lɯɲ (!; or C?), Biat lɯŋ [cheːk], Hre lìn; 
→ Cham liŋ, (or C?) Jarai ləːɲ; ~ Riang-Lang ¯kliŋ (*k- part-of-body prefix); ~ 
Stieng jəŋliːɲ (or B?), by metathesis Proto-Semai *lɲsijɲ (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar liːn. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic) ~ (*cnləɲ >?) Bahnar sənɛɲ, hənɛɲ, 
Jeh iʔneŋ, Halang həneŋ tooth; ~ (*lməɲ >) Khmer thmèɲ dhmeñ, Synteng 
Khasi lĕmein tooth; (?, ~ *lmpəɲ) Lawa Bo Luang piaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang mbiaŋ, Danaw ¬pəiŋ tooth. 
D: (Aslian) ~ Cheʼ Wong ləmuɲ, Semai ləmoːɲ, Semelai ləmɔɲ tooth.  
D secondary following labial. Connect perhaps Vietnamese lợi gums. (< *ləəy).  
(SHAFER 1965 237; SMITH 1972 85; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 128, T 170; cf. SMITH 
1972 51.) 
 
925 *liəɲ; (*ləɲ >) *laaɲ to sharpen. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic) ~ Thin t(ə)̆lɛŋ; ~ Khmer sɔmliəŋ, Kuy smliːɲ, mlhiːɲ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Sre, Biat laːɲ to trim to a point, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm 
laːɲ to sharpen; ~ Bahnar [ʔɲɛt] klaːɲ kind of sharp-edged grass.  
B shows early secondary lengthening following contextual lowering. Connect perhaps 
(i) Kammu-Yuan cəlɔ̀ː ŋ to sharpen (< *-uəŋ?); (ii) 929 *t2luuɲ &c. pointed. 
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926 *laaɲ to spread, be propagated.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar laːɲ [stain, fire, flood, epidemic] to spread 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi laiñ-laiñ from place to place; ~ (*snlaaɲ >) Mon 
hənan snān [fire] to spread.  
Are Vietnamese lan [fire] to spread & Mương (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese tràn to 
overflow, which imply *-n, loanwords?  
 
927 *ləɲ (& *ləəɲ?) to be destroyed, dissipated.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon liñ /løɲ/ to be ravaged, destroyed, 
dissipated, lost, dispelled, Modern Mon lòiŋ to be dissolved, dissipated, lost, Khmer 
lìːəɲ! to destroy, (variant >?) Praok [laə] lɯɲ to perish; → Thai laan to be 
destroyed, broken; ~ Old Mon pliñ to ravage, destroy, dispel, cure, Modern Mon 
plɔiŋ to waste, squander, destroy, Khmer phlaːɲ to ravage; → Thai pʰlǎan to 
destroy, plɯəŋ (→ Kuy plɯːŋ) to waste, squander; ~ Biat mphlaːɲ! to ravage; ~ 
Biat rlɔŋ to stave in; ~ Old Mon rinliñ degeneration, Bahnar rənɛɲ wanton 
destruction (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
With Khmer, Biat vocalism cf. 925 *ləɲ > *laaɲ; 1287 *b/r/ləp. Cf. further 861a 
*[r]laac …to be destroyed; 422 *laik &c. …to fall into dissolution; 718 *laŋ &c. to 
destroy.  
 
928 *kləɲ oil, fat, grease.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Middle Mon kleṅ /klɔiŋ/ oil, Modern Mon klɔiŋ 
oil, fat, Khmer khlaɲ fat, grease, Palaung kliŋ, Praok kluɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kloiɲ to be fat, Khasi khleiñ fat; to be fatty, oily.  
Add Mương trơnh (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese trơn to be smooth, slippery 
(then < *kləəɲ)? But connection dubious 702 *priiŋ &c. 
 
929 *t2luuɲ; *t2luəɲ; *t2l[ə]ɲ pointed. 
A: (Khasi) shluiñ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Halang loan sharp point, Jeh loːn, Khasi shloiñ, [nep] tloiñ 
pointed. 
C: (Mon) ~ Old Mon tinliñ /tənløɲ/ needle, Modern Mon kənoiŋ needle, pin.  
Cf. Palaung pənlɛʔ, Riang-Lang _pənlac needle, perhaps contaminated by B65 
*[t1]pəc. Connect 925 *liəɲ &c. to sharpen? 
 
†930 *pliɲ; *[p]liiɲ; *[p]liəɲ sky. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung pleŋ, Riang-Lang ¯pleŋ.  
B: (North Bahnaric, (Central Aslian) Jeh, Halang pliːŋ, Temiar baliːk. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer phlìəŋ, phliəŋ rain, to rain, Bahnar plɛɲ 
sky; ~ (*[p]nliəɲ >) Khasi bneng, Mnar phnyaŋ sky (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.).  
(SHAFER 1965 235; SMITH 1972 79; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 241.) 
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(?) Kharia [tɔ]-bluŋ sky, above (PINNOW 1959 364; contaminated by 727 *luŋ above? 
but perhaps rather : Lawa Bo Luang malɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang malɔŋ 
sky, Bru ma(n)lɒ̀ŋ). 
 
931 *wiɲ; *wiiɲ; *wəɲ; *waɲʔ to twist, turn, go round. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vèɲ viñ back (again), Bahnar wiɲ to 
twist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang ʔəiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔeiɲ, Mae 
Sariang ʔɛiɲ to come, return. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar wiːɲ to move in a curved path (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Praok iŋ to go back, return; ~ Chrau rəweːɲ to turn round, circle round. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer vèɲ veñ to twist into a rope, Mương wầnh to turn [pot 
to get even heat] (THOMPSON 1967), Vietnamese vần to turn [pot to get even heat], to 
pivot, to roll along. 
D: (Kuy, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Kuy wàɲ = Khmer 
veñ, Biat waɲ to twist, Bahnar wɛɲ (or C?) to wring, to pull out with a twist, Khasi 
[dor] waiñ [to bend] easily, Vietnamese vặn to wring., turn, twist, screw; ~ Bahnar 
tuɛɲ to twist (or C?), Khasi tawaiñ to go round and round.  
Cf. Nancowry ʔúɲ twisted, ʔúaɲ to be twisted; 765 *wiŋ &c. to go round, turn; 1208 
*wiən &c. …to wind, bend.  
 
932 *wiiɲ; *waɲ moustache.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _viɲ; (by contraction of compound?) ~ Thin 
trəm̆wiŋ (& Kammu-Yuan [khúːl] tərmùːɲ; contaminated by 911 *muuɲ[ ] 
mouth?). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi (ʼmaiñ;) ~ tmaiñ. 
 
933 *w[ə]ɲ; *wəc to play.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon wiñ /wøɲ/, Modern Mon wòiŋ, Proto-Nyah Kur *wiɲ (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V76). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kəvɛʔ.  
 
934 *kwaɲ[ ]; *kwaaɲʔ gibbon. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Bru kuan, Sre kuaɲ gibbon, black Semnopithecus monkey, Chrau, 
Biat kwaɲ, Jeh kaweŋ, Halang kəweŋ gibbon, Bahnar [ɗɔk] kuɛɲ small kind of 
gibbon; → Cham kon, Jarai [kraː] kuaɲ, Röglai kuan, North Röglai kuat gibbon. 
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese vượn gibbon.  
 
935 *krwaaɲ kind of spice-yielding tree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kəwan cinnamon, Khmer krəvaːɲ Amomum cardamomum. 
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935a *[hw]iiɲ soul.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng uiːŋ, Biat hueːŋ soul, Sre huiŋ shadow, 
reflection, Chrau weːɲ soul, soul, Central Nicobarese hɔĩ soul, pulse.  
Earlier perhaps *huuy-ŋ[ ], connected 1543 *ghuuy &c. 
 
†936 *[ ]saaɲ to radiate heat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, South Aslian) ~ Khasi tyngshaiñ to shine, glare, reflect; ~ Mon kəsan 
sensation of heat; ~ Mon pəsan heat (basān, but perhaps < *t1msaaɲ), (~?) Sakai 
pâsang hot (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 146).  
Or *t1saaɲ, separating Sakai with Santali, below? 
(i) Mundari tərsaŋ to bask in the sun, to warm oneself by the fire; (ii) Santali basaŋ 
warm, hot, to boil, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252). 
 
937 *[b]saɲʔ snake.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Palaung hiŋ, Riang-Lang ˉhəɲ, Khasi 
bseiñ, 'seiñ, (by metathesis *[ ]sʔaɲ >) Praok siʔuɲ, Lawa Bo Luang saʔəɯŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saʔoiɲ; → Khmer msaɲ year of the snake, → Thai 
masěŋ; ~ (*[b]rsaɲʔ >) Vietnamese [con] rắn snake; (by secondary derivation, 
or contraction of compound?) ~ Kuy (k)saɲ snake.  
(SHAFER 1965 375.) 
 
938 *choɲ to bend knees.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre choɲ squatting (→ Röglai), Palaung [mɔʔ 
cəv] cun to kneel on one knee (MILNE 1931); ~ Khmer crəhaoŋ to squat.  
Cf. 1149 *t2ju(u)n. 
  
(*jhuuɲ see 887 *jʔuuɲ to smell, sniff; *thuuɲ see 788 *[t]huuŋ red.) 
 
‡939 *ʔit; *ʔiit; *ʔiət; *ʔuət small in quantity.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre it a little, Kammu-Yuan èt few, (a) little. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm [kɷː] ʔiːt small (BLOOD 1976), 
Vietnamese ít a little. 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Umphai ʔɛt ʔɛt few, Mương ét a little (BARKER 1966 
17). 
D: (Khmuic) Thin ʔuɤ̯t few.  
Connect perhaps (i) A68 *tʔi[ ]t &c. little finger; (ii) 1016 *kɗit &c. small. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]iSəd [ ]iSəd: Acehnese ɛt short length or distance, Toba 
Batak si-etet, si-b-etet little girl, Cebuano Bisayan ihud-ihud [children] to differ in 
height by small intervals (& ihid runt) (so Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *[ ]iSit: 
Acehnese n-it small, a little, Jarai with secondary vocalism a-n-ɛt, Iban m-it small, 
Cebuano Bisayan m-ihit, n-ihit scarce (ly) (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
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940 *ʔit brick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Khmer ʔɤt, Khasi it; ~ Late Old Mon la'at /lʔøt/, Modern 
Mon dɒt; → Burmese ʼut, → Shan ǔt, → Palaung ut. 
 
941 *[ʔ]iit; *[ʔ]iət coucal. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [iar] iːt coucal, Centrococcyx rulipennis. 




942 *ʔiət; *ʔət; *ʔut (& *ʔuət?) to listen to.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Biat iat to listen to, Chrau ʔyɛt to listen, hear.  
B: (Katuic, Palaungic; ~ *[ ]nʔət >) Kuy ŋat to listen to, Bru saŋat to listen, Praok ŋɛt 
to listen (to), obey. 
C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔoat to hear, listen (< *ʔuət?); ~ Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔŋɔt to hear, listen.  
Vocalism obscure.  
(BLOOD 1966 112.) 
 
†943 *ʔət; *ʔəət; *[ʔ]it used up, finished, lacking. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Old Mon 'ut /ʔøt/ all, Modern Mon ɒt also 
to be exhausted, have exhausted (or variant), Proto-Nyah Kur *ʔəṯ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V124), Khmer ʔɔt to be without, Kuy ʔat to lack, to restrain, to hold [breath], Sre ət 
restrain, to hold [breath], suppress [cough &c.], Chrau ət lacking, to hold [breath], 
Biat ɔt to abstain from, Bahnar ət [wind] to stop, to hold [breath]. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉət to cease. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔɤt = ʔɔt, Mương (BARKER 1966 18), 
Vietnamese hết to end, be finished, cease, to finish; ~ Khasi jing-it, jynit fast, 
abstinence from food.  
Connect Central Nicobarese leɛt finished, to cease?  
(SMITH 1972 209) 
Sora (i) rə'jad- to be exhausted, used up; (ii) a'ɲi(ː)d- to be exhausted, over, finished. 
 
944 *ʔ[ɔɔ]t to saw.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng oːt to make fire by friction, Biat ɔːt [drɔː] to fiddle, Bunör 
ʔɔːt, Sre, Jeh oːt to saw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bahnar ɔːt to saw, scrape, plane, 
file, fiddle, make fire by friction, Khasi ot (perhaps merging variant of 972 *sguut 
…to cut) to cut, pare, reap, saw, fiddle; ~ (*rnʔ[ɔɔ]t >) Sre rənɗoːt, Jeh ranoːt 
saw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
(BLOOD 1966 65.) 
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945 *ʔut; *ʔuut cloud. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Biat nʔot cloudy; ~ (*[ ]mʔut >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔbot to cloud over. 
B: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic, ?Katuic) Palaung ut cloud, to be cloudy, to cloud; (?) ~ 
Kammu-Yuan púːt cloud, fog; (?) ~ Bru ʔuːt to smoke v.t.  
 
946 *ʔuət to wipe.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ɔːt, Riang-Lang ˉvat, ˉwat, Praok ɔt, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔuat; ~ (*[ ]mʔuət >) Lawa Umphai ʔbuat. 
 
947 *kʔaat (kind of) mosquito.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer kʔaːt kind of fly with painful bite, mosquito (maringouin); ~ 
(*kpʔaat >) Kammu-Yuan pəʔaːt mosquito.  
Or construct *kwʔaat? 
 
948 *cʔit; *cʔiit sticky. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer sʔɤt, chʔɤt (probably, rather than B), Kuy 
sʔət; ~ (*cnʔit >) Sre ɗit viscous, sticky, Chrau səʔɯt sticky. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng [tɛh] eːt clay; ~ (*cnʔiit >) Bahnar həʔɲiːt-[həʔɲaːt] to feel 
sticky; ~ (*cmʔiit >) Biat mʔeːt glutinous rice.  
Connect 1040 *cɓiit &c. But connection obscure Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai tit to 
stick, adhere, to attach. 
 
949 *cʔiit; *cʔiət; *chiit; *chait to confine, restrict.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat eːt to confine, pack close together, Khasi shyit to pinch; 
~ (*cnʔiit >) Kuy ŋʔiːt narrow, confined, Bahnar jəŋiːt packed close together 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi syngid, syngit tight, choking; col, valley between 
ridges. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) ~ (*cnʔiət >) Mon həet to be parsimonious, Khmer 
cɔŋʔiət narrow, confined, cramped, Nancowry ɲíat tight, to bind completely (& ɲát 
to fill in, to cram into); by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar pəniɛt to crowd together 
(v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ciet to crowd [someone], Chrau cheːt to pinch. 
D: (Katuic) ~ Kuy hɛːt parsimonious.  
For Kuy h- cf. huːɲ ad 887 *jhuuɲ. Connect Bahnar təniɛt &c. to stop up, force in, 
stuff in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), contaminated by miɛt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) < 
1039 *[c]/n/ɓiət, which compare (the converse in West Bahnar pəmiɛt, East 
Bahnar pəmɛt = pəniɛt); perhaps West Bahnar hnɛt to press against, jostle, 
compress, encroach; & A82 *[c]wiit narrow, confined. Cf. also 977 *c[n]ŋiət to 
crush. 
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950 *cʔaat pleasant to look at.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer sʔaːt clean, nice-looking, beautiful, Riang-Lang ˉɑt 
beautiful, pretty, (~?) Lawa saʔat clean.  
Clean by attraction 7 *cʔaʔ &c.? 
 
951 *cʔ[ə]t; *cʔən sated, cloyed. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer chʔaet! sated; ~ cɔmʔɔt satiety, (~?) cɔmʔaet to satisfy; ~ 
(*crʔət >) Mon həɒt ca’uit to be nauseated. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer chʔɔn nauseated; ~ Mon həɒn jaʼuin to be 
nauseated through satiety, Bahnar dialects səɔñ, həɔñ to be sated (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Khmer cɔmʔaet < *cɔmʔat with secondary palatalization, chʔaet by levelling; 
cɔmʔɔt by levelling on original **chʔɔt? Cf. further Khmer kʔuːət, Kuy (k)ʔuːt to 
vomit, Bru kaʔuːt to feal nausiated; Khmer phʼöt phʼūm (to smell) musty (GUESDON 
1930); Biat mʔɒʔ disgusted; Khmer chʔɔl to gasp for breath; (GUESDON 1930) 
nausea, to overeat (contaminated by 1695 *ʔəl[ ]); Khasi kynshin (< *-[n, l]) to 
dislike eatable things; & 1301a *cʔəəm nauseated. 
 
†952 *lʔit pulverized.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Khasi) Mon dɒt, Khmer lʔɤt (with initial levelled on causative 
lùmʔɤt); → Thai laʔìat, Lao laˉ iatˆ (→ Kammu-Yuan lʔìat); (?) ~ Khasi lwit very 
finely broken or pounded, lwet broken, powdered.  
Cf. Khmer lʔaoc, Kuy lʔɔːc. 
Sora by metathesis lati- to be reduced to powder. 
 
953 *lʔiit; *lhiət smooth, slippery. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer lʔɤt smooth-mannered, Kuy lʔeːt smooth. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ləhiət slippery.  
Biat lɯt well-worn, Kammu-Yuan ləmɛ ̀ː t smooth may belong here rather than with 
1076 *lit &c., which compare. 
 
†954 *lʔuət; *lʔət; *lhəət wet, cold. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lʔuːət moist, wet; ~ (*lnʔuət >) Sre noat to be, 
feel, cold. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ləʔəːt (→ Biat lʔɔt?) damp, wet, Chrau ləʔət cool, shady; ~ 
(*lnʔət >) Biat nʔɒt damp, wet. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau ləhəːt cool, breezy, Praok lɯt to be wet.  
Cf. 277b *lʔu(u)k wet, soaked; 795 *kʔaac wet. Cold perhaps contaminated by 
Mainland Austronesian *l[aə]ʔən (Cham lian, North Röglai laʔət); Jarai rəʔɔt is 
perhaps ← South Bahnaric. 
Santali lɔhɔʼd damp, wet, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 531; Proto-Munda *lɔwɔʼd). 
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955 *sʔuut rotten, inedible.  
A: (Mon, Aslian) Mon ut sʼut to be, go, stale, Cheʼ Wong haʔũt, Jah Hut siʔin, Semelai 
səʔit, Mah Meri suʔũt rotten (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 292 (b).) 
 
956 *kit; *kiit; *kət; *kəət; *ku[ə]t frog.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Kontum Bahnar kit. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Gölar Bahnar kiːt. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kəːt (BLOOD 1966 kɯt), Biat kɒt. 
D: (Bahnaric) Biat kəːt [ndraːt] toad, Bahnar kɯːt frog. 
E: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)kuːt, Bru ʔakùat.  
Tabu deformation likely. Cf. Thai kʰìat, Shan khět (→ Praok khiat). But Cham 
kiewʔ, North Röglai kiəʔ reflect *-p.  
(SHAFER 1965 508; BLOOD 1966 140; SMITH 1972 205.) 
 
†‡957 *kiit; *kiət; *kət to bite, to itch. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon kit to bite, Praok kit (contaminated by following, 
which compare) to cut, sever, Mnar hit¯ to bite. 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy kiːt to nibble, Sre kiat, Chrau kiət to itch, Biat 
ciat to sting, smart; → Cham, Jarai kɛʔ, North Röglai keʔ to bite (or < Proto-
Austronesian, below?); ~ Khasi dkhiat itch, scabies. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kat, kət (BLOOD 1966), Bunör kət to bite.  
Cf. further 964 *giit &c.; 1125 *kiən to gnaw; 972 *sguut &c. to (be) cut; 981 *cit 
&c. to cut up. (BLOOD 1966 104, 356.) 
Sora id- to scratch, to write.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kitkit: Cebuano Bisayan kitkit to nibble, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 
no. 160; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *kətkət: Lawangan kɨtɨt to bite, &c. (cf. ib. 
no. 149; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 301-2, gnaw. 
 
958 *kat; *kaat to cut.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer, Kuy kat to cut, Biat kat to saw, 
Bahnar kat to to cut, Khasi khet to to cut down. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kaːt to to cut, Bru kakaːt to slide finely.  
Mon kut to to cut off, ↔ Thai kùt, → Kuy kut; if → Thai, contaminated by 972 
*sguut? Cf. besides preceding. 800 *kac to pluck, break off, to cut (< *kat-s?); 
1969 *kɔh to to cut (down).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
958a *kɔt to stop.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer kɔt to stop (v.t.), Palaung kɔt [un] to hold back, 
restrain, to refrain (MILNE 1931); ~ Middle Mon kanat, Modern Mon kənot end; ~ 
Literary Mon kamnat end, Khmer kɔmnɔt limit. 
 
(*[ ]kut see 315 *[ʔ]tuuk to scoop up… .) 
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‡958b *kuut; *kuət; *kət to scrape, scratch, comb. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Khmer koːt to scrape, scratch, Bahnar 
kōt to scrape clean (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central Nicobarese koːtə-[koːi] to 
comb; ~ Kammu-Yuan kərnùːt scraper. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [et]-koːət to comb, (— -hətə) to scrape (off), 
Nancowry ʔitkúat ad kúat to smooth with hand &c. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat kɒt to comb.  
Kammu-Yuan khúːt to smooth, shave is ← Lao khûut.  
Proto-Austronesian *kutkut: Malay kokot clawing, to claw, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 221, 
*ku(Ct)ku(Ct); Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 371-2. 
 
†‡959 *[c]kuut; *[c]kuət; *[c]kət; *[c]kat to tie, knot. 
A: (Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Central Sakai chĕkot to knot; ~ Vietnamese gút to 
knot; by secondary derivation Vietnamese nút knot. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer kuːəc! to knot, Sre koat, East Bahnar kuət 
to tie, knot (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat ŋkwat knot; by secondary derivation ~ 
Khmer kɔmnuːəc knot, Kuy k(ə)luːc, luːc to tie [knot].  
C: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre kət to tie together, Biat kɔt to knot, Bahnar kət to 
tether out to graze, (GUILLEMINET 1959-63, Röngao) to knot, Jah Hut jəkət to tie.  
D: (Mon) ~ Mon həkɔt dakat to knot.  
Khmer/Kuy -c by metathesis or assimilation. Cf. Palaung (MILNE 1931) thəkit; & 
connected 967 *[ ]gut &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 56, 527; SMITH 1972 210; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
214.) 
Sora (i) i'kud- to knot; (ii) jəni(')kɑˑd-ən knot (i- &c. perhaps = iː- to bind).  
Proto-Austronesian *ikət: Malay ikat to tie, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 68). See BENEDICT 
1975 323. 
 
960 *[t]kiit; *[t]kiət to have dysentery. 
A: (Mon) Mon [nɛà] kit; ~ həkit thakit &c. dysentery. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese kiết [lỵ] dysentery.  
Connect following, & so 1007 *ktiit posterior…? 
 
961 *tkiət anus.  
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Mon təket, Proto-Semai *kiət (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Originally by metathesis 1007 *ktiit? Connect perhaps preceding. 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 118.) 
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962 *tkat; *tkiət; *tkuət (& *tkut?) cold. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Biat kat cold, Kammu-Yuan 
kát cold [weather], Palaung kət [weather] to be cold, Proto-Semai *dkat cold 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); → Shan kāt, → Palaung kat, Riang-Lang ˉkat cold; ~ Mon 
həkɔt cold [season], Chrau təkat cold, Röngao təkat ague, fever (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Sakai teket cold (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
205 (c)); ~ (*trkiət >) Praok sikiat cold [water], by metathesis Khasi khriat cold. 
C: (Palaungic) Praok kuat, (*tkut >?) Lawa Bo Luang koat, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔt [weather] to be cold.  
Cf. Kuy ckɑːʔ cold; Chrau dəgət chill, shivering; & 976 *cŋiit &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 340, 354; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 205 (c-e).) 
 
(*dkiət see 1010 *gtit …parakeet.) 
 
963 *d1rkuət varan.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Old Mon dirkot /dərkot/, Modern 
Mon həkot varan, Khmer trəkuːət Varanus nebulosus, Kuy tkɑːt, Stieng rəkɔːt 
varan, Chrau rəkɔːt black varan, Bahnar təkɔt̄ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-
Yuan tərkɔ́ː t varan; → Thai cakùat. 
 
(*rkiət see 1064 *krit to creak..) 
 
†‡964 *giit; *giət to bite, to itch, scratch. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _kit to scratch; ~ Mon həkìt bed-bug. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kiat, Lawa Umphai chiat to bite.  
Connect 957 *kiit &c. 
Sora (i) gɩd-, (gɩd-)ged- to scratch; (ii, cf. Indonesian) guˑd-, god- to scratch.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *gi(t)git: Malay gigit [insects] to bite, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 55, 
*gigit; Proto-Malayo-Javanese); (ii, cf. Sora) *gu(t)gut: Javanese gugut to crush 
between teeth, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 56, *gugut, discarding Tagalog; Proto-West-
Indonesian). (ii) Hardly ← Mon-Khmer! 
 
965 *gət; *gut to kill. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer kùət, Thin gɯ̆t (also to cut down, < 972 *[s]gət, which 
perhaps connect). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kùt. 
 
966 *gut to go round.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gut around, Bahnar gut to curve, bend.  
(SHAFER 1965 113.) 
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967 *[ ]gut; *[ ]guət; *[ ]gat to tie, knot.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cột to tie. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar guːət to knot (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar 
təguat to knot. 
C: (Mon) Mon kòt gat to knot; ~ → Cham pagat to tighten.  
Khmer kùːəc to knot perhaps = kuːəc < 959 *[c]kuət, which connect; West Bahnar 
(h)əŋɔːc to tie up [hair] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) also may belong there.  
(SHAFER 1965 527.) 
 
968 *guut; *gu(ə)t to enter. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kùːt, Riang-Lang _kut. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi kot to reach.  
Cf. 1046 *mut &c. Add as derivation *pguut = B71 *[ ]guut to force in? 
 
969 *t1gut; *t1[g]uut quail. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tgit &c. /tgøt/; ~ (*t1rgut >) Mon həkɜt̀, Sre 
rəgut (→ Röglai); by secondary derivation ~ Chrau vəgut. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan 
təkúːt (!), (?) Khasi tʼut, (!) Vietnamese [chim] cút; ~ Mon həkùt, Riang-Lang 
_rəkut; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar dialects (*kuːt kuːt >?) [sɛːm] kəkuːt 
kind of quail (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang kɯt; Mon həcem əkhɜt̀; Khmer ʔɯ̀ːt lark, quail. Onomatopoeic? 
 
970 *rng[ɔ]t to search, quarter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon lagṅat /ləŋgɔt/, Modern Mon təŋòt to study, Khmer 
rùəŋkɔə̀t, TANDART 1935 also rùəŋkùət to explore, go to and fro, traverse.  
 
971 *s[g]ɔt to press down on, press out juice.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) (Khmer **skɔt →?) Stieng səkɔːt to press down 
(on); → Thai sakòt to restrain, repress; ~ (*sn[g]ɔt >) Mon kəhɔt to crush juice 
out of, chew to extract nourishment, Khmer sɔŋkɔt to press down on, suppress, 
oppress.  
Thai is evidence for Khmer **skɔt; head register in derivation then by levelling. 
Connection dubious Kharia ta'gɔʼ to chew, &c., PINNOW 1959 307. Cf. 977 
*c[n]ŋiət to crush. 
 
†‡972 *sguut; *[s]gət; *sgat to be cut short, to cut. 
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon sgūt /sgut/ to be interrupted, cut short, Khasi 
kut to come to an end (& dkut to snap, break), Vietnamese cụt to be too short, to be 
crippled; ~ Old Mon sirgūt interruption, Middle Mon sagut [crawāt] ruling, decision. 
B: (Khmuic, Aslian) Kammu-Yuan kɯ̀t to cut vertically with knife, Kensiu gət, Temiar 
gəd to cut; ~ Besisi tegöt to break (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 112). 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer skat to interrupt, to take a short cut. (→ Biat kat to 
decide judicially, to take a short cut), Biat [ntok] gat cut; → Cham saket; Thai 
sakàt to obstruct, interrupt.  
Connect 965 *gət &c. to kill? C perhaps contaminated by 958 *kat, which compare; 
as Khasi ot to cut…, under the entry 944 *ʔ[ɔɔ]t. Khasi dkut, Besisi suggest 
variants in *dg-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
Sora gad-, Santali gɛʼd to cut, &c. (PINNOW 1959 334).  
Proto-Austronesian *pu(N)gut: Javanese pugut, punggut cut off, Cebuano Bisayan 
punggut to behead (so Proto-Hesperonesian; → Proto-Semai *bgut to snap (v.i.), 
DIFFLOTH 1977?). 
 
973 *ŋət to be extinguished.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau ŋət to extinguish, Riang-Lang _ŋat to be 
extinguished, to extinguish; ~ Chrau təŋət, Riang-Lang _təkŋat to extinguish.  
Cf. 1053 *yə(ə)t; 1077 *lət &c. Connect following? 
 
†974 *ŋut; *ŋuut; *ŋuət; *ŋit dark. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ngut; ~ jngut murky, turbid. 
B: (Central Aslian) ~ Semnam həŋɔːd night; ~ Semai II məŋɔːt night. 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy) [twɛːɲ] ŋŋɔ̀ː t pitch-[black]. 
D: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer ŋɯ̀t dark (TANDART 1935), Khasi ngit black, dark; ~ Khmer 
ŋəŋɯ̀t dark, dim.  
Connect preceding? (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (b).) 
Santali ɲũʼd darkness, dark; Sora 'luŋud-, 'luŋad- dark (PINNOW 1959 390). 
 
975 *ŋut; *ŋuət to be hungry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Stieng pəŋot to go hungry, be starving, Vietnamese 
ngốt to crave for. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat [jiː] ŋɔːt to be hungry; hunger, Riang-Lang _ŋuat to 
starve, to be hungry; ~ Chrau pəŋɔːt to be hungry, Bahnar pəŋɔːt to be starving, Jeh 
paʔŋoːt, Halang məʔŋoat hunger.  
Connection uncertain Sakai got (i.e. Jah Hut), pögȫt hungry (Semaq Beri), SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 173; with them cf. (*guət >?) Lawa Bo Luang kuat, Lawa 
Umphai khuat, Mae Sariang ŋguat to want, wish; Mon [tàk] kòt to be poor is 
probably ← Sanskrit gata- deprived of.  
(BLOOD 1966 64; SMITH 1972 235.) 
 
976 *cŋiit; *cŋiət; *cŋait cold. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Sre ŋit cooled, cold, Sakai sĕngit cold (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 205 (a)); ~ Biat [nʔiːk] rŋeːt cool. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təŋiɛt to feel cold. 
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C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy (c)ŋɛːt cool, cold, Bahnar ŋaːc to cool (v.i), 
have a cold fit; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyngngad cool, refreshing.  
Cf. 962 *tkat &c.  
(SMITH 1972 229.) 
 
977 *c[n]ŋiət to crush.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon təŋet to crush in mill &c. (beside təŋèt to squeeze, 
crush), Sre səŋiat to crush, compress (→ Röglai).  
Cf. 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine…; 971 *s[g]ɔt to press out juice… . 
 
(*t1ŋut see 1135 *t1ŋun nape of neck.) 
 
978 *lŋuut; *lŋuət sweet, mild-flavoured. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ləŋout, Chrau ləŋoːt, Biat ŋoːt sweet, mild-flavoured, Bahnar [ŋām] 
ŋūt very sweet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng ləŋuət (or A, with post-nasal vocalism?), 
Vietnamese ngọt sweet, mild-flavoured. 
 
‡978a *sŋiit to burn (v.i.).  
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ŋiːt to burn (v.i.), Sre hit burning brightly (→ Biat hiːt 
alight).  
Cf. Mon heak sṅek &c. to be burnt, scorched. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'[ ]/Saŋit: Malay sangit burnt, singed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
148-9, *t'aŋit; Proto-Hesperonesian, ~ *Saŋit = *(qS)aŋi(Ct) smell of burnt rice, 
BLUST 1970 no. 319, adding Cebuano Bisayan anghit to smell offensive).  
Indonesian not obviously → Mon-Khmer.  
 
†979 *sŋut (?); *sŋuət; *sŋət deserted, quiet. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre ŋot to be afraid (?). 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer [mùk] sŋuːət (!) sad, Sakai singoit 
afraid (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 49; ?); ~ Khmer srəŋoːt wistful, sad, 
Chrau səŋɔːt deserted, Biat rŋɔːt silence; secret, lonely [place], (— rŋat) silent, 
deserted, Bahnar rəŋɔːt to miss [person]; ~ Central Sakai [göi] tĕrnguit to keep 
motionless. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon hɛt sṅit to be 
quiet, (— a) to faint, Khmer sŋat (early → Thai saŋàt) solitary, deserted, silent, still, 
Kuy sŋat, ŋhat quiet, silent, Sre [ŋit] ŋət silent, Vietnamese ngất to faint; ~ 
Khmer srəŋat solitary, silent, (srəŋoːt —) moved to sadness, Biat [rŋɔːt] rŋat 
lonely, deserted, (guʔ —) to be silent, Praok [yɛn] siŋɛt to be absolutely quiet.  
Back vocalism perhaps secondary, cf. Sora, below. Separate *sŋu(ə)t afraid? 
(SCHMIDT 1905 44.) 
Sora ŋad-'ŋad-[dəm &c.] silently. 
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980 *sŋuət; *sŋət (& *sŋat?) to dry up. 
A: (Khmer, ?Khasi) Khmer sŋuːət dried up; ~ Khmer raṅuət withered (GUESDON 1930), 
(by labial absorption, or < *-at?) Khasi rngat to dry up. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon sṅit [jra] to be withered, Riang-Lang ˉŋat to dry up.  
Cf. 1101 *suət; 1095 *swiit &c. to wither. 
 
†981 *cit; *ciit (& *ciit ciit > *tciit?); *ciət (& *tciət?) to cut up.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung set to cut, carve (up). 
B: (Katuic, ?Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɤt to slice (probably, rather than A), Kuy 
ceːt to slice, chop pieces off [edibles], (→, or *tc- >) Chrau ciːt to cut (up). 
C: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng siɛːt to cut [meat] into small pieces, Sre siat 
to cut, sever, Biat chiat to cut up, West Bahnar cɛt̄ to chop [edibles &c.] obliquely 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < tc-? Jölong also sɛt̄), Riang-Lang ˉsɛt to cut, gash, 
Central Nicobarese [et]-ʃiːət-[həŋə] to carve wood.  
Cf. Vietnamese chặt to cut. POU & JENNER 1973 140 derive Khmer ← Hokkien ciat 切 
to slice, mince; rather Hokkien ← Mon-Khmer? Connect perhaps 957 *kiit &c. to 
bite… . (SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
Sora ɩd-, ed- to cut (off). 
 
†982 *cat; *cuət; (*cuut cuut >) *tcuut; *cət to stab, pierce, stick in. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon cɔt to prick, sting, to stick 
in, plant upright, Proto-Nyah Kur *cɛc̠ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V97; by assimilation?), Kuy 
cat to poke, stab, to thread, Bahnar sat to pierce, to dibble, to make nets, Palaung sət 
to insert, to tattoo, by metathesis Riang-Lang ˉtəs to pierce, stab, tattoo; ~ (*cat cat 
> *tcat >?) Mon chɔt khyat, chat to put in, insert, Biat cat packed tight, Bahnar 
cat to stick claws in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or D) Nancowry siát; ʔisiát to insert; 
~ Khasi kynsat, tynsat = Mon chɔt. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Halang coat to puncture, Jeh coːt to pierce, 
Praok suat to prick, pierce, Central Nicobarese ʃɔːt-[həŋə] to pin, fasten. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan cúːt to touch, poke, prod. 
D: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) ~ Kuy ɲcət to stick into; ~ (*cmpət >) Biat mpɒt spit.  
Back vocalism probably secondary in view of Sora, below; contaminated by 986 
*cuut &c. …to affix, which compare? Note also Palaung sit to stab with, pierce 
with; Sedang ʔɲie to wound, Kammu-Yuan ɲìat to stick, prick, pierce (& Bahnar 
hiɛt to cut oneself, &c.: SMITH 1972 230). 
Sora sad- to sting. 
 
983 *cat to gather up.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ˉsət, Praok sut to pick (up), collect (up), 
Lawa Bo Luang səɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sət to pick up in fingers, Sakai 
chōd to pick up (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 68).  
Cf. Khasi sot to pick up, to catch in fingers; Bel&as chêchêt to gather, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 G 10. 
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984 *caat to comb.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai sat, Khasi sad. 
 
985 *cət to return.  
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian) Stieng seːt, Chrau siʔ, Biat chɛt, Alakong Bahnar sɯːt 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Besisi yut (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 84).  
Fronting environmental; Chrau implies palatalization of final. Mon chut to go back 
(wards), compared at SCHMIDT 1905 24, is < 1109 *jhuut.  
(BLOOD 1966 146.) 
 
986 *cuut; (*cut cut >) *tcut; *cat to put away from one, to pour, to affix. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon cut /cut/ to put away from one, to put in, to 
pour out, Middle Mon also to affix, Modern Mon cut to put in…, Khasi suit (!) to 
pour, to gild (with *-c by assimilation?); ~ (*cuut cuut > *tcuut >; with 
vocalism as in 527 *cuuŋ) Bahnar cɔt to fix on, fasten in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat cot to affix, Bunör cut, Central Rölöm cɯt to insert, fill a hole 
(contaminated by 982 *cat …to stick in). 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chắt to drain off; ~ (*[b]cat >) Khmer cɔə̀t to 
drain off; ~ Mương chắt (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese giắt to fix.  
C by attraction 982 *cat?  
(BLOOD 1966 155.) 
 
986a *.cat to emerge, grow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre cat to come out, sprout, grow, to well up, Biat cat [kaːɔ] to flower, 
Bahnar cat to put out leaves, take root, flower. 
 
†987 *kc[ə]t to die.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon kcit /kcøt/, 
Modern Mon chɒt to die, Kuy sət extreme, last, to end, Stieng cəːt, Sre chət, Chrau 
cɯt, Jeh kacìat to die (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), West Bahnar kəcit to die 
miserably (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khmuʼ sɯt to be finished, Palaung cuət (!) 
[ghost] to leave the world (MILNE 1931), Mương chít (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese 
chết to die; → Lao cêet; ~ (*kbc[ə]t >) Old Mon kucit, Modern Mon həcɒt, Kuy 
(k)cɛːt, Sre (gə)sət, Vietnamese giết to kill.  
Add perhaps Bunör khit, Central Rölöm khɯt, Biat khət to die, Bru kuceːt, with k- 
originally by hypercorrection; & note Khasi jot to perish. Front vocalism in North 
Bahnaric &c. probably enviromental; but Palaung -uət obscure. Kuy sət, Khmuʼ by 
attraction 943 *ʔət? Connect perhaps 1053 *yə(ə)t to be extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; BLOOD 1966 139.) 
Sora kə'jed- to die ~ 'kajjed-, 'kabjed- to kill, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 324f). 
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988 *kcuət; *kcət (& *kcəət?); by regressive assimilation *ktuət; *kt[ə]t to 
jump, to run. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Bunör ncwat to run, jump, Biat ncuat to run. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Khasi sied to 
leap (on) (originally compounding form?; with secondary lengthening, or < 
*kcəət), Pangan [ya]-kĕsöt to run (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 198), 
Central Nicobarese cət to jump, leap (?; & caːt-həŋə to skip), Nancowry cát; ~ 
Khmer kɔɲchat (!) to assume fighting posture with a leap, Chrau nchət, Biat nchat 
to jump. 
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ntoat to run, Central Rölöm tuət to run, jump. 
D: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng ntəːt to jump, to jump in, cause to splash up.  
Cf. Lao (ká) dôot to jump (→ Kammu-Yuan [kə]dóːt, Bru doːt to jump on to); Riang-
Lang ˉtəkdɔt to jump.  
(BLOOD 1966 85.) 
 
(*tcut see 986 *cuut …to affix; *tcuut see 982 *cat to pierce, stick in; *dciit see 1144 
*dciin[ʔ] nine.) 
 
989 *pcət bitter, astringent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Mon phyɒt to be 
astringent, Khmer cɔt bitter, Stieng cɒt bitter, astringent, sharp, Bahnar tsiːt harsh-
tasting, bitter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cet (or ← Tai, cf. below?), 
Central Sakai bĕchut sour, ?Nancowry síat spleen, coconut bud, betel nut.  
Khmuʼ cat sour, Thin glaŋ căt alum are apparently ← Tai (← Mon-Khmer?); for 
Vietnamese chua-chát sour, acid see 1074 *sraat. Connect by assimilation Khasi 
btet astringent? Cf. 294 *[ʔ]ciik &c. astringent; 1895 *pcaas sour.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
 
†990 *jat to run dry.  
A: (Mon) Mon còt jat.  
Sora aʼad- [rain] to cease; to wipe dry. 
 
991 *jat to follow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre, Chrau jat, Besisi (i.e. Mah Meri; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 211) jet.  
Cf. Thin yɔt̆. 
 
†992 *jaat cobra.  
(Mon) Mon [sùm] càt. 
Sora jʔaːd-ən, compounding form aːd-ən snake.  
PINNOW 1959 K 187 compares Santali am(b)ɽo rat- snake, &c. 
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993 *jət ten.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Chrau jət tens, -ty, Sre jət, Biat jɛt, Bahnar jit, Jeh jàt, Halang 
jɒt ten, Bru mancìt; ~ Stieng (BLOOD 1966) jmət, Chrau mət ten; ~ Kuy ɲcət (!).  
(SHAFER 1965 350; BLOOD 1966 118; SMITH 1972 208.) 
 
†994 *[ ]jut; *[ ]juut to wipe.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon -jit /jøt/, Modern Mon cɜt̀; ~ (*[g]rjut >) həcɜt̀ gajuit to wipe esp. 
on a mat. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?North Aslian) Khmer cùːt, Kuy chùːt, Bru 
cùat, Stieng juːt, juːc, Sre, Chrau, Biat juːt, (or A) Kensiu jəd to wipe, Nancowry 
cúac to massage; ~ Khasi kyrjuid to rub, abrade.  
Stieng, Khasi, Nancowry final /c/ by assimilation  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SHAFER 1965 494; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 105, R 194.) 
Sora oˑd- to smear, Kharia ɔʼd to wipe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 189; Proto-Munda *ɔ[t]). 
 
995 *jut; *juut kind of bamboo. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat jut; ~ Sre njut Arundinaria falcata (→ Röglai). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar juːt kind of bamboo (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
996 *ju[t]; *juə[t] to fall, drip. 
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Praok cot to fall (in a shower), Central Nicobarese cuʃ, cuiʃ 
drizzle, shower, spray, cuiʃ-[lə] to splash. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Palaung juət to drip, to dangle, Bru yɒːt (suggests 
*ʄ-; ~ (*[j]rjuə[t] >) Palaung rəjuət falling of raindrops or tears (MILNE 1931), 
Vietnamese giọt drop.  
Connect Sre ɲhat drop. Nicobaric *-c by assimilation; or Praok (& Sre) *-t by 
dissimilation? 
 
997 *ɲ[uə]t wrinkled, shrivelled.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric, Central Aslian) Chrau ɲɔːt shrivelled, 
paralysed, Nancowry ɲúat to shrivel; ~ Bru raɲoːt; ~ Central Sakai pĕrnyont 
wrinkled; ~ (*s.ɲ[uə]t >) Mon həɲot to be deeply wrinkled, furrowed, flabby.  
Less probably *ɲɔɔt, since Mon post-nasal raising is undemonstrated following ɲ; 
unless Mon contaminated by həɲon ad 896 *sɲuəɲ, hətot < 1155 *[t]ntuət. 
 
998 *t1iit to go out, away, to project.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon tīt /tit/, Modern Mon tɛt to go out, issue, 
depart, Riang-Lang ˉtit to be final; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkəntit to go away; ~ Bahnar 
pətiːt bump on head, ridged scar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1007 *kt1iit posterior, to break wind.  
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†999 *t1at to be severed, broken, to sever &c.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon tɔt to cut across, sever, to cross (in part 
perhaps < 812 *t1ac, which connect), Palaung tət, Riang-Lang ˉtət to be torn, 
broken, cut off, to break; → Thai tàt to cut, → Khmer tat; Shan tāt, → Riang-Lang 
ˉtat, Praok tat; ~ Praok dut to be cut off, to cut off, Central Sakai kuntut maimed, 
truncated; ~ Khasi bthat to broken with the hands, to snap, [dkut] btat [to broken] 
with a snap.  
Connect (*btət >?) Kuy thət̀ to brake, snap, to be torn; perhaps 1003 *[ ]tət &c. 
blocked, to block. 
Sora tad- to snap, break (v.i.t.).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 262. Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *tat'tat': Javanese 
tatas cut right through, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian); *kətat': 
Iban, Tiruray ketas to cut (BLUST 1973 no. 148; Proto-Hesperonesian); *tət'tət': 
Malay tĕtas slit open…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
1000 *t1aat hot, to warm.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung tat to be hot, Riang-Lang ¯tɑt to warm oneself at, Khasi 
thad to dry in sun, to bask in sun. 
 
†1001 *t1ət mouth.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Aslian) ~ Jehai tənəd, Semnam təniːd, Semaq Beri kənʉt; ~ 
(*t1mət >) Khmer mɔə̀t (contaminated by 1045 *mat eye?), Palaung dialects 
muɔt̆, mot (MILNE 1931).  
*t1 in view of Munda, below.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 203.) 
Sora 'tʔoːd-ən, 'tʔud-ən, &c., ~ Kharia tɔ'mɔʼɖ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 393). 
 
†1002 *t1ət; *t1əət to pull out.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung tɯt to pull (out), Riang-Lang ¯tət [¯plɛ] to pull [out] (B), (A) 
Lawa Bo Luang təɯk (→ Lawa Umphai tɔic?) to pull. 
Sora tad- to pull out (RAMAMURTI 1938). 
 
1003 *[ ]tət; *[ ]tat blocked, to block. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar tət to block (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & dət, East Bahnar, by back-
formation?); ~ Sre bətət to dam, Bahnar pətət, pədət to obstruct, prevent 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat ntɔt dam. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre tat blocked up, compact, Chrau tat solid, dense.  
Bahnar variants obscure; perhaps *bt-. Cf. Khmer tan compact, solid, dense, ↔ Thai 
tan blocked up. Connect 999 *t1at to be severed, to sever…? 
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†1004 *t1ut; *t1uut (?); (*t1ut-s >) *t1uc; *t1uuc to light.  
A: (Khmer, Aslian) Khmer dot to set light to, burn, grill, Sakai tot to burn (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 467). 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t1muut >?) Lawa Bo Luang ʔmaɯk, Lawa Umphai ʔmaut, Mae 
Sariang ʔmaɯt smoke. 
C: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Sre tuc to revive [dying fire], Khasi [pluh] thuit to 
catch fire, Mương tốch (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese đốt to light fire, by 
metathesis Bahnar cut to revive [dying fire] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic) Riang-Lang ¯tuc [_ŋal] to light, set fire to, burn; & originally 
as sandhi-form Thin tuiɲ̯ to light, set fire to, burn?  
Cf. 549 *t1uuŋ. 
Sora tud- to burn (v.i); (-ən; compounding form) fire.  
 
1005 *tut; *tuut; *tuət to thread, skewer, insert. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer tɔmbot small skewer; ~ (by back-formation, or by metathesis < 
*ptut causative) tbot to skewer. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon tut /tut/ (PAHTOTHAMYA FRESCOS), 
Modern Mon tɔt to weave, Khmer daot to thread together, skewer, to plant, stick in 
(→ Cham ḍut), Kuy tɔːt to insert, stick in, Sre tout to stick. in [e.g. drinking-tube in 
jar], plant upright (in hole), Bahnar tɔt to thread (together), pierce, insert (in hole 
&c.; tube in jar); ~ Mon kənot (&/or C; merging 822 *c/r/nuəc spit), Khmer 
trənaot skewer, string. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tuət to thread [needle], skewer [meat].  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. 
 
1006 *t1uut to toot.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon tut! to whistle, hoot, Praok tɯt horn.  
Onomatopoeic? 
 
‡1007 *kt1iit posterior, to break wind.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer kdɤt buttocks, anus, 
Riang-Lang ¯tit anus; to break wind, Vietnamese đít anus; perhaps ~ Bahnar kətēt 
clitoris (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Note Central Nicobarese det, dit anus (< *ɗ-); (~?) Bahnar kənit base of spine 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Khmer cɔmtɤt to stick one’s bottom in the air. Hence by 
metathesis 961 *tkiət anus? Connect perhaps 998 *t1iit to go out… 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *(k[ ]-)qə(N)t1ut1: Javanese ĕntut wind, Malay kĕntut to 
break wind, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 50; 79, *kə(n)tut; cf. DAHL 1973 § 8.4, 14.10; 
prefixed form Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *[q]u(N)t[1]ut[1]: Toba Batak uttut 
wind, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 163; BLUST 1972 no. 86); (iii) *b[ ]uNtut: Malay 
buntut posterior, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 36, tail; Proto-Hesperonesian). See 
BENEDICT 1975 285, fart. 
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(*kt[ə]t see 988 *kcuət to jump… .) 
 
1008 *ktɔɔt; *ktaat; *[g]ɗ[ɔɔ]t; *g[ɗ]aat to cluck, cackle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kətɔt, Khmer khtɔːt. 
B: (Bahnaric) ~ (*kptaat >) Biat ptaːt (!), Bahnar kətaːt to cluck, cackle 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre gəltat clucking (DOURNES 1950), Biat rtaːt brood [of 
chicks]. 
C: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung, Riang-Lang kədɔt to brood.  
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer khtìːət; ~ Bahnar kədaːt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan kətʌ́ː t. Onomatopoeic; so too Burmese katok, katô; Biat rtok. 
 
†1009 *kt1uut; *kt1uət wart. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat tuːt wart, Palaung tot wart, spot on skin; to be 
warty. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon kətot, Proto-Nyah Kur *kətu̱ac 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N127; *-c?), Kuy tɑːt, Stieng tɔːt, Chrau cɔːt wart; → Burmese 
katwat; Cham katwaʔ, Acehnese götuət, Malay kĕtuat, kĕtuit; ~ (*kptuət >) 
Khmer phdoːt wart.  
Sre [toh] teːt (→ Röglai [kətal] teːt) may reflect a chime-word *ktiit. 
Sora bo'toːd-ən, 'boːtoːd-ən wart, wen. 
 
(*ktuət see 988 *kcuət to jump, to run.) 
 
1010 *gtit; *gtiət lorikeet, parakeet. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *grtit >) Sre rətet green lorikeet, Loriculus vernalis. 
B: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng, Biat tɛːt, Bahnar [sɛːm] dɛːt parakeet 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), perhaps by metathesis (*dkiət >) Vietnamese két; ~ 
(*grtiət >) Chrau kətiət parakeet. 
 
(*[t]ntuət see 1155 *[t]ntuun wrinkled; *btat, *btət see 1003 *[ ]tət blocked, to 
block.) 
 
1010a *d1ai[t] to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon tàt to strike with flat of hand, slap, beat out, Khasi tied to strike, 
knock, beat; ~ Old Mon daṁmāc /dəmmac/, Modern Mon həmàt smith.  
Distinguish 1014 *ɗat. 
 
1011 *kdaat kind of yam.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Katuic) Mon kətàt kind of yam (→ Burmese kadat), Khmer kdaːt 
Arum indicum, (→?) Kuy kdaːt (!) Caladium species. 
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1012 *kduut; *kduət kind of tree with astringent fruit.  
A: (Katuic) ~ (*knduut >) Kuy nthùːt star gooseberry. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*krduət >?) Mon hətòt Ficus hispida; ~ Old Khmer kaṁdvāt, 
Modern Khmer kɔntùːət Phyllanthus emblica and acidus. 
 
1013 *[ɗ]iit; *[ɗ]əət; *[ɗ]uut to wobble, stagger. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon, Khasi) Mon dit to spin, rotate (?), Kammu-
Yuan [kəltùːt]-tìːt to run around confusedly, (?) Khasi [kyllai doh]dit wagtail; ~ 
Chrau ndiːt [ndəːt] wobbly; ~ (*dr[ɗ]iit by metathesis >) Khmer tətrèːt-
[tətròːt] (& by back-formation trèːt-[tròːt]) shaky, staggering, unsteady. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau [ndiːt] ndəːt wobbly; ~ Biat rdəːt off balance; 
pitching motion, by metathesis Khmer tətrɤ̀ːt (& by back-formation trɤ̀ːt-trɤ̀ːt) 
tremblingly. 
C: (Khmer, Khmuic; ~ *dr[ɗ]uut >) Kammu-Yuan kəltùːt-[tìːt] to run around 
confusedly, by metathesis Khmer [tətrèːt]-tətròːt (& by back-formation [trèːt]-
tròːt) shaky… .  
Note further Khmer tətrɔ̀ː t [moving] jerkily, perhaps < *dr[ɗ]ət with secondary 
lengthening. 
 
1014 *ɗat to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Khmer tɔə̀t to kick, (TANDART 1935) to strike, Khasi dat to 
beat; ~ (*dpɗat >?) Mon hədɔt to snap [fingers], Khmer phtɔə̀t to tap, fillip; ~ (< 
*ɗat-s?) Bru kaldayʔ to snap, flip.  
Connect Biat ɗat to beat [cotton], to flip; by back-formation from unattested nasal-affix 
form? But Mon tàt (SCHMIDT 1905 44) is < 1010a *d1ai[t]. 
 
1015 *ɗat; (*ɗat-s >?) *ɗac near. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung dət; → Shan lāt short cut (→ Riang-Lang ¯dat to cross, 
pass (through, by)?); ~ Khasi jyndat in passing, [to go] past. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat dac near, nearly; ~ Khasi syndait to put edge to edge.  
Connect obscure Riang-Lang ¯that to be near, to approach. 
 
1016 *kɗit; *kɗiit; *kɗiət small. 
A: (Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Sre dit; → Jarai det, Acehnese dit (or B?); ~ Lawa 
Umphai saʔlet little finger. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Vietnamese nít small; ~ Chrau ndeːt a little, 
(or A) Khasi khyndit a little, few. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic, Aslian) Kammu-Yuan lìat to be short (?), 
Palaung diət, Mương đét (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese (*¯niət >) nhắt (to be) 
small; ~ Riang-Lang _kəndiɛt (to be) small, Khasi khyndiat = khyndit, (?; or 
variant?) Mendriq kanɛt, Jah Hut kaɲɛt, Semaq Beri kɛʔnɛt small.  
Add perhaps Riang-Lang ˉdɔt to be short (< *kɗut?; ↔ Shan lɔt̄). Cf. 939 *ʔit &c. 
small in quantity; 817 *ɗuuc &c. small; 816 *dəc …to be small in quantity.  
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(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 280 (a).) 
 
1017 *[k]ɗut; *[k]ɗuut tip, tail. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy tut stump (of tail, limb), Biat dut end, tip, Sre dut 
blocked, going no further (DOURNES 1950; or B?). 
B: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Mon dut tail of bird, Stieng duːt [ier] (or A?) rump 
of fowl; ~ Khmer kɔntùːt [ʔoːŋ] rump of fowl.  
Connect Nancowry rét tip, end.  
Hence perhaps, contaminated by 798 *rʔuuc, Riang-Lang ¯dut to be complete, to come 
to an end. Cf. also Lawa Bo Luang laɯk end, extremity. 
 
(*g[ɗ]aat, *[g]ɗ[ɔɔ]t see 1008 *ktɔɔt to cluck, cackle.) 
 
1018 *knaat measure.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Literary Mon [ḅat] knāt measure, to measure, Khmer khnaːt 
measure, ruler, Kuy khnaːt size, capacity. 
 
1019 *tn[oo]t sugar-palm.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Khmer tnaot, Biat [tɒːm] noːt, Vietnamese 
[thốt]-nốt.  
Or *tnu(u)t. Vietnamese may be a loan from Khmuic, cf. with thốt- Kammu-Yuan tuːt 
plant, Thin tŭt tree. 
 
†‡1020 *pit; *piit; *piət to pinch, squeeze, press. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Central Aslian) Stieng pit to seize, appropriate, filch, Sre pet to 
pick, pluck (by attraction 823 *pic, which compare), (or B) Sakai pit to pinch (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 106); ~ (*jnpit >) Khmer cùmpɯ̀t to pinch, 
cɔmpɯ̀t to pinch; ~ Bahnar kəpit to crush, press down with hand. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian) Biat peːt to husband, spend with 
care, Bahnar piːt to press with finger (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kammu-Yuan 
kəmpíːt to rub against; ~ (*jpiit >) Khmer chpìːt pinch [of powder &c.], Kuy biːt 
to nip, pinch, (probably, rather than A) Jehai cəpid, Lanoh Jengjeng cəpɛ ̃ː d, by 
metathesis Semelai pəceːt to squeeze. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer biət to brush or press 
against, to annoy, Stieng piət to get one’s fingers pinched, Chrau piət to crowd in on, 
jostle, Biat pɛːt to press, squeeze, Bahnar pɛːt to squeeze with fingers, Kammu-Yuan 
pɯ́at to press, Riang-Lang ¯piɛt to squeeze, massage; → Thai bìat to squeeze 
between (in crowd); ~ (*jpiət >) Kuy biːt to rub against, by assimilation Biat piac 
to massage; ~ Biat mpɛːt to press with hands, Bahnar cəpɛt to massage, Praok biat 
to extract by pressing.  
Connect following & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub; & cf. 1036 *cbiit to rub; 830 
*c[ɓ]ic &c. to take in fingers.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 28; SHAFER 1965 99.) 
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Sora peˑd- to pinch.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pitpit: Javanese pipit pressed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *[qS]a(N)pit: Malay apit to squeeze between two 
surfaces, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 62, *h-; cf. DYEN 1953 § 124); (iii) *d'əpit: 
Acehnese cöpet to pinch, squeeze, Cham tapiːʔ to pinch, wedge, Malay jĕpit to nip, 
pinch, Javanese jĕpit to nip, to hold under arm…, Ilocano dippit to press, press 
near, crowd in… (so Proto-Hesperonesian); & numerous related bases. Mon-Khmer 
forms in *jp- ← or contaminated by (iii)? Note further Sanskrit √pīḍ- to press! 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 1.) 
 
1021 *pat; (*pat-s >?) *pac; *paac to press, squeeze.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon pat /pɔt/ to press, stroke, 
Modern Mon pɔt to rub, press, knead, massage, polish, Kuy, Chrau pat to squeeze, 
wring, Sre, Biat pat to wring out; ~ Vietnamese vắt to wring out. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer crəbac to squeeze, knead, massage. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar paːc to stroke (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect preceding & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub; & cf. 863 *wac …to twist.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
1022 *pət; (*pət-s >?) *pəc to abandon. 
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi phet to leave, abandon, run away; ~ Vietnamese vất to 
throw away. 
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmuʼ pic to throw away, Thin pǐk to leave, 
abandon, to pay out, spend, Semai pɛc to throw; ~ Vietnamese vứt = vất.  
Connect Burmese prac /pyiʔ/ to throw (away)?  
 
†‡1023 *puut; *p[əə]t to blow.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Palaung put to blow, Riang-Lang ¯put to blow 
[wind instrument], Semai poːt, Jah Hut put to shoot with blowpipe; ~ Cheʼ Wong 
hapud to shoot with blowpipe. 
B: (North & Central Aslian) Kensiu pət, Cheʼ Wong pɔt, Jah Hut pəːt to blow.  
Or, if Cheʼ Wong hapud & Jah Hut pəːt are loanwords, B = A? Khasi put = Riang-
Lang, implying *b-, may belong ultimately with A80 *knbuət mouth-organ, which 
compare; as 2028 *puh &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 145a; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256.) 
Sora peˑd- to play on a flute, Kharia pɛʼɖ to pipe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 157, with variant 
vocalism; cf. ib. 162).  
Proto-Austronesian *putput: Acehnese pot, Malay puput to blow, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 122, *puput). See BENEDICT 1975 236-7. 
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‡1024 *puut; *puət; *[ ]puəc to stroke, rub. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer boːt to stroke; ~ cboːt to stroke; ~ (*crpuut 
>) Sre rəpout to rub oneself, Chrau ləpoːt to rub, Biat rpoːt to rub oneself, to 
caress, Khasi syrpud to rub gently. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pot to rub, stroke, Khmer 
pùːət (!) to rub hard, Stieng puət to rub, Biat pɔːt to besmear (oneself), Bahnar pɔːt 
to brush against (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh poːt to compress in hand (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Riang-Lang ¯puat (& Palaung puən!) to smear, Praok [co] pɔt to 
clean; → Shan pɔt̀ to rub; ~ Old Mon suṁpot /səmpot/ to stroke, Vietnamese 
vuốt to smooth with hand, to caress. 
C: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar pɔːc to stroke (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C probably rather by assimilation < *c-puət than < *puət-s. Connect 1021 *pat &c. 
to press, squeeze; North Bahnaric shows contamination with this &/or 1020 *pit 
&c. Cf. also 1042 *[j]ɓat &c. to feel, grasp.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; SHAFER 1965 467.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'əNput: Malay jĕmput to take in the fingertips, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 48); (ii) *d'u(N)put: Javanese ju(m)put to take in the fingertips, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 49; Proto-West-Indonesian). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 4.) 
 
1024a *puut to strip off.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer boːt to strip off, Kammu-Yuan púːt to scrape off [hair &c. 
from skin], to slough. 
 
1025 *kpət to struggle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng (ta-)pot to fight with fists, Sre [tam] pət to 
wrestle, try one’s strength against (→ Röglai), (> secondary *kpuət >?) Central 
Nicobarese kəpɔːt to wrestle, Nancowry kapót; ~ (*krpət >) Mon həpɒt khapuit 
to twitch, to thrash about, flounder, Sre rəpət to struggle, throw oneself about; → 
Jarai pəpɯʔ (!), Röglai rəpəʔ to struggle.  
For Stieng vocalism see 345 *pək. Cf. Vietnamese vật to wrestle, to toss in bed. 
 
‡1026 *cpaat to pull sharp instrument across.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Viet-Mương) Mon hwat to shred with a sharp instrument, Khmer paːt 
to trim down, filed, Stieng paːt to cut oneself on a sharp instrument, Bahnar paːt to 
whet, (?) Mương (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese phát to cut, trim.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan pàːt to sharpen. But Kammu-Yuan páːt, Praok pat to cut are ← Tai  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18.) 
By metathesis Proto-Austronesian *ta(N)pat': Malay tampas to lop off, Tagalog tápas 
dehusking of coconuts, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 103; Proto-Hesperonesian). Connect 
perhaps further Malay pĕpat pollarded, [teeth] filed level… (referred at DEMPWOLFF 
1938 to *pətpət close(d), dense, & at BLUST 1972 no. 14 compared with Tagalog 
pitpít flattened by pounding). Cf. BENEDICT 1975 264, to cut off, cut up. 
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1027 *[d]paat to strike.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon pāt, Khmer pìːət. 
 
†‡1028 *[d]put; *[d]puut; *[d]puət; *[d]pət to be severed, broken.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, ?Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon puit to be cut off, truncated, Modern 
Mon pɒt to break, part, to cut, Proto-Nyah Kur *(m)-pu̱t (DIFFLOTH 1984 V138), 
Praok pot to beak, (or C) Khasi phot to cut, nick; ~ (*[d]bp- >; or D) Mon 
/həpɒt/ thapuit, dapuit to cut off, break off, (~) Khmer kambot! amputated, cut 
off. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung pot to be broken, to break off, cut off, Riang-Lang ¯put to be 
severed, to be maimed; → Shan pūt to be broken off, cut. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar puat! to cut (off, up); ~ təpuət cut in two (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Biat [pah] pɔt to be too short [to reach], 
Central Sakai pät to pull [cockle shell] apart, Besisi pöt to cut (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 C 302).  
Rather than *(t)p- in view of Munda, below; so Bahnar puat by levelling? Connect 
(*dpəc >?) Biat pɛc to crumble, be eroded, become jagged, Khasi pait to break, 
crack, crumble; perhaps 824a *pac to cut through. For Kammu-Yuan páːt to cut, &c. 
see 1026 *cpaat. 
Sora rə'paːd-, Santali rəpuʼd to break, &c. (PINNOW 1959 66).  
Proto-Austronesian *pud2/3pud2/3: Toba Batak purpúr bare, without vegetation, 
Javanese pupur [end, tip] broken off, Cebuano Bisayan pudpud, Ilocano pudpód 
to wear down, decay, at end or tip (PRELIMINARY STUDIES…), &c. (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1029 *[l]pət to fold.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer pat, Modern Khmer bɔt to fold, pleat, bend (→ 
Stieng bɔːt to fold (back)?), Palaung pət [kəp] to tuck [trousers] right up (MILNE 
1931); by secondary derivation ~ (*prpət >) Mon həpɒt folding book, → 
Burmese parapuik.  
Cf. 1038 *ɓət to bend…; 1086a *[t]lə(ə)t to be folded back. 
Proto-Austronesian *lipət: Malay lipat fold, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 98; & by 
metathesis *lə(N)pit, DEMPWOLFF 1938 95). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 8 (a).) 
 
‡1030 *[s]puut (& *[s]put?) to wrap round.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng put to tie, [plant] to climb (< variant? BLOOD 1966 puːt), 
Sre pout to roll [cigarette], roll round, bandage, Chrau puːt to wrap (BLOOD 1966), 
Biat puːt to roll up, to bandage.  
(BLOOD 1966 235.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'aput: Malay saput filmy cover; to cover with hangings, creepers, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149). If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, source obscure. (Cf. POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 15.) 
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1031 *[b]et out of true.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bet edge of blade which is no longer straight (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar 
bɛt to drive in on a slant (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 135.) 
 
†‡1032 *bat; *buət to tie, bind. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Palaungic) Middle Mon bat to secure, bind on, Modern Mon [pɜǹ] 
pòt to be firm, secure, Khmer pɔə̀t to tie round, to spin [web, cocoon], (or 1042 
*[j]ɓat to feel >?) Palaung bət to twine round (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng buət to bind, Biat [tɒːm thɔːi tɒːm] buat, (by contraction, or ~ 
*tnbuət causative >) Bahnar təmɔt to join end to end (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B secondary. Connection uncertain Riang-Lang təkbɔt to knot; or səmvət turban. 
Sora [to(l)] -bɑːd- to tie, bind, 'bɑd-ən cord of twisted straw (unless ultimately ← 
Sanskrit baddhá- bound or related form).  
Proto-Austronesian *ta(N)bat: Malay tambat to tie up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 233. 
 
‡1033 *buut; *buət to wring, roll up, turn. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pùt to operate rotary mechanical device, Khmer pùːt to roll into a 
ball, to wring out clothes; ~ (*bpuut >) Old Mon buwut /bəwut/, Modern Mon 
həwùt rotary machine. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng bɔːt to roll up, to follow curving path; meanderings of path 
&c. (& to fold (back), ← Khmer < 1029 *[l]pət?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Proto-Austronesian *butbut: Malay mĕm-bubut to turn on lathe, &c. (cf. NOTHOFER 
1975 198; Proto-Malayo-Javanese, to be separate from *butbut to pull out). 
 
1034 *kbat; *ɓat grass.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi). Central Rölöm bat (BLOOD 1976); ~ Old Mon 
kaṁbat /kəmbɔt/, Modern Mon kəmot grass, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəmpat̤ (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N71), Khasi kynbat herb. 
B: (Katuic). Kuy, Bru bat grass.  
Note Ong-Be bət &c., BENEDICT 1975 306. Connect following? 
 
1035 *g[b]uut tuft, clump.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar boːt, buoːt tuft, clump, uncleared site 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (→ Cham kaput); ~ Khmer kùmpòːt clump [of trees], 
Palaung kənbut shoot of pampas grass (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. Kuy puc tuft. Connect preceding?  
But connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *ruNput grass (Malay rumput, &c.; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 104). 
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†1036 *cbiit to rub.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon jwit to pass one’s hand over, Modern Mon hwìt to stroke, 
Khmer bɤt to rub on, apply (& by secondary derivation kbɤt to rub (on)).  
Cf. 1020 *pit &c. …to squeeze, press. 
Sora bid-'bid- to rub. 
 
1037 *rbət to whip, thresh with flail.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) 
Riang-Lang _pat to fan, winnow, to wag tail, (?) Vietnamese bật to strike [fire]; → 
Shan pa ̄t̀ to beat; ~ (*rnbət >) Literary Mon lamuit, Bahnar rəmɤt to whip 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer rùmpɔə̀t, Kuy mphàt, (→?) Stieng rəmbat 
whip; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang _səmpat flail, fan; to thresh, beat.  
Cf. variously West Bahnar habat to whip (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan 
həlpàt, Khasi sympat to beat, whip; Biat rpat to whip, to thresh with flail; mhat to 
whip; Vietnamese vụt to lash with whip; & 1092 *kwit &c. to beat.  
 
1038 *ɓət to bend, manipulate.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Literary Mon ḅuit to press with fingers, 
straighten, Khmer pùət to bend (straight), Kuy phàt to bend straight, Stieng bəːt to 
soften [cane] by bending (beside bɔt to bend, stretch, ← ?Biat), Chrau vət to bend, 
(— saʔ) to stretch [oneself], Biat bɔt to bend, Bahnar ɓət to press with fingers, 
straighten; → Cham bəʔ to bend, curl (v.t.), Acehnese bɔt bent over backwards; to 
stretch.  
Cf. 1029 *[l]pət to fold. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 8 (b).) 
 
(*ɓut see 1178 *ɓun to heap up.) 
 
†1039 *[c]ɓiit; *[c]ɓiət to cover, close, block up. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic) Khmer bɤt to cover, close, Thin bit to 
extinguish, to be extinguished (?), Riang-Lang ¯bit to cover, close, stop up, 
Vietnamese mít to be hermetically closed; → Thai pìt to close; ~ Palaung kənbit to 
block; ~ Riang-Lang ¯səmbit cover, stopper. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *[c]nɓiət >) Bahnar miɛt to stop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Earlier *cbʔiit &c., ~ 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine, restrict? But perhaps *t2ɓ- if Munda, 
below, is not cognate. Cf. further 1098 *s/mp/iit stopper. 
Kharia a'piʼɖ to shut one’s eyes, &c. (PINNOW 1959 93; ?; perhaps contaminated by 
cognate of 1020 *pit &c. to pinch, squeeze…; so semantically e.g. Acehnese pet to 
close eyes, Toba Batak pitpit closed [eyes] < Proto-Austronesian *pitpit to clamp, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 119, to which Khmer is compared at POU & JENNER 1975 no. 1). 
 
1040 *cɓiit; (*cɓiət >) *cɓait; *cɓət; *cɓəət sticky, to stick on.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer bɤt to exude, to stick, affix, Palaung bit to be 
sticky, Lawa Bo Luang pit, Lawa Umphai phit glutinous [rice], Khasi bit to stick.  
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B: (Katuic) Kuy pɛːt to stick on, affix, Bru tapɛt. 
C, D: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) (apparently) → Stieng pot, pəːt to stick on, 
affix by interdialectal borrowing; (C) Cham pàʔ to stick to; ~ (*crɓ- >) Literary 
Mon jaḅuit to be sticky; ~ Mon həbɒt, (D) Riang-Lang ¯səbət gum of tree, by 
metathesis (C/D) Sre bəsət latex.  
Khmer cɔə̀ bɤt mastic is perhaps < *crɓiit by popular etymology, cf. cɔə̀ gum, bɤt to 
rub on. For Stieng pot < *-ət see 345 *pək. Earlier *cbʔiit &c. ~ 948 *cʔi(i)t 
sticky? The following may be connected by metathesis: Vietnamese nếp (< *c[ 
]ɗip?), Kuy [doːi] diːp (< *[c]ɗiip or *[c]ɗiəp), Biat [pih] lʔeːp (< *cnɗiip by 
hypercorrection?) glutinous [rice]; Khmer dɔmnaəp glutinous [rice] (by secondary 
derivation < *cɗəəp?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
†1041 *[j]ɓiət; *[j]ɓaat to suck in mouth. 
A: (Mon, Khasi, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar biəːt to purse [lips] in token of disapproval 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (?), Khasi biat to eat [pulses] a little at a time; ~ Mon həbet 
to suck in mouth. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy) (k)biːat to chew, Bru kubaːt.  
B contaminated by 1371 *ɓaam to chew (& 1375 *kɓiim &c., 1376 *gɓam to have in 
one’s mouth?). 
Sora beˑd-, beːd-'beːd-, sa'beˑd-, Santali ɛmbɛʼd to sip, suck, &c. (PINNOW 1959 251; 
Santali perhaps compound, cf. Kharia ɔʼb). 
 
†‡1042 *[j]ɓat; *[j]ɓaat; *[j]ɓuut; *[j]ɓuət to feel, grasp.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon [cɔm] bɔt to feel, palpate, bɔt [toa] 
fist, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəba ̱t (DIFFLOTH 1984 V142), Biat bat [tiː] fist, to clench, 
Riang-Lang ¯bət to feel, palpate, Khasi bat to hold, catch hold of, grasp; ~ (*[j]nɓat 
>) Sre, Biat mbat, Chrau səmvat handful; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang hməɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang hmət to hold, catch hold of, grasp. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːət to rub [ointment] on. 
C: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Chrau vuːt to grope for [fish], Biat buːt to feel, grasp, 
Bateg Deq bɔt to hold. 
D: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓɔːt to put hand &c. in hole, grasp for fish, take fish 
from trap; ~ Kuy (k)mɑːt to clench; handful.  
Connect by metathesis 1262 *[j]ɗaap to pass hand along. Cf. also Kammu-Yuan səpát 
(səpóːt), səpɯ́t to snatch, grab; & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub. C, D perhaps 
secondary, or contaminated by this, but cf. Munda. 
Kharia ce'puʼɖ to hide in fist, to clench, &c. (PINNOW 1959 137; Proto-Munda *-ud).  
Proto-Austronesian *d'a(N)bat: Malay jabat to touch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45). 
 
1043 *rmɓ[ɔɔ]t tears.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon ruṁḅat /rəmɓɔt/, Modern Mon [daik] kəmɔt, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔamboat, Lawa Umphai rambuat, Mae Sariang ɣambuat, lambuat. 
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†‡1044 *[l]ɓ[a]t soft, tender.  
(Mon, Katuic) Mon bɔt to be soft, tender, delicate, young, Pakoh labɔɔt soft, pliable (so 
*-ɔɔt?)  
Cf. Sre mɓəːc soft. 
Sora 'lamaˑd̥-, 'labad- soft [clay &c.].  
Proto-Austronesian *ləNbut: Malay lĕmbut tender [meat], gentle, soft [voice], &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 94). 
 
†‡1045 *mat eye.  
(Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon mat 
/mɔt/, Modern Mon mòt, Kuy màt eye, Sre mat face, eye, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, 
Halang mat eye, Jeh mat eye, face, Kammu-Yuan màt, Khasi 'mat eye, Mương 
mặt eye, face (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mặt face, Kensiu mɛd, Temiar mad, 
Semelai mɔt, Central Nicobarese [oəl]-mət, -maːt eye, Nancowry ʔuálmát, 
ʔumát; ~ Khasi khmat, Vietnamese mắt eye.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 163; BLOOD 1966 357; SMITH 1972 222; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 83 (a).) 
Sora 'mʔoːd-ən, compounding form 'mɑd-ən, Kharia mɔʼɖ, mɔ̃̓ ɖ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
250).  
Proto-Austronesian *mat2a: Malay mata, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 206; DYEN 1965; 
DAHL 1973 § 10.6, 14.13). See BENEDICT 1975 283-4. 
 
1046 *mut; *muut; *mət to enter. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng mɯt (BLOOD 1966), Sre, Bahnar, Halang mut, Jeh mòt.  
B: (Katuic, ?Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Kuy mùːt, Sakai mɔit (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 77; or A?), ?Nancowry mút to hide. 
C: (North Bahnaric) East Bahnar mət, mɯt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar təmət 
to cause to enter.  
Cf. 968 *guut &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 348; BLOOD 1966 162; SMITH 1972 212, 227.) 
 
1047 *mut; *muut hammer. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre mut (→ Röglai). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar muːt; → Jarai muːt (& təmuːt!), North Röglai mũːʔ.  
Chamic finals indicate borrowing. Sre excludes *tm- or *dm-; Jarai təmuːt ← A 
variant *muut muut? 
 
(*muut see also 1186 *mun[ ] pimple.) 
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1048 *k[p]mat; *k.mət gall. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khmer) Mon [klɛŋ] kəmot, Sre [play] 
mat (DOURNES 1950), Biat [plai] mat, Bahnar [ɗaːk] kəmat, Riang-Lang kəmət, 
Central Sakai kĕmat; (or B) by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəmat. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Kuy mət̀, Bahnar kəmət, 
Vietnamese mật, Pangan kĕmöd (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 G 4).  
(SHAFER 1965 356.) 
 
1049 *kmuət; *kmiət woodworm, weevil. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer khmoːt woodworm, 
weevil, Kuy kmɑːt weevil, West Bahnar mɔːt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese 
[con] mọt woodworm; ~ Bahnar (kɔːn) kəmɔːt woodworm, Palaung kərmuət 
weevil. 
B: (South Bahnaric; contaminated by 957 *kiət to bite…) Stieng kəmiɛːt weevil; ~ 
Biat rmiat [coh] (beside rɲiat…) weevil.  
THOMPSON 1967 367 gives Mương mọch, Vietnamese mọt termite. Distinguish Sre 
moʔ weevil, ← Röglai moʔ, : Tagalog umok. 
 
1050 *cmuət to question.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon cmot /cmot/; ~ Palaung sərmuət.  
 
1050a *tmit short post.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon tmit, Modern Mon mɛt post supporting veranda, 
Biat mit marker stake. 
 
1051 *tmaat[ ] vulture.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Old Khmer tmāt, Modern Khmer thmaːt, 
Stieng kəmaːt; ~ Old Mon tinmāt (& timān) ?/təmmat/, Modern Mon kəmat, 
Kuy mìːt, Bru mìət.  
On Old Mon variants see 416 *mraik[ ]; perhaps /təmmãt/ or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1052 *rmit; *rmiit; *rmiət Curcuma species; yellow. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon, Khasi) Mon mìt turmeric, Proto-Nyah Kur *mɯ̤t (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N28), Sre rəmit greenish- yellow, Chrau rəmɯt yellowish, Biat rmɯt saffron 
(→ Stieng rəmət?), (or B) Khasi lmit-lmit rather [yellow]; ~ Khasi dialect shyrmit 
turmeric. 
B: (Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _rəmit turmeric, yellow, (or A) Central 
Sakai rĕmít saffron. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Khmer rmyat, Modern Khmer rəmìət, 
lmìət saffron, Kuy lmìːt yellow, Khasi lmet-lmet very [yellow], Proto-Semai *rmɛɛt 
yellow (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
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(*yiit, *yiət see 941 *[ʔ]iit coucal.) 
 
†1053 *yət; *yəət to be extinguished. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung yət; ~ piət to extinguish; ~ (*[t]nyət >) 
Stieng ɲeːt to extinguish, extinguished, Biat ɲhɔt to extinguish. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok yɯt to be extinguished; ~ (*pyəət >?) Lawa Bo Luang ʔyɯt, 
Lawa Umphai ʔɲɯt to extinguish.  
Cf. 973 *ŋət; 1077 *lət &c.; 987 *kc[ə]t to die. 
Sora pa'ɲi(ː)d- to be extinguished. 
 
1054 *[s]yət grass.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon sɒt thatching-grass, Imperata arundinacea, Jeh set 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), (~?) Kammu-Yuan cít, Thin kyĭt, kĭt grass; ~ (*[s]nyət 
>) Sre ɲhət, Bahnar ʔɲɛt grass.  
Khmuic, Bahnar suggest (secondary) *cy-!  
(SHAFER 1965 167; SMITH 1972 221; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 96.) 
 
1055 *rit kind of palm yielding writing-material.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon rɜt̀ Corypha umbraculifera, (manuscript written on) palm-leaf, 
Khmer rɯ̀t Latania rhapis leaves. 
 
†1056 *riit; *riət to rotate, go round, to grind. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) ~ Palaung grit, Praok krit to grind [grain]; ~ (*[t]lriit >) Kuy 
leːt to grind, to gin cotton. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon ret /ret/ to visit, Modern Mon rèt to go round, go 
about; ~ (*[t][r]riət >) Khasi tylliat to grind; ~ (*rniət —properly 
nominalisation— > ?) Riang-Lang _niɛt to grind.  
For cognacy of CVC form cf. Munda. Connect 1064 *krit &c. to creak; A81a 
*[s]r[l][ee]t to pass?  
Sora rid-, Kharia riʼɖ to grind, &c. (PINNOW 1959 76).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *krit to grind, BENEDICT 1972 38 no. 119; Karen *gr[e]t, ib. 141-2 
n. 382. 
 
1057 *rət; *rəət; *rat to be startled, alarmed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Khmer rat, Modern Khmer 
rùət to run (away), Vietnamese giật (for **rật) to jerk, (— mình) to be startled (≠ 
to pull forcibly, < 1058 *rət); ~ (*rnr- >) Mon kərɜt̀ to cry, whimper (or B), Sre 
nrət, Biat ndrɔt to start with fright; ~ (*rət rət > *trət >) Khasi thred, thret very 
much [startled]. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer prɤ̀ːt startled. 
C: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ndrat spasm, to jerk, Bahnar kədrat to start with fright.  
Separate Central Nicobarese dət-ŋərit to be startled, < *ɗ-. 
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†‡1058 *rut; *ruut; *ruət; *rət; *rat; *raat; ruc; *ruuc; *rəc (& *rəəc?); *rac to 
pull hard on, pull up, out, reap.  
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Central Sakai rot to pluck out, uproot 
(or < variant?); ~ Palaung brɯt to extract [tooth] (MILNE 1931); (or C?) ~ Khasi 
kynjrot to pull off bit by bit; ~ Nancowry hayɯ́t to push or pull away, tiyɯ́t to jerk. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) Biat ruːt to slide (v.t.), 
Nancowry yúk to cut something smooth, (or *c-rat >?) Praok rut to pull apart, 
away; (or H) → Thai rûut to strip [leaves &c.], milk; ~ Khmer croːt, Stieng səruːt 
to reap, Bahnar haruːt [harəːt] to pull hard on (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese rút to pull (back, out), withdraw. 
C: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon) Mon ròt rat to reap; ~ (*rn- >) nòt not sickle (&/or E, 
J); ~ (*cruət >) Biat rhuat to withdraw, Bahnar hrɔːt to pull on, out, up, Jeh soːt 
to reap, Halang soat, Kammu-Yuan rɔ́ː t to strip grain (& hɔ́ː t; by back-borrowing 
← Tai?). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương giật to pull on (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese 
giật to pull forcibly, snatch (for **rật; ≠ to jerk, be startled, < 1057 *rət); ~ 
Bahnar hərət, Gölar Bahnar gərət to pull with a jerk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 
h(a)rəːt). 
E: (Khasi, Mon, Nicobaric) Khasi rat to uproot; ~ prat to cut [grass], clear [bushes], 
Mon ròt rat to reap, Proto-Nyah Kur *rɛc̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V104; *-c?), Nancowry 
yat to cut.  
F: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bru rìat to snatch; ~ Bahnar braːt to pull on, out, up 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung rɯit to pull out; ~ Bahnar hruc to yank out 
[branch] after cutting. 
H: (Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ròːc to pull out, draw out, Kuy ròːc to 
withdraw [fuel from fire]; ~ Khmer rəbaoc pulled away, out, uprooted, Kuy poːc to 
uproot, pull out; ~ (*cruuc >) Praok rɯc to uproot, Mương rúch to withdraw 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976). 
I: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Katuic) Proto-Semai *rɔc to uproot 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Khmer krèc grec dislocation, to dislocate, (or J?) Kuy khràc 
sprained, Bru rìʔ to harvest; ~ Bahnar h(ə)rɛːk, h(ə)rɛːc to reap, sever, tear (off) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (or J), (*-əəc >? but cf. D) h(ə)rəːc to pull on, out, up.  
J: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese rứt to pull, to tear out; ~ Khasi kynjrait to jerk, 
pull with a jar.  
G &c. in part or wholly by assimilation < *c-rut &c. rather than <*rut-s &c. Cf. 866 
*[ ]wəc &c. to cut, reap; 839 *rəc to slice, cut through; A28b *ruuk to pull up.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40, 60; SMITH 1972 237) 
Sora rud-('rud-) to pluck [flowers], ruɟ-̥, rui- to pluck, to pull out, to snatch, to wrench 
(PINNOW 1959 381).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *Surut to pull between hands: Malay urut to stroke, rub, massage, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, *c-; BENEDICT 1975 358, which see, adds Ami *mi-
Surut to pull); (ii; *parut) Ilocano parut to uproot, Pangasinan pálot to pull out. 
 
†1059 *rut; *ruut; *ruət; *rət to sprinkle, scatter.  
A: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung phrɯt to sprinkle, scatter. 
B: (Katuic) Bru rùːt [flowers, fruit, leaves] to drop off completely. 
C: (Palaungic) Praok ruat to sow broadcast; ~ Praok pruat [ruac] to be scattered.  
D: (Palaungic) Palaung rət, Riang-Lang rat to sprinkle; ~ Palaung prət to scatter.  
Cf. 837 *ra(a)c; 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip. 
Sora o'orːd̥- to drip, [tears to flow].  
Distinguish forms with other finals at PINNOW 1959 219. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 395. 
 
1060 *rut; *ruut; *r[ə]t (to catch fish in) kind of fish-trap.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùt to catch fish in fish-trap (ʔɔŋrùt) resembling 
lobster-pot, Sre rut trap for flying white ants (DOURNES 1950), Chrau rɯt large open-
mesh fish-trap. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon kərɔt karut basket with open bottom for catching mudfish, basket for 
penning fowls. 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy nthrət̀ basket for penning fowls.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
 
‡1061 *ruut; *ruət; *rət; *rat; *rit; *riit; *riət to tighten, constrict. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Khmer rùːt to draw [e.g. 
curtains] together (or < 1058 *ruut to pull hard on…?; → Thai rûut to pull 
[curtains &c.], probably → Kuy rùːt to pull, slide), Kuy ròːt to shrink, to hunch up, 
Biat roːt to shrink, become tight, Palaung rut to draw in with drawstring (MILNE 
1931), Riang-Lang _rut to draw in; → Shan hù̄t to tighten; ~ Mon hərɔt sarut to 
pull [string] tight, close [bag] with string. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer rùːət to seize round top or neck, 
Stieng ruɔːt to tighten, pull in, Praok rɔt to gird, Lawa Umphai [hau] ruat rice-
sack; → Acehnese ruət to secure [trousers] firmly; ~ Palaung kruət to strangle with 
a cord (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _səkruat to strangle, choke, smother; ~ Mon kròt 
grot to fit closely. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Kuy rət̀ to tie, bind (or E); → Shan hɯ̀̄t to tighten [belt 
&c.]; ~ Biat krɔt to shrink, huddle together; ~ (*sr- >; or D) Kuy sat to tie. 
D: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rət to gird; → Thai rát, Shan hāt̀. 
E: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀t to draw up tight. 
F: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, ?Kuy) Kuy rìːt (or G; → Thai rîit) to 
squeeze out, press on, Sre riːt tight, Biat reːt to tighten, Chrau reːt, Bateg Nong rit, 
Semai I riːd to squeeze; → Cham riːʔ to draw net in. 
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G: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Stieng riət [kɔu] to strangle with a 
cord, West Bahnar rɛːt to draw tight, to gird, to strangle, to reduce in size 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan riat to tie together, Temiar rəyɛd to squeeze; 
~ (*[s].riət >) Bahnar hərɛːt to draw tight, to gird, to strangle, to reduce in size, 
Vietnamese riết to draw tight.  
Connect Nancowry ʔɛc̃ tight, to strangle. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *Səɣət: Malay (h)ĕrat constriction, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 425; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii; *ka[r]rt) Ivatan kalút to close with a draw string. Note 
also Malay chĕrut [python, belt, noose] to squeeze; ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
1062 *ruut; *ruət to buy. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rɔt (& rat!) to barter, buy. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre roat, Biat rwat, Jeh, Halang ruat to buy.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk.  
(BLOOD 1966 83; SMITH 1972 232.) 
 
1063 *ruət tier.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer rùːət; ~ truːət to lie one upon another, piled up; ~ Middle Mon 
tambrot /təmrot/, Modern Mon pərot [caik] small stupa on tiered base of large 
one. 
 
†‡1064 *krit; *kriit; *kriət; by metathesis *rkiət to creak.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar krit creakily (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kreːt creakily (TANDART 1935). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon kret to creak, Khmer kriət creakily (TANDART 
1935), Khasi khret-khret grating, Nancowry ʔiãt to squeak. 
D: (South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Sre rəkiat (→ Röglai), Biat rciat to grind, creak, 
gnash, (or C?) Central Nicobarese kẽət-[cəkaː] to gnash.  
Connect perhaps 1056 *riit &c. …to grind, whether or not original. Onomatopoeic 
(As D) Sora ri'ked̥- to creak.  
Proto-Austronesian *kiət: Acehnese k/r/ɛt-k/r/ɛt Onomatopoeic for creaking, 
grinding, Malay kiat to creak, k/ĕr/iat-[kĕriut] creaking, Javanese kĕt-kèr-kĕr-kèt 
to creak, squeak, Tagalog k/al/it creak, Cebuano Bisayan k/ág/it to make a 
creaking sound, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 168; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Note also Javanese krĕkĕt grinding or grating sound, to grind [e.g. teeth] (< 
*k/ar/ətkət, cf. Cebuano kagitkit n.?). 
 
1065 *kruət (& *krut?) kind of bee.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre krot kind of bee of medium size (< variant?), Bru 
krɔːt bee; ~ Stieng kəndrɔːt wasp, Chrau kəndrɔːt small kind of bee, Bahnar 
kədrɔːt kind of bee of medium size nesting in hollow trees, Jeh kadroːt honey-bee, 
Halang gədroat kind of apid; ~ (*kpruət >) Khmer prùːət, pruːət kind of bee 
building layered nest in hollow trees &c.  
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Connect obscure Mon hərot kind of bee nesting in hollow trees.  
(SMITH 1972 236.) 
 
1066 *graat to scatter.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi krad; ~ Riang-Lang _kəntrɑt seed-harrow.  
Connect 837 *ra(a)c. 
 
†1067 *criit; *criət to cram in. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat chreːt close together; apparently by back-formation ~ Sre riːt 
close together, Biat reːt to pack close together. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer crìət, TANDART 1935 also criət to intercalate, press on, 
pack in, jostle, Kuy siːt to crowd against, crowded; ~ Literary Mon taret to press into. 
Sora sə'ried- to be overfilled, crowded, to become tight, rigid, swollen, 'sareˑd- tight. 
 
1068 *criit; *t1riit cricket, to chirr. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central & South Aslian) Central Sakai jarét variety of mole-cricket, 
Besisi sĕrē-it to whine (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 97 (a)); ~ Mon 
kərɛt caṅrit, Khmer cɔŋrɤt cricket; ~ Bru ʔabriːt cricket; → Thai cîŋrìit cricket; 
Malay chĕngkĕrek mole-cricket. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng treːt, Chrau [kɔːn] treːt cricket, Sre triːt to 
whistle, Palaung [ə]krit cricket.  
Onomatopoeic? Note Ilocano kuriat, Pangasinan kóryat cricket. Otherwise B by 
assimilation  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
(*t1riit see preceding.) 
 
1069 *drit; *driit to slope.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat [ŋkeːŋ] drɯt sloping.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer trèːt to slope, lean, incline, Bru trèːʔ (by dissimilation?). 
 
1070 *priit; *priət banana.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar priːt, Jeh, Halang prìat. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy priːt.  
(SHAFER 1965 104; BLOOD 1966 224; SMITH 1972 214.) 
 
1071 *mraat rough, untamed, viovlent.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon pəràt to be viovlent, Khasi mrad animal; cruel, 
inhuman, Central Nicobarese maiyaːt rough, unplaned, Nancowry yãt, puyãt. 
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1072 *sriit rhinoceros.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon srīt /srit/, Modern Mon sɛt, (~?) Lawa Umphai raip; → 
Thai rɛɛ̂t.  
Also Khmuic, see SHORTO 1971.  
 
1073 *sriit; *sriət cold.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer sreːt cold to the touch (TANDART 1935).  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese rét to be cold, feel cold. 
 
1074 *sraat sour, acid.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng, Sre səraːt, Chrau saːt (BLOOD 
1966 sraːt), Biat chraːt sour, acid, by vowel metathesis (*sa(a)rət >) Central 
Nicobarese haiyɤt, hãːyɤt [fluid] to turn sour; ~ (*spraat >) Vietnamese 
[chua]-chát (for **trát) sour, acid.  
(BLOOD 1966 332.) 
 
‡1075 *lit; *liət; *lait to lick.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer lɯ̀t to lick, lap. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung leət (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _liɛt, Praok lɛt to lick, Bru lìət; ~ Kammu-Yuan klɛ ̀ː t to lick; ~ 
(*lmpiət >) Sre, Biat mpiat, Chrau ləpiət, Bahnar rəpiɛt, Jeh lapiat, Halang 
rəpiat, (by metathesis, or ~ *p[ ]liət >?) Semnam pəlɛd tongue. 
C: (Khasi, North Aslian) Semang lat to lick (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 
65); ~ Khasi thyllied tongue.  
Cf. Khasi jliah to lick; 1286a *liəp to lick; 1409 *[c]limʔ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 351; BLOOD 1966 105; SMITH 1972 228; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 TANDART 
1935 164.) 
Proto-Austronesian *l1id3aq tongue: Malay lidah, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 16.3; cf. 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *dilah). So connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *Zilat to 
lick: Malay jilat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *d-; DYEN 1951; DAHL 1973 § 16.4; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 328. 
 
†‡1076 *lit (?); *liit; *liət slippery, to smear on. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat lɯt worn, well- worn, well-trodden (or ad 953 *lʔiit &c., 
which compare?). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Semang lit[lut] smeared (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 291), Central Nicobarese leːtə to smear face with pigment; → 
Röglai lit [dou] sticky; ~ Mon kəlɛt to be smooth, to slip; ~ Sre kəniːt red clay, 
Biat ŋleːt dirt, dirty; ~ West Bahnar bliːt to waterproof with wax or oil 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Jarai ɓliːt to stick. 
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C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old 
Mon let /let/, Modern Mon lèt to smear on, Khmer lìət to caulk, Kuy lìːt to scoop 
up, smear on (probably, rather than A), Khasi liat to fall through, slip, miscarry 
(contaminated by 1081 *lut &c., which compare); → Malay liat (in sense) clayey; 
~ Mon klet to be glutinous, sticky, adhesive, Palaung kleət to be smooth, slippery; → 
Acehnese kliət clayey; ~ (*[k]pliət >) Mon kəlet to smear with, smear on, 
Vietnamese trét to smear, to caulk; ~ Biat glɛːt sprain, (ntiːŋ glɛːt) dislocation; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan ləmɛ ̀ː t smooth (or ad *lʔiit &c.?).  
Slippery contaminated by *lut &c.? Cf. further Vietnamese trát to coat, smear, trượt 
slippery ~ mượt to be smooth and shining; sét clay; & 1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery. 
Sora 'tule(ː)d-ən gum, pus.  
Proto-Austronesian by metathesis *li(N)kiət: Acehnese lökiət viscous, clayey, Malay 
lekit adhesive…, Javanese lèngkèt to cleave to (→ Malay lengket sticking together), 
&c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 198; Proto-Hesperonesian; also *likət: Javanese likĕt to 
stick, sticky, Pampangan likat stickiness, &c., Proto-Hesperonesian; *ləkət to stick, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, Proto-West-Indonesian; perhaps contaminated by *Zəkət to 
stick, DAHL 1973 § 14.5 &c. = DEMPWOLFF 1938 39 (*d-), 47 (*d'-)). 
 
1077 *li[i]t; *lət to be extinguished.  
A: (North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese leɛt-[ŋoŋ &c.] burnt out, 
quenched, Nancowry liát completed, finished; ~ Semang [yaʼ] pĕlīt to extinguish 
(i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 257 (b)), Semaq Beri pəlet night. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Aslian) Khmer lùət to extinguish, Central Sakai lôt to be extinguished; 
~ Old Mon plit /pløt/, Modern Mon plɒt to be extinguished, Pangan [ya]-plöd to 
extinguish (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
Connect Praok prɯt to extinguish? Cf. 973 *ŋət, 1053 *yə(ə)t; 423 *lək &c. to sink, 
be immersed, 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded, to sink, 1287 *ləp &c. to immerse; 721 
*lɔŋ to be immersed.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 18.) 
 
†‡1078 *laat to be spread out flat.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer lìːət to spread (v.t), to extend, be spread out; flat, Central 
Rölöm, Bahnar laːt flat; ~ (*lmlaat >) Biat blaːt bottom (e.g. of river), East 
Bahnar blaːt flat (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 324.) 
Sora laˑd- to spread out [cloth], to hold [legs] wide apart, laːd-'laːd- to spread, unfurl, 
stretch (v.i.t.).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *daɣat: Malay darat dry land, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37; BLUST 
1972 no. 89 adds Oceanic). 
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1079 *laat (laac?) bare.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Semai laːd (TAUERN 1914); ~ Mon həlat to be bare, bald, 
shaven, to bare, Proto-Nyah Kur *təla ̠ac (DIFFLOTH 1984 V106), Khmer sralāt to 
bare (GUESDON 1930);  
Connect Proto-Semai *laac bald (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
 
1080 *l[o]t to jump, to run.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lòːt to jump, spring, Kuy lòːt to jump, Sre 
lot to go, Chrau loːt to run (away). (Cf. B61.) 
 
†1081 *lut; *luut; *luət; *lət; *lat; (*lut-s &c. >) *luc; *luuc; *luəc; *l[ə]c to 
slip (off, down). 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer lùt to slip away, to let go of; ~ (*[r]mlut >) 
Bahnar təblut to cave in. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer rəlùːt, ləlùːt, Stieng rəluːt to 
abort, give birth prematurely, Biat [prah] rloːt to fall [head over heels]; ~ 
(*[r][b]luut >) Biat rbloːt to slip off, Vietnamese trụt to slide down; ~ Palaung 
plut to take off [clothes &c.], Vietnamese trút [rain] to pour; to shed [load], to yield 
up [soul]; ~ Bahnar hlūt to fall into a trap (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon lot /lot/, Modern Mon lòt 
to fall prone, Lawa Bo Luang [hlaiʔ] luat [rain] to fall, Vietnamese lọt to slip into, 
pass through, fall into; ~ (*[r]mluət >) Jölong təbluət to slip, to slip from hand &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok sibluat to shake out, shake off; ~ (*[t]rluət >) 
West Bahnar təduat [tool] to fly off handle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat lɔt to abort (v.t.); ~ rlɔt to slip off. 
E: (Khmer) ~ Khmer phlɔə̀t to falter…, (— sniət) slip up. 
F: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Khasi loit to take off, undress, untie, detach 
(or H?), Vietnamese lột to strip off, to slough (rather than A); ~ Sre pluc to come 
loose, fall off (→ Röglai), (or H?) Khasi phloit [ring round handle] to come off. 
G: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Palaung lut, Mon also luit to 
take off [clothes &c.], Central Nicobarese [et]-loːic-[həŋə] to slough, Nancowry 
ʔitlúc, ʔitlíc to skin, to peel; ~ Khmer ploːc slippery; ~ Khasi [kaba mih] phylluid 
prolapsus; ~ Bahnar təploːc to lose hold of [fish]. 
H: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan lɯ̀ac to skin, to take off; ~ Bahnar 
təblɔːc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), təbluəc to slip, to slip from hand &c.; ~ Kammu-
Yuan klɯ́ac to slip, (or F?) Khasi khloid to dislocate. 
I: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Chrau lac to fall out through hole, 
Central Rölöm lac to fall (BLOOD 1976); ~ Mendriq, Jah Hut bəlac smooth; ~ Kuy 
slec, lhec to slip, Temiar səlej smooth.  
Cf. 1076 *lit &c. slippery, to smear on, with perhaps mutual contamination Connect as 
causative 856 *luc &c. to steal?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
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Sora pa'lud-, 'paːloːd- to slip through; ~ Kharia ɔʼlɔʼɖ slippery, to slip, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 259; Proto-Munda *ələd); Sora ə'lo- (beside a'loː-) to slide. 
 
1082 *luut; (?) *luət to err. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lùt to commit a fault, Palaung lut fault, (MILNE 1931) to err, 
Praok lut to err; ~ Middle Mon [byi] plut to impute blame, Modern Mon plut to 
slander, traduce, Proto-Nyah Kur *lṳuc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V107; *-c?); (~?) Riang-
Lang _plut to repent. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon plòt blot [plèt] to miss the mark, go astray (or < 861 *[b]lac?). 
 
1083 *[ ]luut; *[ ]luc to sprout. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer lùːt; ~ Middle Mon klut, Modern Mon, Proto-Nyah Kur 
*khlu̱uc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V108; *-c?); ~ Middle Mon talut to cause to spring up, 
Modern Mon kəlɔt to plant.  
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi shylluit to bloom.  
Perhaps *t2l- or *cl-, Khmer by back-formation; Khasi then by progressive 
assimilation < *-ut? Connection uncertain Kharia kɔ'lɛʼɖ bamboo shoot, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 256 (Proto-Munda *qəlit).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58) 
 
1084 *luət; *luus; *luəs to draw out. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lòt drawplate, Palaung luət, Praok lɔt to draw out, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai luat to draw out, take out; → Shan lòt to witharaw [bolt]; ~ 
(?*luət luət > *t1luət >) Riang-Lang ˉtruat to draw out. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang luːyh to pluck feathers. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lùːəh luəs to draw (out), cut strips off; wire, cord, 
&c., Stieng [seː] luɛh brass wire; → Thai lûat wire, → Kuy lùːt.  
A hardly all ← Tai ← C; the same final variant between 1078 *laat and 191 *laas. Cf. 
Röglai ləh to withdraw; ← a variant *ləs?  
(SMITH 1972 509.) 
 
1085 *kl[ɔɔ]t kind of creeper from which ropes are made.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] klɔːt, Sre klot (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar klɔːt 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Semang hadlud Daemonorops species (?) (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 R 41?  
(SHAFER 1965 67.) 
 
1086 *[c]laat frightened.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar hlīt to flee in terror 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok lat, Lawa hlat to be afraid; ~ (*[c]blaat >) Khmer 
cùmlìːət, Bahnar pəlīt to frighten (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& by levelling pəhlīt); 
~ (*[c]rlaat >) Kuy raːt to be afraid of [someone].  
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Bahnar fronting probably normal in context. Cf. 857 *klaac. 
 
(*clu(u)t see 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout.) 
 
1086a *[t]lət; *[t]ləət to be folded back. 
A: (Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Kuy k(ə)lət to roll up, fold back, turn inside out; ~ (→) 
Sre plot to folded back (DOURNES 1950); by secondary derivation ~ Sre tərplot to 
folded back. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat rləːt to be turned up, folded back; ~ pləːt to be turned up, 
folded back.  
Or *plə(ə)t by metathesis < 1029 *'[l]pət to fold, Kuy by secondary derivation? 
 
 
 (*t2lu(u)t see 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout.) 
 
1087 *[t]luət (whistle) flute.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khasi) Kuy luːt [tuːt], Khasi (compounding form!) [ʼdong] lot-lot; ~ 
Mon kəlot talot &c.  
Earlier *[t]luy [t]luy, connected Khmer khloy? 
 
1088 *t1luət; *t1lət; *t1ləət to swallow. 
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric; ~ *t1nluət >) Kammu-Yuan klɯ̀at to swallow 
[sth. large], Vietnamese nuốt, Central Nicobarese cinluːət-[həʃe] to swallow. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t1blət >) Riang-Lang _təklat to swallow. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *t1mləət >) Kammu-Yuan kəmlə̀ː t, Praok blɯt to swallow.  
Originally perhaps all *t1nl-, > *t1ml- by dissimilation, denasalized in Riang-Lang 
Cf. 1201 *lu[u]n &c. 
 
(*plə(ə)t see 1086a *[t]lət to be folded back.) 
 
1089 *[s]luut (& *[s]lut?) deaf.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hlut, Riang-Lang ˉlut, Praok lɯt, Lawa Bo Luang hlaɯk, 
Lawa Umphai hlaut, Mae Sariang hlaɯt [suak]; ~ Kammu-Yuan səlúːt; by 
secondary derivation (*-ut?) ~ Khasi kyllut. 
 
†1090 *wit; *wiit; *wiət; *wət; *wat; *waat; *wut; *wuut; *wuət to go round, 
curve, bend, turn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer vɯ̀t to stir repeatedly, beat, Bahnar wit curve, eddy 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (— wiːŋ) to whirl round, (wit wih) (in) return, to return; 
(or B) → Malay wet, uet to turn by back-paddling, to waggle [finger], wriggle 
[buttocks], Iban uit to turn by back- paddling; ~ Sre kuit (& kuet) to bend back; ~ 
Khasi kyrwit round, turn. 
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B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wìːt dizzy, Riang-Lang _vit to 
surround; to turn round, stir round and round; ~ Sre kuiːt bent, to bend (v.t.); ~ 
Lawa Umphai rawit to surround.  
C: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Chrau wɛːt to turn round, Bahnar wɛt̄ 
to turn [e.g. collar] back (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang _viɛt to wring 
[clothes], Praok vɛt [vɛ] to change direction, Lawa Bo Luang wiat to turn, Khasi 
wiat to bend [bow], Temiar wɛ ̃ː d giddy (BENJAMIN 1976B 132); ~ Bahnar ruɛt to 
wring [clothes] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Stieng uəːt, Bahnar wət time, (recurrent) occasion 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has Bahnar wəːt, wɤːt to turn (v.t.)), Kammu-Yuan wɯ̀t-
[rəŋwɯ̀t] [many] wagging, waggling, Khasi wet-wet [to go] round hurriedly. 
E: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi wat time; ~ Khmer 
khvat-[khvaeŋ] intertwined, meandering, Biat kwat hooked, bent back; ~ Kammu-
Yuan kətwàt to wag, wave; ~ Mương quặt to bend (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese 
quặt to turn (v.i.); ~ Khasi kyrwat turn of path. 
F: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer vìːət to turn boat by paddling, Stieng 
uaːt to wag [tail], Bahnar waːt circular, to encircle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese quạt to fan, to winnow; ~ Khasi kyrwad 
turn; ~ West Bahnar təwaːt to turn (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _wot, _vot to be bent, crooked, to arch. 
H: (Palaungic) Praok vut to turn away (v.i.). 
I: (Bahnaric) Bahnar wɔːt to turn (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Chrau [rəwiː] 
rəwɔːt dizzy.  
G-I secondary. Connect besides Sre kuet (above, A; ~ tərkuet caus.) Sre weːt to turn 
round (v.i.t.); & 862 *wic &c. twisted. Add B73 *wiət to repay? 
Sora ɩd-, ed- to circle, wind (or : 1794 *wi(i)l?). 
 
1091 *wat; *waat to throw.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer vɔə̀t, Kammu-Yuan wat. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa wat.  
 
1092 *kwit; *kwiət; *kwət to beat. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau kwɯt to lash; ~ Khasi khyrwit to beat with stick, 
kyrwit to beat. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung hviət small stick; (~) Khasi kawiat to beat with sth. 
small. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) Palaung hvət to hit with small stick 
(MILNE 1931), (!; ?) Vietnamese quật to whip, beat; ~ (*krwət >) Halang wɒt to 
hit, Praok sivɛt to beat, flog.  
Vietnamese tone obscure. Note Gölar Bahnar huat to whip; Palaung hviən to hit; 
Khmer rəvèc ravic to swish to and fro. Cf. 1037 *rbət to whip, thresh with flail. 
 
(*[g]wat, *gwaat see 867 *kwaac to scratch.) 
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1093 *rwiət subject to fits, mad.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang rəvɛt (to go) mad, Central Nicobarese əroaːt 
fits, spasm, convulsion, (əroaːt -paiyuːh) mad.  
Assuming (i) *-wi- inhibits Nicobaric *r > y, (ii) *-wiə- > *-wɨə- > -oaː-. 
Connection uncertain Bahnar hawɛːn, hawɛːŋ mad (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1094 *[r]wət; *rwəət; *[r]wəc; *rwəəc inattentive, to forget.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon) Old Mon wit /wøt/, Modern Mon wɜt̀ to forget, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *thəwət̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V144), Biat rwɔt rwɔt vague, obscure, Chrau [cɯt] 
ləwət to faint. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat rwɯːt imprudent, careless. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese wait-[ŋəyən] to forget, Nancowry wác to miss a 
target. 
D: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *rawɯɯc carelessly (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect (via a form *s-rwi(i)c?) Stieng auiːc, Sre huiʔ, Chrau huc [cɛʔ] to forget; 
Bahnar has hiəːt. 
 
1095 *swiit; *swiət; *swat to wither.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer) svɤt not as when new or young…, to wither, Kuy 
sweːt, feːt, Praok vit to wither. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wɯ́at (& wúat) to shrivel, shrink, Palaung hviət 
(MILNE 1931) (& Palaung hiət; contaminated by 1101 *suət, which compare?) to 
wither, Riang-Lang ˉviɛt wrinkles, to be wrinkled, to wither. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer (GUESDON 1930) svāt' to wither; ~ Vietnamese quắt to 
shrivel, shrink, dry up, be wizened.  
Khmer has further svɔːt flaccid; (GUESDON 1930) svöt to wither. Cf. also 980 *sŋuət to 
dry up. (Cf. PINNOW 1959 K 525.) 
 
1096 *swat; *suət thin, small. 
A: (Mon, North & South Aslian) Middle Mon swat, Modern Mon hwɔt to be small, Sakai 
wat thin (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 65); ~ Old Mon suṁwat 
/səmwɔt/ small; child, Modern Mon həmot child, Pangan hamad thin (i.e. Bateg 
Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kərhuət to be thin, slender (MILNE 1931). 
 
1097 *siit; *siət to comb. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sɤt; ~ Khmer snɤt, Chrau səniːt comb. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Stieng, Biat nɛːt, Central Rölöm niət comb; ~ 
Semang könsiet comb (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 210A).  
Cf. Bru nciːʔ to comb.  
(BLOOD 1966 93.) 
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1098 *siit; *siət to stop up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau seːt to plug up; ~ Biat ncheːt to plug up; ~ Stieng, Chrau 
səpeːt, Sre (→ Röglai) səmpit, Biat mpeːt stopper, cork. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer siət, Kuy siːt to insert in sheath, slot, &c., 
Stieng siət to stop up. 
 
(*[ ]siit see 1103 *[s]rsiət kind of tree.) 
 
1099 *sut; *suut kind of bee. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sut small kind of bee, Stieng suːt (or B?), Chrau sɯt, Biat 
chot bee. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?South Aslian) Bahnar suːt large kind of bee, Kammu-
Yuan huːt kind of bee, Besisi shūht small wild bee (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 140; or A?).  
Connect 873 *suc &c. to sting?  
(SHAFER 1965 253: SMITH 1972 218.) 
 
1100 *suut to sharpen; sharp.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre sout, Chrau soːt, Biat choːt sharp, Khasi shut to 
sharpen.  
(BLOOD 1966 17.) 
 
1101 *suət to dry up.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Stieng suət, Sre suat dry, dried up, Chrau suət to dry up, 
Biat chuat, chwat to (get) dry, Röngao tsɔt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Proto-Semai 
*soot [stream] to dry up (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect Kuy sʔɑːt to be dry; & cf. Kuy sɛːt to dry up, Bru thrɛːt; & cf. 980 *sŋuət to 
dry up; 1095 *swiit &c. to wither.  
(BLOOD 1966 84.) 
 
(*suət see also 1096 *swat thin… .) 
 
†1102 *gsuut to rub.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Bahnar suːt to rub 
(on), wipe, Palaung sut to rub, Nancowry sút to rub; ~ Biat rchuːt to rub on, Khasi 
kyrshut to rub, scour, Pangan gersoyd to rub (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 194); ~ 
Mintil ŋgɔsɔt̃ to wipe.  
Cf. 879 *khuc &c. to wipe, wash; & Central Nicobarese -ʃɛːc- to (wipe) clean, 
Nancowry séc (rather < *cʔaʔ-s?).  
(SMITH 1972 219.) 
Sora go'soːd- to wash, wipe (& with variant vocalism goː'sad- to wipe dry), Kharia 
gɔ'sɔʔ to anoint, &c. (PINNOW 1959 207). 
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(*psi(i)t see 1903 *ptis fungus.) 
 
1103 *[s]rsiət; *[ ]siit kind of tree. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon kəset Pentace burmanica, Khmer trəsiət Pentace sp. 
(SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.), Bru kasiat; → Burmese kasac[khā:] Pentace 
burmanica; Thai sǐisìat Pentace burmanica, Acacia catechu. 
B: (Katuic, ?Palaungic) Kuy seːt Acacia farnesiana (?; Thai kràtʰǐn), perhaps (~?) 
Riang-Lang [ˉkhɛʔ] ˉkhit Dolichandrone spp. 
 
1104 *hiit; *hət to sniff, pant. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Khmer hɤt to sniff (at), inhale, Stieng 
hiːt to sniff; cold in the nose, Bahnar heːt-heːt to pant, be out of breath, Mương hít to 
smell (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 106), Vietnamese hít to inhale, Pangan häd 
smell (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 292 (a)). 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric) Khmer hɔt to be out of breath, Biat hɔt to be 
out of breath; cold; tobacco, Bahnar hət (to smoke) tobacco, Bru hɛt to sniff, Central 
Nicobarese hɤt-[hətə] to smell, Nancowry hɯ̀t to sniff.  
Cf. Khmer hɤːt asthma (→ Kuy, Biat hɯːt); 1106 *hut &c. to suck…; 1294 *hiip &c. 
to suck in, to inhale. 
 
1105 *hat narrow, crowded.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau hat crowded, Sre hat narrow, restricted in size, Biat hat 
narrow, Bahnar hat crowded together (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 351.) 
 
†‡1106 *hut; *huut; *huət; *huc; *huuc; *huəc to suck, drink.  
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer hot to suck up, 
to (swallow in one) gulp, (or B) Stieng huːt to inhale, to suck up last of drink, 
Nancowry Ɂitɲót to suck; ~ (*huc-hu(u)t >?) Kensiu, Sabum jəhʉd to suck (& 
Kintaq Bong jɔt, Temiar jɔd?). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese hút to suck, inhale; ~ Thin hmut to 
suck up, (~?) Praok ŋɤt (!) to nose-kiss, Lawa Bo Luang hŋaɯk, Lawa Umphai 
hŋaut to smell. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer huːət to absorb water and dry 
up quickly (contaminated by 1101 *suət); ~ (*huəc-huət >?) Biat chuat to 
absorb; ~ (*cnhuət >?) Palaung ɲuɔt to absorb, suck up (MILNE 1931), Teressa-
Bompoka Nicobaric ɲɔːt-[hətə] to suck. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre huc to drink [water], Temiar huj to sip 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 138); → Jarai huc to drink from a glass. 
E: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy hoːc to sip [hot liquid], Chrau huːc to drink, Bahnar huːc to 
drink from spoon, (so probably, rather than B) Jeh hut to drink, suck, Halang huːt 
to drink.  
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F: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar hɔːc to drink by sipping (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → 
Cham huyʔ to drink [soup] from spoon, (or C) Acehnese uət to swallow.  
Note semantic consistency of forms with each final; *-c by expressive deformation? 
Munda supports their unity. Connect perhaps 1104 *hiit &c. to sniff…; 796 
*[cʔ]u(u)c drunk; but connection dubious 829 *ɓu(u)c to suck; or Mon sòt jrot 
&c. to suck.  
(SHAFER 1965 274; SMITH 1972 243; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (b).) 
Kharia u’ɖ to drink, to sip, &c. (PINNOW 1959 142).  
Proto-Austronesian *u[d1]u[d1]: Malay udut to smoke, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 159; 
Proto-West-Indonesian, or Proto-Malayo-Javanese if Ngaju Dayak ← Malay; → 
Thai dùut to suck, to absorb, Shan lǔt to smoke, → Riang-Lang [_i] ˉdut tobacco). 
See BENEDICT 1975 401. 
 
1106a *[k]hɔɔt to dry up.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Katuic) Mon khɔt [e.g. plaster] to dry, Bahnar khɔːt [water] 
to dry up, Bru khɒːt to evapourate. 
 
1107 *[k]huut; *[k]hu(ə)t to call.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon khut /khut/ to call, summon, Modern Mon khut to name. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi khot to call, summon, denominate. 
 
(*chiit, *chait see 949 *cʔiit to confine, restrict.) 
 
1107a *chət insipid, tasteless.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat chɔt, Palaung cət (MILNE 1931). 
 
1108 *chutː *chuət to escape, to deliver.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang chɔt to be healed, saved, to heal, save. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon chot to avoid, escape, not to be, Palaung cuət to 
deliver, disenchant (MILNE 1931).  
Connect obscure Vietnamese thoát [khỏi] to escape. 
 
1109 *jhuut to go backwards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mon chut chut to go back, backwards (→ 
Burmese chut), Vietnamese tụt to slide down, fall behind (contaminated by trụt, ~ 
1081 *luut to slip); ~ Proto-Semai *krɲɤɤt to go backwards (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect 876 *huc &c. to decrease…? 
 
1110 *[t1]hat to excess.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Old Mon thatta /thɔt/ [earth to quake] violently, Khasi that [to 
shake, tremble, stink] very much; → Acehnese that excessive, very.  
Cf. following. 
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1111 *dhat thick, well-built.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Middle Mon that to be powerful, severe (separate probably 
Old Mon thatta, see preceding), Modern Mon thɔt to be strong, Khmer thɔə̀t to be 
fat (→ Biat [deh] rdhɔt thickset, with secondary prefix?), Palaung hət to be thick; 
~ Riang-Lang ˉkhət to be thick; ~ Old Mon dirhat /dərhɔt/ strength, magnitude, 
Modern Mon sɛʔ̀hɔt strength.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 20.) 
 
1112 *phat; *phaat to distribute, disburse. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer phat to spread evenly, sprinkle, dissipate, to repay 
[debt], Biat phat to hand over. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre phaːt to pay, repay, (tam —) to distribute (→ 
Röglai phaː), Vietnamese phát to distribute. 
 
1113 *phut to cease.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon phuit to cease, to sever, Khmer phot end; to cease, to end, 
exceed, come up to.  
Connect probably 875 *huc &c. finished, 1539 *həy &c. finished. 
 
1114 *rhat rotary device.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon hɔt spinning-wheel, cotton gin, windlass of well, sugar-cane 
crusher (→ Burmese rahat spindle, wheel), Khmer rəhat spindle, winder, rotary 
machine; ~ (*rnhat >) Kuy ŋhat spinning-wheel. 
  
(*lhiət see 953 *lʔiit …slippery.; *lhəət see 954 *lʔuət wet, cold.) 
 
(*ʔiən see 882 *ʔa[i][ɲ] (elder) brother.) 
 
†1115 *[ʔ]anʔ; *ʔən[ ] 3rd person singular pronoun.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bru ʔan, Palaung ən, Riang-Lang ˉhnʔ 
3rd person singular pronoun, Vietnamese hắn he, she, Central Nicobarese ən 3rd 
person singular pronoun, Nancowry ʔəń. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Stieng əːn who, what, which?, Riang-Lang _an clause-
subordinating particle; → Shan án which (or ← A, or ad Praok an, below; then → 
Riang-Lang?).  
Connect Praok an that, in this (< *ʔaa-n, *ʔii-n?); ~ Palaung nan this, Praok nan 
thus, probably → Shan na ̄ǹ that, nán thus, nàn there. 
Sora 'an[in] 3rd person singular pronoun. 
 
1116 *ʔaa[n] tray of betel-box.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon an [hədɔʔ], Palaung an.  
Or *-ɲ. 
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(*ʔain see 882 *ʔa[i][ɲ] (elder) brother.) 
 
1117 *ʔən to be, exist.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng ən to exist, to have, Riang-Lang ˉan to be the 
case, be true. 
 
1118 *ʔɔn to be small in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon ’an /ʔɔn/ to have few, little of, to lack, Modern Mon on to be 
small in quantity, to lack, Khmer ʔɔn to diminish; → Cham ʼan diminution.  
Mon vowel raising regular, as following nasal?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 28.) 
  
1119 *ʔun; *ʔuun; *ʔuən; *ʔan; *ʔaan to give.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ɯn. 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ùːn. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy ʔɑːn, Bru ʔɔ̃ː n. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar an, Thin ʔăn. 
E: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau, Biat aːn.  
Vocalism obscure, though E probably secondary. 
 
†1120 *ʔuun (& *ʔun?); *ʔən to place, put. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ʔŭn (< *ʔun?), Palaung un, Praok ɯn to place, put 
(down), Lawa Bo Luang ʔaɯŋ to make [e.g. promise], put. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre ən to place, put, Biat ɔn to keep, Khasi en [rob] to 
dress, put on. 
Kharia un to put, keep. (PINNOW 1959 377). 
 
1121 *[ ]ʔuun[ ]; *[ ]ʔən[s] to hide.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar oːn v.t., Riang-Lang ˉun to be hidden, to hide. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ẩn to hide (v.i.).  
Perhaps *[t]ʔ-, ~ following Cf. 1168 *[d]puun &c. 
 
(*cʔən see 951 *cʔ[ə]t sated, cloyed.) 
 
1122 *[t]m[ʔ]uun; *[t]m[ʔ]uən; *[t]m[ʔ]aan false, untrue.  
A: (Mon, ?Nicobaric) Mon həmɔn thamun, samun to be untruthful, to be untrue (or Mon 
< *mun cf. 1185), ?Nancowry ɲùɲ lie (suggests *snʔuuɲ). 
B: (Palaungic) Praok muan [ti pɛ len] to falsify. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese man to be false.  
~ preceding? Probably not *sm-, since *sbmuən > Praok **simuan; but perhaps 
*dmʔ-, if further connected 1168 *[d]puun &c. to hide. 
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1123 *lʔaan path.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon dan path, Khmer daːn path, trail, scent (& by levelling lʔaːn) (→ 
Cham ḍan); ~ Khmer lùmʔaːn path, trail, scent. 
 
1124 *lʔun; *lʔuun; *lʔuən; *lʔən soft, tender.  
A: (Khmer, Mon) Khmer don soft, weak, Old Mon lu'in /ləʔøn/ to soften, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ləʔu̱n (DIFFLOTH 1984 V149).  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung on [meat] to be tender (MILNE 1931). 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan ɔ̀ː n soft, mild, 
pale, (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese non to be tender, young, weak; ~ 
(*lmʔuən >) Bahnar rəmuan (→ Jarai rəmuan) soft, flexible; ~ Pangan 
tĕlĕmoyn soft (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 335 (b)). 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon dɒn, Khmer tùən! to 
be soft, Kuy [lʔiː] lʔən limp, unresisting, Sre lən (& dəːn) docile, (easy to) tame, 
(probably =) lən young, tender, Praok ɔn to be soft, tender, ?Nancowry ɲəń soft; ~ 
(*lmʔən >) Sre ləbən soft, Biat rban (→ Chrau ləvan?) soft, flexible, Bahnar 
rəmən soft, flexible, weak, debilitated; → Cham laman tender, weak, Röglai 
ləhmən soft, North Röglai lahmĩn soft, tender.  
Khmer at D obscure; Middle Khmer pantan to soften is regular. Cf. 909 *ɓuuɲ &c. soft; 
& Bahnar həboːn soft and springy.  
(SMITH 1972 74) 
 
1125 *kiən to gnaw.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng kiɛːn, Sre kian, Biat cian, Kammu-
Yuan kíaɲ (!); (?) ~ Vietnamese ghen to be jealous, envious.  
Connect 957 *kiit &c. to bite…; & cf. Mon kəhèn gaṅen to gnaw (< *gngiən?); 
Khmer ʔɔŋkiəm to chew at, nibble. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 28.) 
 
†1126 *kan; *kaan woman, female.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy kan female [animal], Bahnar 
[dra]kan woman, female, Thin kɯ̆n woman, girl, Lawa Bo Luang kəɯŋ, Lawa 
Umphai kən female [animal]; ~ Bahnar akan wife, Kammu-Yuan cəmkɯ́n 
woman, Thin cəm̆kɯ̆n girl, woman. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kaːn wife, Nancowry kán.  
Add Kammu-Yuan kəm[ràʔ] wife, &c., by contraction (Khmuic; under the entry 183 
*mraʔ).  
(SHAFER 1965 44; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 64.) 
Kharia kɔn[sɛl'ɖuʔ] woman (≠ child —for which see following— in view of kɔɖpɔɽuʔ 
man?), Sora ən[sə'loː-], in[seloː-], un[se'loː-], &c. (cf. PINNOW 1959 330). 
 
(*kun see 892 *kuɲ to bend down… .) 
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†1127 *kuun (& *kun?); *kuən child. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Khmer kon, kvan, Modern Khmer koːn, (*kun >?) 
Khasi khun /khun/, Nancowry kón. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) 
Old Mon kon /kon/, Modern Mon kon, Kuy kɑːn, (Stieng koːn, Sre kon ← ?) 
Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kɔːn, Jeh koːn, Halang koan, Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː n, Palaung 
kuən, Riang-Lang ˉkuan, Praok kɔn, Lawa kuan, Mương (BARKER 1966 11), 
Vietnamese con, Temiar kəwɔt, Central Nicobarese koːən, Nancowry kúan; ~ 
Bahnar kənɔːn number of a woman’s births (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semai kənɔːn, 
Semelai kənɔn child.  
~ 1187 *kmun &c. sibling’s child?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; SHAFER 1965 4; BLOOD 1966 57; SMITH 1972 75; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 102.) 
Sora oʔoːn-ən, compounding form 'oːn-ən, Kharia kɔɳ-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 205; 
Proto-Munda *kɔ(ː)n). 
 
(*kuun see also 892 *kuɲ to bend down, bent.) 
 
1128 *ŋkiən[ ]; *ŋkən[ ]; *ŋkuənʔ finger, toe. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon ken, təken (Mon dialect also təŋen) finger, toe, 
Praok gɛn finger, Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] kean little finger, ?perhaps by 
metathesis Central Nicobarese kəne-[tai, laːh] finger, toe, Nancowry kanɛ ́hand. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] kəɯŋ, (!; with secondary lengthening?) Lawa 
Umphai ŋgɯn [teʔ] thumb. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ngón finger, toe. 
 
‡1129 *d1kan bamboo rat.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Khasi dkhan hill-rat, mole, (~?) Kammu-Yuan təkán bamboo rat; 
~ Nyah Kur ŋkán. 
(Proto-Austronesian *dəkan) Malay dĕkan bamboo rat. 
 
(*dkuun see 892 *kuɲ …bent.) 
 
1130 *gan to cross.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gan to cross, go through, Chrau gan across, Bahnar gan to cross 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 108; BLOOD 1966 344.) 
 
1131 *gɔn stable, enduring.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kòn gan to be original, primal, 
Biat gɔn stable, fixed, Praok kɔn still, Mương (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese còn 
to remain; still.  
Add, by assimilation, Old Khmer gaṅ to remain, Modern Khmer kùəŋ to stay, last out? 
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1132 *t1gin to concentrate mentally.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon -tgin /tgøn/ to apply [mind]; ~ Middle Mon taguin, 
Modern Mon həkɜǹ to observe, keep [ritual practice], Palaung təgen to consider well 
(MILNE 1931). 
 
1133 *pgeen to offer to a superior.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon pəkìn; ~ Old Mon pirgin /pərgin/, Khmer prəkèːn, 
Kuy khèːn; → Thai prakʰeen. 
 
1134 *pgan to take hold of.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon pəkòn to yoke, Literary Mon bgan also to take hold of, 
come to grips, Old Khmer kān, Modern Khmer kan to hold (→ Stieng kan to take, 
accept), Kuy kan to carry, hold, in hands.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 48; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 61.) 
 
1135 *t1ŋun; *t1ŋuən; *t1ŋut nape of neck.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, North & Central Aslian) Stieng ŋuːn [kɔu], Mendriq 
ʔuŋut, Temiar taŋən neck. 
B: (Katuic) Bru ŋɒːn nape. 
C: (by assimilation: Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _tərŋɔt nape of neck.  
Connection dubious Sre jənkout.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 27.) 
 
1136 *lŋ[uə]n; *lŋaan dew.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat [daːk] ŋɔːn. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung [om] rəŋan.  
Vocalism unusual. 
  
†1137 *ciinʔ (> Pre-Bahnaric *cin); *ciən[ ]; *cain[ ] cooked. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon, Modern Mon 
cin, Khmer chʔɤn, Stieng siːn (BLOOD 1966 sin), Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Sre, 
Bahnar sin, Jeh, Halang cen, Kammu-Yuan síːn (to be) cooked, Palaung sin, 
Riang-Lang ˉsin to be cooked, ripe, Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese chín 
cooked; ~ Mon həcin, Kammu-Yuan pənsíːn to cook. 
B: (Aslian, Nicobaric) Temiar cɛt (BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Proto-Semai *cɛɛdn 
(DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese iʃiːan- cooked. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy cɛːn to be ripe, cooked.  
Bahnaric, Palaungic appear to exclude *ʔc-, which Danaw ă ¬tsɛǹ suggests.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 246; BLOOD 1966 145; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 237.) 
Sora (ə-)'sin-, Kharia i'sin to boil, bake, &c. (PINNOW 1959 86). 
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1138 *ciin, (*ciin ciin >) *nciin to look at.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre siːn, Chrau seːn to look at, (*nc- >) Vietnamese 
nhìn to look (at), stare. 
 
1139 *cən; *cəən leg, foot. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chân leg. 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?North Aslian) Vietnamese chơn, (or A?) Kensiu can foot.  
Cf. 538 *juŋ &c. 
 
†1140 *cuun; *ciin to desire. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉsun to desire, wish to. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung sin to desire, wish to, (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 
14), Vietnamese xin to ask for. 
(?) Sora oːn- desiderative/habitual prefix. 
 
1141 *.caan to borrow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bunör, Central Rölöm caːn to borrow, Sre caːn to borrow, 
hire, buy on credit, Bahnar caːn [to buy] on credit (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Praok 
san debt.  
(SHAFER 1965 71; BLOOD 1966 287.) 
 
1142 *[ʔ]cuun to walk bent over.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Mon cun to walk with a stick, Sre cun to walk 
bent over (DOURNES 1950), ?Nancowry sónsiri to stop, bend, bow; ~ Old Mon 
circūn /cərcun/, Modern Mon həcun staff. 
 
(*cnciən[ ] see 1145 *nciin[ ] ring.) 
 
1143 *[c]ncan; *[c]ncaan to brace oneself, kick off. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kəcan to brace oneself, be ready to spring. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon həcan dacān &c. to push laterally against a firm surface, 
to brace, prop, (— krìp klɜŋ) to leap away, Biat nchaːn to leap away, take off with a 
bound. 
 
1144 *dciin[ʔ] (> Pre-Bahnaric *dcin); *dciit nine. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng seːn (BLOOD 1966 sin), Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Sre, 
Bahnar sin, Vietnamese chín; ~ Bahnar təsin, Jeh tacèn, Halang cəcin. 
B: (Mon) ~ late Old Mon dincit /dəncit/, Modern Mon həcit.  
Earlier *dciint? But B perhaps by assimilation Cf. 1351 *ctiim; in view of Sora 
'timɟi-, tinɟi-, &c., & Kharia 'tɔmsiŋ (PINNOW 1959 372) perhaps by metathesis 
from a common source, *dciim(-t[ ]) or the like.  
(SHAFER 1965 242; BLOOD 1966 145; SMITH 1972 50.) 
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†‡1145 *nciin[ ]; *nciən[s]; *cnciən[ ] ring. 
A: (Mon, North Aslian) Middle Mon lacin, Modern Mon kəcin, Pangan chin (i.e. Bateg 
Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 133 (a)). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔɔɲciən (→ Stieng nciən), Kuy 
ɲciːn, Lawa Umphai ɲjaim, (by palatal absorption) Vietnamese nhẫn. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer cancyan, Modern Khmer cɔɲciən, cùəɲciən, 
Bahnar təkhiɛn (!; & dialects, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, tətiaːn, təcaːn, &c.).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
Sora en'siː-n (by popular etymology referred to -siː-n hand, : 244 *sii[ʔ]). Proto-
Austronesian *k'ink'in: Malay chinchin, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 87; Proto-West-
Indonesian; Philippine langs. have *k'iŋk'iŋ); probably → Central Sakai chinchit 
(&c., cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 133 (b)).  
Proto-Austroasiatic *ciinciin or the like; C then contaminated by Indonesian.  
Note Ancient Chinese jiu̯̯ɛn 瑗 large jade ring, from which POU & JENNER 1973 no. 144 
derive Khmer.  
 
(*nciin see 1138 *ciin to look at.) 
 
1145a *[p]cun; *[p]cuun; *[p]cuən shelter.  
A, B, C: (Bahnaric) Stieng cuən temporary hut for travellers (C), (B) Biat cuːn shelter, 
shed; ~ (A) Bahnar bəsun hut, shelter (& East Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, 
pəsuən: C). 
 
1146 *jən (> Waic *jiən); *j[u]n heavy. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung jən, Praok cɛn, Lawa Bo Luang cian, Lawa Umphai chian, 
chɯan, Mae Sariang chian; ~ Riang-Lang _kəcan. 
B: (North Aslian) ~ Kensiu həɲjut.  
Cf. 52 *kjəʔ &c. 
 
1147 *jɔn; *jɔɔn back of knee. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre jon. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat [chɔŋ] jɔːn hock (or A?), Chrau jɔːn heel [?], Bahnar jɔːn back of 
knee. 
 
†1148 *jun; *juun to hand over, bring. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?South Aslian) Old Mon jin /jøn/ to make over, hand over, 
Sre jun to bring, Biat jun to convey, Chrau iɯn, (or B) Semaq Beri jon to give; ~ 
(*jnjun >) Mon həyɜǹ to carry on shoulder, Chrau njɯn to hand over, to lead, Biat 
njun to convey, to send. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer jvan, jon, Modern Khmer cùːn to offer, 
to escort, Kuy chùːn to give back, to see off, West Bahnar jeːn to bring, carry 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; with secondary vocalism); ~ Khmer cùəɲcùːn (& ʔɔɲcùːn) 
to carry, Kuy ɲchùːn to carry from one place to another.  
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Cf. Biat ncuan to carry from one place to another.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 32, S 99.) 
Sora ɟʔuːn- to be within reach, ~ ab-'ɟʔuːn- to reach, present, place within reach, hand to. 
 
1149 *t2jun *t2juun to bend knees. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *t2pjun >) Riang-Lang _səkcɔn to squat. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) ~ (*t2rjuun >) Mon həcùn [animals] to sit, lie, crouch; ~ 
(*t2njuun >) Vietnamese nhún to lower oneself by bending one’s legs.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect by interdialectal borrowing Sre cuːn 
kəltaŋ to kneel (→ Röglai). Cf. 938 *choɲ. 
 
1150 *[p]jun; *[p]juun large kind of deer.  
A, B: (Stieng, Central Aslian) Stieng jun largest kind of deer (A), (B) Sre juːn Cervus 
aristotelis, Chrau, Biat juːn deer, (A/B) Sakai pajón roed (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 81 (b)). 
 
1151 *ɲənʔ; *ɲəən[ ] to receive, to suffer, endure. 
A: (Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon ñin passive auxiliary (or B), Vietnamese nhận to 
receive. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ɲɤn to receive, accept, collect, Riang-Lang _ɲən to bear, 
endure.  
Cf. 883 *ʔəɲ to endure …; earlier *ʔəɲ ʔəɲ, *-n by dissimilation? Connect perhaps 
also Semang jid to get, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 14. 
 
1152 *[ ]ɲɔɔn near.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central Aslian) Old Mon ñan /ɲɔn/, Modern Mon ɲòn, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ɲan̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V152; implies *-an), Old Khmer ñyan, Temiar ʔəɲɔːn.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 198.) 
 
1153 *tin[ʔ] to go up.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tin /tøn/, Modern Mon tɒn to go up, come up, Proto-
Nyah Kur *tu̱n (DIFFLOTH 1984 V153; implies *-un), Mương tếnh (BARKER 1966 
17), Vietnamese đến to arrive (at), come (to), reach; ~ (?, *tpin[ʔ] >?) 
Vietnamese bến landing-place, station.  
Vietnamese tone perhaps levelled on derivation, if cognate. Khmer (elevated) taən to 
wake up, get up is ← Tai tɯ̌ɯn. 
 
1153a *t1een to tread.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy tɛːn to tread on, run over, Bru kateːn to tread, Kammu-Yuan 
téːn to tread, step, stamp.  
Cf. 1195 *linʔ to trample. 
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1154 *t1un; *t1uən to carry, bring. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung ton to bring, Riang-Lang ¯tɔn to hold esp. in fingers, carry. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng tuɔːn to carry on shoulder, Palaung tɔn = ton. 
 
1154a *t1uun (kind of) bamboo rat.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon tɔn tun Rhizomys cinereus, Kammu-Yuan túːn kind of bamboo 
rat larger than rat sumatrensis. 
 
1155 *[t1]nt1uun; *[t1]nt1uen; *[t1]nt1uət wrinkled. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok dɯn. 
B, C: (Mon) Mon hətot (həton).  
C contaminated by 997 *ɲ[uə]t, which compare? 
 
1156 *btuun; *btuən to recur, to repeat. 
A: (Mon, ?Katuic) Old Mon tūn /tun/ to return, do again, Modern Mon tɔn to recur, 
?Kuy toːn & Bru ntùːn to follow; (?) → Burmese tuṁ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phtùːən to repeat. 
 
(*dun see 1741 *dul hill.) 
 
1157 *duən pole, lance.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Literary Mon don lance, pike, Khmer tùːən fish-spear, 
(lùmpɛ ̀ː ŋ —) kind of lance, Mương tòn (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese đòn lever, 
carrying-pole; → Thai tʰuan tasselled lance. 
 
1158 *ɗ[uu]n to perch.  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Old Mon ḍūn /ɗun/, Modern Mon dun, Central Nicobarese 
dɯən-[hətə], Nancowry rɯ́an.  
Note, Nancowry fronts following r : so *ɗuən? Cf. 1357 *dəm &c. …to roost. 
 
1159 *.ɗuən wide hat of straw &c.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer duːən, Bahnar ɗuan, Vietnamese nón; ~ 
(*.nɗuən >) Stieng duən, Sre ɗoan, Chrau ɗuən; → Cham don, Jarai həɗoan, 
Jarai dialect ɗuan, Röglai ɗuət, North Röglai ɗuat.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence, for which cf. Khmer Connection dubious 
Khasi shaton. 
 
1160 *kɗan restricted in size.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dɔn to be narrow, restricted in size; ~ Old Mon kuḍan 
/kəɗɔn/ to cause to contract, Modern Mon hədɔn to make narrow; ~ Bahnar 
dialects hədan, rədan, sədan below average length (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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1161 *kɗɔn to fish with a line.  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon dɔn (k)ḍan, Proto-Nyah Kur *cərndɛɲ̠ fishhook (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V117a; implies *-aɲ), Central Nicobarese koron-[hətə] to fish with a line.  
 
1162 *peen to thresh by trampling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon pin to thresh, Khmer baen, Stieng 
phiːn! to thresh by trampling, Riang-Lang ¯pɛən to tread on, thresh; ~ Chrau mpeːn 
to thresh by trampling.  
Cf. Biat pleːn, under the entry 1195 *linʔ. 
 
1163 *pən female.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung [i]pən; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔapəɯŋ, Lawa 
Umphai rapən, Mae Sariang ɣapən; ~ Praok bon female, (~?) Semelai kəmpəːn 
wife.  
Perhaps cognate with Lawa is Old Khmer prapvan wife; Modern Khmer has prəpùən, 
apparently contaminated by Sanskrit prabandha- band, tie, connection; Old Khmer 
may be connected Malay pĕrĕmpuan woman, wife. See LEWITZ 1967.  
(SHAFER 1965 22; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 67.) 
 
1164 *p[ ]ən[ ] to wind, coil.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre pən to roll [turban], Bahnar pən to bandage, 
wrap, wind on to reel, Palaung pən to screw in, to crank, turn, Riang-Lang [li] pan 
to rotate (?); → Shan pǎn to revolve; ~ Biat mpɔn to roll [turban], (or next?) 
Vietnamese vấn to coil [turban, hair] round; ~ Palaung kərpən to turn round (v.t.).  
Or *pwənʔ, causative ~ 1208 *wənʔ coiled…?  
(SHAFER 1965 102.) 
 
1165 *pən; *pan to sit on eggs. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pɔn, Sre pən to sit on [eggs], Bahnar pən to take to one’s bed, be 
confined to bed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar ʔəpən to nurse (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat pan to sit on [eggs], Bahnar pan to take to one’s bed, be 
confined to bed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Stieng vocalism perhaps related to that before stop, for which see 345 *pək. 
 
†1166 *punʔ; *puən[ ]; *pan[ ] four. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Palaung phon (!), Riang-Lang ¯pon, Praok 
pon, Lawa Bo Luang paɯn, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang paun, Mương pốn 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese bốn; ~ Serting hĕmpudn (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 250). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Khmer pvan, Khmer buːən, Kuy 
pɔːn, Bru poːn, Chrau puən, Biat puɔn, Sre, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang puan, Central 
Nicobarese foːən. 
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C: (Mon) Old Mon pan /pɔn/, Modern Mon pɔn.  
Palaung ph- by counting deformation on phən five, ~ 1214 *sən.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 24; BLOOD 1966 82; SMITH 1972 72.) 
Kharia 'iʔpɔn, &c. (PINNOW 1959 397; Proto-Munda *-pɔn). 
 
1167 *kpuun raft.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kboːn; ~ Biat mpuːn. 
 
1168 *[d]puun; *[d]puən to hide. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre poun, Chrau, Biat poːn v.t. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer pùːən v.i., Stieng puən v.t. 
Connect perhaps 1121 *[ ]ʔuun[ ] &c.; 1122 *[t]m[ʔ]uun &c. false, untrue.  
(BLOOD 1966 13.) 
 
1169 *biən plump.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon [pòk] pèn to be fat, plump, Khasi pian short and stout. 
 
1170 *baan pedestal dish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pàn, Old Khmer vān, Modern 
Khmer pìːən, Kuy phìːan pedestal dish, Palaung ban (pedestal) tray; tin bath, 
Mương pàn (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bàn table.  
Connect variously Thai pʰaan pedestal dish, Shan pɑ̀̄n wicker or wooden tray; Burmese 
ban: wicker tray. POU & JENNER 1973 no. 2 derive all the foregoing, with Malay 
puan large betel-box, ← Ancient Chinese bhuan 盤 vessel; tub, tray, dish, plate…; 
Palaung in sense tin bath is certainly likely to be ← Chinese.  
 
1171 *bənʔ time.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung bən (future) time, Praok pon time of day, Mương 
pận, Vietnamese bận time (quantifier) (BARKER & BARKER 1976). 
 
1172 *bən; bəən we (inclusive). 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat bɔn we, Central Rölöm ban, Bunör, Bahnar bən we (incl.). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng bəːn, Chrau vəːn we (incl.).  
(BLOOD 1966 115; cf. SMITH 1972 58.) 
 
‡1173 *jban; *jbaan; *jbən; *jbəən girdle, skirt.  
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Khasi pan- what is tied round 
(compounding form!), Sakai aban cloth (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 173; 
!); ~ Khasi jympan girdle; ~ (*jrb- >) Mon həpàn skirting-board round outside of 
house (B; probably → Burmese khā:pan: skirting-board, monk’s girdle), (A) Gölar 
Bahnar həban (to put on) cloth skirt. 
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C: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Mon hwɜǹ (in sense) coping [of well] (or D; ?); ~ Sre mbən to 
wrap [skirt &c.] round, Biat mban [woman] to put on [skirt]; ~ Bahnar abɛn 
(contaminated by Cham, below), Kontum bəbɛn skirt. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi jympien woman’s undergarment.  
Bahnar vocalism in C post-palatal, cf. 1054 *[s]yət. Note Mon həpàt belt; perhaps by 
back-borrowing ← Burmese khā:pat /khəbaʔ/, ultimately connected 1032 *bat 
to bind. 
Proto-Austronesian *a(N)bən: Cham apàn woman’s waistcloth, &c., Minangkabau 
Malay amban (& by metathesis ĕmban) breastband for knapsack, saddle-girth, 
Javanese ambĕn (to fasten) skirt-girdle (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-
Javanese). 
 
1174 *[j]baan; *[j]buun bridge, causeway.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Old Khmer svān, Modern Khmer spìːən (→ 
Thai tàpʰaan, sapʰaan), Kuy (th)phìːan bridge; ~ (*[j]rbaan >) Mon həpàn 
highway, (or Khmer →?) Stieng səbaːn bridge.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi pun to pave, to bridge over.  
Or *so-; then Kuy th- contaminated by Thai.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1175 *dbaan to climb, scale.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon dwān /dwan/ to assault, march against, Literary Mon dwān 
to assault, to climb, Modern Mon kwàn to climb, Khmer pìːən to climb, to march 
against. 
 
1176 *rbin; *rbən; *rban firm, secure. 
A: (Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon rbin /rbøn/, Modern Mon pɜǹ to be firm, secure (or 
B), Mương pền (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bền durable; ~ (*rmb- >; or B) 
Late Middle Mon lamuin, Modern Mon kəmɜǹ constantly. 
B, C: (Khasi) Khasi lpan stoutly; by secondary derivation ~ pnen, pnan rigid.  
Add perhaps Khmer laṁbān', raṁbān' habit (GUESDON 1930) (B/C; cf. Mon kəmɜǹ); & 
by metathesis Biat nɔp (& knɔp!) firm, durable. But Connection uncertain Palaung 
mɯn to be secure (MILNE 1931). 
 
1177 *ɓan; *ɓaan interlaced. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) (Late Middle Mon tḅan [tḅoy] to be thronged contaminated by 910 
*tɓaɲ to twist (together), which compare,) Mon bɔn [boa] to be interlaced, to 
throng, Khmer pɔə̀n interlaced; ~ Khmer prəpɔə̀n interlaced, heaped up. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːən [pìːə] to be on top of one another; ~ prəpìːən to pile on top of 
one another.  
heaped up &c. by attraction following.  
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‡1178 *ɓun; *ɓuun; *ɓə[ə]n; *ɓut to heap up. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Stieng bun; ~ Literary Mon thaḅuin, saḅuin to collect, 
amass (or C?), Biat rɓon to save (up). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Khmer vvan, Modern Khmer 
pùːn, Kuy phùːn to heap up, Biat buːn to heap up, to amass, Jeh boːn to stack 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Khasi bun /buun/ heap of leaves and branches for 
burning; → Thai pʰuun to heap up to overflowing; Toba Batak bun to be plentiful (cf. 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 35, *bun; or A); ~ Biat mbuːn heap, Mae Sariang moun 
quantity, (or C) Praok bɯn sum, total. 
C: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Umphai mbɯn quantity. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat but to have, possess, contain (?); ~ (*.nɓut >) Sre ɓut heap, 
stack, mound.  
Cf. preceding; & note Biat mbuc heap (< *.n[ɓ]uc); Riang-Lang ˉbuc heap, band, 
share, to heap (< *ɓuuc).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bunbun: Malay bumbun heaped up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 35; 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Tagalog doubtful, but other Tagalic cognates available); (ii) 
*ta(N)bun: Malay tambun heap, embankment, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125-6); (iii) 
*tiNbun: Malay timbun heap, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
See BENEDICT 1975 312; 299, gather… . (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 16.) 
 
1179 *[ ]ɓ[ɯə]n to get, obtain.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy bɯːn to get, obtain, to be able to, Kammu-Yuan 
pɯ̀an to get, to be able to, Palaung bɯn, Riang-Lang ¯bɔn, Praok pon to get, 
obtain.  
Kuy suggests *.ɓ-. 
 
1180 *[g]ɓan; *[g]ɓaan relation by marriage. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Bahnar ban spouse’s sibling’s spouse of same sex as speaker (in 
double marriage alliance); ~ (*[g]nɓan >) Kuy kman, Sre, Biat ɓan daughter-in-
law. 
B: (Mon) ~ Middle Mon gamān /gəm ̓an/, Modern Mon həman son-in-law.  
Derived perhaps by contraction *kuən ɓa(a)n; then cf. for Middle Mon g- 903 
*k/n/ɗiɲ. 
 
1181 *min to carry in arms.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon mìn; ~ Bahnar kəʔmin; ~ Old Mon [ʼboʼ] minmin 
?/mnmøn/ nurse.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
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1182 *m[ ]iən ring round haft of dah &c..  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mìən, Stieng miən, Biat mɛːn (→ Sre, → Röglai, 
meːn?).  
Or *mwiən, ~ 1208 *wiən coiled…? Sre may reflect a variant *m[ ]iin.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
1183 *man; *maan to be competent. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre man to be skilled, able. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon mān [not] to be able, Modern Mon màn to win, to be able, 
Old Khmer mān, Modern Khmer mìːən to possess.  
Connect obscure Bahnar guaːɲ to be skilled, able (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1184 *maan to work clay.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon mān /man/ potter’s establishment, Modern 
Mon màn, Kuy mìːan, Bahnar maːn to work clay.  
Connect A92 *mɔ(ɔ)n to mould? 
 
1185 *mun true, manifest.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _mɔn truly, definitely, 
Vietnamese mồn [một] to be clear, evident, manifest, Temiar mʉn true (BENJAMIN 
1976B 137). 
 
1186 *mun[ ]; *muunʔ; *muən[ ]; *muut pimple. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer mùn pimple, acne, Biat mun [ndɔŋ], Bahnar mun 
pimple; → Cham mun, North Röglai [cara]mũn. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung mun pimple (MILNE 1931), 
Vietnamese mụn boil, pimple; → Jarai muːn acne; ~ Mon kəmɔn paman!, Hre 
ʔmɔǹ, Sedang mɔn pimple. 
C: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan mɯ̀an, Central Nicobarese mɔːn pimple; → 
Acehnese muən. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese [nổi] mụt.  
Literary Mon spelling follows learned derivation from Sanskrit pāman. Connect Kuy 
mìɲ (< *məɲ?).  
(SMITH 1972 61.) 
 
†1187 *kmun; *kmuun; *kmuən sibling’s child. 
A: (Mon, ?Central Aslian) Old Mon kmun /kmøn/ nephew, Modern Mon mɛn sibling’s 
child, (probably, rather than B) Semang tĕmun nephew (i.e. Lanoh; (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 41), by vowel metathesis Temiar koman sibling’s child (BENJAMIN 
1976B 133).  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok mun son’s wife; ~ (*knmuun >) Sre kəmoːn 
sibling’s child; → Jarai amɔn, Röglai kəmoːn sibling’s child. 
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C: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kuy kmɑːn, Stieng, Biat, Bahnar mɔːn 
sibling’s child, Jeh moːn, Halang moan nephew, Kammu-Yuan kəmɔ́ː n 
classificatory nephew, Central Nicobarese kəmoːən-[ʃi-yɔːl] cousin, Nancowry 
kamúansi family; ~ Chrau kəmɔːn sibling’s child; → Cham kamoːn, North Röglai 
kamuãn, Acehnese kömuən sibling’s child.  
~ 1127 *kuun &c. child? Cf. also 1497 *[g]m[uu]y &c. sibling’s child.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; BLOOD 1966 56; SMITH 1972 76.) 
Kharia ki'min daughter-in-law, &c. (PINNOW 1959 287; Proto-Munda *kɨmin?). 
 
1188 *sminʔ to feel kindly towards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon [chān] smin ?/smøn/ to have compassion for, 
Vietnamese mến to be fond of. 
 
1189 *[s][n]muən hog-plum, Spondias mangifera.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre səmoan (→ Röglai həmoan), Chrau səmuən hog-plum, 
Spondias mangifera, West Bahnar həmuən, East Bahnar səmuən kind of tree with 
edible leaves and fruit and medicinal bark (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi [soh] mon 
(compounding form!) kind of edible fruit resembling guava. 
 
1190 *yɔn to weaken, ebb.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer yùən to droop, go limp, Palaung yɔn [population] to 
dwindle (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang yɔn to be poor, Praok yɔn to fall back, retreat; ~ 
Lawa Bo Luang cɔn, Lawa Umphai con poor. 
 
‡1191 *[t]yun; *[t]yuun (to) swing. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nyun >) Biat ɲhun to start [cradle] swinging. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic) Mon cùn! [cɛà] baby’s swing, (~) Kuy yòːn [yìːa] swing, 
to swing; ~ Riang-Lang ¯ɲun to swing.  
Mon cùn, Kuy yìːa by opposite phrasal deformation? 
Proto-Austronesian *t[ ]-Saiun: Iban tayun swing, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 115, 
*(CtT)ayu(nN); Proto-Hesperonesian); ~ *Saiun to swing (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13, 
*cajun; add Bikol hayon hayon to swing arms, &c.; → Sre əyun sling cradle, to 
swing, Bahnar aɲun hammock). 
 
1192 *riən to learn.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer rìən, Kuy rìːn, Stieng riən, Biat rɛːn; 
probably → Thai rian, → Lawa Bo Luang hlian, Lawa Umphai hrian, Mae 
Sariang hian. 
 
1193 *run; *ruun Maranta dichotoma reed. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rùn. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ruːn giant reed.  
Connect by metathesis Khasi nor reed? 
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1194 *[b]ruun (& *[b]run?) intestinal worm.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon pərùn! (by spelling pronunciation? 
barun, mrun), Khmer prùːn, Kuy phrùːn, Stieng brun (< variant? BLOOD 1966 
has bruːn), Chrau vruːn, Biat bruːn.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese trùn worm.  
(BLOOD 1966 340.) 
 
†1195 *linʔ (& *liin[ ]?) to trample.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon lɜǹ to tread on; ~ Mon plɒn to thresh by 
driving cattle or buffaloes over, (variant, or contaminated by 1162 *peen) Biat 
pleːn to thresh by trampling; ~ (*[l]nlinʔ >) Vietnamese nện to trample, ram 
down.  
Cf. 1153a *t1een to tread. 
Sora 'ale(ː)n- to thresh by trampling. 
 
1196 *[ ]liin fat.  
A: (Bahnaric) → Röglai liːn fat, robust; ~ Sre kəniːn, kənin fat, robust, Biat ŋleːn fat; 
~ Bahnar pleːn fat.  
Connect perhaps (*drlən >?) Khmer [trəlùk]-trəlùən to be fat, plump. 
 
†1197 *liən to apply manual pressure.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lèn to stuff, cram in; ~ (*[l]nliən >) Palaung 
niən to strangle, throttle, (MILNE 1931) to roll [rice] into a ball.  
Santali lin to press with the hands, &c.  
(PINNOW 1959 335). 
 
1198 *laan to be deceitful.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon làn; ~ Khasi phlan to flatter, cheat, to pretend.  
Praok len to deceive is perhaps ← Shan lɛń. 
 
1199 *lən; *l[a]n time (quantifier). 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lần. 
B: (Mon) Mon lòn lan (or *luən?). 
 
‡1200 *lun (?); *luən; *lən (& *lan?) to pass, to exceed.  
A: (Palaungic; probably, rather than B) Lawa Bo Luang loan, Lawa Umphai lɔn very. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon l(w)on /lon/ to elapse, be past, to 
surpass, exceed, exceedngly, Modern Mon lòn also to go past, Praok luan to go past, 
to pass, escape, Vietnamese luồn to pass, sneak [through], slip underneath; ~ Riang-
Lang ¯pluan to project; → Shan pū̀n to exceed. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer lùən very, excessive (ly), (*lan >?) Biat 
lan past, ago.  
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Cf. Sre lin to exceed & Nancowry lián to reach, (-la) to overtake.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
Proto-Austronesian *lauan to overtake: Singhi rawan, Maranao laoan (BLUST 1970 
no. 238; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1201 *lu[u]n; *luən to swallow. 
A: (Khasi, North & South Aslian) Sakai lŭt (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
526); ~ Khasi klun to gobble, gulp, swallow, Besisi gĕloyt, gĕloyn to swallow (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat rwan (with r- by levelling on derivation), Stieng luən, Sre loan, 
Bahnar luan, luɔn to swallow; ~ Biat rŋuan to swallow; mouthful.  
Kuy & Bru have lɯ̀ːn & Pakoh loːn, ← or contaminated by Thai klʉʉn. Connect 1088 
*t1luət &c.? 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *lunlun: Malay lulun, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 99); (ii) *tələn: 
Malay tĕlan, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134). See BENEDICT 1975 402-3. 
  
‡1201a *luun; *luən round, to roll. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng luːn to roll (up), turn back, wrap up, Biat loːn to roll 
(up) (v.t.), Khasi lun [pyllun] perfectly round; ~ (*t1luun >) Biat kloːn to roll (up) 
(v.t), roll into a ball; ~ Khasi tyllun to roll (v.i.); ~ Chrau təkloːn to roll up by 
secondary derivation; ~ Khasi pyllun (large and) round. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) ~ Stieng ləpuən ball of thread &c.; ~ 
(*bluən >?) Vietnamese tròn to be round; ~ Khasi pyllon (small and) round; (?) 
~ Mon [to] pəlon skein; ~ Bru kalɒːn to roll into a ball.  
Cf. Mon lɜ ̀lìn to roll. 
Proto-Austronesian *l1uluƚ: Toba Batak lulun rolled up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 99, 
*lulun; DAHL 1973 § 15.5, 7-8). Cf. Li *bluan round, BENEDICT 1975 367. 
 
1202 *luən; *lən to go, proceed. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon l(w)on /lon/ to go in procession, Modern Mon lòn to go from 
place to place. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _lan to go; ~ (*lnlən >) Praok nɛn to accede, come on [to].  
SCHMIDT 1905 58 compares Khmer lùn to canter. 
 
1203 *[k]lun tadpole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre klun (→ Röglai klut), Chrau [kɔːn] klɯn; ~ (*[k]plun >) Bahnar 
plun.  
Cf. 1793 *luul.  
(SMITH 1972 60.) 
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1204 *jlan; *jlaan restless. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese trằn to roll, toss (in sleep). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klàn to be restless, fidget, Khmer chlìːən incoherent, garrulous 
(TANDART 1935), (— -pìːən) aggressive, threatening. 
 
†1205 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *t1ulan >) *t1lan; *t1laan python. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) 
Mon klɔn, Old Khmer tlann, Modern Khmer thlan, Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar klan, 
Lawa Bo Luang [saʔəɯŋ], kləɯŋ, Lawa Umphai [saʔoiɲ] klən, Khasi thlen, ʼlen, 
Vietnamese trăn python, by vowel metathesis Cheʼ Wong, Jah Hut talun snake; → 
Cham, Röglai klan, Jarai tlan, klan, North Röglai tlat, Acehnese [ulöə] lhan 
python. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese tulaːn python, Nancowry tulán.  
(SHAFER 1965 89; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 321.) 
By metathesis Sora tunal-['ɟaːd-] python. 
 
1206 *pliin marvellous, to marvel.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*p[p]liin >) Sre pəliːn miracle, magic act (→ Röglai); ~ (*p[r]liin 
>) West Bahnar pəleːn to be wide-eyed, look startled (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1207 *slin; *sliən to go up. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương lênh (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese lên; ~ (*splin >?) 
Mương trênh (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese trên (to be) above, on. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan lian (to go) out; ~ Praok klian to lift. 
 
†1208 *win; *wiin; *wiən; *wən[ʔ]; *wan; *waan coiled, to wind, bend. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar win curve, eddy (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central 
Nicobarese [en]-win (a)round. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [en]-weɛnə zigzag. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmer vìən, Bahnar 
wɛːn to curl up; ~ Mon kəwen to be curly, Khmer krəviən to roll up, curl up, 
Central Sakai kör-yuwen to be curly, (~?) Vietnamese khuyên circle, ring. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Chrau wən to wear, Biat wɔn [man] to put on 
[waistcloth]; ~ (*kwənʔ >? *kpwən >?) Vietnamese quấn to be rolled round, to 
roll round. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer vɔə̀n to 
put round, Bahnar wan to roll up [e.g. thread], Vietnamese vằn [vèo] to be winding, 
tortuous (& oằn-[oại] to squirm, writhe), Central Nicobarese [en]-wən-[hələ] to 
wind, coil (v.t.), Nancowry hawəǹ to roll; ~ Kammu-Yuan kwán to wind [thread 
&c.]; ~ Lawa Umphai [maŋ]mon circular. 
F: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang wɯan to roll, wind.  
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F secondary. Add perhaps following; A98 *wan to wear round neck…; & as derivatives 
*pwənʔ = 1164 *p[ ]ən[ ] to wind, coil; *mwiən = 1182 *m[ ]iən ring round 
haft… . For Vietnamese vấn to coil round see *p[ ]ən[ ]; for vặn to wring…, 931 
*waɲʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
(?) Kharia ũĩ to twist, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 317; or : 931 *wiɲ &c.?). 
 
1208a *wiin; *wiən crippled, deformed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer khvɤn cripple, crippled, Biat khwiːn disabled, 
infirm. 
B: (Mon, Khasi; ~ *lwiən >?) Mon wèn to be crooked, deformed; ~ (*lmwiən >) 
Mon kəmèn cripple, Khasi lymmen digitless extremity.  
= preceding? 
 
1209 *kwan to grip, hold.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kuan to clench, grip with [hand] (DOURNES 1950), Biat kwan to hold, 
Bahnar kuan to grasp and hold; ~ (*knwan >) Sre kəman to grip with [hand].  
(SHAFER 1965 47.) 
 
1210 *swaan nerve, sinew, tendon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat chwaːn, Bahnar huaːn; ~ Chrau sənwaːn vein, tendon.  
(SMITH 1972 64.) 
 
1211 *san in high degree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon san very, indeed, certainly, 
Bahnar [suk] san perfect [contentment] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok hun, Lawa 
Bo Luang həɯŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hən (by attraction 1219 *hə(ə)n) to 
be many; ~ Khmer sban clear, certain, sure, clearly… .  
Connect obscure Khmer sùn most, very (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
1212 *[s]əən to wedge.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre səːn to wedge, peg, West Bahnar tsən̄, tsēn to raise with wedges 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
  
1213 *suun; *suən to mould, cast in a mould. 
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer soːn to shape, mould [clay, wax, &c.], (?) Chrau 
suːn to bear [child]. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon s(w)on /son/, Modern Mon son to cast in a mould; → Old 
Burmese swan, Modern Burmese swan:.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26.) 
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1214 *suun; *suən; *sən five. 
A: (Mon, South Aslian) late Old Mon sūnna /sun/ in compounds five, Modern Mon 
[cɔh] sɔn fif[teen]; (by contraction *muəy suun one five) ~ Old Mon mṣūn, 
Modern Mon pəsɔn, Sakai mĕsogn five (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
158). 
B: (Palaungic; so by contraction ~) Praok phuan, Lawa Bo Luang phoan, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang phɔn. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ¯han, (by counting deformation on saw four?) Khasi 
san; (by contraction) ~ Palaung phən.  
Cf. Kuy səːŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 365.) 
 
(*rnsən, *rnsuun, *rnsuən see 1421 *rmsuum nest.) 
 
1215 *hiən asthma.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Sre hian asthma, tuberculosis (→ Röglai), Biat hian 
asthma, Bahnar hiɛn to cough, Bru hɛñ, Vietnamese [bịnh] hen asthma. 
 
1216 *haan goose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan háːn, Palaung, Lawa Bo Luang han 
goose, Khasi han duck; ↔ Thai hàan goose, swan, Lao haan, Shan hǎn goose; ~ 
Mon əhan goose (< *ŋəhan by popular etymology < *ŋhaan < *hnhaan, cf. 
Late Old Mon ṅa- onomatopoeic prefix?); ~ (*kuən haan > *kŋhaan >?) 
Khmer khŋaːn (→ Biat kŋaːn), Kuy ŋaːn, Kammu-Yuan ŋàːn goose.  
Connected further Sre, Röglai tahən; Cham liŋɯːn. POU & JENNER 1973 no. 201 
derive Khmer from prefix + Ancient Chinese ŋan 雁 wild goose; whence doubtless 
Vietnamese ngan swan, wild goose. 
 
1217 *ha[a]n place.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon hān /han/, 
Thin hɛn (!; contaminated by Thai hɛŋ̀?); usually weak forms: Old Mon han 
/hən/, Literary Mon huin, han, Sre hə locative particle, Khmuʼ haʔ to, at, Palaung 
ha place, Riang-Lang _ha, in compounds ha- place; where; at, on, to, Praok ha- in 
haktɛ earth, territory, Khasi ha locative particle, Besisi ha at, in, to… (i.e. Mah 
Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 178 (c)), Central Nicobarese ən- at, to.  
Add as derivation 1222 *[t]haan time? 
 
1218 *haan to die.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan háːn; ~ pháːn to kill; ~ Biat phaːn corpse. 
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1219 *hən; *həən to grow, to increase. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hən to grow in height, Riang-Lang ¯han to be long. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Thin hɤn more, Mương (BARKER 1966 12), 
Vietnamese hơn to surpass, be more than; ~ Khasi byrhien [people] in large numbers 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.).  
Cf. Proto-Semai *hiidn to grow taller (DIFFLOTH 1977). But connection dubious 
following 
 
1220 *h[ɔ]n; *h[ɔɔ]n to grow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng hɔn, Sre hon [plants] to grow (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy hɑːn to sprout, Sre hoːn, Chrau, Biat hɔːn, Central Rölöm 
hɷan [plants] to grow, Bahnar hɔːn to grow.  
Connection dubious preceding.  
(BLOOD 1966 53.) 
 
1221 *khɔn thick, to congeal.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon khɔn [liquids] to be muddy, dirty, viscous, thick, Khmer khɔn to 
congeal, become viscous, to crystallize.  
Note Burmese khan: to be dried up, referred at BENEDICT 1972 166 n. 444 to Tibeto-
Burman *ka(ˑ)n (: Ancient Chinese kan 乾 dry, ib. 191). But separate Kammu-
Yuan khun dregs, Thin khŭn to be dirty, muddy (< *ksun?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
 
†1222 *[t]haan time.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre thaːn; ~ (*[t]phaan or *[t]mhaan >) Palaung 
phan (MILNE 1931), Praok [ju] phan.  
Riang-Lang pɑn era is ← Shan pɑ́n. ~ 1217 *ha[a]n place? 
Remo tam-[me] (PINNOW 1959 184; ?). 
 
†1223 *dhaan branch, palm-frond.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thìːən [slɤk] palm-frond, Biat thaːn branch, fork, Kontum 
Bahnar thaːn branch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 789 *dhaaŋ, with similar semantics. 
Proto-Austronesian *daqan: Malay dahan, Cham thaːn branch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
41, *[dḍ]ahan; SHORTO 1975 92 n. 27).  
See BENEDICT 1975 240-1. 
 
1224 *ʔap; *ʔaap to suffer constraint. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[p]nʔap >) Biat ɗap to master, subdue. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Literary Mon ’āp to be constrained by, Bahnar 
aːp [not] difficult; since, by the effort of (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; ?); ~ Old Mon pʼāp 
/pʔap/ to compel, hold in subjection, Vietnamese áp-[oức &c.] to oppress.  
Connect Bahnar pəɛːp to subjugate. 
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1225 *ʔap; *ʔaap; *ʔəp dark, to shade. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer ʔap mist, darkness, to obscure (→ Cham ʼap n.), Palaung 
əp to be dark (probably, rather than C), Riang-Lang ¯əp shadow, to overshade. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Palaung ap to be dark, Central Nicobarese 
aːp to close lid, Nancowry ʔáp to be shut; ~ West Bahnar aaːp shady retreat 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Palaung iʔap darkness. 
C: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan əp̀ cloudy, Central Nicobarese ɤb mist, fog, (— 
cəkaː) overcast sky.  
Cf. 1268 *yup &c. overcast sky. 
 
(*ʔuup see 1295 *haap to eat.) 
 
1226 *kʔip; *[k]ʔiip; *kʔiəp; *kʔə[ ]p; *kʔup; *kʔaip; *khaip centipede. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau kəʔɯp; ~ Sre kərip. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat eːp, Jeh kajip, Halang gəjiːp, Kammu-Yuan 
kəʔíːp, (!) Lawa Bo Luang saʔaic, Lawa Umphai saʔaip. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar kəɛːp, Proto-Semai 
*kʔɛɛp (DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese kəeːəp, Nancowry kaʔiáp; (or D) ~ 
Khasi nep [har-har]. 
D, E: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kɯəːp, kə̀ː p, Biat op. 
F, G: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer kʔaep, Kuy (kh)hɛːp, Bru kahiːp.  
E secondary from D, F-G from C. Lawa s- obscure. Cf. Thin kəʔ̆it (beside kəʔ̆ip 
scorpion), Besisi kīʼīt (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 66, which see).  
(SHAFER 1965 360; SMITH 1972 184.) 
 
1227 *cʔaap smelling of fish.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔaːp smelling of fish, Biat [ɓɔːu criʔ ɓɔːu] aːp to 
stink; ~ (*cnʔaap >) Chrau cənɗaːp smelling of fish.  
 
1228 *rʔip; *rʔiip; *rʔiəp to close [eyes]. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi [khap]-rip to wink; ~ (*rnʔip >) Sre by sandhi ɲim 
[mat] to close [eyes], Bahnar ʔɲip to blink, wink, Khasi [khap] ngip to close eyes; 
by secondary derivation ~ Khasi khrip to look with eyes half closed, wink. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Stieng riːp (or A?), Praok yip to close 
[eyes]; → Shan yɛp̄ to blink; ~ Biat ɲeːp to close [eyes], Lawa Bo Luang hɲip, 
Lawa Umphai rahɲip to close, shut; ~ (*rrʔiip >) Mon hərɛp to wink; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khasi khrib(-khrib) twinkling. 
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C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bahnar tɛp-tɛp 
to blink, tɛːp, Thin yap, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai yiap to close eyes; ~ 
(*rnʔiəp by palatal absorption >) Chrau ɲəːm [mat] to close [eyes] (by sandhi, 
with secondary lengthening), Vietnamese nhấp [nháy] to blink, wink, twinkle (& 
nhắm [mắt] to close [eyes], by sandhi & phrasal assonance), Central Nicobarese 
ɲəp- to wink, blink, Nancowry ɲóp [~ ɲəṕ]; ~ (*rpʔiəp >) Khmer phʼiəp to move 
[lips] nervously, to blink (GUESDON 1930); by secondary derivation ~ (i) Literary 
Mon thaʼep to close, shut (probably), Thin kən̆ʔyŏp to close mouth, Palaung 
kənɲəp to close [eyes], to wink, blink (MILNE 1931); (ii) Palaung kənʔiəp [ŋay] 
wink. 
 
†‡1229 *sʔaap to yawn.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) 
Bahnar kəaːp (!; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 həaːp), Jeh kaʔaːp, Halang kəʔaːp (or < 
derivation?), Riang-Lang ¯hɑp; → Jarai həaːp; ~ (*snʔaap >) Mon həap, Khmer 
sŋaːp, Kuy ŋʔaːp, Sre ŋgap, Chrau ŋgaːp, Biat ŋgaːp [bic], Bahnar kəʔŋaːp 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 hŋaːp), Thin hŋap, Lawa ŋaːp to yawn, Khasi sngab gills, 
Central Nicobarese hiŋ-aːp yawn, Nancowry hiŋáp; → Röglai ŋgap, North Röglai 
samaʔãːʔ to yawn; probably Thai ŋáp [mouth] opening and closing rapidly. 
Cf. Palaung hiəp.  
(SMITH 1972 197.) 
(Connect) Kharia aŋ-gɔʼb-ɖaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 373a; Sora has ɑ(ˑ)ŋ-'eːm-dɑː-, 
oeːbo).  
Proto-Austronesian *Suab: Malay uap, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 428; add as prefixed 
forms (i, *təɣ[ ]-Suab) to belch, DEMPWOLFF 1938 133, *təɣab, less Tagalog; with 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *təR2R2ab, NOTHOFER 1975 77; Bikol tig-áb, &c.; (ii) 
Acehnese göröʔɔb, gömöʔɔb to belch). Cf. further *[ ]aŋap to open mouth, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 15; *Səgab to gasp for air, DEMPWOLFF 1938 63 (Proto-
Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 427. 
 
1230 *[s]ʔəp (to) sweat.  
A: (Khasi, Central Aslian) Khasi sʼep sweat, to sweat, Sakai sĕöpn sweat (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 533); ~ Sakai seng[ʼ]öp to sweat (i.e. Semai; ib.). 
 
†‡1231 *kap; *kaap to bite. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Kuy, Chrau, Bunör, 
Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang, Kensiu kap, Temiar kab; ~ Central Sakai kikap to 
bite; ~ (*[k]rkap >) Khmer trəkap to snap up (TANDART 1935; beside trəkùp!); ~ 
Khasi jkap snapping with teeth, jkep to bite with teeth. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [op]-kaːp-[hətə], kaːpə to bite, Nancowry ʔupkəṕ, 
~ kanəṕ tooth.  
(SHAFER 1965 9; BLOOD 1966 356; SMITH 1972 191; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 227-8.) 
Sora kaːb- (& küb-, kib-), Mundari haʼb, &c. (PINNOW 1959 294).  
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(Proto-Austronesian *kabkab) Pangasinan kabkáb to gnaw, Pampangan kabkáb to 
bite. 
 
1232 *kap to fasten.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi khap to fasten, close; ~ Sre bəkap to fasten.  
Cf. 1240 *p-gap to join. 
 
1233 *kaap chin.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːp, Riang-Lang ¯kɑp, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kap; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgap.  
(SHAFER 1965 9.) 
 
1234 *kəp time.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon kup, kip /køp/, Modern Mon 
kɒp time, Bahnar kəp moment, Palaung kəp time (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang 
_kap[si] [to]morrow, Khasi khep occasion, time, turn. 
 
1235 *k[ɔɔ]p (& *kɔp?); *k[a]p; *kaap tortoise, turtle. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng koːp swamp turtle, Sre kop (< *kɔp?) small species of terrestrial 
tortoise, Chrau, Biat kɔːp tortoise, Bahnar kɔːp tortoise, tortoise shell, Jeh koːp, 
Halang koap turtle. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung kəp kəp tortoise (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kaːp turtle, Nancowry kap (or B?).  
A conceivably by secondary labialization.  
(SHAFER 1965 11; SMITH 1972 202.) 
 
†‡1236 *[c]kiip; *ckiəp, *t[1]kiəp; *ckap, *t1kap; *[c]kuəp to pinch, grip.  
A: (Palaungic) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sakaip narrow. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon kep skep to pinch, 
grip with claws, Khmer kiəp to grip with tongs (or = kìəp < 1239 *giəp, which 
connect?), thkiəp to grip with claws or tongs, Khmuʼ kɛːp to grip with tongs, Thin 
skɛp̆ to carry under arm, Lawa Bo Luang kheap narrow; ~ (*.nkiəp >) Kuy ŋkiːp 
to pick up with tongs &c., pick fruit with forked pole, Biat ncɛːp to carry on hip; ~ 
Khmer dɔŋkiəp, tɔŋkiəp claws, tongs; ~ (*cmkiəp >?) Praok [sikhɔp] sigɛp 
narrow; ~ (*crkiəp >) Middle Mon sakep (with s- by levelling on simplex), 
Modern Mon həkep, Khmuʼ srkɛːp, Lawa Bo Luang sakeap, Lawa Umphai sakɛp 
tongs; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar nɛp̄ tongs (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer thkap to grip with tongs, 
Vietnamese cắp to carry under arm; ~ Biat ŋkap to grip with tongs, Khasi tyngkhap 
to insert between, place under arm, hide (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Mương cắp 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese gắp to pick up with chopsticks; ~ Khmer dɔŋkap, 
Biat ŋkap tongs; ~ Sre səkap tongs (→ Röglai); by secondary derivation ~ Khasi 
nap tongs. 
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D: (Palaungic) by secondary derivation ~ Praok sikhɔp narrow.  
A similar initial alternance is suspected in following. Connected further 1312 *ckiəm 
&c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26, 28; cf. SHAFER 1965 49, 318; SMITH 1972 185.) 
Sora 'sakab- to grip (v.i.) ~ sab'kaˑb-, 'sakkaˑb- to grip with tongs ~ 'sakkab-['laːŋ-
ən] tongs ~ sənabkaˑbo tongs.  
Proto-Austronesian *t'i(N)kəp: Malay sikap close-fitting, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 153; 
incorporating *t'i(N)kap to grasp, ib., cf. Cebuano Bisayan síkup kind of bird of 
prey, = Malay burong sikap). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 59.) 
 
†‡1237 *ckup, (?) *dkup; *ckuup; *ckuəp; *ckəp; *ckəəp, *[d]kəəp; *ckap; 
*[c]gəp to cover.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Sre kup to take, seize, catch, Biat kop to put 
lid on, cover over, Khasi kop, skop cover; ~ Temiar cɛrkʉb to close (BENJAMIN 
1976B 158); (→ Burmese dukuṭ monk’s shawl); (or *[c]g-?) by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi knup rainshield. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese koːp-[hətə] to close hand, 
Nancowry ʔupkũp to fold arms against cold &c.; ~ Kammu-Yuan səŋkúːp to cover 
e.g. with net; ~ Chrau nkoːp husk. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy kɑːp to catch, hold, arrest, Bru kɔɔp. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon kɒp to catch with a fish-
basket, Literary Mon skuip to cover (or, with derivatives), Khmer kɔp to bury, hide 
by burying, Central Sakai köp to get, catch; ~ Middle Mon sakuip, Modern Mon 
həkɒp lid, Central Sakai jĕrkop cover; (?) ~ Old Mon dukup /dəkøp/ chief, 
Literary Mon dakuip also lid, cover, Modern Mon həkɒp; ~ Proto-Nyah Kur 
*[c]əŋkəp cover, lid (DIFFLOTH 1984 V163a); ~ Temiar cɛnkəb lid (BENJAMIN 
1976B 146); ~ Khmer bɔŋkɔp to bury, hide by secondary derivation, (~?) 
Vietnamese gấp to fold, to close [book]; (or F/G?) ~ Nicobaric hakəṕŋacaʔ to 
cover sth. tightly. 
E: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gəːp rock shelter, overhead cover (< *[d]k-); ~ Biat ŋkəːp field 
shelter, Chrau səkəːp lean-to, shed. 
F: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Sre kap quantifier for clothes (DOURNES 
1950), Khasi skap husk, Central Sakai kap to get, catch. 
G: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon kɜp̀ to cover, Riang-Lang _kap to put on, 
wear; ~ Bahnar həgəp cave.  
A similar init. alternance in preceding; but *dk- perhaps by metathesis < 1261 *k-
ɗup &c.; or ← Austronesian *takub, &c., below. Add A102 *kəp to wait, lie in 
wait for?  
(SHAFER 1965 529.) 
Sora kub- to be covered up, iŋ'kub- to put on a cover or veil.  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *kubkub: Javanese kukub covered, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); connected further *ta(N)kub to cover; lid (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 128); *təkub to cover, shut (BLUST 1973 no. 109; Proto-Hesperonesian); 
*tu(N)kup to cover. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 142); *tikup to shut, close (BLUST 1973 no. 
114; Proto-Hesperonesian); &c.; (ii) *kəbkəb: Javanese kĕkĕb lid, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 76-7; Proto-Hesperonesian); connected *təkəp to cover; 
covering (BLUST 1973 no. 108; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 258-9. 
 
(*t[1]kiəp, *t1kap see 1236 *[c]kiip to pinch, grip; *[d]kəəp, *dkup see above.) 
 
†1238 *[p]kup; *[p]kuup; *[p]kuəp; *pkap inverted, face down.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng kuːp to bend down, hide, to turn upside down (or B), Bahnar kup to 
bow, greet respectfully; face down; ~ Chrau ŋkup face down, prone, Biat ŋkop to 
turn over on one’s face, (— ŋkeːŋ) to overturn, (~? by secondary derivation?) 
Bahnar səkup to be upside down. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯kup to fall prone; (by secondary derivation?) ~ 
Palaung səkup, Riang-Lang ¯səkup to overturn; ~ Kammu-Yuan səŋkúːp to turn 
upside down, Riang-Lang ¯sənkup to overturn, Praok gup to fall prone. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar [kup] kɔp [to lie] face down (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Proto-Semai *kɔɔp to lie (face down) (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
D: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer phkap to turn upside down, to lie face down; ~ (?Old Mon 
puʼkap /pəkɔp/,) Modern Mon həkɔp to overt, turn upside down.  
Or *kup &c., *kap kap > *pkap?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 16.) 
Proto-Austronesian *taNkub: Malay tangkop face down, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128; & 
variants, in *-p also, usually glossed to cover; cf. preceding). Cf. also Malay lukup, 
lungkup inverted, capsized, Acehnese lungkɔb [to lie] face down.  
Senses face down, to overturn may be limited to Sumatra & Java languages; then ← or 
contaminated by Mon-Khmer? 
 
†1239 *giəp; *gap; *gaap to grip, squeeze. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer kìəp (TANDART 1935; & thkìəp, 
= or contaminated by thkiəp < 1236 *tkiəp, which connect), Stieng giəp, 
Bahnar gɛːp (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung giəp to grip with tongs, Vietnamese 
kẹp to press, squeeze. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Vietnamese cặp to nip, grip, Nancowry 
kəṕ to hold; ~ Biat ŋgap to press, squeeze. 
C: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer kìːəp to press, squeeze, Central Nicobarese [hə]-kaːpi-
[yənde] to grasp.  
Cf. Thai kʰîip to grip with tongs or claws; ← a variant *giip? Connected further 1242 
*[t]ga(a)p fork, clamp, to clamp.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; SHAFER 1965 49.) 
Sora gɑb-['tur-] to hold between fingers or in fork, to pinch (or : *[t]ga(a)p?).  
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POU & JENNER 1973 no. 168 cite Ancient Chinese ɣiep 挾 to press, clasp under the arm, 
pinch, carry… . 
 
‡1240 *gap; *gaap; *gup fit, fitting, sufficient. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old 
Mon gap /gɔp/ to be fit for, fit to, pleasing to, Modern Mon kòp to suffice, (— kò) 
ought, to be fit to, Old Khmer gap, Modern Khmer kɔə̀p fitting, Bahnar gap just 
enough (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang gap enough, Jeh gap adequately, Praok 
kup to suffice; → Cham kàp enough, just right, Jarai gap to suffice, North Röglai 
gap [si] enough; ~ (*pgap >) Middle Mon pagap [gwor] to make fit, Modern Mon 
pəkòp to put together, join, to harness, Khmer phkɔə̀p to please, to adapt, adjust, (or 
*pgaap >, with secondary shortening) Sre gap to tie together; ~ Khmer caṅgāp' 
joint (GUESDON 1930) (cf. usual dɔŋkɔə̀p &c.), (or B?) Central Sakai janggap hip. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng gaːp to suffice, Biat gaːp suitable, enough, Central 
Nicobarese kaːp-[tuələ] tight [knot], Nancowry hakəp to fix, to fit; ~ Kontum 
Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) bəgaːp to harness together; growing together. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung gɯp enough.  
C secondary. To join by attraction 1232 *kap to fasten? Cf. following, & Khmer kùːəp 
fold, to join.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gənəp (sc. *g/ən/əp): Malay gĕnap complete…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 54; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
But connection dubious Sora a(ˑ)b- to fit, to be fit. 
 
1241 *gəp; *gap friend, to associate. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kùp gap' to associate with, meet, Sre gəp friend, 
Biat gɔp I; (?) → Cham kɔẁʔ kin, one another, Röglai gəu friend, North Röglai gəʔ 
sibling, Acehnese gɔb person, people; ~ (*gməp >) Biat mɔp to meet. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm gap friend (BLOOD 1976), 
Khasi [ïa] kap to make an alliance, meet friends with; ~ Mương cặp (BARKER 1966 
23), Vietnamese gặp to meet.  
B by attraction preceding? Or A contaminated by (rather than →) Indonesian? 
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1242 *'[t]gap; *[t]gaap fork, clamp, to clamp. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi kap prong; by secondary derivation (?) ~ khnap 
cloven hoof; ~ (*g[r]nap >) Bahnar gənap reinforced rim of basket, binding. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kèp gāp fork of tree, to be 
forked, to sit astride, Khmer kaːp frame, crucible tongs, cramp-iron (& by levelling on 
derivation, below, Khmer thgāp to keep [legs] pressed together) (GUESDON 1930), 
Stieng gaːp to take in tongs, clamp, Sre gap (or < A?) to fasten [thatch, rim of 
basket &c.], Jeh gaːp to hold with slit stick (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (& Bahnar gaːp 
to bind rim of basket &c., to hold or fasten with clamp; ← Jeh, or < *g-?), Palaung 
gap to affix, Vietnamese cạp rim, edge, to edge mat; → Cham kàʔ, Jarai gaːp, 
North Röglai gaʔ to bind rim of basket &c.; ~ Khmer prəkìːəp fork (!; GUESDON 
1930 has tragāp); by secondary derivation (?) ~ (*g[r]n- >) Sre gənap bamboo 
fastening of thatch or basket (DOURNES 1950; or A?), Jeh kanaːp split stick, Halang 
gənaːp sticks for roasting fish; (or A?) → North Röglai ganãʔ frame of rim of basket.  
Connect 1239 *giəp &c. to grip, squeeze, with which there is contamination; so 
*ga(a)p, if to be constructed as variants, are secondary. POU & JENNER no. 168 cite 
Ancient Chinese kap 挾 to press, clasp under the arm, pinch, carry, kap 夾 to press 
from two sides, squeeze, kap 梜 pincers, chopsticks.  
Sora gɑb-['tur-] to hold between fingers… is more probably : 1239 *ga(a)p.  
(SHAFER 1965 109; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 59.) 
  
1242a *ŋ[a]p; *ŋaap; *ŋuup (early) morning.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok [pon] ŋɔp (!)morning, Lawa ŋɔp early morning. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang ŋap to get up early, Khasi ngab early in the 
morning. 
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋup morning; ~ Mae Sariang saʔŋaup dawn.  
Praok perhaps < *ŋuəp; back vocalism secondary. 
 
1243 *cap; *caap; *ciəp; *cip; *cup to seize. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer, Middle Khmer cap to seize, 
catch, Stieng cap to take, accept, Semai I cap to hold; → Thai càp; ~ Biat map 
prey. 
B: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy caːp to catch, hold, between forefinger and thumb, Central 
Nicobarese [op]-ʃaːpə to seize. 
C: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kintaq Bong cɛp, Jah Hut cɛːp to hold; ~ 
(*.ciəp by palatal absorption > *.cəp >) Bahnar cɛp to take hold of. 
D: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer cɤp to take a pinch of; ~ Kammu-Yuan ɲip to catch. 
E: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ɲup to take, Biat ɲup to seize; ~ Bahnar cup to seize with claws, 
take between fingers (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C-E secondary. Bahnar ultimately < *pcap < *cap cap?  
(SHAFER 1965 361; BLOOD 1966 163; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 49 (a).) 
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1243a *[ʔ]caap kind of small bird.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer caːp sparrow, Kuy [cɛːm] caːp weaver bird, 
Ploceus philippinus, Bahnar caːp paddy-field pipit, Anthus novae-seelandiae richardi. 
 
1244 *[ʔ]cuup; *[ʔ]cuəp; *[ʔ]ciəp to put on, wear.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung cup, Praok cɯp, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang caup to wear. 
B: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi sop to cover, wrap, thatch; ~ Central Nicobarese opcuəp 
woman’s waistcloth, Nancowry (ʔu)cɯ́ap.  
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [hai]-ciəp-[hətə] to put on [woman’s waistcloth]; ~ 
opciəp woman’s waistcloth.  
C probably secondary. Note also Bru səp, sup to wear [ring] (or rather 1245?). 
 
(*kciip see 1252a *[k]ti[ ]p cockroach… .) 
 
1244a *krcaap scales of fish.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng krəsaːp, Chrau gəsaːp, Biat rchaːp, (Bahnar kəcaːp ←?) Jeh 
kacaːp, Halang kəcaːp.  
(SMITH 1972 195.) 
 
†‡1245 *bciip; *bciəp; *bcəp; *bcap; *bcaip; *bcup; *bcuup; *bcuəp to adjoin, 
adhere. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon cip to be set edge to edge (→ Burmese cip), Bahnar jiːp 
joined edge to edge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi bsiap to put between two things, to insert, siap to insert, 
(~?) Palaung siəp to pile neatly, to lay [one thing] on another in a pile (MILNE 
1931). 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang ˉsap to put in, on; → Shan shɑ̄p to thrust into; 
~ Khmer pracap' to cohere (GUESDON 1930). 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Old Mon cap /cɔp/, 
Modern Mon cɔp, Khmer cɔə̀p to adhere, Biat cap to fasten together, Sre cap to 
fasten together; bundle, sheaf, Palaung cəp to affix (or < C, or ← Burmese), Khasi 
bsap to mix with, to insert, Vietnamese chắp to join, assemble; → Cham caʔ to tie 
together, Jarai cap to tie up; Burmese cap to join, → Shan sɑ̀p to be connected with, 
whence ultimately Riang-Lang tərcɑp (tər- reciprocal) to be connected with, to 
connect; by secondary derivation ~ Mon phyɔp, Khmer phcɔə̀p to join. 
E: (Kuy, Khmuic) ~ Kuy cɛːp [shut] tight; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan 
tərsáːp [òm] confluence. 
F: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung sɯp to join, to connected (MILNE 1931); → Shan sɯ̌p joint, 
to join, whence ultimately Riang-Lang ˉtərsɯp joint, link. 
G: (Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) ~ Palaung kərcup to be close together (MILNE 1931), (?) 
Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese giúp to help. 
H: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese op-ʃuəp-[hətə] to attach extra gunwale.  
Secondary are E, to B; & F-H, cf. Munda. Add following?  
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(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) (I) Kharia ɟiʼb to touch, &c. (PINNOW 1959 283); (II) Sora ɟɑːb- to 
touch, to stick, ɟɑb-'ɟɑb- to abut.  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *t'it'ip: Malay sisip to insert, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 155; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
1246 *[b]cuəp; *[b]cəp to repair to, repair together, meet.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer cuːəp, cùːəp to meet (together), Sre cop (!) 
to visit, Biat cɔːp [uaɲ] to inspect; ~ Kuy cuːp to come together, come back to 
starting-point together, (~?; by secondary derivation, ta- reciprocal) Stieng tacuɔːp 
to meet, join. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Old Mon cup /cøp/ to arrive at, come to, Modern Mon cɒp to arrive 
(at), Kuy sɔp to meet, encounter; ~ Middle Mon [nʼā] bacuip to bring to, Modern 
Mon həcɒp to hand to, to conduct.  
= preceding? Connection uncertain Kensiu cʉb, Temiar ciːb to walk (= SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 42). 
 
1247 *jɔɔp horsefly.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy chùːap, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar jɔːp, Jeh joːp, Halang joap.  
(SMITH 1972 203.) 
 
1248 *gjap solid, stout.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer cɔə̀p, khcɔə̀p solid, enduring, Kuy chàp tough, 
stout, Stieng jap solid, Central Rölöm jap solid, strong, Bahnar [kəjap] jap, yap 
very solid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre kəljap solid, hard, Bahnar kəjap solid, 
Jeh kajap, Halang gəjap sturdy; → Röglai kəjap (& gəɲap < *gənjap), Malay 
kĕjap.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 44; BLOOD 1966 347; SMITH 1972 193.) 
 
1249 *jnjaap to flutter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həyèp to flap, f.[wings], Khmer [haə] cùəɲcìːəp to flutter about 
(TANDART 1935).  
Cf. (i) 1267 *yəp &c. to move up and down; (ii) Proto-Austronesian *t'aiap: Cham 
thyaːwʔ, &c., Acehnese sayöəb, Malay, Iban sayap wing, Ivatan sayáp to fly (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. SHORTO 1975 88). 
 
1250 *t1ap; *t1əp to pierce. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer dap to cut into, Kammu-Yuan táp to prick, pierce. 
B: (Bahnaric) Central Rölöm tap to stab, pierce (probably, rather than A), Stieng taːp 
to pierce, Bahnar tɤp to stick into the ground, to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh 
tàp to set in ground, Halang tɒp to put in ground; ~ Biat ntɔp to stab, spear, goad, 
Bahnar hətəp to stick into the ground, to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B originally by hypercorrection on dialects which have ta- < *tə-?  
(BLOOD 1966 126.) 
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‡1251 *t1aap to slap.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Stieng, Sre, Chrau taːp to clap, slap, Biat, Jeh taːp to 
slap, Bahnar, Halang taːp to slap, hit, Praok tap to strike, beat, Khasi thab to hit 
with hand, slap.  
Khmer tɔp to hit with fist is ← Thai tòp.  
(SMITH 1972 198; cf. SHAFER 1965 76.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t2abt2ab: Javanese tatab to beat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.12). See BENEDICT 1975 228-9, beat. 
 
†‡1252 *t1əp; *t1əəp; *t1ip; *t1up to bury, cover.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Mon) Old Mon tip /tøp/, 
Modern Mon tɒp, Proto-Nyah Kur *təp̱ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V166), Kuy, Biat tɔp, 
Stieng taːp, Chrau, Bunör təp, Central Rölöm tap to bury, Khasi thep to entomb 
[bones], (~?) tep to bury; ~ Khmer dɔndɔp, tɔndɔp to wrap oneself in, cover 
(oneself); ~ Riang-Lang ˉsəntap shelter. 
B: (Bahnaric) Röngao təːp to bury (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*ktəəp >) Chrau cəːp 
[mat] eyelash. 
C: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *tip [hole] to be covered up (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
D: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, ?Mon) Sakai tup to cover (i.e. Temiar; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 183), Semang tūb to sow (i.e. Jehai; ib. P 132; 
contaminated by 1343 *p-t2əm); → Acehnese tob to close, cover; ~ Mon hətɒp 
cover, lid, flap (or ← variant?); → Cham hatuʔ, tuʔ lid of pot; ~ Sre tərnop lath 
covering joint in planking.  
Primacy of forms uncertain. Cf. 1261 *ɗəp &c. to cover; 1273 *rup &c. to cover 
(BLOOD 1966 130; SMITH 1972 182.) 
Mundari topa to bury, to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 309). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *tutup: Malay tutup to shut, to cover, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
144); (ii) perhaps *qatəp: Malay atap roof, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 16, *c-; 62, *h-; 
DYEN 1953 § 117). See BENEDICT 1975 406-7, thatch. 
 
1252a *[k]ti[ ]p; *[k]tiəp; *[k]t[ə]p; *ktup; *kciip cockroach, vermin.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre tip cockroach. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang teap, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɛp flea. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng təːp, Biat tap [dɒr] cockroach, Nancowry 
muptáp flea. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau cup cockroach. 
E: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)siːp cockroach.  
Note Riang-Lang _sup ˉsɑp cockroach Lawa perhaps by contamination, cf. Palaung 
sətiər flea; so *-t1- not certain. 
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1253 *[k]t1ap egg.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, ?North Aslian) Sre, Biat tap, Chrau cap, 
Temiar tab (!), Shom Pe Nicobar kaː'teːəb, (?, by assimilation) Jehai, Semnam 
kətəd; ~ Bahnar, Halang kətap, Jeh katap.  
Cf. 1348a *kt1əm.  
(SHAFER 1965 359, 398; BLOOD 1966 376; SMITH 1972 190; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 
36.) 
 
1254 *ktaap to catch up (with), be in time.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đáp to catch [train &c.]; ~ Old Mon kintāp 
/kəntap/ to have time to, Modern Mon hətap to have time to, to catch up, to catch 
[train…]. 
 
†1255 *[k]t1əəp cloud, precipitation.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kətɒp dew, mist, Riang-Lang ˉtəp snow, mist, cloud.  
(~?) Kharia ti'riʼb c., &c. (PINNOW 1959 284; Proto-Munda *tɨrɨb). 
 
1256 *kntəəp dove.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Biat ntəːp, Chrau gətəːp, Bahnar kətəːp.  
Cf. Stieng tɔːp; BLOOD 1966 401 pigeon has Stieng təːp, Sre ntɔːp. Onomatopoeic?  
(SHAFER 1965 569.) 
 
1256a *kntuəp; *kntap grasshopper.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer kɔndoːp. 
B: (Mon) Mon hətɔp khatap, gatap, Proto-Nyah Kur *kənta ̱p (DIFFLOTH 1984 N40).  
Khmer vocalism post-dental. 
 
1257 *jt1ap layer, to superimpose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tap /tɔp/ times, -fold, 
Modern Mon tɔp to place in sequence, to fold, Kuy with secondary lengthening 
thàːp to lie, lay, on top of, Sre tap layer, to be superimposed, Chrau, Biat tap layer, 
Mương tắp (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese đắp to pile up; → Burmese thap layer, 
→ Middle Mon thap, Modern Mon thɔp, → Bru tɔp̀, thɔp to fold one layer over 
another; ~ Khmer srətɔə̀p, Jeh ratap to fold one layer over another (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Khasi syrtap fold, layer.  
Cf. following & Central Nicobarese kətaːpə pile.  
 
1257a *pntup; *[p]ntuəp to add. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer bɔntop to pile up (contaminated by preceding?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat ntɔːp to add (to), add one by one. 
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1258 *dap stockade, military unit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Middle Mon dap stockade, Modern Mon tòp stockade, military 
unit, Old Khmer dāp to bar, Middle Khmer dāp' fence, Modern Mon tɔə̀p army, Bru 
tàp hut in forest; → Burmese tap military unit, fortification, probably → Palaung 
təp army (MILNE 1931); Cham tàp earth rampart; Thai tʰáp army.  
 
1259 *daap low.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer tìːəp to be low, small in height, Kuy thìːap 
low, Bru tìap, (~ *pdaap >?) Sre daːp to lower, place lower down (DOURNES 
1950). 
 
†1260 *dəp to block, dam.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer dap, Modern Khmer 
tùp to block, dam (≠ to cover, < following, which compare), Kuy with secondary 
lengthening thàːp, Chrau dəp (& by metathesis Biat bɔt) to dam, Riang-Lang _tap 
to stop, dam, Vietnamese đập dam; → Shan tɑ̀p to dam; ~ Khmer khtùp to block, 
close; ~ (*krdəp >) Bahnar kədəp (in sense) to block. 
Sora dab- to obstruct, dam (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 42.) 
 
1261 *ɗəp; *ɗəəp; *ɗap; *ɗaap; *ɗup; *ɗuup; *ɗuəp; *[ɗ]ip; *ɗiəp to cover.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer tùp dap', 
Sre dəp to cover, Biat [kɔp] dɔp to lie in wait for, Bahnar ɗəp, Palaung dəp, 
Praok tɔp to cover, Vietnamese nấp to hide; ~ Sre ndəp to cover, Chrau nɗəp 
[mat] invisible, Biat ndɔp hidden, covered; ~ Old Mon kḍip /kɗøp/, Modern Mon 
dɒp head (& Nyah Kur kdəp); ~ Mon hədɒp to fold over, close (or B, E, H?), Stieng 
kəldɔːp to shut [door, window], Sre kəldəp to cover over, Chrau gədəp to cover 
hole, Bahnar kədəp to hide from sight, to shelter; handful, Khasi khyrdep to shut 
[door] without fastening, slam [door], (or C?) Central Nicobarese kərəp-[hətə] to 
catch [bird] in trap, shut [door, window]; ~ Central Nicobarese kəndəp bird-trap 
(or C?); ~ Sre bənəp cover, lid, West Bahnar hənəp, rənəp cover, lid; in shelter 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre dəːp to catch with hand, take what is held out, Biat dəːp to receive; ~ 
Bahnar kəʔnəːp to take shelter; ~ Chrau pəndəːp to catch, seize. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer kdap to hold tightly in hand, close [hand]; 
~ Vietnamese nắp cover, lid, (probably, rather than A) Central Nicobarese dənəp 
cloth cover. 
D: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Lawa Bo Luang tɯap to shut, Central Nicobarese daːpə, 
[op]-daːp-[həʃe] to spread cloth; ~ Central Nicobarese dənaːp cloth cover. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) ~ Khasi kdup to cover, embrace, envelop, defend, 
protect; ~ Khasi kyndup double handful; overhang, Central Nicobarese kendup 
covering or wrapping of leaves; ~ Sre bənop, bənəp cover, lid (DOURNES 1950). 
Connect Nancowry tóp to cover oneself, kutóp fist,  
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F: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng duːp to 
hide, to cover [mouth] (or E), Riang-Lang ˉdup to cover [pots &c.], Vietnamese núp 
to hide, take cover; ~ Khmer kdaop [flower] to close; to stop up, cover with hand; ~ 
Thin kən̆dop to fish with a fish-basket; ~ Khasi kyndub shelter; ~ (*k[r]ɗuup >) 
Bahnar kəɗoːp fistfull; to cover, shelter. 
G: (Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Mon hədop to close, fold, Bahnar kədɔːp, kəɗoːp 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
H: (Khmer) ~ Khmer kɔntɤp [srɤy] fez, woman’s cap. 
I: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nép to hide oneself.  
In Eastern languages largely merged with (& otherwise contaminated by) preceding. 
Cf. also 1252 *t1əp &c. to bury, cover; 1273 *rup &c. to cover.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 462; BLOOD 1966 124; SMITH 1972 201.) 
(i) Sora dab-, Kharia ɖaʼb to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 3); (ii) Sora dub- to shut, close, 
~ kun'duḅ- to hold in fist, (-ən) handful. 
 
(*cɗi(i)p, *cɗəəp see 1040 *cɓiit sticky… .) 
 
‡1262 *[j]ɗaap to pass hand along.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon dap to dab on, sponge, Khmer stìːəp to touch, feel, stroke, grope 
for.  
Connect by metathesis 1042 *[j]ɓat &c. to feel, grasp. 
(Proto-Austronesian *adap adap?) Ilocano dapadap to touch, feel. 
 
1263 *[j]ɗəp to shore up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sḍuip [ska] to shore up, help, support, Khmer stùp sdap' 
to hold up, set [prop] against; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer phtùp to place 
against, prop. 
 
1264 *bɗap; *bɗaap to touch, adjoin.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Khmer phtɔə̀p adjoining; ~ bɔntɔə̀p next by 
analogy; ~ (*bbɗap >) Literary Mon [sarap] phaḍap to bring near, come near, 
Kuy nthàp to arrange next to one another, Sre dap to pass, hand to, Biat dap to lay 
[floor], fasten [saddle].  
B: (Mon) Mon dap to touch, adjoin.  
Cf. Chrau dəːp to pass, hand to; contaminated by 1261 *ɗəəp in sense to receive; or 
causative of it?  
 
‡1265 *[b]aap father.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre baːp, Chrau vaːp. 
Proto-Austronesian *bapa(S): Malay bapa, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 24; less Malagasy, 
cf. DAHL 1973 § 20.5; Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian). 
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1266 *[g]ɓip; *[g]ɓiip species of wildfowl. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon ḅup /ɓøp/ ruddy shelduck, Modern Mon bɒp ruddy shelduck, (— 
mɛà) cotton teal. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar biːp duck, teal, Gölar Bahnar cotton teal (?; sarcelle de 
Coromandel).  
Not obviously onomatopoeic 
 
1266a *yap; *yaap to die, be extinguished. 
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi ïap to die; ~ Central Nicobarese pɔin-ɲɔp corpse (!; with 
contextually conditioned vocalism?); ~ pomɲəp-[hətə] to extinguish by pressure or 
cover. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Bahnar ɲaːp deceased person, Central Nicobarese 
pəməɲaːp corpse, Nancowry paɲəṕ to die, pamaɲəṕ corpse.  
Cf. B93 *yuum &c. to die; 1268 *yup &c. dark.  
 
1267 *yəp; *yəəp; *yaap to move up and down. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương; ~?) Kammu-Yuan ʔyɯ́p (!) waggling the ears, 
Vietnamese nhấp-[nhô] to go up and down especially on water; ~ Palaung rəyəp 
fan. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung yɯp to fan, beckon, shake up and down, yɯp yɯp to shake up 
and down, Riang-Lang [ s̄im] _yəp yəp wagtail.  
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _yɑp to sift [rice] by tossing.  
C contaminated by 1249 *jnjaap to flutter, or ← Tibeto-Burman, below? Connect 
Praok yip to wave, Lawa Umphai yip fan; & note Mon həyɜm̀ dayuiṁ (< *jnj-?) 
to flourish with a wrist movement; Tibeto-Burman *yaˑp to fan, winnow, paddle, 
BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 92. 
 
†1268 *yup; *y[uu]p; *yəp dark. 
A: (Khasi, North & Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Proto-Semai *yʉp evening (DIFFLOTH 
1977), (?) Central Nicobarese ʃup-[heŋ] [sun] set; ~ (*bnyup >) Khasi bñiup-
bñiup (very) misty… . 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar hiɯːp twilight; → Cham suːp, Röglai siup twilight. 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer yùp yap' night, Bahnar yəp shade; ~ → Cham tàyɔwʔ 
dusk; ~ (*[ ]nyəp >) Stieng ɲaːp, Chrau [nar] ɲəp sunset, Bahnar ɲip sudden 
disappearance of light.  
Cf. 1225 *ʔap &c. dark…; 1328 *[c][ɯə]m night.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (d).) 
Santali əju’b evening, nightfall, &c. ~ Santali ɲubəʔ (to become) dark, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 128, 280.) 
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1269 *riip (& *rip?) grass.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Biat reːp, Praok rip, Lawa Bo 
Luang raic, Lawa Umphai raip, Mae Sariang ɣaip; ~ Khmer trɤp floating mat of 
vegetation (ad variant?); ~ Sre səmprip tall grass (DOURNES 1950); ~ (?) 
Nancowry ʔép to plant.  
(SHAFER 1965 313.) 
 
1269a *riəp to arrange.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer rìəp to prepare, arrange, Kuy rìːp to lay 
[board floor], Stieng riəp to prepare, Biat rɛːp to arrange; ~ Bru pariəp align edge 
to edge. 
 
†1270 *rap to help.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi (ïa-)rap.  
Cf. 1390 *rum &c. 
Sora rab-. 
 
1271 *rap to count.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) (Old Mon rap /rɔp/ (?) to keep a record of,) 
Modern Mon ròp to keep [accounts], Khmer rɔə̀p to count, calculate; → Cham rap 
[ʼan] to estimate; ~ (*rnap >; properly nominal, or by metathesis < *rnrap?) 
Sre nap to count, check total of, Kammu-Yuan nàp to count; → Lao nap to count.  
Cf. Stieng ruəp, rəːp to count, calculate.  
 
‡1272 *rɔɔp adjacent, to surround.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung rɔp, Praok rop to surround; → Shan hɔp̀; 
~ Mon krɔp to be near, to keep close, to be nearly; ~ (*[k]prɔɔp >) Mon kərɔp 
vicinity, near, Khmer prɔːp near; ~ Khasi [jing]-bynrop accompaniment.  
Cf. Sre rip near, rəp about to; Khasi bynrap to place together with. 
Proto-Austronesian *kərəp: Acehnese krab close together, Malay kĕrap close [texture], 
frequent, Javanese kĕrĕp close together, frequent (so Proto-Malayo 
Javanese/Proto-Aceh-Cham). 
 
†‡1273 *rup; *ruup; *ruəp; *rəp; *rəəp to cover. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi) ~ Khmer kɔntrùp kandrup dark gloomy place, 
made dark by overhanging branches &c., Biat ndrup lid; ~ (*[t]rr- >; or B?) Khasi 
tyllup to cover up completely (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer kraop to cover, hide; lid; ~ Stieng gruːp 
to cover, stop up (or A?); ~ Kuy troːp to cover with e.g. fowl-basket. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng ruɔːp to hide, bury; ~ West Bahnar krɔːp hidden, hiding 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Middle Mon grop /grop/, Modern Mon kròp to cover; ~ 
Old Mon ginrop screen, Modern Mon həròp cloth cover. 
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D: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) ~ Khmer krùp grap' (to) cover (TANDART 1935); ~ Khasi 
trep temporary hut; ~ tyllep to overwhelm, to cover up (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); 
~ Khmer srɔp [elephants] to stand in shade, Kuy sap to cover with blanket &c. 
E: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese rợp to be shady, [birds &c.] to cover [sky]; ~ 
Riang-Lang ¯rəp to wrap, cover (with), spread over. 
Add perhaps as derivation 1277 *gruup to invert… . Connect (originally < D with 
secondary lengthening?) Old Khmer karap cover, Modern Khmer krɔ̀ː p to cover; 
covering (& kùmrɔ̀ː p n.), Kuy khrùːap (to cover with) lid; perhaps A107b *kraap 
to hide, take shelter; & cf. 1252 *t1əp &c. to bury, cover; 1261 *ɗəp &c. to cover.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; BLOOD 1966 165.) 
(i) Sora rub- to cover, put lid on; ~ Santali həruʼb to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 309); 
(ii) Kharia raʼb to bury (ib).  
Proto-Austronesian *ruqub(ruqub): Sundanese rurub to cover with sheet, Javanese 
lurub shroud, &c., Samar-Leyte Bisayan loób to cover, Cebuano lúub to incubate 
(cf. NOTHOFER 1975 105, *rurub; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1274 *rup (& *ruup?) to fight.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan rop, (variant >?) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai rup.  
= following? 
 
‡1275 *ruup; *rəp; *rap; *rip to seize, take hold of, catch.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Katuic, Khasi) Bahnar roːp to seize, capture, hunt, fish, confiscate, 
grasp, Jeh rup to catch, Halang ruːp to capture, Bru roːp to grasp; → Khamti Shan 
hōp to seize [prey]; ~ Khasi kynrup to pounce on, seize. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy rɔp̀ to put arms round, Stieng raːp to obtain, 
attain, overcome, Palaung rəp to receive, to catch in net, Riang-Lang _rap to hold, to 
receive, Praok rɛp to receive; ~ Bahnar hədrəp fowler’s net, kədrəp trap for birds. 
C: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Old Mon rap /rɔp/, Modern Mon ròp to 
hold, grasp, capture, Kuy with secondary lengthening ràːp to receive, accept, 
Kammu-Yuan ràp to catch, to receive, welcome; → Thai ráp to receive, accept ~ 
Bahnar krap to put arms round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B?) Thin grɯ̆p to catch. 
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer rɯ̀p to confiscate (→ Thai ríp to seize, → 
Khmer rɤp (TANDART 1935)); ~ Bahnar krip to seize; ~ Khasi shrip fish-trap.  
Add perhaps preceding; B85 *ruup fishing-net; & cf. 1273 *rup &c. to cover. (SCHMIDT 
1905 40; SMITH 1972 187.) 
Proto-Austronesian *[r]aqup to scoop up: Malay raup to scoop with both hands, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101, *ḷahup; NOTHOFER 1975 175; add Acehnese rahob to 
wash one’s face, perhaps Karo Batak n-dahup to bring food to mouth with fingers). 
 
(*ruəp see further 1389 *rum to assemble.) 
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1276 *grap seed.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer krɔə̀p grain, seed, nut, Stieng grap seed (BLOOD 
1966); ~ Chrau ŋgrap seed.  
Conceivably by metathesis ~ *bgar = 1574 *[ ]gar.  
(BLOOD 1966 346.) 
 
1277 *gruup to invert, to lie face down.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Stieng gruːp to turn upside down, 
Palaung grup, Praok krup to make obeisance, Vietnamese sụp to prostrate oneself; 
→ Shan khū̀p to make obeisance; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntrùːp to turn upside down, to 
lie upside down.  
Khasi khrup on one’s knees is perhaps by metathesis < *[ ]rku(u)p, ad 1238 
*[p]ku(u)p inverted, face down ~ 1273 *ruup to cover?  
 
1278 *[c]mrɔp to tremble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [chi] hərɔp samrap, Khmer cɔmprɔp.  
Initial correspondence obscure; perhaps variant-prefix forms. 
 
1279 *triəp; *tra[i]p to be clamped, pinned. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Mon krep to be interposed between two surfaces, 
jammed, cramped, Khmer triəp packed close together, (~?) West Bahnar jərɛːp to 
wedge between two props (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*tnriəp >) Jeh dreːp to stab 
and pin down (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ (*tmriəp >) Bahnar kəmrɛːp to be 
crushed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon krap to press between two surfaces, press together; ~ 
Bahnar kəmraːp to be crushed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
†1280 *trəp wet, waterlogged.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon krɒp to wallow, Biat [daːk] trɔp mud, Bahnar trəp moist and 
shady [lair, wallow]; ~ (*tbrəp >) Middle Mon taruip to provide with sustenance, 
Modern Mon kərɒp to lead to water, (by metathesis, or ~ by secondar derivation) 
West Bahnar pəkrɤp to wet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-
63, pəkrəːp waterlogged; with expressive lengthening?); ~ Mon kərɒp heavy rain.  
Cf. Bahnar (h)atreːp large and wet, (h)atrɛːp small and wet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
(~) Sora 'rab-[daː-n] flood, spate. 
 
1281 *t1rəp to fall down.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan həntrɯ̀p to (stumble and) fall over, Palaung 
təkrəp [branch] to break, [house] to fall down (MILNE 1931).  
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1282 *srap ready, prepared.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer srap read, Vietnamese sắp to be 
arranged; to be about to; → Thai sètsàp finished, completed; ~ (*sbrap >) Old Mon 
surap /sərɔp/ to put ready at hand, Stieng səbrap to prepare (BLOOD 1966), Sre 
prap to arrange, to keep, Chrau prap to put away, Biat prap [ɔn] to put aside, 
Vietnamese sắp (in senses) to arrange, put in order; ~ Biat ndrap to make ready.  
(BLOOD 1966 370.) 
 
†‡1283 *srup; *sruup to suck, drink. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯp to drink (MILNE 1931).  
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer sroːp to absorb, suck up, swallow up, gulp in, Palaung 
hrup (MILNE 1931), Praok rɯp to drink, (?; by metathesis *rsuup >, or Tai →) 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai sup to sip, suck. 
Sora sə'rub- to suck, sip, drink noisily, Kharia su'ruʼb to breathe, to gargle, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 354).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'urup: Javanese surup to enter; penetrated, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 158); (ii) *t'ərəp: Malay sĕrap to absorb, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 151). Rather 
than *t'[ ]-Siɣup to drink noisily (DEMPWOLFF 1938 152, *t'iɣup, Proto-West-
Indonesian), ~ *siɣup (DYEN 1965; DEMPWOLFF 1938 64, *h-), ultimately → Biat 
rhoːp to suck up, to swallow, to sniff, iroːp to absorb. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 381, sip; 
400, suck. 
 
(*sruup see also 1400 *sruum to sheathe.) 
 
1284 *b[h]raap pigeon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon pharāp ?/phərap/, Modern Mon 
hərap, Khmer prìːəp, Kuy [cɛːm] phrìːap, Stieng ɓraːp, praːp; → Thai [nók ] 
pʰírâap; (?) Sanskrit pārāvate-, Pali pārāpata-.  
Onomatopoeic; initial irregularities cannot be explained by borrowing Sanskrit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1285 *lip; *l[ə]p to spread (v.t.). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör lip, Central Rölöm lɯp to spread on, 
spread out. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok lop to spread; ~ Palaung hləp to spread out (MILNE 1931).  
(BLOOD 1966 142.) 
 
1286 *liip; *liəp; *d-lap to know, be used to. 
A: (Central Aslian) Semnam liːp to know. 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Old Mon lep /lep/, Modern Mon lèp to be versed in, know how to, 
Central Nicobarese leːəp to be able to, know how to, Nancowry líap. 
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C: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer thlɔə̀p, Kuy with secondary lengthening 
thlàːp to be accustomed to; ~ (*dnlap >) Palaung nəp to know, Khasi nap to be 
able to, to indulge in.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1286a *liəp to lick.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng liəp to lick tentatively, Sre liap (beside lep; 
loanword?) to lick, Khasi liap-liap licking lightly, lapping, flickering.  
Cf. 1409 *[c]limʔ &c. 
 
‡1287 *ləp, (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ləbləb >) *bləp; *lup; *luup (& *luəp?) to 
immerse. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian; *l-) Bahnar ləp to inundate, Semang 
lab to wash (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 22A); ~ (*crləp >?) Bahnar 
həlɤp to inundate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*cnləp >) Stieng ateɲaːp, Sre ɲhəp 
to immerse oneself, Biat ɲɔp [stars] to set, (— daːk) to immerse oneself; ~ Mon 
kəlɒp taluip to overflow (or B), Khmer trəlɔp [scent &c.] to be diffused; ~ (*pnləp 
by metathesis >, or by secondary derivation) Khasi phyrnep to dip, plunge, to 
duck; (*bl-) Old Mon blip /bløp/, Modern Mon plɜp̀ to immerse oneself, bathe, 
Stieng bləːp [kite] to fall to earth; ~ Old Mon birlup ritual bathing, Biat rlaːp 
[daːk] inundation (with vocalism as in mphlaːɲ ad 927 *ləɲ). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer lùp lup to wash (& to erase, cf. foll); ~ 
Bahnar ɲup to immerse oneself, (or *-uəp?) Khasi [ngam] jyllop to be immersed, 
drowned (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ Khasi phyrnop to dip, plunge, to duck. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) ~ (*t2luup >) Bahnar kluːp to capsize 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung hlup to inundate (MILNE 1931); ~ Central 
Nicobarese pomloːp-[ʃire] [harpooned turtle] to sink.  
Cf. 423 *lək &c. …to be immersed; 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed; 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded, 
to sink; 1077 *li[i]t &c. to be extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SMITH 1972 181.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ƚəbƚəb: Javanese lĕlĕp (!) forced under water, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 93-4; DAHL 1973 § 15.7, 8); (ii) *k'əlub: Malay chĕlup to 
immerse, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 83; Proto-Malayo-Javanese). See BENEDICT 1975 
400, submerge. 
 
‡1288 *lup; *luup; *luəp; *l[ə]p; *lap; *lip; *liip; *liəp to enter.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer lùp lup, lap' to delete, efface, erase (?; cf. 
semantically Khasi, F), Kuy lùp dark, cloudy, dim; to erase, Bru lùp to erase; ~ 
Bahnar hlup to go into, through [door, hole] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon lùp to enter, Chrau luːp cloudy. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon lop /lop/, Literary Mon lop to enter; ~ Old Mon, Modern Mon plop 
to bring in. 
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D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng laːp to enter, (probably, rather than E) Palaung 
ləp [sun] to go in, [moon] to have fully waned; ~ Palaung hləp to put in, (MILNE 
1931) to set. 
E: (by hypercorrection from dialects in which *lə- > la-?; Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat lap 
to enter, Bahnar lap to fit, be equal to; ~ Stieng klap to insert; ~ Sre sənap to force 
in, mount [dah-blade] in hilt, Biat ŋlap to force in, to incorporate. 
F: (Khmer, ?Khasi, South Aslian) Khmer lɯ̀p to withdraw, [sun] to go in, (or G?) Khasi 
lip to be extinguished, to extinguish, Besisi lep to enter (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 76 (b)). 
G: (Palaungic) Palaung lip to enter, Praok lip [lu] to enter [trance]; ~ Praok klip 
[sun] to set. 
H: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh kliap, Halang gliap [sun] to set.  
Cf. Stieng luːm to go in, to go over [obstruction]. 
Proto-Austronesian *luub: Acehnese lob to enter through narrow opening, to set, 
Pangasinan loób inside, to enter, by metathesis Proto-Ambonese *lobo to enter 
(STRESEMANN 1927) (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*kli(i)p see 445 *pliik shoulder.) 
 
1289 *klap; *klaap to cover, shut, enclose (sep. *lap box? ).  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Jeh klap to cover [pan] 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Old Mon kinlap /kənlɔp/ book, volume, Modern Mon 
kənɔp sheath, scabbard, volume with covers, Biat ŋlap, Bahnar təŋlap (!) box, Jeh 
kalap lid (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bru klap small box (Kuy tlap ← Thai); ~ Sakai 
tĕrlap (!) to shut (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 182 (a); or B); by secondary 
derivation ~ Palaung khləp to shut. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) West Bahnar klaːp to shut, stop up 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or ~ by secondary derivation, cf. Palaung) Praok klap to 
shut; ~ Thin kən̆lap (& cən̆lap) to shut door; ~ Stieng kalaːp bamboo tube with lid; 
~ (*kplaap >) Vietnamese tráp wooden container, betel-box.  
Cf. further Bahnar təŋləp lid (& kləːp, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, = klaːp); East Bahnar 
təlɔːp lid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar aŋlɔːp, Kontum Bahnar hnɔːp sheath. 
Bahnar təŋlɔːp by dissimilation, Sakai tĕrl- by assimilation?  
 
1290 *klaap flying white ant.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Jeh klaːp, Kammu-Yuan kláːp; ~ (*knlaap >) Stieng kəlaːp 
kind of flying ant, Sre kənaːp white ant, Biat ŋlaːp, Halang kəlaːp flying white ant 
(→ Bahnar ?).  
(SHAFER 1965 503; SMITH 1972 196.) 
 
(*bləp see 1287 *ləp to immerse.) 
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1291 *slaap wing.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer slaːp, Kuy slaːp, lhaːp; ~ Stieng səklaːp 
[kənaː], (~?) Chrau sənlaːp feathers of arrow. 
 
1292 *saap tasteless, without effect.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer saːp insipid, tasteless; fresh [water]; powerless, 
ineffective, Kuy saːp [spell] to wear off, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang saːp tasteless; ~ Sre 
bəsaːp tasteless.  
(SMITH 1972 200.) 
 
1292a *səp to suffice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy sɔp to be just right, Sre səp enough, Biat [bic] 
chɔp [to sleep] one’s fill; (Khmer *sɔp, cf. derivation) → Thai sòp every [Editor's 
note: we were unable to confirm Shorto's gloss, although we did confirm the form 
as a Northern Thai gloss: to meet, come upon], → Khmer sùp sufficient, complete… 
by back-borrowing; ~ Khmer sɔmnɔp satisfying, pleasing. 
 
‡1293 *ksip to whisper.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer khsɤp, Khasi [kren] sip-sip.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan háːp-háːp-híap-híap. 
By metathesis Proto-Austronesian *bit'ik: Malay bisek, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 31; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
1294 *hiip; *[h]iəp; *həp; *haip to suck in, to inhale.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng hiːp; ~ Chrau pheːp to nose-kiss; ~ Sre rəhip to sniff, inhale, 
Bahnar hriːp to sniff, inhale, to suck; → Jarai hrip to suck up. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar ʔiɛːp to suck (blood of), to pump up, Bru yiip to 
suck; ~ hrɛp̄ = hriːp to sniff, inhale, to suck → Acehnese sriəb, r(h)iəb to suck 
up, to snuff up.  
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar həp (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese 
[hô]-hấp to inhale. 
D: (Khmer) Khmer haep to come up for air.  
Add Lanoh Yir hup to breathe? Cf. 1296 *thəəp to sniff; 1104 *hiit &c. to sniff…; 
1299 *ihim to breathe… . 
 
1295 *haap; *hup; *huup; *ʔuup to eat.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon hāp /hap/, Modern Mon hap to eat 
[rice], Palaung hap food, to eat; ~ West Bahnar hənaːp mess, eaters at one dish 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (?; East Bahnar sənaːp!). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre hup to lift [food -bag] to mouth; ~ Khasi kahup to gulp, 
gobble. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer hoːp to eat, Vietnamese húp to slurp [rice-gruel]. 
D: (Palaungic) Lawa ʔaup cooked rice.  
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Cf. Khasi kahap to snap at, perhaps contaminated by 1231 *kap to bite or connected 
Tibeto-Burman *hap to snap, bite (BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 89); but note Kenaboi 
lihap to bite, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 227 (b).  
(SHAFER 1965 270.)  
 
(*khaip see 1226 *kʔip centipede.) 
 
1296 *thəəp to sniff.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer thaəp to sniff, to nose-kiss, Chrau, Biat thəːp to 
smell, sniff.  
Connect 1294 *hiip &c. …to inhale? 
 
1297 *ʔam not.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu dials. àm, Thin ʔăm, Khasi em, ym.  
Connect (i) Riang-Lang _nam (& Nyah Kur dials. nam, nəm not [yet]); (ii) Praok aŋ. 
 
1298 *ʔ[o]m water.  
(Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan òm, Palaung om, Riang-Lang ¯om, Khasi um; ~ Praok 
rɔm, Lawa Bo Luang laʔaum, Lawa Umphai raʔaum, Mae Sariang ɣaʔaum, 
laʔaum.  
(SHAFER 1965 397.) 
 
(*ʔum see 1426 *huum to bathe.) 
 
†1299 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔim > *yəm by dissimilation, Pre-Palaungic &c. 
*ʔiim; *ih[i]m > *yhə(ə)m, secondarily > *yhu(ə)m to breathe, live.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon yɜm̀ to breathe, Riang-Lang ¯im, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔaim, Palaung, Praok, Khasi im to live, be alive, Central 
Nicobarese eyaːm breath, eyəːm-[lərə] to breathe, Nancowry ʔiyɯ́am to breathe; 
life; → Cham yuṁ in good health; ~ Old Mon yuṁyuṁ /yəmyøm/, Modern Mon 
pəyɜm̀ life; by secondary derivation ~ (*-yiəm >) Kammu-Yuan hərɲɯ̀am 
breath, heart. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) ~ (*inh[i]m >) Sre 
nhəm, Chrau nəm, Biat nhɔm, Bahnar jəhŋəm breathe (& Röngao, GUILLEMINET 
1959-63, jəheːm, perhaps < simplex), Temiar hənum to breathe, by phrasal 
contraction (cf. e.g. Sre taʔ nhəm to breathe) Khmer dɔŋhaəm breath; ~ 
(*inh[i]m >) Kuy phhɑːm heart, mind, Palaung phɔm breathe, Riang-Lang 
¯phɔm breath, life, to breathe, Praok bɔm air, breath, Khasi msiem soul, breath, 
Mendriq nəphɔp, Semelai ʔamhɔm to breathe; by secondary derivation ~ Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaphaum, Lawa Umphai raphaum, Mae Sariang ɣaphaum, laphaum 
spirit, mind.  
Cf. 1428 *khuum to blow.  
(BLOOD 1966 125; SMITH 1972 14; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 389 (a).) 
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Sora [toŋ]-'jeːm- to breathe, to sigh, -'ɲeːm- to blow (PINNOW 1959 K 313).  
Mon-Khmer → Proto-Austronesian *k'i(S)um to nose-kiss (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 87, 
*k'ijum; Proto-West-Indonesian; Malay → Javanese in view of Acehnese com, 
&c.)?  
 
1300 *[k]ʔim; *[k]ʔiəm onion.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric; ~ *[k][l]ʔim >) Khmer khtɯ̀m (→ Biat kdum), Bahnar 
kədim. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre iam (→ Röglai jam); ~ Kuy (kh)thìːm onion, garlic (→ Thai 
kratʰiam garlic), West Bahnar kədɛːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh kadiam, 
Halang gədiam onion.  
(SMITH 1972 35.) 
 
1301 *c[n]ʔaam span.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔmʔaːm (by assimilation, or ~?), Sre naːm, 
Chrau sənɗaːm, Biat nʔaːm. 
 
1301a *cʔəəm nauseated.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔaəm; ~ Biat mʔɯːm.  
951 *cʔən sated, cloyed contaminated by 1304 *t2um[ ] &c. rotten?  
 
1302 *jʔiəm smoke.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Semnam jiʔaːm; ~ (*jnʔiəm >) Khmer 
chŋìəm smelling of burning, Stieng ɲiəm, (?) Sakai nyäm [os] smoke (i.e. Temiar; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 298).  
(SHAFER 1965 151.) 
 
1303 *[t1]ʔaam (molar) tooth.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Nyah Kur nìək kəʔáam molar, Bahnar 
taaːm molar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Shom Pẽ Nicobaric təaːm tooth; ~ Khasi 
tyng-am jawbone.  
Cf. 1318 *dgam &c. molar tooth, jaw.  
 
1304 *t2ʔum[ ]; *t2ʔuum[ ]; *t2ʔam[ ]; *t2huums; *t2ham[ ] rotten.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ (*t2nʔum[ ] >) Mon həim to stink; ~ (*t2pʔum[ ] >) 
Chrau pəʔum stale. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre oum, Chrau oːm rotten, Biat oːm stinking, to rot, 
Bahnar oːm rotten, stinking; ~ (*t2pʔuum[ ] >) Khmer phʔoːm musty, sour-
smelling, Sre poʔoum to stink, Praok siʔum to decay, Lawa Bo Luang saʔum to rot. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung əm rotten; ~ Lawa Umphai saʔeum to rot. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese thủm to smell bad. 
E: (Palaungic; ~ *t2pham[ ] >) Riang-Lang ¯khəm to be rotten.  
(BLOOD 1966 11.) 
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‡1305 *[m]ʔəəm cloud.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯pəʔəm cloud, to be cloudy, Praok [pay] ɔm cloud, Lawa 
Bo Luang [mbia]ʔaum mist. 
Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əm[ ]əm) Rukai, Saisiat *əməm (BENEDICT 1975 254, which 
compare).  
Cf. Proto-Miao-Yao *ɔm (BENEDICT 1975). 
 
1306 *[sʔ]iəm younger sibling.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kuy sɛːm younger sibling, Bru ʔɛ ̃ːm 
younger sibling, Stieng iəm elder sibling, Kammu-Yuan hɛ ́ːm! younger sibling of same 
sex as speaker, Vietnamese em younger sibling.  
Kuy, Kammu-Yuan < secondary *sy-?  
 
‡1307 *[s]ʔəm; *[s]ʔəəm; *[s]ʔuum; *[s]ʔuəm; *[ ]həm warm.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer sʔɔm warm, to warm, heat, Vietnamese 
ấm to be warm, (~?) Kuy sʔam warm; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyr-em 
spring season.  
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang ¯səʔəm to be warm. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar ɔm happy; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi byr-
um tepid. 
D: (Khasi, ?Palaungic) Palaung ɔm, Riang-Lang ¯wɔm to be pungent in taste (?), Khasi 
[sʼaid] om-om slightly [warm]; → Acehnese söʔuəm, töʔuəm warm, hot, to grill, to 
apply heat medicinally.  
E: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese hâm to warm up; ~ Khasi rhem hot.  
Tone of Vietnamese ấm suggests *cʔ-; Bahnar vocalism compatible with either 
construction (cf. 335a *ɗuuk; 527 *cuuŋ). Back vocalism secondary? 
(Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əm[ ]əm) Ilocano anem-em heating up, to heat [water]. Cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 365, to ripen fruit… (V). 
 
†1308 *kam arrow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon kaṁ /kɔm/ arrow, 
projectile, Modern Mon kɔm bullet, cartridge, Khmer kam projectile, Kuy, Sre, 
Chrau, Biat kam, Kammu-Yuan kám, Mnar haːm arrow; ~ Khasi khnam arrow.  
(BLOOD 1966 354.) 
Sora aʔaːm-ən, compounding form aːm-ən, Kharia kɔm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 265). 
 
(*kaams see 1420 *ksaam (to catch) cold.) 
 
1309 *[ ]kə[ə]m roof-ridge.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar kɤːm thatch at ridge of roof (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre (with 
secondary shortening?) rəkəm roof-ridge.  
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†‡1310 *kom; *koom to associate, assemble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon 
kuṁ /køm/ also, Mon kɒm also, usually auxiliary verb, to accompany (A), Old 
Mon kom /kom/ to associate, Modern Mon kom to assemble; assembly (B), Bahnar 
kum (& kɯm) also (A), kɔːm to collect together (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; B), 
Riang-Lang ¯kɔm together with, Semang kom much (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 M 46); ~ (*krk- >; B) Middle Mon grakwom /gəkom/, Modern Mon həkom 
company, assembly, (A?) Biat rkom bunch, cluster; ~ Bahnar akɔm, akum, Gölar 
Bahnar həkum to assemble (v.i), to gather (v.t.) (A), Vietnamese gom to gather 
[money] together; ~ Khmer cɔŋkaom bunch.  
Connect Sre khom to collect up; & 1320 *bgum &c. to collect together.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; SHAFER 1965 54.) 
Sora kum- to flock, swarm, (*kum-kum- >) kuk'kum- to gather.  
Proto-Austronesian *raNkum: Malay rangkum to gather together, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 
259; Proto-Western-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 299-300. 
 
‡1311 *kuəm; *kəm to grasp, hold. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯kuam to grasp, seize, Praok kɔm 
to embrace, Temiar kəwɔp to hold, Central Nicobarese kwɔm- handle [of paddle]. 
B: (North & South Aslian) Mendriq, Semaq Beri kəm to hold.  
Connect following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 48 (a).) 
Proto-Austronesian *kəmkəm: Tagalog kimkim handful, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 78; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 316, hold… (V). 
 
‡1312 *ckiəm; *ckəm(& *ckam); *ckaim to grasp, hold.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon ckem /ckem/ to grasp, pick up; handful, 
Modern Mon kem to grasp, Vietnamese kém pincers, tweezers (contaminated by 
1236 *ckiəp to pinch…, which compare?); ~ (by back-formation, contaminated 
by *ckiəp?) Central Nicobarese niːəmə tongs.  
B: (Khasi, Katuic, ?North Aslian) Khasi skhem firmly, securely, [shi]khem handful (& 
(shi) kham ; cf?), Bru sakam to grasp, (or Malay, below, →?) Kensiu cəkam to 
hold.  
C: (Katuic; ~ *cnkaim >) Kuy ŋkɛːm to hold in teeth or beak.  
Connect preceding (so front vocalism environmental?); perhaps 1366 *k[ ]n1amʔ 
handful. Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Note also Vietnamese kìm 
pincers, pliers, ↔ Thai kʰiim. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'a(N)kəm (?): Malay chĕngkam (!) to grasp, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 
77, Proto-Hesperonesian; Malay by vowel metathesis, or trisyllabic reconstruction 
required?). 
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1312a *rnkam Zalacca wallichiana.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon təkɔm lakaṁ Zalacca wallichiana (→ Burmese yaṅkam:), Nyah 
Kur rəkám (→ Thai rakam), Khasi [soh]-ryngkham kind of small fruit. 
  
†1313 *skaamʔ chaff, husks of paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Bru sakaam, Mon, Thin 
kam, Palaung kham, Riang-Lang ¯khɑm, Vietnamese cám; → (probably, rather 
than :) Malay sĕkam, Acehnese sököəm; ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkaːm (!), Kammu-Yuan 
həŋkáːm.  
Add Khasi skam powder? Khasi skap husk is < 1237 *ckap. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
Sora 'künaːm-ən, kinaːm-ən, compounding form 'kum-ən &c. (to be separate from 
forms at PINNOW 1959 366). 
 
1314 *gam (& *gəm?) more.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon gaṁ /gɔm/ more, further, other, besides, Sre gam 
still, more, (variant >, or weak form?) Chrau gəm [vaː] and. 
 
1315 *gaam to step.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon kèm gāṁ pace, to step, Khasi kam to step (& kab step). 
 
1316 *gom hot-air balloon, paper lantern.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Mon kɜm̀ hot-air balloon, Khmer kòːm 
lantern, balloon (→ Thai kʰoom), Kuy khòːm [lɔ̀ː i] hot-air balloon, (Khmer →?) 
Biat [uɲ] goːm lantern. 
 
†1317 *gum; *guum; *g[əə]m to winnow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat gum; ~ Sre ŋgum. 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon kùm, Kammu-Yuan kùːm to winnow, Palaung gum 
to clean [rice] by tossing. 
C: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *gɤɤm to winnow vertically (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Add Khmer ʔom, Kuy ɔm, Bru ʔoːm, Bahnar uːm, Jeh ùm, Halang ùːm (&c., see 
SMITH 1972 16)? Stieng khuːm to blow, to winnow is < 1428 *khuum to blow. 
Sora gum-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 159). 
 
‡1318 *dgam; *dgaam; *dgəm molar tooth, jaw. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat gam molar, Vietnamese cằm chin; ~ Chrau 
[seːc] dəgam molar. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, ?South Aslian) Khmer thkìːəm molar, (TANDART 1935) jaw, 
Stieng gaːm jaw bone; ~ Bahnar təŋaːm, (or A) Besisi [lĕmoñ] tenggam molar 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 170). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng gɒːm molar; ~ Sre [siː] tərgəm molar (→ Röglai [təgei] 
tərgəm).  
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Cf. Semang (i.e. Kintaq Bong) tĕmgim lower jaw bone, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 121; 
& 1303 *[t1]ʔaam (molar) tooth; 1233 *kaap chin; 497 *kaaŋʔ chin, jaw.  
(SHAFER 1965 582.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gaq[aə]m: Acehnese ghöəm, Cham khùm, &c., Malay 
g/ĕr/(a)ham, Javanese g/r/aham, Iban [ngeli] gam /gaam/ molar (Proto-West-
Indonesian; *ɣahəm, DEMPWOLFF 1938 57, falls; Javanese bam : Siraya vaam).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *gəm, BENEDICT 1972 25 no. 50 & n. 82; Archaic Chinese gʻəm 頷, 
ib. 183 n. 482 (→ Vietnamese hàm). 
 
‡1319 *prgəm imperial pigeon.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon həkɜm̀, Proto-Nyah Kur *pərkṳm (DIFFLOTH 1984 N29; 
implies *-um), Bahnar pəgəm.  
Malay pĕrgam, probably → Besisi pĕgāpm (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 
92). Mon-Khmer → Indonesian?  
 
‡1320 *bgum (?); *bguum; *bgəm to collect together. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar gum to help (?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng prəguːm, Biat rguːm to collect together. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer phkùm phgaṁ, (by back-formation?) kùm gaṁ collect together.  
Connect 1310 *ko(o)m to associate, assemble; perhaps A117 *[g]n[ə]m granary. (Cf. 
SMITH 1972 7.) 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *ragum: Javanese ragum to be one with, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
347; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1321 *.ŋəm; *[ ]ŋam to immerse, soak. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Stieng ŋɔːm waterlogged [tree], Biat ŋɔm 
to immerse, Palaung ŋəm to immerse, soak, ferment (MILNE 1931; or B), Mương 
ngấm to soak (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese ngâm to steep, soak.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi ngam to dive into. 
 
†1322 *lŋaam sweet.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (ŋ)ŋìːam sweet, Sre ləŋam to be very sweet., 
Palaung ŋam, Riang-Lang _ŋɑm sweet substance, to be sweet; ~ Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang ʔŋaːm sweet.  
Connection uncertain Khasi shngiam very tasty, with which cf. Bahnar ɲaːm delicious; 
Praok ɲɔm to taste pleasant.  
(SHAFER 1965 150; SMITH 1972 39.) 
Sora 'leːŋəm- deliciou [taste]. 
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1323 *sŋɔm silent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sṅaṁ, sṅoṁ to be silent, thoughtful, anxious, Khmer 
sŋɔm-[sŋiəm] to keep silent; ~ Mon kəhom to feel regret, remorse, Khmer sɔmŋɔm 
to stay still and quiet.  
Hence probably by arbitrary variant Khmer sŋiəm silent; crəŋùm quiet, silent, 
deserted; sŋɔp unmoving, silent. Cf. 1427 *khəəm silent… . 
 
†1324 *cim; *ciim; *ciəm; *caim; *cum bird. 
A: (Bahnaric, ?Central & South Aslian) Bunör sim, Central Rölöm sɯm, Biat chium 
(!), Jeh, Halang, (or B, ?C) Semnam, Semelai cim; → Cham cim, North Röglai 
cip. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre siːm, Kammu-Yuan síːm, Riang-Lang 
¯sim, Lawa Bo Luang saiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saim, Palaung, Praok, 
Khasi sim, Mương (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chim; → Jarai ciːm, Röglai sim; 
~ → Acehnese cicem. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar sɛːm, Temiar cɛp; ~ (*kuən ciəm by 
contraction >) Old Mon kiñcem /kəncem/, Modern Mon həcem. 
D: (Kuy) Kuy cɛːm. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng cuːm, Chrau sum; ~ Central Nicobarese 
cecoːn (→ Moken chichom).  
D secondary to C; E probably to A, cf. Biat ib. With Nicobaric cf. Acehnese ad B.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SHAFER 1965 237; BLOOD 1966 144; SMITH 1972 10; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 216.)  
Sora compounding form 'iːm-ən (& 'siˑm-ən by levelling; ~ kən'siːm-ən, cf. Mon), 
Santali sim fowl, &c. (PINNOW 1959 314).  
Connect Proto-Austronesian *qaiam bird, fowl… (under the entry 1382a *[h]yam)? 
 
1325 *cam; *caam to wait, watch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Old Khmer, Middle Khmer cam to await, keep watch (→ Biat cam 
[yɛːm] to keep watch), Kuy cam to wait.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng caːm to wait; ~ (*[c]ncaam >) Kammu-Yuan 
ɲàːm to guard, watch (→ Lao ɲaam, → Kammu-Yuan yàːm).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 16.) 
 
1326 *cum; *cuum; *cuəm; *cəm matched, complete. 
A: (Palaungic, Khmuic, ?Mon) Literary Mon [ci] cuiṁ to be complete (or D), Kammu-
Yuan cùm (!; contaminated by flock, herd < 1338 *bjum), Palaung sɯm pair 
(MILNE 1931). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon cum pair, set; to be even in number, complete, Palaung sum 
pair (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Mon) Old Mon com /com/ entirely. 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔm exact(ly), directly; ~ Stieng tacəːm to put 
together again. 
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†1327 *cuum; *cuəm; *cəm; (*cim cim >) *ncim; *ciəm (& *nciəm?); *caim to 
eat, to feed.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung sum to eat (MILNE 1931, honorific). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯suam, Praok sɔm, Lawa Bo Luang sɑum, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang som to eat. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre səm to treat medically, administer [medicine] to; 
~ Central Sakai bösö’p to feed [child]. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon ʼcim /ɲcøm/, Khmer ɲcɤm (& cɔɲcɤm), 
Stieng ciːm to feed. 
E: (Bahnaric) Sre siam to feed, Chrau siəm to feed [child], Biat chiam, ciam to taste, 
Bahnar hiɛm to feed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also Bahnar dialect sɛːm to feed; West 
Bahnar ɲɛːm to treat), Jeh ciam to feed, Halang ciam to raise; → Cham ciem to 
feed, North Röglai ciap to feed [pigs]. 
F: (Kuy) Kuy cɛːm to to feed [child], Bru ʔacɛːm.  
F secondary; A-B may be if Munda, below, not cognate. Palaung sɔm food offered to 
monks is ← Shan shɔm̄ ← Burmese chwam:; pɔm cooked rice is < 1345 
*t1/p/uəm. Cf. further Beduanda kêchem, ngêchem to eat (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 E 28).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
(?) Sora ɟom-, Santali ɟɔm food, to eat, &c. (PINNOW 1959 385). 
 
1328 *[c][ɯə]m night.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung sɯm, Riang-Lang ¯sɔm, Praok sɔm (!), Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai saum night, Mae Sariang saum dark; ~ Mae Sariang 
lasaum, ɣasaum night; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəsɯ́am night.  
Or (i) *-um (Palaung, Riang-Lang), *-uum (Lawa), *-uəm; (ii) *t2-; connected then 
1352 *btɔm? Cf. 1268 *yup &c dark. 
 
1329 *dcaam to make a hole.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon cam to dibble, Khasi sam to bore, pierce; ~ Old Mon [kīr] ducām 
/dəcam/ [kil] to make holes with an earth-auger.  
Connect Mon həcɒm dibber; perhaps Semai I cɔːp, Mah Meri kacup to dig (= SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 108 (a)). 
 
(*ncim see 1327 *cuum …to feed.) 
 
†1330 *jiim; *jəm, (*jəm jəm >) *njəm; *juum; *juəm moist, swampy. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Mon cìm to be swampy (→ Burmese cim. 
marsh, to be swampy), Vietnamese chìm to sink, be submerged; (?) ~ Jölong 
(h)ɲeːm to moisten; moist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon cɜm̀ marsh, swamp, (*nj- >) Khmer cɔə̀m sodden. 
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C: (Khasi, ?North Bahnaric) Khasi jum-jum full of juice; ~ Bahnar hŋoːm 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar also hɲoːm to moisten; moist (?), (~?) Khasi 
bañium bog; wet.  
D: → Acehnese juəm damp, spongy, soft.  
Connect 1393 *jrəm mud, swamp? Cf. further Thin jŭp to soak, wet; & 1419 *səm[ ] 
&c. damp. 
Sora 'laɟim- wet, damp.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 270-1, to dip… . 
 
1331 *jaam dish, bowl.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer cìːəm dish, tray, Stieng jaːm large copper dish, Sre 
jam (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar jaːm large bowl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru jìam 
washing bowl (beside saːm ← Thai); → Cham càːm dish; Thai cʰaam (→ Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang chɯam?).  
(BLOOD 1966 297.) 
 
1332 *jəm; *jəəm manner. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ (*.njəm >) Praok jɔm manner, action, condition; ~ Khasi 
syrïem to resemble. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar yiːm like, thus, so (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang _cəm in order to; ~ (*jməəm >) Biat məːm manner.  
Bahnar fronting post-palatal. 
 
(*jəm see also 1338 *bjum bunch… .) 
 
1333 *jum; *juum (to go) round. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cùm juṁ (a turn) round, Stieng juːm circuit, (area) 
around (or B?), Biat jum around. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar juːm to go round.  
Cf. Khmer caom to encircle, surround, ~ Biat ncoːm to encircle, surround.  
(BLOOD 1966 158.) 
 
(*ju(u)m, *juəm see 1338 *bjum bunch… .) 
 
1334 *juəm[ ]; *jəmʔ slow. 
A: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ɲɔːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese chậm to be slow, late. 
 
1335 *[k]jəm; *[k]jəəm; *[k]juum soft. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung jəm to be tender, flexible, soft, Khasi jem soft. 
B, C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang cum, Lawa Umphai chum soft (C); ~ 
(B) Riang-Lang kəcəm to be tender, flexible, soft.  
Lawa suggests *ʔj-. 
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1336 *tjum; *tjuum tinder. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *tbjum >) Chrau pəjum to make fire. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre juːm, Biat joːm tinder; ~ Bahnar dialects təsoːm &c. tinder 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*njəm see 1330 *jiim moist… .) 
 
1337 *njum; *njuum; *njuəm; *njəm dark in colour. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Khasi) Khasi jngum dark blue, violet by metathesis 
(or B); ~ Sre gəɲom black, dark- coloured; ~ Semang lemyom evening (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (d)). 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *pnjuum >?; contaminated by 1330 *juum moist…) Bahnar 
ɲɯːm to soak, dye. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon yòm yom to be dark in colour, 
Mương yòm black (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 209); ~ (*pnjuəm >?) Biat ɲɔːm 
to colour, dye, blacken, Palaung ɲɔm to dye, (MILNE 1931) stain, Lawa Bo Luang, 
Lawa Umphai ɲɔm, Vietnamese nhuộm to dye; ~ Mon həyòm to be dark, no 
longer light. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɔə̀m discoloured, stained, 
bruised, dark in colour, Kuy chàm bruised, Palaung yəm to be black, swarthy, 
Mương yơm black (CUISINIER 1951), by metathesis Khasi jngem bruised; → Thai 
cʰám black; Cham jaṁ; ~ Khmer cùəɲcɔə̀m dark [sky &c.].  
Vietnamese tone from plosive sequence. 
 
1338 *bjum; *bjuum; *bjuəm; *bjəm bunch, to gather together.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer cùm juṁ, (by back-formation 
from?) phcùm phjuṁ (& phjaṁ, cf. D) to gather together, Kuy chùm to gather 
together; group, Kammu-Yuan cùm flock, herd; → Lao jhum flock, herd; ~ Sre 
pərjum collection, assembly, Jeh pajòm together (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar hiuːm to gather together, gather in arms, to 
embrace, Jeh yum to pick up in a bunch, Halang yuːm to gather together, 
Vietnamese chùm (!) bunch, chụm to assemble, join, gather.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Stieng dialect jɔːm[jaːl] to meet (together); 
Kammu-Yuan cɔ̀ː m to follow, accompany, Vietnamese chòm (!) tuft, clump, bunch, 
group. 
D: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer phcùm to gather together (merging A; phjaṁ), Thin jəm̆ all.  
In view of Vietnamese tonal variant perhaps orig. *j- n., *b-j- v.  
(SMITH 1972 17.) 
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1339 *kɲum; *kɲuum; *kɲuəm young.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmuic, Nicobaric, ?Central & South Aslian) Old Mon kñum (child?) of 
tender years, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəɲo ̱om young child (DIFFLOTH 1984 N171), 
Kammu-Yuan (A) núm, nɯ́m, Besisi nyom young (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 Y 42; or C?); ~ (B) Central Nicobarese kenyuːm child, Nancowry 
kiɲóm.  
C: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy ɲùːam (!)young; ~ (*knɲuəm >) Palaung kəɲɔm young 
boy, Praok ɲɔm young child.  
Connect Riang-Lang kəɲuk to be soft, young, tender? 
 
†‡1340 *t1iim; *t1iəm; *t1əm; *t1am; *t1a[i]m; *t1[u]m to hit repeatedly. 
A: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar teːm to beat, hammer, forge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung teəm to hammer, Lawa Bo Luang team, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang, Praok tɛm to hammer, beat out. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer dɔm to beat, hammer, 
forge, Kuy tam to hit, beat (probably, rather than D), Pakoh tɯm to thump with 
bottom of fist, Stieng tɒm, Biat tɔm, Bahnar təm to horn, gore, Khasi tem! to beat 
[drum &c.], Mương tâm (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese đâm to pound; → Thai 
tam to pound; ~ (*pt1əm >?) Vietnamese đấm to hit with fist. 
D: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon taṁ /tɔm/ [sṅoʼ], Modern Mon tɔm [haoʔ] husked and 
pounded rice, Kammu-Yuan tam to beat [drum]. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan táːm to hammer, forge.  
F: (Palaungic) Palaung tɯm to hit with fist; ~ (*[t1]nt1[u]m >) Praok dɯm to strike.  
Connect obscure Central Nicobarese dɔm to hammer, Nancowry rəḿ. 
Kharia thɔm to smash, &c. (PINNOW 1959 264; Proto-Munda *təm).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[qS]aNtəm: Acehnese antam to hit hard, Malay hantam to 
pound (→ Besisi —i.e. Mah Meri— ʼntöm, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 203), 
Javanese di-antĕm to be hit (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-Javanese); (ii, 
by metathesis?) *[qS]əNtam: Karo Batak ng-entam to lunge and butt, Acehnese 
öntam, Malay mĕng-hĕntam-kan to hit hard, Iban ng-entam to attack (so Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
1341 *t1iim to know.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tīm /tim/, Modern Mon tɛm to know, Lawa Bo Luang 
taiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang taim to remember, understand.  
Cf. 896b *tiɲ &c. Connection dubious Khasi tip. 
 
1342 *t1am locative (?) particle  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tam in, at, Jeh tam with, from, Halang tam from. 
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†‡1343 *t2əm; *t2əəm; *t2am plant, to grow; to begin. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Vietnamese đâm to grow, 
sprout; ~ (*pt2əm >) Stieng taːm to plant, sow, Palaung səm (or C?) to plant; ~ 
Stieng t(h)ənaːm, Kammu-Yuan sərnɯ̀m medicine. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & South Aslian) Khmer daəm, Biat tɒːm, Sre, 
Chrau, Bahnar təːm (foot or trunk of) tree, beginning, Mintil toum tree; ~ Khmer 
phdaəm to begin, Palaung sɯm, Besisi pĕtöm to plant (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 132); ~ Bahnar pətəːm, Hre basèm, Sedang pasiam to begin, 
Riang-Lang ˉpəksəm to plant, lay out [garden &c.]; ~ Chrau, Biat nəːm quantifier 
for trees; ~ Bahnar tənəːm = təːm.  
C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon taṁ /tɔm/ plant, tree, base, foot, 
beginning, Modern Mon tɔm base, foot, beginning; ~ Old Mon ptaṁ to transplant, 
Modern Mon pətɔm also to begin, Khmer dam, Sre, Chrau, Biat tam, Praok sum, 
Lawa Bo Luang səum to plant; → Thai dam to transplant; ~ Bahnar pətam to 
plant, (or A?) Lawa Umphai ndeum, Mae Sariang ndəm to begin; ~ Middle Mon 
tnam, Modern Mon nɔm plant, tree, Khmer thnam medicine, Praok num plant; ~ 
Chrau tənam wet ricefield, Palaung sənəm, Riang-Lang ˉsənəm herb, medicine.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 85; BLOOD 1966 375, 420; SMITH 1972 13; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 151, T 203.) 
Sora nʔeːb-, ɲʔeːb- [tree] to grow, ə'n(ʔ)eːb-ən, compounding form 'neːb-ən 
transplant, plant.  
Proto-Austronesian *taƚəm: Malay tanam to plant, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *-n-; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.8). See BENEDICT 1975 355. 
 
†1344 *t1um; *t1uum; *t1uəm collection, accumulation. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon [suṁ] /tøm/ all, Literary Mon 
tuiṁ to be numerous, Khmer dom group, lump, wad, block (→ Cham ḍaum group), 
Riang-Lang ˉtɔm bundle, Praok tom [nɛ] many, much; ~ Khmer domdom in a 
crowd, in a heap, Sre ntum work-gang, group; ~ Khmer kdom gathered together, 
Sre tom to meet, Chrau cum to wrap up, Riang-Lang ˉtɔm to make a bundle. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Bahnar toːm all, entirely, Jeh tum 
enough, all, Halang tuːm enough, Central Nicobarese toːm bunch (quantifier); ~ 
(*ktuum >) Kuy toːm to wrap up, Palaung tum to gather together (MILNE 1931), 
Praok tɯm to gather; → Shan túm to gather; ~ (*[s]tuum >) Central Nicobarese 
hətoːm-[hətə] to assemble, Nancowry ʔumtum all, build; ~ Bahnar (h)atuːm 
collection; together (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central Nicobarese hɔmtoːm mound (& 
ɔmtoːm every).  
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau vətɔːm to assemble.  
Connect Mương tụm bunch, BARKER 1966 25; perhaps A114 *tam reciprocal preverb.  
(SMITH 1972 45.) 
Sora tum- to accumulate, gather. 
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1345 *t1um; *t1uəm; *t1am; *t1aam; *t1əəm to boil, distil.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan tóm to boil, cook 
(→ Lao tom), Semang tobm to boil (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 331); ~ Sre tərnom 
rice-beer.  
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon toṁ /tom/ to cook, Modern Mon tom to cook, distil; ~ 
(*t1puəm >) Palaung pɔm cooked rice. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Khmer tāṁ, Modern Khmer dam to boil, 
cook by boiling; ~ Khasi thnam /thnam/, Semai nam to boil (v.i.) (TAUERN 1914); 
~ (*t1rnam >) Mon kənɔm to boil (v.i.). 
D, E: (South Bahnaric; ~ *trn- >) Bunör rənaːm (D), Central Rölöm nəːm (E) rice-
beer.  
Connection dubious Kharia ɖɔbkɔ- to boil, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 396.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; BLOOD 1966 422.) 
 
†1346 *[ʔ]t1aam according to.  
A: (Mon &/or Khmer) Literary Mon tāṁ, Khmer taːm; → (& in part ←?) Thai taam.  
*t1 in view of Sora. If not *ʔ-, Mon → Thai → Khmer. 
Sora tam-, ə'tam. 
 
1347 *k[ ]t1am heavy.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kətám heavy, Palaung [it] kətəm [to sleep] 
one’s fill. 
 
1348 *kt1aam crab.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, North Aslian) Khmer 
kdaːm, Kuy (k)taːm, Stieng, Sre taːm, Chrau caːm, Lawa tam, (by back-
formation, assuming **k- = small-animal prefix!) Khasi tham; → Acehnese 
götöəm, Malay kĕtam, Iban ketam; ~ (*kntaam >) Mon hətam gatāṁ, Bahnar, 
Halang kətaːm, Jeh kataːm, Kammu-Yuan kətáːm, Semang kĕntem (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 C 258 (c)); probably by secondary derivation (k- small-animal 
prefix!) ~ Riang-Lang kətɑm.  
Connection dubious Santali kaʈkəm, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 214. Blust's construction of 
Proto-Austronesian *kətəm (BLUST 1970 no. 210, *-T-) falls.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 278, 376; SMITH 1972 41.) 
 
1348a *kt1əm egg.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉtam, Praok, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔm, 
Lawa Bo Luang tɑm egg, Central Nicobarese kətəm-[kaːə] soft roe; ~ Palaung 
kətəm egg.  
Cf. 1253 *[k]t1ap.  
(SHAFER 1965 145.) 
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†1349 *[k]t1uum; *[k]t1uəm to fall down.  
A, B: (Mon) ~ Literary Mon gatuṁ, datuṁ (A), Mon hətom (B) to fall (down); ~ 
Literary Mon phatuṁ &c., Mon hətom to knock down.  
Sora, which compare. for *t1, favours construction of *k[r]t1- ~ *kbt1- causative. Cf. 
A106 *tup to fall; Mon tòm doṁ to fall down. 
Sora ə'tum-. 
 
1350 *krt2uum kind of varan.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bərtum small kind of varan of aquatic habit (DOURNES 1950; 
contaminated by bəya kind of varan < 156 *bryaʔ), Chrau [kɔːn] kətuːm, Biat 
rtuːm, Bahnar kətoːm kind of varan (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh ← kasùam, 
Halang kəsùam lizard.  
(SMITH 1972 20.) 
 
†1351 *[c]t1iim nine.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung tim, Riang-Lang ˉtim; (~) Lawa Bo Luang sataiɲ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang sataim; ~ (*[c]nt1iim >) Praok sidim.  
Connect perhaps 1144 *dciin[ʔ] &c., which compare.  
(SHAFER 1965 312.) 
Sora 'tim-[ɟi-], &c. (PINNOW 1959 372.) 
 
1352 *btɔm night.  
A: (Mon, Aslian, Nicobaric) Cheʼ Wong bətom, Central Sakai töp, Semelai pətɔm; ~ 
Old Mon birtaṁ /bərtɔm/, Modern Mon hətɔm, Proto-Nyah Kur *pətam̱ 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N234; implies *-am) ; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Central 
Nicobarese hatɔm.  
Connect 1328 *[c][ɯə]m? But connection dubious Mương têm (BARKER 1966 13), 
Vietnamese đêm.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 17 (a-b).) 
 
†1353 *st1am; *st1uum right-hand. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian, ?Khmuic) Khmer sdam (→ Thai 
sàdam), Kuy tam, Palaung [i]təm (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang [ka]tɑm, Lawa 
Umphai tɔm, Mương tăm (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 205), Kensiu tem, Temiar 
təp, Semelai satam; ~ (*snt1am >) Praok dɔm, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
ndɔm; (?) ~ Kammu-Yuan tərhám right-handed by metathesis (& by back-
formation hám right-hand). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon stūm /stum/.  
Back vocalism secondary? cf. here Mintil təum.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 128.) 
Santali ɛtɔm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 220). 
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1354 *[d]im; *[d]i[ə]m to yoke.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer tɯ̀m, Stieng diːm; ~ (*[d]nim >) Khmer nɯ̀m 
yoke (& thnɯ̀m tie-beam, a neologism), Stieng niːm to yoke, Biat num (to) yoke.  
B: (or *-iim?: Katuic) ~ Kuy thnìːm yoke.  
For Khmer n- < *dn- cf. 1750 *dnaal. Biat -im is wanting; note ɲum : Stieng ɲiːm 
ad 1381 *yaam; chium < 1324 *cim. 
 
1355 *dam young male.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon [klɛà] tòm dam steer, Sre dam male [animal], Bahnar dam 
two- to three-year-old male [cattle], Jeh dam young (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ 
(*[d]ndam >) Stieng ndam young male [bullock], Biat [beːŋ] ndam [man] having 
attained puberty; ~ (*drdam >) Bahnar tədam young man, youth. 
 
†1355a *dəm[ ] to be soaked.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đẫm, đầm-[đìa]; ~ Riang-Lang ˉtam 
(!), Khasi pdem to soak, steep, ferment. 
Proto-Austronesian *rəNdəm: Malay rĕndam to soak (v.i), wallow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 103, *[ḷ]-; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
†‡1356 *dəm; *duum to incubate.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) ~ (*dnəm >) Kuy nɔm̀, Bahnar ʔnəm; ~ 
West Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) kənɤm, Kammu-Yuan kəmnɯ̀m; ~ Khasi 
pdem. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _tum; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kəmnɯ̀m] kəmnòːm.  
= following? 
Sora dum-.  
(Proto-Austronesian *dəmdəm) Tagalog limlim, Cebuano Bisayan lumlum 
(compared at DEMPWOLFF 1938 43 with Malay &c. words meaning to long, long for 
revenge; so Cebuano to store up feelings; DAHL 1973's Malagasy & Formosa 
comparisons, § 14.6, belong elsewhere). 
 
†1357 *dəm (& *dəəm?); *[d]uum to lodge for the night, to roost. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon dum 
/døm/, Modern Mon tɜm̀ to lodge for the night, Khmer tùm daṁ to perch, to sit, 
Jeh dàm, Halang dɒm to sleep away from home, Khmuʼ dɯm to stay overnight, 
Palaung dəm to lodge, Praok tum to lodge, alight, Khasi dem (!) to alight, to stoop, 
to lie down, (*dəəm >?) Central Nicobarese daːm, raːm (!) night (quantifier), 
[om]daːm to sleep away from home, Nancowry rám (or rather 1360?); → Cham 
dam (!) to perch, alight; ~ Khmer trənùm perch, roost, by metathesis Kuy nthrɔm̀ 
to perch on, Biat drɔm to perch. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [om]duːm-[həre] (!) to squat on heels.  
= preceding? There is contamination with 1158 *ɗ[uu]n to perch; whence Khasi, 
Nicobaric, Cham d-. 
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Sora dum- to crouch down, Santali duʼb to sit down, &c., ~ Mundari duɽum to lie down 
and sleep (PINNOW 1959 111). 
 
†1358 *dəm; *dəəm to thunder, rumble. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*dndəm >) Biat [tɔr] ndɔm [thunder] to rumble; 
~ (*dnəm >) Lawa Bo Luang nəum [mbreʔ], Lawa Umphai neum…, Mae 
Sariang nəm thunder; ~ (*drnəm >) Palaung kənəm, (MILNE 1931; !) sənəm 
thunder, Riang-Lang _tərnam, (!) _sərnam, Praok sinum [pray] thunderbolt. 
B: (North Bahnaric; by expressive lengthening?) Bahnar dɤːm to rumble, buzz 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ dənɤːm rumbling of thunder &c.  
Cf. 1392 *grəm[ʔ] &c. Hence Li *Nɔm thunder (BENEDICT 1975 366, to roar)?  
(SHAFER 1965 155.) 
Sora dum'dum-['tir-ən], dadum-['tir-ən] thunder, da'dum-da'dum- to thunder. 
 
1359 *gdɔɔm hut, room.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Obsolescent Mon hətòm room, Old Khmer kadaṁ, Modern Khmer 
khtɔ̀ː m (& khtùm khdaṁ) hut, shelter; → Cham kadauṁ hut, shelter; Thai 
kratʰɔm̂ hut. 
 
†‡1360 *ɗim; *ɗiim; *ɗəm; *ɗəəm; *ɗu[ ]m dark. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Mon dɒm to be blue, violet (or C &c.), Khmer [tùː] tɯ̀m cloudy, 
overcast.  
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Middle Mon [ṅiy] tḍim to be hard to descry, Chrau 
[səndoːc] khliːm very [black]. 
C: (Nicobaric, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Nancowry ram night, dark; ~ 
(*[d]nɗəm >) Biat nhɔm dark [sky &c.]; ~ Khmer srətùm sradaṁ dark [sky 
&c.], perhaps by metathesis (*drəm >) Vietnamese sầm to become dark.  
D: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar dənɤːm dark [sky &c.] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
E: (Khasi) Khasi dum dark. 
Kharia nu'ɖum early before dawn, &c.; Santali hadam hudum dusk, dawn (PINNOW 
1959 115).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d2əd2əm: Cebuano Bisayan dulum dark, Saaroa (Formosa) 
səəsəma darkness, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍəḍəm; separate Tagalog 
shadow); (ii; *d2əmd2əm) Paiwan dzəmdzəm night before new moon (cf. DAHL 
1973 § 14.6); (iii) *tid[2]əm: Javanese tiḍĕm dark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 137; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (iv) Proto-Formosan *qud2[uə]m black, DAHL 1973 § 
14.6. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 264-5. 
 
1361 *[ɗ]am; *ɗəm to tend, raise. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer [thae]-tɔə̀m to look after; ~ Sre pəndam to feed 
(v.t.) (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉdam [animals] to feed, to feed [animals]. 
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1361a *ɗaam to hit the mark.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dam to hit the mark, to be true, Bahnar ɗaːm to hit the 
mark repeatedly; ~ (*prɗaam >) Mon hədam, Bahnar pəɗaːm to aim. 
 
1362 *ɗum; *ɗuum ripe, ripe-coloured. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer dum, Modern Khmer tùm, Chrau dum 
ripe, Sre dum ripe, (— rəmiːt) yellow, Biat dum ripe, red, (~?) Literary Mon pḍuiṁ 
to be pale red. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Bahnar ɗuːm, Jeh 
dùm, Halang dùːm ripe, red, Praok tɯm, Lawa Bo Luang tum, Lawa Umphai 
thum to be ripe; ~ Kammu-Yuan həntùːm to be ripe, Palaung kəndum bud, Proto-
Semai *nɤɤbm (DIFFLOTH 1977), Besisi ʼndum ripe (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 R 137).  
Cf. Malay ku(n)tum bud (→ Semang kūtum, ib. B 449); Thai tùm bump, swelling (→ 
Kuy tum), Shan tǔm (to) bud, (to form a) boil.  
(SHAFER 1965 126; BLOOD 1966 156; SMITH 1972 15.) 
 
†1362a *[ ]nɗəm under, underpart.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ɗəm underneath, Biat nɔm (— ɲroːm) space under house, (tɒːm — 
daːk) bottom of river; (probably ~) Kontum Bahnar kəʔnəm under, underpart, 
lower down, Sedang kadam under.  
(SMITH 1972 4.) 
Proto-Austronesian *da[d2/3]əm under: Cebuano Bisayan dálum, &c. (Proto-
Philippine *dalem, CHARLES), Proto-Polynesian *lalo (BIGGS ET AL. 1970; at 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 42 referred to *ḍaləm …deep). 
 
1363 *p[ɗ]am five.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer praṁ, Modern Khmer, Sre, Chrau, Biat 
pram, Mương đăm (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese năm; ~ Bahnar pəɗam, Jeh 
padam, Halang bədam.  
With consonantism cf. 588 *p[ɗ]aŋ; but South Bahnaric pr- perhaps counting 
deformation on six < 1851 *tpraw.  
(SHAFER 1965 378; BLOOD 1966 369; SMITH 1972 23.) 
 
†1364 *sɗəm to be afflicted by spirits.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*snɗəm >) Mon hənɛm to fall ill through supernatural agency; ~ 
(*sbɗəm > *smɗəm by assimilation >) Khmer sɔndɔm to put to sleep by sorcery.  
Connect Bahnar lɤːm sacrilege (GUILLEMINET 1959-63)? 
Sora soː'num- to be afflicted by evil spirits. 
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†1365 *n1uum, (*diʔaak n1uum by sandhi >) *kn1uum urine, to urinate.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer nòːm urine, to 
urinate, Stieng nuːm, Chrau noːm to urinate, Kammu-Yuan nùːm, Riang-Lang 
_num, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai naum, Proto-Semai *nɔɔm urine, to urinate 
(DIFFLOTH 1977).  
B: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon nɔm urine (vulgar; so erroneously 
ṇam, knam), Kuy klɔːm urine, to urinate, Sre ɗoum urine, Bahnar ʔnoːm, Palaung 
hnum to urinate (MILNE 1931).  
Connect Palaung hɲum urine (MILNE 1931); note here the Biat sandhi-form [prɔːc] 
ɲoːm bladder.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 171; SMITH 1972 34; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 U 27.) 
Sora ə'num- to urinate (children's word); & aɲ(ɲ)um- to urinate, &c., cf. Palaung 
hɲum (PINNOW 1959 K 303). 
 
1366 *k[ ]n1amʔ handful.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang kənəm fist, handful; to clench, clutch, 
Vietnamese nắm handful.  
Originally quantifier formation? Cf. Khasi kham, under the entry 1312 *ckəm to 
grasp, hold; which, with 1311 *k(u)əm to grasp, hold, perhaps connected. 
 
1367 *[k]n2am (kind of) spirit.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi khlam female spirit causing cholera; ~ 
(*[k]nn2am >) Jeh kanam (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), by metathesis Palaung 
kərnəm spirit. 
 
(*kn1uum see 1365 *n1uum urine, to urinate.) 
 
1367a *g[n]nəəm to rely on.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat nəːm hope, to hope, rely on (or < simplex *gnəəm?), Bahnar 
gənəːm to depend on, trust, Jeh kanòːm, Halang kənòːm to rely on.  
Connection uncertain Khmer sɔŋkhɯ̀m to hope, to count on. 
 
†1368 *cn1am; *cn1aam year. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer chnām, Modern Khmer 
chnam, Sre, Biat nam, Jeh hnam, Kammu-Yuan nɯ̀m (obsolescent), Praok num, 
Lawa Bo Luang nəum, Lawa Umphai neum, Mae Sariang nəm, Khasi snem, 
ʼnem, Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese năm; (probably) ~ Stieng sənaːm 
(or B? BLOOD 1966 sənam), Sre, Bahnar sənam, Halang hənam, Palaung sənəm. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon cnām /cnam/, Modern Mon hnam.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 156; BLOOD 1966 361; SMITH 1972 24.) 
Sora 'num-ən compounding form (~ minnum-ən, originally one year). 
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1369 *bn2uum; *bn2əm (& *bn2əəm?) hill. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai plaum, Khasi lum. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, South Aslian) Old Khmer vnaṁ, 
Modern Khmer phnùm, Stieng bənɒːm, Sre bənəm, (*-əəm >?) Semelai 
bənəːm; ~ (*bnn2əm >) Kammu-Yuan pnɯ̀m anthill, Palaung pənnəm hillock 
(MILNE 1931).  
(SHAFER 1965 173; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 91.) 
Sora bə'num-ən, Mundari bunum anthill, &c. (PINNOW 1959 122). 
 
1370 *cn1aam skin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hnam skin, Proto-Nyah Kur *ɕhnaa̱m (DIFFLOTH 1984 
N135), Palaung hnam skin, complexion.  
Connect Khasi snep skin, rind, bark? 
 
1371 *paam to set fish-traps.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon pam to catch in net or trap, Kammu-Yuan páːm to set 
trap, Thin pam to set [fish-traps]; (probably ~ *pəpaam >) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang paːm fish-trap.  
(SHAFER 1965 94; SMITH 1972 42; cf. SCHMIDT 1905, 18.) 
 
1372 *puum to hold in arms, embrace.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉpum, Central Nicobarese fuːm-[hətə]. 
 
1373 *ɓaam to chew.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung bam to chew, munch (MILNE 1931), Khasi bam /baam/ 
to eat.  
Connect 1376 *gɓam to have in one’s mouth?  
 
1374 *ɓuum tuber.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Biat buːm sweet potato, Chrau vuːm, Bahnar ɓuːm tuber, Jeh, 
Halang bùam quantifier for tubers.  
Connection dubious Khmer mɤ̀ː m tuber, edible root.  
(SHAFER 1965 381; SMITH 1972 19.) 
 
1374a *[ ]ɓuəm; *[ ]ɓ[ə]m cheek. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat [tɒːm] bɔːm, Kammu-Yuan pɔːm (→ Thin pɔm?). 
B: (Katuic) Kuy bam.  
Connect following? 
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1375 *kɓiim; *kɓiəm; *kɓəm; *kɓum; *kɓuum; *kɓuəm to have in one’s mouth. 
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer bɤm to suck at breast, Vietnamese mím to tighten 
[lips]. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer biəm to hold in 
mouth, suck, Kuy biːm to have mouth full, Pakoh kabéam hold in beak or mouth, 
Chrau vɛːm to suck in mouth, Vietnamese [móm]-mém to mumble, chew, Central 
Nicobarese pem-[hətə] to drink. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Kuy bɔm to hold in mouth; → Malay kĕbam [lips] 
sucked in [in rage]; ~ (*kmɓəm >) Bahnar ʔmɔm to close mouth on (!; & kəmɤm, 
GUILLEMINET 1959-63, to fill mouth with water); (or B?; t- adverbial) by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi tbem as if biting something in the mouth. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vum mouthful [of rice wine]. 
E: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Bru kuboːm to hold in mouth, Kammu-Yuan 
pùːm to chew [betel], Riang-Lang ˉbum to hold in mouth, (or D?) Khasi kbum to 
close one’s lips. 
F: (Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Vietnamese móm-[mém] to mumble chew; (or *-am? then 
rather ad following, which connect) by secondary derivation ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔambɑm, Lawa Umphai rambom, Mae Sariang ɣambom, lambom mouth.  
Cf. besides preceding. 1378 *mim[ʔ] &c. to suck, with mutual contamination; & note 
Kammu-Yuan ɯ̀m to hold in mouth, suck, ~ rəmʔɯ̀m quid. 
 
1376 *gɓam to have in one’s mouth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer pɔə̀m to carry in mouth or beak; ~ (*gnɓam 
>) Kuy mphàm bridle; ~ Mon həbɔm to place, have, hold, in one’s mouth, Khasi 
kyrbam to bite one’s lip, press lips together.  
Cf. Khmer pɔ̀ː m to put, push, food into one’s mouth.  
Connect preceding; perhaps 1373 *ɓaam to chew. 
 
1377 *gɓum (?); *gɓuum; *gɓuəm; *gɓəm bud. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəpùm krabuṁ bud, (to be) in bud (or if misspelt D). 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan [láʔ] kəlpoːm leaf- bud.  
C: (Palaungic, ?Mon) Palaung bɔm (—kiŋ kir, — jɯŋ) calf, (— kətoh) buttocks (for 
semantics cf. 82 *kdɔʔ plantain bud); ~ (*gnɓ- >) Mon həmom bud (probably, 
rather than B; khamoṁ &c.). 
D: (Viet-Mương, ?Kuy) Kuy phɔm̀ (!; or C?) to be in bud, (~?) Vietnamese mầm bud.  
Connect Central Nicobarese kenmoːənə- (-koaːl) forearm, (-laːh) calf; perhaps Sre 
bom bud.  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *muˑm, BENEDICT 1972 78 no. 364 & n. 239 (Burmese, Lushei, 
Kachin). 
 
1378 *mim[ʔ]; *miəm[ ]; *məm[ ]; *məəmʔ; *mum to suck.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer mɤm, Kuy (baby talk) mem to suck at the 
breast (< *mʔim by metathesis?), Stieng meːm, Sre mim to close [mouth]. 
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B: (Central Aslian) Semai mɛːm breast; → Jarai mɛm to suck at the breast.  
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy mɔm̀, Bahnar mɔm, Kontum Bahnar məm to suck at 
the breast; → Malay, Cham, Moken mam, North Röglai mãm.  
D: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) East Bahnar mɤ̄m, West Bahnar məm̄ to chew 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Mương mợm to feed with premasticated food (BARKER & 
BARKER 1976); ~ Vietnamese mớm to feed with premasticated food, (bú —) to be 
breast-fed. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre mum to have in one’s mouth, suck, Mương 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese mồm mouth; → Acehnese mom breast 
Cham mum, Röglai mom to suck at the breast.  
Cf. 1375 *kɓiim &c. to have in one’s mouth, with mutual contamination; & Tai 
*(h)ma(a)m to chew soft foods, &c., BENEDICT 1975 249.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 385 (c).) 
 
1379 *mum; *muum corner, angle. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùm (→ Thai mum), Sre mum, (probably) 
Stieng muːm. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar muːm.  
(SHAFER 1965 176.) 
 
1380 *[k]mum bear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon kmīm /kmøm/, Modern Mon mɛm, Khmer [khlaː] khmùm 
ghmuṁ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
  
†1381 *yaam to weep.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
yām /yam/, Modern Mon yèm, Khmer yùm! yaṁ, Kammu-Yuan yàːm, Palaung 
yam, Riang-Lang _yɑm, Praok yɛm, Lawa yɯam, Khasi ïam, Proto-Semai 
*jaabm (DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese ciːm-[ɲire], Nancowry cím; ~ 
(*yaamyaam; except Aslian > *myaam, >) Kuy ɲɲìːam, Stieng, Chrau ɲiːm, 
Sre ɲim, Biat ɲum, Gölar Bahnar ɲəm, Kontum ɲəm, ɲim, Jeh ɲaːm (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Semai dinjaːp to weep (TANDART 1935), Temiar yayaːp to cry 
suddenly (BENJAMIN 1976B 134).  
with Khmer vocalism cf. 1782 *kyaal; South Bahnaric fronting perhaps general 
following nasal; on Biat cf. 1354 *[d]im.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 383, 383a; BLOOD 1966 223; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
285.) 
Kharia i'jam, &c. (PINNOW 1959 42). 
 
(*yəm see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
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1382 *syaam (kind of) ant.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Chrau saːm, Biat chiaːm ant, Semang 
[les] siān kind of ant (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 104), Sakai hieb 
ant (i.e. Temiar; ib. A 103). 
 
‡1382a *[h]yam game, meat.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat iam meat, Bahnar sɛːm animal, game, Kontum Bahnar meat 
(contaminated by 1327 *ciəm to eat…?; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has also East 
Bahnar &c. hiːɛm meat, game), Röngao jam wild boar, meat (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Bahnar ʔɲɛm meat.  
Proto-Austronesian *qaiam: Malay ayam fowl, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13, *cajam 
tame; DYEN 1953 § 117; DAHL 1973 § 8.3; Formosa bird; Saisiat also animal, 
Kanakanabu meat, see BENEDICT 1975 293).  
Cf. White Tai *hńam, Northern Li *xaam meat, BENEDICT 1975. 
 
1383 *rim; *riim; *riəm; *rəm edge, rim.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀m; → Thai rim. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rìːm rim, lips (TANDART 1935), Riang-Lang _rim edge, 
vicinity; → Shan hīm edge.  
C: (Nicobaric; ~ *[g]riəm>) Central Nicobarese keːəm brim, rim, Nancowry kiám 
edge. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng rɔːm edge (e.g. of forest) (?); ~ (*[g]rəm 
>) Mon krɜm̀ to bind edge of [basket]; ~ hərɜm̀ rim, edge (& Nyah Kur nrʌm 
[paːŋ] lip); ~ Khmer prùm braṁ limit, frontier, boundary.  
Cf. 656 *riŋ &c. edge, border. 
 
‡1384 *ram; *raam to be in, under, water. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) ~ Sre kram to sink, submerge, Bahnar kram 
to be submerged, go to the bottom, Jeh, Halang kram to sink; ~ Khmer, Katuic, Sre, 
Biat, Chrau tram to soak, wet, Bahnar, Jeh tram to soak, Halang tram to lie in 
water; ~ Old Mon bram /brɔm/, Modern Mon pròm to founder. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese yaːm-[hətə] to overload [canoe]; ~ 
Stieng traːm to soak, wet; ~ Bahnar hraːm to soak, wet.  
(SHAFER 1965 60, 570; SMITH 1972 25, 29.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ta[rɣ]əm: Cham tram to steep, Röglai trap, Pangasinan talém 
to soak (so Proto-Hesperonesian; putatively *-r-). Neither all Mon-Khmer nor all 
Austronesian forms can be explained by borrowing! Sre &c. kram perhaps ← 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣəm (under the entry 1403 *lə(ə)m). 
 
1385 *ram; *raam new clearing  
A, B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Chrau ram (A), Bahnar [miːr] rām newly cleared 
swidden (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; B), Khasi ram jungle cleared for cultivation, 
Nancowry yóm garden, orchid, Nancowry yom garden. 
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1386 *ram; *raam to decay, age, perish. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar ram lost, destroyed by natural disaster, Central 
Nicobarese yəm-[ŋə] to disappear, vanish. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Sre raːm old, gone hard, Palaung raːm to 
decay (MILNE 1931); ~ Praok [siʔum] ram to decay; (probably ~; or A) Khasi 
[ïap] tram to wither; ~ (*.nraam >) Biat ndraːm large [intestine] (opposed young, 
green = small intestine).  
Add as derivative 1397 *[d]raam abandoned, deserted? 
 
1387 *rɔm appropriate, worthy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon ròm raṁ to respect, Khmer [sɔm]-rùm ramya 
right and proper, Stieng roːm [cəːi] worthy, fit to.  
Khmer spelling equates with rùm pleasant ← Sanskrit ramya-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
1388 *rɔɔm to agree.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre rom to agree to join (DOURNES 
1950) (by attraction following, which compare), Biat rɔːm to agree; ~ Khmer 
prɔ̀ː m, Kuy phrùːam, Riang-Lang _prɔm to agree (→ Palaung, Mon, prɔm?). 
 
1389 *rum; *ruum; *ruəm; *ruəp to assemble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer rùm ruṁ [pìː mùk] to surround, crowd 
round, Kuy rùm to crowd round, swarm round, Praok rom to be associated; ~ Praok 
prom to assemble (v.t.); ~ Mon hərɜm̀ da(m)ruiṁ to assemble (v.i). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ròːm to cluster round, settle on, 
(caom- —) surround, Kuy ròːm to gather, assemble (v.i.t.), Palaung rum (to be) 
together, Praok [raək] rum [grum phruac] to assemble (v.i.); ~ (*t2ruum >?) 
Khasi shrum many together, Vietnamese sum [họp &c.] to gather, be united; ~ 
(*[t2]mruum >) Thin brom, prom together. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Literary Mon roṁ company, 
companion; (— cha) to accord, pair, Khmer rùːəm to join together, unite (v.i.t.), 
West Bahnar rɔːm [horns] to coverge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Thai ruam to 
gather together, rùəm to live together, be joined together, Shan hòm to be together; ~ 
Mon kərom in company with; ~ Gölar Bahnar hədrɔːm to pile up; ~ Khasi 
lyngrom (or A?) in a small group; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung kərprɔm to 
gather (v.i.) (MILNE 1931); ~ Praok khrɔm to gather, collect (v.i.t.).  
D: (Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer rùːəp to assemble, join (v.i.t.) (→ Thai 
rûap to gather together), Riang-Lang _ruap pair, Proto-Semai *roop to accompany; 
companion (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Cf. with D Sora rab- [persons] to unite. Add following? 
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1390 *rum; *ruum; *ram to help, to lend. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon rim /røm/ [bāṅ], Modern Mon rɜm̀ to help (→ Burmese 
ruiṅ: [paṅ:]), Riang-Lang _rɔm to lend, borrow [money]. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese giùm (for **rùm) to help. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung rəm to borrow [money], Lawa Bo Luang rɑm to borrow, 
Khasi ram debt, loan.  
= preceding? Cf. 1270 *rap to help. 
 
1391 *ruum (& *rum?); *ruəm underneath. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Sre roum, Bahnar roːm 
area under house (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi rum lower part, south; ~ Old Khmer 
karoṁ, Modern Khmer kraom under, Stieng kruːm, Chrau kroːm area under 
house, Jeh krum underneath, Halang kruːm underside, Palaung krum under, Khasi 
khrum space under floor, Temiar kəroːp place beneath (BENJAMIN 1976B 157), 
Proto-Semai *krɔɔbm under (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*knr- >) Kuy [kduːap] 
nthròːm, Bahnar kəroːm underneath, Kammu-Yuan kəntruːm, Praok grɯm, (*-
um >?) Lawa Bo Luang ŋgraum, Lawa Umphai [ka]ŋgrum, Mae Sariang ŋgɯm 
under.  
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon kīnrom /kənrom/ (space) under.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; SHAFER 1965 485; SMITH 1972 49; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 165 
(a).) 
 
1392 *grəm[ʔ]; *gram[ ] to thunder, rumble. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar grəm distant thunder; → Jarai grɔm, Röglai, 
North Röglai grəm thunder; (?) Burmese khrim: to thunder; ~ (*gprəm[ʔ] >?) 
Mương khấm (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese sấm thunder. 
B: (Mon, ?Khmer) Khmer krɔə̀m sound of thunder &c. (or A?); ~ Literary Mon gamraṁ 
to rumble.  
679 *grəŋ to thunder contaminated by 1358 *də(ə)m?  
(SHAFER 1965 142.)  
  
1393 *jrəm mud, swamp.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Aslian) Old Khmer jrāṁ, Modern Khmer crɔə̀m muddy water, 
muck, Besisi haröp swamp (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 115); ~ Mon 
hərɜm̀ damruim marsh, marshy banks.  
Originally by metathesis *r-(n)jəm, ~ 1330 moist, swampy? Connection uncertain 
Mon hərɒm mud. 
 
1394 *t1rim; *[t1]rəm; *t1rəəm level, equal. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer trɤm equal to, up to the same point as. 
B: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan trɯ́m level; ~ (*[t1]nrəm >) Lawa Bo 
Luang ŋgrəum, Lawa Umphai ŋgreum level; ~ Khmer tùmrɔə̀m (!) from now 
until. 
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C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ndrəːm similar, equal.  
A contaminated by 655 *ri(i)ŋ, which compare? 
 
1395 *t1riim; *t1riəm old. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtrim, Khasi rim (originally compounding form?); ~ 
Literary Mon triṁ to be old (or < simplex, but cf. B), Khasi thynrim slightly old; ~ 
(*t1priim >) Kammu-Yuan priːm, Palaung, Praok prim, Lawa Bo Luang phraiɲ, 
Lawa Umphai praim, Mae Sariang phyaim (to be) old. 
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon tinrem /tənrem/, Modern Mon kərem t(a)reṁ. 
 
1396 *t1ruum; *t1ruəm hole. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat troːm hole, den, lair, Stieng, Sre truːm, Bahnar troːm hole. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh troːm, Halang troam hole. 
(SHAFER 1965 571; BLOOD 1966 20; SMITH 1972 33.) 
 
1397 *[d]raam abandoned, deserted.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon [sɔn] krèm drāṁ, grāṁ to be desolate, deserted, Riang-Lang 
_rɑm [field] to be abandoned; → Shan hɑ̄m to be abandoned; ~ (*[d]nraam >) 
Praok gram to leave behend.  
1386 *raam to decay…? 
 
1398 *(drəm) drəm; *drəəm to stamp foot &c. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Mon həkrɜm̀ [cat] to pounce on (< 
*drə(ə)m drə(ə)m); ~ (*dnrəm >) Khmer tùəntrɔə̀m (& tɔntrɔm; or as Mon?), 
Chrau ntrəm to paw the ground, stamp feet, Biat ntrɔm to paw the ground, stamp 
feet, (by back-formation?) trɔm to stamp, Vietnamese giậm to stamp (for **rậm; 
beside giắm to crush, tread, trample); by secondary derivation ~ (*mrr- >; or B?) 
Sre mbləm to trample (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*dnrəəm >) Bahnar trəːm to stamp, to trample. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*drəəm drəəm or *dmrəəm > *mrəəm >) Palaung 
[khɯn] brɯm to trample on, stamp (on) (MILNE 1931). 
 
1399 *smram; *smraam; *s[m]ruum sweepings. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [bruːih] mram, bram dirt, sweepings (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həram dust, powder, Khmer sɔmraːm rubbish, bits. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi synrum rubbish, debris.  
C secondary. 
 
1400 *sruum; *sruup to sheathe. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sraom to envelop; envelope, Sre sruːm to sheathe, 
to put [ring] on finger; ~ (*s[m]ruum >) Sre səmprum sheath, Chrau səndroːm 
boots, Biat ndroːm sheathe, (— jɔŋ) sock. 
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B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy sɔːp sheathe, sock, bag, Jeh soːp, sroːp to sheathe 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Sre səmpruŋ sheathe is ultimately connected (Cham saruṅ <) Proto-Austronesian 
*t'aruŋ, DEMPWOLFF 1938 148. 
 
1401 *liəm good.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar liɛm, Jeh, Halang liam; ~ (*lnliəm >?) Sre niam good, well.  
(SMITH 1972 36.) 
 
†1402 *laam to extend.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Mon lèm lāṁ to grow by putting out tendrils, Khmer 
lìːəm to lengthen [rope &c.], Bahnar laːm [water] to spread in flood (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); → Thai laam to advance, extend along the surface, spread; ~ (*jlaam >) 
Mon klèm to feel, Khmer jhlām to stretch [foot] out (GUESDON 1930), West Bahnar 
hlām, klām, East Bahnar halām to spread widely (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
Sora lʔaːm- to crawl, creep, laːm- to creep, extend (to be separate from forms at 
PINNOW 1959 K 482). 
 
‡1403 *ləm; *ləəm to sink. 
A: (Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Kuy lɔm̀ to inundate; ~ (*[g]ləm(-s) >) Vietnamese 
trầm to sink, trẫm [mình] to drown oneself; (or B) ~ Old Mon tinlum /tənløm/, 
Modern Mon kənɛm to sink; ~ Old Mon tulum to drown oneself, Modern Mon 
kəlɒm to immerse oneself, bathe. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t2əəm? >) Palaung hlɯm to dive. 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣəm: Cham karam to sink, &c., Malay karam to be wrecked at 
sea, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 73, *ka[ḷ]əm; separate Javanese kĕrĕm; BLUST 
1972 C? no. 1; Proto-Hesperonesian; perhaps → Sre &c. kram, under the entry 
1384 *ram). See BENEDICT 1975 381. Perhaps ← Mon-Khmer are Javanese 
kèlĕm, kĕlěm to sink (kĕlĕm referred to *kələm dark at DEMPWOLFF 1938 77); 
Malay tĕnggĕlam to sink. 
 
1404 *luum; *ləm to be mistaken, deceived. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lòːm to cajole, persuade (with sense by false 
analysis of derivation?), Kuy lòːm to console, soothe, appease, Biat loːm to console, 
to seduce, entice; ~ Khmer prəlaom to apply persuasion to, to seduce, Sre pərloum 
to deceive. 
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B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon luim (in sense) to be invalid (?), 
Biat lɔm to deceive [spouse], be adulterous, Vietnamese lầm (& nhầm) to be 
mistaken, make a mistake; ~ Khmer crəlɔm to be mistaken, confused; ~ (*pnləm 
>) bɔnlɔm to mislead; ~ (*prləm >) Middle Mon paluim (in sense) to corrupt, 
subvert, divert, Modern Mon pəlɒm to seduce (& Literary Mon paluiṁ [cuit] to 
disappoint, let down; merging to destroy, ad 1414 *rləm), Stieng prəlɒm to deceive, 
to make a mistake, Biat rlam to deceive, to misappropriate, Bahnar pələm to deceive.  
Or two roots, with mutual contamination? 
 
1405 *klam hundred.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon klaṁ /klɔm/, Modern Mon klɔm, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese trăm; ~ Bru kalam, Pakoh kulam.  
(SHAFER 1965 230.) 
 
1406 *klam; *kləm to carry on shoulder. 
A: (Khmuic, South Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Thin klăm, Serting klam (i.e Semelai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 36), Temiar golap (BENJAMIN 1976B 138; or ← 
Acehnese, below?). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin kləm̆, Riang-Lang ˉklam, Praok, (or A?) Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang klɔm, Lawa Bo Luang klɑm.  
Proto-Aceh-Cham has *gul[aə]m: Acehnese gulam, Cham kàlam, Jarai glam, North 
Röglai gulap. 
 
1407 *kləm to wrap.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng klaːm to shut up in, Central Rölöm tlam to 
wrap up, to be wrapped up; ~ (*knləm >) Sre kənəm packet (DOURNES 1950), Biat 
ŋklɔm packet; to wrap up; ~ Semang makĕlab to wrap up (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 W 144).  
(BLOOD 1966 120.) 
 
1408 *kl[u]m dense, thick.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon klɒm to be dense, Palaung klɯm to be thick (MILNE 1931).  
Or *-əəm. 
 
1409 *[c]limʔ; *[c]liəmʔ; *[c]laim[ ] to lick. 
A: (Viet-Mương; ~ *[c]nlimʔ >) Vietnamese nếm to taste (v.t.). 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) lɛːm to lick one’s 
fingers; ~ (*[c]rliəmʔ >) Mon kəlem to taste (v.t.), Vietnamese liếm to lick. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi) ~ (*[c]rlaim[ ] >) Khasi jylliem [dog] to lick lips; ~ (*[c]plaim[ ] 
>) Khmer plaem-plaem repeatedly lick ing the lips (& phlɛ ̀ːm licking).  
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C secondary. Cf. Tibeto-Burman *(s-)lyam tongue; flame, BENEDICT 1972 48 (& n. 158), 
&c.; Karen *hlɛ[m] to lick, ib. 141 n. 379; Ancient Chinese *liam, ib. 172 n. 458; 
& 1286a *liəp; 1075 *lit &c.; Cham lyah, Jarai liːah, Röglai liah, Acehnese 
liəh. 
 
†1410 *t1ləm; *t1ləəm; *t1lam land leech.  
A: (Aslian; ~ *t1pləm >) Proto-Semai *pləbm (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bunör kləːm land leech, Khasi thliem small leech; ~ Stieng, 
Sre pləːm small species of leech, Chrau pləːm land leech, Biat plɒːm, Bahnar pləːm 
forest leech, Jeh, Halang plèːm leech, Kammu-Yuan plɯ́am (!), Palaung plɯm 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai plaum land leech; → Cham ploːm, 
Jarai pluːm, ploːm, Röglai plum, North Röglai pluːp. 
C: (Mon, ?Nicobaric) Mon klɔm land leech, (or A?) Central Nicobarese heləm leech.  
Cf. 1858 *gləw (kind of) leech; but connection dubious Khmer chlɤ̀ːŋ, Kuy thlɤ̀ːŋ 
water leech.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SHAFER 1965 231, 380; BLOOD 1966 416; SMITH 1972 11; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 L 43.) 
Sora 'ɲiːleːm-ən, 'ɲiːleːb-ən, 'ɲiːloːm-ən leech. For ɲ- here (< *n-?) cf. 32 *tŋaʔ; 
1343 *t2əm &c. 
 
1411 *t1ləəm; *t1luəm liver. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thlaəm, Chrau khləːm, Sre, Biat, Bahnar kləːm, Jeh, 
Halang klèːm; → Röglai kləp. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) ~ Kuy lùːam (!), Kammu-Yuan təlɔːm, Mương lom 
(CUISINIER 1951).  
Connect B89 *kt1uəm, which compare? Note Ilocano dalem, perhaps < Proto-
Austronesian *daləm inside (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍ-).  
(SHAFER 1965 69; BLOOD 1966 395; SMITH 1972 12.) 
 
1411a *[p]lim; *pliim; *pliəm; *pləm dim, to glimmer. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Khmer phlɯ̀m (— —) dim, (— -phlɛ ̀ː t) twinkling dimly; (or D) ~ 
Mon [həket] pəlɒm to be pale [red], pink. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [mat] pliːm night-blindness. 
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉpliɛm ˉpliɛm to flicker, twinkle.  
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau pləm [mat] dim-sighted, Biat with secondary lengthening 
plɔːm [mat] short-sighted. 
 
1412 *plɔɔm to move stealthily.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon plɔm to stalk, Khmer phlɔːm to slip in, sneak in; (?) → Thai 
plɔɔm to imitate, disguise.  
Connection dubious Riang-Lang ˉluam to pursue, hunt. 
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1413 *[r]lam; *[r]laim sharp, pointed. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rəlɔə̀m very sharp, pointed, Palaung ləm (MILNE 1931), 
Praok, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang lɔm, Lawa Bo Luang lɑm sharp. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer rəlɛ ̀ːm acutely pointed; ~ (*srlaim >?) Kuy slɛːm, lhɛːm 
pointed 
 
1414 *rləm; *rləəm to collapse, subside. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Mon) Old Mon rlim /rløm/ [rlāk] to be in ruins, 
Modern Mon lɜm̀ to be damaged, destroyed (or B), Old Khmer rlaṁ, Middle Khmer 
rəlùm ralaṁ (!; GUESDON 1930 ralāṁ—& ralom) to fall (down), crumble away, Sre 
rələm to fall in, form gullies, Biat rlɔm to crumble away; ~ (*krləm >) Khasi 
khyllem [house, wall] to collapse. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar rəlɤːm, East Bahnar həlɤːm to crumble away, fall 
down (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 72.) 
 
(*sliəm see 1422 *lsiim finger-nail.) 
 
1415 *slamʔ in quantity.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) West Bahnar hlam much, severely 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Mương (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese lắm much; ~ 
(earlier *hləm hləm > *mləm >?) Palaung bləm to be plentiful; ~ (*snlamʔ 
>?) Lawa Bo Luang nəum, Lawa Umphai ʔneum more.  
Connection uncertain Mah Meri hnɔm many, = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 45. 
 
‡1416 *sləmʔ discoloured.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hlɒm [colour] to be faded, Mương lậm 
(BARKER 1966 25; !), Vietnamese lấm to be soiled, smeared; ~ (*smləmʔ >?) Biat 
blɔm tarnished, dull.  
Connection uncertain Khmer lùm luṁ faded [flowers &c.], withered, slaom to wither; 
or Praok khrom hu [flower] to fade. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ləmləm; Toba Batak lomlom dark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *t'ələm: Balinese selem dark, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
399, Proto-Hesperonesian); & note *(q)iS[ə]ləm dark colour, BLUST 1973 no. 255. 
See BENEDICT 1975 265, dark… . 
 
1417 *samʔ; *sum[ ] to bathe.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương thắm (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese tắm. 
B: (Khasi, Palaungic) Khasi sum /sum/ to bathe, wash, Danaw _Ɵɔn [_uːn] to bathe.  
Connect 1426 *huum &c.? 
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1418 *səm all, totality.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Mon suṁ /søm/ [tuṁ], Modern Mon sɒm all; ~ 
Praok khɔm all; ~ Old Khmer psaṁ, Modern Khmer phsɔm to unite. 
 
1419 *səm[ ](-s); *səəmʔ damp.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Khmer saəm damp, 
moist (B; → Cham sɤṁ), Vietnamese tẩm to soak, marinate (< *səm[ ]-s), Che’ 
Wong səm rain; ~ (*(s)ns- >) Mon kəsɒm lasuiṁ (< *ns-?), dasuiṁ (< *sns-?), 
kasuiṁ rainy season, Khmer sɔnsaəm, ʔɔnsaəm (B) dew, damp, (*ns- >) Bateg 
Nong ləsəm, Proto-Semai *lsabm rain (DIFFLOTH 1977; !) (→ Dusun rasam, &c., 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 6?); ~ (*srsəəmʔ >) Vietnamese róʼm to ooze, be wet 
[with blood, tears]; ~ (*sl- ?) Bru lahʌːm damp.  
Earlier perhaps *ʔəms ʔəms, cf. Mương (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese ẩm to be 
humid; so too Kuy həːm damp, moist, wet? Connection thus uncertain Javanese 
chĕnchĕm to soak (*k'əmk'əm, DEMPWOLFF 1938 87, with dubious Tagalog 
comparison) Cf. also 1330 *jiim &c. moist, swampy.  
 
1419a *sum; *suum shrimp, prawn. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese tôm. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy [kaː] suːm, Bru ʔasuəm.  
Note Semang kloʼ kĕsub (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 107. 
 
1420 *ksaam; by metathesis *kaams (to catch) cold. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon [yay jwī] kṣām epidemic, Modern Mon cham head cold. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cảm to catch cold. 
 
1421 (*rnsuum &c. by assimilation >) *rmsuum; *rnsuun; *rnsuən; *rnsən 
nest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau məsoːm, Praok mɯm, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔahmaum, Lawa Umphai rahmaum. 
B, C: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəsoːn (B), (C) Central Rölöm sɷan, (→?) Bunör rəswan. 
D: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Biat rchɔn, (?) with secondary lengthening Riang-
Lang ¯hɑn.  
(BLOOD 1966 70.) 
 
1422 *lsiim; (*lsiəm by metathesis >) *sliəm finger-nail.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ (*lnsiim >) Palaung rəhnim, (by assimilation *lmsiim >) 
Riang-Lang ¯rəmhim, Lawa Bo Luang hmaiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
hmaim; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi tyrsim nail, hoof, claw. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Danaw kă _lɛə̀ŋ; ~ Old Mon sinlem /sənlem/, Modern Mon 
hənem. 
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1423 *[ ][h][ə]m bed-bug.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin hɯ̆m, Lawa Bo Luang həum.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan hɯŋ, Bru nsəŋ.  
 
(*[ ]həm see 1307 *[s]ʔəm warm.) 
 
1424 *həəm sated.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer haəm swollen (?), Sre, Chrau, Biat həːm sated.  
Cf. 473 *hə(ə)k.  
(BLOOD 1966 394.) 
 
1425 *hom to speak.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Middle Mon huim, Modern Mon hɒm, Palaung (Mon, 
songs) hom to speak, say, speak of, tell; ~ Thin pṛʔom to speak, talk.  
Cf. Riang-Lang tərʔup to converse. 
 
†1426 *huum (& *hum?); *ʔum to bathe. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, South Aslian, ?Palaungic) Mon hum, Bahnar huːm 
(Kontum hum; < *hum?), Jeh hùm, Halang hùːm, Palaung hum, Praok hɯm, 
Lawa haum (or Palaungic < *suum[ ] ad 1417 *sum[ ]; which connect?), 
Semelai huːm; ~ Old Mon p-hūm /phum/, Modern Mon phum, (~?) Bahnar 
pəhuːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh pahùm to bathe [someone] (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979), (by assimilation, or ~) Bahnar muhuːm to bathe [someone] (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan muːm to wash oneself. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau um, Biat om to bathe.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; BLOOD 1966 150; SMITH 1972 6; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 82.) 
Kharia oaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 542; Proto-Munda *umaʔ). 
 
 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ih[i]m see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
 
1427 *khəəm (& *khuum?) silent, to sit (quietly).  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Stieng khəːm quiet, to be silent, inactive, 
Biat [guʔ] khəːm to be silent, …khɯːm to squat, (variant >?) Semelai khoːm to 
sit (Mah Meri/Besisi also quiet, cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 223); ~ (*knhəəm >) 
Praok ŋɔm, Lawa Bo Luang ɲaum, Mae Sariang ŋaum to sit.  
Cf. 1323 *sŋɔm silent. 
 
1428 *khuum to blow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng khuːm to blow, to winnow (contaminated by 1317 *gu(u)m?), 
Sre khoum, Biat khoːm to blow; ~ (*klhuum >) Chrau khloːm to blow, Bahnar 
hloːm to blow on, into, Jeh klum, Halang hluːm to blow wind instrument.  
Connect ultimately 1299 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ih[i]m to breathe…?  
(BLOOD 1966 6; SMITH 1972 46.) 
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1429 *ghim to growl.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*gnhim >) Mon kəhìm [e.g. tiger] to give a short open growl; ~ 
Khmer krəhɯ̀m [tiger] to growl (& to clear throat, by attraction krəhɛ ̀ːm, 
krəhaem). 
 
†1430 *jhaam; *jhiim blood. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer 
chìːəm, Mnar chim blood, (?) Central Nicobarese cyaːm sap; ~ (*jnhaam >) Kuy 
ŋhaːm, Chrau nhaːm, Palaung hnam, Riang-Lang ¯nɑm, Praok nam, Lawa 
nham, Khasi snam, ʼnam blood, (~ or by assimilation *jmhaam >) Stieng 
mɒhaːm, Sre, Biat mhaːm, Bahnar, Jeh phaːm, Halang məhaːm, Kammu-Yuan 
màːm, Kensiu məhəm, Semai (or B?) bəhiːp, Semelai maham blood, Central 
Nicobarese mahaːm menses, Car Nicobarese maːm blood. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon chiṁ /chim/, Modern Mon chim blood.  
With Mnar vocalism cf. e.g. thiːm < 1348 *kt1aam. B secondary.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 154, 379, 559; BLOOD 1966 307; SMITH 1972 37; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 249.) 
Sora 'miɲaˑm-ən, Kharia i'jãm, Santali maj̃ã ̃m, &c. (PINNOW 1959 303).  
See BENEDICT 1975 235. 
 
1430a *[t]heem to add to.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thaem, Biat thɛːm, Bahnar thiːm; → Thai tʰɛɛ̌m, → Kuy 
thɛ ̀ːm.  
Or *dh-, > Kuy; Khmer ← Thai? 
 
(*t2ham[ ] see 1304 *t2ʔum[ ] rotten.) 
 
†1431 *t1haam eight.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*t1nhaam >) Bahnar təhŋaːm (& hŋaːm); ~ (*t1phaam >) Sre, 
Chrau, Biat phaːm, West Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang təhaːm, Jeh 
tahaːm.  
Hence perhaps, by counting deformation on dincit nine < 1144 *d/n/ciit, Old Mon 
diñcām /dəncam/, Modern Mon həcam. But connection dubious (i) Mương thám 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese tám (< *saamʔ); (ii) B5 *t1aaʔ; or Waic forms 
there cited.  
(SHAFER 1965 275, 377; BLOOD 1966 317; SMITH 1972 38.) 
Kharia tham, &c. (PINNOW 1959 8). 
 
(*t2huums see 1304 *t2ʔum[ ] rotten; *dheem 1430a *[t]heem to add to.) 
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1432 *dhum; *dhuum fragrant, to scent. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Literary Mon thuiṁ to emit fragrance (→ 
Burmese thuṁ to perfume), Khmer thùm dhuṁ to emit fragrance, to smell [scent], 
Riang-Lang ¯hɔm (→ Shan hɔḿ) to be fragrant; ~ Old Khmer danhuṁ perfume, 
Chrau nhum incense. 
B: (Katuic; ~ *dphuum >) Kuy phoːm to be fragrant.  
Connect obscure Mương (BARKER 1966 12) hơm, Vietnamese thơm fragrant. Probably 
not ← Sanskrit dhūma- smoke, vapour, mist, given preferred vocalism; but note 
Thai dom to smell, inhale. 
 
1433 *phoom to break wind.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, North Aslian) Khmer phaom, Biat, Bahnar phoːm, Jeh 
phum, Halang phuːm, Kammu-Yuan púːm, Semang păhom (i.e. Kintaq Bong; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 378).  
(SMITH 1972 48.) 
 
(*yhə(ə)m, *yhu(ə)m see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
 
†1434 *ʔaayh to give.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Kuy) Kuy ʔɛː to take, bring (?), Sre aːy to give, 
Riang-Lang ¯ɛ id., to cause to, allow to; let…!; so that, Praok e adhortative particle, 
Khasi ai to give; ~ (*[ ]rʔaayh >) Palaung deh to give.  
Cf. Old Khmer oy, Modern Khmer ʔaoy (with vocalism as in e.g. sraoc ad 837 
*ra(a)c; so conceivably *ʔauyh). But separate Pangan ya-öiʔ, &c., SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 30 (Kensiu ʔɛk). 
Kharia ɔẽ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 394; Proto-Munda *ɔjəm?). 
 
1435 *[ʔ]aay other.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Bahnar aːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*ʔanʔ 
ʔaay by contraction >, cf. 1115 *[ʔ]anʔ &c. 3rd person singular pron.?) Bahnar 
(a)naːy; ~ Bru raʔaːy each other; ~ Palaung lay each, other, to be different, Praok 
lay reciprocating particle.  
Connect 1511 *l[ ]a(a)y[ʔ] again, < *[ ]las ʔaay another time by contraction? But if 
Bahnar aːi is separate, perhaps *laay ~ *[ ]nlaay. 
 
1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ; *ʔ[əy]h; *h[əy]ʔ deictic. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Biat iː locative pronominal 
head (?), Bahnar ɛy, Vietnamese ấy that near at hand; ~ Khmer (s)ʔɤy, ʔvɤy 
what?  
B: (Palaungic, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯e that, Lawa Bo Luang ʔəih, 
Lawa Umphai ʔeh, Mae Sariang ʔɛih this [year], Kintaq Bong ʔəh this, ʔəh̃ here, 
Central Nicobarese ẽh near, close, this, Nancowry ʔɛh́ near; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaʔəih, Lawa Umphai ʔuˑʔeh what? 
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C: (Bahnaric, North & South Aslian) Chrau hɛːʔ! here, this, Bahnar hɛy just now, that 
just mentioned, Mintil həʔ̃ here, this, Mah Meri hɔʔ here; ~ Mah Meri nahɔʔ this.  
For Chrau final see 65 *t1iʔ &c. Cf. 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 85; cf. PINNOW 1959 78.) 
 
1436 *ʔəy[h]; *ʔaay[ ] you (feminine singular). 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng eːi, Sre ay feminine singular, Chrau ʔay (BLOOD 1966), Central 
Rölöm ʔɛː, Biat ai feminine, Bahnar ɛː, ih, Halang ih singular. 
B: (South Bahnaric; originally calling deformation?) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör ʔaːy, 
Chrau aːy feminine.  
Cf. Khmuʼ yɛʔ masculine singular familiar; Semai hɛːʔ, Temiar hãːʔ singular, Mah Meri 
&c. hiʔ singular /plural = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 34.  
(SHAFER 1965 564; BLOOD 1966 182; SMITH 1972 332.) 
 
1437 *[ ]ʔuy to be rocked, swung.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon ui pʼuy [cradle] to swing, Central Nicobarese hɤi-
[hətə] (!) to swing (v.i.); ~ Khasi kyn-oi to cradle, dandle, lull. 
 
1437a *ʔuy; *ʔuuy; *ʔuəy; *ʔ[ə]y three.  
A: (Palaungic; ~ *lʔuy >) Praok loy. 
B: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese loːe, luːe. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung uəy, Riang-Lang ¯way, ¯wəy (& ¯we); ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
laʔoi, Lawa Umphai laʔua, Mae Sariang laʔuai. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi lai.  
Connect 98 *piʔ, as Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *[ ]u(/p/)i[ ]? 
 
1438 *ʔuuy to tend, care for.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon ʼuy to tend, see to, Praok ɯy to raise, bring up. 
 
1439 *jʔaay we two.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric, Katuic) Palaung ay, Riang-Lang ɑy, Central Nicobarese 
cəai.  
Connect 4 *[ ]ʔaʔ we two or 1435 *[ʔ]aay other?  
 
(*jʔuuy see 887 *jʔuuɲ to smell, sniff; *pʔuuy see 1550 *phuuy blanket; *rʔu(ə)y see 
798 *rʔuc finished.) 
 
‡1440 *lʔəy; *lʔəəy destitute, orphan. 
A: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar hrəi poor, wretched (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric; ~?) Stieng [koːn] ləːy, Chrau ləʔəːy orphan, Sre ləʔoːy poor, wretched 
(→ Röglai ləʔoːy poor, wretched, orphan); ~ (*lnʔəəy >) Sre ɗoːy, Biat [kɔːn] 
ɗəːi, Jeh, Halang tòːy orphan. 
(Proto-Austronesian *luqəy?) Cebuano Bisayan lúuy pitiful. 
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(*[s]ʔəəy see 158 *[s]yəəʔ to see.) 
 
1441 *sʔuy rotten, to stink.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon ui sʼuy to be rotten, putrid, Old 
Khmer s-uy, Modern Khmer sʔoy stinking, putrid, to stink, Riang-Lang ¯vi, ¯wi to 
smell (v.i.t.), Praok siʔoy [baə] to be fragrant, Lawa Bo Luang saʔau, Lawa 
Umphai saʔɔi stinking, Vietnamese ôi [meat] to be spoiled, rotten; ~ (*slʔuy >) 
Kuy sloi, lhoi rotten, falling to pieces, to stink.  
Connect Kammu-Yuan pəyrùy stinkingly; & cf. Vietnamese thối to stink, to be rotten. 
But Central Nicobarese ɤi smell is rather < 1563 *[s]ʔər.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
1442 *kaay to scratch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi, North Aslian) Khmer kaːy to scratch, 
scratch hole, gnaw, pick [teeth], Bru kaːy to scratch, scrape, Sre kaːy to peck after 
scratching ground, Khasi khai to pluck with nail (or < 1541 *khaay?), Kintaq Bong 
kay to scratch (or < 802 *kaac? so, apparently by back-borrowing, Bahnar kaiʔ 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)).  
Note Proto-Miao *k[ai] to scrape, scratch, BENEDICT 1975 372, (IX). Cf. besides *kaac 
A138 *kwaay; 867 *kwaac &c.; 1880 *kais &c; 1881 *kuus &c. (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
1443 *kuy; *kuuy head.  
A: (Central Aslian, ?North Aslian) Kensiu (or B), Temiar, Semai II kuy. 
B: (Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Semai I koːy, Semelai khoːy, Central 
Nicobarese koːi, Nancowry kuy head, top.  
=following? 
 
1444 *kuuyʔ (& *kuəyʔ?) to bend, nod, drowse.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kui to rock [child], Sre kuy 
to sleep (with secondary shortening?), Bahnar dialects kuːi to go to bed, to sleep 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ¯kuy to bow down, stoop, Vietnamese cúi to 
bend, nod; ~ Mon həkui to be drowsy, to nod off, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəŋku̱y feel 
sleepy (DIFFLOTH 1984 V263; implies *-uy), Bahnar kəkɔy (< variant?), Kammu-
Yuan kənkúːy to nod off.  
Connect Chrau [viʔ] guːy half asleep, to nod, Biat [bic] guːi to be sleepy; & perhaps 
add preceding.  
(SHAFER 1965 48; SMITH 1972 456.) 
(~) Kharia [kabaiʼɟ] kubuiʼɟ accidental crookedness of back, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 483). 
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†1445 *t1kəyʔ tick.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng keːi; ~ Khmer dɔŋkae, Bahnar taŋ kɛy; ~ Sre dərkay, 
Chrau rəkay, Biat rkai.  
Sora 'taŋkeː-n. —So *t1-. 
 
1446 *[d]kuuy; *[d]kuəy Calotes lizard. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung [ə]koy (with post-dental vocalism!) large kind of 
lizard with spines on back; ~ (*[d]nkuuy >) Mon həkui dakuy &c. bloodsucker 
lizard, Calotes versicolor; → Jakun dangkui black and orange lizard (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 C 73 (a)); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔŋkùːy Calotes 
(TANDART 1935).  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Biat kwai [toŋ] kind of large lizard or monitor, (or 
A?) Jeh kuːy small lizard, Halang kuay lizard; ~ Chrau ŋkwəy chameleon, gecko, 
Biat ŋkwai chameleon; ~ (*[d]pkuəy >?) Kuy (ʔaː)kɑːi chameleon; by secondary 
derivation ~ Khmer bɔŋkuːəy Calotes (TANDART 1935 bɔŋkùːəy), Bahnar məkuɛy 
large kind of lizard.  
Stieng pekeːi grey lizard living in houses perhaps reflects a variant *[d]/p/kəy, but 
may be an onomatopoeic allied to Mon kap kai Gecko guttatus.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
1446a *rkəy; *rkəəy behind.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy rkɤi before, in the past. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng, Central Rölöm kəːy behind, Biat kəːi behind, (nduːr 
—) back; ~ Sre nkoːy back, Chrau ŋkəːy behind, Biat [ruc] ŋkəːi [going] 
backwards, Khasi ryngkhi back of blade; [to follow] closely; by secondary derivation 
~ Chrau dəkəːy back.  
Connect by metathesis 1505 *k-ru(u)y.  
(BLOOD 1966 402.) 
 
†‡1447 *skuəy Setaria italica (?) millet.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer skuːəy Job’s tears, Riang-Lang [ k̄ɑy] k̄huay 
Panicum millet; ~ Kammu-Yuan həŋkɔːy millet. 
Sora [bur]-ɔy, Mundari oe Setaria italica, &c. (ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1303, 1310; Proto-
Munda *(h)oXy).  
(Proto-Austronesian *t'Vku[ ]ai) Malay sĕkoï Panicum italicum, Cham hakoːy millet, 
Jarai dialects həkuːai &c. Setaria italica; probably → Bahnar dialects akɔi kind of 
millet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1447a *guuy shadow of living creature.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng guːi reflection, shadow, Chrau guːy shadow, soul, Biat guːi shadow 
of living creature; ~ Bahnar ŋoːy shadow of living creature.  
Add as derivative B99 *[ ]p[oo]y? Cf. also 1543 *ghuuy &c. spirit, soul. 
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1448 *ŋguy (& *ŋguuy?) to sit down.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer ʔɔŋkùy, 
Sre ŋguy, Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese ngồi, Semai gəːy (< variant?), 
Central Nicobarese koi.  
Connect Palaung guəy to remain, be, dwell?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 222 (a).) 
 
1449 *cgəy dog.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer chkae, Vietnamese cầy. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 
80 (a).) 
 
1450 *bguy; (?) *bguuy to emit smoke.  
A, B: (Mon, Central Aslian, ?South Bahnaric) Mon həkùi bguy &c. to smoulder, smoke, 
Temiar bəguy [smoke] to waft (BENJAMIN 1976B 178; A); ~ (*bbg- > *bpg- >) 
Mon həkùi to burn [incense], (B, by metathesis; ?) Chrau puːy to fumigate. 
 
1451 *[ ]rgəy thin, lean.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng rəgeːi, Sre, Chrau rəgay, Central Rölöm 
gɛː, Biat rgai, Röngao rəgiː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Vietnamese gầy, 
Nancowry ʔikɛỹ.  
Connect perhaps by metathesis Jölong greː puny (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (then *-əəy 
>) Mon krùi to be emaciated. Cf. also Khasi syngkoi to get thin (< *-guəy?); 
Jakun riukai dry, shallow, ripe, thin, lean (taboo language), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
D 182.  
(SHAFER 1965 521; BLOOD 1966 186.) 
 
1452 *rgəy; *rgəəy skilful. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar həgɛy, Bahnar dialects rəgɛy. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre rəgəy (→ Röglai; with secondary shortening!), Jeh lagày, Halang 
rəgèːy.  
Connect Khmer lkìːəy elegant, graceful? If *r- prefix then also (A) Riang-Lang _kay to 
be accustomed to, but Kuy khɤ̀ːy < Lao ?  
(SMITH 1972 453.) 
 
1453 *[ ]ŋaay eye.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Bahnar [kɔːn] ŋaːy [pupil of] eye, 
Palaung, Praok ŋay, Riang-Lang _ŋɑy eye, face; (probably ~) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔŋea, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔŋai eye; ~ (*kuən [ ]ŋaay by contraction > 
*k(ə)ŋaay >?) Vietnamese ngươi pupil of eye.  
(SHAFER 1965 145.) 
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†1454 *[c]ŋayʔ; *[c]ŋaay[ ] distant. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon hòa!, Vietnamese ngáy; ~ Old Mon jirṅey /jərŋɔy/(!), 
Modern Mon kəhòa distance. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, South Aslian) Khmer chŋaːy, 
Kuy ŋhaːi, Sre, Chrau ŋaːy, Biat ŋaːi, Jeh iʔŋaːy, Halang həʔŋaːy, Khasi jngai!, 
Semaq Beri ŋay distant; ~ (*[c]nŋaay >) Palaung səŋay, Praok siŋay, Lawa Bo 
Luang saŋia, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saŋai, Danaw ¬sʻɔŋ¬ŋɑi distant.  
Mon, Khasi *j- obscure.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 44; SHAFER 1965 147; SMITH 1972 477.) 
Sora 'saŋaːɟ-̥, 'saŋaːi-, Santali səŋgi-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 40). 
 
1455 *[m]ŋaay person, human being.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar bəŋaːy human being, Jeh maŋaːy, Halang 
ŋaːy people, Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese người person, people.  
Or *bŋ-?  
(SMITH 1972 469.) 
 
‡1456 *[l]ŋuy to swim.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋɔy.  
Cf. Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) ŋəːi [fish] to come to the surface, float, not 
obviously ← Indonesian; Khasi jngi to swim; & 1516 *luyʔ &c. to wade, swim. 
Proto-Austronesian *ƚaŋu[ ]i: Toba Batak lange, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 92; DAHL 
1973 § 15.7, 8; Acehnese laŋuə, Toba suggest *-uəi). See BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
1457 *[s]ŋəəy to speak.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng səŋəːy, Bunör, Central Rölöm ŋəːy to 
speak, Biat ŋəːi to speak, say, (or separate?) Palaung ŋɛ speech, to speak, Central 
Nicobarese ŋeː voice, language; to call, name, say, Nancowry ŋɛ;́ ~ Gölar Bahnar 
həŋəːy to talk in one’s sleep.  
(BLOOD 1966 413.) 
 
1457a *cuuy; *cuəy to sow, plant. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat chuːi to sew, broadcast. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Chrau swəy to dibble, Jeh coːy, Halang coay to plant rice, 
Röngao cɔi to sew, broadcast (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (or →?) West Bahnar cɔːi 
to dibble (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bru cucɒːy to plant.  
Add Sre [miːw] suy drizzle? Cf. 1460 *kcaay to be scattered.  
(SMITH 1972 486.) 
 
1458 *.caay resin.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre caːy pine resin (→ Röglai), Biat caːi, Bahnar caːy resin.  
Cf. Malay damar kijai resin from kĕdondong tree.  
(SHAFER 1965 70.) 
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1459 *[ʔ]caay to spend.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer caːy, Biat caːi, Palaung, Praok cay, 
Lawa Bo Luang cea, Lawa Umphai cai. 
 
1460 *kcaay to be scattered.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon chai khyāy, chāy to be separated, scattered, to spread out, Khmer 
khcaːy to scatter, spead (v.i.t.); ~ (*kbcaay >) Mon həcai, Khmer kɔmcaːy to 
disperse, scatter (v.t.).  
SCHMIDT 1905 16 conflates with 1544 *chaay to tip out, which compare; as 1457a 
*cuuy &c. to sow… . Bahnar sayʔ to scatter (~ kəsayʔ to empty, pour out) is ← 
Cham ← 872 *saac: but West Bahnar cai to scatter, sow broadcast (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) may belong here. 
 
1461 *kj[əy]ʔ poison, venomous.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon cìʔ gyi poison, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəciiʔ̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N83), 
Praok cay to be venomous.  
Cf. Riang-Lang _kəcɔʔ poison, venom, perhaps < *k.jəwʔ; then *-yʔ by assimilation? 
But conceivably *gyiʔ (Mon), *gyiiʔ, to be connected 28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable 
poison.  
 
(*njuəy see 811 *njuəc to shake.)  
 
1462 *[l]juuy; *[l]jəy late. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Mon kəcùi; by secondary derivation ~ West Bahnar 
h(a)noːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Gölar Bahnar hamoːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chầy. 
 
1463 *t1uy; *t1uuy; *t1uəy to follow, accompany. 
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉtɔy to follow, accompany; following, along, after, 
Nancowry tóy next; → Shan tɔɛ́ [animals] to flock together; ~ Palaung kərtɯy to 
join [wood, cloth] together (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉtərtɔy together, Praok sitoy 
to be joined together, make a whole. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, ?Mon) Old Mon tūy /tuy/ adverbial of sequential action, 
having…, Modern Mon tɔe also then… (or A), Old Khmer toy, Modern Khmer daoy 
to follow, (— -saː) accompany; by reason of, by means of, -ly; → Cham tuːy, Röglai 
tuy to follow; Thai dooy to follow, pursue, attend; according to…; ~ Palaung kərtuy 
to join [wood, cloth] togethe (MILNE 1931). 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar həmɔːi, East Bahnar səmɔːi in the same direction 
as, parallel to… (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Jeh katoːy to accompany (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979).  
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Distinguish Old Mon tūy adverbial of completed action, Middle Mon tuy to have finished, 
Modern Mon tɔe to be finished… . Add perhaps as der. 1498 *t1mu[ ]y &c. guest, 
visitor. 
 
1464 *t1uuy to carry on shoulder.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tuy (with vocalism levelled on derivation), Biat tuːi, Bahnar toːi 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh tuːy (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Sre tərnuy bundle 
[of firewood], truss, Jeh tanuːy shoulder-load (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
 
1465 *t1uuy fat, plump.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tuːy, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai tui.  
Perhaps ← Tai, cf. Thai tùy protuberant, distended… . 
 
1466 *t1uuy; *t1uəy; *t1aay that (yonder). 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ˉtuy that yonder, Temiar tuːy elsewhere 
(BENJAMIN 1976b 132).  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung tuəy that (MILNE 1931), Praok tuay further side. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung tay that, Khasi -tai that yonder; ~ 
Bahnar hətaːy then, when.  
Cf. 65 *t1iʔ &c. that yonder, 66a *tɔʔ that, there; 1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ &c. deictic; so 
originally compound?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 54 (a).) 
 
1467 *[k]rt2ay; *[k]rt2aɲ to twist (together). 
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon hətoa to twist fibres into single-strand rope, Khasi kyrthai to drive 
in [auger], (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.) to twist round. 
B: (Bahnaric; contaminated by 910 *tɓaɲ?) Sre rətaɲ to twist [rope &c.] before 
knotting (→ Röglai), Sedang kasɛŋ́ twisted rope (→ Bahnar kəsɛɲ), (?) by 
metathesis Biat traɲ to twist, be twisted.  
Connect Khmer kɔndaɲ curly?  
(SMITH 1972 87.) 
 
1468 *bt1aay; by metathesis *dpaay hare. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic) ~ (*bpt1aay >?) Old Mon batāy /bətay/, Modern Mon 
hətai; ~ Riang-Lang ˉpəltɑy; by secondary derivation ~ Kuy ktaːi (k- animal 
prefix?; → Thai kratàay); & connection Palaung pəŋtay, (MILNE 1931) paŋtay, 
Shan pɑ́ŋ tɑ̄y. 
B: (Bahnaric) Central Rölöm paːy; → literary Malay [kuching] tapai rabbit; ~ Sre 
dərpaːy (→ Röglai), Chrau səpaːy, Biat rpaːi, Bahnar təpaːy hare.  
Taboo deformation likely; note further Stieng səraːy.  
(BLOOD 1966 326.) 
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1469 *daay calyx, flower.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang tia, Lawa Umphai thia, Mae 
Sariang tuai flower, Vietnamese đài calyx. 
 
1470 *daay; *daaɲ prop, to lean on. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đài prop; ~ Old Mon dindāy /dənday/ to recline 
against, Modern Mon həlài to recline. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy thìːaɲ to push oneself off with feet; ~ Khmer cɔmtìːəɲ leaning.  
Cf. 84 *pda[a]ʔ to lean on.  
 
1471 *snduy lips.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng sənduːi (&səntuːi) lower lip of pig, elephant, Sre 
sənduy, Lawa Bo Luang tau, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ndɔi lips.  
Cf. 1629 *sdur; & Biat tayɔːi, Proto-Mnong *yɔːy (BLOOD 1966 68). 
 
1472 *ɗəəy; (weak form?) *ɗəy (&c.) to have, to be obliged to, be in a position to, 
be about to. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Central Rölöm dəːy to be able to, Biat dəːi to be [un]a. 
to, Riang-Lang _dəy future prefix. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau diː- (!) (in order) to, Bahnar ɗɛy to have, 
possess; perfect auxiliary, Palaung _di (!) future prefix, Praok ti (in order) to, Khasi 
dei must.  
(BLOOD 1966 391.) 
 
†‡1473 *ɗuuy; *ɗuəy to swing, dangle. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon [dɔŋ] dui to hang down and swing; pendulum, 
West Bahnar duːi long and dangling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi dui-dui 
[swinging] to and fro. 
B: (Khasi, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khasi doi-doi [swinging] to and fro, Nancowry 
ruáy morning, forward & backwards; ~ Semai ndoi to rock in one’s arms (TANDART 
1935).  
Connect Praok tɤy to hang, depend; Shan tɔɛ̀ to hang, depend, → Riang-Lang [ˉtoŋ] 
ˉtoe. 
Sora doi-, doɟ-̥ to h. (v.i.t.).  
Proto-Austronesian *duian (< *dui-an): Tagalog duyan sling cradle, &c.  
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *-j-).  
 
(*[ ]ɗuəy see 1830 *[ ]ɗiiw to point (out).) 
 
1474 *gɗəəy sexually abnormal male.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Khmer khtɤ̀ːy (→ Thai kratʰəəy) hermaphrodite, Kuy khthɤ̀ːi 
homosexual; ~ (*gmɗəəy >) Literary Mon kamnuy eunuch. 
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1475 *n1aay deictic.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer nìːəy on the far side, over there, Kammu-Yuan 
nàːy that, Vietnamese này (beside nầy) this.  
Cf. 91 *niʔ &c. this; original compound, as perhaps 1466 *t1aay that… of 65 *t1iʔ 
&c.? But conceivably ← Tai, cf. BENEDICT 1975 408.  
 
‡1476 *pn2[uu]y dove.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [ə]ploy (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉploe. 
Proto-Austronesian *pun1ai: Malay punai pigeon, dove, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 122; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 273. 
 
(*rnəy* see 1508a *nrəyʔ pestle.) 
 
1477 *snaay peg &c. used in cart construction.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hnai linchpin, Khmer snaːy peg locking spoke in rim of wheel. 
 
1478 *p[a]y to simmer, cook.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre pay to make into soup, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang paːy to cook.  
Or *.paay; so connected 1480 *paay cooked rice…? But connection dubious Cham 
(ha)pàːy to cook soup, North Röglai subai to stew, &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 92; SMITH 1972 472.) 
 
1479 *paay cloud, mist.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Praok pay [ɔm] cloud; ~ Lawa Bo Luang mbia[ʔaum] mist, 
Central Nicobarese mifaĩyə cloud, Nancowry mifãya.  
 
1480 *paay cooked rice, food.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer baːy cooked rice, Stieng paːi meat, wild animal, 
Chrau paːy vegetables, soup; ~ Stieng prənaːi, Sre pərnaːy rice-paddle.  
Cf. 1478 *p[a]y … to cook. 
 
‡1481 *[t]puuy kind of small mammal.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung puy mole; → Burmese pwe:, Lushei bui bamboo rat; ~ Riang-
Lang kəpuy mole, bamboo rat; ~ Nyah Kur mpúy mole, bamboo rat.  
(Proto-Austronesian *tupai) Malay tupai (→ Ngaju Dayak), Acehnese tupɛ squirrel 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 143).  
BENEDICT 1972 46 no. 173 constructs Tibeto-Burman *bwiy from Burmese &c., 
Tibetan byi-ba rat, mouse (cf. byi marmot). 
 
(*dpaay see 1468 *bt1aay hare.) 
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1482 *bay kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer pèy small shallow basket, Sre bay, Bahnar baːy basket; ↔ 
Cham pàːy (& hapàːy) bag, Jarai baːi, Röglai bay basket, North Röglai bai [yok] 
market basket.  
(SHAFER 1965 131.) 
 
1483 *b[oo]y direction, towards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon boy /boy/ direction, location, 
manner, Modern Mon pòa adverbial phrase head, (?) Bunör bəːy, Central Rölöm 
pəːy at the point of, Biat bəːi nearly; ~ Old Mon biboy towards, in accordance with, 
Vietnamese về towards.  
With South Bahnaric vocalism cf. 1484 *[k][b]ooy.  
(BLOOD 1966 381.) 
 
1483a *buuyʔ; *buəy[ ]; *bəy[ ] dust. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Katuic) Khasi pui-pui airborne dust, 
Vietnamese bụi (→ Bahnar ɓuːy) dust; ~ Stieng kəmbuːi, by metathesis Biat 
[nɛh] moːi dust; ~ (?) Bru samuːy dust, fine particles.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi poi-poi dust, fine particles. 
C: (Khasi, Central Aslian) ~ Khasi sympei heap of spoil in front of mouse-hole, Sakai 
sĕmbei sand, dust (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 26).  
Cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k; 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
 
(*buuy see 110 *bu[u]ʔ individual.) 
 
1484 *[k][b]ooy to wave hand.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer baoy, Central Rölöm pəːy, Mnong Gar bəːy.  
Cf. Malay buai to rock, swing.  
(BLOOD 1966 382.) 
 
1485 *[c]buuy Careya arborea tree.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) → Shan phūi; Burmese [ban.] bwe:; ~ (*[c]rbuuy >) Mon 
həpùi; by chiming expansion ~ Riang-Lang [ˉkhɛʔ] _səy puy.  
Or *t2-. 
 
‡1486 *jbaay to hang over one’s shoulder.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer spìːəy, Kuy phìːai to carry slung over shoulder; → Thai 
tàpʰaay, sapʰaay; ~ (*jnbaay >) Mon kəmai to carry by a sling from the shoulder; 
~ Middle Mon cambāy sling carrier, Khmer sɔmpìːəy bag, bundle, carried slung from 
shoulder (with s- by levelling?); → Thai sàbay sash.  
Cf. following.  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'aNbai: Toba Batak jambe to hang down, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 44; Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) by metathesis (*(q)a(N)bi[d']ai >) 
Cebuano Bisayan abilay, s-ambilay to carry over shoulder, Ilocano abiday to wrap 
over shoulder; (iii) *t'aNpai: Malay sampai to hang, s/ĕl/ampai to wear over 
shoulder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149; der. Proto-Hesperonesian, cf. BLUST 1971 no. 
390); & note *ɣi(N)bai to hang down, DEMPWOLFF 1938 58 (Proto-Hesperonesian). 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 14.) 
 
1487 *mbaay to dangle; negligent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Mon ʼbāy /mbay/ to be negligent, Old Khmer bāy to 
dangle, hang down, be limp, Modern Khmer pìːəy-[ŋìːəy] to be careless, negligent, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mbia, Mae Sariang mbuai to forget, leave behind.  
Cf. preceding; & for semantics Old Mon rlāy, under the entry 1512 *laay. Connect 
perhaps Toba Batak ambe to swing arms about (*ca(m)baj, DEMPWOLFF 1938 11, 
compared at POU & JENNER 1975 no. 14, but a doubtful construction; for Javanese 
awé see 1529 *wa(a)y(-h)). See BENEDICT 1975 341-2, move back and forth. 
 
1488 *rnbuəy spout, proboscis.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɔmpùːəy! spout, tap, Biat mbiɔːi! 
[tɔh] nipple (contaminated by 2041a *j/n/ɓuəh beak?), Stieng rəmuəi trunk, 
Vietnamese vòi trunk, antennae, spout.  
Connect obscure Khmer prəmaoy trunk; ultimately < *rnbuuy by metathesis? Note 
also Bru rawɯ̀ːy trunk of elephant < Vietnamese?  
 
1489 *ɓay; *ɓaay bean, small weight or coin. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Mon boa bean, pea, 1/16 tical, Khmer pèy obsolete 
small coin; → Cham ibĕi small coin, 1/16 sleṅ; Thai pʰay 1/32 tical; (or B) 
Burmese pai bean, pea, 1/16 tical; ~ Sre rəbay pea (or B; → Röglai). 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Late Old Mon ḅāy /ɓay/ 1/32? tical, Riang-Lang 
_bɑy bean; ~ Khmer prəpìːəy large kind of bean, (→ Cham prabai), Bru rapìay, 
Palaung rəbay, Riang-Lang rəbɑy bean; ~ Khasi rymbai bean; ~ Thin spai bean.  
BENEDICT 1972 59 no. 253 refers Burmese with Lushei, Dimasa forms to Tibeto-
Burman *be. Note Amoy/Hokkien pè ~ pòe 貝 cowry, shell money, coin, from 
which POU & JENNER 1973 derive Khmer pèy; & cf. 1492 *[s]nɓa[a]y seed. 
 
‡1490 *kɓooy dipper, ladle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer baoy dipper, ladle (& by back-
formation kaoy to dip, scoop?), Kuy (k)boːi coconut shell, Palaung boy, Riang-
Lang ˉboe, Vietnamese môi dipper, ladle; → Thai krabuay, Shan móe, wóe. 
(Proto-Austronesian *[ ]bui[ ]bui) Ilocano buyuboy coconut shell dipper. 
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1490a *[j]ɓuy; *[j]ɓuuy fat.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer spùy awkwardly big or fat. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *[j]pɓuuy >?) Riang-Lang ˉkəbuy to be fat. 
 
1491 *tɓ[uə]y to throng, swarm.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Middle Mon [tḅan] tḅoy to be thronged, Modern Mon [bɔn] boa 
to mill around, be present in large numbers, Khasi boi to swarm, be plentiful. 
 
†1492 *[s]nɓa[a]y seed.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi symbai.  
Connect 1489 *ɓa(a)y bean…? 
Sora ə'baj-ən, compounding form baˑj-ən seed (of fruit), bʔaːi- to form seed. 
 
1493 *sɓəəy; *sɓuəy to recover from illness. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sbaəy [illness inter alia] to abate, Sre bəːy cured, 
recovered. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *snɓuəy >) Praok muay to get better, be cured.  
B secondary. 
 
1494 *məy; *məəy mother’s sister. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _may elder sibling.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre məːy mother’s sister, stepmother; ~ Temiar 
mənəːy sister-in-law (BENJAMIN 1976B 134).  
Riang-Lang exchanges senses of *məy, 1531a *waay. Cf. Kammu-Yuan pə́ː y senior 
sister-in-law; Bahnar mih parent’s elder brother (&c., cf. SMITH 1972 334; < 
*mə(ə)yh?). 
 
†1495 *muuy; *muəy; *muuɲ one. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, South Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer mùːy, Kuy mùːi, 
Jeh mùay (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979; or B?), Kammu-Yuan moːy, Semelai muːy. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon moy /moy/, Modern Mon mòa, Old Khmer 
moy, Modern Khmer mùːəy, Stieng muəi, Chrau muəy, Biat muɔi. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar moːɲ (& miɲ).  
C as Bahnar peːŋ three ad 98 *piʔ? Cf. (i) Bunör ŋway; (ii) Mương mộch (BARKER 
1966 24), Vietnamese một (< *muc, sandhi-form in *mu[ ]y ɗiiʔ, cf. 86?; 
perhaps cognate Santali &c., below).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60; SHAFER 1965 572; BLOOD 1966 90; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 29; cf. 
SMITH 1972 490.) 
(i) Sora ə'boi, ə'boɟ,̥ Sora dialect ə'məi (or iii?), Kharia mɔi, &c.; (ii, cf. C) Kharia 
mɔiŋ, mɔiɲ, &c.; (iii; cf. Viet-Mương) Santali miʼd, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 338). 
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1496 *muuys (& *muys?); *muə[y]s mosquito, gnat. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Literary Mon gmuh (!) 
kind of stinging insect, Khmer mùːh mūs, (TANDART 1935) mùh mus, Stieng mʔɛː 
mosquito, Sre muy gnat (→ Röglai; with secondary shortening, or < *muys?), by 
metathesis Central Nicobarese mihoːyə mosquito, Nancowry mihúya, refer 
ʔimihúya to fly up & down; ~ Biat rmoːi gnat; ~ Sakai kâmos mosquito (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Mon 180 (a)); → Malay kĕmus kind of gnat. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy mùah, Bru mùayh, Chrau mɔːih mosquito, 
Bahnar mɔih kind of large mosquito, Vietnamese muỗi mosquito.  
Cf. 873 *s/m/uc &c. stinging insect.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
 
1497 *[g]m[uu]y; *[g]muəy sibling’s child. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _moe daughter-in-law. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kmuːəy nephew, niece (TANDART 1935 also kmùːəy); → Cham 
kamɯəc.  
Bahnar [mɔʔ] maːy, Jeh maːy daughter-in-law are perhaps < *kuən waay by 
contraction, cf. 1127, 1531a; so conceivably these, with vowel metathesis; Khmer 
then perhaps < *km-, Riang-Lang < *(n)m-. Cf. 1187 *kmun &c. 
 
‡1498 *t1mu[ ]y; *t1muəy guest, visitor. 
A: (Mon) Mon mɔe tmuy &c. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy (k)mɑːi, tmɑːi stranger, visitor; ~ (*t1nmuəy >?) 
Chrau təmuəy, Bahnar təmɔːy guest, visitor, Kammu-Yuan təmɔ́ː y guest; tribal 
group.  
Bahnar məːy, Thin moi to summon, invite are probably ← Mương (BARKER 1966 21) 
&/or Vietnamese mời. ~ 1463 *t1uy &c. to follow, accompany? Note also Central 
Nicobarese (m)ituːə to go on visit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SMITH 1972 484.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t/am/u(S)ai: Toba Batak tamue, Old Javanese tamuy, Modern 
Mon tami, Madurese tamòy, Iban temuai guest, Ngaju Dayak tamuei stranger 
(Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *tamuc; NOTHOFER 1975 86 & 
n. 54; simplex > Cham toːy, North Röglai (!) thuãi guest, visitor). 
 
1499 *[d2]muy axe.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon mùi muy, Kammu-Yuan muy, Palaung mɯy, 
Praok moy, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmau, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔmɔi.  
Connection uncertain Khmer mùːh mūs, Stieng mueh wedge for splitting wood. 
 
(*yaay see 151 *yaʔ grandmother.) 
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†1500 *ray; *raay to cut. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Khmer [kɔn]-tray, Kuy [n]trai, 
Stieng [kə]treːi, Biat [ŋkap] trai, Riang-Lang [kim] ˉray scissors; → Röglai 
jətrey (→ Sre); Shan kīm hāi. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer rìːəy separate(d), 
(GUESDON 1930) to cut up, Khasi rai to decide judicially; ~ Khasi khrai to sever; ~ 
Mon [kɔt] krai scissors (→ Burmese katkre:, → Mon krɔp kre), Khmer traːy to 
lop, clear a path, Sre traːy to shave, Stieng [kə]traːi, Palaung [gim] hray scissors; 
~ Middle Mon [mra] tarāy, Modern Mon [pərɛʔ̀] kərai dah.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
Sora rai-['kuŋ-] to cut off (: *r- or *t2-r-). 
 
1501 *raay to be scattered.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Viet-Mương) Khmer rìːəy 
scattered, to scatter (→ Thai raay), Sre raːy to cure, to console, Praok [pruŋ praŋ] 
ray [ruat hu] to be scattered; ~ Palaung kray (MILNE 1931; !), Riang-Lang _krɑy 
to move away, Khasi krai to spread; ~ Khmer praːy = rìːəy; → Thai praay to 
scatter, sow broadcast; Cham praːy to scatter, sow broadcast, Malay bĕr-pĕrai-pĕrai 
scattering [of crowd], crumbling, Sundanese pɨray to disintegrate, corrode; ~ Khmer 
prìːəy to scatter, to be scattered, to gush out; → Thai pʰraay scattered bubbles rising; 
Cham pràːy untied, dissolved, shattered; ~ Mon sai to be separate, apart (in part, cf. 
1538 *r(-)saay; srāy, crāy), Khmer sraːy to untie, release, Biat craːi scattered, 
Palaung hray to disappear, be lost, to cure, Khasi rai-[dieng &c.] to abstain, avoid, 
(?) Vietnamese rưới to sprinkle [soup on rice]; ~ (*.nraay >) Praok gray, Lawa 
Bo Luang khrea, Lawa Umphai ŋgrai to be lost.  
Hence by metathesis 1660 *syaar outstretched? Cf. further 837 *ra(a)c to sprinkle, 
scatter; 1504 *ruy &c. to fall, be shed; & Khmer rayāy to be, become, detached 
(GUESDON 1930). (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
 
†1502 *rəy; *rəəy to rise, stand up. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *prrəy >) Stieng prəleːi, Chrau prɛː to wake, Sre pərlay to 
shake awake, Biat rlai to wake, shake awake. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rɔy to rise, stand up, rise from sleep.  
Santali dɛʼɟ to mount, ascend, climb, &c.  
(PINNOW 1959 333). 
 
1503 *r[ɔɔ]y to grow, increase.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi roi to increase; ~ Old Mon prey /prɔy/ more than; ~ Khasi 
pynroi to increase, augment. 
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1504 *ruy; *ruuy; *ruəy; *rəy; *rəəy to fall, be shed (& to scatter, contaminated 
by 1501 *raay). 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) ~ Khmer proy(proy), Kuy prui prui drizzling, Palaung 
phrɯy [leaves] to fly about, be driven by the wind (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Mon, Central Aslian) Khmer ròːy 
[petals] to fall, drop off; to sprinkle, sow, spray, winnow by letting fall from a height, 
Kuy ròːi to sprinkle [e.g. salt] on, Chrau roːy to scatter, spread, Palaung ruy ruy to 
drizzle, (or A) Sakai rúi to strew (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 493); ~ 
Mon krɔe truy to sprinkle, scatter (or A, E); ~ Bahnar proːy to sprinkle, scatter. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khmer rùːəy to go limp; to 
sprinkle, Praok ruay to scatter; ~ Bahnar prɔːy to sow broadcast, West Bahnar to 
scatter, Khasi phroi to powder and sprinkle (probably, rather than A); → Cham 
proːy to sprinkle, scatter, Acehnese pruə to bestrew, besprinkle; ~ (*sruəy >) Kuy 
sɑːi [leaves, fruit] to fall; ~ (*snruəy >) Mon həroa (*-uəy confirmed by dialects) 
to pour out gradually, to sprinkle, Praok gruay to pour. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar rɛy to sow broadcast; ~ Khasi krei to scatter. 
E: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) ~ West Bahnar prəːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Kammu-Yuan prə̀ː y, [prát] prə́ː y to scatter, sprinkle; ~ (*srəəy >?) 
Vietnamese rơi to fall, drop; to shed [tears].  
Connect 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip; & cf. 2051 *ruh &c. But connection dubious Kharia 
rɔ to be scattered, &c., PINNOW 1959 400. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 64.)  
 
1505 *ruy; *ruuy behind. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese rồi afterwards; ~ 
Palaung krɯy (time) before. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer kraoy behind, after, Kuy krɔːi afterwards, later.  
The same temporal semantics in Mon hətaʔ next [morning]; previous [incarnation]… . 
Connect 1446a *rkə(ə)y by metathesis; perhaps 842 *ruc &c. to retreat… (note 
Sre cəm ruc to throw over one’s shoulder, behind one). But connection dubious 
Bahnar kədrɛːi, Jölong kədrɔːi to go ahead of (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), forms at 
SMITH 1972 487, & Bru trìay (< *draay?) rear. 
 
1506 *ruy; *ruəy track, mark. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer troy to mark one’s path; → Thai kruy marker stake; Cham truy. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung rɔy, Praok ruay [khay] imprint. 
 
(*ru(u)y, *ruəy see also 1534 *ru[wa]y fly.) 
 
1507 *jraay thin, lean, lacking body.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Old Mon jrāy /jray/, Modern Mon sài to be lean, 
undernourished, Khmer crìːəy thin in consistency, limp, soft, Khasi rai-[khoh] lean 
(compounding form!).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
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1508 *draay kind of deer.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon drāy /dray/, Modern Mon krài Axis 
porcinus (→ Burmese daray), Old Khmer drāy, Modern Khmer trìːəy stag, Stieng 
draːi kind of deer, Biat draːi swamp deer.  
(SHAFER 1965 469.) 
 
†1508a *nrəyʔ; *nrəəy[ ]; by metathesis *rnəyʔ pestle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon rìʔ, Khmer ʔɔŋrɛ ̀ː , Kuy 
nthrɛ ̀ː , Bru nthrèː, Jeh adray, Thin dreʔ, Palaung gre, Riang-Lang ˉrɛʔ, Praok 
gri, Lawa Bo Luang ŋgrəiʔ, Lawa Umphai ŋgreʔ, Mae Sariang ŋgrɛiʔ; ~ Kammu-
Yuan kəntreʔ; ~ Halang hədray (or < simplex?), Khasi synrei.  
or *-iʔ subject to post-dental lowering?  
B: (North Bahnaric; ~?) Bahnar hədrəːy. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau rənay, Biat rnaːi.  
(SMITH 1972 458.) 
Sora on(d)'riɟ-ən, on(d)'rij-ən, on(d)'riɲ-ən, on(d)'riŋ-ən, in compounds riɟ-ən, rij-
ən. 
 
1508b *pray to make a profit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon proa; ~ Mon pəroa, (~?) Khmer kɔmray (→ Thai 
kamray), Kuy (m)mrai profit.  
Khmer dissimilation probably regular in absence of levelling. 
 
1509 *(bruy?) bruy; *(bruuy) bruuy untidy, long-haired, frayed. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon, Palaungic) Mon [həpràk] həprùi to have unkempt hair (< *bru(u)y 
bru(u)y), Khmer prùy unusually long-haired, [peacock’s] feathers, (*bruy bruy >; 
?) Praok sibroy [sibrok] refuse. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric; *bruuy bruuy >) Khmer babrūy [mat] to get ragged at the 
edges (GUESDON 1930), Bahnar broːi broːi all having big moustaches (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ (*c.[m] bruuy by contraction > *cmruuy >?) Bahnar cəbroːi 
having a big moustaches (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1510 *[m]raay cotton thread.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy phrìːai spool &c. of thread, Sre [che] braːy, Chrau vraːy, 
Biat braːi, Bahnar braːy sewing-thread, Jeh braːy cotton, Halang braːy thread; → 
Cham mraːy, Jarai mraiʔ, Röglai [təley] mraːy, North Röglai mrai thread.  
If Indonesian, Jarai -aːi would be expected. Vietnamese sợi is probably rather 
connected Chrau rəwəy quantifier for string, hair.  
(BLOOD 1966 282; SMITH 1972 471.) 
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1511 *l[ ]ay[ʔ]; *l[ ]aay[ʔ] again. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉləy more, longer, else. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok lay mark of continuous or habitual action, Mương lê 
(BARKER 1966 25; !), Vietnamese lại again; → Shan lɑ̄i again; (?) ~ Lawa Bo 
Luang paʔdia, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang paʔlia now.  
Perhaps by contraction < *[ ]las ʔaay another time, cf. 1942, 1935, Vietnamese then 
< *laayʔ by metathesis. 
 
†‡1512 *laay to dissolve, melt, become loose; idle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) East Bahnar laːi 
[gɔaːi] [hair] floating free (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung lay [words] to be vain 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _lɑy to melt, Vietnamese lười to be lazy; ~ Khmer 
thlìːəy to break open, burst, split, crack, Kuy thlìːai to burst under pressure of water; 
~ Chrau plaːy to unwind; ~ Biat rklaːi to disentangle by secondary derivation; ~ 
Old Mon rlāy /rlay/ to have loose, have unbound, to be idle, Modern Mon lài to 
dissolve, to come loose, Khmer rəlìːəy to dissolve, melt (v.i.); → Thai lalaay to 
dissolve (v.i.t.), → Khmer ləlìːəy = rəlìːəy; Malay rĕlai to crumble, Acehnese rölɛ 
to collapse, subside; ~ (*rnlaay >) Khmer rùmlìːəy to melt by dissimilation, Lawa 
Umphai nai to melt, dissolve, Praok nay to be wasted.  
Old Mon tulāy to hang down, Modern Mon kəlai to come loose, hang loose, apparently 
< *tplaay (formally causative!) may be cognate with Chrau; & may be connected 
Khmer thlìːəy, &c. Idle by attraction 1861 *rliw?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
Santali lɛ to dissolve, melt, &c. (PINNOW 1959 150a; Proto-Munda *liG?).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ruɣai: Javanese rowé-rowé hanging loose, Pampangan 
lugay, luge [hair] hanging loose, Tagalog lugáy loose, unfastened (so Proto-
Hesperonesian); probably by metathesis *ɣurai = *cu[ḷ]aj to hang loose, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 162 (Proto-West-Indonesian, adding Toba Batak ure-ure fruit 
cluster of sugar palm, Karo m-uré-uré to hang down on stalk; Malay, Batak initial by 
dissimilation, or ← Javanese, Gayo?); perhaps merging (ii) *lailai: Iban lelai to 
bend, droop, Cebuano Bisayan laylay to droop…, Ilocano laylay to wilt (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 310, hang. 
 
(*laay see also 1435 *[ʔ]aay other.)  
 
1513 *ləyh to wander.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre lay [way], Palaung leh [laŋ] (MILNE 
1931, songs), Riang-Lang [laŋ] lɛ, Praok lay [liŋ]; ~ Vietnamese trẩy to travel, 
go.  
Cf. 715 *laŋ &c.  
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†1514 *ləəy; *luəy to leave, leave alone, leave off. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng ləːy to cease, interrupt, Sre ləːy (→ Röglai), Biat 
[jaŋ &c.] ləːi to leave, Jeh lòːy to set aside, Halang lòːy to stop; ~ Middle Mon 
laluy, Modern Mon kəlùi to leave; ~ (*[l]mləəy >) Praok [bluay] blɤy to stop, 
leave off. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Praok bluay to overlook, leave alone.  
B secondary. Cf. 190 *leʔ to leave, depart; 2062 *leh …to go out.  
(BLOOD 1966 405; SMITH 1972 463.) 
(~) Kharia me'lae, melai to leave off (PINNOW 1959 K 346). 
 
1515 *l[oo]y easy, easy-going.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon lòa loy to be easy, to be in easy 
circumstances, well-off (→ Burmese lway to be easy), Sre ləy easy, easy to get (at) 
(DOURNES 1950; correct to ləːy?), Khasi loi-loi, lui-lui soft-hearted; ~ Khmer 
thlòːy to be careless, negligent, easy-going. 
 
1516 *luyʔ; *luuy[ ]; *luəy[ ]; *ləəy[ ] to wade, to swim.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer lùy to wade, paddle, Praok loy [rɔm], 
Vietnamese lội to swim. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Mon lùi to wade (through), Proto-Nyah Kur *lṳuy (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V275; implies *-uuy), Bru lòːy to swim; ~ Old Mon lwuy /lwuy/ station in water. 
C: (Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kuy lɔ̀ː i to swim, Palaung lɔy, Temiar lɔːy to 
wade (BENJAMIN 1976B); → Cham loːy [ʔyaː], North Röglai luai, (or D?) Jarai lɔiʔ, 
(or A?) Röglai loːy to swim; ~ (*sluəy[ ] >) Kuy lhɔːi, slɔːi & Bru salɔːy to float 
(→ Thai lɔɔy); ~ Sakai linoi to swim (i.e. Semai, Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
544). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) ~ Bahnar gləːy, Jeh talòːy, Halang jəlòːy to swim; → 
Cham chaluĕi; ~ (*srləəy[ ] >) Kammu-Yuan rə́ː y to float.  
Cf. Thai luy to wade, Shan lūi to swim, &c., BENEDICT 1975 404; & 1456 *[l]ŋuy to 
swim. 
 
1517 *luuy wax.  
A: (Mon, Central & South Aslian) ~ Mon plɔe pluy, Proto-Nyah Kur *phlu̱uy 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N217), Sakai pĕlói (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 49); ~ 
Central Sakai klôwi. 
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†1518 *klay[ʔ]; *klaay[ʔ] to change. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəlay. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) Mon klai to translate, 
Khmer klaːy to change, dissolve (v.i.) (contaminated by 1512 *laay), Kuy klaːi to 
change shape or state, Kammu-Yuan klèːy to exchange ceremonially, Palaung hlay 
(!) (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang klea, Lawa Umphai klai to turn over, (?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese trái to be contrary to; → Thai klaay to transform, to 
change, be changed; transformation.  
Connect Sre glaːy to make amends for (↔ Röglai); Mon hlai to change, exchange. 
Sora 'oːlaːj- to exchange.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 282. 
 
1519 *kləyʔ (daughter’s) husband.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat klai son-in-law; ~ (*knləyʔ >) Kammu-
Yuan klèʔ husband; ~ (*pən kləyʔ by contraction >, cf. 1163?) Palaung pənle 
wife.  
Connection dubious Khmer pdɤy husband, allegedly ← Sanskrit/Pali pati-. 
 
1520 *k(-)ləyʔ penis.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy klai, Kammu-Yuan tléʔ (!), Riang-Lang ˉklɛʔ, 
Lawa Bo Luang kləiʔ; apparently → Cham klaːy, Jarai klae penis, North Röglai 
[boh] pi-tlai testicles.  
Danaw has ˉlé; by back-formation, or *k- part-of-body prefix? Connect 855 *lɔc &c. 
 
1521 *slaay fields.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central Aslian) Mon klai clearing after first year, Nyah Kur chaa̤k-
khla ̱ay abandoned dry fields, Khmer slaːy [land] under cultivation, Temiar səlaːy 
(dry) field (BENJAMIN 1976B 160).  
Cf. Late Old Mon dinlāy /dənlay/ parcel [of cultivated land], Kammu-Yuan lèːy wet 
field (quantifier). Prefer *s- as Mon obscure.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 94.) 
 
1522 *jləəy prisoner of war.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon jlūy /jluy/, Modern Mon klùi, Khmer chlɤ̀ːy; → Thai 
cʰaləəy; Cham jalɤy.  
Connect B23 *[j][ ][l]aaʔ slave…? 
 
1523 *t1luuy[ ]; *t1luəyʔ banana. 
A: (North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Sakai telui (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 42), South Nicobarese təluːi. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan təlɔ́ː y, Palaung 
kluəy, Vietnamese chuối (for **truối), (?) Proto-Semai *tlɛɛy (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect Proto-Tai *kluai.2, EGEROD 1961 p85. 
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1523a *d2ləy to swell, bulge.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer [lìən] thlɛ ̀ː  dhlɛr! to bulge, Sre lay 
gorged leech or tick (DOURNES 1950), Biat lai stout, fat, (~?) Riang-Lang _cəray to 
swell up. 
 
1524 *pləyʔ fruit.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Khmer phlae, 
Kuy plai, Biat plai [chiː], Sre, Chrau, Jeh play (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bahnar 
plɛy fruit, Halang play quantifier for fruit, Kammu-Yuan pléʔ, Palaung ple, Riang-
Lang ˉplɛʔ, Praok pli, Lawa Bo Luang pləiʔ, Lawa Umphai pleʔ, Mae Sariang 
plɛiʔ, Vietnamese trái, Cheʼ Wong pəloʔ, Semai I pəlɛːʔ, Semelai pəleːh fruit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; SHAFER 1965 105, 505; BLOOD 1966 185; SMITH 1972 457; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 282.) 
 
1525 *pluuy kind of cucurbitaceous plant.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau ploːy [kind of] pumpkin or water-melon, Bahnar pluːy gourd.  
(SMITH 1972 461.) 
 
1526 *blaay young man.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon blāy /blay/, Modern Mon plài, Lawa Bo 
Luang [pi]-plia, Lawa Umphai [kuan] mblia, Mae Sariang [kuan] mblia, 
mbluai; ~ (*bplaay >) Vietnamese trai boy (& by secondary derivation giai 
boy).  
 
‡1527 *[b]l[ə]y to trade.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung ləy to trade (MILNE 1931), Praok lay trade; ~ Thin 
kək̆lai trade. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bəli(S): Malay bĕli to buy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27), Röglai 
bley; → Sre bley; Sakai bĕlī (Semai, Temiar), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 485; (ii) 
*bili(S): Cebuano Bisayan bili price, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 30; Tagalog rather 
< i; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 282, exchange. 
 
1527a *sl[əy]ʔ; *[s]ləəy[ʔ] edible moss. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer slae moss; ~ (*spl- >?) Riang-Lang ˉkleʔ edible moss. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ (*snl- >?) Kammu-Yuan klèːy edible moss; → Lao ghay.  
Connection uncertain Mon hloik. 
 
1528 *sluy; *[s]luəy to descend, decline. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sloy [clothing] to trail. 
B: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung hluəy to be past noon, Besisi chĕlui to descend 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 95). 
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‡1529 *way(-h); *waay(-h) to turn, to wave. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy wìh to turn 
(away, towards), Bahnar wih to return; → Thai wǎy to shake, quiver…, Shan wái 
to stir, wave; ~ Vietnamese quay to turn (v.i.t.) (& quậy to stir), Central 
Nicobarese kewai-[re] to swing arms, Nancowry kiwáyri; → Thai kway to swing, 
sway; ~ Sre krəway dizzy; ~ Mon həwoa saway to turn round axis, to wave. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Kuy wɛ ̀ː h to avoid, 
step aside, Stieng [uiːŋ] uaːi giddiness, Bahnar waːi to roll up, to turn round 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); curved, Palaung vay to wave hand, beckon, vɛh to avoid, 
shun, Riang-Lang vɑy to turn [face], Vietnamese [oằn]-oại to squirm, writhe (with 
phrasally conditioned tone?); → Röglai uy to turn (v.i.t.); Shan wɑ̌i to turn; ~ Sre 
ŋoaːy, Chrau ɲwaːy [voːʔ] dizzy, Vietnamese ngoái to turn [head] round (with 
unexplained tone); ~ (*[k]lwaay >) Khasi kyllai[dohdit] wagtail; ~ Khmer 
chvaːy to coil, braid, roll into a ball; ~ (*[r]nwaay >) Mon kəmài to stir, (?) Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaʔmea, Lawa Umphai raʔmai, Mae Sariang ɣaʔmai to mix.  
Add 1531 *wa(a)y to transfer ownership? Cf. also 234 *wi(i)ʔ to turn; 235 *weeʔ, 
*weh crooked, to twist; 1950a *was &c. to wave, beckon.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SMITH 1972 335.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]ɣ-[ ]auai: Acehnese rawe to grope for in water &c., 
Javanese awé to beckon, Cebuano Bisayan gaway tentacles of jellyfish (&c.; so 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *k-[ ]auai: Cebuano kaway tentacles of jellyfish, 
Tagalog kawáy to beckon, Proto-Oceanic *kawe tentacles.  
Note Tibeto-Burman *waˑy to whirl, brandish, wave, BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 90; *koy to 
bend, BENEDICT 1972 67 no. 307 & n. 210; & see BENEDICT 1975 241-2, move back 
and forth I-II. 
 
1530 *way quick.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer vèy quick, prompt (→ Thai way), Kuy wàːy 
quick, quickly, Stieng ueːi, Sre way quickly (DOURNES 1950). 
 
1531 *way; *waay to transfer ownership. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) → Shan wāì [nìm] to sell on credit; ~ Sre təway to 
redeem; → Röglai təway, Malay tawi; ~ (*sway >?) Vietnamese vay to borrow. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung vay to borrow, Riang-Lang 
_vɑy, _wɑy to hire, lend, borrow [goods], Lawa Bo Luang wia, Mae Sariang wuai 
to borrow, lend, Praok vay lease, to lease, Khasi wai to lend, let; ~ Old Mon twāy 
/tway/, Modern Mon kwai, Old Khmer thvāy, Modern Khmer thvaːy to present; ~ 
Biat cuaːi, (~? cf. Vietnamese) Bahnar huaːy to redeem.  
= 1529 *wa(a)y to turn…? Cf. here 768a *wa[i]ŋ &c. to borrow.  
(SHAFER 1965 198.) 
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1531a *waay elder sibling.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung vay kinship class including elder sibling, Riang-
Lang _vɑy, _wɑy parent’s or wife’s e. sister, elder sibling-in-law, (?) Lawa Bo Luang, 
Lawa Umphai ʔɔi elder sister; ~ (*mwaay >) Alakong Bahnar maːi elder sister 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar məmaːy elder sister.  
Riang-Lang exchanges senses of *waay, 1494 *məy. Connect perhaps 1497 
*[g]m[uu]y &c. sibling’s child, which compare; as 117 *mbiiʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 470.) 
 
†1532 *kwaay yam.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Mon kwai yam, Thin kwai sweet 
potato, Vietnamese khoai (→ Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, khɔaːi [tiːm]), Sakai 
kuói yam (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 4); by secondary derivation ~ 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔamea, Lawa Umphai rəmai kind of taro (via *knwaay?); Proto-
Semai *bkooy Dioscorea alata (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
(?) Sora -gai-ən, -gaˑj-ən tuber (compounding form ~ gə'naj-ən, usually referred to 
gɑi- to dig; for which see 1541 *khaay &c.).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *kywiy, BENEDICT 1972 56 no. 238. 
 
1533 *kw[əə]y top, on top, above.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ kwəːy above; ~ Palaung kərvɯy above, beyond, upper 
part of house, loft, Lawa Bo Luang (haɯk) ʔawui, Lawa Umphai [hauk] rawui 
(hair above =) eyebrow, (?) Praok sivoy in front, before; by secondary derivation 
~ Kammu-Yuan pərwə̀ː y upper part, top.  
Waic vocalism contextual? 
 
†1534 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ru[wa]y > *ruy; *ruuy; *ruəy; Pre-Proto-Mon-
Khmer *ruhay fly. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rùy. 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon rùi, Proto-Nyah Kur *rṳuy (DIFFLOTH 1984 N75), Central 
Nicobarese yuːe. 
C: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Kuy (ʔaː)rùːai, Stieng ruəi, Chrau rəwəy, Bahnar rɔːy, Jeh roːy, 
Halang roay, Kammu-Yuan rɔ̀ː y, Palaung [ə]ruəy, Riang-Lang _ruay, Lawa Bo 
Luang roi, Lawa Umphai rua, Mae Sariang ɣuai, Vietnamese ruồi, Semai roːi 
(TANDART 1935), Nancowry yúay; → Cham roːy, Jarai ruaiʔ (&c.), Röglai rəway, 
North Röglai ruai.  
D: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəhaːy, Bunör rəhwaːy, Central Rölöm huəy, Biat rhuai. 
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 207; BLOOD 1966 91; SMITH 1972 480; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 199.) 
Sora əroːj-ən, compounding form roj-ən, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 356; Proto-Munda 
*rɔj). 
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1535 *rwaay tiger, large felid.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan [róːy] rəwàːy tiger [spirit], Thin rwai,̯ 
Palaung rəvay, Riang-Lang _rəwɑy, Praok sivay, Lawa Bo Luang ʔawia, Lawa 
Umphai rawia, Mae Sariang ɣawia, ɣawuai tiger…, Bru rawìay sprit.  
(SHAFER 1965 221.) 
 
1536 *[l]wəəy to become tired.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kwaŋ] kwui! to feel weary, Khmer lvɤ̀ːy weak, flagging, 
indolent; ~ (*[l]rwəəy >) Khmer rəvɤ̀ːy weak, flagging, indolent.  
Mon initial & head register by phrasal deformation? Connection dubious Santali 
lambaʼɟ lumbuʼɟ (to walk) leisurely, slowly, ʈimbɔʼɟ ʈɔmbɔʼɟ slowly, wearily; 
fatigued (PINNOW 1959 K 528), since *-y is normally lost in Santali: ib. p. 281. 
 
1537 *saay bee.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon sai; ~ Kammu-Yuan tərháːy. 
 
1538 *saay dispersed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon sai to be separate, apart (in part, cf. below & 1501 *s-
raay; sāy), Khmer saːy to spread, stretch out, extend (v.i), to disperse (v.t.), Bru saʔ-
saːy scattered all over; ~ Mon sai to be separate… (in part; rhāy), Khmer rəsaːy 
untied; sparse.  
Or *rsaay < *s-raay by metathesis, *saay by back-formation? The same initial 
variants in 872 *(r-)saac, 837 *s-raac. 
 
†1539 *həy; *həəy; *huəy finished.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hɛy just now, Jeh hãy enough, Halang hãy already got. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer haəy finished, 
already, Stieng həːi perfect particle, Biat həːi already, Praok hɤy punctuating 
particle, Sakai hoï to finish (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 115); ~ Kuy 
lhɤːi already.  
C: (Palaungic) Palaung huəy to have finished; → Shan hwa ̄ỳ.  
Connect 875 *huc &c.; cf. 250 *hiiʔ to cease… .  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; cf. SMITH 1972 467.) 
(?) Kharia hɔi, hoi to be, become, to happen, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 83). 
 
(*h[əy]ʔ see 1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ deictic.) 
 
1540 *h[oo]y to call.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Sre hoːy; ~ Khmer dɔŋhaoy to summon.  
Onomatopoeic Khasi kynhoi to shout is probably independent. 
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†‡1541 *khaay; *khəəy to dig. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Middle Mon khāy, Modern Mon khai to dig, Khmer khaːy to 
scratch, scrape, dig out; ~ (*krhaay >) Khasi kharai ditch, trench. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese khơi.  
Cf. A138 *kwaay to scratch, dig; 1442 *kaay to scratch. 
(?) Sora gɑi-.  
Proto-Austronesian *Sukai: Tagalog hukay hole, pit, excavation, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
65-6; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
†1542 *khəyʔ (& *khəəyʔ?) moon, month.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer khae month, Biat khai moon, 
month, season, Stieng kheːi, Central Rölöm khɛː, Chrau, Halang khay, Bahnar 
khɛy moon, month, Jeh kheːy month (< variant?), Praok khi, Lawa Bo Luang 
khəiʔ, Lawa Umphai cheʔ, Mae Sariang khɛiʔ moon, month, Central Nicobarese 
kaːheː moon, Nancowry kahɛ;́ ~ Khmer kɔŋhae season (TANDART 1935), Sre 
kənhay moon, month, nhay month. Connect Kuy sai, Bru kasay or *ks- > Katuic, 
Palaungic, Nicobaric → Khmer, Bahnaric?  
Connection dubious Khasi bnai. Derive perhaps → Tai *hŋaay moon (Tho-Nung), 
moonlight (BENEDICT 1975 330, light…).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; SHAFER 1965 520; BLOOD 1966 184; SMITH 1972 464.) 
(?) Sora aŋ'gaːɟ-ən moon (< Proto-Munda *kaŋgaːj-, PINNOW 1959 K 151). 
 
(*kh[uyh] see 879 *khuc to wipe, wash.)  
 
1543 *ghuuy; *ghuəy spirit, soul. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic) ~ (*gmhuuy >) Mon həmùi ghamuy &c. a witch seen in form of 
will-of-the-wisp; ~ (*grhuuy >) Kammu-Yuan róːy spirit, Thin hroi,̯ hre ̯corpse, 
soul of dead person, spirit. 
B: (North Aslian) ~ Semang rōwai soul (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 347).  
Connect perhaps (i) Central Nicobarese oːwiː spirits, ghost; (ii) 935a *[hw]iiɲ soul, 
which compare; as 1447a *guuy shadow of living creature; B99 *[ ]p[oo]y shadow 
of living creature. 
 
1544 *chaay to tip out.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Mon chai chāy to empty, pour out, t.o., 
unload, transfer, Khmer chaːy to overturn, kick aside, kick out of the way, (!) Stieng 
caːi to pour out, Sre caːy to scare [birds] away, ?Bru hãːy to pour out.  
SCHMIDT 1905 16 conflates with 1460 *kcaay to be scattered, with which there is 
contamination.  
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1545 *[c]haay to multiply.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Middle Mon [rāṅ] chāy, Modern Mon [ràiŋ] chai to become 
widespread, flourish, prosper; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi kyrhai abundant; ~ 
byrhai many. 
 
1546 *chuy; *chuuy to emit smoke or steam. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) ~ (*cphuy >) Khmer phoy-phoy in puffs; ~ 
(*cbhuy >) Khmer cɔmhoy to cook by steaming, Kuy phui to blow [smoke], Biat 
bhɯi [smoke] to be emitted. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese heoːe fire, Nancowry hiʔuáy; ~ 
(*cnhuuy >) Thin ɲwi to light, kindle; ~ Biat nhuːi [nhɔm] breath, Bahnar 
ʔɲuːy, Jeh ʔɲùːy, Halang ʔɲùay smoke; ~ Chrau cəmhuːy mist, vapour, steam.  
Connect Khasi thui [smoke] to come out; & note Khmer cɔmhaːy vapour, fumes; 
Vietnamese hơi steam, vapour. Cf. also A11 *jhuuʔ to set light to… .  
(SMITH 1972 460.)  
 
1547 *thəys to throw.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon thoa thay to throw, skim, Vietnamese thẩy to throw 
(away).  
Connect Burmese thwe; ← Mon *thui < *thəəy[ ]? 
 
1548 *thuy[ʔ] tangled, confused.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon thui to be tangled, confused, to behave in a disorderly way 
(→ Burmese thwe:), Vietnamese [lôi] thôi (with tone by phrasal assimilation?) to 
be complicated, involved, troublesome, untidy; ~ (*trhuy[ʔ] >) Mon [thui] hərui 
dharuy to be confused, to behave in an unruly manner, Vietnamese rối to be tangled, 
mixed up. 
 
1549 *t1huuy; *t1huəy; *t1həy; *t1həəy loose, lax, roomy.  
A: (Kuy, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉthuy to be loosed, relaxed; ~ Kuy nthòːi to slacken, 
pay out (contaminated by 1690 *dhu[ ]r, which compare?). 
B: (Bahnaric; ~ *t1lhuəy >) Biat lhɔːi loose [garment], West Bahnar kəhlɔːi sprung 
[trap] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Mon həloa talhay &c. width, extent (& by back-formation hloa to 
be broad, wide, extensive), (~?) Khmer lhae to relax (v.i.). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer lhaəy, rəhaəy refreshing, 
refreshed, Kuy lhəːi, sləːi cool, refreshing [breeze] (?), Bahnar rəhəːy loose, lax, 
relaxed, with tension released, Central Nicobarese by dissimilation kaːlɤi loose 
[tooth]. 
 
1550 *phuuy; *phuəy; *pʔuuy blanket.  
A, C: (South Bahnaric) Sre ouy blanket. (< *pʔ-), Biat phoːi woollen blanket. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phuːəy blanket. 
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1551 *[ ]rha[a]y maggot, grub.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat rhaːi larva, grub, Chrau raːy, Bahnar hraːy maggot (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63 hrai!).  
 
1552 *[ ]ʔiər fowl.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Khmuic) Sre, Biat iar, Chrau, Bahnar ʔyɛr, Jeh ìːl, 
Halang ìar, Thin ʔiɛr̆, Palaung iər, Riang-Lang ¯yɛr, Praok iːa, Lawa ʔɛ, Khasi 
ʼiar (~ sʼiar); ~ Kammu-Yuan həyíar.  
Khasi prefix perhaps weak form of 1324 *ciim bird, Kammu-Yuan of 1127 *kuən 
child. Connection uncertain Mon [caiŋ] de jungle-fowl; conceivably < *l-ʔiər.  
(SHAFER 1965 400; BLOOD 1966 111; SMITH 1972 411.) 
 
(*ʔaar see 1562 *biʔaar two.) 
 
1553 *ʔər; *ʔəər joyful.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon ʼuiw [tambuih] to be full of joy (& 
ʼuit… by sandhi; Modern Mon ɒh kəmɒh by phrasal rhyme), (A) Khmer ʔɔː ʼar 
joyful (→ Cham auv); ~ (B) Biat nʔəːr cheerful. 
 
1554 *ʔur; *ʔuur; *ʔuər to lead, go in front.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[ ]rʔ- >) Chrau lɯr next [month] (A), Biat loːr first (B). 
C: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ ʔɔːr, Palaung uər to lead; ~ Chrau lɔːr first, 
by metathesis Jeh roːl, Halang roal before (& by secondary derivation Bahnar 
adrɔːl before, first, in front of); ~ Stieng nɔːr (in) front, before.  
*[ ]rʔ- probably with nominalizing affix rather than < *ʔur ʔur &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 60.) 
 
1555 *ʔur[ ]; *ʔuər[ ] to command. 
A: (Viet-Mương; ~?) Vietnamese hối to urge, press (< *pʔur causative? otherwise 
*ʔurʔ). 
B: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon ʼor /ʔor/ to cause to, command to, Nyah Kur 
ʔuər ('causing to' =) resultative verb auxiliary, Proto-Semai *ʔɔɔr to order, to ask 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Middle Mon pʼor to send to, to cause to, bid, urge to, Pangan 
[ya]-pēʼ-or to command, order (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 54). 
 
1556 *ʔu[ ]r; *ʔuər; *ʔə[ ]r stream-bed. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer ʔoː ʼūr watercourse, stream, stream-bed, 
West Bahnar oːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer cɔŋʔoː channel, 
ditch, (or ~ 1597 *cuur[ ]?) Khasi nur /noːr/ channel. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) West Bahnar ɔːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Khmer cɔŋʔuːə canʼuər channel, ditch, area between ditches. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar əːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Connect 1686 *h[u]rʔ &c. to flow? 
 
1557 *[c]ʔiir plentiful, excessive.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon sʼī to be numerous, plentiful, Stieng ʔiːr (BLOOD 
1966), Sre ir, Biat iːr too much.  
Cf. Bahnar hieːr to find someone tiresome (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 212.) 
 
1558 *cnʔiir; *cnʔər kind of basket. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔŋʔeː caṅʼer shallow basket, riddle, Sre nir kind of 
hemispherical basket. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat nɒr [raːŋ] riddle. 
 
1559 *cʔəər to belch.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Mon) Central Rölöm ʔəːr, Biat ɒːr; ~ Khmer cɔŋʔao 
caṅʼor (!; contaminated by to vomit ad 11 *cʔ[au]ʔ); ~ Nyah Kur təŋʔɤ́ɤr &c.  
(L-THONGKUM 1984 p.371).  
Cf. 9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ &c. to hiccough, belch.  
(BLOOD 1966 380.) 
 
1559a *cʔur; *cʔuur; *[c]ʔuər; *cʔər; *cʔəər warm. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng uːr to heat [leaf, to soften 
it] (or B), Kammu dialect ùr to cook (contaminated by 1685 *hur to expose to heat, 
which compare), Nancowry ʔóy warm; ~ Palaung kəʔɯr to be warm (or E?), 
Praok siʔaw to be hot. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar [toʔ] ɔr ɔr lukewarm 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi ur (or A?) with a warm sensation, Central Nicobarese 
oːe warm, Nancowry ʔúay; ~ Praok siʔu to be healthy, warm.  
C: (Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Khasi (probably, rather than A) or-or very [warm], 
Vietnamese oi to be sultry. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa saʔəu warm. 
E: (Khmer; contaminated by *hur) Khmer chʔaə chʼör to roast, grill.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 527 *cuuŋ. Connect 1671 *waar &c. hot, to heat; & cf. 1561 
*p[ʔ]ər &c. to dry. 
 
1559b *tʔiir; *tʔər blue, green.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat eːr yellow; ~ (*t[l]ʔiir >) Sre təlir blue, green (→ 
Röglai), Khasi lir blue, indigo (compounding form?). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat ɒr green, Thin ʔɯ̆r blue. 
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1560 *d2ʔuur; *d2huər kind of apid. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) ?Central Nicobarese taːo yellow 
wasp, ? Nancowry tɯ̃a bee, (by metathesis, or ~) Khmer taː ʔao, trəʔao tra-o &c. 
kind of large apid; ~ (*d2nʔuur >) Kuy ŋʔoːr small yellow kind of wasp (& (ŋ)ŋòːr 
bee), Bru taʔuːr hornet, Kammu-Yuan cənʔùːr small kind of wasp, Riang-Lang 
_cənŋur striped domesticated kind of bee. 
B: (Mon) Mon tho kind of hornet.  
Cf. Thai tɔɔ̀ kind of wasp (< *to hornet, BENEDICT 1975 403-4, sweet…). 
 
1561 *p[ʔ]ər; *[p]ʔəər; *phər (?); *phəər to dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Kuy) Stieng pɔːr, Sre pər to dry over fire (DOURNES 1950); ~ Kuy 
ŋʔɤːr to smoke over fire (or B); ~ Biat nʔɔr drying-rack. 
B: (Khasi; by secondary derivation) ~ Khasi tyng-ier (& tyng-ĩir) drying-rack for 
firewood. 
C, D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese phơi to dry out of doors (D); ~ Sre 
pənhər drying- rack (probably C, cf. Biat).  
Connect Central Nicobarese hãː- to dry, Bru ʔuːr to dry out of doors. A, B contaminated 
by 1559a *cʔə(ə)r warm, or C, D contaminated by 1685 *hur to expose to heat?  
 
†1562 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *biʔaar > *ɓaar, Pre-Khmer *[ɓ]ir, Pre-Palaungic 
&c. *ʔaar two.  
Old Mon ḅār /ɓar/, Modern Mon ba, Old Khmer ber, vyar, Modern Khmer pìː, Kuy 
biːa (!; contaminated by Khmer ?), Bru baːr, Sre bar (!), Chrau vaːr, Biat, Halang 
baːr, Bahnar ɓaːr, Jeh baːl, Kammu-Yuan pàːr, Riang-Lang ¯ɑr, Palaung, Khasi 
ar, Mương hal (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese hai, Kintaq Bong biyeh, Cheʼ Wong 
ber, Central Nicobarese ãː, Nancowry ʔã; ~ Riang-Lang ¯tərʔɑr pair, (~?) Praok 
ra, Lawa laʔa two; ~ Temiar naːr two; ~ Mah Meri hmaːh, Semaq Beri mar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 38; SHORTO 1972; BLOOD 1966 279; SMITH 1972 415; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 271.) 
Sora compounding form ba(ː)r-, Kharia u'bar, &c.; ~ Sora bə'naːr- second, next 
(PINNOW 1959 49; with derivation cf. Temiar) 
 
1562a *snʔaar kind of stinging insect.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer sɔŋʔaː saṅʼār, Kuy ŋʔaːr kind of black ant with 
painful sting, Riang-Lang ¯səʔɑr wasp. 
 
†1563 *sʔuur; *sʔər to emit a smell. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Halang suːr to smell, Jeh sul smell 
(quantifier), Kammu-Yuan [həʔɯ́r] həʔòor to smell pleasant; pleasant scent, 
Palaung ur smell, to smell, stink; ~ (*snʔuur >) Lawa Bo Luang [saʔau] hŋaɯ 
fragrant; ~ (*smʔuur >) Mon həmao samū &c. odour (merging vapour, gas < 
1807 *k/m/huul). 
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B: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan həʔɯ́r to smell pleasant…, Central Nicobarese ɤi 
smell, Nancowry ʔɯ̃y; haʔɯ̃y to make sth. smell (or A?).  
Connect Chrau nthoːr fragrant. Cf. 15 *sʔu[ ]ʔ &c. mouldy, spoiled.  
(SMITH 1972 419.) 
Sora 'uːr-ən, uʔuːr-ən bad smell, ~ ə'nur- to emit a smell. 
 
‡1564 *koor to scrape, shave.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer kao kor to scrape, shave, Bru 
kɔːr to scrape with spoon, Stieng kuːr to cut [hair], shave, Biat koːr to scrape, 
Bahnar kɔːr to comb, scratch with comb, Jeh koːl, Halang koar to shave, Khasi 
khur to rake (together), scrape, Central Nicobarese koĩː-[hə] to scrape [coconut 
meat] (or is Nicobarese /kuʔi/?).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese cạo to scrape, shave, cào to scratch, claw, rake.  
(SMITH 1972 422.)  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kurkur: Javanese kukur to scratch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
83); (ii; ?) *kud3kud3: Malay kukur to rasp, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 82, *kuḍkuḍ; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.7). See BENEDICT 1975 371. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 65.) 
 
‡1565 *k[u]r to dig.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon kir /kør/ to dig, Proto-Nyah Kur *kii̱r! (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V215), Stieng kuːr (to dig with) mattock; ~ Old Mon kwir, Modern Mon kwɒ 
digging-stick.  
Cf. Biat kaːr to dig; & 1593 *ciir. 
Pampangan kulkúl to dig, perhaps Karo Batak ng-kurkur-i to turn surface soil without 
tool.  
 
1566 *kuur infected.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau koːr painful, Central Rölöm [jiː] kɷːr sickness, Bahnar kuːr 
festering (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*knmuur >?) Sre mour, Biat moːr 
inflammation.  
(BLOOD 1966 7.) 
 
1567 *[ ]kuur wind, storm.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin (h)kŭr, ʔkŭr thunder (storm) (contaminated by 1582 
*[t1]gə(ə)r?), Palaung kur, Riang-Lang ¯kur, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kaɯ, 
Lawa Umphai kau wind; ~ Kammu-Yuan həŋkúːr storm. 
 
†1568 *cnkuər; *[c]nka[a]r integument. 
A: (Mon) Mon həko jakow bark, outer husk of coconut, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəŋku̱ar 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N77). 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre nkar shell, husk, Bahnar akaːr skin, rind, shell, bark, Bru 
ŋkar skin, sakar scalp.  
(SHAFER 1965 401; SMITH 1972 418.) 
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(i) Sora ə'kur- to peel off (v.i.), kur-ən (compounding form, ~ 'kur(r)aŋ-ən), Mundari 
uɽ bark, &c.; (ii) Mundari harta bark, &c. (PINNOW 1959 366; but some cited forms 
rather : 1687 *huur skin). 
 
1569 *[t]kur to stir.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer koː kūr to stir, Stieng kuːr to stir, to beat or 
turn while cooking; ~ Mon həkɒ thakuiw &c. to stir. 
 
1570 *[d]kər tree, plant.  
A: (Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) Mương câl (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese 
cây, Jah Hut, Mah Meri təkɔh tree; by secondary derivation ~ (Pre-Viet-Mương 
*p-kər >) Mương cấl (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese cấy to transplant [rice 
seedlings].  
Cf. 1719 *d2gəl &c. trunk, stump. 
 
1571 *[b]kaar to cook over fire.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːr to grill, roast, Riang-Lang ¯kɑr to broil, 
roast, toast, cook in smoke of fire. 
Malay bakar to set on fire, burn, roast, toast (probably → Javanese) (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 20, *baka[ḷ]). 
 
1572 *sk[e]r to look intently, aim.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Literary Mon kew, Sre ker to aim at, Chrau keːr 
to look at, Central Nicobarese həkiːə-̃[hətə &c.] to peep, aim, with one eye closed, 
Nancowry hakĩa ~ kĩa (rather *-iər?). 
 
1573 *skɔɔr sugar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon kɔ (s)kaw syrup, Khmer skɔː skar (→ Stieng 
səkɔːr?), Biat [kac] kɔːr sugar (beside chkɔːr ← Khmer).  
If ← Indo-Aryan, an early loan; for Mon-Khmer origin cf. PRZYLUSKI in MSLP 22 2082 
(& TURNER 1962-66 12338).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
1574 *[ ]gar seed.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gar seed, grain, kernel, Bunör gar seed, Bahnar gar seed, pip; ~ Sre 
gənar = gar; ~ Central Rölöm ŋgar seed, Biat ŋgar grain, kernel.  
Or *bgar, ~ 1276 *grap by metathesis?  
(BLOOD 1966 345.) 
 
                                                 
2  [Editorial note: we were unable to confirm the Przyluski reference. The journal is apparently 
Mémoires de la Société de Linguistique de Paris. Perhaps Volume 22, page 208 are indicated.] 
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1575 *gəər to catch fire.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon gir /gør/ to shine, Modern Mon kɜ ̀to blaze up, shine, 
glow; ~ (*pgəər >) Middle Mon bguir to cause to shine, to set light to; ~ (*prgəər 
>?) Mon həkɜ ̀baguiw to fan or blow into flame, Vietnamese gợi to arouse, awaken 
[memories, desires].  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. 1978 *guh &c. to glow, burn. 
 
1576 *gur earth yielding red ochre.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gur earth yielding red ochre (DOURNES 1950), Biat [luʔ] gur laterite, 
Bahnar guːr earth yielding red ochre (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps ultimately Sanskrit hiṅgula-, hiṅguli- vermilion (whence Old Mon 
hiṅgul). 
 
1577 *gur; *guər ear of grain. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _səmkɔr. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kùːə guə(r) ear, pod. 
 
1578 *gur; *guər; *gər ridge, handle. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre gor central ridge or vein, spine. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar gɔːr id., range of hills (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Bahnaric, Katuic, ?Nicobaric) Sre gər central ridge or vein, spine (DOURNES 1950), 
Bahnar gər handle of tool, Bru kìr rod; ~ ?Nancowry hinkəʔ́a spine; (probably) → 
Cham kàr, Jarai gəːr, Röglai gər, North Röglai gə, Acehnese gɔ handle, stem; ~ 
Chrau ŋgər bridge [of nose], Biat ŋgɔr handle of knife. 
 
†‡1579 *guur to fall, be shed.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Old Mon gūr /gur/, Modern Mon kù [rain] to fall, 
Riang-Lang _kur [leaves] to fall, (?) Kerbat göl to fall (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 20).  
Add Khmer /ʔol/ ʼur [rain] pouring down, bɔŋʔol to rain, bɔŋʔao paṅ’or to rain; Khasi 
ur to fall down? 
Sora gur- to rain, Kharia gur to fall, &c. (PINNOW 1959 106).  
(Proto-Austronesian *gu[ ]gu[d2/3]) Malay gugor [fruit] to fall singly, Javanese gugur 
to fall off, fall away (so Proto-Malayo-Javanese; ~ *gad2/3gad2/3 to fall apart, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 51 & BLUST 1972 no. 26). 
 
1580 *guər fitting, proper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon gor /gor/ to be meet, fitting, good, Modern Mon [kòp] kò 
ought, Khmer kùːə guər proper, suitable; → Cham gu̯ar proper, suitable; Thai 
kʰuan. 
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1581 *ŋgər to seek out.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon ʼgir /ŋgør/ to seek out, Modern Mon ŋì to search for 
among undergrowth or hair, Proto-Nyah Kur *kii̤r! (DIFFLOTH 1984 V217); ~ Sre 
təŋgər to seek to descry. 
 
1581a *[c]gar; *cgaar to fence, enclose. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ker; (by secondary derivation?) ~ kper garden. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) ~ Khmer cɔmkaː caṁkār garden, plantation, (~?) by 
metathesis (*c.raak >) Riang-Lang ¯sərɑk fence, garden.  
Connect (i) Kammu-Yuan həŋkɯ́r wall; to shut [door]; (ii) perhaps Sre pəŋgar fence, 
Biat ŋgaːr fence, hurdling, then contaminated by rather than ← Indonesian 
(*pagə[d2/3r]: DEMPWOLFF 1938 110, *-[ḷ], Proto-West-Indonesian; Cham pakàː, 
&c.); but this may itself be connected. 
 
1582 *[t1]gər; *[t1]gəər thunder. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, ?Mon) Kammu-Yuan (by voicing metathesis?) kɯ́r; → Malay 
tagar thunder clap; ~ (*[t1]pg- >) Mon həkɜ ̀(or B), Khmer phkɔ̀ː  phgar thunder. 
B: (Palaungic; probably ~) Riang-Lang təkər.  
Connect by metathesis 1622 *gtər &c. Cf. (i) Bahasa Indonesia -gegar to rumble, 
gelegar rumbling (of gunfire, thunder) (so connected 1584 *sgər?); (ii) Proto-
Austronesian *guruq to rumble (DEMPWOLFF 1938 57, *guḷuh; Malay thunder); (iii) 
1567 *[ ]kuur wind, storm. See BENEDICT 1975 368, rumble.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36, 70; SHAFER 1965 566.) 
 
†1583 *t2guur; *t2gar straight, upright. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon dgū (figurative) to be upright, Modern Mon təkù also to be 
straight; ~ Old Mon tiṅgūr /təngur/ upright position. 
B: (Khmuic; ~?) Kammu-Yuan səkár (!)straight; ~ səmkàr to straighten, to aim. 
Kharia seŋghor straight (PINNOW KHARIA TABLES 169 no. 20). 
 
(*bgar see 1574 *[ ]gar seed; *lnguur, *lngu[ə]r see 1720 *lngal plough.) 
 
1584 *sgər, *sgəər (kind of) drum.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer sgar, Modern Khmer skɔ̀ː , Central 
Rölöm gər, gar, Bunör gər, Biat gɔr, (?) Bahnar səgər, həgər, Halang həgɒr 
drum, Palaung gər noise, to make noise, to beat [drum]; → Cham (ha)kàr, Jarai 
həgɔːr, Röglai həgər, North Röglai sagə drum; ~ Old Mon siṅgir /səngør/, Sre 
səŋgər, Chrau səgər barrel-shaped drum, Jeh ŋgàl drum.  
Bahnar, Halang perhaps by (back-)borrowing, or < *srgər.  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Bru saŋkəːr, Kuy [khùːaŋ]khùːar large temple drum, 
Stieng səŋəːr.  
Cf. A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise; Stieng gɔːr, ŋɔːr drumming of rain &c.; & for a possible 
Indonesian connection 1582 *[t1]gə(ə)r thunder.  
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(BLOOD 1966 129; SMITH 1972 402.) 
 
(*ŋiər see following) 
 
1585 *jŋaar (> Pre-Palaung &c. *ŋiər, *ŋə(ə)r); *jŋ[ɔɔ]r green.  
A: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cəŋáːr, Palaung ŋiər, ɲər, Riang-Lang _ŋɛr, Lawa saŋa 
green, Khasi [im] ngar-ngar very [green, unripe]. 
B: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cuŋɔːə blue, green, Nancowry cuŋuá; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan [cəŋáːr] cərŋɔ̀ː r green.  
Vocalism obscure. Cf. Central Nicobarese ŋəː-, -ŋəː yellow, Nancowry ŋə.́ 
 
‡1586 *[t1]ŋər to listen, hear.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ¯ŋar to hear, Vietnamese nghe to hear, listen; 
~ Riang-Lang ¯təkŋar to listen (to), to obey. 
Proto-Austronesian *d3əŋəɣ: Malay dĕngar, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 39; DAHL 1973 § 
14.7). See BENEDICT 1975 312. 
 
1587 *tŋər kind of bamboo.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer thŋɔː thṅa! kind of bamboo with long 
internodes, Biat ŋɔr kind of bamboo, Khasi [ʼri]-nger (compounding form) kind of 
rattan, Calamus species, (?, *tnər by assimilation >) Sre ɗər very straight kind of 
bamboo, Oxenanthera species; ~ (*t[n]ŋər >) Chrau təŋər large kind of bamboo. 
 
1588 *t2ŋuur; *t2ŋiər to make a moaning or sighing sound.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, North Aslian) Khmer thŋoː thṅūr to moan, groan, complain, to 
hoot, to coo, Palaung hŋur (MILNE 1931), Semang tĕngoh to groan (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 GUESDON 1930 118). 
B: (Palaungic) Praok ŋiːa to sigh, (rɛk —) groan.  
Cf. A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise. 
 
1589 *[d1]ŋ[ɔɔ]r abstracted.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Literary Mon lṅaw [lṅan] to be dazed, lost in thought, (?) 
Central Nicobarese ŋɔː-[cəkaː] solemn, o-ŋɔːhə-[cəkaː] melancholy; ~ Khasi 
dyngngor to be in a stupefied state, spellbound. 
 
1589a *[r]ŋar; *rŋa[ar] cold. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ŋàr. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rəŋìːə raṅā! (bitter) cold, Praok ŋɛ to be cool. 
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1590 *[l]ŋaarh the right way up, supine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mương ngả (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese ngữa to lie 
on back; ~ (*[l]nŋaarh >) Mon təŋɛà to lie on back, to be the right way up; ~ 
(*[l]bŋaarh >) təŋɛà to turn the right way up; ~ (*[l]pŋaarh >) Khmer phŋaː 
phṅār on one’s back, the right way up, looking back.  
Or *rŋ-. Cf. (i) Biat ŋgəːr to look up; (ii) Palaung səngɯh to look up; (iii) Proto-
Austronesian *tiŋadaq to look up, DEMPWOLFF 1938 138 (Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1591 *[c]ir plant used to treat wounds.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre sir solanaceous plant used to treat wounds (↔ Röglai), West Bahnar 
[pəgaːŋ] siːr tuber used as plaster for wounds (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1592 *cir; *ciir; *ciər to cover, shelter. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon cir /cør/ to ward [off], Middle Mon cuiw to screen, 
Modern Mon cɜ to cover over, to wall, Bahnar sir to be completely covered, hidden. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar siːr to be completely covered, hidden. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese che to cover, hide, shelter, to take shelter.  
Add perhaps (*cuər >) Thin sɔr̆ to hide.  
 
1593 *ciir to dig.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːr, Biat chiːr to dig [hole], Bahnar siːr to dig (out, up, hole), Jeh 
cìːl, Halang cìar to dig.  
Cf. (i) 1565 *kur; (ii) Sora saːr-.  
(SMITH 1972 405; cf. SHAFER 1965 482.) 
 
1594 *ciir; *ciər to cut up. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːr to cut up cloth; ~ (*[b]ciir by secondary derivation ~) 
Bahnar təjeːr to cut into large flat pieces. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ciə ciər to slice, trim, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chia to divide; ~ Kammu-Yuan cɛ ́ː r segment, slice, 
to cut into segments (& cɛ ̀ː r to divide, distribute; by arbitrary variant?); by secondary 
derivation ~ Bahnar təjɛr to cut into small slices. 
 
1594a *car; *caar wild cat, small felid. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan sár civet cat, Palaung 
sər wild cat; ~ Khasi ksar fox (or B; ?); ~ Chrau səmar [ɓaːr] flying squirrel. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) ~ (*[k]caar >) Bahnar caːr wild cat; ~ Khmer chmaː 
chmā! cat, (— baː) flying squirre.  
Cf. Cham mɯcàː, &c. civet cat, Proto-Ambonese *maḏer dasyure (STRESEMANN 1927; 
so Proto-Austronesian *maZə[rɣ]?).  
(SMITH 1972 417.) 
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1595 *caar resinous.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer caː cār, Kuy caːr Butea frondosa, yielding 
red resin, Sre saːr resinous. 
 
1596 *cur pig.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng suːr, Sre sur, Chrau sɯr, Biat chor, Jeh còl, Halang cur.  
(SHAFER 1965 244; BLOOD 1966 164; SMITH 1972 404.) 
 
†‡1597 *cuur[ ]; *cuər[ ]; *car[s] to flow, to pour. 
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Praok sɯ to pour; ~ Lawa Bo Luang caɯ, Lawa Umphai cau 
waterfall; ~ Khasi nur /noːr/ channel (or ~ 1556 *ʔu[ ]r?).  
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Mon) Palaung [om] suər current, Mon co small 
creak or stream, Proto-Nyah Kur *cu̱ar (DIFFLOTH 1984 N239); (or A?) → Röglai 
sor to flow, trickle; ~ Bahnar cɔːr (drainage) channel, to canalize; ~ Kuy ɲcɑːr 
eaves (contaminated by 1606 *juər[ ], cf. Mon həyù eaves < *jnjuur[ ]). 
C: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon cɔ to pour, Vietnamese chảy to flow, melt, leak.  
C contaminated by 1600 *jar to exude? Cf. further 1686 *h[u]rʔ &c. to flow (Cf. 
SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Sora ɩr-, er- to pour, 'er[dɑː-] sprinkling (n.).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *k'u[d2/3]k'u[d2/3]) Gayo chĕchɔr to seep out, Malay chuchur 
to flow, trickle, Javanese chuchur-an to jet out (& chur in a jet; ← Mon-Khmer?); 
(ii) *paNk'u[d2/3]: Malay panchur-an conduit, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 112, *-[ḷ]; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *pa(N)k'a[d2/3]: Malay panchar to emit rays, sounds, 
&c., probably Cebuano Bisayan pásad to scatter, to be scattered (then Proto-
Hesperonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 112).  
Cf. further Tibeto-Burman *sywar = *śwar to flow; to pour, BENEDICT 1972 56 no. 
241. 
 
1597a *kcəər fin.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon, Nicobaric) Biat cəːr [kaː] fin, Nyah Kur cɤ́ɤr fin, Central 
Nicobarese kaːʃɤ- (— kaːə) dorsal fin, (— wiːəŋ-kaːə) ventral fin.  
Connection uncertain Sre sənor. Cf. Nancowry kasɯ́ʔ a bone.  
 
†1598 *[ ]ncuur lips.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok jɯ. 
Kharia lu'cur, &c. (PINNOW 1959 363; Proto-Munda *lukcur?). 
 
†1599 *bcuər to plough.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer phcùːə bhjuər (& cùːə furrow, by 
attraction line, row < 1605 *[j]uərh), Stieng cuər, Biat cuar; ~ Kuy cuːr. 
Sora or(-'roː). 
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†1600 *jar; *jər to exude. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmuʼ jar to leak; ~ (*jnjar >) Bahnar dialects həɲaːr, 
kəɲaːr to suppurate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cèr to drip, Riang-Lang _car to leak, (so probably, rather 
than A) Palaung jər to exude (MILNE 1931), Khasi [um]-jer dew.  
= following? Cf 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to descend; 1597 *cuur[ ] &c. to flow… . 
Santali ɟɔrɔ drip, drop, trickle, leak, &c. (PINNOW 1959 219). 
 
1601 *jar (especially poisonous) sap.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer jar, jār, Modern Khmer cɔə̀ gum, 
(poisonous) sap (→ Thai cʰan dammar), Kuy chàːr sap, resin, gum, Sre jar vegetable 
poison (DOURNES 1950), Chrau jar sap, arrow poison, Biat jar poisonous sap, Bahnar 
jar sap, resin, Palaung jər sap (MILNE 1931).  
= preceding? (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 52.) 
 
1602 *jarʔ quick, to run.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Sre jar quick, urgent, Mương chặl 
(BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese chạy, Proto-Semai (DIFFLOTH 1977) *jarʔ to run; ~ 
Vietnamese nhạy to be speedy, to react quickly.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 200.) 
 
1603 *jər (& *jar?); *jur to warm oneself at [fire]. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok co (< *jar?); ~ (*jnjər >) Stieng njəːr, Sre 
njər, Biat njɔr. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ɲur. 
 
1604 *jɔ[ ]r flowers, blossom.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon jar /jɔw/, Modern Mon cò blossom, Khmer cɔ̀ː  jar floral 
pattern, lace. 
 
†‡1605 *[j]ur[ʔ]; *[j]uərh; *[j]iir[ ]; *[j]iər[ ] string, line, row. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Praok nu creeper, Khasi snur crack, seam, 
cobweb, (~ *jpnurʔ >?) Mương nốl (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese nối to join, 
connect, to continue, succeed. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer jvar, Modern 
Khmer cùːə, (→?) Biat cuar line, row, Vietnamese chuỗi string [of beads], file, 
series, succession; ~ Middle Mon cnor /cnow/ row, Modern Mon hno line, rule, Biat 
nɔːr [yoːk] [mountain] range, Riang-Lang ˉnuar cord. 
C: (Mon) Literary Mon jī to arrange in order = Middle Mon cī [reṅ], Modern Mon ci 
[rɛàŋ], perhaps ← Burmese cī [raṅ] ← Mon.  
D: (Mon, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon cew [reṅ] to arrange, Riang-Lang cɛr row (→ 
Palaung, Mon, taər to form a row?), Praok [maw] siːa cord.  
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Initial discrepancies obscure; perhaps separate roots in *c-, *j-, with mutual 
contamination. Add perhaps Vietnamese giẫy, giãy row (then < *-jərh; 
connection dubious Mương đắl, BARKER 1966 25!). (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 66.) 
Sora ɟul-(ɟul-) to string ~ ɟə'nul-ən string of beads; ro'ɟoːl-le in a line.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'i[ ]d'iə[r]: Javanese jèjèr in a row, in rows, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 48, *d'id'i[ḷ]; NOTHOFER 1975 61; Proto-Malayo-Javanese; ← 
Mon-Khmer?); (ii) *d'a[ ]d'a[r]: Malay jajar line, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45; Proto-
West-Indonesian, or Proto-Malayo-Javanese if Ngaju Dayak ← Malay); ~ 
*baNd'a[r] row. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 18). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 55.) 
 
†1606 *jur[ ]; *juur[ ]; *juər[ ]; *jir[ ]; *jiər[ ] to descend.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Stieng juːr, Chrau jɯr, Biat jur to descend, Jeh 
jòl, Halang jur down, Lawa Bo Luang co to leak; ~ Stieng njuːr to take down, 
Chrau tənjɯr to hand down, Biat njur to put down, West Bahnar ɲuːr to descend 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok jaə to shed [tears], Vietnamese giội to pour. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Bahnar juːr, Kammu-Yuan cùːr, 
Riang-Lang _cur to descand, Palaung jur valley, Khasi jur descent, Semai I jəːr to 
fall; ~ Old Mon jmūr /jmur/ [elephant] subject to must, Middle Mon jmū also 
falling [rain], by spelling pronunciation Modern Mon həmù [elephant] subject to 
must; ~ (*jrjuur[ ] >) Mon həcù to drip. 
C: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy [baʔ] chɔ̀ː r to sweat profusely, Lawa 
Umphai chua to leak; ~ Mon hmò [elephant] subject to must; ~ (*jnjuər[ ] >) 
Bahnar haɲɔːr trickling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cẽ drizzle; ~ Bahnar həɲir-
[həɲar] very sweaty. Cf. Nancowry céh to drip; Bru cacùːr to drip, ooze. 
E: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Praok ciːa to fall, be shed, Central Nicobarese ciẽ to 
drip, (~?) Khasi jiar (& pjiar; original compounding form?) to drain off, filter.  
*-r if Vietnamese tone is from plosive sequence; but Central Nicobarese ciyau leak 
(in canoe, roof) suggests a metathetic *jruuʔ. Front vocalism secondary. There is 
contamination with 1600 *jar &c. to exude & 1597 *cuur[ ] &c. to flow, to pour. 
Cf. also 1657 *yur &c. to hang down…; 539 *juuŋ (to) rain; 1898a *jus to take 
down… .  
(SHAFER 1965 119; BLOOD 1966 157; SMITH 1972 403.) 
(i; ?) Santali ɲur to fell, drop, fall, Mundari nur to flow out (PINNOW 1959 106); (ii) 
Sora sir- to spurt, er- to pour, 'er-ən, 'jer-ən flow. 
 
1607 *juur (& *juər?) to siphon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Bahnar joːr; ↔ Röglai jur to siphon, North Röglai ju siphon; ~ 
Stieng jənuɔːr, Sre jənur siphon (↔ Röglai), Bahnar jənoːr liquid siphoned up.  
Stieng diphthong perhaps regular following nasal. 
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1608 *[k]jir; *[k]jiər dense, close together. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jir, Jölong sir (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar kir 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (by metathesis?). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jölong sɛr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai kiar by metathesis? 
 
(*ɲə(ə)r see 1585 *jŋaar green.) 
 
1609 *[l][p]ɲaar soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna De Candolle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon [cɜk̀] (k)əɲɛà, Sre bəɲar (DOURNES 1950).  
 
1610 *tiər to forge.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng thiər (!), Sre tiar, Biat ciar to forge, Bahnar tiɛːr, 
tɛːr to hammer to an edge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (?) Vietnamese đe anvil; → 
Cham [pa]tyaː, Röglai tiaː to forge.  
Cf. Bru dɛːr to have a knife made. 
 
1611 *t1[e][r] to warn.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok te to warn, remind, Vietnamese đe to threaten. 
 
1612 *t1ar to run.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tar, Praok to, Lawa Bo Luang tɑ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔ.  
Cf. Thin dăr. 
 
1613 *taar counterbalance of axe (*cuuŋ).  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Bahnar taːr.  
Add perhaps (*tar >) Old Mon tar /tɔr/, Modern Mon tɔ stalk, handle. 
 
1614 *tɔ[ ]r to fight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tɔ [kəneh], Khmer tɔː-(tùəl) &c., ta!; ~ Khmer trədɔː traṭar to 
struggle; ~ Old Mon twar /twɔr/ warrior. 
 
1615 *turh to change, exchange.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer doː ṭūr to barter, to 
give change, Kuy toːr to buy, Stieng tuːr to change [places], Nancowry tóh to 
change, Mương tổi (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese đổi to change (→ Sre ɗuih).  
= following?  
(SHAFER 1965 406.) 
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1616 *t1[u]r to give.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Literary Mon tuiw to give, Praok tɔ to give, hand over, 
Lawa Bo Luang [həu] toa, Mae Sariang [heu] tau to send; ~ (*t1rp[u][r] >) 
Middle Mon tawuiw gift; Nancowry hatóyhaŋa to send.  
= preceding? 
 
1617 *tur to hit with fist.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat tor to hit with downward movement of fist, Sre, Bahnar tur to hit with 
fist.  
(SHAFER 1965 80.) 
 
‡1618 *tuur (to get) burnt.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tur /tur/ to burn (v.i.), Modern Mon tao also to get burnt, 
Khmer dao ṭor blistered (→ Kuy doːr blistered, burned).  
(Proto-Austronesian *tu[ ]tu[d2/3r]) Javanese totor wood fire, to make fire, Iban 
tutur to apply fire to, burn, brand [person] (so Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
1619 *kntiər termite.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɔndiə kaṇtiər, Chrau gətiər, Biat nciar termite, Bahnar 
kətɛːr male termite (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; East Bahnar also kətiɛr).  
Connect Khasi ktiar centipede? 
 
1620 *ktər board, plank.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer ktār, Khmer kdaː piece of wood, 
plank (→ Stieng kədaːr table, plank, Chrau kəɗaːr plank, Biat kdaːr board), Kuy 
(k)taːr board, plank, Bahnar tər board; ~ Old Mon kintir /kəntør/ seat, Modern 
Mon hətɒ board, seat.  
Khmer/Kuy vocalism post-dental. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 32.) 
 
†1621 *kt2uur; *kt2uər ear. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Katuic) Kuy (k)tɔːr, Bru kutoːr, Stieng tuːr, Sre tour, 
Biat toːr ear (→ Chrau), Riang-Lang ¯cor (!) outer ear. 
B: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon ktor /ktor/, Modern Mon kəto, by metathesis (*t2kuər >) 
Khasi shkor ear.  
Chrau **c(h)oːr is expected.  
(SHAFER 1965 404, 460; BLOOD 1966 18.) 
Kharia lu'tur, &c.; ~ Remo lintür, &c. (PINNOW 1959 147; Proto-Munda *luktur; 
suggesting *-t1-!). 
 
†‡1622 *[g]tiər; *gtər (to) thunder. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric) Bahnar tɛːr thunder clap, [lightning] to strike (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63; !); ~ (*[g]ntiər >) Mon həte to lament, Kuy nthìːr resounding, Biat ntɛːr 
to cry out; ~ Middle Mon gater /gətew/ long-drawn-out intonation, Biat ntɛːr clap. 
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B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Khmer khtɔ̀ː  khdar to reverberate, 
Stieng təːrh, Chrau tər thunder, Biat [tah] tɔr (to) thunder; ~ Sre ntər thunder, 
Besisi gentah thunder bolt (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 119).  
Cf. Malay guntur thunder connected by metathesis 1582 *[t1]gə(ə)r.  
(SHAFER 1965 502; BLOOD 1966 131.) 
Santali ʈhɛr stroke of lightning, &c. (PINNOW 1959 165; Proto-Munda *-ɛ-).  
(Proto-Austronesian *kitər?) Iban ngitar lightning. 
 
†‡1623 *gt1ar (& *gt1ər?) to shiver.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer khtɔə̀ khdăr to vibrate, 
sound (contaminated by preceding?), Bahnar tar-[war] (!) to shake with fear, 
(variant >?) Central Nicobarese kətɤə to tremble, vibrate, Nancowry tɯ́a v.i., 
katɯ́a v.t.; ~ (*gnt1- >) Mon hətɔ to shiver, Khasi kynther (~ variant?) to shake 
off, shed, flutter; ~ (*gt1ar gt1ar >, or by secondary derivation?) Khmer tətɔə̀ 
dadăr (→ Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, dədā [teeth] to chatter?), Tolo Bahnar 
tətaːr to shiver (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Bahnar tətɛy, Gölar Bahnar tətuɛy; tətəʔ, (probably) → Cham tatəʔ [trɛỳ], 
katəʔ, Jarai tətɯʔ, Röglai katəʔ, North Röglai tatəh; Jölong tətaːc (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); all by expressive variant? *-t1- in view of Sora 
Sora by metathesis 'tɑkɑr-.  
Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)tər: Malay gĕtar, kĕtar, &c., Tagalog katál (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 79; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 33.) 
 
1624 *[c]t1ur; *[c]t1uur; *[c]t1əər crest. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ¯səntɔr crest, fin. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ntor crest, fin (probably, rather than A), Biat ntuːr [cɔːr] 
ridge of roof. 
C: (Bahnaric) Jeh tèːl, Halang tèːr comb of cock; ~ (*[c]lt1əər >) Stieng altəːr, 
Chrau gətəːr, Biat ntəːr [iar] comb of cock.  
(SMITH 1972 408.) 
 
†1625 *di[ ]r; *diər; *dar to circle round. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar dir tədiːr [large bird] soaring (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Chrau diər to swerve, go around, Biat dɛːr to make a detour, 
Bahnar dɛr tədɛːr [small bird] soaring (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (or C) ~ Khasi 
jynter spinning-wheel. 
C: (Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai), Bahnar dar going round, circumambulation; ~ Sre sədar 
to go round (→ Röglai adar).  
Add as derivative 1630 *[ ]na(a)r sun, day? Note further Bahnar təduɛr to revolve 
rapidly.  
(SHAFER 1965 122; SMITH 1972 414.) 
Sora dialects ə-dider round about. 
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(*daar see 77 *da[ʔ] duck.) 
 
1626 *[d][o]r hill.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre dor (→ Röglai), Halang doar, (or 1741 
*dul, which compare, >) Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi (BARKER 1966 22), 
Vietnamese đồi.  
If Viet-Mương is cognate, *d-. 
 
1627 *duur back.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon tù [cah]; ~ Biat nduːr [kəːi].  
Cf. Bahnar kəduʔ. 
 
1628 *kdɔɔr, *kdar woman, wife.  
A: (Central & South Aslian) ~ Semai I kərdɔːr, Semelai kərdoːr woman.  
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon kindar /kəndɔr/, Modern Mon kəlɔ wife (→ Burmese katô wife 
of [official &c.] ), Proto-Nyah Kur *kəmtar̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N176).  
Add Khmer kɔmdɔː kaṁṭar to keep company, cohabit.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 63.) 
 
1629 *sdur lips.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _tor; ~ Khasi shintur mouth, Sakai 
sĕntór lips (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 2).  
1648 *sɓur contaminated by 1471 *snduy?  
 
1629a *ɗiir; *ɗiər to spread, extend. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau diːr to open out, spread. 
B: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi diar [wings] spread wide; ~ Mon həde to extend, spread (v.i.). 
 
1629b *ɗur; *ɗuər curve, arch. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Biat dor arch, dur curve, Thin dŭr rainbow, (or B) 
Khasi dor curve, curved. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh doːl curved surface.  
?Add Central Nicobarese dɔːn curved, Nancowry rón to bend. Note Khmer tòː dor (< 
*[d]uur?) leaning, bending. 
 
1630 *[ ]nar; *[ ]naar sun, day. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng nar sun, day, Chrau nar day, daytime, Bahnar nar day, (~?) ʔnar 
sun, day. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm, Biat naːr.  
Or *dna(a)r, ~ 1625 *dar to circle round?  
(BLOOD 1966 310.) 
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Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *t'iƚaɣ light (DEMPWOLFF 1938 154, *-n-; DAHL 
1973 § 15.4, 8; BENEDICT 1975 470 compares the variant *t'iŋaɣ, DEMPWOLFF 1938 
154).  
 
1631 *[c]n2[a]r to snore.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*[c]nn2[a]r >) Stieng nnaːr, Sre, Biat ndar; (?) 
→ Malay sĕndar; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang ¯khlər.  
Or *-ə(ə)r? Then add perhaps Bahnar hŋəːr, by dissimilation; but with this cf. 
Vietnamese ngáy, & note Proto-Monic *snʔur grind (one’s teeth); snore.  
(SHAFER 1965 557.) 
 
1632 *tni[i]r; *tniər floor. 
A: (Mon) Mon nɔe knī floor, floor boards. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm niər top layer of bamboo floor (→ Bunör 
ɲiar?); ~ (*tpniər >) Khmer phniə phiər bamboo-twill floor of cart, Chrau təniər 
bamboo flooring.  
For Stieng pəniːr bamboo partition (= piniːr, compared at B107) see A147 *piir. 
 
†‡1633 *par to fly.  
(Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Mon pɔ, 
Kuy, Stieng paːr, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar, Halang par, Jeh pal, Palaung pər, Riang-
Lang ¯pər, Praok po, Lawa Bo Luang pəu, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang peu, 
Mương pĕl (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese bay; → Cham par, Jarai pɔːr, Röglai 
pər, Acehnese pɔ; ~ Semang kĕpuih (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
203); (?) → Madurese ngappĕr; ~ Biat mpar; ~ (*pnar —& in part *pmnar?— 
>) Stieng penaːr, Sre ɗar, Chrau pənar wing, Biat naːr (!) wing, feather, Bahnar 
pənar, Jeh manal, Halang manar, Kammu-Yuan pənɯ́ːr (!) wing, Khasi 'ner (~ 
sner) fly, Nancowry nuãy wing.  
Kammu-Yuan vocalism by attraction tɯ́ːr to fly, ad 1683 *həər.  
(SHAFER 1965 25; BLOOD 1966 362, 368; SMITH 1972 412, 413.) 
Mundari a-pir to fly, &c. (Proto-Munda *pɛr); ~ Kharia pɛ'nɛr wing (PINNOW 1959 K 
501).  
Paiwan *mi-pə[ɣ]pə[ɣ] (!; BENEDICT 1975 394, to spread (out)…, which see); perhaps 
also Proto-Austronesian *lə(N)pad2/3: Tagalog lipád flight, flying, &c. (BLUST 1970 
no. 247; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
1634 *pɔɔr (& *pɔr?) rice-gruel.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng pɔːr soup, Sre por rice-gruel (< variant?), Chrau pɔːr 
soup, gruel, Biat pɔːr rice soup, Bahnar pɔːr, Jeh poːl, Halang poar cooked rice; ~ 
Khmer bəbɔː papar (→ Stieng pobɔːr) soup, rice-gruel.  
Bahnar [ɗaːk] buːr water in which rice has been cooked is ← Indonesian, cf. Cham 
(a)pùː, Röglai, North Röglai bu rice-broth, < Proto-Austronesian *bud2/3bud2/3 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 32). Is this ultimately cognate?  
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(SHAFER 1965 553; SMITH 1972 421.) 
 
1635 *p[ ]uurʔ; *p[ ]uər[ ]; *p[ ]ər[ ]; *p[ ]ar[ ] to bind round, wrap. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon pūr /pur/ to surround with, to bind round, Modern Mon 
pao, Mương púl, Vietnamese búi to bind round. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok pua to wrap.  
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯par to wrap; (probably, rather than D) ~ Palaung rəpər 
winding round, to wrap [bandage] (MILNE 1931). 
D: (Mon, Khmuic) Thin păr to wrap; ~ Old Mon kupar /kəpɔr/ to put round; ~ 
kuṁpar, Modern Mon həpɔ to go round; (?) → Bahasa Indonesia kumpar to wind 
on a spool.  
Or *pw-, causative ~ 1669 *wuur &c. to go round…? Cf. 1754 *p[ ]ul &c. to twine 
round. Sakai sapur to wrap up (Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 145) is probably 
← Malay simpul.  
Connection uncertain Mundari biur to turn round, to surround, to move round, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 K 361 (Proto-Munda *[p]ijur).  
 
‡1636 *knpur lime.  
A: (Mon, Khmer Katuic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon gapuiw, Modern Mon həpɒ, Khmer 
kɔmbao kaṁpor (→ Stieng kəmuɔːr?), Kuy mphɔ̀ː r (!), Vietnamese vôi.  
Khmer/Kuy vowel lengthening precedes lowering; Kuy chest register obscure.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k[ ]-(q)apuɣ: Malay kapur, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 75, *kapuɣ: 
Proto-West-Indonesian; ~ *(q)apuɣ = *capuɣ lime, DEMPWOLFF 1938 16). *-ɣ 
suggests Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, with secondary infixation. 
 
1637 *cpiir pumpkin.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Thin pĭr, Vietnamese bí; ~ Mon həpɔe, 
Proto-Nyah Kur *cəmpii̱r (DIFFLOTH 1984 N102), Riang-Lang ¯səpir.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect perhaps 1756 *[c]puəls &c.; a 
similar alternance in 1675 *siir/*suul. 
 
†1638 *cpiər to blow, to winnow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, Mon) 
Thin piɛr to blow, Riang-Lang ¯piɛr winnowing-tray, Central Nicobarese ifɯə to 
blow, ifɯi to fan, Nancowry ʔifɯ́; & fũy breeze, Nyah Kur hwíir (& Thin < *-iir?); 
~ Chrau səpiər kind of winnowing-basket, Proto-Semai *jmpiər winnowing-sieve 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); by secondary derivation ~ Vietnamese nia winnowing-basket.  
Nicobaric vocalism contextual. 
Kharia humpɛr to blow (PINNOW 1959 K 159). 
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‡1639 *tnpaar flat surface.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?North Aslian). Mon həpa flat surface, back [of hand &c.], Khmer 
dɔmbaː ṭaṁpār flat surface, Semang tebal plain (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 122; ?). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *da(N)pa[d2/3ɣ] flat: Malay dampar stranded, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 42, *d̥a(m)paɣ; sep. Tagalog lapag floor, or -g by dissimilation?; separate 
probably Ngaju Dayak, step; Proto-Malayo-Javanese *-r, NOTHOFER 1975 153); (ii) 
*la(N)pad2/3: Javanese lampar flat and spacious…, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 20.7, 
*laNpar; add Cebuano Bisayan lapad flat, level surface; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
See BENEDICT 1975 291. 
 
1640 *mpuər leguminaceous plant yielding shampoo.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon kəpo lapow &c. soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna 
De Candolle; (by contraction of compound?) ~ Khmer sɔmbuːə sampuər Mimosa 
fera, (—kɔk) kind of shrub from fruits of which shampoo is made, Riang-Lang 
ˉsəmpuar soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna De Candolle.  
 
1641 *[b]iir to forget.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat biːr neglectful, Palaung bir, Praok pi[ɔm] to 
forget. 
 
1642 *ber to float.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon pè to ride low in the water, Khasi per to float. 
 
1643 *boor plentiful.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pò baw! to be plentiful (→ Burmese po), Khmer pòː bor to be 
full to overflowing. 
 
1644 *ʔbaar to kneel.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ’bār /mbar/, Modern Mon mɛà, Khasi par to 
kneel, Vietnamese bái to bow, pay homage to.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. 
 
1645 *gbur to eject from mouth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer khpùl khbur to rinse mouth, spew out, make a shower; ~ 
(*gnbur > Middle Mon *kambuiw >) Mon kəmə ejected residue of betel chew.  
Mon head register results from Middle Mon voicing distribution rule. 
 
1646 *cbaar hibiscus.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kao] hwɛà hibiscus, Khmer cbaː cpā! Hibiscus rosa-sinensis.  
Add perhaps by voicing metathesis (*jpaar >) Central Nicobarese cəfaː Crinum 
laurifolium. 
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1646a *tbar; *tbər sticky, slippery. 
A: (Bahnaric) ~ Sre mbar, Chrau mvar glutinous; ~ (*trbar >) Bahnar təbar sticky. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat mbɒr slippery, to slip.  
Connect Nancowry kipáy sticky.  
 
(*[ɓ]ir see 1562 *biʔaar two.)  
 
1646b *ɓ[a]r flying ant.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung [i]bər; ~ Khasi kber flying white ant.  
Cf. Riang-Lang buŋ ˉbɑy flying ant. 
 
(*ɓaar see 1562 *biʔaar two.) 
 
1647 *[k]ɓur dark, night.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bur [truː] dark, overcast (DOURNES 1950), Riang-
Lang ˉbor evening, night, to get dark, Lawa Bo Luang [ma]-pu, Lawa Umphai 
[mɯa] phu, Mae Sariang [mɯa] pu evening; (?) → Malay kabur dim, faint, Ngaju 
Dayak kabul (!) obscure, misty; ~ Sre mɓur shadow, Praok bo night.  
Bahnar has maŋ muː very dark; = West Bahnar muː shadow (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
ad 111 *[ ][b]uuʔ?  
 
1648 *t1ɓur; *t1ɓər lip. 
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese môi; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bəboː 
papūr (perhaps contaminated by Malay bibir < Proto-Austronesian *bibiɣ, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 129; → Khmer pəpìː labia pudenda). 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau vər [vɛʔ] lip, Biat bɔr mouth, opening, Sre bər, Bahnar 
ɓər mouth; ~ Palaung səbər lip; ~ Bru tambɛr bɛɛɁ lip.  
Cf. 1629 *sdur.  
(SHAFER 1965 407.) 
 
1649 *mar to increase in size.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon mar /mɔr/, Modern Mon mò to increase, Khasi 
mer to grow well, to sprout; ~ (*kuən mar by contraction >, cf. 1127) Riang-Lang 
_kənmər to be pregnant.  
Separate Biat moːr to swell, = inflammation ad 1566 *kuur. 
 
1650 *mar[ʔ]; *maar[ ] (equivalent) quantity. 
A: (Central Aslian, ?Viet-Mương) Vietnamese mấy how much, how many; some, a few 
(?; then → Mương, BARKER 1966 16), Temiar mar size (BENJAMIN 1976B 165), 
mar- as big as. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon ma quantity (sandhi-form, *tm-, from */bnɔt ma/), Praok 
mɛ how many, as much as. 
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1651 *[ ]maar; *miir (& *mir?) dry hill-field. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung mar, Riang-Lang _mɑr, (!) Praok ma, Lawa ʔma. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre mir (< *mir? BLOOD 1966 miːr), Chrau, Biat, Bahnar miːr.  
With presumed Bahnaric fronting, cf. 1923 *rmaas; 1381 *m-yaam. A perhaps, as 
Waic suggests, *k(n)maar, ~ (*kaar >) Late Old Mon kār /kar/ element in 
toponyms of cultivation; but B must then be separate.  
(SHAFER 1965 179; BLOOD 1966 217.) 
 
1652 *muur to pass, duck, under something.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre mur (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar moːr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1653 *m[ ]uur; *m[ ]ər (& *m[ ]uər?) to roll up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer mùː mūr, Kuy mùːr; ~ Mon kəmao tmū &c. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng mɔːr to fold up, roll up, roll 
[cigarette] (< *-uər?), Riang-Lang _mar to roll, Nancowry mũa twisted (< *-
uər?); ~ Khmer khmɔ̀ː  ghmar round, curled up.  
Or *mw-, ~ 1669 *wuur &c. to go round, turn round? Cf. 1772 *m[ ]il &c. roll, with 
mutual contamination  
(SCHMIDT 1905 6.) 
 
(*kmaar see 1651 *[ ]maar dry hill-field.) 
 
1654 *[s]rm[ɔ]r chebulic myrobalan, Terminalia chebula Retz.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həmò! khamow, Khmer srəmɔː sram̱a!  
Or *-ɔɔr; or *-uər (Mon), *-ər. Mon chest register by arbitrary differentiation həmo 
nasal mucus, ad following? If *j-, Khmer head register obscure. 
 
1655 *smuər nose, beak.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, North Aslian) ~ Old Mon sinmor /səmmor/, Modern Mon 
həmo, Semang hāmoh nasal mucus (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 
98), (~?) Sre səmoar beak.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese mɔ̃ː  mucus. Khmer sɔmbao saṁpor mucus is perhaps < 
*spmuur by metathesis; for a variant *smuur cf. also Palaung gɔŋ mur nose 
(literally handle of the mouth, so for **hmur by attraction mur mucus, under the 
entry 147 *[hy]muʔ?). (Cf. SHAFER 1965 408.) 
 
1656 *yaar to lift.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon yɛà to lift up, raise, Khmer yìːə yār to raise [fist]. 
 
1657 *yur; *yuər; *yaar to hang down, to carry hanging down, to lower. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer yùl yur to droop, Sre yur, 
Chrau yɯr to lower, Thin yŭr to descend (contaminated by 1606 *jur[ ], which 
compare); ~ Riang-Lang ˉyor to hang (v.t.). 
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B: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer yùːə yuər to c. dangling in hand; ~ Kuy (k)yɑːr to carry by 
handle. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric; contaminated by following?) Khmer 
yìːə yār hanging down, drooping, Kuy yìːar sagging, drooping, Biat yaːr to carry in 
hand, Nancowry cɛý to tangle (<*yər?). 
 
1658 *[k]yaa[r] to come loose, come undone.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ (*[k]ryaa[r] >) Mon kəya to come loose; ~ (*[k]byaa[r] >) 
Praok ya to untie.  
Or *t1-; *-l. 
 
1659 *[dy][a]r sticky (substance).  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung jər bird-lime (MILNE 1931) (≠ 
sap, < 1601 *jar); ~ Sre ɲar, Vietnamese nhầy sticky. Or rather compare 
Palaung to Bru yaːyh and Bahnar iaih bird lime (< *ʄa(a)s?).  
 
1660 *syaar outstretched.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar hiaːr unfolded, spread out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi ïar extended, stretch wide, to extend.  
Connect by metathesis 1501 *s-raay to be scattered? 
 
1661 *[d]rer to wait.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Literary Mon tre(w) to abide, Khmer drer (GUESDON 1930), 
Central Nicobarese [hãː]-təre-[yən] to wait.  
Connection dubious Vietnamese chờ.  
 
1662 *lirʔ; *liir[ ]; *liər[ ] cricket. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Sre lil by assimilation; → Jarai dialect lir, 
Röglai lil, lir; ~ → Jarai klir; ~ (*t1caar lirʔ by contraction >, cf. Riang-Lang 
ˉcɑr ad 838a *raac grasshopper?) Kammu-Yuan cəlél kind of cicada, Vietnamese 
dế (for **rế) cricket. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat leːr cricket. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛːr kind of cricket.  
With Sre assimilation cf. following onomatopoeic? So allegedly Kammu-Yuan.  
 
1663 *liər to project.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Sre liu to stick out (→ Röglai) (< 
*liəl by assimilation; cf. preceding), Biat lɛːr to jut out, project (& to lick; so Stieng 
liər), Palaung liər to (cause to) protrude, Khasi [sei] ler, Vietnamese lè to stick 
[tongue] out; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkliɛr to protrude. 
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1663a *lər lie, falsehood.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre lər lie (DOURNES 1950), Khasi [lam]ler (to) lie; ~ Biat 
nau klɔr lie, ŋəːi klɔr to lie.  
 
1664 *loor to glide, creep.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon lò lo! [snake] to wriggle, Central Sakai lôr to creep.  
Connect Khasi ler(ler), lir-lir creepingly; perhaps 1793 *luul tadpole. 
 
1665 *lur; *luur; *luər to slide in, to push in.  
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi lur to push [wood] further into fire; 
~ (*tl- >?) Bahnar kluːr to push into, to penetrate, fall into (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
~ (B) Old Mon tinlūr /tənlur/ bolt, bar; by secondary derivation ~ (A) Riang-
Lang ˉkhlɔr to thread [needle]. 
C: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lùa to slide into, penetrate, drive; ~ Literary 
Mon klow to thrust through a hole; ~ Khasi phalor gate of sliding poles.  
Cf. Mon hno bolt, bar (for **kəno? Literary Mon has khaṇow), by attraction line, rule 
< 1605 *[j]/n/uərh. 
 
1666 *[ ]luur; *[ ]luər to slip, come loose. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin lol to slip. by assimilation; ~ (*.nluur >) Lawa Bo 
Luang klaɯ, Lawa Umphai ŋglau to slip, fall. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok luːa to come unfastened; ~ (*t1pluər >?) Kammu-Yuan təlɯ́ar 
to slip, Riang-Lang ˉtəkluar to slip, to cause to slip, Khasi phlor [ring] to come loose 
and fall off.  
Connect 1668 *[s]liər …slippery? But connection dubious 2067 *loh &c. to unravel… 
. 
 
1666a *luər worm.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _luar; ~ (*.rluər >) Vietnamese giòi (for 
**ròi) worm, maggot.  
Connect obscure Bahnar huar. Palaung riər is < 1926 *riəs. 
 
1667 *tlaar ancient.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tlār /tlar/ to be anterior; first, formerly, before, 
Modern Mon kla time before, Sre klar to be old, worn (→ Röglai klaʔ!). 
 
(*pliir, *pliər see 1791 *pril hail.) 
 
1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉliɛr to be slippery; ~ Biat plɛːr smooth (& 
by metathesis plɛːr rlɛːp).  
Connect 1666 *[ ]luur &c. to slip…? Cf. also 1803a *(l)hiil &c. …smooth…; 1076 *lit 
&c. slippery… . 
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†‡1669 *wir; *wiir; *wiər; *wər; *war; *waar; *wuur; *wuər to go round, to turn 
round. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Bahnar wiːr to twist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B), 
Kammu-Yuan wer[kaːy] to turn (v.i.), Mương wềl (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese 
về to return; → Jarai wiːr (or B?), Röglai wir to turn; ~ Biat [ndac] lwɯr to turn 
(v.i.), Bahnar rəwir to stir (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng vuiːr 
to avoid (or A), Kammu-Yuan wìːr confused, Praok vi to visit, (or A?) Khasi wir 
astray; ~ Vietnamese in compounds vi to surround; circumference; ~ Central 
Nicobarese hen-wiːyə eddy, Nancowry wí to go round and round, wander (or 231 
*wiiʔ?). 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer vìə viər to go aside, avoid, Biat wɛːr to 
abstain from; avoidance; unlucky, Bunör wɛːr (→ Sre, → Röglai, wer?), Central 
Rölöm wiər taboo, Bahnar wɛːr, Palaung viər (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _viɛr, 
Praok viːa to go aside, avoid; ~ Khasi tawiar to go round and round. 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer vɔ̀ː  var to go wrong, to cause trouble, Sre 
wər to stir round, Chrau wər to stir; edge, Biat wɔr to stir, Bahnar wər to turn (v.t), 
to enclose, to wag [tail], to paddle, to go and come back, Kammu-Yuan wɯ̀r-wɯ̀r, 
[wìːt] wər̀ dizzy, Khasi wer-wer [to hear] by rumour; → Iban uar to stir. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic, Nicobaric) Sre war to go or put round 
spirally, Biat war to roll up (v.i.), Nancowry wáy to go around; ~ Kuy (k)waːr to 
stir, Bru kuwar; ~ Riang-Lang ˉwər to wander, ramble; ~ Kammu-Yuan sərwàr 
round and small. 
F: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng uaːr cattle-pound, Chrau waːr pen for 
livestock, Biat waːr circumference, Central Rölöm uaːr to stir (BLOOD 1976), Bahnar 
waːr to fence round, Riang-Lang _vɑr edge, rim, boundary, Praok vɛ that which 
surrounds; ~ Kammu-Yuan kənwàːr fence, garden; to fence. 
G: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon wūr /wur/, by sandhi Modern Mon wùt [tɜh̀] 
round, around, Praok vɯ to turn round (v.i.t.); ~ Palaung kənʔur edge, boundary; 
~ Khasi lyur circular. 
H: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok vua to wrap round; ~ Kammu-Yuan 
kərwɔ̀ː r [bent] in a curve; ~ Vietnamese ngoe [ngoảy] to wag [tail].  
Add perhaps (*p-wuur &c. causative =) 1635 *p[ ]uurʔ &c. to bind round, wrap; 
(*m-wuur &c. =) 1653 *m[ ]uur &c. to roll up. Cf. 1794 *wil &c. to turn.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; SHAFER 1965 409; SHORTO 1973 378-9; BLOOD 1966 94.) 
(i) Sora jar-, jer- again, re-, jar-'jar- around, on all sides, round and round; (ii) ~ Sora 
tor-('tor-) to stand round, to form a fence, to surround, Kharia tɔr to enclose (PINNOW 
1959 197); (iii) perhaps (by metathesis?) Sora -ju(ː)r in 'gujur- &c. to whirl, 
'piju(ː)r-, pij'juːr- to turn round (: Mundari biur, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 361; Proto-
Munda *[p]ijur; otherwise : *p[ ]uurʔ &c.  
(Proto-Austronesian *kəuir or *kiuər) Iban kuir to swing, whirl, by metathesis Ilocano 
kiwar to stir, turn over, kiwer curly [tail]. 
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1670 *wiir to raise, tend.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon wir /wir/ husbandry, Modern Mon wì to raise, tend, 
Bahnar wèːr to look after, tend (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1671 *waar; *wər hot, to heat. 
A: (Khmuic) Khmuʼ waːr hot, to heat, Kammu-Yuan wàːr to be warm. 
B: (South Bahnaric; contaminated by 1812 *rʔuəl to grill) Stieng uɒr to heat in pan.  
Connect 1559a *cʔur &c. warm. 
 
1672 *wǝr; *wəər; *waar; *wuur to crawl. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Stieng wər (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat wəːr; 
~ Palaung mɯr; ~ (*[ ]mw- >) Kuy mɯ̀ːr, Pakoh mòːr. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer vìːə vār to creep, crawl, Kuy wìːar [plants] 
to creep, climb; ~ Gölar Bahnar kuaːr [plants] to creep, climb. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _mur to crawl.  
C-D secondary.  
(BLOOD 1966 424.) 
 
1673 *twər forearm.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau tuːr [tiː] (?); ~ (*tpwər >) Mon kəwɒ 
[toa] arm, forearm, Sre təwər [ti] arm, (merging 1913 *puəs, which see) 
Palaung puər (— ti) forearm, (— grɔŋ) calf.  
Cf. (i) Central Nicobarese koaːl (upper) arm, Nancowry kuál; (ii) Pangan huăl arm, 
forearm (Kensiu), Kĕnaboi rhûah upper arm, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 136. 
 
1674 *sw[e]r cicada.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉwɛr, ˉvɛr large kind of cicada, Vietnamese 
[con] ve-ve cicada. 
 
1675 *siir; *suul to incise, write. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng siːr to carve, Sre siːr to decorate with pigmented 
incisions; ~ Old Khmer sarsir, Modern Khmer sɔːseː to write; ~ Khmer smeː smer 
secretary, clerk. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon sūl /sul/ to write.  
Middle Mon has kṣū write (Modern Mon chu) by back-formation from *dasū writing, 
for which cf. Old Mon sirsūl, Modern Mon kəsao. Connection obscure Vietnamese 
tô to draw, colour. On rhyme-alternance cf. 1637 *[c]piir.  
(SHAFER 1965 482.) 
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1676 *sər; *sar scrub. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng saːr abandoned field, fallow, Bahnar tsəːr brushwood 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; beside tsaːr, cf. sar below); ~ (*srsər >) Middle Mon 
dasuiw, Modern Mon kəsɒ bush. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre sar, Biat [briː] char brushwood, Bahnar sar unploughed field.  
B by interdialectal borrowing, cf. Stieng? With it connected probably Khmer [prèy] 
phsay scrubland, by rhyming deformation &/or popular etymology, cf. phsay to 
be scattered… .  
(SHAFER 1965 463.) 
 
1677 *sur[ ]; *suurʔ; *suər[ ] bag.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok haə. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung hur bag, Vietnamese túi pocket, purse, small bag. 
C: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese kenhõːə small bag, pocket. 
 
1678 *suur; *suər to poke, pierce. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat choːr to impale, spit, skewer; ~ (*[t]suur >) Mon chu 
khyū quanting-pole. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung huər to transfix with. 
 
1679 *kmsiir relation by marriage.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon kuṁsīr /kəmsir/ parents- (or father-?) in-law (& 
Modern Mon khamsɔe parents-in-law, originally as learned form), Semai I gəŋsiːr 
husband.  
BENJAMIN 1976 compares Semai with North Aslian forms: Kensiu gəsɯy. 
 
1680 *ksiir; *ksiər; *ksur to blow one’s nose.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre chir (→ Röglai), Chrau cheːr, Central Nicobarese 
heheː-[hətə &c.] (!; by expressive deformation?), Kuy (k)sɛːr, Bru ksiːr; ~ 
(*knsiir >) Biat ncheːr [moh]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng cɛːr [muh]. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan khúr.  
C secondary; primacy otherwise uncertain. 
 
1681 *ks[uə]r quill of porcupine.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat chɔːr; ~ Chrau, Bahnar gəsɔːr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Biat excludes *kc-. Cf. (i) Kammu-Yuan cəŋkhál (contaminated by khúːl body hair, 
< 1803 *ksuul?); (ii) Palaung pər hɯr short and bristly [hair] (MILNE 1931). 
 
1682 *hiir thirsty.  
(Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi). Khmer hɤl hɨr peppery, hot on tongue (by attraction 1684 
*h[əə]r), Biat [jiː] hiːr thirst, to be thirsty, Bahnar [toʔ] hiːr deliciously hot 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi hir longingly, ardently; ~ Stieng thiːr to be thirsty; ~ 
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(*tnhiir >) Sre təhir thirst, Chrau kənhiːl to crave [food] (BLOOD 1966 kənhiːr), 
(— daːʔ) thirsty.  
(BLOOD 1966 41a, b.)  
 
1683 *hər; *həər to fly.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi her.  
B: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer haə hör; ~ (*t1həər >) Kammu-Yuan tɯ́ːr.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese heːh-həŋə, Nancowry hɛh́. 
 
1684 *h[ə]r; *h[əə]r burning, smarting.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)har hot taste e.g. of ginger, Bru ʔahar. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer haə hör hot, peppery, Chrau həːr to sting, hurt, Bahnar 
haːr bitter, fiery, strong (!; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has hər̄ East Bahnar, hɤ̄r West 
Bahnar). 
 
1685 *hur to expose to heat.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng huːr to warm, soften by heating, Biat hor to expose to flame, Sre 
hur (→ Röglai huː), Bahnar huːr to harden in flame (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
1812 *[r]huul &c. to grill contaminated by 1559a *cʔur warm?  
(SHAFER 1965 273.) 
 
1686 *h[u]rʔ; *huər[ ] to flow. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer hoː hūr, Sre hor (!); ~ (*ch[u]rʔ >) 
Vietnamese xối to pour; ~ Khmer cɔŋhoː small channel. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng, Chrau hɔːr to flow, Biat 
hɔːr to dribble [saliva], Palaung huər [blood] to flow (MILNE 1931), Central 
Nicobarese wuaː current, (-ɲe) to flow, waːyə-[daːk] stream, Nancowry riáktwuá 
river, stream; ~ (*khuər[ ]>) Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː r to flow.  
Connect 1556 *ʔu[ ]r &c. stream-bed? Cf. also 1597 *cuur[ ] &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 272, 405.) 
 
†1687 *huur skin.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung hur, Riang-Lang ˉhur skin, hide, leather; 
~ Vietnamese in compounds phu skin; ~ Kammu-Yuan həmpúːr, Thin həm̆pur 
skin, hide (& Thin pŭr by back-formation). 
Mundari, Santali, Ho ur (PINNOW 1959 366; other forms cited rather : 1568 *c[n]kuər 
&c.).  
 
1688 *kh[ee]r burnt [food].  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat khɛːr, Vietnamese khê.  
Or *-i(ə)r; then perhaps connected Sre hiər dried [meat]; but not Röglai khia burnt, : 
Cham khyaʔ, Jarai khiːaʔ. 
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1689 *chiərʔ to tear.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉchiɛr, Vietnamese xé. 
 
‡1690 *dhu[ ]r; *dhuər loose, lax. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer thùː dhūr slack, loose, soft; by secondary derivation 
~ Kuy nthoːr loose [rope], nthur (by arbitrary variant?) over-large, fitting loosely, 
Khasi kynthur with loose-fitting clothes. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre thoar widely spaced, loosely attached (DOURNES 1950).  
Cf. 1549 *t1huuy &c. 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)duɣ: Malay kĕndur, &c., Cham catùː, tatùː 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 77, *kən̥d̥uɣ; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
(*d2huər see 1560 *d2ʔuur kind of apid.) 
 
1691 *[p]haar intensive.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon phār /phar/ very, Khasi phar entirely.  
Or *bh-. 
 
(*phə(ə)r see 1561 *p[ʔ]ər to dry.) 
 
1692 *phu[ ]r; *phuər soft in texture. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer phūr glossy, velvety, soft (GUESDON 1930); ~ pəphoː p̱aphūr soft, 
smooth… . 
B: (Mon) Literary Mon phow [lāy] to be downy. 
 
1693 *lhu[r]; *lhuə[r] to throw horizontally. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯr to throw along the surface of the ground (MILNE 1931; 
with perhaps regular assimilation). 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon lhor /lhow/, Modern Mon hlo to hurl [spear &c.].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese lao javelin, to throw.  
 
(*ʔil see 1780 *[y]il barking deer.) 
 
1694 *ʔɔl anxious, hesitant.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon by alliterative deformation [sba] sʼaw to be anxious, 
fearful, Khmer ʔɔl perplexed, hesitating.  
Cf. Khmer phʔaəl to panic, → Biat pʔəːl timid. 
 
(*ʔɔl see also 1696 *iʔɔl to see.) 
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†‡1695 *ʔul[ ]; *ʔuəlʔ; *ʔəl[ ]; *hul[ ] nausea, to choke, vomit.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer ʔol unwashed after sleep, (GUESDON 1930, dɨk —) 
stale saliva in mouth on waking, Bahnar ul indigestion, nausea (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔuːəl to gasp for breath, choke, 
gag, Kuy ʔuːl to have sth. stuck in throat, Stieng uɔːl indigestion, Chrau ɔːl to choke, 
Bahnar ɔl indigestion, nausea (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese ói to have 
indigestion, to vomit; surfeit. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer chʔɔl! flatulence, nausea; to overeat (contaminated by 951 
*cʔ[ə]t …cloyed), Kuy ʔəl dirt on teeth. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung hɯr. Riang-Lang ˉhɔl, Praok haw to vomit.  
Connect 1766 *ɓu(u)l drunk. 
Sora 'oːl-ən, compounding form ad 'oˑleːn-ən saliva, Mundari hul, ula to vomit, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 312).  
Proto-Austronesian *(q)u(q)[aə]l: Malay m-ual queasy, to loathe, to vomit, &c. (BLUST 
1970 no. 341; Proto-Hesperonesian); & connected Cebuano Bisayan sum-ul 
cloying. 
 
†1696 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔɔl > *yɔl, Pre-Palaungic &c. *ʔɔl to see.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Khmer 
yùəl to see, to understand, Stieng ioːl (& iəːl) to look at from a distance, Riang-Lang 
ˉɔl to see, perceive, to find, Jehai ʔɛl to see; → Cham yal; Thai yon; ~ Mương 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese ngó, (~?) Sakai terniɔl to show (i.e. Semai; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 P 155); ~ (*y/mp/ɔl >) Sre mpol to see in the distance.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 190, 306; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 135, (?) U 15.) 
(~) Santali ɲɛl to see, to look, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 495i); (?) Sora mel-'mel- to 
examine, inspect. 
 
1697 *[c]ʔiəl[ ]; *[c]hiəlʔ to wilt, wither. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon ea sʼey to wither, become withered, dry up, Jölong yɛl 
poor [harvest] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Bo Luang hiu to wither; ~ Mương (BARKER 1966 
15), Vietnamese héo to wilt, dry up, wither.  
Cf. Semang wăl or ul withered, faded, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 131. 
 
1698 *prʔiəl to be high, rancid.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat rʔiːu to become rancid, Kammu-Yuan pəʔìal (to) 
smell of fish. 
 
1699 *rʔal; *rʔaal; *rʔiəl; by metathesis *rlaʔ forehead.  
A: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ləl. 
B: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉdal, Nancowry lal. 
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C: (Palaungic) Praok [doŋ] re, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdɛ, Lawa Umphai ʔrɛ, Mae Sariang 
ʔɣɛ. 
D: (Khmer) Khmer rəlìːə ralā forehead, skull.  
C obscure. 
 
†1700 *rʔəlh; by metathesis *rlʔəh each, every. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon ruih, Modern Mon rɜh̀, Khmer rɔə̀l. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre dəh.  
Cf. for Mon -h 1758 *dpuulh &c. 
Sora diː- (< *rəlʔih, with further vowel metathesis).  
Proto-Austroasiatic *riʔəlh or the like? 
 
(*rʔuul, *rʔuəl see 1812 *[r]huəl to grill.) 
 
1701 *[s]ʔɔɔl satiation.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon [baw] ʼaw to be plentiful, Khmer sʔɔːl satiated, stuffed 
(SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; GUESDON 1930 ʼal). 
 
†1702 *kal; *kaal to break off, to be broken. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon kaw, Modern Mon kɔ 
to break in two, snap (v.i.), Khmer [kat] kal to break with someone, repudiate one’s 
child, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kal to cut down, Kammu-Yuan kàl! to lop; ~ (*.nkal >) 
Lawa Bo Luang ŋgɑ to cut down. 
B: (Nicobaric) Nancowry kál to cut, Central Nicobarese kãːl-[həŋə] to trim down, 
halve, (~?) okãːl-[həŋə] to amputate (or 1707a?).  
To cut down &c. by attraction 1707a *k(u)əl, which compare with Kammu-Yuan cf. 
Vietnamese gãy to break, snap (v.i.).  
(SMITH 1972 397.) 
Sora al- to bend, crush, pluck, break. 
 
1703 *kaal in front, before.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːl before, Praok ka first, before, until, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai ka in front, before.  
Add Sakai kâl tomorrow (i.e. Semai), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 178? 
 
†‡1704 *ka[i]l to speak.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ Old Mon kinkāl /kənkal/ to declare, tell, expound; ~ 
(*[k]rka[i]l >) Praok sika to speak. 
Sora dialect kaj to say, to tell, &c. (PINNOW 1959 65). For Munda loss of *-l cf. 1782 
*kyaal. 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣi language, to speak: Atayal kai language, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
198). See BENEDICT 1975 389-90. 
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1705 *kəl[ ]; *kəəlʔ to support, help. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔl to support from below (→ Sre kol to 
help?), Kuy kal, Biat kɔl to put wedge under; ~ Khmer khnɔl rest, cushion. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Stieng kəːl to prop up, Chrau kəːl to pile 
together, lean [something] on, Bunör, Central Rölöm kəːl to help, Biat kəːl to help, 
save, Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese cứu to save, Bru takɯːl put (support) 
under head; ~ Sre kərnəːl support, kərnəːl bou pillow, Chrau gənəːl pillow, East 
Bahnar kənəːl base of post (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khasi syngkhien to prop.  
A variant *kulʔ may underlie Vietnamese gối pillow; to rest one’s head (& Sre kol, 
above?); & *kuul[ ] West Bahnar kənoːl base of post (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). Cf. 
then B106 *gur to help.  
(BLOOD 1966 396.) 
 
‡1706 *[ ]kuul knee.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Aslian) Kuy kɔːl (& by contraction of compound tkɔːl), Bahnar 
kuːl [taːŋ] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by sandhi Stieng kuːk [taːŋ]; by contraction 
Sre kəl[taŋ]; & with vowel metathesis Kensiu, Lanoh Yir kal[toŋ], Semelai 
kal[tuŋ].  
For taːŋ &c. see 543a *t2a([a])ŋ. Perhaps *rk-, see Bru rakɔːl and by metathesis 
Temiar karɔːl (with cognates in most Central Aslian languages) < variant 
*rkuəl?.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 40.) 
Proto-Austronesian *dəNkul: Javanese ḍĕngkul, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍ-; 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese); → Vietnamese gối? 
 
1707 *kuulh naked.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre, Chrau kuh, Riang-Lang ˉkul[ˉkal]; → Röglai 
kul, North Röglai kuluh.  
Hence by metathesis A31 *sl[uu]k? 
 
1707a *kuəl; *kəl to cut down, fell.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kɔːl, Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː l. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre kəl.  
Chrau kal, &c., are < 1702 *kal by attraction Cf. 1702.  
 
1708 *krkuul descent group.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon kirkūl /kərkul/ family, clan, Modern Mon həkao also race, 
nation, Khmer trəkoːl family, race; → Thai trakuun.  
Cf. Bahnar khuːl, Gölar Bahnar khul. Hardly connected Sanskrit/Pali kula-, which 
would give Old Mon /-køl/; but perhaps connected 1759 *dpuul &c. 1708a *ckal 
turbid (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic). ~ (*[c]rkal >) Sre səkal polluted, 
Biat rkhal (!; contaminated by 1221 *khɔn thick…?) turbid, Bru takal muddy; ~ 
Riang-Lang ˉsəkkəl muddy.  
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Connect Acehnese cökɔə, Jarai cəkəːl, North Röglai cakən (< *k'ək[ə]l). 
 
1709 *[c]kuul (?); *[c]kuəl; *[c]kəl; *[c]kiil; *[c]kiəl to call, to bark.  
A: (North Aslian) Semang kul to call (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 8).  
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kuɔːl (BLOOD 1966 khuəl), Chrau kuəl to call, Biat kwal 
to call, to bark, Sre khual, Bahnar, Jeh kual (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), (by 
affective deformation?) Kammu-Yuan kwáːl to bark. 
C: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese gâu (!)barking. 
D: (Mon) Mon ki to bark. 
E: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese kêu (!)to call.  
*[c]- in view of Stieng, Sre kh-; front vocalism then secondary; Vietnamese tone 
probably post-palatal.  
(BLOOD 1966 87; SMITH 1972 400.) 
 
†1710 *[t1]kiəl; *[t1]kail cucumber. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kɛ, Lawa Umphai cɛ 
cucurbitaceous plant, Palaung təkiər, Khasi [soh]-khia cucumber, Central 
Nicobarese keːəl brinjal, Nancowry kíal. 
B: (Katuic) ~ Kuy (ŋ)kɛːl cucurbitaceous plant.  
Mundari tahɛr cucumber, &c. (!; ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1322-3). 
 
1711 *dkiəl to weigh.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon ke; ~ Late Old Mon dinkel /dənkel/, Modern Mon həke 
tical, unit of weight; ~ (*dnkiəl >) Lawa Bo Luang kɛ, Lawa Umphai ɲjɛ to weigh, 
measure.  
Connection uncertain Semang takăl tĕkol heavy, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 67; or 
Kharia kɛ'nɛl heavy, &c., PINNOW 1959 332. 
 
1712 *[b]kəl[ ]; *[b]kəəls to give, make over. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Old Mon kil /køl/, Modern Mon kɒ to give, Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱l 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 V236; implies *-ul); ~ Old Khmer pragalbha, Modern Khmer 
prəkùəl to hand over.  
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese gửi, gởi to send, despatch, to leave in someone’s care.  
Literary Mon pakuiw to convey to, procure for, to give is probably a late causative 
formation rather than : Khmer. Connection dubious A156 *gəl to change, 
exchange. 
 
(*rkuul see 1706 *[ ]kuul knee.) 
 
1713 *gaal right, proper.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau gaːl right, correct, Bahnar gaːl right, proper, to agree (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Cf. 1721 *sgaal middle. 
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1714 *guul clearing.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kù market garden, cultivated clearing, Biat goːl clearing. 
 
1715 *guul; *guəl mortar for pounding rice. 
A: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *guul (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Serau tergul (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 179B). 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan kwùal!, Thin guɤ̆l.  
Connection dubious 1757 *tpal; or Vietnamese cối. 
 
(*ŋgal see 1720 *lngal plough.) 
 
1716 *jgal to recognize.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer skɔə̀l to know, recognize, Kuy khàl to know, be 
acquainted with; ~ Chrau səngal to recognize, by metathesis (*gnal >) Sre ɗal to 
look at, observe, recognize, Biat nal to recognize; (probably ~) Bahnar gənal, kənal 
to recognize.  
(BLOOD 1966 360.) 
 
†1717 *[j]guul finger.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan cərkuːl finger, toe, Thin kṛgul finger; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan cəŋkuːl, Thin cəŋgul to point out; by secondary derivation ~ 
Palaung rəngor finger. 
Sora i'gu(ˑ)l-, i'gud-, a(g)gul-['siː-], aig'goːl- to beckon; Kharia [tui]'gɔl, Mundari 
[tui]gɔl to point out; index finger… (PINNOW 1959 K 348).  
 
1718 *t1g[uu]l; *t1gəl top. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung gor, (→?) Riang-Lang [ˉthɑ] _kol above; ~ Riang-Lang _təkol 
top, above, on. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kəl (→ Jeh kàl, Halang kɒl), Röngao gəːl head, top 
(GUILLENINET 1959-63), Hre gàw head.  
(SHAFER 1965 563; SMITH 1972 389; see SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 46.) 
 
‡1719 *d2gəl; *d2g[əə]l stump, trunk. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Middle Mon taguiw, Modern Mon 
həkɜ ̀stump, Khmer kùəl stump, floating log, trunk of tree, Kuy khàl tree-trunk, (in 
compounds) plant (by attraction 1570 *[d]kər; or B?), Biat gɔl log (quantifier); → 
Cham gal stump (& gul stump, trunk, contaminated by Indonesian); ~ (*d2ngəl 
>) Kuy ŋəl stump, Chrau təŋəl stump, stubble, Biat [yoːk] ŋɔl, Bahnar dəŋəl, 
Central Sakai dĕngál stump. 
B: (Palaungic; or *-al, perhaps with Kuy khàl; ~ *d2n[2]g- >) Riang-Lang _cəlŋəl 
stump.  
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Cf. A167 *[d]ng[əw]; Palaung ŋoɛ (MILNE 1931). Mon-Khmer vocalism 
contaminated by 1570 *[d]kər trunk, plant? 
Proto-Austronesian *tuNgul: Karo Batak tunggul-tunggul dead tree, Malay tunggul 
stump, &c., perhaps Tagalog tunggól decapitated (cf. BLUST 1970 no. 99; Proto-
West-Indonesian or Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
†1720 *lngal, *ŋgal; by dissimilation *lnguur; *lngu[ə]r plough.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon təŋò, əŋò laṅaw &c. yoke, 
pair, Khmer nɛə̀ŋkɔə̀l, (TANDART 1935) ʔɔŋkɔə̀l (→ Biat ŋgɔl?), Kuy ŋkhàl, Sre 
ŋal plough, Stieng ŋaːl ploughshare, Mương cằl (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese cày 
(& cầy) to plough; ~ Cham laŋal (& liŋan), Röglai ŋal, Acehnese laŋay plough; 
Sanskrit lāṅgala-; & connected Malay tĕnggala (→ Sakai —i.e. Temiar— 
tĕnggāla, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 147A). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon laṅgur /ləngur/, Literary Mon lṅū yoke, pair. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi lyngkor plough; → Sanskrit lāṅgula.  
A variant *ŋgəl might be constructed from Vietnamese cầy, Khmer, Katuic, Biat 
~ Sora gal- to yoke (≠ to plait). (Cf. KUIPER 1948 127; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
1721 *sguul; *sgə[ ]l; *sgaal middle.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre guːl middle, half, mid[night]; ~ (*snguul >) Biat ŋguːl id. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng gəːl half, mid[night]. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon sgāl /sgal/ [tṅey] mid[night], Modern Mon kɛà mid[day, night].  
C perhaps contaminated by 1713 *gaal right…; cf. semantically Mon thò to be exact, 
in the centre… . 
 
1722 *ŋil; *ŋiil; *ŋiəl; *ŋəl; *ŋul; *ŋuul; *ŋuəl to bend, sway. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ŋil to shake head in denial (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (— ŋul) 
to sway in wind; ~ Bahnar ʔŋəʔŋil to shake head. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋil _ŋil to nod in assent, (~ ?) Bahnar 
ʔŋeːl-ʔŋeːl shaking head. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar ŋɛl to shake head in denial (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Vietnamese nghèo to tilt [head] to one side; ~ Bahnar ʔŋəʔŋɛl to shake 
head. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar [ŋuːl &c.] ŋəːl to sway (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan ŋəl̀-ŋəl̀ shaking one’s head. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar [ŋil] ŋul to sway in wind 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi ngun (or < E) with head bent down, Central 
Nicobarese ŋol-[ʃire] to bow head; ~ Khmer ŋəŋùl with head down. 
F, G: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ŋuːl, ŋɔːl to incline head (in assent, from weariness), (— 
ŋəːl) to sway (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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†1723 *j[n]ŋəl fire.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung ŋər, Riang-Lang _ŋal, Praok ŋu, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɑ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang ŋɔ, Danaw _ɲɔn.  
Note also Nancowry cál to burn.  
(SHAFER 1965 144, 421.) 
Sora 'aŋəl-ən, Kharia sɔŋ'gɔl firewood, Santali sɛŋgɛl fire, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252; 
Proto-Munda *cəŋgəl?).  
 
1723a *[t1]ŋuul; *[t1]ŋul; *[t1]ŋəl stupid. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ngu foolish, stupid; ~ (*[t1]mŋuul by 
metathesis >) Stieng bəloːŋ foolish, stupid. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ŋoa, Lawa Umphai ŋau stupid, ~ Palaung kərŋɯr to 
be simple-minded, clumsy (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Tolo Bahnar [ŋɤːp] ŋɤːl stupid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese ngây to look stupid; ~ (*[t1]mŋəl by metathesis >) Biat mɔl ignorant; 
by secondary derivation ~ Sre bərŋəl ignorant, stupid.  
Cf. Bahnar ŋiːl immature, ignorant [child] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Cebuano Bisayan 
tunggul stupid. 
 
1724 *rŋal; *rŋuul to wake (v.i.). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [kah] rəŋal to wake up in the night, Bunör rəŋal, Central 
Rölöm ŋal to awaken. 
B: (Mon) ~ Middle Mon [yaḥ] laṅū early [in the morning], Proto-Nyah Kur *ŋṳur 
morning (DIFFLOTH 1984 N238) (rather *lŋuur with metathesis).  
With Mon vocalism cf. *lnguur ~ 1720 *lngla.  
(BLOOD 1966 372.) 
 
‡1725 *cul; *cuəl; *ciil to light up, look for with a light.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sol to light up, illuminate; ~ səmpol torch. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau sɔːl to look for with a light, Bahnar sɔːl, Röngao cɔːl to light up, 
illuminate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon) Mon ci to look for with a light.  
C secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'uluq: Acehnese lhoh to look for with a light, Malay suloh torch, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 157, *-h; DYEN 1953 § 62). Hence with secondary infix 
Cham (ha)nuh, Röglai hanuh torch, probably → Khmer cɔnloh canluḥ, Stieng 
cəŋluh. 
 
1726 *cul; *cuəl to hire. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng cul to hire, borrow. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Old Khmer jval to engage, employ for compensation (!; contaminated 
by 1729 *j[u]l?), Modern Khmer cùːəl, Kuy cuːl to hire.  
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1727 *jal near.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Khasi jan to be near; ~ Kuy ɲchàl near. 
 
1728 *jəl to charge, fight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon [sic] jal /jøl/ to 
quarrel, fight, Modern Mon cɜ ̀to fight, Old Khmer jal, Modern Khmer cùəl, Kuy 
chəl̀ to knock into, fight, Bahnar jil to butt, strike with horns, (~?) Pangan ʼyal 
angry (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 17); → Thai cʰon to bump against, 
butt, collide, fight with horns; ~ (*pjəl >) Late Middle Mon byuiw to cause to fight, 
Modern Mon pyɜ ̀to stir up enmity, Khmer phcùəl to set [animals] fighting; ~ 
(*prjəl >) Mon həcɜ,̀ Khmer prəcùəl to set [animals] fighting; ~ (*pnjəl >) 
Literary Mon bayuiw to incite to quarrel or fight, Khmer bɔɲcùəl to cause to fight, 
(~?) Pangan nyiyal to fight with, oppose (Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
Literary Mon b- in bayuiw, & Khmer chest register in phcùəl, by levelling. 
 
‡1729 *j[u]l; *jiəl to buy.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung jɯr (A), Riang-Lang _yɛl (B).  
B secondary. Cf. 1726 *cu(ə)l to hire; 1822 *jawʔ &c. to hand over. 
Proto-Austronesian *Zu(S)[a]l: Malay jual to sell, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 48, *d'ucal, 
less Toba Batak; Proto-West-Indonesian or Proto-Malayo-Javanese; add perhaps 
Cebuano Bisayan dúhul to hand to; then *ZuSəl, Proto-Hesperonesian). See 
BENEDICT 1975 375, sell, buy. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 54.) 
Cf. Lushei, Mikir, Meithei forms referred at BENEDICT 1972 51 & n. 170 to *ywar to sell 
← 'Austro-Thai'.  
 
1730 *jul[ ] (& *juul[ ]?); *[j]uəlh basket, to make baskets.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer cùl to weave, braid…, (*juul[ ] >?) Riang-Lang _yol 
[cotton-]basket. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Palaung juər, Sakai chuēl basket (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 62A); ~ Vietnamese giỏ market-basket. 
 
1731 *[s]jaal; *[s]jəəl light in weight. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~?) Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯa easy; ~ Kammu-Yuan həmcàːl light. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Hre hìw, Sedang hia, Palaung jɯr light; 
~ Mương nhẹl (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese nhẹ.  
Cf. 1801 *saal.  
(SMITH 1972 393.) 
 
1732 *bɲuəl pangolin.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Biat ɲual; ~ Sre bərɲoal kind of saurian (DOURNES 
1950), Bahnar bəɲual, Bru manyùəl pangolin, by metathesis Khmer pùəŋrùːl 
pangolin; → Cham pìɲoːr, Jarai məɲoːl, North Röglai biɲũn pangolin.  
Connect Kuy khyùːr. 
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†1733 *t1iil; *t1əl (or *t1il?) to plant, sow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre səntiːl, Chrau sətiːl, Biat ntiːl seed, sow-grain. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon til /tøl/, Modern Mon tɒ to plant (a seed of), Nyah Kur təl to plant.  
*t1- in view of Sora.  
Sora til- to bury. 
 
1733a *t1iil (& *t1il?) tracks.  
A: (Bahnaric, North Aslian) Chrau teːl footprint, Biat teːl tracks, Sre tiːl, Röngao tel 
tracks, mark (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < variant?), Pangan tīl tracks (i.e. Bateg Deq; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 118 (b)).  
Cf. 1745a *ɗiil &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 40.) 
 
1734 *tal; taal linear measure, (?) cubit.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre tal cubit. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon tāl /tal/, Modern Mon ta 7 cubits; → Burmese tā.  
Old Mon has hat cubit (Modern Mon hɔt), ← Pali hattha-; is tāl the displaced native 
term? 
 
1734a *t1uəl six.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Palaung tɔr, Riang-Lang ˉtual; ~ (*t1puəl >) Central 
Nicobarese təfuːəl, Nancowry tafúal. 
 
1734b *[t][uə]l cataract.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric) Kuy tɑːl cataract, Bahnar tɔːl blind.  
Or *.d-, perhaps connected 1745 *kdiil &c. to cover. 
 
†1735 *kt1aal under-surface, under.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin tăl (space) under, underneath; ~ Old Mon kintāl 
/kəntal/, Modern Mon həta under-surface, bottom, (in compounds) palm, sole, 
Vietnamese dưới (to be) below, under.  
Vietnamese tone from plosive sequence. 
Sora ətal-, Mundari talka palm, sole (probably not ←, but Mundari metathesis 
contaminated by, late Sanskrit tāla-, tālika- palm). 
 
1736 *ktuəl lump, clod.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy tuːl; ~ Bahnar kətual clod.  
Cf. Biat rcual clod, [blood] to clot; (~) ← unrecorded Chrau form? 
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†‡1737 *bnt1iil sand.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon bintil /bəntil/, Modern Mon hətɔe.  
*t1 in view of Munda.  
(~) Nahali biṭil, Kurku bitil; connected Santali, Mundari, Ho gitil (so Proto-
Austroasiatic *gw-?).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *pat'iɣ: Malay pasir, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 115; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
1738 *bt1ul; *bt1uul; *bt1uəl swelling, mound, hill. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Khmer dul, Modern Khmer 
tùl to bulge, Stieng [buːk] tuːl anthill (or < B?), Biat tol tumour, Mendriq tol 
mountain; & from sandhi-form in *ɓu(u)k bt1ul (cf. Stieng; 369) Biat [yoːk] ktol 
(termite) mound, Riang-Lang kətɔl wasps nest; ~ (*bnt1ul >) Chrau ntɯl anthill; 
~ Sre bərtul termite mound. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar pətɔl termite mound, anthill (& by metathesis < 
compound East Bahnar bəkoːl GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, ?Central Aslian) Old Khmer dval, Modern Khmer tùːəl hill, mound, knoll, 
perhaps by metathesis Semai I lɔːt mountain; → Cham du̯al.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Hill, mountain perhaps contaminated by 1741 
*dul, with which Khmer forms are compared at SCHMIDT 1905 66 (so SHORTO 
1971).  
Note (i; Proto-Austronesian *b[əu]Ntud1 >) Cebuano Bisayan bungtud, ka-
bungtúr-an hill, anthill; (ii) Javanese mbĕnḍul bulging, mbĕnḍol knobbed 
(referred to (Proto-West-Indonesian) *bəNdul threshold at DEMPWOLFF 1938 26).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 100; cf. also H 101, F 230; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 41.) 
 
1739 *dal; *dəl to block, obstruct. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Katuic) Old Mon dal /dɔl/ to bar the way, 
Middle Mon dar, daw, Modern Mon tò to close, block, Old Khmer dal, Modern 
Khmer tɔə̀l blocked [road], Stieng dal held up, obstructed; ~ Kuy nthàl to dam (or 
B); ~ Khmer prətɔə̀l baffled, (~?) Khasi padan to obstruct, hinder. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer tùəl to hold back, (tùp- —) bar the way; → 
North Röglai dən deaf, Acehnese dɔə blocked up; ~ Khasi sden to dam; ~ Biat 
rdɔl to stop up, block, (kaŋ —) bar the way.  
Cf. 1745 *kdiil &c. to cover. 
 
1740 *dəl; *dal as far as; to reach. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon duiw, Modern Mon tɜ ̀as far as, Khmer 
tùəl (to reach) as far as, till, Biat dɔl as soon as; ~ (*[k]dəl >) Khmer dɔl to 
arrive, reach; as far as (→ Cham tal). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer dāl, Modern Khmer tɔə̀l to go right through; as 
far as, till, Bahnar dal till (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(LEWITZ 1967, 129.) 
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1741 *dul (& *duəl?) hill.  
A: (Mon, ?Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon dal /døl/, Modern Mon tɜ,̀ (or 
1626 *[d][o]r, which compare, >) Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi (BARKER 1966 
22), Vietnamese đầi; ~ Khasi kynton mound, ridge, heap, pile; to accumulate (?, see 
below; or variant?; by attraction 1738 *bt1u(ə)l, which compare).  
Uncertain. Khasi may rather be connected to Praok ton mound, hillock (< *dun?). 
SCHMIDT 1905 66 compares Mon with Khmer forms under the entry *bt1u(ə)l. 
 
1742 *dulʔ; *duul[ ]; *duəl[ ] to carry on head. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương tội (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese đội to wear or carry on 
head.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Khmer tùːl, Kuy thùːl, Central Nicobarese [ɔl]-toːl to 
carry on head. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat dual to carry on head. Note also Kuy & Bru dɔːl carry on 
shoulder (< *ɗ-?).  
Cf. 1781 *[y]uəl &c. 
 
1743 *dul; *duəl; *dəl middle, belly. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tùl belly flesh [of centain fish], Lawa Bo 
Luang tu intestines, (or C?) Praok tu belly; ~ Stieng kənduːl, Sre (kə)ndul, Chrau 
kəndɯl, Biat ndul belly. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Middle Mon dor /dow/, Modern Mon tò 
middle; ~ Stieng kənɔːl middle; ~ Central Sakai pĕduâl centre. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Biat [diː] dɔl (in the) middle; ~ Khmer kɔndaːl middle 
(?, with secondary lengthening; if so, → Chrau kənɗaːl).  
(SHAFER 1965 574; BLOOD 1966 159; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 41 (a).) 
 
1744 *duul; *duəl; *d[ə]l to prop, support.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*[c]duul >) Bahnar tɔl to prop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre 
səndul short post supporting floor, prop. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese hətɔːl-[hətə] to support; ~ 
(*drnuəl >) Bahnar dənɔːl prop (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer tùəl to prop (up), lean, Kuy thàl to 
support, hold up, prop, Bru tàl support (with stick), Biat dal to prop up, Stieng dal to 
prop (up), lean; ~ Bahnar təːl to prop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer cɔntùəl 
prop, pile, Kuy nthàl prop for shaft of cart, Biat ndal pile, to prop; ~ Old Mon dnal 
/dnøl/, Modern Mon nì pillow; ~ Stieng drənaːl prop.  
Vocalism at C post-dental? For Bahnar -ɔl see 335a *ɗuuk. Separate Bahnar ɗɔl to 
prop up; Sre, Nicobaric exclude *ɗ-.  
(LEWITZ 1967, 129.) 
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†1745 *kdiil; *kdiəl; *kdəl to cover. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau kəndeːl to put over, cover; by secondary derivation ~ 
Chrau tədeːl to put over, cover, Biat rdeːl to stop up, block. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *kndiəl >) West Bahnar kənɛːl stopper, wad for gun 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon kətɜ ̀to cover up, cover over, close, 
Vietnamese đậy to cover; ~ (*krdəl >) Middle Mon kaduiw coverlet, Kuy thàl lid, 
cover, Bahnar kədəːl pot- cover of leaves (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kuy nthàl to 
close, cover; ~ Chrau gədəl to stop one’s ears, Bahnar kədəl blocked up, solid; → 
Cham kadal to cover, stop up.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. To stop up, block by attraction 1739 *dal &c., 
which compare. 
Sora da(ˑ)l- to cover, put lid on, ~ də'nal-ən lid, cover. 
 
†1745a *ɗiil; *ɗiəl; *ɗail tracks.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɗeːl. 
B: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *diəl (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
C: (Khasi) Khasi dien.  
C secondary. Cf. 1733a *t1iil.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 118 (a).) 
(?) ~ Sora 'onid-, 'onil- (& 'sannil-) to follow tracks of. 
 
1746 *ɗə[ə]l to press down on.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dɜ to press down on, crush, squeeze, Bahnar dəːl to crush 
by pressure, force stopper in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*ɗuul see 86 *ɗiiʔ one.) 
 
‡1747 *kɗiəl; *kɗail low, shallow, short.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Katuic) Riang-Lang ¯dɛl to be low, shallow, humble, Bru 
ntìal (!) shallow; ~ Semnam kɔldɛːl short. 
B: (Mon) Mon da to be shallow; → Röglai dal ford; ~ (*kbɗail >) Mon həda khḍā to 
make shallow.  
Cf. (i) Lawa Bo Luang to shallow (< *kɗul?); (ii) A165 *[d]h[əə]l shallow, 
suggesting Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔəl ~ *dihəl. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) (?)  
Proto-Austronesian (*di/[ ](N)p/aɣ =) *di(N)paɣ (to) ford: Cham tapaː, Kelabit 
dipar to ford, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 160, *(dD)-; Proto-Hesperonesian; ≠ each of 
two sides, DAHL 1973 § 20.7, Proto-West-Indonesian). Note also Malay dampar 
stranded, under the entry 1639 *tnpaar. 
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1748 *kɗuul; *kɗuəl; *kɗəl; *kɗəəl heel. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) → Jarai kəɗuːl; ~ Sre kəndol (!), 
Bahnar kəʔnoːl, Riang-Lang kəndol; by secondary derivation ~ Pangan duldul 
(i.e. Mendriq &c.; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 69). 
B: (?South Bahnaric) (or A, C?) Stieng kənɔːl; → Cham kadol, North Röglai kaɗuən 
[takai], Acehnese gönuə. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Central & South Aslian) ~ Stieng kəndəl (BLOOD 
1966), Sakai kĕnöl (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 70), Besisi kenthöl 
(i.e. Mah Meri; ib. H 69) (or D?), Central Nicobarese kentɤlə-[laːh]. 
D: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Mon) ~ Kuy nthùːal, Bru kəndəːl, Pakoh kandool; ~ Chrau 
gənəːl, Biat ndəːl [jɔŋ], Jeh kanèːl (→ Bahnar kənəːl?), Halang kəʔnèːl; ~ Nyah 
Kur ndɤ́ɤl.  
Connect obscure Thin -pĕlʔyɔl̆.  
(SHAFER 1965 417; BLOOD 1966 399; SMITH 1972 392.) 
 
1749 *krn[uə]l groin.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau gənɔːl, Biat rnɔːl (→ Sre nol?), Bahnar kɔnɔːl.  
Connect by metathesis Khmer krəliən groin, Kuy k(ə)liːn & Bru panɛːl lymph glands in 
groin? 
 
(*gnal see 1716 *jgal to recognize.) 
 
1750 *dnaal (& *dnal?) coconut-shell as measure of capacity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon dnāl /dnal/ measure of rice, Modern Mon 
nɛà (coconut-)shell, Khmer nìːəl coconut-shell measure, weight of rice (600 grams) so 
measured, (→?) Stieng naːl pound weight, (?, variant >) Biat nal [jɔk] weight.  
With Khmer initial cf. 1354 *[d]/n/im. 
 
1751 *rn[ii]l roller.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon nì roller for moving boats &c., Khmer rənèːl roller for moving 
loads.  
Or *-eel. Cf. Biat rnəːl log, chopping-block. 
 
†1752 *paal; *puul pale, indistinct. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon [pərìʔ] pa to fail, be ineffective (?), Stieng [sɒːu puːr] paːl [to 
see] imperfectly, to glimpse, Sre paːl pale, faded (→ Röglai), Biat paːl pale, Bahnar 
paːl pale, livid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ late Middle Mon sapā to have defective 
sight, Modern Mon həpa to see imperfectly, to be dimly lit. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok paə pale.  
B secondary.  
(SHAFER 1965 95.) 
Sora polu-, palu-, Gutob pār white. 
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1752a *pul bag-like organ.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pul stomach, intestines, Biat pol gizzard, Bahnar pul womb. 
 
1753 *pul; *puul; *puəl to divine, take an augury.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre pol to take an augury. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer boːl to take an augury, Kuy poːl to prophesy in trance; ~ 
Khmer phnoːl omen. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau pɔːl to divine; → Röglai pual. 
 
1754 *p[ ]ul; *p[ ]uəl; *p[ ]al to twine round. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar pul [pal] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre pual to lean on, grow round (→ Röglai pual to lean on), Biat 
pual to hang from. Note Nancowry fúalŋa to embrace (?) 
C: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Bahnar pal to twine round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (?, 
*[k]pal >) Mon kwɔ to bind [chick, floor bamboos] together.  
Or *pw-, causative ~ 1794 *wil &c. to turn? Cf. 1635 *p[ ]uurʔ &c. to bind round, 
wrap.  
 
1755 *pul; *pəl to borrow. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer bol to borrow at 100 percent interest; ~ Khmer 
bɔmnol, Sre by dissimilation kənol debt.  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre pəl to borrow [rice]; ~ (*[k]pəl >) Kuy bəl to borrow 
[item of food].  
Cf. Vietnamese nợ debt, to owe. 
 
1756 *[c]puəls; *[c]pə[ ]l[ ] pumpkin. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng phuɔːl kind of gourd or melon (& puəl kind of 
greenish cucumber), Bahnar pual, Vietnamese buổi pumpkin; ~ (*[c]rpuəls >) 
Chrau ləpuəl long squash, Sre rəpual, Biat rpuɔl, Bahnar həpual pumpkin.  
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar hapəːl pumpkin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1637 *[c]piir.  
(SHAFER 1965 100.) 
 
1757 *tpal (& *tpaal?) mortar for pounding rice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tbal, Stieng paːl (< variant?), 
Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ¯pal, Praok pɔ; ~ (*tnpal >) Sre, Biat mpal, Bahnar 
təpal (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang pɑ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
mbɔ; ~ (*trpal >) Kuy (t)pal, Chrau ləpal.  
For variant note also Khmer tbaːl (TANDART 1935). Connection dubious 1715 *guul 
&c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 309; SMITH 1972 398.) 
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1758 *d1puulh; *d1puəlh; *d1pəlh seven.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Kuy (th)phòːl, Palaung pur, Riang-Lang ¯pul; 
~ Riang-Lang ¯təpul, (~?) Ulu Indau tempo (i.e. Temoq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
S 122; or B?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre poh, Stieng, Chrau pɔh. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat pɒh, Mương pảy (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese 
bẩy, bảy; ~ Old Mon duṁpoḥ /dəmpɔh/, Modern Mon həpɔh, Bahnar təpəh, Jeh 
tapèh, Halang təpèh.  
Central Nicobarese təfuːəl six is < 1734a *t1/p/uəl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 21; BLOOD 1966 262; SMITH 1972 338.) 
 
1759 *dpuul; *dpuəl (descent) group. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar boːl group; ~ Sre mpoul family, Biat mpoːl group, tribe, bal 
mpoːl family, Bahnar təpoːl herd, troop. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar bual = boːl; → Röglai puəl; ~ Jölong təpuːəl 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Röngao təbuːal) = təpoːl; → Cham tapor herd, group, 
Jarai təpuəl, North Röglai tapuən group.  
Conceivably *k/mp/uul &c. ~ 1708 *krkuul descent group, contaminated by 1763 
*tbəl &c. clump, bunch. Connect Khmer ʔɔmboː ʼampūr family.  
(BLOOD 1966 16.) 
 
‡1760 *p[r]pail skate, ray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kaʔ] həpa skate, Khmer bəbael, prəbael skate, shark.  
Or *p(r)p-. 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *paɣi(S): Malay pari, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 111). 
 
†‡1761 *b[e]l (& *beel?) to spread a mat.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯pɛl to spread (mats 
in), strew (with tone by levelling on derivation?); ~ (*bp[e]l >) Mon həpe bapew 
rush matting (with -p- unlevelled in absence of simplex), Palaung per, Semang pil 
(i.e. Sabum; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 63 (a)), by assimilation or metathesis Sre 
biːl, Chrau veːl mat; ~ (*[b]nb[e]l >) Biat mbeːl, Praok bi mat; ~ (*t2nb[e]l 
>?) Riang-Lang ¯səmpɛl mat.  
(BLOOD 1966 32.) 
Sora beˑl-, Santali bel to spread mat, &c. (PINNOW 1959 221; Proto-Munda *bel). 
(Proto-Austronesian *b/an/iɣ >) Proto-Philippine (ZORC & CHARLES) *baniG: 
Tagalog baníg mat, &c. 
 
1762 *cbal; *cbaal companion, friend.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Biat bal companion, Jeh bal group (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
(→, or ~ *cpbal >?) Bahnar bal in a swarm, (dih —) each other; ~ (?, *cnbal >) 
Lawa Bo Luang hməu, Mae Sariang hmeu friend. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hwɛà close male friend, Praok [paw] pɛ friend.  
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(SMITH 1972 396.) 
 
1763 *tbəl; *tbul; *tbuul clump, bunch. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Old Khmer thpal clump (of trees), bunch; ~ (*tnb- >) Mon kəmɒ 
tamuiw &c. clump, bunch (or B), Old Khmer tampal grouping, cluster, settled area; → 
Thai tambon locality, district, group of houses, → Khmer tɔmbɔn locality. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təbul forming a small group or clump; to roll up in a 
bunch; ~ (*tnbul >) həmul bundle of notes. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy poːl bush, grove, clump, Bru pùːl bush; ~ Bahnar 
həmɔl sheaf, bundle, armful.  
B, C secondary? For Bahnar -ɔl see 335a *ɗuuk. Connect Nancowry mól to be 
together, (ta)múl to be in a group (< *mu(u)l?).  
POU & JENNER 1975 no. 10 compares Proto-Austronesian *təbəl thick, for which see 
1768 *[t]ɓəl. 
 
1764 *ɓiəwʔ askew.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Mon bea to be out of alignment, out of true, out of the 
square, Nyah Kur bíəw bent out of shape, Vietnamese méo to be out of shape, Bru 
biəw distorted; ~ Bru kubiəw to pull out of shape, Pakoh tarbèaw, kubèaw, 
bibèaw. ↔ Thai bîaw.  
 
†1765 *ɓul; *ɓuul drunk. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer pùl vegetable poison, Jeh bòl, Halang bul drunk; ~ Sre 
bəɲul, Chrau vəɲɯl, Biat ɲul drunk, Bahnar bəɲul poisonous (mushroom). 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Literary Mon ḅū, Kuy buːl to be 
drunk, Proto-Semai *bɤɤl drunk (DIFFLOTH 1977), Besisi bul sick, vomiting (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 V 23); ~ Old Mon balḅul /bəlɓul/, Modern Mon 
həbu to be drunk; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəmpùːl poison, poisonous, to be poisoned by.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer probably *biʔul in view of infixed ɲ, Kuy b-; connected then 
1695 *ʔul[ ] &c. …to vomit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; BLOOD 1966 161; SMITH 1972 390.) 
Kharia bul drunk, &c. (PINNOW 1959 105). 
 
1766 *ɓul; *ɓuul; *ɓuəl green pigeon.  
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ¯tənbɔl. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer pəpùːl green pigeon, Treron nipalensis vernax; ~ Pakoh 
kambòal green pigeon. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ Mon [həcem] pha bo emerald dove, Chalcophaps indica 
indica (by secondary expansion, cf. Khmer); → Cham babu̯ɤl green pigeon; ~ 
(*[t1]nɓuəl >) Biat by hypercorrection mʔual, Bahnar [sɛːm] kəmuːəl pigeons 
(generic) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 273, dove. 
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1767 *ɓulʔ; *ɓuəl[ ] kind of lizard. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng buːl grey lizard, Biat bul lizard, Vietnamese 
mối house lizard. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh bual lizard, Halang bual snake.  
(SMITH 1972 401.) 
 
‡1768 *[t]ɓəl; *[t]ɓul thick. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Stieng bɔːl, Chrau vəl; ~ (*[t]mɓəl >) Stieng nbɔːl, 
Biat mbɔl, Kammu-Yuan həmpɯl; ~ (*[t]rɓəl >) Bahnar həɓəl, Khasi rben. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang pu, Lawa Umphai phu.  
B secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *təbəl: Malay tĕbal, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 132-3; Proto-West-
Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 407. 
 
1769 *dɓal; *[d]ɓail cheek.  
A: (Khmer, Mon) Khmer thpɔə̀l, Nyah Kur təbál. 
B: (Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Kuy (t)pɛːl (!) buttocks, Vietnamese má (?)cheek, 
South Nicobarese təpoːə cheek, Nancowry tapuá (suggest *-ɔr?).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. Semang pen-al, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
83. But separate Praok siba (< *-paʔ, cf. Lawa sapaʔ). 
 
†1770 *[m]ɓil salt.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon ḅuiw, Modern Mon bɜ, (~?) Old Khmer aṁpyal, Modern 
Khmer ʔɔmbɤl.  
Cf. Vietnamese muối (< *[m]ɓuəlʔ or connected Bru bɒːy?); Bateg Nong, Semaq 
Beri təpɔl, Jah Hut pol; separate Proto-Nyah Kur *phəʔu̱r (DIFFLOTH 1984 N236) 
& 2037 *ɓɔɔh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; SHAFER 1965 41, 440.) 
Kharia bi'luŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 277c). 
 
1771 *m[ɓ]il; *[m]ɓiəl tamarind. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer aṁvil, Modern Khmer 
ʔɔmpɯ̀l tamarind tree, Kuy mphəl̀, Biat [plai] mɯl tamarind, Sre mil tamarind 
tree; → Cham amil, Röglai mil tamarind tree, Acehnese mɛ wood, pods, of 
tamarind; ~ Lawa Bo Luang same, Lawa Umphai sami tamarind.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese [cây] me tamarind [tree]; → North Röglai mẽ tamarind 
tree.  
Hardly all ← Pali ambila- sour! 
 
1772 *m[ ]il; *m[ ]iəl; *m[ ]uul; *m[ ]uəl; *m[ ]əl round.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan mèl-mèl rolling. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy mìːl to roll (v.t.); ~ Khmer rəmìəl toround (down) (v.i.t.). 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùːl, Stieng muːl round; ~ Khmer rəmùːl roll (& 
lmùːl (to) roll by assimilation). 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùːəl to twist, Stieng muɔːl to twist; spiral, ellipse; 
~ Stieng krəmuɔːl to twist, form into spiral &c., (~?) Chrau təmhɔːl to roll up. 
E: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔbəu, Lawa Umphai ʔməu round.  
Or *mw-, ~ 1794 *wil &c. to turn? Cf. 1653 *m[ ]uur &c. to roll up, with mutual 
contamination  
(SCHMIDT 1905 6.) 
 
1773 *məl; *məəl; *mil; *miil to watch (for).  
A: (Katuic, Khasi, ?Mon) Pakoh mal to wait for, expect; ~ Khasi kyrmen to hope; (or 
variant) ~ Old Mon cirmīl to wait for, Modern Mon kəmɔe to await, hope (for), 
expect. 
B: (Khmer) Old Khmer mel, Modern Khmer mɤ̀ːl to look (at), see, to wait (for).  
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rəmɯ̀l to steal a glance. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Praok simi to look.  
Connect Khasi pyrman [to observe] from a distance. C, D secondary, contaminated by 
129 *miiʔ to look at? For Sora mel-'mel- to examine, inspect see 1696 *iʔɔl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
 
1774 *kmuul silver.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kəmúːl money, Praok maə, Lawa Bo Luang, 
Mae Sariang maɯ, Lawa Umphai mau silver, money; → Shan máə. 
 
1775 *[j]m[ɔ]l mountain.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) (~ *jnm[ɔ]l >?) Lawa Bo Luang mɔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang mo, (~, or by assimilation?) Jehai jəlmɔl, Temiar jɛlmɔl.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 87 (a).) 
 
1776 *jm[oo]l male.  
A: (Khmer, South Aslian) Old Khmer jmol, Modern Khmer chmòːl; ~ (*jrm[oo]l >) 
Semelai rəmɔːl.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 20.) 
 
†1777 *jmuul; *jmuəl (& *jmul?) to dibble. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung mor (!); ~ Stieng jərmuːl, Bunör rəmuːl, Bahnar 
jəmuːl. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng muəl to dibble (BLOOD 1966), Kammu-
Yuan cəmɔ̀ː l (perhaps < *jnmuəl) to sow [rice, cotton], (*jmul >?) Lawa Bo 
Luang [ŋgrəiʔ] ʔmɔ, Lawa Umphai [ŋgreʔ] ʔmo dibbling-[stick]; ~ Chrau ləmɔːl 
dibbling-stick, Kammu-Yuan cərmɔ̀ː l dibbling-stick; sowing-season.  
Cf. following.  
(BLOOD 1966 237.) 
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Sora ɟam'mɷl-ən, 'ɟammɷːl-ən seed (= jəb-mɔl, ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1304-5, 1307; 
Proto-Munda *[cs]ɨ(N)-moXl). 
 
1778 *t2maal to sow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*t2[n]maal >) Riang-Lang səmɑl, Praok simɛ seed; ~ 
(*t2rmaal >) Stieng rəmaːl, Bahnar təmaːl to sow second lot [of paddy] where first 
fails (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa sama to plant.  
Cf. preceding & Khmer thnaːl seed-bed.  
(SHAFER 1965 425.) 
 
†1779 *smuul; *smuəl; *smaal (& *smal?) shadow, soul.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Kuy smɔːl, mhɔːl shadow; ~ Mon [pɜŋ] həmao samū &c. 
butterfly soul, fetch in form of butterfly, Khmer srəmaol shadow, image in mirror, (— 
khmaoc) ghost.  
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *snmuəl by metathesis > *mnsuəl >) Bahnar pəhŋɔːl soul. 
C: (Khmuic; *smal >?) Thin hmăl shadow; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kɔ́ː n] hərmàːl image, 
shadow of animate or mobile entity.  
Khmuic vocalism obscure.  
(SMITH 1972 571.)  
Sora um'mul-ən shadow, reflection, image, Santali umul shadow, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
121). 
 
1780 *[y]il barking deer.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre il, Chrau jɯl, Biat jil, Jeh jèl barking deer, Halang jil small kind of 
deer, Bahnar jil kind of deer.  
Or *ʔil? Literary Mon [drāy] e antelope, if not ← Pali eḷaka- wild goat, may with 
Khmer ʔael doe, fawn reflect *ʔel. Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian 
*kaNk'il mouse deer, DEMPWOLFF 1938 73 (Proto-Malayo-Javanese).  
(BLOOD 1966 138; SMITH 1972 388.) 
 
(*yɔl see 1696 *iʔɔl to see.) 
 
‡1780a *yo[o]l to oscillate.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer yòːl to oscillate, ripple, to swing 
(v.t.), Bahnar juːl [jaːl &c.] [large object] swinging (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan yɯ̀ːl [rəŋyɯ̀ːl] shaking continuously; ~ Kuy (k)yɔːl to swing (v.t.), 
Kammu-Yuan kyɯ̀ːl shaking once. 
Proto-Austronesian *iuɣiuɣ: Acehnese mö-yu-yu to shake back and forth, Tagalog 
yugyog to shake, Hiligaynon Bisayan yugyug to shake, to rock cradle, &c. (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
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1781 *[y]uəl; *yəl to carry on head, raise high.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Biat jual to carry on head, Bahnar jɔːl to raise higher than oneself, 
hold out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru yòːl to lift something up with both hands.  
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon yil /yøl/ to place on one’s head, Modern Mon yɜ ̀to 
support or carry on head, to lift, Bahnar yəl to wear on head.  
Cf. Nancowry ʔusúl to carry on head; 1742 *dulʔ &c. to carry on head.  
 
†1782 *kyaal air, wind.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon kyāl /kyal/, Modern Mon ca air, 
wind, Khmer khyɔl (!) wind, air, breath, Kuy (k)yaːl air, wind, Sre caːl, Chrau 
chaːl, Biat chiaːl, Bahnar kiaːl, Jeh kayaːl wind (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
With Khmer vocalism cf. 1381 *yaam. Connect Vietnamese gió?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 410; BLOOD 1966 286.) 
Kharia kɔ'jɔ wind, &c. (PINNOW 1959 202). 
 
(*kyaal, *t1yaal see 1658 *[k]yaa[r] to come loose, come undone.) 
 
1783 *syuul; *syuəl to fly through the air. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung hyur to fly (MILNE 1931); ~ Khmer sɔmyòːl floating 
[hair] (TANDART 1935). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Literary Mon [sāṅ] sow to fly through the air, to throw [e.g. spear]; 
~ (*sryuəl >) [tasow] tayow to glide, dart (with t- by phrasal deformation); ~ 
(*snyuəl >) Sre səɲoal casting-net, Bahnar həɲual net.  
Add following as derivative? 
 
1784 *[s]ryuul; *[s]ryuəl gibbon.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həryoːl, Nyah Kur yuyùl/ʔuyùl/yùl; so connected Mon 
wɜt̀ ɜ? 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔayua, Lawa Umphai rayua.  
Flier through the trees, ~ preceding? 
 
1785 *ril blunt.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rɯ̀l, Biat rɯl. 
 
1786 *riəl to cut up, dismember.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon rɛà rey to cut up, Khasi ria small, broken; ~ Khasi pharia to split 
into small pieces. 
 
(*[ ]riəl see 1792 *[b]riəl pebble.) 
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1787 *raal old, aged.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok rɛ [ju], Vietnamese già (for **rà); ~ Mương khà 
(BARKER 1966 20).  
Rather than Praok ~ 164 *kra[ ]ʔ, which compare. 
 
†1788 *kriəlʔ crane (bird).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon krea, Khmer kriəl Sarus crane, 
Stieng kriɛːl, Biat [klaːŋ] krɛːu, Vietnamese sếu crane.  
Connect obscure Khasi sarew. 
Sora ar'reːd-ən parakeet, Mundari kereaʼd rose-ringed parakeet, Santali kereɔʼd [fowls] 
to scream (PINNOW 1959 K 10).  
So originally onomatopoeic.  
 
1789 *[c]riil gold.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ sriːl; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung khrir, Lawa 
Bo Luang khrea, Lawa Umphai khrai, Mae Sariang khyai, Praok khri (& khray 
treasure; ← Lawa?). 
 
1790 *t2reel thin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon krɔe trī &c. to be (flat and) thin, to be sparse, Proto-
Nyah Kur *triw̱ slim, thin (DIFFLOTH 84 V207; suggests *-iiw!), Palaung hrer 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Umphai hre, by metathesis hləi, Riang-Lang ¯lɛr thin; by 
secondary derivation ~ (i) Mae Sariang khyɛi; (ii, with metathesis) Khasi jlir 
thin. 
 
†1791 *pril; *priəl; by metathesis *pliir; *pliər hail.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer prɯ̀l (!; & prɯ̀ːl; contaminated by 180 *briiʔ …rain?), 
Praok pre. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Jeh priːl, Halang prial ice, hail, Bahnar prɛl, 
Palaung preər, Lawa Bo Luang phrɛ, Lawa Umphai prɛ, Mae Sariang phyɛ hail, 
Khasi phria hail-stone. 
C: (Mon) Mon plɔe. 
D: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bunör plɛːr, Central Rölöm pliər, Bahnar dialects p(ə)lɛr 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan plíar (& by further metathesis *lpiər > Sre 
[miːw] piar); → Jarai plɛːr, Röglai [hajaːn] pəliar.  
Connect Kuy trɛːl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54; BLOOD 1966 100; SMITH 1972 394.) 
Sora a'reːl-ən, 'areˑl-ən (& by metathesis *aler- > ader-['gum-ən]), Kharia 'arɛl, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 225). 
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1792 *[b]riəl pebble.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar brɛl pebble, Khasi [maw]-ria gravel, [tha]-ria 
shingly bed of shallow stream (compounding form?; ≠ ria small, broken < 1786 
*riəl).  
Or *[ ]riəl, ~ *.mriəl > Bahnar? 
 
1793 *luul tadpole.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _lul, Khasi lun.  
Cf. 1203 *[k]lun. Connect 1664 *loor to glide, creep, (wriggle)? 
 
†1794 *wil; *wiil; *wiəl(ʔ); *wəl; *wal; *wail to turn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vɯ̀l to turn (round), Sre wil circle, Bunör wil, 
Central Rölöm wɯl round, Praok ve coil; → Cham wil round, Röglai wil, North 
Röglai win circle; ~ Khmer krəvɤl ring, Bahnar kəwil large and bent (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Chrau weːl to beat [game], Biat [daːk wac] 
weːl eddy, Bahnar wiːl round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vir to return; ~ 
Central Nicobarese kəwiːlə round, circular, Nancowry kĩl (?); ~ Old Mon tirwīl 
/tərwil/ to attend on, Modern Mon kəwi [kəwaŋ] to be attended by. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer vìəl to dig or cut round, to enlarge [hole], Bahnar wɛl to 
spin, Riang-Lang _viɛl to turn round, Vietnamese vẹo to be twisted, crooked, 
distorted, Kensiu wɛlwɛl to turn, Temiar wɛl to turn; (BENJAMIN 1976B 134) again, 
Central Nicobarese wiːəl- to turn; → Thai wian to revolve, gyrate, encircle; ~ 
Bahnar kuɛl bend in road, enclosure, Vietnamese quéo to be curved, bent, crooked, 
queo to be tortuously curved; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kərwìːc]-krwɯ̀al winding, 
meandering; ~ Khmer chviəl to dig round, to fly in circles, Kuy fiːl to stand around in 
a circle, Sabum ciwɛl to turn; ~ (*[ ]mwiəl >) Riang-Lang _miɛl, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai mɛ again. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) (probably Old 
Mon wel /wel/ also,) Khmer vùəl to turn (round), Sre wəl to turn; re-, afresh, 
(probably) Central Nicobarese wɔl- (— -to) again, (hə- — -hətə) to repeat; (or E) 
→ Cham val to turn, North Röglai [win] wan circle; ~ Vietnamese quây to 
surround, encircle (or ad 1669 *wər, which compare?); ~ Old Mon tirwil /tərwøl/ 
limit, term, Middle Mon trawuir also boundary, Modern Mon kəwɒ limit, boundary, 
area or period within limits, Khmer trəvɔl extent; ~ Praok mɯ boundary. 
E: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khasi) Sre wal [boŋ] (lunar, solar) halo, 
Röngao wal to return (v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vər (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _vəl to stir round and round, (?) Khasi wan to come; ~ Semai II riywal 
to turn. 
F: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Sre kuel to bend, twist (?), Bahnar kuaːl to coil 
[rope], turn [handle]; ~ Khmer krəvael to go and return, to explore, run back and 
forth, circle round; ~ Nancowry cawál to turn (or E. ?); ~ Biat rɲuaːl circle, hoop.  
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Add perhaps 1796 *wiil confused…; & as derivatives (*p-wul &c. causative =) 1754 
*p[ ]ul &c. to twine round; (*m-wil &c. =) 1772 *m[ ]il &c. round (SCHMIDT 1905 
54; SHAFER 1965 414; BLOOD 1966 149; SHORTO 1973 379-80, with further 
derivatives; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 251.) (i) perhaps Sora ɩd-, ed- to circle, wind 
(or : 1090 *wi(i)t); (ii) ~ Santali gɛrwɛl ring-shaped marking (PINNOW 1959 K 
521). 
 
‡1795 *wiil left-hand.  
A: (Central & South Aslian) Semai II wiːl; ~ Semelai sawil.  
Connection uncertain Kensiu ʔəyil, Temiar yɛl.  
Cf. 233 *w[i]ʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (b).) 
Proto-Austronesian *uiɣi: Malay k-iri, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 164, *v-; cf. DYEN 1965; 
DAHL 1973 § 13.3). 
 
1796 *wiil (& *wiəl?) confused, to forget.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau wiːl mixed up, confused, Bahnar wiːl to confuse, 
to be puzzled, at a loss (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kuy swiːl, fiːl dizzy (ad variant?), 
Biat cueːl to forget; ~ Riang-Lang _tərvil, _tərwil to forget (to), to faint.  
= 1794 *wiil to turn? Cf. also 1798 *wəəl to deceive. 
 
1797 *waal grazing, open ground.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon wɛà open ground, pasture, Khmer vìːəl 
plain, Kuy wìːal to herd; ~ Old Khmer gvāl, Modern Khmer khvìːəl to herd, Bru 
kuwìal, Stieng guaːl to graze, to herd; ~ Mon həmɛà, Khmer kùəŋvìːəl herdsman.  
Cf. Sre kuil open ground, clearing.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1798 *wəəl to deceive.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon wɜ ̀to deceive, cause false perception or 
impression, Praok [khɯm] vɤ to be guileful, Vietnamese vờ to pretend to.  
Cf. 1796 *wiil confused… . 
 
1799 *sil to peel.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy sel to peel, to slice thin, Bru siːl to peel with 
knife (< *-iil?), Stieng seːl to peel, Biat chɯl to peel, chil to clean with knife (→ 
Sre chil to peel?), Kammu-Yuan [háːl] híl to peel with knife, remove bark; → 
Röglai sil to peel. 
 
1800 *siil; *siəl ashamed.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ɓa]siːl to be ashamed, put to shame. 
B: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *sɛɛl shy, ashamed (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 158A.) 
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1801 *saal light in weight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon sa sā; ~ (*snsaal >) Kuy ŋhaːl; ~ (*srsaal by 
metathesis >) Khmer sraːl.  
Cf. 1731 *[s]jaal &c. 
 
(*saal see also 191 *laʔ to spread, extend; *suul see 1675 *siir to incise, write.) 
 
1802 *ksaal split bamboo fibre.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon kṣā, Modern Mon cha, Riang-Lang ¯khɑl [_roʔ &c.]; 
~ (*kmsaal >) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai hma. 
 
1803 *ksul; *ksuul hair, fleece. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon [twor] kṣuiw dressed [cotton], Modern Mon chɒ to be fleecy. 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan khúːl body hair.  
Connect Central Nicobarese pu(l)yoːl body hair, Nancowry puyól (< *bu(l)sul?; 
perhaps contaminated by Malay bulu). 
 
1803a *hiil, (*hiil hiil >) *lhiil; *lh(i)əl bare, smooth, worn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer hɤl blunt, Chrau hiːl cleared, bare, empty, Biat hiːl 
cut short, (— boːk) bald, Bahnar ʔieːl (!) smooth; (*lh-) Khmer rəhɤl even, smooth 
[road], Khasi lin-lin very [smooth]; ~ Khasi plin smoothly. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi len smooth, len-len smooth and bare.  
With Bahnar initial cf. ʔiɛːp < 1294 *[h]iəp. Note further Khmer lhaːl, rəhaːl flat 
and open, spacious, Khasi [khuid] lan-lan bare, bald, plan-plan barren, empty space; 
Vietnamese lì very smooth; & cf. 1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery. 
 
1804 *hul to abuse, threaten.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre hol to threaten (DOURNES 1950), Jeh hòl to abuse (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979).  
For Bahnar dialects huːl to be angry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) see 1808 *[t]huul. Cf. 
A162 *wal annoyingly persistent. 
 
(*hul[ ] see 1695 *ʔul[ ] …to vomit.) 
 
1805 *khe[e]l shield.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer khael, Stieng [niːm] ghɛːl, Biat, Bahnar kheːl; → Cham 
kheːl, Jarai khiːəl; Thai kʰěen, (?) ultimately → Vietnamese khiên. 
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1806 *khal (& *khaal?) cup, bowl.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon khal /khɔl/, Modern Mon khɔ small cup for 
food-offerings, Kuy khal bowl used as dipper, (variant >?) Stieng khaːl small copper 
drinking-cup; → Burmese kho small basket for offerings; Thai kʰǎn bowl.  
BENEDICT 1972 63 no. 266 compares Burmese with Lushei khou kind of basket. 
 
1807 *khuul vapour.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ Sre kənhul; ~ (*kmhuul >) Mon həmao khamū 
&c. vapour, gas (merging odour < 1563 *s/m/ʔuur); ~ Bru tahɔːl steam, vapour 
(< *-ual?).  
Connect perhaps (i) 1811 *[ ]mh(u)əl cloud; (ii) Vietnamese hơi steam, breath, 
vapour, gas, air. 
 
(*[c]hiəlʔ see 1697 *[c]ʔiəl[ ] to wilt, wither.) 
 
1808 *[t]hiil; *[t]hiəl angry. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hiːl (& Bahnar dialects, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, huːl; 
contaminated by 1804 *hul to abuse…?). 
B: (Mon; or *dh-) Mon thea to be angry, annoyed. 
 
1809 *thu[s]; *thuul[ ] to blow. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese thổi. 
B: (Central Aslian) Temiar təhoːl.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan thúː [wind] to blow. 
 
1810 *bhaal (kind of) jack-fruit.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon pha mountain jack, Artocarpus chaplasha Roxburgh, 
Khasi [soh]-phan, Central Nicobarese pəyaːl jack-fruit.  
 
†‡1811 *[ ]mhuəl; *[ ]mhəl cloud. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre mhoal (→ Röglai), Jölong h(ə)muːəl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương mâl (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese 
mây; (probably ~) Kuy lməl̀, Bahnar həməl.  
Connection uncertain Thin ʔăŋʔul mist; Bahnar kəŋuəl cloud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
Kensiu ʔal cloud, which suggest *(k-)nʔ-; Munda, Austronesian support *mh-. Cf. 
1807 *khuul vapour. 
Sora (i) 'moːdaː-n, compounding form moːl-ən mist, fog (referred at PINNOW 1959 
384 to a root meaning smoke; final discussed ib. p. 361); (ii) mor'moːri-, momo 
(to be) foggy, mor- [smoke, mist] to spread; (iii) umod-ən &c., compounding form 
'moˑd-ən fog, mist, smoke, v.  
Proto-Austronesian *Samuɣ (?) dew: Tagalog hamóg, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 91, *l-, 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Javanese < *S/al/amuɣ?; Proto-Philippine *hamquR, 
ZORC & CHARLES). See BENEDICT 1975 268-9, dew. 
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1812 *[r]huul; *[r]hə[ ]l; *rʔuul; *rʔuəl to grill.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy hɔːl to hold over flame, Sre houl to heat up [food] (→ 
Röglai); ~ Biat nhoːl to heat up [food], to grill. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar həhəːl to grill, dry by heat (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer) Khmer ròːl to expose to heat of fire, roast (probably → Kuy ròːl to singe). 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːəl to grill [fish], (~?) Chrau uəl to toast, roast, 
Biat ual to grill.  
Connect Khmer ʔaːl to roast, grill, burn, (ròːl —) to irritate, ~ Biat rʔaːl irritation, rash; 
but connection uncertain Khasi phon to make stock. Cf. 1685 *hur to expose to 
heat; 1671 *waar &c. …to heat.  
 
(*lhiil, *lh(i)əl see 1803a *hiil bare, smooth, worn.) 
 
1813 *ʔaawʔ upper garment.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔaːv upper garment, Sre aːw garment, Chrau 
aːw shirt, clothes, Biat aːɔ jacket, Jeh, Halang aːw shirt, Bahnar aːw, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese áo upper garment; → Cham, Röglai aːw, Jarai aːɔ, 
North Röglai au.  
Hardly all ← Vietnamese.  
(SMITH 1972 438.) 
 
‡1814 *kiəw; *giəw left-hand. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre kiaw, Biat ciau. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng giɔː, giɔu, Chrau gyaw; ~ Bahnar ʔŋiɛw.  
Jeh iːw, Halang iaw are ← Indonesian (*uSiau?), see 233 *w[i]ʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 96; cf. SMITH 1972 436; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (c).) 
Proto-Austronesian *kiua: Malay kiwa left-handed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; DYEN 
1953 § 97; DAHL 1973 n. 20.22; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 327. 
 
1815 *kaw areca nut.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cau; ~ Old Mon kmow /kmɔw/, Literary Mon 
[tnaṁ] kmau areca palm. 
 
1816 *ŋk[awʔ] (kind of) owl.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Nyah Kur kɤẃ owl, Chrau nkoː screech- owl, 
Stieng kɔu, (→?) Biat [klaːŋ] kɔːu, Sakai 'ngkō owl (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 O 72).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese cú. 
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1817 *jkaw (kind of) bear.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bru sakaw, Stieng [klah] kɔu, Biat kau bear; ~ 
Sre jirkaw Ursus malayanus, Chrau səkaw black bear, Bahnar cəgəːw (!), Mương 
cú (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese gấu bear; → Cham cakɔẁ, Jarai jəgɒːo, 
Acehnese cagɛə bear, Röglai jəgəw Melursus ursinus (& jirgəw Ursus malayanus, 
contaminated by Sre), North Röglai cagəu bears.  
Bahnar →, vocalism contaminated by, Indonesian! Vietnamese tone from initial 
sequence. Note Jakun dehóʼ, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 107.  
(SHAFER 1965 531; BLOOD 1966 194.) 
 
1818 *tkaw[ʔ] to sit, stay.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Kuy (t)kaːu to sit, Bru takùː (suggs. 
*tguuʔ?), Kammu-Yuan kɔʔ́ to (lie in) wait for, Praok kaə to endure, ?Nancowry 
kɯ̃ʔ to sit (or ad 283 *[ ]guk?).  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese cứ to continue to, cư to dwell. 
 
†1819 *pkaaw; *pkaʔ flower. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon pkāw /pkaw/, Modern Mon kao, Stieng kaːo, 
Biat kaːɔ, Mendriq, Semnam, Semelai bəkaw; → Röglai bəkaːw (→ Sre); Proto-
Karen *pʻkau (SHAFER 1965); ~ (*pnkaaw >) Chrau ŋkaːw, Bahnar pəkaːw. 
B: (Khmer) Old Khmer p(h)kā, Modern Khmer phkaː.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 42; BLOOD 1966 273; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 187.) 
(Ad B) Santali baha, &c. (PINNOW 1959 21; Proto-Munda *baqa).  
Note Proto-Austronesian *buŋa, DEMPWOLFF 1938 35-6; DYEN 1953 § 110; & 
*bu(N)ka to open, DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, *bukac; DYEN 1953 § 108; NOTHOFER 1975 
193. 
 
†1820 *rk[aw]ʔ (& *rkaawʔ?) husked rice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Palaung rəko, 
Riang-Lang ¯koʔ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔakɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai rakoʔ, Mae Sariang 
ɣakoʔ husked rice, Khasi khaw rice, Sakai rĕkuaʼ husked rice (i.e. Jah Hut; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 R 111); ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkɔː ʼaṅkar (!), Kuy ŋkaːu, Kammu-Yuan 
rəŋkóʔ, Praok gaw, (var. >?) Mương cáo (BARKER 1966 25), Vietnamese gạo! 
husked rice.  
(SHAFER 1965 222, 304, 550; HAUDRICOURT 1965, 171.) 
Gutob, Juang rukuː, ~ Sora 'ruŋkuː-n, &c. (PINNOW 1959 139). 
 
(*skəəw see 1866 *ksəəw red ant; *giəw see 1814 *kiəw left-hand.) 
 
1820a *gaaw (& *gaw?) to go up, climb.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu-Yuan kàː, (variant >?) Khasi kiew.  
Separate Praok kaw to stand up, : Lawa Bo Luang kɑuh, &c. 
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(*lŋawʔ see 34 *lŋaaʔ sessamum; *sŋiiw see 37 *sŋiʔ house.) 
 
1821 *cəw to come, go, to return.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon cow /cɔw/ to return, Modern Mon cao also 
to proceed to arranged destination, Kuy cau to come, Jeh cìw, Halang ciw to go.  
Cf. Khasi shaw to fetch, to go to meet. 
 
1821a *.caaw to bargain.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan cáː to bargain, haggle, Khasi siew to 
pay; ~ Vietnamese giao to hand over (by attraction following, which compare). 
 
1822 *jawʔ (?); *jaaw[ ] to hand over. 
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Praok co, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang choʔ to sell (& Lawa Bo 
Luang thɑuʔ!), (?) Khasi ïew market. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer jāhv to barter, Modern Khmer cìːəv to buy, sell 
(monk's language), Sre jaːw to offer, to hand over, Chrau jaːw to entrust, hand over, 
Bahnar jaːw (what is) handed over; → Cham càːw to hand over, give; Thai cʰâw to 
rent, lease, hire, let.  
Cf. besides preceding. 1729 *j[u]l &c. to buy, with which there is contamination 
connection uncertain Praok [la] caə, Vietnamese chợ market-place.  
(SHAFER 1965 547.) 
 
1823 *[b]jəwʔ to bewitch, exercise supernatural powers.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _cɔʔ to bewitch the affections of (& ¯cɔʔ to bewitch 
so as to cause sickness or death by arbitrary variation; → Kammu-Yuan cɔ́ː  to kill by 
sorcery?); ~ Sre bəjəw, Bahnar pəjɔw, pəjəw shaman; → Cham pacɔẁ, Jarai 
pəjɒːu, Röglai bəjəw, North Röglai bijəu shaman.  
(SMITH 1972 425.) 
 
1824 *taaw to stand.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Old Mon tāw /taw/ to stand, remain, stay, endure, 
Modern Mon tao to be stationary, to dwell, be located in, Chrau taːw to get up, stand 
up; ~ (*[t]ntaaw >) Sre nta(ː)w to be upright, get up; ~ Old Mon ptāw to halt 
(v.t.), in compounds to set up, maintain, Modern Mon pətao to set up…, (?) Khasi 
thaw to make, create.  
Connection dubious Bahnar pədɔ ̄to raise, set upright (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 580.) 
 
1825 *kt[aw]ʔ skin.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Aslian) Kensiu katəʔ, Semai gətəːʔ, Semaq Beri gətuːh; ~ Sre 
gəltaw leather, hide, Chrau ntoː skin, Biat ntɔːu skin, leather.  
(BLOOD 1966 199; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 236 (c).) 
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1826 *kt1aaw sugar-cane.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre taːw, Chrau caːw, Biat taːɔ; ~ Bahnar kətaːw, Sedang 
katéo, Bru kataːw.  
(SHAFER 1965 466; BLOOD 1966 336; SMITH 1972 447.)  
 
1827 *ptaw creeper, rattan.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer phdau rattan; ~ (*prtaw >) Chrau pətaw, 
Biat rtau creeper, Khasi pathaw gourd, melon, pumpkin (by attraction Tai *taw, cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 271, dip…). 
 
1828 *pt1[əw]ʔ smoke.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan pətəʔ́, Riang-Lang ¯tɔʔ [_ŋal], Praok taw.  
Connect obscure Sre otərto smoke-cloud, smog. 
 
1829 *daaw noble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tɛà nobleman, Khmer tìːəv royal title (TANDART 1935 first 
princess of blood); → Thai tʰáaw rank title for court ladies; ~ Khmer cùmtìːəv lady, 
noblewoman. 
 
1830 *[ ]ɗiiw; *[ ]ɗ[i]əw; by metathesis *[ ]ɗuəy to point (out). 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre (→ Röglai) sənɗiːw to point out. 
B: (Khasi; ~?) Khasi kdew, ʼdew to point (out). 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy nthùːai to point with finger, Bru sadɒːy. 
 
1831 *cɗaw lamp, torch.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon [pnāṅ] cḍow /cɗɔw/ lamp; ~ (*crɗaw >) Mon 
[kəmot] hədao illuminations, Chrau [uɲ] sədaw torch.  
 
1832 *[c]pn1[ə]w young unmarried man, bachelor.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre pənu, Riang-Lang ¯sənau, Praok sinɔ. 
 
(*krpiiw see 103 *krpiʔ buffalo.) 
 
†1833 *[t1]pawʔ to put hand in.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung po to take [fish] by hand, Riang-Lang ¯poʔ to fumble, to put 
hand into.  
Cf. Lawa Umphai pɔk to take [fish] by hand.  
Mundari tupu, Santali topo to dip (PINNOW 1959 K 531). 
 
(*tbaw see 1835 *[r]baw kind of gourd.) 
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1834 *d[b]aw millet.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer tvau, Modern Khmer thpɤ̀u, Stieng bɔu; ~ East 
Bahnar təbɤːu (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect 125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane? Cf. also 122a *[j]ɓ[o]ʔ kind of cereal crop. (Cf. POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 19.) 
 
1835 *[r]baw kind of gourd.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Khmer lpɤ̀u, 
rəpɤ̀u Cucurbita pepo (TANDART 1935), Kuy phàːu pumpkin, Stieng rəbɔːu (& 
krəbɔːu) edible wild gourd, War [cya]-tɛpɛu (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), 
Vietnamese bầu gourd; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang pai, Lawa Umphai mbai Cucurbita 
pepo.  
With Lawa vocalism cf. ʔnai ad 1856 *ləwʔ.  
Cf. Sanskrit alābu- bottle- gourd, lābu-, lābū- gourd, ← Austroasiatic according to 
MAYRHOFER 1953-80 i 55; supposedly → Malay labu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 89, 
*labuc; Proto-Malayo-Javanese; → Central Nicobarese ləbu, ləpu). But perhaps 
*tbaw ~ *trbaw (then Stieng rəbɔːu ← Khmer; Khmer contaminated by 
Sanskrit?), : Toba Batak tabutabu, Malagasy tavu bottle- gourd. (referred to 
*tabuc dipper at DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; HENDON 1964, 372 ff. proposed *tabew; cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 271, dip…).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; cf. BEFEO 55, 193.) 
 
(*ɓiəwʔ see 1764 *ɓiə[l]ʔ askew.) 
 
1836 *ɓ[aw]ʔ companion, mate.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre baw spouse, Chrau voː to mate, Riang-Lang ˉboʔ, 
Praok paw companion, friend, (?) Lawa Bo Luang poʔ, Lawa Umphai phoʔ, Mae 
Sariang puʔ one another.  
Palaungic contaminated by 109 *b[oo]ʔ friend. 
 
1837 *kɓaw to rinse mouth out.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Mon bao [paiŋ], Kuy pau [trɑːi]; ~ (*knɓaw >) 
Bahnar gəmɤːu, kəmɤːu (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*miiw see 127 *miʔ (to) rain.) 
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1838 *miəw cat.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre meːw, Biat mɛːu, 
Chrau, Bahnar mɛːw cat, Jeh miːw, Halang miãw wild cat, Kammu-Yuan mɛ ̀ːw, 
Riang-Lang _meau, Lawa Bo Luang meau, Lawa Umphai mɛu, Mae Sariang mia, 
Khasi miaw, Vietnamese mèo, Semang méu (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
45), Central Nicobarese meau cat; → Cham mɯyaːw, Röglai miaːw, North 
Röglai miãu, Acehnese miə, Iban mayau; by back-formation Jarai ɛːo, → Bunör 
ʔɛːw, Biat ɛːu.  
Onomatopoeic. Cf. Thai mɛɛw, Shan mɛɔ̄, &c. (see BENEDICT 1975 411, tiger…; → Kuy 
mɛːu, Bru mɛːw).  
(BLOOD 1966 99.) 
 
‡1839 *by[əw]h storm.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer p(h)yùh storm, hurricane, 
Kuy phyùh, Vietnamese bão [tố] storm; ~ (?, *bry[əw]h >) Sre briuh fog, 
Chrau [vɔh] vrɛh drizzle.  
Connection uncertain Kensiu bewaʔ, Mah Meri buwaʔ wind (= SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 W 109 (a), ? (c)). 
Proto-Austronesian *baɣiuS: Tagalog bagyó storm, tempest, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 32). 
 
1840 *raw; *raaw to make a loud sound.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng rɔːu to cry, howl, roar, bellow; ~ Bahnar jrɛw (to give an) 
exultant cry, Jeh driːw to hoot, Halang driaw to talk loudly (with secondary 
fronting); ~ (*.nraw >) Stieng ndrɔu, Chrau ndraw to crow, Biat ndrau to croak, 
crow; ~ Mon krɛà to crow, coo, hiss, Proto-Nyah Kur *khra ̤w (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V208).  
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi riw, riew to make a sound; ~ Khmer krìːəv breaking 
of voice, mew; hoarse, West Bahnar graːo to crow (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre 
nraːw to crow.  
Add perhaps as derivatives 1845 *kra(a)w to call out, announce, 1847 *craaw 
babbling… . Cf. 161 *roʔ &c. to make an inarticulate noise.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; BLOOD 1966 202.) 
 
1841 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *riʔaawh >?) *r[ ]aawh to wash. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kuy rìːau, Bru ʔarìaw, Sre, Chrau raːw, 
Biat raːɔ to wash, Jeh, Halang raːw to wash [hands], Kammu-Yuan ràː to wash 
[dishes, edibles], Vietnamese rửa to wash; → Cham, Röglai raːw, Jarai raːɔ, North 
Röglai rau; (probably ~) Bahnar hraːw to wash rice; ~ (?, Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*rinʔaawh >) ʔɲaːw to wash.  
Cf. 2053 *ruuh to wash [clothes]. But hardly connected 165 *kruuʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 517; BLOOD 1966 323; SMITH 1972 441, 444.) 
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1842 *raaw openwork basket.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon rɛà openwork basket, Khmer rìːəv basket for crockery, fish, &c.  
Connection dubious Bahnar dialects rɔːʔ small coarsely woven kind of basket 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh rou, Halang roː back-basket (&c., see SMITH 1972 568; 
< *rɔʔ?). 
 
1843 *kri[i]w; *kriəw to castrate.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kriːu. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kriəv, Sre kriaːw (& kraːw) to castrate, Biat krɛːu 
castrated, Bahnar krɛw to castrate; → Jarai krɛɔʔ, Röglai kriaːw, North Röglai 
kiãu.  
(SHAFER 1965 61.) 
 
1844 *krawʔ back, behind.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon krow /krɔw/ 
behind, after (& krāw /kraw/; with secondary lengthening?), Modern Mon krao to 
be subsequent, Mương khau (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sau (!)behind, Kensiu 
kiyɔʔ, Temiar kərɯʔ back; → Burmese kro back; (probably) ~ Lawa Umphai 
[ka]ŋgroʔ, Mae Sariang [ɣa]ŋgyoʔ back (or [kaŋ]groʔ &c.; then < simplex).  
With Mương, Vietnamese tone cf. 1856 *ləwʔ; 170 *jriiʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 4 (a).) 
 
1845 *kraw; *kraaw to call out, announce. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*knraw >) Riang-Lang _krau news, report (with 
tone contaminated by Shan khɑ̌u), Praok grɔ [grɔŋ] facts, about; ~ (*kpraw >) 
Chrau praw legend, tale. 
B: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Mon, ?Nicobaric) Jeh, Halang kraːw to call, Bahnar kraːw 
to call, cry out, summon; ~ Middle Mon kamrau to announce (or A), Sre kəmraːw 
to be passed round by word of mouth (→ Röglai), Vietnamese rao to announce, 
advertise, cry out; ~ Literary Mon kamrau narration, Modern Mon pərao (facts) 
about. ~ (?) Nancowry kayów to gossip.  
~ 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound?  
(SMITH 1972 443.)  
 
1846 *kraw; *kraaw to poison.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng krɔːu, Chrau kraw to poison [fish] with bark of creeper, 
Biat krau to poison, Bahnar krɔw to poison [fish]; ~ Bru ntràw. 
B: (Bahnaric) Jeh traːu, kraːu to poison [fish] (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ (*kpraaw 
>) Sre [bəs] praːw viper, poisonous snake, Bahnar praːw kind of snake.  
Cf. Khasi khariaw Millettia pachycarpa creeper, yielding fish-poison.  
(SHAFER 1965 103.) 
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1846a *[c]riəw in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon sea sea all together, Khasi riaw (compounding form!) in a crowd, 
in large numbers.  
Or *sr-. 
 
1847 *craaw babbling, tinkling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [sea] sao srau with a confused noise, Khmer craːv metallic 
tinkling.  
~ 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound? 
 
‡1848 *[c]rəw itch.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung hrəv (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉrau itch, (~?) Khasi 
sarew scab, skin disease causing scabs (& satrew sore caused by itch, [ʼniang] trew 
sore caused by itch).  
~ (i) Proto-Austronesian *gar[ə]u: Acehnese, Gayo garu, Cham kàraːw, &c. to 
scratch, Malay garu to scratch hard, &c. (cf. NOTHOFER 1975 88, Proto-Malayo-
Javanese *garəw; Proto-Malayo-Javanese/Proto-Aceh-Cham, perhaps Proto-
West-Indonesian); (ii) East Formosan *kaɣaw, Thao *k/m/uɣaw to scratch 
(BENEDICT 1975 370, which compare). 
 
1849 *triəw oriole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre [siːm] treːw kind of oriole (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar [sɛːm 
yɔːŋ] kiaːo oriole (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Distinguish 1788 *kriəlʔ crane. 
 
†1850 *t2rawʔ; *t2raaw[ ] taro. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Mon) Mon krao (or B), Khmer trau 
arum (GUESDON 1930), Sre traw, Chrau [vuːm] traw taro, East Bahnar trɔːu 
amaranth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ˉsəroʔ taro; ~ Kuy (ʔaː)ràːu taro.  
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer traːv taro, East Bahnar traːu amaranth 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi shriew, ’riew arum. 
Sora 'saroː-['gai-ən] Caladium esculentum, Mundari saɽu kind of edible root, Santali 
saru taro.  
Proto-Oceanic *ntalo (which might be cognate if Polynesian → Melanesian!) is 
referred to Proto-Austronesian *talət' (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128-9; Malay, Javanese 
kind of tuber). 
 
†1851 *t1praw six.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon turow /tərɔw/, Modern Mon 
kərao, Sre, Chrau praw, Biat prau, Mương kháu (BARKER & BARKER 1976), 
Vietnamese sáu, Serting pĕrū’ (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 231); by 
secondary derivation ~ Bahnar tədrɔw, tədrəw, Jeh tadraw, Halang drədraw, 
Ulu Tembeling tĕmpĕrū (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
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Mương, Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect Khasi hinriw (< *-raaw?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; BLOOD 1966 196; SMITH 1972 432.) 
Kharia 'tib(h)ru, &c. (PINNOW 1959 148; Proto-Munda *tɨwru). 
 
1851a *braw[ʔ] mature unmarried person.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer prɤ̀u old maid, (boʔrɔh —) old bachelor; ~ Biat nɗrɔːu, 
(by metathesis *bnruəʔ >) Bahnar adrɔː, Gölar Bahnar hədrɔː widow, widower; 
→ Röglai bənraːw widow, widower. 
Widow(er) perhaps by attraction Cham pìlɔw, &c., < Proto-Austronesian *balu(S) 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 22; DYEN 1953 § 93; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1852 *braaw coconut palm.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon brāw /braw/, Modern Mon 
[nɔm] prɛà, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai phrɯa, Mae Sariang phɯa, Central 
Nicobarese oyau; → Thai mapʰráaw, → Khmuʼ blaːw, Thin blau; ~ (*bnraaw 
>?) Vietnamese [cây] dừa (for **rừa). 
 
(*sriəw see 1846a *[c]riəw in quantity.) 
 
1853 *law[ʔ] finger, digit.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng lɒːu finger (quantifier), Biat lau [tiː] finger; ~ Sre [ti] naw 
forefinger, Stieng ŋlɒːu, East Bahnar &c. (h)aŋlɤːu finger, toe (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
 
1854 *law; *laaw to pass, exceed; past time. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Halang law more than; to pass by; ~ Stieng nɒːu formerly, 
Sre [or]naw (in the) non-immediate past, Praok naw to be early, primitive; once, 
formerly; ~ Sre rəlaw more, Biat rlau to exceed; past, more, exceeding, Jeh llaw 
more than. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh, Halang naːw more, Jeh ʔnaːw recently (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979). 
Not *rl- ~ *rnl-, which should yield Stieng rən-, Praok sin-.  
(SMITH 1972 448.) 
 
1855 *laaw which?, what?  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon lhāw /lhaw/ which?, what? (& 
Modern Mon lɒ < weak form), Kensiu ləw, Temiar loʔ what?; ~ Vietnamese nào 
which?.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 77 (a).) 
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1856 *ləwʔ long in duration.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Old Mon lo’ /lɔʔ/, Modern Mon lòʔ, 
Proto-Semai *liiw (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Mương lô (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese 
lâu (!) to take a long time; ~ (*jnləwʔ >) Riang-Lang _cənɔʔ duration; to be long in 
time, (?) Lawa Umphai, Lawa Bo Luang ʔnai late. 
With Lawa vocalism cf. Lawa Bo Luang pai, &c., ad 1835 *[r]baw; with Mương, 
Vietnamese tone cf. 1844 *krawʔ; 170 *jriiʔ. 
 
1857 *klaaw male sexual organs.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Stieng klaːu male sexual 
organs, Chrau klaːw, Biat [ŋkɔːŋ] klaːɔ penis (vulgar), Hre klew, Sedang kléo 
testes, Kammu-Yuan kláː scrotum, penis, Semang klau penis (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 53); ~ Central Nicobarese [noːt]-kəməlau boar. 
Hence by deformation Cham, Röglai klaːy penis? Cf. here Lawa Bo Luang kləiʔ. 
Cham pɔ̀ː h kluː, Jarai bɔːh təluː, Röglai boʔ kluh testes are < Proto-Austronesian 
*qət2luɣ egg (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134, *[t]əluɣ). Connect 1859 *t1l[ə]w[ʔ] male?  
(SMITH 1972 449.)  
 
1858 *gləw (kind of) leech.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Chrau gluː water leech, Biat 
gluː, Semang alu leech (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 46); ~ (*gpləw >) Vietnamese 
[đỉa] trâu large kind of leech; ~ (*gmləw >) Sre blu leech. 
Cf. 1410 *t1ləm &c. land leech.  
(BLOOD 1966 231.) 
 
1858a *t1nlaaw[ ] (& *t1nlaw[ ]?) lake, pond.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre tənaw pond, Biat ŋlaːɔ pond, marsh, (variant >?) 
Thin tən̆lo lake. 
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *d1an1au (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍanav; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.5, 15.2; Cham tànaːw, &c., probably → Bahnar dənɔw); or 
Vietnamese ao pond. 
 
1859 *t1l[ə]w[ʔ] male.  
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian, Khmuic, Katuic) Sre klaw, Chrau kloː, Biat klɔːu male 
(human being), (by metathesis *t1luəʔ >?) Bahnar klɔː, Jeh klou husband, Halang 
kloː man; ~ (*t1nluəʔ >?) Bahnar tənɔː male, Jeh tanou, Halang tənoː male 
animal; → Jarai tənoː, Röglai tənəw, North Röglai tano male [animal]; ~ Besisi 
malâu, maʼlau husband (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 21 (a)); by 
secondary derivation ~ Chrau səkloː husband, Kammu-Yuan cəmrɔʔ̀ man, male, 
Bru nlaw man.  
Connect 1857 *klaaw male sexual organs?  
(BLOOD 1966 200; SMITH 1972 561, 563.) 
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1860 *ml[əw] betel.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer mlùː, Kuy mphlùː, Bru 
manlùə, Stieng, Chrau, Biat mluː, Bahnar [hlaː] bəlɔw, bələw, Kammu-Yuan 
plùː, Mương trù (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese trầu; → (i) Thai pʰluu, Shan pū̀, 
→ Riang-Lang _plu, Lawa Bo Luang ploʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang phloʔ 
betel, Palaung plu areca nut; (ii) Karo Batak belo betel; & (iii) by obscure 
borrowing route (*sla blu >) Middle Mon sablu, Modern Mon həplùʔ betel leaf; 
Central Sakai blök areca nut. 
Culture-word; Khmer perhaps → South Bahnaric; but hardly all ← Tai in view of 
Khmer m-. Hence ultimately Proto-Austronesian *buyuq, BLUST 1973 no. 92 
(Proto-Hesperonesian)? Cf. BENEDICT 1975 299, fruit… (IV); Tho-Nung shows 
anomalous diphthongization, supporting *-əw.  
(SHAFER 1965 298; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 125.)  
 
1861 *rliw (& *rliiw?) lazy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic). Mon [kənùh] lì to be lazy, idle, Khmer rəlìːv 
drowsy, (~, or with phrasally conditioned tone?) Vietnamese lêu-[ổng] to loaf, be 
lazy; ~ (?, *krliw >) Kammu-Yuan [kráːw] kríw carelessly; untidy. 
Mon, Khmer vowel lengthening perhaps regular in context. Cf. 189 *laʔ liiʔ &c. 
careless, slovenly. 
 
1862 *slewʔ to squint.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer slaev squinting, Vietnamese lé to squint; 
~ Mon həle salew to be oblique, (mòt —) to squint, Khmer srəlaev, (TANDART 
1935, SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.) srəleːv, Khasi share squinting; ~ (*splewʔ > 
Vietnamese tréo to be at an angle, crossed (& trẹo to be off natural position, to be 
dislocated). 
Cf. 759 *sliŋ &c. …to squint. 
 
1863 (*tawaw >?) *twaaw, *ta[ ]waw koel, Eudynamys scolopaceus malayana 
Cabanis and Heine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) (*tw-) Old Mon twāw /twaw/, Literary Mon kwau; 
(*ta[ ]w-) Mon kaowao (& həcem kəwao; by contraction?), Khmer taːvau, Biat 
taːwau; → Cham tawaːw. 
Onomatopoeic. 
 
†1864 *ksiw; *ksiəw to whisper. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ɗəs] chiw, by metathesis (*kwis >) Biat [ŋəːi] chwih. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer [khsɤp]-khsiəv; ~ (*kpsiəw >) Mon 
kəsea, Riang-Lang kəsiao (!), Khasi pasiaw. 
Riang-Lang -s- by onomatopoeic retention. 
Sora po'se-pa'se- [to speak] in whispers (RAMAMURTI 1938; beside po'seːge-pə'seːge-). 
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1865 *ks[aw]ʔ red.  
A: (Kuy, Palaungic, Khasi). Kuy (k)sau, Palaung kho, Khasi saw (compounding 
form?). 
Kuy may imply *-ɔʔ. Connection dubious Chrau prhɔː.  
 
†1866 *ksəwʔ; *ksəəw[ ] red ant. 
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan khúʔ red ant, Semang kaso’ ant (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 A 101). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Stieng ceːu large kind of biting ant, 
Central Nicobarese kaːhɤə large red ant, by metathesis (*skəəw[ ] >) Khasi 
’khiew (~ dkhiew) ant; (probably, rather than A) by secondary derivation ~ Mon 
(k)əchao red ant. 
(By metathesis?) Mundari hao-[mui’ɟ], Santali hao large red ant (PINNOW 1959 K 
534). 
 
1867 *br[s]aw; *br[s]aaw kind of water snail. 
A: (North Bahnaric) East Bahnar bəsɤːu kind of freshwater univalve (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vəsaːw small kind of water snail. 
?Connected to Khmer [khyɔːŋ] khiav kind of snail so *k(m)e-.  
 
1868 *hiiw; *hiəw to drift. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hi to drift, Kontum Bahnar hiyuː drifting 
(on water), floating (in air) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese hiu-hiu [wind] to 
blow very lightly. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Jölong h(i)ɛːo drifting (on water) (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Vietnamese phiêu to drift, flost. 
Rather than Mon : Khmer hael to swim. 
 
1869 *haaw to climb, ascend.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau haːw to ascend, Biat haːɔ to go up, climb, Sre, Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang haːw to climb; ~ Chrau tənhaːw to raise, Biat nhaːɔ to lift, raise.  
(SHAFER 1965 271; BLOOD 1966 296; SMITH 1972 440.) 
 
1870 *krhiəw small bell, jingle.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Katuic) Mon hərea small bell, bicycle-bell, Khasi [sha]kuriaw jingle, 
cymbal, Bru ʔarìiw small bell. 
 
1871 *ʔas; *ʔəs to swell. 
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy ʔah inflamed and 
swollen, Sre as swelling, Biat ɛh abscess, Bahnar dialects ɛh (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi at, Semai ʔas, Semelai ʔɔs to swell; ~ (*pnʔas >) Bahnar pəʔŋɛh to swell. 
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B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ès to swell, swelling, Riang-Lang as swollen, to 
swell, Palaung ər to be swollen (so probably, rather than A), Praok uːa, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔɔih to swell, Nancowry yəh́ to swell.  
(SHAFER 1965 431; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 540.) 
 
(*ʔaas see 1873 *iʔaas to shine.) 
 
1872 *[ ]ʔus; *[ ]ʔuus; *[ ]ʔuəs fire, firewood.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer ʔoh us firewood; → Cham, Jarai, North Röglai ʔjuh, Röglai iuh 
firewood. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre ous, Temiar ʔoːs, Semelai ʔus fire. 
C: (Mon, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric, Katuic) Middle Mon ’oh /ʔoh/, Modern 
Mon uh firewood, Kuy ʔuːh, Bru ʔuːyh fire, firewood, Kensiu ʔɔs, Semai ʔɔːs fire, 
Central Nicobarese ɔh̃ firewood. 
Cf. 885 *ʔuɲ fire Mương (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese củi may be connected, as 
Vietnamese cứt with 794 *ʔic &c.; so may 2041 *[k]ɓuh to burn, grill. But Cham 
&c. suggest *jʔ-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22; SHAFER 1965 436; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 124.) 
 
1872a *ʔuus to drag.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔoːh ʼūs, Stieng, Biat uːih, Chrau uih. 
 
†‡1873 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔaas > *yaas, Pre-Palaungic *ʔaas; (Pre-Proto-
Mon-Khmer *iʔaaʔ >) *yaʔ to shine. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Old Mon yās /yas/, Modern 
Mon yɛh̀ dawn, to shine, Riang-Lang ˉɑs to glitter, shine, Proto-Semai *jiis daylight 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Old Mon yimās shining [gold], Old Khmer mās, Modern Khmer 
mìːəh, Stieng maːih gold, Sre mah (!)gold, shiny (→ Röglai məh shine; ≠ mɯh 
gold, ← Cham?), Biat maːih, Bahnar mayh gold.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ Bahnar) məɲaʔ, pəɲaʔ gleaming 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; perhaps ~ (*ipʔaaʔ >) Khasi ba to show a light; by 
secondary derivation ~ thaba to glitter (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ (*irʔaaʔ >) 
Sre cira brilliant, dazzling (↔ Röglai ciraː). 
Kontum Bahnar, Jeh, Halang mah, & probably Semang, Sakai mas gold (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 62) are ← Indonesian, below. Connect 1920 *c[b]as light, clear? 
? ~ Nancowry cuŋác natural light.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 178; SHORTO 1972 235; BLOOD 1966 306; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 35; cf. SMITH 1972 368.) 
Kharia me'jaʔ morning (ad B; PINNOW 1959 K 173).  
(Probably →!) Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əmat': Acehnese möih!, Cham mɯh, &c., 
Malay ĕmas gold, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 50; Proto-West-Indonesian). The same 
Acehnese vocalism in döih : Cham hatàːh clear, bright; is this also connected? 
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 26.) 
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1874 *knʔiəs nail, claw.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre nɗias nail, claw, hoof, Chrau kənhyeːih nail, Biat ɲɛh, Bahnar 
təʔŋiəh nail, claw, Jeh kaʔniayh, Halang kəʔniah nail. 
Cf. (i) Stieng kəniː; (ii) Central Nicobarese keʃuəh (< *kəcuəs < *kəyuəs by 
dissimilation?). Connection dubious 1880 *kiəs …to scratch.  
(BLOOD 1966 98; SMITH 1972 501.) 
 
(*cʔees see 1960 *cʔeh to stink; *cʔaas see 7 *cʔaʔ clear, clean.) 
 
†1875 *cʔu[s]; *chuu[s] to rot. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khasi) Mon ɒh s’uih to rot, be decayed; ~ (*cpʔu[s] >) Kuy pʔoːh 
spoiled [food], Bru paʔuːyh rancid, spoiled, Khasi pyut /pʔut/ to decay, rot. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung cur (MILNE 1931), Praok cu [siʔum] to decay, 
Vietnamese in compounds hủ rotten [wood]. 
In view of Vietnamese perhaps *-h(-s). Cf. 1960 *cʔeh to stink. 
Sora sʔoː- to be rotten, to spoil, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 193a). 
Hence Tibeto-Burman *u (BENEDICT 1972 148 no. 489; Kachin, Burmese, Kuki)? 
 
(*t[ʔ]aas see 1962 *[t1]ʔah forehead; *prʔas see 248a *prsaʔ child’s spouse.) 
 
‡1876 *pʔus; *pʔuus guava tree. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ổi; → Bahnar oːy; Cham uyh, North Röglai ui. 
B: (South Bahnaric) → Röglai ous; (probably ~) Sre pəʔous. 
Proto-Austronesian *paSuq: Cham paɔːʔ mango tree, &c., Malay pauh wild mango, &c. 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 115 16, *pacuh; DYEN 1953 § 53). 
The guava is exotic! 
 
†1877 *rʔis to count.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon ruih, Modern Mon rɜh̀, Palaung dir; ~ (*rmʔis >) 
Middle Mon lamih number, Modern Mon kəmìh, Praok sime total. 
Sora diˑ('diˑ)- to count. 
 
(*rʔbi(ə)s see 1927 *ris root.) 
 
1878 *lʔas ripe.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon duh to be ripe, grow ripe, (~?) Vietnamese nảy to grow, 
sprout, (— nở) bloom; ~ Middle Mon lamʼah, ramʼah, Literary Mon l(a)muh ripe. 
 
(*lʔəəs see 1965 *lʔəh to make, do.) 
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1879 *lʔus fat, grease.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Lawa Bo Luang laʔauh, Lawa Umphai raʔaus, 
Mae Sariang laɣɔih, Jehai, Lanoh ləʔɔs; ~ Temiar lɛnʔɔs. 
 
‡1880 *kais; *kiəs; *kis to scrape, scratch. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon kās /kas/ to shave oneself, 
Modern Mon kah to shave, to scrape off, up, Khmer kaeh (& keh; kɛs &c.), Stieng 
kɛh to scratch; ~ Bahnar cəkɛh to pick up or scratch with nail (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Vietnamese gải to scratch oneself.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon, Modern Mon keh to write with a stylus, 
Khmer kiəh kiəs to scrape, Vietnamese kẻ to draw [line]; ~ Vietnamese ghẻ itch, 
scabies. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung kir to draw a line (MILNE 1931). 
Connect besides following 1890 *ʔciis to draw, write; & Temiar giːs, Semai II gih to 
scratch, ~ Semelai gahgeh. Cf. also 802 *kaac, 799) *kiic &c.; 1442 *kaay; 867 
*kwaac &c.; A138 *kwaay.  
(SHAFER 1965 73; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kaSit': Acehnese kɛh-kɛh to scratch, Malay kais, &c. [fowl] to 
scratch up food, Javanese krè-kès to beg shamelessly, Cebuano Bisayan kahis to 
level with strickle (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 72, *kacit'; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) 
*kit'kit': Malay kikis to scrape off, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; less Javanese, < i; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. also *kat'kat' to scratch, DEMPWOLFF 1938 76. See 
BENEDICT 1975 371-2. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 58.) 
 
(*kais see also 1967 *k[i]i[h] kind of deer or goat.) 
 
†‡1881 *kuus; *kuəs; (*kaus =?) *ko[ ]s to scrape, scratch, shave.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi khud to scrape off with sharp instrument. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng kuaih to scratch (up), Sre kuah, Chrau kɔːih to shave, 
scrape, Biat kwah to claw, Bahnar koyh to scrape, Kontum Bahnar shave, Central 
Nicobarese ikoːəh-[həŋə] to shave; → Cham kwah to shave, scrape, scratch, Jarai 
kuːah, Röglai, North Röglai, kuah to shave, to scrape, Acehnese kuəh to dig. 
C: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Khmer) Khmer kaoh kos to scrape (or < A, levelled 
on derivation?), Bunör kɔih to shave off, Mintil kɔũs to scratch; (or A) ~ Khmer 
khnaoh scraper. 
Add following? Connect preceding. (which compare, with references). Vietnamese 
cạo to shave is perhaps cognate Kammu-Yuan kòr to scratch.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; BLOOD 1966 58; SMITH 1972 512; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
Kharia kɔi to shave, &c. (PINNOW 1959 382).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *kut'kut': Karo Batak kuskus crust of rice in pot, Iban kukus to 
scrape out, &c. (cf. BLUST 1970 no. 226, BLUST 1973 no. 175; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *ka[ ]ut': Acehnese kɔh to level [grain in measure], Iban 
kaus to scrape out (so Proto-West-Indonesian). Cf. Toba Batak hao to itch, scratch 
(< *ka[ ][u]q). See BENEDICT 1975 371-2. 
 
1882 *kuus (& *kuəs?) to trim, whittle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Stieng kùːɛh, Sre kous to trim down, pare down, whittle, 
Chrau koːih to whittle; (variant?) ~ Mon həkuh phakoh, sakoh to whittle. 
= preceding? 
 
(*[p]kas see 1914 *kpas side of body.) 
 
1883 *[r]kus; *[r]kuus; *[r]kuəs; *[r]k[iə]s porcupine. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [i]kɯr (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang-Lang ˉrəŋkɔs. 
B: (Central Aslian) Temiar kuːs (BENJAMIN 1976B 131), Proto-Semai *kuus (DIFFLOTH 
1977). 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy [cəŋ] ŋkɑh, Bru sukəːyh. 
D: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Danaw ¬tɔŋ ˉkiɛt̀, Khasi dyngkhied. 
Cf. Iban angkis.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 185.) 
 
1884 *gas; *gaas to separate by force. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer kɔə̀h gās' to pry up, uproot, gouge out, force open, Kuy khɛh̀ to 
pry up, pry open. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat rgaːih to separate persons fighting. 
 
(*gaas see also 1975 *gah outside; *guus see 1976 *guh to swell; *rgaas see 1928 
*g-raas …to comb… .) 
 
1885 *ŋ[ ]əs to wake (v.i.).  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic). Mon ŋùh (< */ŋoh/ < */ŋɔh/) to wake (v.i.), 
(probably) Kuy ŋɯ̀h to surface, Bru ŋàyh no longer sleepy; ~ Literary Mon pṅah 
[>] pṅoh [>] pṅuh to rouse; ~ Biat rŋɛh to stay awake. 
Or, if Kuy mɛh̀, Bru ʔamàyh to wake (v.t.) are cognate, *ŋw-? (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 A 192.) 
 
1886 *ŋus; *ŋuus; *ŋuəs price. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok [sin] ŋaw wealth. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon ṅūs /ŋus/, Modern Mon ŋùh price. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung ŋuər, Praok ŋɔ, Lawa Bo Luang ŋuah, Lawa Umphai ŋuas, 
Mae Sariang ŋoih price. 
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1887 *cis; *ciis; *ciəs low, to descend. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon cis /cøs/, 
Middle Mon cuih to go down, Praok se [saŋ] to be oppressed = [caoŋ ma] se south 
(cf. laoŋ to be high; (caoŋ ma —) north), Lawa Bo Luang [ka]saih, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang [ka]seh below; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəsés to fall; ~ Semang măchis 
low, shallow; steep descent (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 150 (a)); ? by dissimilation 
Nancowry ʔɛś down. 
B, C: (Mon) Late Middle Mon, Modern Mon cih = Old Mon cis; Literary Mon ceh down. 
Cf. Central Nicobarese -ʃe downwards (< *ciʔ?). 
 
1888 *c[ii]s to oppose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon ceh [caḥ] to oppose, be refractory; ~ Khmer cəceːh 
caces to persist in face of opposition (with vocalism levelled on next); ~ (*crc[ii]s 
>) Literary Mon dacih [dacaḥ] to oppose, Khmer cacres to persist in face of 
opposition (GUESDON 1930). 
*ce(e)s should yield Khmer -ɛs. Literary Mon ceh by analogy ceh = Modern Mon cih 
to go down (see preceding), or < *ciəs. 
 
†1889 *cuus; *cəs to select.  
A: (Central Aslian) Temiar cuːs (BENJAMIN 1976B 131). 
B: (Mon, Central Aslian) Middle Mon [ruy] cah; ~ Serau chenlas to choose (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C? 120A). 
Cf. Khasi jied, Nancowry hasət́. Connect by metathesis or assimilation A58 *[s]ac? 
Sora seˑ-, se'se- (< *ciəs < *ciəs < *cəs?).  
 
1890 *ʔciis to draw, write.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Sre (→ Röglai), Chrau, Bahnar cih to 
draw, write, Hre acìh, Lawa Umphai sas, Mae Sariang saih to write, Palaung swir 
[sʻiɹ]̣ to cross out; ~ Biat nceh to write. 
Cf. 1880 *kais, *ki(ə)s …to scratch (, write); & Biat rcuːih to draw a line, cross out.  
(BLOOD 1966 209; SMITH 1972 336.) 
 
1891 *ʔcas; *ʔcaʔ; *ʔcaaʔ old. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer (ʼ)cas, Modern Khmer cah, Stieng ceːh. 
B, C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉcɑʔ to be old, mature, tough, rough; ~ ˉrəŋcaʔ old age. 
B, C contaminated by 164 *kra[ ]ʔ? Connect perhaps Sakai jaja (i.e. Temiar), SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 O 20; but Vietnamese già is < 1787 *raal. 
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†1892 *kcas; *kcaas; (by dissimilation?) *kcah charcoal.  
A, B: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic) Praok sua, Lawa Bo Luang sɔih, Lawa Umphai sɔs; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan kənsáh (or C); ~ Riang-Lang kərc(h)as (A), (B) Palaung kəsar. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) Mon, Sre, Chrau chah charcoal (& Nyah Kur ksah 
firewood); ~ (*krcah >) Kuy (k)cah, Bru kucah, Jeh kacah, Halang kəcah 
charcoal. 
Connect Stieng cɒː uiɲ.  
(SMITH 1972 370.) 
Sora ə'saɟ-ən, Kharia ga'saʼɟ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 289; by metathesis or assimilation < 
*kasac or the like). 
 
1893 *kc[a]s lightning.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Semang kăchāʼ (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 91); 
~ Palaung kəsər, Praok [tu] sa. 
 
1894 *k[m]cas to sneeze.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (k)ceh, Bru càyh (!), Bahnar kəsɛh, Jeh 
kacayh, Halang kəceh, (~?) Riang-Lang kəmchas; by metathesis (*cmas >) 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang ʔmɔih, Lawa Umphai ʔmɔs.  
For Khmer kɔndah, Chrau kətaih see 1900 *dt1as to make a sound. ?Connected by 
dissimilation Nancowry ʔás sneeze.  
(SMITH 1972 499.) 
 
(*krcaas see 874 *ksac sand.)  
 
1895 *pcaas (& *pca[ ]h?) sour.  
A: (Mon, North Aslian) Mon phyah to be sour, sharp-tasting (& Nyah Kur cah; < 
variant?), Semang pĕcas sour (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 349). 
Note Khasi sat pungent in taste; perhaps rather connected 989 *pcət bitter, astringent. 
 
‡1896 *bcaas contrary.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon -cās /cas/, Modern Mon cah 
to go in the opposite direction, Khmer caːh cās contrary, against (TANDART 1935) 
(with head register levelled on derivatives?), Praok cha (!) to oppose, Central 
Nicobarese [hə]-ʃaːhə topsy-turvy, to throw spear butt foremost, lie with feet towards 
hut door; ~ Old Mon bircās approach, Khmer craːh (?; with regular metathesis) in 
the opposite direction, Khasi by dissimilation pyrshah opposite; by secondary 
derivation ~ (*crcaas >) Middle Mon dacaḥ, Modern Mon həcah to go towards, 
Khmer carcrās refractory, obstinate (GUESDON 1930).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 16.) 
(?) ~ Proto-Austronesian *mət'aq: Javanese mĕsah enemy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
106). See BENEDICT 1975 281. 
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1897 *[ ]jiis; *[ ]jiəs; *[ ]jəs to prick, to sew. 
A: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy jih, Bru yih, Central Nicobarese iciːh-[hətə] to sew. 
B: (Mon, ?Bahnaric) Literary Mon jeh to prick skin and draw blood, (or C?) Stieng jɛh to 
prick, lance, Bahnar jɛh to prick, lance, to gut. 
C: (Khmer, ?North Aslian) Khmer jas' to prick to extract [thorn] (GUESDON 1930), 
Semang cɔs to sew (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296; ?). 
 
1898 *jas to shiver.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon còh to have fever, Palaung jər to shake (v.t.); ~ Riang-Lang 
_tərcəs to tremble; ~ Palaung pənyər slight chill, shivering (& by back-formation 
yər, Mon, to tremble). 
Cf. 1995 *[r]njuh &c. to shake. 
 
1898a *jus (& *juus?) to take down, out, to lay down.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jus to take off [carrying-basket], to extract [thorn], Chrau juih to 
drop, let fall, Biat jɯih to put down, (variant >?) Bahnar yuyh to take down, 
dismantle, to take out of storage-place.  
Add perhaps Khmer cùh juḥ to evacuate the bowels. Connect 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to 
descend? 
 
(*t1aas see 1998 *t1ah level.) 
 
1899 *t1uəs; *t1əəs; (by interdialectal borrowing?) *t1[wə]s to proclaim. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tos /tos/ to utter, proclaim; ~ (*[t1]nt1uəs >) Praok 
dua to assert. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre təːs to announce a death, Biat təːih [mbuːŋ] to carry a 
message. 
C: (Mon) Middle Mon twah /twɔh/, Modern Mon kwɔh to utter, proclaim. 
Connect following? 
 
1900 *kt1as to make a sound.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng tɛh to make a sound, make a noise (→ or ~ Chrau taih 
loud), Bahnar dialects tɛh noise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer kɔndah kaṇtās' 
(→ Stieng kəndɛh), Chrau kətaih to sneeze (by attraction 1894 *k[m]cas), Sre 
ntas = Stieng tɛh, (~?) Jeh tatayh to speak, Halang həteh to say; ~ Biat ntɛh, 
Bahnar dialects kətɛh noise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Cf. Central Rölöm teh to report (BLOOD 1976) (< *kt1əs?). Connect preceding?  
(BLOOD 1966 251.) 
 
1901 *[k]nt1a[i]s prawn.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin cən̆ta (!), Riang-Lang kəntɑs. 
With Thin initial cf. cəc̆ndraeh̯ < 1947 *k/n/lais; but Riang-Lang k- perhaps by 
attraction animal prefix. 
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†1902 *[j]t[ɔ]s to dam in order to catch fish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer tùəh das' to dam; ~ Mon hətɔh datah dry-dam fish-trap; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer thnùəh fish-weir or fish-crawl of branches.  
Or *-əs. 
(?) Kharia ɟ(h)ɛntu date-leaf mat, Santali ɟhəṇṭi wattle, wattle fence, ɟiɲri watering-pot, 
fish-trap. (PINNOW 1959 K 370). 
 
†1903 *pt1is; *pt1iis; by metathesis *psi(i)t fungus. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi) Old Mon ptis /ptøs/, Modern Mon pətɒh, Kammu-Yuan tís, 
Khasi tit. 
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung tir, Riang-Lang ˉtis, Praok ti (or A?), Lawa Bo 
Luang, Mae Sariang taih, Lawa Umphai tas, Proto-Semai *btees (DIFFLOTH 
1977). 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer phsɤt, Stieng ceːt, Biat cheːt, (~?) Sre bəsit; ~ (*pns- 
>) Chrau nseːt, Hre basɛt̀, basìt.  
(SHAFER 1965 432; SMITH 1972 217; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 292.) 
Sora 'batiː-n. 
 
(*rt1a(a)s see 2009 *rt1ah to explode; *dəəs see 78 *dəəʔ …to be brought up short…; 
*ɗiis see 86 *ɗiiʔ one.) 
 
1903a *ɗas; *ɗaas to break (v.i.). 
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Biat dɛh, Central Nicobarese dɛʃ-, dɛh-[ŋə], 
Nancowry rás. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Mon dah [rain] to stop (?), Chrau daːih to break. 
Add perhaps Khmer tɔə̀h dās' at odds, to quarrel. Bru dɛh v.t. suggests *-ais. 
 
†1904 *cɗis cotton.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat deh; ~ (*cnɗis >) Sre ɗis. 
*c- rests on Munda.  
(BLOOD 1966 47.) 
Sora ə'diː-n cotton, Kharia si'diʔ cotton pod (PINNOW 1959 327). 
 
1904a *tɗus; *tɗuəs to pull out, off, back. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy toh, Bru təwh to pull out [hair &c.] (so *t- ?), Sre dus 
to pull out, pull up, uproot. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat dɔːih [ntɔːu] to skin; ~ (*trɗuəs >) Mon hədɔh 
th(a)ḍah to pull back [bowstring], remove [ear-wax]. 
 
(*pɗiəs see 2015a *pɗuh …to spark… .)  
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1905 *tnaas (& *tnas?) goal, intention.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tnas /tnɔs/ (in the) intention of bringing about, Middle Mon 
tnah in order to (originally weak form, or < variant), Khmer thnaːh thnās until, 
(GUESDON 1930) in order to. 
 
1906 *bn2iəs spear.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Old Mon bnas /bnɔs/, Modern Mon nùh, 
Kammu-Yuan plias, Palaung leər, Riang-Lang _plɛs, Praok plia, Lawa Bo Luang 
pleh, Lawa Umphai phlias, Mae Sariang pliah, Nancowry sanéh. 
Connection uncertain Tagalog bulos harpoon (& Javanese bulus spear, cited at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 S 368), with which cf. Bateg Deq bulus, Semnam buluːs spear; 
Moken bulo. South Nicobarese piːloːiyə pronged spear, compared at SHAFER 1965 
433, more probably belongs here. 
 
‡1907 *mnəs to have in mind.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon mirnas /mərnɔs/ to remember, Modern Mon 
hənùh to think of, remember; ~ (*mpnəs >) Old Mon munas to inform, Sre ɗəs to 
speak. 
Connection uncertain Khmer srənɔh sraṇoḥ to miss, regret the absence of. 
~ Proto-Austronesian *manəq: Toba Batak por-mano-mano-an remembrance, 
Javanese manuh to be known, Cebuano Bisayan ma/ng/nu, ma/ng/nù to 
remember, to remind (so Proto-Hesperonesian). DEMPWOLFF 1938 105 compares 
Toba with Malay manah heirloom. 
 
‡1908 *pis; *piis knife.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng pɛh, Chrau pih, Biat peh (A), (B) Sre piːs. (SHAFER 1965 
481; BLOOD 1966 44.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pit'au: Malay pisau, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 120; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1909 *pis; *pəs to pound. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Old Mon pis /pøs/, Modern Mon pɒh, Stieng (→ Chrau ?), Bahnar 
pɛh, Jeh, Halang peh; ~ Stieng brəniːh, Biat rnih flour. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer pas, Modern Khmer bɔh (& Middle Khmer 
poḥ!) to pulverize (→ Thai bòt to crush, grind, pound), Biat pɛh to pound [rice]. 
Connect Sre piah to pound [rice].  
(BLOOD 1966 252; SMITH 1972 357; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 15; SHAFER 1965 558.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pipit': Malay pipis to grind [spices], &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. Sanskrit piṣṭa- pounded. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 11.) 
 
1910 *piəs; *pəs to kick. 
A: (Mon) Mon peh [animals] to kick. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung pər to kick. 
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(*pəəs see 2029 *puh to open.) 
 
1911 *pus; *puəs (& *puus?); *pəs barking deer. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung por, Riang-Lang ˉpos, Lawa Bo Luang pauh, Lawa Umphai 
paus. 
B: (Khmuic, Central Aslian, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan púas, Semai dialects pɔːs (DIFFLOTH 
1977) (& poːs; < *puus?), Bru pɔːyh. 
C: (Mon, North Aslian) Mon pɔh barking deer (& peh mouse deer by arbitrary 
variation), Semang păs kijang (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 76). 
Connect Malay napoh, ↔ Central Sakai napöh.  
(SHAFER 1965 24a, 426.) 
 
‡1912 *puus; *puəs heart. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian; ~ *pnuus >) Biat nuːih heart (figurative), Sre 
nus, Chrau [play] nuːih, Bahnar nuyh heart, Khasi ʼnud, [doh]nud liver, heart, 
mind, Proto-Semai *noos heart (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar poːih wood 
exclusive of bark (?) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Palaung nuər, Riang-Lang 
[kə]nuas heart, Semai II nɔːs liver, Central Nicobarese [koːi]-pəniːwə, Nancowry 
kúypaúva heart (connection dubious); ~ Old Mon pumas /pəmɔs/, Modern Mon 
[kon] kəmɔʔ!, (learned form) paomòh heart. 
With Central Nicobarese final cf. kəyuːə < 1936 *kruəs.  
(SHAFER 1965 182; BLOOD 1966 234; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 63.) 
Proto-Austronesian *put'uq: Toba Batak pusu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 124; DYEN 1953 
§ 64). See BENEDICT 1975 312-13. 
 
(*puus see also 2028 *puh to blow.)  
 
1913 *puəs calf of leg.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng poɛh [jəːŋ], Chrau pɔːih, Biat [plai] pɔːih, Bahnar 
poyh, Jeh, Halang puayh calf of leg, (merging 1673 *t/p/wər, which see) 
Palaung puər (— grɔŋ) calf, (— ti) forearm.  
(SMITH 1972 510.) 
 
1914 *kpas; *kpa[i]s; by metathesis *[p]kas side of body. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok pɔ; ~ (*krpas >) Sre rəpas floor-joist, rib, 
Chrau [ntiːŋ] rəpaih rib; → Bahnar kəpah one side.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat [ntiːŋ] paːih rib.  
C: (Mon, North Aslian; ~ *[p]nkas >) Nyah Kur [cəluːt] ŋkayh, Pangan bengkɔh 
rib (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 101). 
Connect Stieng rəpaːi side of body, (tiːŋ —) rib; the same correspondence ad 1944 
*la[i]s. 
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‡1915 *kpaas cotton.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) (Khmer baːh pās cotton 
threads tied round corpse ←?) Stieng paːih, Chrau paːih cotton; ~ Khmer krəpaːh 
krapās, Kuy (k)paːh, Bahnar kəpayh, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaphaih, Lawa Umphai 
rapas, Mương pải (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese vải cotton; ~ Khasi kynphad, 
kymphad (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
Cf. Riang-Lang ˉpɑy, probably contaminated by Tai (cf. BENEDICT 1975 427, yarn).  
(SHAFER 1965 477; SMITH 1972 506; HAUDRICOURT 1965, 171.) 
Proto-Austronesian *kapat': Malay kapas, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 75). 
Austroasiatic → Sanskrit karpāsa-, see MAYRHOFER 1953-80 i 174. 
 
‡1916 *t2puus; *t2puəs; *t2pəs (& *t2pas?); *t2piis; *t2puəʔ to sweep. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer pos, Modern Khmer 
baoh (→ Chrau ɓoːih?), Kuy pɔːh, Stieng puːih, Jeh puːyh to sweep (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Proto-Semai *pɤɤs to wipe (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*t2npuus >) Kuy 
mpɔːh broom; ~ (Jeh? → Bahnar həpuyh, səpuyh to sweep.  
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh to sweep (or, with 
derivation, C), Biat pɔːih to remove [rust, scales from fish]; ~ (*t2np- >) Middle 
Mon tamah, Modern Mon kəmɔh broom; by secondary derivation ~ (*prnuəs >) 
Stieng brənuːɛh broom. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric) Sre pəs, Biat pɛh to sweep, (*t2pas >?), Bru 
tapayh to wipe off, Central Nicobarese ifaːh- to brush, sweep, rub off dirt, 
Nancowry (ʔi)fáh brush, sweep; (?) → Röglai bah; ~ Biat mpɛh broom; by 
secondary derivation ~ Sre pərnəs broom. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Palaung pir, Riang-Lang ˉpis, Praok pi 
to sweep; ~ Bunör mpih broom, Riang-Lang ˉsəmpis broom, broom-grass; ~ Bateg 
Nong təmpɛs to wipe; ~ (*t2rpiis >) Lawa Bo Luang [khɑuʔ] ʔaphaih, Lawa 
Umphai [hlaʔ] rapas broom-grass. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan pɔʔ to sweep; by secondary derivation ~ Thin pṛnɔ broom.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; SHAFER 1965 428; BLOOD 1966 48a, b; SMITH 1972 497; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 W 124.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pa[ ]pat': Malagasy fafa to sweep, clean, Ngaju Dayak papas 
broom, to sweep (Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 115, *pat'pat'); (ii) 
*qaput': Cham (ha)puh broom, Malay hapus to efface, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 62, 
*h-; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) by metathesis *t'a(N)puq ~ *t'apuS: Malay 
sapu to wipe (off, on), &c.; (*-q) Acehnese sampoh, (*-q-[aə]n >) Röglai hapua 
broom; (*-S) Cebuano Bisayan sapu(ha) to wipe, Javanese sapon sweepings ~ 
sapu broom, to sweep (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149, *t'apuc); (iv) perhaps (cf. BENEDICT 
1975 403, which see) *t1a(N)pəS (& *opiS?): Malay tampi to winnow, Fijian tavi-a 
to sweep, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 131, *ta(m)pic; DAHL 1973 § 9.5, 14.9). (POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 7.) 
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1917 *rp[ɔ]s tool, weapon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon rawas /rwɔs/ weapon, Khmer rəbɔh rapas thing, belonging 
(s), gear, tool. 
Or *-əs. 
 
1918 *rpuus; *rpuəs; *rpuəʔ second or fourth finger. 
A: (Mon) Mon puh [toa] index finger; ~ Old Mon ruṁpus /rəmpus/ [tey] finger, 
Modern Mon kəpuh index finger. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar dialects [kɔːn] pɔːih, pəːih fourth finger (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ti] poa fourth finger. 
Connection uncertain Stieng bɔh index finger. 
 
(*baas see 2032 *bah to flow out.) 
 
1919 *knbis freshwater shrimp.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔmpɯ̀h kaṁbɨs, Chrau kəmvih. 
Chrau excludes *-ɓ-. 
 
1920 *c[b]as light, clear.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer cbah cpās' clear, evident, 
shinging, Stieng cəbɛh clear, pure, Kammu-Yuan pàh to be light, to shine; (day) 
light, Lawa Bo Luang pɯah, Lawa Umphai phɯas, Mae Sariang puaih light, 
bright. 
Connect 1873 *iʔaas to shine? Cf. also 7 *cʔaas &c. clear, clean. 
 
1920a *[c]nbaas mouth of fish-trap.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric) Kuy mphìah, Bahnar səmayh. 
 
‡1921 *[l]baas plain, expanse.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mương pại (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese bãi flat expanse; ~ 
Literary Mon labaḥ plain. 
Proto-Austronesian *la(N)bat': Malay lawas clear, vacant…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 89; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*ɓi[ ]s see 2038 *ɓuh …to boil.) 
 
1921a *ɓəs snake.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer pùəh bas', Sre bəs, Chrau vih, Biat beh, 
Bahnar ɓih (!), Jeh bàyh, Halang bèh, Central Nicobarese paic, paij (!), 
Nancowry pác. 
Bahnar contaminated by bih poison ← Sanskrit viṣa-/Pali visa-.  
(SHAFER 1965 40; BLOOD 1966 43; SMITH 1972 494.) 
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(*ɓu(u)s see 2038 *ɓuh to bubble, boil; *[t2]ɓee[s] see 123 *[t2]ɓe[e]ʔ Job’s tears.)  
 
1922 *mus; *muus to clear for cultivation. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng muːih (or B?), Sre mus, Chrau mɯih, Biat muih to clear 
[forest]. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar muyh, Jeh, Halang muːyh to clear [forest], 
Proto-Semai *muus to break ground in order to extract something (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SMITH 1972 496.) 
 
(*muus see also 2045 *muh nose; *cmas see 1894 *k[m]cas to sneeze.) 
 
1923 *rmaas; *rmi[i]s rhinoceros. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer rəmìːəh ramās, Stieng rəmaːih, Bahnar 
rəmaːih (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang ʔamaih; → Cham ramɯh (→ 
Röglai rəmɯ?), Jarai rəmaːh, North Röglai lumãh. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəmis, Biat rmih rhinoceros, (?) Chrau rəmiːh gaur. 
With South Bahnaric fronting cf. 1381 *m-yaam; 1651 *[ ]maar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 211.) 
 
(*yaas see 1873 *iʔaas to shine.) 
 
†1924 *ris; *riis liver.  
A, B: (Mon, Palaungic, Aslian) Praok [rɔm] ri heart, mind, Cheʼ Wong ros (!), (B) 
Semai I riːs liver; ~ Old Mon gris /grøs/ internal organs, Modern Mon krɜh̀ liver, 
heart (A), Semelai gəris liver. 
Add as derivation 1937 *cris rib-cage? (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 63, 64 (b).) 
Sora ə-'gareː-n, Kharia gɔ'rɛ liver, &c. (PINNOW 1959 181; Proto-Munda *gərɛ). 
 
1925 *ris; *riis; *rəs; *rəəs to live; alive, fresh, raw.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rɛh green, (still) alive, Sre ris fresh, raw, (&/or C) Chrau 
rih to live, Biat reh to live; alive, raw. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?South Aslian) Proto-Semai *rees (DIFFLOTH 
1977), (or A?) Semelai ris to live; ~ Bahnar arih, Gölar Bahnar hərih to live; ~ 
(*[s]nriis >) Bahnar adrih, Gölar Bahnar hədrih green, fresh, raw, Jeh adrih 
unripe, Halang drih green. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer rùəh ras', Stieng reh, (or A?) Nancowry 
ʔæ̃h to live (< *yæ̃h); ~ Khmer srɔh sras' fresh, green. 
D: (Central Aslian) Semai I rəːs to live.  
(BLOOD 1966 50; SMITH 1972 333, 349; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 57 (b).) 
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1926 *ris; *riəs earthworm. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀h ṛs [dɤy]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung riər. 
Riang-Lang _luar is < 1666a *luər. 
 
1927 *ris; *riəs; *rəs; *rʔiəs (& *rʔis?) root. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Mon rɜh̀, Nyah 
Kur rìh (DIFFLOTH 1984 N81), Khmer rɯ̀h ṛs, Kuy rɛh̀, Bru rèːh (or B), 
Vietnamese rễ, Semelai res, (or D?) Sabum yɛːs. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng riəh, Sre rias, Biat rɛh (probably, 
rather than C), Jeh riayh, Halang riah, Kammu-Yuan rìas, Palaung riər, Riang-
Lang _riɛs, Praok ria, Lawa Bo Luang rɛh, Lawa Umphai rɛs, Mae Sariang ɣɛh, 
Central Nicobarese yiəh. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəh. 
D: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Jehai jəʔis, Semai rəʔis, Proto-Semai 
*rʔiəs (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Chrau dəyeːih. 
D obscure. Cf. Palaung viər; Khasi trai (< *d-riʔ?). Connection uncertain Santali 
rɛhɛʼd, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 156 (Proto-Munda *rɛhɛd).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54; SHAFER 1965 210; SMITH 1972 502.) 
 
(*ris see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
‡1928 *ras; *raas; *riəs to rake, comb, scratch. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Khmer rɔə̀h rās' to harrow, rake, Kuy 
ràh, Stieng rɛh to harrow; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔamɔih, Lawa Umphai ramɔs, 
Mae Sariang ɣamɔih (fruit in combs =) banana. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic, South 
Aslian) (?) Lawa Bo Luang raih, Lawa Umphai ras to search, Semang rāis to 
scratch (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 52; but perhaps = Temoq mərac); ~ Kuy kraːh 
to comb, Jeh kraːyh to rake (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Khasi khrad-khrad scraping 
(ly); ~ Mon krɛh̀ to comb, to harrow, Khmer krìːəh grās to search through, Khasi 
krad [hen] to scratch; (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.) to rummage, perhaps by 
metathesis (*rgaas >) Riang-Lang _kɑs to comb [hair when wet]; ~ (*craas >) 
Bahnar craːih to scratch, to comb (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh sraːyh, khaːyh 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Vietnamese chải to comb; ~ Biat ncraːih harrow, rake. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan crɯ̀as, crìas to comb. 
C contextually conditioned? Add perhaps Palaung jar to comb (MILNE 1931) (< 
*rjaas by metathesis < *jraas?); & as derivative 1938 *cra(a)s to scrape (clean). 
Cf. also (i) Mon khrah to scratch in the dust, ↔ Burmese khrac; (ii) Riang-Lang 
_cərɑŋ comb, perhaps contaminated by ˉrɑŋ tooth < 709 *sra[a]ŋ; (iii) 1935 
*kruus to rake, scrape. 
(Proto-Austronesian *ka[r]at') Cebuano Bisayan kalas (to) rake, harrow. 
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(*ra(a)s, *rə(ə)s see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed; *rɔs see 160 *rɔʔ dry; *rus see 
2051 *ruh to fall…, 2052 *ruh …virgin.) 
 
1929 *ruus; *ruəs; *riis to grind down, sharpen. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːh rūs to whet, sharpen, to plane down; ~ Biat 
troːih to plane (& truːih to file; by arbitrary variation?); (?) → Röglai jəroh to 
plane down with dah, → Sre jəroh. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ruas to whet, sharpen; ~ Mon həròh darah &c. spurs 
of cock, Riang-Lang _cəruas barb of arrow &c. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan səntrìːs spurs of cock. 
C secondary. Note Kammu-Yuan krɛh́ to plain. 
 
†1930 *r[ ]uəs elephant.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rəwas, Chrau rəweːih, Biat rwɛh, Bahnar royh, Jeh, Halang 
ruayh. 
Chrau suggests *rʔuəs. But perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ruwas or the like, cf. 
1534 *ru[wa]y; then connected by metathesis (*swuər >) Vietnamese [con] 
voi?  
(SHAFER 1965 209; BLOOD 1966 92; SMITH 1972 511.) 
Sora rʔaː-n, compounding form raː-n, Gutob rʔoː (PINNOW 1959 K 174). 
 
1931 *ruəs; *rəs (& *ras?); *rəəs; *raas to choose. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat rɔːih to pick handfuls of; → Cham rwah, Jarai ruah, Röglai 
roah to choose (→ Sre!); Burmese rwe:, → Middle Mon ruy [cah], Modern Mon 
rùi. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ras, (or *ras >?) Lawa Bo Luang rɔih, Lawa Umphai rɔs, 
Mae Sariang ɣɔih to choose. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer rɤ̀ːh rös, Bahnar rəyh. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung rar (MILNE 1931). 
Cf. Mương rôy to gather [flowers] (CUISINIER 1951); Vietnamese lựa to choose.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 72; SMITH 1972 495.) 
 
1932 *ruəs quick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Aslian) Khmer rùːəh ruəs quick (ly); ~ Semang krɔs quickly 
(i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Q 12); ~ Old Mon pras /prɔs/, Modern Mon 
prɔh to be quick. 
Connect Bahnar hrɔh quick, swift (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (< *ruəs ruəs, with *-h by 
assimilation?); & cf. (i) Proto-Austronesian *dəɣat' to make haste, DEMPWOLFF 
1938 39 (> Cham tràːh quickly, → Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) [kə]drah very 
quick); (ii) Khmer phlɔh phlas' quickly (TANDART 1935); Thin lɛʔ, lɛh quick. 
 
(*ruəs see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
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1933 *[k]r[e]s bear.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung krer, Riang-Lang ˉkrɛs, Praok kri, Lawa Bo Luang khrəih, 
Lawa Umphai kres, Mae Sariang khyɛih; → Sre grih Melursus ursinus. 
Sre ← undetermined (probably Bahnaric) source. But Palaungic *k- perhaps animal 
prefix; so cf. Mundari buɽi, Birhor buria black bear, PINNOW 1959 267; with b- 
conceivably contaminated by etymon of Kharia bɔnɔi bear, &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 429.)  
 
1934 *kraas kind of squirrel.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng kraːih kind of tree-rat, Chrau kraːih, Bahnar kraih kind of 
squirrel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !), Bru kraːyh small kind of squirrel; ~ Sre kəras 
small grey squirrel (→ Röglai kərhiaː).  
Connect by metathesis Kammu-Yuan səŋkáːr giant squirrel?  
(SHAFER 1965 491; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 420.) 
 
1935 *kruus to rake, scrape.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau kruːih slidingly out, Jeh trùːyh, krùːyh 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Palaung krur to rake (MILNE 1931), Khasi khrud to 
scrape; ~ (*knruus >) Jeh sidruːyh scraping-implement (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Connect 1928 *ras &c. to rake…? Note also Nancowry kurís to scratch, kunrís rake. 
 
1936 *kruəs (& *kruus?); *kr[iə]s gravel.  
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer kruːəh kruəs gravel, 
Kuy kruːh (< *-uus?) pebbles, gravel, Stieng kroːɛh gravel, Vietnamese sỏi p., 
gravel, Central Nicobarese kəyuːə (!) pebbles. 
(B; contaminated by 1792 *[b]riəl pebbles?; Mon) Mon kreh gravel. 
With Central Nicobarese final cf. -pəniːwə < 1912 *p/n/uəs. 
 
1937 *cris rib-cage.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon cris /crøs/ womb, Modern Mon sɒh chest (Literary 
Mon sruih womb, chest, bosom), Nyah Kur *crɯ̠y ̊(DIFFLOTH 1984 N146; implies *-
us!), Sakai chĕris rib, side (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 102). 
Originally heart cavity, ~ 1924 *ris (heart,) liver? 
 
1938 *cras; *craas to scrape (clean). 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi shrat (with *s- by assimilation?) to scale 
[fish] with knife &c.; ~ Khmer camrās' (GUESDON 1930), Sre ɲəras (→ Röglai 
cəɲəras) to scrape. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon sah s(r)aḥ to clean [rice] by pounding, 
Khmer craːh crās to peel, whittle, scrape, scale, brush, sweep, Nancowry (ʔi)sáh; ~ 
(*cnraas >) Mon kərah cleaned [rice], Praok sigra to wash. 
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~ 1928 *ra(a)s to rake, comb, scratch? Khmer crɛə̀h clean, pure, clear (~ cùmrɛə̀h to 
clean) suggests *[c]rah(-s); perhaps construct *c-ra(a)s to scrape, *jraas < *jrah-
s to clean, with contamination 
 
1939 *jras; *[j]ruus; *[j]ruəs digit. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Lawa Bo Luang ʔdɔih, Lawa 
Umphai ʔrɔs, Mae Sariang ʔɣɔih, Sakai jâras finger, toe (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 109 (a)); ~ (*jnras >) Kuy nthrɛh̀ nail, Bru ntrèh, (~?) Chrau 
kəndraih middle finger or toe; ~ (*jrras >) Sre ras [ti, jəŋ] finger, toe. 
B: (South Aslian; ~?) Semelai cəruːs claw, nail. 
C: (North & Central Aslian) ~ Jehai cənrɔs, Temiar cənrɔːs claw, nail. 
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *juras, B, C by metathesis?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 1.) 
 
1940 *trus; *truus; *truəs male, virile. 
A: (Khmer …) ~ (*tprus >) Khmer proh prus male; → Danaw ¬pʻrɔh; (probably, 
rather than B) ~ Old Khmer tamrus male. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, Nicobaric) Old Mon trus /trus/, Modern Mon kraoh male, 
Khmer traoh tros male, ungelded [animal], (JACOB 1968) stalwart, Kuy trɔːh young 
and wild [cattle]; ~ Khmer praoh pros male, Central Nicobarese paiyuːh man, 
person, Nancowry payúh. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan prɔh̀ ungelded. 
Danaw ← Riang-Lang * ̄prɔs? Connection dubious Sanskrit puruṣa-.  
 
(*srɔs see 160 *rɔʔ dry.) 
 
‡1941 *las (& *laas?); *laʔ lazy, idle. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) ~ Old Mon linlas /lənlɔs/ to be idle, 
Modern Mon kənùh to be lazy, (~?) Praok nɛ (or B) idle, (*-aas?) Central 
Nicobarese enlaːh-[ŋəʃe] lazy, Nancowry lãhŋasi very little; ~ Biat rlɛh idle. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi, see 189 *laʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i, ad A) *(S)al[aə]t': Cham (a)lah, Jarai alah, Röglai, North 
Röglai alah, Acehnese m-alaih, Malay m-alas lazy; → Bahnar alah (rather than 
Malay as DEMPWOLFF 1938 105, *malət'); (ii, ad B) perhaps *ləlaq: Javanese 
lĕlah slow, dragging, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, *-h; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
Cf. Sanskrit alasa- lazy, apparently → Sora 'adasaː-. Connection dubious Sora 
'ronduː-. 
 
1942 *[ ]las time, occasion.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Late Old Mon las occasion, Bahnar lah (!)time, once, Jeh 
[ku] llayh at once, Halang [mə]leh [one] time.  
Perhaps *rlas; rl- is not attested in Lamphun inscriptions. 
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1943 *las; *laas intensive. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer [cbah]-lɔə̀h lās' very [clear] (?), Stieng lɛh all. 
B: (Mon) Mon lɛh̀ lɛh̀ [not] at all. 
 
(*las see also 2064 *lah to leave; 2066 *lah finished; *laas see also ib.; 191 *laʔ to 
spread, extend.) 
 
1944 *la[i]s fathom.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre laːs, Chrau, Biat laːih; ~ Bahnar playh. 
Connect Stieng laːi; the same correspondence ad 1914 *kpa[i]s. But perhaps = 191 
*laas < *lah-s …to extend.  
(SMITH 1972 508.) 
 
‡1945 *ləs; *l[a]s to weaken. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer lùəh las' to reduce, to lose [consciousness], Sre ləs 
deterioration [in illness], relapse, West Bahnar [loːc] lih to die of [illness &c.] 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Katuic; or *li(ə)s?) Kuy lɛh̀ to die. 
Connection uncertain BLOOD 1966 121 *n1[ ]ah to get worse. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *lələt': Javanese lĕlĕs to lose consciousness, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 94); (ii) *malət': Toba Batak malos to wilt, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 105; less 
Malay, ad 1941 *las). 
 
1945a *ləs to beat, to fight.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung lər to beat, Praok la to struggle, compete; ~ Praok kla 
to strike; ~ (*krləs >) Kammu-Yuan krés to beat horizontally with rod; ~ 
(*(k)pləs >) Riang-Lang plas to struggle. 
Connect perhaps Palaung lɯh to hit, beat; then *ləh-s ~ *luh. 
 
(*ləs see also 2067 *loh to unravel, unfold; *lɔs see 195 *lɔʔ kind of jar or pot; *lo[ ]s 
see 2067 *loh to unravel…; *luus, *luəs see 1084 *luət to draw out.) 
 
1946 *klis to strip [plant].  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre klis, Biat kleh to strip [leaves] off; ~ (*krlis >) Halang ləleh to cut 
off thorns, by metathesis Biat rkleh to remove seeds. 
Connect A187 *[ ]keh? Cf. also Chrau rɛh to strip kernels from maize cob, Proto-
Mnong *reh to harvest (BLOOD 1966 249). 
 
†1947 *klais lightning.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng klaːih lightning close at hand; ~ (*knlais >) Sre kənas, 
Biat ŋlaːih, Bahnar glayh, Kammu-Yuan cəntràːs lightning. 
Vocalism rests on Munda.  
Sora 'kilaːi-[gum-ən], 'kinaːj-[gum-ən]. 
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1948 *cl[ɔ]s to throw.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klɔh to throw (at, away) (merging 2072 *c-luəh to abandon); ~ 
Khmer crəlɔh cralas' to throw, hurl. 
Or *-əs. 
 
1949 *[d1l][a]s voice, speech.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rəs voice, cry, sound, (?) Praok lua, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔdɔih loud; ~ Thin hṛlɔ word, speech, language. 
Cf. Praok lo voice, utterance, loud But connection dubious Khmuʼ sroʔ word; as 1964 
*rʔah to say, speak. 
 
(*mle[ ]s see 224 *mleʔ to hate; *rlas see 1942 *[ ]las time, occasion; *slaas see 231 
*slaʔ fire, to burn.)  
 
1950 *was; *waas; *wəs to wave, beckon. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat wah [tiː] to beckon, Vietnamese vãy to wave. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer vìːəh vās to gesticulate; ~ Chrau ləwaːih to 
beckon, wave to. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vẫy = vãy; ~ Biat rweh to beckon. 
Earlier *wa(a)y-s, ~ 1529 *wa(a)y …to wave? 
 
1951 *was; *waas; *wəs to measure. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer vɔə̀h vās' to measure [linear dimensions], Chrau 
wayh to weigh, measure (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon wɛh̀ [toa] to count on [one’s fingers], Sre waːs to measure 
[linear dimensions, volume], Bahnar waːih to measure, weigh (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau wəyh to weigh, measure, Biat wɛh to measure.  
(BLOOD 1966 255; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 74.) 
 
(*waas see also 2081 *wah (to make an) opening, (clear a) path; *kwis see 1864 
*ksiw to whisper; *ŋwəs see 1885 *ŋ[ ]əs to wake (v.i.); *t1[wə]s see 1899 *t1uəs 
to proclaim; *[l]waas see 2083 *[l]wah wide; *suəs see 2088 *suəh empty.) 
 
1952 *tsiəs to dismember.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ¯c(h)iɛs to tear or pull to pieces with fingertips, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang cɛh, Lawa Umphai cɛs to tear (v.i.t.), Mương thỉa 
(BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese tỉa to trim, prune, to shell [peas &c.], to beat or kill 
one by one. 
Cf. 1982 *ci(ə)h to split. 
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1953 *[ts]uəs dah, knife.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre yoas dah, Chrau yeːih bush-knife with long curved 
handle, Palaung [bot] suər, Riang-Lang ̄c(h)uas knife, dagger. 
Connect perhaps (*tnsuus >?) Chrau [pih] kənoːih curved knife.  
 
1954 *chəs (chəs) [foot] to strike ground.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kəchɔh trot (< *chəs chəs); by secondary derivation ~ 
Riang-Lang təkchas to paw the ground. 
 
(*chuu[s] see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot.) 
 
1955 *thaas salver, tray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon thaḥ large metal dish, Modern Mon 
thah brass tray, Old Khmer thās, Modern Khmer thaːh metal tray, Kuy thaːh, 
Stieng thaːih, Chrau, Biat thaːih large tray; → Thai thǎat.  
(SCHMIDT 1905.) 
 
(*ʔeh see 1963 *bVʔeh to abuse.) 
 
1956 *ʔah flesh, meat.  
A: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan àh, Central Nicobarese ãːhə, Nancowry ʔæ̃ha. 
 
1957 *ʔɔh younger sibling.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre oh, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar ɔh, Jeh, Halang oh. 
Cf. 5 *ʔ[o]ʔ elder sibling.  
(SHAFER 1965 504; BLOOD 1966 258; SMITH 1972 380.) 
 
1958 *ʔuh; *ʔa[ ]h; (*ʔuh ʔuh >?) *huh (& *huuh?); *huəh; *ha[ ]h to blow. 
A: (Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre, Chrau uh, Biat oh to blow [wind 
instrument], Semelai [ʔah]ʔɔh to blow, shoot with blowpipe, Mah Meri ʔɔh to blow; 
~ Bahnar səʔuh to breathe out; ~ Proto-Semai *tʔuh to shoot with blowpipe 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Temoq bərʔɔh to blow. 
B: (South Aslian, Nicobaric) Semelai ʔah[ʔɔh] to blow, to shoot with blowpipe, Central 
Nicobarese ãːh life. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese hoːih-[ãːhə], Nancowry hús air 
(< *huuh?; beside hoːʃ-hətə [wind] to blow; contaminated by 877 *huuc to 
whistle?); ~ Praok phu, Lawa Umphai phoh [wind] to blow; ~ Khasi pyrhut 
breezy, windy. 
D: (Palaungic, Nicobaric, Katuic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang phuah [wind] to blow, Nancowry 
huãs to pant, Bru rahuah to breathe shallowly. 
E: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese haːh-[haiɲe] to sigh (& hãːʃ wind), Nancowry hãs 
wind.  
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Onomatopoeic Palaung hɯh to gulp in [air], ~ kənhɯh to sigh, is rather < 2087 
*suh to make sibilant sound. Note Vietnamese thở to breathe; Kuy ŋɤh to breathe, 
Bru taŋɯ̀h to breathe. 
 
1959 *ʔuuh to ululate.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯u [dogs] to howl, Khasi ud to groan, 
complain, [insect] to whine; ~ Biat mʔuh [bull] to bellow, Kammu-Yuan pəʔɯ̀h 
moaning sound. 
Connect perhaps (i) A186a *rnʔəh to lament; (ii) Khmer prùh bruḥ, Stieng bluh to 
bark (< *mrʔuh by metathesis < *rmʔuh? then to be separate Kuy kroh, 
Vietnamese sủa, < *kru(ə)h; Central Rölöm, Bunör grɔh, B260, ← Indonesian 
*də[ɣr]ut': Cham krɔh̀, &c., Acehnese droih). 
 
1960 *cʔeh; (*cʔeh-s >) *cʔees to stink. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔeh chʼeḥ (to) stink; ~ Mon həeh jaʼeh to 
stink; ~ Khmer cɔmʔeh, Stieng ciʔih feral smell, stink of urine &c. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng eːh, iːh to smell (v.t.); ~ Khmer cɔmʔaeh caṁʼɛs 
feral smell, stink of urine (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.). 
Cf. Khasi [iw-tung iw]-sit smell of urine; & 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot, with which Kammu-
Yuan ɯ́as, ʔwɯ́as to stink, may rather be connected.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; cf. PINNOW 1959 K 193a.) 
 
(*cʔah see 7 *cʔaʔ clear, clean.) 
 
1961 *[c][m]ʔah nasal mucus.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Riang-Lang sʔɑ excreted nasal mucus, Semang hēmah 
mucous discharge from nose (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 98; 
contaminated by hāmoh < 1655 *s/n/muər?). 
 
 (*cʔuh see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot.) 
 
‡1962 *[t1]ʔah; (*t[ʔ]ah-s >) *t[ʔ]aas forehead. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *[t1]rʔah >) Kammu-Yuan kətáh, Palaung kədah. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric; ~ *tn[ʔ]aas >) Khmer thŋaːh thṅās, Stieng taŋaːih. 
Connection dubious Semang ɔwɔs (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 224; 
as 1699 *rʔal &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *d1aqiS: Malay dahi, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 41, *[dḍ]ahaj; DYEN 
1965; DAHL 1973 § 14.5). See BENEDICT 1975 284, face… . 
 
1963 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *bVʔeh > *ɓeh, Pre-Palaungic *ʔeh to abuse.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon beh [lɛàk], Biat [tɒːm] bɛh, Palaung eh. 
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1964 *rʔah to say, speak.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Stieng lah to speak, say…, Sre, Biat lah, 
Palaung dah, Riang-Lang ¯dɑ, (~?) Praok a, Lawa ʔah, Mae Sariang also ʔaɯh 
to say; ~ Riang-Lang _rəmɑ to speak, talk, to call; by secondary derivation ~ 
Bateg Deq, Bateg Nong kədəh to say. 
Cf. Kammu-Yuan saː, sah to say that… . But connection dubious Bahnar pəmaː 
speech; to say, speak; as 1949 *[d1l][a]s voice, speech.  
(BLOOD 1966 304; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 360 (b).) 
 
(*rlʔəh see 1700 *rʔəlh each, every.) 
 
1965 *lʔəh; (*lʔəh-s >) *lʔəəs to make, do. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng, Sre, Biat ləh to do, Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) ləh to allow to, Kammu-Yuan əh to make, do; ~ (*lmʔəh >) Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔboh, Lawa Umphai woh to build. 
B: (Palaungic; *lʔəəs lʔəəs > *ɯr-ɯr >?) Palaung rɯr to do, make, work, build. 
Connection uncertain Praok yu, Lawa yuh to make, do.  
(BLOOD 1966 403.) 
 
1966 *sʔuh; *sʔuuh to sweat. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer sʔoh sʼuḥ sultry, stifling; ~ 
(*smʔuh >) Bahnar bəuh (to) sweat); → North Röglai [ta]baʔuh; ~ (*srʔuh >) 
Kuy sʔoh overheated, Chrau səʔuh sweaty [hands], West Bahnar həuh sweating 
violently (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai həuh sweat, Acehnese röʔoh (to) 
sweat; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung [om] rəmɯh sweat (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Palaungic) by secondary derivation ~ Palaung [om] rəmuh sweat (MILNE 1931). 
Connect Jeh kasuʔ, Halang kəsuʔ? cf. SMITH 1972 324. 
 
1967 *k[i]i[h]; *kiə[h] kind of deer or goat. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer kaeh kɛḥ kind of deer or mountain goat horns of which 
are used in medicine, Lawa Bo Luang kaih, Lawa Umphai cɛs kind of deer (Rangsit 
mountain goat); → North Röglai keh ibex, mouse deer. 
B: (Khasi, Katuic) Khasi khiat moss-deer, musk-deer, Bru kɛh mountain goat, Pacoh kɛh 
mountain goat.  
Or *-s? if so, A *kais. Cf. Thai kɛʔ̀ sheep. 
 
1968 *[ ]kah to unfasten.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat [tɒːm] khah (!) to take apart, Bahnar kah to 
separate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin kăh, Palaung, Lawa kah, Praok ka to untie; 
~ Biat ŋkhah to separate, push aside, Praok ga to be loosened, displaced, to displace, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔaŋgah, Lawa Umphai ŋgah to be separated. 
Cf. Vietnamese cởi, cổi to untie, unfasten. 
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1969 *kɔh to cut (down).  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy koh (!) to lop, Stieng kɔh 
to cut, lop, Sre koh to cut (down, up), Biat kɔh to cut (up, off), Bahnar kɔh to cut, 
Jeh koh to chop, Halang koh to chop, cut, Kammu-Yuan kớh to cut, Palaung koh 
to cut (down, off), Semai koh to cut, Nancowry ʔukóh to murder; → Cham, 
Acehnese kɔh, Röglai, North Röglai koh; ~ Kuy (ŋ)kɑh to chop [wood]; ~ Khasi 
dkhot part, piece, member. 
Connect Palaung ŋoh to lop, cut branches off. Cf. 958 *ka(a)t.  
(SHAFER 1965 55; SMITH 1972 381; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 295.) 
 
(*cnk[i]h see 18 *cnk[i]ʔ waist.) 
 
1970 *ckəh dry.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kɔh skah &c. to be dry, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəkay̠ ̊
(DIFFLOTH 1984 V248; implies *-s), Stieng khəːh, kəːh dry, dried up (& khəː; → 
Khmer khah khaḥ, → Stieng khaːh dry, dried up?), Biat kəh (dry) land, (— daːk) 
landing-place, Sre kəh sloping; ~ Middle Mon jamkah dry. 
Sre by attraction etymon of Biat kɔr slope? Connection obscure Bahnar khɔː, khɔh 
dry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Vietnamese khô; Cham khauw. Cf. 2086 *s[ɔ]h &c.; 
160 *rɔʔ &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
1971 *jkuh; *jkuəh white, clean. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon kɒh to be white, Khmer skùh sguḥ pure white, 
Sre kuh pale grey. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gɔh clean, white (→ Jeh goh clean); ~ Bahnar dialects cəguah 
clean, white (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*jbkuəh >) Sre səkoh, Chrau səkɔh to 
clean, sift [rice], Bahnar dialects pəguah to clean (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Connect Proto-Semai *bkooh shiny greyish- white (DIFFLOTH 1977) Cf. 25 *skɔɔʔ grey-
haired.  
(Cf. SMITH 1972 385.) 
 
‡1972 *[d]kah; *lkas to break.  
A: (Mon, ?North & Central Aslian) ~ (*[d]nkah >) Mon həkah dakaḥ &c. to break 
(v.i), burst, split, crack, ~ (*[d]bkah >) Mon həkah to break (v.t.), (or Indonesian 
→) Central Sakai bĕkah to crack. 
B: (Kuy, Khasi) Kuy ŋkah brittle, Bru luŋkayh fragile; Khasi dkhat to break off, snap. 
A cf. 2074 *klah. Connection dubious Sre dərkaʔ, Röglai jərkaʔ to break in two 
unless Sre ← Röglai ← Mon-Khmer, (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 375.) 
 (~) Proto-Austronesian *bə(N)kaq: Javanese bĕngkah to split, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26; DYEN 1953 § 113). Note also Malay chĕkah to split open by pressure. 
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1973 *dk[a]h to remember.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre kah to remember, to miss, feel nostalgic 
about, Chrau kah, Biat kah [gɯt] to remember, Central Nicobarese əkaːh to know, 
understand, Nancowry káh, ʔakáh; ~ Khmer tùəŋkɯ̀h (!) daṅgɨḥ to think sadly 
about, Sre tənkah to remember, recall. 
Khmer vocalism obscure.  
(SHAFER 1965 45.) 
 
1974 *gah side, edge, direction.  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre gah side, border, edge, Bahnar gah direction, 
towards; (probably) → Cham kàːh, Jarai gaːh, Röglai, North Röglai gah; ~ 
(*.ngah >) Kuy ŋàh rim, edge, Bahnar dialects ŋah edge or mouth of hole &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese ngả direction, way. 
 
1975 *gah; (*gah-s >?) *gaas outside. 
A: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar dialects agah (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ↔ North Röglai 
aga; ~ ↔ Röglai təgah; Jarai pəgaːh, Jarai dialect gaːh. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng gaːih; ~ agaːih; ~ Bahnar ʔŋayh. 
Connect obscure Old Mon ruṁṅās /rəmŋas/, Modern Mon pəŋɛh̀.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
 
1976 *guh; *guus to swell. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung gɯh to open, to swell (MILNE 1931), Praok go [gluŋ] to swell. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kùh to swell up, Proto-Nyah Kur *kṳuẙ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V250), Palaung guh to open, to swell (MILNE 1931). 
Cf. further Palaung gɯ to swell with damp. 
 
1977 *guh; *guuh; (?) *guəh to glow, burn. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon pgoḥ /pgɯh/, Modern Mon həkɜh̀ to blow (originally …into 
flame?). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung guh to blaze; ~ (*pguuh >) Riang-Lang _ku to blow (out). 
C: (South Bahnaric; ?) Sre goh bright, light (→ Röglai). 
Add following? Cf. also 1575 *gəər to catch fire. 
 
1977a *guuh red.  
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1978 *g[uə]h to knock, beat, hit.  
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer kùəh goḥ to kick or 
kick away, beat [gong, mat], knock [e.g. at door], Kuy khɑ̀ːh to knock, tap on, Chrau 
gɔh to knock, hit, Biat gɔh to knock at [door], beat [gong]; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgah, 
Lawa Umphai ŋgoh, Mae Sariang ŋguh to hit, beat, (~?) Vietnamese gõ to knock 
on, tap, rap.  
 
1979 *d1ngah crossroads.  
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin [ŋɔr] təŋ̆ga, Vietnamese ngã [ba &c.]. 
 
(*rg(u)əh, *rguuh see 29 *rguuʔ to shake.) 
 
†‡1980 *sgeh to acquire, possess.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon -sgiḥ /sgeh/ to be rich, Literary Mon sgeh to 
prosper, to be endowed with, Sre geh to have, possess, Biat gɛh to have, possess, to 
acquire, Chrau gɛh to have, be, to be able. 
(BLOOD 1966 246.) 
Sora bo'geˑ- to become rich, probably = bu'ge- to become stout (& Santali boge good, 
&c., PINNOW 1959 229?).  
(Proto-Austronesian *t'ugiq) Javanese sugih rich, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 67; Proto-
Malayo-Javanese). If Mon-Khmer → Indonesian, borrowing route obscure. 
 
(*ŋ[ɔ]h see 30 *ŋ[ɔɔ]ʔ to fear.) 
 
1981 *t.ŋ[ɔ]h cranium.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre təŋoh brain, West Bahnar təŋɔh skull (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*sŋih see 37 *sŋiʔ house.) 
 
1982 *cih; *ciəh to split (v.t.). 
A: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang saih to cut up, divide up. 
B: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung sɛh to split [wood] into 
splinters (& to tear; ← Riang-Lang ˉciɛs < 1952 *tsiəs, which compare?), Mương 
(WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 209), Vietnamese chẻ to split [wood] (& Vietnamese 
xẻ to split up, cut (up), saw up; contaminated by xé to tear < 1689 *chiərʔ?); ~ 
Kuy ceh to hatch (v.t.), Bahnar cɛh to hatch. 
Cf. 291 *caak &c. 
 
1983 *ceh; *ceʔ kind of jar. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon ceh small jar, Old Khmer ceḥ jar, Bru cɛh jar; → Jarai 
chɛh jar, Röglai ceh squat type of jar, North Röglai ceh jug; → Bahnar cɛh jar 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)? 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ché jar. 
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‡1984 *cuh; *cuəh to kindle, blow into flame. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Bahnar sɔh (with vocalism as in 527 *cuuŋ), Jeh, 
Halang cuh to light, kindle; ~ Sre sənuh bellows; ~ Khasi pyrsut to blow; bellows, 
?Nancowry õh chafe, burn. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau sɔh to light, kindle. 
(SMITH 1972 373.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k'uqk'up to light, kindle: Acehnese coh, Cham, Jarai, North 
Röglai cuh, Malay chuchoh, Tagalog suso (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Khasi at 
least not ← Indonesian!  
 
1985 *cuh to bend down, to go down.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Old Khmer cuḥ, Modern Khmer coh to go 
down, to submit, obey, Stieng cuh tame, broken in, Khasi [ar]sut down, downwards, 
(~; or with c- by levelling on der.) Kammu-Yuan cúh to bend down, look down; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan pəncúh to bend down. 
To go down by attraction 1887 *cis &c.?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
1986 *[c][u]h; *[c][u]ʔ to wake. 
A: (Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Biat choh to arise, come into being (?; if cognate, *c-), 
(~?) Praok so to rouse; ~ Palaung rəsɯh to wake (v.i.). 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kyrsiew to wake (v.t.). 
 
1987 *[ʔ]cɔh to peck, to strike with adze, hoe, &c..  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Khmer cɔh coḥ [e.g. 
woodpecker] to make hole in [tree], Kuy cɔh to undergo vaccination, to plant, Stieng 
cɔh [bird, snake, fish] to bite, peck at, Biat cɔh to chop up, mince, Bahnar cɔh to 
break up earth with hoe, weed with hoe, Kammu-Yuan sóh to cut [firewood], chop, 
hoe, Pangan [ya]-chah to chop at (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 296); → Cham cɔh to dig with hoe, Jarai cɔh to break up earth with hoe, 
weed with hoe, Röglai coh to dig with hoe, to split firewood, North Röglai coh to 
peck, Acehnese cɔh to peck, [snake] to strike; ~ Sre jəcoh to chop up, mince, Chrau 
təcɔh to chop up, Bahnar cəcɔh to chop, to flatten with dah; → Cham tacɔh, Jarai 
təcɔːh, Röglai jəcoh, North Röglai ticoh to chop up, mince.  
= 1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h to kick, which compare? Cf. also following & 1993 *juuh &c. 
 
(*kcah see 1892 *kcas charcoal.) 
 
1988 *[k]cuh to pierce.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Sre (→ Röglai) cuh, Biat coh to pierce 
holes in, Palaung cɔh to chisel, Besisi chōh to pierce, pernetrate (i.e. Mah Meri; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296). 
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Cf. preceding & 1993 *juuh &c. to peck… . 
 
1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h to kick.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Sre coh, Chrau cɔh, Palaung coh, cɔh 
(MILNE 1931), Semang tĕjāh (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 23 (a)); 
→ Cham cɔh, Röglai coh. 
Cf. A179 *[k]cəs. = 1987 *[ʔ]cɔh to peck…? If so, the same semantics in Mon bɔk. 
 
‡1990 *[p]cah to break.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng cah to break in pieces, Biat cah (to get) broken, Bahnar cah broken 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre bəcah, Chrau pəcah (to get) broken, Bahnar pəcah 
to break (v.i.t.); (by secondary derivation?) ~ Bahnar dialects kəcah splinters, 
sherds (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 285.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pək'aq: Cham pacah to break, &c., Malay pĕchah broken, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 116, *-h; DYEN 1953 § 62); ~ *k'aqk'aq: Javanese chachah 
chopped fine, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 86, *k'ak'ah; add Cebuano Bisayan sàsa to 
crack and flatten bamboo). Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian? 
 
(*pca[ ]h see 1895 *pcaas sour.) 
 
1991 *jah to scatter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic) Mon cɛh̀ to be diffused, wafted, (prah —) scattered, 
Khmer cɛə̀h jaḥ to throw [water] from container, Kuy chàːh to throw [liquid] with 
secondary lengthening, Palaung jah to spread [seed] out; → Thai cʰá to rinse, wash, 
purify. 
 
‡1992 *juh distant.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung jɯh. 
Proto-Austronesian *d'a(S)uq: Malay jauh, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 47; with *dacəh, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, = *Za(S)uq, DYEN 1951, DAHL 1973 § 16.4; contra, SHORTO 
1975 94). 
 
1993 *juuh; *juəh to peck, dart and strike. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau juːh to stab. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Bahnar jɔh, Jeh, Halang joh to peck, [snake] to 
strike; ~ (?, *jrjuəh by metathesis >) Biat jrɔh to dig with a spade. 
Cf. 1987 *[ʔ]cɔh (also for semantics); 1988 *[k]cuh to pierce.  
(SMITH 1972 384.) 
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1994 *juuh; *jəh; *juuʔ to stay, linger. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung juh to stay; ~ Riang-Lang _təkcu to perch, rest. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bahnar jəh to rest, stay (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat njəh to stay, take 
refuge. 
C: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) Kuy with secondary lengthening chàːu to stop, Bru càw (!), 
Sre jou to visit. 
Cf. Old Mon jūl /jul/ to cease from activity, Modern Mon cù to rest. 
 
†1995 *[r]njuh; *[r]njuuh; *[r]nj(u)əh to shake.  
A, B: (Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer kɔɲcùh kañjuḥ to shake (v.t.) 
(TANDART 1935), Kuy (A) (kh)chùh to shake (out), West Bahnar rəyuh to shake 
(v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese (b) giũ to shake [dust, water] off; → 
Cham yuh to tremble, to shake (v.t.), Jarai rəyuh to shake violently, Röglai ayuh to 
shake. 
C: (Mon) Mon kəyòh layah to shake off. 
Cf. 1898 *jas to shiver. Connect Nancowry kumcéh to shake, Bru ʔayɛh̀. 
(~) Sora juː- to shake (v.i.t.). Cf. Kharia jur-, &c., PINNOW 1959 138. 
 
(*ɲah see 60 *ɲaʔ person.) 
 
1996 *t1ih large.  
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Chrau tih wide, spacious, Biat teh, Stieng, Bahnar tih, Jeh, 
Halang tìh, South Nicobarese [om]tẽ large.  
(SMITH 1972 337; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 205 (a).) 
 
(*t1ih, *t1iəh see (also) 64 *t1iʔ earth, ground.) 
 
1997 *t1eh to hit, strike, beat, kick.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon teh to kick backwards, Kuy tɛh to 
strike [e.g. flint on steel], Sre (→ Röglai) teh to hit with downward movement, 
Bahnar tɛh to hit with small stick, to beat flat, beat out, Kammu-Yuan tés to strike 
fire, Lawa Bo Luang təih to kick; ~ Sre tərneh, Bahnar tənɛh, Kammu-Yuan 
tərnès tinder-box. 
Separate Riang-Lang ¯ti to strike, hit, beat, ← Shan tí to strike lightly ← Burmese tī:. 
 
1998 *t1ah; (*t1ah-s >) *t1aas; *t1aʔ level. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon [tɔp] tah to be level, West Bahnar tah 
[taːŋ] flat, level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Riang-Lang (*¯təktɑ by secondary 
expansion >) ¯tak _tɑ scraper for threshing-floor. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon taḥ, Modern Mon tah to level. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer daː ṭā stone slab, Central Nicobarese təː flat, level, 
Nancowry tə ́level; ~ Khasi pyntha plain.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 18.) 
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†‡1999 *t1ɔh breast, mamma.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
toḥh /tɔh/, Modern Mon tɔh, Old Khmer toḥ, Modern Khmer dɔh, Kuy, Stieng 
tɔh, Sre toh breast, Chrau [daːʔ] tɔh milk, Biat, Bahnar tɔh, Jeh, Halang tuh, 
Praok tɯ, Lawa Umphai taus, Mae Sariang taɯh (!), Semelai tuh, Central 
Nicobarese toəh breast, Nancowry tuáh; ~ Stieng kətɔh, Chrau gətɔh breast. 
Waic suggests a variant *t1uus; by expressive deformation? Cf. 2005 *kt1əh chest.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SHAFER 1965 19; BLOOD 1966 264; SMITH 1972 372; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 387 (a).) 
Santali toa, &c. (PINNOW 1959 263).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *t'u(S)t'uS: Cham tathɔw, &c., Malay susu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 158-9, *t'ut'uc; SHORTO 1975 97, contra DAHL 1973 § 16.1). (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 35.) 
 
2000 *toh to remove.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer dɔh ṭoḥ to take [clothes] off, to free, release (→ 
Stieng dɔh to untie, untether, free, redeem), Kuy tɑh to take [clothes] off, Sre toh to 
recover [property], Biat toh to remove [honey from nest], Bahnar tɔh to take out, 
remove.  
 
2000a *t1uh to regenerate (?), re-cultivated land.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khmer) Khmer doh ṭuḥ to grow, sprout, bud (?), Kammu-Yuan 
túh fallow in year after cultivation; ~ (*t1npuh >) Sre mpuh field cultivated for 
two years, Biat [nɛh] mpoh cultivated [land], Bahnar [miːr] təpuh (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) (East Bahnar; West Bahnar puh) [field] cultivated for three years. 
 
2001 *t1uh; *t1uuh to beat esp. with implement. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Literary Mon toh, tuih to raze, level, smooth, beat 
down (by attraction 1998 *t1ah-s), Bahnar toh to hit (violently), beat (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Thin tŏh to hit with stick. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung toh (or A?), Riang-Lang ¯tu, Lawa Bo Luang tɑuh, Lawa 
Umphai toh to pound.  
 
2002 *t1uh; *t1uuh; *t1uəh; *t1əh bean.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric) Biat toh (A), tuh, Stieng tuʔ (!; BLOOD 1966 toːh), Chrau tuːh 
(B). 
C, D: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang toh (C), Bahnar təh (D). 
Cf. Vietnamese đậu, đỗ.  
(BLOOD 1966 30; SMITH 1972 355.) 
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2003 *tuh; *tuəh; *təh to pour out. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Biat toh to pour [paddy] out, Sre, Bahnar tuh 
to pour out, Mương tỗ (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese đỗ id., to spill; (?) ~ Lawa 
Bo Luang ndɑuh, Lawa Umphai ndoh, Mae Sariang ndoh, nduh to fall, let fall, 
put in. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tuəh to draw, transfer, sprinkle [liquid]. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) Sre təh to put [cooked rice] into individual 
bags (DOURNES 1950), Biat təh to decant, (?) Lanoh Jengjeng təh, Temiar təːh rain. 
If Lawa is cognate, *t1-. 
 
2004 *t1uu[h]; *t1uəh; *t1uuʔ to rub, clean by rubbing. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon taoh tuh, toh to rub, scrub, scour, Khmer doh ṭus! to rub, scrub, 
polish; → Cham ḍauḥ; Thai tʰǔu. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan həntɔh to rub. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau tuː to wash [face]; ~ Biat rtuː to wash [face]; ~ 
(*t2pt1uuʔ >?) Riang-Lang ¯səktuʔ to launder; ~ (*[t2]nt1uuʔ >) Praok sidaə to 
launder. 
Thai appears to confirm *-h. Perhaps construct *t1uuʔ to wash; *t1uuh &c. to rub, with 
contamination. Note also A158 *ktuul …to whet. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 34.) 
 
2005 *kt1əh chest, thorax.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Biat [taːŋ] təh, (merging breast < 1999 
*t1ɔh, which compare.) Praok tɯ; ~ (*knt1əh >) Sre ntəh, Bahnar kətəh, 
Central Sakai ʼntöh.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 380 (b).) 
 
2006 *[c]t[ɔ]h to spit.  
A: (Khmer, Aslian) Khmer sdɔh stoḥ, Bateg Deq gətɔf, Temiar gətɔh, (~) Semelai 
tahtɔh. 
Cf. 2090 *ksɔh; contamination is likely.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 390.) 
 
2007 *trtuh to shake.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rətuh to shake (v.t.) (& rətəs, → Röglai, to shake up and down, by 
arbitrary deformation?), Chrau rətuh to shake (out), scatter, Biat rtoh to shake 
down, Bahnar tətuh to shake. 
 
†‡2008 *bt1uh; *bt1uəh; *bt1[i]h; *bt1iəh to burst, explode, spark, pustulate. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer phtùh phduḥ to crackle, to burst, explode; → Thai patʰúʔ to 
explode; Jarai tuh to explode; ~ Mon hətɒh batoh, batuih to suppurate, fester, to 
burst, break out. 
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B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tɔh spark, to give off sparks; (in compounds) eruptive 
infection, Sre toh eruption, Chrau tɔh pimple; ~ Chrau ntɔh to crackle, explode; ~ 
Sre bərtoh, Biat rtɔh to explode. 
(C; or *-əh?; Kuy) ~ Kuy ntɤh parched rice. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung tɛh [lightning] to strike, [gun] to go off. 
Connect variously Khmer khtùh khduḥ pus; 2015a *pɗuh &c.; 74 *[b]tuuʔ to burst, 
pustulate; (*btiʔ >?) Khasi bthei to explode, to burst; & cf. following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; BLOOD 1966 261.) 
Sora 'patui- to burst.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *b[a][ɣ]ətiq: Malay bĕrteh parched rice, &c., perhaps Cebuano 
Bisayan bagtì bone-dry, parched with heat (DEMPWOLFF 1938 28, *bə[t]ih; Proto-
Western-Indonesian or Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *[b]ətut': Acehnese 
b/ör/ötoih, Malay m/ĕl/ĕtus to burst, explode, Javanese m/l/ĕṭos, m/l/ĕṭus to 
spring apart, (or Mon-Khmer →?) Cham patuh, Röglai bətuh to explode, North 
Röglai patuh to crackle, explode (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-Javanese). 
 
2009 *rt1ah; (*rt1ah-s >) *rt1as; *rt1aas to explode. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, ?Kuy) Biat rtah to burst (& tah [tɔr] 
(to) thunder, by phrasal assonance); ~ (*rnt1ah >) Mon hətah to burst, explode, 
(with secondary lengthening; or C?) Kuy nthàːh [paɲ] [lightning] to strike; ~ Mon 
[həkɜ]̀ kətah, Khmer rùəntɛə̀h (& ʔɔntɛə̀h) lightningbolt; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəltàh, 
(by back-formation?) pətáh to burst, split open; ~ Khasi pyrthat thunder. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok tu to flash, (~?) Lawa Bo Luang [taʔ] təuh, Lawa Umphai təs 
[taʔ], Mae Sariang toih [taʔ] lightning. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar tayh [lightning] to strike, Bru tàyh thunderbolt..  
Cf. preceding. Sakai (i.e. Semelai) kĕrĕntah thunder, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 119, is 
rather connected to 1622 *gtər. 
 
(*dih see 76 *diʔ to hit, come in contact with.) 
 
2010 *dah (& *daʔ?) to hit, to meet.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Late Old Mon daḥ 
/dah/ to be contiguous with, Modern Mon tɛh̀ to hit (mark), meet with, be correct, to 
fit, Khmer tɛə̀h daḥ to slap, Kuy thàːh to slap, to beat [drum] with hands, Bru tàːh 
(so *-aah? or secondary lengthening?), Stieng dah to hit, attack, (*daʔ >?) 
Central Nicobarese təː-, dəː-[hətə] to touch, Nancowry təʔ́; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ndah, Lawa Umphai ndɯah to slap, hit, Praok dɛ to strike, beat; ~ Khmer prətɛə̀h 
to encounter, meet by chance. 
Cf. 76 *diʔ &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
(*dəh see 78 *dəəʔ to stop… .; *[d][ɔ]h see 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ this, here.) 
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2011 *rdeh cart.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer rətèh radeḥ, Kuy rthɛh̀, Stieng, Kontum Bahnar 
rədɛh (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham ratèːh, ritèːh, Jarai rədɛːh, North Röglai 
radeh; Thai ratʰɛ;́ ~ Sre (→ Röglai) rəndeh, Chrau ndɛh; → Biat rɯndɛh. 
Sre, & Cham &c., exclude *-ɗ-.  
(BLOOD 1966 248.)  
 
2012 *[s][d]i[h] low, below.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic). Stieng dɛh, dhɛh under (neath); low, Biat 
deh, Kammu-Yuan tìs low; ~ Thin (h)nde low, Praok dɛ to be low, (at) the bottom.  
Connect Chrau atɛh below. Note also Nancowry miʔíhsi low, miʔíhla shallow, referred 
ʔíh near; haʔɛh̃hasi to lower, laʔɛs̃si beneath, and further kaləh́ beneath. For 
Bahnar kəɗɛh short, … see 202 *Gliəh. 
 
2013 *ɗeh to be born, to give birth.  
A: (& to move, contaminated by 2062 *leh to go down, out; Bahnaric, Central Aslian) 
Stieng, Biat dɛh v.i.t., Sre deh to give birth to, lay [egg], put down, Chrau dɛh to 
give birth, Sakai dê to lay down (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 153 (b)); 
apparently → Mương tẻ to be born (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese đẻ to be 
born, để to put down; ~ (*[l]nɗeh >) Sre ɗeh to move (v.i.), Bahnar rənɛh to be 
born; (probably) ~ Biat ndɛh [ntok] to move, displace. 
Sora deː- to become is not connected, cf. PINNOW 1959 333.  
(BLOOD 1966 245.) 
 
2013a *ɗuh; *ɗuəh to stumble. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy thùh to trip over, Bru kutɔh̀!; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkəndo to 
stumble. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmuic; ~ *kɗuəh by secondary derivation ~) Chrau dəjɔh to 
stub toe, (?) Kammu-Yuan cəklɯ́ah slipping up. 
Kuy appears to exclude *kɗ- in root. But separate? or *gɗ-. 
 
2014 *t2ɗih; *t2ɗəh; *t2ɗiʔ near. 
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian, ?South Bahnaric) Sre (DOURNES 1950), Biat dih outside (?), 
Kammu-Yuan les, Khmuʼ leh, Kensiu tədeh near. 
B: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Stieng dəːh near; ~ (*t2pɗəh >) Mendriq 
pədəh; ~ Stieng ndəːh, (~?) Lanoh pələndɔh. 
C: (Palaungic; ~ *t2nɗiʔ >) Praok de near, to be about, to be about to, to pertain to, 
Lawa Bo Luang sandaiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sandiʔ near.  
Note also Nancowry ʔíh, ʔɛh̃, tinʔɛh̃.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 19.)  
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2015 *[ ]n[ɗ]ah; *[ ]n[ɗ]aah; *[ ]n[ɗ]aʔ one of two sides.  
A, B: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng dah one of a pair (A), Sre, Biat ɗah, Jeh nah side 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), one of two sides, (B) Mương (BARKER 1966 19), 
Vietnamese nửa half; ~ (A/B) Bahnar məʔnah part, some…others… . 
C: (Katuic) Kuy naː side, direction.  
(BLOOD 1966 289.) 
 
2015a *pɗuh; *pɗuəh; (*pɗiəh-s >?) *pɗiəs to burst, explode, spark, pustulate.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bahnar ɗoh to 
explode, ɗuh pus, to suppurate, Vietnamese nổ to explode, Nancowry ʔuróh to hatch 
eggs; → Jarai ɗuh to explode; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəltòh to explode; ~ Palaung 
pədoh parched rice. 
B: (Kuy) Kuy dɑh to burst, explode; ~ bdɑh parched rice. 
C: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy dɛh [sparks] to fly, West Bahnar dɛh 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang teh, Lawa Umphai thias to give off sparks. 
Connect 2008 *bt1uh &c. 
 
2016 *[s]ɗuh to leap, jump.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer stùh sduḥ to leap up, spring forward (with chest 
register by levelling on derivation); ~ sɔmtùh, sɔntùh bound, leap; ~ Sre sənɗoh 
to jump; ~ Biat rdoh to spring, rush upon, to swoop. 
Sre establishes *-ɗ-. Note Bru badayh < *-as to leap, jump. 
 
(*nih see 91 *niʔ this.) 
 
2017 *neh finished, over.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre neh to be finished; past auxiliary, Röngao neh (& nɛy) formerly, 
recently (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*nɔh see 92 *nɔʔ this.) 
 
2018 *jnah victorious.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Old Mon jnaḥ /jnah/, Modern Mon hnɛh̀, Old Khmer jnaḥ, 
Modern Khmer chnɛə̀h, Kuy nàh to be victorious (over); → Cham canɤ̄ḥ; ~ 
Literary Mon jamnaḥ victor, Khmer cùmnɛə̀h victory. 
 
2019 *t[rn]əh other.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Middle Mon tanah, tanoh /tənɔh/, Modern Mon kənɔh, Kuy nɑh, 
Bru kanɑh. 
Katuic probably confirms *-rn-. 
 
2020 *t1n1ɔh mouth.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy nɔh, Kammu-Yuan tənɔh́. 
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(*[b]nah see 96 *[b]naʔ you.) 
 
2021 *piih to wash [clothes].  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng phih (!; BLOOD 1966 peːh), Sre, Chrau piːh, Biat, Bahnar pih. 
connected 2026 *puh to wash.  
(SHAFER 1965 97; BLOOD 1966 49.) 
 
‡2022 *pah; *puh; *puəh to slap, hit. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) (Sre pah to clap, slap, punch perhaps ← 
Röglai, below; as Khmer pah to hit ← Cham) Chrau pah to hit, Praok pa to strike, 
Lawa Bo Luang poh, (!) Lawa Umphai phoh, Mae Sariang p(h)oh (by attraction 
2026 *puh to wash) to hit, beat, launder; ~ Vietnamese vả to slap. 
B: (Khmer, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer boh puḥ to hit with stick, Lebir, Kerbat puh 
to strike (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 496 (c)), Nancowry ʔufóh to stir, 
beat drum. 
C: (Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic) Khmer bɔh poḥ, Kuy pɑh to hammer, drive in, Palaung 
pɔh to slap. 
Back vocalism secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *pə[q]pəq: Malay pĕpah to strike, beat, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 75, 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *pəppəh. Tagalic reflects variants *paqpaq, *piqpiq; see 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES…). Cham, North Röglai pah to slap, Jarai pah to slap, to beat 
drum, Röglai pah to slap, clap, punch are < *pəqpəq or ← Mon-Khmer; separate 
Acehnese ömpaih to beat, < *-t'. 
 
(*pah see also 100 *paʔ shoulder.) 
 
2023 *p[ɔ]h (to) flower.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung poh (to) flower, Riang-Lang ˉpɔ bud; to open, 
flower, Proto-Semai *pɤ(ɤ)h to blossom (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
= 2029 *puh &c. to open? Then rather *pə(ə)h. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 189.)  
 
2024 *pooh to use a bow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon poh /poh/, Modern Mon puh to 
shoot with pellet-bow, Khmer bɔh poḥ to gin [cotton], Praok [ak] po bow; ~ Mon 
nuh pnoh pellet-bow, Khmer phnɔh bow for beating cotton, Vietnamese nỏ 
crossbow. 
= following? Pangan puh to shoot with blowipe is < 2028 *puh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
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2025 *p[oo]h to throw (away).  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer bɔh poḥ to throw, (— baol &c.) throw 
away, abandon (→ Kuy bɑh throw away, abandon), Lawa Bo Luang pəuh, Lawa 




‡2026 *puh to wash.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan puh to wash [clothes, hair]; ~ Biat rpoh to 
wash [face]. 
Connect 2021 *piih to wash [clothes]. 
Proto-Austronesian *puqpuq: Kelabit pupuq to wash clothes, Bikol puqpuq to wash 
anus, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 310; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡2027 *puh; *puuh reed, split bamboo. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*mpuh >) Mon (k)əpɒh lapuih kinds of reed 
used for matting; ~ Khmer bəboh, pəboh papos! Aira arundinacea, used for matting; 
→ Cham papɔ̀ː  Saccharum arundinaceum; ~ Khmer prəboh prapos! reed, by 
metathesis Sre proh rush; → Röglai bərboh rush. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng puːh split bamboo used in fields.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
Proto-Austronesian *palu[ ]puq: Malay pĕlupoh, Javanese plupuh split bamboo for 
flooring, (?) Tagalog palupoq rack (DEMPWOLFF 1938 113; Proto-Malayo-Javanese 
or Proto-Hesperonesian). Perhaps Mon-Khmer → Indonesian Cf. BENEDICT 1975 
325-6, leaf; but connected Proto-Austronesian with *p/al/aqpaq frond, midrib 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 112-13; DYEN 1965) not certain. 
 
‡2028 *puh; (*puh-s >) *puus to blow. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör puh, Central Rölöm pɷh 
to blow, Biat poh to operate [bellows], pump, Pangan puh to shoot with blowpipe 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256 (a)); ~ Sre gəpuh [leaf in wind] to tremble, [flag 
&c.] to blow in wind. 
B: (North Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Bahnar puyh north-east monsoon, 
dry season, Jehai pəhos to blow, (?) Semai II pəs wind. 
By dissimilation < *phuh(-s) < *bhuh(-s), cf. Jehai, Austronesian? Cf. 616 *lpuŋ 
&c.; 1023 *puut &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 29.) 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *[qS]ə(N)but': Cham pùːh to blow up [fire], Malay (h)ĕmbus 
to blow furnace…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 63, *həmbut'). See BENEDICT 1975 236-7. 
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2029 *puh; *puuh; *puəh; *pəh; (*pəh-s >) *pəəs to open.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung pɯh (A), (B) Praok paw, Lawa Bo Luang pɑuh, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang poh. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar pɔh to open, uncover (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & 
Röngao poh), Central Nicobarese ofoəh-[hələ &c.] to open, Nancowry fuáh open, 
ʔufuáh to open; → North Röglai puəh. 
D: (?) → Cham pɤh, Röglai pəh to open. 
E: (North Bahnaric) Gölar Bahnar pəyh to open, uncover. 
= 2023 *p[ɔ]h (to) flower? Cf. also 2036 *ɓ[ə]h &c.; 346 *pək &c. 
 
(*[kr]puh see 103 *krpiʔ buffalo.) 
 
2030 *lpiəh; by metathesis *pliəh to separate, pick. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pɔh to be 
displaced, Khmer beh peḥ to pick, pluck, Kuy peh to break off piece [of edible], East 
Bahnar pɛh, West Bahnar pɛʔ to pick, pluck, to cut and gather, to strip, peel, scale 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung pɛh, Praok pɛ, Lawa Bo Luang pəih, Vietnamese 
bẻ to pick, pluck; (Vietnamese or Khmer) → Chrau bɛh to pick or break off; ~ 
Middle Mon lapah [ket] to pick up, Modern Mon həpɔh to pick up, kəpɔh to pick 
up, (kɔ —) to be broken off. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Stieng plɛh to pick [fruit], to 
change [garment], to take the place of [person], Bahnar plɛh to pull loose, strip ear, to 
take out, extract; [snare] to be set off; ~ (*pnliəh >?) Kuy mpleh to pick, pull stalks 
off; ~ Mon pəlɔh to pull, pluck, pull apart, cut into bits, Khmer prəleh to pick 
carefully, (TANDART 1935) pull to pieces; by back-formation ~ Mon lòh to pick up, 
Bahnar lɛh to pick, pluck; [weapon, trap] to go off (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
(?)Nancowry léh (to be) separate, to break or cut off.  
Note variously Jeh piayh (< *[l]piəs) to break off; Biat pəːih (< *[l]pəəs) to pick 
up; Lawa Bo Luang pɑh to be broken off; Bahnar plɔh to pull loose, strip ear, to take 
out, extract; [snare] to be set off (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; Jölong); gləh (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) to come out of place, be dislocated.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
(*lpah see 2063 *p-lah to cut up, divide, split.) 
 
2030a *lp[ɔ]h waves in water.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar pɔh [yaʔ]; ~ Old Mon laṁpoḥ /ləmpɔh/ [caloḥ], 
Modern Mon kəpɔh. 
 
‡2031 *[s]rpah to insult.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre sərpah to impugn the paternity of, insult (→ Röglai), 
Central Rölöm pah to put a curse on, Bahnar dialects səpah &c. to insult grossly 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese [si] vả to insult.  
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(BLOOD 1966 322.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'uNpaq: Malay sumpah oath, imprecation, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
158; DYEN 1953 § 62; Proto-Hesperonesian). Mon-Khmer not obviously ← 
Indonesian given morphological & semantic divergence.  
 
‡2032 *bah; *baas to flow out. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Literary Mon [haḥ] baḥ to overflow (or B); ~ Bahnar bəbah 
to flow into. 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Khmer pìːəh bās spreading right through, Kuy phìah 
ready to overflow; ~ Vietnamese vãi to spill, to be spilled, to strew. 
Proto-Austronesian *baSaq: Malay bah flood, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 17, *bacah; DYEN 
1953 § 54). See BENEDICT 1975 349.  
 
2033 *b[ɔ]h mindful, to hold in mind.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon pòh bah to remember, call to mind (& Middle 
Mon bah sanā to bear in mind by popular etymology ← Sanskrit/Pali vāsanā 
recollection), Chrau vɔh [vənɔh] wise, Khasi [buh]bot to be mindful (with b- by 
phrasal alliteration). 
 
‡2034 *buh; *buuh; *buəh ash, powdery dust. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Stieng buh ash; ~ (*brb- >) Mon həpɜh̀ 
babuih dust, powder, spoil, (or B) Jölong bəbuːih dust (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; 
apparently contaminated by other dialects ɓruyh); ~ Stieng nbuh ash, Sre 
kəmbuh powder, dust, waste from first pounding of paddy. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vuːh dust, ash, Sre buːh, Biat buh ash. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan pɔh̀ ash. 
Connect Semang sibó (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 23), Sakai sâbor dust 
(i.e. Semai; ib. S_26); but connection dubious Khmer pheh pheḥ ashes, cited at 
POU & JENNER 1975 no. 18; as Khasi dpei hearth, ashes. Cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k dust; 
1483a *buuyʔ &c. dust; 2044 *t1[l]ɓooh flour, dust.  
(SHAFER 1965 134.) 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *qabu: Malay abu ashes, dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
11, *cabuc; DAHL 1973 § 8.3, 12.2, contra DYEN 1953 § 112; cf. SHORTO 1975 90 n. 
25); → Besisi abo’ ashes (i.e. Mah Meri), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 160. For 
*qabuk see 359 *[ ]bu(u)k. See BENEDICT 1975 221-2. 
 
2035 *buuh to split.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer pùh buḥ to split wood, 
Stieng buh to split wood; finished part of task, Biat buh part, half, lamina, 
Vietnamese bổ to split [wood], cut [fruit] open (!; contaminated by 2029 *puh to 
open?), Nancowry tapúh to split; ~ Stieng mbuh split wood; finished part of task. 
 
(*ɓeh see 1963 *bVʔeh to abuse.) 
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2036 *ɓ[ə]h; *ɓah to open. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung [baŋ] boh (!) doorway, Mương bở (BARKER 1966 
19), Vietnamese mở to open. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat bah ajar. 
Palaung vocalism contextual? Cf. 2029 *puh &c. 
 
2037 *ɓɔɔh salt.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy phɑ̀ːh, Chrau vɔh, Biat bɔh, Sre, Jeh, Halang boh, Bahnar 
ɓɔh; → Cham bōh. 
Cf. 1770 *[m]ɓil.  
(BLOOD 1966 259; SMITH 1972 379.) 
 
†‡2038 *ɓuh; *ɓuuh; (*ɓu(u)h-s >) *ɓus; *ɓuus; *ɓi[ ]s to bubble, boil. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer pùh buḥ to 
boil, Bahnar buh welling up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B); (~) → Iban amboh 
/ambuh/ scum, slime; ~ Khmer pəpùh foam, scum, Central Sakai buboh foam, 
froth; ~ (*brɓuh >) Mon həbɒh baḅuih &c. foam, froth (or : last); → Cham 
parapɔ̀ː h froth; ~ Khmer rùmpùh boiling-point, Stieng rəmuh to boil (v.i.); ~ Kuy 
mpoh foam, bubbles, Stieng səmbuh, (or B; ~?) Bahnar kəmuh froth. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Katuic) ~ Biat mbuh froth, Vietnamese mủ pus, Kuy 
phùh to boil over. 
C: (Mon; rather than A) Mon bɒh to boil (v.t.). 
D: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung bur, Riang-Lang ˉbus foam, foam, Temiar buːs 
bubbles (DIFFLOTH 1976); (probably) ~ Sakai rĕbus to boil (i.e. Temiar, Lanoh; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 334); → Malay rĕbus, Acehnese röboih. 
E: (Palaungic) Palaung bir to boil [rice]. 
Connected further Central Nicobarese fɔĩh bubble (< *p-); Praok bay foam, froth (< 
*bnɓiiʔ?); 372 *[c]ɓuk froth.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
Sora əbu'buː-n foam.  
~ (Proto-Austronesian *[t']əbu) Bikol sabó, sobo foam, foam, Pangasinan sabó foam, 
Ilocano sibo bubble. Note also Malay bueh froth (< *bu[ ]iq, or ← Mon-Khmer?; 
with Nicobaric, & Mon-Khmer vowel variation, suggesting Proto-Austroasiatic 
*buih or the like); Sanskrit budbuda-, budbuḍa- bubble, buḍabuḍa- bubblingly 
(TURNER 1962-66 9278). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 17.) 
 
†‡2039 *ɓuh; *ɓəh to pour, sprinkle. 
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Mon bɒh to sprinkle; ~ Temiar muh to bathe; ~ Che’ 
Wong, Semai mamuh to bathe; ~ Middle Mon laḅoh /ləɓɯh/, Modern Mon 
həbɒh to pour or sprinkle water over. 
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B: (Khasi, North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Khasi bet to scatter, sow, sprinkle, Pangan 
[ya]-böʼ to pour (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 204); ~ Nancowry 
kapúahɲi to pour out (< *ɓuəh?); ~ Semaq Beri mahmɛːh to bathe.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 81.) 
Kharia biʼb to pour out water (PINNOW 1959 319).  
Proto-Austronesian *buqbuq: Acehnese boh to place, put, Malay bubuh to put, set, 
affix, &c., Cebuano Bisayan bùbù to pour out into, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 31, 
*bubuh Hinzufügen + *bubu[h] Giessen; SHORTO 1975 97). The same semantics 
in 986 *cuut &c. 
 
2040 *[k]ɓ[ɔ]h to love, like.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre gəboh to like; ~ Praok mo to love, like. 
Or *-oh. Note Nancowry ʔuáh to admire. 
 
2041 *[k]ɓuh to burn, grill.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy buh to burn, Sre buh to grill, Chrau vuh, Jeh, Halang buh 
to roast, Bahnar ɓuh to singe, grill. 
Earlier *[k]bʔuh, causative formation? Then connected perhaps (i) Nyah Kur lʔuh 
cooked [rice], Bahnar həuh to reheat roast and mix with freshly cooked rice… 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (→) Cham uh to cook in ashes; (ii) A193 *[ɗ]uh hot; (iii) 
1872 *[ ]ʔus &c. fire, firewood.  
(SMITH 1972 341.) 
 
2041a *jɓuəh (& *jɓuuh?); *jɓuuʔ beak. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Kuy cbɑh hooked tip of beak; ~ Khmer cɔmpùh 
cambuḥ, (TANDART 1935) cùmpùh (< *-uuh?), Vietnamese mõ beak. 
B: (Mon; ~ *jnɓuuʔ >) Mon həmao camhau &c. beak, bill, muzzle. 
Connect Cham caḅuac, Röglai təbuːy, North Röglai tuɓuaiʔ.  
 
2042 *tɓ[e]h to turn edge.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon tḅeḥh /tɓeh/ to turn, blunt [edge of weapon], 
Bahnar bɛh slightly jagged (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
2043 *tɓ[ə]h (& *tɓəəh?); *tɓuh to appear, be seen. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon tuṁḅaḥ /təmɓah/ (!) to appear (& Modern Mon 
həmah s(a)maḥ to resemble, contaminated by 149 *sməh equal, alike); ~ 
(*tbɓ[ə]h >) Old Mon tuḅaḥ, Modern Mon həbah to show, (~, or by analogy, cf. 
South Bahnaric *tn- causative) Stieng (tə)mbəːh to inform, warn, confess, accuse 
(< *-əəh?), Biat mbəh to tell, inform. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓoh to see; ~ təɓoh to show. 
Khmer cbah clear, evident… is < 1920 *c[b]as.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 18.) 
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†2044 *t1[l]ɓooh flour, dust.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon thaḅoh /təɓoh/ cake of rice-flour, Modern Mon 
[kwaiŋ] həbuh rice-flour, Palaung kərboh airborne dust, to be dusty (MILNE 1931); 
→ Malay lĕbu dust, probably → Javanese lĕbu dust, → Sundanese ləbuq ashes, 
dust (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, *ləbuc; NOTHOFER 1975 43).  
Cf. 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
Santali loboʔ husk, bran, meal, flour, &c. (PINNOW 1959 245; Proto-Munda *lobo[ʔ]—
& *lopo[ʔ]). 
 
2044a *mih parent’s elder sibling.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau mih parent’s elder sibling, Bahnar mih parent’s elder brother.  
(SMITH 1972 334.) 
 
(*mih see also 127 *miʔ (to) rain; *miih see 128 *mi[i]ʔ you (singular); *m[o]h see 
136 *m[o]ʔ what.) 
 
†2045 *muh; *muuh; *muus nose. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon moḥ /mɯh/, 
Modern Mon, Kuy mùh, Biat moh, Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar muh, Jeh, Halang, 
Kammu-Yuan mùh, Khasi ʼmut (~ khmut), Kensiu, Semai mɔh, Semelai muh, 
Central Nicobarese moəh, moəh̃, Nancowry muáh (< *muəh); ~ Khmer 
crəmoh cramuḥ nose, Stieng trəmuh nose, muzzle.  
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung muh (MILNE 1931), Temiar məːh, Semnam 
muːh nose. 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang maɯh, Lawa Umphai 
maus, Mương (WILSON 1966, BARKER 1966 205), Vietnamese mũi nose.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 184, 427; BLOOD 1966 28; SMITH 1972 343; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 98.) 
Sora mʔuː-n, compounding form muː-n, Mundari mu(hu), &c. (PINNOW 1959 387). 
 
2046 *muh; *muəh; *muʔ to be. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung mɯh, Sakai moh (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 88). 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, North Aslian) Archaic Khmer mùəh moḥ that is, Praok mɔ, 
Semang moah to be (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
C: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _moʔ to remain, stay, Temiar mɔʔ there is 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 178). 
Connect Lawa mah to be; < weak form? 
 
(*kmu(ə)h see 138 *kmuʔ mouldy, rotten.) 
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2047 *crmah generous, kind.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre sərmah, Chrau səmah, Bahnar hamah (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → 
Jarai cəmaːh, Röglai sərmah, North Röglai caramah. 
Note Literary Mon pamaḥ [slaḥ] to give up, yield, ~ [salaḥ] pawaḥ &c. to renounce, be 
generous < Middle Mon trawaḥ to renounce; conceivably ~ *cwah, Bahnaric by 
secondary derivation ~ *cmah < *cmwah. 
 
(*sməh see 149 *smə[ ]ʔ equal, alike.) 
 
2048 *yah; *yaʔ to damage; waste, residue. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Sre yah waste product (→ Röglai), 
Palaung yah, Riang-Lang _yɑ, Praok yɛ to destroy, ruin, Bru yìah to pull down, tear 
down; ~ (*[c][r]yah >) Bahnar hiah torn, spoiled, damaged (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ (*[c]nyah >) Biat njah residue, Jeh ɲah chaff (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
(~?) kaɲah chips from chopping tree; → Jarai ʔjah residue; ~ Vietnamese nhả to 
let fall from mouth, emit from aperture. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *cyaʔ >?) Bahnar ʔiaʔ residue of sugar-cane.  
 
2049 *syuu[h] damp, wet.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau suːh, Biat chuh; ~ Bahnar həʔɲuyh, (Kontum; ~?) həyuyh 
(with *-s by assimilation?); ~ Chrau [daːʔ] yuːh dew. 
SMITH 1972 498 suggests North Bahnaric *-j-, probably regular in context. 
 
2050 *reh to raise up, to exalt.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon reh /reh/ to do honour to, Modern Mon rèh [seh] to hold 
in respect or reverence, Thin rɛh to lift up. 
Connect 2061 *[s]r[ɔ]h to rise, ascend. 
 
(*r[ɔ]h see 2061 *[s]r[ɔ]h to rise, ascend.) 
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†‡2051 *ruh; *ruuh; *ruəh; *rəh; *rah; *raah; *rih; (*-h-s >) *rus; *ruəs; *rəs; 
*rəəs; *raas (& *ras?); *ris; *ruʔ; *ruuʔ; *ruəʔ; *raʔ to fall, be shed. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer rùh ruḥ to fall down, fall 
off, Stieng ruh (& aruh) to come off handle, come loose, (or B?) Bahnar ruh to fall 
(down), Jeh ruh [rain] to fall, Halang ruh [water] to fall; ~ Middle Mon croh 
/crɯh/ [rain] to fall on, Modern Mon sɒh to extinguish, Khmer crùh to fall, (~?) 
Stieng jəruh [flowers, fruit] to fall, Bahnar cəruh to fall on, flow on, pour on 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B?), Vietnamese rỏ to drip, ooze; ~ (*cbruh >) Old 
Mon -curoḥ to shed scatter, Modern Mon kərɒh to pour out, let fall, Khmer cùmrùh 
to cause to fall, Kuy sroh, rhoh [clothes] to come down, to remove [clothes] (v.i. 
perhaps < *cr-); ~ Old Mon sruḥ to pour water on, (merging *c-ruh) Modern Mon 
sɒh to extinguish, (or B) Bahnar sruh to let fall, throw away; ~ Mon prɒh to burst, 
leak, Sre pruh to spurt out, to squirt out, Chrau pruh [fruit, leaves] to fall, Bahnar 
proh to gush out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & West Bahnar pruh to squirt from 
mouth); → Cham pruh to squirt from mouth; ~ Stieng bruh to sprinkle water on, 
Sre bruh to spit, dribble; ~ (*.nruh >) Kuy nthrùh to fall, Biat ndroh shower 
(quantifier); ~ Biat ŋkroh to shake [contents of sack] down. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ (*sruuh >) Chrau suːh to sprinkle; ~ (*bruuh >) vruːh to 
squirt, spit. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Palaungic) ~ Bahnar crɔh diarrhoea 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer prɔh proḥ to sprinkle, Bahnar prɔh outflow 
(quantifier) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer prùəh to sow, scatter, Kuy phrɑ̀ːh to 
strew, sow, scatter, sprinkle, Chrau vrɔh to scatter, sprinkle; ~ Kammu-Yuan krɔh̀ to 
flake off, peel off, (~? *.nr- >; or variant final) Praok grua to drop, fall away; ~ 
Sre səkruəh to shake down, (?) Praok khrua to shake off. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian, ?Mon) Stieng rəːh to dismantle, demolish; ~ 
Jah Hut cərəh to fall; ~ Middle Mon prah, Modern Mon prɔh to fall, be shed (or C); 
~ Stieng brəh to scatter, to sow broadcast, Khasi bret to throw away. 
E, F: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy ràh to asperge, Sre [miːw] rah mango 
showers, Biat rah to asperge, to strew, scatter, Vietnamese rã to be dispersed; ~ Mon 
prah to be scattered about, Kuy prah [praŋ] to be separated and scattered, Sre prah 
[preŋ] all over the place (DOURNES 1950), Biat prah to fall (down), Bahnar prah 
scattered, sparse (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Thai pràʔ to sprinkle, spray; ~ Bahnar 
təprah to splash by secondary derivation; ~ Vietnamese [đi] rửa to have diarrhoea 
(F). 
G: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Lawa Umphai reh to pour; ~ Khmer preh 
preh priḥ priḥ onomatopoeic for fine rain, Sre prih to spurt out, Biat prih [boil] to 
burst. 
H: (Bahnaric) Sre ros to strip grains [of hill paddy] by hand, Bahnar dialect ruːih 
[cereals] to shatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ East Bahnar pruːih to squirt from 
mouth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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I: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Cheʼ Wong rəwas to fall; ~ 
Mon pruh proh to squirt from mouth or trunk, Proto-Nyah Kur *pru̱uy ̊(DIFFLOTH 
1984 V258), Palaung pruər fine ash; → Shan phɔɛ́, phɔɛ̄ to scatter in fine particles; 
~ Khmer prùːəh bruəs to squirt from mouth, Biat brɔːih [raːɔ] to exorcize (by 
squirting water). 
J, K: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai) rəːs to trim leaves and bark from 
[branch], Biat rəːih to demolish (K); ~ Khmer prɔːh pras! to sprinkle gently 
(TANDART 1935; pras' GUESDON 1930; J, lengthening secondary), (K) Kuy prəːh 
dishevelled, [bees] disturbed, Biat prəːih unravelled; ~ (J; or M or G?) Biat mbreh to 
sow [paddy]. 
L: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre raːs to spread out fanwise, rake 
apart (→ Röglai) (by attraction 1928 *raas to retreat), Palaung rar [leaves] to fall; 
~ Chrau jraːih to asperge; ~ Khmer praːh prās to throw away, leave, separate, 
Riang-Lang ˉprɑs to leave, to be apart, (probably) Praok pra to leave; ~ Mương 
(BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese rải to scatter (& Vietnamese rảy to sprinkle with 
water; < *-as?). 
M: (Khmer, North Aslian) Mendriq rɛs to fall; ~ Khmer prɤh pris fine [rain], to sprinkle 
lightly. 
N: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Biat [craːi] pruː to scatter, disperse (v.i.) (or 
O), Bahnar proʔ to gush out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
O: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar ruː [cereals] to shatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Bahnar [ʔmiː] pruː to shower; ~ Khasi khru sound of falling or tumbling. 
P: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat rwəː to scatter, Kammu-Yuan rùaʔ-rùaʔ [water] running out 
continuously; ~ Bahnar prɔʔ to spurt out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Q: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ West Bahnar praʔ to scatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi pra to fall to pieces, scatter, separate. 
Add as derivative 2058 *truh to seep? Connected further 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip; 
837 *ra(a)c to sprinkle, scatter; & Vietnamese [xê] ra to separate, scatter.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56, 66; SMITH 1972 354; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 19.) 
Sora (i) ru-[idɑː-] to pour [water]; (ii) 'sirɑː- to extinguish; (iii) Kharia rɔ to be 
scattered (PINNOW 1959 400; Proto-Munda *rəʔ?).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *luɣuq: Malay luroh to fall, be shed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 98-
9, *-h); (ii) *d1/2iɣuq: Tagalog lígoq bathing, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 166; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (iii) *d[1/2]iɣut': Malay dirus to irrigate, water, Javanese dus, 
Hiligaynon Bisayan digus to bathe (Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, 
*d-); (iv; Mon-Khmer →?) Malay tĕmpĕras scattered (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 
116 to *pəɣət' —rather *pəɣəqət', see DAHL 1973 § 17.6, 9— to squeeze out). Cf. 
also BENEDICT 1975 395, sprinkle. 
 
2052 *ruh; *ruuh; *rus young girl, virgin.  
A, B: (Bahnaric) (Sre aruh virgin, young girl =?) Sre [ʔuːr] ruh young woman (BLOOD 
1966) (A), Chrau ruːh sister (B); ~ (*rnr- >?; A) Stieng druh nubile girl, animal on 
heat, [koːn duː uːr] ndruh nubile girl, Chrau [uːr] druh young woman, Biat [buː] 
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droh young girl, (A/B) Bahnar adruh, Gölar Bahnar hədruh girl, young woman still 
childless, (~?) Jeh drudruh unmarried woman, Halang dədruh young, unmarried 
woman, fruitful.  
C: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ˉcərɔs virgin, unmarried girl. 
Connection uncertain Praok [bon] kri, Lawa Bo Luang [pi]-khrəih, Lawa Umphai 
[pa-, kuan] kreh, Mae Sariang [pa]-khyɛih (< *krih?).  
(BLOOD 1966 25; SMITH 1972 352.) 
 
†2053 *ruuh to wash [clothes].  
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Röngao rùh, Vietnamese rũ.  
Cf. 1841 *r[ ]aawh to wash (SMITH 1972 348.) 
Sora roː-[kaːb-]. 
 
(*[k]ra[ ]h see 164 *kra[ ]ʔ old, aged.) 
 
2054 *[k]ruh kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer krùh gruḥ, Kuy khrùh (!) kind of basket coated 
with resin (→ Biat gruh bucket?), Sre kruh small kind of carrying-basket, Bahnar 
kroh special large kind of carrying-basket; → Jarai krɔːh, Röglai kruh small kind of 
carrying-basket.  
(SMITH 1972 376.) 
 
2055 *cr[ii]h rust.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer creh crɛḥ, Kuy (!) thrɛh̀, 
Stieng cərɛh, Vietnamese rỉ. 
Khmer &c. vocalism post-dental? 
 
(*jruh see 172 *jruuʔ deep.) 
 
2056 *jruəh; *jr[ə]h; *jriəh clean. 
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau jrɔh clean, Bahnar hərɔh clean, pure (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer crɛə̀h clean, pure. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy thrìːh smooth, clean, licked clean. 
C secondary; Khmer vocalism post-dental? 
 
2057 *tr[e]h (to draw a) line.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre treh to draw a line (↔ Röglai), Bahnar trih line, row (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
 
2057a *[t]rrah kind of citrus.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon [pərak] kərah taraḥ kind of citrus, Biat [krɔːc] rlah 
lemon, mandarin orange. 
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2058 *truh to seep.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat troh to seep, trickle, drip; ~ Mon kərɒh [daik] filter. 
~ 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed? Note there Vietnamese rỏ to drip, ooze. 
 
2059 *prah; *praʔ to make offerings. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Bahnar dialects prah to make a minor sacrifice to *kyaak 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*p[n]rah >) Chrau mvrah offering-table. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar praʔ to make a minor sacrifice to *kyaak.  
 
2060 *brah divine being.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer vraḥ, Modern Khmer prɛə̀h god, sacred being 
or thing, Stieng brah spirit (diable, démon), Sre brah mythic hero (DOURNES 1950), 
Biat brah spirit (génie); → Thai pʰráʔ.  
Connect ultimately Old Burmese purhā, Modern Burmese bhurā:; Old Javanese bhra 
lord, Modern Javanese bra prince. 
 
2061 *r[ə]h to rise, ascend.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy sah to rise, to raise; Kammu-Yuan rəh̀ to rise, wake, to 
grow, to go up, Riang-Lang _rɔ to rise, to go up; ~ Kammu-Yuan prəh́ to raise, to 
wake (v.t.), (~?; by secondary derivation) Riang-Lang phrɔ to rise. 
Or *r- ~ *sr-? Separate Kuy, Bru sɑh to ascend (?). Connect 2050 *reh to rise up… . 
 
2062 *leh to go down, go out.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) East Bahnar lih to abort (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung 
leh, Praok li to go down, out, Riang-Lang _lɛ to go out, away, Lawa Bo Luang ləih 
to go down; ~ Sre pleh to make way, step back, aside, Biat plɛh to move house, 
Palaung pleh to put down, to set free, to discharge [gun] (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang 
ˉplɛ to cuase to go out, drive out, to publish, show, to set free, Lawa Bo Luang pləih, 
Lawa Umphai pleh to show; ~ (*.nleh >) Biat ŋkleh to lower [blind], Kontum 
Bahnar haŋlɛh to put down [load], to reduce [price] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan klès to hatch out; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyngklit to go 
round, avoid. 
Add as derivative 2073 *kleh to fall? Cf. 2013 *ɗeh to be born…, with mutual 
contamination; & 190 *leʔ to leave, depart; 2068 *loh to go out; 2064 *lah to 
leave; 2072 *luəh to abandon; 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave… .  
(SHAFER 1965 127.) 
 
‡2063 *lah to cut up, divide, split.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer lɛə̀h (→ Biat lɛh) to cut up, 
(~?) Lawa Umphai lah to cut, slice; → Cham lah to open wide, (—lɛ) with legs 
apart; ~ Stieng plah to gut, cut up, skin, Bunör, Biat plah to split, by metathesis 
(*lpah >) Chrau, Halang pah to cut, chop, Bahnar, Jeh pah to split; ~ Kuy klah 
to split [e.g. nut] open; ~ Stieng kənlah half, (by attraction 2074 *klah to break, 
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which compare) Kammu-Yuan tənlàh to split, to break or burst suddenly; ~ Khmer 
phlɛə̀h to divide up, cut up, Stieng blah to clear undergrowth, Chrau vlah to split, 
Sre, Bahnar blah to split, to divide up, Palaung blah to strip [skin] off, (MILNE 
1931) to slice.  
(BLOOD 1966 320; SMITH 1972 363.) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəlaq: Malay bĕlah to split lengthwise, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27, 
*-h; DAHL 1973 § 8.4). See BENEDICT 1975 391-2. 
 
†2064 *lah; (*lah-s >) *las; *laas to leave. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Khmer lɛə̀h; → Thai láʔ; ~ 
Bahnar plah to separate; ~ Old Mon blaḥ /blah/, Modern Mon plɛh̀ to escape, win 
free, Thin [kham]blah to pass, (or B; ~?) Khasi palat to exceed; ~ Mon həlah to 
be free, open, Khmer srəlah clear, free, Stieng sərlah clear, distinct. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) ~ Sre klas to change status, resign, 
discharge duty &c., to fail to obtain, (or A?) Kammu-Yuan kláh to exceed, [time] to 
pass; ~ Kuy (c)lɛh to change, exchange; ~ Khmer phlah phlās' to replace, change 
(clothes), to be transferred, Biat plɛh to change, Bahnar plɛh, (so rather than A) 
Kammu-Yuan pláh to release, Bru làyh [trap] to be sprung, [gun] to go off.  
C: (Bahnaric, Khasi; ~ *klaas >) Bunör klaːih, Central Rölöm tlɛːh [trap] to be 
sprung, [gun] to go off, Biat klaːih escaped, Bahnar klayh to escape, Khasi khlad to 
separate, part, to depart.  
Cf. 2062 *leh …to go out; 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave… .  
(BLOOD 1966 188, 339.)  
Sora sə'la-, 'saˑlaː- to have leisure.  
 
2065 *lah or.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Old Mon laḥ /lah/, Old Khmer laḥ, loḥ, 
Stieng, Sre, Biat lah, Bahnar dah; ~ Old Khmer klaḥ some, Modern Khmer 
khlah… khlah… some… others…; ~ (*[k]mlah >) Praok [ti] bla some, some… 
others… (& Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mblah part; or ~ 2063 *lah …to 
divide…?). 
 
2066 *lah; (*lah-s >) *las; *laas finished. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon blaḥ /blah/ after [that], then (contaminated by 2080 *bl[ɔ]h?).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng lɛh finished; ~ klɛh to finish, use up, finish [doing].  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar klayh to have finished [doing]; then.  
(SMITH 1972 505; cf. ib. 340.) 
 
(*lah see also 191 *laʔ to spread, extend.) 
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‡2067 *loh; *ləh; (*-h-s >) *lo[ ]s; *ləs to unravel, unfold.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon lɜh̀ to come 
unwound, Old Khmer loḥ to free, Modern Khmer lùəh to redeem, ransom, Jeh lùh to 
untie (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Old Mon pluḥ /plɯh/ to attain Buddhahood, 
Modern Mon plɒh to come unwound, to unwind, Stieng plɔh to peel off, skin, Sre 
ploh [bəs] [snake’s] slough, Bahnar dialects plɔh, ploh to open, undo, undress 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan plɔh́ vacant, free, Praok plo to rise in baking, 
Vietnamese trổ to shoot forth, sprout. 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) → Cham lɤh to undo, untie, take off; ~ Khasi plied to o., 
unfold (or D?), Vietnamese giở, trở to untie, unwrap, to change. 
C: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Middle Mon loh /lɯh/ to uncoil (v.t.) 
(probably, rather than A; then *los), Central Nicobarese loːh to remove headgear, 
oloːh-[həŋə] to take off clothes; ~ Kuy ploːh to swell (or A?), Bahnar dialect ploːih 
to open, undo, undress (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Acehnese plɔih to unfasten, 
unroll, take off; ~ (*rlo[ ]s >) Kuy ròːh to slip away, get loose, escape. 
D: (Khmer, ?Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ləuh, Lawa Umphai lǝs, Mae Sariang loih to 
answer (probably; cf. semantically 2085 *sɔh); ~ Khmer pralas' to separat 
(GUESDON 1930). 
Vowel alternance unusual. = following? Connection dubious 1666 *[ ]luur &c. to 
slip, come loose. 
Proto-Austronesian *Səluq: Acehnese loh bald, leafless, stripped, Karo Batak me-luh 
falling [hair], easily shed, Cebuano Bisayan hulu to moult, to shed skin or shell (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
2068 *loh to go out.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy lɑ̀ːh, Bru lɑ̀h, Chrau luh (!; contaminated by 
2071 *luh to appear?), Biat, Jeh, Halang loh to go out, Palaung lɔh to go, come. 
= preceding, perhaps by attraction 2062 *leh? Cf. A200 *[ ]rəh to send out, drive 
out; & note Stieng luh to come, go, give, budge; Bahnar hlɔh (under the entry 2072 
*luəh) (to go) beyond.  
(SMITH 1972 386.) 
 
2069 *luh (& *luəh?) to pierce.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Khasi lot (& lod; < 
variant?) to go into a hole (in games), Central Sakai loh perforated, (~?) Semelai 
ʔəluh sharp; ~ Mon klɒh to penetrate, to be penetrated, to understand, Khmer khloh 
khluḥ, Stieng kluh to pierce bullock’s nose; ~ Old Mon kirloḥ /kərlɯh/ to 
penetrate; ~ Kuy thlùh to pierce, penetrate; ~ Sre bluh hole, perforation, Biat bloh 
having a hole in; ~ Bahnar bəloh hole, perforation; to make a hole in; ~ (*sluh >) 
Kuy lhoh to pass rope through nose of bullock, Bahnar hloh perforated, open, Riang-
Lang ˉlo to pierce, penetrate, Kensiu həluh, Temiar səluh to shoot with blowpipe; ~ 
(*srluh >) East Bahnar səluh to bore through [knots of bamboo] (GUILLEMINET 
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1959-63; & West Bahnar rəluh?), Khasi [pei] syllut clean through; (variant?) by 
secondary derivation ~ Palaung kərhlɔh to penetrate. 
= following &/or 2071 *luh &c. to appear (through)? Add perhaps as derivative 2079 
*t1luuh &c. to come, arrive. Cf. also (i; *kluʔ>?) Sre klo to hear, understand; (ii) 
Sora roː- to pierce, penetrate…, Kharia ruʔ to open, &c., PINNOW 1959 359 (Proto-
Munda *ro[ʔ]); (iii) 430 *lu(u)k to have, make, a hole in. But connection dubious 
Proto-Austronesian *tərut' to penetrate, DEMPWOLFF 1938 135 (Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SMITH 1972 356; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 257 (a).) 
 
2070 *luh hole.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _lu hole, pit, Vietnamese lỗ hole. 
= preceding? 
 
2071 *luh; *luuh; *luəh; *luʔ to appear (through).  
A, B: (Bahnaric) Stieng loːh (BLOOD 1966), Sre luːh (BLOOD 1966) (B), Bunör luh, 
Central Rölöm lɷh (A); ~ (A/B) Bahnar bluh to appear (through), to burst (in). 
C: (Mon, ?Khmer) ~ Khmer chloh chluḥ shining, polished, to shine (or A, B); ~ Old 
Mon -cinloḥ /cənlɔh/ to appear. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lộ to appear; ~ Mương trộ to appear (BARKER 1966 24). 
= 2069 *luh to pierce? Connect perhaps (by secondary derivation ~ *lnluh?) Riang-
Lang _səkno to point to, point at.  
(BLOOD 1966 27.) 
 
2072 *luəh to abandon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer lùəh loḥ to omit, Semang 
lueh to throw away (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 106); ~ (*cluəh >) Mon klɔh to 
abandon (merging 1948 *cl[ɔ]s to throw), Khmer jhloḥ to leave behind, to go 
beyond (GUESDON 1930), (or ad 2068 *loh to go out?) Bahnar hlɔh (to go) beyond. 
Cf. 2062 *leh …to go out; 2064 *lah &c. to leave. 
 
2072a *.lɔh door, window.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [mpoːŋ] lɔh window; ~ (or =?) Chrau [ləpoːŋ] mhlɔh window, 
Jeh ploh, Halang pəʔloh door.  
 
2073 *kleh to fall.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic) Halang klih to fall down, Bahnar dialects klih 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by secondary derivation ~ (i) Bahnar həlɛh [fruit, sky] to 
fall; (ii) Chrau təlih to fall, collapse, Jeh taklih to fall, Riang-Lang ˉklɛ to fall, (by 
secondary derivation) Bru raplɛh̀ [fruit, leaves] to drop.  
Connect Temiar kəlɯʔ [fruit, leaves] to drop; but not Sre tələ(ː) to push over, ↔ Röglai 
tələ(ː) to push over, Cham taləʔ to expel. ~ 2062 *leh to go down…?  
(SMITH 1972 350.) 
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2074 *klah to break.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng klah to break [stock of crossbow], Biat klah 
[branches &c.] to break; ~ Palaung kənlah to break (v.i.). 
Perhaps by metathesis (derivative of) 1972 *[d]kah; or ~ 2063 *lah to cut up, divide, 
split. 
 
2074a *[k]lɔh clean, clear.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng klɔh clearly, distinctly, Sre kloh, Biat klɔh clean, Chrau khlɔh 
pale, faded, Bahnar klɔh to fade (in washing), to become clean. 
Or *tl-. 
 
2075 *glah cooking-pot.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer khlɛə̀h (TANDART 1935), Sre, Chrau, 
Biat glah, Vietnamese trã. 
Cf. 195 *lɔʔ &c. kind of jar or pot.  
(BLOOD 1966 292.) 
 
(*Gliəh see 202 *Gliʔ short.) 
 
2076 *trleh woodpecker.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tərleh, Chrau təlɛh, Bahnar [sɛːm] təlɛh; (by back-formation?) → 
Röglai kleh. 
Connect perhaps by taboo deformation Cham paplaiḥ; North Röglai daɗeh; Khmer 
trəseh traseḥ. 
 
2077 *tlah; *tlaʔ clear. 
A: (Mon, Kuy, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon [jnok] claḥ, tlaḥ /klah/ to be refulgent, 
Modern Mon klah to be clear, Bahnar klah [klaːŋ] sparkling, dazzling (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ (*trlah >) Kuy llàh clear(ly), Bahnar tədáh &c. clear, transparent 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer thlaː clear, pure, Bahnar klaʔ [klaːŋ] sparkling, 
dazzling. 
Middle Mon cl- by scribal hypercorrection. Connection uncertain Khmer chlah chlās' 
variegated [colours], (TANDART 1935) to iridesce. 
 
(*tnləh see 2019 *t[rn]əh other.) 
 
2078 *t1l[ɔ]h (& *t1lɔɔh?) testicles.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng klɔh testicles [of boar]; ~ (*t1pl- >) Sre ploh, 
(variant?) Chrau [cap] plɔːh testicles; (probably ~) Kammu-Yuan təlóh male 
[animal]. 
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Cf. Riang-Lang ˉtam ˉklɑ. Röglai boʔ kluh is < Proto-Austronesian *buaq qət2əluɣ, 
probably contaminated by Sre.  
 
2079 *t1luuh; *t1ləh to come, arrive. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Bahnar truh to arrive at, reach, Jeh trùh 
to come, arrive, Halang trùh, Palaung hluh! to arrive, Riang-Lang ˉtru to come, 
Sakai dĕloh to go (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 49). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương; ~ *t1pləh >) Stieng pləːh, (or simplex >?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese trở to reutrn. 
Palaung hl- by regressive assimilation; or contaminated by etymon of Kammu-Yuan 
səlóh to walk, to go to see, perhaps ~ 2068 *loh to go out. ~ 2069 *luh to pierce? 
Add perhaps (*t1luh >) Praok kro to become; & cf. Old Mon tlūṅ /tluŋ/, Modern 
Mon klɜŋ to come, North Bahnaric tr- contextual; Jarai truːh, Röglai, North Röglai 
truh to arrive, reach may show attraction of Mon-Khmer, but are < Proto-
Austronesian *tərut' to penetrate.  
(SMITH 1972 344.) 
 
(*pliəh see 2030 *lpiəh to separate, pick.) 
 
2080 *bl[ɔ]h finished.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bloh marker of completed action, Bahnar blɔh to succeed 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh bloh already (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); → Cham plɔ̀ː h 
finished. 
Cf. 2066 *b-lah. (Cf. SHAFER 1965 141.) 
 
(*rlu[u]h see 226 *rluuʔ to rest.)  
 
2080a *wiəh; *wah to dip up. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vɛ to scoop out [of pot].  
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng uah to dip up, Sre wah to empty [fishpond 
&c.] with bucket (DOURNES 1950), Biat wah [mbuh] to skim, Vietnamese vã to 
throw [water] on one’s face; ~ Stieng kuaːh dipper. 
Add Bahnar wah to fish with rod and line?  
 
(*weh see 235 *weeʔ …to twist.) 
 
‡2081 *wah (originally noun?); (*wah-s >) *waas (to make an) opening, (clear a) 
path. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer hvaḥ, Modern Khmer vɛə̀h 
to cut open, Kuy with secondary lengthening wàːh [diaʔ] to breach paddy-bund and 
admit [water], Sre wah passage, narrow path, Biat wah [waːŋ] space, Bahnar wah 
breach, river-mouth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vah clearing; ~ (*waas wah 
by contraction > *swah >) Bahnar tsɔah to clear a path (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre waːs to clear a path, Lawa Umphai wɯas to open; 
~ Stieng kuaːih to clear a path, remove [obstacles]. 
Proto-Austronesian *ua[q]uaq: Tagalog wawaq river-mouth, &c., Cebuano Bisayan 
wàwà wide opening, straits, to make a wide opening, (or Mon-Khmer →?) Cham vaḥ 
passage, Röglai waː narrow passage (DEMPWOLFF 1938 164, *vavah). 
 
2082 *cweh arrow-poison.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer chveh chveḥ creeper yielding arrow-
poison, Chrau chwɛh, Besisi cheh arrow-poison (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 P 164 (a)). 
 
(*cwah see 2047 *crmah generous… .) 
 
‡2083 *[l]wah; (*[l]wah-s >) *[l]waas wide. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy thwàːh (with secondary lengthening), 
Kammu-Yuan wàh, Palaung vah, Praok vɛ, Lawa wɯah; ~ Khmer trəvɛə̀h large, 
wide, long [mouth, slit]. 
B: (Palaungic, ?North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _vɑs, _wɑs, Sakai lĕwas (i.e. 
Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 BLOOD 1966 404; or ← Malay, below). 
With Khmer, Kuy initials cf. 924 *l/m/əɲ. 
Acehnese luaih, Malay luas broad, wide, Cham liwah, Röglai luah space (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 100 refers Malay to luvat to issue, emerge, = *luat', DYEN 1953 § 56). 
 
2084 *[s]a[ ]h carrying-basket.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng saːh, Sre sah, Chrau sah (BLOOD 1966 saːh), Biat chah; ~ East 
Bahnar [brōŋ] səmah carrying-baskets used for bringing in rice harvest (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 511; BLOOD 1966 328.) 
 
2085 *sɔh to untie.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Old Mon soḥ /sɔh/ to answer [question], 
Middle Mon sah, Modern Mon sɔh also to untie, Central Sakai söh to untie; ~ 
Khmer səsɔh sasoḥ to comb, to untangle; ~ rəsɔh to become loose; ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉkhɔ to be loose, to loosen, untie. 
 
2086 *s[ɔ]h; *səh dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Khmer sɔh soḥ having a dry throat, limp, (— -
kəkrɔh) dried up or B?), Stieng sɔh dry; ~ Lawa Bo Luang saʔɑh, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang saʔɔh dry, to dry. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau səh, Biat chəh dry. 
Lawa obscure (but cf. 937 *[b]saɲʔ)? Connect Nancowry híah (to) dry, hías to dry. 
Cf. 1970 *ckəh; 160 *rɔʔ &c. 
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2087 *suh to make sibilant sound.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung hɯh to gulp in [air] (rather than < 1958 
*huh to blow); ~ (*snsuh >) Mon kəsɒh to make sibilant noise, hush, hiss, blow 
nose, Central Sakai h'ngchôns hiss; ~ Palaung kənhɯh to sigh; (?) ~ → Iban 
kesoh to give a single sharp puff. Cf. Nancowry hĩh to blow nose.  
 
2088 *suəh; (*suəh suəh >?) *suəs empty. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer soh suḥ (TANDART 1935), Sre soh empty, East 
Bahnar sɔh empty, stripped (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru sanɑh empty; → Cham 
thɔh, Röglai soh, Jarai, Acehnese sɔh; ~ Jeh sasoh idle, (?) Halang səsoh only.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat chɔːih empty, vacant.  
? Connect Nancowry híah empty. 
(SHAFER 1965 577.) 
 
2089 *ʔseh horse.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon kṣeḥ /kseh/, Modern 
Mon cheh, Old Khmer aseḥ, Modern Khmer seh, Kuy (ʔaː) sɛh, Chrau əsɛh, Biat 
chɛh, Sre, Jeh aseh, Bahnar asɛh, Gölar Bahnar həsɛh, Halang kəseh, Danaw 
¬Ɵe; → Cham athɛh, Jarai asɛːh, Röglai, North Röglai aseh. 
Mon, Halang k- perhaps reflect animal prefix. Connection obscure Central Rölöm dɛh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 251; BLOOD 1966 253; SMITH 1972 358.) 
 
(*ksih see 246 *ks[i]ʔ string… .) 
 
2090 *ksɔh to spit.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ksas /ksɔs/!, Modern Mon chɔh, Kuy 
(k)cɔh!, Stieng cɔh, Sre choh, Chrau, Biat chɔh, Mương chủ [xàk] (WILSON 
1966; BARKER 1966 207); ~ (*krsɔh >) Biat rchɔh, Bahnar kəsɔh, !Jeh kacuh, 
Halang kəcuh; → Cham kacuh, Röglai kətiuʔ, North Röglai kacueʔ; ~ Mon 
[daik] kəsɔh (& Nyah Kur ɲcɔh) spittle; ~ Stieng [dàːk] krəsɔh spittle. 
Connect Kammu-Yuan kəcúh, (~) Riang-Lang ˉtəkchu. Onomatopoeic; Old Mon -s, 
Kuy, Jeh &c. -c- by expressive deformation, or contaminated by 1894 *k[m]cas 
to sneeze? Cf. also 2006 *[c]t[ɔ]h (contamination is likely).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SMITH 1972 374.) 
 
(*tsɔh see 247 *tsɔʔ lung; *hah see 251 *haʔ to open [mouth]; *ha[ ]h, *hu(u)h, 
*huəh see 1958 *ʔuh to blow; *chuuh see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot; *m[h][ɯə]h see 








A1 *bnʔ[ɯə]ʔ yesterday.  
A: Stieng [mɔ]bɒnɒːu, Chrau [nar] nɗaw, Bunör n̛niaːə, Central Rölöm ɗɔː. 
Connect 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this? Cf. also Palaung hɯ former time, (— din that yonder) 
yesterday.  
(BLOOD 1966 205.) 
 
A1a *k[u(u)ʔ] cobra.  
A: Sre [bəs] ku large kind of snake with eyes like cat (DOURNES 1950), Biat [bɛh] kuː 
cobra. 
 
A2 *g[ɔɔʔ] rhinoceros horn.  
A: Sre gou [rəmis], Biat gɔːu. 
 
A3 *j[n]ŋɔʔ dark.  
A: Stieng jəŋɔːu, Sre jəŋo, Chrau jəŋɔː, Central Rölöm ŋaw, ŋɔː, Bunör, Biat ŋɔː.  
(BLOOD 1966 189.) 
 
(*tiəʔ see 182 *tiəs blind.) 
 
A4 *[c]n[d]ə[ə]ʔ thing.  
A: Chrau sənləː, Biat ndəː. 
 
A5 [r]ya[ ]ʔ to be named.  
A: ~ (*[r]nya[ ]ʔ >) Biat rɲaː name; ~ Sre pria to name, to call (by a name); ~ 
Chrau tənhyaː to name (tən— causative). 
Note Hre yinɛʔ, Sedang inay name, SMITH 1972 303; suggesting *-aaʔ. 
 
A6 reʔ to swim.  
A: Stieng reːi, Sre [a]re (& DOURNES 1950 re), Central Rölöm ray, Chrau (BLOOD 
1966), Bunör, Biat rɛː.  
(SHAFER 1965 525; BLOOD 1966 179.) 
                                                 
1  Originally this appendix was titled “Stiengan Comparisons”. Note that reconstructions 
are Proto-Mon-Khmer.  
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A7 *[ ]r[uu]ʔ to be at leisure. 
A: Sre ru, Biat ruː. 
Perhaps *lruuʔ, by metathesis. 226 *rluuʔ to rest (so Kharia le'ruʔ). 
 
A7a *pnrɔʔ to arrange.  
A: Sre pənro to install with care, Biat [ndrap] nɗrɔː to arrange.  
Add Mon pərɔʔ to distribute, dispense; Bahnar pədrɔː, mədrɔː (to) trade (&c. : SMITH 
1972 564)? 
 
A8 *[b]laʔ wood chip.  
A: ~ (*[b]nlaʔ >) Sre pənha (→ Röglai?); ~ Biat rblaː.  
Cf. Jarai təhlaː. 
 
A9 *blɔʔ earring, ear-plug.  
A: Stieng blɔu; → Röglai blo; (*bnlɔʔ >) Sre bəno, Biat mblɔː [toːr]. 
 
A9a *[ ]mlɔʔ stubble.  
A: Stieng blɒːu, Biat mlɔː [baː] stubble, Chrau mlɔː straw. 
 
A10 *[s]wi[i]ʔ wide.  
A: Chrau hwiː, Biat huiː.  
Connection uncertain West Bahnar hoːi, hɯːi, East Bahnar huːi widely spaced 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
A11 *jhuuʔ to set light to, burn.  
A: Stieng chuː (BLOOD 1966 jhuː), Sre chu (→ Röglai), Bunör suː, Central Rölöm 
chuː, jhuː, Biat chuː; (*jnhuuʔ >; contaminated by 311 *t2uk?) Stieng (rare) 
ndhuːk smoke, mist, Sre ɲhu, Chrau ɲuʔ, Biat ɲhuːk smoke.  
Cf. (i) Jeh, Halang caːw; perhaps, but improbably, with diphthongization as in 43 
*cuuʔ, & compensatory lengthening following irregular loss of *h; (ii) Biat chuɲ 
[uɲ], by phrasal deformation (cf. 885 *ʔuɲ fire); (iii) 1546 *chu(u)y to emit 
smoke or steam.  
Cham &c. cuh is < Proto-Austronesian *k'uqk'uq (under the entry 1984 *cu(ə)h).  
(BLOOD 1966 240.) 
 
A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade.  
A: Sre (DOURNES 1950) aː, Biat [ntiːŋ] aːk.  
Connect Kuy mpaːʔ (tip of) shoulder? Cf. also 265 *ʔiək (part of) arm.  
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A13 *ʔuuk clay.  
A: Sre uː earth, Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔuːk, Chrau uːʔ, Biat 
[nɛh] uːk clay.  
(BLOOD 1966 243.) 
 
A14 *ʔuək; *ʔək much, many.  
A:  Sre oaʔ much;  
B:  Stieng ɒːk much, many, Bunör ək, Central Rölöm ək many (& ʔɔk, ← Biat?), Biat 
ɔk much.  
(BLOOD 1966 127.) 
 
A14a *[c]nʔ[ə]k hand of bananas.  
A:  Chrau səʔaʔ, Biat nʔəʔ. 
 
A15 *lʔiik cold.  
A:  Stieng lìːk, Central Rölöm ʔiːk cold, Chrau ləʔiːʔ cool, (~?) Bunör n̛niːk cold, Biat 
nʔiːk cool, coolness.  
(BLOOD 1966 220.) 
 
A16 *k[o]k knot in wood.  
A:  Chrau koːʔ, Blat koʔ. 
 
A17 *j[ɔ]k long in time.  
A:  Stieng jɔːk, Sre joʔ, Chrau jɔʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm jɔk 1ong, a long time, Biat jɔʔ 
~ a long time, (to be) late.  
(SHAFER 1965 518; BLOOD 1966 267.) 
 
 (*tək see 21 *[d]ək time (quantifier).) 
 
A18 *[k]tuk place.  
A:  Stieng tuːk, Central Rölöm tuk; ~ (*[k]ntuk >) Bunör ntuk, Biat ntok, (or 
next?) Stieng kətuːk; ~ (*[k][r]tuk >) Chrau gətuʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 168.) 
 
A19 *tntək to cover oneself.  
A:  Sre ntə!, Biat ntɔk (→ Chrau ntɔʔ) to cover oneself with [blanket], Chrau təŋtəʔ (!) 
to cover over.  
Sre -əʔ, Chrau -nt- are expected; with Sre cf. 367 *ɓək. Connect 1252 t1əp &c. 
 
A20 *[s]rtuk lid.  
A:  Sre rətu (!), Chrau sətuʔ.  
Sre -uʔ is expected. Connect (via Cham hatuʔ lid?) 1252 *t1up ...to cover. 
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A21 *[d]ək; *tək time (quantifier).  
A:  Stieng (BLOOD 1966) dɯʔ, Sre, Chrau dəʔ, Central Rölöm dɔːʔ, dəːʔ;  
B:  Bunör təːʔ Biat tɒʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 421.) 
 
A22 *[d]ɔɔk to wear round small part of body.  
A:  Stieng doːk to put on, put round neck, Sre doː, Bunör dɔːk, Central Rölöm doːk to 
wear on finger or wrist, Biat dɔːk to wear [ring], perhaps Chrau dɔːʔ to put in. 
Cf. 80 *dɔɔʔ to cover head.  
(BLOOD 1966 71.) 
 
A23 *[ ]n[ ]ak hearth.  
A:  Stieng, Biat nak, Chrau naʔ. 
Connection uncertain Khmer phnùək ready-laid fire, pile of combustible materials. For 
Sre bənha see 231 *slaʔ. 
 
A24 *tpn[ɔɔ]k body hair, feathers.  
A:  Stieng pənɔːk, Sre tənoː.  
Cf. Chrau sənɔːʔ, ad 467 *suək. 
 
A25 *[c]piik kinds of small mammal.  
A:  Stieng piːk group of small mammals of fox family, Sre pi (!) class of mammals 
including civet cats, flying squirrels, paradoxure, binturong, &c.; ~ (*[c]mpiik >) 
Chrau səpiːʔ weasel, Biat mpiːk class of mammals …..  
Cf. Khmer sɔmpòːc civet cat, conceivably *jp-, Khmer ~ *jpuuk, with -c by 
assimilation. But note also Khasi ksih beaver, otter, (kynja —) marten, perhaps < 
*pciik by metathesis, with animal prefix.  
(SHAFER 1965 331.) 
 
A26 *[b]ɔk mud.  
A:  Stieng bɔːk, Sre boʔ, Chrau vɔʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm bɔk, Biat [daːk] bɔk.  
Khmer phùək is rather ~ 482 *lhək mud.  
(BLOOD 1966 266.) 
 
A27 *yak to accuse.  
A:  Sre, Chrau yaʔ. 
 
A27a *yuk square fishing-net, clap-net.  
A:  Sre, Biat yuʔ (→ Stieng iuʔ) id., Chrau yuʔ large conical net; ↔ Cham, Röglai yuʔ.  
Cf. Jarai ’jrɯʔ, ’jriʔ. 
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A28 *yuuk mountain.  
A:  Stieng (BLOOD 1966) yoːʔ, Central Rölöm yɷːk, Bunör, Biat yoːk.  
Connect uncertain Sakai chökn (i.e. Semai), &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 90; Cham 
cəʔ, &c., are < Proto-Aceh-Chamic *cət (cf. Acehnese cɔt) & not connected.  
(BLOOD 1966 21.) 
 
A28a *r[ɔɔ]k to stretch out [legs &c.].  
A:  Sre roː, Biat rɔːk. 
 
A28b *ruuk to pull up.  
A:  Sre rou to remove [e.g. stumps from field], Biat roːk to pull up [plants]. 
Cf. 1058 *ru(u)t &c. 
 
A29 *truuk sky.  
A:  Stieng truːk, Sre truː, Chrau troːʔ, Central Rölöm trɷːk, Bunör, Biat troːk.  
(SHAFER 1965 324; BLOOD 1966 19.) 
 
A30 *kla[a]k the day after tomorrow.  
A:  Chrau [nar] klaːʔ, Bunör [naːr] klaːk, Central Rölöm [taːŋ] tlaːk, Biat klaːk.  
(BLOOD 1966 301.) 
 
A31 *sl[uu]k naked.  
A:  Bunör ləhoːk, Biat lhoːk; ~ (*srl[uu]k >) Chrau səroːʔ, Central Rölöm [sak] 
roːk.  
By metathesis 1707 *kuulh?  
(BLOOD 1966 p. 37.) 
 
A32 *wak to receive, welcome.  
A:  Stieng uak to receive [visitor], fetch home, Sre waʔ to receive [visitor] (→Röglai);  
~ Biat cuaʔ to receive [visitor], fetch home. 
 
(*wa[a]k see following) 
 
A33 *[k]wa[a]k armpit.  
A:  Stieng [buːk] kuaːk, Chrau kwaːʔ; ~ (*kpwa[a]k >?) Biat [plɛː] waːk.  
Perhaps *wa[a]k, *wa[a]k wa[a]k > *kwa[a]k. Connect Sre pənoa? 
 
A34 *kəŋ shell of ear.  
A:  Sre kəŋ ear-lobe (DOURNES 1950), (e[ː] —) ear-wax, Stieng [ɛːc] kəŋ, Chrau [ac] 
kəŋ ear-wax.  
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A34a *kuəŋ chief.  
A:  Sre kuaŋ chief (general term), Biat kwɔŋ [raːɲ ɓɔːn] major chief.  
 
A35 *[c]a[a]ŋ clear, limpid.  
A:  Sre saːŋ, Biat chaːŋ.  
Connection uncertain 523 *caŋ to glitter; 535 *scaiŋ to shine. Stieng has aːŋ, 
contaminated by 489 *cʔaiŋ to shine, be light. 
 
A36 *[c]oŋ straight.  
A: Stieng soŋ, Bunör sɔŋ straight (→ Chrau?), Sre soŋ straight, right, true, Biat chɔŋ 
straight, direct, fair.  
Cf. 530 *kcəŋ stretched…. 
 
A36a *.ceeŋ to carry.  
A: Stieng cɛːŋ to carry slung over shoulder (& ceːŋ sling of bag &c.), Sre ceːŋ to take, 
bring, Chrau cɛːŋ to carry under arm, Biat cɛːŋ to carry slung across body, carry 
[child] on hip. 
 
A36b *.c[ɔ]ŋ [lightning] to strike.  
A: Sre coŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat cɔːŋ.  
Perhaps *pcɔŋ causative ~ 524 cɔŋ to set light to. 
 
A36b *juŋ; *juuŋ noose, snare.  
A:  Sre juŋ snare;  
B:  Biat njuːŋ to snare using a decoy. 
 
A37 *[ɲ]ɔŋ; *[ɲ]ɔɔŋ beads, necklace.  
A:  Sre ɲoŋ (necklace of) beads. 
B:  Stieng ɲoːŋ, Biat ɲɔːŋ beads.  
If conceivably *cn-, cf. B 49 *[c]na[a]ŋ. 
 
A37a *tuŋ kind of lizard.  
A: Sre [ŋoɲ] tuŋ kind of large lizard, Biat [kwai] toŋ kind of large lizard or monitor.  
Add perhaps (*t1uəŋ >) Palaung tɔŋ [bleət] large kind of lizard. 
 
A37b *[s]teeŋ to elbow.  
A: Biat [gɛh] tɛːŋ; ~ Sre sənteːŋ. 
 
A38 *[d]əŋ equivalent quantity.  
A: Stieng dəːŋ like, equal, Sre dəŋ in accordance with, as much as (DOURNES 1950), 
Chrau dəŋ to, as much as. 
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A39 *[ ]ndəŋ pus.  
A: Stieng (n)dɒːŋ, dɔːŋ, ~ Sre ndəŋ, Biat ndɔŋ.  
Connect perhaps (i; *smduŋ >?) Kuy mnoŋ, Kammu Yuan plúŋ; (ii; duəŋ >?) 
Central Nicobarese tɔŋ. 
 
A40 *k[r][ɗ]ii[ŋ] to hide.  
A: Sre k[r][ɗ]iiŋ v.i., Biat rdiːŋ to hide, obscure.  
Or *-ɲ?  
 
A41 *lnpuuŋ door, window.  
A: Stieng ləpoːŋ, Sre mpouŋ door, window, Chrau ləpoːŋ door, (— mhlɔh) window, 
[voːʔ] poːŋ door[way], Biat mpoːŋ door, (—lɔh) window.  
Connect by metathesis Kammu Yuan pərlòŋ entrance, gate? Cf. also 608a *pɔɔŋ 
window.  
 
A41a *kb[ɔ]ŋ beak.  
A: Stieng bɔːŋ; ~ Sre kəmboŋ bill of hornbill &c. (DOURNES 1950), Stieng kənbɔːŋ, 
Biat mbɔŋ beak.  
Separate Bahnar təbɔːŋ muzzle, snout, (Kontum Bahnar) beak. 
 
A42 *məŋ stick.  
A: Bunör, Central Rölöm məŋ, Biat mɔŋ.  
Connect perhaps Khmer mòːŋ, thmaoŋ large stick (<*muuŋ with vocalism levelled 
on derivation?).  
(BLOOD 1966 123.) 
 
A43 *yaŋ kind of jar.  
A: Sre yaŋ squat type of jar, Bunör, Central Rölöm yaŋ wine-jar, Biat yaŋ jar.  
(BLOOD 1966 377.) 
 
A44 *[c]nraŋ mad.  
A: Sre sənraŋ (→ Röglai), Biat ndraŋ. 
 
A45 *sr[o]ŋ to temper [metal].  
A: Stieng sərɔːŋ, Sre sroŋ (→ Röglai), Biat chrɔŋ. 
 
A45a *liŋ joint.  
A: Stieng liːŋ joint of body, Biat lɯŋ finger- joint, joint of bamboo &c.  
 
A46 *kliŋ kite (toy).  
A: Stieng kliːŋ, Sre kliŋ.  
Probable variant of 714 *laŋ &c. large raptor; for the toy Khmer has khlaeŋ, Bahnar 
klaːŋ. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
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A47 *gl[ee]ŋ [animal] to carry in mouth.  
A: Sre gleŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat glɛːŋ.  
 
A48 *gləŋ (kind of) pheasant.  
A: Stieng glɒːŋ pheasant, Sre gləŋ Polyplectron bicalcaratum germaini, Chrau gləŋ kind 
of bird with blue plumage. 
 
A48a *[s]u[ ]ŋ; *[s]əŋ projecting hair.  
A:  Stieng soːŋ [mat] eyelash;  
B:  Sre [tənoː] səŋ down; ~ Biat rchɔŋ erectile hair, [eye]lash, [porcupine] quills. 
 
A49 *khiə[ŋ] to chew the cud.  
A: Sre khiaŋ (→ Röglai); ~ Biat nchiaŋ [kaːŋ].  
Cf. Khmer ʔiəŋ cud. 
 
A50 *[b]hii[ŋ] (&*[b]hi[ŋ]?) otter.  
A: Sre phiŋ (< variant?), Biat phiːŋ.  
Connect 260 *bheʔ? 
 
A51 *gic; *giəc to break off.  
A:  Chrau giʔ to snap [branch &c.] by bending, Biat gic to break.  
B:  Chrau giət to break (off).  
Add Khmer kèc gec to avoid, evade? Cf. also 804 *gac to pluck, harvest; 800 *kac to 
pluck, break off, cut. 
 
A52 *ŋac active, well.  
A: Sre ŋac to be well, Biat ŋac lively, quick (& mai — ɔːi mai bəːʔ how are you?). 
 
A53 *[c]əc to diverge.  
A: Sre seʔ to branch, to move aside (→ Röglai), Biat chɛʔ to avoid.  
By assimilation < 291 *c[ə]k to separate, split? 
 
A53a *[s]ndac to go round.  
A: Sre səndac to go round, to surround, Biat ndac to avoid, to turn round (v.t.). 
 
A54 *puəc flesh, meat.  
A: Sre poac, Biat puɔc.  
Add *pu(u)c > Stieng puːic lineage? 
 
A55 *rac to pray, invoke.  
A: Sre rac to pray to, invoke, Biat rac [thɔːu, gɔm] to curse.  
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A56 *kləc to hook. 
A: Chrau khlɛʔ (to pull with) hook; ~ (*knləc >) Sre kəneʔ, Biat ŋlɛʔ hook.  
 
A57 *w[i]c side.  
A: Sre weʔ, Biat [poŋ] wɛʔ.  
0r *wəc; but hardly = 865 *wəc stomach. 
 
A58 *[s]ac to choose, select.  
A: Stieng seːc to choose, pick out, sort out, pick up, Chrau sac to pick out, Sre sac, Biat 
chac to choose.  
Connect by metathesis (or assimilation if rather *cac) 1889 *cuus &c.? 
 
A59 *ʔaaɲ to carry on back.  
A: Stieng, Sre, Biat aːɲ, Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔaːɲ.  
(BLOOD 1966 274.) 
 
A60 *kəəɲ (& *kəɲ?) to want.  
A: Sre kəɲ (< variant?; beside koɲ), Chrau kəːɲ. 
 
A61 *g[i]ɲ to chew.  
A: Biat giɲ; ~ Sre tərgiŋ.  
Connect 597 *gnaiŋ &c. tusk, eye-tooth? Note also Lawa Bo Luang piaŋ, &c., tooth, 
under the entry 924 *ləɲ. 
 
A62 *[b]uɲ; *[b]uuɲ courgettes.  
A:  Bunör buɲ.  
B:  Chrau [paːy] vuːɲ, Central Rölöm buːɲ.  
(BLOOD 1966 229.) 
 
A63 *[ ]rmaaɲ wound.  
A: Stieng rəmaːɲ, Biat rmaːɲ wound, Chrau [rəwɔʔ] rəmaːɲ mange. 
 
A64 *raaɲ old.  
A: Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör raːɲ, Central Rölöm [uː]raːɲ old person, Biat raːɲ old.  
Cf. 918 *knraaɲ elder, functionary.  
(BLOOD 1966 325.) 
 
A65 *truɲ; *truəɲ; *truəy waistcloth.  
A:  ~ Sre ntroɲ.  
B: Chrau trɔːɲ waistcloth, Stieng trəeːɲ (BLOOD 1966 trɔːɲ), Central Rölöm trɷaɲ 
waistcloth, to wear waistcloth. 
C:  Bunör trɔːy waistcloth, to wear waistcloth, Biat trɔːi man’s waistcloth.  
(BLOOD 1966 67.) 
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A66 *pr[ii]ɲ ashamed.  
A: Stieng preːŋ, prɛːɲ (BLOOD 1966), Chrau preːɲ, Bunör preːŋ, Central Rölöm prɩːŋ 
ashamed, embarrassed, Biat preːŋ ashamed.  
Connect Khasi raiñ shame, self-respect?  
(BLOOD 1966 37.) 
 
A67 *liiɲ sea.  
A: Sre [daː] liːŋ, Chrau [daːʔ] leːɲ.  
Connect 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded...?  
 
A67a *ʔuut; *ʔuət to embrace, put arms round.  
A:  Chrau, Biat uːt.  
B:  Stieng ʔuət. 
 
A68 *tʔi[ ]t; *tʔiət little finger.  
A:  Stieng [koːn] teːt, Sre et.  
B:  Chrau [kɔːn] tiət (— tiː) little finger, (— jəŋ) little toe, Biat [lau] ɛːt little finger.  
Earlier *ʔi[ ] ʔi[ ]t &c. ad 939 &c. *ʔit &c. small in quantity? 
 
A69 *[s]rʔiət bed-bug.  
A: Stieng səriət, Biat rʔiət. 
 
A70 *kuət to seize in talons.  
A: Stieng kuət, Sre kuat (DOURNES 1950), Biat kwat. 
 
A71 *caat; *ciit torn.  
A:  Stieng caːt to get one’s clothes torn, Bunör, Central Rölöm saːt, Biat chaːt torn, 
worn.  
B:  Sre seːt torn, worn.  
Cf. 291 *caak &c. to separate, split, with similar fronting in Sre; & cross-references 
there. 
 
A72 *[c]uut wound, lesion.  
A: Sre sout wound, Chrau soːt to ache, Bunör soːt, Central Rölöm sɷːt wound, cut, Biat 
choːt wound, sore.  
(BLOOD 1966 17.) 
 
A73 *[k]cuut to stumble, fall.  
A: Sre cout to stumble, trip over, Biat coːt to fall over, fall down. 
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A74 *jɔɔt to trample.  
A: Chrau, Bunör, Biat jɔːt, Central Rölöm jɷat; ~ Sre pərjot to thresh by driving 
buffaloes over.  
(BLOOD 1966 54.)  
 
A75 *tiət agreeably flavoured.  
A: Stieng, Central Rölöm tiət, Bunör cyat sweet, Biat ciat [bɔh] salted; Chrau ntiət 
salty.  
Connect perhaps Sora bə'seːd-, bə'sud- (to season with) salt (c.f. bud-ən n., so to be 
separate from forms at PINNOW 1959 277c); then *t2-.  
(BLOOD 1966 109.) 
 
A76 *tət to arrive (at).  
A: Stieng tɒt to arrive (at), reach, Chrau tət to arrive at; to, Biat tɔt to arrive; up to. 
 
A77 *piit to dispute possession of.  
A: Sre piːt to covet, (tam —) quarrel over possession of, Chrau [tam]piːt to compete, 
Biat [tɒːm] piːt to quarrel over possession of.  
 
A78 *[ ]put youngest of siblings.  
A: Stieng puːt, Sre, Chrau put.  
Hardly Sanskrit putra- son. Vocalism suggests voiced initial. 
 
A79 *[b]ut lower part of back.  
A: Stieng buːt, Sre, Bunör but, Chrau vɯt, Central Rölöm bɯt lower part of back, 
buttocks, Biat but waist.  
Cf. Khmer kùːt buttocks, Kuy khùːt base of spine; constructed *gwu(u)t? But note also 
(i) Mon put base of spine, with irregular vocalism; perhaps ← or contaminated by 
Sanskrit puccha- tail; (ii) Proto-Austronesian *pu[ə]t : Tagalog puwít buttocks, 
&c. (BLUST 1971 no. 309; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
(BLOOD 1966 153.) 
 
A80 *knbuət mouth-organ.  
A: Sre kəmboat (→ Röglai), Chrau kəmvuət.  
Connect Khasi put to blow [wind instrument], under the entry 1023 *puut &c.? 
 
A80a *tmiit; *tmiət to watch, observe.  
A:  ~ *tnmiit >) Sre təmiːt to watch, keep an eye on, Biat meːt to spy on.  
B:  ~ Biat rmiat to spy on.  
Cf. Khasi khmih to observe. 
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A80b *rəət [rain] to stop.  
A: Chrau rəət end of rain; ~ Biat brɯːt [rain] to stop.  
Connection dubious 943 *ʔəət ...finished...; *[ ]rʔ- should yield Chrau 1-. 
 
A81 *grət (kind of) vulture.  
A: Biat grɔt vulture; → Cham krəʔ̀, Jar. [ciːm] grɯʔ, Northern Röglai [cip] grəʔ, → 
Bahnar grəʔ; ~ Sre gərət bald vulture, Otogyps calvus; → Röglai gərəʔ vulture. 
 
A81a *[s]r[l][ee]t to pass.  
A: Sre sər1et to go past, exceed (→ Röglai), Biat [tɒːm] rlɛːt to pass in opposite 
directions.  
Or *-rr-, perhaps connect 1056 *riit &c. ...to go round.... 
 
A81b *[w]ət kind of bat.  
A: Stieng uət small kind of bat frequenting houses, Biat wɔt kind of bat.  
Or *Ɂuət? Connection uncertain Semang kāwed flying fox (i.e. Kintaq Bong), &c., 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 76; which compare for similar forms in Andamanese.  
 
A82 *[c]wiit narrow, confined.  
A: Sre wit, Chrau hweːt.  
Connect 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine...? But perhaps *sw-.  
 
A83 *cwaat to step.  
A: Biat cuaːt to step, pace; ~ (*cnwaat >) Stieng cəuaːt, Biat ɲuaːt step.  
Cf. 462 *swa[a]k to walk.... 
 
A83a *[s][ɔ]t (& *[s]ɔɔt?) to slight.  
A: Sre sot to slander, Biat chɔːt disrespectful; ~ Chrau rəsɔːt to scold. 
 
A84 *h[ɔɔ]t to eat away.  
A: Chrau hɔːt termite-eaten, Biat hɔːt to gnaw. 
 
A85 *ŋan certain(ly), really, very.  
A: Stieng ŋan certain(ly), truly, true, Sre ŋan true, certain, Chrau ŋan really, very, 
nothing but, Bunör, Central Rölöm ŋan very, Biat ŋan true, certain, very.  
(BLOOD 1966 366.) 
 
A86 *[ ]tuun back of knife-blade.  
A: Sre, Chrau tuːn. 
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A87 *[d]an (&*[d]aan?) to ask, beg.  
A: Stieng daːn (< variant? BLOOD 1966 dan), Bunör, Central Rölöm dan to beg, Sre 
dan to ask for, Biat dan to ask, beg.  
(BLOOD 1966 342.) 
 
A88 *[d]un leprosy.  
A: Sre, Biat dun. 
 
A89 *rn[ɔɔ]n debt.  
A: Bunör rənɔːn, Central Rölöm nɷan, Biat rnɔːn.  




A89a *[b]an; *[b]aan to meet, to overtake.  
A:  Sre ban to meet. 
B:  Stieng baːn to follow, pursue, Biat baːn equal, (tɒŋ —) to overtake. 
 
A90 *[b]un pregnant.  
A: Sre, Bunör, Biat bun, Chrau vun, Central Rölöm bɯn; Stieng nbun.  
Connect 629 *[d]buŋ foetus?  
(SHAFER 1965 133; BLOOD 1966 152.) 
 
A91 *.n[ɓ]ɔɔn village.  
A: Sre ɓon, Bunör, Biat ɓɔːn, Central Rölöm [ɓ]ɷan.  
Ultimately ← Khmer tɔmbɔn locality, under the entry 1763 *tbəl?  
(BLOOD 1966 51.) 
 
A92 *mɔn; *mɔɔn to mould.  
A:  Sre mon to make, to mould; → Röglai mon to make.  
A,B:  Stieng mɔːn to copy, make a model of.  
B:  Bunör mɔːn, Central Rölöm mɷan to mould, to whittle, Biat mɔːn to model, knead.  
Connect 1184 *maan to work clay?  
(BLOOD 1966 63.) 
 
A93 *k[n]muən rhinoceros beetle.  
A: Stieng kəmuɔːn large kind of beetle, Sre kəmuan rhinoceros beetle (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A94 *ran earthworm.  
A: Sre ran; ~ Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm bran, Chrau vran.  
Cf. Vietnamese run, giun.  
(BLOOD 1966 340.) 
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A95 *raan to approach, go to meet.  
A: Stieng raːn to approach, Sre [lot] raːn to visit, go to meet, Biat raːn to welcome; → 
Röglai [nau] raːn to visit, go to meet. 
 
A95a *trəən to move (v.t.).  
A: Sre tron (DOURNES 1950; correct to trö(ö)n) to move [grazing beast], Biat trəːn 
[ntok] to move.  
 
A96 *[k]lən to impinge on violently.  
A: Sre klən to collide (with), crash into, Blat klan to fall on and crush.  
Cf. (i) Sre, Röglai jələn to squash, crush; (ii) Bahnar jəlɤːm, cəlɤːm to crash into... 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
A96a *[k]lən; *[k]ləən to joke, amuse people.  
A:  Chrau khlən for fun; diversion.  
B:  Biat rlɯːn to amuse oneself; fun, joker, rləːn to play about.  
Connect perhaps (i) Jeh llaːn, Halang rəlaːn to play; (ii) Khmer kɔmplaeŋ funny, to 
joke (contaminated by 712 *leŋ to sport, play?). 
 
A97 *blən; *bli[i]n egg-plant.  
A:  Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm blən, Chrau vlən, Biat blɔn. 
B:  Stieng bleːn wild egg-plant.  
(BLOOD 1966 113.) 
 
A98 *wan to wear round neck, over shoulder.  
A: Sre wan to wear round neck, Biat wan to wear slung across shoulder; ~ (*[ ]nwan 
>) Biat ŋuan to wear slung across shoulder.  
= 1208 *wan coiled, to wind... (& *wənɁ to put, wear, round waist)? 
 
A99 *han (& *haan?) to go.  
A: Stieng haːn (< variant? BLOOD 1966 han), Chrau, Bunör, Biat han.  
(BLOOD 1966 349.) 
 
A100 *[ ]rhiin thin in diameter.  
A: Sre rəhin thin, small, Biat rhiːn thin, fine. 
 
A101 *[l]Ɂup; *[l]Ɂuup; *[l]Ɂuəp to ask, inquire.  
A:  Chrau lup. 
B:  Sre luːp, Central Rölöm lɷːp (BLOOD 1966), Biat oːp.  
C:  Stieng uɔːp.  
Perhaps *Ɂ- ~ +[ ]lɁ-. 
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A102 *kəp to wait, lie in wait for.  
A: Stieng kɔp to wait, lie in wait for, Sre kəp to lie in wait for, (— tənə) wait, Chrau 
kəp to wait, Biat kɔp to wait, (— dɔp) lie in wait for.  
Conceivably = 1237 *ckəp to cover (, catch by covering). 
 
A103 *kəəp to count.  
A: Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kəːp.  
(BLOOD 1966 398.) 
 
A103a *k[ɔɔ]p fever, sickness.  
A: Sre koːp ill, (in compounds) disease, fever, Biat kɔːp fever.  
 
A104 *tip; *tiip; *tiəp facial hair.  
A:  Sre [tənoː] tip.  
B:  Biat teːp; ~ (*tpiip >) Chrau [sənɔːɁ] peːp moustache.  
C: Stieng tiəp facial hair. 
 
A105 *tiip; *təəp infectious.  
A:  Chrau teːp.  
B:  Stieng [a]təːp, Biat tɯːp; ~ Sre gətəːp infectious disease. 
 
A106 *tup to fall.  
A: Stieng tup, Biat top to fall from a height, Sre tup to fall, trip over.  
Cf. 1349 *[k]t1uum &c. to fall down. 
 
A107 *[d]nduup hand’s breadth.  
A: Sre ndoup hand’s breadth, Biat ndoːp [tiː] back of hand.  
 
A107a *k[m]n[oo]p hammer, anvil.  
A: Stieng kənɔːp [kənɔːl] smith’s hammer, Biat noːp (mɛː —) anvil, (kɔːn —) hammer.  
Connection dubious Khmer trənɔə̀p anvil. 
 
A107b *kraap to hide, take shelter.  
A: Stieng kraːp to be bowed down, to hide, Chrau kraːp to take shelter, Biat kraːp to 
take shelter, to hide.  
Connect 1273 *rup &c. to cover? 
 
A108 *drap large kind of jar.  
A: Sre, Chrau drap. 
 
A109 *gnləp to pacify.  
A: Chrau gələp to pacify, cheer up, Biat [tɒːm oːp tɒːm] ŋlap to pacify.  
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A110 *lɁəəm (& *lɁəm?) only.  
A: Sre ləm (< variant?), Biat dəːm. 
 
A111 *k[uə]n kiim (& *kim?) butterfly.  
A: Sre kuŋ kim (→ Röglai; < variant?), Chrau kum kiːm, Biat kom kiːm, by 
metathesis Stieng kuːmkiːn. 
 
A112 *[ ]gəm to cook, boil.  
A: Stieng goːm (BLOOD 1966 gəm), Chrau gəm to cook, boiling, Sre, Bunör gəm, 
Central Rölöm gam to cook, Biat gɔm to boil.  
Perhaps *pgəm, causative ~ (*gəm >) Mon kɜm̀ to be warm. Cf. also 513 *g(u)əŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 117.) 
 
A113 *gəəm to laugh, smile.  
A: Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm gəːm to smile, laugh, Biat gəːm to laugh.  
(BLOOD 1966 392.) 
 
A113a *jəm to block [road].  
A: Sre jəm, Biat jɔm; ~ (*[j]rjəm > by metathesis) Chrau jrəm to block [road], 
Stieng [a]jərəːm blocked road, fence round field. 
 
A114 *tam reciprocal preverb.  
A: Sre, Chrau tam; weak form Chrau təm-, Stieng taː, by secondary lengthening Biat 
tɒːm.  
Connect A 116 *təm to repay...; perhaps 1344 *t1um &c. collection.... 
 
A115 *taam efficacious [medicine].  
A: Stieng tàːm, Sre, Biat taːm.  
Stieng suggests *Ɂt-. 
 
A116 *təm to repay, make good.  
A: Sre təm, Biat tɔm.  
Connect A 114 *tam reciprocal preverb. 
 
A116a *ktiim to keep.  
A: Sre tim to keep, preserve, Biat teːm to keep, preserv, to husband; by secondary 
derivation ~ Chrau nceːm to set aside. 
 
A117 *[g]n[ə]m granary.  
A: Stieng (rare) nɒːm, Sre ɗam (!), Chrau nəm.  
Sre by arbitrary differentiation ɗəm underneath, < 1362a *[ ]nɗəm? Conceivably ~ 
1320 *bgəm to collect together. 
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A118 *[s]nɔɔm elephant’s trunk.  
A: Biat nɔːm; ~ (*[s]pnɔɔm >) Sre sənom trunk (→ Röglai), Chrau pənɔːm trunk, 
antennae. 
 
A119 *[b]iəm bad.  
A: Chrau viəm, Biat biam. 
 
A120 *[k][b]am flood.  
A: Sre bam, Biat [daːk] bam; ~ Sre gəbam (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A121 *ram; *raam warm.  
A:  Sre ram warm, comfortable, Biat ram [nuːih] happy.  
B:  Stieng raːm warm; ~ Stieng mraːm, (~?) Chrau kəhraːm warm.  
Connect perhaps (i) Khmer rùm ramya pleasant, if contaminated by rather than ← 
Sanskrit ramya-; (ii; then *rmram >) Mon pəròm [pərɛà] to convalesce. 
 
A122 *rəm to tremble, shake.  
A: Sre, Chrau rəm, Biat rɔm; ~ Stieng pəndraːm. 
 
A123 *ruum; *ruəm to like, desire.  
A:  Central Rölöm roːm to desire; desireable. 
B:  Stieng rɔːm to desire; desireable (BLOOD 1966), Chrau rɔːm beautiful.  
(BLOOD 1966 69.) 
 
A123a *brəm cord under tension.  
A: Sre brəm (che —) [crossbow] string (DOURNES 1950), (chi —) frame [of clap-net], 
Biat brɔm [ndaːr] fishing-line. 
 
A124 *gləm (& *gluəm?) to wolf down.  
A: Stieng g1ɔːm [dog] to snap up and swallow (<variant?), Sre gləm to crush with teeth 
and swallow (DOURNES 1950), Biat [chaː] glɔm to devour. 
 
A125 *[p]r[l]iim small bell, jingle.  
A: Sre bərlim (→ Röglai), Biat rleːm.  
Cf. Chrau nhleːɲ ankle bones. But perhaps *-rr-. 
 
A126 *pr[l]am (&*pr[l]aam?) to roll [log &c.].  
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A127 *[ ]mləm quantifier for things.  
A: Stieng, Bunör mləm, Sre nəm, Chrau ləm, Central Rölöm mbləm quantifier for 
things, Biat mlɔm block, lump.  
(BLOOD 1966 122.) 
 
A128 *huum to remain; still, yet.  
A: Stieng huːm more, longer, Sre houm, Chrau, Bunör hoːm, Central Rölöm hɷːm 
still, Biat hoːm still, to be left over.  
(BLOOD 1966 5.) 
 
A129 *Ɂuuy morning.  
A: Stieng uːi, Chrau oːy, Bunör Ɂoːy, Central Rölöm Ɂɷːy, Biat oːi.  
(BLOOD 1966 12.) 
 
A130 *t[n]ŋəəy maize.  
A: Sre, Chrau təŋəːy; → Cham taŋəːy, Röglai təŋəːy. 
 
A131 *j[oo]y to look for, search for.  
A: Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Sre joːy, Bunör jɔːy, Central Rölöm jɷay, Biat jɔːi.  
(BLOOD 1966 55.) 
 
A132 *juuy fringe.  
A: Biat juːi fringe, lace; ~ Stieng njuːi fringe.  
Cf. (i) Khmer cìːəy hem, fringe, edge; (ii) Palaung kəsoy fringe (MILNE 1931).  
 
A133 *tuuy to bend.  
A: Sre touy bent into a hook, Biat toːi to bend (v.i.). 
 
A134 *[b]uəy to warn, forbid.  
A: Stieng buəy (BLOOD 1966), Bunör bway, Central Rölöm b[uə]y to warn, Biat buai, 
buɔi to forbid.  
(BLOOD 1966 81.) 
 
A135 *[k].[b]ay gaur.  
A: Stieng beːi, Sre gəbay, Biat bai; (probably →) Röglai gəbay, Northern Röglai 
gabəi.  
Ultimately ← Khmer krəbɤy buffalo, < 103 *krpiʔ? 
 
A136 *gr[oo]y to watch closely.  
A: Sre groːy to watch, be watchful, Chrau grɔːy to discern, judge. 
 
(*truəy see 65 *truɲ waistcloth.) 
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A137 *[m]nruuy brewing-yeast.  
A: Sre mənruy, Biat ndruːi. 
 
A138 *kwaay to scratch, dig.  
A: Sre koaːy to scratch (→ Röglai kəwe), Chrau khwaːy, Biat kwaːi to scratch, dig.  
1442 *kaay to scratch contaminated by 867 *kwaac id.? Cf. also 1541 *khaay &c. to 
dig. 
 
A139 *[s]aay spouse, to marry.  
A: Stieng saːi spouse, to marry, Chrau saːy to marry, Bunör, Central Rölöm saːy, Biat 
chaːi husband.  
(BLOOD 1966 329.) 
 
A140 *huy to be mistaken.  
A: Sre huy to be mistaken about, Biat hui to be mistaken about; mistake. 
 
A141 *Ɂuur woman, female.  
A: Sre uːr woman, Chrau uːr female, Stieng (BLOOD 1966) [dəː] Ɂuːr, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm Ɂuːr, Biat uːr female, wife; ~ Chrau səɁuːr wife.  
(BLOOD 1966 244.) 
 
A142 *[c]kaar kind of bamboo.  
A: Stieng kaːr common thornless bamboo; ~ (*[c]nkaar >) Sre səkar, Central Rölöm 
kaːr, Bunör, Biat ŋkaːr kind of bamboo. 
(BLOOD 1966 312.) 
 
A143 *gir to fish with fish-basket.  
A: Stieng gəːr, Sre, Bunör gir, Central Rölöm gɯr; ~ (*gnir >) Sre (BLOOD 1966) 
ɗir, Bunör nir, Central Rölöm nɯr fish-trap.  
(BLOOD 1966 136, 143.)  
 
A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise.  
A: Stieng ŋoːr, ŋuːr, Biat ŋgoːr noise, sound, Sre ŋgur rustling of leaves, sound of 
running water.  
Connect 1584 *sgər (kind of) drum? Cf. also 1588 *t2ŋuur &c. to make a moaning or 
sighing sound.  
 
A144a *tar female pudenda.  
A: Stieng tarh; ~ Biat ntar vagina. 
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A145 *k[d]aar to fish with a line.  
A: Stieng daːr, Chrau jaːr; ~ Stieng, Chrau kəndaːr, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat 
ndaːr fish-hook; → Röglai kədar fish-hook; ~ (by metathesis *dnaar >?) Sre ɗaːr 
to fish with a line = Sre (BLOOD 1966), Köho Chil ɗaːr fish-hook.  
If rather *kɗ-, Sre ɗaːr < *knɗaar, ndaːr by interdialectal borrowing. 
 
A146 *[ ]n[uə]r log.  
A: Chrau, Biat nɔːr.  
Connect perhaps Khmer dol ṭul, if for **ṭur < *tur; then *tnuər. 
 
A147 *piir wall, partition.  
A: Sre piːr (BLOOD 1966), Bunör peːr, Central Rölöm pɩːr fence, wall; ~ Stieng pəniːr, 
Sre pənir bamboo partition; ~ Bunör mpiːr, Central Rölöm (→ Chrau, BLOOD 
1966?) piːr wall, Biat mpeːr fence, stockade (& mpiːr wall, partition; ~ Bunör?).  
(BLOOD 1966 42, 218.) 
 
A148 *p[o]r umbilical cord.  
A: Sre [kon] por foetus, Biat por navel, umbilical cord. 
 
A149 *buur (& *bur?) to stop up, block, channel. 
A: Sre bur (!), Biat boːr to stop up, block; ~ Sre [daː] mbor lade, weir, Biat [boːŋ 
mboːr [daːk] gutter.  
Sre < variant, or bur by levelling on derivation? (Cf. BLOOD 1966 62.) 
 
A150 *kməər palate.  
A: Stieng kəməːr [uiəm], Biat mɔːr.  
 
A151 *bluur; *bluər stink-badger, Mydaus meliceps.  
A:  Sre blur stink-badger (DOURNES 1950), Biat bloːr hedgehog;  
B:  Stieng bluər stink-badger. 
 
A152 *wiir fat, grease.  
A: Stieng (v)uiːr, Biat wiːr.  
Connect Mương mợ (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese mỡ? 
 
A153 *[s]əər to unpack, unload.  
A: Chrau səːr to take out, take up, Biat chəːr to unload. 
 
A154 *huur (& *hur?) to guess, solve.  
A: Sre hur! to guess (→ Röglai), Biat [ŋəːi] hoːr [to speak] cryptically; Sre ~ pənhur 
(→ Röglai), Biat nhoːr riddle.  
Sre < variant, or hur by levelling on derivation. 
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A155 *[ ]nhar; *[ ]nhaar (field) boundary.  
A,B:  Sre nhar field boundary.  
A:  Biat nhar,  
B:  Biat nhaːr boundary, Stieng nàːr field division. 
 
A155a *k[ɔ]l to hinder.  
A: Sre kol to hamper, obstruct, clock, Biat kɔːl to be hindered, prevented, to hinder. 
 
A156 *gəl to change, exchange.  
A: Stieng gəːl to change, exchange, barter, [ta]gəːl, Chrau gəl to exchange, barter, Sre 
[tam] gəl to change, transform, Biat (tɒːm) gɔl to change, exchange.  
Connect dubious 1712 *[b]kəl[ ] to give, make over.  
 
A157 *[ ]gəl piece.  
A: Sre gəl piece, part, Biat gɔl piece [of cloth]; ~ Sre tərgəl, Biat rgal to cut into pieces. 
 
A158 *ktuul to sharpen, whet.  
A: Stieng tuːl to grind down, sharpen, Sre tuːl to sharpe on a stone, Chrau coːl to whet; 
~ (*kntuul >) Biat ntoːl whet stone; to sharpen.  
Cf. 2004 *t1uu[h] &c. to rub…. 
 
A158a *[d]il distaste, boredom.  
A: Sre dil not to feel like doing something (DOURNES 1950), Biat dil boredom. 
 
A159 *[b][ɔ]l; *[b][ɔɔ]l tired, weary, disheartened.  
A:  Stieng bɔl. 
B:  Sre boːl (↔ Röglai). 
 
A160 *[b]uul to mend, patch.  
A: Sre [tam] boul, Chrau [tə]voːl; ~ (or =, by contraction?) Biat mboːl. 
 
A161 *wil; *wiəl spider.  
A:  Chrau, Biat wɯl.  
B:  Stieng uiəl edible spider. 
 
A162 *wal annoyingly persistent.  
A: Sre wal importunate (DOURNES 1950), Biat wal to vociferate, threaten.  
Cf. 1804 *hul ...to threaten.  
 
A163 *kwaal to bore a hole.  
Sre kuaːl; ~ (*tnkwaal causative by contraction > *tkwaal >) Chrau cwaːl. 
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A164 *[jh]ul; *[jh]uul to push.  
A:  Chrau chɯl.  
B:  Sre choul; ↔ Cham chùl, Röglai choul; ~ (causative →?) Northern Röglai 
tichũn. 
 
A165 *[d]h[əə]l shallow.  
A: Stieng thɔːl (BLOOD 1966), Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat thəːl.  
Khmer has rəhael very shallow (< *drhail?); so perhaps connect 1747 *kɗail &c. 
low, shallow, short, which compare.  
But in view of *-l connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *tuqu[r]: Acehnese tho 
dry, withered, Cham thuː dry, dried up, Toba Batak tur dry land, Malay tohor 
shallow, Iban tor /tuur/ low [water], &c. (PROTO-WEST-INDONESIAN).  
(BLOOD 1966 419.) 
 
A166 *brhaal (to) sweat.  
A: Stieng brahaːl n.v., Sre bəhaːl (BLOOD 1966), Chrau vəhaːl, Bunör rəhaːl, Central 
Rölöm haːl to sweat, Biat rhaːl sweat.  
Cf. Bahnar hal to be panting with thirst (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 321.) 
 
A166a *kaw kind of hoe or adze.  
A: Sre kaw short-handled adze or hoe, Biat kau [jaː] hoe.  
 
A167 *[d]ng[əw] tree-stump.  
A: Sre ŋgu, təŋgu [chi], Biat ŋguː.  
Variant of 1719 *d2gəl &c. stump, trunk? 
 
A168 *[d]iiw; *[d]iəw saliva.  
A:  Chrau [daːɁ] juː, Bunör, Central Rölöm diːw, Biat [daːk] diːu.  
B:  Sre [daː] diau.  
(BLOOD 1966 p.36.) 
 
A169 *[ ]nawɁ elder brother.  
A: Sre [oh] naw kin (oh younger sibling), Biat nɔːu elder brother.  
Conceivably *jn-, quantifier formation ~ (*jawɁ >) Central Nicobarese cau- elder 
sibling. 
 
A170 *jnaw; *jnaaw thing, matter.  
A:  (~ *jnnaw >) Sre jənaw, Biat nau matter, story.  
B:  Bunör naːw, Central Rölöm nɔː thing.  
(BLOOD 1966 195.) 
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A171 *yaw grandparent.  
A: Stieng iəu uncle, Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör yaw, Central Rölöm yɔː grandparent, 
probably Biat yau [mor &c.] tiger, large felid (→ Chrau yaw [vrac] panther?).  
(BLOOD 1966 198.) 
 
A172 *kreew ankus (elephant goad).  
A: Sre kreːw (DOURNES 1950), Biat krɛːu. 
 
A173 *[s]rəwɁ bush.  
 A: ~ Stieng səndruː; ~ (*[s]rrəwɁ >) Sre rəlaw scrub, Biat rlɔːu [briː] bush.  
 
A174 *plaw; *plaaw callous, blister.  
A:  Stieng plɒːu blister from working with tools.  
B:  Sre plaːw callous (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A175 *k.waaw whistle flute.  
A: Sre kəwaːw six-hole flute, Chrau kəwaːw rice-stalk whistle. 
 
A176 *rhaw[Ɂ]; *rhaaw[ ] wild dog.  
A:  Chrau ləhoː wild dog, wolf. 
B:  Sre [so] rəhaːw wild dog.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese sói wolf. 
 
A177 *Ɂiis to spread out to dry.  
A: Sre iːs to dry (v.t.), Stieng, Biat ih, Chrau iːh, Bunör Ɂih to spread out to dry (→ 
Central Rölöm?).  
(BLOOD 1966 45.) 
 
A178 *Ɂəəs accustomed, usual.  
A: Stieng əːeh accustomed (to), Sre əːs [as] usual, Biat əːih accustomed, usual custom. 
 
A179 *[k]cəs to kick.  
A: Stieng ceh to stub one’s toe, Biat ceh to kick; ~ Sre gəcəs to kick (DOURNES 1950; → 
Röglai gəcos).  
Cf. 1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h. 
 
A180 *ɲus [pig] to root.  
A: Sre ɲus (DOURNES 1950), Chrau ɲuih, Biat ɲɯih.  
Connect Stieng ieːh. 
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A181 *tiis (&*tis?) to make a mistake.  
A: Stieng tiːh to (make a) mistake; wrong, Sre tiːs (& tis; < variant?) to be mistaken, 
make a mistake, Chrau tiːh to miss [target], Bunör teh, Central Rölöm tih mistake, 
Biat tih mistake, fault; wrong.  
(BLOOD 1966 46.) 
 
A182 *tiəs; *tiəɁ blind.  
A:  Sre tias [mat], Central Rölöm tiəh (BLOOD 1966), Biat cɛh [mat].  
B:  Stieng tia. 
 
A183 *ləəs easy.  
A: Central Rölöm ləih; ~ (*[l]nləəs >) Bunör nəih.  
Cf. Stieng sərlɔh. Sre ləy (DOURNES 1950) is < 1515 *l[oo]y.  
(BLOOD 1966 406.) 
 
A184 *lɔɔs iron.  
A: Sre loːs, los, Chrau, Biat lɔːih.  
Cf. Theng dro, tən̆dro, cən̆tro, Kammu Yuan centroh. 
 
A185 *Ɂəh to answer.  
A: Chrau, Biat əh. 
 
A186 *rnɁəh to lament.  
A: Sre rənɗəh, Biat rɗəh, Chrau rənɗiːh (contaminated by Vietnamese rền-rĩ?) to 
whimper, groan.  
Connect perhaps (i) 1959 *Ɂuuh to ululate; (ii) Bahnar ɯih ɯih groaning sound ~ 
təŋɯih to moan, groan (< *-əəs).  
 
A187 *[ ]keh to strip [branch].  
A: Stieng kɛh to strip leaves from branch (merging to scrape, scale < 1880 *kais) Sre 
keh to trim, strip leaves from; Stieng rəkɛh id., Sre rəkeh to strip leaves or bark 
from branch with dah, trim joints of bamboo.  
Or Stieng < *l(r)kis by metathesis < 1946 *klis, *k/r/lis, → Sre? 
 
A188 *[ ]keh pleasant-tasting.  
A: Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kah; ~ Sre bəkah pleasant [taste, smell].  
(BLOOD 1966 284.) 
 
A189 *kah to wake up (v.i.).  
A: Stieng, Sre kah, Biat kah [bic] to wake up, Chrau kah awake. 
 
A190 *kuuh shingles, herpes.  
A: Sre kuːh, Biat kuh. 
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A191 *tah to cut up.  
A: Stieng, Sre tah to cut up [meat], Chrau, Biat tah to slit open, cut up.  
If Hre sah, Sedang sa to cut up meat (SMITH 1972 371) are cognate, *t2ah. Cf. also 
Central Nicobarese taih-[həŋə &c.] to cut with knife. 
 
A192 *tɔh to split [wood].  
A: Stieng tɔh to split [firewood], Sre toh to split (DOURNES 1950), Chrau tɔh to chop, 
cut [wood]. 
 
A193 *[ɗ]uh hot.  
A: Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Biat doh, Sre, Chrau, Bunör duh, Central Rölöm dɷh.  
Connect perhaps 2041 *[k]ɗuh to burn, grill, which compare.  
(BLOOD 1966 26.) 
 
A194 *[p]npɔh to leap over, throw leg across.  
A: Chrau mpɔh to leap over, Biat mpɔh [chɛh] to leap into the saddle, mount. 
 
A195 *[b]a[a]h recovered, healed.  
A: Stieng bah healed, recovered, over; to stop, disappear, Chrau vah recovered, Bunör, 
Central Rölöm bah to heal, be well, Biat bah healed, recovered.  
Cf. Malay bebas free from, Cham papàːh purification ritual; so ← Indonesian?  
(BLOOD 1966 278.) 
 
A196 *yəh bad.  
A: Sre yəh, Biat iəh. 
 
A197 *riəh rattan.  
A: Sre riah, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Biat rɛh, Central Rölöm riəh.  
Perhaps by arbitrary differentiation (or if Sre is loanword =) 1927 *riəs root; cf. 
semantically e.g. Malay akar. Note Khasi thri, Sakai dĕrê (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 R 38(a)); but Bahnar hrɛː & other forms are < 249 *rsiɁ.  
(SHAFER 1965 558; BLOOD 1966 257.) 
 
A198 *reh to cut.  
A: Sre reh to cut open; ~ Biat krɛh to cut [hair], shave, ~ Stieng sərɛh, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm srɛh to cut, Sre sreh id., to slash with dah, Chrau chrɛːh (!) to split, Biat 
chrɛh to cut, slash.  
(BLOOD 1966 254) 
 
A199 *rah young male.  
A: Sre rah yearling [buffalo] (→ Röglai?), Biat [ndam] rah young male. 
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A200 *[ ]rəh to send out, drive out.  
A: Stieng rəːh to drive [cattle], to drive out, eject; ~ Köho Chil prah to send out; ~ 
Bunör mprəh, Biat mprəh [ləːi] to send out; ~ (*pnrəh >?) Sre bətrəh (BLOOD 
1966), Central Rölöm trɔh, trəh to send out.  
Cr *prəh, Stieng by back-formation? Connection obscure 2068 *loh to go out.  
(BLOOD 1966 409.) 
 
A201 *rɔh to lose, mislay.  
A: Sre roh, Biat rɔh. 
 
A202 *[c]rah grasshopper.  
A: Sre srah class of insects including grasshoppers and praying mantis, Stieng, Bunör, 
Central Rölöm, Biat krah grasshopper.  
(BLOOD 1966 302.) 
 
A202a *truh [cocks] to fight.  
A: Sre [tam] truh, Biat [tɒːm] troh.  
Add Khasi trud to scratch? 
 
A203 *pr[i][h] tall.  
A: Chrau prih tall, Stieng prɛh, Biat preh tall, high.  
Or *-[i,ə]s. 
 
(*prəh see 200 *[ ]rəh to send out....) 
 
A204 *leh kidney.  
A: Sre [play] leh kidney, Biat lɛh kidney, heart; ↔ Röglai [boh] leh kidney; ~ ↔ Jarai 
[bɔːh] ɓlɛh kidney.  
Connect 229 *srliɁ (spleen, kidney)? 
 
A205 *lah to scold.  
A: Sre lah to be offended with, scold, Chrau lah to scold, (?) Biat lah to lay claim to.  
 
A206 *[s]ɔh to put on [clothes].  
A: Stieng sɔh (BLOOD 1966; AZÉMAR 1886 sɔ̀ː k!), Sre soh, Bunör, Central Rölöm sɔh, 
Biat chɔh.  
(BLOOD 1966 263.) 
 
A207 *khih (to) poison.  
A: Stieng kih n.v., Sre khih n., Biat kheh poisoned, (chiː —) poison. 
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A208 *[k]huh; *[k]huuh to boil (v.i.).  
A:  Sre khuh, Biat khoh; ~ (*[k]lhuh >) Chrau khluh boiling.  
B:  Sre khuːh (BLOOD 1966, variant), Bunör khoh, Central Rölöm khuh.  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang kəuh, Lawa Umphai kas, Lawa Mae Sariang koih to cook [rice].  











B1 *[ ]kə[ ]ʔ the day after tomorrow.  
A: (~?) Palaung əkɯ; ~ Praok sikaw.  
Connection dubious Sakai kâl tomorrow (i.e. Semai), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 178. 
 
B2 *[ ]g[ee]ʔ pine tree.  
A: Palaung ge; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgəiɁ; Umphai ɲjiɁ, Mae Sariang ŋgiɁ.  
Or *-əyɁ? 
 
B3 *k.[c]eʔ ashamed.  
A: Palaung kəse to be ashamed, Riang Lang ¯kəseʔ to be shy, coy, ashamed.  
 
B4 *t1aɁ; *t1ah place.  
A:  Palaung ta (MILNE 1931, songs).  
B:  ~ *[ ]nt1ah >) Praok da, Lawa Umphai ndoh quantifier.  
Cf. 67 *t1uuɁ in, at; & Kammu Yuan tàː bathing- place, resting- place. 
 
B5 *t1aaɁ eight.  
A: Palaung ta (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tɑɁ.  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang sataiɁ, Umphai, Mae Sariang sateɁ, Praok siday (< 
[c](n)t1iiɁ?). 
 
B6 *t1[ɔ]Ɂ to be few.  
A: Palaung tɔ (MILNE 1931), Praok tu. 
 
B7 *[ ]t1uuɁ edible leaf.  
A: Palaung tu id., Praok taə herb, Lawa Bo Luang tɑuɁ [klɑuɁ], Umphai, Mae 
Sariang toɁ [kioɁ] white radish; ~ Riang Lang ¯sətuɁ edible leaf. 
 
                                                 
1  Originally this appendix was titled “Northern Mon-Khmer Comparisons”. Note that 
reconstructions are Proto-Mon-Khmer. 
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B8 *[c].d1uuɁ silk.  
A: Riang Lang _sətuɁ silk, silkworm, Lawa Bo Luang satoɁ, Umphai sathoɁ silk.  
Connection dubious Mương thơ (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese tơ, (Sino-Vietnamese) 
ti, Cham thav silk thread. 
 
B9 *k.ɗɔɁ plantain.  
A: Palaung kədɔ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang kəɗoɁ (& kəduak; by arbitrary 
deformation?).  
Cf. 82 *kdɔɁ plantain bud.  
 
B10 *n1[ee]Ɂ thing.  
A: Palaung nɛ thing, Riang Lang ¯nɛɁ what, anything, (?) Praok n- manner (in n-an 
thus, n-in in this way). 
 
B11 *paaɁ butterfly.  
A: Palaung [paŋ] pa (MILNE 1931, songs), Riang Lang [¯puŋ] ¯pɑɁ.  
Perhaps ← Tai, cf. Dioi bɔŋ ba, Mak ɓum ba (BENEDICT 1975 245). 
 
B12 *t1rɓeɁ upper garment.  
A: Riang Lang ¯tərbɛɁ woman’s upper garment, Praok sibe, Lawa Bo Luang ɁapeɁ, 
Umphai raphiɁ, Mae Sariang ɣapiɁ, lapiɁ upper garment. 
 
B13 *m[oɁ] noisy, turbulent.  
A: Palaung mɔ to be noisy (MILNE 1931), Praok mɔ to be in turmoil. 
 
B14 *[g]m[i]Ɂ male.  
A: Palaung [i]me male, Praok me husband; ~ Riang Lang _kərmeɁ, Praok sime, 
Lawa Bo Luang ɁamaiɁ, Umphai ramiɁ, Mae Sariang ɣameɁ, lameɁ male.  
Connect Khmer mèː penis (TANDART 1935)? 
 
B15 *d1maɁ to borrow.  
A: ~ (*d1rmaɁ >) Lawa Bo Luang ɁamaɁ, Umphai ramaɁ, Mae Sariang ɣamaɁ to 
borrow; ~ (*d1pmaɁ >) Riang Lang _təkmaɁ debt. 
 
B16 *yaɁ large kind of snake.  
A: Palaung [hiŋ] ya hamadryad (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang [¯həɲ] _yaɁ python. 
 
B17 *r[u]Ɂ village.  
A: Palaung ru village, Praok ru clan; ~ Riang Lang _pruɁ village.  
Connect 182 *bruuɁ hill? 
 
B18 *[k]r[iiɁ] to apply liquid &c.  
A: Palaung kri to apply [paint], Praok kray to smear on. 
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B19 *breɁ witch, wizard.  
A: Palaung bre (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang _prɛɁ. 
 
B20 *braɁ meal.  
A: Palaung bra, Praok prɛ. 
 
B21 *[l]uuɁ damaged, destroyed.  
A: Palaung lu to be ruined, damaged, destroyed, to destroy, Riang Lang luɁ, Praok laə to 
be destroyed; → Shan lū̀ Praok plaə to destroy. 
 
B22 *[c][l]aaɁ among, between.  
A: ~ (*[c]n[l]aaɁ >) Palaung səna between, among, Praok sina, Lawa Umphai [toɁ] 
saɁnaɁ among; by secondary der. Riang Lang _pərlɑɁ among. 
 
B23 *[j][ ][l]aaɁ slave, servant.  
A: Riang Lang _cəlɑɁ, Praok silɛ.  
Connect 1522 *jləəy prisoner of war? 
 
B24 *grwaaɁ door.  
A: Riang Lang _kərwɑɁ, Praok siwɛ, Lawa Bo Luang ɁawɯaɁ, Umphai rawɯaɁ, Mae 
Sariang ɣawɯaɁ, lawɯaɁ,  
Connection dubious Burmese ʼawa opening.  
 
B25 *kiək to appoint.  
A: Praok ciak [ti də]; ~ Palaung kərkiəɁ (kər- reciprocal) (MILNE 1931). 
 
B26 *[c]a[a]k sated.  
A: Riang Lang ¯sɑk, Praok, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai sak. 
 
B27 *[c]uək salt.  
A: Palaung sɔɁ, Riang Lang ¯suak.  
Separate Kensiu siyaɁ, &c., = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 15, ← (Acehnese sira <?) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'ira(S) (DEMPWOLFF 1938 153, *-a[h]). 
 
B28 *t1[u]k to take by force.  
A: Palaung tok to take (MILNE 1931), Praok tok to take or carry off [person] by force. 
 
B29 *[k][t2][a]k seed, kernel.  
A: Riang Lang ¯cak, Praok [simɛ] sok.  
Or *-ək.  
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B30 *d1a[a]k uncultivated land.  
A: Riang Lang _tɑk grass, grassland, Praok tɛk forest.  
Add conceivably Chrau daːɁ district, region, homophone of water < 274 *ɗaak < 
*diʔaak; Vietnamese nước district, region then by borrowing calque. 
 
B31 *ɗək to stop, halt.  
A: Palaung dɔɁ v.i., Riang Lang ¯dək v.i.t.  
Cf. Khmer tùəc. But connection dubious 78 *ɗəəɁ &c. 
 
B32 *[j].[n1]a[a]k sinew, vein.  
A: Palaung sənaɁ sinew, vein, artery, Praok sinɛk, Lawa Bo Luang sanak sinew.  
 
B33 *pəək to break, be broken.  
A: Riang Lang ¯pək; ~ Palaung kərptuɁ [green branch] to break (MILNE 1931).  
Connect 352 *lpak &c. to be broken...? 
 
B34 *[ ]p[ɔ]k quiver.  
A: Palaung pɔɁ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯pɔk.  
Perhaps *lpɔk, ~ 426 *lɔk.  
 
B35 *p[u]k lame, crippled.  
A: Riang Lang ¯pək; ~ (*[p]np[u]k >) Praok bok to be bent, crippled.  
Cf. 458 *wɔk bent round. 
 
B36 *[t1]rpuuk bridge.  
A: Palaung kərpok, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂapaɯk, (Umphai rapaɯɁ ←?) Mae Sariang 
ɣapaɯk, lapaɯk. 
 
B37 *[s]yuk; *[s]yuək ear.  
A:  Praok yaok.  
B:  Palaung hyɔɁ, (probably) Lawa suak.  
(SHAFER 1965 347.) 
 
B38 *jriək fish-scales.  
A: Palaung greəɁ, griəɁ (MILNE 1931); ~ (*jmriək >) Praok sibriak. 
 
(*[l]a[a]k see 66 *[l]aac to lie abed.) 
 
B39 *[s][l]iək hoarse.  
A: Palaung hleəɁ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯riɛk.  
Cf. Bahnar hrɛːk [to cough] continually. 
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B40 *Ɂiəŋ; *Ɂiiŋ faeces.  
A:  Palaung iəŋ, Riang Lang ¯yaŋ id., Praok ɛŋ privy, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai *Ɂiaŋ 
waste matter.  
B:  ~ Palaung, Riang Lang rəɁiŋ privy.  
Connection obscure 794 Ɂic &c. 
 
B41 *Ɂuŋ (& *Ɂuəŋ?) [rain] to stop.  
A: Palaung ɯŋ, (variant >?) Lawa Bo Luang Ɂɔŋ.  
 
B42 *[ ]rɁa[a]ŋ rock.  
A: Riang Lang rəɁɑŋ stone, rock, Praok raŋ, Lawa Bo Luang laɁaŋ rock, perhaps 
Palaung rəɁaŋ precipice.  
Connection uncertain Kammu Yuan klàːŋ stone, rock, cliff. 
 
(*rɁ[ə]ŋ see 48 *[ɗ][ə]ŋ previous (to).) 
 
B43 *g[uə]ŋ larva.  
A: Palaung [vaɁ] gɔŋ edible grub, Praok kɔŋ worm.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese con quăng dragonfly larva. 
 
B44 *[t2]ng[ɔɔ]ŋ pillow.  
A: Riang Lang _sənkoŋ, Praok [mɔn] gaoŋ. 
 
B45 *[ŋ]iə[ŋ] quantifier for long things.  
A: Palaung ŋiəŋ, Praok ɲaɲ. 
 
B46 *t1iəŋ to drink.  
A: Palaung teəŋ, Riang Lang ¯tiɛŋ.  
By metathesis (*ŋiət <) 806 *[ ]ŋiəc? (SHAFER 1965 83, 318a.) 
 
B47 *ɗiŋ; *ɗiiŋ parent’s elder sibling.  
A:  Riang Lang _deŋ (!) uncle. 
B:  Lawa Bo Luang tiŋ, Umphai thiŋ parent’s elder sibling same sex. 
 
B48 *[ɗ][ə]ŋ previous (to).  
A: Palaung (MILNE 1931) dɔŋ before, while; ~ Riang Lang ¯nəŋ before, formerly.  
Or *r(n)Ɂ-? Palaung perhaps < *-uəŋ. 
 
B49 *[c]na[a]ŋ beads, necklace.  
A: Palaung hnaŋ small glass beads (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯nɑŋ necklace, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Umphai hnaŋ necklet.  
Cf. A37 *[ɲ]ɔ(ɔ)ŋ (or *cnɔ(ɔ)ŋ?). 
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B50 *[j][ ]n1əəŋ to lean, recline.  
A: Praok nɤŋ; (or =? *[j]pn1-) Riang Lang _cəknɛəŋ.  
Or *d2-. Connect 596 *[g]n1iŋ &c. to 1ean, incline? 
 
B51 *[ ]piəŋ wing.  
A: Palaung piəŋ wing (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯piɛŋ (— ¯sim) wing, (— ¯kaɁ) fin.  
Or *sp-, ~ 601 *sn1iəŋ? Note also Khmer cɔmɁeːŋ (< *cmɁiiŋ?). 
 
B52 *[k]rpuuŋ to bury.  
A: Palaung kərpuŋ, Praok sipaəŋ, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂapaɯŋ, Umphai rapauŋ. 
 
B53 *ɓuuŋ flying insect.  
A: Riang Lang buŋ [¯bɑy] flying ant, Praok puŋ[pɛŋ], Lawa Bo Luang mbuŋ[mbaŋ], 
Umphai mboŋ[mbɯaŋ] butterfly.  
631 *ɓa[a]ŋ butterfly contaminated by 609 *puuŋ butterfly? But perhaps ← Tai, cf. 
Dioi bɔŋ ba, Mak ɓum ba id. (& Ahom, silkworm; BENEDICT 1975 245). 
 
B54 *[n1]ɓa[a]ŋ to patch, mend.  
A: ~ Palaung kənbaŋ patch, to patch (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang Lang ¯təkbɑŋ to patch.  
Or *d1-; but connection dubious Vietnamese mạng to darn in view of tone. 
 
B55 *[g]ma[a]ŋ ghost.  
A: Praok mɛŋ; ~ Palaung kərmaŋ (MILNE 1931). 
 
B56 *.riəŋ straw.  
A: Palaung hrɛəŋ, Riang Lang ¯riɛŋ.  
Distinguish 693 *t1riəŋ (&c.) kind of reed. 
 
B57 *bra[a]ŋ sour, acid, rancid.  
A: Palaung braŋ, Riang Lang _prɑŋ. 
 
B58 *br[uə]ŋ to arrange, settle.  
A: Palaung brɔŋ to direct, arrange (MILNE 1931), Praok prɔŋ to judge.  
Connect 659 *riəŋ to form a row (Old Mon to arrange)? 
 
B59 *[l]a[a]ŋ to swing, sway.  
A: Palaung [luŋ] laŋ to swing (MILNE 1931), Praok [puk plɛk luŋ] liɛŋ to sway.  
Cf. 728 *luuŋ. 
 
B60 *[l][u]ŋ to throw.  
A: Palaung lɯŋ to throw [spear]; ~ Riang Lang ¯plɔŋ to throw without effort, toss.  
Or *lɯəŋ? Cf. Vietnamese liệng; Central Rölöm ləːŋ (BLOOD 1966) 
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B61 *[s]luəŋ; *[s]ləŋ to wall.  
A:  Praok [tap] lɔŋ rampart; ~ (*[s]rluəŋ >) Palaung rɔŋ wall, to wall;  
B:  ~ Riang Lang _sərləŋ wall. 
Add perhaps to B Khmer slɔŋ to block, obstruct. Connect 738 *gluəŋ enclosure? 
 
B62 *[t2]huŋ light in weight.  
A: Praok chaoŋ, Lawa Bo Luang thoaŋ, Umphai, Mae Sariang chauŋ; ~ Riang Lang 
¯ɲɔŋ. 
 
B63 *Ɂaac in front, before.  
A: Palaung at before (MILNE 1931 also aiɁ), Riang Lang ¯ɑc (to go) in front, (at) first. 
 
B64 *kn2uc; *kn2uuc heel.  
A:  Praok loc [caoŋ].  
B:  ~ Palaung kərnuit [jɯŋ].  
Connect Vietnamese gót? 
 
B65 *[t1]pəc pointed.  
A: Palaung pɛɁ point (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯pac sharp-pointed; ~ Danaw _tɔŋ 
˼pʻyak, _tɔŋ ¯pʻyak sharp-pointed.  
Add Jeh pek to pierce, Halang pek to pierce [nose, ear]? 
 
B66 *[l]aac; *[l]a[a]k to lie abed.  
A:  Riang Lang _lɑc to be lazy, Praok lac [it] [to sleep] late.   
B:  Praok lɛk [it] [to be] fast [asleep].  
Cf. 424 *lək &c. to sleep; originally probably *laac ≠ *lək, with mutual 
contamination. Connect 1512 *laay ...idle? 
 
B67 *[c]aiɲ to meet.  
A: Riang Lang ¯sɑɲ to meet (by chance), encounter; ~ Palaung kərsɛŋ to meet (MILNE 
1931), Riang Lang ¯tərsɑɲ to meet; junction.  
Connection dubious Mon can [cah] to be contrary, opposed to. 
 
B68 *briiɲ; (?)*br[a]ɲ (kind of) ant.  
A:  Palaung briŋ ant, Riang Lang _priɲ kind of ant of medium size.  
B:  by arbitrary deformation?) Palaung brɛŋ termite.  
B perhaps rather *gmrəɲ, ad 919 *gruuɲ, ...termite. Connect perhaps 729a *kli(i)[ŋ] 
black ant; but connection dubious Tai *phrɨŋ &c. bee, BENEDICT 1975 229; whence 
probably Theng brɯ̆ŋ, prɯ̆ŋ. 
 
B69 *[t2]kat; *[t2]kaat thorn.  
A:  ~ Riang Lang ¯sərkət.  
B:  Praok kat (& Lava Umphai [ɁɔɁ] kat kind of bamboo?). 
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B70 *gət very.  
A: Palaung gət, Praok kɛt. 
 
B71 *guut to force in.  
A: Palaung gut to ram in (MILNE 1931); ~ (*[ ]nguut >) Praok [khɯm] gut to choke.  
Or *pguut causative ~ 968 *guut to enter? 
 
B72 *yut; *yuət to see, look at.  
A:  Riang Lang _yɔt to look (at), see, watch.  
B:  Palaung yuət to see (MILNE 1931, songs).  
 
B73 *wiət to repay.  
A: Palaung viət to repay, give back, Praok viat to pay.  
Or to return, = 1090 *wiət (&c.) ...to turn? 
 
B74 *wət to shake.  
A: Palaung vət, Praok. [vuk] vɛt. 
 
B75 *kan mother’s brother’s wife.  
A: Palaung kən mother’s brother’s wife, wife's mother (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯kən 
parent’s or wife’s younger sister, mother-in-law.  
Distinguish 1126 *ka(a)n woman, female. 
 
B76 *ŋən to put arms round.  
A: Palaung ŋən to hold firmly, Riang Lang _ŋan [_leɁ] to embrace, Praok [kya] ŋɛn to 
protect. 
 
B77 *[g]n[c]aan sickle.  
A: Palaung kəncan [rəvɔɁ] sickle, Riang Lang _kəncɑn sickle, scythe. 
 
B78 *b[əə]n to pass, cross.  
A: Palaung bon to pass, cross, Riang Lang _pən to exceed, pass, cross, to elapse.  
Vocalism obscure. Cf. Shan pū̀n to exceed. 
 
B79 *riin forbearing.  
A: Palaung rin to be patient (MILNE 1931, songs), Praok rin to refrain [from].  
Cf. Vietnamese nhịn to abstain from, refrain from, suppress, fast. 
 
B80 *griən to wind round.  
A: Palaung griən to put [turban] on, Riang Lang _kriɛn to wind.  
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B81 *[s]uun yam.  
A: Palaung hon cultivated yam (with post-dental vocalism!), Lawa Bo Luang haɯŋ, 
Umphai, Mae Sariang haun. 
 
B82 *Ɂɔp; *Ɂɔm poisonous.  
A:  Praok ɔp, Lawa Umphai Ɂɔp.  
B:  Riang Lang ¯ɔm to be poisonous, to be poisoned. 
 
B83 *t1əp fathom.  
A: Palaung təp (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tap, Praok tɔp.  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *dəpa(S), DEMPWOLFF 1938 39. 
 
B84 *k[t2]up; *k[t2]uup span from thumb to forefinger.  
A:  Riang Lang ¯cɔp handful, taken from above; ~ kəncɔp span ...;  
B:  with post-dental vocalism!) Palaung sop span .... 
 
B85 *ruup (& *r[ə,a]p?) fishing-net.  
A: Riang Lang _rup, (variant >?) Praok rup, Lawa Bo Luang rəup, Umphai reup.  
= 1275 *ruup &c. to catch? Cf. Kammu Yuan rèp casting-net. 
 
(*Ɂɔm see 82 poisonous.) 
 
B86 *t1aam next in sequence.  
A: Palaung tam younger [child] of two (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tɑm to be next (to), 
to be new. 
 
B87 *t1əm (&*t1əəm?) to order, enjoin.  
A: Palaung təm to send order to (MILNE 1931, [təːm]; or tɯm, < variant?), Praok tɔm 
to command, Lawa Bo Luang tɑm, Umphai tɔm to order, command. 
 
B88 *t1um to have [done] on occasion.  
A: Palaung tɯm ever, Riang Lang ¯tom to be wont to, to have habitually done.  
 
B89 *kt1uəm liver.  
A: Lawa Bo Luang tɑum, Umphai, Mae Sariang tom; ~ Palaung kərtɔm, Riang Lang 
kətuam. 
Originally perhaps *k- part-of-body prefix + *lt1uəm < 1411 *t1luəm by metathesis; 
Lawa by back-formation. (SHAFER 1965 501.) 
 
B90 *[k]rɓuum enclosed cultivation.  
A: Palaung kərbum, Praok sipɯm, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣaphɯm garden, Lawa Bo 
Luang Ɂapum, Umphai raphum fence.  
*-ɓ- in view of Praok vocalism. 
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B91 *m[iə]m tea.  
A: Palaung miəm, Riang Lang _mɛm. 
 
B92 *[s]m[əə]m good, well-behaved.  
A: Palaung hmɯm to be docile, good-tempered, Praok mɔm to be good. 
 
B93 *yuum; *yəm to die.  
A:  Praok, Lawa yum.  
B:  Palaung yəm, Riang Lang _yam; ~ (*pyəm >) Palaung piəm, Riang Lang ¯piɛm 
to kill.  
Add Sre yəm to poison (then → Röglai)? Cf. 1266a *ya(a)p to die ....  
(SHAFER 1965 189.) 
 
B94 * t1huum; * t1huəm to be flooded, to flood.  
A:  Palaung thom to overflow, flood (MILNE 1931).  
B:  Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai thuam to be flooded.  
*d1h- should yield NMK h-; *t1s-, Lawa c-. 
 
 (*[ ]gəyɁ see 2 *[ ]g[ee]Ɂ pine tree.) 
 
B95 *ɲuəy waist.  
A: Palaung ɲuəy, Praok ɲuay.  
Cf. (i) Lawa ɲoŋ, Central Nicobarese oŋyuːəŋ; (ii) Halang tənoay, perhaps : Jeh 
Ɂnoːy flank. 
 
B96 *t1uuy to catch.  
A: Palaung toy, (merging 98 *ɗuuy to take, bring, which compare) Praok tɯy. 
 
B97 *[c].t1uəy pheasant.  
A: Palaung sətuay (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang _səy ¯tuay (by chiming expansion). 
 
B98 *ɗuy; *ɗuuy to take, bring.  
A:  Palaung dɯy.  
B:  Praok tɯy to take, take hold of, pick up, fetch (merging 96 *t1uuy to catch, which 
compare), Lawa Umphai thui to take out.  
*ɗ- in view of Praok vocalism. 
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B99 *[ ]p[oo]y shadow of living creature.  
A: Riang Lang ¯poe shadow of living creature, Praok pɤy (& vɯy!) shadow; Lawa Bo 
Luang Ɂapau, Umphai rapɔi shadow.  
Vocalism uncertain; conceivably *-uy (Lawa), *-uuy (Riang Lang), *-əəy (Praok; 
with secondary lengthening); then *gp-, ~ 1447a *guuy? Cf. also 1543 *ghuuy 
&c. spirit, soul. 
 
B100 *[y][əə]y a little.  
A: Palaung yɔy, Praok cɯy; ↔ Shan yɔȳ to be finely divided. 
 
B101 *[g]raay to speak, tell.  
A: Palaung gray to speak, tell, Praok kray (!) to say, tell; ↔ Shan khài to narrate. 
 
B102 *[g][l]aay squirrel.  
A: Riang Lang _k1ɑy, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂdea, Umphai Ɂlai.  
Lawa *jl- by regressive assimilation? Connect perhaps Santali kuləi hare, &c., PINNOW 
1959 L 146. 
 
B103 *[t1]rw[əyɁ] to be concerned, troubled.  
A: Palaung kərve to pity, Praok sivi to be worried. 
 
B104 *[ ][h]uy to take out.  
A: Palaung hɯy, Lawa Bo Luang hau to take out, perhaps Praok hoy to unfasten, 
open, reveal. 
 
B105 *kiər moon, month.  
A: Palaung kiər month, Riang Lang ¯kiɛr moon, month. 
 
B106 *gur to help.  
A: Riang Lang _kɔr, Praok [tɯm] ku.  
Cf. 1705 *kəl[ ] &c. to support, help. 
 
B107 *[bc]uur; *[bc]uər water-bottle.  
A:  Praok chɯ.  
B:  Palaung [om] suər. 
 
B108 *k[t2]aar span from thumb to middle finger.  
A: Palaung sar (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang Lang kəncɑr. 
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B109 *[k]ruu[r] granary.  
A: Palaung kror paddy-storage basket, Praok kraw granary, storeroom; Lawa Bo Luang 
ŋgraɯ, Umphai krau granary.  
Or *t1-; *-l. 
 
B110 *siir; *siər iron.  
A:  Palaung hir, Riang Lang ¯hir.  
B:  Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai hɛ ore.  
↔ Tibeto-Burman *s(y)iˑr (BENEDICT 1972 80 no. 372; Dhimal, Garo, Dimasa Lushei); 
suspect on phonological grounds as loanword!  
 
B111 *[s]iər bee.  
A: Praok hiːa, Lawa hɛ; ~ Palaung phiər, Riang Lang ¯phiɛr.  
 
B112 *kul ten.  
A: Palaung kɯr, Riang Lang kɔl, Praok kaw, Lawa Bo Luang koa, Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kau.  
← Tibeto-Burman *(m-)kul score, BENEDICT 1972 83 no. 397? Connection dubious 
Kharia ghɔl, &c., PINNOW 1959 249 (Proto-Munda *(-)gəl); as Mương mươl 
(BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese mươi. 
 
B113 *t1iəl to copulate.  
A: Riang Lang ¯tiɛl, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai tɛ.  
Cf. Sre tir, Biat tɑːm tɑr. 
 
B114 *t1uəl; *t1əl to find.  
A:  Palaung tuər.  
B:  Riang Lang ¯tal.  
 
 (*[k]ruul see 109 *[k]ruu[r] granary.) 
 
B115 *[s]raa[l] veranda.  
A: ~ (*[s]nraa[l] >) Praok gra [ɲɛ]; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung khrar 
veranda. 
 
B116 *kɲaas to laugh.  
A: Homau kəɲaːr (Palaung dialect; MILNE 1931), White Striped Riang _kɤ̆ɲaːs (LUCE 
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B117 *ɓ[a]s to carry [heavy object].  
A: Palaung bər to carry on tumpline, Riang Lang ¯bəs to carry on head, Praok pɯ to 
support, bear, Lawa Bo Luang pɯh, Umphai phɯs, Mae Sariang puih to carry on 
back; (*[b]nɓ[a]s >) Praok bɯ [glɔm] burden.  
Waic vocalism post-labial? Connect 121 *ɓɔɁ to carry on back. Praok pu to carry on 
back is < 100a *puɁ. 
 
B118 *ruus tortoise, turtle.  
A: Riang Lang _rus, Lawa Bo Luang raɯh, Umphai raus, Mae Sariang ɣaɯh.  
Cf. Vietnamese rùa. Khmer kraːh krās tortoiseshell is probably ← Indonesian.  
(SHAFER 1965 434.) 
 
B119 *prəs to flower.  
A: Palaung prər to flower, expand, swell (by attraction 2067 *ləs?), Lawa Bo Luang 
phrəuh, Umphai prəs, Mae Sariang phyoih to flower. 
 
(*t1ah see 4 *t1aɁ place.) 
 
B120 *t1rt1uh; *t1rt1uuh to meet.  
A: Palaung kərtoh (MILNE 1931).  
B:  Palaung kərtuh, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂatɑuh, Umphai ratoh. 
 
B121 *n1[ ]ah to get worse.  
A: Riang Lang na, nɑ, Praok nɛ.  
Connection uncertain 1945 *ləs &c. to weaken. 
 
B122 *[m]ryah hundred.  
A: Palaung pəryah, Riang Lang _pəryɑ, Praok siyɛ, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂayɯah.  
← Tibeto-Burman *r-gya (BENEDICT 1972 45 no. 164 & n. 148; Old Burmese ryā); by 
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Note: Bold numerals show that the word indexed is used in the gloss of a reconstruction, 
ordinary numerals that it glosses one or more of the items compared.  
 
A 
Abandon see leave; (abandoned) 1397; able (to) 1179, 1183, 1286, 1472; abort 1081, 
2062; about, concerning 1845, (about to) 1472, 2014; above 194, 727, 1207, 1533, 
1718; absorb 1106, 1283; abstracted 519, 1589; abuse, insult 1804, 1963, 2031; 
accompany 1389, 1463; according to 1346; accuse A 27; accustomed, used to 643, 1286, 
A 178, B 88; ache A 72; acquire 1980; add 351, 1257a, (add to) 1430a; adhere 309, 
1245; adjoin 1245, 1264; adze A 166a; affine see in-law; affix 986, 1242, 1245; afraid 
see fear; after, afterwards 1505, 1844, 2066; afternoon 264; afterwards see after; again 
765, 1156, 1511, 1794; agree 1388; aim 696, 1361a, 1572; air 1782, 1958; alarmed 
1057; alcohol, liquor 796; alight see perch; alike 149; all 198, 798, 875, 943, 1338, 
1344, 1418, 1943, (at all) 1943; alone 86; already 1539, 2080; also, too 1310; amaranth 
1850; amass 1178; among B 22; ancestor 151, 192; angry 1728, 1808; ankus A 172; 
announce 1845; answer A 185; ant 873, 1382, 1562a, B 68, (black ant) 729a, (flying 
ant) 1646b, B 53, (red ant) 1866, (white ant, termite) 391a, 919, 1619, B 68, (flying 
white ant) 1290, 1646b; anthill 1738; anus 961, 1007; anvil A 107a; anxious, worried 
1694, B 109; any 136; anything B 10; appear 2043, 2071; appoint B 25; approach 1896, 
A 95; arch 1626a; areca 230, 1815; arm 66, 244, 265, 1673; armpit 269, A 33; army 
1258; around 765, 966, 1208, 1333, 1669; arouse 1575; arrange 1269a, 1605, A 7a, B 
58; arrive (at), reach 968, 1153, 1246, 1740, 2079, A 76; arrow 215, 1308; arum 1850; 
ascend, go up 332, 479, 1153, 1207, 1869, 2061; ash 2034; ashamed 1800, A 66, B 3; 
ask 912, A 101, (ask for) 1140, A 87; askew 494, 753, 1764; assemble, gather 1310, 
1338, 1344, 1389; assembly house 670; associate 1241, 1310; asthma 1215; astringent 
294, 989; at 3, 67, 85, 1217, 1342; attach 1245; attend on 531, 1794; augury see divine; 
aunt 48, 132, (maternal aunt) 882, 1494, (aunt older than parent) 236, 1531a, 2044a, B 
47; avoid 765, 766, 1501, 1529, 1669, A 53, A 53a; await 493a, 1773; awl 860; axe 526, 
1499, (counterbalance of axe) 1613. 
 
B 
Babbling 1847; baby 285; bachelor 1526, 1832; back 667, 1446a, 1627, 1844, (lower 
part of back) A 79, (back of hand) 1639, A 107; bad 58, 140, 801, A 119, A 196 (see 
also immoral); bag 787, 1677, (bag for cooked rice) 14; bake 544; (hot-air) balloon 
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1316; bamboo 249, 782, 903, (kinds of bamboo) 83, 201, 207, 671, 995, 1587, A 142, 
(split bamboo) 2027, (bamboo fibre) 1802, (bamboo-joint) 903, (bamboo shoots) 636, 
(bamboo rat) 1129, 1154a, 1481; banana 1070, 1523, B 9, (wild banana) 51; bank 681; 
banyan 241 (see also Ficus); barb 1929; bare 1079, 1803a; bargain 1821a; bark (of tree) 
203a, 347, 466, 1568, (v.) 1709; barter see exchange; basket 791, (kinds of basket) 6a, 
53, 1482, 1558, 1730, 2054, (openwork basket) 1842, (paddy-storage basket) B 109; bat 
237, 421a, (kind of bat) A 81b; bathe 1287, 1403, 1417, 1426, 2039; be 639, 643, 
1117, 2046; beads A 37, B 49; beak 1655, 2041a, A 41a; beam 518; bean 1489, 2002; 
bear (n.) 1380, 1817, 1933; beard see (facial) hair; beat 318, 322, 355, 439, 558, 
1010a, 1014, 1092, 1251, 1340, 1945a, 1978, 1997, 2001, 2010, (beat down) 2001, 
(beat out, beat flat) 1340, 1997; beautiful 950, A 123; beckon 868, 1267, 1950; become 
538; bed 166, (bed of stream) 1557; bee, kinds of bee 240, 1065, 1099, 1537, 1560, B 
111; beetle 682, (rhinoceros beetle) A 93; before 1446a, 1505, 1554, 1667, 1703, B 48, 
B 63; beg A 87; begin, beginning 562, 1343; behind 1446a, 1505, 1844; belch 9, 1559; 
bell 903 (cf. jingle); bellows 1984; belly 358, 624, 735, 844, 865, 1743; below 1887, 
2012 (cf. under); bend, bent 286, 458, 500, 596, 765, 892, 1038, 1090, 1208, 1444, 
1669, 1722, 1794, A 133, (bent down) 1985, (bent head back) 288, (bent knees) 938, 
1149 (see also bow); betel 230, 1860, (betel-box) 1289, (tray of betel-box) 1116; 
between 85, B 22; bewitch 1823; bile see gall; bin for paddy 627; bind see tie; bird 
1324, (noisy kind of bird) 754, (kind of small bird) 1243a; bird-lime 1659; birth (give 
birth) 2013 bite 282, 957, 964, 1231; bitter 554, 989 black 140, 653, 654, 717, 1337; 
blade 215; blame 58; Blanket 1550; blind 433, 1734b, A 182; blink see wink; blister 90, 
348, A 174; block, obstruct 1003, 1039, 1260, 1739, 1745, A 113a, A 149, A 155a; 
blood 1430; blossom 1604; blow 345, 616, 1023, 1428, 1638, 1809, 1958, 1977, 1984, 
2028, (blow nose) 1680, 2087; blue 1360, 1559b; blunt 1785, 1803a, 2042; boar (wild 
boar) 19; board, plank 1620; boat, canoe 336, 747; body 20, 290; boil 513, 1345, 2038, 
A 112, A 208; bold, brave 387, 512; Bombax 755; bone 488, 553; border see edge; bore 
hole 622, 724, 1329, 2069, A 163; boredom A 158a; be born 2013; borrow 713, 768a, 
1141, 1390, 1531, 1755, B 15; bottle-gourd 587, 748; bottom 1078, 1735; boundary 
1794, A 155 (see also edge); bow (n.; see also crossbow) 32, 266, 2024, (pellet-bow) 
2024, (v.) 1238, 1644, (bow down) 1444, (bow head) 287; bowl 426, 743, 1331; box 
426, 1289; boy 711, 1339; brace oneself 1143; bracelet 498; bracken 237a; brain 475, 
551, 1981; bran 277 (cf. chaff); branch 496, 514, 789, 1223, (v.) 327, A 53; brave see 
bold; break, broken 331, 352, 364, 800, 812, 972, 999, 1028, 1702, 1903a, 1972, 
1990, 2074, B 33, (broken off) 2030, A 51; breast 114, 1999; breath, breathe 1299; 
brick 940; bridge 565, 1174, B 36, (bridge of nose) 1578; bridle 282; bright 444a, 1920, 
1978; bring, convey 84a, 1148, 1154, B 98; brittle 366; broil 544, 1571; broken see 
break; brother see sibling, (elder brother) 882, A 169, (brother-in-law) 27, 130; brown 
653; brushwood 1676; bubble 2038; bucket, pail 791; bud 1362, 1377, 2023; buffalo 95, 
103, 408; bug 964, 1423, A 69; bulge 108, 1523a; bunch 625, 1310, 1338, 1344, 1763; 
bundle 525, 1344, 1763; burn 231, 805, 858a, 978a, 1004, 1977, 2041, A 11, (burnt 
food) 1688, (smelling of burning) 1302; burst 74, 2008, 2009, 2015a, 2051; bury 1237, 
1252, B 52; bush 1676, A 173; butt 1728; butterfly 111, 421a, 609, 631, A 111, B 11, B 
53; buttocks 1007, 1377, A 79; buy 1062, 1729, (buy on credit) 1141. 
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C 
Cackle, cluck 1008; cage 697, 725 calculate 351; calf of leg 82, 523a, 1377, 1913; call 
279, 1107, 1540, 1709, 1845, (call out) 392, 1845; callous (n.) A 174; calyx 1469; 
camp 306, (camp out) 1357; canoe see boat; cap 1261 (cf. hat); careless 189, 1094 (cf. 
negligent); Careya arborea 1485; carry 84a, 1154, A 36a, B 117, (carry in arms) 1181, 
(carry in hand) 746, 1657, (carry in mouth) 1376, A 47, (carry on back) 100a, 121, 374, 
A 59, (carry on head) 1742, 1781, (carry on pole between two) 548, (carry on shoulder) 
1406, 1464, (carry on yoke) 746, (carry slung over shoulder) 1486, A 36a, (carry under 
arm) 1236, A 36a, (carrying-basket) 2084; cart 2011, (v.) 590; carve 808, 824, 981, 
1675; Caryota 245; cast metal 1213; castrate 1843; cat 1838, (wild cat) 1594a; cataract 
1734b; catch 78, 675, 1237, 1243, 1261, 1275, B 96, (get stuck) 471, (catch up (with), 
overtake) 1254, A 89a; caterpillar 457, 541, 684; catfish 22; cattle see ox; caw 270; 
cease, stop, end, leave off 812, 943, 1113, 1514, 1903a, A 80b, A 195, B 41; centipede 
1226; certain, certainly A 85; chaff 1313, 2048; change 1518, 1615, A 156; channel 
668, 1597, (v.) 719; charcoal 33, 1892; charge, attack 1728; chase 899, (chase away) 
766; chebula see myrobalan; cheek 382, 1374a, 1769; chest 1937, 2005; chestnut 246a; 
chew 1373, 1378, A 61, (mumble) 1375, (chew the cud) A 49; chief 639, A 34a; child 
1127, 1339; chin 382, 497, 1233, 1318; (wood) chip A 8; chisel 465, 808, 824, 1988; 
choke 338, 441, 1695, B 71; choose, select 1889, 1931, A 58; chop 291, 371, 981, 1969, 
1987, 2063, A 192, (chop down) 1702; cicada 1674; circle round 1625, 1794; citrus 846, 
(kind of citrus) 2057a; civet cat 1594a, A 25; clamp 1242, 1279; clan 1708, B 17, (clan 
territory) 581; clap 318, 1251; claw (of crustacean &c.; see also nail) 1236, (v.) 460, 
1881; clay 948, 1076, A 13; clean 7, 950, 1024, 1971, 2056, 2074a, (clean rice by 
pounding) 1938, (by tossing) 1267, 1317; clear 7, 750, 1920, 2064, 2074a, 2077, A 35, 
(clear forest) 1922, 2063, (clear a path) 1500, 2081; clearing 1714, 2081, (new clearing) 
1385; cleave see split; clench 1042, 1209, 1366; cliff 784; climb 1175, 1869; clod see 
lump; close v. see shut; close together 1067; cloud 277a, 311, 945, 1255, 1305, 1479, 
1811; cluck see cackle; clump 1035, 1338, 1763; cluster 309, (fruit in clusters) 297; 
(live) coal 33; cobra 992, A 1a, B 16; cockroach 1252a; coconut (coconut palm) 1852, 
coconut-shell measure 1750; coffin 633; coil 765, 1164, 1208, 1529, 1794; coin (small 
coin) 1489; cold 954, 962, 976, 1073, 1539a, A 15, (n.) 1420; collapse see fall away; 
collect (collect together) 1320 (see also assemble); collection 625, 1338, 1344; collide 
76, 292, A 96; comb 958b, 984, 1097, 1564, 1928 (comb of cock see crest); come 378, 
1821, 2079; command see order; companion 24, 1389, 1762, 1836; company 24, 362, 
1389, (in company with) 258, 1389; complete 335, 1326 completely, entirely 798, 875, 
1691; condense 716; confine 675, 949 (cf. imprison, pen); confined A 82; confused 
1548, 1796; congeal 1221; consider 1132; constrained 1224; contain 573; container 426, 
903, 1289; contend 921; continuously 659; contrary see opposite; convey see bring; cook 
583, 1345, 1478, 1559a, A 112, (cook in bamboo tube) 704, (cook over fire) 1571, 
(cooked) 1137, (cooking-pot) 195, 624a, 2075; copper 499; copulate 310, B 113; cord 
143, 205a, 246, 302, 1605; cormorant 278; corner 272, 689, 1379; corpse 20, 388, 835, 
1218, 1266a, 1543; cotton 1904, 1915, (dressed cotton) 228; coucal 941; cough 271, 
298, 338, 1215; count 1271, 1877, A 103, (count on fingers) 1951; country 181, 394; 
courgettes A 62; cousin 27, 48, 1187; cover 80, 1039, 1237, 1252, 1261, 1273, 1289, 
1592, 1745, A 20, (cover oneself) A 19, (cover head) 80; crab 1348; crack 352, 484, 
589, 1972; cradle 701, 1780a; cram in 395, 1067, 1197; crane 1788; crave, craving 786, 
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975, 1682; crawl 1672, (crawl like leech) 89 (cf. creep); creak 1064; creep 1664 (of. 
crawl); creeper 143, 302, 1605, 1827, (kinds of creeper; see also Willoughbeia) 1085, 
(creeper yielding arrow-poison) 2082; crest, comb 1624; cricket 1068, 1662; crippled 
1208a (see also lame); crocodile 115; crooked 235, 286, 458, 862, 892, 1208a, 1794; 
cross 739, 1130, 878, (cross out) 1890; crossbow 32, 97, 266, 2024; crossroads 1979; 
crouch 1149; crow (n.) 270, (v.) 12, 1840; crowd, crowded 395, 949, 1105, (in a crowd) 
1846a; cruel 1071; crush(ed), pulverize(d) 422, 818, 952, 977, 1279, 1746, 1909, (fall 
on and crush) A 96; cry 392, 1057, 1840, (cry out) 1622, 1845; cubit 1734; cucumber 
468a, 614, 1710; cud see chew; cudgel 328; cup 426, 620, 826, 1806; Curcuina 1052; 
cure see heal; curl, curly 286, 862, 1208, (curled up) 1653; current 1597; curse 392, 
2031, A 55; curve, curved 458, 765, 966, 1090, 1208, 1529, 1626a, 1794; cut 291, 364, 
800, 804, 812, 866, 957, 958, 972, 1026, 1028, 1500, 1969, A 192, A 198, (cut down) 
1707a, 1969, (cut into) 1250, (cut off see sever; cut short see interrupt) (cut through) 
824a, 839, (cut up) 981, 1594, 1786, 2063, A 191. 
 
D 
Dab on 1262; dah see matchet; dam 681, 1003, 1260, (dam to catch fish) 1902; damage, 
damaged 876, 2048, B 21; dangle 1473, 1487; dark 653, 974, 1225, 1268, 1328, 1337, 
1360, 1647, A 3, (dark place) 1273; dash against 355; daughter-in-law 43, 248a, 1180, 
1187, 1497; dawn 660, 1242a, 1873; day 31, 180, 1630; dazed 519, 761, 900, 1589; 
deaf 303, 1089; dear, beloved 391; debt 1755, A 89, B 15; decay 171, 876, 1304, 1386, 
1875; deceitful 1198; deceive(d) 1404, 1798; decline 190, 532, 1268, 1528; decrease 
876 (see also diminish); deep 172, 763, (deep place in river) 733; (kinds of) deer 645, 
647, 1150, 1508, (barking deer) 1780, 1911, (sambhur deer) 389; deficient in quantity 
816; delicious 702; delirious 239; deliver see save; demarcate 496a; demolish 2051; 
dense 1408, 1608; depart 190, 2064; descend 1528, 1606, 1887, 1985, 2062; deserted 
36, 1397; destroy, destroyed 718, 861a, 876, 927, 1386, 2048, B 21; dew 94, 311, 
1136, 1255, 1419, 1600, 2049; diarrhoea 843, 2051; dibble 1329, 1457a, 1777; die 987, 
1218, 1266a, 1945, B 93; different 190, 263; diffuse 1991; dig 300, 371, 418, 503, 
802a, 1329, 1541, 1565, 1593, A 138, (dig out, dig up) 718, 802a; dim 1411a; 
diminish, dwindle 1118, 1190 (cf. decrease); dip see scoop; dipper 414, 1490; direction 
1483, 1974; dirt, dirty 140, 340, 382a, 442, 1076, 1399; disappear 1386, 1501; dish 
1331, (pedestal dish) 1170; disheartened A 159; dispute possession A 77; dissolve 422, 
1512; distant see far; distaste A 158a; distil 1345; distribute 1112; ditch 72, 557, 637, 
1541 (cf. channel); dive 834, 1403; divide see split; divine, take augury 1753; dizzy, 
giddy 234, 239, 765, 1090, 1529, 1796; do 550, 1965; dog 41, 1449, (wild dog) A 176; 
door 2072a, A 41, B 24, (doorway) 2036; dove 1256, 1476, (emerald dove) 1766; down 
1606; drag 1872a; drain off 986, 1606; draw (see also pull) (draw designs) 1890, (draw 
line) 403, 1880, 2057, (draw out, draw sword) 831, 1084, (draw tight see tighten; draw 
water) 315, 367, 546, 570; dream 105; dribble 2051; drift 1868; drink 63, 107, 268, 
780, 806, 1106, 1283, 1375, B 46, (drinking-tube) 693; drip 314, 406, 814, 843, 852, 
996, 1600, 1606, 2051; drive A 200, (drive in, drive home) 322, 607, (drive out) A 200; 
drizzle 872, 1504, 1606, 1839; droop 1190, 1657; drown 360, 423, 721, 854, 1287, 
1403; drowsy 1861; drum 558, 1584; drunk, intoxicated 796, 1765; dry 160, 487, 493, 
588, 913, 1000, 1561, 1970, 2086, A 177, (dry season) 588, 2028, (dry up, run dry) 
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980, 990, 1101, 1106a; duck 77, 1216, 1266, (duck under v.) 1652; dust 359, 1399, 
1483a, 2034, 2044; dwarf 892; dwell 283; dye 428, 1337; dysentery 960. 
 
E 
Each 1700; eagle 714; ear 319, 555, 1621, B 37, (shell of ear) A 34, (ear ornament) A 9, 
(ear of paddy) 212, 1577; early 893a, 1242a, 1724; earth 64, A 13; earthworm 1926, A 
94; easy 386, 1515, A 183; eat 8, 107, 1295, 1327, 1373, (eat away) A 84, (eat rice) 
527; echo 722; eddy 765, 863, 1090, 1208, 1669, 1794; edge, border, rim 504, 656, 
1242, 1383, 1669, 1974; eel 579; efficacious (medicine) A 115; egg 751, 1253, 1348a; 
egg-plant 587, 748, A 97; egret 280; eight 1431, B 5; elbow 650, 891, (v.) A 37b elder 
918; elephant 520, 1930; embankment 619, 681; embrace, put arms round 1372, A 67a, 
B 76; emerge, go out 378, 852, 986a, 998, 1207, 2062, 2068 empty 790, 2088, (v.) 
267, 872, 2080a; enclosure 738, 765, 767, 1794; end, termination 798, 958a (see also 
tip; cease); endure, suffer 883, 1151; enduring 1131; engrave, incise 403, 419, 824, 
1675; enmity 145; enough, sufficient 1240, 1292a; enter 853, 968, 1046, 1288; equal 
149, 655, 1394; eruption 74, 2008; escape 842, 1108, 2064; eunuch 1474; evening 264, 
638, 1268, 1337; ever B 88; every 1700; evident, clear 1185, 1873, 2064; exact(ly) 1326; 
exceed 1200, 1854, 2064, A 81a, B 78; excessively 1110; exchange, barter 1612, 1822, 
A 156; excrement, faeces 794, B 40; expect 638, 1773; explode 2008, 2009, 2015a; 
express (juice) 971; extend 191, 544a, 1402, 1538, 1629a, 1660; extinguish, 
extinguished 973, 1053, 1077, 1266a, 1288, 2051; eye 1045, 1453; eyelash A 48a. 
 
F  
Face 1045; faded 1416, 2074a; faint 979, 1094, 1796; fall 400, 669, 843, 996, 1081, 
1504, 1579, 1606, 2051, 2073, A 73, A 106, (fall down) 1281, 1349, 2051, (fall in, fall 
into) 1081, (fall into ruin, fall away, collapse) 422, 861a, 1414, (fall off) 1081, 2051, 
(fall prone) 1081, 1238; false, untrue 214, 1122; family, lineage 1708, 1799; fan 345, 
1037, 1090, 1267; fan-palm 461; far, distant 1454, 1992 (as far as see up to); fast v. 884; 
fasten see tie, (fastened together) 309; fat, grease 702, 928, 1879, A 152, (fat, plump) 
635, 928, 1111, 1169, 1196, 1465, 1490a, 1523a; father 68, 112, 893, 1265 (father-in-
law see parent-in-law); fathom 327, 1944, B 83; fault, offence 836, 1082, A 181; fear 30, 
154, 203, 261, 552, 880 feathers of arrow 1291; feed 395, 1327, 1361, 1378 (see also 
eat); feel 124, 1042, 1262, 1402; feign 214; female 113, 151, 653a, 1126, 1163, A 141; 
fence 496a, 578, 738, 1258, 1581a, A 147, B 90; fern 237a, 899a; festering 1566; fever 
32a, 962, 1898, A 103a; few 816, 939, B 6; Ficus 170, (Ficus septica) 221; fiddle 176; 
field 185, 300, 1521, 2029a, (dry field) 1651, (abandoned dry field) 167, 1676 (cf. 
clearing); fig 238, 241; fight 145, 870, 906, 1274, 1614, 1728, 1945a, (cocks) A 202a; 
fill 395, 407 (see also full); filter 694, 2058; fin 265, 600, 709, 1597a, 1624, B 51; find 
B 114; fine (particles) 243; finger 1128, 1717, 1853, 1939, (fourth finger, index finger) 
1914, (little finger) A 68; finish, finished 798, 875, 943, 1539, 2017, 2066, 2080 (see 
also over); fire 231, 885, 1723, 1872, (catch fire) 1575, (make fire) 1336; firefly 729; 
firewood 254, 491, 1872; firm 209, 530, 1176, (firmly) 1312; first 1554, 1667, 1703, B 
63; fish 16, (v., see net; fish with line) 1161, A 145, (smelling of fish) 1227, (fish-paste) 
481, (fish-trap) 178, 602, 628, 1060, 1275, 1371, 1902, A 143, (mouth of fish-trap) 
1920a, (set fish-trap) 1371, (fishing-line) A 123a; fit, convulsion 1093; fitting, suitable, 
proper 174, 399, 1240, 1387, 1580, 1713; five 1214, 1363; fix 986; flame 231, (flame 
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up) 253; flap 1249; flash 444a, 2009; flat 1078, (flat surface) 611, 1639; flea 1252a; 
flesh 1956, A 54; flicker 444a, 1411a; float (n.) 752, (v.) 1516, 1642, (float in air) 1783 
(cf. drift); flood, flooded 854, 1287, A 120, B 94; floor 1632, (floor timber) 595, 841; 
flour 1909, 2044; flow 710, 878, 1597, 1686, (flow out) 267, 2032; flower 276, 1469, 
1604, 1819, 2023, (v.) 346, 986a, 1083, 2023, B 119; flute 1087, A 175; flutter 1249; 
fly (n.) 1534, (horsefly) 1247, (v.) 1633, 1683, (fly through air) 777, 1783; foam, froth 
372, 2038; foetus 629, A 148; fold 1029, 1257, (fold back) 1086a; follow 991, 1463, A 
89a; foot 538, 611, 1139, (on foot) 312; forbid 785, A 134; force in 395, B 71; forearm 
1673; forehead 599, 691a, 731, 1699, 1962; forest 181, 394, B 30; forge 1610; forget 
861, 1094, 1641, 1796; fork 352, 789, 1223, 1242; form 463; formerly 1667, 1854, 
2017, B 48; four 1166; fowl 1552; fox 528, 1594a; fragile see brittle; fragrant 1432, 
1441, 1563; framework 533, 598; francolin 847; frayed 1509; fresh (green) 1925, (fresh 
water) 1292; friend 27, 102, 109, 535a, 1241, 1762, 1836; frighten 261, (frightened) 
857, 1086; fringe A 132; frog 393, 956 from 3, 1342; frond of palm 789, 1223; front 
1554, 1703, B 63; froth see foam; frown 62, 896; fruit 871, 1524; fry 338a; full 335, 
907, (full to overflowing) 1643; fungus 1903; furrow 1599. 
 
G  
Galanga 564; gall, bile, gall-bladder 554, 1048; (wild) game 1382; garden 1581a, B 90; 
gate of sliding poles 1665; gather see assemble, (gather up) 901, 983; gaur 577, A 135; 
generous 2047; get 384, 1179, (get up) 852, 1824 (cf. receive); ghost 388, 835, B 55; 
gibbon 934, 1784; giddy see dizzy; gin cotton 2024; ginger 216; gird 1061; girdle 1173; 
give 1119, 1148, 1434, 1616, 1712; gizzard 1752a; glide 1664, 1783, (glide through 
air) 169; glisten 758; glitter 523, 750, 1873; glow-worm 729; gnash 845, 106k; gnat 
644, 1496; gnaw 1125, A 84; go 291, 415, 1080, 1202, 1821, 2079, A 99, (go away) 81, 
301, 998, (go back, go backwards) 1109, 1190, (go out see emerge; go round) 765, 767, 
931, 1056, 1090, 1333, 1625, 1669, A 53a, (go up see ascend); goat 126, (mountain 
goat) 1967; go-between 918; gold 1789, 1873; good 193, 443, 832, 1401, B 92, (good-
tempered) B 92; goose 1216; gore 603, 1340; gourd 748, 1525, 1756, 1835, (bottle-
gourd) 587; grain, kernel 1276, 1574, B 29; granary A 117, B 109; grandchild 40, 43; 
grandfather 68, 192; grandmother 49, 151; grandparent A 171; grasp, hold 510, 1042, 
1134, 1209, 1243, 1275, 1311, 1312 (cf. grip); grass 749, 1034, 1054, 1269, B 30, 
(thatching-grass) 106, 155, 749; grasshopper 838a, 1256a, A 202 grassland B 30; grate 
799, 867; grave 835; gravel 1792, 1936; graze, grazing 1797; great-grandchild 40; great-
grandfather 51; great-grandmother 49; green 47, 1559b, 1585 (cf. fresh); grey 369a, 
(grey hair, grey-haired) 25, 164; grill 487, 1559a, 1812, 2041; grind 1056, 1064; grip 
1236, 1239 (cf. grasp); groan 1588, 1959, A 186; groin 1749; grope 432, 1042, 1262; 
ground 64; group 362, 1338, 1344, 1759, 1762; grow 378, 651, 986a, 1219, 1220, 
1343, 1402, 1649, 1878; growl 1429; grub 457, 1551, (edible grub) 204, B 43; guava 
1876; guess A 154; guest 1498; gullet 686; gulp in air 2087; gum 1040, 1601, (gums) 
924 (cf. resin); gush, spurt 710, 719, 2051; gut v. 843a; gutter 406. 
 
H  
Hail 1791; hair 467, (body hair) 1803, A 24, (facial hair) 932, A 104; half 352, 1721, 
2015, 2035; hall 670; hammer 332, 333, 607, 1047, 1340, A 107a (see also forge); 
hand 66, 244, (put hand in) 1833, (hand’s breadth) A 107, (hand of bananas) A 14a, 
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(hand over) 511, 1148, 1712, 1822, (hand to) 1264; handful 1366; handle 516, 547, 
1311, 1578; hang (up) 374, 459, 648, (hang down) 1657, (hang from) 1754; happy 
482a, A 121; hard 674, (hard wood) 398; harden in flame 1685; hare 1468; harness 
1240; harp 896a; harrow 300, 1928; harsh 657, 801; harvest see reap; hat 381, 1159 
(cf. cap); hatch 821, 2062; hate 224; have, possess 639, 1183, 1472, 1980, (have to) 
1472; hawk 714; he 2, 6, 26, 92, 252, 1115 (cf. him); head 361, 426, 614, 889, 1260, 
1443, 1718; heal, healed, cure(d) 1108, 1501, A 195; healthy, well 386, 445, 482a, A 
52; heap 350, 369, 1178, 1741; hear 555, 646, 649, 833, 1586; heart 1912, 1924; 
hearth 231, 262, 775, A 23; heartwood 398; heat (v.) 1671, 1812, (to radiate heat) 936; 
heavy 52, 1146, 1347; heel 1748, B 64; help 571, 1270, 1390, 1705, B 106; herd 1759, 
(v.) 1797; here 6, 79, 91, 92, 1435a; hero 2060; hibiscus 1646; hiccough 9; hide, hidden 
143a, 1121, 1168, 1261, 1273, 1592, A 40, A 107b; high 537, 690, 763 hill, hillock, 
mountain 182, 350, 626, 676, 1369, 1626, 1738, 1741, 1775, A 28; him 60; hinder A 
155a; hire, lease 713, 1531, 1726; hiss 2087; hit, strike 76, 174, 318, 322, 558, 1010a, 
1014, 1027, 1092, 1251, 1340, 1945a, 1978, 1997, 2001, 2010, 2022, (lightning) A 
36b, (hit the mark) 293a, 1361a, (hit with fist) 1617, (hit with stick) 2001; hoarse B 39; 
hobble (v.t.), hobbles 745; hoe 215, 300, 371, 418, 1987, A 166a; hog-plum 1189; hold 
see grasp, (hold in arms) 1372, (hold out) 576a; hole 72, 430, 557, 622, 666, 686, 724, 
778, 790, 1396, 2069, 2070, (make hole) 1329 hollow 622, 666, 724, 790; homosexual 
1474; hood of cobra 394; hook, hooked 286, 375, 458, A 56, (fish-hook) A 145; hop 
863a; hope 1367a, 1773; horizontal 496; horn 21, 699, (rhinoceros horn) A 2; hornbill 
284, 495, 672; hornet 485, 873, 1560; horse 707, 2089; horsefly 1247 hot 70, 803, 
858a, 897, 936, 1000, 1307, 1559a, 1671, A 193; house 37, 152, 509; how many, how 
much 1650; howdah 769; howl 196a, 1959; hump 107a, 108; hundred 792, 1405, B 
122; hungry 975; hunt down 118; husband see spouse; husk 1237, 1568, (v.) 320a; hut, 
shelter 278a, 1145a,  
1237, 1252, 1273, 1359. 
 
I  
I 1, 2; idle, lazy 1512, 1891, 1941, 2088, B 66; ill see sick; immerse(d) 721, 834, 1287, 
1321; immoral 836 (cf. bad); immovable 209; importunate A 162; imprison 296, 675; in 
67, 85, 593, 1217, 1342; incise see engrave; increase 1219, 1503, 1649; indigestion 
1695; indistinct 1752; infectious A 105; inflated 101; inform 896a, 2043; inhale 1104, 
1106, 1294; injure 411; in-law 1180; inlay 419; insect 134, 457, 541; insert, put in 292, 
296, 395, 532a, 982, 986, 1005, 1245, (insert hand into hole) 438; insult see abuse; 
intention 1905; interlaced see intertwined; interrupt 972; intertwined, interlaced 324, 
1177; intestines 441a, 708, 735, 776, 844, 1752a; invulnerable 512; iron A 184, B 110; 
island 23; it 2, 46, 1115; itch 35, 957, 1848, 1880; ivory 225, 450. 
 
J  
Jackfruit 1810; jar (kinds of jar) 163, 195, 323, 743, 826, 1983, A 43, A 108; jaw 497, 
1318, (jawbone) 1303; jew’s harp 557; jingle, small bell 1870, A 125; Job’s tears 123, 
1447; join 1032, 1240, 1245, 1463, 1605, (joined edge to edge) 1245; joint 452a, 543, 
1240, A 45a; joist 595, 1914; joke A 96a; joyful 1553; jump, leap 863a, 988, 1080, 
2016. 
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K  
Keep 1120, A 116a; kick 1910, 1989, 1997, A 179; kidney 229, A 204; kill 965 (see 
also die); kind 2047, (feel kindly towards) 1188; kite (bird) 714, (toy) A 46; knead 858, 
A 92; knee 486, 543a, 1706, (back of knee) 1147; kneel 938, 1644; knife 540, 864, 
1908, 1953, (back of knife-blade) A 86; knock 1978; knot 959, 967, (knot in wood) A 
16; know 592, 677, 896a, 904, 1286, 1341, 1973; koel 1863. 
 
L  
Lac 849; lack, lacking 943; ladder, stair 515, 565; ladle 159, 344, 456, 1490; lake 
1858a; lame B 35; lament 902, 1622, A 186; lamp 660, 1831 (cf. lantern); land 64, 350, 
1970, (going by 1.) 312; (paper) lantern 1316 (cf. lamp); large, big 164a, 569, 737, 
1996; last, final 798; late 1462, A 17; laugh A 113, B 116; lay egg 2013; layer 1257; 
lazy see idle; lead (n.) 409, (v.i.) 1554, B 67, (v.t.) 304; leaf 230, (edible 1.) B 7; leak 
843, 1600, 1606, 2051; lean (adj. see thin; v.) 532, 596, B 50, (lean on) 84, 1470, 1705, 
1754, (lean over) 759; leap see jump, (leap over) A 194; learn 72a, 904, 1192; lease see 
hire; leave, abandon 190, 291, 320a, 1022, 1397, 1514, 2051, 2064, 2072, (leave alone) 
1514 (leave off see cease); leech 1858, (land 1.) 1410; left-hand 233, 1795, 1814; leg 
538, 1139; leisure (at 1.) A 7; lend 1390; lengthen 1402; leprosy A 88; level 655, 1394, 
1998, 2001, (level, with hands) 815; lever 802a, 1157; lick 1075, 1286a, 1409; lid see 
cover; lie, tell lies 861, 1663a, (lie abed) B 66, (lie down) 305, 797, 1357, (lie face 
down) 1238, 1277, (lie on back) 1590; life 1958; lift 100a, 385, 425, 479, 1207, 1656, 
2050 (cf. raise); light 489, 660, 1920, (illuminate) 1725, (set light to, kindle) 524, 549, 
805, 1004, 1546, 1984, A 11, (not heavy) 881, 1731, 1801, B 62; lightning 431, 444a, 
1893, 1947, 2009; like, resembling 149, 1332 (v. see love); lime 1636; linchpin 1477; 
line 1605, 2057; lip 1471, 1598, 1629, 1648; listen (to) 575, 604, 646, 942, 1586; litter 
166, 548, 701; little, small in quantity 59, 816, 817, 939, 1016, 1118, B 100; live, be 
alive 651, 1299, 1925 (reside see dwell); lively A 52; liver 1411, 1912, 1924, B 89; 
lizard (Calotes lizard) 1446, (kind of lizard) 1767, A 37a; load 334, 395, 407; lodge for 
night 1357; loft 179, 683, 1533; log A 146; lonely, deserted 36, 979; long 537, 690, 
740, 768, 1219, (in duration) 1856, A 17, (long thing) B 45, (long-haired) 1509, 
(longer) A 128; look (at) 129, 664, 1138, 1572, 1773, B 72, (look at from a distance) 
1696, (look for with light) 1725, (look round) 640, (look up, look upwards) 288, 493a; 
loose 157, 859, 1549, 1690, 2085, (come loose, become loose) 1081, 1512, 1658, 1666, 
2051; loosened 1968; lorikeet 1010; lose, lost 190, A 201, (lose one’s way) 741, 766; 
lotus (blue lotus) 534; loud 1900; louse 39, (body louse) 920; love 391, 798a, 2040; low 
1259, 1747, 1887, 2012; lower v. 1657, 2062; lump, clod 1736; lung 247. 
 
M  
Mad 1093, A 44; maggot 54, 840, 1551, 1666a; maize 122a, A 130; make 550, 1965; 
male 692, 893, 1776, 1859, 1940, B 14, (male animal) 502, 2078, (young male) 1355, 
A 199; man 692 (cf. male); manner 1332; many 737, 1211, 1219, 1344, 1545, A 14; 
Maranta dichotoma 1193; mark 1506; marry 652, A 139 marsh 602, 628, 1330, 1393, 
1858a; massage 255; master 208; mat 1761; matchet, dah 184, 1953; matter, affair A 
170; meal B 20; measure 1018, 1951; meat 647, 871, 1382a, 1480, 1956, A 54; 
medicine 1343; meet 1241, 1246, 1338, 1344, 2010, A 89a, B 67, B 120; melon 468a, 
614 melt 422, 716, 1512; memorize 904; mend, patch 220, A 160, B 54; middle 85, 
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735, 1721, 1743; midnight 1721; millet 123, 1447, 1834 mindful 2033; miracle 1206; 
miss 753, 861, 1082, A 181; mist, fog 277a, 311, 1225, 1255, 1479, 1546, 1839; mistake 
741, 861, 1404, A 140, A 181; misty 1268; mithan 95; mix 222, 234; molar 1303, 1318; 
mole 1129, 1481; mongoose 528; (kind of) monkey 242, 335a; moon, month 1542, B 
105; moor, mooring-post 764; more (than) 1219, 1314, 1511, 1854, A 128; Morinda 61; 
morning 1242a, A 129; mortar 370, 1715, 1757; mosquito 873, 947, 1496; moss 1527a; 
mother 113, 131, 132, (mother-in-law) B 75; mould, shape 1213, A 92; mouldy 15, 138, 
368; mound 350, 1738, 1741; mount 334; mountain see hill, (mountain goat) 1967; 
mouse 93; mouth 484, 605, 911, 1001, 1375, 1378, 1629, 1648, 2020, (have in mouth) 
1375, 1376, 1378; mouthful 1375; mouth-organ A 80; move 2013, A 95a, (move aside) 
2062, (move away, move house) 1501, 2062, (move up and down) 1267; much 737, 
1310, 1415, A 14, (as much as) 1650, A 38; mucus, snot 1655, 1961; mud 442, 482, 
1393, A 26; muddy, turbid 277a, 1708a multiply, proliferate 1545; must see have to; 
musty 13, 138, 1304; myna 757; myrobalan (chebulic myrobalan) 1654. 
 
N 
Nail, claw 642, 1422, 1874; naked 1707, A 31; name 147, A 5; nape of neck 1135; 
narrow 949, 1105, 1160, A 82; nation, tribe 1708, 1759, (tribal group) 1498; nausea, 
nauseated 951, 1301a, 1695; navel 434, 582, A 148; near 1015, 1152, 1272, 2014 
nearly 1483; neck 17, 744, 1135; necklace see beads; needle 929; negligent 1487 (cf. 
careless); nephew, niece 1187, 1497; nerve 149a, 561, 1210; nest 1421; net 324, B 85, 
(clap-net) A 27a, (scoop-net) 536; nettle 873; new 144, B 86; news 705, 1845; next 
1554, B 86; niece see nephew; night 264, 638, 974, 1077, 1268, 1328, 1352, 1647; 
nightjar 449, 455; nine 1144, 1351; nip 819, 1239 (see also pinch); noble 1829; nod 
52, 287, 1444, 1722; noise 1584, 1900, A 144, (make a noise) 1900, (make inarticulate 
noise) 161, (make noise with lips) 810; noisy B 13; nose 517, 2045; not 1297. 
 
O 
Obstruct see block; ochre (earth yielding red ochre) 1576; offer, present 1148, 1531, 
(offer to superior) 1133; offerings (make offerings) 2059; oil 702, 805a, 928; old 57, 
164, 1386, 1395, 1667, 1787, 1891, A 64, (old bachelor, old maid) 1851a, (old man) 
68; omen 1753; on 194, 727, 1207, 1217, 1718; one 86, 1495, (one pronoun, oneself) 
90, 483 onion 1300; only A 110; open 276, 307, 346, 353, 484, 606, 2029, 2036, 2067, 
2081, (open eyes) 421, (open mouth) 251, 484, (force open) 1884; opening 605, 2081; 
oppose 1888, 1896; opposite, contrary 1896; oppress 1224; or 2065; order, command 
1555, B 87, (in order to) 1332, 1472, 1905; oriole 1849; orphan 1440; osprey 278; other 
490, 1435, 2019; otter 260, A 50; outside 181, 394, 1975; outstretched 327, 577a; over, 
finished 250, A 196; overflow 1287, 2032; overturn, turn upside down, capsize 423, 722, 




Pacify A109; packed close 1279; paddle 159; paddy see rice; pain, painful 44, 1566; 
paint 428, B 18; pair 1326, 1389, 1720, (one of a pair) 2015; palate A 150; palm, sole 
337, 447, 611, 1735, (kinds of palm-tree) 461, 700, 1055; pangolin 1732; pant 480, 
1104; papaya 793; paradoxure 528, A 25; parakeet 1010; parch (rice) 338a (parched rice 
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see rice); parent-in-law 102, 1679; part 352, 1969, 2035; partition see wall; pass 462, 
739, 1015, 1200, 1854, 2064, A 81a, B 78, (pass through) 703, (pass under) 1652; 
passage 703, 739, 2081; past 1200, 1854; path see road; patient 883, B 79; paw the 
ground 1398, 1954; pea 1489; peacock 416; peak 676; pebble 1792; peck 295, 418, 
1442, 1987, 1993; peel 347, 421, 464, 466, 1799, 1938, 2030, 2067; peg locking spoke 
1477; pelican 572; pen, pound 675, 767, 1669; penetrate 853, 2069; penis 855, 1520, 
1857; pepper 851; perch, alight 1158, 1357, 1994, (n.: climbing perch) 915; person 2, 
20, 60, 110, 139, 183, 1455, 1940; persuade 248, 1404; pester 820; pestle 1508a; 
pheasant 847, A 48, B 97; phlegm 476; pick, pluck 390, 800, 804, 823, 1020, 2030, 
(pick handfuls of) 1931, (pick teeth) 808, (pick up) 983, 2030, B 98; piece 1969, A 157; 
pierce, stab, transfix 292, 295, 532a, 808, 822, 982, 1250, 1329, 1678, 1988, 1993, 
2069; pig 19, 417, 1596; pigeon 448, 1284, (green pigeon) 1766, (imperial pigeon) 
1319; pile 1245, 1257, 1247a, 1741, (piled up) 1062; pillow 1705, 1744, B 44; pimple 
1186, 2008; pinch 949, 1020, 1236; pine B 2; pit 72, 557, 686; pity 798a, B 103; place 
(n.) 1217, A 18, B 4, (v.) 42, 1120. (take the place of see replace); placenta 468; plain 
1797, 1921; plait 898, 910; plane 799, 1929; plant (n.) 562, 1343, 1570, (v.; cf. n.) 
1457a, 1733, (plant used to treat wounds) 1591; plantain see banana, (plantain bud) 82; 
platform 179, 278a; play 712, 933, (play wind instrument see blow); pleasant-tasting A 
188; plentiful 1557, 1643, 1701; pliant see soft; plough 1599, 1720; pluck (feathers) 
1084, (strings) 896a (see also pick); plump see fat; point (out) 1830; pointed 929, 1413, 
B 65; poison 1461, A 207, (arrow-poison) 2082, (vegetable poison) 28, 1601, 1765, 
(poison fish) 1846; poisonous 1765, B 82, (poisonous sap) 1601; poke see prod; polished 
758; pond, pool 602, 629, 733, 1858a; poor 1190, 1440; porcupine 142, 528, 1883; 
possess see have; post 538, 691, 1050a, (sacrifice post) 511, (tethering-post) 764; pot 
(kinds of pot) 195, 556, 826, (work clay) 1184, (water-pot) 748; potato (sweet potato) 
1374, 1532; potsherd 774; pounce 1398; pound (n. see pen; v.) 370, 383, 1340, 1909, 
2001; pour 480a, 843, 986, 1504, 1597, 1606, 1686, 2039, 2051, (pour out) 267, 480a, 
710, 842, 1460, 1504, 1544, 2003, 2051; powder 2034; prawn 1419a, 1901; pray A 55; 
pregnant 1649, A 90; prepare, prepared 1269a, 1282; present see offer; press 1020, 
1021, (press down, press down on) 971, 1746, (press together) 1279, (press lips 
together) 1375, 1376; pretence, pretend 214, 1198, 1798; prevent 785, 1003; prey 118; 
price 1886; prick 292, 295, 532a, 982, 1897; prickly pear 173; prisoner of war 1522; 
privy B 40; proceed 1202; proclaim 1899 prod, poke 292, 1678; profit 1508a; project, 
protrude 576, 1663; prong 281 prop, support, shore 596, 1263, 1470, 1705, 1744; 
protrude see project; provide 511; provoke 295; pudenda (female pudenda) A 144a; pull, 
draw 546, 570, 914, (pull apart, pull to bits) 823, 1028, 1952, 2030, (pull away) 914, 
(pull hard on) 1058, (pull off) 320a, 1904a, (pull out, pull up) 354, 831, 1002, 1058, 
1884, 1904a, A 28b pulverize see crush; pumpkin 1525, 1637, 1756; pungent, hot 783, 
1307; pupil of eye 1453; pus 2015a, 2038, A 39; push A 164, (push in) 1665; pustulate 
74, 2008, 2015a; put 42, 317, 1120, (put away) 1282, (put down, lay down) 317, 
1898a, 2013, 2062, (put in see insert; put in place) 306, (put on see wear; pull round 
357, 1208; python 1205, B 16. 
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Q 
Quail 847, 969; quantity 1650; quarrel, quarrelsome 870, 895; question 1050; quick 
1602, 1932; quiet, silent 379, 979, 1323, 1427; quill of porcupine 1681, A 48a; quiver 
426, B 34. 
 
R  
Rack 179, 533, 683; raft 1167; rafter 10; rain 127, 141, 180, 539, 930, 1419, 2003; 
rainbow 706, 1626a; rainy season 1419; raise 100a, 385, 425, 2050, 2061, (bring up) 
664, 1361, 1438, 1670, (raise fist) 1656, (raise high) 1781 (cf. lift); rake 1564, 1881, 
1928, 1935; rampart see wall; rancid 1698, B 57; rat 93; rattan 249, 302, 782, 1827, A 
197, (kind of rattan) 772; rattle 341; ravage 927; raw 1925; ready 399, 1282; really A 
85; reap, harvest 390, 8oo, 804, 866, 1058; receive 573, 1151, 1261, (welcome) A 32 
(cf. get); reciprocal A 114; recognize 1716; recover, repossess 2000, (recover from 
illness) 1493, A 195; red 688, 788, 1362, 1977a; redeem 1531, 2067; reduce 1945; reed, 
rush 693, 2027, (Maranta dichotoma rush) 1193; reflect 660; refrain, forbear B 79; 
regret 1323; release 2000, 2064; rely on 1367a; remain see stay; remember 1341, 1907, 
1973, 2033; remove 307, 315, 766, 2000, (remove from hole) 438; repay 1112, A 116, B 
73; repeat 1156, 1794; replace, take the place of 545; report 705; residue, waste 2048; 
resin, resinous 1458, 1595 (cf. gum); respect 1387, 2050; rest 78, 226, 1994; restless 
1204; retch 11; return 765, 1090, 1156, 1669, 1794, 1821, 2079; rhinoceros 1072, 
1923, (rhinoceros horn) A 2; rib 410, 1914, (rib-cage) 1937; rice 38, 120, 187, (cooked 
rice) 610, 617, 1295, 1345, 1480, 1634, (glutinous rice) 948, (husked rice) 257, 1820, 
(parched rice) 2008, 2015a, (rice-beer) 1345, (rice-gruel) 1634, (rice seedling) 133; rich 
639, 1980; riddle A 154; ride 334, 374; ridge 517, 667, 1578, (roof-ridge) 1309; right, 
correct 76, 293a, 1713, A 36, (right-hand) 135, 1353, (right way up) 1590; rind 347, 
466, 1568; ring 498, 1145, 1182, 1208, 1794; rinse 165, 719, (rinse mouth) 1645, 1837; 
ripe 1362, 1878, (half-ripe) 695; rise (sun) 378, 852; river 210, 668, (river-mouth) 
2081; road, path 162, 590, 698, 736, 1123, 1174; roar 177; roast 487, 544, 1571, 1812, 
2041; rob 211, 856 (cf. steal); rock (n.) B 42, (v.) 1437, 1444, 1473; roll 1201a, 1208, 
1772, A 126, (roll thin) 815, (roll up) 1033, 1086a, 1208, 1529, 1653, 1669, 1772; roller 
1751; roof 496, (roof-ridge) 1309, (roof timbers) 683; room, compartment 1359; root 
1927, (root up) 315, A 180; rope see cord; rot 171, 1875 (see also decay; rotten); rotate 
730, 1013, 1056; rotten 138, 148, 368, 955, 1304, 1441, 1563 (see also rot); rough 
1071; round (in shape) 1201a, 1653, 1772, 1794 (see also around); row (n.) 659, 665, 
1605, 2057, (v.) 507; rub 255, 858, 994, 1024, 1036, 1102, 2004, (rub between palms) 
815, (rub on) 1042; rubbish 1399; rumble, reverberate 1358, 1392, 1622; run 81, 988, 
1057, 1080, 1602, 1612, (run away) 81, 1057; rust 2055. 
 
S 
Sacred being 388, 2060; sacrifice post 511; sad 979; saffron see Curcuma; saliva A 168; 
salt 1770, 2037, B 27, (salted, salty) A 75; same 149; sand 358, 874, 1737; sap 1601; 
sapling 756; sated 259, 473, 951, 1424, 1701, B 26; savage 657; save, deliver 1108, 
1705; saw 944, 958; say 161, 1457, 1900, 1964, B 101; scab 1848; scabies 273a; scale 
(v.) 1938, 2030, (scales of fish) 1244a, B 38; scar 219; scare away 1544; scatter, 
scattered 837, 872, 1059, 1066, 1460, 1501, 1504, 1991, 2039, 2051; Schima wallichii 
175; scissors 1500; scold 902, A 83a, A 205; scoop, dip 315, 380, 456, 634, 867, 2080a, 
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(scoop-net) 536; scour 469; scrape 802, 958b, 1541, 1564, 1880, 1881, 1935, 1938; 
scratch 371, 472, 802, 802a, 867, 958b, 964, 1442, 1541, 1880, 1881, 1928, A 138; 
scrub, heathland 1676, A 173; sea 210, 67; search 970, 1928, A 131; seat 1620; see 45, 
158, 1696, 2043, B 72; seed 133, 1276, 1492, 1574, 1733, 1778, B 29; seek out 807, 
1581; seep see trickle; seize 827, 1243, 1261, 1275, (seize in talons) A 70; select see 
choose; self 20, 87, 483; sell 813, 1822; send 1712, (send out) A 200; separate 291, 
1501, 1538, 1968, 2030, 2051, 2064, (separate by force) 1884; sessamum 34; set see 
enter; settle dispute B 58; seven 1758; sever, severed 812, 999, 1028, 1500; sew 894, 
1897; shade 1225; shadow 111, 935a, 1225, 1268, 1447a, 1647, 1779, B 99; shady 
1273; shake 29, 161a, 394, 454, 559, 811, 1898, 1995, 2007, A 122, B 74, (shake 
down) 2051, (shake off) 1081, 1623, 1995, (shake up and down) 1267; shallow 1747, A 
165; shaman 1823; share out 352, 451; sharp 1100, 1413, 2069; sharpen, whet 925, 
1026, 1100, 1929, A 158; shatter, dehisce (cereals) 2051; shave (down) 799, 802, 867, 
1500, 1564, 1880, 1881; she 2, 26, 1115; sheath, sheathe 1098, 1289, 1400; shed n. 
670, 1237; shelduck 1266; shell 199, 1568; shellfish 199; shelter (n. see hut; v.) 405, 
1592, A 107b; shield 1805; shine 489, 535, 660, 750, 936, 1575, 1873; (roof) shingle 
440, (shingles, herpes) A 190; ship 633; shoot (n.) 629a, 636, 711, 726, 756, (v.) 905, 
(shoot with blowpipe) 1023, 1958, 2028, 2069, (shoot with pellet-bow) 2024; short 202, 
1016, 1160, 1747; shoulder 100, 218, 445, (shoulder-blade) 100, A 12; shout 392; show 
158, 214, 1696, 2043; shred 1026; shrimp 1419a, 1919; shrivel 1095; shut, close 522, 
1039, 1237, 1261, 1289, (shut eyes) 1228, (shut mouth) 1228, 1378; sibling (elder 
sibling) 5, 117, 1494, 1531a, (younger sibling) 122, 1306, 1957, (siblingʼs spouse) 48; 
sick, ill 44, 55 (cf. sickness); sickle 866, B 77; sickness 55, 1566, A 103a (cf. sick); side 
352, 410, 446, 504, 1914, 1974, A 57, (side of figure) 742, ((on the) far side, further 
side) 1466, 1475, (one of two sides) 2015; sieve 4O1, 662; sigh 1588, 1958, 2087; silent 
see quiet; silk B 8; silver 1774; simmer 1478; sinew 249a, 561, 1210, B 32; sink 423, 
721, 834, 854, 1287, 1330, 1384, 1403; siphon 1607; sister 48, (sister-in-law) 1494 (cf. 
sibling); sit 283, 1427, 1448, 1818, (sit on eggs) 1165, 1356, (sit still) 379; six 1734a, 
1851; size 1650; skate, ray 1760; skewer 1005, 1678 (cf. spit); skilful 1452; skin 464, 
466, 1370, 1568, 1687, 1825, 1904a, 2063, 2067; skirt see waistcloth; skull 426, 1699, 
1981; sky 180, 776a, 930, A 29; slander A 83a; slant 494, 532, 1031; slap 1010a, 1251, 
2010, 2022; slave 329, B 23; sleep 305, 424, 797, 1444; slice 402, 839, 981, 1591, 
2063; slide in 1665; slip 1076, 1081, 1666, (slip in, sneak in) 1412; slippery 1076, 1081, 
1646a, 1668; slit-drum 341, 903; slope, sloping 532, 759, 1069, 1970; slough 1024a, 
2067; slovenly 189; slow 1334; small 59, 817, 939, 1016, 1096; smallpox 923; smear 
(on) 1024, 1076, B 18; smell 887, 1104, 1563, 1960, (bad smell; cf. stink) 148, (smelling 
of burning) 1302, (smell, smelling, of fish) 1227, 1698; smile A 113; smoke 1302, 1546, 
1828, A 11, (emit smoke) 1450, 1546; smooth 1076, 1081, 1668, 1803a; snail 71, 199, 
(water snail) 1867; snake 54, 937, 1205, 1846, 1921a; snap (at) 373, 1231, A 124, (snap 
fingers) 1014; snare see trap; sneeze 1894, 1900; sniff 1104, 1296; snore 1631; soak 
563, 1321, 1355a, 1384, 1419; soap acacia 1609, 1640; soar 1625; sob 273, 480; soft 
47, 909, 1044, 1124, 1335, 1692, (pliant) 711, (soft-hearted) 1515; soldier 906; sole see 
palm; solid 209, 819a, 1003, 1248; solitary see lonely; some 1650, 2065; someone 92a, 
110; son (son-in-law) 43, 248a, 1180, 1519 (see child); soon 893a; sore 186a, A 72; 
sorghum 122a; soul 111, 935a, 1447a, 1543, 1779; sound (make a sound) 1900, (make 
a loud sound) 1840 (cf. noise); soup 1480, 1634; sour 50, 989, 1074, 1895, B 57; sow 
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837, 1059, 1252, 1457a, 1504, 1778; spade 215; span 89, 1301, B 84, B 108; spark 
2008, 2015a; sparrow 838, 1243a; sparse 1538; speak 1425, 1457, 1704, 1900, 1907, 
1964, B 101; spear, lance 227, 308, 1157, 1906; speech 1949; spend 1459; spider 630, 
A 161; spill 267, 435, 480a, 669, 2032; spin 730, (spinning-wheel) 1114, 1625; spindle 
213, 1114; spine 667, 1578; spirit 1367, 1543, 2060, (afflicted by spirits) 1364, (evil 
spirit, malevolent sprit) 168, 388; spit (v.) 828, 2006, 2090, (transfix; also n., cf. 
skewer) 822, (hawk and spit) 476; splash 837, 872; spleen 229, 232; split, divide, cleave 
291, 331, 352, 364, 402, 404, 451, 465, 472, 1982, 2035, 2063, A 192, A 198, (split 
open) 821; Spondias mangifera 1189; spoon 159, 344, 456; spotted 922; spouse, 
husband 24, 652, 893, 1519, 1679, 1836, 1859, A 139, (sibling’s spouse) 48; spout 
1488; spread 191, 421, 680, 926, 1078, 1285, 1402, 1501, 1538, 1629a, 1660, (spread 
legs) 687, (spread mat) 1761, (spread out to dry) 1991, A 177; sprinkle 837, 872, 1059, 
1504, 2039, 2051; sprout, grow 986a, 1083, 2067; spur of cock 641, 1929; squat 938, 
1149, 1357; squeeze 830, 1020, 1021, 1061, 1239, 1242, 1746; squint 494, 759, 1862; 
squirrel 412, B 102, (flying squirrel) 159km, (kind of squirrel) 1934; squirt, syringe 837, 
872, 2051; stab see pierce; stable, byre 697, 725; staff see stick; stagger 1013 stain, 
stained 1337; stair see ladder; stake 322, (marker stake) 1050a, (sharpened point, panji) 
685; stale 955, 1304; stalk, stem 506, 516, 543, 562, (stalk v.) 1412; stammer 13; stamp 
foot 1153a, 1398; stand (up) 332, 538, 1502, 1824; star 888; starling 757; startled 
1057, 1206; stay, remain 78, 283, 643, 1131, 1818, 1994, 2046, A 128; steal 211, 560, 
856 (cf. rob); steam v. 779; steep adj. 681; step 349, 1153a, 1315, A 83, (step of stair) 
342, (step back, retreat) 842; stew 513; stick, staff 328, A 42, (stick v.; see also catch) 
908, 1040, (stick in) 407, 982, 1005, 1250, (stick up) 514; sticky 948, 1040, 1076, 
1646a, 1659; stiff 508, 530, 567, 574, 917; still, yet A 128; sting 873, (smart) 186a, 
957, 1684; stink, stinking 15, 138, 1304, 1441, 1563, 1960; stink-badger A 151; stir 
1090, 1529, 1569, 1669, 1794; stockade 1258; stomach 776, 865, 1752a (cf. belly); 
stone 146, 429, B 42; stop 78, 958a, B 31, (stop up) 296, 1098, 1739, 1745, A 149 (see 
also cease); storm 1567, 1839; straddle 577a, 687; straight 530, 567, 696, 1583, A 36, 
(run straight) 696; strain (at) 914; strangle 1061, 1197; straw 186, 516, A 9a, B 56; 
stream 733, (stream-bed) 1556; stretch, stretched 530, 544a, 567, 574, 813a, (stretched 
out) 577a, (stretch out foot, hand) 432, 1402, A 28a; strike see hit; string (of beads &c.; 
see also cord) 1605, (crossbow string) 781, A 123a, (v.) 679a; strip (leaves &c.) 800, 
1946, 2030, 2051, A 187, (strip off) 1024a; striped 717, 922; stroke 1021, 1024, 1036, 
1262; strong 1111 (see also harsh); struggle 914, 1025, B 126; stub toe 603, 2013a; 
stubble A 9a; stumble 2013a, A 73; stump 1719, A 167; stupid, dull 900, 1723a; sty 
697, 725; suck (up) 63, 114, 780, 829, 1106, 1283, 1294, 1375, 1378, (stuck in mouth) 
1041, 1375; suffocated 441; sugar 1573, (sugar-cane) 125, 137, 1826, (sugar-palm) 
1019; suitable see fitting; sun 31, 180, 1630; sunshine 588; support see prop; suppurate 
1600, 16o6, 2008, 2015a; surround 621, 765, 1090, 1272, 1389, 1669, 1794, A 53a; 
swallow (n.) 760, (v.) 86, 1088, 1201, A 124; swamp, swampy 821a, 1300, 1393 (cf. 
marsh); swarm see throng; sway, swaying 239, 728, 1722, B 59; sweat 1230, 1966, A 
166; sweep 1916; sweet 978, 1322, A 75, (sweet potato) 1374, 1532; swell, swollen 101, 
108, 348, 635, 1523a, 1871, 1976, 2067, B 119; swelling 1738; swerve 753; swim 
1456, 1516, A 6; swing 728, 1191, 1437, 1473, 1780a, B 59, (swing arms) 1529; 
swollen see swell; sword 465, 540, 864; syringe see squirt; syrup 1573. 
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T  
Table 1170; taboo 1669; tadpole 427, 1203, 1793; tail 73, 542, 585, 1017; take 188, 
384, 573, 1134, 1243, 1261, B 98, (take by force) B 28, (take down) 1898a, (take in 
fingers) 830, 1243, (rice) 380, (take off clothes) 825, 1081, 2000, 2067, (take out) 
1898a, A 153, B 98, B 104; tale 1845; tall A 203; tamarind 1771; tame 857, 1985; 
tangled 324, 917, 1548; tap 1013, 1978, (tap repeatedly) 439; tar 56; tarnished 1416; 
taro 1850; taste 1409; tasteless 217, 1107a, 1292; taut see stretched; tax see tribute; tea 
B 91; teach, instruct 72a; teal 1266; tear, torn 291, 404, 30, 465, 472, 1689, A 71, (torn 
apart, torn to pieces) 356, 1952; tears 1043; tease 820; tell B 101; temper metal A 45; 
temples 321; ten 993, B 112; Terminalia chebula 1654; terrace 619; test, try 723; 
testicles 2078; that 66a, 91, 92, 1435a, 1466, 1475, (that yonder) 65, 1466; thatch 155, 
440; thatching-grass 106, 155, 749; then 65, 2066; there 65, 66a, 91; they 26, 92, 252; 
thick 1111, 1408, 1768 (see also viscous); thigh 223; thin 568, 1096, 1451, 1507, 
1790, A 100; thing A 4, A 170, B 10, (noun quantifier) A 127; thirst, thirsty 786, 1682; 
this 6, 26, 79, 91, 92, 252, 1435a, 1475; thorn 205, 275, B 69; thou 128, (fern.) 1436; 
thread (n.) 246, 1510, (v.) 679a, 1005, 1665; threaten 1611, 1804, A 162; three 98, 
1437a; thresh 1037, (by trampling) 1162, 1195; threshing-floor 678; throat 17, 744; 
throng, swarm 1491; throw 206, 156, 770, 776b, 1091, 1547, 1948, B 60, (throw 
away) 256, 1022, 1948, 2051, 2072, (throw horizontally) 1693, (throw spear) 227, 777, 
1693, 1783, (throw up) 566, (throw water) 1991; thunder 679, 1358, 1392, 1567, 1582, 
1622, 2009; thunderbolt 2009; tick 1445; tickle 281a, 316; tie, fasten, bind 313, 325, 
357, 745, 959, 967, 1030, 1032, 1061, 1232, 1264, (tie &c. round) 357, 613, 621, 
1635, (tie &c. together) 525, 1240, 1245, (tie up) 525, 764; tier 1063; tiger 197, 389, 
1535, A 171; tight, tighten 1061, 1240; tilted 759; time 1171, 1222, 1234, (noun 
quantifier) 1090, 1199, 1942, A 21, (be in time) 1254; timid 857; tinder 1336; tinkling 
1847; tip, end 299, 529, 889, 1017, (tip out) 1544; tired 773, 1536, A 159; to 67, 1217, 
A 76; toad 393; toe 1128, 1853, 1939; together 24, 1310, 1338, 1389, 1463; tomorrow 
1234, (day after tomorrow) A 30, B 1; tongs 1236; tongue 320, 1075; tool 1917; too 
much 1557; toot 1006; tooth 289, 709, 924, (eye-tooth) 597; top, summit 299, 529, 
1533, 1718, (on top, on top of) 194, 1533; torch 1725, 1831; torn see tear; tortoise 200, 
1235, B 118 toss up 566; total n. 1878; touch 124, 432, 1262, 1264, 2010; towards 
1483; tower 179; town 501, 581; track see road, (tracks) 736, 1506, 1733a, 1745a; 
trade 1527; trample 1195, 1398, A 74; transverse 496; trap, snare 281, 330, A 36c; 
travel 1513; tray 363, 1170, 1955; tread 301, 1153a, 1195; tree 254, 491, 1343, 1570, 
(kind of hardwood tree) 591, (kind of resinous tree) 594, 734, (kind of spice-yielding 
tree) 935, (kind of tree with astringent fruit) 1012, (kinds of tree with bright red flowers) 
615 (kinds of tree see further Bombax, Careya Caryota, Ficus, Morinda, Schinia, 
Sponctias, Terminalia, Zalacca); tree-rat 1934; tremble, shiver 397, 559, 811, 1278, 
1623, 1898, A 122; tribe see nation; tribute, tax 1531; trickle, seep 1606, 2058; trim 
(down) 1026, 1702, 1882, 1952; trot 1954; trouble 343 trough 623; true 1185, 1361a, A 
36, A 85; trumpet v. 810; trunk (of tree) 562, 1343, 1719, (proboscis) 1488, A 118; try 
see test; tub 791; tube 752, 903; tuber 608, 1374 tuft 1035; turban 613; turbid see 
muddy; turbulent B 13; turmeric see Curcuma; turn 213, 234, 423, 765, 910, 931, 1033, 
1090, 1164, 1529, 1669, 1794, A 53a, (turn aside) 766, 862, (turn away) 766, (turn 
over) 1518 (turn upside down see overturn); turtle 1235, B 118, (freshwater turtle) 104; 
tusk 225, 450, 597, (attack with tusk) 603; twill v. 898, 910; twine round 1032, 1754; 
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twist, twisted 235, 862, 863, 910, 917, 931, 1208, 1467, 1669, 1772, 1794, (twist 
together) 1467; two 1562. 
 
U  
Ugly 62; ulcer 923; umbilical cord A 148; umbrella 153, 586; uncle 58a, 236, A 171, 
(maternal) 893, (paternal) 882, (older than parent) 2044a, B 47, (younger than parent) 
122; uncoil 2067; uncover 307; under, underneath 1362a, 1391, 1735, 2012 (cf. below); 
understand 677, 1341; uneven (ground) 437; unfasten 1968; unfold 191, 276, 421, 720, 
2067; unload A 153; unlucky 169 (cf. taboo); unravel 2067; unstable 196; untidy 413, 
1509; untie, untied 1501, 1538, 1658, 1968, 2067, 2085; until 1394, 1703, 1740; untrue 
see false; unwind 2067; unwrap 2067; up to, as far as 1394, 1740, A 76; upper garment 
1813, B 12; upright 538, 691, 1583, (plant upright) 407; uproot 307, 354, 1058, 1904a; 
urge 1555; urinate, urine 1365. 
 
V  
Vagina A 144a; valley 426, 1606; vapour 311, 1546, 1807; varan 963, (kinds of varan) 
156, 1350; vegetables 1480; vein see sinew; venomous 1461; veranda 658, B 115; very 
1200, 1211, 1691, 1943, A85, B 70; victorious 2018; vigorous 386; village 501, 767, A 
91, B 17, (section of village) 581; violent 1071; virgin 2052; viscous 326, 1221; visit 
1246, 1669, 1994, A 95; voice 1949; vomit 11, 75, 470, 474, 1695; vulture 1051, A 81. 
 
W  
Wade 1516; wag 1090, 1669; waist 18, A 79, B 95; waistcloth, skirt 618, 1173, 1244, A 
65; wait 531, 664, 883, 1325, 1661, 1818, A 102, (lie in wait) 1261, A 102; wake 1502, 
1724, 1885, 1986, A 189; walk 349, 462, (walk bent over) 1142; wall, partition 578, 
580, A 147, (rampart) 626, B 61; wallow 612, 821a, 1280; wander 663, 715, 1513, 
1669; wane 825, 842, 1268; want, wish, desire 832, 1140, A 60, A 123; war 145, 906; 
warm 487, 1000, 1307, 1559a, 1671, 1685, A 121, (warm oneself at) 1603; warn 1611, 
A 134; wart 1009; wash 165, 469, 719, 837, 872, 879, 1287, 1841, 1938, 2004, (wash 
clothes, launder) 2004, 2021, 2026, 2053, (wash head) 69; wasp 485, 873, 886, 1065, 
1560, 1562a; waste see residue; watch (over) 664, 771, 1325, 1773, A 80a, A 136, 
(watch for) 1773; water 274, 1298, (water-bottle) B 107, (waterfall) 710, (water-hole) 
733, (water-lily) 534, (water snail) 1867; wave (v.) 454, 765, 1484, 1529, 1950, (waves 
n.) 2030a; wax 919a, 1517; way 162; we 1, 150, 1172, (we two) 4, 1439; wealth 1886; 
weapon 420, 1917; wear, put on 453, 1120, 1237, 1244, A 206, (lower garment) 452, 
762, 1208, A 65, (wear on finger, on wrist) A 22, (wear on head) 80, 1742, (wear over 
shoulder) A 98, (wear &c. round neck) 374, A 22, A 98, (wear shoes) 301, (p. on turban) 
B 80; weasel 528, A 25; weave 898; wedge 1212; weed v. 300; weep 1381; weevil 1049; 
weigh 1711, 1951; weight (small unit of weight) 1489; well n. 72, 557, 724; wet, moist, 
damp 277b, 339, 477, 795, 954, 1280, 1330, 1419, 2049; what 46, 92a, 136, 1115, 
1435a, 1855, B 10; wheel 213, 498; where 1217; which 46, 92a, 136, 1115, 1855; 
whine, whining 30, 1068, 1959; whip 1037; whisper 1293, 1864; whistle 877, 1068; 
white 25, 116, 369a, 436, 732, 1971, (white hair, white-haired) 25, 164; whittle 1882; 
who 60, 110, 136, 1115; wide 327, 1996, 2083, A 10, (widely spaced) 680; widow, 
widower 1851a; wife 113, 183, 1163, 1628, A 141; Willoughbeia 444; wind (n.) 616, 
1567, 1782, 1958, (wind; winding) 235, 765, 862, 1164, 1208, B 80, (break wind) 
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1007, 1433; window 608a, 2072a, A 41; wing 496, 601, 850, 1291, 1633, B 51; wink, 
blink 1228; winnow 678, 1037, 1090, 1317, 1428, 1638, (winnowing-basket) 584, 678, 
1638; wipe 858, 879, 946, 994, 1102, 1916; wise 2033; witch 388, 1543, B 19; with 
1342; wither, wilt 171, 980, 1095, 1386, 1697; wobble 1013; woman 113, 151, 1126, 
1628, A 141; womb 468, 1752a; wood 254, 491; wood-oil tree 848; woodpecker 2076; 
woodworm 840, 1049; work 890; world 64; worm 54, 457, 541, 1194, 1666a, 1926, A 
94, B 43; worse (get worse) 1945, B 121; wound A 63, A 72; wrap (round) 1030, 1173, 
1635, 1669, (wrap up) 1344, 1407; wrestle 1025; wring 863, 931, 1021, 1033, 1090; 
wrinkled 62, 896, 997, 1095, 1155; write 1675, 1890. 
 
Y  
Yam 1532, B 81, (kind of yam) 1011; yawn 1229; year 1368; yeast A 137; yellow 1052, 
1362, 1559b; yesterday A 1; yoke 1354, (carrying-pole) 1157 (see also pair); you 96, 99 
(see also thou); young 47, 711, 726, 1124, 1339, (young male) 1355, A 199, (young 
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The contributions which language studies can bring to protohistory are of two kinds, 
which unfortunately do not make a whole. There is, first, the evidence to be drawn from 
the emergence of inscriptions: not from their content, which is sufficiently accessible and 
exploited, but from their date, geographical location, and general character. This (in 
conjunction with the even earlier Chinese references, which are discussed in other pages 
in this volume) furnishes an incipit for the historical period itself, beyond which ethno-
graphic and cultural outlines can be traced with relative certainty. The second kind of 
evidence is that derived by inference from the distribution of languages within the 
historical period and from studies of their structural affinity. It is of a far more indirect 
and conjectural sort and can at best, perhaps, be used to furnish hypotheses or suggest 




Inscriptions, in Sanskrit and the vernaculars, appear around the middle of the first 
millennium A.D. They are found about this date in a number of areas all readily accessible 
from the sea and prominent among those in which the beginnings of Indianized urbanism 
are to be sought. From Champa we have inscriptions of Bhadravarman in Sanskrit and 
Cham found at Tra-kieu and dating from the early fifth century. To the same century 
belong Sanskrit inscriptions from the region of Ligor at the southern end of the Kra 
isthmus, and around its end others from Fu-nan which continue into the succeeding 
century. They are, as near as can be determined, contemporary with the first Mon 
inscriptions of Dvāravatī from Nakhon Pathom and (a recent discovery) near Lopburi. 
The earliest inscriptions in Khmer, from Sambor Prei Kuk, date from the beginning of the 
seventh century and reflect the spread of this politico-cultural movement inland. All these 
epigraphs are engraved in a script which appears to be derived from the Brahmi of 
southern India and is, at this early date, pretty well homogeneous; local differentiation 
only comes later. It is the ancestor of all modern non-Roman scripts on the mainland. 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the present paper was originally published as: Shorto, H. L. 1979. Linguistic 
Protohistory of Mainland South East Asia. In Smith, R.B & W. Watson (eds.) Early South East 
Asia,  Oxford, Oxford University Press. pp. 273-278. Reproduced by permission of Oxford 
University Press.] 
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Burma shares this chronology, but clearly marked as a separate province. Śri 
Kṣetra at the head of the Irrawaddy delta yields in the seventh and eighth centuries the 
laconic funeral inscriptions of the Pyu kings in a wholly distinct script of possibly 
Kadamba affinities. It continued in use for Pyu alone down to the ʻMyazediʼ quadrilingual 
of 1112 and then became extinct. It can be traced back, however, to the oldest written 
document known from Burma, a set of gold plates inscribed with Pali texts now in the 
British Museum. These plates from Maunggan near Śri Kṣetra have been dated c. A.D. 500. 
The chorological weight of this evidence is impressive, but care must be taken in 
drawing more general conclusions. First, writing may be presumed to have preceded the 
monumental act of setting up stone inscriptions, though not necessarily by long. It would 
be dangerous to equate the beginning of the epigraphic record with that of Indian 
settlement, as distinct from political ʻIndianizationʼ. We may note that some of the 
inscribed seals found at Oc-Eo may antedate the earliest Funan inscriptions by as much as 
three centuries. Palaeographically, most local traditions show a more or less rapid 
development from script forms taken over from other writing media to forms better 
adapted to cutting on stone, suggesting the re-creation and not the transplantation of a 
technique. Linguistically, the phonological system deducible from vernacular inscriptions 
may show development from that for which the transcription must have been devised, a 
point deserving of more widespread investigation. Certainly in later history we can 
demonstrate continuity of the writing tradition over long periods when no stone 
inscriptions occur and other documents have not survived. Indeed, over the whole 
historical period epigraphy can in many places be only described as sporadic, an atypical 
product of the energy and literary ambition of some few particular rulers. The 
phenomena of the middle of the first millennium argue to me a competitive contagion 
and a fair degree of commerce between the states concerned. 
To these implicit limitations must be added those of subject-matter, which is 
overwhelmingly religious. Political and social information has generally to be gleaned 
from the preambles of dedications and slave-rolls, so that a further constraint—that of 
economic surplus—has to be added to those controlling the output of texts. Eulogistic 
praśasti of the kind associated with Kyanzittha in Burma is exceptional. The subsequent 
stages of epigraphy provide rather a means of intermittently assessing the reliability of 
other sources such as chronicles than any accurate chart of political developments or 
ethnic movements. Where other sources are lacking, their effect ranges from indicative to 
tantalizing; as in the recent discovery of a Dvāravatī inscription of uncertain date (7th-
8th century?) 39 miles north of Vientiane. It contains a Mon place-name in a non-Mon 
form, suggesting a colonial occupation of some duration, and inviting a re-interpretation 
of the Dvāravatī sites at Muang Fa Daed and elsewhere on the Korat plateau. 
Not till after A.D. 1000 have we inscriptions from Pagan, Thaton or Haribhunjaya. 
Pagan was founded in 850, but had small importance for the next two centuries. Thaton 
inscriptions come just after the end of our period, Haribhuñjayan ones two hundred years 
later, but by whatever percentage we discount tradition both states must have flourished 
well within the first millennium, though only Thaton was near the sea, and the other two 
were frontier principalities. With these exceptions, epigraphy provides a point of contact 
with all the early political centres of the mainland and with those ethnic groups which 
dominated them. These are, however, only a minority of the ethnic groups of the region; 
and estimates of their numerical importance at the time should not be projected from the 
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dominant groups of much larger modem states, grown by linguistic and cultural 
absorption of their neighbours. To fill in the gaps in the account with, at any rate, 
intelligent conjecture we must turn to the evidence of linguistic classification; reflecting 




The languages currently spoken in mainland South East Asia are representative of five 
families: Indonesian, Mon-Khmer, Tibeto-Burman, Tai and Miao-Yao. Of these, the Tai 
languages were brought in by groups whose arrival in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries is part of the historical record, while the Miao-Yao ones are confined even now 
to the northern fringe. Neither, therefore, immediately concerns us here, except to 
observe that the Tai wedge driven down the centre of South East Asia has (like the Slav 
intrusion into the Balkans) had the effect of sundering areas of cognate speech and 
interrupting a formerly constant communication between them. 
The Indonesian languages of the mainland (ʻChamicʼ) form a coherent group 
extending from Phan-rang in the south-eastern corner of the peninsula northwards to 
Pleiku in the central Highlands, within the area of ancient Champa, plus some Cham-
speaking colonies in Cambodia. The Cham remnant alone possesses a literary tradition 
(and the Muslim religion), the other groups being pagans and largely dry cultivators. 
Chamic appears as an isolated pocket of the Austronesian family which extends from 
Madagascar through the East Indies to New Zealand, and includes the aboriginal 
languages of Formosa. It has received less attention as a mainland curiosity than it would 
have done had it been located in Indonesia itself. 
The Mon-Khmer languages may be regarded as the characteristic speech family of 
the mainland from the Menam basin eastwards. Their position in Burma was probably at 
all times marginal, even though once in the eighteenth century the Mons came close to 
seizing power throughout the country. They have, however, outliers across the northern 
highlands as far as the Khasi Hills south of the Assam valley, in the Nicobar Islands, and 
in the aboriginal languages of Malaya (ʻAslianʼ). Any ethnic protohistory must take 
account of their relationship with the Munda languages of eastern India, which together 
with them constitute Austroasiatic. A remoter relationship between Austroasiatic and 
Austronesian has been proposed and is accepted by the present writer, though it is not 
universally accepted. Three Mon-Khmer languages have longstanding literary traditions: 
Mon, Khmer, and Vietnamese. 
The Tibeto-Burman languages of South East Asia are at the limit, in that direction, 
of a family extending from Tibet across Nepal and Assam through the hills of the Indo-
Pakistan border region to Burma, where they predominate, and in pockets across 
northern Thailand to Laos. They are now held to include the Karen languages, spoken 
characteristically throughout the hills between the Sittang and Menam basins. Within 
South East Asia only Burmese and the extinct Pyu have literary traditions older than the 
nineteenth century. 
We must assume that languages belonging to none of these families have at times 
in the past been spoken in the area. They have left no identifiable traces. I. H. N. Evans 
once asserted that common elements can be found in all the Asian negrito languages, but 
unfortunately quoted no examples. 
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The relationships within the Mon-Khmer family are clearly crucial to any 
reconstruction of ethno-history. Early attempts at classification were based largely on 
geographical distribution and such structural arguments as could be extracted from 
generally inadequate material. Within the past decade or so more serious attempts have 
been made; but we are still some distance from a comprehensive ordering of the whole 
group. It is clear, first of all, that Khasi and the languages of the Shan Plateau from 
Palaung to Lawa stand in a close relationship and bear witness to one migratory current, 
while similarities between Shan Plateau languages and Khmu of northern Laos can be 
attributed to recent geographical contiguity. There is historical as well as traditional 
evidence that at the eastern limit of this group the Lawas were known to the Mons of 
Thaton. Second, descriptions now becoming available suggest that Aslian and Nicobarese 
stand nearer than other Mon-Khmer languages to Munda in their overall structural 
pattern; how this should be interpreted is obscure, but a special relationship between the 
two Mon-Khmer groups is not unlikely. Thirdly, Vietnamese, an undoubted Mon-Khmer 
language showing the effects of long contact with Chinese both in its vocabulary and in 
its phonological progress to monosyllabism, appears to have separated fairly early and to 
be peripheral in the technical linguistic as well as in the modern geographical sense. 
A classification of the languages of the southern Annamite chain on lexicostatistic 
grounds has been made by members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and shows a 
general correlation with geographical distribution. The most interesting question it raises 
derives from the probability of a close relationship between the languages to the north 
and south of Chamic, implying that the inland part of that area is an intrusion and not a 
residuum. 
Most intriguing is the position of Mon and of Khmer. Mon shows no obvious 
immediate relationship with any other language except for those of two tribal groups in 
the hills on the edge of the plateau north and south of Korat, who appear to be remnants 
of an original Dvāravatī population. The position of Khmer has been recently examined 
by Headley, using a variety of phonological and grammatical criteria. His general 
conclusions differ somewhat from those outlined above, notably in grouping Mon, the 
Annamite chain languages and Vietnamese together at the centre of the family. But again 
he puts Khmer in an isolated position, giving no clues to the route by which the Khmers 
may have reached the lower Mekong. 
The present distribution of languages in mainland South East Asia is extremely 
intricate, and lexical investigation is complicated not merely by the presence in any 
language of numerous loanwords but by reborrowings and borrowings back into the first 
donor language, making an encyclopaedic memory and logical rigour equally necessary 
to the investigator. There is reason to think that this state of affairs goes back to an early 
date. Austronesian loans are clearly recognizable, once the phonological rules are known, 
in Vietnamese, and this is not surprising given the finds at Dong-son. More surprising are 
words known from Austronesian and found, in Mon-Khmer, in one or other northern 
language; can they be loans? Benedict has proposed an ʻAustro-Thaiʼ grouping of 
Austronesian and Thai (relegating Austroasiatic to a ʻsubstratumʼ in some Indonesian 
populations), which would be disposed of if, after eliminating Austric words which 
entered Tai from Mon-Khmer, the possibility of early borrowing was accepted. ʻTigerʼ and 
ʻriverʼ (kiang) are well-known Austroasiatic loans in Chinese, and there are many in 
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Tibeto-Burman. A hypothesis which traced back migration routes to contiguous 
Urheimats would be attractive on more than one ground. 
Certain terms, indeed, have an areal distribution which cuts across language-
family boundaries, reviving speculations as to extinct languages. Thus for ʻhorseʼ Tai has 
carried the Chinese ma down to the Gulf of Siam, cutting in two a northern zone where 
Tibeto-Burman and Mon-Khmer alike have mrang and a southern one where Karen, Mon-
Khmer and Cham have aseh.  
Various theories have been propounded as to the original home of the 
Austronesians. Dyen, one of the most authoritative Austronesian comparatists, has 
proposed either New Guinea or Formosa. The former is incompatible with the Austric 
hypothesis and must be rejected here, leaving Formosa. But Dahl, in a recent study, has 
shown that Formosan must have separated early from the remainder of the Austronesian 
languages; making an Urheimat on the opposing mainland equally probable. We can 
envisage it as an extensive, if thinly populated one, with the future Austroasiatics ranging 
north to the Yangtse kiang. It is possible to suppose successive migrations, first of 
Austronesians and then of Austroasiatics. But, given what is known of the chronology of 
Polynesian migration, it is equally plausible to suppose simultaneous migration of both 
groups and attribute the greater dispersal of the Austronesians to their taking early to the 
sea. The Northern Mon-Khmers and Khasis are likely to have followed what became a 
Chinese trade route to India, as the Mundas may well have done before them. But there 
seems no overriding reason to trace routes for the Mons and Khmers, and other groups 
who occupied the river-plains, down the rivers from the hinterland rather than up them 
from the coast. Why should they then, with a technology adapted to highland regions, 
have descended into plains where it was useless? 
It is tempting to regard the Chams as a residual island of the Dongsonian 
transients, but the evidence is inconclusive. There are remarkable structural parallels 
between the mainland Indonesian languages and Achinese on the north-western tip of 
Sumatra, beyond what could be accounted for by parallel exposure to Mon-Khmer 
contacts (of which in Achinese there is sufficient evidence). This, again, is difficult to 
interpret. 
Applications of comparative linguistics of the kind employed in this paper have 
been out of favour for at least thirty years, partly in reaction against earlier excesses. 
Even more firmly discarded has been what used to be called ʻlinguistic palaeontologyʼ, 
the analysis of reconstructed vocabulary to draw conclusions as to habitat and 
technology. This is a field in which, with due precautions, something of extralinguistic 
value might be achieved; and French scholars have been making a beginning, notably in 
the field of agricultural origins. It is to be hoped that these lines will be pursued, and in 
awareness of the work of Vavilov and his successors; so that we may recognize that Mon-
Khmer and Austronesian have their word for ʻcottonʼ from India, even if India has ʻriceʼ 











In “Austro-Thai”, Paul Benedict has laid before us a scrupulously elaborated as well as an 
audacious thesis. It requires a pantagruelist assurance to declare that where three 
language stocks reflect, for instance, respectively *mata, *mat, and *pra ʻeyeʼ2, it is the 
first and third that are genetically related while the similarity between the first and 
second has other causes. Such boldness must have expected to provoke counterargument. 
But if (as I argue) Benedict has consistently undervalued the strength of the Austric 
hypothesis, it should be said at once that the fault lies with the Austroasianists. 
Comparative research into Austroasiatic has proceeded slowly after the pioneering 
reconnaissances of Schmidt (which it is not wholly fair to judge as if they had been 
campaigns of conquest). A reconstruction of Proto-Mon-Khmer phonology can now be 
offered, but it is still largely unpublished. Pinnowʼs corpus of Munda comparisons is at 
least available for reference, though the reconstructions are often tentative. But a 
systematic construction of Austroasiatic is a task for the future. Given the inaccessibility 
of the Austroasiatic data by comparison with those of Austronesian, Benedict is hardly to 
be reproached because there is more to be adduced in favor of an Austric cognation than 
he has taken account of. 
In 1942 Benedict still accepted the Austric hypothesis, but claimed that the pri-
mary cleavage lay between Mon-Khmer, with Vietnamese, and “Thai-Kadai-Indonesian” 
(Benedict 1975:461). This is not an easily tenable position. By 1966 he had abandoned it, 
and instead attributed the coincidences between “Austro-Thai”—a fortiori Austronesian—
and Austroasiatic to an Austroasiatic substratum in the ancestral Austro-Thai-speaking 
population (Benedict 1975:32-3). Now he has turned this view inside out to posit an 
Austro-Thai substratum underlying Austroasiatic (Benedict 1975:484). Both the 1966 and 
the 1975 hypotheses differ from the classic instances of substrata in that there is no 
probative opposition of languages with the substratum to sister languages without it; it 
already underlays the ancestral language. I remain unconvinced that an inwandering 
group sufficiently powerful to impose its language on a section of the Austro-Thai 
population would have left no linguistic trace elsewhere; but the point need not be 
labored. On Benedictʼs view as much as on a genetic one, the Austro-Thai/Austroasiatic 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the present paper is an edited version of a draft manuscript which was 
subsequently augmented with appendices and published as Shorto, Harry L. 1976b. In Defense 
of Austric. Computational analyses of Asian and African languages 6:95-104. For publication here 
the manuscript we worked from was only changed in so far as most abbreviations were spelled 
out fully and some language names were made consisent with present usage.]  
2 Proto-Austronesian reconstructions in this paper follow the system of Dahl (1973), but for 
convenience in typing I use the symbols c, e, j, R, s, z for k', ə, g', ɣ, t', d' introduced by Dyen.  
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coincidences must reflect a considerable time-depth even if Proto-Austroasiatic is held to 
postdate the splitting of Austro-Thai into its main branches. In fact, as will be seen, the 
posited substratum would have to be specifically Austronesian (“Lexically it stands closest 
to Austronesian”: Benedict 1975:485); but contact-words between Proto-Austroasiatic and 
Proto-Tai would have simultaneously to be admitted. 
Logically there are three possibilities which we have to consider: (1) Austroasiatic 
and Austronesian are genetically unrelated, as Benedict asserts. Or they are related; then 
either (2), contra Benedict, Austro-Thai is an invalid construction; or (3) it is a valid 
construction. In the third case what is at question is the ordering of relationships; and 
then almost certainly we are left with Austroasiatic/Austronesian, Schmidtʼs Austric, as 
the last branching—in other words with the diagram at Benedict 1975:485, minus its 
substratum. 
If from the patchwork mingling of language stocks in mainland Southeast Asia the 
linguistic facts of the area are inordinately complex, the possibilities of explaining them 
are not much less so. Some of Benedictʼs “Austro-Thai” lexemes more probably parallel 
borrowings from Mon-Khmer of relatively late date. To identify them is not to weaken his 
thesis but to refine it by eliminating doubtful material. 
ʻAntʼ, p. 219, may serve to illustrate the criteria employed. Both the Indonesian 
and the Tai forms are in my view to be derived from continuants of a Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*s/m/uuc etc. (Tai: and/or *s/rm/uuc etc.) which incorporates the root *suuc ~ *suc ~ 
*su´c also *sac, *siic ʻto stingʼ; cf. e.g. Sre souc ʻto prick, stingʼ, Riang-Lang ˉhuc ʻto 
stingʼ, Sora suj- ʻto pierceʼ; Bahnar hmoc, Umpai Lawa mɔic ʻantʼ, Temiar (Aslian) somuj 
ʻwaspʼ, Sora in compounds muj-, mui- ʻantʼ, Mon hamot, Khmer sramaoc ʻantʼ. The 
direction of borrowing is indicated by the morphological analysability of the 
Austroasiatic forms and, unless alternative (3) above holds, by the palatal final, which 
cannot be explained from Austro-Thai as constructed under alternative (1). 
Again, unless alternative (3) holds, some contact-words which belong to Proto-Tai 
have to be admitted as loans from Austroasiatic. They include besides *ya, Proto-Mon-
Khmer *yas ʻgrandmotherʼ (Benedict 1975:339, 482; also Proto-Austroasiatic *yaq yaq 
(or similar) > Proto-Mon-Khmer *yaay > Khmer yì´y, etc., whence Thai yaay) the 
paired term *ta, Proto-Mon-Khmer *taq (Benedict 1975:287; Men taɁ ʻfatherʼ, Riang Lang 
ˉtaɁ ʻmaster, husband, grandfatherʼ, Temiar tāɁ ʻsirʼ, tatāɁ ʻold manʼ, etc.). Note also 
Proto-SW-Tai *kluai.2 ʻbananaʼ (Egerod 1961:85), Proto-Mon-Khmer *tluay borrowing 
from Tai cannot account for Khmuic tl- (Khmuʼ tlɔɔy, etc.) and is hardly to be suspected 
in Aslian (Semang telui, etc.: PRMP, B 42) or Nicobarese (talui).  
These topics, however, are marginal to the assessment of the Austric and Austro-
Thai hypotheses, so far as the two are competitive. Usually when the corpora overlap the 
Austroasiatic and Tai forms are sufficiently unlike for the question of borrowing between 
them not to arise. I therefore now turn to the evidence on which a genetic relationship 
between Austroasiatic and Austronesian might be alleged. 
The putative relationship is plainly a remote one. I rely in this paper on an 
assembly of circa 200 roots or bases about as many as Schmidt, though not the same set 
drawn for the most part from a comparison of circa 2,000 Proto-Mon-Khmer roots with 
around the same number of Austronesian ones. The corpus is likely to be enlarged by 
further research; indeed, I have already cited two items (Proto-Mon-Khmer *yaq ~ 
*yaay, *taq) revealed as Austric candidates by Austro-Thai. It is biased, however, in two 
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respects. First, by the method of investigation; the comparison was with Proto-Mon-
Khmer roots and such Munda cognates as are cited (from Pinnow 1959 and from an 
examination of Sora) had been established in reference to the Proto-Mon-Khmer forms. 
Without undertaking an equally extensive comparison with Munda per se, we cannot infer 
from the relatively low frequency of Munda items here that Austronesian is more closely 
related to Mon-Khmer than to Munda. Secondly, correspondences which might 
conceivably be due to borrowing during, say, the last two millennia have been excluded. 
Loans from mainland Austronesian dialects are found in many Eastern Mon-Khmer 
languages and Indonesian loans are also present in Mon; while Mon-Khmer loans are 
found in languages of Sumatra, Java, and even some of Borneo (Shorto 1975:82 and n. 
3). Only lexemes attested in geographically remoter languages on both sides can be used 
as evidence except where distinctive phonological treatment makes borrowing 
improbable3. This means that if Austroasiatic and Austronesian are genetically related the 
true cognate corpus will be significantly larger than the evidential one. The exclusions 
are probably not sufficient to account by themselves for the high proportion of items with 
cognates in Oceanic. 
It would not be practicable to review the whole of this material in a relatively 
short paper. In order to support my opinions with some refutable argument, I propose to 
examine in detail three sets of correspondences where a hypothesis of borrowing, or the 
inverse one of marginal retention from an Austro-Thai substratum, seems to me least 
credible. These comprise (1) those involving Austronesian bases of structure *2(CVC); (2) 
the type of *mata : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mat, where unusually the second syllabic of the 
Austronesian base is lost in Mon-Khmer (and Austroasiatic); (3) pases with Mon-Khmer 
correspondents only in “northern” languages; here a substratum hypothesis is not 
necessarily, but recent borrowing is, excluded. 
Reduplicates. Schematic relationships between the canonic shapes of Proto-
Austronesian and Proto-Austroasiatic are readily established. In principle, almost all roots 
are reduced to a monosyllabic from in Proto-Mon-Khmer; for Proto-Austronesian, 
disyllabic bases are commonest, with trisyllables not infrequent; Proto-Mon-Khmer shows 
both monosyllabic and disyllabic types. The variation correlates with general areal 
tendencies. Proto-Austronesian and Proto-Munda *CVCV(C) most often correspond to 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *CCVC. Where Proto-Mon-Khmer has *CVC, Proto-Austronesian has 
fully or, less often, partially reduplicated forms, *2(CV(C)) and *2(CV)C; Proto-Munda 
shows both *CV(C) and *2(CV(C)). One would assume, on an Austric hypothesis, that 
forms *CVC and *2(CVC) existed side by side in PA and were retained in Proto-
Austroasiatic; that Proto-Austronesian generalized the second type; and that Proto-Mon-
Khmer preferred the first, while retaining some traces of the second. (In fact, *CVC is 
occasionally attested in languages of Formosa; e.g. Bunun reflects *gud ʻto drinkʼ ad 
Proto-Austronesian *(  )ud (  )ud.) 
The straightforward type of correspondence may be exemplified by Proto-
Austronesian *bejbej ʻto wrap roundʼ : Proto-Mon-Khmer *bək : Mon pàk ʻto put 
[waistcloth] roundʼ, etc. Less frequent is the type seen in *bitbit ʻto take in fingersʼ : 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *c[ɓ]ic : Khm. cbɤc, etc. I take *c[ɓ]ic here to continue earlier (Proto-
Austroasiatic?) *[ɓ]ic-[ɓ]ic; the divergent treatment of such reduplications (contrast 
*yaay < *yaq-yaq, above) appears, on the limited evidence now available, to depend on 
                                                 
3  Some of the items cited in Pou and Jenner (1975) are suspect by this criterion. 
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the classes of phonemes involved. The most interesting of the examples is Proto-
Austronesian *ƚəbƚəb ʻto inundate, to diveʼ, where Mon-Khmer cognates reflect variously 
*ləp and, from the reduplicate, *bləp. This furnishes presumptive evidence for final *b in 
Austroasiatic (not contra Benedict 1975:472) lost in Mon-Khmer. 
The correspondents of Austronesian partial reduplications are illustrated by Proto-
Mon-Khmer *tuuŋ : Proto-Austronesian *tutuŋ. The partial type is overrepresented in 
Dempwolff, who only reconstructed *2(CVC) where he was obliged to by Tagalog and/or 
Batak cognates. Some of his formulae should accordingly be rewritten (e.g. *gi(t)git for 
*gigit). 
In Achinese and Chamic, which show strong mainland affinities in phonology, 
Proto-Austronesian *2(CVC) is with minor exceptions reflected as CV(C); for the probable 
course of this development see Shorto (1975:98). The same areal pressures bear on most 
of Mon-Khmer, though not Munda. But the dual types of reflex in these two branches rule 
out the assumption of a parallel development there of forms borrowed from Austronesian 
or retained from a substratum. Nor is it likely that Mon-Khmer CVC roots were borrowed 
into Indonesian as 2(CVC) (the contrary can be shown; of. *bunbun). The simplest 
explanation of the facts is the one indicated above, that coexisting types CVC and 2(CVC) 
were differentially favored in branches of a common stock under different areal 
pressures. 
Type *mata. Where reduplication is not in question, Proto-Austronesian 
*CVCV(C) usually corresponds to Proto-Mon-Khmer *CCVC. The correspondence Proto-
Austronesian *mata : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mat, to which Benedict devotes some attention, 
is thus unusual; we would expect Proto-Mon-Khmer **mtaq (so e.g. *baRa ʻshoulderʼ : 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *blaq). I have collected eleven probable sets where the second syllabic 
of the Austronesian base corresponds to Proto-Mon-Khmer Ø, all with Proto-Austronesian 
final vowel or laryngeal (i.e. Austronesian *q, *S). There is also one with Proto-
Austronesian *-s, which, however, the Vietnamese cognates suggest may be a suffix (: 
Proto-Mon-Khmer -s causative). Of particular interest is *pan1aq ʻto shootʼ. Here the tone 
of Vietnamese bắn allows us to reconstruct Proto-Mon-Khmer *paɲʔ (Benedict 1975:471, 
rightly rejects Schmidtʼs comparison with Proto-Mon-Khmer *pooh ʻto use a bowʼ), with 
apparent secondary palatalization of the nasal as in *(p/b)(ə)ɲ( ) : Proto-Austronesian 
*pəƚuq ʻfullʼ. 
This material is of recent assembly, and systematic search should reveal more. It is 
difficult as yet to suggest an explanation of the correspondences unless in terms of 
variable (distinctive) stress placing. Variable stress is invoked in Austro-Thai (153 and 
200-1, n. 4). There Benedict discusses *mata (201), but the evidence implies dialect 
variants *matá (Philippines, Tsouic) and *máta (Palau); in the case of lungs *pusuq he 
speaks of a “pseudofore-stress” form (151, to explain Thai *poót ~ *pot : Proto-Mon-
Khmer *pu(u)s ~ *puəs; -s → Thai -t would be normal!). 
I have also noted two sets which show “vocalic transfer” (Benedict 1975:183), the 
type-case being *pun1ay : Proto-Mon-Khmer *pn2[uu]y ʻdoveʼ. Both are attested only in 
Northern Mon-Khmer, and might be attributed simply to vowel metathesis: their 
evaluation waits on further research. 
The twelve primary examples include five items from the 200-word lexicostatistic 
list and three more fairly basic terms (ʻforeheadʼ, ʻto shootʼ, ʻfullʼ); substratum retention is 
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a more tenable explanation than borrowing. But, again, genetic relationship seems to me 
most likely. 
The northern correspondences. We occasionally find in northern languages 
(NMK, Khasi, Khmuic) isolated apparent correspondents of Austronesian bases, e.g.: 
Palaung jɯh ʻdistantʼ; Riang Lang _ŋɔy ʻto swimʼ which warrant entry in the Proto-Mon-
Khmer corpus only on the assumption that they continue a common PA form. In both the 
quoted cases there is a distinctively Mon-Khmer synonym of wide distribution (cf. Pal. 
səŋay ʻdistantʼ, ləy ʻto swimʼ); naturally they startle. I have collected with such cases 
wider correspondences in which the only known Mon-Khmer cognates are in northern 
languages, plus in one or two instances Vietnamese or Aslian. The northern 
correspondences are, of course, striking chiefly because correspondences limited to 
southern languages have been designedly excluded from this study. A recent 500-word 
vocabulary of Kammu Yuan, spoken in northern Laos (Lindell 1974), records a word for 
millet found again in Chamic and Malay; names of cereals travel, but what of Kammu-
Yuan təkán ʻbamboo-ratʼ and Khasi dkhan ʻhill-rat, moleʼ, where Malay dĕkan furnishes 
the only parallel known to the present writer? Borrowing hardly comes in question here. 
The substratum hypothesis cannot logically be excluded: but it appears unduly farfetched. 
More general phonological considerations arise. I have shown that regularly 
recurring types of vowel variation are to be reconstructed for Proto-Mon-Khmer (Shorto 
1976c; see Benedict 1975:480). There is less scope for one within the four-vowel system 
postulated for Proto-Austronesian, but there too a similar variation is discernible: notably 
between close and central vowels, corresponding to Proto-Mon-Khmer: *iə (~ *i(i) ) ~ 
*ə, *uə ... ~ *ə ; also between front and back vowels, a minor type in Mon-Khmer. Cf. 
here e.g. Proto-Austronesian *kitkit ~ *ketket ʻto biteʼ, Proto-Mon-Khmer *kiit ~ *kiət 
~ *kət. No such variation has yet been reconstructed for Proto-Munda; but difficulties 
experienced by Pinnow in establishing Proto-Munda vocalism, and the numerous variant 
correspondences he recorded, suggest a similar underlying phenomenon. All the 
indications are that the Mon-Khmer and Austronesian facts reflect variation at an 
“Austric” level. 
The comparison of two protolanguages which have been separately reconstructed 
is likely to modify our understanding of both reconstructions. Proto-Mon-Khmer final 
palatal stop or nasal cannot ordinarily be accounted for from Austronesian or Austro-
Thai—for neither of which are final palatals posited—either on borrowing or on 
substratum retention4. Neither can borrowing from Mon-Khmer account for cognates of 
Mon-Khmer palatal-final roots in Oceanic or Formosan (e.g. Proto-Austronesian *cabut 
ʻto pull up, draw outʼ > Fijian zavut-a etc.: Proto-Mon-Khmer *cɓoc; *cɓooc: Mon bot, 
Khmer baoc). I assume that PA had final palatals which underwent merger in 
Austronesian, just as Mon-Khmer merged the antecedents of Proto-Austronesian *-j, -k 
(*bejbej : Proto-Mon-Khmer *bək). Proto-Mon-Khmer, as probably Proto-Munda, knew a 
vowel-length distinction such as may be residually represented in some Austronesian 
languages (Shorto 1975, 84 ff.). But the Proto-Mon-Khmer vowel system, of seven terms 
in addition to diphthongs, has yet to be reconciled with the four-term system of Proto-
Austronesian. (Austro-Thai encounters a similar difficulty; propounding a system of six 
terms, with merger of mid and close vowels in Austronesian.) 
                                                 
4  Some cases of apparent *-c are attributed to *-t + suffix +*-s. 
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In denying any genetic relationship between Austronesian and Austroasiatic 
Benedict lays stress on the want of agreement in basic or core vocabulary. The nuclearity 
of items is not the only factor affecting retention (and does it not apply to substratum 
retention, when that is invoked on as wide a scale as here?); but in any case we should 
test the accuracy of his assertion. The absence of agreement in the numerals is damaging, 
but not necessarily fatal (Khmuic dialects have replaced all the Mon-Khmer numerals 
above ʻtwoʼ or ʻthreeʼ). ʻOneʼ, Proto-Austronesian *isa, *esa, is perhaps marginally re-
presented by Riang Lang s-, Khasi shi; ʻtwin/twoʼ, admitted in Benedict (1975) is in my 
view doubtful. —Pronouns also show little agreement, e.g.: cognates of Proto-
Austronesian *is(S), 3 sing., originally rather ʻpersonʼ.—Of kinship terms unmentioned by 
Benedict Proto-Mon-Khmer *taq ʻgrandfatherʼ has already been cited; note Proto-
Austronesian *wawa ʻuncleʼ, we might add Proto-Austronesian *eNbaq ʻgrandfatherʼ 
(Blust 1971, no. 167; also Acehnese ömbah ʻfatherʼ) : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mbaq: Old Mon 
ʼbaʼ, Khmer baː, Khasi pa, Central Sakai apaʼ ʻfatherʼ, etc.; Kharia ʼaba id, etc.—We may 
add several body parts: ʻforeheadʼ, ʻtongueʼ, ʻheartʼ, ʻshoulderʼ, ʻpalmʼ, ʻribsʼ, note further 
Proto-Austronesian *gaq(ae)m ʻmolarʼ: Acehnese ghöəm, Cham khùm, Malay g/ĕr/ham, 
Javanese g/r/aham, Iban ngeli gam/gaam/5 : Proto-Mon-Khmer *dga(a)m: Khmer 
thkìːəm ʻjawʼ, Biat gam ʻmolarʼ, Vietnamese cằm ʻchinʼ, etc.—Under natural phenomena 
an important addition is Proto-Austronesian *ubaRi (?: cf. Shorto 1975, 91 n. 25) ʻsun, 
dayʼ (Benedict 1975:266): Proto-Mon-Khmer *briiq ʻskyʼ: Old Mon prey ʻrainʼ, Khmuʼ mat 
briɁ ʻsunʼ, Praok pray, Vietnamese trời! ʻsky, weatherʼ, Sakai bri ʻdayʼ, etc.—Under animal 
life note especially ʻoxʼ.—Numerous basic verbs figure in the appendices. I shall cite one 
more item: to the Proto-Austronesian locative prefix *di corresponds Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*ɗiiq: Old Mon dey, with cognates in EMK, NMK, Aslian, and Munda (Sora). 
Benedict has 600 Austro-Thai comparisons to offer against my 200 for Austric, 
though the gap is likely to be narrowed by further research. Our corpora overlap to a 
noticeable degree, three-fifths of my Austronesian comparata figuring in Benedict (1975). 
That he seriously understates the extent of agreement in basic vocabulary between 
Austroasiatic and Austronesian emerges sufficiently, I hope, from the foregoing however 
summary review. 
200 equations would be thought enough to support a genetic relationship if the 
languages concerned were geographically separated beyond the possibility of borrowing. 
Dravido-Elamite has been proposed on a good deal less! Much of the difficulty in 
assessing Southeast Asian linguistic affinities stems from the likelihood that ancestral 
speakers of the main stocks were already in contact—in South China?—at an early date; 
hence elements can be found that link any two stocks, Tibeto-Burman and Chinese 
included. Agreements in vocabulary, the crucial issue according to Benedict (1975:464-
5), are only part of the argument. The historical selection of phonological structures 
implied speaks strongly for Austric, as does the persistence—against areal pressures—of 
vowel variation. I have not so far discussed morphology in this paper. Here Mon-Khmer 
and Indonesian, at least, show considerable agreement in formal resources but little in 
the semantic value assigned to them (so Benedict (1975:464), can speak of “congruency 
in over-all configuration, which might be ascribed to areal factors”, but the same holds 
true even within Indonesian). Austro-Thai as Benedict reconstructs it (1975:146-9) is 
                                                 
5 My reconstruction. Cf. Tibeto-Burman *gəm, Benedict (1972): 25 no. 50 & n. 82; Archaic 
Chinese gʻəm 頷. 
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more suggestive in this regard, for Proto-Mon-Khmer has k- ʻpart of bodyʼ (especially in 
NMK and Khasi: e.g.: *mata; and Riang Lang kənuas ʻheartʼ. ad *pusuq, ib.), *p- ~ *-p- 
causative (but<Proto-Austroasiatic *(—)əb-: see Shorto 1969:112 f.), and perhaps also 
*m- stative. 
In this paper I have spoken repeatedly of “roots” and “bases”, by intent. Roots are 
the common coin of historico-comparative reconstruction, at least of the wider-ranging 
kind; what by contrast are borrowed from one language into another are rather words. It 
is true that words often consist of root plus zero affix in Mon-Khmer languages and, 
though partly by lexicographers' convention, in Indonesian ones. But neither 
Austroasiatic nor even Austronesian comparison would advance far if restricted to such 
simple forms alone. We have here, therefore, a promising tool for distinguishing between 
the effects of inheritance and borrowing (and substratum retention); productive roots will 
be more convincing than unramified lexemes as evidence of a genetic relationship 
between Austroasiatic and Austronesian, while correspondence with complex derived 
forms (as with ʻantʼ, p. 2 above) will raise the suspicion of borrowing in Tai and 
elsewhere. 
Benedict treats the position of Austroasiatic as a marginal issue, whence it comes 
that my critique is concentrated on a small part of Austro-Thai. But if he is wrong on this 
point, it must affect our assessment of the whole. Of the alternatives set out on p. 2, I 
need not as an Austroasianist choose between (2) and (3), and so pass judgement on the 
status of Austro-Thai; but I cannot on the evidence accept (1), and follow him in 
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Australian National University 
 
 
It gives me great personal and professional satisfaction to join my colleagues Doug 
Cooper and Christian Bauer in presenting the long-awaited Mon-Khmer Comparative 
Dictionary (MKCD) by the late Professor Harry Shorto (1919-1995).1  
The MKCD will occupy an important place in the literature. Certainly, it is 
indelibly marked by its era: the Austric hypothesis was still in play, and various branch 
alignments, particularly among the Katuic and Bahnaric languages, had not yet been fully 
worked out. But the MKCD also represents the state of the art today: such is the void we 
confront that it stands, sui generis, as the 20th century’s only published attempt at a broad 
comparative analysis of the full Mon-Khmer language family. 
The MKCD was originally meant to see print at the end of the 1970s. However, 
Shorto decided to further revise his manuscript, taking new sources of data into account, 
and time and health eventually failed him. Publication as originally intended would and 
should have been a fitting climax to Shorto’s career, but it has fallen to a new generation 
to bring his final work to press.  
We do so with the conviction that the contribution of Shorto’s MKCD is as 
relevant now as it would unquestionably have been twenty-five years ago. Then, the 
MKCD would have crystallised the state of the art in comparative-historical Mon-Khmer 
linguistics. Today, it will reinvigorate the field of comparative linguistics in Southeast 
Asia, providing an extensive, integrated framework for building, criticising, and 
contextualizing our ongoing research efforts.  
It is inevitable that a quarter-century of new field research will require extensions 
to, and adjustments in, Shorto’s technical analysis. Nevertheless, the MKCD will make 
striking contributions to comparative Mon-Khmer studies, kick-start the etymological 
analysis of modern Mon-Khmer languages like Vietnamese and Khmer, and have a 
marked impact on comparative and historical linguistics for the other Southeast Asian 
language families, including Austronesian (especially the Cham language), Tai-Kadai 
(particularly Thai and Lao), Sino-Tibetan (especially Burmese), and Hmong-Mien.  
                                                 
1  In addition to the tremendous assistance I received from Doug Cooper and Christian Bauer, I 
would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Bernard Comrie and the Department of Linguistics of 
the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig) for financial support received 
for this and related projects during 2005 and 2006. I would also like to thank Anna Shorto for 
her hospitality and generosity in helping to make this publication possible. A number of 
scholars also offered useful advice: Bob Blust, Anthony Grant, Andrew Pawley, Malcolm Ross, 
Justin Watkins. 
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To help the reader appreciate both the historical position and present-day value of 
the MKCD, an extended discussion of the work follows. It begins with a description of the 
editorial choices and challenges encountered in bringing the manuscript to publication. A 
survey of Mon-Khmer linguistics in the past century comes next, as a preliminary to the 
critical assessment of the MKCD that forms the main part of this Preface. Finally, 
Christian Bauer’s Background Notes discuss the long genesis of Shorto’s work, and Doug 
Cooper’s Future of the MKCD describes our plans for incorporating the MKCD into an 
ongoing Mon-Khmer Languages Project. 
The Road to Publication 
The MKCD manuscript was first brought to my attention by Anna Shorto, daughter of the 
late Professor, in mid-2003. Over the course of several months we established an 
understanding about the disposition of the MKCD and of related unpublished notes in 
Anna’s possession. It was her father’s wish that the complete collection should appear in 
print, a view that I firmly shared and willingly agreed to work toward. 
The simplest approach would have been to scan the manuscript pages and 
distribute the image files electronically. But while this would have been quick and 
inexpensive, it would have merely preserved Shorto’s manuscript as an historical artifact, 
obscuring its treasure trove of data, analysis, and commentary, including some 2,246 
etyma, and almost 30,000 citations drawn from nearly 250 languages. 
Making the data within the manuscript directly available to researchers via an 
online database was a far more desirable alternative. I had already been discussing plans 
for a Mon-Khmer etymological database with colleagues, and had begun to cooperate 
with computer scientist Doug Cooper (Center for Research in Computational Linguistics) in 
making my own Katuic and Bahnaric resources Web-accessible.  
Cooper suggested that we produce an electronic text that closely followed Shorto’s 
manuscript in order to publish a typeset, printed volume as expeditiously as possible, and 
then convert this same text into the XML-tagged format needed to build an online 
database, and allow more extensive data mining in the longer term. We resolved to 
proceed on that basis, and began to contact Mon-Khmer specialists seeking support for 
the combined text-and-database project.  
To our delight, we discovered that Christian Bauer (Humboldt University), who had 
been Shorto’s student while the manuscript was being developed, had independently 
visited Anna Shorto, making copies of the papers, and taking preliminary steps toward 
having a facsimile edition of MKCD published in Europe. This included typing the drafts 
of Parts 1 and 2, and exchanging correspondence with a potential publisher.  
Bauer, Cooper and I readily agreed to work together (from Berlin, Bangkok, and 
Canberra, respectively). This has been a truly collaborative effort, with Sidwell taking 
charge of reconstructing Shorto’s text as Main Editor, Cooper accepting responsibility for 
digitization, data mining, and ongoing electronic publication, and Bauer (who had 
worked under Shorto in the critical period 1977—1982, with yearly visits thereafter) 
providing an essential link in clarifying the author’s intentions and final thoughts. 
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Editing the Manuscript 
The text presented here is derived from a combination of Shorto’s drafts, notes, and 
unpublished papers, carefully edited and joined to construct a work that is coherent and 
faithful to the author’s intentions.  
Shorto’s original plan called for three main sections. These were Part 1: Vocalism, 
Part 2: Consonantism, and Part 3: Comparative Dictionary, as well as various indexes and 
appendices. Parts 1 and 2 posed significant editorial challenges; in particular, although 
Part 3 had gone though two complete drafts, the extant manuscripts of Parts 1 and 2 
were written in support of the first draft of the comparative dictionary, and had not been 
updated by the author to reflect his revisions. Furthermore both manuscripts were 
received incomplete, with an unknown number of end pages missing.  
Part 3, which we received as a 600-page typed text, is the largest, most important, 
and most completely realised section. As noted, this was actually a second draft (the first 
had been compiled from file cards, now lost) that was essentially completed when Bauer 
arrived at SOAS to write his dissertation under Shorto in 1977. 
Shorto continued to update this draft, however, including data from newly 
available language sources, and pencilling numerous notes in the margin. As he did not 
manage to retype the augmented text, we eventually integrated the greater part of these 
marginalia in the course of typesetting and proofing of the text for publication. 
Part 3 also included two appendices: A—Stiengan (South Bahnaric) and B—
Northern Mon-Khmer (Palaungic). These contain several hundred lexical comparisons that 
are particular to the respective sub-groups. The text of Part 3 includes many references to 
entries in these appendices, and we can expect that more extensive comparative work 
will see many of them integrated into a revised Proto-Mon-Khmer reconstruction. 
Part 1 
Part 1 concerns Proto-Mon-Khmer vocalism. Shorto clearly intended to explicate this 
aspect of the reconstruction with an extensively detailed text that would run to more 
than one hundred pages. Unfortunately, this was never finished; Shorto left us an early 
but complete paper on proto-vocalism, along with a partial draft of Part 1 of the MKCD. 
Part 1 as it appears now in print is a hybrid of these two articles, which are 
discussed in more detail below. First, the detailed justification of Proto-Mon-Khmer 
vocalism found in the early, complete paper, including tables showing the Mon : Khmer 
vowel correspondences and the evolution of Old Mon vocalism, was integrated into the 
unfinished draft of Part 1. Then, the merged text was edited to reconcile the forms and 
numbering of reconstructions with those seen in Part 3 (the comparative dictionary).  
Part 1 ends where the manuscript breaks off.  
Shorto’s paper on proto-vocalism was written in the late 1960s, long before the 
first draft of the comparative dictionary was finished. Its main section contains some 600 
etymologies that illustrate phonological correspondences using Mon and Khmer as 
criterion languages, plus supporting comparisons from other languages drawn from the 
missing card files.  
This paper is particularly important from the programmatic perspective. In 
tabulating vowel correspondences between Mon and Khmer, Shorto suggests that there 
were various vowel alternations (or ‘alternances’ as he calls them) within Proto-Mon-
Khmer. This principle let Shorto separate a core of regular correspondences from a large 
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set of alternances, and appears to be his answer to a problem mentioned by various 
writers (e.g. Thomas 1964, Blood 1966): the apparent great confusion of correspondences 
that had resisted systematisation and blocked the reconstruction of proto-vocalism.  
The surviving partial draft of MKCD Part 1 is quite different. It begins with a short 
introduction to the history and state of the art of Mon-Khmer comparative studies. Then, 
with little preparatory justification, it launches directly into a table of proto-vocalism, 
giving the list of reconstructed phonemes, and supporting examples grouped according to 
the class of vowels.  
Proto-Mon-Khmer word-final consonants were also meant to be dealt with in Part 
1, as is made clear by a mention in the beginning of Part 2. However, the section is 
absent from the surviving text, which has only a truncated discussion of rhymes with 
finals *-ʔ and *-h.  
Shorto raises several issues concerning these finals. First, a number of etymologies 
appear to show alternances between finals *-ʔ and *-h, the function and distribution of 
which are not understood. Second, Shorto reconstructs final clusters of the type *-Cʔ and 
*-Ch in some etyma on the basis of their reflexes in Vietnamese and Mương. Now, it is 
known (since Haudricourt 1952) that certain Vietnamese tones correlate with final stops 
and fricatives in other Mon-Khmer languages. The occurrence of these tones where the 
rhyme is already closed by a continuant implies the reconstruction of an additional final 
segment in Shorto’s analysis. Third, in a small number of entries Shorto also presents a 
final cluster with *-s, which he posited as an instrumental suffix.  
Finally, it is apparent that Shorto made a small alteration to his proto-vocalism at 
the time of the second major draft: an additional vowel *ɯə is posited in a small number 
of cases, although always bracketed.  
Part 2 
Part 2 comes to us in a more complete form, missing only a final few pages. It includes a 
table of initial consonant correspondences for twenty Mon-Khmer languages, and a 
systematic explanation of the reconstruction of initial clusters. Although the etymological 
illustration of cluster reconstructions is truncated, this does not seriously affect the 
substance of the discussion.  
But although Part 2 is nearly complete, the table of consonant correspondences 
and reconstructions was prepared for the first draft of the comparative dictionary. The 
second and final draft incorporates an important change in the reconstruction that is not 
reflected in that table. Examining the proto-forms in Part 3, one will notice that, in 
addition to proto-phonemes *t, *d and *n, Shorto reconstructs forms with *t1, *t2, *d1, 
*d2, *n  and *n  in non-final positions.  1 2
We puzzled over these for some time until, during a visit in late 2005, I 
fortuitously stumbled upon an unpublished manuscript still in Anna Shorto’s possession. 
In this paper, titled “On Mon-Khmer inter-branch relationships,” Shorto discusses the 
phonological correlates of the Northern Mon-Khmer languages, and writes: 
“The whole of this group is characterized by a shift of *t in initial position in 
structures *CCVC (in some cases) to a sibilant, prima facie via an affricate stage. This 
minor shift is interesting because it apparently extends to Munda. Its incidence may be 
conditioned by the lost (in Mon-Khmer) V1 of Proto-Austroasiatic *CVCVC, or it may 
entail reconstructing an additional proto-phoneme (*t1,) *t2. Thus we find 
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‘taro’, Khm. traːv, Ste traw; RL ˉsəroɁ, Khs. shriew, Sora 'saroː-gai-ən, Mundari 
sāṛu, Santali saru; 
‘sun, day’, Old Mon tṅey, Khm. thŋay; KY səŋiɁ, RL ˉsəŋiɁ, Khs. sngi, Mundari 
siŋgi. 
Contrast (a bad example since it uses infixed forms, but with a Munda cognate) 
‘new’, Khm. thmɤy ~ Middle Mon t/a/mi, RL ˉt/ən/meɁ, Khs. th/ym/mai, Kharia 
't/ɔn/mɛ. 
A parallel shift of *d to a palatal is attested at least for Khmuic and Palaungic, and 
one of *n > l at C2 in structures *CCVC certainly for these languages and possibly for 
Khasi. A reconstruction of two *t’s, two *d’s and two *n’s would of course—for those 
who favour the Austric hypothesis—bring PAA closer to Proto-Austronesian.” 
Shorto was clearly referring to himself as a supporter of the Austric hypothesis, so 
his motivation for altering the consonant reconstruction between the first and second 
drafts is made plain. However, only *t2, *d2 and *n2 are reconstructed to account for the 
sibilant and lateral reflexes in Northern Mon-Khmer. A second set, consisting of *t1, *d1 
and *n1, is not dealt with in Part 2. Yet our text of the MKCD distinguishes between the 
three notational sets *t, *d, *n : *t1, *d1 *n1 : *t2, *d2, *n2. At this time, we suggest that 
the unmarked notation indicates that the reconstruction is intentionally underdetermined 
in order to avoid a clumsy notation such as *t  . 1/2
Aside from this point, the major editorial issue for Part 2 was synchronizing the 
form and numbering of examples with Part 3. There were also some issues concerning 
language (sub)branch names and the treatment of marginal notes.  
The first naming issue relates to Shorto’s treatment of Bahnaric, which can now 
readily be seen as having been based on the limited data available in the 1960s. In 
editing MKCD, we have globally replaced the terms Stiengan and Bahnaran throughout 
with the more recognizable South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric. But aside from this 
change in terminology, Shorto’s outdated classification has not been altered. We discuss 
the issue further below. 
The second naming issue involves the Katuic branch, which was also poorly 
understood in the 1960s. For reasons discussed below, Kuy (then thought to be closely 
related to Khmer) was originally Shorto’s primary Katuic representative. His later notes 
and marginalia make it clear that as data on lesser-known Katuic languages came into his 
possession in the 1970s and 1980s, Shorto recognized and began to correct his error. In 
editing Parts 2 and 3, we have replaced ‘Kuy’ with ‘Katuic’ where and whenever it is clear 
that Shorto intended to designate this branch of Mon-Khmer. 
Finally, as new language data became available throughout the 1970s and 1980s, 
Shorto never ceased adding marginal notes and alterations. We have integrated these 
marginalia into the text, excepting those cases where Shorto’s pencilled notes were not 
legible enough to allow accurate readings. 
Part 3 
The comparative dictionary of Part 3 arrived in our hands as a carefully typed and 
painstakingly corrected manuscript. 
Preparing Part 3 for publication was a massive but relatively straightforward task. 
All of Shorto’s typographic corrections were applied, and his extensive marginal notes 
were incorporated into the text. His layout was slightly modified in the interests of 
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readability. Usually, this entailed breaking the entries into their constituent sections, and 
adding labels as necessary. In addition, Shorto’s phonetic transcriptions of Thai references 
were replaced by more commonly used Haas-style equivalents. 
One other large-scale modification was made in the interests of making the text 
more accessible. Shorto made extensive use of abbreviations for language names, text 
sources and semantic values. This made sense as a space and labour-saving device in the 
days when hot metal type was being set, but in the computer age it serves little purpose, 
and can lead to unintentional obscurity in the text: indeed, quite some effort was 
required to identify many of his sources. Wherever practical we have spelled out 
abbreviated forms.  
MK Comparative Linguistics in the 20th Century 
Before we can consider the content and contribution of Shorto’s MKCD, it is necessary to 
survey the larger stage of Mon-Khmer research. 
The MKCD forms a link in a chain that reaches back to the foundational works of 
the German comparativist and ethnologist Pater Wilhelm Schmidt (1868–1954), who 
pioneered the application of neo-grammarian principles in investigating language 
families beyond Indo-European.  
With the European colonisation of Southeast Asia, scholars began to have access 
to increasingly reliable lexical data for many languages of the region: colonial authorities 
carried out linguistic surveys, missionaries generated lexicons and bible translations, and 
dictionaries of Mon, Khmer, and Vietnamese became available. Schmidt drew upon these 
sources to establish the field of comparative Mon-Khmer studies with a series of four 
major publications at the beginning of the twentieth century (1901, 1904, 1905, 1906).  
The first (1901) examined the Aslian languages of Malaya (Senoi and Sömang 
specifically), demonstrating that they are genetically part of the Mon-Khmer family. This 
contrasted with Skeat and Blagden (1906), who in their contemporaneous study 
concluded that there was merely a Mon-Khmer stratum among languages of the 
peninsula.  
Schmidt (1904) next discussed Northern Mon-Khmer languages, dealing with 
Khasi and Palaungic only, as he lacked Khmuic data. A third paper, Schmidt 1905 
(usually referred to as the Grundzüge [roughly, ‘Foundations’] from the title) was a 
systematic treatment of Mon, Khmer, Stieng and Bahnar. He treated this group as forming 
a core Mon-Khmer family, to which other languages could be compared and related 
within a wider Austroasiatic or Austric framework.  
The Grundzüge is an extensive attempt to analyse the historical phonology of the 
Mon-Khmer family. Schmidt’s method relied upon interpreting the Indic-based scripts 
used to write Mon and Khmer. It assumed that the spellings faithfully recorded phonetic 
values when and where those scripts were adopted (roughly mid-first Millennium).  
For Bahnar and Stieng he utilised lexicons that had been compiled in Vietnam by 
Dourisbourne (1889) and Azémar (1886). The data from these languages revealed 
relatively conservative, unrestructured phonologies, largely confirming the 
interpretations of Written Mon and Khmer.  
By choosing to work mainly with written languages Schmidt followed established 
methods, as the comparative investigation of Indo-European had proceeded principally 
by using Latin, Greek and Sanskrit. Although Schmidt did err to some extent by placing 
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too much importance on the etymologically Indic phonetic values of the spellings, he 
established basic patterns for reconstructing proto-consonantism that endure to this day. 
Schmidt’s treatment of proto-vocalism was less successful. His failure to 
understand differences in the inherent vowels of the Mon and Khmer scripts led him to 
ignore important length and quality distinctions among the low central and back vowels. 
The apparent confusion of vowel correspondences created such difficulty for Schmidt that 
he was only able to posit phonetic equations, and not proper vowel reconstructions.  
On the other hand Schmidt’s morphological analyses, which related affixes to 
various phonetic changes, and established the importance of the patterning of segmental 
collocations within the rhyme, were brilliantly insightful.  
Thus the Grundzüge, with more than 900 Mon-Khmer lexical comparisons, 
reconstruction of proto-consonantism, and morphological analyses, laid the foundation 
for all subsequent comparative work. Astonishingly, given the absence of any comparably 
extensive synthesis later in the 20th century the Grundzüge was not exceeded (in print) 
until the appearance of the present MKCD 100 years later. 
Schmidt’s ultimate work in this series was his (1906) attempt to link Mon-Khmer 
and Austronesian in a grand Austric macro-family. This bold hypothesis remains 
controversial. Although it faces serious difficulties in the light of Shutler and Marck’s 
(1975) now generally accepted formulation of a Formosan homeland for Austronesian,2 it 
still competes with other models of deep genetic relationship among the various language 
families of Asia (see Sagart et al. 2005 for recent papers and discussion). Schmidt’s 
evidence was both lexical (more than 200 comparisons) and morphological (including 
parallels in prefixes and infixes), and found a small and enthusiastic following, including 
Shorto, and nowadays notably Laurence Reid (e.g. 1994, 1996, 2005).  
Contemporary with Schmidt was Skeat and Blagden’s (1906) massive comparative 
Aslian lexicon. It was richly annotated with wider Mon-Khmer comparisons, and serves as 
a useful complement to Schmidt’s work. However, Skeat and Blagden did not use their 
lexical materials within the framework of comparative reconstruction, instead, seeing the 
presence or absence of etyma in various languages as evidence of ancient migrations and 
population mixing. These ultimately contributed to unhelpful notions about language 
classification, and comparative Aslian studies languished for another 70 years.  
Other resources that became available during this highly productive period 
include the ongoing publication of the Linguistic Survey of India, especially the survey of 
Mon, Khmer, Siamese, and Chinese families (Grierson 1903). However, despite ever-
increasing access to data, and a solid foundation of comparative analysis, comparative 
Mon-Khmer studies soon fell into a prolonged lull, overwhelmed by what appeared to be 
a series of intractable problems. 
Vietnamese was a striking example. Some scholars (e.g. Maspero 1912) sought to 
explain its tonal nature by invoking Thai and/or Chinese ancestry; as late as 1942 Sebeok 
cast doubts on its relation to various Mon-Khmer languages. Still, a solid line of inquiry 
based on the epigraphic tradition continued at SOAS (London) and the French EFEO. 
                                                 
2  That paper was written specifically to refute Dyen’s (1965) classification that suggested a 
Micronesian homeland for Austronesian. By implication it also refuted the idea, expressed by 
Shorto from time to time, of an Indo-Chinese homeland, which would have reconciled more 
easily with the Austric hypothesis.  
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The key transitional figures were Charles Otto Blagden (1864-1948), and Gordon 
Luce (1889-1979). Working at SOAS well into the 20th century, Blagden developed 
considerable interest in Mon, and had prepared a preliminary etymological dictionary on 
index cards by 1928. Never completed, Blagden’s notes informed various research 
publications and four fascicles and a plates volume of the Epigraphia Birmanica (between 
1919 and 1936), and were eventually passed on to Luce. 
An indefatigable field worker, Luce compiled thousands of pages of notes and 
wordlists for the languages of Burma.3 Luce clearly meant to carry through Blagden’s 
dream of a Mon etymological dictionary. He expanded and corrected Blagden’s corpus of 
transcribed Mon texts, developed a set of lexical comparisons, and also improved the 
morphological analyses of the language(s). Luce published extensively, including the 
three-volume Old Burma-Early Pagan (1969-70), and the posthumously published two-
volume Paris lectures Phases of Pre-Pagán Burma (1985), but included only comparative 
lists rather than reconstructions.  
The mid-20th Century saw a rebirth of interest in comparative Mon-Khmer studies. 
Haudricourt (1952, 1953) breathed new life into the field with his proof that Vietnamese 
tones could be explained by direct reference to Mon-Khmer etymology, rather than to 
Thai or Chinese. This was a powerful demonstration of the insights into phonology and 
proto-history that comparative investigation of Mon-Khmer languages could offer, and 
came as a new wave of field data began to emerge, particularly from Indo-China.  
1959 was an especially good year, bringing the publication of the first volume of 
the huge multi-dialectal Bahnar dictionary of Guilleminet, as well as Heinz-Jürgen 
Pinnow’s Versuch einer historischen Lautlehre der Kharia-Sprache.  
Pinnow’s understated title suggests a tentative historical phonology of Kharia (a 
Munda language of India), but his 514 pages of dense text were a first attempt at an 
Austroasiatic etymological dictionary, with more than 550 etyma and a representative set 
of languages. Issues of Kharian phonological evolution were handled in the context of a 
preliminary Proto-Munda and Proto-Austroasiatic reconstruction: more than 400 cognate 
sets supported the proto-vocalism, and more than 500 supported the consonantism.  
Pinnow made extensive Mon-Khmer comparisons, with the implication that 
regular Munda : Mon-Khmer correspondences would reliably establish etyma as ancient 
within the Mon-Khmer family, even if they are now apparently isolated within particular 
Mon-Khmer branches. For an example close at hand, see #182 in this volume: Kuy 
(Katuic) bruː ‘hill’ is related to Kharia 'biru ‘hill’, demonstrating the root at both Mon-
Khmer and Austroasiatic levels. But Pinnow’s results were hampered by a lack of data, 
and by problems of interpreting sources. His book’s ultimate impact on the field was not 
nearly commensurate with the effort that had gone into it.  
As the 1960s progressed Mon-Khmer research positively blossomed. A generation 
of young and mostly American scholars traveled to Indo-China, collecting data on many 
previously little-known and undocumented languages, and preparing various sub-group-
level reconstructions. These include Proto-Mnong (Blood 1966), Proto-East-Katuic 
(Thomas 1967), Proto-Viet-Mương (Barker 1963, Barker and Barker 1970), Proto-Jeh-
Halang (Thomas and Smith 1967), and Proto-North Bahnaric (Smith 1972).  
                                                 
3  The Luce Papers are now held in the manuscripts collection of the Australian National Library. 
The Mon-Khmer and Sino-Tibetan lexical materials are are being scanned by CRCL, and will be 
published on-line in 2007 at http://archives.sealang.net/luce. 
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1964 also saw the founding of the journal Mon-Khmer Studies in Saigon; it is today 
based at Mahidol University, Thailand. European interest was rekindled at this time as 
well. For example Michel Ferlus (CNRS, France) began his decades-long commitment to 
collecting data on various languages of Laos and Vietnam, and Scandinavian scholars, 
including the Kammu specialist Kristina Lindell, became increasingly active. 
The world-wide interest in Mon-Khmer and Austroasiatic linguistics stimulated a 
major international conference on comparative Austroasiatic at the University of Hawai‘i 
in 1973; a substantial two-volume set of proceedings was published in 1976 (Jenner et 
al.). A second Austroasiatic conference was held at Mysore (India) in 1976.  
Throughout this period, Harry Shorto was in the thick of things as both author 
and editor. Taking up the torch from Blagden and Luce after accepting a lectureship at 
SOAS in 1948, Shorto first published his A Dictionary of Modern Spoken Mon (1962). He 
followed this up with A Dictionary of the Mon Inscriptions (1971), which included 
extensive etymological commentary, reflecting progress that would lead to the first draft 
of the MKCD (the genesis and history of these books is detailed in Bauer’s article, below). 
As his work on the MKCD progressed, Shorto actively sought out scholarly 
discussion and debate. He presented his reconstruction of Mon-Khmer proto-vocalism to 
the Hawai‘i comparative Austroasiatic conference, and defended the Austric hypothesis at 
a symposium in Toronto in 1976. In both cases he made extensive reference to his draft 
MKCD (the Toronto paper is reproduced as Appendix E).  
But the 1970s also marked a turning point. With the political transformation of 
Indo-China attentions were refocused elsewhere. As Cold War funding dried up, the field 
began to dissipate as researchers turned to other languages and interests. Nevertheless, a 
core of highly motivated scholars continued their efforts. 
Gérard Diffloth was the most notable member of this group. Beginning with 
Aslian, he produced a reconstruction of Proto-Semai in 1977. Diffloth then ambitiously 
widened his research program, boldly proposing to systematically work through each 
Mon-Khmer sub-group, and eventually arrive at a comprehensive Mon-Khmer database 
and reconstruction. He produced some very important early results, which include book-
length reconstructions of Proto-Waic (1980) and Proto-Monic (1984), and a substantial 
paper on Proto-Katuic (1982). Since then, however, Diffloth has concentrated more on 
data collection and analysis, choosing to delay the release of his results.  
Independently of Diffloth, Ferlus (1983) produced his own Proto-Monic 
reconstruction. He also began working on the history of the Vietic languages, and has 
produced an extensive body of work on the topic (e.g. 1982, 1991, 1992a, 1997, 2001 
etc.). Ferlus has also offered a reconstruction of the history of Khmer (1992b).  
From the mid-1980s and into the 1990s, while important descriptive work on 
Mon-Khmer languages was pursued by various researchers, the output of comparative 
studies generally declined, e.g. the Proto-Plang of Paulsen (1989), Proto-South Bahnaric 
of Efimov (1990) and Proto-Katuic of Peiros (1996). But since the year 2000—as we 
approach the centenary of Schmidt’s foundational efforts—a new generation of 
comparative studies has begun to appear, producing extensive work on Bahnaric (Sidwell 
2000, Sidwell and Jacq 2003) and Katuic (Thongkum 2000, Sidwell 2005).  
In conclusion, an overall evaluation of the progress of Mon-Khmer comparative 
linguistics in the 20th century reveals periodic ebb and flow. The field advanced in fits 
and starts through Pinnow’s attempted consolidation in 1959, then lost focus when no 
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similar effort was completed in the 1970s or 1980s. Although branch level comparative 
studies continued to be pursued, these were conducted without reference to any 
published, overarching analysis of Mon-Khmer. Predictably, results were mixed. 
For example, Diffloth’s comparative analyses of Waic (1980) and Monic (1984) 
were of the highest analytical standards. The years he had invested in compiling notes for 
a comparative dictionary and preliminary PMK reconstruction—never published, 
although substantial fragments of early drafts of these works can be inspected at the 
Cornell University Library manuscript archives—clearly informed Diffloth’s consideration 
of branch-level hypotheses.  
In contrast, the South Bahnaric reconstruction of Efimov (1990) and the Proto-
Katuic of Peiros (1996) both offered highly defective results. Their analyses were 
conducted in isolation from the broader Mon-Khmer context: borrowings were not 
reliably distinguished from inherited forms because there was no reference to the 
distribution of etyma across the family, and proposed sound laws were formulated 
without consideration of how they might be reconciled with the deeper historical 
foundations of Mon-Khmer languages.  
In this light, the failure of Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary to have 
been published was a terrible loss for the field. As we shall discuss below, it is inevitable 
that some of Shorto’s analysis must be extended or discarded; but no amount of re-
evaluation is likely to obscure the tremendous amount of scholarship that forms the body 
of the MKCD. 
Assessing Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary 
We can categorize Shorto’s results as follows: 
• Phonological reconstruction:  PMK vowels and consonants, and the sound laws 
that relate these to daughter forms. 
• Lexical reconstruction: identification of lexical cognates, specification of 
appropriate levels for reconstruction, and (after relating these to the proposed 
sound laws) the construction of proto-lexemes. 
• Specification of internal branching and classification. 
• External comparison: identification of Munda and Austronesian parallels, and 
documentation of forms influencing (or influenced by) Thai, Lao, Chinese, 
Burmese and others. 
An exhaustive critique of the MKCD would be a major project in itself; it would 
significantly delay publication, yet probably be less useful than the collection of 
specialized articles that publication is likely to inspire. I offer instead a brief summary 
review, touching upon those issues which I consider most important, and which are most 
likely to require reconsideration.  
In doing so, I note that our greatest difficulty with the MKCD is the incomplete 
textual justification for its results, due to the unfortunate demise of the author before he 
was able to complete, present and defend his work. Nevertheless, while we gladly adopt a 
generous attitude in assessing the work of a man who is no longer able to defend and 
explain his magnum opus, we must, still, cast a heartlessly impartial light in raising 
questions that must be answered. 
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Phonological reconstruction: vocalism  
We are at an advantage insofar as Shorto (1976c) had already begun to explain his 
reconstruction of the proto-vocalism, with only a very minor modification admitted 
sometime after that. The proto-vowel inventory applied in the MKCD is tabulated as 
follows: 
  
 */ i  u  aa  uu 
 e ə o  ee əə oo 
  a ɔ   aa ɔɔ 
   iə      [ɯə] uə 
    ai  / 
 
The principal justification for this reconstruction (excepting the bracketed item) is 
provided in Table 1 of Part 1. The system is strictly Mon-Khmer in the sense that it is 
derived exclusively by comparison of those two languages. The resulting reconstruction is 
then generalised to the family as a whole. 
This is an interesting approach for Shorto to have taken. It contrasts utterly with 
his treatment of the proto-consonantism, where correspondences were compiled for 
criterion languages that were (within the available data) broadly representative of the 
whole family.  
For the vocalism, Shorto restricted the criterion languages to just two, arguing 
that this produced an entirely expected result consisting of a substantial core of regular 
correspondences, and a residue of more-or-less chaotic correspondences. The former 
securely reflect the proto-system with minimal changes, while the latter are interpreted 
in two ways: some result from numerous isolated factors that are difficult to identify 
within the limits of the dataset, while others may reflect a system of vowel grades or 
alternations within the proto-language, evoking something akin to Indo-European ablaut.  
This idea is not well developed and may well turn out to be an artifact of Shorto’s 
particular methodological bent. My view is that narrowly basing the vocalism on Mon 
and Khmer is not entirely desirable. Ideally one would work through the various 
branches of the family, reconstructing the proto-vocalism for each, and then using those 
results as the input for the ultimate reconstruction.  
But Shorto was working without branch level reconstructions. In those 
circumstances, any attempt to assemble a comprehensive tabulation of correspondences 
between modern languages belonging to different branches would definitely have 
produced an unmanageable chaos of data.  
Instead, he not unreasonably assumed that the Old Mon and Old Khmer vowel 
systems—which are very similar to each other, and which are both recorded in 
vernacular script—are archaic. If this assumption is correct, the binary comparison of 
Mon and Khmer should produce a reconstruction that is reliable at least insofar as these 
two languages had not undergone parallel independent developments. The latter should 
become apparent when a sufficient number of other languages are considered. 
Does the reconstructed vocalism have any characteristics that are typologically 
odd, or that otherwise give us cause for question? Certainly. Indeed, Shorto himself 
remarks briefly in Part 1 on the lack of a distinction between open and half-open front 
vowels, speculating that his *e and *ee may actually subsume *ɛ and *ɛɛ. Given that such 
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a distinction is typologically common among Mon-Khmer languages, I am almost certain 
that it is the case. We can also note the absence of a close central vowel, such as long or 
short ɨ or ɯ. Shorto is probably correct here, as these frequently develop as conditioned 
variants of front and/or back vowels, and by (typically) unconditioned raising of the 
other central vowels.  
What will be the consequences of re-evaluating Shorto’s results? Consider the 
reconstruction of the etymon underlying #1070 *priit; *priət ‘banana.’ Shorto offers this 
on the basis of forms such as Bahnar priit. However, more recent data reveals reflexes 
such as Jru’ (West Bahnaric) prɨət, and point to a merger of *ɨə and *ii in Central 
Bahnaric. Further afield the Old Mon cognate brāt (compared in Shorto 1971 but absent 
from the MKCD!) clearly indicates that Proto-Bahnaric *ɨə derives from a raising of PMK 
*aa. The same correspondence can be found elsewhere, e.g. ‘bone,’ compare: Bahnar 
ktiiŋ, Jru' ktɨəŋ, and Palaung kəʔaŋ (at #553 and #488 respectively, and arguably the 
same correspondence for ‘rain’ at #127 and #141 and ‘dry hill-field’ at #1651).  
These examples reflect two different but related problems. In the case of ‘banana,’ 
admitting new comparisons will indicate a revision of the reconstruction, although not a 
revision of the proto-system. In the case of ‘bone,’ the Bahnaric and Palaungic reflexes 
have been assigned to quite separate reconstructions that, arguably, should be collapsed 
into one. Therefore the recognition of new sound laws, a very likely eventuality, is going 
to indicate revisions to the proto-lexicon. Here I expect that substantial improvements to 
the reconstruction will emerge. 
Various issues concern the diphthongs *iə, *uə, *ai and [*ɯə]. The first two of 
these are reconstructed on the principle that they are reflected largely unchanged in 
Khmer. However, it is very often the case that reflexes in other languages are not 
diphthonged, appearing rather as *ɛɛ and *ɔɔ, respectively. It is known that low, long 
monophthongs have a strong tendency to diphthongise in Mon-Khmer languages (e.g. see 
the discussion and diagram in Huffman 1985), perhaps more often than the reverse 
change is apt to occur. Thus, it is entirely likely that PMK *ɛɛ and *ɔɔ underlie various 
examples of Khmer iə, uə that Shorto uses to reconstruct *iə and *uə.  
One will note numerous examples of *iə and *uə reconstructed in the MKCD 
where there is no Khmer reflex, or in fact no diphthonged reflex at all. Consider #467 
‘hair,’ for which the four alternates *suk, *suuk, *suək, *sək are reconstructed. In this 
case, *suək is posited on the basis of reflexes that in isolation would only suggest *ɔɔ. 
However, influenced by his theory of vowel alternations, Shorto reconstructs the uu ~ uə 
alternance to link the ɔɔ forms in Bahnaric with u in Palaungic. I am sure that integrating 
the results of comprehensive branch level reconstructions will eliminate many of these 
alternate reconstructions, and reassign many proto-diphthongs to monophthongs.  
The diphthong *ai is also problematic, a fact acknowledged by Shorto. It is 
posited to explain the rather infrequent correspondence of Mon a to Khmer ɛ. I doubt 
whether it reflects anything other than a fronting in Khmer (and it is likely that similarly 
fronted reflexes in Kuy are Khmer loans), although a detailed analysis of reflexes in other 
languages is required to solve this.  
In his second draft of the MKCD Shorto introduced a doubtful proto-diphthong 
[*ɯə] in some eight reconstructions. It is not indicated by the Mon : Khmer 
correspondences, but rather is based on four examples of a correspondence of Palaung ɯ 
to Kammu Yuan ɯa in closed syllables (#410, #503, #1179, #1328). This is then 
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invoked to explain three cases of open syllable ɔw in Bahnar (and similar reflexes 
elsewhere in Bahnaric) corresponding to Palaung ɯ (#6, #45, #264).  
It is very doubtful that these two groups of correspondences can be linked. The 
first group has many parallels with etyma for which *iə is indicated, so we need to find 
cognates beyond Northern Mon-Khmer for those four cases. The other group is perhaps 
sufficiently explained by contextual changes to PMK *uu. An additional reconstruction of 
[*ɯə] at #573 lacks Bahnaric or Palaungic reflexes that follow either pattern, and is 
instead based upon a correspondence of Mon u to Vietnamese ự and Stieng oː, and 
requires further investigation. 
These considerations would lead us to revise Short’s proto-vocalic inventory to the 
following: 
 */ i  u  aa  uu 
 e ə o  ee əə oo 
 ɛ a ɔ  ɛɛ aa ɔɔ 
   iə    uə / 
The revised inventory is only provisional, and may be subject to further changes 
in the light of new data and analyses. For example, there are strong indications of Proto-
Katuic high central vowels *ɯ, *ɯɯ, *ɯə (see Diffloth 1982, Sidwell 2005). If these are 
found to have cognates with similar values in other branches, this will indicate 
reconstruction to PMK. On the other hand, if these are isolated within Katuic, the more 
likely explanation will be raising from PMK *ə, *əə etc. Such issues can only be 
addressed by comprehensive branch-level reconstructions.  
Phonological reconstruction: consonantism  
The table of proto-consonants presented by Shorto in his first draft, below, matches 
exactly that offered by Diffloth in his 1974 Encyclopaedia Britannica article (and passim). 
It effectively reflects a consensus view that can be traced back to the foundation laid by 
Schmidt, and it is not anticipated that further research will be likely to significantly alter 
this model.  
 */ p t c k ʔ 
 b d j g 
 ɓ ɗ 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w  r l y 
s  h / 
Additional segments *t2, *d2, *n2 were added by Shorto in the course of his 
second draft (already discussed to some extent above). They were posited to account for 
certain correspondences among Northern Mon-Khmer and other Mon-Khmer languages: 
between dental sibilants and dental stops (e.g. #31 *t2ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day’ on the basis of such 
forms as Palaung səŋi and Khmer thŋay), and between laterals and dental nasals (e.g. 
#1906 *bn iəs ‘spear’ on the basis of such forms as Riang-Lang_plɛs and Old Mon bnɔs).  2
However, it is important to note that the tabulated proto-consonants are posited 
as the initial segments in sequences CVC, whereas the *t2 and *d2 were specifically 
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motivated by correspondences of preconsonantal segments. In the rare cases where the 
second series were reconstructed for prevocalic stops (e.g. #553 *knt2iiŋ ‘bone’), the 
reconstruction is in all but three cases specifically intended to explain the sibilant reflexes 
within North Bahnaric, and thus is likely to reflect a quite different phenomenon.  
The exceptions are readily explained by other processes: #534 *kt2aŋ ‘bitter’ and 
#1621 *kt2uur ‘ear’ suggest fusion of *kt > c > s in Northern languages; #543a *t2aŋ 
‘knee’ also has evidence of preconsonantal k. Similarly, #1343 *t2əm ‘plant’ is infixed in 
Northern languages, relegating the reflex of *t2 to the preconsonantal position, so that it 
actually patterns regularly after *t ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day.’  2
Therefore, the table above still holds, leaving us with the separate problem of 
explaining a correspondence pattern that is restricted to preconsonantal dental stops. 
Typologically it would be very strange if the set of preconsonantal segments included 
forms not also occurring as CVC initials, in which case some other explanation must be 
offered. Shorto himself suggested that it may be explained by the assimilation of a vowel 
which has since been eliminated by changes to syllabic structure. Given the CVCVC 
typology of Munda roots, this vocalic explanation is surely more likely than the *t2 and 
*d2 modeled after the more speculative Austric parallels.  
The n2 reconstructions are more problematic. There are only seven cases: #344, 
#593, #1367, #1369, #1476, #1631, and #1906. All involve n2 as the second member 
of various clusters, so there is in fact no underlying structural parallel to the *t2/*d2 issue. 
In at least two cases (#1476, #1631) it is likely that Austronesian loans are confusing 
the issue, and in three (#593, #1367, #1369) we cannot rule out dissimilation from the 
final nasal (cf. #1401 *liəm ‘good’: Bahnar liɛm and Sre niam). This leaves the 
identification of n  unlikely to withstand close investigation.  2
The reconstruction of initial clusters is based upon the following relation between 
the registers of Mon and Khmer: 
 
PMK Mon Khmer 
voiceless + voiceless head register head register
voiceless + voiced chest register head register
voiced + voiceless head register chest register
voiced + voiced chest register chest register
 
The underlying principle is that Mon registers reflect only the voice quality of the 
prevocalic consonant, but Khmer registers regularly reflect the voice quality of the initial.  
The formulation appears (so far as I can tell) to hold up fairly robustly, although 
the same caveat applies in respect of the proto-vocalism: reconstruction on the basis of 
this formula will not recover any features that have been lost due to parallel 
developments in the criterion languages. In this respect I anticipate that the integration 
of new data from (in particular) Aslian, Khmuic, Vietic and Katuic has the potential to 
indicate at least a fine-tuning, if not a thorough overhaul, of Shorto’s PMK clusters.  
Lexical reconstruction 
Shorto’s reconstruction of 2,246 groups of proto-lexemes rests on two pillars: 1) the 
identification of cognates that indicate etyma were present at the PMK level, and 2) the 
application of sound laws to these cognates in order to generate proto-forms. 
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The generation of proto-forms is, inevitably, an ongoing process even for the most 
well-studied language families. As we have just seen, specific aspects of Shorto’s 
phonological analysis may require revision on the basis of existing data, or even 
reanalysis as new information becomes available. We can expect that such reanalysis will 
have the beneficial effect of simplifying Shorto’s reconstructions, reducing the number 
and complexity of the variant forms. 
Shorto’s methodology for identifying etyma at the PMK level must be reviewed 
more critically. Lacking a coherent model of inter-branch relations between Mon-Khmer 
languages—a situation that arguably still persists—Shorto was in a sense forced to work 
without a safety net in order to achieve the heights he wished to attain.  
Shorto does not provide any formula to specify the precise mix of languages or 
sub-groups an etymon would have to be attested for in order to justify a triangulation 
back to PMK. Despite this, we can readily discern several principles he consistently 
invoked to justify Mon-Khmer heritage: 
• attestation in both Mon and Khmer where borrowing from a non-Mon-Khmer 
source is considered unlikely, 
• attestation in Munda and in at least one Mon-Khmer language, 
• attestation in Austronesian and in at least one Mon-Khmer language where 
borrowing into the Mon-Khmer language is considered unlikely. 
The great majority of Shorto’s cognate groups are based on evidence from 
multiple branches of Mon-Khmer, and will be strengthened as more data becomes 
available. The 354 items supported by Munda attestation are particularly likely to be 
legitimate, regardless of how many MK branches they occur in (although Munda forms 
have radically complex morphologies that present special difficulties to comparativists). 
This issue is discussed below in Relation to Munda.  
In a few cases Shorto relied on a single MK branch without citing external 
comparisons. In a regular pattern of error whose root cause I will return to below, he 
appears to have consistently treated South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric as separate Mon-
Khmer branches for the purpose of lexical reconstruction. This led to entries such as 
#1401 *liəm ‘good,’ for which only Bahnaric forms are cited. 
Shorto’s Austronesian connections are obviously the least justifiable. Assuming an 
Indo-Chinese origin, before Shutler and Marck’s results supporting a Formosan homeland 
for Austronesian, the Austric hypothesis was of crucial importance, spurred on by the 
increasing availability of extensive and reliable Austronesian reconstructions. But 
Shorto’s use of Austronesian data as evidence in his phonological and lexical 
reconstruction of Mon-Khmer will certainly be the most controversial aspect of his work.  
Even if one accepts the Austric hypothesis, the discrimination of borrowings from 
genetic inheritance at great time depths is extremely problematic. Normally one would 
expect to see strong additional evidence (such as distributional factors) taken into 
account before borrowing is discarded as the null hypothesis. 
Shorto does not explain his reasoning in 30 MKCD entries of etyma that appear to 
be isolated within single branches of Mon-Khmer, yet have been accepted as archaic on 
the basis of questionable Austronesian parallels. A good example is #1476 ‘dove,’ for 
which Proto-Austronesian *pun1ai is invoked to justify projecting Palaung [ə]ploy and 
Riang-Lang ˉploe to PMK *pn2[uu]y. This can only be accepted on the basis of the 
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questionable l : n correspondence, or the phonetic equation evaporates and the etymon is 
better relegated to the Palaungic level until wider Mon-Khmer cognates can be found.  
Regardless of one’s view of the Austric hypothesis, a great number of Mon-Khmer-
Austronesian lexical comparisons compiled by Shorto extensively catalog a long history 
of poorly understood language contact. They provide a detailed and well-documented 
overview not generally accessed by specialists working strictly within either the 
Austroasiatic or Austronesian traditions, and create the opportunity to address some of 
the larger issues of Southeast Asian linguistic history.  
Aside from the readily identified deviations discussed above, Shorto’s approach to 
lexical reconstruction is fundamentally sound. Some of his comparisons will ultimately be 
rejected as not justifying lexical reconstructions, but it would be a mistake to rule out, a 
priori, all cases that raise questions because of the limited data presented at this time. 
Internal branching and classification 
The problem of determining the structure of the Mon-Khmer family has vexed linguists 
since the time of Schmidt, and it is fair to say that it remains unsolved. A confusing 
muddle of tree diagrams have been offered over the past century, although none, to my 
knowledge, have been determined on the basis of explicit formulae of shared innovations.  
Since the 1960s two consistent (albeit irreconcilable) schemes have emerged. 
Each is based on essentially lexical methods, reflecting the longstanding absence of a 
well-developed phonological reconstruction. One approach is championed by Diffloth, 
who has consistently grouped Mon-Khmer branches into three large divisions. This 
implies that the languages must have diverged gradually over thousands of years, with 
speakers undertaking multiple migrations (see Diffloth 2005 for his most recent view).  
An alternative view derives from lexicostatistical studies (e.g. Thomas 1966; 
Thomas and Headley 1970; Huffman 1976, 1978; Smith 1981) that have generally found 
that Mon-Khmer languages branch into at least 10 more-or-less equidistant groupings. 
These results suggest a simple “rake”-shaped tree, and imply that at some point in time 
Proto-Mon-Khmer expanded rapidly over a vast area.  
Shorto’s method effectively assumed the rake model, as he compiled etymologies 
on the assumption that attestation in any two branches was a reasonable minimum 
criterion for identifying Mon-Khmer heritage. Given the state of the art in the mid-1970s, 
we hardly fault Shorto for adopting the rake model, inasmuch as it is founded on 
empirical studies. However, issues regarding understanding and treatment of Bahnaric 
and Katuic led Shorto to inconsistencies and mistakes in his analysis. 
Shorto cites examples from Bahnaric—a single branch in the rake model—
extensively in the MKCD. It is second only to Mon and Khmer in importance, echoing the 
approach of Schmidt (1905). When he began working, the Bahnaric languages were 
classified into two groups: Stiengan and Bahnaran (reflecting the fact that Stieng and 
Bahnar were the first Bahnaric languages to be extensively documented). This two-way 
division was subsequently renamed South Bahnaric and North Bahnaric respectively by 
Thomas and Headley (1970). Shorto nominally subscribed to an analysis that held 
Bahnaric to be a single branch, noting comparisons as “Bahnaric” in the MKCD when they 
had both Stiengan and Bahnaran reflexes. 
Yet despite the above, it is apparent that Shorto treated Stiengan and Bahnaran as 
reflecting two separate Mon-Khmer branches for the purposes of lexical reconstruction. 
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He posits some 146 PMK reconstructions on the basis of Bahnaric forms alone, as if 
attestation in these two “branches” justifies triangulation of the etymon back to PMK, 
rather than merely to Proto-Bahnaric. In addition, in Appendix A of Stiengan/South 
Bahnaric etymologies Shorto constructs putative PMK antecedents without recourse to 
other Bahnaric comparisons or intermediate Bahnaric level reconstructions. 
Shorto’s error is compounded by his choice of representative languages for these 
putative branches. Nowadays it is becoming increasingly recognised that Bahnar does not 
belong in the North Bahnaric branch, and is probably more closely related to South 
Bahnaric (see Sidwell 2002). Moreover, the language Röngao, which was treated as a 
dialect of Bahnar in the dictionary of Guilleminet (1959-63) that Shorto relied upon, is 
most certainly a distinct North Bahnaric language.  
The consequence of Shorto’s handling of Stiengan and Bahnaran is that 146 
etymologies technically do not justify PMK reconstructions; a large proportion of these do 
not even justify Proto-Bahnaric reconstructions. It can be expected that although wider 
MK etymologies will be found for many, others—particularly those attested only in 
Bahnar and South Bahnaric—will turn out to be Austronesian borrowings. While this in 
no way undermines the rest of Shorto’s achievement, all of the 146 reconstructions in 
question must be treated as provisional until more data is considered.  
Another issue involves the Katuic branch, which was very poorly understood until 
recently. The Kuy language, which has hundreds of thousands of speakers in the lowland 
areas of Cambodia, Thailand, and Laos, was the principal representative of Katuic in the 
MKCD. Unfortunately, Kuy is not a very good exemplar for the Katuic branch. Besides 
borrowing numerous Cambodian words, Kuy has highly innovative phonology, having 
undergone a vowel split parallel to that of Middle Khmer.  
Shorto initially assumed that Kuy was closely related to Khmer, rather than being 
an aberrant member of a separate and more conservative Mon-Khmer branch, as has been 
subsequently shown (see Diffloth 1982). However, after completing the second draft of 
Part 3, Shorto realized and began to correct his error as data on the various Katuic 
languages spoken by small and diverse communities in the upper Sekong valley of Laos 
and the adjacent Vietnamese hills came to his attention.  
Katu, the most linguistically archaic of these, was just beginning to be known to 
outsiders, and a published lexicon only came into Shorto’s possession in the 1980s. In 
piecing together notes retained by Anna Shorto, it is apparent that he also obtained 
lexicons for several other Katuic languages, including Bru, Ngeq, and Pakoh.  
Using this information, Shorto developed two preliminary reconstructions: one for 
Proto-Bruan (designating the Bru-Kuy subgroup), and one for Proto-Katuic, based on data 
from Ngeq, Pakoh, and Katu sources. Consequently he made many marginal annotations 
of Bru forms in Part 3, the comparative dictionary proper, and had begun to add Pacoh 
forms when circumstances intervened and the work was abandoned. Shorto’s unpublished 
notes on Katuic reconstruction are archived at http://archives.sealang.net/shorto. 
Relation to Munda 
Shorto’s conviction in the Austric hypothesis made it nearly inevitable that consideration 
of Munda, a large and deeply complex language family of India, would be somewhat 
marginalized. It has been recognised since Mason (1854) that Munda languages are 
related to Mon-Khmer, but the structure of that relationship is still unclear. While the 
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received view is that Mon-Khmer and Munda are sister branches of the Austroasiatic 
macrophylum, there is no real consensus.  
The recent classification by Diffloth (2005) treats Munda as a branch on a par 
with Northern Mon-Khmer, such that there is no meaningful distinction between Mon-
Khmer and Austroasiatic. In contrast, the noted Munda specialist David Stampe (pers. 
com.) considers it more likely that Mon-Khmer is an offshoot of Munda, and in a sense is 
the reverse of Diffloth’s formulation. 
Although he does not raise the issue explicitly, Shorto’s analysis agrees with 
Diffloth. Shorto reproduces Austroasiatic etymologies from Pinnow (1959), and in some 
cases relies upon Munda comparisons to justify reconstructions where Mon-Khmer 
reflexes are restricted in their distribution (e.g. #182 *bruuʔ ‘hill’).  
Elsewhere, in his discussion of the t2, d2 problem (quoted above), Shorto notes 
that the sibilant reflexes of Northern Mon-Khmer are also found in Munda, not the 
phonological contrast (e.g. #31 *t2ŋiiʔ ‘sun, day’: Khmer thŋay, Palaung səŋi, Mundari 
səŋgi). This would suggest that Munda and Northern Mon-Khmer descend from a 
common branch, reducing Munda to a much less important place in the phylogenic tree.  
This position is consistent with the greater emphasis Shorto places on comparing 
Mon-Khmer to Austronesian, without attempting to posit intermediate Proto-Austroasiatic 
forms. After all, if Munda is merely a sister to Northern Mon-Khmer, then the PMK 
reconstructions will in principle be equivalent to Proto-Austroasiatic.  
A present-day perspective would undoubtedly hold that despite uncertainties 
concerning the phylogenic relation of Munda to Mon-Khmer, they share a closer relation 
to each other than either might share with Austronesian. The comparative reconstruction 
of Proto-Munda must take priority, fully informing the Proto-Mon-Khmer/Austroasiatic 
reconstruction before we attempt to analyse the phonological and lexical implications of 
any putative Austric comparisons. 
Conclusion 
It is fair to say that the transformative role of the MKCD in Mon-Khmer studies will, in 
time, be comparable to other works of similar scope and quality, such as: Otto 
Dempwolff’s (1938) Vergleichende Lautlehre des austronesischen Wortschatzes or Emeneau 
and Burrow’s (1961) Dravidian Etymological Dictionary.  
No scholar would claim that either of these provided wholly definitive results or 
reached entirely error-free conclusions. Yet both crystallised decades of scholarship in 
their respective fields, and each stimulated tremendous improvements in the quality of 
subsequent research. Their meticulously organised and analysed data were immediately 
useful for reference; indeed, careers were established on the basis of ideas gleaned while 
fishing through their pages.  
More importantly, they established neutral playing fields for future generations, 
making it possible to unambiguously cite an etymology or theoretical model in a context 
whose forms and issues were recognized and accepted by the entire profession. Shorto’s 
citation of Dempwolff’s forms in his Austric comparisons amply demonstrates the point. 
Although they are now outdated now by almost 70 years, any comparative 
Austronesianist will immediately recognise them, and can easily relate them to modern 
forms.  
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This is the unique contribution of canonical texts to research: defective and 
incomplete as they may be, they are essential to the progress of any field. Their value is 
based not on the absence of error, but on the honesty and scholarship with which they 
attempt to account for the field’s current state of knowledge. And by this standard, 
Shorto’s Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary richly deserves its pride of place at the head 
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Any posthumous publication warrants some remarks about the historical context in 
which it was created; information privy to those who had the privilege of working closely 
with its author, and which may shed light on aspects of its compilation. This is all the 
more true in this particular case as the Comparative Dictionary has its origin in Mon 
lexicography and a lineage going back to as early as 1928.  
Harry Shorto graduated in Modern and Medieval Languages from Cambridge 
University. He spent the war years as a commissioned officer in the Fourteenth Army in 
Burma. From anecdotes he told me during classes I know that, at some stage, he was 
involved in reconnaissance missions in the Shan states.  
Following an initial posting as an assistant lecturer in linguistics in 1948, Shorto 
was appointed to a lectureship in Mon at the School of Oriental and African Studies in 
1952. His ties to SOAS were extensive; officers involved in reconnaissance missions and 
intelligence work received language training in Japanese and Burmese in the linguistics 
department, headed by J. R. Firth, and all newly employed language lecturers at SOAS 
were instructed in general linguistics and phonetics under the supervision of Eugénie 
Henderson (1914-1989).  
The availability of a Mon lectureship is not as incongruous at it may seem today. 
The British assumed that Burma would join the Commonwealth after gaining 
independence, and that the major ethnic groups would be accorded a measure of 
autonomy. The need for intensive regional language study in the wake of decolonization 
was, therefore, a given.  
The Scarbrough Report of 1947 had reviewed the state of Asian language 
instruction at British universities, and recommended the creation of a number of 
lectureships in Southeast Asian languages.  At the School of Oriental and African Studies, 
it was even planned to create positions for Shan and Karen at a later stage. Although 
these never materialized, Mon had already been established at SOAS in all but name for 
several decades.  
Mon was first introduced by J. A. Stewart (1882-1948), Professor of Burmese, 
who as a colonial administrator in lower Burma had collected Mon texts, and who later 
initiated a certificate in Mon at the School. He was followed by Charles Otto Blagden 
(1864-1948), first Lecturer (1917) and then Reader in Malay, who succeeded in 
deciphering the Old Mon inscriptions of Pagán, Prome, Thaton and Lamphun. It is 
actually Blagden’s materials from which A Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary ultimately 
derives, as we shall see below. 
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Shorto began to study modern Mon in 1949 when the Mon monk U Wāyama, 
originally from Kawbein, was resident in London for about a year. U Wāyama was no 
mere language assistant. An educator and modernizer, he conceived and co-wrote the 
seven-part series of Mon Readers for language instruction in the schools of lower Burma, 
and also authored an introduction to Mon for Burmese speakers. U Wāyama came from a 
long line of distinguished Mon Sayadaws that include Sīlawantathera (Shwe Ngwè) and U 
Kosalla, in whose monastery Shorto was to reside as a layman. 
After a year of typical armchair preparatory work in London, Shorto left for 
Burma and took up residence in U Kosalla’s monastery in Mudun on Bilu Island. To 
students of my generation this had always appeared to be a period of unrestricted travel 
and carefree research opportunities. However, his fieldwork was actually severely 
hampered by travel restrictions, which limited his access to detailed information on Mon 
dialects in Burma.  
Shorto never traveled south of the mainland township Mudon, and his occasional 
sorties from Bilugyun were limited to Moulmein, Martaban and Kyaikmaraw. Shorto was, 
however, able to do fieldwork on Mon dialects in Thailand, where he met William 
Gedney. And it was Gedney who provided him with a Mon contact, Mahā Phuan, who 
acted as informant for his ‘Lopburi’ dialect. 
Shorto remained in Southeast Asia until 1952. 
The first draft of the Dictionary of Modern Spoken Mon was written during the 
steamer journey back to England. In addition to Shorto’s field work, his lexicographic 
description of Mon was based on Robert Halliday’s Mon-English Dictionary of 1922, and 
on material Stewart had bequeathed to the School and now lost:  mainly songs, folktales 
and pieces of traditional literature. This material was complemented by wordlists written 
by U Wāyama. 
However, the dictionary was not published for a full decade. The delay was due, 
among other factors, to Firth; the “Philological Society” was willing to defray the cost of 
printing but Firth insisted that the dictionary be revised to include a concordance of 
written forms as well.  
Shorto began his study of Old Mon under Gordon Luce (1889-1979), who had 
been appointed visiting professor at the School for three years until 1953. Luce was by 
then Professor of Far Eastern History at the University of Rangoon and had studied Old 
Mon, Chinese and Sanskrit in Europe since 1918 during his annual leaves of absence. 
After a decade of study and correspondence with Blagden, Luce had secured funds from 
University College Rangoon in 1929 to publish Blagden’s Dictionary of Old Mon with 
cognate forms in Khmer, etc.—as its title was intended to be—to be followed by an Old 
Mon grammar. The dictionary was meant to include cognates from other Mon-Khmer 
languages; no surprise, considering that Blagden, after years of colonial service in 
Malaya, had co-written Pagan Races of the Malay Peninsula with W. W. Skeat, and had 
corresponded, in German, with Pater Wilhelm Schmidt.  
Blagden had continued his editorial work on Old and Middle Mon inscriptions 
through the war years, carefully noting etymologies in a 5,000-card index. After 
Blagden’s death in 1948, his daughter sent his papers to the School.  These papers 
consisted, among others, of the 5,000-card index, on which the projected epigraphic Mon 
dictionary was to have been based, and a notebook with transcriptions of unpublished 
texts and a concordance. The fate of the collection of rubbings was never established. 
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When Luce returned to Burma it was agreed that Shorto would update and edit 
Blagden’s index and notes, rework them into a dictionary, and arrange for publication. 
Shorto completed a first draft of the Old Mon dictionary by 1956. Throughout 1956-57, 
the draft was checked against epigraphic data in Burma wherever possible. Mainly, this 
was confined to stone inscriptions and ink glosses from Pagán as well as the Middle Mon 
bell inscriptions.  
Further etymological material was incorporated through Shorto’s own fieldwork 
on the Northern Mon-Khmer languages Palaung and Praok (a Wa dialect). Pinnow’s 
Habilitation of 1959 provided new comparative Munda material. No further epigraphic 
data were added beyond findings of the early 1960s, thus excluding significant early data 
from Northeastern Thailand.  
The dictionary was eventually published in 1971, as A Dictionary of the Mon 
Inscriptions from the 6th to the 16th centuries, incorporating materials collected by the late C. O. 
Blagden (henceforth DMI). Shorto, since 1964 Reader in Southeast Asian Languages and 
Literatures, was then promoted to a personal chair in Mon-Khmer Studies. 
Although still immensely useful to epigraphic research to this day, DMI is not 
without its deficiencies. Paradoxically, these have a direct bearing upon—and more 
importantly, a direct benefit for—the execution of this Mon-Khmer Comparative Dictionary. 
To Shorto, the phonological reference form was of key importance. The notation of 
special glyphs, so dear to the epigrapher, would only distract and could hence be ignored 
as being of no phonological impact.  Thus, the transliterated forms found in DMI are, in 
fact, transcriptions, with a few exceptions a practice inherited from Blagden. In DMI, 
features of the writing system, including special ligatures, abbreviated rhyme notations 
and superscripts, were all normalized; which is to say they were not noted at all.  
Shorto’s compilation of the DMI (and later the Comparative Dictionary) was also 
greatly influenced by Sir Ralph Turner (1888-1983), who published the first and main 
volume of his Comparative Dictionary of the Indo-Aryan Languages in 1966. Sir Ralph, 
director of the School from 1938 to 1957, had taken an avid interest in the progress of 
DMI, and it is hardly surprising that Shorto found inspiration, both in form and method, 
in the magnum opus of his senior colleague.  
The main Old Mon entries in DMI served as building blocks against which a series 
of cognates could be set, in the same manner that Turner used Vedic and Sanskrit 
citations (rather than reconstructions) to head the entries. It is telling that Middle Mon 
forms in DMI do not appear as separate main entries whenever an Old Mon form is 
attested: convenient for the etymologist, but frustrating indeed for the epigrapher in the 
field.  
In a sense, then, DMI was from its inception a prototype or blueprint for an 
etymological Mon-Khmer dictionary to come, in which Mon was intended as one of three 
Testsprachen or criterion languages, along with Khmer and Vietnamese. Shorto recognised 
the importance of including more representative criterion languages in the analysis, 
hence his interest in adding to the knowledge of Northern Mon-Khmer; his work on 
Palaung was actually a check on Mrs. Milne’s data of the 1920s.  
Acquiring a working knowledge of Khmer, probably in the early 1960s, lead him 
to reject all previous reconstructions of the early Mon vocalism he had envisaged. Shorto 
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arrived at his definitive reconstruction of the Old Mon vocalism with his 1965 London 
paper.1   
For the Comparative Dictionary Shorto carried on the notation and symbols of 
Turner’s CDIAL, although his layout and method of reconstruction are more reminiscent 
of Dempwolff’s comparative Austronesian, particularly in basing the reconstructions on a 
small set of criterion languages chosen to represent a large and under-documented 
language family. 
In January 1973 Shorto débuted a preliminary version of the proto-Mon-Khmer 
vowel system to the First Conference on Austroasiatic Linguistics in Hawai‘i. In 
September of the same year he presented his view of Southeast Asian linguistic proto-
history, which was meant to be part of the introduction of the Comparative Dictionary, to 
the London Colloquy on Early Southeast Asia. And, by 1976 he was able to propose a 
reconstruction of Austric, based on 200 roots, at a Toronto conference dedicated to 
Benedict’s Austro-Thai hypothesis. 
 When I arrived at SOAS in September 1977 to learn Mon and write my doctoral 
dissertation under Shorto’s supervision, the second draft of the Comparative Dictionary 
was ready in typewritten draft form, although some issues in Vietic and other Eastern 
Mon-Khmer languages remained to be solved. This was essentially the same state of 
affairs when I took the final examination in the autumn of 1982. On one of my 
subsequent annual visits from Mahidol to London—Shorto had retired in 1984—he 
confided that he had changed the reconstruction of the vowels again. And that he was 
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1  The interpretation of archaic writing systems, Lingua, 1965, 14:88-97. 
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Paul Sidwell and Christian Bauer have described the present and past of Shorto’s MKCD. 
We now turn to a preview of its future as an electronic resource. 
As Sidwell notes in his Preface, we originally began working together to make the 
few available Mon-Khmer branch reconstructions and their supporting lexical data more 
accessible for research and reference. These included Diffloth’s analyses of Monic and 
Waic, Ferlus’s forthcoming presentation of Vietic, and Sidwell’s own comparative 
dictionaries of Katuic and Bahnaric.  
Tying these works into a single, unified resource, with branch reconstructions 
pointing to Mon-Khmer roots, was an obvious goal, but it was an objective that was by no 
means trivial. An underlying skeleton of Mon-Khmer etyma that could ease the task of 
organizing data—far less a systematic attempt at reconstructing the proto-language—
simply did not exist. 
We became more frustrated as we began to find extensive, unpublished 
documentation for little-known, highly endangered Mon-Khmer languages, both in 
manuscript form (as in the Australian National Library’s Gordon Luce collection), and 
buried in the appendices of theses and lexicons. While we could readily scan and archive 
these texts, we had no desire to manage a museum of fossils. Again, we needed a way to 
incorporate the data into the larger body of Mon-Khmer research. 
The appearance of Shorto’s manuscript changed everything. Its coverage is broad 
and deep enough to provide a rational framework for most Mon-Khmer language 
resources, including both reconstructions and lexical data. As a result, our efforts to 
prepare the MKCD for publication have also focused on deconstructing Shorto’s text in 
preparation for a much broader project. 
 
The Mon-Khmer Languages Project 
This effort, scheduled to commence formally in 2007, will carry on where Shorto leaves 
off. Initially, the complete content of Part 3’s Comparative Dictionary will be extracted, 
XML-tagged, and made freely available on line. All of the text’s constituent parts, 
including etyma, reconstructions, and lexical citations, will be accessible both in 
accordance with Shorto’s analysis and layout, and as a collection of independent datasets.  
Shorto’s data will form the core of a new resource: the Mon-Khmer Etymological 
Database. A companion Mon-Khmer Languages Database will be dedicated to purely 
lexicographic data, obtained from as wide a variety of both published and unpublished 
sources as possible, including original manuscripts from Luce and others. Shorto will 
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continue to be identified with all of the elements and relations defined in MKCD, but new 
language data, etyma, reconstructions, and citations can be added to both databases. 
The MKL Project presents the opportunity to make a clean break with an outdated 
tradition: to challenge the view of Mon-Khmer comparative linguistics as an essentially 
solitary task, based solely on traditionally published work. 
Both Sidwell and Bauer have described the patrimony of file cards handed down 
from generation to generation. Although some scholars have begun to rely on electronic 
databases for recordkeeping in recent decades, use of the Internet as a means for active 
collaboration has barely penetrated the field’s consciousness. Data has been 
computerized, but its management has not been modernized, and some of the social and 
academic practices that restrict access to data are unchanged since Blagden’s day. 
This would not be a problem for comparative work if branch-level issues were 
well-resolved, with authoritative, published proto-language reconstructions that had 
stood the test of time. And, indeed, in the 1960s and 1970s there was every reason to 
believe that this happy state of affairs lay just around the corner.  
But it has not come to be. Nor is the situation improving; as lack of funding 
reduces the number of practitioners in the field, the gridlock of academic publication has 
worsened apace. Publishers are famously hesitant to print large, specialized monographs 
whose sales will not cover typesetting costs, and qualified editors able to make the 
substantial time commitments that highly technical works require are an endangered 
species. Worse, every missing publication has a ripple effect: unpublished field notes 
cannot help to build dictionaries; unpublished dictionaries cannot support branch-level 
analysis; and the missing branch-level analyses have led to deadlock in the field. 
The Mon-Khmer Languages Project will enable a new alternative, founded on 
Shorto’s data and analysis, and open to ongoing development. The Mon-Khmer 
Etymological Database will focus on etyma, reconstructions, and relations. It will initially 
consist of data mined from Shorto’s MKCD; however, a new numbering system will be 
applied to make the database easier to extend.  
The companion Mon-Khmer Languages Database will also initially contain 
lexicons derived from the MKCD. We anticipate that it will grow rapidly; we have a 
substantial amount of language-specific data, and have received offers of additional 
contributions for nearly every branch of the Mon-Khmer family from colleagues around 
the world. 
Both databases will be open for inspection and addition. Any suitably tagged 
dataset can easily be harvested via the Internet and incorporated into the system. Because 
every single item is identified by its contributor, the obvious issue of quality control is 
dealt with in a transparent, elegant manner:  source-filtering lets the databases be 
customized on the fly. Only sources the user trusts, or items that been vetted by scholars 
the user trusts, will actually figure in responding to any of the user’s queries. 
Thus, the project will not screen data. Rather, we provide simple tools necessary 
to let the scholarly community collaborate in certifying data and relations: not by 
majority vote, but by the same process of consideration, occasional rejection, and 
eventual consensus that traditional publishing has always provided. It is likely to be a 
painful process at first, but absent a new Golden Age of funding for Southeast Asian 
scholarship, editors, and publication it cannot be avoided. 
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Technical Notes on this Edition 
Shorto’s text incorporates a dizzying array of symbols used in a half-dozen different 
traditions for linguistic transcription and transliteration. To ensure the most accurate 
data entry possible we relied on Keyster, a software tool developed at CRCL for digitizing 
dictionaries as part of the SEAlang Library project. Keyster supports independent double-
key text entry, followed by a third pass that reconciles any differences between the two 
operators. 
To catch the small number of misreadings that passed the two independent typists 
(an inevitability, given the large number of scripts Shorto used, and his many hand-
written corrections), Sidwell and I spent weeks painstakingly proofreading the work, 
again using custom software that let us make a heads-up comparison between the typed 
output and the source image, one line at a time. The result was a Unicode-encoded 
plaintext file that (once several dozen Chinese characters supplied by Geoff Wade were 
added) matched Shorto’s manuscript exactly, and was ready for Sidwell to copy edit. 
A small suite of Perl programs then analyzed the plaintext, making thousands of 
small changes in layout, labeling, and expansion of abbreviations, and inserting some 
100,000 tags to individually mark each feature, including citations, reconstructions, 
transcriptions, transliterations, glosses, references, and notes.  
This feature-tagging was simply a means to an end. After transforming the text 
into MS Word format, macros relied on the tags to create an important visual aid for copy 
editing: an extensive palette of fonts and colors uniquely distinguished every element 
type. A final laborious proofing pass by Sidwell ensured that the text would be properly 
formatted for this print edition, and could be accurately XML-tagged for service as a Web-
based resource in the future. 
We take full responsibility for any errors made in transcribing the text, and in the 
interests of accountability for content (per Bird and Simons 2003), scans of Shorto’s 
original manuscripts are available for inspection at http://archives.sealang.net/shorto. 
These will be linked to the electronic edition of MKCD, which can of course be 
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Entries in Part 3 are constructed of up to seven parts: 
 
• Numbered etyma, with a semicolon-separated list of PMK reconstructions, and 
italicized English glosses 
• Supporting etymologies (labels A, B etc. correspond to the semicolon-separated 
list, and are followed by branch names in parentheses) 
• Remarks on the reconstructions/etymologies 
• Comparative works used as sources, in parentheses 
• Munda comparisons and sources, if any 
• Austronesian comparisons and sources, if any 
• Other remarks or comparisons (more often Sino-Tibetan)  
 
Each entry comprises at least the first two parts. 
Some 156 extended etyma numbers (e.g. #6a, #798a) indicate Shorto’s intention 
to insert new items and renumber the complete system. We have preserved all original 
numbering for fear of introducing any errors among the numerous cross-references. 
References to the sources of lexical citations are often more implicit than explicit, 
reflecting the author’s approach to economy of text. Although Shorto’s draft bibliography 
is sketchy, we have made every possible effort both to identify sources, and to confirm 
the accuracy of citations.  
The dictionary is based initially upon a synthesis of published comparative works. 
The texts drawn on for each etymology are listed in parentheses accordingly. This leads 
to some underspecification, as there are overlaps between these works, and items taken 
directly from the primary sources, e.g. Stieng items drawn directly from Azémar (1886) 
are not distinguished from Schmidt’s citations from the same source.  
Where particular forms are not drawn from published comparative works, their 
source may (although not always) be indicated immediately after their citation within the 
etymology, e.g.: in #2 *ʔiiʔ person, Stieng ʔaɲ is marked as being from Blood (1966), as 
it was not taken from Azémar (1886). The author also introduced various new 
comparisons; some of their sources are marked, but others are not. As Shorto had not 
finished redrafting the full text before his passing, it is a fact that not all sources have 











* hypothetical, reconstructed, unattested 
† Munda cognate cited 
‡ Austronesian cognate cited 
> becoming, developing into 
< deriving from 
→ loanword into 
← loanword from 
~ morphologically related to 
= the same (etymon) as 
≠ differs from 




ib. in the same work 
intr. intransitive 
n.  noun 
tr. transitive 
v. verb 
v.i. verb intransitive 













More than sixty years have passed since Pater Wilhelm Schmidt, in a celebrated series of 
monographs, laid the foundations for modern comparative study of the Mon-Khmer 
languages as a group and within the Austric family to which they ultimately belong 
(Schmidt 1904, 1905, 1906). Few scholars now, in spite of intervening controversies, 
would seriously dispute his main findings; but there have been marked differences in the 
rate of progress in the various branches of the field which he opened up. Austronesian 
studies have proliferated, following on the classic work of Otto Dempwolff (1934-38); 
more recently H.-J. Pinnow (1959) has provided a comparable, if in some respects more 
modest, systematization of Munda. In Mon-Khmer2 itself, the kernel of Schmidt’s 
inquiries, the equivalent synthesis has yet to be achieved. A good deal of additional 
cognate material has been assembled, notably by Skeat and Blagden (1906) and Shafer 
(1952, 1965); but attempts at a systematic reconstruction have run into difficulties most 
obviously in the face of irregularities in the correspondences of vowels.3 The pivotal 
character of this part of the problem is my excuse for anticipating the comprehensive 
account which must follow later by putting forward the data from which the Mon-Khmer 
vowel system may be reconstructed. 
 The solution I propose depends on the recognition, alongside the vocalism 
reflected in a set of “regular” correspondences, of a number of types of vowel variation or 
gradation in Proto-Mon-Khmer with the variants distributed more or less randomly in 
modern dialects. It will readily be seen that, if such an interpretation of the data is 
correct, then the wider the extension of a cognate set the greater the chance of its 
including one or more vowel-variant forms. It follows that a comparison which, as most 
recent ones have, embraces the largest possible number of languages will elicit a very 
large number of partially similar correspondences. If, on the other hand, comparison is 
                                                 
1  [Editorial note: for spoken Mon and modern Khmer Shorto uses the symbols b and d for IPA ɓ 
and ɗ respectively; spoken Mon hw corresponds to IPA ɸ.] 
2 The term “Mon-Khmer” has been used in two senses: of Mon, Khmer, and the languages of the 
Annamite Chain as in the titles of Schmidt’s three monographs; and of the whole of the eastern 
branch of Austroasiatic, i.e. AA excluding Munda. Pinnow has proposed “Khmer-Nicobar” for 
the latter grouping. Until the position of Nicobarese is clarified I adhere to the older term; but 
my use of “Mon-Khmer” in the wide sense will be unambiguous, since I prefer to divide Mon 
with Nyahkur as “Western MK” from the remainder of the languages in Schmidt’s narrower 
group, which designates “Eastern MK”.  
3 Cf. David D. Thomas (1964), “A survey of Austroasiatic and Mon-Khmer comparative studies”, 
p. 161: “So in general Schmidt’s work on initial consonants can be considered sound, the final 
consonants can be considered valid at most points, and the vowels are as he left them–chaotic.” 
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restricted to two languages—and given that the incidence of vowel variation is limited—
we should expect a relatively high number of regularly related cognates and a smaller 
number of “irregular” ones attributable to variation. These again will be likely to show 
the following features: doublets will occur at least occasionally in each language; 
variations being randomly distributed will generate multiple correspondences, e.g. *i in 
Language A versus *ii in Language B, and *ii in A versus *i in B; the correspondences so 
generated will be relatively infrequent as well as numerous. These expectations are borne 
out in the material presented below. 
 The two languages to be thus compared are Mon and Khmer. I choose them in the 
first place because the amount of lexical material available guarantees a maximum 
number of cognate pairs. In addition, their relationship is distant enough to provide a 
useful baseline when the comparison is extended to other dialects; and with Mon at any 
rate it is possible to trace the evolution of the language and so to go behind more recent 
perturbations of its phonological system. 
 For Mon, Old Mon is taken as the standard of reference and forms from the 
inscriptions are cited wherever possible, their counterparts in modern spoken Mon, if 
any, being also noted. Old and Middle Mon are cited from my Dictionary of the Mon 
inscriptions (1971); spoken Mon from my Dictionary of modern spoken Mon (1962); most of 
the literary forms cited will be found in P. Halliday, A Mon-English dictionary (Bangkok, 
1922; repr. Rangoon, 1955), but some are taken from unpublished lexical collections.4
 In the case of Khmer my knowledge regrettably does not a1low me to base the 
comparison on epigraphic material in the same way. For many of the Old Khmer forms 
cited I am indebted to the kindness of [ms. blank here].5 Most of the modern Khmer 
forms are taken from Syndulphe Tandart [1877-1931], Dictionnaire-cambodgien-français 
(1935); those bearing the rubric “(Guesdon 1930)” are from Joseph Guesdon, Dictionnaire 
cambodgien-français. In addition, my colleague Mrs J. M. Jacob has kindly supplied a 
number of references to the 1969 edition of Vacananukram Khmer. All modern forms are 
transcribed according to the system set out in Eugénie J. A. Henderson, “The main 
features of Cambodian pronunciation”, BSOAS, XIV, 1952, pp. 149-74. This differs in 
certain minor respects from that used in Judith M. Jacob, Introduction to Cambodian 
(1968), to which reference is made at appropriate places below.6 Where it is necessary to 
refer to the Cambodian orthography, the transliteration used is of the conventional 
Sanskritic type with the following modifications: the long inherent vowel is represented 
by ɔ,̄ the inherent vowel plus short mark (bɔntɔk) or in a non-final syllable by ɔ; ā plus 
short mark, and ā plus anusvāra before ṅ, is represented by a; the vowel signs which are 
                                                 
4 [Editorial note: Bauer confirms that Shorto is referring to lexicographical material compiled by 
J. A Stewart, C. O. Blagden and U Wāyama which used to be kept in metal file-card boxes at 
Shorto’s office and in the form of notebooks. The material is presumed to be lost. He kept a 
handwritten copy of Stewart’s collection of Mon folktales, of which lexical and syntactical 
samples were entered into the Mon dictionary of 1962. Bauer possesses a photocopy of it as 
well as of interleaved notes of Blagden’s annotations to various Mon texts.]. 
5  [Editorial note: It is likely that Shorto meant to thank Saverous Pou and his colleague J. M. 
Jacob, but hesitated due to concerns over various sensitivities. Mrs. Jacob had compiled a 
glossary of pre-Angkorian Khmer and may have supplied a number of samples.] 
6 There are marginal advantages in citing Khmer forms in a transcription which represents the 
modern pronunciation. The relation of the latter to the orthography is indicated in the 
discussion of each correspondence.  
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respectively the fifth, sixth, ninth to twelfth, and fourteenth in the Cambodian syllabary 
are represented by ɯ, ɯ̄, uə, ɤ, ɯə, iə, ɛ.7  
 The proposed reconstruction was developed from a comparison of these two 
languages in the first instance, and is presented in terms of them here for clarity of 
demonstration. However, its extension to other Mon-Khmer dialects has necessitated 
some modifications of the scheme first derived from comparison of Mon and Khmer. 
Since I do not posit an immediate relationship between the two within the larger group, 
there would be little point in establishing the first version of the system only to 
reformulate it later, and I do not so. At those points, therefore, where Mon and Khmer 
are insufficient to establish distinctions attributed to the Proto-Mon-Khmer system, forms 
from other dialects are quoted in order to justify the reconstructions made. The vowel 
system to be reconstructed for Proto-Mon-Khmer comprises seven simple vowels, in all of 
which length is distinctive, and three diphthongs: i, ii, e, ee, e, a, aa, ə, əə, ɔ, ɔɔ, o, oo, 
u, uu, iə, uə, ai. 
 The principal types of variation postulated are (i) between short and long vowel: 
i/ii, etc.; (ii) between simple vowel and diphthong: ii/iə, uu/uə, occasionally aa/ai; (iii) 
between diphthong and ə : iə/ə, uə/ə. They may occur in combination, e.g. i/ii/iə/ə. 
Some other, minor types, may be noted. 
 Before proceeding further we shall consider the vowel systems of Mon and Khmer. 
The Old Mon system, in its maximal extension before velars, may be phonologically 
interpreted as /i, e, a, ø, o, u, ɯ, ai/. Its graphic representation, which is not fully 
systematic, is noted at the appropriate places below and summarized in Table 1. Of the 
nine terms listed, /ai/ occurs only before velars and /ɯ/ only before velars and 
laryngeals; /i, e/ do not occur before /y/; /o, u/ do not occur before /w/. 
 The subsequent evolution of this system is summarized in Table 2. The main steps 
were as follows. (i) In Middle Mon /ø/ lost its rounding, and /ɯ/ became rounded (/ø/ 
> /i/; /ɯ/ > /u/), following a nasal and following medial /ʔ/ < /nʔ/. The 
disappearance through merger of final /c, ɲ/ added a further diphthong to the system 
before velars, which was and is not distinguished in writing from /e/, but survives in 
spoken Mon as ɔi. (ii) At a later stage /ɔ/ > /o/ before most finals following /n, m/ (the 
position is complicated, however, by interdialectal borrowing); then /o/ disappeared 
before laryngeals as a result of /oʔ/ > /ɯ/, /oh/ > /uh/; /ɯ/ and /ø/ merged as a 
central vowel. (iii) The emergence of a register distinction, probably towards the end of 
the sixteenth century, set in train the complex series of splits, shifts, and mergers which 
produced the modern system. These changes were conditioned partly by register, partly 
by the nature of the preceding consonant, and partly by that of the final one. They are 
reflected in the orthography only to the extent that rhyme mergers have led to 
historically misleading “phonetic” spellings of particular words. 
 The Khmer system is most conveniently set out in terms of its orthography, which 
like the Mon one antedates the splits which have followed the development of register. In 
its maximal extension, in closed syllables before most finals, the written system is (not in 
syllabary order) i/ɯ8, ī, iə, e, ɛ, a, ā, ɔ, ɔ,̄ o, u, ū, uə, ɤ, ɯ̄, ɯə. In the contexts in question 
these symbols are pronounced, according to register, ɤ/ɯ̀, ì:, iə/ìə, eː/èː, æ/ɛ ̀ː , a/ɛà/ɔə̀, 
                                                 
7 I am grateful to Mrs Jacob for looking over the Khmer material in this paper. Any errors which 
remain, however, are mine.  
8 In complementary distribution. 
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aː/ìə, ɔ/ẁə/ù, ɔː/ɔ̀ː , ao/òː, o/ù, oː/ùː, uə/ùə, aɤ/ɤ̀ː, ɤː/ɯ̀ː, ɯə/ɯ̀ə. Before palatals, 
before ḥ, and in open syllables restricted systems operate. 
 The sixteen terms of the maximal system include four pairs which are functionally 
distinguished by length, or appear to have been so at the time when the orthography was 
established: i, ī (or ɯ, ɯ̄; but these symbols are of relatively recent introduction), a, ā, ɔ, 
ɔ,̄ u, ū. Further simplifications are suggested by a study of distribution after known 
loanwords have been eliminated, as by inspection of the correspondences set out below. 
ɯə seems to occur only in loans from Thai, while ɯː  has a very restricted distribution in 
native words and is then probably environmentally conditioned. ī does not occur in head-
register words; oppositions of e and ɛ are relatively infrequent and show at least a partial 
correlation with register. 
 I shall now set out the Mon : Khmer correspondences in their relation to the 
reconstructed Proto-Mon-Khmer system, dealing at first with the regular 
correspondences. The order to be followed is dictated by simplicity of exposition and is, 
*a, *aa, *i, *ii, *iə, *u, *uu, *uə, *ɔ, *ɔɔ, *ə, *əə, *e, *ee, *o, *oo, *ai. 
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Table 1: Mon : Khmer correspondences 
 
PMK Old Mon orthography Old Mon phonology Khmer orthography 
*i i, u, a, ī, ū, e, ui, ei ø i, ɯ 
*-iʔ -i(ʼ) -iʔ -ī 
*ii ī, i i i, ɯ(1), ī(1), e(2)
*-iiʔ -ey ɔy -ai 
*e e e ɛ(3), e(4)
*ee ī, i i ɛ(5), e(6)
*a a; e(7) a(8) a, ā(9), ai(10), e(11), -(12)
*aa ā; e(13) ai(8), a ā 
*ə i etc.; a(14), o(12) ø; ɔ(12,14) ɔ; ɔ(̄9); a(2)
*əə i etc.; u, ū(10) ø; u(10) ɤ 
*ɔ o(8), a ɔ ɔ; ɔ(̄9); a(2)
*ɔɔ o(8), a ɔ ɔ;̄ ūv(15)
*o u, ū, o(8); i etc. ɯ(8), ø o 
*oo o; u(15) o; u(15) o 
*u u, ū, o(8); i etc.; ū, u(10) ɯ(8), ø; u(10) u; ūv(15), ū(16)
*uu ū, u u ū, u(12); o(2)
*-uuʔ -ow ɔw -au 
*iə e; a(17) ei; ɔ(17)(?); iə(18) iə 
*uə o o uə 
*ai a; e(13) ai(8), a ɛ 
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Table 2: Mon historical developments 
(Spoken Mon open syllables, and Literary Mon -ā, -ī, -ū, au,  
reflect Old Mon final /r, l, w/;  
Literary Mon -a, -i, -u reflect Old Mon final /ʔ/.) 
 
Old Mon phonology Literary Mon Spoken Mon 
i i, ī  ɔe i ì(19); oi òi(20); ɛ i ì 
e e ea ɛà(20); e è 
a -a, -ā; -au(21); -a-(23); -ā- a(ɛ) ɛ(̀a)(19); ɛ ɛà(20); a à(22);  
a è(24); -ai -ài(25); -ao -ɛà(21)
ø ui; e(26); i, ī a à:(20); ɔi òi (26); -oi (25); ɒ (ɜ) ɜ;̀  
or as < Old Mon /i/(27)
ɔ å(20); -au(21); a ɔ ò; -o -o- -uh(28); -oa -òa(25);  
-ao -ɛà  
o o -ɒʔ -ɜʔ̀; -uh -ùh; -oa -òa(25); o ò  
u u, ū ao u ù(19); ɜ ɜ(̀20);  
-ɔe -ui -ùi(25); ɔ u ù 
ɯ o(29), ui; u(27)  ɒ ɜ(̀30); a à(20); or as < Old Mon 
/u/(27)
ai ā ai ài  
 
1.   Chest register. 
2.   “Post-dental” shift. The incidence 
varies according to the vowel. 
3.   Head register. 
4.   Chest register; head register *h, (?) 
*w. 
5.   Head register; chest register before 
*ʔ. 
6.   Chest register; (?) head register 
before s. 
7.   Before y, optionally before c, ñ. 
8.   Before laryngeals and velars. 
9.   Before *ʔ, ṁ, r.  
10. Before *y.  
11. Chest register before ñ (?). 
12. Before *h.  
13. Optionally before velars.  
14. Before s.  
15. Before *ʔ. 
16. Before r. 
17. Before s following consonant cluster.  
18. Before r, l, w.  
19. In open syllables and before 
laryngeals.  
20. Before velars.  
21. Old Mon -w.  
22. Before dentals.  
23. Before velars, ḥ. 
24. Before p, m. 
25. Old Mon -y.  
26. Before velar < Old Mon palatal. 
27. By post-nasal split.  
28. Following n, m.  
29. Rare except before ʼ /ʔ/. 
30. Before laryngeals.  
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Vowels before Stops, Nasals and Liquids9
 
*a, *aa, *ai. 
*a. Before final *k, *ŋ, *t, *n, *p, *m the reconstruction of *a presents little difficulty. It 
follows from correspondences of a in Eastern Mon-Khmer languages other than Khmer 
(Bahnaric, Khmuic) and in Temiar, ă in Vietnamese and Mương, and orthographic a in 
Khmer and in Old and Middle Mon. 
 Mon: Old Mon a is interpreted as phonological /a/ before velars (and laryngeals) 
and /ɔ/ before other finals. Modern Mon has correspondingly ɛ, chest-register ɛà before 
velars; ɔ (and following nasal o), chest-register ò otherwise. 
 Khmer: orthographic a is realized as a in head-register words, and in chest-register 
words as ɛə̀ before velars, ɔə̀ before other finals. 
 Palaungic: the Riang-Lang correspondences are a before velars and ə before other 
consonants. Palaung has aʔ < *-ak and ə before other consonants, so that PMK *a can 
generally be reconstructed from Palaung -aʔ : Riang-Lang -ak; Palaung -əŋ : Riang-Lang -
aŋ; Palaung -ət : Riang-Lang -ət, etc. Praok, which shows indications of having been a 
register language at an earlier stage, has o before velars following an originally voiceless 
initial complex, u following an originally voiced one; before the other consonants in 
question it has u irrespective of the initial. 
 Khasi most often has a; but in a significant minority of cases—about a quarter, 
before all finals—it has e. This is too frequent to account for by assuming PMK variants 
in *ə, nor can it readily be explained by environmental conditioning. I make no special 
reconstruction in these cases. 
 Most of these reflexes are illustrated in the following examples. 
 1. Middle Mon jak, Modern Mon cɛàk ‘to march, set out’; Sre ja’ ‘to tread on, 
trample’, Bahnar jak ‘to go away’; Riang-Lang _cak ‘to put on, wear [shoes]’ (and by 
extension ‘... [headgear, rings]’); ‘Central Sakai’ jak ‘to tread on’ (301 *jak). 
 2. Khmer tɛə̀k ‘to trap’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) dak ‘to catch’, Sre da’, Biat dak 
‘trap’, Bahnar dak ‘projectile trap’, Jeh, Halang dak ‘spear trap’; Riang-Lang ˉdak ‘(to) 
trap’; Semai (Tauern 1914) daːk ‘trap’ (#330 *ɗak). This root is distinct from *dak ‘to 
bind’ (325) with which Schmidt (1905:38) conflated it. 
 3. Middle Mon kwak ‘to hang (v.i.t.)’, Modern Mon kwɛk v.t.; Khmu Yuan wak; 
Palaung hvaʔ v.i.; Khasi wah v.t.; Mương quắc (#459 *kwak). From a nasal-infix form is 
Vietnamese mắc v.t.  
 4. Palaung təŋ ‘to roast, steam, heat’, Riang-Lang ˉtaŋ ‘to bake in open dish’, 
Praok toŋ ‘to broil’; Khasi thang ‘to burn, roast, cremate’ (#544 *t1aŋ).  
                                                 
9 [Editorial note: The original title for this section was “Vowels Before Non-Laryngeal Finals”, but 
Shorto changed his mind and in the typescript “Non-Laryngeal Finals” is crossed out and “Stops, 
Nasals and Liquids” written over it. The significance of this change in title can be inferred from 
Shorto 1976c, which presents a reconstruction of PMK vocalism specifically restricted to the 
rhymes with laryngeal finals. Structurally the reconstruction in that paper corresponds to that 
offered in the present chapter, which we know was prepared for the first draft of his MK 
comparative dictionary (Bauer confirms that Shorto was reworking his PMK vocalism for the 
second version, although no relevant manuscript has been found). We can thus deduce that the 
paper (1976c) is the missing companion to “Vowels Before Non-Laryngeal Finals”, reworked to 
appear as a stand-alone paper. ] 
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 5. Old Mon tḅaṅ, Modern Mon bɛŋ ‘bamboo shoots’; Stieng (Azémar 1886) baŋ 
id., Biat baŋ ‘shoots’; Palaung bəŋ ‘bamboo shoots’; Vietnamese măng [tre] id. (#636 
*t1ɓaŋ). From an infixed form are Khmer tùmpɛə̀ŋ, dɔmpɛə̀ŋ ‘shoot’, Sre ɓaŋ, Bahnar 
təbaŋ, Jeh tabaŋ, Halang dəbaŋ ‘bamboo shoots’. Theng tbaŋ ‘shoot’. 
 6. Khmer phlɛə̀ŋ ‘thatching-grass’; Palaung pləŋ, Riang-Lang ˉ̄plaŋ id.; Khasi 
phlang, ʼlang ‘grass’; ‘Central Sakai’ plɔːk ‘roof’ (#749 *[p]laŋ). (Vietnamese tranh 
‘thatching-grass’ appears to reflect a var. *plaiŋ.) 
 7. Stieng (Azémar 1886) hăŋ ‘piquant, biting, pungent’, Sre haŋ ‘over-salt’, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm haŋ ‘peppery’, Biat haŋ ‘spicy, piquant’, Bahnar haŋ ‘sharp, 
piquant, biting’; Vietnamese hăng ‘[smell] to be acrid, [garlic, onion] to be strong’ (#783 
*haŋ). (Jeh has hàŋ ‘hot, peppery, for expected **haŋ. Khmer haːŋ ‘tart, acid, bitter, 
strong-smelling’ is perhaps a loan from the Austronesian cognate: cf. Cham kà-aːŋ ‘âcre 
et fort’.) 
 8. Mon bɔt ‘(cɔm—) to feel, palpate, (—toa) fist’; Biat bat [tiː] ‘fist, to clench’; 
Riang-Lang  ˉbət ‘to feel, palpate’; Khasi bat ‘to hold, catch hold of, grasp’; Bateg Deq bɔt 
‘to hold, (#1042 *[j]ɓat). 
 9. Old Mon mat, Modern Mon mòt ‘eye’; Stieng mat id., Sre mat ‘face, eye’, 
Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar mat ‘eye’, Jeh mat ‘eye, face’, Halang, Khmu’, 
Khmu Yuan mat ‘eye’; Khasi ʼmat id.; Vietnamese mặt ‘face’, Mương mặt ‘eye, face’; 
Temiar mad ‘eye’ (#1045 *mat). Vietnamese mắt ‘eye’ is from a prefixed form, along 
with Khasi khmat. 
 10. Middle Mon that ‘to be powerful, severe’, Modern Mon thɔt ‘to be strong’; 
Khmer thɔə̀t ‘to be fat’; Palaung hət ‘to be thick’ (#111 *dhat). Riang-Lang ˉkhət ‘to be 
thick’ shows a secondary prefix. 
 11. Mon klɔn ‘python’; Khmer thlan, Stieng (Azémar 1886) klăn, Sre, Biat klan; 
Khasi thlen, ʼlen; Vietnamese trăn id.; (?) Che’ Wong talun ‘snake’ (#1205 *t lan). 1
 12. Stieng, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Jeh, Halang, Kuy kap ‘to bite’; Temiar 
kab (#1231 *kap). From a prefixed form are Khasi jkep ‘to bite’, jkap ‘snapping with 
teeth’. 
 13. Old Mon kaṁ ‘arrow, projectile’, Modern Mon kɔm ‘bullet, cartridge’; Khmer 
kam ‘projectile’, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Khmu Yuan kam ‘arrow’ (#1308 
*kam). Khasi has khnam id., from an infixed form. See also the forms with variant, nos. 
62-3, 66-9, 72-3, 77 below. 
 
Before final *c, *ɲ fronted and raised vowels are found in the Stieng dialect described by 
Azémar; Bahnar, Jeh, and Halang; Khmuic; Palaung; and Temiar, corresponding to the 
reflexes specified for *-k etc. in other languages. This is accompanied by a shift of the 
final nasal to a velar one in the North Bahnaric languages and Palaung. We find ɛ in 
Bahnar, so frequently accompanied by lengthening that this should probably not be 
treated as irregular; ê in Azémar’s Stieng; e in Jeh, Halang, and Temiar; and i in Khmu’, 
while Khmu Yuan has -ec (see no. 27 below), -iɲ. Palaung has -iŋ < *-aɲ following a 
voiceless initial complex, -ɛŋ following a voiced one, but the reflexes before stop have 
not been determined.  
 In one instance also (no. 19) Khmer has è, and this is taken to be the chest-
register reflex before a palatal.  
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 In Old Mon before these finals a or e may be written allographically for /ɔ/; thus 
kuṁlac, kuṁmlec /kəlɔc/ ‘thief’; srañ, sreñ /srɔɲ/ ‘silver’. 
 14. Khmer kac ‘to break [rigid-object]’, Stieng kac ‘to strip [leaves, grain]’, Sre 
kac ‘to harvest [hill paddy]’, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kac ‘to strip [grain]’, Bahnar 
(kəːc beside) dial. kɛːc ‘to cut with scissors, strip [leaves, grain], harvest’; Riang-Lang 
kac ‘to break (v.i.), to tear (v.t.)’; Khasi kheit ‘to pluck, gather’; Vietnamese cắt, Mương 
cắch ‘to cut up’; Bateg Deq kɛc ‘to cut’ (#800 *kac). Note further Bahnar kənɛːc ‘to break 
[ear, twig, etc.] with nail’, from an infixed form. 
 15. Mon wòt ‘to wring out’; Sre wac, Biat [daːk] wac [weːl] ‘eddy’; ‘Central 
Sakai’ wêt, uêt ‘to twist, wring’ (#863 *wac). Khasi khyrwait ‘id., to strangle’, from a 
prefixed form, is to be compared with Biat rwac ‘to twist [hair] into knot’. 
 16. Old Mon sac, Modern Mon sɔt ‘fruit’; Khmer sac ‘flesh, meat’, Kuy sac ‘meat’, 
Bahnar tsɛc ‘lean meat’; Temiar sej ‘meat’ (#871 *sac). The senses ‘meat’ and ‘fruit’ are 
both found in Aslian: Skeat and Blagden 1906, F 170(a). 
 17. Old Mon pañ, Modern Mon pɔn ‘to shoot’; Khmer baɲ, Stieng, Sre, Chrau, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat paɲ id., Bahnar pɛɲ ‘to beat cotton with a bow’, Jeh, Halang 
peŋ, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan piɲ ‘to shoot’; Palaung piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ id.; Vietnamese 
bắn, Mương pắnh (#905 *paɲʔ). Riang-Lang ɯ is otherwise attested only in Shan loans; 
its occurrence here may conceivably reflect the complex final, but the point cannot be 
proved. 
 18. Literary Mon. saman ‘star’; Stieng, Sre, Chrau səmaɲ, Bunör, Central Rölöm, 
Biat maɲ, Khmu Yuan sərmiɲ; Palaung səmiŋ, Riang-Lang _səkməɲ, Praok simuɲ 
(#888 *smʔaɲ). 
 19 Late Middle Mon mran, Modern Mon pəròn ‘smallpox’; Khmer mrèɲ ‘ulcer, 
cancer, chancre, gangrene’, Biat mraɲ ‘chancre’; Palaung brɛŋ ‘smallpox’ (#923 *mraɲ). 
 20. Kuy kasaɲ ‘snake’; Palaung hiŋ, Riang-Lang ˉhəɲ; Khs bseiñ, ʼseiñ (#937 
*[b]saɲʔ). From a form with r-infix are Praok siʔuɲ; Vietnamese [con] rắn. (Khmer 
msaɲ ‘year of the snake’ is reportedly a loanword from a Mương dialect.) 
 See also 64-5 below. 
 
Final semivowels and liquids: in most languages the reflexes are those already listed; I 
note here exceptions. 
 From *-ar Praok has -o (following originally voiceless initial; the post-voicing 
reflex has not been determined). Vietnamese has -ay (i.e. with short /a/), -ây, variation 
between these finals being common in the language. Thus: 
 21. Mon pɔ ‘to fly’; Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Bahnar par, Jeh 
pal, Halang par; Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpər, Praok po; Vietnamese bay, Mương pӑ l 
(#1633 *par; note also Kuy paal). Khasi ʼner ‘feather’—beside sner, with secondary 
prefix—from an infixed form, is to be compared with Sre ddar, Chrau, Bahnar pənar 
‘wing’ inter alia. (Note here Biat naːr ‘wing, feather’, with unexplained long vowel; Khmu 
Yuan pənɨɨr ‘wing’ shows contamination by tɨɨr ‘to fly’.) 
 See also 70 below. 
 From *-al Praok has -ɔ, following originally voiceless initial; Vietnamese has -ay. 
In the one available example Riang-Lang has a, not ə. Thus: 
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 22. Khmer tbal ‘rice-mortar’ (Tandart gives tbaːl, with possibly secondary 
lengthening; so Stieng (Azémar 1886) paːl ?; Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpal, Praok pɔ 
(#1757 *tpal). Sre, Biat mpal, Bahnar təpal are from an infixed form. 
 See also 71 below.  
 Other correspondences. In three items Khmuic exhibits an unexplained high 
back unrounded vowel. 
 23. Khmu Yuan lɨk ‘to be blind’. Cf. Mon klɛk ‘to be filled in, closed, blind’; Khasi 
[mat]lah ‘blind’ (#433 *klak). 
 24. Theng drɯ̆ŋ, from prefixed form cən̆drɯ̆ŋ, Khmu Yuan centrɨɨŋ ‘horn’. Cf. 
Old Mon draṅ ‘elephant’s tusk’, Modern Mon krɛàŋ ‘horn, tusk’; Praok ruŋ ‘horn’; Khasi 
reng; Vietnamese sừng (#699 *d raŋ); and from prefixed form Riang-Lang _kəmrəŋ. 2
 25. Khmu Yuan (obsolescent) nɨm̀, Theng nɯ̆m ‘year’. Cf. Khmer chnam, Stieng 
sənam, Sre nam, sənam, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat nam, Jeh hnam, Halang hənam; 
Palaung sənəm, Praok num; Khasi snem, ʼnem; Vietnamese, Mương nӑ m (#1368 
*cnam). Old Mon cnām, Modern Mon hnam, and perhaps Bahnar dialects hanaːm, 
sanaːm, sənaːm reflect a long-vowel variant. Some of the above may reflect an infixed 
form. 
 It is doubtful whether these cases are environmentally conditioned. (Contrast here 
with (#707) *mraŋ ‘horse’ > Palaung brəŋ, Riang-Lang ˍməraŋ, Praok bruŋ; (*kuən 
mraŋ > ) *k-mraŋ > Khmu’ hmraŋ, Khmu Yuan həmpraŋ, kəmpraŋ.)  
 In four items Vietnamese exhibits a similar vowel; apart from no. 24 above all 
involve final *-c. 
 26. Vietnamese đứt ‘to be broken, snapped, to be cut’. Cf. Khmer dac ‘(to) break’, 
Stieng (Azémar 1886) têc ‘to break’, Sre tac ‘broken, cut’, Biat tac ‘[rope] to break’; 
Khasi thait ‘to cut asunder, to snap’ (#812 *tac). 
 27. Vietnamese bán đứt ‘to sell’. Cf. Khmer dac ‘saleable’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
têc, Sre, Biat tac, Bahnar tɛːc, Jeh, Halang tek, Khmu Yuan tec ‘to sell’ (#813 *t ac). 1
 28. Vietnamese nứt ‘to crack open, split open’. Cf. Mon dɔt ‘to hatch out (v.i.)’ 
(#821 *[r]ɗac; Sora ra'da’-). 
 In none of these cases do I make a special construction. 
  
*aa. The normal correspondences from which *aa is reconstructed before the same finals 
are of orthographic ā in Old and Middle Mon and in Khmer; long /aː/ in other Eastern 
Mon-Khmer languages (noted as aa in Kuy, Sre, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan), Temiar (noted as 
ā), and Khasi (written a); Vietnamese and Mương a; Palaung a, Riang-Lang ɑ. Praok has 
a following an originally voiceless initial complex and usually ɛ following an originally 
voiced one. 
 Mon: Old Mon ā is interpreted as /ai/ before velars and /a/ before other finals. In 
the first context e may be written allographically, e.g. kyāk, kyek /kyaik/ ‘sacred 
being...’. Modern Mon has correspondingly ai, chest register ài before velars; before other 
finals a; chest-register è before labials, -ɛà from Old Mon -ār, -āl, à otherwise. 
 Khmer: orthographic ā is realized as aː in head-register words, ìːə in chest-register 
ones. 
 Thus: 
 29. Mon kətaik ‘tongue’; Kuy ntaaʔ, Khmu Yuan həntaak; Riang-Lang ˉtɑk, 
Praok dak; Temiar lɛntāg (#320 *nt1aak, *l(n)t1aak). Palaung has kərtaʔ, with a 
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secondary prefix seen also in Nicobarese kəletaːk; note also Khmer ɔndaːt, with 
assimilated final. 
 30. Old Mon kyāk, kyek, Modern Mon caik ‘sacred being or thing’; Stieng (Azémar 
1886) ciaːk ‘bloodsucking male witch’, Sre caa ‘evil spirit’, Biat ciaːk ‘ghost’, West 
Bahnar kiak (and kiɛk; with secondary shortening following semivowel?), ‘corpse, (souls 
of) the dead, ghosts’, Jeh kayaːk ‘to die’, Halang kəyaːk ‘corpse’ (#388 *kyaak). 
 31. Sre kaaŋ ‘jaw’, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm kaːŋ ‘chin’, Biat, Bahnar, 
Jeh, Halang kaːŋ ‘chin, jaw’; Mương cáng ‘chin’ (#497 *kaaŋʔ). 
 32. East Bahnar ràːŋ ‘light (n.)’; Palaung raŋ ‘lamp’, Praok rɛŋ ‘to be light’; Khasi 
rang ‘[weather] to be fine’; Vietnamese rạng ‘to dawn’ (#660 *raaŋʔ). From a prefixed 
form are Khmer sraːŋ ‘first light, to glimmer’, Biat craːŋ ‘reflection, to reflect’; 
Vietnamese sáng ‘light’; Sakai chĕrang ‘daylight’. 
 33. Mon thaiŋ ‘junction, fork, division of stem’; Khmer thìːəŋ ‘palm-frond’, 
Kontum Bahnar thaːŋ ‘branch’ (#789 *dhaaŋ). 
 34. Mon sat ‘to bale’; Khmer saːc ‘id., to throw from bucket’, Sre saac ‘to empty 
with a bucket’; Riang-Lang ˉhɑc ‘earth cast of land-crab etc.’; Vietnamese tát ‘to irrigate, 
bale out’ (#872 *saac). Khasi snaid ‘strainer’, from an infixed form, formally parallels 
Biat nhaːc ‘drizzle’ (and Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm nhac, with perhaps contextual 
shortening). 
 35. Old Mon smāñ, Modern Mon hman ‘to ask, inquire’; Khmu’, Khmu Yuan maaɲ 
‘to ask’; Palaung hman ‘to request’, Riang-Lang ˉmɑɲ ‘to inquire, request’, Praok maɲ ‘to 
request’; Temiar səmāɲ ‘to inquire, (#912 *smaaɲ). 
 36. Mon hwat ‘to shred with a sharp instrument’; Khmer paːt ‘to trim down, file 
down’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) paːt ‘to cut oneself on something sharp’, Bahnar pāt ‘to 
whet’; Vietnamese, Mương phát ‘to cut, trim’ (#1026 *cpaat). 
 37. Mon dan ‘path’; Khmer daːn ‘path, trail, scent’ (and lʔaːn, by levelling on the 
infixed form lùmʔaːn id.; #1123 *lʔaan). 
 38. Sre caan ‘to borrow, hire, buy on credit’, Bunör, Central Rölöm caːn ‘to 
borrow’, Bahnar caːn ‘[to buy] on credit’ (#1141 *.caan). From an infixed form is Praok 
san ‘debt’. 
 39. Bahnar haaːp, həaːp, Jeh kaqaːp, Halang kəqaːp ‘to yawn’; Riang-Lang ˉhɑp 
(#1229 *sʔaap). From an infixed *snʔaap are Mon həap id.; Khmer sŋaːp, Biat ŋgaːp 
[bic], Bahnar h(ə)ŋaːp, Theng hŋap; Vietnamese ngáp id.; Khasi sngab ‘gills’ (and Sre 
ŋgap ‘to yawn’, with contextual shortening?). 
 40. Stieng (Azémar 1886) taːp, Sre taap ‘to clap, slap’, Biat, Jeh taːp ‘to slap’, 
Bahnar, Halang taːp ‘to slap, hit’; Praok tap ‘to strike, beat’; Khasi thab ‘to hit with hand, 
slap’ (#1251 *t aap). 1
 41. Khmer kdaːm, Stieng (Azémar 1886) taːm, Sre taam ‘crab’; Riang-Lang 
kətɑm; Khasi tham (#1348 *kt1aam). From a nasal-infix form are Mon hətam id.; 
Bahnar, Halang kətaːm, Jeh kataːm, Khmu Yuan kətaam; ‘Central Sakai’ kantom. 
 42. Khmer chìːəm ‘blood’ (#1430 *jhaam); and with n-infix Kuy hŋaam id.; 
Palaung hnam, Riang-Lang ˉnɑm, Praok nam; Khasi ʼnam, snam; with m-infix, Sre 
mhaam, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat mhaːm, Bahnar, Jeh phaːm, Halang 
məhaːm, Khmu Yuan màam; Kensiu məhəm. (Old Mon chiṁ, Modern Mon chim 
represent an isolated front-vowel variant.) 
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 43. Mon həpa ‘flat surface, back [of hand etc.]’; Khmer tɔmbaː ‘flat surface’ 
(#1639 *tnpaar). 
 44. Old Mon ʼbār, Modern Mon mɛà ‘to kneel with bowed head’; Khasi par ‘to 
kneel’; Vietnamese bái ‘to bow, pay homage to’ (#1644 *ʔbaar; the Vietnamese tone may 
be attributable to the initial sequence). 
 45. Old Mon kyāl, Modern Mon ca ‘air, wind’; Kuy kayaal, Stieng caːl, chaːl, Sre 
caal, Chrau chaːl, Bunör syaːl, Central Rölöm caːl, Biat chiaːl, Bahnar kiaːl ‘wind’ 
(#1782 *kyaal). Khmer khyɔl shows a special contextual development (Pre-Khmer *kyəl 
?) following y, seen also in yùm ‘to weep’ : Old Mon yām, Modern Mon yèm, &c. (1381 
*yaam) 
 46. Mon wɛà ‘open ground, pasture’; Khmer vìːəl ‘plain’ (#1797 *waal).  
 47. Middle Mon kṣā, Modern Mon cha ‘split bamboo fibre’; Riang-Lang ˉkhɑl 
[_roʔ] (#1802 *ksaal). 
 See also 62, 64-71, 74-7. 
  
Other correspondences. Praok a following an originally voiced initial may be regular 
before certain finals. For *-aac we have lac it ‘to sleep late’ : Riang-Lang _lɑc ‘to be lazy’ 
(*laac), and vac ‘sword’ : Riang-Lang _vac, _wac (#864 *waac). nam ‘blood’ < 
*jnhaam (no. 42) probably reflects Proto-Palaungic *hnɑm, with loss of *j-. But there is 
a discrepancy between e.g. kɛ 3rd pers. dual pronoun : Palaung gar, Riang-Lang _kɑr 
(*gaar) and ma ‘dry hill field’ : Palaung mar, Riang-Lang _mɑr (#1651 *[ ]maar). The 
point must remain undetermined for the present. 
 In four items Vietnamese exhibits -ươ-, -ưa /ɯə/, a development to be compared 
with ư < *a (nos. 24, 26-8 above). 
 48. Vietnamese ướt ‘to be wet’; Temiar kəʔãj̄ (#795 *kʔaac); and from an infixed 
form Vietnamese mướt ‘to trickle’; Kintaq Bong məʔaj ‘to be wet’ (contrast tát < #872 
*saac, no. 34). 
 49. Biat maːɲ ‘to borrow’; Vietnamese mượn, Mương mạnh (*maaɲʔ; contrast lan 
‘[water, fire, vegetation] to spread’ < *s-laaɲ, ad Bahnar laːɲ, and *sn-laaɲ > Mon 
hənan, see #926). 
 50. Vietnamese ngữa, Mương ngả ‘to lie on one’s back’ (#1590 *[l]ŋaarh); so 
from infixed forms Mon təŋɛà ‘id., to be the right way up’; təŋɛà ‘to turn [something] the 
right way up’; Khmer phŋaː ‘on one’s back, the right way up, looking back’ (contrast bái 
< *ʔbaar, no. 44). 
 51. Old Mon kintāl, Modern Mon həta ‘under-surface, bottom’; Vietnamese dướ'i 
‘(to be) below, under’ (#1735 *kt1aal, ad Theng tăl ‘(space) under, underneath’) . 
 See also 63 below. 
 I make no special construction in these cases. 
 
In the following example Bahnar fronting following a palatal+liquid cluster probably 
requires no special explanation. 
 52. Bahnar hlīt ‘to flee in terror’; Praok lat ‘to be afraid’ (#1086 *[c]laat); cf. 
with the causative pəlīt, pəhlīt ‘to frighten’ Khmer cùmlìːət, which is perhaps not 
formally parallel. 
 Contrast, however, Bahnar hlaːk ‘numeral classifier for pieces of thatch...’ if : Old 
Mon clāk ‘shingle’. 
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*ai. The reconstruction of a diphthong *ai is proposed in the first place to account for 
correspondences of Khmer orthographic ɛ—realized as ae/ɛ ̀ː—with reflexes in most other 
languages identical with those assigned to *aa. The majority of items involve final velars, 
though *-ail and -ais are also reconstructed. 
 Distinctive reflexes are not limited to Khmer. (i) Stieng usually has eː following 
voiced initial (and two instances of aː may be attributable to borrowing). (ii) From *-aik 
Sre has -a, distinct both from -aa < *-aak and -a’ < *-ak. (iii) Khasi has ie /eː/ or less 
frequently ia; the latter perhaps < *iə by metathesis. (iv) Vietnamese has -ach, -anh, 
implying palatalization of the final velar. 
 It may be assumed that an original *ai was merged with *aa before other finals 
early in the history of Mon-Khmer. This choice of reconstruction, consonant with the 
development of a mid front vowel in Khmer and Khasi and the final palatalization in 
Vietnamese, has the further merit of perhaps explaining the merger of *aa and *ai before 
velars as /ai/ in Mon. We may also note that variants in *ai and *iə are found in a 
significant number of cases; not improbably exhibiting metathesis. 
 Examples: 
 53. Khmer khʔaek, Theng kăʔak ‘crow’, Bahnar āk ‘to croak, (sɛːm—) crow’; 
Palaung (Milne 1931) aʔ ‘to caw’; ‘Central Sakai’ ök-ak ‘crow’ (#270 *kʔaik). From an 
infixed *klʔaik are Old Mon kil’āk etc., Modern Mon hədaik ‘crow’; Sre kənɗa, Biat 
nʔaːk; Palaung kəʔaʔ, Praok lak (and by metathesis Riang-Lang _luk ˉɑk). 
 54. Old Mon tbek ‘to slash’, Modern Mon pàik ‘to slash, cut, cut down, fell’; Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) beːk ‘to break, split, burst (v.i.)’, Biat baːk ‘to notch’; Khasi piah to cut in 
two’; Sakai bak ‘to split’ (#364 *tbaik). 
 55. Old Mon mrek, Modern Mon pəràik ‘peacock’; Stieng braːk (loanword?), Sre 
bra, Chrau braːʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat braːk; Palaung dialects phraʔ, braʔ 
(whence Riang-Lang prɑk) (#416 *mraik). 
 56. M làik ‘to split [bamboo] into fibres’; Khmer rəlɛ ̀ː k ‘to divide up, share out’, 
Biat rlaːk ‘to divide up’; (or from prefixed form?) Khasi thlieh ‘to split’ (#451 *rlaik). 
 57. Sre aaŋ ‘light’, Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔaːŋ ‘light, bright’, Biat aːŋ 
‘light, to shine’, Bahnar àːŋ ‘light’; Vietnamese ánh ‘beam, ray, (—sáng) light’ (#489 
*cʔaiŋ; Vietnamese tone perhaps from initial sequence). Chrau səlaːŋ ‘light, bright’ is 
from an infixed form. 
 58. Khmer pɛːŋ ‘beaker, cup’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) beːŋ ‘small copper cup for 
rice-spirit’ (#620 *baiŋ). Mon həpàiŋ ‘offering-vessel of plantain stalk’ is from an infixed 
*brbaiŋ. 
 59. Old Mon kuṁmbāṅ etc. ‘city etc. wall’, Modern Mon kəmaiŋ ‘brick or stone 
wall’; Khmer kɔmpɛ ̀ː ŋ ‘(city) wall’ (beside kɔmphaeŋ, by back-borrowing from Thai 
kamphɛɛŋ; #626 *kbaiŋ). 
 60. Khmer vɛ ̀ː ŋ ‘long’, Khmu Yuan wàaŋ ‘long (space, time)’ (#768 *waiŋ). 
 61. Mon [kaʔ] həpa ‘skate’; Khmer pəbael ‘skate, shark’ (#1760 *p[r]pail). 
 See also 72-7 below 
 
Variation. Here we shall note, first, the occurrence of length variation (i) between *a and 
*aa, and (ii, which I treat on the same footing for convenience) between *a and *ai; 
secondly, the few cases of apparent variation between *aa and *ai. 
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 Isolated divergences from a reasonably widely attested form may be due to 
innovation in one language, or otherwise explicable (e.g. nos. 6, 7, 11 above), and are 
excluded from this head. But doublets in any language may constitute evidence of 
variation if neither form is readily attributable to borrowing. 
 
*a ~ *aa 
62. (#374) *[d]ɓak: Khmer pɛə̀k ‘to put on, wear, to hang up, to bestride’, Stieng, Chrau 
baʔ ‘to carry [baby] on one’s back’, Sre ba’ ‘to carry in a shawl on one’s back’, Biat baʔ 
‘to carry [person] on one’s back’, Bahnar bak ‘to wear round neck’, Khmu’ bak ‘to mount, 
ride, be astride’; (*[d]rɓak) Mon həbɛk ‘to hang over horizontal support, to wear round 
neck’; Bahnar dialects habak, təbak ‘to hang over sth.’; (*[d]nɓak) (Sre ma’ = ba’ ← ?) 
Bunör mʔmak, Central Rölöm ɓak ‘to hang up’, Biat mbak ‘to carry on a yoke’.  
 *[d]ɓaak: Bunör, Central Rölöm baːʔ ‘to carry [baby] on one’s back’; 
(*[d]nɓaak) Stieng (Azémar 1886) nbaːk ‘to carry over one’s shoulder’; Vietnamese vác 
id. (or *[d]r-?; with unexplained loss of glottalization). 
 Either variant may underlie Palaung baʔ ‘to ride, drive’; Khasi bah ‘to carry on 
back or shoulders’, tabah ‘to throw, hang, across shoulder’. 
 63. (#487) *cʔaŋ: Khmer aŋ ‘to roast, to warm oneself’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) aŋ 
‘to grill’; Khasi s’ang, syang ‘to roast, toast’; (*c[n]ʔaŋ) Mon həɛŋ ‘to warm, dry, at fire, 
to toast’.  
 *cnʔaaŋ: Vietnamese nướng, Mương náng ‘to roast, toast’ (with tone from the 
initial sequence?). 
 64. (#874) *ksac: Khmer khsac ‘sand’; (*kmsac) Riang-Lang ˉmac id. (and by 
metathesis *krcas > *kcras > Khmu Yuan cres id., with contextually conditioned 
fronting).  
 *skaac by metathesis: Kuy sakaac id.; Vietnamese cát, Mương cách; *kmsaac: 
Praok mac id. 
 65. (#906) *paɲ: Praok puɲ ‘to fight’; (*pnpaɲ) Bahnar pəpɛːɲ (and pəpɛːŋ) ‘to 
struggle, thrash about’; ‘Semang’ pin-pen ‘to fight’; (*pnaɲ) Palaung (Milne 1931) nɛŋ 
‘soldiers’.  
 *pnaaɲ: Old Mon pnāñ ‘army’, Modern Mon nan ‘army, war’; Palaung nan = 
nɛŋ, Praok naɲ ‘war, army’. 
 66. *[t]rkat: Riang-Lang ˉsərkət ‘thorn’.  
 *[t]kaat: Praok kat id. 
 67. (#1119) *ʔan: Bahnar an, Khmu’ ʔan ‘to give’.  
 *ʔaan: Stieng (Azémar 1886), Biat aːn id. 
 68. (#1225) *ʔap: Khmer ap ‘dull, dim’; Palaung əp ‘to be dark’, Riang-Lang ˉəp 
‘shadow, to overshade’.  
 *ʔaap: Palaung ap = əp; with probably secondary prefixation West Bahnar aaːp 
‘shady retreat’; Palaung iʔap ‘darkness’. 
 69. (#1399) *smram: Bahnar [bruːih] mram, bram ‘dirt, sweepings’.  
 *smraam: Mon həram ‘dust, powder’; Khmer sɔmraːm ‘rubbish, straws, 
sweepings, dirt’. 
 70. (#1630) *[ ]nar: Stieng nar ‘sun, day’.  
 *[ ]naar: Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar naːr; (by secondary prefixation?) 
Bahnar kənaːr id. 
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 71. (#1762) *cbal: Biat bal ‘companion’.  
 cbaal: Mon hwɛà ‘close male friend’; Praok [paw] pɛ friend’. 
 
*a ~ ai  
72. (#352) *lpak: Khmer bak ‘to be broken’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) pak ‘to break (v.i.t.)’, 
Sre pa’ id., Biat [tɒːm] paʔ ‘to share out’, Rơngao pak ‘[cord &c.] to be broken’, Theng 
păk ‘to break’; (*tlpak) Rơngao təpak ‘to break, be broken’, Khmu Yuan təlpak, Theng 
tlpăk ‘to break’.  
 *lpaik: Old Mon pāk ‘to be shattered’, Modern Mon paik ‘to split’; Khmer baek ‘to 
break (v.i.)’, (Sre [tam] paa ← ?) Bunör, Central Rölöm paːʔ ‘to share out’; (or from 
affixed form) Praok pak ‘half, part’; (*lmpaik) Old Mon luṁpek ‘either of two sides’, 
Modern Mon kəpaik ‘id., half, part’. 
 73. (#714) (*laŋlaŋ > ) *lnlaŋ: Mon kənɛàŋ ‘kite’; *klaŋ: Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
klaŋ ‘hawk, owl, (—təːp etc.) kite’, Sre klaŋ ‘hawk, large raptor’, Chrau khlaŋ (with 
unexplained -h-) ‘eagle’. 
 *laiŋ: Semai (Tauern 1914) laːŋ ‘buzzard’ (but perhaps from Malay lang ‘hawk, 
kite, eagle’, which is ultimately cognate); (*klaiŋ) Khmer khlaeŋ ‘kite’, Bunör (and Sre, 
B.) klaːŋ, Central Rölöm tlaːŋ ‘eagle’, Biat klaːŋ ‘hawk, large raptor’, Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang klaːŋ ‘hawk etc.’, Khmu Yuan klaaŋ ‘eagle’; Palaung, Praok klaŋ, Riang-Lang 
̱klɑŋ ‘kite, hawk’; Khasi khlieng, ’lieng ‘kite, eagle’. 
 ‘Central Sakai’ klak ‘hawk’ may reflect the prefixed form of either variant. 
 
*aa ~ *ai  
Few instances of this variation have been noted, and it is possible that some of them 
result from interdialectal borrowing (as was suggested of Sre paa—otherwise < 
*lpaak—in connexion with *lpa(i)k, no. 76 above). All are listed below. 
 74. (#291) *caak: Khmer caːk ‘to leave’ (G. ‘to be separated from’). 
 *caik: Khmer caek ‘to divide up’; Khasi siah ‘to cut, pare, shave off’ (or from an 
associated variant *ciək, in Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic). 
 Other reflexes are not phonologically distinctive, but an assignment might be 
attempted on semantic grounds. Cf. (*ca[a]k) Old Mon cāk ‘to be parted’; Chrau sàːʔ, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm saːk (also Central Rölöm sak, < *cak) ‘to go, return’; (*ca[i]k) 
Mon caik ‘to tear, be torn’; ‘Central Sakai’ châk ‘to chop’; (*pca[i]k) Mon phyaik ‘to 
split up, punctuate [text]’. Perhaps two distinct roots should be postulated. 
 75. (#404) *craak: Khmer craːk ‘to divide up’. 
 *[c]raik: Khmer crɛ ̀ː k ‘to part [e.g. curtains], (—pùh) cut way through’; 
Vietnamese rách, Mương réch ‘torn’. 
 Mon saik srāk ‘to tear (in two, up), (—thoŋ) to be torn’ may be assigned to either 
form, while Sre ceree ‘to tear’ appears to reflect a variant *criik. But Khmer craːk may 
perhaps be a borrowing from the ultimately cognate Malay sarak or another 
Austronesian form. 
 76. (#476) *khaak: Khmer khaːk ‘to hawk, clear the throat’, (*kmhaak) 
kɔmhaːk ‘phlegm’; and with secondary prefixation Khasi kyrkhah ‘phlegm, to clear the 
throat’. 
 *khaik: Khmer khaek = khaːk (Tandart; not Vacananukram Khmer), (*kmhaik) 
kɔmhaek = kɔmhaːk. 
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 Assignable to either form are Mon khaik ‘to hawk...’; Biat rɯnhaːk ‘phlegm’. But 
since the term is onomatopoeic, *khaik may well be a Khmer innovation. 
 77. (#496) *kaaŋ: Khmer kaːŋ ‘to spread [wings, arms, clothes] apart’, (*ckaaŋ) 
chkaːŋ ‘to skewer with wings open’; (*knaaŋ) Vietnamese, Mương ngang ‘to be 
horizontal, level, to be wide; across’. 
 *kaiŋ(ʔ): Vietnamese canh, cánh, Mương kenh ‘wing’ (and Vietnamese cành, 
Mương kènh ‘branch’ by secondary variation); (*knaiŋʔ) Khmer khnaeŋ ‘cross-shaped; 
side-shoot on branch of tree’; Vietnamese ngánh (and ngành) ‘branch of river etc.’ On 
semantic grounds we might assign to this variant Middle Mon knāṅ ‘branch’, Modern Mon 
naiŋ (merging Middle Mon tnāṅ id., of separate origin). 
 A third variant *kaŋ underlies Old Mon knaṅ [ko’] ‘collar-bone’, Modern Mon nɛŋ 
‘crosspiece’; and Biat rkaŋ ‘transverse, across’. This is perhaps the most telling of the *aa 
~ *ai variants, though as in 78 a consistent semantic distinction can be made. 
 
Structurally the relationship of the diphthong *ai to *aa might be thought analogous to 
that of the diphthongs *iə, *uə to *ii, *uu (for which see the next two sections). The 
parallel does not hold good for distributional frequency. *iə, *uə are both more 
frequently attested than either the long or the short simple vowels, whereas *ai is 
relatively infrequent so far as our material allows us to distinguish it from *aa. Moreover 
the other two diphthongs alternate rather more often with the corresponding long vowels 
than with the short, whereas with *ai the opposite is the case. 
  
*i, *ii, *iə  
Since problems arise in deciding when to reconstruct a high front and when a central 
vowel before a final palatal, discussion of these occurrences will be deferred until Section 
(d).10
 We shall consider first the long vowel *ii, and proceed then to the reconstruction 
of its short counterpart *i. 
 *ii. I reconstruct *ii from correspondences of a high front vowel in languages 
which do not show a vowel-length distinction (or show only a fragmentary one), in most 
of them qualitatively different from the reflex of *i; and in part of a long vowel of similar 
quality in languages which have the length distinction. Many of the latter, however, have 
undergone contextually conditioned splits—of broadly similar incidence and perhaps of a 
single origin—which complicate the reconstruction. They will be dealt with in turn 
below. 
 We have, then, regularly Old Mon /i/ (written ī, i); i in Palaung, Riang-Lang, 
Praok, Khasi, and Vietnamese; long ii in Khmuic and, usually, Sre (but short i is noted by 
Dournes with such frequency that it is unlikely that it represents a short-vowel variant in 
all cases). In many comparisons we find Khmer head-register ɤ, chest-register ìː; and iː in 
other South Bahnaric languages and in Bahnar. A diphthongization to ìa appears to be 
regular before stop final in Jeh and Halang. 
 Mon: Old Mon /i/, written ī for preference in the ‘high literary’ inscriptions but 
usually i in less formal ones, before stops and nasals yields Middle Mon i; modern oi, òi 
before velars, before dentals and labials ɛ, i, ì (head-register ɛ, i by a split originally 
                                                 
10 [Editorial note: the alluded to Section (d) was not found.]  
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contextually conditioned, now contrastive but of low functional load). Old Mon /ir, il/ > 
Middle Mon → modern -ɔe, -i, -ì. 
 Khmer: in chest-register words ì: is the realization of orthographic ī. In closed 
syllables in head-register words this symbol is not found; the distribution suggests merger 
of earlier short and long i in such contexts. ɤ is the realization of the (now) 
complementarily distributed symbols ɨ (before k, ṅ, m), i (before t, n, p). 
 Examples of these ‘straightforward’ reflexes follow. 
 78. East Bahnar tsiːk ‘disagreeable in taste’; Palaung sik, swi-, Riang-Lang -cik ‘to 
be astringent in taste’ (#294 *ʔciik). 
 79. Old Mon jik, Modern Mon còik ‘to harrow, break up for planting, to cultivate’; 
Old Khmer jyak, Modern Khmer cìːk, Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm jiːk, Chrau jiːʔ ‘to 
dig’, Sre jii, Biat jiːk ‘to grub up weeds’, Jeh, Halang jìak ‘rice-field’ (#300 *jiik; Rơngao 
has jeːk ‘to plough, prepare for cultivation; cultivated field’). From an infixed *jniik is 
Bahnar ɲiːk ‘hoe, mattock’. 
 80. Mon toiŋ ‘to pluck [stringed instrument]’; Palaung (Milne 1931) tiŋ ‘guitar’; 
Praok tiŋ ‘harp’ (#896 *t1iiɲ). Infixed forms yield Old Khmer tmiṅ and Old Mon tinmīṅ 
‘player of stringed instrument’, and a prefixed form Khasi [ma]rynthing ‘Khasi harp’. 
 81. Sre ntiiŋ, Stieng, Central Rölöm tiːŋ, Chrau, Bunör, Biat ntiːŋ, Bahnar kətiːŋ 
‘bone’ (# 553 *knt iiŋ). 2
 82. Khmu Yuan kəntìiŋ ‘navel’; Riang-Lang kəndiŋ (# 582 *kɗiiŋ); and with r-
infix Palaung kərdiŋ id. 
 83. Khmer kdɤt ‘anus’; Riang-Lang ˉtit ‘anus; to break wind’; Vietnamese đít 
‘anus’ (#1007 *kt iit). 1
 84. Sre priit, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat priːt, Jeh, Halang priat 
‘banana’ (#1070 *priit). (Bahnar prit is an isolated short-vowel form.) 
 85. Khmer hɤt ‘to sniff at’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) hiːt ‘to sniff; cold in the nose’; 
Vietnamese hít ‘to inhale’, Mương hít ‘to smell, (#1104 *hiit). 
 86. (#1288 Palaung lip ‘to enter’, Praok lip [lu] ‘to enter [trance]’; Khasi lip ‘to 
be extinguished, to extinguish’ (*liip; Khmer has lɯ̀p ‘to withdraw, [sun] to go in’, from 
a short-vowel variant). From a prefixed form are Jeh kliap, Halang gliap ‘[sun] to set’; 
Praok klip id. 
 87. Khmer hɤp, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm hiːp ‘trunk, box’ (*hiip). Jeh 
hìːp may be a back-borrowing, cf. Jar., Rade hiːp; so, with secondary prefixation, Halang 
gəhìːp ‘cabinet’?) 
 88. pal. tim, Riang-Lang ˉtim ‘nine’ (*[c]t1iim). Praok sidim id. reflects a nasal-
infix form. 
 89. Literary Mon s’ī ‘to be numerous, plentiful’; Sre ir (Blood 1966 ʔiːr), Stieng, 
Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔiːr, Biat iːr ‘too much’ (#1557 *[c]ʔiir). 
 90. Theng pĭr ‘pumpkin’; Vietnamese bí (#1637 *[c]piir). An infixed form 
underlies Mon həpɔe id. and probably Riang-Lang ˉsəpir. (Maspero (1955) often notes 
short vowel before Theng -r, -l where Khmu’ and/or Khmu Yuan have a long one. The 
two-plosive sequence attested by Riang-Lang may account for the Vietnamese tone.) 
 91. Old Mon kuṁsīr ‘parents-in-law’ (and Modern Mon khamsɔe, for **kəsɔe, 
originally as learned form); Semai gəŋsīr ‘husband’ (#1679 *kmsiir). 
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 92. Khmu’ sriil [gold] (and Theng srĭl; #1789 *[c]riil). From a prefixed form are 
Palaung khrir, Praok khri id. 
 See also 136-40. 
 
Splits. Khmer has orthographic e, head-register e: following t, l, and in some cases d, r. 
Chest-register è: is attested in one case (and doublets in another: 101 below) following l 
where the register and antecedent voicing are thought to be secondary (though voicing is 
already present in Old Khmer in 101). 
 93. Khmer deːk ‘to lie down, sleep’; Kensiu tik (#305 *tiik). Old Mon stik, 
whence Modern Mon toik, is probably a normalized hypothetical form, ‘intending to 
sleep’; so English ‘going to sleep’. (Khasi thiah reflects a variant *tiək.) 
 94. Literary Mon latiṅ ‘kind of flowering plant’; Old Khmer raṁtyaṅ, Modern 
Khmer rùmdeːŋ ‘galanga’ (#564 *rmtiiŋ) 
 95. Khmer preːŋ, Stieng (Azémar 1886), Biat priːŋ ‘oil, fat’ (#702 *priiŋ). 
 96. Khmer teːt (and Sre dit, with secondary shortening?) ‘small’; Vietnamese nít 
(#1016 *kɗiit). Khasi khyndit ‘a little, few’, from an infixed form, establishes the 
initial.—See also 195. 
 (Chest register) see 100-1. 
 Contrast with 93-4 *ktiit > Khmer kdɤt ‘anus’, 87; *tiik > dɤk ‘to lead...’, 98; 
and with 95 *t-riip > trɤp ‘floating mat of vegetation’, 104; **cnriit > cɔŋrɤt ‘cricket’, 
207. It would be possible to account for these exceptions by postulating isolated short-
vowel variants (*ktit, etc.; as in 86). But in view of the doublets in 101 dialectal 
divergence followed by interdialectal borrowing cannot be ruled out in all cases. 
 The South Bahnaric split is wider in its incidence, and is almost certainly 
complicated by dialect borrowing. The ‘shifted’ reflexes are Chrau, Bunör , Biat eː, 
Central Rơlơm ɩː (Blood reconstructs Proto-Mnong *eː in these cases, opposed to *iː in 
the set exemplified above). Stieng shows iː in some instances and e: in others; either the 
incidence of the split is different in Stieng (which is not improbable), or some items—but 
which?—are loans. The examples below are representative. 
 97. Stieng chik (!; Azémar 1886 ciːk), Sre sii, Chrau seːc, Bunör seːk, Central 
Rölöm sɩːk, Biat cheːk ‘tooth’ (#289 *ciik). 
 98. Old Khmer tik, Modern Khmer dɤk ‘to lead [animal], to cart’ Stieng teːk 
(Azémar 1886 tiːk), Sre tii, Chrau teːc, Bunör teːk, Central Rölöm tɩːk ‘to lead by a rope’ 
(#304 *tiik). 
 99. Stieng (Azémar 1886) jiriːŋ, Biat jre:ŋ, Kontum Bahnar jriːŋ (and Sre jiriŋ; 
with secondary shortening?) ‘wax’ (#919a *jriiɲ; Bahnar has jrɛɲ, from a variant *jriəɲ). 
 100. Khmer thlìːŋ ‘to hobble [animal]’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) gliːŋ ‘elephant 
hobbles’, Bahnar kleːŋ, gleːŋ (and Sre kliŋ; with secondary shortening?) ‘to hobble’ 
(#745 *Tliiŋ); and with nasal infix Khmer tùənlìːŋ = Stieng, Biat ŋleːŋ ‘hobbles’. (For 
the initial cf. further, from a variant *Tliəŋ, Mon kleaŋ ‘to bind’, kəneaŋ ‘bonds’.) 
 101. Mon kəloiŋ ‘myna’; Old Khmer graliṅ-[graloṅ], Modern Khmer krəlìːŋ-
[krəlòːŋ] (and krəlèːŋ-, Tandart) ‘black-collared starling’ (#757 *k-rliiŋ); (and Sre 
bərliŋ ‘magpie-robin’, with secondary shortening?) Bahnar pəliːŋ ‘grey dove’ (*p-rliiŋ). 
(For the connection cf. Mal. chĕmpĕrling ‘starling’, a loan from *ciim prliiŋ.) 
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 102. Biat eːt ‘to confine, pack close together’ (#949 *cʔiit); *cnʔiit yields Kuy 
ŋʔiit ‘narrow’, Bahnar jəŋiːt ‘packed together’ (cf. further for the initial, with variant 
vocalism, Khmer cɔŋʔiət ‘narrow, confined, cramped’). 
 103. Stieng (Azémar 1886) [peʔ] treːt ‘cricket’, (?) Sre triit ‘to whistle’ (#1068 
*t1riit); Palaung əkrit ‘cricket’ reflects a prefixed form. If *t- is to be reconstructed it is 
secondary here, cf. (with infix) Mon kərɛt caṅrit ‘cricket’; Khmer cɔŋrɤt id. (*cnrit, or by 
back-borrowing from Thai ciŋ rìit?); ‘Central Sakai’ jarét ‘variety of mole-cricket’. 
 104. Biat reːp ‘grass’; Praok rip (#1269 *riip). From prefixed forms are Khmer 
trɤp ‘floating mat of vegetation’, perhaps < *t-rip) and Sre səmprip (Dournes_1950; 
correct to -iip?) ‘tall grass’. 
 105. Sre tiil, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Biat teːl, Central Rölöm tɩːl, Bahnar dēl 
‘footprint(s), tracks’; ‘Semang’ tīl, Sak. dil (#1733a *tiil). 
 106. Stieng biːl, Sre biil, Chrau, Bunör beːl, Central Rölöm bɩːl ‘mat’, ‘Semang’ 
pil; and Biat mbeːl id.; Praok bi (Editor’s note: Shorto subsequently altered his analysis 
and in the light of Munda data reconstructed *[e] (& *ee ?) instead of *ii for this etymon, 
see #1761.) 
 107. Stieng uiːl ‘to surround animal in order to capture it’, Biat [daːk wac] weːl 
‘eddy’, Bahnar wiːl ‘round’; Palaung vir ‘to return’ (#1794 *wiil); and with prefix inter 
alia Old Mon tirwīl ‘to attend on’, Modern Mon kəwi [kawaŋ] ‘to be attended by’; (*p-
wiil?) Biat [tɔːl pac] peːl ‘spiral’. (Cf. 131 below for a short-vowel variant.) 
 In the following example the reflexes are mixed, and vowel lowering does not 
extend to the second infixed form except in Biat, which has doublets (by borrowing?): 
 108.11 Bunör peːr, Central Rölöm pɩːr ‘fence, wall’ (*piir); Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
pəniːr ‘bamboo partition’ (and Sre pənir id. with secondary shortening?; *p[m]niir); 
Bunör mpiːr ‘wall’, Central Rölöm piːr id. (whence Chrau piːr ‘fence, wall’ ?), Biat mpeːr 
‘fence, stockade’ (and mpiːr ‘wall, partition’, from Bunör?; *pmpiir).  
 In the following the Biat lowering is perhaps a function of the nasal affix: 
 109. Sre səkiŋ ‘on one’s side, to one side’, Biat ŋkeːŋ ‘to lean over; on one’s side’ 
(#504 *jkii[ŋ]); the simplex underlies Sre kiŋ ‘edge, direction’, Jeh kiːŋ ‘edge’. 
 110. Sre səmpit, Biat mpeːt ‘stopper, cork’ (< #1098 *siit by infixation). 
 111. Biat ncheːr ‘to blow [nose]’; the simplex (#1680) *ksiir in Sre chir ‘to blow 
nose’. 
 Cf. also 112-13. 
Leaving aside 109-11, the South Bahnaric lowering has thus been noted following t, r, 
and l, as in Khmer; p, and b < *bp-; w; ø (< *cʔ-); and the correspondence from which  
*[ ][c]- was constructed in 97. There are some counter-examples. 
 (1) Following t: with 98, 105 contrast 81, 136. But the Mnong and Chrau 
vocalism in 81 parallels that from *pmpiir, 108; Biat ntiːŋ may be borrowed from Bunör 
or Chrau. We do not know the Mnong or Chrau reflexes of 136. At worst, lowering is 
markedly more frequent in this context than the converse. 
 (2) Following r: with 99, 104 (and *kriiŋ > Biat kreːŋ ‘kind of bamboo’; *criit > 
Biat chreːt ‘close together’), contrast 84, 95. Again, there is lowering in a majority of 
cases. 
 (3) Following (*)p: with 106, 108, 110 contrast *pmpiik > Biat mpiːk ‘class of 
small mammals’. So following w: with 107 compare *wiik > Bunör , Central Rơlơm wiːk 
                                                 
11 [Editorial note: Shorto assigned this etymology to item 147 of the South Bahnaric Index.] 
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‘owl’. (Note that this last case may not be discrepant, since we have not Mnong reflexes 
of *wiil—we have of the variant *wil—or Biat of *wiik.) 
 (4) Following *cʔ-: with 102 contrast 89. In the latter case we might reconstruct 
*sʔ-, but a differential development would be a little surprising. If conceivably Biat eːt 
reflects *cnʔiit rather than *cʔiit, 102 would be brought under the rubric of 109-11. 
 
Bahnar also, as the reader will have noted, shows at least sporadic lowering. It is difficult 
to systematize and may be of dialectal origin in many cases. I have already cited kleːŋ, 
gleːŋ, 100 (though this may be borrowed from Khmer via Cham kleṅ); dēl, 105; Rơngao 
jeːk, 79. kətēt ‘clitoris’ might tentatively be referred to *ktiit ‘anus’, 83. In addition we 
have the following: 
 112. Bahnar plēn ‘fat’ (#1196 *[ ]liin); cf. Sre kəniin ‘fat, robust’, Biat ŋleːn 
‘fat’. 
 113. Sre pəliin ‘miracle, magic act’, West Bahnar pəleːn ‘to be wide-eyed, look 
startled’ (#1206 *pliin). 
 114. West Bahnar teːm ‘to beat, hammer, forge’ (#1340 *t1iim); other languages 
reflect variant vocalism, e.g. (Palaungic *tiəm) Palaung teəm ‘to hammer’, Praok tɛm ‘to 
hammer, beat out’. 
 115. Old Mon wir ‘husbandry’, Modern Mon wì ‘to raise, tendy; Bahnar weːr ‘to 
look after, tend’ (#1670 *wiir). 
 See also 157 (*riiŋ > reːŋ) 
 To account for these phenomena Blood (1966) reconstructed distinct vowels *iː 
and *eː in both Proto-Mnong and Proto-South Bahnaric, reasonably enough on his limited 
canvas. I prefer to postulate splits of a Proto-Mon-Khmer *iː in spite of the overlapping 
distribution of the reflexes. First, the multiplication of protophonemes would entail an 
improbably complex proto-system; the one we shall arrive at is complex enough. 
Secondly, the overlaps are not so extensive as to defy explanation given an average 
incidence of dialect borrowing in the languages concerned, which share a relatively high 
degree of contiguity and differentiation. The lowering is found predominantly in post-
dental contexts. The case is thus parallel to that of the Palaung reflexes of *iə, discussed 
below; where eə and iə are distinctive but have a low functional load, eə occurring 
mostly following dentals and iə mostly in other environments. 
 
*i. In reconstructing *i we may consider, first, the reflexes in ‘vowel-length’ languages. Of 
these Sre, Bunör , Bahnar and Khmuic neatly enough have short i regularly. (But we have 
seen that Sre i by itself is not convincing testimony against *ii.) Khmer has orthographic 
ɨ, i in complementary distribution, realized as ɤ, ɯ̀; it thus merges *i and *ii in head-
register words. This backing of the vowel reappears in Central Rơlơm, which has 
regularly ɯ; and Biat, which has ɯ except following ch, when it has i. 
 The remaining vowel-length languages also have reflexes which differ according 
to context, so far as the rather limited material goes. (1) Stieng has i before n, c < *k; e 
before l; ɯ before t, r. (In Azémar 1887 we find iː, eː, ə(ː); but with slight differences of 
distribution—cf. e.g. 126, 130, below—which suggest that Azémar’s and Blood’s Stieng 
differ dialectally as well as historically.) (2) Chrau has i before *k, ɯ before t, n, l. (3) 
We find Jeh è, Halang i in 126, 130, but Jeh, Halang e in 125 and i (following c) in 135; 
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the differences being apparently conditioned by the initial (voicing?) rather than the 
final. 
 In non-vowel-length languages we find, first, Old Mon /ø/ (written usually i, u, a), 
whence usually Literary Mon ui, modern a, à before velars, ɒ ɜ ̀before dentals and labials, 
-ɒ -ɜ -ɜ ̀< /ør øl/; or as a result of the Middle Mon post-nasal split the same reflexes as 
for *ii following nasals other than ŋ < Old Mon /ng/, m < Old Mon /mb/. 
 Palaung and Riang-Lang have e. Praok has -e < PMK *-il in three instances, but 
firm evidence of the reflex before other finals is lacking; it must be left open whether 
Praok i represents short *i in some items. Khasi has i as from *ii. Vietnamese and Mương 
have ê, with the same lowering to a high mid vowel as Palaung and Riang-Lang 
 Examples follow. 
 116. Stieng tic, Sre ti’, Chrau tiʔ (← Sre? cf. 117), Bunör tik, Central Rölöm tɯk 
‘deaf’ (# 303 *tik; Vietnamese điếc and Biat tɒk [toːr] reflect variants *tiək and *tək 
respectively). 
 117. Sre di’ ‘slavery’, Stieng dic (whence Chrau dic? cf. 116), Bunör dik, Central 
Rölöm, Biat dɯk ‘slave’ (#329 *ɗik; Mon and Bahnar reflect a long-vowel variant), see 
132. 
 118. Palaung leʔ, Riang-Lang _lek, (?) Praok lik ‘pig’; Sak. lüː (#417 *lik[ ]; Old 
Mon clik etc., Modern Mon kloik is to be connected with a long-vowel variant). 
 119. Mon kàŋ ‘to row’; Khasi king (#507 *giŋ). 
 120. Mon paŋ ‘reservoir fish-trap of permanent type’; Old Khmer piṅ, Modern 
Khmer bɤŋ ‘lake, pool, marsh’ (#602 *piŋ). 
 121. Sre riŋ ‘to be level, equal’ (#655 *riŋ). Variously affixed forms underlie Biat 
ndrɯŋ ‘to make equal’; Palaung (Milne 1931) kərpreŋ ‘to be equal’; Riang-Lang 
_tərkreŋ ‘equal amount’. (East Bahnar riːŋ rəːŋ ‘equal’ is likely to reflect a long-vowel 
variant.) 
 122. Mon dɒt ‘to be powdered, composed of small particles’; Khmer lʔɤt (#952 
*lʔit; Khmer lʔ-, for **d-, by levelling on caus. lùmʔɤt ‘to pulverize’). Khasi lwit ‘very 
finely broken or pounded’ is probably connected. 
 123. Khmer kɯ̀t ‘to think, consider’, Sre, Bunör git, Stieng, Chrau, CP, Biat gɯt 
‘to know, understand’ (*git).12
 124. Mon [doŋ] bɒt ‘to be tired’; Vietnamese mệt (*lɓit). (Editor’s note: this 
etymology does not appear in the etymological dictionary.) 
 125. Khmer chʔɤn, Stieng, Sre, Bunör sin, Chrau, Central Rölöm sɯn, Biat chin, 
Bahnar tsin, Jeh, Halang cen ‘to be cooked’; Temiar cɛt (#1137 *cin; for final, and the 
long-vowel variants, see 134). 
 126. Stieng sin (Azémar 1886 seːn), Sre, Bunör sin, Chrau, Central Rölöm sɯn, 
Biat chin, Bahnar təsin, Jeh tacèn, Halang cəcin ‘nine’ (#1144 *dcin; cf. Vietnamese 
chín, from a long-vowel variant; Old Mon Lph. dincit, Modern Mon həcit suggests a 
construction *dciit). 
 127. Old Mon tin, Modern Mon tɒn ‘to go up, come up’; Vietnamese đến, Mương 
tênh ‘to arrive (at), come (to), reach’ (#1153 *tin[ʔ]). 
 128. Sre (B.), Bunör lip, Central Rölöm lɯp ‘to spread on, spread out’ (#1285 
*lip). 
                                                 
12 [Editorial note: this etymology is missing from the etymological dictionary, and it is possible 
that Shorto abandoned it on the basis that it may be a borrowing of Sanskrit gita.]  
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 129. Sre, Bunör gir, Stieng, Central Rölöm gɯr ‘to fish with fish-basket’ (*gir).13  
 130. Stieng jel (A. jiːl), Sre il, Chrau, Central Rölöm jɯl, Bunör, Biat jil, Jeh jèl 
‘barking deer’, Halang jil ‘small kind of deer’ (#1780 *[y]il; Bahnar has jiːl ‘kinds of 
deer’, with isolated long vowel). 
 131. Khmer vɯ̀l ‘to turn round, return’, Sre will ‘circle’, Bunör wil, Central 
Rölöm wɯl ‘round’; Praok ve ‘coil’; Temiar wɛl ‘to turn; again’ (#1794 *wil; short-vowel 
variant of 107). Bahnar kəwil ‘large and bent’ reflects a prefixed form. 
 See also 133, 135-6. 
 
Length variation. Variation between *i and *ii may conveniently be dealt with at this 
point. We have already noted *wi ~ *wiil ‘to go round, turn round’ (131/107). Other 
examples follow. 
 132. *ɗik ‘slave’, see 117. (#329) 
 *ɗiik: Old Mon ḍīk etc., Modern Mon doik id.; Bahnar diːk. 
 133. *ɓiŋ: from prefixed form Palaung əbeŋ ‘spider’. (#630)  
 *ɓiiŋ: Khmer pìːŋ[pìːəŋ] id.; and from prefixed form rəpìːŋ, 1əpìːŋ ‘edible 
spider’. 
 134. *cin ‘to be cooked’, see 125. (#1137) 
 *ciinʔ: Middle Mon, Modern Mon cin id.; Khmu’ siin ‘to cook’, Theng sin ‘to be 
cooked’; Palaung sin, Riang-Lang ˉsin ‘to be cooked, to be ripe’; Vietnamese, Mương chín 
‘cooked’.  
 Khmer chʔɤn, cited at 125, might in fact reflect either variant.  
 135. *cim: Bunör sim, Central Rölöm sɯm, Jeh, Halang cim ‘bird’; Temiar cɛp. 
(#1324) 
 *ciim: Mnong Chil seːm, Sre, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan siim id.; Palaung, Praok sim, 
Riang-Lang ˉsim; Vietnamese, Mương chim.  
 Khasi sim may reflect either variant. 
 136. *til: Old Mon til, Modern Mon tɒ ‘to plant (a seed of)’. (#173314) 
 *[s]n-tiil: Sre səntiil, Biat ntiːl ‘seed, seed-grain’.  
 
*iə. The correspondences from which *iə is reconstructed are of diphthongs, with a high 
(or rarely high mid) front starting-point moving to a relatively low, usually central 
position in at least some cases in almost all languages other than Mon and Bahnar (the 
Aslian reflexes await determination). Thus we have regularly Khmer orthographic iə, 
realized as iə, ìə; Sre ia; Stieng, Central Rơlơm iə, Chrau iə, following *ʔ or *h realized 
as yɛ. In many comparisons we find Bunör ya (and ɲia- < niə-, a special case); ia in 
Biat, Khmu’, Khmu Yuan, Khasi; Riang-Lang iɛ (and ˉyɛ- < *ʔiə-); and Vietnamese iê etc. 
/iə/. Palaung and Praok show secondary split. Palaung has, in a proportion of cases, iə, 
eə: eə chiefly following dental, iə chiefly in other environments (the overlap presumably 
resulting from interdialectal borrowing: Shorto 1960). Praok has similarly short and long 
diphthongs ia, iia, but the origin of the distinction is obscure. 
 Mon: Old Mon has regularly /e/, written e, whence modern ea, ɛà before velars, 
e, è elsewhere. (It cannot be shown that Old Mon /e/ was not diphthongized at least in 
                                                 
13  [Editorial note: this etymology does not appear in the etymological dictionary.] 
14 [Editorial note: Shorto subsequently revised the reconstruction from *i to *ə.]  
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some environments, as the modern reflexes before velars suggest; cf. further the reflex of 
*-iəl, below.) 
 Bahnar: ɛː, less frequently ɛ, can probably be taken as the normal reflex in Bahnar. 
Most of the cases in which we find iɛ:, iɛ can be attributed to secondary palatalization 
resulting from the initial. ɛ, iɛ are likely to result from secondary shortening, sometimes 
clearly due to remodelling on variants which reflect *i to fit words into a sound-symbolic 
system of word-play. 
 In some languages the reflexes before *-1 differ slightly from those specified 
above as a result of the vocalization of the final; they are indicated in their place below. 
 Contextually conditioned splits are to be inferred in Bunör , Biat, Jeh, Halang, 
Khmuic, Northern Mon-Khmer, Khasi, and Vietnamese. Except for Jeh-Halang the 
‘shifted’ reflex is a low mid front vowel similar to the normal Bahnar one; i.e. Bunör , Biat 
ɛː, Khmu’ ɛɛ, Palaung, Riang-Lang, Praok ɛ, Vietnamese and Mương, Khasi e (and in one 
instance ie, probably by secondary lengthening). But since Khasi e also reflects *ə, we 
cannot certainly exclude a variation *iə ~ *ə as the explanation of such cases; the partial 
assignment of e to *iə rests on a balance of probabilities. 
 For Jeh-Halang we find variously Jeh eː, Halang ea; Jeh, Halang ia; and (*-iər >) 
Jeh -ìːl, Halang -ìar. 
 *iə as reconstructed shows a high frequency of occurrence, the instances being 
roughly equal in amount to those of *i and *ii combined. 
 I give examples first of the ‘straightforward’ reflexes. 
 137. Stieng chiək, Sre bəsia, Bunör syak, Central Rölöm siək, Biat chiak ‘to 
cough’; ‘Semang’ yik ‘slight cough’ (#298 *[p]ciək). Chrau nsiəʔ ‘to cough’ reflects a 
form with nasal infix. 
 138. Mon kəreak to split, slit open’; Khmer cɔŋriək ‘to split (into slats etc.)’ 
(#402 *cnriək). 
 139. Palaung (Milne 1931) hleəʔ, Riang-Lang ˉriɛk ‘to be hoarse’ (B 39 
*[s][l]iək).  
 140. Khmer iəŋ ‘out of the vertical’; (?) Vietnamese hiếng ‘to have a squint’ (#494 
*lʔiəŋ(ʔ)) From a nasal-infix form are Mon həeaŋ ‘to be out of the vertical’; Vietnamese 
nghiêng id. 
 141. Khmer sbiəŋ ‘supplies, provisions, food for journey’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
pieŋ, Sre, Biat piaŋ, Chrau, Central Rölöm piəŋ, Bunör pyaŋ ‘cooked rice’ (#617 
*[s]piəŋ). 
 142. Old Mon weṅ ‘to avoid, to turn aside’, Modern Mon wɛàŋ ‘to avoid’; Khmer 
vìəŋ ‘way round, bend’, Bahnar wɛŋ ‘to surround, to hold in crook of arm; curving 
round, winding round’ (x wiŋ ‘curve, eddy’, from a variant); Palaung (Milne 1931) viəŋ 
‘to move aimlessly’ (#765 *wiəŋ). From a prefixed form are Bahnar kəwɛːŋ ‘curving, 
winding’; Palaung kərveəŋ ‘coil; to be coiled, to coil’; Khasi khyrwiang ‘to go round’. 
 143. Stieng rəhiəŋ, Sre rəhiaŋ, Chrau riyɛŋ, Bunör rəhyaŋ, Central Rölöm hiəŋ, 
Biat rhiaŋ, Bahnar dialects hərɛ ̀ː ŋ (etc.), Jeh reːŋ, Halang reaŋ ‘hundred’ (#792 *rhiəŋ). 
 144. Mon təŋet ‘to crush in mill etc.’; Sre səŋiat ‘to crush, compress’ (#977 
*c[n]ŋiət). 
 145. Mon [pòk] pèn ‘to be fat, plump’; Khasi pian ‘short and stout’ (#1169 
*biən). 
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 146. Mon krep ‘to be interposed between two surfaces, jammed, cramped’; Khmer 
triəp ‘packed close together’, (?) West Bahnar jərɛːp ‘to wedge between two props’ 
(#1279 *triəp). Bahnar kəmrɛːp ‘to be crushed’ reflects an infixed form. 
 147. Sre iam ‘onion’ (#1300 *[k]ʔiəm). *[k]lʔiəm underlies Jeh kadiam, Halang 
gədiam id. 
 148. Jeh, Halang liam ‘good’ (#1401 *liəm). Sre niam ‘good, well’ reflects 
*[l]nliəm. 
 149. Stieng, Central Rölöm ʔiər, Sre, Biat iar, Chrau ʔyɛr, Bunör ʔyar, Bahnar 
yɛːr, iɛːr, Jeh ìːl, Halang ìar, Khmu Yuan [hə]yiar ‘fowl’; Palaung iər, Riang-Lang ˉyɛr, 
Praok iia; Khasi ʼiar (#1552 *[ ]ʔiər). 
 150. Theng piɛr ‘to blow’; Riang-Lang ˉpiɛr ‘winnowing-tray’ (#1638 *cpiər). 
Vietnamese nia ‘winnowing-basket’ reflects a nasal-infix form. 
 
Bahnar iɛː etc. in the following items can be ascribed to a preceding palatal or 
secondarily palatalized consonant (including one subsequently lost): 
 151. Sre tiaŋ, Stieng, Chrau, Central Rölöm tiəŋ, Bunör cyaŋ, Biat ciaŋ, Bahnar 
kiɛːŋ (most dialects; also tiɛːŋ, tɛːŋ, etc.), Jeh teːŋ, Halang teaŋ ‘tail’ (#542 *t iə[ŋ]). 1
 152. Bahnar miɛt ‘to stop up’ (#1039 *[c]ɓiət; cf. with variant vocalism Palaung 
kənbit ‘to block’, and from the simplex e.g. Khmer bɤt ‘to cover, close’, Riang-Lang ˉbit 
‘id., to stop up’). 
 Note also Bahnar dialects təkiɛːn, tətiɛːn etc. ‘ring’, with Old Khmer cancyan, 
Modern Mon cɔɲciən, cùəɲciən probably a loan from Austronesian (cf. Malay chinchin); 
otherwise *cnciən[ ] (#1145) and cf. 181. 
 The effect extends to the context following h, where we may assume the laryngeal 
to have been accompanied by constriction in the palatal region. 
 153. Sre hian ‘asthma, tuberculosis’, Biat hian ‘asthma’, Bahnar hiɛn (and 
dialects siɛn inter alia) ‘to cough’; Vietnamese [bịnh] hen ‘asthma’ (#1215 *hiən).—Cf. 
also, dialects hriɛːŋ beside hərɛ ̀ː ŋ < *rhiəŋ, 143. 
 The last two instances are perhaps dialectal in origin: 
 154. Sre (Blood 1966) klyaŋ, Bunör klɛːŋ, Central Rölöm tliəŋ, Biat [ndraːŋ] 
klɛːŋ, Bahnar dialects kliɛːŋ, klɛːŋ, Jeh kleːŋ, Halang kleaŋ ‘forehead’ (#731 *[k]liəŋ). 
Sre biŋliaŋ id. is connected, but obscurely. 
 155. Stieng ləpiet (Azémar 1886; Blood 1966 has pɛlpiət), Sre, Biat mpiat, Chrau 
ləpiət, Bunör mpyat, Central Rölöm piət, Bahnar dialects rəpiɛt, ləpiɛt, hapiɛt, Jeh 
lapiat, Halang rəpiat ‘tongue’ (#1075 *l-mp-iət; the simplex in Palaung (Milne 1931) 
leət, Riang-Lang _liɛt, Praok lɛt ‘to lick’). 
 The monophthongized reflexes in Bunör and Biat appear to be coincident, so far 
as our evidence goes. They have been noted in a variety of contexts, broadly similar to 
those associated with the South Bahnaric lowering of *ii: following nasals; liquids and w; 
nt-; r(ə)d- < *rɗ-; p; kh-. The items are listed below. 
 156. Stieng, Bunör, Biat nɛːt, Central Rölöm niət ‘comb’ (#1097 *s-n-iət; cf. with 
variant vocalism Khmer snɤt, Chrau səniːt; and Khmer sɤt ‘to comb’). Stieng nɛːt may be 
a loanword, as wɛːr is assumed to be in 162. Azémar (1886) has cɛːr ‘to blow [nose]’, 
presumably < *[k][s]iər ~ *[k][s]iir, 111; but this may be a special development 
following c-. 
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 157. Biat mɛːŋ ‘edge, margin’ (#656 *r-m-iəŋ; cf. the simplex in Old Mon reṅ ‘to 
arrange’, Modern Mon rɛàŋ ‘to form a row, to place in a row’; Khmer rìəŋ ‘continuously, 
in succession’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) rieŋ ‘perpetually’; Khasi riang ‘in order, in a row’; 
and for this sense, with variant vocalism, Sre reŋ, Bahnar reːŋ ‘to skirt’). 
 158. Khmer mìən ‘ring, circle’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) mien, Biat mɛːn (whence 
Sre meen?) ‘ring round haft of dah etc.’ (#1182 *m[ ]iən, perhaps *m-wiən, ad *wiən 
178; Sre then perhaps from a variant *m-wiin). 
 159. Central Rölöm riək, Bunör, Biat rɛːk ‘to reap’; Khasi riah ‘to pluck [e.g. 
herbs]’ (#390 *riək) . 
 160. Sre [daa] liaŋ, Biat lɛːŋ ‘waterfall’ (#710 *liəŋ). 
 161. Biat lɛːr ‘to jut out, project’; Palaung liər ‘to protrude (v.i.t.)’; Vietnamese lè 
‘to stick [tongue] out’ (#1663 *liər; Sre has liu ‘to stick out’, from an assimilatory *liəl). 
Riang-Lang ˉkliɛr ‘to protrude’ reflects a prefixed form. 
 Cf. also Bunör, Biat klɛːŋ < *[k]liəŋ), 154. 
 162. Khmer vìə ‘to go aside, avoid’, Bunör wɛːr, Central Rölöm wiər ‘taboo’, Biat 
wɛːr ‘unlucky’ (whence, or from Bunör, Stieng wɛːr, Sre wer ‘taboo’), Bahnar wɛ ́ː r ‘to go 
aside, avoid’; Palaung (Milne 1931) viər, Riang-Lang _viɛr, Praok viia id. (#1669 *wiər). 
From prefixed forms are Biat kwɛːr ‘bend’; and Khasi tawiar ‘to go round and round’. 
 163. Mon həte ‘to lament’; Biat ntɛːr ‘to cry aut, (#1622 *[g]ntiər); and from a 
homophonous nominal formation Middle Mon gater ‘long-drawn-out intonation’; Biat 
ntɛːr ‘cry’. The simplex *[g]tiər perhaps in Bahnar tɛːr ‘[lightning] to strike; 
thunderclap’. 
 164. Bunör rədɛːŋ, Central Rölöm diəŋ, Biat rdɛːŋ ‘to cart’ (#590 *rɗiəŋ; 
Palaungic has a variant *rɗiŋ, for which cf. e.g. Palaung deŋ ‘road’). 
 165. Khmer biət ‘to press against, be close to’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) piet ‘to get 
one's fingers pinched’, Biat pɛːt ‘to press, squeeze’, West Bahnar pɛːt to squeeze with 
fingers’; Riang-Lang ˉpiɛt ‘to squeeze, massage’ (#1020 *piət). *[p]mpiət underlies Biat 
mpɛːt ‘to press with hands’; Praok biat ‘to extract by pressing’. 
 166. Biat khɛːr ‘burnt [food]’ (#1688 *khiər; cf. Vietnamese khê, < *khir).15  
 The Bunör-Biat monophthongization is regular following liquids and w, and 
following nasals if Bunör ɲiar ‘top layer of bamboo floor’ is borrowed from Central 
Rơlơm niər (#1632 *tniər) also following d, 164, on the evidence of that single case. 
Monophthongization following nt- (163) does not extend to *t in the absence of a nasal 
affix, which is palatalized in both languages; cf. e.g. 151 *tiəŋ, 181 *tiər. 165 is 
anomalous in the light of 141 *[s]piəŋ, 155 *lmpiət; is Biat pɛːt a loan from Bahnar, and 
thence by levelling mpɛːt? 166 is equally isolated: contrast 143 *rhiəŋ, and Biat nchiaŋ 
kaːŋ ‘to chew the cud’ ad *khiəŋ. 
 
For Khmuic the evidence is limited; it suggests monophthongization following k (velars?) 
and h. 
 167. Mon kep ‘to pinch, grasp with claws’; Khmer kiəp ‘to nip, pinch’, Khmu’ 
kɛɛp ‘to grasp with tongs’ (*[c]kiəp; distinguish *giəp, 185). From an infixed form are 
Middle Mon sakep, Modern Mon həkep ‘tongs’; Khmu’ srkɛɛp; while Bahnar nɛp̄ id. 
shows secondary infixation. 
                                                 
15 [Editorial note: Shorto revised the reconstruction to derive both Biat and Vietnamese from 
*kh[ee]r.]  
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 168. Khmu’ hɛɛm ‘younger sibling of same sex’, Khmu Yuan hɛɛm ‘younger 
sibling’ (Khmuic *hiəm; ~ *ʔiəm, > Stieng (Azémar 1886) iem ‘elder sibling’; 
Vietnamese em ‘younger sibling’). 
 Khmu Yuan ɛt̀ ‘few’ is likely to be borrowed from Mương ét ‘a little’ (183) in view 
of həyiar ‘fowl’ < *kuən ʔiər (cf. 149). 
 
Monophthongal reflexes in the Northern Mon-Khmer languages are not necessarily 
coincident. In particular Praok is apt to show a monophthong where the other two do 
not, though in some of these cases we ought perhaps to assign Praok to a variant in *ə. 
 For Palaung we have one, seemingly discrepant, instance. 
 169. Khmu’ hriaŋ, Khmu Yuan riaŋ ‘intestines’; Palaung rɛŋ (#708 *[s]riə[ŋ]). 
Contrast Palaung hreəŋ, Riang-Lang ˉriɛŋ ‘straw’, < *.riəŋ (Editor’s note: *.riəŋ appears 
to related to #693, although it appears that the analysis had changed).   
 For Riang-Lang we have two. 
 170. Stieng (Azémar 1886) siɛt ‘to cut up [meat]’, Sre siat ‘to cut, sever’, Biat 
chiat ‘to cut up’, West Bahnar cɛt̄ ‘to chop [edibles etc.] obliquely’; Riang-Lang ˉsɛt ‘to 
cut, gash’ (#981 *ciət). This might be attributed to absorption of i following the palatal, 
*ciɛt > *ciɛt > ˉsɛt; there are no counter-examples. 
 171. Palaung miəm, Riang-Lang _mɛm ‘tea’ (prima facie *miəm; but Riang-Lang 
may conceivably reflect a variant *məəm). 
 Praok disagrees with other languages in two instances: lɛt ‘to lick’ < *liət 
(Palaung leət, Riang-Lang _liɛt; see 155); and tɛm ‘to hammer...’ < *tiəm (Palaung 
teəm; see 114). Palaung or Riang-Lang comparisons are not available in two other items. 
 172. Praok ŋɛt ‘to listen (to), obey’ (#942 *[ ]n-ʔiət; the simplex in Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) iet ‘to listen to, obey’, Sre, Biat iat ‘to listen to’, Chrau ʔyɛt, Bunör ʔyat, 
Central Rölöm ʔiət ‘to listen, hear’). 
 173. Mon ken, təken ‘finger, toe’; Praok gɛn ‘finger’ (#1128 *ŋkiən[ ]). 
 Both these involve earlier prenasalized forms. Contrast, therefore, e.g. Praok biat 
< *[p]mpiət, 165. 
 
Instances in which Khasi e might be assigned to *i- are the following: 
 174. Old Mon ckem ‘to grasp, pick up; handful’, Modern Mon kem ‘to grasp’; 
Khasi skhem ‘firmly, securely’, [shi]-khem ‘handful’ (shi ‘one’); Vietnamese kém ‘pincers, 
tweezers’ (#1312 *ckiəm). 
 175. Khasi syrdeng ‘fence, plank partition’ (#578 *t2-r-diəŋ; cf. for the simplex 
Old Mon tadeṅ ‘screen, railing’, (in part) Modern Mon hətɛàŋ ‘(wall of) twilled bamboo’). 
 176. Mon kret ‘to creak’; Khmer kriət ‘creakily’; Khasi khret-khret ‘grating’ 
(#1064 *kriət; a metathetic *rkiət underlies Sre rəkiat, Biat rciat ‘to grind, creak, 
gnash’). 
 177. Khmer phlìəŋ ‘rain, to rain’, Tolo Bahnar plɛːŋ ‘sky’; Khasi bneng id.; Mnar 
phuyaŋ (#930 *[p]liəɲ). 
 178. Mon kəmèn ‘cripple’; Khasi lymmen ‘digitless extremity’ (#1208a *lm-wiən; 
the simplex in Mon wèn ‘to be crooked, deformed’; Khmer vìən ‘to curl up tight’; other 
affixed forms in Bahnar, Vietnamese, Aslian). A variant *-wənʔ is attested by Vietnamese 
quấn ‘to be rolled round, to roll round’, but the closest semantic parallel is with the Mon 
form. 
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 Khasi ie in one instance suggests secondary lengthening of e: 
 179. Mon kəlem ‘to taste’; Khasi jylliem, ‘[dog] to lick lips’, (*[c]rliəmʔ; the 
simplex in Bahnar lɛːm ‘to lick one’s fingertips’; Vietnamese liếm ‘to lick’, if not from 
AnCh. *liam). 
 The conditions are obscure, and suggest shortening following certain complex 
initials. 
 
Vietnamese has usually -e < *-iər, the only exception being nia ‘winnowing-basket’ < 
*pniər (150). Cf. besides lè ‘to stick tongue out’ < *liər, 161: 
 180. Vietnamese che ‘to cover, hide, shelter, to take shelter’ (#1592 *ciər; ~ *cir, 
> Old Mon cir ‘to ward [off]’, Middle Mon cuiw ‘to screen’, Modern Mon cɜ ‘to cover 
over, to wall’). 
 181. Stieng (Azémar 1886) thier (!), Sre tiar, Biat ciar ‘to forge’, Bahnar tiɛːr, tɛːr 
‘to hammer to an edge’; Vietnamese đe ‘anvil’ (#1610 *tiər). 
 182. Riang-Lang ̱chiɛr ‘to tear’; Vietnamese xé id. (*chiərʔ). 
 Before other finals Vietnamese e has been noted following laryngeals, velars, and 
l. We have besides em ‘younger sibling’ < *ʔiəm (168), bịnh hen ‘asthma’ < *hiən (153): 
 183. Mương ét ‘a little’ (whence probably Khmu Yuan ɛt̀ ‘few’; #939 *ʔiət; ~ *-
i(i)t, > Sre it ‘a little’; Vietnamese ít). 
 184. Vietnamese ghen ‘to be jealous, envious’ (#1125 *kiən? Stieng (Azémar 
1886) kiɛn, Sre kian, Biat cian ‘to gnaw’). 
 185. Khmer kìəp, Stieng (Azémar 1886) giep, Bahnar gɛːp ‘to grasp with tongs’; 
Palaung giəp id.; Vietnamese kẹp ‘to press, squeeze’ (#1239 *giəp; distinguish *[c]kiəp, 
167). 
 186. Vietnamese lèn ‘to stuff, cram in’ (#1197 *liən; *[l]nliən underlies Palaung 
niən ‘to strangle, throttle’, Mon also ‘to roll [rice] into a ball’). 
 187. Vietnamese trét to smear, to caulk’ (#1076 *[k]pliət; cf. for the simplex Old 
Mon let, Modern Mon lèt ‘to smear on’; Khmer lìət [bɤt] ‘to plaster’; and for *k-liət Mon 
klet ‘to be glutinous, sticky, adhesive’; Palaung kleət ‘to be smooth, slippery’). 
 The only obstacles to regarding Vietnamese e as regular in these environments are 
hiếng ‘to have a squint’, a slightly suspect derivation from *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) (140, #494); kiết [lỵ] 
‘dysentery’ (#960 *[t]kiət; ~ *[t]kiit, > Mon [nɛà] kit ‘to have dysentery’, and with 
infix həkit ‘dysentery’); and liếm ‘to lick’ ad *[c]liəmʔ (see 179), perhaps a Chinese loan. 
 
Jeh has eː, Halang ea in *tiəŋ, 151; *[k]liəŋ, 154; *rhiəŋ, 143. Both have ia in *lmpiət, 
155; *[k]lʔiəm, 147; *liəm, 148. Jeh has -ìːl, Halang -ìar in *ʔiər, 149; note further 
Halang prial (and Jeh priːl, unless from a variant) ‘ice, hail’ < *priəl, 200. It is thus 
possible that these alternants are conditioned by the nature of the final. 
  
*-iəl. Sre and Biat reflexes of this rhyme presuppose a vocalization of the final similar to 
that attested in Vietnamese (in monophthongization contexts) -eo. We have already 
referred Sre liu ‘to stick out’ to a variant *liəl of *liər (165). Biat has -iːu, (in 
monophthongization context) -ɛːu. 
 Mon has -ea, -ɛà, written -ey. Unfortunately the Old Mon reflex of this rhyme is 
not recorded; but by analogy with Old Mon /il/ > Middle Mon -ī > modern -ɔe, -i, -ì 
it seems likely that -l has been lost and that the modern reflexes preserve the ancient 
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diphthong via Old Mon. (Mon shows distinct reflexes of PMK *-iəw and *-ew, the latter 
corresponding to Old Mon /ew/; it is therefore possible that the Old Mon orthography 
masks a distinction between /eə/ and /e/ which we have failed to infer.) 
 Khasi has usually -ia, with loss of *-l, elsewhere reflected as -n. In 191 it may have 
-ew, with monophthongization corresponding to that suspected in 174-8. 
 In the same item Vietnamese has -êu, apparently corresponding to -iê- in other 
contexts. 
 188. Mon ea s’ey ‘to wither, become withered, dry up’; Jơlong Bahnar yɛl ‘poor 
harvest’; Vietnamese, Mương héo ‘to wilt, dry up, wither’ (#1697*[c]ʔiəl[ ]). 
 189. Biat rʔiːu ‘to become rancid; Khmu Yuan pə’ial ‘smell of fish’ (#1698 
*prʔiəl). 
 190. Mon rɛà rey ‘to cut up’; Khasi ria ‘small, broken’ (#1786 *riəl). 
 191. Mon krea ‘sarus crane’; Khmer kriəl, Stieng (Azémar 1886) [peʔ] kriɛl, Biat 
[klaːŋ] krɛːu ‘crane’; Vietnamese sếu id. (#1788 *kriəlʔ; conn. probably Khasi sarew id., 
with obscure initial). 
 
Variation between simple vowel and diphthong. In addition to instances already noted in 
passing, some illustrative examples follow. The simple vowel may be long or short, or 
both. 
 192. *priiŋ ‘oil, fat’, see 95. 
 *priəŋ: Palaung preəŋ ‘fat, to be delicious’, Riang-Lang ˉpriɛŋ ‘to be delicious’. 
Khasi has phniang ‘oil-seed’, perhaps by metathesis from a nasal-infix form. 
 193. *pliɲ: Rơngao pliŋ ‘sky’; Palaung pleŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpleŋ id. (#930) 
 *[p]liiɲ: Jeh, Halang pliːŋ id.; Temiar balīk. 
 *[p]liəɲ, see 177. 
 194. kɗiit and kɗit ‘small’, see 96. (#1016)   
 *kɗiət: Khmu’ liat, Khmu Yuan liàt ‘to be short’; Palaung diət ‘to be small’; 
Mương đét ‘small’. From an infixed form are Riang-Lang _kəndiət ‘to be small’; Khasi 
khyndiat ‘a little, few’ (= khyndit, ad var.); and by contraction Vietnamese nhắt ‘to be 
small’. 
 195. *krit: Bahnar krit ‘creakily’; and *kriit: Khmer kreːt id. (Tandart; not 
Vacananukram Khmer). (#1064) 
 *kri-t, see 180. 
 196. *slin: Vietnamese lên, Mương lênh ‘to go up’. (#1207) 
 *sliən: Khmu Yuan lian ‘to go out; out’; and with secondary prefixation Praok 
klian ‘to lift’. 
 197. *bciip: Mon cip ‘to be set edge to edge’; Bahnar jiːp ‘joined edge to edge’. 
(#1245) 
 *bciəp: Palaung (Milne 1931) siəp ‘to pile neatly, to lay one thing on another in a 
pile’; Khasi bsiap ‘to put between two things, to insert’, siap ‘to insert’. 
 198. *ci(i)m ‘bird’, see 135. (#1324)  
 *ciəm: Kuy sɛɛm, Bahnar sɛːm id.; and by contraction from *kuən ciəm Old Mon 
kiñcem, Modern Mon həcem id. (Biat has chium, for expected **chiam.) 
 199. *wir: Khmu Yuan wer[kaay] (!) ‘to turn (v.i.)’; Vietnamese về, Mương wềl 
‘to return’. Bahnar rəwir ‘to stir’ is from a prefixed form. (#1669)  
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 *wiir: Bahnar wiːr ‘to twist’. Vietnamese vi, in compounds, ‘to surround; 
circumference’ is from a prefixed form. Praok vi ‘to visit’ and Khasi wir ‘astray’ may 
reflect either of these two variants. 
 *wiər ‘to turn aside, avoid, go round’, see 166.  
 200. *pril: Khmer prɯ̀l ‘hail’ (x *briiʔ ‘rain’); Praok pre id. (#1791)  
 *priəl: Bahnar prɛl id., Hal prial (and probably Jeh priːl) ‘ice, hail’; Palaung 
preər ‘hail’, Khasi phria ‘hailstone’. 
 201. *wil ‘to turn round...’, see 131; and *wiil id., see 107. (#1794)   
 *wiəl: Khmer vìəl ‘to dig round, cut round, to enlarge [hole]’; Riang-Lang _viɛl ‘to 
turn round’; Vietnamese vẹo ‘to be twisted, crooked, distorted’. Note among reflexes of 
prefixed forms Bahnar kuɛl ‘enclosure’; kəwɛl ‘small and bent’, probably cognate with 
Palaung kərviər ‘to encircle, surround’.  
 
 
Back Vowels before -h and -s 
 
*-uh *-uuh *-uəh. Although *-uh and *-uuh are merged in Khmer and probably North 
Bahnaric and Aslian, distinct reflexes have been noted for most other languages. A 
straightforward length distinction is found in Stieng, Chrau and Sre, and the South 
Bahnaric languages as a whole show characteristic reflex sets: 
 
 *-uh *-uuh 
Stieng -oh -oːh 
(Azémar -uh -uːh) 
Sre -uh (-oh) -uːh 
Chrau -uh -uːh 
Cent. Rơlơm -ɷh -uh 
Bunör  -uh (-oh) -oh 
Biat -oh (-uh) -uh 
 
*-uh. For South Bahnaric see above. old Mon has /ɯh/ (merging *oh: below), whence 
modern -ɒh -ɜh̀ (merging Old Mon /øh/ < *əəh; /øs/), by post-nasal split -uh -ùh. 
Khmer has -oh -ùh, written -uḥ; in the spoken language merging with -us < *-us as well 
as with *-uuh. Kuy has -uh -ùh. 
 North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -oːh, -uːh, Jeh and Halang -uh, -ùh; Bahnar vowel 
height and Jeh/Halang register are not consistently correlated. The origin of the variation 
(further discussed below) is obscure. It might be attributed to length variation; from *-
uuh we find only Bahnar -uːh, Jeh, Halang -ùh. Khmuic has -uh, following dental -oh. 
 
The Palaungic reflexes are difficult to codify. Riang-Lang in two instances has -o; but 
more often -u, as < *-uuh. Riang-Lang -ɑ < *-ah suggests that this may result from 
normal compensatory lengthening following the loss of *-h. Palaung has variously -ɯh, -
oh, -ɔh, -uh. If we assume -uh always to reflect (variant) *-uuh, and the two instances of 
-ɔh variant *-uəh, the remaining reflexes appear as contextually determined: -oh 
following dental, -ɯh otherwise. Similarly, if Praok -u reflects variant *-uuh and -ɔ 
variant *-uəh, -o is left as the regular reflex of *-uh. 
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 Khasi has -ut /ut/; Vietnamese -ô with hỏi or ngả tone. Finally, in Aslian we note 
variously Northern -uh; Southern -ɔh, -uh; Central -əh, -uh (and in Temiar -əh̄, with 
seemingly automatic lengthening). 
 
Examples: 
 202. Sre tuh, Biat toh, Bahnar tuːh ‘to pour out’; Mương tổ, Vietnamese đổ ‘id., to 
spill’; Temiar təh̄ ‘rain’ (#2003 *tuh). 
 203. Khmer pùh ‘to boil, bubble’, Bahnar buːh ‘welling up’ (#2038 *ɓuh &c.); 
and from affixed forms (i) Khmer pəpuùh ‘foam’; ‘Central Sakai’ buboh ‘id., froth’; (ii) 
Mon həbɒh id. (< *brɓuh; —> Cham parapɔ̀ː h); (iii) Stieng (Azémar 1886) səmbuh, 
Biat mbuh, East Bahnar kəmuːh id. Vietnamese mủ ‘pus’ reflects a long-vowel variant, as 
Khmer, Bahnar, and Aslian may do. 
 204. Old Mon moḥ &c. /mɯh/, Modern Mon mùh ‘nose’; Kuy mùh, Stieng (a.), 
Sre, Chrau muh, Central Rölöm mɷh, Bunör (← ?), Biat moh, Bahnar muːh, Jeh, Halang 
mùh, Khmu’ muh id.; Khasi ’mut; Temiar məh̄ (#2045 *muh); and from a prefixed form 
Khmer crəmoh, Stieng trəmoh (Azémar 1886 trəmuh) id. Palaung (Milne 1931) muh 
presumably reflects a long-vowel variant (as Khmer, Kuy, Bunör, and North Bahnaric also 
may do), Vietnamese mũi (*muus). 
 205. ‘Central Sakai’ loh ‘perforated’ (#2069 *luh; add perhaps Riang-Lang _lu 
‘hole, pit’; Vietnamese lỗ ‘hole’); prefixed formations include (i) Mon klɒh ‘to penetrate’ 
(~ Old Mon kirloḥ /kərlɯh/ id.; cf. also ii); Khmer khloh, Stieng (Azémar 1886) kluh 
‘to pierce bullock’s nose’; (ii) Mon klɒh ‘to be penetrated’ (if ≠ ‘to penetrate’, i); Khmer 
thlùh ‘to be pierced through’; (iii) Sre bluh ‘hole, perforation’, Biat bloh ‘having a hole 
in’, ~ Bahnar bəloːh ‘hole, perforation; to make a hole in’; (iv) Bahnar hloːh ‘perforated, 
open’; Temiar səluh ‘to shoot with blowpipe’. Cognate with (i), (ii) or (iv) is Riang-Lang 
ˉlo ‘to pierce, penetrate’ (~ Palaung kərhlɔh ‘to penetrate’, with presumed variant 
vocalism), and with (ii) or (iv) Khasi [pei] syllut ‘clean through’. 
 
Variant reflexes: South Bahnaric. Sre has -oh following (*)nasal+glottalized consonant, 
in sənɗoh ‘to jump’ < *[s]-n-ɗuh (~ Khmer stùh); and probably sometimes following r. 
Biat has -uh only in mbuh < *sn-ɓuh (no. 203 above), i.e. in the same context as Sre 
sənɗoh; the Stieng cognate militates against assuming length variation here. Bunör -oh is 
attested only in moh (no. 204), against four instances of -uh, and is probably to be 
explained either by borrowing from Biat or by length variation. 
 North Bahnaric. If the divergent reflexes in North Bahnaric are to be attributed to 
length variation, which is formally possible, an unusually high frequency of variation 
must be assumed; the hypothesis seems prima facie unlikely. The divergence does not 
appear to be contextually conditioned. Bahnar tuːh < *tuh (no. 202) contrasts with toːh 
‘to hit, beat’ < *tuh (: Palaung toh, Riang-Lang ˉtu ‘to pound’), while the same root 
*btuh (#2008) yields the Bahnar doublets doːh ‘to explode’, duːh ‘pus; to suppurate’. 
Note also the divergence in reflexes of *ruh (#2051) and its prefixed formations: Bahnar 
ruːh, Jeh, Halang ruh ‘to fall’; Bahnar proːh ‘to gush out’, beside West Bahnar pruːh ‘to 
squirt from mouth’; Jeh kadrùh ‘to jump down’, Halang gədrùh ‘to fall’. (The simplex 
correspondence here should be contrasted with that in no. 204 above.) 
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*-uuh. Khmer has *-uh; Old Mon has /uh/, whence modern -aoh -uh -ùh. North 
Bahnaric: Bahnar has -uːh, Jeh and Halang -ùh. Khmuic: Khmu Yuan has apparently -ɔh -
ɔh̀. In Palaungic Palaung has -uh, Riang-Lang -u; Praok -u may reflect variant *-uuh 
(above). Khasi has -ud /uːt/; Vietnamese -u with hỏi or ngả tone. 
 Kuy and Aslian reflexes are unknown. Note that North Bahnaric and Riang-Lang 
are, probably, ambiguous as between *-uh, *-uuh. 
 
Examples: 
 206. Riang-Lang ˉu ‘[dogs] to howl’; Khasi ud ‘to groan, complain, [insect] to 
whine. (#1959 *-uuh). 
 207. Khmer kɔɲcùh kañjuḥ, West Bahnar rəyuːh (→ Jar. rəyuh) ‘to shake’; 
Vietnamese giũ ‘to shake [dust, water] off’ (#1995 *[r]njuuh). *-uuh rests on 
Vietnamese Mon kəyòh ‘to shake off' reflects a variant *[r]njuəh or *[r]njəh. 
 208. Mon taoh ‘to rub, scrub, scour’; Khmer doh ṭus: ‘to rub, polish’ (#2004 
*t1uuh); and from an affixed form Khmu Yuan həntɔh ‘to rub’. Thai thúu confirms 
Khmer *-h in spite of the spelling. 
 209. Stieng toːh, Chrau tuːh, Bunör toh, Central Rölöm, Biat tuh, Jeh, Halang 
toh ‘bean’ (#2002 *t uuh). Bahnar təːh probably reflects a variant *təh. 1
 210. Bahnar truːh ‘to arrive at, reach’, Jeh trùh ‘to come, arrive’, Halang trùh ‘to 
arrive’; Palaung hluh id., Riang-Lang ˉtru ‘to come’ (#2079 *t1luuh). Here *-uuh rests 
on Palaung 
 
Length variation. Isolated or perhaps isolated long-vowel variants were noted in nos. 
203, 204 above. Some further illustrations follow. 
 211. *guh: Palaung (Milne 1931) gɯh ‘to open, to swell’, Praok go [gluŋ] ‘to 
swell’; ~ *guuh: Mon kùh ‘to swell up’; Palaung (Milne 1931) guh = gɯh. (#1976)  
 212. *buh: Stieng (Azémar 1886) buh ‘ash’; from affixed forms (i) Mon həpɜh̀ 
‘dust, powder, spoil’; (ii) Stieng (Azémar 1886) nbuh ‘ash’, Sre kəmbuh ‘powder, dust, 
waste from first pounding of paddy’; ~ *buuh: Sre buːh, Biat buh, Khmu Yuan pɔh̀ ‘ash’. 
(#2034) 
 213. *khuh: Sre khuh, Biat khoh ‘to boil (v.i.)’; ~ *khuuh: Sre khuːh (Blood 
1966, ~ khuh), Bunör khoh, Central Rölöm khuh id. 
 
*-uəh. Constructions of *-uəh are relatively infrequent, and are usually variants of other 
finals. The following are probable reflexes: Old Mon /oh/, whence modern -uh; following 
consonant cluster usually /ɔh/, whence modern -ɔh; Khmer -oh, written -uḥ;  
perhaps also, or in complementary distribution, (-ɔh?) -ùəh, written -oḥ; Stieng, Chrau, 
Bunör , Central Rơlơm, Biat -ɔh, Sre -oh, -uəh; Bahnar -uːah (and dialectally -uːəh, -
ɔːah), -ɔːh, Jeh (and Halang?) -oh; (Palaung -ɔh, p. uh 2), Praok (-ɔ, ib.; -ua?). 
 Isolated variants were noted in nos. 205 and perhaps 207 above. I add here: 
 214. Khmer doh ḍuḥ ‘to grow, germinate’, Stieng (Azémar 1886) tɔh-[mat] ‘germ 
of cereal, bud’ (# *tuəh).16  
 215. Stieng tɔh ‘to explode’, Sre toh ‘cutaneous eruption’ (#2008 *bt1uəh); and 
from infixed forms (i) Chrau ntɔh ‘to explode’; (ii) Sre bərtoh, Bunör rətɔh, Central 
                                                 
16 [Editorial note: this comparison was deleted in the author’s revison of the comparative lexicon.] 
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Rölöm tɔh, Biat rtɔh id. Khmer phtùh phduḥ ‘to crackle, to burst, explode’ may rather 
reflect the variant *btuh (also in Mon, Bahnar, Palaungic). 
 216. Bahnar prɔːh ‘outflow’ (*p-ruəh); with a different prefix Sre səkruəh ‘to 
shake down’ (*[s]p-ruəh). Praok phrua ‘to sprinkle’ may be cognate with Sre, or, with 
khrua ‘to shake off’, grua to drop, fall away’, be assignable to an *s- suffix formation 
attested by e.g. Khmer prùːəh bruəs ‘to squirt from mouth’ (with which Mon pruh proh 
id. is probably cognate). Variant of *ruh &c. (#2051). 
 217. Khmer soh suḥ, Sre soh ‘empty’, East Bahnar sɔːh ‘empty, stripped’ (#2088 
*suəh); and from an affixed form Jeh sasoh ‘idle’ (and Halang səsoh ‘only’?). Biat chɔːih 
reflects *suəs (< *suəh-suəh?). 
 
*-us &c. Even in languages in which PMK *-s is not preserved as such, reflexes distinct 
from those of *-h occur following back vowels in most cases. There is thus relatively little 
difficulty in discriminating between the two finals in reconstruction. 
 
*-us. The following are considered to be reflexes of *-us: Old Mon /øs/, whence modern 
-ɒh -ɜh̀; Khmer -oh, written -us; Kuy -ùh; Sre -us, -os, Biat -uih; Palaung -ɯr, -or, Riang-
Lang -ɔs, -os; Praok -aw; Khasi -ut; Vietnamese -ôi with hỏi or ngã tone. The low 
frequency of the rhyme compared with *-uus may reflect the development of the latter 
from earlier suffixed forms in some cases: *-uus < *-uh-s, &c. All instances of *-us noted 
are variants (except perhaps no. 223 below); it is therefore possible that some of the 
Bahnaric and Aslian forms reconstructed with long vowel in fact reflect *-us. 
 Variant reflexes: Sre has -os following r, -us elsewhere. The conditioning of the 
Palaungic reflexes is unclear; within the limited material Palaung -ɯr corresponds to 
Riang-Lang -ɔs, Palaung -or to Riang-Lang -os. 
 Examples will be found in the sections on variation below; I note here: 
 218. Palaung kror ‘paddy-storage basket’, Praok kraw ‘granary’ (*krus). Bahnaric 
has an apparent variant in *-h: Sre kruh ‘small kind of carrying-basket’, Bahnar kroːh 
‘special large kind of carrying-basket’.17  
 
*-uus. Old Mon has /us/, whence modern -uh -ùh. Khmer has -ùːh, written -ūs; -aoh, 
written -os; Kuy has -uːh. 
 South Bahnaric: Sre has -ous; Bunör and Central Rơlơm have -uːih; Stieng, Chrau, 
Biat have -uːih, -oːih. North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -uːih, -oːih, Jeh and Halang -uːyh. 
 Palaungic: Palaung has -ur, Riang-Lang -us; Praok -u in one instance reflects *-
uus or less probably *-uuh, -ɔ in another may reflect *-uus or *-uəs. Khasi has -ud. 
Vietnamese -ũi is presumed to reflect *-uus in no. 204 above. 
 In Aslian I have noted Northern -os; Central (Temiar) -ōs, -ūs. 
 The splits in Khmer and Biat are compatible with those found before other non-
laryngeal finals. Those in Stieng and Chrau are difficult to interpret for paucity of 
evidence. 
 Again, virtually all instances involve variation; examples should be sought in the 
relevant sections. 
 
                                                 
17 [Editorial note: Shorto subsequently revised the reconstruction to *[k]ruh (#2054).]  
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Length variation. Examples: 
 219. *pʔus: Vietnamese ổi ‘guava tree’; ~ *pʔuus: Sre pə’ous id. (#1876)  
 220. *[r]kus: PalMon [i]kɯr ‘porcupine’; from an infixed form Riang-Lang 
ˉrəŋkɔs id.; ~ *[r]kuus: Temiar kūs id. Khasi dyngkhied reflects a variant in *-iəs (as 
Danaw tɔŋkiɛt suggests), or one in *-əs with secondary lengthening. (#1883)  
 221. *ɓus: Mon bɒh ‘to boil (v.t.)’; ~ *ɓuus: Palaung bur, Riang-Lang ˉbus ‘foam, 
froth’; Temiar būs ‘bubbles’. (Earlier *ɓuh-s; for *ɓuh see no. 203 above; *-s causative is 
assumed in Mon) (#2038)  
 222. *t-p-rus: Khmer proh prus ‘male’ (Danaw pǝrɔh is a loan, probably from an 
unattested Riang-Lang form); and *t-m-rus: Old Khmer tamrus, Kuy ntrùh id.; ~ *truus: 
Old Mon trūs &c. /trus/, Modern Mon kraoh id.; Khmer traoh tros ‘male, ungelded 
[animal]’; and with p-infix Khmer praoh ‘male’. (#1940)  
 In the following instance it is possible that only a short-vowel form should be 
reconstructed, since the Stieng and North Bahnaric reflexes of *-us are not known. 
 223. *mus or *muus: Stieng (Azémar 1886) muːih, Sre mus, Biat muih ‘to clear 
[forest]’, Bahnar muːih ‘clearing of forest’, Jeh, Halang muːyh. (#1922)  
 
*-uəs. Old Mon has /os/, whence modern -uh; following consonant cluster usually /ɔs/, 
whence modern -ɔh -òh. Khmer has -ùːəh, written -uəs. 
 South Bahnaric: the following are considered to be normal reflexes: Stieng 
(Azémar 1886) -uːɛh, -oːɛh, -oɛh, Sre -oas, Biat -ɔːih. North Bahnaric: Bahnar has -ɔːih, 
Jeh and Halang -uayh. Khmu’ has -uɛh, Khmu Yuan -uas. 
us 4 
 Palaungic: Palaung has -uər, Riang-Lang -uas. Praok has -ua, -uua; -ɔ is a 
contextually determined reflex of either *-uus or *-uəs. Vietnamese has -oi with hỏi tone. 
 Aslian: I have noted Che’ Wong (Northern) -əwas; Semai (Central) -ɔs̄ may reflect 
*-uəs or perhaps *-uus. 
  
Examples: 
 224. *t1uəs: Old Mon tos /tos/ ‘to utter, proclaim’; with nasal infix (*tntuəs) 
Praok dua ‘to assert’. (#1899)  
 225. *puəs: Stieng (Azémar 1886) poɛh [jəːŋ], Jeh, Halang puayh ‘calf of leg’; 
Palaung puər [grɔŋ]. (The Stieng short vowel is exceptional.) (#1913)  
 226. *kruəs: Khmer kruːəh kruəs, Stieng (Azémar 1886) kroːɛh ‘gravel’; 
Vietnamese sỏi ‘pebble, gravel’. Mon kreh reflects a front-vowel variant. (#1936)  
 227. *[ts]uəs: Sre yoas ‘dah’; Palaung [bot] suər, Riang-Lang ˉchuas, ˉtsuas 
‘knife, dagger’. (#1953)  
 In the following instance Bahnaric shows variants in *-uəs, *-was; the latter is 
probably secondary. 
 228. *r[ ]uəs: Stieng (Azémar 1886) ruːɛh, Jeh, Halang ruayh ‘elephant’. *rwas: 
Stieng rwɛːh, Sre rəwas, Chrau rəwɛːh, Bunör, Biat rwɛh, Bahnar dialects ruoːih, rɔɛːh, 
roɛːh id. Bahnar roːih, dial. ruːih, reflects *ruus, which is less readily explained if *rwas 
is the primary form; while Vietnamese con voi may be evidence for a metathetic *swuər 
(from earlier *ruw[a]s?). (#1930)  
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Variation between simple vowel and diphthong. Examples: 
 229. *ʔus: Khmer oh us ‘firewood’; ~ *ʔuus: Kuy ʔuːh, Sre ous ‘fire’; Temiar ʔōs 
id.; ~ *-uəs: Middle Mon ’oh /ʔoh/, Modern Mon uh ‘firewood’. (#1872)  
 230. *ŋus: Praok [sin] ŋaw ‘wealth’; ~ *ŋuus: Old Mon ṅūs &c. /ŋus/, Modern 
Mon ŋùh ‘price’; ~ *ŋuəs: Palaung ŋuər id. Praok ŋɔ id. reflects *ŋuus or *ŋuəs. 
(#1886)  
 231. *puus: Sre nus ‘heart’; ~ * p-n-uus: Stieng [pi]nuːih, Chrau, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar nuːih id.; Khasi ’nud ‘liver, heart, mind’; ~ *p-n-uəs: Palaung nuər, 
Riang-Lang [kə]nuas ‘heart’; and with -m- infix Old Mon pumas /pəmɔs/ id., Modern 
Mon [kətaŋ] kəmɔh (beside kon kəmɔʔ, by s.p.). Semai nɔs̄ ‘liver’ may reflect *pnuus 
or *pnuəs. (#1912)  
 232. *t2puus: Old Khmer pos, Modern Khmer baoh pos ‘to sweep’ (with vocalism 
by levelling on ɔmbaoh ‘broom’), Stieng poːih (Azémar 1886 puːih) id.; and from affixed 
forms (i) Bahnar dialects hapuːih &c. id.; (ii; *tnpuus > *tmpuus by metath. > 
*pmuus >) Chrau ɓoːih id.; ~ *tpuəs: Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh id. (or 
*tpəs, for which cf. e.g. Sre pəs); and with secondary infixation Stieng (Azémar 1886) 
brənuːɛh ‘broom’. (A front-vowel variant *tpiis is seen in Palaungic: Palaung pir, &c., 
and in Bunör mpih ‘broom’.) (#1916)  
 
*-ɔh. No differentia have been found for *-ɔh, *-ɔɔh. I write *-ɔh in all cases, which 
should be understood as subsuming the strict formula *-ɔ(ɔ)h. 
 Differentia for *-ɔh, *-oh have been found so far only in Mon, Biat, and 
(inferentially and on scanty material) in Kuy. Old Mon has /ɔh/ < *-ɔh, /ɯh/ < *-oh; 
Biat respectively -ɔh, -oh. Kuy *-ɔh < *-ɔh contrasts with -oːh, which in no. 240 below 
reflects either a variant in *-ooh or else *-oos < *-oh-s. (Further differentia will be 
proposed for *-oh ≠ *-ooh.)  
 The reflexes of *-ɔh in other languages are Khmer -ɔh -ùəh, written -oḥ; Sre -oh, 
all other South Bahnaric languages -ɔh; Bahnar -ɔːh, -ɔh, Jeh and Halang 
correspondingly -oh, -uh; Khmuic -oh; Palaung -oh, Riang-Lang -ɔ; Khasi -ot; South 
Aslian -uh, Central -oh. Praok and Vietnamese reflexes have not been determined. 
 
Examples: 
 233. Stieng (Azémar 1886) ɔh ‘younger brother’, Sre oh, Chrau, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm ʔɔh, Biat ɔh, Bahnar ɔːh, Jeh, Halang oh ‘younger sibling’ (#1957 *ʔɔh).  
 234. Stieng (Azémar 1886) kɔh to cut, lop’, Sre koh ‘to cut (down, up)’, Biat kɔh 
‘to cut (up, off)’, Bahnar kɔːh ‘to cut’, Jeh koh ‘to chop’, Halang koh ‘to chop, cut’, Theng 
koh ‘to cut (up)’; Palaung koh ‘to cut (down, off)’; Semai koh ‘to cut’ (#1969 *kɔh); and 
from affixed forms Khasi dkhot ‘part, piece, member’; lyngkhot, lyngkot ‘piece’.  
 235. Old Mon toḥh /tɔh/, Modern Mon tɔh ‘breast’; Old Khmer toḥ, Modern 
Khmer dɔh ḍoḥ, Sre toh, Stieng (Azémar 1886), Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat, Bahnar tɔh, 
Jeh, Halang tuh id.; Mah Meri tuh (#1999 *t ɔh).  1
 236. Sre boh, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat bɔh, Bahnar bɔːh, Jeh, 
Halang boh ‘salt’ (#2037 *ɓɔɔh).18  
 
                                                 
18 [Editorial note: Shorto later revised his analysis to distinguish a long vowel in this case.]  
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*-ɔs, *-ɔɔs, *-ɔs is tentatively reconstructed in the two following cases; either might 
alternatively be reconstructed *-ɔs. (The Khmer vowel-shift does not operate before a 
spirant.) 
 237. Khmer tùəh das' (and doḥ) ‘to dam’ (#1902 *[j]t[ɔ]s); and from affixed 
forms (i) Khmer thnùəh ‘fish-weir, fish-crawl, of branches’; (ii) Mon hətɔh ‘dry-dam fish-
trap’. 
 238. Mon klɔh ‘to throw (at, away)’ (#1948 *cl[ɔ]s); and from an infixed form 
Khmer crəlɔh cralas' ‘to throw, hurl’.  
 *-ɔɔs is reconstructed in the following case, on the assumption that the Biat 
vocalism before *-s parallels that before *-h. 
 239. Sre loos (and los), Biat lɔːih ‘iron’ (*lɔɔs). 
 
*-oh. The following reflexes of *-oh have been established (for the distinction from *-ɔh 
see above): Old Mon /ɯh/ (as < *-uh); Khmer, Stieng, Sre as < *-ɔh, Biat -oh; Bahnar -
ɔːh (dialectally -oːh), Jeh and Halang -oh; Praok -o; Vietnamese -ô with hỏi tone.  
 Only two certain cases are known: 
 240. Middle Mon loh /lɯh/ ‘to uncoil (v.t.)’, Modern Mon lɜh̀ ‘to come unwound’; 
Old Khmer loḥ ‘to free’, Modern Khmer lùəh loḥ ‘to redeem, ransom’ (#2067 *loh); and 
from prefixed forms inter alia (i) Old Mon pluḥ &c. ‘to attain Buddhahood’, Modern Mon 
plɒh ‘to come unwound, to unwind’; Stieng (Azémar 1886) plɔh ‘to peel off, skin’, Sre 
ploh [bəs] ‘[snake’s] slough’, Bahnar dialects plɔːh, ploːh ‘to open, undo, undress’; Praok 
plo ‘to rise in baking’; Vietnamese trổ ‘to shoot forth, sprout’; (ii) Bahnar klɔːh ‘[scab] to 
come away’. Bahnar dialects ploːih = plɔːh reflects a form with *-s suffix (*ploh-s > 
*ploos; → Achinese plɔih ‘to unfasten, unroll, take off’); Kuy ploːh ‘to swell’ perhaps 
more probably a long-vowel variant. 
 241. Biat, Jeh, Halang loh ‘to go out’; Palaung lɔh ‘to go, come’ (#2068 *loh). 
 Items for which no reflexes from criterion languages are available are 
reconstructed with *-[ɔ]h. 
 
*-ooh. The reconstruction of *-ooh is supported by two items, one of them tentative. The 
reflexes are Old Mon /oh/ (as < *-uəh); Khmer -ɔh (as < *-ɔh, *-oh); Palaung -oh (?), 
Praok -o; Vietnamese -o with hỏi tone. 
 242. Old Mon poh /poh/, Modern Mon puh ‘to shoot with pellet-bow’; Khmer bɔh 
poḥ ‘to throw, to gin [cotton]’; Praok [ak] po ‘bow' (*pooh); and from an infixed form 
Mon nuh ‘pellet-bow’; Khmer phnɔh ‘bow for beating cotton’; Vietnamese nỏ ‘crossbow’. 
 243. Middle Mon thaḅoh /təɓoh/ ‘cake of rice-flour’, Modern Mon 
[kwaiŋ]həbuh ‘rice-flour’; (?) Palaung (Milne 1931) kərboh ‘airborne dust, to be dusty’ 
(*t[l]ɓooh). Though the Palaung comparison is tentative, there is support in Munda for 
the reconstruction. 
 
 No reconstructions of *-os, *-oos are made apart from the suffixed variant 




[End of manuscript—Eds.] 
 





We reconstruct the following consonant system for PMK: 
 
 */ p t c k ʔ 
 b d j g 
 ɓ ɗ 
 m n ɲ ŋ 
 w  r  l y 
s  h / 
 
Final consonants have already been treated in Part 11; neither voiced plosives nor 
glottalized *ɗ, *ɓ are reconstructed in final position. Here we shall consider first the 
reflexes at C1 in forms with the structure *CVC. All the above consonants may be 
reconstructed in this position. 
 
1 STRUCTURE *CVC 
1.1 Voiceless plosives: *k *c *t *p 
*k, *t, *p are preserved in most of the languages compared. The main exceptions are that 
(i) in Khasi they are reflected by voiceless aspirates kh, th, ph; (ii) in Khmer and 
Vietnamese (but not in Mương) *t, *p are glottalized: d, b in the Khmer transcription, đ, 
b in the Vietnamese. Vietnamese /k/ is written c or k according to the following vowel. 
(For divergences in the Biat and Lawa reflexes of *k, *t see below.) 
In Mon, Khmer and Khmu Yuan (not in some other Khmuic dialects) words with 
these initials have head register, unmarked in the transcriptions. In Riang-Lang they have 
high tone, and in Vietnamese and Mương tones of the ‘high’ series: ngang, sắc, hỏi. 
These reflexes are illustrated in the following examples:  
 ‘Fish’: Old Mon ka(ʼ), Modern Mon kaʔ, Khmer ka:-[moŋ &c.] (in specific 
names), Sre ka, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang ka:, Theng, Palaung ka, Riang-Lang 
ˉkaʔ, Praok ka, Lawa kaʔ, Khasi ʼkha (~ dohkha), Mương, Vietnamese cá, Temiar ka:ʔ 
(16 *kaʔ). 
‘Child’: Old Mon kon, Modern Mon kon, Khmer ko:n, Sre kon (loanword?), 
Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kɔ:n, Jeh ko:n, Halang koan, Khmu Yuan kɔ:n, Palaung kuən, 
Riang-Lang ˉkuan, Praok kɔn, Lawa kuan, Khasi khun, Mương, Vietnamese con, Temiar 
kəwɔt (#1127 *kuun, *kuən). 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the typescript of Part 1, as it came to us, lacked a discussion of final consonants, 
so that we are left with what can be surmised from the reconstructions presented in the 
comparative lexicon (Part 3).]  
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‘To pluck, break off, cut’: Khmer kac ‘to break [rigid object]’, Sre kac ‘to harvest 
[hill paddy]’, Biat kac ‘to strip [grain from ear]’, Bahnar dial. kɛ:c ‘to cut with scissors, 
strip [leaves, grain], harvest’, Riang-Lang kac ‘to break (v.i.), to tear (v.t.)’, Khasi kheit ‘to 
pluck, gather’, Mương cắch, Vietnamese cắt ‘to cut up’ (#800 *kac). 
Cf. for *k- also #18, #278-#281, #317, #495-#506, #779-#803, #889-#893, 
#956-#963, #1125-#1129, #1231-#1238, #1308-#1313, #1442-#1447, #1564-#1573, 
#1702-#1712, #1814-#1820, #1967-#1973. 
‘Hand, arm’: Old Mon tey, Modern Mon toa, Khmer day, Sre ti, Chrau, Biat, 
Bahnar ti:, Khmu Yuan tiʔ, Palaung ti, Riang-Lang ˉtiʔ, Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang taiʔ, 
Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang teʔ, Temiar from nasal-suffix form ti:k (#66 *t1iiʔ). 
Khasi has ʼti by levelling on the prefixed form kti, where -t- is regular (see below). Mương 
thay, Vietnamese tay, < #244 *sii[ʔ], are not cognate. 
‘To weave, plait, twill’: Mon tan, Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar ta:ɲ, Jeh, Halang ta:n, 
Khmu Yuan ta:ɲ, Riang-Lang ˉtɑɲ, Praok taɲ, Lawa taiɲ, Khasi thaiñ, Mương tanh, 
Vietnamese đan, Temiar ta:c (#898 *taaɲ). 
‘Breast’: Old Mon toḥh, Modern Mon tɔh, Khmer dɔh, Sre toh, Chrau tɔh (in da:ʔ 
tɔh ‘milk’), Biat, Bahnar tɔh, Jeh, Halang tuh, Praok tɯ (?), Lawa Umpai taus, Lawa 
Mae Sariang taɯh (#1927 *t ɔh). 1
‘To bury’: Old Mon tip, Modern Mon tɒp, Chrau təp, Biat tɔp, Röngao tə:p ‘to 
bury’, Jeh tàp ‘to set in ground’, Halang tɒp ‘to put in ground’, Khasi thep ‘to entomb 
[bones]’ (beside tep ‘to bury’, which is unexplained: #1252 *t ə(ə)p). 1
Cf. for *t- also #64-#75, #303-#323, #542-#568, #812-#815, #896a-#899a, 
#998-#101, #1153-#1156, #1250-#1257a, #1340-#1353, #1463-#1458, #1610-
#1624, #1733-#1738, #1825-#1828, #1899-#1903, #1996-#2009.  
‘To shoot’: Old Mon pañ, Modern Mon pɔn, Khmer baɲ, Sre, Chrau, Biat paɲ ‘to 
shoot’, Bahnar pɛɲ ‘to beat cotton with bow’, Jeh, Halang peŋ, Khmu Yuan piɲ, Palaung 
piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ, Mương pắnh, Vietnamese bắn ‘to shoot’ (#905 *paɲʔ). 
‘Four’: Old Mon pan, Modern Mon pɔn, Khmer bu:ən, Sre puan, Chrau puən, Biat 
puɔn, Bahnar dialects pua:n, Jeh, Halang puan, Riang-Lang ˉpon, Praok pon, Lawa Bo 
Luang paɯŋ, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang paun, Mương pốn, Vietnamese bốn (#1127 
*punʔ &c.). Palaung has phon by counting deformation on phən ‘five’, < #1214 *m-
sən. 
‘To fly’: Mon pɔ, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar par, Jeh pal, Halang par, Palaung pər, 
Riang-Lang ˉpər, Praok po, Lawa Bo Luang pəu, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang peu, 
Mương păl, Vietnamese bay (#1633 *par). 
‘You (pl.)’: Palaung pɛ, Riang-Lang ˉpeʔ, Praok pe, Lawa Bo Luang paiʔ, Lawa 
Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang peʔ, Khasi phi (#99 *piʔ). 
Cf. for *p- also #98-#106, #345-#355, #602-#618, #823-#825, #905-#907, 
#1020-#1030, #1162-#1168, #1371-#1372, #1478-#1481, #1633-#1640, #1752-
#1760, #1833, #1908-#1918, #2021-#2031. 
In Biat *k, *t are palatalized to c- before -iaC (< *-iəC). The same development is 
found in the closely related Bunör (and also in Preh: see Blood 1966:21) in corresponding 
contexts. Thus we have Mon kit ‘to bite’, Sre kiat, Chrau kiət ‘to itch’, Biat ciat ‘to sting, 
smart’, Bunör cyat ‘to itch’ (#957 *kiit &c.); Sre kiaw, Biat ciau, Bunör cɛ:w ‘left-hand’ 
(1814 *kiəw, *giəw); Sre tiaŋ, Chrau tiəŋ, Biat ciaŋ Bunör cyaŋ, Jeh te:ŋ ‘tail’ (#542 
*t1iəŋ); Sre tiar, Biat ciar ‘to forge’, Bahnar t(i)ɛ:r ‘to hammer to an edge’ (and 
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Vietnamese đe ‘anvil’; #1554 *tiər).  
Palatalization does not occur before an undiphthongized high front vowel, nor 
generally before -ɛ:C < *-iəC. It is, however, found in Sre tias mat, Biat cɛh mat ‘blind’. 
(Contrast in *C( )CVC structures e.g. Biat tɛ:t ‘parakeet’ < #1010 *gtit, *gtiət; ntɛh 
‘noise’ < #1900 *kt1as2; whereas before -iaC in these contexts there is palatalization as 
above.) The development is likely to be recent. 
A somewhat similar palatalization is found in one item in Lawa Umpai: Khmer 
keh keḥ, Lawa Bo Luang kaih, Lawa Umpai cɛs ‘mountain goat’ (#1967 *k[i]i[h], 
*kiə[h]). 
The palatal term of the voiceless plosive series, *c, may be presumed to have 
been—or to have given rise to—an affricate in all the languages. The affricate is 
preserved in Mon, Khmer, Röngao, Jeh, Halang, Vietnamese and Mương (orthographic 
ch-), and Aslian. In most of South Bahnaric, Khmu, Northern Mon-Khmer, and Khasi the 
plosive element has been lost and the reflex is s. Biat has ch; but it should be noted that 
this is also the reflex of *s- (> Sre &c. s, §1.6), so that Biat differs phonetically rather 
than systemically from the main part of South Bahnaric. The phonetic direction of the 
merger may reflect the proximity of North Bahnaric. Finally, variant reflexes are found in 
Stieng (s, c) and Bahnar (s, ts, c); they will be discussed in detail below. Thus we have: 
‘Louse’: Mon coa, Khmer cay, Stieng si:h, Sre say, Chrau si:, Biat chi:, Bahnar si:, 
Khmu Yuan seʔ, Palaung si, Riang-Lang ˉsiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang səiʔ, Lawa Umpai seʔ, Lawa 
Mae Sariang sɛiʔ, Khasi ʼsi (~ksi), Vietnamese chí, chấy , Temiar cɛʔ (#39 *ciiʔ). 
‘Grandchild’: Old Mon cow, Modern Mon cao, Khmer cau ‘grandchild’, Stieng sɒ:u 
‘grandson, nephew’, Sre saw ‘grandson’, Chrau saw ‘child’s spouse’, Biat kɔ:n chau 
‘descendants’, West Bahnar sɤ:u, Eastern sa:u, Jeh, Halang caw, Palaung su, Praok saə, 
Lawa Bo Luang sɑuʔ, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang soʔ, Khasi ʼsiew, Vietnamese cháu 
‘grandchild’ (#43 *cuuʔ). 
‘Cooked’: Mon cin, Stieng si:n, Sre sin, Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Bahnar tsin, Jeh, 
Halang cen, Theng, Palaung sin, Riang-Lang ˉsin, Mương, Vietnamese chín, Temiar cɛt 
(#1137 *ciinʔ &c.). Khmer has chʔɤn by metathesis. 
‘Bird’: Stieng cu:m, Sre si:m, Chrau sum, Biat chium, Bahnar sɛ:m, Jeh, Halang 
cim, Khmu Yuan si:m, Palaung sim, Riang-Lang ˉsim, Praok sim, Lawa Bo Luang saiɲ, 
Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang saim, Khasi sim, Mương, Vietnamese chim, Temiar cɛp 
(#1324 *cim &c.). 
Cf. also v. #39-#48, #289-#299, #520-#535, #807-#810, #981-#989, #1137-
#1145a, #1243-#1246, #1324-#1329, #1591-#1599, #1725-#1726, #1821-#1821a, 
#1887-#1896, #1982-#1990. 
The discrepant Stieng and Bahnar reflexes with c (in three items: #981, #1243a, 
#1324) may tentatively be attributed to clusters arising from prefixation, and thus 
eliminated. Stieng s and c, and Bahnar s and ts, occur with nearly equal frequency. It is 
thus not very likely that the divergences can be attributed to borrowing, nor can they 
readily be accounted for by reference to the vocalism or other contextual factors. We may 
note, however, that Stieng s corresponds to Bahnar s, and Stieng c to Bahnar ts, in three-
quarters of the cases where both languages show cognates, against a random expectation 
of one-half: (Stieng, Bahnar s) 39 (‘louse’, above), #40, #43 (‘grandchild’, above), #514, 
#947 (Jölong s-t beside c-t), #950; (Stieng c, Bahnar ts) #286, #288, #781; (others) 
                                                 
2 [Editorial note: in the first draft the reconstruction was *k/n/tiəs.] 
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#1137, #1324 (‘cooked’; ‘bird’, above), #1539. This degree of agreement, between 
languages at opposite ends of the Bahnaric area, may be significant. I shall not use it to 
postulate an additional protophoneme, the nature of which would in any case be obscure. 
But it may be a relic of an early split the conditions of which are difficult to discern. 
 
1.2 Voiced plosives: *g *j *d *b  
All four voiced plosives are preserved in Bahnaric, Khmuic other than Khmu Yuan, 
Palaung, and Aslian; but in Chrau the dental and labial terms (written d, v) have both 
plosive and fricative allophones. Khasi preserves j, but for the other three terms has plain 
voiceless reflexes: k, t, p. The older voiceless-voiced contrast is thus maintained, under 
one form or another, in the relevant consonant systems of all the above languages; and, 
partly, in Khmer. 
In Mon, Khmer, and seemingly Khmu Yuan the reflexes are k, c, t, p and are 
accompanied by chest register, marked by grave accent in the transcriptions. (The 
marking of chest register in Lindell 1971 is not wholly consistent if the above formulation 
is correct.) The Khmer dental and labial terms remain distinct from the glottalized 
reflexes of *t, *p. 
In the three tone languages the reflexes fall together with those of the voiceless 
series, except that in Riang-Lang *j yields a dental affricate [ts], here transcribed c. They 
are accompanied by low tone in the case of Riang-Lang and by tones of the ‘low’ series - 
huyền, nạng, ngã—in that of Viet-Mương (note that Mương nạng tone corresponds to 
Vietnamese nạng and ngã, Mương lacking the second of these). 
Finally, in Praok and the Bo Luang and Mae Sariang dialects of Lawa the reflexes 
of *g, *d, *b fall together with those of the voiceless series without register or tonal 
distinction, but with differences in vocalism which testify to the register stage through 
which Waic is presumed to have passed. In Lawa Umpai the reflexes are aspirates or h-
clusters: kh, th, ph (for contextual palatalization see below). As with Riang-Lang, *c and 
*j remain distinct, the latter yielding Praok, Lawa Bo Luang c, Lawa Umpai ch, Lawa Mae 
Sariang c ~ ch. 
Fewer items with these initials have a general MK distribution than was the case 
with their voiceless counterparts. Hence it will be necessary to illustrate them with more 
numerous but more limited examples. 
‘Those, they’: Khmer kè: ‘one, someone, he, they’, Sre gə indefinite pronoun 
(weak form), Röngao gɛ:, ge:, weak form ga: ‘he, she’, Khmu Yuan ki: (!) ‘this’, Palaung 
ge, Riang-Lang ˍkəʔ (weak form), Praok ki ‘they’, Lawa Bo Luang keʔ ‘he, she’, Khasi ki 
‘they’ (#27 *ge[e]ʔ). 
‘To grip, squeeze’: Khmer kìəp, Stieng giəp, Bahnar gɛ:p, Palaung giəp ‘to grip 
with tongs’, Vietnamese kẹp ‘to press, squeeze’ (#1239 *giəp). 
‘Fit(ting), sufficient’: Old Mon gap ‘to be fit for, fit to ...’, Modern Mon kòp ‘to 
suffice, (—kò) ought, to be fit to’, Khmer kɔə̀p ‘fitting’, Stieng ga:p ‘to suffice’, Biat ga:p 
‘suitable, enough’, Bahnar gap ‘just enough’, Halang gap ‘enough’, Jeh gap ‘adequately’, 
Palaung gɯp ‘enough’, Praok kup ‘to suffice’ (#1240 *gap &c.). 
‘To winnow’: Mon kùm, Chrau, Biat, Theng gum ‘to winnow’, Palaung gum ‘to 
clean [rice] by tossing’ (#1317 *gum &c.). 
‘House’: Khmu Yuan kà:ŋ, Palaung gaŋ, Riang-Lang _kaŋ (#509 *ga[a]ŋ). 
‘To enter’: Khmu Yuan kù:t, Riang-Lang _kut ‘to enter’, Khasi kot ‘to reach’ (#968 
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*guut, *gu[ə]t). 
Cf. for *g- also #281a-#284, #507-#518, #804-#805, #964-#972, #1130-
#1134, #1239-#1242, #1314-#1320, #1574-#1584, #1713-#1721, #1820a, #1884, 
#1974-#1980.  
‘To break ground for cultivation’: Old Mon jik, Modern Mon còik ‘to harrow, to 
cultivate’, Khmer cì:k ‘to dig’, Sre ji:, Chrau ji:ʔ, Biat ji:k ‘to grub up weeds’, Röngao je:k 
‘to plough; cultivated field’, Jeh, Halang jìak ‘ricefield’, Praok ciak ‘to dig’, Lawa Bo 
Luang cɯk, Lawa Umpai chɯk, Lawa Mae Sariang c(h)ik ‘irrigated field’ (#300 *jiik, 
*jiək).  
‘Foot, leg’: Old Mon juṅ, Modern Mon càŋ, Khmer cɤ̀:ŋ, Sre, Chrau jəŋ, Biat jɔŋ, 
Bahnar jə:ŋ, Jeh, Halang jò:ŋ, Khmu Yuan cəaŋ (!), Palaung jɯŋ, Riang-Lang _cɔŋ, 
Praok caoŋ, Lawa Bo Luang cuaŋ, Lawa Umpai chuaŋ, Temiar juk (#538(I) *juŋ &c.). 
‘To sew’: Old Mon jiṅ, jīñ, Modern Mon còiŋ, Sre jiŋ, Chrau jiɲ, Biat jɯŋ, Palaung 
jiŋ, Praok caɲ, Lawa Bo Luang cɯŋ, Lawa Umpai chiŋ, Lawa Mae Sariang c(h)iŋ (#894 
*jiɲ, *jiiɲ). 
‘To descend’: Chrau jɯr, Biat jur, Bahnar ju:r ‘to descend’, Jeh jòl, Halang jur 
‘down’, Khmu Yuan cu:r (!) ‘to descend’, Palaung jur ‘valley’, Riang-Lang ˍcur ‘to 
descend’, Praok ci:a ‘to fall, be shed’, Lawa Bo Luang co, Lawa Umpai chua ‘to leak’, 
Khasi jur ‘descent’, Semai jə:r ‘to fall’ (#1606 *jur[ ] &c.). 
‘Moist, swampy’: Mon cìm ‘to be swampy’, Khasi jum-jum ‘full of juice’, 
Vietnamese chìm ‘to sink, be submerged’ (#1330 *jiim &c.). 
‘Quick, to run’: Sre jar ‘quick, urgent’, Mương chặl, Vietnamese chạy ‘to run’ 
(#1602 *jarʔ). 
Cf. for *j- also #300-#302, #535a-#540, #811, #990-#996, #1146-#1150, 
#1247-#1249, #1330-#1338, #1461-#1462, #1600-#1608, #1727-#1731, #1822-
#1823, #1897-#1898a, #1991-#1995 
‘To run away’: Old Mon dow, Modern Mon tɛà ‘to run away’, Khmer tɤ̀u ‘to go 
(away)’, Sre douʔ, Chrau, Biat du:, Khmu Yuan tùʔ, Palaung du ‘to run away’, Temiar 
doʔ ‘to run’ (#84 *duuʔ). 
‘To block, dam’: Khmer tùp ‘to block, dam’, Chrau dəp ‘to dam’, Riang-Lang _tap 
‘to stop, dam’, Vietnamese đập ‘dam’ (#1219 *dəp). 
‘To lodge for the night’: Old Mon dum, Modern Mon tɜm̀ ‘to lodge ...’, Khmer tùm 
‘to perch’, Röngao dɤ:m ‘to camp out’, Jeh dàm, Halang dɒm ‘to sleep away from home’, 
Khmu’ dɯm ‘to stay overnight’, Palaung dəm ‘to lodge’, Praok tum ‘to lodge, alight’ 
(#1357 *dəm, *duum). Khasi has dem ‘to alight, to lie down’, perhaps by the attraction 
of pdem ‘to incubate’, < #1356 *dəm, *duum. 
‘Vicious’: Riang-Lang _tam tak ‘gur (palm syrup)’, Vietnamese đặc ‘to be viscous, 
to coagulate’ (#326 *dak). 
‘Flower’: Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang tia, Lawa Umpai thia, Lawa Mae Sariang tuai 
‘flower’, Vietnamese đài ‘calyx’ (#1469 *daay). 
Lawa Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi, Vietnamese đồi ‘hill’ are to be compared either 
with Old Mon dal, Modern Mon tɜ ̀ (see #1741 *dul) or with Sre dor, Halang doar (see 
#1626 *[d][o]r). 
Cf. for *d- also #322-#328, #569-#580, #816, #900-#902, #1010a-#1012, 
#1157, #1258-#1259, #1354-#1359, #1469-#1471, #1625-#1629, #1739-#1745, 
#1829, #2010-#2012. Khasi t- is attested in #325 (teh ‘to bind, fasten’ : Mon tɛàk ‘to 
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tie, tether, link...’) and #570 (tong ‘to draw [water &c.]’: Khmer tùəŋ ‘to pull back and 
forth’, &c.). 
‘To bind’: Mon pàk ‘to put [waistcloth] round’, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang 
puk, Lawa Umpai phuk ‘to tie, bind’, Mương puộc, Vietnamese buộc, Temiar bəg ‘to bind’ 
(#357 *bək &c.). 
‘Belly’: Mon pɜŋ̀, Khmer pùŋ, Bahnar buŋ, Khmu Yuan po:ŋ (!), Vietnamese bụng 
(#624 *buŋ[ ], *buuŋʔ). Khasi has ʼpoh ~ kpoh, with a final variation of a type found in 
a few other items; perhaps attributable to the final cluster. 
‘Pedestal dish’: Mon pàn, Khmer pì:ən ‘pedestal dish’, Palaung ban ‘(pedestal) 
tray’, Mương pàn, Vietnamese bàn ‘table’ (#1170 *baan). 
‘Friend’: Palaung bu ‘friend’, Praok [paw] pu [pɛ] ‘associate’, Lawa Bo Luang puʔ 
hməu, Lawa Umpai phuʔ hmeu, Lawa Mae Sariang puʔ hmeu, Vietnamese bầu ‘friend’ 
(#109 * b[oo]ʔ). 
‘Ash’: Sre bu:h, Chrau vu:h, Biat buh, Khmu Yuan pɔh̀ (#1960 *buuh). 
Cf. for *b- also #107-#119, #356-#366, #619-#629a, #826, #908, #1031-
#1037, #1169-#1176, #1482a-#1488, #1641-#1646a, #1761-#1763, #1834-#1835, 
#1920-#1921, #2032-#2035.  
In Lawa Umpai the reflex of *g is palatalized before a high front vowel, or 
diphthong with that starting-point (cf. the palatalization of *k noted previously). Thus we 
have Riang-Lang ˍkit ‘to scratch’, Praok kiat, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang kiat, 
Lawa Umpai chiat ‘to bite’ (#964 *giit, *giət); and the Waic items Praok kac, Lawa Bo 
Luang kik, Lawa Umpai chiaic, Lawa Mae Sariang kuic ‘ashamed’ (sc. *gaac) and Praok 
ki, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang kih, Lawa Umpai chis ‘salt’ (sc. *giis). Evidence is 
lacking as to a Biat palatalization corresponding to that of *k, *t. 
In Chrau, Bahnar (possibly North Bahnaric generally), Riang-Lang and Khasi there 
are isolated instances of a semivowel corresponding to reflexes assigned to *j- elsewhere. 
The majority occur before (original or secondary) high vowels. We shall generally treat 
them as a sporadic development and reconstruct *j-, though some may reflect clusters 
arising from affixation. Thus we find (i) Chrau iɯn ‘to give’ (~ niɯn ‘to hand over’) but 
Old Mon jin /jøn,/ ‘to make over, hand over’, Khmer cù:n ‘to offer’, Sre jun ‘to bring’, 
West Bahnar je:n ‘to bring, convey’, Semaq Beri (South Aslian) jon ‘to give’ (#1148 *jun, 
*juun; contrast Chrau jɯr < *jur ‘to descend’, #1606); 
(ii) Bahnar yɔ:ŋ ‘important, great’ (~ kəju:ŋ ‘high, long, big’), Sre jo:ŋ ‘long, 
high, tall’, Khmu Yuan coŋ, Central Nicobarese cɔŋ ‘high’ (#537 *j[o]ŋ, *j[oo]ŋ); 
Bahnar yi:m ‘like, thus, so’, Riang-Lang _cəm ‘in order to’, and from an affixed form 
Praok jɔm ‘manner, action, condition’ (#1332 *jəm, *jəəm; contrast Bahnar jə:ŋ < 
*jəəŋ ‘foot, leg’); Bahnar yuŋ ‘to stand up’, Jeh yùaŋ ‘to get up’, Halang yùaŋ ‘to stand’ 
< *juŋ (#538II, cf. iv below). But Bahnaric y- in these cases may reflect forms with 
nasal affix; yi:m would then parallel Praok jɔm. 
(iii) Riang-Lang _yɛl ‘to buy’, Khmer cù˘əl ‘to buy’, Praok jɯr ‘to buy’ (#1729 
*j[u]l, *jiəl; contrast Riang-Lang cɛr ‘row’ < #1605 *[j]iər[ ]). 
(iv) Khasi ïeng, Palaung jəŋ, Mah Meri (South Aslian) jɯk ‘to stand’ (#538II *jəŋ; 
cf. with variant vocalism Bahnar yuŋ, &c.; connected with ‘foot, leg’, p. 2.10). Contrast 
Khasi um-jer ‘dew’ < #1344 *jar or *jər. 
Note that similar, but differently distributed, mixed reflexes are provisionally 
assigned to *y- (see below). 
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1.3 Glottalized consonants: *ɗ , *ɓ 
Mon, Riang-Lang, Khasi and Viet-Mương show two distinct sets of correspondences to the 
reflexes associated with *d and *b elsewhere. (So too do Kuy and, for the dental term 
only, Central Nicobarese.) One set has been described in the last section: Vietnamese đ, b, 
Mon etc. t, p, with chest register or low tone as appropriate. The other set comprises Mon 
(glottalized) d, b,3 accompanied by head register; Riang-Lang d, b, normally with high 
tone; Khasi d, b; Vietnamese n, m and Mương đ, b, both with tones of the high series. 
From correspondences involving the second set we reconstruct PMK glottalized *ɗ and 
*ɓ. 
*CVC examples which demonstrate the coherence of the criterion languages are 
few, especially for the labial term; though they are bolstered by those involving more 
complex structures. We may cite the following. 
Reflexive pronoun: Old Mon ḍeḥ, Modern Mon deh 3rd person pronoun, Riang-
Lang ˉdɛʔ reflexive pronoun, Khasi [la]de ‘self’; and Chrau dɛ: ‘belonging to’, Bahnar dɛ: 
indefinite pronoun, Khmu Yuan te: (!) general pronoun, Palaung de, Praok ti reflexive 
pronoun, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, Lawa Umpai tɛʔ (!) ‘self’ (#87 *ɗeʔ, *ɗeh). 
‘Crushed to bits’: Literary Mon (p)ḍut ‘to be broken, bruised’, Riang-Lang duc ‘to 
be ground to powder...’, Mương đách, Vietnamese nát ‘to be broken, crushed’ (#818  
*[ ]ɗuuc, *[ ]ɗaac). 
‘To cover’: Riang-Lang ˉdup id., Vietnamese nấp, núp ‘to hide’; and Khmer tùp, Sre 
dəp ‘to cover’, Biat [kɔp] dɔp ‘to lie in wait for’, Bahnar də:p, Palaung dəp, Praok tɔp ‘to 
cover’, Lawa Bo Luang tɯap ‘to shut’ (#1261 *ɗəp &c.). 
‘To have ...ʼ : Riang-Lang _dəy future prefix (with phrasal low tone), Khasi dei 
‘must’; and Chrau di:- ‘(in order) to’, Biat də:i ‘to be [un]able to’, Bahnar dɛ:i ‘to have, 
possess’, Palaung di future prefix, Praok ti ‘(in order) to’ (#1472 *ɗəəy, *ɗəy). 
‘Bean, small weight or coin’: late Old Mon ḅāy ‘1/32? tical’, Modern Mon boa 
‘bean, pea, 1/16 tical’, Riang-Lang ˍbɑy (!) ‘bean’; and Khmer pèy ‘obsolete small coin’ 
(#1489 *ɓay, *ɓaay). 
‘Askew, out of shape’: Mon bea, Vietnamese méo (#1764 *ɓiə[l]ʔ). 
‘To bubble, boil’: Mon bɒh ‘to boil (v.t.)’, Riang-Lang ˉbus ‘foam, froth’; and 
Khmer pùh ‘to bubble, boil’, Bahnar bu:h ‘welling up’, Palaung bur ‘foam, froth’, Temiar 
bu:s ‘bubbles’ (#2038 *ɓuh &c.). 
But most reconstructions of *ɗ- and *ɓ- rest on the evidence of one criterion 
language only; thus the next two examples depend on that of Mon. 
‘Ripe(-coloured)’: Literary Mon pḍuiṁ ‘to be pale red’, Khmer tùm, Chrau dum 
‘ripe’, Sre dum ‘id., (-rəmi:t) yellow’, Biat dum, Bahnar du:m, Jeh dùm, Halang dù:m 
‘ripe, red’, Praok tɯm, Lawa Bo Luang tum, Lawa Umpai thum ‘ripe’ (#1362 *ɗum, 
*ɗuum). 
‘Two’: Old Mon ḅār, Modern Mon ba, Khmer pì:, Sre bar, Chrau va:r, Biat, 
Bahnar, Halang ba:r, Jeh ba:l, Khmu Yuan pa:r (#1562 *ɓaar, *[ɓ]ir). 
Cf. also for *ɓ- #367-#375, #630-#637, #827-#831, #909-#910, #1038-#1044, 
                                                 
3 [Editorial note: here the symbols d, b are as used as in Shorto’s 1962 spoken Mon dictionary—
the IPA values they indicate are the implosives (‘glottalized’) ɗ, ɓ, for which OUP typesetters 
substituted d, b. The same applies to modern Khmer notations. Spoken Mon hw corresponds to 
IPA ɸ.]  
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#1177-#1180, #1373-#1377, #1489-#1493, #1646b-#1648, #1764-#1771, #1921a, 
#2036-#2043. 
The citation of ‘two’ raises a point of principle which should be mentioned here. 
The Pre-PMK reconstruction of this root was made to account for unexpected dialectal 
variants in PMK: Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương and Nicobarese apparently reflect *ʔaar. 
On the evidence so far presented it might therefore be argued that the eastern 
languages—Khmer and Bahnaric—had not developed glottalized consonants at the PMK 
stage and that the latter have a merely dialectal status there. However, besides the 
distinct reflexes in Kuy (closely related to Khmer), most South Bahnaric languages show a 
distinctive development following a nasal in *(C)CCVC structures (see below). We need 
not, then, doubt the PMK status of *ɗ and *ɓ although there are certain irregularities in 
their distribution. 
Ambiguous reconstructions. Where no reflex is found in any criterion language, 
reconstructions remain ambiguous between *d- and *ɗ-, *b- and *ɓ-. In such cases I note 
*[d], *[b], except where factors other than the direct comparison of cognates (probable 
relationship with other roots, loan forms in non-MK languages) favour the alternative 
reconstruction. Cf. for *[d]-, #79, #84a, #569, #1259, #1354, #1357, #1626, #2012; 
for *[b]-, #107, #109, #111, #119, #356, #360-#361, #366, #629a, #1031, #1034-
#1035, #1484, #1641, #1920. 
This notation is a matter of convenience, not statistical probability. In *CVC 
structures, assured reconstructions of *d- indeed outnumber those of *ɗ-, while those of 
*b- and *ɓ- are of nearly equal frequency; but in *CCVC structures those of the 
glottalized consonants are markedly more frequent. 
 
1.4  Nasals: *ŋ *ɲ *n *m 
Four nasals corresponding in points of articulation to the two plosive series are for the 
most part preserved in the languages compared, with chest register or low tone where 
appropriate. They are infrequent initially in *CVC structure except for the labial term, 
which accounts for some five-eighths of the listings. I shall illustrate it first. 
‘You (singular)’: Sre mi sing., Chrau ma:y, Biat mai masc., Khmu Yuan me: (!) 
masc. sing., Palaung mi, Riang-Lang _miʔ, Praok may, Lawa Bo Luang maiʔ, Lawa 
Umpai miʔ, Khasi me, Vietnamese mày sing. (#128 *mi[i]ʔ). 
‘Mother’: Middle Mon mi, Modern Mon mìʔ ‘mother’, Khmer mɛ:̀ term of address 
to old women, Sre, Chrau me:, Biat mɛ:, Bahnar mɛʔ, Khasi mei, Mương mệ, Vietnamese 
mẹ ‘mother’ (#131 *meeʔ, *ʔmeeʔ). 
‘Mother’: Jeh, Halang ma: ‘aunt’, Khmu Yuan màʔ, Palaung ma, Riang-Lang ˍmaʔ, 
Praok mɛ, Lawa maʔ ‘mother’ (#132 *maʔ). 
‘To emerge’: Old Mon mok ‘to appear’, Modern Mon mòk also ‘to emerge, come to 
the surface, [moon] to wax’, Khmer mɔ:̀k ‘to come, come near, approach’, Bahnar mɔk 
‘[paddy] beginning to form grain’, Mương, Vietnamese mọc ‘[plant, hair, nails] to come 
up, grow, [sun] to rise’ (#378 *mɔk, *mɔɔk). 
‘Eye’: Old Mon mat, Modern Mon mòt, Chrau, Biat mat ‘eye’, Sre, Jeh mat ‘eye, 
face’, Bahnar, Halang, Khmu Yuan (!) mat, Khasi ʼmat ‘eye’, Mương mặt ‘eye, face’, 
Vietnamese mặt ‘face’, Temiar mad ‘eye’ (#1045 *mat). 
‘Nose’: Old Mon moḥ, Modern Mon mùh, Sre, Chrau muh, Biat moh, Bahnar 
mu:h, Jeh, Halang, Khmu Yuan mùh, Palaung muh, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang 
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maɯh, Lawa Umpai maus, Khasi ʼmut, Mương, Vietnamese mũi, Temiar mə:h (#2045 
*muh &c.). 
Cf. for *m- #127-#149, #376-#382a, #638-#646, #832-#835, #911-#912, 
#1045-#1052, #1181-#1189, #1378-#1380, #1494-#1499, #1649-#1655, #1772-
#1779, #1922-#1923, #2044a-#2047. 
Examples of the remaining nasals are of limited incidence. We may note for the 
velar: ‘to bow head, nod’: Khmer ŋò:k ‘to bend over and look, to nod off’, Röngao ŋu:k 
‘to incline head, bow head’, Khasi [koh]nguh ‘to nod...’ (#287 *ŋuk &c.). 
‘To be extinguished, to extinguish’: Chrau ŋət v.t., Riang-Lang _ŋat v.i.t. (#973 
*ŋət). 
‘Hungry’: Biat [ji:] ŋɔ:t ‘hunger, to be hungry’, Riang-Lang _ŋuat ‘to starve, to be 
hungry’ (#975 *ŋut, *ŋuət). 
‘Eye’: Bahnar [kɔ:n] ŋa:i ‘[pupil of] eye’, Palaung, Praok ŋay, Riang-Lang _ŋɑy 
‘eye, face’ (#1453 *[ ]ŋaay). 
‘To nod head, to sway’: Bahnar ŋɛl ‘to shake head’, [ŋe:] ŋe:l ‘to sway’, Riang-
Lang _ŋil _ŋil ‘to nod’, Vietnamese nghèo ‘to tilt [head] to one side’ (#1722 *ŋil &c.). 
‘Price’: Old Mon ṅūs, Modern Mon ŋùh, Palaung ŋuər, Praok ŋɔ, Lawa Bo Luang 
ŋuah, Lawa Umpai ŋuas, Lawa Mae Sariang ŋoih (#1886 *ŋus &c.). 
A South Bahnaric platalization before high front vowel is assumed in the 
following item (see below for the parallel development in *CCVC structure). 
‘To swallow, drink’: Middle Mon ṅit, Modern Mon ŋìt ‘to swallow’, Stieng ɲiət, 
Biat ɲe:t ‘to drink’, Palaung (Milne 1931) ŋit ‘to swallow’; and with back vocalism Khasi 
nguid id., Semai ŋɔ:t ‘to drink’ (#806 *[ ]ŋuuc &c.). 
‘Morinda sp. (kind of tree)’: Khmer ɲɔ:̀, Vietnamese nhàu (!);#61 *ɲɔʔ). 
‘To suck up, drink’: Sre ɲu ‘to drink [spirits]’, Praok ɲaə, Lawa ɲoʔ, ‘to drink’, 
Semai -ɲɔ:ʔ ‘to suck’ (#63 *ɲuuʔ). 
‘Larva’: Riang-Lang _ɲaŋ ‘caterpillar’, Khasi ʼñiang ‘worm, insect’ (#541 *ɲaŋ). 
‘To receive, suffer’: Old Mon ñin passive auxiliary, Theng ɲɤn ‘to receive’, Riang-
Lang _ɲən ‘to bear, endure’, Vietnamese nhận ‘to receive’ (#1151 *ɲənʔ, *ɲəən[ ]). 
In the next example Theng has y-, perhaps a special development in weak position 
(contrast the last and following ones). ‘Person’: Old Mon ñaḥ, Modern Mon ɲɛh̀ id., 
Theng yɛʔ ‘him’, Riang-Lang _ɲɛʔ ‘who, anyone’, Jah Hut (Central Aslian) ɲah ‘who?’ 
(#63 *ɲaʔ, *ɲah). 
In the next, Bahnar has y- , dialectally ɲ-, perhaps the regular reflex; the status of 
Khmu Yuan n- is uncertain in the absence of comparanda. ‘Small’: Middle Mon ñi, 
Modern Mon ɲìʔ ‘to be small in quantity’, Bahnar yɛʔ, West Bahnar also ɲɛʔ, Khmu Yuan 
nɛʔ̀, Theng ɲɛ ‘small’ (#59 *ɲ[ee]ʔ).  
For *ɲ- 58a-63, 541, 997, 1151-1152, 1339, 1609, 1732. 
The dental term presents no irregularities. We note ‘this’: Mon -nɔʔ ‘this’, Khmer 
nɔh ‘that, there’, Chrau nɔʔ (!) ‘there near at hand’, Bahnar dialects nɤ:u &c. ‘here, this’, 
Vietnamese nọ ‘this’ (#92 *nɔʔ, *nɔh). 
‘This’: Khmer neh, nih ‘this’, Stieng ne:i, ni: ‘this, here’, Sre ne ‘there’, Khmu 
Yuan niʔ (!) ‘that’, Riang-Lang _ni, Khasi -ne, Mương nì (!) ‘this’ (#91 *niʔ, *nih). 
‘To know’: Khmu Yuan nə:̀ŋ ‘to know’, Khasi nang ‘to be able, to know’ (#592  
*[ ]n1[əə]ŋ). 
‘Urine, to urinate’: Khmer nò:m n.v., Stieng nu:m, Chrau, Bahnar no:m v., Khmu 
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Yuan [òm] nu:m (!) n., Riang-Lang _num, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umpai naum n.v. 
(#1365 *n1uum). Khmu Yuan perhaps rather reflects a sandhi-form in *kn-, cognate with 
Palaung hnum and Mon nɔm. 
‘Sun, day’: Stieng, Chrau nar, Biat, Bahnar na:r (#1630 *[ ]nar, *[ ]naar). 
Cf. for *n- #91-#97, #342-#344, #591-#601, #1365-#1370, #1475-#1477, 
#1749-#1751, #1832, #1905-#1907, #2017-#2020. 
 
1.5 Liquids and semivowels: *y *r *l *w 
We shall consider the liquids first. *r and *l are the most frequent of all protophonemes 
in this position, as in prenuclear position generally; though as the roots in question show 
a high incidence of prefixation this frequency is not correspondingly reflected in the 
overall distribution of *CVC forms. 
*r- is preserved in the majority of languages. In Lawa Mae Sariang it is reflected 
as a uvular fricative, noted ɣ. The Vietnamese reflex is /z/; properly written r, but in 
about one-third of cases we find gi-, which is homophonous in northern Vietnamese. Of 
the two Mương correspondents noted, one is written with r-, one with gi-. These reflexes, 
as with all consonants of this group, are accompanied by chest register or low tone where 
appropriate. 
‘To pull out, pull up, reap’: Mon ròt ‘to reap’, Khmer rò:c ‘to pull out, draw out’, 
Palaung rɯit ‘to pull out’, Praok rut ‘to pull apart, away’, rɯc, Khasi rat ‘to uproot’, 
Vietnamese giật ‘to pull forcibly, snatch’ (#1058 *rut &c.). 
‘To tighten, constrict’: Khmer rù:t ‘to draw [e.g. curtains] together’, rù:ət ‘to seize 
round the top or neck’, Sre ri:t ‘tight’, Chrau, re:t ‘to squeeze’, Biat re:t ‘to tighten’, ro:t 
‘to shrink, become tight’, West Bahnar rɛ:t ‘to draw tight, to gird, to strangle’, Khmu 
Yuan riat (!) ‘to tie together’, Palaung (Milne 1931) rut ‘to draw in with drawstring’, 
Riang-Lang _rut ‘to draw in’, Praok rɔt ‘to gird’, Temiar rəyɛd ‘to squeeze’ (1061 *ruut 
&c.). 
‘To help, to lend’: Old Mon rim [bāṅ], Modern Mon rɛm̀ ‘to help’, Riang-Lang _rɔm 
‘to lend, borrow [money]’, Palaung rəm ‘to borrow [money]’, Lawa Bo Luang rɑm ‘to 
borrow’, Khasi ram ‘debt, loan’, Vietnamese giùm ‘to help’ (1390 *rum &c.). 
‘Fly’: Mon rùi, Khmer rùy, Stieng ruəi, Chrau rəwəy, Bahnar rɔ:i, Jeh ro:y, 
Halang roay, Khmu Yuan rɔ:̀y, Riang-Lang _ruay, Lawa Bo Luang roi, Lawa Umpai rua, 
Lawa Mae Sariang ɣuai, Vietnamese ruồi (1534 *ruy &c.). 
‘Root’: Mon rɜh̀, Khmer rɯ̀h, Stieng riəh, Sre rias, Biat rɛh, Bahnar rə:h, West 
Bahnar rɛ:h, Jeh riayh, Halang riah, Khmu Yuan rias (!), Palaung riəh, Riang-Lang _riɛs, 
Praok ria, Lawa Bo Luang rɛh, Lawa Umpai rɛs, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣɛh, Vietnamese rễ, 
Semelai (South Aslian) res (#1927 *ris &c.). 
Cf. for *r- #160-#161a, #390-#397, #655-#670, #837-#844, #1055-#1063, 
#1269-#1275, #1383-#1391, #1500-#1506, #1785-#1787, #1840-#1842, #1924-
#1932, #2050-#2053. 
*l- is preserved in all languages. Quotable examples, however, have limited 
distributions. 
‘To take’: Palaung lɛ, Riang-Lang _leʔ, Mương lệ, Vietnamese lấy (!) (#188 *liʔ). 
‘To try, test’: Khmer lɔ:̀ŋ, Biat lɔ:ŋ [uaɲ], Stieng, Sre, Jeh lo:ŋ id., Bahnar lɔ:ŋ ‘to 
be tested’, Lawa Bo Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umpai lɔŋ ‘to try, test’ (#723 *lɔɔŋ). 
‘Penis’: Sre loc, Bahnar lɔ: (!), Khmu Yuan lòk, Khasi ʼloh (#855 *lɔc &c.). 
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‘To slip’: Old Mon lot, Modern Mon lòt ‘to fall prone’, Khmer lùt ‘to slip away, to 
let go of’, Chrau lac ‘to fall out through hole’, Biat lɔt ‘to abort (v.t.)’, Palaung lut, (Mon 
also) luit ‘to take off [clothes &c.]’, Khasi loit ‘to take off, untie, detach’, Vietnamese lọt 
‘to slip or fall into’, lột ‘to strip off, to slough’ (#1081 *lut &c.). 
‘To pass, to exceed’: Middle Mon l(w)on ‘to elapse, be past, to surpass, exceed; 
exceedingly’, Modern Mon lòn also ‘to go past’, Khmer lùən ‘excessive(ly)’, Sre lin ‘to 
exceed’, Biat lan ‘past, ago’, Praok luan ‘to go past, to pass, escape’, Lawa Bo Luang loan, 
Lawa Umpai lɔn ‘very’, Vietnamese luồn ‘to pass, slip through or under’ (#1200 *lun 
&c.). 
‘Again’: Riang-Lang *ləy (!) ‘more, longer, else’, Praok lay marker of continuous 
or habitual action, Mương lê (!), Vietnamese lại ‘again’ (#1511 *l[ ]ay[ʔ], *l[ ]aay[ʔ]). 
Biat has exceptionally r- in rwan ‘to swallow’: Sre loan, &c., < #1201 *luən, 
perhaps by levelling on the affixed form rŋuan. Bahnar da:h ‘or’ < #2065 *lah is likely 
to represent a special development in weak position. 
Cf. for *l- also #188-#196a, #417-#432, #710-#729, #924-#927, #1075-#1084, 
#1195-#1202, #1401-#1404, #1511-#1517, #1662-#1666a, #1853-#1856, #1941-
#1945a, #2062-#2072. 
The normal reflexes of *w- in all languages fall within the categories of bilabial or 
labiodental semivowel or fricative. They are noted as v- in Khmer, Palaung, Praok and 
Vietnamese; in Vietnamese *w- merges with the reflex of earlier intervocalic *b (i.e. PMK 
*b at C3 in *CCCVC structure: see below). In Riang-Lang Luce notes variously w- and  
vw-, here rewritten v-; sometimes as alternatives; suggesting the sort of allophony found 
in Palaung (Shorto 1960, 547; there between bilabial and labiodental fricative). Jeh and 
Halang reflexes are not known; the remaining languages have w-, except that for Stieng 
Azémar notes u-, and in two instances before high front vowel (variant) vu-. Thomas has 
Chrau u-, in place of w-, in one instance. 
‘Crooked, bent round’: Mon [wèn] wòk ‘to be crooked, deformed’, Riang-Lang 
wɔk ‘curved, slightly bent’, Praok [kɔk] vɔk ‘crooked’, Khasi woh ‘to (fasten with) hook’ 
(458 *wɔk). 
‘To go round...’: Khmer vì:ət ‘to turn boat by paddling’, Stieng ua:t ‘to wag [tail]’, 
Chrau wɛ:t ‘to turn round’, Bahnar wa:t ‘circular, to encircle’, wɛt̄ ‘to turn [e.g. collar] 
back’, Riang-Lang _viɛt ‘to wring [clothes]’, Praok vɛt [vɛ] ‘to change direction’, Lawa Bo 
Luang wiat ‘to turn’, Temiar wɛ:̃d ‘giddy’ (1090 *wiət &c.). 
‘To go, turn, round’: Old Mon wūr ‘round, around’, Khmer vìə ‘to go aside, avoid’, 
vɔ:̀ ‘to go wrong...’, Stieng vui:r ‘to avoid’, Sre wər ‘to stir round’, Chrau wər ‘to stir...’, 
Biat wɛ:r ‘unlucky, taboo’, Bahnar wi:r ‘to twist’, wɛ:́r ‘to go aside, avoid’, Khmu Yuan 
wer[ka:y] ‘to turn (v.i.)’, Palaung (Milne 1931) viər, Riang-Lang ˍviɛr, Praok vi:a ‘to go 
aside, avoid’, Khasi wir ‘astray’, Mương wềl, Vietnamese về ‘to return’ (1609 *wir &c.). 
‘To turn’: Khmer vɯ̀l ‘to turn (round)’, vìəl ‘to dig or cut round...’, Sre wil ‘circle’, 
Chrau we:l ‘to beat [game]’, Biat [da:k wac] we:l ‘eddy’, Bahnar wi:l ‘round’, Palaung 
vir ‘to return’, Riang-Lang _viɛl ‘to turn round’, Praok ve ‘coil’, Vietnamese vẹo ‘twisted, 
crooked...’, Temiar wɛl ‘to turn’ (1794 *wil &c.). 
Other reflexes of *w-. In two items, both with final *c, where Palaungic and 
Khasi appear to call for the reconstruction of *w-, Temiar has ʔ-. In the first of them this 
consonantism is found in all three branches of Aslian. In the second, where Temiar 
appears to reflect a secondary back vocalism, Semai has y- and Southern dialects the 
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normal w-, while most Northern ones have w- with an anomalous final nasal; two have 
h-, perhaps from a distinct etymon. In both cases we shall reconstruct *w-, assuming a 
rule of ‘de-dissimilation’. 
‘Stomach’: Palaung vɛʔ, Praok vac id., Riang-Lang ˍvac ‘bowels, entrails’, Lawa 
wiak ‘belly’, Khasi [ʼnier]-wait ‘entrails’, Kensiu (North Aslian), Temiar ʔej, Mah Meri 
(South Aslian) ʔoʔəc ‘belly’ (#837 *wəc). 
‘Knife, sword’: Riang-Lang _vɑc, _wɑc, Praok vac, Lawa Bo Luang wik, Lawa 
Umpai wiaic, Lawa Mae Sariang wuic ‘sword’, Khasi wait ‘dao’, Temiar ʔəwɔj, Semai 
(Central Aslian) yɔj̄, Semelai (South Aslian) wɔy ‘knife’ (#864 *wac, *waac). Cf. in 
North Aslian: Mendriq wɛɲ, &c.; Kensiu, Kintaq Bong haj. 
A similar development involving final *ɲ is seen in Waic if Praok iŋ ‘to go back, 
return’, Lawa Bo Luang ʔəiɲ, Lawa Umpai ʔeiɲ, Lawa Mae Sariang ʔɛiɲ ‘to come, return’ 
are cognate with Khmer vèɲ ‘back (again)’, &c., < #931 *wiɲ &c. 
Cf. for *w- also #233-#236, #454-#458, #765-#769, #862-#866, #1090-#1091, 
#1529-#1531a, #1669-#1672, #1794-#1798, #1950-#1951, #2080a-#2081 
*y- is of low frequency and rather more troublesome. The normal reflex appears 
to be /y/ in the majority of languages; in Khasi written ï-, in Stieng i- and in two 
instances before high back vowels (variant) j- (cf. u-, vu- < *w-). It appears from the 
third example below that the Viet-Mương reflexes may be Mương gi-, Vietnamese nh-. 
The Temiar reflex has not been noted. 
‘Grandmother’: Mon yài ‘mother’, Khmer yì:əy term of address to old woman, 
Stieng ia:i, Bahnar yā ‘grandmother, female ancestor’, Jeh, Halang yaʔ, Khmu Yuan yàʔ, 
Palaung ya, Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯaʔ ‘grandmother’, Riang-Lang _yaʔ ‘id., wife’ (#151 *yaʔ, 
*yaʔ-yaʔ > *yaay). 
‘To take’: Khmer yɔ:̀k, Bahnar yɔk id., Khasi ïoh ‘to obtain, receive, have’ (#v384 
*yɔk, *yɔɔk). 
‘To lift’: Old Mon yuk, Modern Mon yàk ‘id., to carry in arms’, Khmer yùək ‘to lift 
up’, Chrau yə:ʔ ‘to take off, lift’, Stieng jɯ:k, Sre yə:, Praok yaok, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umpai yuak ‘to lift’, Palaung yɯʔ ‘to rise, to raise’, (?) Mương giắc, Vietnamese nhắc, 
nhấc ‘to lift, raise’ (#385 *yuk &c.). But Viet-Mương may well reflect an affixed form in 
view of the sắc tone. 
‘To weep’: Old Mon yām, Modern Mon yèm, Khmer yùm, Khmu Yuan yà:m, 
Palaung yam, Riang-Lang _yɑm, Praok yɛm, Lawa yɯam, Khasi ïam (#1337 *yaam). 
With *y- affricate reflexes occur sporadically—or appear to—in other Bahnaric 
and Palaungic languages beside Stieng, before original or secondary high back vowels. 
Similar mixed reflexes are assigned to *j-. In determining which protophoneme should be 
reconstructed the evidence of languages which show no variation—notably Mon and 
Khmer—is given most weight. In Bahnar at least, which figures in both variant sets, 
hypercorrection may play a part. 
Thus we find Biat jual ‘to carry on head’, Bahnar jɔ:l ‘to raise higher than oneself, 
hold out’ beside Old Mon yil ‘to place on one’s head’, Modern Mon yɜ ̀‘to support or carry 
on head, to lift’, West Bahnar yɯ̄l ‘to hold out’ (#1781 *[y]uəl, *yəl; contrast Bahnar 
yɔ:c ‘fault, offence’ < #836 *yuəc; dialect borrowing between Biat and Bahnar may be 
in question); and Bönöm Bahnar jo:k ‘in good health’ beside Mon [thɔt] yɜk̀ (#386 
*yuuk). Note also 1780 *[y]il ‘barking deer’, a speculative reconstruction; perhaps rather 
*ʔil. 
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Cf. for *y- also #150-#154, #383-#387, #647-#648, #1053, #1190, #1266a-
#1268, #1381, #1656-#1657, #2048. 
 
1.6 Spirants and glottal stop: *s *h *ʔ  
*s- is preserved in Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric other than Biat, Jeh, Halang and Aslian. 
Biat has ch-, Bahnar variously ts-, s-; the latter in about one item in three (it may reflect 
borrowing from Jeh-Halang). In Khmuic and Palaungic s- has shifted to h-. In Viet-
Mương we find Mương th-, Vietnamese t-; suggesting as an intermediate stage a shift to a 
voiceless dental fricative [ɵ] (found also in Danaw and, perhaps more relevantly, as a 
stage in the history of Cham). Finally, in Khasi we find s- [s] in two instances and sh- [ʃ] 
in one. sh- (which cannot reflect *c-) has been taken for the regular reflex; the 
distribution over all positions is complex and has undoubtedly been affected by analogy 
and back-formation; but remains in many respects obscure. 
As do other consonants of this group, *s- gives rise to head register or high tone 
where these are applicable. 
The Khmuic-Palaungic shift results in merger between *s- and *h-. In South 
Bahnaric and in most dialects of Bahnar, on the other hand, *s- merges with *c-. Fully 
distinctive reflexes are found only in Mon, Khmer, Röngao, Jeh, Halang, Vietnamese, and 
Aslian; but unambiguous reconstructions can be made whenever Khmu or a Palaungic 
language has a cognate in South Bahnaric or Bahnar. (Occasionally Palaung post-dental 
vocalism may favour the reconstruction of *s- even in the absence of these criteria; I then 
note *[s]-.) 
‘Hair’: Old Mon sok, Modern Mon sok, Khmer, (→ ?) Chrau sɔk, Sre soʔ, Biat 
chɔk, Bahnar tsɔk, Jeh su:k, Halang sok, Palaung huʔ, Riang-Lang ˉhuk, Praok haək, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang haɯk, Lawa Umpai hauk, Mương thắc, Vietnamese 
tóc, Temiar so:g (#467 *suk &c.). 
‘Fruit, meat’: Old Mon sac, Modern Mon sɔt ‘fruit’, Khmer sac flesh, meat’, Bahnar 
tsɛc ‘lean meat’, Temiar sej ‘meat’ (#871 *sac). 
‘To bale out’: Mon sat ‘to bale’, Khmer sa:c ‘id., to throw from bucket’, Sre sa:c ‘to 
empty with bucket’, Chrau sa:c ‘to bale out fish-dam’, Riang-Lang ˉhɑc ‘earth cast of 
land-crab etc.’, Vietnamese tát ‘to irrigate, bale out’ (#872 *sac, *saac). 
‘To sting’: Khmer soc ‘small kind of mosquito’, Sre souc ‘to prick, sting’, Biat 
cho:c, Bahnar dialects tsuc, tso:c, Khmu Yuan hu:c, Riang-Lang ˉhuc, Praok hɯc ‘to 
sting’ (#873 *suc &c.). 
‘Sharp, to sharpen’: Sre sout, Chrau so:t, Biat cho:t ‘sharp’, Khasi shut ‘to sharpen’ 
(#1100 *suut). 
Khasi san ‘five’: Riang-Lang ˉhan id., Mon [cɔh] sɔn ‘fif[teen]’ (#1214 *suun &c.) 
may have s- by counting deformation on saw ‘four’. But there is no such explanation for 
sum ‘to bathe, wash’: Mương thắm, Vietnamese tắm (#1417 *samʔ, *sum[ ]). 
Cf. for *s- also #243-#245, #463-#468, #777-#780, #870-#873, #1098-#1101, 
#1211-#1214, #1417-#1419a, #1537-#1538, #1675-#1678, #2084-#2088. 
We come now to the two laryngeals *h *ʔ. It must be noted first that in a 
proportion of cases these alternate giving rise to doublets, as in other positions including 
final position. It does not appear that the alternances can be explained by any such 
theory as Dyen proposed for Proto-Malayo-Polynesian; at least at the present stage of 
inquiry. We shall accordingly treat first the invariate correspondences, and note the other 
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cases at the end of the section. 
 
*h- is preserved in all languages, being consequently merged with *s- in Khmuic 
and Palaungic. 
‘To open [mouth]’: Mon ha (!), Khmer, Stieng, Sre (!) ha:, Chrau ha:ʔ (!), Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang ha:, Vietnamese há (#251 *haʔ). 
‘Finished’: Khmu Yuan ho:c particle of completed action, Riang-Lang ˉhac ‘all, to 
exhaust’, Praok huac ‘to have finished; perfect auxiliary’, Lawa Bo Luang haɯk, Lawa 
Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang hɔic ‘finished’, Temiar hɔj ‘already’ (#875 *huc &c.). 
‘To suck, drink’: Khmer hot ‘to suck up, swallow in a gulp’, Stieng hu:t ‘to inhale, 
to suck up last of drink’, Sre huc, Chrau hu:c, Halang hu:t ‘to drink’, Bahnar hu:c ‘to 
drink from spoon’, Jeh hut ‘to drink, suck’, Vietnamese hút ‘to suck, inhale’, Temiar huj 
‘to sip’ (#1106 *hut &c.). 
‘Place, at’: Old Mon han, Sre hə locative particle, Khmu’ haʔ ‘to, at’, Palaung ha 
‘place’, Riang-Lang _ha (!) ‘id., where, at, on, to’, Khasi ha ‘place, at’ (#1217 *ha[a]n, 
weak forms). 
‘Finished’: Khmer haɤy ‘finished, already’, Stieng hə:i perfect particle, Biat hə:i 
‘already’, Bahnar hɛ:i ‘just now’, Palaung huəy ‘to have finished’, Praok hɤy punctuating 
particle (#1539 *həy &c.). 
Bahnar has djɛp̄ beside hiɛp̄ ‘to suck, suck the blood of...’ < #1294 *hiəp, 
perhaps an expressive deformation. 
Cf. for *h- also #250-#251, #470-#475, #783-#784, #1104-#1106, #1215-
#1220, #1424-#1426, #1539-#1540, #1682-#1687, #1803a-#1804, #1868-#1869; 
and the forms with alternant cited below. 
 
The reflexes of *ʔ- to be expected in most contexts are in Khmer, Lawa, and 
Temiar noted ʔ-, and in Old Mon ʼ-. In the remaining languages initial vowel is written. It 
is likely that in most or all of them a glottal articulation is present, as explicitly in Mon 
(Shorto 1962:xi) and Palaung (Shorto 1960:547). Khmu Yuan has, unexpectedly, low 
tone in half the relevant items. 
‘Person, I’: Old Mon ʼey, Modern Mon oa, Khm ʔaɲ, Stieng i:, Sre aɲ, Chrau aɲ, 
iɲ, Bahnar i:ɲ, Röngao a:u, Jeh, Halang aw, Khmu Yuan oʔ, Palaung ɔ, Riang-Lang ˉoʔ, 
Praok aə, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaiʔ, Lawa Umpai ʔauʔ, Lawa Mae Sariang ʔaɯʔ ‘I’, Khasi i ‘he, 
she, it’, Semai I ʔiŋ ‘I’ (#2 *ʔiiʔ) Some Aslian languages in all three branches have an 
isolated y- (Temiar ye:ʔ); this may be related to the developments before *iə noted 
below. 
‘Wasp, hornet’: Biat ɔ:ŋ ‘hornet’, Sre oŋ, Chrau ɔ:ŋ, Jeh o:ŋ, Halang oaŋ ‘wasp’, 
Bahnar o:ŋ ‘hornet, wasp’, Khmu Yuan ɔ:̀ŋ ‘kind of wasp’, Palaung ɔŋ, Riang-Lang ˍuaŋ 
‘fossor wasp’, Vietnamese ong ‘bee, wasp’ (#485 *ʔuŋ &c.). 
‘Upper garment’: Khmer ʔa:v, Biat a:ɔ, Sre, Chrau, Jeh, Halang a:w, Bahnar a:o, 
Mương, Vietnamese áo (#1813 *ʔaawʔ). 
‘Fire, firewood’: Middle Mon ʼoh, Modern Mon uh, Khmer ʔoh ‘firewood’, Sre ous, 
Temiar ʔo:s ‘fire’ (#1872 *[ ]ʔus &c.). 
When *ʔ precedes *iə the initial element of the diphthong is consonantized in 
Chrau, Riang-Lang, and at least dialectally in Bahnar; yielding Chrau ʔy-, Riang-Lang 
high-tone y-, Bahnar y-. 
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‘Fowl’: Sre, Biat iar, Chrau ʔyɛr, Bahnar yɛ:r, iɛ:r, Jeh ì:l, Halang ìar, Palaung iər, 
Riang-Lang ˉyɛr, Praok i:a, Lawa ʔɛ, Khs, ʼiar (#1552 *[ ]ʔiər). So we find Chrau ʔyɛt ‘to 
listen, hear’ < #942 *ʔiət. Bahnar has yɛ:t irɔ:k, djɛ:t djrɔ:k ‘lesser coucal’ < #941 
*[ʔ]iət; an uncertain reconstruction from reflexes compatible with those of #1780 *[y]il. 
Riang-Lang has usually the corresponding development of high-tone w-/v- when 
*ʔ precedes *uə (but contrast ˉuaŋ ‘fossor wasp’ < *ʔuəŋ, above); thus ˉvat, ˉwat ‘to 
wipe’ < #946 *ʔuət; ˉwe &c. ‘three’: Palaung uəy, cf. #98 *piʔ. 
Cf. for *ʔ- also #1-#6, #265-#268, #482a-#485, #794, #882-#885, #939-#946, 
#1115-#1121, #1224-#1225, #1297-#1299, #1434-#1438, #1552-#1556, #1694-
#1696, #1813, #1871-#1873, #1956-#1959. 
Variant constructions are not numerous in relation to those just surveyed; about 
one in eight of all laryngeal-initial items. In the larger group *ʔ- is to be regarded as the 
primary initial, and we take it first. 
Some items are susceptible of special explanation. *huh &c. ‘to blow’ (Nicobarese, 
and affixed forms in Waic, Khs.) beside #1958 *ʔuh &c. (South Bahnaric, Aslian, 
Nicobarese) may reflect an earlier reduplication *ʔuh ʔuh. Contamination by *hur ‘to 
expose to heat’ (#1685; Bahnaric) may account for *huul &c. ‘to grill’ (Stieng, affixed 
forms in Biat, Bahnar) beside #1812 *rʔuəl (South Bahnaric, affixed (?) form in Khm.); 
note also #1501 *ʔu(u)r &c. ‘warm, (Stieng) to heat’. At least three items are 
grammatical words perhaps subject to special conditions of stress or junction. We find 
*hiʔ ‘we’ in Kuy, South Bahnaric, Aslian and Nicobarese beside *ʔiʔ in Khmu, Palaungic 
and Temiar (1); *h[i]ʔ deictic in South Bahnaric, North and South Aslian, and dialectally 
in Bahnar beside *ʔiʔ, *ʔih in Bahnar, Palaungic, Vietnamese, North Aslian, Nicobarese, 
and affixed form in Khmer (2); Riang-Lang ˉhnʔ, Vietnamese hắn pronoun 3 sing. beside 
Palaung/Central Nicobarese ən id., Stieng ə:n interrogative pronoun, Riang-Lang ˍan 
clause-subordinating particle (#1115 *[ʔ]anʔ &c.). Here we might also cite Mương hal, 
Vietnamese hai ‘two’ beside e.g. Palaung, Khasi ar, Central Nicobarese ã: (#1562 *ʔaar 
< Pre-PMK *biʔaar). Finally, expressive deformation might account for Palaungic  
*hul[ ] ‘to vomit’ beside #1695 *ʔul[ ] &c. ‘nausea’ (Khmer, North Bahnaric, 
Vietnamese). 
In the remaining items the incidence of the h-form is more or less trivial. We have 
Biat hok ‘to spill’ but e.g. Sre o: ‘to empty [pot]’, Bahnar u:k ‘to pour out, empty out’, 
Riang-Lang ˉuk ‘to pour away, to spill’ (#267 *ʔuuk &c.); Khmu Yuan hɛ:m ‘younger 
sibling’ but Vietnamese em id., Stieng iəm ‘elder sibling’ (#1306 *[sʔ]iəm); Palaung hɔʔ 
‘brains’ (and affixed form in Riang-Lang) but Vietnamese óc (#475 *huək, *ʔuək); and 
Mương, Vietnamese hết ‘to end, be finished...’ but e.g. Mon ɒt ‘to be exhausted...’, Khmer 
ʔɔt, ʔɤt ‘to be without’, Biat ɔt ‘to abstain from’, Bahnar ət, ɤt ‘[wind] to stop...’, Riang-
Lang ˉət ‘to cease’ (#943 *ʔət &c.). 
In two cases the primary form is to be constructed with *h-. We have South 
Bahnaric *ʔum > Sre um ‘to bathe’, &c., but e.g. Mon hum, Bahnar, Semelai hu:m, 
probably (cf. *sum[ ] #1417) Palaung hum (#1426 *huum &c.; Khmu may reflect an 
affixed form in *ʔ-); and Lawa ʔaup ‘cooked rice, but Mon hap ‘to eat [rice]’, Khmer 
ho:p ‘to eat’, Sre hup ‘to lift [food-bag] to mouth’, Palaung hap ‘food, to eat’, Vietnamese 
húp ‘to slurp [rice-gruel]’ (#1295 *haap &c.). 
We may note also the apparent connexion between *huc &c. (#875); *həəy, 
*huəy ‘finished’ (#1539) and *rʔuc &c. (#798); and that between Palaungic, Khasi *ʔiim 
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‘to live, be alive’ and affixed forms in *h generally meaning ‘breath’, where variants are 
reconstructed (#1299). 
The reflexes set out in this chapter are summarized in tables 3a, 3b, and 3c. 
 
2 STRUCTURE *CCVC  
*CCVC forms comprise both simplexes containing *CCVC roots, and affixed forms of 
*CVC ones whether prefixed (*C-CVC) or infixed (*C/C/VC). Our discussion will be 
illustrated preferentially with examples of the first kind, where the possibility of 
disturbance due to morphological levelling is more remote. In many languages some *CC- 
sequences are reflected as C-. The reconstruction of certain forms as *CCVC will in 
consequence depend on the evidence of related affixed forms. At such points of the 
discussion we shall be thrown back on the evidence of more conservative languages 
(notably Mon, Khmer, Khasi, and also Aslian and Nicobarese), and sometimes on 
comparison of their patterns as well as that of strictly cognate forms. 
All the consonants listed in the table on p. 2.1 may occur at C2 in structures 
*CCVC. Glottalized consonants, semivowels and *h do not occur at C1. Of the nasal series 
we reconstruct a nasal homorganic with the following consonant (schematically *N), and 
*m; these two terms are distinctive only before liquids. 
The *CC- sequences attested in the corpus are collated in Table 4. 
 
2.1.1. Two-plosive sequences: voiceless+voiceless 
Sequences of two voiceless plosives are generally preserved in Mon, Khmer, Khasi and 
Aslian; the consonant reflexes being the same as initially in forms of *CVC structure 
except where otherwise stated. In Aslian and modern Mon a vowel ə is found between 
the two plosives. The first plosive may be voiced, under conditions yet to be determined, 
in Aslian languages. 
In Bahnaric, Khmu, Palaungic and Viet-Mương we shall for the moment assume 
that *C1 in this type of sequence is regularly lost. Such forms as Bahnar kətəŋ ‘to hear’, 
ad #542 *ktəŋ, which apparently preserve it, will then reflect related affixed forms (cf. 
with Bah. Sakai gĕrtêk). (The possibility that this is an insufficient formulation of the 
rules is discussed at the end of this section.) Sắc tone in Mương and Vietnamese non-stop-
final words may point to, though it cannot assure, the reconstruction of *CC-. 
Exceptions, however, are relatively frequent. Many of them can be plausibly 
explained from borrowing, analogy, or contamination. Where there is evidence for *CC- 
from any criterion language I usually reconstruct it without reserve. 
These general statements will first be exemplified from the reflexes of *kt-, which 
is particularly well represented in the material. In this case we have an additional 
criterion: the sequence (like *kd-, see below) is palatalized in Chrau, yielding c- or 
occasionally ch-. The first three items raise no difficulty. 
‘Hot’: Mon kətao, Khmer kdau, West Bahnar toʔ, Eastern tɔ: (#70 *ktuuʔ).  
‘To manipulate with flat of hand’: Old Mon ktāc [sumoḥ] ‘to smooth, level, with 
hands’, Modern Mon kətat ‘to rub between palms’, Khasi ktaid ‘to rummage’ (#815 
*ktaac). 
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Table 3a: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *ʔ *h *k *g *ŋ 
Old Mon ʼ h k g ṅ 
Modern Mon Ø1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ2
Khmer ʔ1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ2
Stieng Ø h k g ŋ~ɲ 
Sre Ø h k g ŋ 
Chrau Ø~ʔy h k g ŋ 
Biat Ø h k~c g ŋ~ɲ 
Bahnar Ø~y h (dj) k g ŋ 
Jeh/Halang Ø h k g  
Khmu Yuan Ø1,2 h1 k1 k2 ŋ 2
Palaung Ø h k g ŋ 
Riang-Lang Ø~y~w~v1 h1 k1 k2 ŋ 2
Praok Ø h k k ŋ 
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
ʔ h k k ŋ 
Lawa Umpai ʔ h k~c kh~ch ŋ 
Khasi Ø h kh k ng 
Mương Ø1 h1 c~k /k/1   
Vietnamese Ø1 h1 c~k /k/1 c~k /k/2 ng(h)/ŋ/2
Temiar ʔ (y) h k   
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Table 3b: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *c *j *ɲ *y *t *d *ɗ *n 
Old Mon c j ñ y t d ḍ  
Modern Mon c1 c2 ɲ2 y2 t1 t2 d1 (n1) 
Khmer c1 c2 ɲ2 y2 d1 t2 t2 n2
Stieng s, c j i~j t d d n  
Sre s j ɲ y t d d n 
Chrau s j (i) ɲ y t d d n 
Biat ch j ɲ y (i,j) t~c d d n 
Bahnar s, ts j (y?) y, ɲ y (j) t d d n 
Jeh/Halang c j (y?) y t d d   
Khmu Yuan s1 c2 (n2) y2 t1 t2 t1 (?) n2
Palaung s j ɲ y t d d n 
Riang-Lang s1 c (y)2 ɲ2 y2 t1 t2 d1 n2
Praok s c ɲ y (c?) t t t n 
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
s c3 ɲ y t t t n 
Lawa Umpai s ch ɲ y t th th n 
Khasi s j (ï) ñi ï th (t) t (d) d n 
Mương ch1 ch2 t1 t2 đ1 n2   
Vietnamese ch1 ch2 nh2 đ1 đ2 n1 n2  
Temiar c j t d     
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Table 3c: C1 in *CVC reflexes 
 
PMK *r *l *s *p *b *ɓ *m *w 
Old Mon r l s p b ḅ m w 
Modern Mon r2 l2 s1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w2
Khmer r2 l2 s1 b1 p2 p2 m2 v2
Stieng r l s p b b m u~vu 
Sre r l s p b b m w 
Chrau r l s p v v m w (u) 
Biat r l (r) ch p b b m w 
Bahnar r l (d) ts, s p b b m w 
Jeh/Halang r l s p  b m  
Khmu Yuan r2 l2 h1 p1 p2 p1 (?) m2 w2
Palaung r l h p b b m v 
Riang-Lang r2 l2 h1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w v2
Praok r l h p p p m v (Øʔ)
Lawa Bo Luang 
/Mae Sariang 
r4 l h p p p m w (ʔ?)
Lawa Umpai r l h p ph ph m w (ʔ?)
Khasi r l s, sh ph p b m w 
Mương r (gi)2 l2 th1 p1 p2 b1 m2 w2
Vietnamese r (gi)2 l2 t1 b1 b2 m1 m2 v2
Temiar r l s  b b m w (ʔ) 
 
1 Head register; (Riang-Lang) high tone; (Mương, Viet.) ngang, sắc, hỏi tones. 
2 Chest register; (Riang-Lang) low tone; (Mương, Viet.) huyền, nạng, ngã tones. 
3 Lawa Mae Sariang c(h). 4 Lawa Mae Sariang ɣ.  
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Table 4: PMK *CC- sequences attested in the corpus 
 
*/              
 ck tk pk  jk dk bk ŋk  rk  sk  
kc cəc tc pc gc  dc bc nc   lc sc ʔc 
kt ct  pt gt jt  bt nt  rt lt st ʔt 
kp cp tp pəp   dp  mp  rp lp sp  
              
 cg tg pg   dg bg ŋg  rg lg sg  
kj  tj pj gj   bj nj  rj lj sj ʔj 
kd  td pd gd jd  bd nd  rd ld sd  
kb cb tb   jb db  mb  rb lb sb ʔb 
              
kɗ cɗ tɗ pɗ gɗ jɗ dəɗ bɗ   rɗ  sɗ  
kɓ cɓ tɓ  gɓ jɓ dɓ bəɓ  mɓ rɓ lɓ sɓ  
              
kŋ cŋ tŋ   jŋ dŋ   mŋ rŋ lŋ sŋ  
kɲ       bɲ    lɲ sɲ  
kn cn tn pn gn jn dn bn  mn rn ln sn  
km cm tm  gm jm dm    rm  sm ʔm 
              
ky  ty  gy  dy by   ry  sy  
kr cr tr pr gr jr dr br nr mr   sr  
kl cl tl pl gl jl dl bl nl ml rl  sl  
kw cw tw  gw    ŋw  rw lw sw  
              
ks  ts ps   ds bs   rs ls  ʔs 
kʔ cʔ tʔ pʔ  jʔ  bʔ  mʔ rʔ lʔ sʔ  
kh ch th ph gh jh dh bh  mh rh lh   
             / 
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‘Wart’: Mon kətot, Stieng tɔ:t, Chrau cɔ:t, Biat tu:t, Palaung tot (#1009 *kt1uut, 
*kt1uət). 
Chrau t- in the next two items almost certainly results from borrowing. 
‘Bitter’: Mon kətɛŋ, Stieng, Chrau (!), Biat, Bahnar taŋ, Khasi kthang, Vietnamese 
đắng (#554 *kt aŋ; Khasi -th- probably by levelling, cf. byrthang id.). 2
‘Ear’: Old Mon ktor, Modern Mon kəto, Stieng tu:r, Sre tour, Chrau (!), Biat to:r 
(#1621 *kt uur, *kt uər; note Kuy takɔ:l, Khasi shkor, < *tkuər by metathesis). 2 2
In the next example the Riang form probably incorporates the small-animal prefix, 
originally a weak form of *kuən ‘child’; Khasi results from false division, assuming the 
same prefix! 
 ‘Crab’: Khmer kda:m, Stieng, Sre ta:m, Chrau ca:m, Riang-Lang kətɑm, Lawa 
tam, Khasi tham (!) (#1348 *kt aam).  1
In the next, the Khmer form is attributed to contamination. From Khmer and 
Modern Mon it would be possible to construct *ntu(u)ŋ; it is the Middle Mon initial 
which, taken with Chrau, is clinching for the reconstruction. 
‘Hole, pit’: Middle Mon ktoṅ, Modern Mon kətaŋ ‘hole in ground, mine’, Khmer 
ʔɔndo:ŋ (!) ‘well, mine’ (contaminated by ʔɔndau ‘ditch, hole, cave’ < #78 *[h]ntuuʔ), 
Chrau chuŋ ‘hole’, Palaung tɯŋ ‘ditch’ (#557 *kt uŋ). 1
The final item is less satisfactory, in that Temiar and other Central Aslian 
languages show an unexplained apparent loss of *C1. Although Nicobarese seems to 
confirm the implication of the Chrau form, I note the reconstruction as provisional. 
‘Egg’: Sre, Biat tap, Chrau cap, Temiar tab (!), Shom Pe Nicobarese ka:'te:əb 
(#1253 *[k]t1ap). Jehai (North Aslian), Semnam (Central Aslian) kətəd may show *kt- 
with assimilation of the final. 
The examples of other voiceless plosive sequences below are illustrative rather 
than comprehensive. 
*tk-: ‘island’: Old Mon tko’, Modern Mon kɔʔ (!), Khmer kɔh (!), Stieng kə:h 
[dà:k], Biat kɔ:u [da:k] (#23 *tkɔɔʔ, *tkɔɔh; → Thai kɔʔ̀). For some sequences there is 
at least sporadic loss of *C1 in Khmer (cf. below ‘to plant’, ‘to calculate’, ‘to sweep’), so 
perhaps Khmer → Thai, whence Mon k- by contamination; but modern Mon loses C1 also 
in ‘flower’, below. 
‘Cold’: Biat kat ‘cold’, Khmu Yuan kat, Palaung kət, Praok kuat, Lawa Bo Luang 
koat, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang kɔt ‘cold [weather]’, Proto-Semai *dkat ‘cold’ 
(#962 *tkat &c.). 
h following C1 in Khmer in certain sequences is prosodic (Jacob’s transcription 
reproduces the orthography preferred in Vacananukram Khmer, which is not absolutely 
consistent); so e.g. phk- transcribes /pk/. *t, *p at C1 are not glottalized as they are in 
*CVC forms. 
*pk-: ‘flower’: Old Mon pkāw, Modern Mon kao (!) (beside pəkao ‘floral 
decoration’), Khmer phka:, Stieng ka:o, Sre bəka:w (!) by back-borrowing ← Röglai, 
Biat ka:ɔ, Semnam (Central Aslian) &c. bəkaw (#1819 *pkaaw, * pkaʔ). 
*pt-: ‘Fungus’: Old Mon ptis, Modern Mon pətɒh, Palaung tir, Riang-Lang ˉtis, 
Praok ti, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang taih, Lawa Umpai tas, Khasi tit (!), Proto-
Semai *btees (#1903 *pt is, *pt iis). 1 1
*p following a plosive loses its occlusion and becomes w in Old Mon; then Old 
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Mon tw- > Modern Mon kw- except before high or high mid back vowel, when -w- is 
lost. *t before plosive > Khasi s, sh (cf. ‘ear’, p. 2.42; and the similar development before 
nasal—also in Palaungic—below). 
*tp-: ‘to step’: Old Mon twek ‘to walk, pace’, Modern Mon kwaik ‘to walk’, Mương 
pước, Vietnamese bước ‘(to) step’ (#349 *t paak). 1
‘To calculate’: (Old Mon * twok >) Mon tok, Khmer bo:k! (#351 *tpuuk, 
*tpuək).  
‘To bind round’: Mon kwoiŋ id. (with vocalism by contam. həmoiŋ ‘to wind 
round...’), Khasi spong ‘turban, to put turban on’ (#613 *t p[oo]ŋ). 2
‘Rice mortar’: Khmer tbal, Stieng pa:l, Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ˉpal, Praok pɔ 
(#1757 *tpal). 
‘To sweep’: Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh, Khmer baoh (!), Stieng pu:ih, 
Sre pəs, Biat pɛh, Jeh pu:yh, Khmu Yuan pɔʔ, Palaung pir, Riang-Lang ˉpis, Praok pi id., 
Proto-Semai *pɤɤs: ‘to wipe’ (#1916 *t2puus &c.; *tp- is supported by affixed forms in 
Riang-Lang and North Aslian). 
*c following a plosive retains its affrication in South Bahnaric, Khmu Yuan, and 
Riang-Lang; at least dialectally in Bahnar, and under conditions yet to be determined in 
Palaung (whereas in *CVC forms *c- > Stieng s, c, Biat ch, Bahnar s, ts, Sre, Chrau, 
Khmu Yuan, Palaung, Riang-Lang s). These clusters are the main source of c- in the above 
languages apart from loans. Sre sometimes has ch- (see ‘to die’, ‘charcoal’); one instance 
of ch- in Chrau (‘charcoal’) may result from assimilation. Old Mon kc- > Modern Mon 
ch-, Literary Mon (properly) khy-; Old Mon pc- > Modern Mon phy-. 
*kc-: ‘to prick...’: Sre cok id., Biat co:k ‘to peck, [snake] to bite’, Bahnar cɔ:k ‘to 
cut a notch, (?), Palaung cɔʔ ‘to prick’, Vietnamese chọc (!) ‘to pierce, puncture’ (#295 
*kcok, *kcook; *k- is established from a Khmer affixed form). 
‘die’: Old Mon kcit, Modern Mon chɒt, Stieng cə:t, Sre chət, Chrau cɯt id., 
Palaung cuət ‘[ghost] to leave the world’, Mương chít, Vietnamese chết ‘to die’ (#987 
*kc[ə]t). Biat has khət, perhaps by hypercorrection related to the palatalization of *kiət 
&c. 
 ‘Scattered’: Mon chai ‘to be separated, scattered...’, Khmer khca:y ‘to scatter, 
spread (v.i.t.)’, West Bahnar cai ‘to scatter...’ (#1460 *kcaay). 
‘Charcoal’: Mon, Sre, Chrau chah, Praok sua, Lawa Bo Luang sɔih, Lawa Umpai 
sɔs (#1824 *kcas &c.; *k- is established from affixed forms in Khmu Yuan and Riang-
Lang). 
*pc-: ‘bitter, astringent’: Mon phyɒt ‘to be astringent’, Khmer cɔt ‘bitter’, Stieng 
cɒt ‘bitter, astringent, sharp’, Bahnar tsi:t ‘bitter...’, Khmu Yuan cet, ‘Central Sakai’ 
bĕchut ‘sour’ (#989 *pcət). 
Old Mon c before plosive yields Middle Mon s and falls (with s < *s) in modern 
Mon; *cp- > Old Mon cw- > Modern Mon hw-. 
*ck-: ‘to grasp, hold’: Old Mon ckem, Modern Mon kem ‘to grasp’, Khasi skhem 
‘firmly, securely’ (with -kh- by levelling on shikhem ‘(one) handful’?), Vietnamese kém 
‘pincers, tweezers’, (?) Kensiu (North Aslian) cəkam ‘to hold’ (#1312 *ckiəm &c.). 
*cp-: ‘to pull sharp instrument across’: Mon hwat ‘to shred with a sharp 
instrument’, Khmer pa:t (!) ‘to trim or file down’, Stieng pa:t ‘to cut oneself on a sharp 
instrument’, Bahnar pāt ‘to whet’ (#1026 *cpaat; note Mương, Vietnamese phát ‘to cut, 
trim’). The Khmer reflex is discussed below. 
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In three items *c- has been speculatively reconstructed to account for unexplained 
aspiration in Stieng and/or Sre: note Stieng phu:ŋ ‘to wallow’ < #612 *[c]puuŋ; Sre 
khual ‘to bark’, Stieng kuɔ:l, (Blood 1966) khuəl ‘to call’, < #1709 *[c]kuul &c.; Stieng 
phuɔ:l ‘kind of gourd or melon’ beside puəl ‘kind of greenish cucumber’ < #1756 
*[c]puəls, *[c]pə[ ]l[ ]; Stieng ghuuŋ ‘ladder’, Chrau guuŋ id. < #515 *[c]guuŋ &c. 
Reconstructions of sequences of like consonants are rare: one each of *cəc-, *pəp-, 
*dəɗ-, *bəɓ-. Only *bəɓeʔ ‘goat’, an onomatope, has a general distribution. The other 
three, one also an onomatope, are found in Mon and Khmer only and may belong to the 
post-PMK period of mutual influence between these two languages. In Mon they develop 
as disyllables, *C  yielding h-. We note in this section: 1
‘House lizard’: Mon həcɛk, Khmer cəcɔk (#297 *cəcak, *cəcək). 
‘Skate’: Mon [kaʔ] həpa id., Khmer bəbael (beside prəbael) ‘skate, shark’ (#1760 
*p[r]pail). 
Other reflexes. In four items where plosive sequences are or might be 
reconstructed we find Khmer unglottalized t-, p-. We have already cited pa:t ‘to trim 
down...’ < *cpaat. From taək ‘gills’, taək taək ‘temples’: ‘Semang’, Sak. pĕtök ‘temples’ 
the reconstruction *ptəək (#321) also seems assured. taok ‘spoonful’ (T.), ad #315 
*[ʔ]tuuk ‘to scoop up’, seems to require a prefixed form. A similar construction might 
account for tɔk ‘sound of dripping’, ad #314 *tuək ‘to drip’, with several derivatives; but 
it may be a back-formation from tətɔk ‘to drip’, if that is a loan from western Malayo-
Polynesian (cf. Malay titek ‘drop...’). 
These are obscure. We shall propose *ʔt- as a possible source of Khmer t-. 
Borrowing from Stieng or another South Bahnaric language could account for them, but 
no obvious etyma are recorded. 
In khtɔ:t ‘to cackle’: Mon kətɔt (974 *ktɔɔt) onomatopoeia sufficiently explains 
the anomalous reflex. 
Cf. also (for *ck-) #19, #801, #1236, #1237, #1970;  
(*tk-) #23, #505, #506, #961, #962, #1818;  
(*pk-) #1238, #1819;  
(*kc-) #47, #295, #296, #530, #987, #988, #1252a, #1460, #1597a, #1892, 
#1893;  
(*tc-) #531, #981, #982, #986;  
(*pc-) #299, #989, #1895;  
(*kt-) #70, #317, #554, #555-#557, #815, #988, #1007, #1008, #1009, 
#1252a, #1254, #1348, #1348a, #1620, #1621, #1735, #1736, #1825, #1826, 
#1900, #2005;  
(*ct-) #1351;  
(*pt-) #321, #1827, #1828, #1903;  
(*kp-) #611, #1025, #1167, #1914, #1915;  
(*cp-) #1026, #1638;  
(*tp-) #72a, #350, #351, #1757. 
 
We have so far assumed that the loss of *C1 in this type of sequence is regular in 
Bahnaric, Khmuic and Palaungic as well as in Viet-Mương (where of course all forms are 
reduced to monosyllables usually of CV(C) structure). This is without doubt true of South 
Bahnaric. Even in the case of the other languages such an assumption cannot be easily 
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disproved, inasmuch as any root may in principle be combined with an affix, and—as we 
shall see—formally most if not all disyllables in North Bahnaric etc. can be accounted for 
from affixed protoforms. Such arguments are most convincing when affixed forms are 
attested elsewhere. Thus in the case of ‘crab’ (#1348) Mon hətam, ‘Semang’ kĕntem 
require the construction of an infixed *k/n/taam, and we refer Jeh kata:m, Bahnar, 
Halang, Khmu Yuan kəta:m to it. Similarly with ‘charcoal’ (#1892), where we have 
Röngao kəcaʔ, Jeh kacah, Halang kəcah, infixed forms are attested in both Khmu Yuan 
(kənsah) and Riang-Lang (kərc(h)as). 
It is less easy to see why an infixed form should be used for ‘to die’ (ib.) when we 
find Jeh kacìat, even beside West Bahnar kəcit with the developed sense ‘to die 
miserably’. Again, Khmu Yuan pətəʔ ‘smoke’ may well reflect an affixed form vis-a-vis 
Riang-Lang ˉtɔʔ ˍŋal, Praok taw (#1828 *pt1[əw]ʔ); but we should prefer independent 
evidence. And in Riang-Lang at least, where reconstructible infixial elements all appear to 
have overt reflexes at any rate in some contexts—we cannot say that they are not 
generalized to others by analogy—there are difficulties in accounting for all simple two-
plosive reflexes in this way. In discussing sequences of plosive+nasal or liquid it will be 
suggested that divergent reflexes in Palaungic especially are attributable to differences at 
V1 in Pre-PMK *CVCVC structure. It is not beyond possibility that the same factor might 
result in the retention of two-plosive sequences in Palaungic and elsewhere. The question 
awaits further research (and above all more extensive lexica). 
 
2.1.2 Two-plosive sequences: voiceless+voiced 
In Old Mon we find clusters of voiceless+voiced plosive, tg- etc., which are taken to be 
reflexes of corresponding PMK sequences. Two other distinctive reflexes can then be 
established: Khmer cognates have head register, and Bahnar also Hre/Sedang (but not 
Jeh or Halang) have voiceless initial, implying in each case devoicing of the second 
plosive under the influence of the first. (The corresponding voicing of an originally 
voiceless plosive following a voiced one is recorded in the next section.) 
*C1 is lost in Khmer in half the items in a rather short list, this limited evidence 
suggesting a tendency to preserve back consonants (*k, *c) and drop front ones (*t, *p). 
Khasi loses *C  in the two items recorded.  1
The one item recorded for Temiar (taju:ʔ ‘snake’ < #54 *tjooʔ) preserves the 
PMK sequence, as do cognates in both other Aslian branches. 
Modern Mon forms have chest register. Some Old Mon forms have a vowel 
inserted following C1 (note pdar, pudar ‘to shade’); C1 then > Modern Mon h. Old Mon 
kj- > Modern Mon c-, Literary Mon gy-; Old Mon pj- > Modern Mon py- (cf. Old Mon 
kc- etc.). The Mon treatment of *-b- is irregular, presumably as a result of dialect 
borrowing; it is sometimes preserved, but usually becomes w with voicing of the 
preceding plosive. Note *cb- > Old Mon jw- > Modern Mon hw-. 
Chrau has j- < *kd- (as c(h)- < *kt-) in jɔ: pri:t ‘plantain flower’ < #82 *kdɔʔ. 
Correlations between Mon and Khmer or Bahnar are seen in the following 
examples. 
‘To take hold of’: Mon pəkòn ‘to yoke’, Literary Mon bgan also ‘to take hold of, 
come to grips’, Khmer kan ‘to hold’ (→ Stieng kan ‘to take, accept’) (#1134 *pgan). 
‘Old’: Old Mon pju, Modern Mon pyùʔ ‘to be old, aged, dilapidated’, Bahnar tsɔ ̄
‘old, antiquated, dilapidated’, probably Palaung jo ‘lifetime’ (#57 *pjooʔ). 
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‘Kind of yam’: Mon kətàt id., Khmer kda:t ‘Arum indicum’ (#1011 *kdaat). 
‘To rub’: Middle Mon jwit ‘to pass one’s hand over’, Modern Mon hwìt to stroke’, 
Khmer bɤt ‘to rub on, apply’ (#1036 *cbiit). 
‘Hibiscus’: Mon [kao] hwɛà id., Khmer cba: ‘Hibiscus rosa-sinensis’ (#1646 
*cbaar). 
Clusters of this type are reconstructed wherever there are voicing discrepancies 
between appropriate languages. The reconstruction of *C1 may then depend on affixed 
forms, or in some cases be arbitrary. Thus: 
‘Ladder’: Stieng ghu:ŋ, Chrau gu:ŋ id., Biat gu:ŋ, Bahnar ku:ŋ ‘ladder, stair’, Jeh, 
Halang gùaŋ ‘house-ladder’ (#515 *[c]guuŋ). *c-, which probably accounts for the 
Stieng aspiration, is supported by an affixed form in Khs. 
‘Kind of hornbill’: Khmer [sat kaeŋ] kɔ:k (T.), Riang-Lang [ˍklɑŋ] _kok, Khasi 
koh-[karang &c.], Proto-Semai with voicing metathesis *dkuuk (#284 *tgɔɔk). 
The next item assumes borrowing from Jeh to account for Bahnar g-. Mon shows 
the same sporadic loss of *C  as was seen in *tkɔɔʔ (#23), *pkaaw (#1819). 1
‘Fork, clamp, to clamp’: Mon kèp (!) ‘fork of tree, to be forked, to sit astride’, 
Khmer ka:p ‘frame, cramp-iron, tongs, (beside kì:əp ‘to press, sqeeze’ by levelling on 
der.), Stieng ga:p ‘to take in tongs, clamp’, Sre gap ‘to fasten [thatch, rim of basket &c.]’, 
Jeh ga:p ‘to hold with slit stick’ (→ Bahnar ga:p ‘to bind rim of basket &c., to hold or fix 
with clamp’), Palaung gap ‘to affix’, Vietnamese cạp ‘to edge mat; rim, edge’ (#1242 
*[t]gap, *[t]gaap). The Sre short vowel is further evidence for *CC-. 
Cf. also (for *cg-) #514, #515, #1237, #1449, #1581a;  
(*tg-) #248, #516, #517, #893a, #1242;  
(*pg-) #518, #1133, #1134;  
(*kj-) #52, #1335, #1461, #1608;  
(*tj-) #54, #895, #1336;  
(*pj-) #57, #1150, #1728;  
(*kd-) #82, #574, #576, #577, #1011, #1012, #1628, #1745;  
(*td-) #83;  
(*pd-) #84;  
(*cb-) #1036, #1485, #1646, #1742;  
(*tb-) #364, #907, #1646a, #1763.  
(*kb-) #1484.  
 
2.1.3 Two-plosive sequences: voiced+voiceless 
The opposite voicing discrepancy—Khmer chest register and/or Bahnar voiced initial 
against voiceless-initial reflexes in other languages—leads to the reconstruction of the 
third type of plosive sequence. *C1 is preserved in Khmer in about one item in three, the 
evidence again suggesting a tendency—not a rule—to retain back consonants but not 
front ones; *j before plosive > Khmer s, Ø. The sequence is preserved in about half the 
items in Khs.; specifically *dk- > dkh-, *bc- > bs-, but *dc- > s-, *dp- > ph-; the 
occurrences are too few to be certain that these developments are regular. Note that *d, 
*b at *C1, when retained, are not devoiced as in *CVC structure. So far as the evidence 
goes, these sequences are again preserved in Temiar (but not apparently always in all 
Aslian languages). A voiced plosive is lost before a voiceless one in Mon; *p at *C2 is then 
preserved. 
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Reconstructions are straightforward where the sequence is directly attested in 
Khmer, Khasi or Aslian 
‘White, clean’: Mon kɒh ‘to be white’, Khmer skùh ‘pure white’, Sre kuh ‘pale 
grey’, Bahnar dialects gu:ah ‘clean, white’ (#1971 *jkuh, *jkuəh). 
‘To adjoin, adhere’: Old Mon cap ‘to adhere’, Modern Mon cɔp id., cip ‘to be set 
edge to edge’, Khmer cɔə̀p ‘to adhere’, Sre, Biat cap ‘to fasten together’, Bahnar ji:p 
‘joined edge to edge’, Palaung siəp ‘to pile neatly...’, Riang-Lang ˉsap ‘to put in, on’, 
Khasi bsap ‘to mix with, to insert’ bsiap (beside siap; c.f., or by back-formation) ‘to put 
between two things, insert’, Vietnamese chắp ‘to join, assemble’ (#1254 *bcap &c.). 
‘Snail’: Mon taoʔ, Temiar gatũʔ (#71 *gtooʔ). 
‘(To) thunder’: Khmer khtɔ:̀ ‘to reverberate’, Stieng tə:rh, Chrau tər ‘thunder’, 
Biat [tah] tɔr ‘(to) thunder’ (#1622 *gtər; Bahnar tɛ:r ‘thunderclap; [lightning] to strike’ 
is likely to be a loan from Jeh/Halang, though the etymon is not recorded). 
‘To burst, explode, pustulate’: Khmer phtùh ‘to crackle, to burst, explode’, Stieng 
tɔh ‘spark, to give off sparks; (in compounds) eruptive infection’, Sre toh ‘eruption’, 
Chrau tɔh ‘pimple’, Bahnar do:h ‘to explode’, du:h ‘pus, to suppurate’, (W.) dɛh, Lawa Bo 
Luang teh, Lawa Umpai thias (!) ‘to give off sparks’, Palaung tɛh ‘[lightning] to strike, 
[gun] to go off’ (#2008 *bt1uh &c.). The implication of earlier voicing in Lawa suggests 
borrowing from Bahnar (!); contrast Lawa Umpai koʔ ‘body’ < #20 *jkooʔ , kɔic ‘hot...’ 
< #803 *[b]kuc, *[b]kuuc. 
One widely distributed item causes difficulty. From Old Mon piñ, Modern Mon 
pɔiŋ, Khmer pèɲ ‘(to be) full’, Sre piŋ ‘to overflow’, Bahnar bɛ:ɲ ‘full’, Khasi phoiñ 
‘entirely’ it is possible to construct *[d]pəɲ &c. (#907). But Stieng biʔi:ŋ, Sre bi:ŋ, 
Chrau ve:ɲ, Biat be:ŋ, Jeh bìŋ ‘full’, Halang bì:ŋ ‘full of water, can be reconciled with 
this on the assumption of borrowing of this core item from Bahnar into Jeh/Halang and 
from Bahnar or Khmer into Proto-South Bahnaric. However, Temiar has təbik, with a 
consonantism consistent throughout Central Aslian. Rather it is preferable to assume 
doublets at PMK level in *dp-, *tb- by voicing shift (note Sre doublets: piŋ, bi:ŋ); and I 
do so. 
Cf. also (for *jk-) #20, #504, #1817, #1971;  
(*dk-) #892, #1129, #1711, #1237, #1446, #1570, #1972, #1973;  
(*bk-) #803, #1571, #1712;  
(*dc-) #1144, #1329;  
(*bc-) #532, #1245, #1246, #1599;  
(*gt-) #71, #1010, #1622, #1623;  
(*jt-) #318, #558, #1257, #1902;  
(*bt-) #74, #562, #563, #1156, #1352, #1468, #1738, #2008;  
(*dp-) #907, #1027, #1028, #1168, #1468, #1759.  
(*gs-) #1102. 
 
2.1.4 Two-plosive sequences: voiced+voiced 
It follows from the last three sections that a sequence of two voiced plosives should be 
reconstructed when, given evidence of a plosive sequence as such, Khmer and/or Bahnar 
is in agreement with other languages in having a voiced-initial reflex. The four types of 
plosive sequence yield e.g. the following correspondences: 
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PMK Mon Khm. 
voiceless+ voiceless head register head register 
voiceless+ voiced chest register head register 
voiced+ voiceless head register chest register 
voiced+voiced chest register chest register 
 
*C1 is preserved in Khmer more often than not; there are doublets, k- ~ phk-, &c., 
in about a quarter of the instances; *j before voiced plosive > Khmer s-. So far as the 
evidence goes, *C1 appears to be preserved in Aslian. The case of Mon requires 
discussion. 
*b following voiced plosive usually > Old Mon w, Modern Mon w, as following 
voiceless plosive. Correspondents reflecting other C2 are hard to find unless we assume 
that the sequences were preserved in Old Mon with inserted vowel (actual Old Mon 
attestations are wanting). The Old Mon initial plosive whether voiced or voiceless would 
yield Middle Mon voiceless plosive (also in infixed forms) by a voicing distribution rule, 
thence Modern Mon h-. It cannot be proved that such Modern Mon forms do not always 
reflect affixed protoforms, but the development would be solidary with that of *Cb-. We 
shall adopt the hypothesis. 
We may then cite: 
‘Molar, jaw’: Khmer thkì:əm ‘molar’, Stieng gɒ:m id., ga:m ‘jawbone’, Biat gam 
‘molar’, Vietnamese cằm ‘chin’ (#1318 *dgam &c.). 
‘Stump, log’: Middle Mon taguiw, Modern Mon həkɜ ̀ ‘stump’, Khmer kùəl ‘id., 
floating log’, Biat gɔl ‘log (nq.)’ (#1719 *d gəl &c.). 2
‘To emit smoke’: Mon həkùi ‘to smoulder, smoke’, Temiar bəguy ‘[smoke] to 
waft’ (#1450 *bguy). 
‘Solid’: Khmer cɔə̀p, khcɔə̀p ‘solid, enduring’, Stieng jap ‘solid’, Bahnar [kəjap] 
jap, yap (with variant y- in juncture?) ‘very solid’ (#1248 *gjap). 
‘Bad’: Kuy cù:, Röngao co: (!), Palaung jo, Praok caw, Mah Meri (South Aslian) 
bajaw (#58 *bjooʔ &c.; Khmer cè: ‘to rebuke, insult’ is connected with a front-vowel 
var.). 
‘To gather together’: Khmer cùm, phcùm id., Stieng dial. jɔ:m[ja:l] ‘to meet 
(together)’, Vietnamese chụm ‘to assemble, join, gather’ (#1338 *bjum &c.). Jeh yum ‘to 
pick up in a bunch’, Halang yu:m ‘to gather together’ may be cognate or may reflect a 
nasal-infix form. 
‘Hut, room’: obsolescent Mon hətòm ‘room’, Khmer khtɔ:̀m ‘hut, shelter’ (#1359 
*gdɔɔm). 
‘Walling material’: Mon hətɛàŋ ‘(wall of) twilled bamboo’ Khmer phtɛə̀ŋ ‘panel, 
leaf, partition’ (#580 *bdaŋ). 
‘Paddy-bin’: Mon kwàŋ ‘large wicker basket for storing paddy’, Khmer pò:ŋ 
‘paddy store under house’, Sre boŋ [ko:y], Bahnar buŋ ‘paddy-bin in granary’, Palaung 
buŋ ‘receptacle’ (#627 *gb[o]ŋ; velar initial confirmed by loans in western Austronesian 
languages). 
‘To climb, scale’: Old Mon dwān ‘to assault, march against’, Modern Mon kwàn ‘to 
climb’ (Literary Mon dwān also ‘to assault’), Khmer pì:ən ‘to climb, to march against’ 
(#1175 *dbaan). 
But Literary Mon baṅ [bway] ‘marshy pool’ reflects *db-, or perhaps *tb-, on the 
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evidence of affixed forms in Khmer and South Bahnaric with Lawa and Vietnamese 
cognates (#628 *[d]baŋ[ ] &c.). 
Cf. also (for *bg-) #1320, #1450;  
(*bj-) #58, #1338, #1823;  
(*gb-) #627, #1645;  
(*jb-) #363, #1173, #1174, #1486;  
(*db-) #628, #629, #1175.  
Ambiguous reconstructions, implying *b or *ɓ, are made in #1035 (*g[b]-), 
#1834 (*d[b]-). 
 
2.1.5 Other consonant+plosive 
In this section we discuss sequences of liquid; *s; nasal; and glottal stop, followed by 
plosive in each case. The order is one of convenience.  
 
(a) Liquid+plosive. Sequences of this type are not very frequent, to which circumstance 
their observable liability to metathesis may well contribute. But the opposite metathesis 
of the high-frequency sequence type plosive+liquid is to be found especially in Bahnaric, 
where it is favoured by the pattern generated by related sequences + *r- infix. 
*l appears to be lost in all languages least before voiceless plosive, except perhaps 
in Aslian. Such reconstructions then depend on the evidence of affixed and metathetic 
forms. 
‘To be broken, split in two’: Old Mon pāk ‘to be shattered’, Modern Mon paik ‘to 
split’, Khmer baek ‘broken’, bak, Stieng pak ‘to break’, Sre paʔ ‘id. (v.i.t.)’, [tam] pa: ‘to 
share out’, Chrau pa:ʔ id., paʔ ‘to snap, break off’, Röngao pak ‘[cord &c.] to break’, Jeh 
pa:k ‘to split’, Theng păk ‘to break (v.t.)’, Khasi phiah ‘to split,’ (#352 *lpak &c.; note 
for *lp- Old Mon l/uṁ/pek ‘either of two sides’, Khmu Yuan tə-lpak ‘to break (v.t.)’; 
Riang-Lang ˉpliɛk ‘(to) crack’ may reflect a metathetic *pliək). 
‘To separate, pick’: Mon pɔh ‘to be displaced’, Khmer beh ‘to pick, pluck’, East 
Bahnar pɛ:h, West Bahnar pɛʔ ‘id., to strip, peel, scale’, Palaung pɛh, Praok pɛ, Lawa Bo 
Luang pəih, Vietnamese bề ‘to pick, pluck’ (#2030 *lpiəh; ~ *pliəh, in Mon, Khmer, 
Bahnaric; note also from an infixed form Middle Mon lapah [ket] ‘to pick up’). 
Kensiu lətig ‘tongue’ < #320 *ntaak may reflect secondary *1 < *n, attested also 
in Palaung and Nicobarese Cf. further (for *lt-,) #322; (*lp-) #352, #354, #616, #2030, 
#2030a. 
*l + voiced plosive is attested by simple forms only in #1921 *[l]baas. (Old 
Mon, which preserves *r in the parallel sequences, has one provisionally read instance of 
lj- in (l)ja’ ‘to halt, rest’.) 
Sequences of *r + voiced plosive are demonstrably preserved, as sequences, in 
Old Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Lawa and Khasi *r then > Jeh, Khasi l; Proto-Waic *r > 
Lawa Umpai ra-, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣa- (and BL ʔa-, Praok si-). Old Mon r- is lost in 
Modern Mon except that Old Mon rj- > Modern Mon s-, with chest register. 
‘To shake’: Chrau rəgu:, Biat rgu: v.t., Lawa Umpai rakhoh, Lawa Mae Sariang 
ɣakuh v.i. (#30 *rguuʔ &c.). 
‘Cart’: Khmer rətèh, Stieng rədɛh, Kontum Bahnar rədɛ:h (#2011 *rdeh). 
‘Firm, secure’: Old Mon rbin, Modern Mon pɜǹ id., Khasi lpan ‘stoutly’, Mương pền, 
Vietnamese bền ‘durable’ (#1176 *rbin &c.). 
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Riang-Lang has _pat ‘to fan, winnow...’ < #1037 *rbət, but the affixed form _s-
mpat ‘flail, fan; to thresh, beat’ suggests an intermediate secondary *tbət. 
Cf. also (for *rg-) 29, #1452; (*rj-; by metathesis) #172; (*rb-) #118, #1037, 
#1176, and ambiguously *r[b]- in #366. 
For the treatment of *r + voiceless plosive the evidence is both patchier and less 
conclusive. It suggests that in Bahnaric and Waic, perhaps Palaungic generally, the 
sequences are normally preserved but *C  lost in compounded forms. 1
Two metathetic items may be Bahnaric (or in the first case South Bahnaric) 
innovations. We have Sre rəkiat, Biat rciat ‘to grind, creak, gnash’ < #1064 *rkiət, ~ 
*kriət; and Chrau rətiəŋ ‘giant reed’, Bahnar dialects rətɛ:ŋ &c. ‘kind of reed’ < #693 
*rt1iəŋ, ~ *tr iəŋ.  1
To #1820 *rk[aw]ʔ ‘husked rice’ we must certainly refer Riang-Lang ˉkoʔ id. and 
Khasi khaw ‘rice’. Lawa Bo Luang ʔakɑuʔ, Lawa Umpai rakoʔ, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣakoʔ 
cannot, and Palaung rəko probably cannot, be referred to the nasal-infix form attested by 
e.g. Praok gaw and Khmu Yuan rəŋkoʔ, and with reserve we refer them to the simplex. 
The relevance of compounding to the foregoing is seen in #2009 *rt1ah ‘to explode’, with 
its Biat doublets: rtah ‘to burst’, tah [tɔr] ‘(to) thunder’, Bahnar ta:ih (contrast rətɛ:ŋ, 
above) ‘[lightning] to strike’, Praok tu ‘to flash’ (or < *btuuh), Lawa Bo Luang [taʔ] 
təuh, Lawa Umpai təs [taʔ], Lawa Mae Sariang toih [taʔ] ‘lightning’. Cf. further for *rk- 
#1446a, #1820, for *rt- #565, #693, #2009. 
For *rp- we have two items which are difficult to interpret. In Old Mon rwas 
‘weapon’, Khmer rəbɔh ‘thing, gear, tool...’ < #1917 *rp[ɔ]s, Old Mon may have w by 
analogy if *rp[ɔ]s is a nominal formation from an unattested verbal root *r[ɔ]s. #1918 
*rpuus &c. apparently yields Mon puh [toa] ‘index finger’ : Sre [ti] poa, Bahnar dialects 
[kɔ:n] pɔ:ih ‘fourth finger’; but puh may rather be a byform of kəpuh ‘index finger’ < 
Old Mon r/uṁ/pus [tey]. 
 
(b) *s+plosive. *s is preserved before plosive in Old Mon and except before a palatal one 
in Khmer; in Khasi we have dialectal shk- < *sk- in one item, but before voiced plosive 
*s is lost. Old Mon s- is lost in Modern Mon except that (i) Old Mon sc- > Modern Mon  
s-; (ii) *sp- > (Old Mon sw- >) Modern Mon hw- /ɸ/. Khmer shows sporadic, not 
regular, devoicing of a voiced plosive following *s (cf. the treatment following voiceless 
plosive), issuing in head register. 
In other languages, including Temiar, *s appears to be lost; except that *sk- yields 
Palaungic kh-, perhaps reflecting a regular metathesis. We do not find the corresponding 
development in other sequences of the type. 
‘Companion, company’: Old Mon sko’ ‘company’, Stieng kɔ:u ‘together, with, and’, 
Synteng Khasi shkaw ‘spouse’ (24 *skɔʔ). 
‘Chaff’: Mon, Theng kam, Palaung kham, Riang-Lang ˉkhɑm, Vietnamese cám 
(#1313 *skaamʔ). Khmer ʔɔŋka:m suggests a reconstruction *h/n/k-, but is perhaps 
borrowed by an obscure route from Khmu (Khmu Yuan həŋka:m); *s- is assured by the 
loanword sĕkam in Malay. 
‘Kind of millet’: Khmer sku:əy ‘Job’s tears’, Riang-Lang [ˉkɑy] ˉkhuay ‘Panicum 
millet’ (#1447 *skuəy). 
‘To shine’: Literary Mon sāṅ id., Khmer caeŋ ‘shining’ (#535 *scaiŋ; sc- does not 
occur in Khmer!). 
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‘Right-hand’: Old Mon stūm, Khmer sdam, Palaung [i]təm, Lawa Bo Luang 
[ka]tɑm, Lawa Umpai tɔm, Mương tăm, Temiar təp (#1309 *st am &c.). 1
‘Thatching-grass’: Mon [nɔm] hwɒʔ, Khmer sbo:v (#106 *spuʔ; *s—rather than 
*c—seems to follow from Central Nicobarese fo ‘thatch’). 
‘To be cut short, to cut’: Old Mon sgūt ‘to be interrupted, cut short’, Khmer skat ‘to 
interrupt, to take a short cut, (→ Biat kat ‘to decide judicially, to take a short cut’?), 
Theng gɯ̆t ‘to cut down’, Khasi kut ‘to come to an end’, Vietnamese cụt ‘to be too short, 
to be crippled’, Temiar gəd ‘to cut’ (972 *sguut &c.). Khmer has head register < *sb- < 
*sɓ- in 1493; contrast the register in the next item. 
‘Drum’: Khmer skɔ:̀, Biat gɔr id., Palaung gər ‘noise, to make noise, to beat 
[drum]’ (1584 *sgər; *s is assured by an Old Mon affixed form). 
Cf. also (for *sk-) #24, #1313, #1447, #1572, #1573;  
(*st-) #73, #75, #567, #1353;  
(*sp-) #106, #618;  
(*sg-) #972, #1584, #1721, #1980;  
(*sd-) #1629;  
Praok, Lawa Bo Luang kh- < *sk- are attested in #24. 
Ambiguous reconstructions are relatively numerous, mainly owing to difficulty in 
determining whether *s or *c should be reconstructed at *C1. Cf. (for *[s]t-) #75, #568; 
(*[s]p-) #602, #996; (*[s]j-) #1731; (*[s][d]-) #2012. 
 
(c) Homorganic nasal+plosive. Reconstructions of nasal-plosive sequences are to be 
expected on general grounds, as the counterpart of similar sequences involving other 
classes of *C2. They fit conveniently into Austric comparative theory as correspondents of 
Austronesian reduplicate bases of the type of *k'ink'in ‘ring’ (Shorto 1976b:97,102). 
However, there are difficulties, in a not copious inventory, in reconciling all the apparent 
correspondences. Different sets are to be stated for sequences with voiceless and those 
with voiced plosive; in the case of the latter there are further irregularities, which may 
call for the reconstruction of a different type of sequence in some items or perhaps reflect 
otherwise irrecoverable differences of articulation point of the original nasal. 
The starting-point for all these reconstructions is the supposed Old Mon 
prenasalized plosives, represented variously by spellings of the type of ʼb- ~ mb- ~ ʼamb-. 
We begin with the voiceless-plosive set. 
Sequences of homorganic nasal + voiceless plosive are preserved as such in Old 
Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric other than Stieng, Khmu Yuan, Waic, Aslian (on the 
evidence of Skeat and Blagden), and Nicobarese Old Mon voiceless prenasalized plosive 
yields Middle Mon la- + plosive, Modern Mon kə-, before k tə-, with occasional byforms 
without presyllable. Khmer has sequences of the type ʔɔnd- etc., Khmu Yuan 
correspondingly hənt- etc. (and Nicobarese preserves a first-syllable vowel). Proto-Waic 
prenasalized voiceless plosive loses its nasal element in Lawa Bo Luang, is voiced in the 
other two dialects, and is voiced with loss of the nasal element in Praok 
The nasal is lost in Stieng and Riang-Lang Vietnamese has the corresponding nasal 
with a high tone in one case and a low in another. Bahnar loses the nasal, Jeh apparently 
the plosive, but both develop initial h as in Khmu Yuan (so that common protoforms 
might be set up for North Bahnaric-Khmu). The Palaung and Khasi reflexes are not 
known. 
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‘Digit’: Mon ken, təken ‘finger, toe’, Praok gɛn ‘finger’, Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] 
kəɯŋ, Lawa Umpai ŋgɯn [teʔ] ‘thumb’, Vietnamese ngón ‘finger, toe’ (#1128 *ŋkiən[ ] 
&c.). 
‘(Kind of) owl’: Chrau nko: ‘screech-owl’, Stieng kɔu, Sak. ŋkō ‘owl’ (#1816 
*ŋk[awʔ]). 
‘Ring’: Middle Mon lacin, Modern Mon kəcin, Khmer ʔɔŋciən (→ Stieng nciən), 
Lawa Umpai ɲjaim, Vietnamese nhẫn (#1145 *nciin[ ] &c.). 
‘Hole, pit’: Khmer ʔɔndau ‘ditch, hole, cave’, Stieng tù: ‘deep ditch or hole’, Chrau 
ntu: ‘well, water-hole’, Biat ntu: ‘hole’, West Bahnar hətū ‘deep hole’, Khmu Yuan 
həntuʔ , Riang-Lang ˉtuʔ, Praok daə ‘hole’ (#72 *nt uuʔ). 1
‘Tongue’: Mon kətaik (?), Khmer ʔɔnda:t (by assimilation), Khmu Yuan hənta:k, 
Riang-Lang ˉtɒk, Praok dak, Lawa Bo Luang tak, Lawa Umpai, Lawa Mae Sariang ndak 
(#320 *nt aak; Mon perhaps reflects var. *l/n/taak, cf. Temiar lɛnta:g). 1
‘(To) dream’: Old Mon ʼampo’ n., Modern Mon kəpɔʔ, Sre mpao v., Bahnar (h)apɔ ̄
‘prophetic dream’, Jeh hmòʔ ‘to dream’, Khmu Yuan həmpoʔ, Central Nicobarese enfu:ə 
n.v. (#105 *mp[ɔ]ʔ) 
In #1327 *ncim &c. ‘to eat, to feed’ Mon and Khmer reflect *nc-, but Bahnaric 
and Palaungic similarly show reflexes associated with *c-; we reconstruct *cuum etc., 
*cim cim > *ncim. But it is conceivable that all the forms might be referred to a 
sequence *mc-. 
Cf. for *nt- also #72, #320, #561. 
What are presumed to be sequences of homorganic nasal+voiced plosive give rise 
to two distinct sets of reflexes in Khmer and South Bahnaric. So far as the evidence goes 
they are complementarily distributed; but it is hard to see how the difference might arise 
from the environment. In the attestations the sequences *ŋg-, *nd- are preserved; but the 
nasal element of *nj-, *mb- is lost. 
For other languages the evidence is incomplete; we find the sequence preserved in 
Old Mon and Lawa; Old Mon /ŋg, ɲj, mb/> Modern Mon ŋ-, y-, m- ~ b-, with chest 
register. The nasal is lost in North Bahnaric and Temiar. Vietnamese has usually the 
corresponding nasal, but with variant (South Vietnamese) /y/ from the palatal. Palaung 
has in one item y- < *ɲj-. 
(Type 1) ‘to sit down’: Khmer ʔɔŋkùy, Sre ŋguy, Mương, Vietnamese ngồi, Semai 
gə:y (#1448 *ŋguy). 
‘Eel’: Khmer ʔɔntùəŋ, Stieng ndhu:-, Sre, Chrau, Biat ndu- (#579 *nduŋ &c.). 
(Type 2) ‘sickness, to be sick’: Old Mon ʼjey v. = ʼañjey n., Modern Mon yòa n.v., 
Khmer chɯ̀: (!), Chrau ji: v., Sre ji n., Biat ji: n.v., Bahnar jiʔ, Jeh jì:ʔ, Halang jìʔ
 v., Temiar jiʔ (#55 *njiiʔ). 
‘Dark in colour’: Mon yòm id., Khmer cɔə̀m ‘discoloured, stained, bruised...’, 
Palaung yəm ‘black, swarthy’, Mương giòm ‘black’ (#1337 *njum &c.). 
‘Negligent’: Old Mon ʼbāy, Khmer pì:əy-[ŋì:əy] id., Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umpai 
mbia, Lawa Mae Sariang mbuai ‘to forget, leave behind’ (#1487 *mbaay). 
Cf. also (for *mb-) #117, #365;  
(*ŋg-) #1448, #1591, #1720; 
(*nj-) #55, #56, #811, #1330, #1337; 
(*nd-) #579. 
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(d) *ʔ+ plosive. With the exception of *ʔb-, for which we have reasonably coherent 
evidence, reconstructions of this type of sequence rest on evidence which is more or less 
anecdotal. We shall take *ʔb- first. 
*ʔb- is reconstructed from (i) reflexes associated with *p- in Khmer, South 
Bahnaric, and (with sắc tone) in Vietnamese; (ii) with *ɓ- in Riang-Lang but (iii) with *b- 
in Khasi and probably Khmu Yuan, and with either in North Bahnaric, the rest of 
Palaungic, and Aslian; and (iv) with *mb- in Mon (The occurrence of a glottal 
coarticulation in Old Mon prenasalized plosives is suggested both by the spelling and by 
the development of b- as a variant—perhaps originally sentence-initial, since it is found 
only in nouns and especially in those used as terms of address—from *mb-.) We have 
three items. 
‘Father’: Old Mon ’ba’, Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ ‘father’, bɛʔ̀ peremptory term of address 
to males, Khmer ba: ‘father esp. of animals; onomastic prefix for junior generation’ (→ 
Stieng ba: onomastic prefix for elder males?), Bahnar baʔ, (Röngao maʔ), Jeh ba:ʔ, 
Halang baʔ, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Mae Sariang pɯaʔ, Lawa Umpai phɯaʔ, Khasi pa 
‘father’ (#112 *ʔbaaʔ). 
‘To suck at the breast’: Old Mon ʼbow, Modern Mon mɛà, Khmer bau, Sre pouʔ, 
Chrau, Biat pu:, Jeh buʔ id., Khmu Yuan pùʔ ‘breast’, Palaung bu, Riang-Lang ˉbuʔ n.v., 
Vietnamese bú v., Che’ Wong (North Aslian) buʔ n.v. (#114 *ʔbuuʔ). 
‘To kneel’: Old Mon ʼbār, Modern Mon mɛà, Khasi par id., Vietnamese bái ‘to bow, 
pay homage to’ (#1644 *ʔbaar). 
Two reconstructions involving voiceless plosives are made on the strength of 
variant spellings with ʼ- in Old Khmer; to which can be added one where the closely 
related Kuy has ʔat-. In the first of these Old Khmer (ʼ)c- corresponds to Riang-Lang high-
tone c-, as from *kc. 
‘Old’: Old Khmer (ʼ)cas, Modern Khmer cah, Stieng ce:h, Riang-Lang ˉcɑʔ (#1891 
*ʔcas &c.). 
Old Khmer (ʼ)t- > Modern Khmer t- ( whereas *t- > Khmer d-); in the other 
languages cited in the next item *ʔt- merges with *t-. 
‘Male elder’: late Old Mon ta, Modern Mon taʔ ‘father’, Old Khmer (ʼ)tā ‘old man’, 
Modern Khmer ta: ‘grandfather’, Stieng ta: onomastic prefix for junior males, Khmu Yuan 
taʔ, Praok ta ‘grandfather’, Palaung ta ‘master, grandfather’, Riang-Lang ˉtaʔ id., 
‘husband’, Lawa taʔ ‘grandfather, old man’, Temiar ta:ʔ ‘sir’ (#68 *ʔtaʔ). 
‘Afraid, to fear’: Kuy ʔatu:ŋ, Khasi tieng (Mnar tyoŋ), Temiar tu:k (#552 *ʔtuuŋ; 
the unexpected Khasi vocalism may result from the initial). 
In #529, #1987 *ʔc- is tentatively reconstructed to account for correspondences 
of Khmer c- to c- in South Bahnaric (as from *kc- etc.); cf. also #46. *-t- is tentatively 
reconstructed to account for Khmer t- in #550, #1346. 
 
2.2.1 Voiceless plosive + glottalized consonant 
Sequences involving glottalized consonants have a plosive as the first member in some 
eight-ninths of all instances; and in about three-quarters of these cases the plosive is a 
voiceless one. Generally, the reconstruction of *ɗ or *ɓ at C2 depends on the same 
languages—Mon, Riang-Lang, Khasi, Viet-Mương—as at C1 in *CVC structures (section 
1.3). Sequences *kɗ- etc. are preserved as sequences in Old and Middle Mon (the initial 
consonant being lost in modern Mon) and normally in Khasi. 
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Such sequences are also to be reconstructed when evidence of a glottalized 
consonant in a criterion language coincides with evidence of a sequence in a language 
which merges glottalized consonants and voiced plosives: generally Khmer, in one 
instance Chrau (with j- < kɗ-); cf. section 2.1.2. Note that in Bahnar the reflexes of *ɗ 
*ɓ, unlike those of voiced plosives, are not devoiced following voiceless plosive. 
Distinctive evidence may also be derived from the South Bahnaric reflexes of related 
nasal-infix forms. 
Mon and/or Khasi initial clusters are seen in the following examples. 
‘Bamboo-joint’: Middle Mon kḍoṅ ‘areca-nut container’, Modern Mon daŋ ‘bamboo 
tube’, dɔiŋ ‘bamboo-joint used to hold liquids’, Sre diŋ, Biat dɯŋ (& Chrau (Blood 1966) 
diɲ by interdialectal borrowing) ‘tube’, Stieng di:ɲ, Bahnar di:ŋ, Jeh dìŋ ‘bamboo tube’, 
Halang dì:ŋ ‘water-pipe’, Palaung diŋ ‘bamboo container for liquids’, Khasi ʼdong ‘short 
pipe, betel-case’ (#903 *kɗiɲ &c.). Khasi here has a compounding form, therefore simple 
initial. Khmer taoŋ ‘cask’ is probably a loan from Malay tong. 
‘To break, snap’: Mon dɛk [prùʔ] v.i., Khasi kdiah v.t. (#331 *[k]ɗ[ai]k). 
‘Span’: Middle Mon cḍa, Modern Mon daʔ, Bahnar dialects dā, Khasi tda (#89 
*cɗaʔ). 
‘Wet’: Middle Mon tḍek, Modern Mon deak, Khmer tətɯ̀k (#339 *tɗiək &c.) . 
‘Umbrella’: Old Mon tḍoṅ, Modern Mon daŋ, Khmer (!) taŋ-, tɛə̀ŋ-[yù:], Stieng 
do:ŋ [iu:], Biat dɔ:ŋ [yu:] id., Palaung dɔŋ quantifier for umbrellas (#586 *tɗuŋ &c.). 
‘Stalk, tail’: Khmu Yuan tɔ:̀ŋ ‘tail of bird’, Khasi tdong ‘tail’ (#585 *t ɗɔɔŋ). 1
‘To have in one’s mouth’: Khmer biəm ‘to hold in mouth, suck’, Chrau vɛ:m ‘to 
suck in mouth’, vum ‘mouthful [of rice wine]’, Riang-Lang ˉbum ‘to hold in mouth’, 
Khasi kbum ‘to close one’s lips’, Vietnamese móm-mém ‘to mumble, chew’ (#1375 *kɓiim 
&c.). 
‘Bamboo shoots’: Old Mon tḅaṅ, Modern Mon bɛŋ, Stieng ba:ŋ id., Biat baŋ 
‘shoots’, Palaung bəŋ, Lawa, BL poŋ, Lawa Umpai phoŋ, Lawa Mae Sariang phoŋ, phuŋ, 
Vietnamese măng [tre] ‘bamboo shoots’ (#636 *t ɓaŋ). 1
In the next group of examples the evidence for a sequence lies in Khmer (as a 
voicing discrepancy where C1 is not preserved; cf. section 2.1.2); or, in the last item, in 
Chrau.  
‘To nip off with one’s nails’: Mon dɔik, Khmer kdec ktic (#819 *kɗ[ə]c). 
‘Dipper, ladle’: Khmer baoy, Palaung boy, Riang-Lang ˉboe, Vietnamese môi 
(#1491 *kɓooy). *k- is established here from the loanword Thai krǎbuəy. 
‘To withdraw’: Mon bot ‘to draw out, unsheathe’, Khmer baoc ‘to pull out’ (#831 
*cɓooc). Here *c- is established from parallel western Austronesian forms: Malay chabut, 
etc. 
‘To cook’: Chrau jaŋ, Riang-Lang dəŋ (#583 *kɗaŋ). 
In addition to *pɗ-, I provisionally reconstruct *p[ɗ]- on the basis of two 
equations that suggest that the normal reflex in Khmer and Bahnaric is pr-. 
‘Dry season’: Old Khmer praṅ, Modern Khmer praŋ id., Sre, Chrau praŋ ‘dry 
weather’, Vietnamese nắŋ ‘sunshine, to be sunny’ (#588 *p[ɗ]aŋ). 
‘Five’: Old Khmer praṁ, Sre, Chrau, Biat pram, Mương đăm, Vietnamese năm 
(#1363 *p[ɗ]am). 
 
[End of manuscript—Eds.] 
 





1 *ʔiʔ; *hiʔ we. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan ìʔ, Palaung ɛ, Riang-Lang ¯eʔ, 
Praok e, Lawa ʔeʔ we (plural), Temiar ʔɛːʔ we (inclusive).  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy hai, Stieng heːi, Biat hɛː I, Central 
Rölöm hiː we (exclusive), Bunör hɛː, Kensiu heʔ, Semai I hiːʔ, Semelai heːʔ we 
(inclusive), Central Nicobarese hẽ we (dual), heː we (plural).  
B perhaps by prefixation, cf. PINNOW 1959 78. Cf. 150 *y[ee]ʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 286; BLOOD 1966 181; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 52.) 
 
†‡2 *ʔiiʔ person.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon ’ey /ʔɔy/, Modern Mon 
oa, Proto-Nyah Kur *ʔəy̱/*ʔwəy̱ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N263; favours *ʔay!), Stieng iː, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔaiʔ I (originally this person, cf. below), Palaung i- (in ime male, 
ipən woman), Riang-Lang ¯iʔ person, human being, Khasi i he, she, it, Kensiu yɛʔ, 
Temiar yeːʔ, Semaq Beri yɛːh I.  
Connect as suffixed or sandhi-forms (i: Khmer, Bahnaric, Aslian) ad *ʔiiʔ-nih this 
person, Old Khmer añ, Modern Khmer, Stieng ʔaɲ (BLOOD 1966), Sre aɲ, Chrau 
aɲ, iɲ, Bahnar iɲ, Che’ Wong, Semai I ʔiŋ, Semelai ʔəɲ I; (ii: North Bahnaric, 
Khmuic, Palaungic) ad *ʔiiʔ-ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this person, Jeh, Halang aw, Kammu-Yuan 
òʔ, Palaung ɔ, Riang-Lang ¯oʔ, Praok aə, Lawa Umphai ʔauʔ, Mae Sariang ʔaɯʔ 
I. Cf. further 110 *bu[u]ʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SHAFER 1965 523; BLOOD 1966 378; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 I 1, 3) 
Kharia iŋ, iɲ I, &c. (PINNOW 1959 402; ad i).  
Proto-Austronesian *ia he, she, it: Malay ia, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, *cijac; DYEN 
1953 § 56; DAHL 1973 § 13.6, &c.). See BENEDICT 1975 209-10. 
 
3 *ʔaʔ at.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau aː from, Biat aː, West Bahnar ā, ah at (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
4 *[ ]ʔaʔ we two.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan àʔ, Praok a.  
Connect 1439 *jʔaay? 
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5 *ʔ[o]ʔ elder sibling.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Praok [pu] o elder sister, Kensiu ʔoʔ elder sibling.  
Cf. 1957 *ʔɔh younger sibling.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 412.) 
 
†6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, North Aslian) Stieng ɔːu, ɒːu, Biat aːə this, Bunör ʔaːə, 
Central Rölöm ʔaw, ʔɔː here, Bahnar ɔw, əw here, this, Palaung ɯ this, Khasi u 
masculine singular pronominal prefix, Jehai ʔoʔ he; ~ Biat iaːə this, Palaung iʔɯ 
this (noun); ~ Biat taːə (oːi —) tomorrow, (taː ɔːi —) presently, Chrau taʔaw 
tomorrow.  
Connect 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ &c. this, here; A1 *bnʔ[ɯə]ʔ yesterday? Cf. further 1435a 
*ʔ[əy]ʔ; Old Mon wo’ /woʔ/ this (< *wuəʔ; with secondary w-?).  
(BLOOD 1966 203.)  
Kharia u- this (PINNOW 1959 K 520). 
 
(*.rʔaʔ see 13 *[r][n]ʔaʔ to stammer.) 
 
6a *klʔiʔ kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer lʔɤy small round basket with upright sides, 
Sre ləʔi hemispherical basket, Chrau ləʔiː large round kind of basket, Biat rʔiː (kind 
of) basket, Khasi khri small basket; → Cham liiː, Jarai rəʔiː, North Röglai laʔiː. 
 
7 *cʔaʔ; *cʔah; (*cʔah-s >?) *cʔaas clear, clean. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) (*cnʔaʔ >) Palaung səŋa (MILNE 1931), Praok siŋa, Lawa 
Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai saʔŋaʔ to be clean, pure (& by back-formation Palaung, 
Praok ŋa to be clear); ~ (*c[m]ʔaʔ >) Chrau səpaː clean and flowing [water]; ~ 
Bahnar hədjaʔ clean, well-kept, well-behaved; to settle, clarify (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Jeh siʔyaʔ clean (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
B: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon c’aḥ /cʔah/ to be clean, pure, Modern Mon ah to be clear, 
clean; → Cham saḥ; ~ (*c[r]ʔah >) Khmer lʔah clear, free from impediment.  
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Biat aːih [sky] to clear; ~ (*cnʔass >) West Bahnar həgaːih, 
cəgaːih, East Bahnar səgaːih clean, well-kept, well-behaved; to settle, clarify (v.i.) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*cbʔaas >) Khmer cɔmʔaːh caṁ’ās to wash a corpse 
(& cf. Khmer &c. forms cited under the entry 1920 *c[b]as, which perhaps 
contaminated).  
Cf. further Nancowry séc to clean, Riang-Lang ¯səŋam, probably contaminated by 
Shan ŋɑ̄m to be excellent; & 950 *cʔaat. 
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8 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ciʔaʔ > *caʔ, Pre-Khmer ʔ[c]iʔ to eat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon ca /caʔ/, 
Modern Mon cɛʔ, Old Khmer cya, Middle Khmer sìː sī̠, Kuy caː, Sre sa, Biat chaː, 
Chrau, Bahnar saː, Jeh, Halang caː, Kensiu ciʔ, Temiar caːʔ, Semelai caːh to eat, 
Central Nicobarese ʃaː to eat [vegetables], Nancowry sã edibles other than main 
food; ~ Old Mon cirna, Modern Mon kənaʔ food, West Bahnar hənaː pig-swill 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semai canaː food (TAUERN 1914); ~ Khmer cɔmnɤy food; 
~ Khasi bsa to feed (v.t.); ~ (*pncaʔ &c. >) Middle Mon baca, Modern Mon 
həcɛʔ, Khmer bɔnsìː to feed (v.t.). 
Add perhaps, from a variant in *-iʔ, Praok i to eat; & Danaw ¬sué.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 22; SHAFER 1965 241; SHORTO 1972; BLOOD 1966 327; SMITH 1972 
552; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 27.)  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *dza, Archaic Chinese d'ciə̯k 食 ~ diə̯g 飤 n., causative (BENEDICT 
1972 28 no. 66; 169 n. 452). 
 
†‡9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ; *cʔə(ə)k; *cʔak (& *cʔaak?) to hiccough, belch.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Bahnar əʔ to belch; (probably) ~ Sre səʔə 
hiccough, Bahnar təʔəʔ to hiccough, belch, Jeh taʔòʔ, Halang təʔòʔ to belch; ~ 
(*crʔə(ə)ʔ >) Mon həɒʔ da’ui’ to belch, East Bahnar dələʔ to have stomach pains 
and hiccough (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ¯kərʔəʔ to belch, hiccough, 
?Nancowry hirəʔ́ to hiccough. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer tʔaək (!) to 
hiccough, Kuy sʔəːʔ to belch, Palaung [aŋ] ɯʔ to hiccough; ~ (*cnʔə(ə)k >) 
Bahnar həʔnək to choke while eating, Palaung kənʔɯʔ to belch, Vietnamese nấc to 
hiccough; ~ Khasi jyr-eh belch, to belch, feel nausea.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng sàːk (to) hiccough, Biat ak, kʔak hiccough, (~?) 
Chrau səʔaʔ to hiccough, Khasi sa’ah hiccough.  
Cf. Bahnar ʔnɛk-ʔnɔk hiccough; Palaung hlaʔ to hiccough (MILNE 1931); & 1559 
*cʔəər to belch; 11 *ʔ[au]ʔ to retch, vomit. Onomatopoeic  
(SMITH 1972 304.)  
Kharia 'ɟeko-[ˌɖaʔ] to hiccough (PINNOW 1959 179).  
Proto-Austronesian (i: *[d']ə(N)qək-qək; Proto-Aceh-Cham) Acehnese cökɔʔ, 
cömökɔʔ, Cham càmɯk mɯʔ, Röglai səʔə, North Röglai damaʔəːʔ to hiccough; 
(ii; so *d'ə-d'əqək by dissimilation > *k'əd'əqək >) Cebuano Bisayan sid-uk, 
sud-uk, by metathesis Ilocano saiddek to hiccough; & connected further Tagalog 
sinók, Bikol sin-ok, Pangasinan sinék, Magindanaw singók. 
 
10 *crʔoʔ rafter.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Mon həɒʔ ja’o’ &c., Thin sṛʔo, Palaung 
sərʔɔ (& by secondary derivation Riang-Lang ¯səndoʔ ~ *¯sdoʔ) rafter, Serau 
charo’ crossbeams (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 129).  
Note also Bru saɲùə rafter, side beams of roof. 
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11 *cʔ[au]ʔ to retch, vomit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Bahnar ɔʔ retching noise 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Danaw ¬ɔːʔ, Central Nicobarese oau-[hələ] to vomit, 
Nancowry ʔuʔʔów; → Röglai oʔ, (?) Burmese ’o。 to vomit; ~ (*crʔ[au]ʔ >) Mon 
həɔʔ ja’a’ &c. to vomit, Bahnar rəɔʔ to want to vomit (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Khmer cɔŋʔao caṅ’or (!) to vomit; by secondary derivation ~ Mon ɔʔ p’a’ to feed 
with premasticated food.  
BENEDICT 1972 192 n. 491 compares Burmese with Archaic Chinese ˑu 嘔. Add 
perhaps Kensiu kəʔ, Temiar koʔ, Semelai khuʔ to vomit. Onomatopoeic; cf. 9 
*cʔə(ə)ʔ &c. to hiccough, belch.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
12 *t1ʔooʔ to crow.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar ɔʔ; ~ Mon həuʔ tha-u to make a concerted 
noise (e.g. in crowing), Kammu-Yuan tərʔòʔ to crow. 
 
13 *[r][n]ʔaʔ to stammer.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon həaʔ to stammer, Bahnar [rəəː] rəaː to stammer in fright 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Or *.rʔaʔ. 
 
14 *rnʔɔʔ bag for cooked rice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rənɗo reed bag for rice, West Bahnar rəɔʔ basketwork bag for cooked 
rice (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
15 *sʔu[ ]ʔ; *sʔuəʔ mouldy, spoiled. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həʔúʔ stench, to stink.  
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat ɔː to go mouldy; ~ (*spʔuəʔ >) Khmer phʔuːə 
ph’uə(r) musty, stuffy, spoiled, Chrau pəʔɔː mouldy, corroded.  
Cf. 1563 *sʔuur &c. to emit a smell. 
 
†16 *kaʔ fish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Old Mon ka(’) /kaʔ/, Modern Mon kaʔ, Khmer kaː-[moŋ &c.] (in 
compounds), Kuy kaː (& ʔaːkaː), Sre ka, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang kaː, 
Kammu-Yuan káʔ, Palaung, Praok ka, Riang-Lang ¯kaʔ, Lawa kaʔ, Khasi ’kha, 
[doh]kha, Mương cá (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese cá, Che’ Wong kəyəʔ, 
Temiar kaːʔ, Semaq Beri kaːh, Central Nicobarese kaːə, Nancowry ká.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 1; BLOOD 1966 298; SMITH 1972 540; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 138 (a))  
Kharia ka- (PINNOW 1959 64).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *ikan: Malay ikan, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
68; DYEN 1953 § 133). 
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†17 *kɔʔ; (*kɔʔkɔʔ >) *kɔ(ɔ)k neck. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon ko’ /kɔʔ/, Modern Mon kɔʔ, 
Khmer, Biat kɔː, Stieng kɔːu, Sakai kua’ (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 
26); ~ Sre nko, Chrau ŋkɔː, Bahnar akɔː, Bahnar dialect həkɔː. 
B: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯kok neck; ~ Praok gok throat, 
Kensiu, Semnam təŋkɔg neck; probably → Malay tĕngkok, (→) Maranao tengoq 
neck (BLUST 1970 no. 124), Toba Batak takkuhuk nape of neck; by metathesis 
(*kŋɔk >) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɔk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ŋok neck.  
Hence (i.e. *ʔkɔʔ →?) Thai kʰɔɔ, Shan khɔ.̄ Note also Vietnamese cổ, < *k[ɔ]h.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 478; BLOOD 1966 192.)  
Sora [(ə)'saŋ]-kaː-n; Kharia 'kɔŋkɔ (PINNOW 1959 276).  
Connected further (i) Kammu-Yuan təklòk, Thin təglok nape of neck; (ii) Acehnese 
takuə, Cham takoːy, Jarai təkuːai, Röglai təkuai, North Röglai takuai neck 
(suggesting Proto-Austronesian *takuəi; cf. with variant vocalism Cebuano 
Bisayan tingkuy hollow space in nape of neck); → Bahnar dialects təkɔi 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang təkuay neck, Jeh takuːy nape of neck; (iii) 505 
*tk[ɔɔ]ŋ (nape) of neck.  
 
18 *cnk[i]ʔ; *cnk[i]h waist.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi syngkai waist, hips, loins.  
B: (Khmer) Khmer coŋkeh caṅkeḥ waist.  
Cf. Kuy ŋkɛːɲ, Bru ŋkiːɲ. 
 
19 *ck[e]ʔ wild boar.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Stieng cerkeːi, rəkeːi, Sre jərke, Chrau jəkɛː, Bahnar 
səkɛː wild boar; ~ Sakai changgei pig (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 80 
(a)).  
Or *-iʔ? Hardly = 1449 *cgəy dog.  
(SMITH 1972 532.) 
 
‡20 *jkooʔ body, self.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Kuy kau I (familiar), 
Palaung ku quantifier for persons, Praok kaə persons, Lawa Bo Luang kɑuʔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang koʔ body; ~ Old Mon jirku /jərkuʔ/, Modern Mon həkaoʔ 
body, person, self, Bahnar akɔw, Bahnar dialects həkəw body, self, name (?; with 
contextual diphthongization, or ← Indonesian), Central Sakai sĕrgô corpse.  
(SHAFER 1965 300.)  
Proto-Austronesian *aku(S) I: Malay aku, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13-14; DYEN 1953 § 
133).  
Cf. (i) Shan kǎw self, &c. (BENEDICT 1975 203, 206); (ii) Tibetan sku body, Burmese 
kuiy /ko/ self: Tibeto-Burman *(s-)kəw, BENEDICT 1972 184 n. 483; Archaic 
Chinese k‘iu̯ 軀, ib. 
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21 *tnkeʔ horn.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng keːi, Sre nke, Biat ŋkɛː, Bahnar akɛː, Bru kɛː; → Jarai, 
Röglai təkiː.  
Kuy (t)kɑːi shows contamination but is rather connected with Khmer koy rhinoceros 
horn.  
(BLOOD 1966 176; SMITH 1972 531; cf. SHAFER 1965 475.) 
 
22 *[t]kɔʔ kind of catfish.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Chrau [kaː] kɔː catfish; ~ Mon [kaʔ] həkɔʔ thaka’ kind of 
catfish, Clarias magur.  
Connection uncertain Khmer thkɔː thkar sawfish. 
 
23 *tkɔɔʔ; *tkɔɔh island. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tko’ /tkɔʔ/, Modern Mon kɔʔ, Biat kɔːu [daːk]; → 
Thai kɔʔ̀.  
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic; contaminated by 1970 *ckəh dry) Khmer kɔh 
koḥ, Stieng kəːh (!) [dàːk], Bru kɔh land (as opposed to sea).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 30.) 
 
(*pkaʔ see 1819 *pkaaw flower.) 
 
24 *skɔʔ companion, company.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon sko’ /skɔʔ/ company, Stieng kɔːu 
together, with, and, Synteng Khasi shkaw spouse; → Cham sakau, Röglai səgəu 
together; ~ Old Mon siṅko’ company (quantifier), (merging next?) Modern Mon 
həkɔʔ company, companion; ~ Khmer srakar (!) /srəkɔː/ companion, age-mate. 
 
25 *skɔɔʔ grey-haired.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer skoːv grey-haired, Sre koː to be white-haired, albino, 
Bahnar kɔː grey[hair]; ~ Old Mon siṅko’ /sənkɔʔ/ grey-haired, Modern Mon həkɔʔ 
to be grey-haireded, Old Khmer saṅkū grey-haired.  
Connect perhaps (i) Khasi takhaw, takhew having scanty hair; (ii) Central Sakai bĕkô, 
Central Nicobarese pakɔː to be white-headed; Sora 'baːo-['uː-] grey-[headed]. Cf. 
1971 *jku(ə)h white, clean. 
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†26 *ge(e)ʔ (?) deictic & 3rd person pronoun.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer kèː one, someone, he, they, Röngao 
gɛː, geː, Kontum Bahnar giː he, she (GUILLEMINET 1959-63, poetic), Kammu-Yuan 
kìː this, Palaung ge, Praok ki they, Lawa Bo Luang keʔ he, she, Khasi ki they; 
weak form Sre gə indefinite pronoun, Röngao gaː & gaːr (!) he, she (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan kə̀ː  he, kɯ̀ʔ many [people], Riang-Lang _kəʔ they, Khasi 
ka feminine pronominal affix, Nancowry kí all.  
Cf. Riang-Lang ¯ke plural particle (< *[g][e]h); Kuy kɤi that; 252 *kh[ii]ʔ this, he, 
they.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52.)  
Kharia ki plural suffix, &c. (PINNOW 1959 74). 
 
27 *gɔʔ ally, friend.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kɔʔ̀ inespousable cross-cousin, Palaung gɔ friend, 
Riang-Lang _kɔʔ wife’s younger brother, youger sister’s husband (& _koʔ wife’s elder 
brother… by arbitrary variation). 
 
28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable poison.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bəŋê Jasminum longisetum, with poisonous leaf (DOURNES 1950), 
Bahnar dialects bəŋɛ,̄ bəŋɛːi poison especially prepared from Strychnos nux-vomica 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Perhaps *-[ ]ŋ-; *-iʔ. If *bngiʔ, cf. 1461 *[kj][əy]ʔ poison…, which could 
conceivably be reconstructed *gyi(i)ʔ; then with secondary palatalization < 
*bgi(i)ʔ? 
 
29 *rguuʔ (& *rguʔ?); *rgəʔ; *rguuh; *rguəh; *rgəh to shake.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör rəguː, Biat rguː v.t.; ~ (*rnguuʔ >) Stieng 
rəŋuː, Sre rəŋu (→ Röglai), Central Rölöm ŋhuː v.t., Chrau rəŋguː wobbly, shaky; 
by secondary derivation ~ (*-uʔ >?) Bahnar gəguʔ to shake (v.t.).  
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rùəŋkɤ̀ː v.i..  
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat rguh [rgɯːp], Lawa Umphai rakhoh, Mae 
Sariang ɣakuh v.i.; ~ Biat ŋguh, Lawa Umphai ŋgoh to nod [head].  
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat rgɔh [rgəːp] shaky.  
E: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔaŋgɔih to nod [head].  
(BLOOD 1966 236.) 
 
30 *ŋ[ɔɔ]ʔ; *ŋ[ɔ]h to fear. 
A: (?Khmer, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer ŋoːv-ŋoːv with pleading, whining sound (?; with 
affective register deformation?), Kammu-Yuan ŋɔʔ̀ to fear, Khasi ngiew fearful, 
fearsome.  
B: (Central Aslian) ~ Semai səŋɔh to fear.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 49.) 
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†31 *t2ŋiiʔ sun, day.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, South 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon tṅey /tŋɔy/, Modern Mon ŋoa, Old Khmer tṅai, 
Modern Khmer thŋay sun, day, Kuy (t)ŋai day, Sre ŋay day, təŋay (!) sun, day, 
Jeh ŋay sun, day, Halang ŋay day, Kammu-Yuan səŋíʔ day, noon, (màt—) sun, 
Palaung səŋi, Riang-Lang ¯səŋiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang saŋaiʔ, Lawa Umphai saŋiʔ, 
Mae Sariang saŋeʔ sun, day, Praok siŋay sun, day, ŋay day, Khasi ’ngi, sngi sun, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese ngày (!), Semaq Beri təŋiʔ day, Central 
Nicobarese heŋ sun, day, Nancowry hɛŋ́ (Nicobaric < *cʔaiŋ?); ~ Old Mon 
tirṅey daily, Modern Mon təŋoa middle part of day (with which some disyllabic 
forms above should perhaps be compared).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 66; SHAFER 1965 146; SMITH 1972 459; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 38.)  
Mundari siŋgi sun, day, &c. (PINNOW 1959 286; with Santali siɲ day & similar forms, 
perhaps by metathesis < *tʔiiŋ; cf. here Nicobaric).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *t'iŋaɣ: Fijian siŋa sun, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 154). 
 
†32 *tŋaʔ bow.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon tṅa’ /tŋaʔ/, Modern Mon ŋaʔ (cross)bow.  
Sora 'ɲaŋaː-n bow. For ɲ- here (< *n-?) cf. 1410 *tləm &c. 
 
32a *bmŋ[ii]ʔ fever.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer cùmŋɯ̀ː (!) disease, illness 
(contaminated by chɯ̀ː < 55 *njiiʔ), Sre bəŋe malaria, Central Nicobarese by 
dissimilation pomkaiyə fever, Nancowry pumkɛýa, refer kɛ ́chill, feeling cold.  
Connection uncertain Riang-Lang _ŋwɔy pox, disease causing rash &c.  
 
(*bŋ[e]ʔ see 28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable poison.) 
 
33 *rŋaʔ; *rŋəʔ live coal. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng rəŋaː [uːiɲ], Sre [ous] rəŋa, Biat rŋaː [uɲ] 
live coal, Khasi rnga charcoal; → Jarai aŋaʔ, Röglai aŋa live coal; ~ Middle Mon 
laṅa [pramat], Modern Mon əŋɛʔ̀ [kəmot], təŋɛʔ̀ live coal.  
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Thin rŋɤʔ live coal; ~ (*rnŋəʔ > *rngəʔ by 
dissimilation >) Palaung rəŋgɯ, Praok gaw [ŋu], Lawa Bo Luang ʔɑŋgauʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raŋgoʔ live coal, Semang anggu charcoal (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
77 (a)).  
Cf. (i) Khmer rəŋɤ̀ː k (& Bru raŋhõʔ), perhaps a loan from the same source as slɤk 
leaf ad 230 *slaʔ; (ii) Bahnar ŋaːr dying, dead coal, ↔ Jarai aŋaːr = aŋaʔ (< 
*ʔŋar by metathesis?). 
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‡34 *lŋaaʔ; *lŋawʔ sessamum. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *lrŋaaʔ >) Chrau rəŋaː, Biat rŋaː, Kammu-Yuan 
ləŋàʔ; ~ (*lnŋaaʔ >) Bahnar rəŋaː white-seeded sessamum (or last), Palaung ləŋa 
(MILNE 1931), Danaw ¬lɔŋ _ŋɑʔ sessamum; ~ Riang-Lang _luk _ŋɑʔ sessamum.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer lṅo, Modern Khmer lŋɔ̀ː ; ~ Middle Mon 
laṅau, Modern Mon təŋɛà sessamum, Bahnar rəŋɔw black-seeded sessamum.  
With final variant cf. 1819 *pkaaw. Note also Kuy rwɯ̀ŋ sessamum, Bru lawɯ̀ŋ by 
metathesis? Culture-word. See also BENEDICT 1975 375. 
Proto-Austronesian *ləŋa(S): Malay lĕnga, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95; Proto-
Austronesian if = Polynesian Curcuma, otherwise Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
35 *lŋaaʔ itch.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre ləŋa itch between toes (→ 
Röglai), Kammu-Yuan ŋàʔ, Riang-Lang _ŋɑʔ to itch, Mương ngạ itch (BARKER 
1966 25); ~ (*lpŋaaʔ >) Vietnamese ngứa itch. 
 
‡36 *lŋuʔ; *lŋuəʔ lonely, deserted. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon lṅu (attributive lamṅu) to be solitary; → Cham laṅū empty; ~ 
(*lbŋuʔ >) Old Mon luṅo’ /ləŋɯʔ/ to make deserted, (to isolate oneself =) to be 
solitary, Modern Mon təŋùʔ to be solitary, desolate.  
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəŋuəʔ solitary, deserted; to think nostalgically of; to isolate;  
Stieng jəŋɯː stupid, compared at SCHMIDT 1905 36, is ← Proto-Austronesian *duŋu 
(BLUST 1970 no. 157).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *ŋauŋau >) Karo Batak ngongo deserted, lonely; (ii) *liŋau: 
Ngaju Dayak la-lingau to be sad, Cebuano Bisayan míngaw lonely, deserted, &c, 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 97-8). Conceivably Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, but no obvious 
source. See BENEDICT 1975 369, sad… . 
 
†37 *sŋiʔ (& *sŋiiʔ?); *sŋih; *sŋiiw house. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Mon sṅi(’) /sŋiʔ/, Modern Mon hɔeʔ, Stieng, 
Chrau ɲiː, Jeh ŋìah, Halang ɲìa, Central Nicobarese ɲiː, Nancowry ɲí. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Bunör ŋih, Central Rölöm hih, Biat ɲih. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre hiːw.  
The same distribution of finals nearly in 127 *miʔ &c.; add then perhaps Mương nhà 
(BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese nhà, otherwise ad 152 *[y]aa[ʔ]. For Bahnaric 
palatalization cf. 806 *[ ]ŋii[c] &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 153; BLOOD 1966 222.) 
Sora 'sʔuːŋ-ən, &c. (PINNOW 1959 355, Southeast Munda only; perhaps by metathesis 
< *sʔiŋ). 
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38 *sŋoʔ paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon sṅo’ /sŋɯʔ/, Modern Mon haoʔ husked rice, 
Kammu-Yuan ŋɔʔ́, Palaung hŋɔ, Riang-Lang ¯ŋoʔ, Praok ŋo, Lawa Bo Luang 
hŋɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hŋɔʔ paddy.  
(SHAFER 1965 307.) 
 
(*[c]iʔ see 8 *ciʔaʔ to eat.) 
 
†39 *ciiʔ (& *ciʔ?) louse.  
A: Mon coa, Khmer cay (→ Sre say?), Stieng siːh (!), Biat chiː, Chrau, Bahnar siː, 
Kammu-Yuan seʔ (< variant?), Palaung si, Riang-Lang ˉsiʔ, Lawa Bo Luang səiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai seʔ, Mae Sariang sɛiʔ (!), Khasi ’si (~ ksi), Vietnamese chí, chấy, 
Kensiu ciʔ, Temiar cɛʔ, Semelai ciːh louse, Central Nicobarese ʃeːi flea, louse; ~ 
Kuy ɲcɛː head louse, Bru ɲcəy.  
Lawa, Vietnamese (& Sre?) show secondary diphthongization. Stieng -h also ad 126 
*bəɓeʔ goat, 156 *bryaʔ kind of varan, 197 *klaʔ tiger (& 412 *prɔɔk squirrel!).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 243; SMITH 1972 516; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 169.) 
Sora iʔiː-n, Kharia sɛʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 341).  
Cf. Haininh Yao sei head louse. (BENEDICT 1975 333; Chiengrai Yao ćho body louse, 
Petchabun Miao ńćhau head louse, ib., reflect Proto-Miao-Yao *(ń)ćho(u)). 
 
40 *ceʔ great-grandchild.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) Sre se grandchild, great-grandchild (→ Röglai 
ce grandchild), Bahnar [sɔw] sɛː, Praok [kɔn] se, Lawa Bo Luang [kuan] saiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai [kuan] seʔ great-grandchild, Kammu-Yuan cèʔ grandchild, Bru 
ʔacɛː.  
Cf. 43 *cuuʔ grandchild. 
 
(*ceʔ see also 1983 *ceh kind of jar; *caʔ see 8 *ciʔaʔ to eat.) 
 
†‡41 *cɔʔ dog.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Kuy cɑː, Stieng 
sɔu, Sre so, Chrau sɔː, Biat chɔː dog, Bahnar [kɔʔ] sɔː wild dog, Jeh cou, Halang 
coː, Kammu-Yuan sɔʔ́, Palaung sɔ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯soʔ, Praok so, 
Lawa Bo Luang sɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔʔ, Khasi ’sew (~ ksew), 
Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese chó dog (→ Old Khmer ca, Modern Khmer 
cɔː dog, as year name), Temiar cəwɔʔ, Semelai cɔːh dog; ~ Kuy ʔaːcɑː dog, Riang-
Lang yɔʔ dog, puppy, (?) Jehai ʔaciʔ dog.  
(SHAFER 1965 235; BLOOD 1966 193; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 143.) 
Kharia sɔ-[lɔʔ], &c. (PINNOW 1959 210).  
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Proto-Austronesian *uat'u: Javanese asu, Cham (a)thɔw, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 17, 
*cat'uc; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 13.8, 16.1); → Central Rölöm saw? Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 50. Temiar suggests consonant metathesis vis-à-vis Austronesian, 
perhaps the source of the vocalism. See BENEDICT 1975 272-3. 
 
42 *c[u]ʔ to place, put.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon cɒʔ cwa’ (!), Bahnar sɯʔ, Jeh cùʔ (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979).  
Connection uncertain Kuy səː to put in, to fasten (< *kcə[ ]ʔ?). 
 
(*[c][u]ʔ see 1986 *[c][u]h to wake.) 
 
†43 *cuuʔ grandchild.  
A: (> *ciuʔ > Bahnaric &c. *cawʔ; Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-
Mương, Aslian) Old Mon cow /cɔw/, Modern Mon cao, Old Khmer, Modern 
Khmer, Kuy cau grandchild, Stieng sɒːu grandson, nephew, Sre saw grandson, 
Chrau saw son-in-law, daughter-in-law, Biat [kɔːn] chau descendants, Bahnar sɔw, 
səw, Jeh, Halang caw, Palaung su, Praok saə, Lawa Bo Luang sɑuʔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang soʔ, Khasi ’siew, Vietnamese cháu, Semang -chɔ’ 
grandchild (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (b)); → Cham cau(w), 
Acehnese cɔ; ~ Chrau sənaw, Sakai (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (a)) 
chĕno’ grandchild.  
Palaungic requires *-uuʔ, as does Indonesian; Cham, Acehnese reflect diphthongized 
forms. Cf. 40 *ceʔ great-grandchild.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 535; BLOOD 1966 197; SMITH 1972 431.) 
Proto-Austronesian (*k'u(S)k'u(S) >) Acehnese cucɔ (contaminated by cɔ ← Mon-
Khmer; perhaps ← Malay), Malay chuchu, Iban uchu /uchuq/ grandchild; → 
Semang chuchɔ’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 79 (c)). If Acehnese not ← Malay, 
*k'u(S)k'uS. But conceivably Mon-Khmer > Semang chuchɔ’ → Malay → 
Acehnese, Iban.  
 
†44 *[c]uuʔ to be sick.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung su, Riang-Lang ¯suʔ, Praok saə, Lawa Bo Luang 
sɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang soʔ sickness, to be sick; ~ Kammu-Yuan cúʔ 
pain, ~ Danaw kă ¯tsu to be in pain.  
If Nancowry tú rather *t2-, connected 70 *ktuuʔ hot? But connection dubious 55 
*njiiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 238a.) 
Sora ə'suː-, a'suː- to feel pain, Kharia 'kɔsu sickness, to be sick, &c. (PINNOW 1959 247). 
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45 *[c][ɯə]ʔ to see.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng sɒːu, Bunör saːə, Central Rölöm sɔː, Biat chaːə to see, West 
Bahnar sɤːu to see clearly (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ West Bahnar səsɤːu to see 
clearly (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
If Nancowry héw to be visible or hɛʔ̃ to look at is connected, *s-.  
Connect 158 *[s]yəəʔ?  
(BLOOD 1966 204.) 
 
46 *[ʔ]ciʔ relative/interrogative pronoun.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre chi it, which, Palaung se what 
(relative/interrogative), anything; ~ Sre nchi what, which?  
Connection uncertain Mương chi (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chi, gì what?; 
anything. 
 
(*ʔca(a)ʔ see 1891 *ʔcas old.) 
 
47 *kciʔ young, green.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer khcɤy green, fresh, new, young [plants, animals]; ~ Khmer 
kɔmcɤy unripe, green, Chrau gəsɛː soft, Biat nchɛː green, unripe, Bahnar kəsɛʔ 
young, tender; by back-formation or popular etymology Chrau [kɔːn] sɛː, Biat 
[kɔːn] chɛː young.  
(BLOOD 1966 174.) 
 
48 *kmciʔ collateral relation.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon kuṁci &c. /kəmciʔ/ sister, (— dnal) bride, 
West Bahnar hmĩː aunt, cousin, older than parent (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& 
Sedang mế sister-in-law, SMITH 1972 470?), Khasi kynsi sibling’s spouse.  
Khmer cae elder sister is ← Amoy/Cantonese cé 姐: POU & JENNER 1973 132.  
Sora 'aː(j)i(ː)-n younger sister may be cognate if -j- is glide consonant; then separate 
from Proto-Munda *aɟi, PINNOW 1959 38. 
 
†49 *jooʔ grandmother.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon cùʔ great- grandmother; ~ Central Sakai ajô 
grandmother. 
Sora ɟo'ɟoː-n grandfather. 
 
†50 *juʔ sour, acid.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Central Aslian) Khmer cùː jūv, jūr sour, 
tart, Jeh, Halang jùaʔ, Khasi jew sour, (~?) Bahnar ʔyuʔ sour; vinegar; ~ Khmer 
mcùː sour spice &c., (~?) Sakai bucuːi sour (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
349; ?), Central Nicobarese pacəu to go sour; ~ Khasi byrjew sourish.  
Cf. also Vietnamese chua-chát acid. The same Khasi vocalism in 196a *j-luʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SHAFER 1965 452; SMITH 1972 305.) 
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Sora so'joː- &c., Santali ɟɔɟɔ sour, &c. (PINNOW 1959 383; Proto-Munda *jɔ). 
 
51 *juuʔ wild banana.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] juː, Sre ju (→ Röglai), Bahnar juː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*juuʔ see also 1944 *juuh to stay, linger.) 
 
52 *kjəʔ; (*kjəʔ kjəʔ >?) *kjək heavy. 
A: (South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Semaq Beri kəjəh; ~ Sre kənjə.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng jɒːk, Biat jɔk; ~ Chrau kənjəʔ heavy, (~?) 
Riang-Lang ¯səmcək to nod from weariness.  
Connect uncertain Temiar ʔəɲuh, &c. Cf. 1146 *([k].-)jən.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 68 (a); BLOOD 1966 121.) 
 
53 *knjə[ə]ʔ kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔɲcɤ̀ː 60-litre basket, Biat njəː basket. 
 
†54 *tjooʔ worm.  
A: (Mon, Aslian) Jehai tajuʔ, Temiar tajuʔ, Semelai tijoːh snake; ~ Old Mon tiñju 
/tənjuʔ/ worm, maggot, Modern Mon kəyaoʔ maggot.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 311.) 
Kharia ti'ɟɔʔ worm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 329). 
 
55 *njiiʔ sickness, to be sick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon ’jey to be sick. = ’añjey sickness /ɲjɔy/, 
Modern Mon yòa sickness, to be sick, Nyah Kur *ɕəy̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V267; 
suggests *-ay!), Khmer chɯ̀ː (!) jhɨ, Chrau jiː to be sick, Sre ji sickness, Biat jiː 
sickness, to be sick, Bahnar jiʔ, Jeh, Halang jìʔ to be sick, Temiar jiʔ (BENJAMIN 
1976B).  
Khmer vocalism & initial obscure. ? ~ Nancowry kacɛý to become weak. Connection 
dubious 44 *[c]uuʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SHAFER 1965 522a; BLOOD 1966 213; SMITH 1972 294; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 187 (a), (b)) 
 
56 *[nj]a[a]ʔ tar.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon yɛʔ̀ tar, pitch, Vietnamese nhựa, dựa sap, gum, resin, tar, 
asphalt, opium (by attraction 1601 *jar sap).  
Not, as SCHMIDT 1905 40, : Stieng cɒː [uːiɲ] charcoal. 
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57 *pjooʔ old.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Old Mon pju(’) /pjuʔ/, Modern Mon pyùʔ to be 
old, aged, dilapidated, Bahnar sɔː old, antiquated, dilapidated, probably Palaung jo 
lifetime (→ Shan sò); by secondary derivation ~ Praok ju life, lifetime, age, Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaɲuʔ, Lawa Umphai raɲuʔ age.  
Palaungic less probably ultimately ← Pali āyu. 
 
58 *bjooʔ; *bjeeʔ (& *bjeʔ?) bad. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Röngao coː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Palaung jo, Praok caw, Mah Meri bajaw.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer cèː jer (!) to rebuke, insult, Kuy chèː to 
abuse obscenely; ~ (*bmjeeʔ >) Bahnar ʔmeʔ bad, ugly; by secondary derivation 
~ Middle Mon byi, Modern Mon pyìʔ to blame, Khmer phcae to blame, reprove 
(GUESDON 1930).  
Front vocalism secondary. For semantics of B cf. 1082 *luut; Khmer cèː taken as = 
causative, perhaps back-formation in view of vocalism, which implies *-eʔ. Note 
further Vietnamese xấu bad.  
(SMITH 1972 318; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 9.) 
 
58a *[ ]ɲiiʔ uncle.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy (ʔaː)ɲìː parent’s younger brother, Khasi ’ñi, (~?) kñi maternal 
uncle.  
Perhaps by contraction *[ ]kuuɲ &c. ʔiiʔ (892, 2). 
 
59 *ɲ[ee]ʔ small.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Middle Mon ñi, Modern Mon ɲìʔ to be small in 
quantity, West Bahnar ɲɛʔ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan ɲɛʔ, Thin ɲɛ 
small; (probably ~) Bahnar ʔyɛʔ small.  
Perhaps *ɲiʔ. Connected Mae Sariang ʔɲauʔ small in quantity? Note Nancowry ña 
smaller.  
 
60 *ɲaʔ; *ɲah person. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ɲɛʔ who, anyone; ~ Sre drəɲa human 
being. 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Old Mon ñaḥ /ɲah/, Modern Mon ɲɛh̀ person, Thin 
yɛʔ him, Jah Hut ɲah who?  
Riang-Lang, Thin fronting contextual. 
 
(*ɲaa[ʔ] see 152 *[y]aa[ ] house.) 
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61 *ɲɔʔ kind of tree, Morinda species.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Mon pəɲòʔ Mon angustifolia Roxburgh (sandhi-
form < */tnɔm ɲɔʔ/?), Khmer ɲɔ̀ː , Kuy ɲùːa Mon citrifolia Linnaeus, Vietnamese 
nhàu (!); ↔ Thai yɔɔ Morinda citrifolia, Lao ɲɔ.  
Vietnamese tone perhaps post-palatal, cf. besides following 170 *jriiʔ, &c. (Cf. 
BEFEO 55, 196.) 
 
†62 *[ ]ɲuʔ *[ ]ɲuəʔ wrinkled, furrowed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Palaung ɲɔ to be ugly (?), 
Vietnamese nhàu (!) to be wrinkled, crumpled; ~ Khmer krəɲoːv frowning, 
displeased (by dissimilation < *srɲuʔ? GUESDON 1930 also sro; VACANANUKRAM 
KHMER has no instance of srəɲ-), Biat [kwat mat] rɲuː scowling, morose (beside 
kwat rɲɔːu abashed, crestfallen ← Khmer); (by back-formation?) ~ Khmer 
[khɲiːv]-khɲoːv to be wrinkled, crumpled.  
B: (Mon; ~ *srɲuəʔ >) Mon həɲɒʔ to be wrinkled.  
On Vietnamese tone see preceding. Cf. 896 *sɲuəɲ &c. wrinkled; to frown… . 
Sora əju'juː- to be wrinkled, ju'juː-[je'je-] to be wrinkled and puckered. 
 
†63 *ɲuuʔ to suck up, drink.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre ɲu to drink 
[spirits], Praok ɲaə, Lawa ɲoʔ to drink, Semai ɲɔːʔ, Temoq ɲuʔ to suck, Nancowry 
cõʔ, South Nicobarese onyuː[ʃe], Teressa-Bompoka nyuː-[hətə] to drink (& 
Central Nicobarese ɲɔː milk?).  
Cf. SMITH 1972 325, *uʔ; contaminated by 268 *ʔuək?  
(SHAFER 1965 297; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (a).) 
Sora ɲuː-, ɲu'ɲuː- to smell, sniff; Santali ɲũ to drink, &c. (PINNOW 1959 112).  
Sora is referred ib. 315 to cognates of 887 *[j]ʔuuɲ. 
 
†64 *t1iʔ; *t1ih; *t1iəh earth, ground. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Aslian, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon ti(’) 
/tiʔ/, Modern Mon tɔeʔ, Old Khmer ti, Modern Khmer dɤy, Kuy tɛːʔ, Bru kutɛːʔ 
(< *-[ai]k?), Kensiu tiʔ, Temiar tɛʔ earth; ~ Semelai ʔateːh; ~ (or =?) Kuy 
ktɛːʔ, Palaung kətɛ, Riang-Lang ¯kəteʔ, Praok tɛ, [ha]ktɛ, (so probably, rather 
than simplex) Lawa Bo Luang taiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang teʔ; ~ Kammu-
Yuan pətéʔ earth, (~?) Khasi pyrthei the world (rather than ← Sanskrit pṛthvi-), 
Central Nicobarese məltai land. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tɛh earth; ~ Jeh ʔneh, Halang təʔneh earth. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre tiah ground, the world, Stieng tɛh earth; ~ Chrau ntɛh earth; 
~ Biat nɛh earth, ground.  
-n-infix forms, as probably -h, contaminated by Indonesian, below.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 20; BLOOD 1966 50; SMITH 1972 361; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 12 (a).)  
Sora 'purtiː-n the world (or ← Sanskrit?); Mundari te, &c. (PINNOW 1959 403).  
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Connection obscure Proto-Austronesian *tanəq: Malay tanah, Cham tanɯh, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, tanəh/tanah; assuming Javanese tanah ← Malay). 
 
65 *t1iʔ; *t1iiʔ; *t1iəʔ that yonder. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Sre ti that (spoken of, past), Chrau 
tiʔ (!) there, yonder, Khasi -tei that up there, the aforesaid, Semang [ha’] teh there 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 54 (a)). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tiː, Sedang tay up there. 
C: (Mon, ?Khasi) Middle Mon te’ there, then, that, those, Modern Mon teʔ that, (?) 
Khasi -thie that down there.  
Chrau has -ʔ < *-ʔ in deictics, cf. 92 *nɔʔ, 1435a *h[əy]ʔ. Cf. 66a *tɔʔ; 1466 
*t1uuy &c.  
(SMITH 1972 515.) 
 
†66 *t1iiʔ hand, arm.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric, South Aslian) 
Old Mon tey /tɔy/, Modern Mon toa, Old Khmer tai(y), Modern Khmer day, Kuy 
teː, Bru ʔatəy (< *-iʔ ?), Sre ti, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar tiː hand, arm, Jeh, Halang tìː 
hand, Kammu-Yuan tíʔ, Palaung ti, Riang-Lang ¯tiʔ, Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang 
taiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang teʔ, Khasi ’ti (~ kti), Central Nicobarese -tai 
hand, arm; ~ (from a suffixed *tiiʔ-ŋ) Temiar tiːk.  
Connected further, perhaps from a prefixed form, South Aslian forms: Semelai thiːʔ. 
Distinguish 244 *sii[ʔ].  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 14; BLOOD 1966 226; SMITH 1972 513; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 15.) 
Kharia tiʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 75). 
 
(*t1aʔ see 68 *ʔt1aʔ male elder; 1988 *t1ah level; *taʔ see 75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.) 
 
66a *tɔʔ that, there.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer dɔː relative particle, Stieng tɔːu, Biat 
tɔː that, there, Bahnar tɔː that, there (far away), Khasi [hang]to there (mooted, near 
at hand), [u]to he, that (near), Vietnamese đó that, there.  
Cf. 65 *t1iʔ &c.; 1466 *t1uuy &c. 
 
67 *t1uuʔ in, at.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng tuː in, at, with, Chrau tuː at, to, Bahnar təː to, towards, 
Palaung tə (in senses) in (to), Riang-Lang ˉtuʔ (in senses) in (to), Lawa Bo Luang 
tauʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang toʔ middle, in the middle of; ~ (*[ ]ntuuʔ >) 
Praok daə in (to).  
Add Khmer dau to proceed towards ? But not, as SCHMIDT 1905 34, : Mon tao to be 
located in… (< 1824 *taaw). Cf. B4 *t1aʔ &c. place. 
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(*t1uuʔ see also 2004 *t1uu[h] …to clean by rubbing.) 
 
‡68 (*t1aʔ-t1aʔ >?) *ʔt1aʔ (& *t1aʔ?) male elder.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Late Old Mon ta /taʔ/, 
Modern Mon taʔ father, Old Khmer (’)tā old man, Modern Khmer taː grandfather, 
Stieng taː onomastic prefix for junior males, Kammu-Yuan táʔ, Praok ta 
grandfather, Palaung ta master, grandfather, Riang-Lang ¯taʔ master, husband, 
grandfather, Lawa taʔ grandfather, old man, Temiar tataːʔ old man (BENJAMIN 
1976B 132), taːʔ sir (BENJAMIN 1976B 135).  
(SHAFER 1965 280; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 41.) 
Proto-Austronesian *tata: Proto-Oceanic *tata term of address to father, mother’s 
brother (BENEDICT 1975 286-7, which see), Proto-Philippine *tata-i: Cebuano 
Bisayan tatay, tátay, Pangasinan tátay term of address to father, Tagalog &c. 
tatay father, Samer-Leyte Bisayan tatay father, grandfather. 
 
69 *[kb]t1aʔ to wash [head].  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung kəta (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang taʔ to wash [head], 
(or ~?) Khasi bta to wash [face]. 
 
70 *ktuuʔ hot.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Mon kətao, Old Khmer ktau, Modern Khmer 
kdau, Kuy (k)tau, Bahnar tɔʔ, Jeh, Halang tuʔ; ~ (*kbtuuʔ >) Mon hətao, 
Khmer kɔmdau to heat, Kuy ntau to warm, Bahnar pətɔʔ to heat.  
If Bahnar → Jeh, Halang, perhaps *-t2-; connected SMITH 1972 *kasuʔ (324; then *-
ts-) to sweat; &/or 44 *[c]uuʔ to be sick?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SMITH 1972 322; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 140; PINNOW 1959 
52.) 
 
71 *gtooʔ snail.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon taoʔ, Temiar gatũʔ (BENJAMIN 1976B 132). 
 
(*ntaʔ see 75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.) 
 
72 *nt1uuʔ hole, pit.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer ʔɔndau (& rùəndau) ditch, hole, 
cave, Stieng tùː deep ditch or hole, Chrau ntuː well, water- hole, Biat ntuː hole, West 
Bahnar hətū deep hole (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan həntuʔ, Riang-Lang 
¯tuʔ, Praok daə hole.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 303.) 
Cf. 556 *kt1u(u)ŋ, but connection dubious.  
Proto-Austronesian *piNt1au door: Malay pintu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119, 
*pin[t]uc; DAHL 1973 § 12.4; *-au confirmed by Acehnese pinto; see also 
BENEDICT 1975 273).  
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72a *tp1[i]ʔ to instruct, teach.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer phdae-[phdam] to send verbal message, 
keep reminding (→ Vietnamese dạy to teach ?) & ~ Khmer prədae-[prədav] to 
teach, educate, Stieng tiː (BLOOD 1966), Sre bəti to teach (DOURNES 1950); ~ 
(*pnt1[i]ʔ >) Praok dɛ [gaə] to teach; by secondary derivation ~ Chrau təntiː to 
teach, Biat ntiː to learn, (— ntom) teach.  
(BLOOD 1966 227.) 
 
†73 *bt1aʔ; *st1aʔ tail. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon birta /bərtaʔ/, Modern Mon hətaʔ. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Lawa sataʔ, Kensiu hatiʔ, Semaq Beri hateʔ; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan həntáʔ, Palaung səta, Riang-Lang ¯səntaʔ, Praok sida, Temiar 
sɛntaːʔ.  
Munda implies B secondary; on *taʔ < *btaʔ? Danaw has ¬tɔŋ ¯tɑ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 3.) 
Kharia pa'ta (PINNOW 1959 K 386). 
 
†74 *[b]tuuʔ to burst, pustulate.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) ~ Khasi pyrthiew [parched grain] to burst; to come out in an eruption; 
~ Mon hətao skin eruption endemic in cold weather, Khasi pyrthiew, byrthiew 
pustulated pulses, (kaba —) eruptions.  
Connect 2008 *bt1uh &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *bətu(S): Sundanese bituq to explode, erupt, to fire [gun], 
Cebuano Bisayan butu to explode, burst; blister (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
†75 *[s]taʔ to vomit.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, ?Khmer) Mon taʔ (medical) to vomit, Bru rataː vomit, (?) Khmer sdaː 
stār (!) to unload, empty, drain off. 
Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)t1aq to vomit: Malay m-untah, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, 
*[c]u(n)tah; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 8.2, 14.10).  
If Khmer is not connected, Proto-Mon-Khmer *(n)taʔ? See BENEDICT 1975 417. 
 
(*st1aʔ see 73 *bt1aʔ tail.) 
 
76 *diʔ; *dih to hit, come in contact with. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon tìʔ to come in contact with, impinge on, 
collide, to charge, fight with horns, Sre di to be right, to be in agreement, to have to, 
Biat diː to hit; right, Khasi (ïa-)dei (!) to hit, Nancowry téʔ to touch. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer dadiḥ to collide (GUESDON 1930).  
Khasi d-, for *t-, unexplained. B contaminated by 2010 *dah (compare with for 
semantics)? 
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77 *da[ʔ] duck.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer tìːə dā, Kuy thìːa, Stieng, Chrau daː; (?) → Lawa 
Bo Luang, Mae Sariang tɯa, Lawa Umphai thɯa; ~ Sre ada duck, Gölar Bahnar 
hədaː wild duck; → Cham atàː, Röglai, North Röglai ada duck (& Mon ətɛà?); ~ 
Bahnar tədaː [ɗaːk] wild duck.  
Or *daar (Mon, Khmer, Lawa), Khmer → Kuy, Bahnaric; Khmer orthography favours 
*-ʔ; Cham &c. inconclusive. Cf. Röglai ara wild duck, ↔ Sre ara wild duck, 
Kontum Bahnar həraː duck.  
(SHAFER 1965 121, 465.) 
 
(*daʔ see also 2010 *dah to hit, to meet.)  
 
78 *dəəʔ; *dəh; *dəəs to stop, be brought up short, come to rest. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Middle 
Mon dui’, Modern Mon tɜʔ̀ to stop, halt, Khmer tɤ̀ː to put (down, on shelf), to land 
on, lodge, get caught, Kammu-Yuan təʔ̀ to fall on one’s bottom, Semang [bia]-dú to 
stop (i.e. Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 477; cf. W 8), Central Nicobarese [kaː]-
tɤ- to dwell, stay, wait, Nancowry katɯ́; ~ Chrau vədəː to catch falling object. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre dəh rest, Biat dəh at leisure, easy, Bahnar dəh rest, cessation 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar pədəh to rest. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer tɤ̀ːh dös to be in the way, to be too big to go through opening.  
Connection dubious B31 *ɗək to stop, halt. Kontum Bahnar pədəːy to stop, rest, is ← 
Cham patɛỳ to rest, cognate with Javanese mari to stop, abate; Mon dah [rain] to 
stop perhaps < 1903a *ɗaas to break.  
(SHAFER 1965 130; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 70.) 
 
79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ; *[d][ɔ]h this, here. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng dɔːu, dɒːu here, Sre do this, here. 
B: (Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Thin duh this, Kensiu dɔh here, Temiar doh this, 
here.  
Connect 92 *nɔʔ &c.? But perhaps *ɗ- here, by contraction *ɗiiʔ-ʔ[ɯə]ʔ (85, 6).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 86 (d).) 
 
80 *dɔɔʔ to cover head.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer tùː dū cloth cover of casket, 
(TANDART 1935) to cover, Kuy thù(ː)aʔ (!) to wear on head (contaminated by A22 
*[d]ɔɔk to wear round neck &c., which compare?), Bahnar [hlaː] duː umbrella; ~ 
Khmer tətùː dadūv, dadūr to cover the head, Sakai tudō to cover (i.e. Semai; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 C 257); ~ Stieng ndɔu [umbrella] to shelter from, cover, Sre ndau 
to wear on head, to shelter under [umbrella], Biat ndɔːu to cover oneself, cover head; 
~ (*pdɔɔʔ >) Bahnar tū to cover, shelter, to take cover (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *tuduŋ: Malay tudong veil, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 140; Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
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(BLOOD 1966 201.) 
 
81 *duuʔ to run away.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Old Mon dow /dɔw/, Modern 
Mon tɛà to run away, Old Khmer dau, Modern Khmer tɤ̀u to go (away), Sre douʔ, 
Chrau, Biat duː, Kammu-Yuan tùʔ, Palaung du to run away, Temiar doʔ to run 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 132); ~ Bahnar kəduː, (!) kədəw, Jeh kadàw, Halang gədòːw 
to run, Tembi dadu’ to run away (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 44).  
North Bahnaric diphthongization obscure. Add 84a *p[d]uuʔ to carry, transport? Note 
Vietnamese đào to escape, flee. But Praok to to run away is < 1612 *tar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SHAFER 1965 124, 479; SMITH 1972 424.) 
 
82 *kdɔʔ plantain bud.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng dɔu [priːt] plantain bud, Chrau 
jɔː [priːt] plantain flower, Kammu-Yuan kətɔʔ́ (!) bud of plantain, rice, elephant 
grass, Lawa Bo Luang tuʔ, Lawa Umphai thuʔ (— tiʔ &c.) forearm, (— cuaŋ &c.) 
leg; ~ (*krdɔʔ >) Mon hətòʔ [pràt] plantain bud, calf of leg; by secondary 
derivation ~ (*dnɔʔ >) Sre ɗo (— jəŋ) calf, (— ti) flower; (DOURNES 1950) 
plantain bud.  
Cf. B9 *k.ɗɔʔ plantain. 
 
83 *tdiʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) ~ (*tndiʔ >) Mon [tùn] kəlɔeʔ tali &c. giant bamboo; ~ (*trdiʔ 
>) Stieng [təːm] rədeːi kind of smooth-stemmed bamboo, Bahnar hədɛː kind of 
bamboo (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 rədɛ)̄; → Röglai tərde straight kind of bamboo with 
short joints.  
(SHAFER 1965 455.) 
 
84 *pda[a]ʔ to lean on.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon pətɛʔ̀ to lean on, Khasi [ïa]da to help, protect 
(compounding form!; ïa- reciprocal); ~ (*p.da[a]ʔ >) Vietnamese dựa to lean on 
(→ Mương đựa, BARKER 1966 23).  
Cf. Central Nicobarese idɯə-həre; & 1470 *daay. 
 
84a *p[d]uuʔ to carry, transport.  
A: (Bahnaric) West Bahnar duː (!) to transport (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat nduː [aː 
iaːə] to bring; ~ Sre pərdu to transport, carry away, Bahnar pəduʔ to transport.  
Originally to carry off, causative. ~ 81 *duuʔ to run away? So Stieng prəduː to run 
away (with), snatch up in running away. 
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†‡85 *ɗiiʔ middle, in.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Mon ḍey 
/ɗɔy/ locative particle, Sre də dative particle (locative particle, DOURNES 1950), Biat 
diː [dɔl] (in the) middle, Kammu-Yuan taː, təː at, Thin dă, də ̆in; ~ Old Mon 
tirḍey, Modern Mon hədoa, Sedang tadếy middle (SMITH 1972 p. 79), Kammu-
Yuan tərtìʔ between; ~ Kuy nthìː, (?) Bahnar aneʔ in the middle, Palaung kəndi 
middle; ~ Old Mon pḍey inside, Middle Mon pḍay, Modern Mon doa in, Khmer 
phtèy stomach, (GUESDON 1930) womb, Pangan pĕdī’ central (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 100). 
Sora tə'rɑːŋdiː-, tɑ'rɑːŋdiː-n middle. (cf. PINNOW 1959 22).  
Proto-Austronesian *di: Malay di- locative prefix, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
86 *ɗiiʔ; (*ɗiiʔ-s[ ] >) *ɗiis; *ɗuuʔ; *ɗuul one. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Kuy thài different, Stieng 
diː, Praok ti, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, tiʔ, Lawa Umphai thiʔ, Mae Sariang tiʔ one; ~ 
(*ɗiiʔ ɗiiʔ >) Khmer tìːtèy, tətèy to be individually separate; other, different, 
Nancowry ríri all, whole; ~ Palaung rəndi alone, apart. 
B: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯dis one, (~?) Central Nicobarese oreːh, odeːh 
first, Nancowry rɯ́h other, ʔurɛh́ first. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat duː one. 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer tòːl to be single, just one, Sre duːl one.  
With suffix in B cf. Riang-Lang sə-, Khasi shi one. C perhaps < *ɗiiʔ-ʔuuʔ, cf. 
Palaung u one & Central Rölöm juː (< *dyuː?).  
Connect perhaps *-d in Santali mi’d, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 338.  
(SHAFER 1965 285; BLOOD 1966 230.) 
 
87 *ɗeʔ; *ɗeh reflexive pronoun. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Chrau dɛː belonging to, Bahnar ɗɛː indefinite 
pronoun, Kammu-Yuan teː general pronoun, Palaung de, Riang-Lang ¯dɛʔ, Praok ti 
reflexive pronoun, Lawa Bo Luang teʔ, Lawa Umphai tɛʔ, Khasi [la]de, Central 
Nicobarese deːde, reːre self; ~ (*kɗeʔ >) Chrau jɛː belonging to. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon ḍeḥ /ɗeh/, Modern Mon deh 3rd person pronoun, 
(weak form) Bahnar dəh 3rd person possessive pronoun (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Bahnar kədih reflexive pronoun.  
Connection uncertain Malay dia he, likely < Proto-Austronesian *dia there (BLUST 
1970 no. 152) contaminated by ia 3rd person pronoun, for which see 2 *ʔiiʔ. 
 
88 *k[n]ɗaʔ thin.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy (k)diːa, Bru kadaː, (or ~?) Kammu-Yuan həntàʔ. 
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89 *cɗaʔ span.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Middle Mon cḍa span from thumb to 
middle finger, Modern Mon daʔ also to crawl like a leech, to measure by spans, Kuy 
(ch)thìːa, West Bahnar dialect dā span from thumb to middle finger (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Khasi tda span; to crawl like a leech; ~ Jeh idaː, Halang hədaː span, 
Bahnar səɗaː, həɗaː span from thumb to middle finger; ~ Khmuʼ sndaʔ to measure 
length.  
(SMITH 1972 543.) 
 
(*t2ɗiʔ see 2014 *t2ɗih near; *[ ]n[ɗ]aʔ see 2015 *[ ]n[ɗ]ah one of two sides.) 
 
90 *[p]ɗɔɔʔ blister.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat dɔːu blister, small swelling; to blister; ~ Mon hədɔʔ 
phaḍa' to blister. 
 
†‡91 *niʔ; *nih this. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy nìː, Stieng neːi, niː 
this, here, Sre ne there, Bahnar ʔnɛy, ʔniː that, Kammu-Yuan nìʔ this near at hand, 
Khasi [u &c.]-ne, Mương nì this (BARKER 1966 21), Central Nicobarese əne that 
(pronoun). 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer neh, Middle Khmer neh ṇɛḥ, nìh neḥ, Riang-Lang 
_ni this.  
Bahnar ʔn- in deictic also in following, which compare; as 1475 *naay, 1435a 
*ʔ[əy]ʔ &c. Jakun & Sakai (Lanoh) forms at SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 89 are ← 
Malay. 
Sora -ne- in e.g. ten-ne- here, Kurku ini this, &c. (PINNOW 1959 337).  
Proto-Austronesian *in1i this: Malay ini, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 69; DYEN 1953 § 133; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 408. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 44.) 
 
‡92 *nɔʔ; *nɔh this. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian, ?Khmuic) Mon -nɔʔ this, 
Chrau nɔʔ (!) there near at hand, Bahnar ʔnuː, ʔnɔw, ʔnəw here, this, Mae Sariang 
[saŋeʔ] nɔʔ to[day], Vietnamese nọ this, Semelai nɔʔ here; ~ Middle Mon ’ano’ 
/ənɔʔ/, Modern Mon ənɔʔ here, Temoq ʔanɔʔ this; ~ Semelai nɔʔnɔʔ this; 
probably ~ (*[ʔ]anʔ-nɔʔ >?) Kammu-Yuan nɔ̀ː  pronon 3 plural, Praok nɔ pronoun 
3 singular Cf. Kuy nàu he, she, Bru nəẁ here, she, who (or 92a?).  
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer noḥ, Middle Khmer nɔh ṇoḥ 
that, there, nùh noḥ that, Bahnar (ʔ)nɔh here, this, Semnam nɔh this.  
For Chrau final see 65 *t1iʔ &c. Bahnar ʔn- in deictic also in preceding, which 
compare; -ɔw &c. perhaps contaminated by 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ. Connect 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ &c.? 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 51 (e), (f), 85.) (?)  
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Proto-Austronesian *[nń]aa: Cebuano Bisayan náa there (near addressee), &c. (BLUST 
1971 no. 271). Note also Saaroa (Formosa) naːnaː there, kanaʔa that, kanau that 
(near) (BENEDICT 1975 406, this (one), there (I)); and Li *na he, she, they, that, 
there, ib.  
 
‡92a *nɔʔ what, which?  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy nɑ̀ː what?, Khasi -no which?, some[one &c.]. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *an1u: South Atayal n-anu’, Cebuano Bisayan dialect anu 
what?, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 15, *canuc someone, something; DYEN 1965; DAHL 
1973 § 15.2); (ii) *in1u where, what?: Malagasy inu-na what?, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 
15.2; BLUST 1971 no. 182). 
 
†93 *kn1[i]ʔ rat, mouse.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon kni(’) /kniʔ/, Modern 
Mon nɔeʔ, Kuy (k)nai rat, mouse, Stieng kəneːi, Sre ɗe, Biat nɛː (& ɗɛː, ← Sre?), 
Chrau, Bahnar kənɛː, Jeh kaneːy, Halang kəneː rat, Kammu-Yuan kənéʔ rat, 
mouse, Khasi khnai, Central Sakai kĕni mouse.  
Some disyllabic items may reflect an infixed form.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 10; SMITH 1972 527; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 33.) 
Kharia 'kɔnɛ mouse, &c. (PINNOW 1959 398). 
 
†94 *[j]n1aaʔ dew.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang [_num] _nɑʔ dew, mist; ~ (*[j]rn1aaʔ >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaʔnaʔ, Lawa Umphai raʔnaʔ dew. 
Sora 'sinnaː-n. 
 
95 *t1n1aaʔ large bovid.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Khasi mynthna mithan; ~ (*t1mn1aaʔ >?) Riang-Lang 
¯pnɑʔ, Danaw mă ¬naʔ water-buffalo.  
Khasi compound, or ~ *mt1n1aaʔ by deformative metathesis. 
 
96 *[b]naʔ; *[b]nah you, plural of address. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer mnìːə you…, (mənùh —) people (beside mnìːəl). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon bnaḥ /bnah/ you… .  
Khmer m- by phrasal alliteration? 
 
97 *snaʔ crossbow.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer snaː, Kuy nhaː, snaː, Stieng 
sənaː (or derived?), Biat naː, Vietnamese ná; ~ Sre səna.  
(BLOOD 1966 309.) 
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†98 *piʔ three.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Old Mon 
pi(’) /piʔ/, Modern Mon pɔeʔ, Old Khmer piy, Modern Khmer bɤy, Kuy pai, 
Stieng peːi, Sre pe, Chrau, Biat pɛː, Jeh peːy, Halang peː, Kammu-Yuan péʔ; ~ 
Semelai hmpeʔ; ~ Temiar nɛʔ.  
Cf. (i) Bahnar peːŋ; (ii) 1437a *ʔuy &c., connected if < Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer  
*[ ]ui[ ] ~ *[ ]u/p/i[ ] or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22; SHAFER 1965 567-8; BLOOD 1966 177; SMITH 1972 537; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 99, 100.) 
Kharia 'uʔphe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 348).  
 
†99 *piʔ you (plural).  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Palaung pɛ, Riang-Lang ¯peʔ, Praok pe, Lawa Bo 
Luang paiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang peʔ, Khasi phi, Central Nicobarese 
[i]feː.  
Connection dubious forms in *b-: (i) Old Mon beḥ /beh/ you (singular), Modern Mon 
pèh you; with /h/ perhaps by levelling on Old Mon ḍeḥ 3rd person pronoun (< 87 
*deh), t’eḥ pronominal plural suffix; (ii) Stieng beːi you (plural), perhaps levelled 
on meːi you (masculine singular) (< 128 *miʔ); with these cf. Sora am'beːn &c., 
compounding form -beˑn, Santali aben you two, &c., PINNOW 1959 55; (iii) 
Kammu-Yuan pɔ̀ː  you (plural); levelled on nɔ̀ː  pronoun 3 plural. (ad 92 *nɔʔ).  
(SHAFER 1965 286.) 
Kharia -pe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 175a; Proto-Munda *-pɛ). 
 
100 *paʔ; *pah shoulder. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [¯cak] ¯paʔ; ~ Khasi tympha. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese bả [vai] [shoulder]-blade; ~ Middle Mon pnaḥ, 
Modern Mon nah shoulder.  
Connection dubious Kuy mpaːʔ (tip of) shoulder, perhaps ~ A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade; 
or 218 *blaʔ shoulder. 
 
100a *pəəʔ; *puʔ to lift, raise. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat pɯː to lift, raise (→ Sre pəː), Stieng pɯː to carry in hands, Jeh pòʔ 
to lift, reach, Halang pòʔ (by attraction 121 *ɓɔʔ) to carry on back. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar puʔ, Praok pu to carry on back.  
Back vocalism secondary? Or two roots, with contamination? Cf. Nancowry under the 
entry 121.  
(SMITH 1972 306.)  
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†101 *pooʔ; *pooŋ to swell, expand. 
A: (Mon, Nicobaric, ?Khmer) Mon paoʔ to swel, to be nearly ripe, Central Nicobarese 
fɯə-[hətə] to swell, Nancowry fɯ́a, (?) Khmer bao por to warp, swell.  
B: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mon poŋ to swell up, [bread] to 
rise; ~ (*[k]pooŋ; or perhaps *[k]-booŋ, ad 108 *[b]ooʔ, >) Khmer paoŋ 
inflated, puffed up, Bahnar poːŋ swollen; ~ Kuy mpɔːŋ inflated, puffed up, Bahnar 
pəpoːŋ to bulge out, become bigger; (?) ~ Vietnamese bóng bladder, ball, balloon.  
Cf. besides *[b]ooʔ 348 *pu(u)k; Biat poh to swell.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; cf. SHAFER 1965 333.) 
Sora puŋ-('puŋ-) to swell; cf. PINNOW 1959 356.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
102 *pooʔ parent-in-law.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre pou parent-in-law, relation by marriage, Stieng [ba] pou 
father-in-law (by contraction, cf. Sre pou baːp father-in-law), Chrau [vaːp &c.] pɔː 
elder in-law, Bahnar poʔ friend, especially relation by marriage; term of address to 
child’s spouse’s parent, Palaung pɯ, Riang-Lang ¯pɔʔ father-in-law, Lawa Bo Luang 
pɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai poʔ mother’s elder brother, father-in-law. 
 
103 *krpiʔ; *krpiiw; *krpuʔ; *[kr]puh buffalo. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer krəbɤy (→ Stieng krəpɯː?). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh kapìaw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
C: (Bahnaric) Sre rəpu, Chrau gəpuː, Biat rpuː, Bahnar kəpoː. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm puh.  
-B-D, contextually favoured, probably contaminated by Indonesian *k/ar/əbau 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 76, *kəbav; Cham kapàːw, &c.); note here Madurese kĕrbhuy, 
perhaps contaminated by Mon-Khmer. Connection obscure Mương tru (BARKER 
1966 14), Vietnamese trâu.  
(SHAFER 1965 59; BLOOD 1966 239; SMITH 1972 523.) 
 
104 *t1paʔ freshwater turtle.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy spaː, Stieng paː; ~ Sre dərpa, Chrau dəpaː, (or 
next?) Bahnar təpaː; → Cham tapaː, Röglai dərpa, North Röglai tupa; ~ Kammu-
Yuan təmpáʔ.  
Cf. Vietnamese ba-ba turtle. 
 
(*t2puəʔ see 1916 *t2puus to sweep.) 
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†‡105 *mp[ɔ]ʔ dream, to dream.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
’ampo’ /mpɔʔ/ dream, Modern Mon kəpɔʔ, Kuy mpɑː [bic], Bru mpaw, Sre 
mpao, Bahnar apɔː, Gölar Bahnar həpɔː, Jeh hmòʔ (!) (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
Kammu-Yuan həmpóʔ, Central Sakai pô to dream, Central Nicobarese enfuːə 
dream, to dream, Nancowry ʔinfuá; ~ Palaung rənpo to dream; by metathesis 
(*rpm[ɔ]ʔ >) Riang-Lang _rəmuʔ to dream, Praok -maw dream, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔamɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai ramoʔ dream, to dream.  
Or *mpuəʔ (&c.), by metathesis *mpawʔ? Stieng mbəːi dream, to dream, Biat mbəːi 
to dream are probably contaminated rather than ← Indonesian, below.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 296, 548; SMITH 1972 562.) 
Kharia mui to dream, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 351).  
Proto-Austronesian *(n-)uSi(N)pi: Malay m-impi, Jarai rəpəːi to dream, &c. (cf. DAHL 
1973 § 13.5, & add Gayo, Karo Batak nipi; DEMPWOLFF 1938 69, *[c]i(m)pic; 108, 
*nupic; DYEN 1965). Kuiper suggested (from Munda & Indonesian) *mui, *pui; 
Proto-Austroasiatic *mpuiʔ or the like, with metathesis vs. Proto-Austronesian? 
See BENEDICT 1975 274. 
 
(*rpuəʔ see 1918 *rpuus …fourth finger.) 
 
106 *spuʔ thatching-grass.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Mon [nɔm] hwɒʔ, Old Khmer spū, Modern Khmer sboːv 
thatching-gras, Central Nicobarese fo thatch. ~ Kuy mpɑː to thatch, Bru sapɒː. 
 
107 *[b]əʔ to ingest.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan pəʔ̀ to eat, to drink, Kensiu buʔ to drink. 
 
107a *[ ]bɔʔ hump of ox.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon pòʔ ba’ &c., Kammu-Yuan pɔʔ̀.  
Conceivably *lb-; then ~ 119 *ln[b][o]ʔ ox?  
Cf. Kachin dəbu, BENEDICT 1972 114. 
 
‡108 *[b]ooʔ; *[b]ooŋ; *[b]uŋ to swell, bulge. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer pòː to swell (GUESDON 1930), (or derived 
> ?) Bahnar bō swollen with decay (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer spòː sbor (!) 
swelling up, swollen; ~ (*p[b]ooʔ >) Central Nicobarese faːpo fat, Nancowry fápu 
connection dubious. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer pòːŋ hump, protuberance, Bahnar boːŋ swollen 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (perhaps ~ Khmer paoŋ inflated…, &c., see 101 *pooʔ). 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer pùŋ swollen (?; GUESDON 1930, ≠ 
belly < 624 *buŋ[ ]), Kuy phùŋ pregnant, Bahnar buŋ swollen, bulging 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B) Khasi pong[kdung] bellying, bulging out; ~ Khmer 
kɔmpùŋ fully rounded.  
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Problematic. If Khasi < B, C perhaps ← Indonesian, below; other Khmer, Bahnar 
conceivably < *[d]-pooʔ &c., ad 101. Cf. further (i) Khmer kpùəŋ shoulder of hill 
(< *[k][b]əŋ?); (ii) Khmer pɔ̀ː ŋ bump…; to puff up, swell up, become inflated, Kuy 
phùːaŋ blistered, swollen (< *[b]ɔɔŋ); (iii) 629 *[d]buŋ foetus. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 
24; SHAFER 1965 333.)  
Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)buŋ: Malay kĕmbong inflated, distended, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 77; probably Proto-Malayo-Javanese, discarding Tagalog, Toba Batak, & 
assuming Malay → Ngaju Dayak; so perhaps ← Mon-Khmer!). See POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 6 (b); BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
109 *b[oo]ʔ friend.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung bu friend, Praok [paw] pu [pɛ] associate, Lawa 
Bo Luang puʔ(hməu), Lawa Umphai phuʔ [hmeu], Mae Sariang puʔ [hmeu], 
Vietnamese bầu (!) friend.  
Cf. 1836 *ɓ[aw]ʔ companion… . 
 
110 *bu[u]ʔ individual.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau vuː someone, Biat buː person, Bahnar buː someon, who; ~ Chrau 
kəmvuː who. 
By contraction *bu[u]ʔ ʔiiʔ (cf. 2; Palaungic: i, *buuy >) Praok puy, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Mae Sariang pui, Lawa Umphai phui person; (ii, *biiʔ >) Palaung bi 
person.  
(Cf. SMITH 1972 559.) 
 
111 *[ ][b]uuʔ soul, shadow, butterfly.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) ~ Khmer ʔɔmbau butterfly 
(TANDART 1935), West Bahnar muː shadow, reflection (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Palaung kərbu spirit (MILNE 1931), soul, Semang kălbo shadow (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 S 126).  
The soul is believed to be visible as a butterfly by e.g. the Mons.  
 
†‡112 *ʔbaaʔ father.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon ’ba’ /mbaʔ/ father, 
Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ father, bɛʔ̀ peremptory term of address to males, Khmer baː father 
especially of animals; onomastic prefix for junior generation (→ Stieng baː onomastic 
prefix for elder males?), Bahnar ɓaʔ, (Kontum) baʔ, Jeh baːʔ, Halang baʔ, Lawa 
Bo Luang, Mae Sariang pɯaʔ, Lawa Umphai phɯaʔ, Khasi pa father.  
Not, as SCHMIDT 1905 38, Stieng mɔːm; or Biat mbɤʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 281; SMITH 1972 319; LEWITZ 1967 121-3.) 
Kharia 'aba, &c. (PINNOW 1959 26).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNbaq: Malay ĕmbah grandparent, Acehnese (ö)mbah, Iban 
embah [apai] father, Tagalog ambaq uncle (so Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. BLUST 
1971 no. 167); → Temiar bəːh father?  
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113 *[ʔ]boʔ mother.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon ’bo’ /mbɯʔ/ mother, Modern 
Mon bɜʔ̀ female of animals…, Jehai bəʔ, Temiar boːʔ mother; probably → Malay 
ibu, → Javanese ibu; ~ Mương bợ (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese vợ wife, 
Semnam baboːʔ wife, woman, Jehai baboʔ, Temiar baboːʔ woman.  
Or *mb-. Since Javanese is likely to be a loan word, Dempwolff's construction of 
Proto-Austronesian *cibuc (DEMPWOLFF 1938 66) is dubious (but note Sediq 
búbuʔ).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 61, M 192.) 
 
‡114 *ʔbuuʔ to suck at the breast.  
(Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Old Mon ’bow /mbɔw/, Modern Mon mɛà, Khmer bau, Sre pouʔ, 
Chrau, Biat puː, Jeh buʔ to suck (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Kammu-Yuan pùʔ, 
Palaung bu, Riang-Lang ¯buʔ breast, to suck, Vietnamese bú to suck, Che’ Wong 
buʔ breast, to suck, Jah Hut boːʔ breast, Chowra Nicobaric mɔː-[hətə] to suck, 
Nancowry móʔ; ~ Vietnamese vú breast; ~ Old Mon pubow /pəmbɔw/, Modern 
Mon həmɛà, Khmer bɔmbau, Biat mpuː, Jeh hmuʔ (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
Kammu-Yuan pənpùʔ, Riang-Lang ¯pəkbuʔ to suckle; ~ Sre təmpouʔ to suckle.  
Cf. Praok pəy to suck.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 41a; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 386.) 
Atayal *bubu breast, milk, (~) Kanakanabu mumu breast, milk. (BENEDICT 1975 242, 
which see).  
 
115 *krɓə[ə]ʔ crocodile.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer krəpɤ̀ː, Stieng krəbɯː, Biat rbɯː, Bru 
rabəː.  
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *buqaia(S): Malay buaya, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 32, *b/uh/ajac; cf. DYEN 1953 § 50).  
 
‡116 *kbooʔ white.  
A: (Mon) Middle Mon gwu, Modern Mon kwùʔ (& pùʔ) to be white; ~ Middle Mon 
kambu, Modern Mon kəmaoʔ white.  
Cf. Khmer kpus /kboh/ pure white. Connection obscure 369a *kɓɔɔk white, grey.  
Sora 'baːo- grey[haired] is more probably connected 25 *skɔɔʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *kulabu(S) grey: Malay kĕlabu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 82-3, 
Proto-West-Indonesian; referred as prefixed form to *qabu ash, for which see 
2034 *buh &c.). See BENEDICT 1975 221-2, ashes.  
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117 *mbiiʔ elder sibling.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon mbay, Modern Mon bòa elder sister, Stieng biː 
(BLOOD 1966), Sre bi, Bunör, Central Rölöm miː elder sibling.  
Kammu-Yuan pìː elder sibling is (by back-borrowing?) ← Lao bhii. Cf. 1531a *waay 
elder sibling; 1494 *mə(ə)y mother’s sister.  
(BLOOD 1966 215.) 
 
(*mboʔ see 113 *[ʔ]boʔ mother.) 
 
118 *rbaʔ to hunt down.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*rmbaʔ >) Old Mon ruṁba /rəmbaʔ/, Modern Mon kəmɛʔ̀ 
hunter, Khmer rùmpìːə carnivorous; ~ (*rnbaʔ >) Khmer rùmpìːə prey, kill (& 
lùmpìːə, TANDART 1935).  
Mon not, as SCHMIDT 1905 38, : Khmer mɔː elephant-hunter. 
 
‡119 *ln[b][o]ʔ ox.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləmpòʔ.  
Originally perhaps humped (cattle), ~ (*lbɔʔ =) 107a *[ ]bɔʔ. Connection obscure 
Mương pò (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bò; ← or contaminated by Proto-
Austronesian *kəbau buffalo (DEMPWOLFF 1938 76)? 
Proto-Austronesian (?) *ləNbu(S): Cham limɔː, &c. (with obscure vocalism), Malay 
lĕmbu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 94; Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 247, 
cattle. 
 
†120 *ɓaʔ paddy.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Chrau vaː, Stieng, Biat baː, Bahnar ɓaː, 
Danaw ¯bɑ, Che’ Wong, Mah Meri beʔ, Temiar baːʔ; ~ Khasi kba; ~ Semelai 
babaːh paddy (& Semang &c. —i.e. Jehai, Bateg Dek— bab boiled rice, SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906).  
Cf. 133 *maʔ seed, (BLOOD 1966 276; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 106 (a), (c).) 
Kharia baʔ paddy, ~ Sora (children's language) 'baːbaː-n cooked rice, Mundari baba 
paddy, &c. (PINNOW 1959 4). 
 
121 *ɓɔʔ to carry on back.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Khmer va, Modern Khmer pɔ̀ː  to 
carry on hip (JACOB 1968; on back GUESDON 1930, in arms TANDART 1935, 
HENDERSON 1952; i.e. to carry child?), Palaung bɔ, Riang-Lang ¯bɔʔ to carry on 
back, Temiar baʔ to carry on back (BENJAMIN 1976B 132; rather than bəʔ to carry, 
ib. 135), Nancowry ʔupɯ́aʔ to carry on back.  
Cf. B117 *ɓ[a]s to carry [heavy object] (& POU & JENNER 1975 no. 21). Bahnar puʔ, 
Halang pòʔ, Praok pu are < 100a *pəəʔ &c.  
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†122 *ɓ[ɔɔ]ʔ younger sibling.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer pùː bū (!) parent’s younge brother, Praok pu, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang puʔ, Lawa Umphai phuʔ younger sibling; ~ Riang-
Lang ¯səmboʔ, (~?) Khasi hynbew younger sibling.  
If rather *ɓuʔ, Riang-Lang vocalism obscure. 
Santali bɔ-[kɔ] younger sibling, &c. (PINNOW 1959 218). 
 
(*ɓuuʔ see 125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane.) 
 
122a *[j]ɓ[o]ʔ kind of cereal crop.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer spòː sorghum, Bru sapùa Job’s tears; ~ Biat mbɔː, 
Bahnar həɓɔː maize.  
Obscure. HENDERSON 1952 has Khmer spɤ̀u; contaminated by 1834 *d[b]aw millet? 
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 19.) 
 
(*jɓuuʔ see 2041a *jɓuəh beak.) 
 
123 *[t2]ɓe[e]ʔ; *[t2]ɓee[s] Job’s tears, Coix lachryma-jobi.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯səbɛʔ Job’s tears, Coix lachryma-jobi, Lawa Bo Luang 
sapiʔ Panicum miliaceum (Japanese kibi).  
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kəbeːh Job’s tears.  
Cf. Ami (Formosa) havay Setaria italica (TSUCHIDA 1977, 89). 
 
124 *tɓəʔ; *[t][ɓ]u(u)ʔ to touch, feel. 
A: (Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Biat bɯː to feel, Bahnar bəː to touch, feel, handle (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), (?; *t1-) Khasi tba to touch, feel; ~ (*tnɓəʔ >) Sre ɓɯ, təɓɯ to touch, 
feel; ~ (*trɓəʔ >) Bahnar həbəʔ to feel for. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bu-[bi &c.] (*-uuʔ), Praok pu [pi] (*-uʔ) to touch, 
feel.  
Note further Central Rölöm, Bunör biː, Köho Chil təbiː (BLOOD 1966 207); but 
connection obscure Mon kwòʔ dwa’ (< *tbəʔ?); perhaps contaminated by *bal 
> Khmer pɔə̀l to touch. 
 
‡125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tḅow /tɓɔw/, Modern Mon bao; ~ Old Khmer ’aṁvau, 
Modern Khmer ʔɔmpɤ̀u.  
Connect 1834 *d[b]aw millet?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t1əbuS: Malay tĕbu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 133, *təbuc; cf. DAHL 
1973 § 9.5, 14.9; BLUST 1961 proposed *ouS1u); → Semang tĕbu’ (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 515). Khmer, & Old Mon ḅ, obscure if Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian; 
but Old Mon t- contaminated by it? See POU & JENNER 1975 no. 19 (a); BENEDICT 
1975 401.  
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‡126 *bəɓeʔ goat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon baḅe’ /bəɓeʔ/, 
Modern Mon həbeʔ, Old Khmer vave, Modern Khmer pəpɛ ̀ː  (with vocalism by 
secondary lengthening?), Kuy, Biat bɛː, Stieng beh, beːih, Sre be, Chrau vəvɛː (& 
dəvɛː by dissim), Bahnar bəbɛː, Jeh buʔbeːy, Halang bəbeː, Kammu-Yuan pɛʔ̀, 
Palaung bɛ, Praok pe goat, Lawa Bo Luang peʔ, Lawa Umphai pheʔ, Mae Sariang 
piʔ mountain goat.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ. Onomatopoeic. Cf. (i) Tai forms at BENEDICT 1975 302, (III); 
Riang-Lang ¯pɛʔ is ← Shan pɛ ̄;̀ (ii) with initial nasal Central Nicobarese me, 
Nancowry mɛʔ; Kharia mɛ'rɔm, Gutob gime, &c., PINNOW 1959 177; Ong-Be mɛ 
goat, sheep, &c., BENEDICT 1975.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 36; BLOOD 1966 171; SMITH 1972 529.) 
Jakun bêbe’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 53A), Sundanese embe, Macassar bembe, 
Proto-Ambonese *bibi (STRESEMAN 1927). (Mainland forms perhaps ← Mon-
Khmer: Cham papɛ ̀ː , Jarai bəbeː, Röglai bə, North Röglai mube).  
 
127 *miʔ (& *miiʔ?); *mih; *miiw rain, to rain. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer mèː downpour (quantifier) (?; also mìː mīr 
overcast, threatening rain), Stieng, Chrau miː (to) rain, Semnam miːʔ rain; ~ 
Bahnar ʔmiː (to) rain (< *-iiʔ?), Jeh ʔmìah, Halang ʔmìa rain; ~ Semai maniʔ 
rain.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat mih, Central Nicobarese 
əmĩh (to) rain, Nancowry ʔamúh. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre miːw rain.  
The same distribution of finals nearly in 37 *sŋiʔ &c.; add then perhaps Mương 
(BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese mưa rain. Cf. further 141 *gmaʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 216; SMITH 1972 521; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 7; & cf. R 8.) 
 
128 *mi[i]ʔ; *miih you (singular). 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy mài 
you (familiar), Sre mi you (singular), Stieng meːi, Chrau maːy (BLOOD 1966 also 
may), Biat mai you (masculine), Kammu-Yuan mèː you (masculine singular), 
Palaung mi, Riang-Lang _miʔ, Praok may, Lawa Bo Luang maiʔ, Lawa Umphai 
miʔ, Khasi me, Vietnamese mày, Bateg Nong məʔ, Central Nicobarese me, mẽ 
you (singular).  
B: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Bateg Dek mɔh, Semnam miːh you 
(singular); ~ Bahnar ʔmih you (dual).  
Vocalism in part suggest *-əy; perhaps a calling deformation, but in South Bahnaric 
by attraction 1436 *ʔəy[h] feminine; Chrau maːy then as aːy ad *ʔəy[h].  
(SHAFER 1965 158; BLOOD 1966 187; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 33.)  
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129 *miiʔ to look at.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon mey /mɔy/ to look (at, into), 
Modern Mon mòa to watch over, (in compounds) to look, Khmer mèy to dwell on 
mentally (poetic), Kuy mɛ ̀ː  to look (at); ~ Khmer məmèy to imagine; ~ (*mrmiiʔ 
>) Sre rəmi to look at. 
 
130 *miiʔ brother-in-law.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre [pou] mi (DOURNES 1950), Jeh, Halang miː brother-in-law, Bahnar 
miː brother-in-law older than oneself.  
(SMITH 1972 514.) 
 
†131 *meeʔ, (*meeʔ-meeʔ >?) *ʔmeeʔ mother.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Middle 
Mon mi, Modern Mon mìʔ mother, Old Khmer me, ’me, ame mother, Modern 
Khmer mɛ ̀ː , mae term of address to old women, mèː familiar or impolite term of 
address to women, Kuy (ʔaː)mɛʔ, Stieng meːi mother, Sre meː mother, me female, 
Chrau meː, (term of address) mɛːʔ, Biat mɛː, (term of address) meʔ, Bahnar mɛʔ, 
Khasi mei, Mương mẹ (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mẹ, Semai I ʔamɛːʔ, Semai 
II ʔamɛʔ mother.  
Variant forms (in part implying *-eʔ) probably developed contextually. Cf. Old 
Burmese mi, Modern Burmese (’a)mi. But connection uncertain Cham mɛːʔ, 
Jarai amiʔ. Cf. also following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 177; BLOOD 1966 175a, b; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 
194.) 
Kharia mi’ɟ aunt (PINNOW 1959 80). 
 
132 *maʔ mother.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy maːʔ mother (to children) 
(originally term of address? then → Khmer mak mother, mummy?), Jeh, Halang 
maː aunt, Kammu-Yuan màʔ, Palaung ma, Riang-Lang _maʔ, Praok mɛ, Lawa 
maʔ mother.  
Semelai, Che’ Wong maʔ (cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 194) are ← Malay ĕmak. Cf. 
besides preceding. Tibeto-Burman *ma, Archaic Chinese *må 媽 (BENEDICT 1972 
148 no. 487; 188 n. 487, 189). (Cf. SMITH 1972 553.) 
 
133 *maʔ seed.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) Old Mon ma /maʔ/, Modern Mon mɛʔ̀ seed, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mạ rice seedling; (?) ~ Sakai sĕmá paddy 
(i.e. probably Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 105).  
Cf. 120 *ɓaʔ paddy. 
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134 *[ ]maʔ insect.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ma, Riang-Lang _maʔ; ~ Mon kəmaʔ (cama &c.; 
but < *kuən maʔ?).  
 
135 *[ ]maʔ right-hand.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ma, Chrau, Biat maː, (~?) Bahnar ʔmaː right-hand, Jeh, Halang 
ʔmaː right-handed.  
(SHAFER 1965 174; BLOOD 1966 305; SMITH 1972 542.) 
 
(*maʔ see also 236 *m-waʔ parent’s sibling.) 
 
136 *m[o]ʔ; *m[o]h what. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon mu, mo’ /mɯʔ/, Modern Mon 
mòʔ what?, Chrau mɔʔ (!) what, why, Kammu-Yuan mɔʔ̀ who, Palaung mɔ what, 
which, where, when?, Praok mɔ who, which?.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Biat mɔh which, 
why?, Kammu-Yuan məh what?, Palaung mɔh any, Semai maːh, Semaq Beri 
hmɔh what?  
Chrau -ʔ generalized from deictics, cf. 65 *t1iʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 78.) 
 
(*muʔ see 2046 *muh to be; *ʔmeeʔ see 131 *meeʔ mother.) 
 
137 *klmiəʔ sugar-cane.  
(Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan kəlmèʔ, Palaung rəmɛ, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔamaiʔ, Lawa Umphai ramiʔ, Mae Sariang ɣameʔ, Vietnamese mía.  
Kammu-Yuan perhaps < *-əyʔ by metathesis. 
 
138 *kmuʔ; *kmuəʔ; *kmu(ə)h mouldy, rotten.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon maoʔ kmu to be mildewed, Kammu-Yuan muʔ rotten [wood]. 
B, C: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer khmuicːə khmuicər (!) stinking, musty-smelling, (with 
post-nasal vocalism?) khmɔh khmoḥ stinking; ~ Bru lamɔh̀ turning mouldy.  
 
139 *k[n]muʔ person, human being.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy moː person, people (usually as phrase head), Kammu-Yuan 
kəmmúʔ human being, Khmu, Theng.  
 
†140 *kmuuʔ; *kmuəʔ; *kməʔ dirty. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer khmau black, Kuy kmau black, tarnished; ~ Old 
Khmer kanmau black, dark, Palaung kəmu grease, to be greasy, dirty (MILNE 1931); 
~ Khmer krəmau dark, almost black, in colour (→ Stieng krəmɔːu dirty, to soil, 
Biat rmaːɔ dirty?). 
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B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh ʔmòʔ bad, broken, Halang ʔmòʔ dirty, bad; ~ Bahnar kəmɔʔ 
dirty. 
C: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kintaq Bong, Sabum kamah dirty; ~ 
Bahnar dialects kəməː dirty (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SMITH 1972 307; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 116.) 
Mundari humu dirt, dirty, &c. (PINNOW 1959 114). 
 
†141 *gmaʔ rain.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, South Aslian) Kuy mìːa (to) rain, Kammu-Yuan kəmàʔ, Mah Meri, 
Semaq Beri gəmaːh rain.  
Connect 127 *miʔ &c.?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 8.) 
Kharia gim to rain, &c. (PINNOW 1959 282; Proto-Munda *gɨmaG). 
 
142 *[c][p]maʔ porcupine.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau səmaː, Sre səma (→ Röglai), Bahnar jəmaː; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəmaː.  
Perhaps ~ (North & Central Aslian) *cmaʔ sharp: Kintaq Bong, Jah Hut cəmaʔ (cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C? 296).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SMITH 1972 550.) 
 
143 *jməʔ creeper, cord.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Praok maw, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔmoʔ cord, Semaq Beri jəmɔʔ root (or creeper, if = Malay akar?); ~ 
Kammu-Yuan cəmməʔ rope, cord; ~ Khasi jyrmi creeper.  
(SHAFER 1965 299; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 37 (d).) 
 
143a *[j]m[o]ʔ to be hidden, concealed, to hide.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat mɔː [nuːih] dissembling, Palaung mɔ, Praok mo 
to be hidden, concealed, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmɑʔ, Lawa Umphai ʔmɔʔ to hide, conceal.  
Or *‐ɔʔ. 
 
†144 *t1miʔ new.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, Mon, Palaungic, 
Khasi) Khmer thmɤy, Kuy (t)mai, Stieng meːi, Chrau meː, Biat mhɛː, Thin hme, 
Mương (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese mới new, (?) Central Nicobarese [ãː]-
kəme-[yəŋ] to repeat; → Thai mày, Lao mai, Kam-Sui *hmay new (BENEDICT 
1975 344); ~ (*t1nmiʔ >) Middle Mon tami, Modern Mon kəmɔeʔ to be new, Sre 
təme, Kammu-Yuan hənmeʔ, həmmeʔ, Palaung kənmɛ, Riang-Lang ¯tənmeʔ, 
Khasi thymmai new; ~ (*t1bmiʔ >) Old Mon tumi /təmiʔ/ to renew.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; SHAFER 1965 175; BLOOD 1966 173.) 
Sora 'tammeː-, Kharia 'tɔnmɛ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 184). 
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145 *t1maʔ to fight, make war.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi thma, ’ma war, battle, dispute; ~ Old Mon tinma 
/təmmaʔ/ [werwey] enmity; ~ (*t1rmaʔ >) Praok sima to fight. 
 
146 *t2mɔʔ stone.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Old Mon tmo’ /tmɔʔ/ 
stone, rock, hill, Modern Mon mɔʔ stone, rock, Old Khmer t(h)mo, Modern Khmer 
thmɔː, Kuy tmau, Halang moː, Palaung mo, Khasi maw, Che’ Wong təmɔʔ, Jah 
Hut təmɔːʔ stone; from a suffixed form Semaq Beri təmɔŋ stone; (probably) ~ 
Stieng təmɒːu, Chrau təmoː, Bahnar təmɔː (→ Jeh tamou?), Praok simaw, 
Lawa Bo Luang samɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang samoʔ stone.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 165; SMITH 1972 560; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 463.) 
 
†147 *[hy]muʔ name.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bru, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) Old Mon 
yamo’, himo’, &c. /hyəmɯʔ/ name, to be named, Modern Mon cəmùʔ name, Old 
Khmer jmah, Middle Khmer chmùəh jhmoḥ (to) name, Kuy mɯ̀h, Bru ramɯ̀h, 
Lawa Bo Luang maɯ, Lawa Umphai maus, Mae Sariang mɔih name, Riang-Lang 
_mus (to) name, Praok mɔ to be called (& Palaung mur mouth?), Semai muh 
name; ~ Sre təmoh to name; ~ Thin səŋmɔ, Jehai kəmɔh, Semnam kənmɔh, 
Semaq Beri jəŋmɔh name.  
*-h, *-s by effect of initial? Perhaps ~ *hyuʔ > Middle Mon yo’ /yɯʔ/, Modern Mon 
yɜʔ̀ particle of address; cf. for this analysis Kensiu cɔʔ name (& Kammu-Yuan cɯ̀ː, 
Praok cɤ kaə, apparently ← Tai (Shan sɯ̄); cf. BENEDICT 1975 343, & note Dioi, 
Sek *jɔ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 443; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 9.) 
Sora ə'ɲam-ən, Kharia 'jĩ̃mi, 'ɲimi, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 510b; Proto-Munda *jɨmu, 
*ɲɨmu).  
 
148 *[s]maʔ rotten.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon [ɒh] hmaʔ to be rotten, Khasi sma to have a bad smell.  
Or *cm-; or *t2m-, Mon h- by phrasal sandhi? 
 
149 *smə[ ]ʔ; *sməh equal, alike. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer smaə equal, Kuy mhəː, sməː to be 
smooth, even, level; ~ (*snmə[ ]ʔ >) Chrau səməː same, Stieng səmɯː equal, 
similar, Bahnar həmō equal, similar, level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin s(ə)̆mɤ to 
be like; just like; → Thai saməə̌; Cham sāmū. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon smoḥ /smɔh/ to be equal, alike, Modern Mon hmuh [cɒt] to agree. 
 
(*sm[ɯə]ʔ see 264 *m[h][ɯə]ʔ evening, night.) 
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†150 *y[ee]ʔ we.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & South Aslian) Palaung yɛ I and they elsewhere, 
Praok yi we, Mintil yɛʔ, Semaq Beri yɛːh we (plural inclusive); ~ Bahnar ɲiː we 
(dual exclusive).  
Cf. 1 *ʔiʔ &c.; perhaps by contraction *ʔiiʔ-ʔiʔ we persons.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 I 1.) 
Juang [niɲ]-ɟe we (PINNOW 1959 39; ?). 
 
†‡151 *yaʔ (*yaʔ-yaʔ >) *yaay grandmother. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Bahnar yaʔ 
grandmother, ancestress, Jeh, Halang yaʔ, Kammu-Yuan yàʔ, Palaung ya 
grandmother, Riang-Lang _yaʔ wife, grandmother, Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯaʔ, Semang 
yā’ grandmother (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 87); ~ (*jyaʔ; perhaps by 
contraction *njaʔ-yaʔ the grandmother’s man, cf. Old Mon ’ja /ɲjaʔ/ he) Mon cɛʔ̀ 
great-grandfather, Old Khmer jī ancestor, Modern Khmer cìː ancestor, respectful 
term of address (→ Stieng dialect jìː grandmother?), Biat cɛː grandfather, Kammu-
Yuan cɯa [taʔ] cɯa [tɛʔ] ancestors; ~ (*kuən yaʔ > *knyaʔ, sandhi-form *ɲaʔ 
> : i) Riang-Lang _kənɲaʔ woman, female; (ii) Khmer ɲìː female [animal], (?) 
Semnam ɲɔːʔ mother.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon yài mother, Khmer yìːəy term of address to old 
woman, Stieng iaːi grandmother, ancestor.  
Cf. A171 *yaw grandparent.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 186, 187; SHORTO 1972 234; SMITH 1972 310; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 193.) 
Kharia ə'jaˑja grandmother, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 297).  
(Proto-Austronesian *ia(q)ia(q) >) Atayal yaya’ mother. Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 
51; & see BENEDICT 1975 339, mother. 
 
(*yaʔ see also 1873 *iʔaas to shine; 2048 *yah …waste, residue.) 
 
152 *[y]aa[ʔ] house.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok yɛ; ~ Praok ɲɛ, Lawa ɲɯaʔ (& Danaw ¯ɲɑ), 
Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese nhà.  
Problematic. (i) Praok yɛ perhaps ← Lahu yɛ;̀ then *ɲ-? (ii) Mương, Vietnamese tone 
as in e.g. 61 *ɲɔʔ? but if mưa rain is connected 127 *miʔ &c., Viet-Mương 
perhaps rather ad 37 *sŋiʔ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 153.) 
 
153 *yuʔ umbrella.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer [tɛə̀ŋ &c.] -yùː, Kuy by sandhi [thùŋ] ɲùː, 
Stieng [doːŋ] iuː, Biat [dɔːŋ] yuː. 
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154 *[ ]yuʔ to fear.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) West Bahnar yuː, Jeh ʔyuʔ to fear, be afraid (of) (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Palaung yɔ to be afraid, to take alarm, Praok yaw to be bewildered; 
~ Biat ɲhuː, Chrau pənhyuː, West Bahnar pəyuː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh 
maɲuʔ, Halang məʔɲuʔ to frighten; ~ Bahnar təʔyuʔ to frighten; ~ Sre rəyu to be 
afraid (DOURNES 1950).  
Note also Nancowry yɛʔ́.  
(SMITH 1972 323.) 
 
(*gyi(i)ʔ see 1461 *[kj][əy]ʔ poison, venomous.) 
 
155 *dyaʔ thatching-grass, thatch.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng diaː, Sre ja thatching-grass, Chrau yaː, Biat jaː, Bahnar giaː thatch 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 diaː &c.). 
 
156 *bryaʔ kind of varan.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Stieng riah (!) kind of large bird-eating lizard, Sre bəya (→ 
Röglai), Biat ryaː kind of varan, Chrau rəyaː spotted varan, East Bahnar bəyaː 
aquatic kind of varan (?) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (?) Nancowry huyé big lizard.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ.  
Perhaps ← Proto-Austronesian *buqaia(S) crocodile (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, 
*b/uh/ajac; cf. DYEN 1953 § 50; Malay buaya, Cham pìyaː, &c.), contaminated by 
Cham marawaː, Jarai məruːa, North Röglai marua varan. 
 
157 *ryuəʔ loose.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Sre rəyua (→ Röglai); ~ (*rnyuəʔ >) Mon kəɲòʔ laño’ to 
be loose, to loosen.  
Connect Chrau rəyaː, Biat ryaː relaxed. 
 
†158 *[s]yəəʔ; by metathesis *[s]ʔəəy to see. 
A: (Palaungic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Palaung yɯ, Praok yaw, Lawa yoʔ to see 
(Mae Sariang also yuʔ); ~ Biat ɲhəː to show, (?) Chrau pənhyəː to boast, show off, 
(?) Nancowry hayɯ́ŋasi to imagine, hinyɯ́ŋasi picture, image. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi) Khasi [ioh]i to see (& by secondary derivation pyn-i to show); ~ 
Kammu-Yuan səŋə́ː y to look (at).  
Note further (*səyʔ >?) Chrau səy, Vietnamese thấy to see. Connect 45 *[c][ɯə]ʔ? 
Kharia jɔ(ʔ), &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 295). 
 
159 *syooʔ paddle, ladle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon (*saoʔ,) by secondary derivation ~ kəsaoʔ paddle; ~ 
(*sryooʔ >) obsolete Mon sayu paddle, Sre səyo spoon.  
Connection dubious Praok khaw saw paddle. 
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(*raʔ see 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
160 *rɔʔ; *rɔs, (*rɔs rɔs >?) *srɔs dry. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre ro, Chrau rɔː dry, Khasi raw-raw 
very [dry]; ~ Bunör, Bahnar krɔː, (or B) Praok kro, Mương xo dry (WILSON 1966; 
BARKER 1966 207); ~ Biat nɗrɔː dry, dried up. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer srɔh sras' drained, dry; ~ Biat krɔh dry, 
dried up, Nancowry hiyəh́, hiyəś dry.  
Connected variously Vietnamese ráo; Kammu-Yuan ràːs; Bahnar hrəʔ [waters] to go 
down, dry up; but probably not Palaung roh to dry [tea leaves] over fire, Thin prŭh 
to dry over fire, Bru rɑ̀h to dry by fire. Cf. 1970 *ckəh, 2086 *s[ɔ]h &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 191.) 
 
161 *roʔ(roʔ); *rooʔ to make an inarticulate noise.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mon 
kərɜʔ̀ to cry, weep, shriek, make plaintive noise (< *roʔ roʔ), (A/B) Khmer ròː to 
low, bellow, roar, groan, Bru ʔarò to cry out, Stieng rɔːu to cry, shriek, low, roar, 
Palaung rɔ [rɛ] to purr, Riang-Lang ¯rɔʔ (!) to hum, grunt, make a noise, 
Vietnamese rộ to be noisy, (B?) Temiar roːʔ to say; ~ (A?) Bahnar krɔː croak (!) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Röngao kroː to cry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (A/B) Stieng 
ndrɔu to coo, croak, sing, (B) Praok graw to roar, (or A?) Semai ŋrɔːʔ to say.  
Onomatopoeic; so 177 *drooʔ low roar; 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 91 (a), (b).) 
 
161a *rooʔ to shake.  
A: (Nicobaric, Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Nancowry yów to shake; ~ (*rnrooʔ 
>) Mon kərùʔ to shake (out; v.t.), Bahnar adrɔʔ, Gölar Bahnar tədrɔʔ to squirm, 
shake (v.i.); ~ Riang-Lang ¯kruʔ to shake (v.i.t.). 
 
(*ru(u)ʔ, *ruəʔ see 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
†162 *kraʔ road, way.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Praok kra, Lawa Bo Luang khraʔ, Lawa Umphai 
kraʔ, Mae Sariang khyaʔ, Mương khá (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese sá; (by 
metathesis < *knraʔ?) Kuy (k)naː, Bru ranaː.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese kaiyiː, probably ~ kai- to come.  
(SHAFER 1965 143.) 
Mundari hora, &c. (PINNOW 1959 217). 
 
163 *kraʔ kind of jar.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi khra earthen water-vessel; ~ Mon [hərì] əkraʔ large storage-jar. 
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164 *kra[ ]ʔ; *[k]ra[ ]h old, aged. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre kraː (!), Bahnar, Halang kraʔ old, Khasi [nong]-ra 
(compounding form!) worn-out utensil; ~ Stieng kəmraː old, bald, decrepit, Chrau 
kəmraː grey hair, Biat mbraː white [hair], (~, or *knra[ ]ʔ by assimilation >?) 
Bahnar kədraʔ old person, master, Jeh draʔ old. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi; ~ *[k]nra[ ]h >?) Riang-Lang ¯trɑ white hair (& by secondary 
derivation _kənrɑ to be white?), (~?) Khasi kynrad master.  
Cf. 1787 *raal.  
(SMITH 1972 308.) 
 
164a *kroʔ large.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon -kro’ /krɯʔ/, Modern Mon krɒʔ to be corpulent, robust, 
Khasi khraw large.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese kəruː, kəduː, Nancowry karúʔ, apparently < 
*kɗ-. 
 
165 *kruuʔ to rinse, wash.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon krow /krɔw/ to wash, Modern Mon krao to rince out, 
wash, to wash oneself, Palaung kru to rinse one’s mouth (MILNE 1931).  
Hardly connected 1841 *r[ ]aawh to wash. But cf. Tibeto-Burman *kruw = *krəw, 
BENEDICT 1972 38 no. 117.  
 
166 *greʔ (& *greeʔ?) litter.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer krɛ ̀ː  bed, (— snaeŋ) litter (< *-eeʔ if not ← South 
Bahnaric), Chrau grɛː litter, howdah, Biat grɛː bed, (— rnuːŋ) litter, Bahnar grɛː 
litter. 
 
167 *criʔ; *criiʔ abandoned dry cultivation.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Katuic) Kuy sai dry field, Bru thray (implies probably  
*sr-), (or : Khasi?) Chrau rɛː old swidden; ~ (*cnriʔ >) Stieng [miːr] ndreːi field 
cultivated for three years; ~ (*crriʔ >) Khasi syllai recently abandoned cultivation. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *cnriiʔ >?) Riang-Lang ¯triʔ fallow.  
Distinguish 185 *sreʔ field. 
 
168 *criʔ; *criiʔ malevolent, unlucky. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi; ~ *cnriʔ >) Bahnar hədrɛʔ an evil spirit, Khasi thynrei 
spirit which aggravates disease. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*cnriiʔ >) Mon kəroa class of malevolent earth 
spirits (→ Burmese sarai, → Mon hərai class of malevolent earth spirit), Khmer 
cɔŋray ill-omened, unlucky; bad luck (→ Thai canray low, mean, accursed, unlucky, 
→ Kuy caŋ rai malevolent, bad, bringing bad luck; Cham caŋraːy undearable 
[child]), Sre səray cannibal (DOURNES 1950); ~ (*cmriiʔ >) Biat [ɓak] brai bad 
luck.  
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South Bahnaric diphthongization post-palatal? 
 
169 *criiʔ to glide through the air.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon cray, sray to glide, sail, move, Khmer cray whizzing 
through (GUESDON 1930), (criəv- —) flying high into the distance. 
 
170 *jriiʔ Ficus.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon 
jrey /jrɔy/, Modern Mon sòa Ficus especially Ficus religiosa Linnaeus, Old Khmer 
jrai, Modern Khmer crèy Ficus bengalensis, Kuy thrài banyan, Stieng [təːm] jəriː 
kind of tree, Sre jiri, Chrau, Bahnar jriː, Kammu-Yuan crìʔ, Riang-Lang _cəriʔ 
Ficus, Khasi jri-[sim] rubber tree, Mương khi (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese si 
Ficus species; → Cham cràːy.  
Mương, Vietnamese tone probably post-palatal, cf. 61 *ɲɔʔ, 62 *[ ]ɲuʔ, 172 *jruuʔ, 
196a *j-luʔ; but also ad 1844 *krawʔ, 1856 *ləwʔ.  
Sora onɟər-['neːb-ən] may be connected if a compounding form (SCHMIDT 1905 68; 
glossed banana!) 
 
171 *jraʔ to decay.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon sɛʔ̀ jra to wither, Riang-Lang _cəraʔ [wood] to rot. 
 
†172 *jruuʔ; *jruh; by metathesis *rjuh deep.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Khmer crɤ̀u, Kuy nthrùː, Bru ntrùː, Sre jurou, Chrau, Biat jruː, 
Bahnar jruʔ, Thin cru, Riang-Lang _cəruʔ, Praok raə, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdauʔ, 
Mương khu (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sâu, Central Sakai jĕrö deep (& 
probably Temiar jəroʔ long, far), Central Nicobarese ciyau deep, Nancowry 
ciyáw; → Javanese jĕro deep, inside; ~ (*jrruuʔ >) Khasi jylliew deep (IVAN M. 
SIMON PERS. COM.).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng jəruh, Sre juruh (DOURNES 1950). 
C: (Mon) Old Mon rjuḥ /rjɯh/, Modern Mon sɜh̀.  
On Mương, Vietnamese tone cf. 170 *jriiʔ.  
Javanese semantics modelled on the partly displaced term dalĕm inside, < Proto-
Austronesian *daləm (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍaləm) inside, deep.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 31; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 66.) 
Sora ɟə'ruː-, 'ɟaruː- (cf. PINNOW 1959 396a). 
 
173 *treʔ kind of thorny succulent plant.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon [mɛàŋ] kreʔ prickly pear, East Bahnar [hlaː] trɛʔ kind 
of thorny succulent (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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174 *t1rɔɔʔ to hit, come in contact with, meet (requirement). 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer troːv 
to hit, to coincide with, to be correct, Bahnar trɔʔ to hit (mark), to coincide; 
opportune, Kammu-Yuan trɔʔ́ suitable, appropriate, Riang-Lang ¯troʔ to be fit, 
fitting, to agree, Lawa Bo Luang khrɑʔ, Lawa Umphai krɔʔ, Mae Sariang khyɔʔ to 
be sufficient, Sakai tĕrou to hit (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 105), Central 
Nicobarese taiyɔː-[tai] to hit (target).  
(SMITH 1972 327.) 
 
175 *t1ru[u]ʔ Schima wallichii tree.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan trúʔ kind of large tree with irritant bark, Riang-
Lang ¯truʔ Schima wallichii. 
 
176 *drɔʔ fiddle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer trɔ̀ː  dra, Kuy thrùːa, Biat drɔː; → Mon krò, → 
Burmese taro, → Palaung tərɔ; ~ (*dmrɔʔ >) Bahnar brɔː stringed instrument 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
‡177 *drooʔ low roar.  
(Mon) Mon krùʔ krùʔ adverbial describing rain, (— krɛàk krɛàk) noise of crowd.  
Onomatopoeic; so 161 *ro(o)ʔ to make an inarticulate noise.  
Proto-Austronesian *dəɣu: Malay dĕru [wind] to roar, howl, Iban deru roll of thunder, 
&c. (BLUST 1973 no. 121, *(dD)eRu; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
178 *druʔ kind of fish-trap.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer trùː long fish-trap tapering at both ends, Kuy 
thrùː, Chrau, Biat druː kind of fish-trap. 
 
‡179 *praʔ loft, platform, rack.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Mon pra’ /praʔ/, Modern Mon praʔ tower, turret (→ 
Burmese pra), Khmer [praːŋ] praː tower, Sre pra [ɗam] catwalk in roof of 
granary, Bahnar praː platform at front of house; ~ (*pnraʔ >) Bahnar pədrā 
scaffolding, platform, rack (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh madraː trellis; (by back-
formation?) Biat draː loft, rack, Chrau ndraː, Bahnar & dialects adraː, hədraː, 
Halang hədraː drying-rack.  
(SMITH 1972 545.) 
Proto-Austronesian *para scaffolding: Malay para attic above half-ceiling, kitchen shelf 
or rack, Cham para loft, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 113; DYEN 1953 § 97). Mon-Khmer 
← Indonesian improbably in view of semantic development. See BENEDICT 1975 
289, fence. Note Tamil paraṇ, &c., BURROW & EMENEAU 1961 3259. 
 
(*praʔ see also 2059 *prah to make offerings.) 
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‡180 *briiʔ sky, rain.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon brey /brɔy/, 
Modern Mon pròa rain, Bru briʔ to drizzle, Kammu-Yuan [màt]-prìʔ sun, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai [nəum &c.] mbreʔ, Mae Sariang [nəm] mbyeʔ thunder, 
Praok pray, Mương (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese trời (!) sky, weather, Sakai bri 
day (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 43 (a)).  
Viet-Mương initial & vocalism obscure. 
Proto-Austronesian *quaɣi or *uqaɣi sun, day: Malay hari, &c. (SHORTO 1975 91 n. 
25; cf. DAHL 1973 § 13.8; DEMPWOLFF 1938 163-4, *vaɣic; DYEN 1965). See 
BENEDICT 1975 266. 
 
†181 *briiʔ forest.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Old Khmer vrai, Modern 
Khmer prèy, Sre bri forest, scrub, Biat briː forest, region, Chrau vriː, Stieng, 
Bahnar briː, Kammu-Yuan prìʔ forest, Palaung bri forest, uncultivated land, Riang-
Lang _priʔ forest, country, region, Praok pray country, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai phreʔ, Mae Sariang phyiʔ wild [animal], Khasi bri grove, plantation, forest 
(& ri country, region), Jah Hut bəriʔ, Semelai bəriːh forest; → Thai pʰray; 
probably = Bahnar briː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok [plak] pray, Lawa 
Umphai [ka] phreʔ outside.  
Cf. following; & semantically 394 *ru(u)k.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SHAFER 1965 35; BLOOD 1966 208; SMITH 1972 517; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 234.) 
Santali bir, &c. (PINNOW 1959 321). 
 
†182 *bruuʔ hill.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy bruː.  
Connect Riang-Lang _pruy; & perhaps B17 *r[u]ʔ village. Cf. also preceding. 
Sora bə'ruː-n, ba'ruː-n, in compounds bur- hill, forest, Kharia 'biru hill, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 278). 
 
†183 *mraʔ person.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Mrabri mra (JSS 51/2); ~ (*kan mraʔ by contraction >) 
Kammu-Yuan kəmràʔ, Thin kəm̆bra, kəm̆bra wife (& by back-formation Thin 
bra, pra wife); ~ Jehai mənraʔ person.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 25.) 
Sora in compounds 'mar-ən man, male, person, ~ 'man(d)raː-n man, male, person. 
 
184 *mraʔ dah, matchet.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon mra, Modern Mon pərɛʔ̀ dah, matchet, Chrau 
vraː kind of bush-knife with short handle; probably → Thai pʰráa, &c (*braa.2, 
EGEROD 81), → Khmer [kambɤt] prìːə. 
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185 *sreʔ field.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer srae, Kuy sɛː, Stieng 
səreːi, Sre sre, Biat chrɛː irrigated rice field, Kammu-Yuan réʔ dry field, Danaw 
¯(h)ré hill cultivation.  
Distinguish 167 *cri(i)ʔ abandoned dry cultivation.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
186 *[s]mr[e]ʔ straw.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre rəhe, Biat rhɛː, Praok bre [ŋo].  
Or *mrh-? Conceivably connected by metathesis.  
Proto-Austronesian *Zəɣami(S): Malay jĕrami, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *daɣamic; 
cf. DYEN 1951; DAHL 1973 § 16.3; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
186a *sraʔ to have a lesion.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon saʔ s(r)a to have a sore, be injured, Biat chraː to sting, 
smart; ~ Old Mon sindra’ /sənraʔ/ to incise, score, Modern Mon həraʔ to break the 
surface of. 
 
†187 *sruʔ paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Old Mon sro’ ?/srɯʔ/, Modern Mon sɒʔ, Khmer sroːv, Kuy sɑː.  
Connection dubious Sakai charoi, chendroi husked rice (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 
112), or Mương lọ (BARKER 1966 25), Vietnamese lúa paddy; Nicobarese əroːe, 
əroːʃ rice is (ultimately) ← Portuguese arroz.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Sora 'saroː-n, &c. (PINNOW 1959 370). 
 
188 *liʔ to take.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Palaung lɛ, Riang-Lang _leʔ, Mương lệ (BARKER 
1966 25), Vietnamese lấy (!), Nancowry lɛʔ́ to catch something thrown?  
Connect perhaps Thin tən̆deʔ, if deʔ, teʔ to take (& Kammu-Yuan tèʔ) arise by back-
formation Cf. also Khmer lìː to carry on shoulder. 
 
‡189 *laʔ liiʔ; *luuʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung la li to be untidy, careless in, Khasi lali slovenly, sluttish, 
dirty. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar luːliː ineffective, careless (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps Lawa Bo Luang klaiʔ, Lawa Umphai kleʔ at leisure; & cf. further 
Vietnamese trây to be lazy, negligent; Khmer lmùy asleep (TANDART 1935),  
(khcɯ̀l —) lazy; 1861 *rliw lazy; 1941 *las lazy, idle. 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *lalai: Gayo lale, Acehnese lalɛ absorbed, abstracted, heedless, 
Karo Batak lalé to overlook, Malay lalai dreamy, inattentive, careless, dawdling (→ 
Central Sakai lalai negligent), Iban lale /laleq/ absent-minded, forgetful, rapt, 
fascinated, (or ii) Javanese lali to forget (so Proto-West-Indonesian). Javanese → 
Malay lali insensitive, → Acehnese lalɔə absorbed, preoccupied, Karo Batak lali-lali 
simple-minded, to pretend to be stupid, or constructed (ii, Proto-West-Indonesian) 
*lali(S). (Cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 91, *lalic.) 
 
190 *leʔ to leave, depart.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Bahnar leʔ to leave, to give way; ~ 
Middle Mon kle’ to depart from, to deposit, Modern Mon kleʔ also to be lost, Thin kli 
to be different, Central Nicobarese koleː-[həŋə] to kick aside; ~ Sre rəle [sun] to 
be declining, (~?) Bahnar təleʔ to separate (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi 
khyllie to pry up; ~ Bahnar pəleʔ to separate (v.t), to divorce (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); → Röglai pleʔ to make way, step back, step aside.  
Connect 2062 *leh …to go out? Cf. also 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave (alone, off).  
 
191 *laʔ, *laʔ-s; lah, (*lah-s >) *laas; by metathesis *saal to spread, extend.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer lìːə to unfold, spread, 
open out, Bahnar lā (laːŋ —) openned out, exposed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (kəcaːŋ 
—) flat; ~ (*laʔ-s by metathesis > *lʔaas >) Khmer daːh ṭās to spread out all 
over, to cover [drum]; ~ Palaung pla to spread out (MILNE 1931) (= 214 *plaʔ to 
show…?), Vietnamese trá to gild; ~ (*[p]nlaʔ >) Sre da to unfold, spread, 
Nancowry hilɯ́a what can be spread, e.g. mat, bedding. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon laḥ /lah/ to extend, 
Modern Mon [hloa] lɛh̀ to be extensive; (*laas >) Old Mon lās /las/ to lay out, 
spread, to inlay, Modern Mon lɛh̀ to lay out, spread, to floor, Khmer lìːəh lās [horns 
&c.] branching wide; ~ (*laas laas &c. >?) Middle Mon ralaḥ /lalah/ to stretch 
[hand] out, Literary Mon lalaḥ also to spread, Bahnar ləlah to overspread, invade 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*plaas >) Mon plah to extend, spread, Riang-Lang 
¯plɑs to spread out, Vietnamese trải to spread. 
C: (Mon, Kuy) Old Mon sāl /sal/, Modern Mon sa, Kuy saːl to spread (mat &c. ).  
Hence 1944 *la[i]s fathom? Add perhaps Stieng plaːi to spread out (< *plais? cf. laːi 
ad *la[i]s); & cf. 421 *la(i)k &c. to unfold…; 1078 *laat to be spread out flat. 
 
192 *laʔ male ancestor.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Late Old Mon la’ /laʔ/, Modern Mon lɛʔ̀ grandfather, Khmer [cìː]-lìːə 
ancestor of fourth generation. 
 
(*laʔ see also 189 *laʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly.) 
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193 *ləʔ good.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic) Khmer lʔɔː good, pretty (with metathesis as in 191 *laʔ-s, 
1137 *ciinʔ; → Kuy ʔɑː good, Bru ʔɑ̃ː), Kammu-Yuan ləʔ̀ good, fine; ~ (*lpəʔ >) 
Kuy pɑː good (JOHNSTON 1969).  
Note: perhaps *lʔ-, direction of matathesis not clear.  
Khmer vocalism post-dental? Distinguish 443 *[d1]lak. 
 
‡194 *lə[ə]ʔ on top of, on.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lɤ̀ː, Stieng lɯː, Biat [aː] ləː; → Thai ləə; ~ 
(*mlə[ə]ʔ >?) Chrau avləː above. 
Proto-Austronesian *qulu: Malay (h)ulu up-river, up-country, Cham halɔw head, 
source, &c. (cf. DYEN 1965; DEMPWOLFF 1938 66, *huluc; 162, *culuc). If Mon-
Khmer originally weak form, ← Indonesian? See BENEDICT 1975 311-12, head. 
 
195 *1ɔʔ; *lɔɔʔ; *lɔs kind of jar or pot. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəlɔː jar. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer lùː lū(v) pipe, tub made from tree-trunk, (TANDART 1935) 
large jar, Danaw ¯lo pot; ~ Riang-Lang ¯kloʔ pot, Palaung klo cooking-pot. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon, Viet-Mương) Sre [taŋ] los squat bulbous jar with 
five handles; ~ Old Mon klas /klɔs/ water-vessel in ritual use, Modern Mon [nɜŋ̀] 
klɔh vase (?; but sense probably by attraction, rather than ←, Sanskrit kalaśa-
/Pali kalasa- water-pot); ~ Kammu-Yuan tərlɔh̀ cooking-pot (?) ~ Vietnamese chõ 
earthenware steamer.  
Cf. Vietnamese lu water-jar; 2075 *glah cooking-pot. 
 
196 *looʔ unstable.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lùʔ to be unstable, Praok lu (—lɛ) to be unstable, (— la rɔm) 
to be excited.  
Cf. Vietnamese lao-đao to be unstable, unsteady, lảo-đảo to stagger, totter, reel. 
 
196a *luʔ to howl.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer lùː, Kuy (!) luː, Bru luː; ~ 
(*[c]kuəl luʔ by contraction >?) Bahnar kəlū to bay at the moon (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Khasi jlew (& jlaw), Vietnamese tru to howl; ~ Biat mbluː to howl.  
Onomatopoeic. With Khasi vocalism cf. 50 *juʔ, with Vietnamese tone 170 *jriiʔ; 
both probably post-palatal. 
 
(*luʔ see also 2071 *luh to appear (through); *luuʔ see 189 *luuʔ liiʔ careless, 
slovenly.) 
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†197 *klaʔ tiger.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Mon kla(’) /klaʔ/, Modern Mon 
klaʔ, Khmer khlaː, Stieng klah (!), Bahnar klaː, Khasi khla tiger, Central Sakai 
kla black and white tiger → Gayo kulö.  
For Stieng -h cf. 39 *ciiʔ. Sre kliːw is perhaps by contraction < *klaʔ yaw, cf. Biat 
yau (originally grandfather, < A171 *yaw?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 62; SMITH 1972 546; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 TANDART 
1935 135.) 
Sora 'kinaː-n, Kharia ki'ɽɔʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 281). 
 
198 *klɔʔ all.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Mon klo’ /klɔʔ/, Riang-Lang ¯klɔʔ; ~ Semang 
nalo’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 61). 
 
†‡199 *kl[o]ʔ shellfish, snail.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy 
klɑː shellfish, snail, Bru klɒː shellfish, snail, Stieng kloːu kind of shellfish, Biat klɔː 
shellfish, Chrau khlɔː shellfish, Bahnar klɤːu [kədɛʔ &c.] shellfish (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan klɔʔ́ snail, Central Sakai kalô snail-shell; ~ Old Mon 
kinlo’ /kənlɯʔ/ shellfish, Modern Mon kənaoʔ also shellfish, Central Nicobarese 
kenduː clam; ~ Lawa Bo Luang lakˑlɑʔ, Lawa Umphai lakˑlɔʔ kind of shellfish.  
→ Karen *khlo snail (BENEDICT 1972 132 n. 356); perhaps Burmese kharu snail; 
Archaic Chinese *klwa &c. 蝸 (BENEDICT 1972 187 n. 487). Blagden notes similar 
Andamanese forms for shellfish. But connection dubious following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 151.) 
Sora 'gonloː-n &c. snail by metathesis.  
Proto-Austronesian *kuqəSul: Karo Batak kuhul, Tagalog kuhól snail, Cebuano 
Bisayan kúul kind of edible bubble shellfish, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 85, *kucul; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
†200 *kluuʔ (kind of) tortoise.  
A: (Mon) Mon klao large species of tortoise.  
Connect Stieng blɔːu tortoise shell. 
Sora 'ku(ː)luː-n, Kharia 'kulu tortoise, &c. (PINNOW 1959 368).  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *kuɣa(S): Malay kura-kura, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 83, *ku[ḷ]ac; add Sundanese kuyaʔ; Javanese loan word), on 
account of which Pinnow suggests Proto-Munda *kurɔ or the like. 
 
201 *gliʔ; *gliiʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng [təːm] gleːi small kind of bamboo, Sre gle, Chrau glɛː 
bamboo, Biat glɛː kind of bamboo; (~?) → Röglai ale bamboo, North Röglai ale 
small kind of bamboo, → Bahnar dialects (a)lɛ ̄solid kind of bamboo (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Bru ʔalày thornless bamboo; ~ Bahnar pəlɛː thornless bamboo. 
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B: (Khmer) Khmer khlèy large smooth kind of bamboo.  
Cf. Khasi sylli, ’lang-tylli (contaminated by tylli solid, ad 209 *dliʔ) small kind of 
bamboo. Connection obscure Vietnamese tre bamboo.  
(BLOOD 1966 172; SMITH 1972 533.) 
 
202 *Gliʔ; *Gliəʔ; *Gliəh short.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer khlɤy, Jeh, Halang ʔleʔ. 
B: (Mon) Mon klèʔ. 
C: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Biat glɛh; ~ (*Grliəh >) Bahnar kəɗɛh short, low, to shorten 
(contaminated by 2012 *[s][d]i[h] low…; → Chrau deːh short?), by back-
formation (?) Sre liah short.  
Connection dubious Semelai &c. jəlɛʔ̃, Mah Meri jəlɛt̃ (South Aslian; cf. SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 L 151).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; BLOOD 1966 247.) 
 
203 *claʔ afraid, to fear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer chlaː to run back and forth in fright; ~ (*cmlaʔ >) Mon 
[phɔik] pəlaʔ kamla &c. to fear. 
 
203a *[c][l][ɔ]ʔ bark.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang hlɑʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hlɔʔ;  
~ Kammu-Yuan sənlɔʔ̀ dry bark. 
 
204 *[c]nlu[u]ʔ edible grub.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat nhuː, Bahnar kənuː. 
 
†205 *jlaʔ thorn.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kuy thlìːa;  
~ Old Mon jirla /jərlaʔ/, Modern Mon həlɛʔ̀, Bahnar jəlaː, Kammu-Yuan cərlàʔ, 
Semai jərlaːʔ (DIFFLOTH 1977); by secondary derivation ~ (*jplaʔ > *phlaː ~) 
Khmer bɔnlaː.  
Cf. 207 *t1/r/laʔ thorny bamboo… .  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SMITH 1972 549; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 94.) 
Kharia ɟu'raʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 51). 
 
‡205a *t1rliʔ rope, cord.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi tyllai.  
Bahnar təlɛy is ← Indonesian, below. 
Proto-Austronesian *t2aliS: Malay tali, Cham talɛy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 129, *talic; 
DYEN 1953 § 97; DAHL 1973 § 9.4, 14.12). See BENEDICT 1975 257. 
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206 *tli[ ]ʔ to throw.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kli, Bahnar dialects treʔ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect 227 *sli(ə)ʔ to throw spear? 
 
207 *t1laʔ kind of bamboo.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Thin t(ə)̆la female bamboo; ~ (*t1rlaʔ >) Stieng [təːm] 
krəlaː, Sre kərla thorny bamboo, Chrau kəlaː medium-sized kind of bamboo, Biat 
rlaː, Sedang kalá kind of bamboo, Khasi tyra small kind of bamboo, Bengali nol-
bas.  
Thorny bamboo contaminated by 205 *jlaʔ thorn?  
(SMITH 1972 557.)  
 
208 *tlaʔ master, owner.  
(Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon tirla /tərlaʔ/, Modern Mon kəlaʔ lord, master, 
owner; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Bahnar təʔŋlaː master. 
 
(*tlaʔ see also 2077 *tlah clear; *t1laʔ see also 231 *slaʔ fire… .) 
 
209 *dliʔ firm, immovable.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric, Khasi) Old Mon dli’ /dliʔ/ perpetually recurring moment, 
Modern Mon klìʔ to be firm, immovable, abiding, Khmer (dɤy-)thlìː land, terra 
firma; ~ (*drliʔ >) Khasi tylli solid.  
Connect Nancowry lɛý (< *dliiʔ?) to become solid.  
 
210 *d[n]liʔ large river, sea.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Khmer tùənlèː (large) river, Kuy thlèː 
sea (or *dl-?; → Cham dale), Stieng [dàːk] ŋliː, Chrau [daːʔ] nleː (large) river, 
(?) Central Nicobarese kəməleː sea, Nancowry kamalɛʔ́.  
Cf. further Biat rlaːy river. Connect Burmese paṅlay sea?  
(SHAFER 1965 500.) 
 
211 *d1laʔ to rob, steal.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ràʔ to snatch from someone (~ təŋràʔ id. 
by levelling), Riang-Lang _raʔ to steal (& by secondary derivation _pənraʔ thief, 
robber); ~ Mon həlɛʔ̀ d(h)amla bandit, dacoit (→ Burmese /dəmya'/); ~ Mon 
həlɛʔ̀ damla to rob, Praok brɛ to steal, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mbraʔ,  
Mae Sariang mbyaʔ to steal, rob.  
Connection uncertain Nicobaric kəməlɔː thief, Nancowry kamalóʔ, ~ kalóʔ to steal; & 
dubious Santali kombɽo theft; to steal, pilfer, &c., PINNOW 1959 242. 
 
212 *prleʔ ear of paddy.  
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin pṛle [hŋɔ], Vietnamese [lúa] gié.  
Hardly connected 1524 *pləyʔ fruit, > Vietnamese trái. 
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213 *ple[e]ʔ to rotate.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) (~ *pple[e]ʔ >?) Palaung ple [kənleŋ] spindle 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯plɛʔ wheel; ~ (*pnle[e]ʔ >) Kontum Bahnar pəniː  
to reel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), wind round, bandage, Central Nicobarese pomleː-
[ŋəre] to rotate, Nancowry punlɛ ́to roll, turn over & over; ~ (*prle[e]ʔ >) Biat 
rlɛː to turn [one’s body] round. 
 
214 *plaʔ to show, feign.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon plaʔ to show, display (→ Burmese 
pra), Sre pla image, simile, Khasi phla to confess, admit, Vietnamese trá to be false, 
deceitful; ~ (*pnlaʔ >) Mon pənaʔ pretence.  
GUESDON 1930 has Khmer paṇḷār pretence, which cannot be confirmed. ~ 191 *laʔ  
to spread, extend? 
 
215 *plaaʔ blade, edge.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy plaː cutting edge, Biat plaː blade [of 
knife], Bahnar plaː (edge of) blade, spearhead, Jeh plaː arrow, Halang plaː arrow, 
bullet, Palaung pla blade, Riang-Lang ¯plɑʔ hoe; ~ Thin hən̆la &c. spade.  
(SMITH 1972 541.) 
 
‡216 *bnl[iiʔ] kind of ginger.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon hənòa Zinziber barbatum Wallich, Old Khmer vanli, 
Modern Khmer pùənlèy Zinziber cassumunar (cf. BEFEO 55:210), Bru plày Zinziber 
cassumunar; → Malay bonglai.  
Proto-Austronesian *ləqia or *ləqəia ginger: Cham liyaː, &c. (?; cf. DYEN 1975; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 96, *lijac; Malay halia < *qəl(ə)ia (?) by metathesis). Then 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *bn-l[iiʔ]; if Proto-Austronesian *-ia, Proto-Mon-Khmer *-iiʔ; 
if *-əia, *-ay. See BENEDICT 1975 359, pungent. 
 
217 *bleʔ tasteless, insipid.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin bleh, Riang-Lang _plɛʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 140.) 
 
‡218 *blaʔ shoulder.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu-Yuan plàʔ; ~ Khasi tabla shoulder-piece of animal.  
Cf. Kuy mplɑːʔ shoulder-blade. Connection dubious 100 *paʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *baɣa: Toba Batak a-bara, Cham pìraː, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 19, 
*baɣa[c]; cf. DYEN 1953B; DAHL 1973 § 17.9, 12). See BENEDICT 1975 378-9. 
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219 *blaʔ scar.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Palaung bla to be scarred, Semang bāla’ scar (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 37).  
Connect Bahnar kəlaː scar.  
 
220 *blɔʔ to patch, mend.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North Aslian) Mon plòʔ, Pangan [ya-]b’lā (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 M 89); ~ (*bmlɔʔ >) Praok blaw. 
 
221 *bluʔ latex-yielding plant.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer phlùː bhlūv Ficus septica, Sre [che] blu elastic 
(DOURNES 1950). (Cf. SHAFER 1965 139.) 
 
222 *brlu[ ]ʔ to mix together.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau vəluː [vələm] mixed up, Sre bərlu, Bahnar bəluʔ, (?) Jeh ʔlùʔ  
to mix together (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Connect Praok klaw to mix, (— kləy) be mixed (implying *-uʔ). For Bahnar bəluk 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) see 423 *luk. 
 
†223 *bluuʔ thigh.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer 
phlɤù, Chrau vluː, Biat [tɒːm] bluː, Stieng, Bahnar bluː, Jeh, Halang blùː, 
Kammu-Yuan plùʔ, Palaung blu, Temiar bəloʔ (BENJAMIN 1976B 138), Central 
Nicobarese pulɔː, Nancowry pulóʔ, Kuy lùː thigh, lap (by back-formation?); → 
Thai pʰlaw; ~ (*bnluuʔ >) Sre mənu, Bru nluː.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 37; BLOOD 1966 228; SMITH 1972 429; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 60.) 
Sora buluː-n, Kharia 'bhulu, &c. (PINNOW 1959 145). 
 
224 *mleʔ (& *mle[ ]s?) to hate.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon [kḍas] mle’ /mleʔ/ to reject, abjure, 
Modern Mon [duh] pəlèʔ, West Bahnar adrɛː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang 
[ya’-] mālẽs to hate (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 36).  
 
225 *[m]laʔ tusk, ivory.  
A: (Bahnaric, North Aslian) Biat laː ivory from male elephant, Sre bla, Chrau vlaː, 
Bahnar bəlaː [roːih], Semang bālă' tusk, ivory (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 H 126 (a)); probably → Cham pìlaː, Jarai blaː, Röglai bla, North Röglai 
bala, Rade mlaː.  
*m- in view of Bahnar, Rade. Cf. 450 *bluk &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 303.) 
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(*rlaʔ see 1699 *rʔal forehead.) 
 
†226 *rluuʔ; *rlu[u]h to rest. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Sre rəlou, Chrau luː, Biat rluː, Palaung rəlu, 
Praok laə; ~ Bru nlù to rest, Kammu-Yuan hərlùʔ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaʔdɑuʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raʔloʔ, Mae Sariang ɣaʔloʔ to stop, cease. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rəluh to rest.  
Connect A7 *[ ]r[uuʔ] to be at leisure?  
(BLOOD 1966 238.) 
Sora luluː-, lul'luː-, (by metathesis?) Kharia le'ruʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 491). 
 
†227 *sliʔ; *sliəʔ to throw spear. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer srəlɤy wooden spear (TANDART 1935).  
B: (Mon) ~ Literary Mon sale’ [lhow pan] to throw at; ~ (*snliəʔ >) Literary Mon 
[le’] sane’ [lhe lhow] javelin.  
Cf. Kuy lìah to throw; 206 *tli[ ]ʔ to throw. 
Sora leː'leː-, li'li- &c. to toss, pitch, fling (?). 
 
228 *smliʔ dressed cotton.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sɔmlɤy, Biat mliː; → Kuy sam liː by interdialectal 
borrowing.  
~ preceding if this meant originally also to shoot, cf. e.g. Mon [to] kəwɔn dressed 
[cotton] ~ pɔn (< 905 *paɲʔ) to shoot.  
 
229 *srliʔ internal organ.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon həlɔeʔ spleen; ~ Khasi khyllai kidneys.  
Cf. 232 *slaʔ spleen; A204 *leh kidneys.  
 
†230 *slaʔ leaf.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Old 
Mon sla /slaʔ/, Modern Mon hlaʔ leaf, Old Khmer slā areca palm, Modern Khmer 
slaː areca (nut, palm) (→ Stieng səlaː, Biat chlaː areca palm; beside slɤk leaf: by 
interdialectal borrowing, cf. rəŋɤ̀ːk ad 33 *rŋaʔ?), Kuy lhaː, slaː leaf, Sre ləha 
betel-leaf, Stieng, Chrau, Jeh, Halang laː, Bahnar hlaː, Kammu-Yuan láʔ, Palaung 
hla, Riang-Lang ¯laʔ, Praok la, Lawa hlaʔ, Khasi sla, ’la, Mương (BARKER 1966 
16), Vietnamese lá, Kensiu haliʔ, Temiar səlaːʔ, Semaq Beri salaːh leaf; → Cham 
(ha)laː, Jarai hlaː, Röglai hala(ː), North Röglai hlaːʔ leaf; ~ (*snlaʔ >) Sre nha 
leaf, betel- leaf, Biat nhaː leaf, Bahnar hənaː leaf of agave used for making mats 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Riang-Lang ¯səlaʔ leaf.  
Leaf > betel-leaf > areca; so fruit > areca. in various Southeast Asian languages; for 
betel (- leaf) > areca cf. 1860 *ml[əw].  
(SCHMIDT 1905; SHAFER 1965 228; SMITH 1972 539; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 32.) 
Sora 'oːlaː-n, Kharia u'la, &c. (PINNOW 1959 50). 
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231 *slaʔ; (*slaʔ slaʔ >?) *slaas fire, to burn. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) ~ (*snlaʔ >) Mon hənaʔ flame, wick; (?, by secondary derivation) 
~ Sre (→ Röglai) bənha hearth; ~ (*splaʔ >) Stieng plaː [uːiɲ], Biat plaː [uɲ], 
Bahnar plaː flame. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok la to burn (v.i.), Vietnamese lửa fire; ~ (*srlaas >, 
or *slaas slaas > *hlar hlar >) Palaung rəlar conflagration; to burn (v.i.t), to set 
on fire; ~ (?, *snlaas >) Praok gla hearth.  
Kammu-Yuan pərlɯ̀a, Thin p(h)rɯa ̯fire are perhaps ← Vietnamese with secondary 
prefix. Sre, & Praok gla, may rather be connected Kammu-Yuan təmpraʔ hearth; 
then implying a root *t1laʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 499.) 
 
232 *slaʔ spleen.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hlaʔ [krɜk] (literally mango-leaf, whence by 
calque Burmese sarak-rwak; perhaps by popular etymology for *hlaʔ krɔt, cf. 
krɔt intestine < 844 *k-ruuc), Sre [play] la, Vietnamese lá-[lách]; ~ (*smlaʔ 
>) Bahnar blaː kidneys.  
Cf. 229 *srliʔ. Connect Tibeto-Burman *la kidneys, spleen, MATISOFF 223. 
 
233 *w[i]ʔ left-hand.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan wèʔ, Palaung [i]-ve 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai weʔ, Mae Sariang wiʔ, Kintaq Bong 
wĩʔ; ~ Old Mon jwi /jwiʔ/; ~ (*[ ]pw[i]ʔ >; !) Kuy pɛːʔ; ~ [ ]nw[i]ʔ >) Praok 
gwɛ.  
Kuy final unexplained. Cf. 1795 *wiil. Connection obscure Khmer chveːŋ; suffixed 
form, or perhaps by metathesis *Jnw[i]ʔ, > Praok; note Proto-Miao *kwɛŋ ~ 
*kh[w]iŋ, Proto-Li *viiŋ, BENEDICT 1975 327. Cf. further Acehnese (ja-)wiə, 
Cham iːw, Jarai iaːoʔ, eaːoʔ, Röglai yaw, North Röglai iãu (Proto-Austronesian 
*uSiau?); → Jeh iːw, Halang iaw.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (b).) 
 
234 *wiʔ; *wiiʔ to turn. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəvìː to shake [head], to wave, brandish. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Sre wi [wə] swaying e.g. 
of buffalo’s head, Chrau wiː [wəː], (by affective deformation?) Central Nicobarese 
wiiː-[cəkaː] dizzy, Nancowry wí to go round & round, wander (or A?); ~ Kuy 
(kh)wìː to shake [head], to wave, brandish; ~ Khasi [sam]tawi to be dizzy; ~ 
Khmer rəvèy to crank, to spin, Kuy rwìː to shake, Chrau rəwiː [rəwɔːt] dizzy; ~ 
Mon kəwoa to turn round, twist, screw in (or, less probably, ad 1529 *way), (~?) 
Sre pərwi to mix together. 
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235 *weeʔ; weh crooked, to twist. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar wɛʔ crooked, hooked (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai we 
crooked; ~ Sre kue bent, crooked, Biat kwɛː bend, meander, Bahnar kuɛː lame. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer vèh veḥ to slip away, escape (?), Bahnar wɛh to 
twist (v.i.), Jeh weh to stop and visit, Halang weh to turn.  
Connect 1529 *wa(a)y(-h) to turn? Note apropos of Sre &c. Tibeto-Burman *koy to 
bend, BENEDICT 1972 67 no. 307 & n. 210.  
(SMITH 1972 360.) 
 
‡236 *waʔ parent’s sibling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Sre wa father’s classificatory 
brother, Biat waː parent’s elder brother, West Bahnar wā parent’s elder brother 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), waː parent’s elder sister, Bru ʔawà parent’s younger sister;  
~ (*mwaʔ > *maʔ >) Old Khmer (’)mā, Modern Khmer mìːə parent’s younger 
brother, Stieng maː mother’s brother, Bahnar maː parent’s younger brother, Khasi ma 
uncle (term of address); ~ Palaung hva mother’s younger brother (if correctly 
glossed; < *[k]waʔ); ~ Old Mon kaṁwa /kəmwaʔ/ uncle.  
Connection dubious Palaung va classificatory younger sibling.  
(BLOOD 1966 337; cf. SMITH 1972 553.) 
Proto-Austronesian *usua: Acehnese wa parent’s elder sibling, Cham waː mother’s 
elder sibling, &c., Javanese (by contraction; beside (u)wak) uwa, wa parent’s elder 
sibling, parent’s elder sibling’s spouse, Proto-New Guinea-Austronesian *wawa term 
of address to mother’s brother. (MILKE 1965 pp345-6; ~ *waya term of reference): 
Motu vava, &c. Connection dubious (i) Proto-Austronesian *ama father (DYEN 
1953 § 97; DEMPWOLFF 1938 15); (ii) *mama mother’s brother. (DYEN 1953 § 108; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 105); (iii) Cham miʔ father’s brother, Röglai miaʔ mother’s 
brother, North Röglai miãʔ parent’s brothers. Or can *mama be variant of *usua? 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 25.) 
 
237 *klwaʔ bat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon kilwa /kəlwaʔ/, Modern Mon kəwaʔ bat, Khasi 
kylla[badur] flying fox, Central Nicobarese aloaːə bat.  
Connect perhaps (*kwaʔ kwaʔ > *kwak >?) Khasi khwak (!) vampire bat. 
 
237a *t1waaʔ fern, bracken.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan təwáʔ fern, cycad, Palaung kəva (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _twɑʔ bracken. 
 
†238 *rwiʔ; (by arbitrary deformation?) *rwuyʔ fig tree. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon lwi /lwiʔ/, Modern Mon wìʔ 
(contaminated by 241 *lwaaʔ), Biat [tɒːm] rwiː, Central Sakai wîk. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rəvɔy sour fig (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 92.) 
Sora riɟoi-['neːb-ən] kinds of fig tree.  
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Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *d'abi(S) (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45; add Karo 
Batak jabijabi Ficus retusa); but Malay jawi-jawi, jĕjawi fig tree perhaps 
contaminated by Mon-Khmer if not ← Tamil cuvi Ficus species (&c.; BURROW & 
EMENEAU 1961 2222). 
 
239 *[r]wə[ə]ʔ swaying, dizzy.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rəvɤ̀ː-[rəvìːəy] delirious, Sre [wi] wə swaying e.g. 
of buffalo’s head, Chrau [wiː] wəː dizzy.  
Sre, Chrau w- phrasal? But perhaps *w- ~ *[ ]rw-.  
 
240 *lw[e]ʔ kind of bee.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Sre ləwe kind of bee which swarms, 
Khasi lwai wild bee, Semang luwē bee (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 137 
(a)). 
 
†241 *lwaaʔ fig tree.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Katuic) Old Khmer lvā, Modern 
Khmer lvìːə fig tree, Thin lɯa ̯banyan, Sakai lûâ fig tree (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 91), Bru lawàh; ~ Riang-Lang ¯lɑŋ _wɑʔ fig tree.  
Cf. 238 *rwiʔ &c. 
Sora 'loaː-n, Kharia 'luˑa, &c. (PINNOW 1959 47). 
 
242 *swaaʔ monkey.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer svaː, Kammu-Yuan waʔ, Palaung hva, Riang-
Lang ¯wɑʔ, Lawa fɯaʔ (→ Kuy wùaʔ?); → Thai sawǎa.  
Sre hua grey semnopithecus, Chrau hwaː ape, Bahnar huaː gibbon (&c., see SMITH 1972 
548) are apparently ← Indonesian, cf. Cham hawaː macaque, Jarai kra hua 
gibbon, Röglai hua grey semnopithecus, North Röglai hawa ape, Javanese uwa-
uwa large kind of ape, gibbon (Proto-Austronesian *[ ]uqa(Sɣ)).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48; SHAFER 1965 199.) 
 
243 *siʔ fine, comminuted.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat chɛː fine, comminuted, Jeh [taʔ] siʔ small, 
Halang [toʔ] siʔ a little; → Röglai se fine, comminuted; ~ Khmer smeː (!) fine and 
close together; ~ Sre nse fine, comminuted; ~ (*[s]rsiʔ >) Lawa Bo Luang ʔasaiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai raseʔ powder. 
 
†244 *sii[ʔ] hand, arm.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương thay (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese tay.  
Originally arbitrary variant of 66 *t1iiʔ? For tone cf. 31 *t2ŋiiʔ. 
Sora sʔiː-n, (compounding form) siː-n, Pareng siː hand (at PINNOW 1959 K 428c 
treated as cognate with forms cited under the entry *t1iiʔ, but no other example 
of the alternance is given). 
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245 *seeʔ Caryota species. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*smeeʔ >) Mon hmɔeʔ Caryota sobolifera 
Wallich, (?) Khmer smae tree of shore forest, Ceriops species, (or ~ *snmeeʔ >?) 
Sre [che] səmay very fibrous creeper yielding sewing-thread (DOURNES 1950); ~ 
(*snseeʔ by dissimilation >?) Khmer ʔɔnsae, tùənsae Caryota urens, (HENDERSON 
1952) Caryota mitis. 
 
(*saʔ see 253 *chaʔ to flame up.) 
 
246 *ks[i]ʔ; *ksih string, cord, rope, thread. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer khsae string, 
cord, Kuy (k)sai, Stieng ceːi string, cord, rope, Sre che cord, thread, Chrau chɛː 
rope, string, (or Tai →, cf. below?) Thin sai,̯ sae,̯ Khasi ksai, 'sai thread, Nancowry 
héy fibre (*-iiʔ?); ~ Khmer krəsae lineage, filiation, Biat rchɛː cord, Jeh kaseːy 
string, Halang kəseː rope; ~ (*kns[i]ʔ >) Sre ɲhe quantifier for threads, straws. 
Connection uncertain Kuy (k)sɛːʔ string, Bru kasiːʔ to string together.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chỉ thread.  
Bahnaric vocalism post-dental? Khmer suggests secondary diphthongization to *-əyʔ. 
See BENEDICT 1975 257 (Thai, Nung, Dioi, Kam-Sui; so Thin, Khasi perhaps ← 
Tai).  
(SHAFER 1965 250; BLOOD 1966 180; SMITH 1972 538.) 
 
246a *ksaʔ chestnut.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon chaʔ khya Malay chestnut, Castanopsis Javanica De Candolle, 
Kammu-Yuan kháʔ oak, chestnut.  
 
247 *tsɔʔ; *tsɔh lung. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic; ~ *tnsɔʔ >?) Mon kəsɔʔ, (by dissimilation, or ~?) Lawa Bo 
Luang hmɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hmoʔ. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre [kləːm] soh (DOURNES 1950), Biat [klɒːm] chɔh; ~ (*tnsɔh 
>) Stieng nsɔh, Chrau [khləːm] rəsɔh, Bahnar dəsɔh, Bru sɒh.  
Khmer suːət is hardly connected.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 542; SMITH 1972 377.) 
 
†248 *drs[e]ʔ to persuade, conspire.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon dirse’ /dərseʔ/ to conspire, Modern Mon kəseʔ to persuade, conspire. 
Sora 'pu(s)seː- to persuade, incite, instigate (< *pu-dseː-; cf. with variant vocalism 
'pudsuː-; also o(b)'seɟ- to induce). 
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248a *prsaʔ; by metathesis *prʔas child’s spouse. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer prəsaː child’s spouse, Kammu-Yuan pərháː (!) son-
in-law, Khasi pyrsa child’s spouse, sibling’s child. 
B: (Mon) Mon həɔh daughter-in-law., Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱an-ʔu̱ay/̊nʔu̱ay (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N178).  
 
249 *rsiʔ bamboo, rattan.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer rəsɤy bamboo (& rɯ̀hsɤy by popular etymology, cf. 
rɯ̀h root < 1927 *ris), Stieng [təːm] rəseːi very small kind of bamboo, Bahnar 
hrɛː, Jeh reːy, Halang reː rattan; ~ Old Khmer ransi bamboo; & connected Kuy rài 
rattan, Bru karay.  
Connect perhaps Proto-Philippine *taRisi rattan (ZORC & CHARLES); & as suffixed form 
782 *rsiəŋ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 454; SMITH 1972 528.) 
 
249a *[ ]rsiiʔ nerve, sinew, vein.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy rsai vein, Central Nicobarese iheː nerve, sinew, vein, 
Nancowry ʔihɛ;́ (probably ~) Khmer sɔːsay sarsai nerve, vein. 
 
(*hiʔ see 1 *ʔiʔ we.) 
 
250 *hiiʔ to cease, be over.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hoa to cease, die down, be over, Palaung hi to be finished, 
'over'.  
Add as derivative 259 *bhiiʔ sated…? 
 
251 *haʔ; (*haʔ haʔ >?) *hah to open [mouth]. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer, Kuy, Stieng, Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang haː, Vietnamese há (& with expressive lengthening Mon ha, 
Sre haː; → Chrau haːʔ ?); (?) → Burmese ha to open [mouth], Lahu há-gəʔ̂, Akha 
a-hà to yawn (BENEDICT 1972 33 n. 107); ~ Sre rəha open. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese hả to opem [mouth]; ~ Bahnar jəhah 
small and gaping (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar dialects dəhah gaping 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; ~?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 20; BLOOD 1966 294; SMITH 1972 547.) 
 
252 *kh[ii]ʔ this, he, they.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Sre khay 3rd person pronoun, 
Chrau khəy pronominal plural particle, Thin khi this, here, now, Semai II keːʔ, 
Semelai kəh he (with k- by dissimilation).  
Cf. 26 *ge(e)ʔ deictic & 3rd person pronoun. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 53.) 
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253 *chaʔ to flame up.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer chaː to fry, (— -chol) 
to burst out angrily, Kuy chaː to flame, Biat [uɲ] chaː to flame up, burn, by affective 
deformation (*jhaʔ >; ?) Kammu-Yuan háʔ burn out, hot, Praok ha to scorch, be 
hot, Lawa haʔ to burn.  
Or separate Khmer, Kuy; Biat &c. < *saʔ? 
 
254 *jhooʔ; *jhəəʔ; *jheeʔ tree, wood. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon chu(’) /chuʔ/ tree, 
Modern Mon chuʔ tree, wood, Kensiu ʔihũʔ, Temiar jəhũʔ tree, Teressa-Bompoka 
Nicobaric chioː wood, (yiːə- —) tree; with secondary prefix ~ Praok khaw, Lawa 
Bo Luang khɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang khoʔ tree. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Old Khmer jhe, Modern Khmer chɤ̀ː, Stieng 
cɯː, Chrau chəː tree, wood, (?) Shom Pe Nicobarese hɤ̃ɤ wood (=) həə̃ tree. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Sre chi, Biat chiː tree, wood, 
Kammu-Yuan həʔéʔ firewood, Palaung he tree, wood, firewood, Central Nicobarese 
ciːə tree, wood; ~ Riang-Lang ¯khɛʔ tree, wood, Praok khi, Lawa Bo Luang khəiʔ, 
Lawa Umphai cheʔ firewood.  
-B-C secondary (but is Khmer &c. vocalism regular in context?); note doublets in 
Waic.  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *kaSiu: Malay kayu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
72, *kajuc; cf. DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 9.3).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; SHAFER 1965 264, 301, 453; BLOOD 1966 210; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 211 (a).) 
 
255 *thɔʔ to rub, massage.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre tho to rub, massage (→ Röglai), Biat thɔː to rub, 
clean, wash, Central Rölöm thaw to rub (BLOOD 1976), Palaung the to push against 
friction (contaminated by Burmese thui: to thrust).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese thoa to rub, anoint; whence perhaps Stieng thaː. 
 
256 *[t]h[uə]ʔ to throw (away).  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon tho’ ?/thoʔ/, Modern Mon thɒʔ thwa’ &c. to throw away, 
Khasi thew to throw away, take aim at. 
 
†257 *[p]heʔ husked rice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pheːi, Sre phe, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar phɛː, Jeh pheːy, Halang 
pheː.  
(SHAFER 1965 98; BLOOD 1966 178; SMITH 1972 526.) 
(?) Kharia pɛʔ cooked rice (PINNOW 1959 155). 
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258 *phuuʔ to accompany, conduct.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon phao in company with, Riang-Lang ¯phuʔ to conduct, lead, 
send.  
Separate Praok hu, Lawa Bo Luang həu, &c. to go, < *har or the like. 
 
†259 *bhiiʔ sated, full.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon phoa, Bahnar phiʔ, Jeh, 
Halang phìʔ, Thin bi, Semai baheː (TAUERN 1914), Central Nicobarese pahaːe.  
Cf. Vietnamese phè; Khasi pi-e. ~ 250 *hiiʔ to cease, be over?  
(SMITH 1972 295; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 75.) 
Sora bʔeː-, Santali bi, &c. (PINNOW 1959 319). 
 
260 *bheʔ otter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon pheʔ, Old Khmer bhe, Modern Khmer phèː, 
Stieng bi; Chrau phiː; apparently → Cham phày, Jarai pəhaːi, Röglai bəhaːy, 
North Röglai buhai, → Bahnar phɛy otter, Sre [pi] bəhay civet cat.  
Connect Semang băho’ (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 64); perhaps Vietnamese rái; & cf. 
A50 *[b]hii[ŋ]. 
 
‡261 *bhaʔ to frighten.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon phɛʔ̀ (!) to frighten, scare, Vietnamese phạ to be 
afraid, fear, Nancowry pahuáʔ.  
Mon register affective, or contaminated by pəhòik fear. (ad 880 *bh[i]c) &/or 
derivatives of Sanskrit √bhī to fear.  
Proto-Austronesian *(q)əNba: Iban emba to (seek to) frighten, threaten, &c. (BLUST 
1971 no. 334, Proto-Hesperonesian; putatively *q-). 
 
262 *bh[uuʔ] cooking-hearth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon phao cooking-hearth, kitchen (→ Burmese phui), Khmer [coŋ]-
phɤ̀u cook (→ Kuy coŋ phòu).  
Or *-aw. But connection dubious Shan pháu to roast, burn, → Palaung phəv to burn 
[lime, bricks] (MILNE 1931), ~ Palaung rəphəv kiln; &c. (< *ph[r]aw, BENEDICT 
1975 244, burn, roast…; Sek phraw). 
 
(*mrh[e]ʔ see 186 *[s]mr[e]ʔ straw.) 
 
263 *[ ][m]haʔ different.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat mhaː, (~?) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang phaː.  
(SMITH 1972 544.) 
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264 *m[h][ɯə]ʔ; *m[h][ɯə]h evening, night. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng mɒːu, Sre mho evening, Chrau maw, Central 
Rölöm mhɔː afternoon, Palaung hmɯ (~ rəhmɯ) night. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi miet night.  
Connection uncertain Jeh sèʔ afternoon, Halang sèʔ evening (but if connected, *s/m/).  
(BLOOD 1966 206.) 
 
265 *ʔiək (part of) arm.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ʔiɛk̆ fin, Palaung iəʔ arm.  
Distinguish 269 *kʔi(ə)k &c. armpit; but cf. A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade. Connection 
uncertain Bodo-Garo *dyak arm, hand, < Tibeto-Burman *g-lak (BENEDICT 1972 
34 n. 109), or the cognate Archaic Chinese diə̯k, Ancient Chinese iə̯k 翼 wing (ib. 
171 n. 458). 
 
†266 *ʔaik bow.  
(Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Khmer ʔaek, Kuy 
ʔɛːk sound-producing bow attached to kite, Stieng aːk cotton-beating bow, Sre a bow 
of crossbow, Chrau aːʔ crossbow, Palaung aʔ, Riang-Lang ˉɑk, Praok ak [po], 
Lawa ʔak, Semang āg bow (i.e. probably Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
353).  
(SHAFER 1965 276, 283.) 
Santali aʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 6).  
 
267 *ʔuk; *ʔuuk; *ʔuək; *huk to pour out. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar uk to fill, to pour out, empty out, Jeh ùk, Halang 
uk to pour out, Kammu-Yuan ùk to flow out; ~ Kammu-Yuan pənʔùk to pour out. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre oː to emty [pot], Riang-Lang ¯uk to pour away, to 
spill. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung ɔʔ to pour out. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat hok to spill.  
Connect Thai hòk to be spilt, probably → Kuy hɔʔ, Bru tahɔʔ; & cf. 480a *[t]hək.  
(SMITH 1972 267.) 
 
268 *ʔuək to drink.  
A: (Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan uak (& Khmuic ʔɯak, Thin ʔɯɔk̯ (!)), 
Temiar ʔɔːk.  
Cf. (i) Mương óng (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese uống (then *ʔuəŋk?); (ii) SMITH 
1972 325, *uʔ, perhaps contaminated by 63 *ɲuuʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 166.) 
 
(*ʔuək see also 475 *huək brain.) 
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‡269 *kʔik; *kʔiək; *kʔaik armpit. 
A: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kəlʔèk. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _yɑk (!), Danaw kʻă ¬yɛə̀k; ~ (*klʔiək >) 
Khmer kliək, Kuy (kh)thìːʔ. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar [bɔk] aːk; by contraction → Cham paaːʔ, 
Jarai pəʔaʔ, Röglai poʔaː, North Röglai paʔaːʔ; ~ (*knʔaik >) Vietnamese nách.  
Distinguish 265 *ʔiək (part of) arm. 
Proto-Austronesian (*kilə(S)ik >?) *ki(S)əlik?: Javanese kèlèk, Malagasy helika 
(so Proto-West-Indonesian; at DEMPWOLFF 1938 80 referred to *kilik …to carry in 
arms); & note *(q)irək (BLUST 1971 no. 338; Proto-Hesperonesian); *kili(S) 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 80, *kili[c]).  
Connected further Tai forms at BENEDICT 1975 410, tickle… (II), (V); Tibeto-Burman 
*(g-)yak, Archaic Chinese zia̯k, Ancient Chinese iä̯k 腋 (BENEDICT 1972 167 n. 
448). 
 
270 (*ʔaak ʔaak &c. >) *kʔaak; *kʔaik crow, to caw.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Aslian) (A) Mon [oik] aik 
kinds of gourd (= Burmese kyī: ’ā, literally crow-caws), Kuy kʔaːʔ crow, (A/B) 
Bahnar aːk to croak, (sɛːm —) crow, Palaung aʔ to caw (MILNE 1931), Central 
Sakai ök-ak crow; → Cham, North Röglai aːʔ, Jarai [ciːm] aːʔ, Röglai aː, 
Acehnese aʔ-aʔ crow; ~ (*klʔaik &c. >; A/B) Old Mon kil’āk /kəlʔaik/, Modern 
Mon hədaik, Sre kənɗa, Chrau kənɗaːʔ, Biat nʔaːk, Kammu-Yuan kəlʔàːk, 
Palaung kəʔaʔ, Praok lak, Lawa Bo Luang laʔak, Lawa Umphai raʔŋak crow (& 
Riang-Lang _luk ¯ɑk by metathesis; Stieng kənaːt by assimilation), (B) Khmer 
khʔaek. 
Onomatopoeic. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 260.  
(SHAFER 1965 279; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 277.) 
 
†271 *kʔɔk (& *kʔɔɔk?) to cough.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer khʔɔːk (< variant, or 
with secondary lengthening), (~?) Jeh kaʔok, Halang kəʔok to cough, (?) Riang-
Lang kəʔok to crow; ~ Kuy ŋhɑʔ, Palaung kənʔɔʔ to cough; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔmoak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔmauk to cough; ~ Khasi jyrhoh cough, to 
cough.  
Onomatopoeic.  
(SMITH 1972 281; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 V 22.) 
Sora kɷ(k)'kɷ-(n) cough, to cough, (compounding form) kɷˑ-n cough, Kharia khu(ʔ), 
&c. (PINNOW 1959 236). 
 
(*cʔa(a)k, *cʔə(ə)k see 9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ to hiccough, belch.) 
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‡272 *cʔuk; *cʔuuk; *[c]ʔuək; *chuək corner.  
A-C: (Palaungic; ~ *crʔuuk >) Riang-Lang səduk; by secondary derivation ~ (C) 
Palaung kəndɔʔ; (A) Praok daok. 
D: (Mon, Khasi) Mon chok; by metathesis ~ (*knhuəc >) Khasi kynhoit.  
Cf. further Khasi kyndah; Khmer chùːŋ corner, inlet; 689 *jruŋ corner, angle. Kammu-
Yuan sɔ́ː k elbow is probably ← Lao sɔɔk. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'[ə]uk: Cebuano Bisayan suuk corner, Malay s/ĕr/ok-an inlet, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 151, *t'əḷuk; Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. BENEDICT 1975 219, 
angle… . 
 
†273 *t2ʔiik; *t2hiik to sob, draw breath noisily. 
A: (Mon, ?Khasi) ~ Mon həoik to sob voicelessly, (?) Khasi kyn-ih to crow; ~ Literary 
Mon gam’ik sighing noise. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kənhiʔ to sob (MILNE 1931).  
*t2- in view of Sora, below; connected perhaps as loan word West Bahnar rəsiːk 
[rəsiːm &c.] to sob (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). Contaminated by 480 *thak &c. to 
pant, sob? 
Sora 'saŋeˑ- to be breathless, to sigh deeply. 
 
273a *tʔɔɔk scabies.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Chrau ɔːʔ kind of scaly skin disease, Biat ɔːk scabies; ~ 
Khmer trəʔɔːk kind of skin disease, (?) scabies. 
 
†274 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔaak > *ɗaak, Pre-Khmer *[ɗ]ik water.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon 
ḍāk /ɗaik/, Modern Mon daik, Old Khmer dik, Modern Khmer tɯ̀k, Kuy diaʔ, 
Bru dəːʔ, Stieng dàːk, Sre daː, Chrau daːʔ, Biat, Jeh, Halang daːk, Bahnar ɗaːk, 
Mương đác (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nước, Semelai dak, Central 
Nicobarese daːk, Nancowry riák.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 32; SHORTO 1872; BLOOD 1966 288; SMITH 1972 287; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 30.) 
Sora dʔaː-n, (compounding form) daː-n, Kharia ɖaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 2). 
 
(*pʔɔɔk see 481 *phɔɔk fish-paste.) 
 
275 *prʔɔɔk thorn.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng, Biat lɔːk thorn, fish-bone, Sre loːʔ thorn, thorn-
bush, loː thorn-bush, Chrau lɔːʔ, Palaung pərʔɔʔ thorn.  
(BLOOD 1966 73.) 
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†276 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *riʔaak > Pre-Khmer &c. *riik; *rʔaak; *riʔaaŋ > 
*raaŋ to open, unfold. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer rìːk to rise, to unfold, open (→ Stieng riːk to swell, rise), Kuy 
rìːʔ to bloom, to unfold. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉdɑk flower (not connected Thai dɔɔ̀k, on which see 
BENEDICT 1975 298-9, fruit… . (III); → Khmer dɔk). 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon ràiŋ [flowers] to open, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang raːŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan ràːŋ flowers; ~ (*rilʔaaŋ >?) Biat daːŋ [flowers] to open.  
Connect 606 *pa[a]ŋ to open?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48, 54; SMITH 1972 153.)  
Sora rʔaː-, Kharia raʔ to blossom, &c. (PINNOW 1959 9). 
 
277 *lʔək rice-bran.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy (ʔaː)lɯ̀ʔ, Stieng lok, Sre, Chrau ləʔ, Biat 
lɔk, Bahnar ɗək, Röngao lək (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham haləʔ, Jarai hlɔk, 
Röglai ləhə, North Röglai hləʔ, Acehnese lhɔʔ; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer 
kɔntùək rice-bran, Khasi kyndeh ground rice, maize-flour.  
Add perhaps Sakai lihok skin (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 235 (b)). POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 43 compare Malay dĕdak, &c. (Proto-Austronesian *d[1]əkd[1]ək 
to pound; bran; cf. BLUST 1972 no. 9, *dekdek; DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍəḍak; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
277a *lʔɔk; *lʔɔɔk cloudy, opaque.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer lʔɔk (A), Kuy lʔɑːʔ (B) turbid; (probably ~) Khasi 
lyoh cloud, mist; ~ Khmer lùmʔɔk to muddy, make turbid.  
Khmer (& Kuy?) lʔ- by levelling. 
 
277b *lʔuk; *lʔuuk wet, soaked. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat luk soaked, wet through. 
B: (Mon) Mon dɜk to be wet, damp, sappy, green.  
Cf. 954 *lʔuət &c. 
 
(*kaik see 496 *kaŋ transverse, to branch… .; *kɔk see 17 *kɔʔ neck; *kɔ[ ]k see 498 
*kɔŋ ring-shaped artefact; *kɔɔk see 17 *kɔʔ.) 
 
278 *k[oo]k kind of diving bird.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre [klaŋ] koː osprey (DOURNES 1950), Vietnamese 
cốc cormorant.  
Arbitrary variant of 280 *ku(ə)k egret? Cf. further Khmer rəŋìːəv kɔːk kind of 
kingfisher. 
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278a *kuk; *kuuk raised platform, shelter. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat kuʔ hunter’s hide, Alakong Bahnar kuʔ field shelter (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63; !). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre kuː field shelter on piles, crop-watcher’s platform.  
 
279 *kuk; *kuuk; *kuək; *kək to call.  
A: (Palaungic; ~ *[p]nkuk >) Praok gaok to invite.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer, (!) Kuy koːk, Biat kuːk [kwal] to call out 
to; ~ Khmer bɔŋkoːk to call out to.  
C: (Mon) Old Mon kok /kok/, Modern Mon kok to call.  
D: (Palaungic, ?Khmer) Praok kok to call, Lawa Bo Luang kɑk, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔk to call, invite; (?) ~ Khmer bɔŋkùək to call out to (TANDART 1935; !).  
Connection dubious Sora guː- to call, to invite, summon.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
280 *kuk; *kuək egret. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kok heron, egret, Biat kok egret.  
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau kɔːʔ cattle egret, Bahnar [klaːŋ] kɔːk generic term for egrets &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); probably → Cham kɔːʔ; Vietnamese cò.  
Connected further Acehnese blökɔʔ, Javanese blĕkok kind of heron; & cf. 278 
*k[oo]k kind of diving bird. 
 
281 *t1rkak prong, spike.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon [paḥ] dakak snare, Palaung kərkaʔ prong (MILNE 
1931). 
 
281a *geek to tickle.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng (cɔː-)gɛːk, Biat [cɔk] gɛːk, Riang-Lang [_kuk] 
_kɛək (→ Palaung kɔ kɛʔ (MILNE 1931)?). 
 
282 *gak to bite (on).  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung gaʔ, Riang-Lang _kak to bite, (~, or =?) 
Palaung gaʔ bridle, → Shan ka ̄k̀, → Riang-Lang ¯kak; ~ (*[g]ngak >) Mon 
kəhɛàk to bite; ~ Mah Meri negɛk to bite.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 229.) 
 
283 *[ ]guk to sit, remain, dwell.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng guːk, Chrau, Biat guʔ; ~ Semang nguk to 
sit, dwell (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 221).  
If Khmer kok to sit dozing is cognate, *[t]guk.  
(BLOOD 1966 167.)  
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284 *tgɔɔk kind of hornbill.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Khmer [sat kaeŋ] kɔːk small hornbill 
(TANDART 1935), Bru kùəʔ, Riang-Lang [¯klɑŋ] _kok large hornbill, Khasi koh-
[karang &c.] hornbill, with voicing metathesis, Proto-Semai *dkuuk helmeted 
hornbill, Rhinoplax vigil (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
 
(*[t]guk see 283 *[ ]guk to sit… .) 
 
285 *ŋa[i]k baby.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Middle Mon [kwon] ṅāk young child, baby, Modern Mon 
[kon] ŋàik child, Khmer (?, by dissimilation) ŋaet, Riang-Lang [¯kuan] ¯ŋɑk 
(with tone by phrasal assimilation) baby.  
Bahnar ŋɛː is hardly connected. 
 
286 *ŋɔk; (*ŋɔk ŋɔk >) *kŋɔk bent, crooked.  
A: (Palaungic, Katuic) Riang-Lang _ŋɔk to be curly, Bru ŋɔʔ̀ crooked, winding; (&/or 
variant) → Shan ŋɔk̄ bend, to bent, ŋɔ̄k̀ to be crooked. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon ŋɔk to be bent, crooked, Khmer khŋɔk hooked, hook-
shaped, Kuy ŋɔʔ winding, twisting, misshapen; to turn; ~ Khmer krəŋɔk from side to 
side, (krəŋɤk —) tortuous.  
Cf. 458 *wɔk bent round. 
 
287 *ŋuk; *ŋuuk; *ŋək (& *ŋəək?) to bow head, nod. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Khmer ŋùk to bow head (TANDART 1935), Kammu-Yuan 
ŋùk-[kənŋùk &c.] nodding up and down, (or B?) Khasi [koh]nguh to nod, to 
acknowledge, to obey; ~ Khmer phŋok to nod, to shake head in affirmation 
(TANDART 1935); ~ Kammu-Yuan cəŋúk-cəŋúk nodding one’s head. 
B: (Khmer, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer ŋòːk to bend forward, to nod off, (or A?) Röngao 
ŋuːk to incline head, bow head (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer ŋùək (!; TANDART 1935 also ŋɛə̀k), Central 
Nicobarese [ko]-ŋəːk-[hətə] (< *ŋəək?), [koː]-ŋəkə-[koːire] to nod, Nancowry 
ŋɯ́k to bend down, kuŋɯ́kri to nod; ~ Riang-Lang _kəlŋək (< *-ə(ə)k) to nod, 
wag [head].  
TANDART has further Khmer ŋèːk to wag [head] sideways (→ Cham ŋɛt), probably A 
secondary formation unless : Thin ŋek to lean over, Bru [laŋùʔ]-laŋèːʔ swaying as 
one sits. Note also (i) Mon həɲòik dhañik, gañik; həɲòk dhañok, gañok &c. to 
bend [head] forward, nod; (ii) Malay lenggok to sway head and body from side to 
side, bow right and left, wobble; Javanese lĕnggèk-lĕnggèk to hang head wearily. Cf. 
288 *lŋəək &c. to bend head back. 
 
(*kŋɔk see 286 *ŋɔk bent, crooked.) 
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‡288 *lŋəək; *lŋaak; (?) *lŋiək to bend head back. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Biat ŋəːk to raise [head], Bahnar ŋəːk to bend head 
back, look disdainfully over someone’s head; ~ (*lnŋəək >) Literary Mon laṅik to 
look upwards, Khasi lyngngeh [to sleep] with the head thrown back; ~ Literary Mon 
lamṅik to look upwards; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan təkŋə̀ː k [bent, 
looking] up, Bru taŋɤ̀ːʔ to look up, turn face up. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) (?; or A) → Malay lĕngk to throw back the head 
and look up; ~ Mon təŋàik to look up, (~?; *lpŋaak >) Khmer phŋaːk to fall over 
backwards, Vietnamese ngước to bend [head] back, look up; ~ Kammu-Yuan 
[təkŋə̀ː k] təkŋàːk [bent, looking] upwards. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi lyngiah with head back to one side; (?) → Acehnese liŋiəʔ posing 
coquettishly, Javanese lèngèk-lèngèk with head thrust forward; ~ Khasi lyngngiah 
[to sleep] with the head thrown back.  
Khasi -iah perhaps by hypercorrection for -eh. Note further Khmer crəŋok to stretch 
upwards, crəŋɔk rising up, [to sit] with neck stretched; (< A by dissimilation?) ŋɤ̀ːt, 
ŋɤ̀ːp to raise head; Vietnamese nghếch to raise [head]; ngẫng to raise, lift [head], to 
look up, ngửng to bend [head] back, ngưỡng to look up, admire.  
(BLOOD 1966 412.) 
Proto-Austronesian *l[ ]-(s)əNgak: Malay lĕnggak = lĕngak; &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
94, *ləŋgak; if Fijian to draw a bow not cognate, Proto-West-Indonesian or Proto-
Malayo-Javanese; without prefix in Chamic: Cham (a)ŋɯːʔ to bend head back, 
&c.). 
 
†289 *ciik tooth.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ciːk, Sre siː, Chrau seːc, Biat cheːk.  
(BLOOD 1966 38.) 
(?) Sora ɟʔiː-n, (compounding form) ɟiː-n. 
 
290 *cak body.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy caʔ, Sre saʔ, Chrau saʔ [nəːm], Biat chak (& Stieng 
caːk, perhaps contaminated by Khmer saːk-sɔp or Vietnamese xác corpse).  
(BLOOD 1966 373.) 
 
†‡291 *caak; *caik; *ciək; *ciik; *c[ə]k (or *cik?); *cak to separate (v.i.t), split.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?North & Central Aslian) Old Mon 
cāk /caik/ to be parted, Modern Mon caik to tear, be torn, Khmer caːk to leave (A), 
caek to divide up (B), Chrau saːʔ to go, (or F?) Central Sakai châk to chop, Pangan 
[ya]-chag to tear (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 32); → Thai càak to be 
separated from, Shan sāk to split (v.t.); ~ (*kc- >) Kuy sɛːʔ to hoe up [weeds] (B), 
Kammu-Yuan cáːk to tear (v.t.); ~ Kuy ɲcɛːʔ to distribute. 
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C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Stieng ciək, 
Bahnar tsɛːk to divide up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or < *siək, ad 465 *saik), 
Riang-Lang ¯siɛk to chop, (or B?) Khasi siah to cut, pare, shave off, Nancowry síak 
side?; → Shan sǐk tear, to tear. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Sre siː to split into fibres; ~ (*crniik >) səniː parcel of swidden 
field. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan sék to cut off. 
F: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm sak (beside saːk < A/B) to go, return; → Thai càk 
to cleave, split…; ~ Biat rnaʔ parcel of ground.  
D, E secondary. Cf. 404 *craak; 465 *saik; A53a *[c]əc to diverge; A71 *caat; 1982 
*ci(ə)h; & Khmer caeŋ to divide up; Palaung sa to chop.  
(SCHMIDT 1905. 26; BLOOD 1966 330.) 
Sora saː- to rend, to pare [nails]; Kharia ca'caʔ torn, &c. (PINNOW 1959 296, Proto-
Munda *cagcag; ad A, B); Sora 'pansiː-n split wood (ad D).  
Proto-Austronesian *k'agk'ag: Javanese di-chachag chopped small, Ivatan sagság to 
chop (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*cok see 525 *c[o]ŋ to make into a bundle.) 
 
‡292 *cuk; *cuuk; *cuək; *cak; *ciik; *c(i)ək to prod, pierce. 
A: (Katuic, ?Nicobaric) Kuy coʔ to thrust into, ?Nancowry sõk index finger. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon cɜk to touch, collide, push with 
horns, Stieng cuːk to damage or cut up with mattock, Biat chuːk to put in, push in, 
Central Nicobarese [ok]-ʃɔk- (or C?), ʃoːkə- to pick [teeth]; ~ (*cpuuk >) Khmer 
cboːk fish-spear; ~ Mon həcɜk splinter; ~ Khasi tyrsuh to poke; ~ (*pcuuk >) 
Mon phyɜk to touch one object with another, Khasi bsuh to push in, to intrude. 
C: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung sɔk to fight with horns, toss (MILNE 1931), 
Semai cɔk to stab. 
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer cak, 
Jölong tsak to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin săk to prick, Khasi sah to ram 
in, drive home, to punch, to elbow, Kensiu ceg to stab, Central Nicobarese ʃaːk-
[hətə] to spear, Nancowry sák; → Thai sàk to puncture, prod, tattoo; ~ Kammu-
Yuan cák to touch, poke, pick. 
E: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɤk to peck, [snake] to bite, Vietnamese chích to prick. 
F: (Khasi) ~ Khasi speh spike, goad.  
E (& F?) secondary. Cf. 295 *kco(o)k to prick… .  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296.)  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'ukt'uk: Tagalog suksók to put into, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
156; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii; ?) *t'ut'uk: Toba Batak susuk pricked, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 159; if Batak ← Malay Perhaps = i); (iii) *tut'uk: Malay tusok 
to pierce, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 144; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *t'akt'ak: 
Javanese sasak to penetrate obliquely, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 147; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (v) *t'ugt'ug: Tagalog s/al/ugsóg thorn, sliver, in hand or foot, &c. 
(BLUST 1970 no. 412; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 358, 397-8. (POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 46 (a).) 
 
293 *c[u]k (to bear) fruit in clusters.  




293a *.cak correct.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯cak; ~ Kammu-Yuan ɲàk correct, to hit the mark. 
 
294 *ʔciik astringent in taste. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) East Bahnar tsiːk disagreeable in taste 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cíːk, Palaung sik [çɩk], swiʔ [s‘ɩʔ], Riang-
Lang ¯cik astringent, Kuy (ʔaː)cɛːʔ astringent; medicine, Bru ɲcik.  
Cf. Sora pi'siŋ-, 'pisiŋ- (beside pi'saːŋ- &c.; contaminated by ə'saˑŋ- bitter, ad 553 
*kt2aŋ?); & 989 *pcət bitter, astringent. 
 
‡295 *kcok; *kcook to prick, puncture, to provoke.  
A, B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Biat coːk to 
peck, [snake] to bite (B), (A) Sre cok to prick, to provoke by pricking buttocks, Thin 
cɔk̆ to insert drinking-tubes in liquor jar, (A/B) Palaung cɔʔ to prick (→ Shan sɔ̄k̀), 
Vietnamese chọc (!) to pierce, puncture, Nancowry cók to prick (?); ~ Khmer 
kɔmcaok to provoke, to fan [flames]; ~ (?, *krco(o)k by metathesis >) Riang-
Lang cərɔk to prick. Cf. 292 *cu(u)k &c. to prod… .  
Proto-Austronesian *k'əugk'əug or *k'uəgk'uəg: Röglai cok to prick (or ← Sre), 
Malay chuchok, chochok to pierce, prick (→ Acehnese cucoʔ pin), Javanese 
chochog to get pricked (& chuchuk beak, to peck…, ← Malay ?), Cebuano Bisayan 
sugsúg, s/ul/ugs/úl/ug to tease, pester (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. BENEDICT 
1975 358. 
 
296 *kcuk; *kcuuk; *kcuək to stop up. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cok to stop up, plug, cork, Sre cùʔ to insert, fill hole 
(BLOOD 1966).  
B: (Mon) Mon chɜk khyuk to confine, imprison, (nɛà —) to be constipated; → Burmese 
khyup.  
C: (Katuic) Kuy sɑːʔ to stop up, plug, cork; ~ (k)sɑːʔ stopper. (Cf. BLOOD 1966 155.) 
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‡297 *cəcak; *cəcək house lizard, Hemidactylus. 
A: (Mon) Mon həcɛk.  
B: (Khmer) (Old Khmer cicok insect?,) Modern Khmer cəcɔk house lizard.  
Onomatopoeic; cf. Thai cîŋcòk, → Khmer cìːŋ cɔk (POU & JENNER 1973). 
Proto-Austronesian *k'ək'ak: Malay chichak (!), &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 86-7; Proto-
West-Indonesian).  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 49.) 
 
298 *[p]ciək to cough.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng ciək, Biat chiak to cough, Semang yik slight 
cough (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 249); ~ Sre bəsia, Chrau nsiəʔ to cough.  
(BLOOD 1966 103.) 
 
‡299 *pc[ɔ]k summit, tip.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉcɔk point, tip, end, summit, sprout, (by assimilation) Praok 
choc summit.  
Or *pcɯək? Cf. 529 *[ʔ]cu(u)ŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *puk'uk: Malay puchok shoot, upper tip, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
121; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *pu(N)k'ak: Malay punchak summit, top, &c. (ib.; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Cf. further Proto-Austronesian *pu(N)k'u(S) (ib.; Proto-West-Indonesian).  
 
300 *jiik; *jiək to break ground for cultivation. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon jik /jik/, Modern Mon còik to harrow, 
break up for planting, to cultivate, Old Khmer jyak, Modern Khmer cìːk to dig (over), 
Stieng jiːk to hoe, Sre jiː, Chrau jiːʔ, Biat jiːk to grub up weeds, Jeh, Halang jìak 
ricefield, Röngao jeːk to plough, prepare for cultivation (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa Bo Luang cɯk, Lawa Umphai chɯk, Mae Sariang c(h)ik irrigated field; ~ 
(*jniik >) Chrau niːʔ weeding-tool, Bahnar ʔɲiːk harrow, mattock, used to break 
ground.  
B: (Palaungic) Praok ciak to dig, break ground by digging.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; BLOOD 1966 214; SMITH 1972 241, 270.) 
 
†‡301 *jak; *[j]u(u)k; *juək to tread, to step out, set out.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Middle Mon jak, Modern Mon 
cɛàk to march, set out, Sre jaʔ to tread on, trample, Bahnar jak to go away, Riang-
Lang _cak to put on, wear [shoes…], Khasi jah to absent oneself, Central Sakai jak 
to tread on; → Acehnese jaʔ to go (away), set out.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi ïuh to tread on, trample.  
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cuək-[ləre &c.] to negotiate [stair, ladder], cuaːkə to 
step, Nancowry cuák steps; (?) → Cham cwàʔ, Jarai juːaʔ, Röglai, North Röglai 
juaʔ to tread on, trample &c., → Bahnar juaʔ, juəʔ step on.  
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Back vocalism obscure; contaminated by 462 *swa[a]k to walk…?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 202.) 
Sora ɲaː- to walk, march, to tread, thresh by treading.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'agd'ag to get a foothold: Javanese jajag, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 45; Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *d'əgd'əg to get a foothold: Malay jĕjak to 
tread, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 47; if Fijian thigh not cognate, Proto-Malayo-Javanese 
or Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *i(N)Zak to tread, dance (DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, 
*ci(ń)d'ak; Proto-Hesperonesian; note Javanese idak to tread & add Karo Batak 
m-édak-édak to gad about…; Toba ← Malay); & prefixed forms, cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 80 (*k-, Proto-West-Indonesian), 118 (*p-, Proto-West-Indonesian), 137 (*t-
, Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *əN[Z]ak: Malay ĕnjak to step on, &c. (BLUST 1973 
no. 126, *eŋzak; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
302 *juk; *juuk creeper, material for tying.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon juk /juk/, Modern Mon cɜk̀ creeper, cord 
(B), (A) Bahnar juk kind of aquatic plant yielding fibre; vegetable fibre, (A/B) Central 
Sakai chôk rattan; ~ Serting jĕmõk climbing rope (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 R 37 (d)); ~ Central Sakai chĕnchôk ceeper.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 37 (a-b).) 
 
(*kjək see 52 *kjəʔ heavy.) 
 
303 *tik; *tiək; *tək deaf. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tiːc, Sre (→ Röglai) tiʔ deaf, Chrau tiʔ blocked up, (— 
toːr) deaf. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese điế deaf. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat tɒk [toːr].  
(BLOOD 1966 147.) 
 
304 *tik; *tiik to pull along, lead. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Old Khmer tik, Modern Khmer dɤk to lead [animal], to cart, Kuy tɤʔ 
to lead [animal], to cart, to drag [e.g. net]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tiːk, Sre tiː, Chrau teːc (BLOOD 1966), Biat teːk to lead by 
a rope.  
(BLOOD 1966 39; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 30.) 
 
†305 *tiik; *tiək to lie down, sleep. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Aslian) Khmer deːk, Kensiu tik, (or B?) Semnam &c. tɛg; ~ 
(probably originally hypothetical) Old Mon stik /stik/, Modern Mon toik; ~ Mah 
Meri gətik, (~?) Semelai jətek, by metathesis Jah Hut ticɛːk. 
B: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi thiah, Central Nicobarese iteak, Nancowry ʔitiák.  
Cf. Bahnar tɛːp. Bru has ʔatəyʔ to put to bed.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20, 22; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 250 (a-b).) 
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Santali giti’ɟ, &c (PINNOW 1959 295a; Proto-Munda *-tik?). 
 
(*t1iək see 319 *tr(-)t1iək ear.)  
 
306 *t1ak to put in place.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon tɛk to build, erect [dam, hut], to assume [cross-legged] 
position, to let down [net], to rule [line], Khmer dak to place, put, site, Palaung taʔ 
to lay out [mat &c.]; → Cham ḍak, (!) tàʔ dak to arrange; Shan tɑ̌k; ~ Middle Mon 
tamnak pavilion, Modern Mon pənɛk camp, Khmer dɔmnak, tɔmnak halting-place, 
encampment; → Thai sǎmnák house, lodging, → Khmer sɔmnak halting-place.  
Connect 317 *kti(i)k to put (down)?  
 
307 *t[1]ak; *t1ək to remove. 
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre, Chrau taʔ, Biat tak to remove, Bahnar tak to open, lift lid, 
to uncover, remove cover, to move [object] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (A/B?) Nancowry 
ták to leave, ʔuktákɲicaʔ to wean, to pull out. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Old Khmer tok, Modern Khmer dɔːk to pull 
out, pull off, uproot (?, with secondary lengthening), Biat (→ Central Rölöm?) tɔk 
to remove (beside ɗoːk to uproot ← Khmer), Riang-Lang ¯tək to uproot, extract.  
A contaminated by preceding?  
(BLOOD 1966 271; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 36.) 
 
308 *t1aik spear.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer daek-[soːl] javelin, Chrau taːʔ (→ Sre), Stieng, Biat, 
Bahnar taːk, Sedang tea spear.  
(SHAFER 1965 326; BLOOD 1966 334; SMITH 1972 289.) 
 
†309 *t1ək to cohere.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯tak (!), to adhere to, Praok tok to be fastened 
together; ~ Mon hətak cluster, bunch; ~ Literary Mon datuik to cluster. 
Sora 'ruttaː-n, (RAMAMURTI 1938) 'runtaː-n cluster, bunch. 
 
†310 *tɔ[ɔ]k to copulate (with).  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon tɔk, Nancowry tuák.  
Note Kuy tɛʔ, Bru tɛːʔ.  
Sora toː-, tu-, Kharia tu, &c. (PINNOW 1959 369). 
 
311 *t2uk cloud, mist.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau tuʔ, Biat tok cloud, Bahnar tuk ground mist, dew; ~ Stieng atuk 
dew, mist (?); ~ Jeh kasùk, (~?) Halang siksuk cloud.  
Separate Palaung tɯk smoke.  
(SMITH 1972 268.) 
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312 *tuk going on foot, by land.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Middle Mon tok /tɯk/, Modern Mon tak; ~ (*tmuk >) Thin mŭk 
on foot. 
 
313 *t1uk *t1uuk to tie. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin tŭk lashing, to tie, Palaung toʔ to tie. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯tuk to bind, tie, tether. (Cf. SHAFER 1965 79.) 
 
‡314 *tuək; (*tək tək >?) *[k]tək drip, drop. 
A: (Mon) Mon tok drop. 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer tɔk sound of dripping (& by secondary formation tətɔk to 
drip, tɔmnɔk drop, falling drop, bɔntɔk drop, dot), Nancowry ták to drip.  
Cf. 814 *tuuc &c. drop, to drip. 
Proto-Austronesian *titik drop, dot: Malay titek, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 98, *(Ct)i(Ct)ik; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Note also *riNtik speckles, DEMPWOLFF 1938 104 (Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 37.) 
 
315 *[ʔ]tuuk; *[ʔ]t[u]k, by metathesis *[ ]kut; *[ʔ]təək to scoop up, root up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Mon tuk /tuk/ to draw [water], Modern 
Mon tɜk to scoop up, to root up, Khmer taok spoonful (TANDART 1935), Stieng tuːk 
to remove [pot from fire, rice from pot], West Bahnar toːk to root up (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Nancowry ʔuktúak to pull up, to draw water. 
B: (Katuic, Khasi, South Bahnaric) Bru tuʔ to dip into, Khasi thoh to take with tip of 
finger (or < *-uək), by metathesis Chrau kɯt to dip out into. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bahnar Bru tɯʔ, tɯːk to root up, lever up. 
 
‡316 *[k]ti[ ]k to tickle. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ktik (!)  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kitik: Malay kitek, kitik, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 216; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *gitik: Malay g/ĕl/itek, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 65; Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
317 *kt1ik; *kt1iik to put (down). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau cɛʔ, Biat teʔ to put.  
B: (Khmuic, ?Palaungic) Thin tik to put (down), (or 320a *[p]tiik to pull off >?) 
Praok tik to abandon, get rid of.  
Connect 306 *t1ak to put in place? 
 
(*[k]tək see 314 *tuək drip, drop.) 
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‡318 *[j]təək to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon tik /tøk/ to beat, Modern Mon tak to 
discharge [artillery], (— tàt) to strike, coin [money], Stieng tɔːk to hit, Central Sakai 
chĕtök to beat [drum]; → Burmese tuik to come, bring, into violent contact, to fight, 
→ (i) Palaung taik to fight; (ii) Shan tɯk to fight, → Palaung tɯk to fight, Riang-
Lang tɯk to wage [war]; ~ Bahnar hatəːk to clap, applaud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan sənták (< *-t1-) to dash against, throw to the ground, to hit the 
ground; but connection uncertain Bahnar tiːk to collide, strike against (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). Cf. 322 *[l]tak to hammer…; 558 *jt1uuŋ &c. to strike, beat… . 
Proto-Austronesian *təktək: Malay tĕtak to knock, rap, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 145, 
*ṭəkṭək, Proto-West-Indonesian; *t1əkt1ək, DAHL 1973 § 14.9, rests on an 
uncertain Formosan comparison). 
 
319 *tr(-)t1iək ear.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer trəciək ear, Riang-Lang kətiɛk outer ear, lobe of ear.  
Perhaps *t1iək, Khmer < derivation, Riang-Lang kə- part-of-body prefix; add then 
Khmer kɔɲciək ear-piece of dancer’s headdress (TANDART 1935). But separate Aslian 
forms at SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 6 (a), = Temiar gɛntɔk, &c., ad 554 *k1təŋ to 
hear.  
(SHAFER 1965 319.)  
 
320 *nt1aak, *l(n)t1aak tongue.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon 
kətaik, (Khmer ʔɔndaːt by assimilation), Kuy ntaːʔ, Kammu-Yuan həntaːk, 
Riang-Lang ¯tɑk, Praok dak, Lawa Bo Luang tak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
ndak, Kensiu lətig, Temiar lɛntaːg; ~ Palaung kərtaʔ, Central Nicobarese 
kəletaːk, Nancowry kaliták (with part-of-body prefix?).  
*l- secondary, *ln- (cerainly attested only in Aslian) by interdialectal contamination?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 277; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 165.) 
 
‡320a *[p]tiik to pull off.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Chrau tiːʔ to husk [maize], Biat tiːk to husk, to pick 
over, (or 317 *kt1iik to put (down) >?) Praok tik to abandon, get rid of.  
South Bahnaric vocalism suggests *.t-. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pətik: Malay pĕtik to pick, pluck, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118, 
*pəṭik); (ii) *putik: Toba Batak putik to pick, pluck, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 123, 
*puṭik; Oceanic to pluck [feathers &c.]). If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, loan source 
not obvious. 
 
321 *ptəək temples.  
A: (Khmer, North & Central Aslian) Khmer taək gills, taək taək, Semang pĕtök 
temples (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 228). 
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‡322 *[l]tak (& *tlak by metathesis?) to hammer, drive home.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tak /tak/ to drive in, to fasten especially by driving in, 
Modern Mon tɛk to strike, hit, beat, (?, by metathesis) Palaung laʔ to hammer, 
hammer; ~ Old Mon tnak, Modern Mon nɛk stake, peg, Palaung hlaʔ stake for 
tethering cattle (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. 318 *[j]təək to strike, beat (Cf. SHAFER 1965 144.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *laNtak: Malay lantak to drive in, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 92); 
(ii) *[qS]əNta[kg]: Malay (h)ĕntak to jab downwards, thump, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 63, *hən[t]ak; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
(*lt1aak see 320 *nt1aak tongue.)  
 
323 *[s][n]tuuk kind of jar.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau sətoːʔ water-jar, Bahnar sətoːk kind of jar. 
 
324 *dak intertwined.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer tɛə̀k tangled, intertwined; ~ (*pdak 
>) Literary Mon bdak to bring together, Jölong dak to make a net, spin a web 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !);~ (*prdak >) Late Middle Mon [chuik to be near] padak 
to be well versed, by spelling pronunciation Modern Mon [chak] pətɛàk to be 
skilled, Khmer prətɛə̀k intertwined, to intertwine; ~ (*dnak >) Bahnar nak net, to 
make net, spin web, Jeh, Halang nak net; (?) ~ Khasi ktah to touch.  
= following?  
(SMITH 1972 275.) 
 
325 *dak to bind.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon dak /dak/ to bind, harness, Modern Mon tɛàk to tie, tether, 
link…, Khasi teh to bind, fasten; ~ (*d.nak >) Mon hənɛàk danak noose, snare, 
jess for poultry.  
= preceding? Distinguish (but Mon der. x?) 330 *ɗak (to) trap. 
 
326 *dak viscous.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang [_tam] tak gur, Vietnamese đặc to be viscous, 
thick, to coagulate. 
 
327 *daik; *diik outstretched. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Mon tàik to branch, be turned outwards, Central 
Nicobarese taːk broad, wide, Nancowry ták flat; ~ Khmer kɔntɛ ̀ː k bifurcated; ~ 
Central Nicobarese təmaːkə fathom. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ndiː (great) breadth.  
Cf. 577a *jdaŋ &c. 
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328 *[c]duuk staff, cudgel.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon [lèʔ] tɜk̀ (→ Burmese dut) cudgel, Khasi [dieng]-
duh (!) staff, walking-stick; ~ Khasi shanduh, Sakai chenduk walking-stick (i.e. 
Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 452).  
Connect obscure Khmer thɯ̀ək cudgel (TANDART 1935), Vietnamese thước. 
 
329 *ɗik; *ɗiik; *ɗiək slave. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre diʔ slavery, Stieng diːc, Biat dɯk (& Chrau dic by interdialectal 
borrowing), Bahnar ɗic slave. 
B: (Mon, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon ḍīk /ɗik/, Modern Mon doik, Bahnar diːk slave 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or A?). 
C: (Mon) Dvaravati Mon ḍek ?/ɗek/ slave.  
Cf. Thin de I (respectful).  
(BLOOD 1966 134; SMITH 1972 239.) 
 
(*[ɗ]ik see 274 *diʔaak water.) 
 
†330 *ɗak trap, to trap.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer tɛə̀k to trap, Stieng, Biat dak, 
Sre, Chrau daʔ trap, Bahnar ɗak projectile trap, to set traps, Jeh, Halang dak spear 
trap, Riang-Lang ¯dak (to) trap, Semai daːk trap (TAUERN 1914); → Cham tàʔ (& 
hatàʔ!) trap for birds; ~ Khmer ʔɔntɛə̀k trap, snare; ~ Khmer thnɛə̀k decoy, lure, 
Bahnar ʔnak projectile trap.  
Distinguish 325 *dak to bind.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 327; SMITH 1972 274; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 
200A.) 
Sora daː-['tul-ən] trap.  
 
331 *ɗak; (*ɗaik ɗaik >?) *[k]ɗ[ai]k to break, snap. 
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon dɛk ḍak [prùʔ] to snap, make snapping sound, Central 
Nicobarese dak-[ŋə] (& by assimilation daŋə) to split, break (v.i.). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi kdiah to break, snap (v.t.). 
 
(*ɗaak see 274 *diʔaak water.) 
 
332 *[ɗ]ək to stand up, to go up.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm dək, Biat dɔk to stand (up), Jeh dàk to go up, 
Halang dɒk to ascend, (~?) West Bahnar nək to go upstream, take up (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 116.) 
Distinguish 334 *ɗuk to mount, ride; & separate also Sora daɟ-, dai-, Santali dɛ’ɟ to 
mount, ascend, climb, &c. (PINNOW 1959 333), which require *-c.  
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Hardly all ← Röglai [do]-dək, North Röglai dək to stand, < Proto-Aceh-Cham *dəŋ. 
North Bahnaric senses perhaps by attraction Cham diːʔ, &c., < Proto-
Austronesian *naSik (DEMPWOLFF 1938 107, *nacik).  
 
‡333 *ɗɔ[ ]k to hammer.  
A: (Mon, ?Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon dɔk to hammer, Praok tɔk to nail (or ← Shan tɔǩ 
< Tai *took, cf. BENEDICT 1975 228, beat, drive in… (II)), Nancowry karuák knock 
on door, kumruák to knock on door (& Riang-Lang ¯krɔk to knock; so *kɗ-?). 
Proto-Austronesian *d1akd1ak: Toba Batak dakdak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 38, 
*dakdak; cf. DAHL 1973 § 14.5).  
Onomatopoeic. Cf. further Tibeto-Burman *tuk to cut, knock, pound, BENEDICT 1972 82 
no. 387: inter alia > Garo dok ~ dak to knock, pound, Dimasa do to knock, 
…hammer down. 
 
334 *ɗuk to mount, ride.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon ḍuk /ɗɯk/, Modern Mon dak to mount, ride 
(on, in) (& Old Khmer duk, Modern Khmer tùk to put, put away, put on one side, 
keep by semantic transference from causative?); ~ Old Mon -pḍuk to embark, take 
up, Modern Mon dak also to load, Khmer phtùk to load; (~?) → Thai pràtʰúk to 
load with; ~ Khmer bɔntùk load; → Thai bantʰúk to load with; ?Nancowry rɯ́k to 
arrive, ranɯ́k vehicle rather : Bru təʔ̀ to come?  
Distinguish 332 *[ɗ]ək …to go up. Sre ɗiː to mount, ride is ← Röglai ɗiː < Proto-
Austronesian *naSik (ib.), perhaps contaminated by *ɗuk. 
 
335 *ɗuk; *ɗuək; *ɗək full, complete. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon ḍuk /ɗɯk/ to be perfect, complete, Middle Mon ḍok, 
Modern Mon dak [pɔiŋ full] to be complete; ~ Praok naok, Lawa Umphai nauk to 
be full. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung nɔʔ to be full. 
C: (Mon, Palaungic) Late Old Mon ḍik /ɗøk/ to be perfect, complete; ~ Riang-Lang 
_nək to be full. 
 
335a *ɗuuk; *[ɗ]uuŋ (kind of) monkey. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng duːk, Sre dou, Chrau doːʔ, Biat doːk, Bahnar ɗɔk, Jeh, Halang 
dok monkey. 
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Palaung [ə]duŋ large long-tailed kind of 
monkey, Proto-Semai *dɔgŋ pig-tailed macaque (DIFFLOTH 1977), (?; if so, *ɗ-) 
Central Nicobarese duẽ Macacus cynomologus.  
North Bahnaric vocalism apparently post-dental, cf. 70 *ktuuʔ, 396 *ruuk, 467 
*suuk, 667 *ruuŋ[ ], 685 *cruuŋ, 728 *luuŋ, 744 *t1luŋ, 892 *dkuun, 1005 
*tuut, 1062 *ruut, 1738 *bt1uul, 1744 *duul, 1763 *tb[uu]l. Connection 
dubious Vietnamese dộc ape; or Khmer tòːc gibbon.  
(BLOOD 1966 2; SMITH 1972 278; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 129.)  
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336 *ɗuuk; *ɗuk boat, canoe. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer tùːk, Kuy thùːʔ, Bru 
tùəʔ, Stieng duːk, Chrau duːʔ boat, Biat duːk canoe (& Sedang tuk ship, or as 
Bahnar?); → Bahnar duːk boat, ship. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nốc canoe.  
Connect Malay bidok canoe.  
(SHAFER 1965 325; SMITH 1972 271.) 
 
337 *kr[ɗ]a[a]k palm, sole.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kətaːk, kəltáːk, Thin kəd̆ak, Lawa Bo Luang 
(ʔa)ndɯak, Lawa Umphai rathɯak. 
 
(*[k]ɗ[ai]k see 331 *ɗak to break, snap.) 
 
338 *[c]ɗak to cough, splutter.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ (*[c][r]ɗak >) Mon hədɛk, Petchabun 
Nyah Kur càdàk to cough, Proto-Nyah Kur *ɕhədaḵ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V34; favours 
*s-), Central Sakai sladík noise of hawking; ~ (*[c]nɗak >) Chrau ndaʔ to choke 
in swallowing, cough, Bru santɯ̀ʔ to choke.  
 
338a *[c]ɗaak; *[c]ɗaik to fry.  
A, B: (Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Khasi sdieh (B); ~ Kuy nthìaʔ to fry, parch 
[rice] (A; ~?, A/B) Riang-Lang kəldɑk to fry, ?Nancowry harát.  
 
339 *tɗiək; *[t]ɗik wet. 
A: (Mon, Kuy) Middle Mon tḍek /tɗek/, Modern Mon deak; ~ (*tpɗiək >) Kuy priːʔ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer tətɯ̀k (perhaps contaminated by tɯ̀k water, < 274 *diʔaak). 
 
340 *tɗək dirt.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon tḍ(u)ik /tɗøk/ [lṅeṅ] impurity, defilement; ~ 
(*tnɗək >) Biat ndɔk filth, dirt (→ Chrau kəndɔʔ particles of dirt).  
Add perhaps West Bahnar kədiːk sediment, mud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (then < 
variant *t/r/ɗi[i]k), & to derive Mon hənoik power, dust, Nyah Kur ndɤ́k power, 
dust.  
 
341 *t1ɗ[o]k slit-drum, bamboo rattle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy tɔːʔ tɔːʔ cowbell; ~ 
(*t1nɗ[o]k >) Mon hənɜk slit-drum, (— klɛà) cowbell; ~ (*t1rɗ[o]k >) Khmer 
trədaok cowbell of bamboo with seeds inside which rattle (&, probably colloquial 
rather than < simplex, tədaok, dədaok, TANDART 1935; → Biat kɗoːk rattle), 
Chrau təlɔːʔ slit-drum (& by arbitrary variant tələːʔ small bamboo slit-drum), 
Riang-Lang kərdɔk bamboo rattle.  
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Perhaps *-u(u)k/-uək. Cf. 903 *kɗiɲ, *kɗuŋ bamboo-joint. 
 
342 *tnək step of stair.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer thnak, Vietnamese nấc. 
 
343 *[t]rnuk troubles.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon kanuk [kanāy] troubles, disasters, Khmer dranuk 
sorrow, trouble (GUESDON 1930).  
Khmer d- by attraction tùk sorrow, ← Pali dukkha-, or Mon k- by phrasal 
assimilation? 
 
344 *dn2ɔk; *dn2ak ladle, hood of cobra. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon dnåk hood of cobra, Modern Mon nòk hood, ladle. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung lak [keəŋ] spoon, Riang-Lang _lak ladle (& ¯həɲ _lɑk [hood-
snake =] cobra); → Shan lɑ̄k [lɑ́m] ladle.  
Variation obscure. 
 
345 *pək to fan, [wind] to blow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon puik to blow, Modern Mon pak, 
Old Khmer pak, Modern Khmer bɔk, Kuy pəʔ, Bru ʔapɯʔ, Stieng poːk to blow, to 
fan; ~ Middle Mon pnik, Modern Mon noik, Khmer bhnak' fan (GUESDON 1930); ~ 
(*prnək >) Literary Mon paṇik (?), Stieng prənɔːk fan, Bru ranùʔ fan.  
Add perhaps Khasi peh to winnow (< *kpək?). Stieng -oːk post-labial, cf. 1025 
*kpət; 1040 *cɓət.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 22; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 5 (b).) 
 
346 *pək; *pəək; *pu[u]k to open. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat pɒʔ, pəʔ. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer pek, Modern Khmer baək (→ Kuy bəːʔ?), Sre 
pəː, Biat pəːk to open, Chrau pəːʔ to take off, lift; (or A?) → Cham pɤk, North 
Röglai poʔ to open. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi phuh to flower.  
C secondary. Connect 353 *[l]pɔk &c.; & cf. also 2029 *puh &c.; Proto-Austronesian 
*bu(N)ka: Malay buka, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, *bukac; add Madurese 
bungkaʔ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 322; BLOOD 1966 414.) 
 
(*pɔk see 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe.) 
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‡347 *pɔɔk to peel.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic) Old Khmer pak, Modern Khmer bɔːk to peel (→ Kuy 
buaʔ to peel ?), Stieng boːk to remove [mollusc] from shell, Mương póc (BARKER & 
BARKER 1976), Vietnamese bóc to peel, Thin pɔk bark, rind (or by back-formation 
~ həm̆pɔk bark, rind, < 466 *s/mp/ɔɔk); → Thai pɔɔ̀k. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *puak to remove: Cham pɔʔ to untie, unharness, remove (& to 
remove bark from, contaminated by or ← Mon-Khmer?), Jarai pɔk, Karo Batak 
puak to remove, Cebuano Bisayan puwak to tonsure (so Proto-Hesperonesian); 
(ii; by metathesis?) *(q)u(N)pak: Tagalog upak bark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, 
*cu(m)pak; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 9.) 
 
348 *puk; *puuk to swell, be inflated. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng puk, Sre puʔ to swell, Biat pok swollen.  
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Jeh puːk wind on stomach, Halang pùːk to want to 
defecate, Central Nicobarese fɔːk blister.  
Cf. 101 *pooʔ &c.; & Nicobaric puk-oəl to swell (< *b- or *ɓ-). 
 
(*pu(u)k see also 355 *[l]puk to dash against.) 
 
†‡349 *t1paak to pace, step.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon twek /twaik/ to walk, pace, Modern Mon kwaik to 
walk, Mương pước (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese bước (to) step.  
*t1- in view of Sora.  
Sora 'dapaː-n step.  
Proto-Austronesian *tapak: Malay tapak palm, sole, footprint, step, Tagalog tapak to 
tread on, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 131). 
 
‡350 *tpuuk heap, to heap up.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer pūk to heap up, Modern Khmer boːk to heap up; 
hump, Palaung poʔ [earth] bank (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ¯puk hill, hillock, raised 
ground, (dry) land; to be convex; ~ Khmer dɔmboːk hillock, mound, anthill, (— kòː) 
hump; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔmnoːk heap, mound.  
= following? Cf. also 369 *ɓu(u)k. 
Proto-Austronesian *tuNpuk: Malay tompok, tumpok small hill, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 
101, *(Ct)uŋpuk; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 nos. 20 (a), 22.) 
 
351 *tpuuk; *tpuək to add, calculate. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer boːk. 
B: (Mon) Mon tok to calculate (< Old Mon *twok, as toŋ castor-oil tree < twoṅ); → 
Burmese twak, → Palaung tuəʔ to count, add.  
= preceding? (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 27.) 
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†‡352 *lpak; *lpaak; *lpaik; *lpiək to be broken, split in two. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer bak (→ Cham ḅak), Stieng pak to 
break (v.i.), Sre paʔ to break (v.i.t), Chrau paʔ to snap, break off, Röngao pak 
[cord &c.] to break (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin păk to break (v.t.); ~ (*lnpak 
>?) Lawa Bo Luang pəup, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbək to break off; ~ (*t-
lpak >) Röngao təpak to break (v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan 
təlpak v.t.; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔmbak v.t..  
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Old Mon pāk /paik/ 
to be shattered, Modern Mon paik to split, (C) Khmer baek broken, Kuy bɛːʔ to 
separate (v.i.), (B) Sre [tam] paː, (B/C) Chrau paːʔ (→ Biat paʔ?) to share out, Jeh 
paːk to split (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Kammu-Yuan páːk to crack, split (v.i.), (~?) 
Praok pak half, part; ~ Old Mon luṁpek either of two sides, Modern Mon kəpaik 
also half, part; by secondary derivation ~ Mon həpaik to divide, sever, separate, 
Khmer bɔmbaek to break, to divide, separate; ~ Mon həpaik cleft, Khmer prəbaek 
fork, confluence, junction; → Cham pabek fork, confluence, junction; ~ Middle Mon 
panāk [sat], (B) Khmer prənaːk, Kuy mnaːʔ, (B/C) Stieng brənaːk areca shears. 
D: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khasi phiah to split (or C?); (by metathesis *pliək, or by 
secondary derivation ~ *pn2iək, >) Riang-Lang ¯pliɛk (to) crack.  
Connect (probably, by metathesis) 446 *pla([a])k side; perhaps B33 *pəək to 
break…; & cf. further 356 *[b]iək to tear apart; 364 *tbaik to cleave.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 328; BLOOD 1966 316.) 
Sora paː- to split (v.t.).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ɣi(N)pak: Iban rimpak notched, chipped…, &c. (BLUST 1973 
no. 267; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *ra(N)pak: Malay rapak fragile, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101-2); (iii) *rəNpak: Javanese rĕmpak shattered, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 103; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *piqak: Javanese piyak to 
give way, to push apart, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118-119, *pijak; DYEN 1953 § 45; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 2. See BENEDICT 1975 272, 
divide. 
 
353 *[l]pɔk; by metathesis *plɔk to open. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon pok /pɔk/, Modern Mon, 
Röngao pɔk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang [ya’] pɔg (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 O 41 (a)). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar plɔk to open (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang ¯plɔk to burst open, split open (& by back-formation _lɔk to open (v.i.t), to 
reveal, to be revealed).  
Connect 346 *pək &c. 
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354 *lpok to pull out, uproot.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon -puk, pok /pɯk/ to withdraw from socket, 
to unearth, Modern Mon pak to pull up, pluck out, Kuy bɔʔ to pull out, up, Bru bɔʔ 
(!) (separate?), Biat pɔk to be uprooted (beside pak to pll up [weeds]); ~ Old Mon 
[sjak] lupok to withdraw, Modern Mon kəpak to tear out, to be torn out, uprooted.  
 
‡355 *[l]puk; *[l]puuk to dash against. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer bok to pound, crush, ram (contaminated by 370 *[k]ɓok to 
pound…); ~ Mon kəpak to strike, dash, launder by beating on stone. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre puː to beat.  
Perhaps *pu(u)k, *l.-puk in view of Austronesian, below; not *kp- (> Mon kw-). 
Proto-Austronesian *pukpuk: Tagalog pukpók hammering, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 121; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 227-8.  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 5 (a).) 
 
‡356 *[b]iək to tear apart.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung biəʔ to destroy, tear apart (MILNE 1931); ~ (*on[b]iək >) 
Praok biːak to convulse.  
Cf. 364 *tbaik to cleave; 352 *lpak &c. …split in two.  
Proto-Austronesian *biqak: Tagalog biyák to spilt, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 30, *bijak; 
DYEN 1953 § 49; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 272, divide. 
 
(*b[ee]k see 365 *[m]b[ee]k mud.) 
 
‡357 *bək; *buuk; *buək to bind (round). 
A: (Mon, Central & South Aslian) Middle Mon buik to encircle, Modern Mon pàk to put 
round [e.g. waistcloth], Temiar bəg, Semelai bək to bind. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang puk, Lawa Umphai phuk to tie, bind. 
C: (Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mương puộc (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese buộc to bind, 
Central Nicobarese pɔːk-[hətə], pɔːkə to bind, tie, fasten, Nancowry pók (*-uk?).  
B, C secondary. Connect 621 *bəŋ …to bind round.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 213.) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəg'bəg': Malay bĕbat to wrap [girdle, puttees], &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
358 *bo[ ]k belly.  
(Katuic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Kuy [plɑː] phòːʔ lower part of belly, Khasi ’poh (~ kpoh) 
belly; ~ (*bpo[ ]k >) Central Nicobarese pofwaːk intestines, Nancowry pufuák.  
Cf. besides 624 *buŋ[ ] &c. (i) Nahali po(ː)po(ː), PINNOW 1959 K 115; (ii) Tibeto-
Burman *puˑk ~ *buˑk, BENEDICT 1972 77 no. 358; Archaic Chinese piô̯k 腹, ib. 
165-6. 
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‡359 *[ ]buk; *[ ]buuk dust. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Mon həpàk thabuik &c. fine powder or dust, Biat [nɛh] 
rbuk sand. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar habuːk dusty [road] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bu(k)buk: Javanese bubuk powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
33, *buko; omitting words meaning weevil, mildewed, for which see 369 *ɓuk); (ii) 
*qabuk: Malay (h)abok dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 11, *cabuk); (iii) 
*ɣabuk: Tagalog gabok dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 57; DAHL 1973 § 
13.12; Proto-Hesperonesian); (iv) *d3abuk: Javanese dawuk grey [horse], &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 41-2, *do; DAHL 1973 § 14.7).  
Perhaps Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, but none of these are attested in Mainland 
Austronesian See BENEDICT 1975 222-3.  
 
360 *[b]uk; *[b]uuk to be drowned. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre buʔ, Biat [daːk] buk to be drowned, West Bahnar buk to be wrecked, 
drowned (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ West Bahnar bəbuk to wreck (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Biat mbuk to immerse. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer bɔmpòːk to flood with; ~ Chrau 
təmvuːʔ [daːʔ] to drown; ~ Central Nicobarese henpoːk-[həʃe] to drown.  
Connect Central Nicobarese pɤək-ŋə to be to drowned, Nancowry pɯ́akŋa to drown 
oneself.  
(BLOOD 1966 166; cf. SHAFER 1965 132.) 
 
†361 *[b]uuk head.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Aslian) Stieng buːk, Sre bou, Chrau voːʔ, Biat boːk, Orang 
Bĕnua buj (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 50).  
(BLOOD 1966 1.) 
Kharia -bɔʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 206; Proto-Munda *bɔk). 
 
362 *buək; *buuk group, company. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Middle Mon b(w)ok /bok/ sect, Modern Mon pòk 
company, group, sect, Old Khmer vvak, Modern Khmer pùːək company, group, 
Palaung bɔk group (MILNE 1931); → Thai pʰûak. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon buk sect.  
Connect Malay kobok.  
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 20 (b).) 
 
363 *jbɔɔk food-tray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Khmer svok, Modern Khmer spɔ̀ː k wooken tray for serving food; 
~ Mon həpòk dining-table in form of large round tray with short legs. 
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‡364 *tbaik (& *tbiək?) to cleave.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Mon tbek /tbaik/ to slash, Modern Mon 
pàik to slash, cut (down), fell, Stieng beːk to break, Chrau vaːʔ, Biat baːk to notch, 
Khasi piah to cut in two (or < variant), Sakai bak to split (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 395); → Toba Batak bak to be easily split (Proto-Austronesian 
*bak, DEMPWOLFF 1938 22, falls); ~ Kontum Bahnar (h)abaːk (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63; & Jölong səbaːk) cleft of hoof.  
Cf. 352 *lpak &c. …split in two; 356 *[b]iək to tear apart. Kuy baʔ, Kammu-Yuan 
bák to notch are ← Tai (cf. BENEDICT 1975, below). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *tə(N)bak: Toba Batak tombak to clear forest, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 132; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *t'ibak: Malay sibak to part, cleave, &c. 
(BLUST 1970 no. 402; Proto-Hesperonesian). Rather than : *təbək to pierce, as 
SHORTO 1971 Cf. BENEDICT 1975 263, cut down/off… (III). 
 
365 *[m]b[ee]k mud.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy (ʔaː)phɛʔ̀, Sre mbeː.  
If Kuy phɛʔ̀, Biat bɛʔ wet are cognate, root rather *b[ee]k. 
 
366 *r[b]ak (& *r[b]aik?) brittle, fragile.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rəpɛə̀k brittle kind of rattan, Chrau rəvaʔ, Biat 
rbak fragile, (or variant >?) Sre rəba (!) brittle.  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *ra(N)pak, rəNpak (under the entry 352 *lpak). 
 
367 *ɓək to draw [water].  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bə (!), Biat bɔk, bɒk, Riang-Lang ¯bək.  
With Sre final cf. A19 *tntək; -əʔ is expected. Connection obscure Central 
Nicobarese fuk-[daːk].  
(BLOOD 1966 114.) 
 
‡368 *ɓuk, (*ɓuk ɓuk >) *kɓuk; *[b]huk rotten, mouldy. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer pùk rotten (*ɓ-), Bahnar buk 
rotten, mouldy (*kɓ-), Bru ʔabəwʔ decayed, rotten of wood, Vietnamese mốc mould, 
mouldy (? → East Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, muk rotten, mouldy). 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy phoʔ rotten, Bahnar phɔk mouldy (& intensives phok, 
phuk) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *b.ʔuk/*b.huk. 
Proto-Austronesian *bukbuk: Malay bubok weevil…, Fijian vuka to be mildewed, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 33, in part, cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k). With EAST BAHNAR cf. the 
variant *(q)əmuk weevil: Cham mɔʔ, Röglai moʔ, North Röglai mõʔ, Tagalog 
umok (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Perhaps Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian; note here 
Cham pɔʔ̀ rotten [wood], North Röglai [bu] ɓoʔ (!) termite-eaten. See BENEDICT 
1975 339-40; 367. 
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369 *ɓuk; *ɓuuk to heap up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vuʔ. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer pùːk, Kuy phùːʔ (& phòːʔ), Stieng buːk; 
→ Cham buːʔ.  
Old Khmer has vak; from a variant? *ɓ- in view of Cham Cf. 350 *tpuuk. 
 
369a *kɓɔɔk white, grey.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kuy buaʔ, Sre boː, Chrau vɔːʔ white, 
Stieng boːk white, grey, Biat bɔːk grey [soil], Bahnar boːk off- white; white [hair], 
Mintil bəyɛik, Temiar bəyuːg white; ~ (*knɓɔɔk >) Stieng kənboːk white, clean, 
Jeh taboːk, Halang dəboak white.  
Add perhaps Palaung blɔʔ, < *kn2ɓɔɔk by metathesis (otherwise ad 436 *kl[uə]k). 
Connection obscure 116 *kbooʔ white.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 98 (b).) 
 
370 *[k]ɓok to pound; mortar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon bak small mortar, Khmer baok to beat against a 
stone &c. (contaminated by 355 *[l]pu(u)k to dash against), Sre boʔ, Chrau vɔʔ to 
pound, bray. 
  
(*kɓuk see 368 *ɓuk rotten, mouldy.) 
 
‡371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon bɔk to chop, hoe, to peck, 
to slit open, Bahnar bɔk to hollow with adze, dig with hoe &c., Jeh bok to hoe, 
Halang bok to cut through, carve, Thin bɔk to chop down, Khasi kboh to scratch, 
Sakai bígbŏg-[tɛ]́ to dig (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 107 (b)); → Shan 
wɔk̄ to hoe slash (rather than as BENEDICT 1975 263, cut down… (III)), (?) → 
Riang-Lang _mɔk to cut with swinging motion, hew; ~ Mon həbɔk khaḅåk hoe.  
Earlier *ɓɔgɓɔg, cf. Sakai; perhaps connected 375 *dɓɔk to hook. Riang-Lang may 
reflect a variant of 866 *[ ]wə(ə)c to cut…, which compare. Connection obscure 
(*pɔk >) Sre poʔ, Biat pɔk, Temiar pəg to dig; as with Khasi puh to dig, peck, bite 
(< *bu(u)k); Chrau poːʔ to split wood, split off bark.  
(SMITH 1972 277.) 
Proto-Austronesian *tib[aə]g: Malay tebak heavy cutting or chopping blow, to dig out 
[earth] with hoe, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 130, *(CtT)-; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡372 *[c]ɓuk froth.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi sboh to be thick, scummy (=) syboh adhesive froth, Central 
Nicobarese puk bubble, Nancowry púk to boil (v.i.).  
Connect 2038 *ɓuh &c. to bubble, boil. 
Proto-Austronesian *bug'aq foam: Tagalog buláq, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, 
*bug'a[h]). 
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373 *tɓak to snap at, snap up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*tnɓak >) Mon həmɛk; ~ Khmer trəbak (with -b- by levelling 
on unattested *tbak?).  
Connect Palaung hmaʔ to snatch? 
 
374 *[d]ɓak; *[d]ɓaak to bestride, to be bestridden, have hanging down e.g. round 
neck. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khmer pɛə̀k to 
put on, wear, to hang up, to bestride, Kuy with secondary lengthening phàːʔ to put 
on, wear, Sre baʔ to carry in a shawl on one’s back (→ Röglai), Chrau vaʔ to carry 
[baby] on back, Biat baʔ to carry [person] on back, Bahnar ɓak to wear round neck, 
Thin băk to mount, ride, be astride, (or B) Palaung baʔ to ride, drive, Khasi bah to 
carry on back or shoulders; → Cham pàʔ to carry on back; ~ (*[d]bɓak >) Mon 
həbɛk to hang over horizontal support, to wear round neck, Kuy baʔ to hang up, 
Bahnar təɓak to hang over something (with -ɓ- by levelling), (or B) Khasi tabah to 
throw, hang, across shoulder; ~ (*[d]nɓak >) Lawa Bo Luang pok, Lawa Umphai 
mbok to ride; ~ (*tn-ɓak by secondary derivation >?) Bunör mm̉ak to hang up 
(→ Sre maʔ to carry in a shawl on one’s back), Biat mbak to carry on a yoke. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bunör, Central Rölöm baːʔ to carry 
[baby] on back, Central Nicobarese paːk-[hətə] to carry on shoulder; ~ Stieng 
nbaːk to carry [hoe] dangling, (~?) Vietnamese vác to carry over shoulder; (by 
secondary derivation?) ~ Stieng cembaːk to hang over horizontal support; (~?) 
Proto-Nyah Kur *ləɓa ̱k (DIFFLOTH 1984 V42; points to *l-).  
Hence Kachin, Rawang (Mutwang dialect) baʔ to carry on back (< *bak, BENEDICT 
1972 19 n. 71; so ≠ Tibeto-Burman *ba)?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; BLOOD 1966 277, 358) 
 
375 *dɓɔk to hook.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer thpùək to hook towards one, Khasi boh, 
Vietnamese móc to hook; ~ Khmer tùmpùək (& tɔmpùək!) hook, crook, hooked 
stick for picking fruit; ~ (*drɓɔk >) Literary Mon thaḅåk ankus; by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi bnoh hook, hooked stick; to hook. 
Connect perhaps 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe. 
 
376 *mak; *ma[a]k to like, love. 
A: (Kuy) Kuy màk to love. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok mɛk to hanker [after], Lawa Umphai mak to like, love. 
 
†377 *mək; *məək ox, cattle.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _mək, (B) Palaung mɯk, (A) Lawa Bo Luang məup, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mək.  
(SHAFER 1965 159.)  
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Santali mĩhũ, Ho miu calf (PINNOW 1959 K 541). 
 
†378 *mɔk; *mɔɔk to emerge.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon mok /mɔk/ to appear, Modern 
Mon mòk to appear, emerge, come to the surface, [moon] to wax, Bahnar mɔk 
[paddy] beginning to form grain, (or B?) Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mọc 
[plant, hair, nails] to come up, grow, [sun] to rise 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Old Khmer mok, Modern Khmer mɔ̀ː k to come, come near, 
approach, Nancowry muák to appear. 
Kharia muʔ to come out, &c. (PINNOW 1959 109; Proto-Munda *mu[k]). 
 
379 *mɔk(mɔk); *mɔɔk(mɔɔk) to sit still.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau mɔʔ mɔʔ quietly, (or B?) Palaung mɔʔ to sit.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre məmo quiet, inactive.  
Add perhaps (B) Riang-Lang _mok to place, put. 
 
380 *mɔɔk to take [rice] in fingers.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre mo to take [rice] in fingers (→ Röglai mop?), Biat mɔːk 
mouthful, Bahnar mɔːk to take [rice] in fingers, Bru mɒ̀ʔ; ~ Mon kəmɔk to scoop 
up; handful [of rice &c.].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese bốc. 
 
‡381 *muuk; *muək hat. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng muːk, Biat moːk hat, Jölong moːk European headgear 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok muk hat. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khmuic) Khmer mùːək hat, Khasi [tap] moh hat, [woman] to 
put on headdress; → Thai mùak (→ Kuy mùːak?), Lao mùək, Sek muak hat; ~ 
(*muk muək > ?*kmuək >?) Kammu-Yuan múak hat, cap, Palaung hmɔʔ 
woman’s cap.  
POU & JENNER 1973 61 derive Khmer via Tai from Archaic Chinese məgw 帽 
headpiece. Connection dubious Middle Mon kamhok wide-brimmed conical helmet, 
Modern Mon həmok Shan hat (→ Burmese khamok); perhaps infixed form of 
khok cup, ↔ Burmese khwak; to refer it with Palaung to *kmhuək is 
semantically improbable. Atayal (ʔ)umuk to cover (head), wear on head, ~ 
aʔumuk cover, lid. (BENEDICT 1975 259, cover…, which compare) 
 
382 *t1muk; *t1muuk cheek, jawbone. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi tmoh chin; ~ Riang-Lang _mɔk cheek. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi [soh] muh (compounding form) bearded; ~ Sre 
tərmou, Chrau təmoːʔ cheek.  
Connection uncertain Bahnar dialects təbɔːk bearded (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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382a *smək dirty.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Khmer srəmɔːk covered with dirt 
(with secondary lengthening), Mnong Gar &c. rəməːʔ dirty (→ Jeh (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979) ramaʔ?), by metathesis Kuy mphrɤ̀ʔ dirty, stained; ~ (*spmək >) 
Sre, Bunör ɓəʔ, Lawa Umphai saʔmək dirty, by metathesis Riang-Lang _pək 
[_cəʔ] (with phrasal low tone) to be disgusting, dirty.  
(BLOOD 1966 385, 386.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k'əməg' = *k'əməḍ (DEMPWOLFF 1938) 
 
383 *ya[a]k to pound.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon yek /yaik/, Modern Mon yàik to pound [paddy], 
Sakai ɛják to pound to pieces (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 202). 
 
384 *yɔk; *yɔɔk to take. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi ïoh to obtain, receive, have (or B); ~ 
Biat chɔk (?), Bahnar ʔyɔk to take. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer yɔ̀ː k to take, bring, get, accept, receive.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese okai, okɛ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
385 *yuk (& *yɯək?); *yək; *yəək to lift. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon yuk, yok /yɯk/, Modern Mon yàk to lift, to carry 
in arms, Palaung yɯʔ to rise, to raise, Praok yaok, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai 
yuak (!) to lift; → Shan yū̀k; ~ Khasi kynjuh to dandle, weigh in arms. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Khmer yùək to lift up, Bru ʔayəʔ̀, (~?) 
Mương giắc (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nhắc, nhấc to lift, raise; (or C) ~ 
Riang-Lang _pəkcək to erect, set upright.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng jɯːk, Sre yəː to lift, Chrau yəːʔ to take off, lift, Bru 
ʔayɤ̀ːʔ to raise, lift; → Cham yaːʔ.  
Vocalism at least in part contextual, cf. 538 *juŋ; Lawa suggests *yuək; C perhaps 
contaminated by 425 *ləək. Cf. Biat ioːt to carry. But Central Sakai jujúk to carry 
on head is ← Malay junjong (< Proto-Austronesian *d'uŋd'uŋ).  
(BLOOD 1966 427.) 
 
386 *yuuk vigorous, healthy.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon [thɔt] yɜk̀ to be in good health, Bönöm Bahnar joːk in 
good health (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Old Mon yiryuk /yəryuk/ vigour; ~ East 
Bahnar hioːk, West Bahnar hɲoːk easy, happy, pleasant, to make easy (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
 
387 *[.y]aak bold.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre chaː to be bold, Palaung yaʔ to be bold, Riang-
Lang -yɑk to be bold, to dare; a secondary derivation → Röglai jəmaː. 
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388 *kyaak ghost, supernatural being.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Old Mon kyāk /kyaik/, Modern Mon caik sacred being or thing, 
Stieng ciaːk bloodsucking male witch, Sre caː evil spirit, Chrau caːʔ demon, Biat 
ciaːk ghost, Bahnar kiak corpse, (souls of) the dead, ghosts, Jeh kayaːk to die, 
Halang kəyaːk corpse.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SMITH 1972 286.) 
 
389 *tya[a]k sambhur deer, large forest mammal.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar kiɛk, Khmuʼ tyaːk tiger (or 
separate?), Kammu-Yuan təyáːk, Palaung caʔ, Riang-Lang ˉtyɑk, Lawa cak 
sambhur.  
(SHAFER 1965 343.) 
 
(*riik see 276 *riʔaak to open, unfold.) 
 
390 *riək to pluck, harvest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Katuic) Central Rölöm riək, Bunör, Biat rɛːk to 
reap, Lawa Umphai riak, Mae Sariang ɣiak to break (off), Khasi riah to pluck [e.g. 
herbs], Bru rìʔ to harvest.  
(BLOOD 1966 95.)  
 
391 *r[a]k to love; beloved, dear.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer rɛə̀k dear, kind (TANDART 1935), (— -
tɛə̀k) friendly, Thin răk to be beloved, dear, to love, Kammu-Yuan rak, Palaung rək 
(!) to love; ↔ Thai rák, Shan hā̀k to love; ~ (*rmr[a]k >?) Khmer mrɛèk girl’s 
friend of same sex, man’s friend’s wife, Kuy mmràk girl’s friend of same sex; ~ 
Palaung kərrək (!), Riang-Lang _tərrak to love each other. 
 
391a *raak white ant, termite.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [_ruk] _rɑk, Khasi [’n̆iang] rah. 
 
†‡392 *raik (& *raak?) to call out, shout.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Khmer rɛk to call out 
(GUESDON 1930), Stieng raːk (< *raak; or loan word?), Chrau raːʔ to curse, Biat 
[tɒːm] raːk to call [one another] names, Riang-Lang _rɑk to call out, Praok rɛk to 
cry, moan; ~ (*[c]raik >) Khmer sraek to cry out, Serau cerīkn to shout (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 10; or Malay, below?); ~ Old Mon trāk /traik/ 
to shout, cheer. 
Sora rɑi- doublet of ken- to sing, ber- to speak, Santali raʔ to cry, call, sing, weep, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 57).  
Proto-Austronesian *t'urak to cheer: Malay sorak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 157). See 
BENEDICT 1975 260-1. 
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393 *[ ]r[ɔ]k frog, toad.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, North Bahnaric) Bru ʔarɒ̀ʔ large kind of toad, Thin rŏk toad, 
Riang-Lang _rɔk frog, toad; → Shan *ruak frog, Nung *ruak, Dioi ruk tadpole 
(BENEDICT 1975 298, which compare); ~ (or =?) Palaung ərɔk frog, toad; ~ 
Bahnar [kɯːt] adrɔk (Gölar kiːt hədrɔk) toad, Khasi hynroh frog; → Jarai arɔʔ 
toad, Röglai [kieo] adro buffalo toad.  
Or *-uuk (Bahnar), *-uək.  
(SHAFER 1965 220.) 
 
394 *ruk; *ruuk forest. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung rɯʔ outside, (?) Praok [caoŋ] 
raok beach, shore, (junction-form; or ~ *jr- >) Lawa Bo Luang [piʔ]doak, Lawa 
Umphai [pheʔ] ʔrauk, Mae Sariang [phiʔ] ʔɣauk forest; ~ Old Khmer sruk, 
Modern Khmer srok inhabited area, country, Kuy soʔ village, Temiar sərɔk forest. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ruk forest.  
Cf. for semantics 181 *briiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 534; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 231 (b).) 
 
395 *ruk; *ruuk; *ruək to force in, cram in. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer rùk to cram in, to force 
one’s way into, Chrau ruʔ to insert; → Thai rúk to penetrate by force; ~ Mon prak to 
put in, pack in, cram in, (or C) Khasi phroh [bird] to feed [young]; → Malay pĕrok 
to stuff into a drawer anyhow; ~ (*jnruk >) Sre jərok gluttonous, intemperate; (or 
C?) ~ Riang-Lang _prɔk to crowd in on, press, throng, to force ones way in; ~ Khmer 
rənùk bar, bolt, catch, latch. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng ruːk to force in, force under; ~ Biat nɗruːk 
gluttonous, intemperate, Khasi jynruh things lying in a disordered manner; ~ Stieng 
rənuːk [kəplɯːŋ] ramrod. 
C: (Nicobaric, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Central Nicobarese yuːək-[həŋə], yuːəkə to 
load [boat], fill [pot], Nancowry ʔukyúak; ~ Kuy trɑːʔ to pour into narrow-necked 
vessel & Bru trɒːʔ (< *crɔːk?); (~?) Bahnar srɔːk to pour grains into small opening 
= Gölar hrɔːk to push rice into bamboo tube. 
 
396 *ruuk ox.  
A: (Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang rok; ~ (*kuən ruuk by contraction >?) Sre kənrou, Biat 
nɗroːk.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk.  
(BLOOD 1966 8; SMITH 1972 283.) 
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397 *ruuk; *ruək; *rəək to shake, tremble. 
A: (Khasi, South Aslian) ~ Besisi krūk to tremble, shiver (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 228); ~ Khasi kynruh to rinse, churn, rumble, shake. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric; *ruək ruək >) Bahnar rəhrɔːk to tremble (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ Central Nicobarese nyɔk to shiver. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəːk rəːk trembling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
rəhrəːk to tremble; ~ Old Khmer kamrek, Modern Khmer kɔmraək to move, shake, 
tremble; ~ (*s[b]rəək >) Mon hərak to shake (v.t.). 
 
398 *krak heartwood, hard wood.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon krɛk, Khmer krak heartwood, Biat [chiː] 
krak, Bahnar [ʔlɔːŋ] krak ebony, Riang-Lang ˉkrak heartwood.  
Stieng kraʔ heartwood, Sre kra hard [wood], Vietnamese trắc species of hard wood, all 
appear to be interdialect loans. 
 
399 *krək adapted, ready, suitable.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon krak to suit, be s.able, Khasi khreh to prepare, to be ready.  
Connection uncertain Sora 'iraː- to be agreeable, favourable. 
 
400 *[k]ruk to fall.  
A: (Khmuic, South Aslian) Thin kruk, Semelai gərək; ~ (*[k]rruk >) Kammu-Yuan 
kərúk. 
 
401 *grik to sift, sieve.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon kràk; ~ Khasi kynric.  
Cf. West Bahnar həriːŋ &c. (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
‡402 *criək to be split lengthwise.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer criək to split (v.t.); → Thai krìak to split 
(v.t.); ~ (*cbriək >) Mon kəreak to split, slit open; ~ (*cnriək >) Mon kəreak 
part split off, slat, sheet, piece, Khmer by dissimilation cɔmriək part split off, West 
Bahnar jədrɛːk slice cut lengthwise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Cf. 404 *craak &c. to tear, divide. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
(Proto-Austronesian *t2ərak: ?) Paiwan (Formosa) min-tsərak split (BENEDICT 1975 
391, which see). 
 
403 *crak; *criək to incise, engrave. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon sɛk sak to draw, draw a line, cross out, Biat crak to 
engrave.  
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar crɛ:k to draw a line, groove, engrave.  
B probably by secondary palatalization, cf. 487 *cʔaŋ &c. Connect Vietnamese rạch 
to make incision, groove. (< *[ ]raik?); but Sre saraʔ written matter is ← Röglai 
haraʔ < Proto-Austronesian *t'urat1. 
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404 *craak; *craik; *criik to tear, divide.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mon saik srāk to tear (in two, up), (—thoŋ) to be 
born, (A) Khmer craːk to divide up (TANDART 1935), to share expenses, (B) Khmer 
crɛ ̀ː k (!) to part [e.g. curtains], (— pùh) cut way through, Mương réch (BARKER 
1966 18), Vietnamese rách torn. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre cereː to tear.  
Hardly by metathesis *cr-caak &c. (cf. 291) in view of Austronesian, below. Cf. also 
402 *criək to be split lengthwise; 465 *saik &c. to split, cleave, tear. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'arak: (i) Malay sarak to separate the sexes, Tagalog salak to 
chop, slice, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 148; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) Acehnese criəʔ 
to unravel [fibre], to pull to pieces, Malay charek to tear bits off, Iban charik torn, 
perhaps rather < Proto-Austronesian *k'ari[ ]ək than ← Mon-Khmer in view of 
vocalism. See BENEDICT 1975 375, separate(d). 
 
(*c[ ]raak see 1581a *cgaar to fence, enclose.) 
 
405 *[c]r[ə]k to take shelter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon cruk ?/crøk/, Khmer crɔ̀ː k (!)  
Khmer chest register perhaps secondary, but lengthening unexplained; cf. here 694 
*tr[ə]ŋ. 
 
406 *[c]rɔk to drip.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic). Khmer srɔk; ~ (*[c]brɔk >) Literary Mon taråk to lead off 
[water] by a gutter, Khmer sɔmrɔk to let drip, Bru rɒʔ to let in water; ~ (*[c]nrɔk 
>) Mon kərɔk gutter.  
Cf. 842 *ruc &c.  
 
407 *crɔɔk to plant upright, stick in.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon crok /crɔk/ to plant upright, Modern Mon 
sɔk also to place on finger, Khmer crɔːk to put in, fill, load, to place on finger, Stieng 
cərɔːk to put in, fill, load, Biat crɔːk to load [gun].  
Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic contaminated by 395 *ruk &c. …to cram in. 
 
408 *trak; *tra[i]k; *triək buffalo. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi shynreh.  
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tráːk, Lawa Bo Luang khrak, Lawa Umphai 
krak, Mae Sariang khyak, (or A?) Palaung kraʔ.  
C: (Katuic) Kuy triːʔ.  
With Palaungic initials cf. 410 *t[1]r[ɯə]k.  
(SHAFER 1965 88; & cf. 458.) 
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409 *traak lead.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre (→ Stieng) traː, Chrau traːʔ; ~ (*tnraak >) Biat 
ndraːk, Tölo Bahnar adraːk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai mbrak; → Röglai təmra, North Röglai tumraːʔ. 
 
‡410 *t[1]r[ɯə]k ribs.  
(Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan [cəʔáːŋ] trɯ́ak, Mnar [ʃʔyʔaŋ] ʃruʔ 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Khasi [ka shyieng ka] shruk bone; ~ Central 
Nicobarese tenyuaːk; ~ (*t[1]pr[ɯə]k >) Palaung prɯʔ, Riang-Lang ˉphrok 
side of body.  
Khasi sh- by phrasal deformation? But with these Palaungic initials cf. 408 *trak &c. 
(By metathesis) Proto-Austronesian *ɣut'uk: Malay rusok, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 59). 
 
†411 *prə[ ]k to injure.  
(Mon) Old Mon prik /prøk/ to injure, harm; ~ Modern Mon pərak to molest, attempt to 
injure. 
Sora 'paˑraː- to be hurt, wounded, 'paːraː-n wound, injury (& with variant vocalism 
'poruː- to overlook, cast evil eye?). 
 
412 *prɔɔk squirrel.  
(Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian). Sre pro (→ 
Stieng prɔh?), Chrau prɔːʔ, Biat, Bahnar prɔːk, Jeh proːk (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979), Kammu-Yuan prɔːk, Palaung [ə]prɔʔ (MILNE 1931), Vietnamese [con] 
sóc, Sakai prōkn (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 136 (c)); → Lao, Ahom 
*rook (BENEDICT 1975 226, bat…); Cham, Jarai prɔːʔ, Röglai proʔ, North Röglai 
proːʔ.  
Cf. Khmer kɔmprok, apparently < *koːn prɔːk, for which cf. Vietnamese; → Thai 
krarɔɔ̂k (with kr- by hypercorrection) at early stage; with vowel metathesis & 
irregular shortening. For Stieng -h < *-ʔ (here borrowed) in animal names cf. 39 
*ciiʔ.  
(SHAFER 1965 334d; BLOOD 1966 75.) 
 
413 *brək brək disorderly, untidy.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon həpràk [həprùi] to have unkempt hair, Praok [sibroy] 
sibruk refuse. 
 
414 *br[ɔɔ]k water-dipper.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon pròk bråk water-dipper, Sre bro gourd container or 
dipper; apparently → Röglai bro gourd container or dipper, Acehnese bruəʔ 
coconut-shell, dipper &c. made from coconut-shell, Javanese bĕruk coconut-shell used 
as dipper or rice measure.  
Acehnese, Javanese cannot be cognate. Connection uncertain Palaung brɯʔ, blɯʔ 
to dip up. 
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415 *brok to go.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat broʔ, Bahnar brɔk.  
(SMITH 1972 272.) 
 
†416 *mraik[ ] peacock.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon mrek (& mreṅ) ?/mraik/, Modern Mon 
pəràik, Sre bra, Chrau vraːʔ, Biat braːk, Palaung dials. phraʔ, braʔ (Mon; → 
Riang-Lang prɑk), Bru rìaʔ (< *-aak; loanword?); → Cham (a)mraːʔ, Jarai 
amraʔ, Röglai amraː, North Röglai amraːʔ peacock (→ Bahnar amraʔ, Gölar 
Bahnar həmraʔ peacock, pheasant); Malay mĕrak (probably → Central Sakai 
[chîm]-mĕra’), Acehnese möraʔ, Javanese mĕrak.  
Old Mon has similar orthographic variants; ad 417 *c-liik[ ] pig, 1051 *tmaat[ ] 
vulture; perhaps /mraĩk/ or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 321, 532; BLOOD 1966 281.) 
Kharia ma'raʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 27).  
 
417 *lik[ ]; *liik[ ] pig. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung leʔ, Riang-Lang _lek. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central & South Aslian) Kuy (ʔaː)lìːʔ, Praok lik, Lawa Bo 
Luang ləic, Lawa Umphai leic, Mae Sariang lɛic, (or A) Sakai lǖ (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 78); ~ Old Mon clik (& cliṅ) ?/clik/, Modern Mon kloik, 
(or A) Bera jalo’ (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 83); (?) → Javanese 
chèlèng, Madurese cheleng wild pig.  
On Old Mon variants, cf. preceding; perhaps /clĩk/ or the like. Connection dubious 
Khmer crùːk.  
(SHAFER 1965 332.) 
 
†418 *l[a]k to hoe.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung lɔʔ (!) to hoe, Riang-Lang _lak to dig, to peck; 
~ Palaung klɔʔ to peck; ~ Jeh hlak, Halang təlak, Palaung kəlɔʔ hoe. 
Sora loː- to hoe, Mundari laʔ to adze, to hoe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 304). 
 
419 *lak to inlay.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon lak /lak/ to set with gems, Khmer lɛə̀k to groove, incise 
(contaminated by 403 *crak? also lɔ̀ː k); → Cham lak to groove, incise. 
 
420 *lak weapon.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon lɛàk [nɛàk] (→ Burmese laknak); ~ (*lnak >) Mon 
[lɛàk] nɛàk weapon, (~?) Bahnar rənak, hənak weapons for defence (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
 
(*lak see also *[d1]lak good.) 
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‡421 *laik; *lak; *liək; *lik; *liik; *lək to unfold, to open eyes. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre la to unfold, spread (→ Röglai laː; so not < 
191 *laʔ, which compare, but perhaps merging it); ~ (*[l]mlaik >) Mon pəlàik 
(la)mlāk to open [eyes], Proto-Nyah Kur *ləmlaa̤k (DIFFLOTH 1984 V50), Khmer 
rùmlɛ ̀ː k to spread out and divide up, separate; → Röglai blaː, North Röglai blaːʔ to 
open [eyes]; ~ West Bahnar təlaːk to peel (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Riang-
Lang ˉplɑk = to open [eyes], Praok plak to reveal. 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre laʔ = la, Chrau laʔ, Biat lak to spread out; ~ Kuy 
mplaʔ to spread open, unfold. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar lɛːk to skin, peel, to show [teeth], Röngao to spread, 
Bru lìaʔ to peel; ~ Bahnar təlɛːk to peel (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ plɛːk to 
open [someone else’s eyes, mouth, &c.]. 
D, E: (South Bahnaric) Sre liː to open [eyes], to spread, open, Chrau liːʔ openned out, by 
sandhi liːn [mat] to open [eyes] (E), (D) Biat liʔ unfolded; to open [hand]. 
F: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lək to spread, unroll.  
(BLOOD 1966 379) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəlag': Malagasy velatra to spread out, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27, 
in part). See BENEDICT 1975 393. 
 
421a *laik fluttering creature.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _lɑk [ˉloŋ] flying fox; ~ (*lmlaik >?) Riang-Lang 
_rəlɑk, (~?) Lawa Bo Luang mblak, mbrak, Lawa Umphai mblak bat; ~ Khasi 
slieh flying squirrel; ~ syllieh (beside syllih) flying squirrel, (probably ~, but cf. 
408 *trak &c.) Palaung kərlaʔ butterfly.  
Cf. 431 *laik luk &c. flashing…, 444a *pliik &c. to flash, flicker. Chrau has luʔ bat. 
 
422 *laik; *liək; *liik to dissolve, fall into dissolution.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Stieng leːk to melt (v.i.); ~ Old Mon [rlaṁ] rlāk /rlaik/ to 
be in ruins, Modern Mon làik to fall into ruin, fall away. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛːk to dissolve, melt (v.i.). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng liːk to melt (v.t.), Sre liː to dissolve, melt (v.i.), Chrau leːc 
to crush, pulverize, Biat leːk dissolved.  
Old Mon rl- by phrasal attraction, or contaminated by 861a *rlaac to collapse…? Cf. 
718 *la(a)ŋ to destroy; 927 *ləɲ to be destroyed… .  
(BLOOD 1966 34.) 
 
(*laik see also 431 *laik luk &c. flashing, lightning.) 
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‡423 *lək; *luk; *luuk; *ləc to overturn, capsize, sink, be immersed. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, ?Mon, Palaungic) Kontum Bahnar laːk [vehicle, boat] to overturn 
(!;GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*[l]nlək >) Bahnar glək to be drowned; ~ (*prlək 
>) Kuy lɔʔ immersed in, Chrau pələʔ to turn around, Biat rləʔ back to front, against 
[the wind], Stieng prəlɔːk, Sre pərləʔ (→ Röglai), Bahnar hələk to turn upside 
down; ~ (*bl- >; or B) Mon plàk to sink, be submerged, inundated, (or C) Praok 
pluk [plɛk] to be transformed; ~ (*tnlək >?) Biat ŋkləʔ, ŋklɒʔ to overturn, to 
knock down. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Kuy lùʔ to mix, Bru luʔ (!), Bahnar luk 
to overturn, to mix together (contaminated by 222 *brlu[ ]ʔ); ~ (*[l]nluk >) 
Praok nok to sink, Khasi [tyllep] pluk (!) [water] to cover; ~ Kuy phlùʔ to topple 
over; ~ Bahnar bəluk = luk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer phlùːk to overturn, capsize (v.i.); ~ bɔmphlùːk to overturn, 
capsize (v.t.) (GUESDON 1930), to cause to crash. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lật to turn upside down; ~ (*lmləc >?) 
Biat [mblaːc] blɔr [blɔr] upside down; ~ plac to turn upside down; ~ Sre pərlac to 
turn (v.t.).  
Add perhaps Riang-Lang ˉləc to sink, be drowned (then < *[c]ləəc; otherwise < 854 
*ləəc, which compare). But Palaung lɔk to be transformed is ← or contaminated 
by Shan lɔk̀ to separate, be separated, (— khɑ̀p) slough skin. Cf. further 1079 *lət 
to be extinguished; 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed.  
(BLOOD 1966 410; SMITH 1972 265.) 
Proto-Austronesian *balik: Malay balek behind, to go back, tĕr-balek inverted, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 22); → Semang bīlē’ to turn round, over, &c. (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 255). 
 
424 *lək; *l[ə]c to sleep. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmer lùək to be asleep, Stieng laːk 
to lie down, sleep; ~ Bahnar hlək to sleep heavily, Temiar səlɔg to sleep; ~ 
(*[s]rlək >) Vietnamese giấc to sleep. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic) Thin lɔik̯, lɔic̯ to sleep, go to sleep; ~ Kuy slec, hlec to fall asleep.  
Cf. B66 *[l]aac &c. to lie abed; originally probably *lək ≠ *laac, with mutual 
contamination  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 249.) 
 
425 *ləək to lift, raise.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lɤ̀ːk, Kuy lɤ̀ːʔ, Stieng lɯ̀ːk, Biat ləːk.  
Cf. 385 *yuk &c. 
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426 *lɔk; (*lɔk lɔk >) *klɔk container. 
A: (Palaungic, Aslian, Katuic) Kensiu, Temiar ləg, Semelai lɯk quiver, Bru ʔalɔʔ̀ 
section of bamboo (container); ~ Palaung səlɔʔ cup, Lawa Umphai ralok skull. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Middle 
Mon tlåk /klɔk/ [tinder-]box, Modern Mon klɔk [pɔn] [lime-]casket, Khmer khlak 
small tubular container with lid, Riang-Lang ˉklɔk cup, bowl, Praok klɔk valley, 
Mương tróc head (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 207), Mah Meri hlɯk quiver; → 
Thai klàk, Shan kɔk̄ cup, bowl, → Praok kɔk cup, bowl; ~ (*kmlɔk >) Kuy 
(k)blɔʔ brains, fontanel, (~?) Bahnar kəlɔk, kəlɔʔ container made from split 
bamboo-joint (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Stieng rəklɔːk brains.  
Cf. Khasi khlieh head, with unexplained vocalism (but note Mnar, IVAN M. SIMON PERS. 
COM., khlou). ~ B34 *[ ]p[ɔ]k quiver. ?Connect Iban telak bamboo cup with lid. 
 
427 *lɔ[ ]k tadpole.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon [kon] lòk låk; ~ (*.nlɔ[ ]k >) Vietnamese [con nòng] 
nọc.  
Cf. Palaung əglo (MILNE 1931). 
 
428 *lɔk; *lɔɔk to dye.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Middle Mon låk, Modern Mon lòk to paint (on), (B) Kuy lɑ̀ːʔ 
to dye; ~ (A/B) Middle Mon lwåk dyed material; ~ Literary Mon calåk, (A) Khmer 
crəlùək to dip into liquid, dye.  
Connection obscure Riang-Lang _ruak to dye, paint. 
 
(*lɔk see also 855 *lɔc penis.) 
 
429 *luk stone.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Sre lu (!), Biat luʔ; ~ Semang bālog (i.e. Jehai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 462). 
 
430 *luk; *luuk to have a hole in, make a hole in. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Nicobaric) Mon làk to be torn, punctured, Bru luʔ to be torn, have hole 
in, Nancowry kalók to pierce. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat loːk to make a hole in.  
Connect 2069 *luh to pierce? 
 
431 *laik luk; *laik luuk; *laik luək flashing, lightning.  
A, B, C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung ləlɔʔ sheet lightning (MILNE 1931) 
(C), Riang-Lang _lɑk _lɔk (flash of) lightning (A), by vocalic assimilation perhaps 
following metathesis Khasi leileih lightning, by inversion (B) Biat [koːɲ] loːk 
[koːɲ] laːk firefly; so ~ Lawa Umphai pluk plak lightning (& Mae Sariang puk 
plak, Lawa Bau Luang puk pleak).  
Connect 444a *pliik &c. to flash, flicker; & cf. 421a *laik fluttering creature. 
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432 *luuk; *luək to touch, explore manually. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon lɜk̀ to touch, come in contact with, collide with, 
Khmer lùːk to reach out one’s hand, Chrau luːʔ to grope in holes for [fish] 
(contaminated by 438 *gl[ɔ]k?). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy lɔ̀ː ʔ to grope in holes for [fish]; → Cham lwaʔ to 
insinuate (oneself); ~ Stieng cəlɔːk to try temperature of water with finger.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
 
433 *klak blocked, blind.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Mon klɛk to be filled in, closed, blind, Kammu-
Yuan lɯk to be blind, Riang-Lang ˉklak to be hard, stubborn (?), Khasi [mat]lah 
(compounding form) blind [person].  
Connect perhaps Jeh ʔloːk, Halang ʔloak blind (< *k/p/luək?). But connection 
dubious Praok duk blind; or Bahnar klik deaf. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
434 *klɔk navel.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kloʔ, Chrau, Biat klɔʔ, Bahnar klɔk; → Stieng klɔː by interdialectal 
borrowing.  
(SHAFER 1965 334c; SMITH 1972 280.) 
 
(*klɔk see also 426 *lɔk container.) 
 
435 *klɔɔk to spill over.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) ~ Khmer krəlɔːk to spill over, be displaced; ~ (*kplɔɔk >?) Khasi 
phaloh to spill, splash over (& by secondary derivation kynphlok (!) to spray 
[water]?).  
Connection dubious Mon kəlak to splash about, be scattered. 
 
436 *kl[uə]k white.  
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian, ?Palaungic, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan klɔ́ː k, Bateg Nong halɔk̃; 
~ Palaung blɔʔ (?, < *kml[uə]k; or ad 369a *kɓɔɔk); ~ Kuy pluːʔ grey [hair], 
Bru plùaʔ (< *-ɔɔk?).  
Add perhaps Khasi lieh (then compounding form, < *klək with secondary 
lengthening). 
 
437 *gnlak uneven [ground].  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [həlɔk] hənɛàk, Khmer [kùənlɯ̀k]-kùənlɛə̀k. 
 
438 *glɔk to insert hand into or remove from hole.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon klòk glåk to take out with hand, insert hand, Proto-
Nyah Kur *khlɔk̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V51), Riang-Lang klɔk [ˉtheŋ] to pluck out, 
gouge out (→ Shan khɔk̄ to pry out), Khasi kloh to push hand into hole.  
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Cf. Stieng glɯːk (< *gləək) to uproot tree for transplanting. 
 
439 *gluk to tap repeatedly.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang klok to tap, rap; ~ Old Mon girluk 
?/gərlɯk/ to beat [drum], Khmer krəlùk to pat in, knead. 
 
440 *cla[a]k piece of roofing material.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Old Mon clāk /claik/ shingle, Modern Mon klaik 
wedge, Bahnar hlaːk quantifier for pieces of thatch, fields, flat things, ? Bru sulɛːʔ 
wall of bamboo twill (then *-aik); ~ (?; *cmla[a]k >?) West Bahnar mənaːk piece 
of thatch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
441 *jlək (& *jləək?) to be choked, stifled.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Aslian) Mon klàk to be stifled, Khmer chlùək to be choked, 
suffocated, (?; then variant >) Semelai jələːk smoke.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 300.) 
 
(*tlak see 322 *[l]tak to hammer… .) 
 
441a *t1la[a]k intestines.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang klaːk; ~ Chrau təlaːʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 288.) 
 
442 *t1luk; *t1luuk; *t1luək; *t1lək dirty. 
A: (Khmuic, Khmer, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan rùk (!) dirt, perhaps Khmer thlok puddle, 
Kuy loʔ wallow. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bru nlòːʔ mud, Bahnar troːk mud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
~ (*t1bluuk by levelling >?) tətroːk to get mud on, soil (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉruak dirt, to be dirty, foul, unclean; ~ 
(*t1bluək by levelling >) Riang-Lang ˉtəkruak to defile, (or ~ *t1mluək >?) 
Vietnamese in compounds trọc to be impure, muddy. 
D: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klak to be dirty, dusty, Proto-Nyah Kur *khləḵ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V53); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəlak soiled, to soil (~ *plak < 
*t1plək).  
Cf. Mon hlak to be dirty, probably contaminated by hlak mud < 482 *lhək.  
 
443 *[d1]lak good.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Jeh lak healthy (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Palaung laʔ, 
Riang-Lang _rak to be good.  
Or *lak, if Riang-Lang contaminated by 391 *r[a]k to love… . Distinguish 193 *ləʔ. 
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444 *dlɔɔk kind of creeper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [cɜk̀] klòk Willoughbeia edulis Roxburgh, Khmer thlɔ̀ː k 
Parinarium species, with edible nut.  
 
444a *pliik; *pliək to flash, flicker. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer phleːk bright, twinkling.  
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang [puk] pleak lightning, Khasi phliah sparkle of 
fire.  
Connect 431 *laik luk &c. flashing, lightning; & cf. 421a *laik fluttering creature. 
 
445 *pliik; *klip (& *kliip?) shoulder. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *pnliik >) Stieng pəliːk, Sre pəni, Chrau pəniːʔ, Biat mliːk. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok klip (< *kliip?), Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang klep.  
Direction of metathesis undetermined. 
 
446 *plak; *pla[a]k side. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese in compounds trắc. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉplɑk side, direction, fraction, Praok plak side, direction, 
half; perhaps by back-formation ~ Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang lak side.  
Probably by metathesis 352 *lpak &c. …split in two; cf. there Praok pak; Old Mon 
luṁpek. 
 
‡447 *pla[a]k sole, palm.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉplɑk. 
Proto-Austronesian *palag' palm: Toba Batak palak, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 112; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 350. 
 
(*plɔk see 353 *[l]pɔk to open.) 
 
448 *pluk pigeon.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng pluk large wild pigeon, Chrau pluʔ kind of 
small bird (→ Sre [ntəːp] plu pigeon?), Bru [cɛːm] plɯ̀ʔ pigeon; ~ (*kuən pluk 
by contraction >) Khmer kɔmphlok pigeon.  
(SHAFER 1965 334.) 
 
449 *[blak] blak nightjar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [həcem] əplɛàk nightjar, Khmer pəplɛə̀k kind of nocturnal bird. 
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450 *bluk; *bluək tusk, ivory. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer phlùk, Stieng bluk, Lawa Umphai 
phlok. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy phlùaʔ.  
Cf. 225 *[m]laʔ. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 126 (a).) 
 
451 *rlaak; *rlaik to split, divide.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon làik to split [bamboo] into fibres, 
Khmer rəlɛ ̀ː k to divide up, share out (B; → Cham ralaik), Biat rlaːk to divide up, 
(~?) Khasi thlieh (B) to split; ~ Sre tərlaː piece of bamboo from which fibres have 
been split (DOURNES 1950; A).  
 
452 *sliək to put round lower part of body.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer sliək to put on [lower garment]; ~ (*snliək >) 
Bahnar dialects sənɛk (to put on) man’s lower garment (GUESDON 1930).  
Connection dubious 453 *sl[u]k. 
 
452a *snlak (& *snlaak?) joint.  
A: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer sɔnlak joint, Central Nicobarese henlaːkə- [shoulder] 
joint (& oklaːkə joint; < variant?).  
Connection uncertain Biat rpak. 
 
‡453 *sl[u]k to put on, wear.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon sluk, slok /slɯk/, Central Sakai lok; → Karo Batak 
seluk.  
Connection dubious 452 *sliək; but cf. 762 *sləəŋ. Note also Bahnar hruk & Bru 
saruəʔ (perhaps < *srluuk); ← Indonesian? 
Proto-Austronesian *t'a[ɣ/r]uk (Mon-Khmer implies *-ɣ-): Malay sarok putting one’s 
foot down into [sarong], &c. (BLUST 1972 no. 70). 
 
454 *wik; *wək to shake, wave. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Khmer vɯ̀k to s. up, mix up, stir; (or B) ~ Mon kəwak to wave; ~ 
Mon həwàk to wave, wag, shake, worry, Khmer gravɨk to shake, disturb (GUESDON 
1930). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok vuk [vɛt] to shake; ~ Khasi kaweh to wave, wag, fan, 
sway. 
 
455 *wiik (& *wiək?) nightjar.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat weːk kind of parrot, Sre wiː, Bahnar dialects [sɛːm] wīk (& wɛːk, 
< variant?) nightjar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Khmer khvaek night heron, Nycticorax griseus is onomatopoeic & not connected.  
(BLOOD 1966 225, owl; correct to fern-owl, i.e. nightjar?) 
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456 *[ ]waik ladle, spoon.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Khmer vɛ ̀ː k ladle, dipper, Kuy (ʔaː)wɛ ̀ː ʔ ladle, 
Bru ʔawèːʔ spatula, Stieng ueːk spoon, Chrau uaːʔ wooden spoon, Bahnar waːk to 
draw, dip up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semang āweg spoon (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 397); (?) → Cham (a)waːʔ, Jarai awaʔ, Röglai awaː, Acehnese 
awöəʔ rice- ladle, perhaps → Vietnamese vá; ~ Biat rwaːk ladle, dipper; ~ Stieng 
kuaːk, Sre kua to remove mash from empty wine-jar (DOURNES 1950).  
Vocalism against Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, so if Cebuano Bisayan luwag, lúwag 
ladle &c. are connected, Austric! 
 
457 *waik larva, worm.  
A: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wàːk (intestinal) worm, Palaung vaʔ insect, caterpillar, 
grub, Praok vɛk worm, Lawa Bo Luang Lawa Umphai wɯak kinds of insect, Khasi 
wieh earthworm.  
 
(*[ ]wək see 866 *[ ]wəc to cut, reap.) 
 
458 *wɔk bent round.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon [wèn] wòk to 
be crooked, deformed, Praok [kɔk] vɔk to be crooked, Riang-Lang wɔk to be curved, 
slightly bent, Khasi woh to hook, fasten with a hook, Tembi wɔɔ̄k̄n bent, crooked (i.e. 
Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 175 (c)); ~ Khmer [krəvɤk]-krəvɔk zigzag, 
Bahnar gəwɔk to be hooked, to hook, Palaung kəvɔʔ iron hook (MILNE 1931), Khasi 
kyrwoh link, ring.  
Cf. 286 *(k)ŋɔk bent, crooked; B35 *p[u]k lame, crippled. 
 
(*[ ]w[uə]k see 866 *[ ]wəc to cut, reap.) 
 
459 *kwak to hang (up).  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon kwak v.i.t., Modern Mon kwɛk, Kammu-
Yuan wak v.t., Palaung hvaʔ v.i., Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai wok, Mae 
Sariang wuk, Khasi wah (& tawah by secondary derivation), Mương quắc v.t. 
(BARKER 1966 18); → Cham waʔ to hang [hammock]; ~ (*kmwak >) Vietnamese 
mắc v.t.  
Connected further Vietnamese ngoặc hook. 
 
460 *kwuuk; *kwuək to claw. 
A: (Mon) Mon kɜk to stick one’s nails into (< Old Mon *kwūk, as toŋ castor-oil tree < 
twoṅ; → Burmese khup to strike with paw?). 
B: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy wɔʔ to scratch, claw, Bru kuwɒʔ (implies *-ɔk!), Khasi khwoh 
to pull with hook or claws. 
 
(*t1rwiək see 774 *t1rwiəŋ potsherd.) 
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461 *twa[a]k kind of palm.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau twaːʔ fan-palm, Bahnar tuaːk kind of palm (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
If Khmer thvaːk curving outwards is cognate, *-aak. 
 
462 *swa[a]k to walk, travel.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Palaung vaʔ (!) to pass by, through, over, 
Semelai suwak to walk, ?Nancowry ʔukwák to step on.  
Cf. A83 *cwaat to step.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 43.) 
 
463 *saak form, characteristic.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon sāk /saik/ colour, Modern Mon saik colour, kind, sort, 
Khmer saːk shape, form. 
 
†464 *saak; *saik to skin, peel.  
A, B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Kuy saːʔ to 
remove [bark &c.] by prying up (A), Bahnar tsaːk to peel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese tước (A) to skin, peel, Praok hak skin, leather, Lawa hak skin; ~ 
(*spaik >) Khmer sbaek (→ Kuy sbɛːʔ, Stieng səbɛːk) skin; ~ (B) Khasi snieh 
skin, leather.  
Cf. 466 *sɔɔk.  
(SHAFER 1965 334a.) 
Sora saː- to peel off (v.t.), sʔaː- v.i.  
 
465 *saik; *siək to split, cleave, tear. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese tách to split, divide; ~ Old Mon snāk /snaik/, 
Modern Mon hnaik two-edged sword.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Jeh siak to tear (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); (or A?) ~ Khasi 
shniah chisel.  
Add perhaps (i) in part Mon saik to tear (in two, up (sāk; otherwise < 404 *craak 
&c.); (ii) Bahnar tsɛːk to divide up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), otherwise < 291 *ciək; 
(iii) Riang-Lang ˉhɑk to break, split, smash (v.i.), otherwise < 472 *haak &c. 
 
466 *sɔɔk to peel.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon sɔk to peel, skin, Khmer sɔːk to 
peel, remove bark, to slough, Kuy sɑːʔ slough, to slough; ~ Mon hənok peel, rind, 
bark, shell, slough, Khmer sɔmnɔːk slough, [onion-] skin, [bamboo-]sheath; ~ Khmer 
sɔmbɔːk, (→?) Kuy mphùaʔ skin, bark, shell, husk, Kammu-Yuan həmpɔ́ː k bark; 
~ (*smɔɔk >) Chrau mɔːʔ bark, Bahnar hmɔːk thick bark of certain trees; ~ 
(*srsɔɔk >) Biat rchɔːk [egg]shell; ~ (?*sɔk >) Bru sɒʔ to peel.  
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Cf. 464 *saak &c.; 347 *pɔɔk. Note also (i) Khasi khoh to skin, peel, perhaps ← 
Tibeto-Burman (*kwâk, BENEDICT 1972 74 no. 342 & n. 229; cf. e.g. Lushei 
khok), but conceivably < *skɔɔk by metathesis < *ksɔɔk < *sɔɔk sɔɔk; (ii) 
Karo, Toba Batak suak broken off, uak to come away, peel away; suggesting Proto-
Austronesian *(t'-)[ ]uak ~ *p-[ ]uak = *puak : Proto-Mon-Khmer *pɔɔk.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; cf. SMITH 1972 293.) 
 
†467 *suk; *suuk; *suək; *sək hair. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Old Khmer suk (or D?), Sre soʔ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Bahnar sɔk, Jeh suk (!), Halang sok, 
Palaung huʔ, Riang-Lang ˉhuk, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang haɯk, Lawa 
Umphai hauk, Kensiu sɔk, Temiar soːg, Semelai suk; ~ (*snuuk >) Danaw 
ˉɲok, Khasi shñiuh /ʃɲuʔ/, ’ñiuh. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon sok /sok/, 
Modern Mon sok, Stieng sɔːk (or D?; beside cɔːk, see there), Praok haək, 
Vietnamese tóc; ~ Chrau sənɔːʔ body hair (contaminated by A24 *tpn[ɔɔ]k?); ~ 
(?, *srsuək by metathesis > *sruək >) Central Nicobarese yɔːk, Teressa-
Bompoka, Chowra heːɔk hair. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer sɔk (→ Chrau?), Kuy sɔʔ, Biat 
chɔk (→ Stieng, rare, cɔːk?), Mương thắc (BARKER 1966 18).  
Sre vocalism apparently post-dental (as North Bahnaric, cf. 335a *ɗuuk); Praok 
suggests secondary *sɯək.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32; SHAFER 1965 252; BLOOD 1966 269; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 1.) 
Sora uʔuː-n, (compounding form) uː-n, Kharia sɔ(ʔ)- (PINNOW 1959 143; Proto-
Munda *sok).  
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *buSuk (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *bucuk; cf. 
DYEN 1965; BLUST 1969 p. 91 n.; SHORTO 1976 n. 10). 
 
468 *suk; *suuk; *suək placenta. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sok. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon sɜk, Sre soː (→ Röglai). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau sɔːʔ womb; ~ (*srsuək >) Biat rchɔːk [kɔːn] placenta.  
Cf. Khasi sieh (< *səək?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
468a *trsik; *trsək kind of cucurbitaceous plant. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rəsiːk small yellow kind of cucumber, Chrau [rəpuŋ] sic 
musk-melon, Biat [plai] rchiʔ water-melon. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer trəsɔk cucumber. 
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469 *[t]sa[a]k to wash.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar tsāk to wash [clothes] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa sak to wash; ~ (*[t]psa[a]k >) Palaung phaʔ to scour with sand (MILNE 
1931), Praok phak to wash [cups], Lawa Bo Luang phak to wash.  
 
470 *hak; *haak to vomit. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre haʔ vomitting, Bahnar hak to vomit. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang haːk to vomit. 
Cf. 474 *hɔɔk; 473 *hə(ə)k sated; 476 *khaak &c. to hawk and spit.  
(SMITH 1972 273; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
 
471 *hak; (*hak hak >) *khak; *hək; *khək to catch, stick, to have something 
stuck in throat. 
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon khɛk to snag on, catch, stick, stick in mud, 
Palaung haʔ, hak to lodge [thorn] in, to have [bone] stuck in throat (MILNE 1931); ~ 
(*.lhak >) Bahnar hlak to be caught, stuck. 
C, D: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer khɔk to have sth. stuck in throat, choke, Kuy, Bru with 
secondary lengthening hɑːʔ to have [bone] stuck in throat & 474? 
 
472 *haak; *haik; *hiək; *hiik to tear, split.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Northern Aslian, ?Palaungic) 
(B) Khmer haek to tear, to lacerate (→ Stieng hɛːk to tear, cut), Kuy hɛːʔ to tear, to 
force open, (A) Sre haː [wood] to split, (A/B) Biat haːk to split (v.i.), Bahnar haːk to 
split (v.t), pull apart, open wide (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ˉhɑk (or < 
465 *saik?) to break, split, smash (v.i.), Semang haek to tear (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 T 32); → Thai hɛɛ̀k to break through, force open, Shan hāk to be broken 
across, to break across; North Röglai haːʔ ripped; ~ (*ch- >) Mon chàik (!) to claw, 
scratch (with chest register by expressive deformation), (B) Khmer chaek to cut up; 
forked, split, cut up (→ Thai cʰɛɛ̀k indented, serrated, bifurcated), (A) Vietnamese 
xước to be scratched; ~ (B) Kuy rhɛːʔ to be torn, (A/B; ~?) Chrau təhaːʔ to split, 
divide; → Cham tahaːʔ torn, Röglai trəha to split, to get torn; ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉtəkhɑk to break in pieces, smash (or ad *saik). 
C: (Bahnaric) Bahnar hɛːk to tear; ~ Chrau təhɛːk torn, worn. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau heːc (? → Bahnar hɛːc broken in pieces 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)), Biat heːk torn; ~ (*hiik hiik > *khiik >) Biat kheːk 
torn, Praok khik [phuay] pieces, fragments.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20, 28; SHAFER 1965 329.) 
 
473 *hək; *həək sated. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat hɔʔ [həːm]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɯʔ.  
Connect following & 470 *ha(a)k to vomit? Cf. 1424 *həəm. 
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‡474 *hɔɔk to vomit.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Biat hɔːk, Chrau hɔːʔ.  
Cf. 470 *ha(a)k; & preceding; 271 *kʔɔk to cough.  
(BLOOD 1966 72.) 
[Proto-Austronesian *(q)u(q)[aə]k:] Malay m-uak nauseating, revolting, Röglai oʔ to 
vomit, &c. (cf. BLUST 1971 no. 340; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*huk see 267 *ʔuk to pour out.) 
 
475 *huək; *ʔuək brains. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔʔ; ~ (*huək huək > *khuək >) Riang-Lang khuak. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Vietnamese óc; ~ Biat rŋɔːk (or 
A?), Bahnar ʔŋɔːk.  
Cf. Khmer khuːə khuər [kbaːl]; by interdialectal borrowing from unrecorded source?  
(SMITH 1972 292.) 
 
(*khak see 471 *hak to catch, stick… .) 
 
476 *khaak; *khaik to hawk and spit.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Mon khaik, (B) Khmer 
khaek, (A) khaːk, Kuy (!), (A/B) Bahnar khaːk to hawk, clear the throat; → Thai 
kʰàak to hawk and spit; ~ Khmer kɔmhaːk, kɔmhaek phlegm, (A/B) Kammu-Yuan 
kəmháːk phlegm, to hawk and spit; by secondary derivation ~ (i) Biat rɯnhaːk 
phlegm (~ *rhaːk < krh-); (ii; A) Khasi kyrkhah phlegm, to clear the throat.  
Bahnar gahak to spit in disdain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) & Vietnamese khạc to spit are 
← Cham kàhaːk < *[g]aqa[kg], a Proto-West-Indonesian variant (cf. Karo 
Batak kahak phlegm) ?Contamination by Mon-Khmer of Proto-Austronesian 
*daSak (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, *dacak). Onomatopoeic. Cf. 470 *ha(a)k to vomit; 
& see BENEDICT 1975 257, cough, which compares Proto-Austronesian *kukak.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
 
(*khək see 471 *hak …to have something stuck in throat.) 
 
477 *chaik wet.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi jhieh (& jhih); ~ (*cnhaik >) Riang-Lang ˉɲɑk.  
Connect by metathesis 795 *kʔaac. 
 
478 *chɔɔk rice straw.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Mon chɔk chåk; ~ Kuy ɲchɑːʔ. 
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479 *[c]huk; *[c]huək to go up. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese xốc to lift [prone person], set on feet, (~?) 
Praok haok, Lawa Bo Luang hoak, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hauk to go up. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung hɔʔ to go up. 
Palaungic h- (suggesting *jh-) also ad 253 *chaʔ. 
 
(*chuək see 272 *cʔuk corner; *t2hiik see 273 *t2ʔiik to sob… .) 
 
480 *thak; *thək to pant, sob. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon thak [kluṅ cuip] [to come] in haste; ~ (*tnhak >) Mon kəhɛk 
to pant. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat [ɲum] thɔk to sob, to swallow the wrong way; ~ 
(*tnhək >) Literary Mon [yuim] samṅuik (!; implying *kəhak) to breathe audibly, 
pant, Khmer dɔŋhɔk to be out of breath.  
Originally probably onomatopoeic. Cf. 273 *t2ʔiik &c. to sob… . 
 
480a *[t]hək to pour (out).  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic) Kuy thɔʔ to pour, tip out, Bru thɒːʔ 
(implies *-ɔɔk?), Stieng tɔːk! to pour, Biat tɔʔ! to pour out, water (contaminated by 
2002 *tuh &c.), Palaung thɔʔ to pour (or, as Riang-Lang thɔk, ← Shan thɔǩ?), 
Khasi theh to pour, spill.  
Cf. Proto-Southwestern Tai *thook (BENEDICT 1975 358, pour out; not Thai); & 267 
*ʔuk &c., *huk. 
 
481 *phɔɔk; *pʔɔɔk fish-paste. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric; ~ *prhɔɔk >) Mon hərɔk fish-paste, Khmer 
prahak grey fish-paste (GUESDON 1930; usually prəhok, prəhùək!), (by expressive 
deformation *mrhɔɔk >?) Kuy mphrɑ̀ːʔ, Stieng brɔhɔːk fish-paste. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phʔɔːk milder-smelling red kind of fish-paste; ~ pra’ak fish-paste 
(GUESDON 1930).  
B perhaps contaminated by 275 *prʔɔɔk thorn (Stieng, Biat fish-bone). Khmer 
prəhùək < *prhɔk? prəhok obscure; cf. perhaps Vietnamese mắm ruốc (< 
*prhuək?). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 23.) 
 
(*[b]huk see 368 *ɓuk rotten, mouldy.) 
 
482 *lhək mud.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon lhuk /lhøk/, Modern Mon hlak, Proto-
Nyah Kur *ləhu̱k (DIFFLOTH 1984 N226; implies *-[u]k?); ~ Stieng ləmhɔːk; ~ 
(*lphək >; or =?) Khmer phùək (→ Thai pʉ̀ak; rather than : A26 *[b]ɔk).  
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 23; BENEDICT 1975 277, earth… .) 
 
(*ʔiŋ see 492 *diʔuŋ house.) 
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482a *ʔiəŋ happy, well.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre iaŋ happy, [a]ʔiaŋ [un]happy, homesick, Biat [lbut] 
iaŋ homesick, Khasi eng-eng sound and healthy. 
 
483 *ʔeeŋ self, oneself.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon ’iṅ oneself, Khmer ʔaeŋ self, 
oneself, this very, Kuy ʔeːɲ (one)self, alone, Stieng iːŋ oneself, alone, individual (≠ 
other, different, < 490 *[c]ʔiiŋ), Biat eːŋ in person, alone.  
Distinguish I (e.g. Bahnar iɲ), for which see 2 *ʔiiʔ.  
 
†484 *ʔaaŋ to open [mouth], to gape open.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan àːŋ, Palaung (MILNE 1931), 
Praok aŋ, Riang-Lang ˉɑŋ to open [mouth], Khasi ang to open, to crack, Besisi ang 
to gape (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 199 (a)), Central Nicobarese 
[tom]-aːŋ-[hələ] to open mouth, Nancowry ʔáŋ, tumʔáŋ; ~ Sakai rĕ-ang mouth 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 199 (c)); ~ Khasi kyr-ang to crack; ~ rynghang (& 
ryngheng) open, ajar.  
Connect 605 *paaŋ mouth, opening? 
Sora a(ː)ŋ- to open [mouth, eye]. 
 
485 *ʔuŋ; *ʔuəŋ; *huŋ; *huəŋ wasp, hornet. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre oŋ wasp; (probably, rather than C) → Jarai hoːŋ, Röglai, 
North Röglai hoŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Biat ɔːŋ hornet, Chrau, Bahnar ɔːŋ, Jeh 
oːŋ, Halang oaŋ wasp, Kammu-Yuan ɔ̀ː ŋ kind of wasp, Palaung ɔŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉuaŋ fossor wasp, Vietnamese ong bee, wasp. 
C: (Mon, Aslian) Mon haŋ, Central Sakai hônk hornet. 
D: (Katuic) Kuy hɑːŋ kind of hornet.  
GUESDON 1930 has Bahnar (h)oːŋ hornet, wasp; ←/ contaminated by western Malayo 
Polynesian? Connect 886 *kʔaiɲ &c. (kind of) wasp.  
(SMITH 1972 168; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 135.) 
 
486 *kʔɔŋ (& *kʔɔɔŋ?) knee.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) ~ (*knʔ- >) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɔŋ, Lawa 
Umphai ŋoŋ, (variant >?) Central Nicobarese [koːl]-kənoːəŋ, Nancowry 
kúykanuáŋ (referred kuáŋ to be supported); ~ (*k[p]ʔɔŋ >) Old Mon kḅoṅ 
/kɓɔŋ/, Modern Mon bɔŋ.  
Röglai taʔuŋ is probably < Proto-Chamic *t[ai](S)uŋ shin contaminated by Proto-
Austronesian *tusud1 knee (DEMPWOLFF 1938 144, *[t]ucud).  
(SHAFER 1965 387.) 
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487 *cʔaŋ; *cʔaaŋ; *chaŋ; *chaiŋ; *cʔiəŋ *chiəŋ to expose to heat. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer ʔaŋ to roast, to warm 
oneself, Kuy ʔaŋ, Bru ʔaŋ, Stieng aŋ to grill, Chrau aŋ to broil, roast, Khasi s’ang to 
roast, toast; ~ Mon həɛŋ to warm, dry, at fire, to toast; by secondary derivation ~ 
Kammu-Yuan [rəmʔòk] rəmʔàŋ burnt, scorched. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [oŋ]-aːŋ to cook [meat, fish], 
Nancowry ʔuŋʔáŋ to boil, ʔuŋsəŋ́ to cook (or 524?); ~ (*cnʔaaŋ >) Mương náng 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese nướng to roast, toast. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ʃəŋ-[hələ] to reheat [food]. 
D: (Katuic, Bahnaric) ~ (*cnhaiŋ >) Kuy ŋhɛːɲ to put close to fire, Biat nhaːŋ dried 
[fish]; ~ (*cphaiŋ >) Bahnar phaːŋ to warm, dry, at fire, to roast; dry season, Jeh 
phaːŋ, Halang pəhaːŋ to roast; by back-formation (?) ~ Jeh haːŋ to feel heat of 
fire (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
E: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ (?, *crʔiəŋ >) Biat crɛːŋ to warm oneself [in 
sun]; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar təɛːŋ to warm in sun or at fire 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
F: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar təhɛːŋ to warm oneself at fire (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
E-F by secondary palatalization, cf. 403 *crak &c. Besisi cho’ong to burn, bake (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 468 (a))is probably rather < 524 *cɔŋ to set 
light to.  
(SMITH 1972 158.) 
 
†488 *cʔaaŋ; *cʔaiŋ; *cʔi[ ]ŋ bone.  
A, B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) Khmer [chʔɤŋ] 
chʔaeŋ (bare) bones (B), Kammu-Yuan cəʔáːŋ, Palaung kəʔaŋ, Praok siʔaŋ, Lawa 
saʔaŋ, (B) Khasi sh’ieng, (A) Vietnamese xương, (A/B) Temiar jəʔaːk, Semelai 
jəʔaŋ bone; ~ (*cnʔ- >) Kuy ŋhaːŋ (A), Palaung kənʔaŋ, Riang-Lang ˉcənʔɑŋ 
bone. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer chʔɤŋ, Khasi sh’ing, ’ing, Kensiu 
ʔiʔiŋ, Central Nicobarese [oŋ]-eŋ, Nancowry ʔuŋʔíŋ (referred ʔíŋ hard).  
C secondary.  
(SHAFER 1965 277a, 370; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 336.) 
Sora ə-'ɟaːŋ-ən, Kharia ɟaŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 7). 
 
489 *cʔaiŋ to shine, be light.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Stieng aːŋ light, to shine; light (n.), 
Biat aːŋ light, to shine, Sre aːŋ, Bahnar àːŋ light (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese ánh beam, ray, ?Nancowry hɛŋ sun; (— sang) light; ~ (*c[r]ʔaiŋ >) 
Chrau səlaːŋ light, Danaw tă_ʔɑːŋ sky.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect Kuy jɛːɲ, Bru jɛːŋ, Chrau yàːŋ gold; 
& cf. 523 *caŋ to glitter, 535 *scaiŋ to shine.  
(SHAFER 1965 367; BLOOD 1966 275.) 
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490 *cʔa[i]ŋ; *[c]ʔiiŋ other. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon c’āṅ /cʔaiŋ/; ~ Modern Mon həaiŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng iːŋ, Biat eːŋ; ~ Biat rʔeːŋ.  
B secondary, but not regular, cf. preceding; perhaps contaminated by alone, individual 
< 483 *ʔeeŋ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
 
491 *t2ʔɔɔŋ tree, wood.  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Khmuic, South Aslian) Kammu-Yuan səʔɔ́ː ŋ wood, (tuːt —) tree; ~ 
(*t2lʔɔɔŋ >) Kuy (ʔaː)lùːaŋ wood, Sre loŋ (!; BLOOD 1966 lɔːŋ), Stieng, Chrau, 
Biat lɔːŋ firewood, Bahnar ʔlɔːŋ tree, wood, Jeh ʔloːŋ, Halang ʔloaŋ, Semelai 
dəlɔːŋ tree.  
(SHAFER 1965 229; BLOOD 1966 74; SMITH 1972 167; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 207.) 
 
492 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔuŋ > *ɗuŋ, Pre-Khasi *ʔiŋ house.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi, Aslian) Kuy duŋ, Bru dɔŋ, Khasi ïing, Central Sakai dök, Semai 
duŋ (TAUERN 1914).  
Kuy excludes *d2uŋ. Cf. Laqua *nd[ia]ŋ house; proto Thai *thiaŋ hut…, BENEDICT 
1975 319.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 153 (a).) 
 
493 *[b]ʔooŋ; *[b]hooŋ dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Semang ba’ong (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
D 177); ~ Biat nʔoːŋ to dry [over fire]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔŋ to be dry, dried, to dry, Riang-Lang ˉhɔŋ to dry v.i.; → 
Shan hɔŋ́ to dry v.i. 
 
493a *mʔuŋ; *mʔəŋ to await, expect. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre (→ Röglai) moŋ to intend to, be about to, Palaung 
mɯŋ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _mɔŋ to hope (for), expect, Praok maoŋ to look 
up; → Shan mɔŋ̄ to hope (for), expect (& muŋ to look for, watch for?). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer ɔŋ to wait, rest, briefly, Kuy mɯ̀ŋ to expect, 
Biat mʔɔŋ to intend to, be about to; (tɒːm — nap) facing. 
 
(*riʔaaŋ see 276 *riʔaak to open… .) 
 
494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) (& *lhiəŋ(ʔ)?) to slant, be skewed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Khmer lʔiəŋ out of the vertical, sloping (→ 
Thai iaŋ), Khasi r’eng propped up on one side, (variant >?) Vietnamese hiếng to 
squint, Bru ʔiːŋ leaning against (< *-iiŋ?); ~ (*lnʔiəŋ >) Mon həeaŋ, Vietnamese 
nghiêng to be out of the vertical.  
Cf. Khmer kŋiəŋ bent to one side; & 759 *sliŋ &c. to be tilted, to squint. 
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‡495 *k[ ]uuŋ kiəŋ small hornbill.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Sre kiouŋ kiaŋ small hornbill, Anthracoceros 
albirostris (→ Röglai ?), Chrau kuːŋkiəŋ kind of hornbill, Bru rakɛːŋ Anthracoceros 
albirostris, by metathesis Riang-Lang kəŋiaŋ small hornbill.  
Sre kiouŋ by chiming deformation? Connect Khmer kɔːŋ keːŋ, keːŋ kɔːŋ kind of 
hornbill; North Röglai balakiak (< *-ŋ) kind of hornbill. 
(Proto-Austronesian *k/al/iŋkiŋ >) Malay [burong] kĕlengking. 
 
‡496 *kaŋ; *kaaŋ; *kaiŋ[ ]; *kiəŋ; *kaik (& *kaak?) transverse, to branch, stretch 
horizontally. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Nancowry kãŋ to (form a) cross; ~ Old 
Mon knaṅ /knaŋ/ [ko’] collar-bone, Modern Mon nɛŋ crosspiece; ~ (*crkaŋ >) 
Kuy (c)kaŋ purlin, Sre rəkaŋ roof-timber, roof, Biat rkaŋ breadth; transverse, across. 
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) 
Khmer kaːŋ to spread [wings], stretch [arms] sideways, Kuy kaːŋ to stretch out (v.t.) 
(B), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai kaŋ side; to spread, (C; ~?) Mương kenh 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese cánh wing (also canh, BARKER & BARKER 
1976; & Mương kènh, BARKER 1966 20, Vietnamese cành branch, by arbitrary 
differentiation?); ~ Middle Mon knāṅ (beside tnāṅ, which separate; merged in) 
Modern Mon naiŋ branch, Khmer khnaeŋ (C) in the shape of a cross; side-shoot, 
bud, twig (GUESDON 1930), (?) Sakai kĕning [luukn] branch (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 207), (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese ngang to be 
horizontal. level, to be wide; across (B), Vietnamese ngánh (& ngành!; C) branch (of 
river &c.); ~ Khmer chkaːŋ to crucify (B), Stieng cɒkaːŋ cross; ~ Chrau təkaːŋ 
main beam. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi pyngkiang crosswise. 
E: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Palaung kaʔ [he], Riang-Lang ˉkɑk, Praok, Lawa 
kak branch; ~ Vietnamese ngách = ngánh; (?, *knaak >) Khasi knah (!) cross-
stick in bird-trap, scaffold.  
(SHAFER 1965 344.) 
Proto-Austronesian *kaŋkaŋ: Malay kangkang straddling…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 74; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); & note *t'ə(N)kaŋ crossbar, BLUST 1971 no. 397; *t'akaŋ 
bow-legged, straddling, ib. no. 373; *t'ikaŋ [legs] wide apart, ib. no. 404, Proto-
Hesperonesian. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 62.) 
Cf. with E Tibeto-Burman *kaˑk fork, branch, BENEDICT 1972 71 no. 327. 
 
496a *[ ]kaŋ (& *[ ]ka[a]ŋ?) to demarcate, fence.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kaːŋ (& takaːŋ, ta- reciprocal; < variant?) to demarcate 
ricefields, Biat kaŋ (— nhar) to demarcate, (— rdɔl) to block [path], Bahnar káŋ 
field boundary marker (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan káŋ to block [road]; ~ 
Bahnar cəkáŋ to demarcate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Add perhaps (*krnaŋ, originally n., >) Middle Mon kanaṅ square compartment, to 
divide into square compartments, Modern Mon kənɛŋ (line in) check pattern. To block 
by attraction 785 *ghaŋ, which compare. 
 
497 *kaaŋʔ chin, jaw.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre, Chrau kaːŋ jaw, Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang kaːŋ chin, 
jaw, Mương cáng chin (BARKER 1966 25); → Jarai kaːŋ, Röglai kak, North Röglai 
kaːk jaw.  
Connect Kuy khìːaŋ chin (contaminated by 1318 *dgaam, which compare?); South 
Nicobarese kaːəŋən tooth. Thai has kʰaaŋ chin, with cognates widely distributed 
in Thai-Kadai (BENEDICT 1975 321, jaw; *g-); cf. here Röglai bələw khaŋ beard.  
(BLOOD 1966 299; SMITH 1972 154.) 
 
498 *kɔŋ; *kɔɔŋ; *kɔ[ ]k ring-shaped artefact. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔŋ, Kuy kɑŋ, (→?) Biat kɔŋ wheel, Sre 
koŋ ring; ~ Kuy ŋkɑŋ bracelet. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer kaṅ (&/or A?), Modern Khmer kɔːŋ bracelet, anklet, 
circle, ring; to make a circle, Stieng kɔːŋ (rim of) wheel, Sre koːŋ bracelet, Biat koːŋ 
bracelet, ring, Chrau, Bahnar kɔːŋ bracelet, metal collar, Jeh koːŋ bracelet; → Cham 
kɔːŋ, North Röglai koːk bracelet, Röglai koːk ring; ~ Halang həkoaŋ bracelet. 
C: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kɔk bracelet, anklet, Palaung kɔʔ wainstbelt of silver rings.  
Connect Lawa Bo Luang kuaŋ ring; Biat khɔŋ spinning-wheel, winder. Cf. 500 *koŋ 
bent.  
(BLOOD 1966 80; SMITH 1972 170.) 
 
499 *kɔɔŋ copper.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre koːŋ copper (→ Röglai), Bahnar kɔŋ̄ copper, brass, bronze 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Chrau kaŋ (contaminated by *kaŋ > Sre [glah] kaŋ small copper cooking-pot?).  
(SHAFER 1965 53.) 
 
‡500 *koŋ bent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon kaŋ to be arched, bent; 
ribs of boat (→ Burmese kuiṅ:), Khmer kaoŋ to bend (→ Thai kooŋ), Kuy kɔːŋ 
bent, crooked, Palaung koŋ to droop (MILNE 1931), Khasi khong[dong] angle, 
zigzag, Vietnamese cong to bend.  
Cf. further (i) Khmer koŋ bent; (ii) 498 *kɔŋ &c. ring-shaped artefact; (iii) Bahnar kɔk 
bent, humpbacked (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), intensive kok, Kammu-Yuan kóːk 
curved, (lying) coiled up.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *bə(N)kuŋ: Malay bĕngkung bent out of shape, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26-7); (ii) *lə(N)kuŋ: Acehnese löngkong curved, arched, curled round, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 94); (iii) *li(N)kuŋ: Malay lengkong circular, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 96; Proto-Western-Indonesian). For Proto-Austronesian *dəkuŋ see 892 
*kuɲ. See BENEDICT 1975 231-2.  
 
501 *kuŋ; *kuuŋ village, settlement. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan kúŋ village. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung kuŋ town, state. 
 
(*kuŋ see also 890 *k[i]ɲ work.) 
 
502 *kuəŋ; *kwaaŋ male animal. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm kuəŋ male animal, 
Palaung [ə]kɔŋ male [bird], Mương [kà] kông cock (CUISINIER 1951); ~ Biat 
ŋkwɔŋ (→ Chrau kwɔŋ) male [animal]. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng kuaːŋ male [animal], male sexual organs, Khasi 
[’niang] kwang boar.  
Variation obscure.  
(BLOOD 1966 88.) 
 
503 *k[ɯə]ŋ to dig.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan khɯ́aŋ! to dig [ground], Palaung kɯŋ, Riang-
Lang ˉkɔŋ, Praok kaoŋ to dig [hole], Lawa Bo Luang koaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kauŋ to dig.  
Palaung has also kuŋ to dig up, mine; suggesting *kuuŋ ~ *kuŋ. Khmuic kh- 
unexplained; as connected Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese cuốc pickaxe, to 
dig. 
 
504 *jkii[ŋ]; *jkiə[ŋ]; *jkai[ŋ] side, edge. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kiŋ edge, direction, Biat keːŋ [mɛːŋ], Jeh kiːŋ edge; ~ (*jnkii[ŋ] 
>) Sre səkiŋ on one’s side, to one side, Chrau ŋkeːɲ! on one’s side, Biat ŋkeːŋ on 
one’s side; to lean over; by secondary derivation ~ Halang kəniːŋ edge. 
B: → Röglai kiaŋ, kiak side, flank; ~ → dəkiaŋ [to lie] curled up. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy khɛ ̀ː ɲ on one’s side, to one side; ~ ŋkhɛ ̀ː ɲ to tilt, lean, Bru sakèːŋ v.t. to 
tilt.  
Jeh, Halang imply *-ŋ; Chrau (& Hre keɲ) then by progressive assimilation? Sre 
shortening regular. Cf. further Khasi kynring by the side, towards the side; but 
connection dubious.  
Sora 'sʔeːŋ-ən side, direction in view of Kharia si'niŋ side, direction, PINNOW 1959 286.  
(SMITH 1972 93.) 
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505 *tk[ɔɔ]ŋ (nape of) neck.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (t)kɑːŋ neck, Bru takɒːŋ, Bahnar kɔːŋ 
[kɔy] nape of neck, occiput, Danaw ¬kɔŋ neck.  
Connect 17 *kɔʔ &c. 
 
506 *tkuəŋ; *tkəəŋ stalk. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cuống; ~ Biat ŋkɔːŋ stalk, Chrau ŋkɔːŋ 
quantifier for stalk-like objects. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar akəːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 təkəːŋ; beside Jölong 
təkiːŋ).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. 516 *[t]guəŋ &c.  
(SMITH 1972 110.) 
 
507 *giŋ to row.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon giṅ /gøŋ/, Modern Mon kàŋ, Khasi king. 
 
508 *[ ]gaŋ stiff, bristling.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɛə̀ŋ obstinate, opinionated, bristling, jammed, Sre gaŋ 
stiff, straight, rigid (DOURNES 1950); → Thai kʰâŋ obstructive, congested, jammed; 
Cham kàŋ motionless, paralysed; ~ Bahnar təgaŋ sticking up, erected (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Or *dgaŋ? Connect perhaps Malay rĕgang taut, referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 103 to 
Proto-Austronesian *[rɣ]əgaŋ to grasp (under the entry 510 *gəŋ &c.). (Cf. 
SHAFER 1965 107.) 
 
509 *ga[a]ŋ house.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kàːŋ, Palaung gaŋ, Riang-Lang _kɑŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 26.) 
 
‡510 *gəŋ; *guŋ to grasp.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmuic, South Bahnaric). Old Mon guṅ, goṅ /gøŋ/ (A), /gɯŋ/ (B), Late 
Middle Mon -guiṅ (A?) to grasp, take, Modern Mon kàŋ also to keep; ~ Khmer 
phkùəŋ (A; & phguṅ, GUESDON 1930, B?) to supply, provide, Stieng goŋ (B), gəŋ 
(A) to hand over [person, animal] as pledge.  
Cf. 516 *[t]guəŋ &c. stalk, handle.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pigəŋ: Malay pegang, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 235; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *pəgaŋ: Malay pĕgang, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 116; Proto-
West-Indonesian); (iii) *[rɣ]əgaŋ: Toba Batak rogang, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
103; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
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511 *gəŋ sacrifice post.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gəŋ sacrifice post, Jeh gàŋ, Halang gɒŋ spirit pole; (probably) → 
Cham kàŋ, Röglai, North Röglai gək post, Jarai gɔŋ sacrifice post; ~ (*gngəŋ >) 
Biat ŋgɔŋ post, support for betel vine; ~ (*g[r]nəŋ >) Sre gənəŋ post erected in 
spirit cult.  
(SMITH 1972 98.) 
 
512 *gɔŋ warrior-like.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon goṅ /gɔŋ/, Modern Mon kòŋ to be 
brave, Khmer kùəŋ invulnerable (→ Thai kʰoŋ endure, persist, → Kammu-Yuan 
khóŋ), Kuy khɔŋ̀ having magical powers, Biat gɔŋ invulnerable.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36.) 
 
†513 *guəŋ; *gəŋ to cook in water. 
A: (Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan kɔ̀ː ŋ to boil down, stew, make soup, ?Nancowry 
kuáŋlan to ferment (rice). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung gəŋ to stew, Riang-Lang _kaŋ to boil, cook by boiling.  
Cf. A112 *[ ]gəm to cook, boil. 
Kharia gɔŋ to cook [rice] (PINNOW 1959 194; Proto-Munda *[g]ɔ[ŋ]). 
 
514 *cgiiŋ to project at right angles.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chkɤŋ upright, sticking up, [e.g. arrow] sticking by 
point; ~ Chrau səŋgiːŋ, Biat ŋgiːŋ [chiː] branch of tree (contaminated by 496 
*kaiŋ[ ] &c., which compare?). 
 
515 *[c]guuŋ; *[c]g[əə]ŋ ladder. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ghuːŋ, Chrau guːŋ ladder, Biat guːŋ, Bahnar kuːŋ, ladder, stair, 
Jeh, Halang gùaŋ house-ladder. 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi jynkieng, jingkieng bridge, ladder.  
(BLOOD 1966 232; SMITH 1972 113.) 
 
516 *[t]guəŋ; *tgəŋ stalk, handle. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic) Sre guaŋ handle, tiller, Palaung gɔŋ stalk, 
handle, Riang-Lang _kuaŋ stalk, Bru ŋkùaŋ stubble. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre taŋgəŋ paddy- stalk, rice-straw (with ta- by attraction 543 
*t1aŋ joint, joined stem).  
= following? Cf. 506 *tkuəŋ &c. stalk; 510 *gəŋ &c. to grasp. 
 
517 *tg[uə]ŋ; *tg[ə]ŋ (bony) ridge. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung gɔŋ [mur] nose, Bru ŋkùaŋ ridge of nose; ~ 
(*trg[uə]ŋ >) Bahnar təkɔːŋ profile, ridge [of nose], shin; ~ (*tng[uə]ŋ >) West 
Bahnar təŋɔːŋ profile, ridge [of nose], shin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Katuic) ~ Kuy ŋkhɑ̀ŋ leg, shin, Bru saŋkɒ̀ŋ leg.  
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Or *tgɔ(ɔ)ŋ, if ≠ preceding. 
 
(*dgaŋ see 508 *[ ]gaŋ stiff, bristling.) 
 
518 *pgɔŋ; *pgɔɔŋ beam.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer (B) bɔŋkɔ̀ː ŋ beam, prop, scaffolding, pole, (A; with head 
register by levelling on unattested simplex?) bɔŋkɔŋ baulk, flat sheet of wood 
forming part of structure of house; ~ (*prg- >) Mon həkòŋ beam, baulk; → Cham 
pagauṅ perch. 
 
‡519 *lŋuuŋ; *lŋəəŋ mentally abstracted. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon ŋɜŋ̀ lṅuṅ to be lost in thought, to mope, Khmer ŋòːŋ very 
confused, close to fainting; ~ (*l.ŋuuŋ >) Mon təŋɜŋ̀ abstraction of mind. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer ṅöṅ to be dazed (& ṅɨṅ̄; GUESDON 1930); (?) → Thai ŋûaŋ slow, 
sluggish, inactive, slothful, → Khmer ŋɯ̀ːəŋ to be dazed.  
Khmer has further, by expressive variation, ŋìːŋ-[ŋòːŋ] dizzy; ŋèːŋ-[ŋòːŋ] confused, 
dizzy. Note also Vietnamese ngượng embarrassed (< *-aaŋ; perhaps ← 
Indonesian, below).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *ləŋuŋ >) Malay lĕngong plunged in thought; (ii) *ləŋəŋ: 
Malay lĕngang silent, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95, *ləŋ[aə]ŋ; Proto-Malayo-
Javanese, assuming Toba Batak ← Malay); & cf. Proto-Malayo-Javanese *biŋuŋ 
at a loss (NOTHOFER 1975 138; Toba has bingun), → Semai biŋuŋ silly (TANDART 
1935); &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 206. Mon-Khmer ↔ Indonesian? Indonesian 
is against constructing Proto-Mon-Khmer *-ɯəŋ. 
 
520 *[ ]ciiŋ elephant.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Central Aslian) Old Mon cīṅ /ciŋ/, Modern Mon coiŋ, Kuy (ʔaː)ciːɲ, 
Bru ʔaciaŋ, Central Sakai chi’k.  
Not explicable from Burmese chaṅ, on which see BENEDICT 1972 133 & n. 362; 
SHORTO 1971 under the entry ciṅ1.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 49.) 
 
521 *ceeŋ point, angle, ridge.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North & South Aslian) Old Mon ciṅ /ciŋ/ gable (?), Modern Mon coiŋ 
ridge pole of roof, Khmer caeŋ joint of roof-truss or rafters, Semang saeng point 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 63).  
Connection dubious 529 *[ʔ]cu(u)ŋ upper end. 
 
†522 *caŋ to shut.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok soŋ to bolt, Palaung səŋ, Lawa Bo Luang sɑŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔŋ to shut; ~ (*[c]ncaŋ >) Biat ncaŋ to shut. 
Sora 'saŋ-ən door (compounding form, ~ sa'naŋ-ən), Kharia 'saŋ- to shut, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 290, Proto-Munda *səŋ; cf. ib. 268). 
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523 *caŋ to glitter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer caŋ shining, bright, to reflect the light; ~ (*c[n]caŋ >) Late 
Middle Mon dacaṅ [baḅaṅ] to be resplendent.  
Cf. 489 *cʔaiŋ to shine…, 535 *scaiŋ to shine…; but connection uncertain A35 
*[c]a[a]ŋ clear, limpid. 
 
†‡524 *cɔŋ to set light to.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Old Mon coṅ 
/cɔŋ/, Modern Mon cɔŋ, Kuy cɑŋ, Bahnar soːŋ (!)to set light to, Vietnamese 
chong to keep [lamp] lit, (probably, rather than ad 487 *cʔaŋ &c. to expose to heat) 
Besisi cho’ong to burn, bake (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 468 (a)), 
?Nancowry ʔuŋsəŋ́ to cook (or 487).  
Bahnar vocalism obscure. Connect A36b *.c[ɔ]ŋ [lightning] to strike? For Biat chuɲ 
see A11 *jhuuʔ. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Kharia sɔŋ-, -sɔŋ fire, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252, 324).  
Proto-Austronesian *ga(N)t'aŋ: Javanese gasang lit, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 53). See 
BENEDICT 1975 329. 
 
525 *c[o]ŋ; *cok to make into a bundle. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi) obs. Khmer coṅ to tie together (TANDART 1935; Modern Khmer 
cɔːŋ!), Khasi song bundle; to pack, tie up. 
B: (Mon) Mon cak to make into a bundle. 
 
526 *cuuŋ axe.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy cuːŋ, Stieng sùːŋ (!), Sre, Chrau, Bahnar suːŋ, Jeh cùaŋ 
axe, Halang cùaŋ axe-blade, mattock.  
Perhaps ← Indonesian, cf. Cham (a)cɔ̀ː ŋ, Jarai jɔːŋ, &c., < Proto-Austronesian *[ ]i[ 
]uŋ (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 22, *bali[j]uŋ, a Proto-West-Indonesian prefixed form); 
Stieng suggests a byform in *ʔc-!  
(BLOOD 1966 241; SMITH 1972 112.) 
 
527 *cuuŋ to eat [rice].  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng suːŋ, Bunör soːŋ, Biat choːŋ, Bahnar sɔŋ, Jeh, Halang coŋ.  
With North Bahnaric vocalism cf. 986 *cuut; 1559a *cʔuur; 1984 *cuh; probably by 
secondary diphthongization (*ciuuŋ > *cəuŋ) as in 43 *cuuʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 15; SMITH 1972 145.) 
 
528 *cu[ə]ŋ; *cəŋ; *ciəŋ kind of small mammal. 
A: (Khasi; ~?) Khasi bsong mongoose, weasel (with b- perhaps by attraction bshad 
civet-cat, mongoose). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy cəŋ [ŋkɑh] porcupine, Sre [pi] səŋ paradoxure, 
Paradoxurus indicus, Biat [mpiːk] chɔŋ fox. 
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C: (Khasi) ~ Khasi myrsiang fox, jackal.  
Cf. Khmer kɔɲcròːŋ fox, perhaps by contraction < *kuun crcuuŋ.  
Proto-Austronesian *mut'aŋ civet-cat (DEMPWOLFF 1938 107; Proto-Hesperonesian); & 
note Vietnamese chồn fox.  
 
‡529 *[ʔ]cuŋ; *[ʔ]cuuŋ upper end. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer coŋ end, tip; (or B) → Acehnese cong above. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre couŋ end, top, Chrau coːŋ tip, branches, of tree, Biat coːŋ end.  
Cf. 299 *pc[ɔ]k; but connection dubious 521 *ceeŋ point… . 
Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)d'uŋ: Malay (h)ujong end, tip, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 65, 
*hud'uŋ; cf. SHORTO 1975 91 n. 25). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 48.) 
 
†‡530 *kcəŋ stretched, to stretch.  
A: (Palaungic, ? North Aslian) Palaung cəŋ to be stretched, to stretch (MILNE 1931), 
Praok coŋ to be firm, stiff, Semang chong to stretch out legs (if correctly glossed; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 488); ~ Riang-Lang kəsaŋ to be straight.  
*-c- confirmed by Indonesian, below. Cf. A36 *[c]oŋ straight. 567 *st1iŋ &c. taut, to 
stretch is hardly connected 
Sora ɲoːŋ- to stretch [body], Kharia jũŋ to stretch out legs, &c. (?; PINNOW 1959 361; 
Proto-Munda *ɲɔŋ or *jɔŋ?).  
Proto-Austronesian *kəNk'əŋ: Javanese kĕnchĕng taut, straight…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 77; Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian).  
With Munda cf. also Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)d'aŋ stiff, DAHL 1973 § 20.7 (Proto-
West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 399-400. 
 
531 *tca[a]ŋ to wait, to attend on.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Bahnar caːŋ to wait, Jeh caːŋ to stay with dying person, Halang caːŋ 
to support; probably → Cham caːŋ, Röglai [do]caŋ, North Röglai caːk to wait; ~ 
(*tpca[a]ŋ) → Jarai pəcaːŋ to wait.  
Hardly connected, as SCHMIDT 1905, 1325 *ca(a)m.  
(SMITH 1972 166.) 
 
†532 *bciŋ; *bciiŋ; *bciəŋ to incline, be aslant. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chênh to be tilted, slanting. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːŋ to lean; ~ Biat nchiːŋ to lean against (v.t.), (~?) West 
Bahnar həciːŋ on a slope (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Middle Mon ceṅ /ceŋ/, Modern Mon ceaŋ to 
decline, Khmer jiəṅ leaning towards (GUESDON 1930; → Thai cʰǐaŋ deviating, 
deflected, → Khmer chiəŋ = jiəṅ, → Kuy chiːɲ leaning), Bahnar cɛːŋ (with c-, for 
*j-, by levelling on derivation) on a slope; ~ West Bahnar həcɛːŋ leaning 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi pasiang inclining, slanting; by secondary derivation 
~ Mon həceaŋ daceṅ to incline, Khmer jajiəṅ leaning, to go to one side (GUESDON 
1930).  
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Cf. further Khmer crìəŋ leaning over (by back-formation from *cəcriəŋ < *crciəŋ?); 
Khasi pashing sideways; Kuy sɛːɲ & Bru sɛːŋ to go down, descend. 
Sora ob'seˑŋ- &c. to be turned round, to turn [something] over = ob'seŋ-[le] sideways, 
leaning; seŋ- to squint. 
 
‡532a *[r]caŋ to prick, pierce, insert.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon cɛŋ to prick, pierce, to thread through; ~ (*[r]ncaŋ >) Kammu-
Yuan [ɲìat] ɲàŋ to prick, pierce, stick in, put (into). 
Proto-Austronesian *[ɣr]aNK'aŋ to insert: Malay ranchang sticking up, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101, *[ḷ]o; less Javanese, ad following; Proto-West-
Indonesian). Indonesian ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
‡533 *[r]caŋ rack, framework.  
(Mon) Mon cɛŋ rack, bin, framework, staging; → Burmese caṅ.  
Connection uncertain Khasi rynsan platform, gallery. For Mon hnɛŋ spoke, rib of side of 
cart see 598 *cnɔŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian *raNk'aŋ: Karo Batak ranchang drying-rack for tobacco, 
Acehnese rancang fowl-basket, Javanese ranchang set up, framed, (-an) 
framework (Proto-West-Indonesian). DEMPWOLFF 1938 101 refers Javanese to base 
cited ad preceding. Note also *raNd'aŋ twilled work (ib., Proto-West-Indonesian), 
with which Acehnese shows contamination.  
 
534 *lmcɔŋ kind of water-lily.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kəcɔŋ lacåṅ kind of water-lily, Khmer lùmcɔŋ blue lotus. 
 
535 *scaiŋ to shine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sāṅ to shine, Khmer caeŋ shining (& to explain, make 
clear); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer cɔɲcaeŋ bright… .  
Cf. 489 *cʔaiŋ; 523 *caŋ to glitter. But connection uncertain A35 *[c]a[a]ŋ clear, 
limpid. 
 
535a *jiəŋ friend.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau yiəŋ friend (term of address), Biat, Jeh jiaŋ friend, Halang jiaŋ 
friend (term of address).  
(SMITH 1972 149.) 
 
536 *jaaŋ to fish with scoop-net.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon càiŋ; ~ (*jrjaaŋ >) Lawa Bo Luang ʔacɯaŋ to net 
[fish]; ~ Mon hnàiŋ, Khmer chnìːəŋ scoop-net.  
Connection dubious Riang-Lang ˉviŋ, Shan wiŋ scoop-net. 
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537 *j[o]ŋ; *j[oo]ŋ long, high. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Bahnar yɔŋ important, great, Khmuʼ joŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan coŋ, Central Nicobarese cɔŋ high, Nancowry cóŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat jɔːŋ long, Sre joːŋ long, high, tall; ~ Bahnar kəjuːŋ high, 
long, big.  
Connect 690 *jruŋ &c.?  
 
†‡538(I) *juŋ; *juəŋ; *jəŋ; *jəəŋ foot, leg. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Old Mon juṅ /jɯŋ/, Modern Mon càŋ, 
Palaung jɯŋ, Riang-Lang _cɔŋ, Praok caoŋ foot, leg, Temiar juk, Semelai jɔŋ 
foot; ~ Old Mon jiñjuṅ, Middle Mon dayoṅ, Modern Mon həyàŋ post, Praok 
[num] jaoŋ foundation. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cɯ̀aŋ, Lawa Bo Luang [hlaʔ] cuaŋ, Lawa 
Umphai [hlaʔ] chuaŋ foot. 
C: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Biat jɔŋ, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar jəŋ foot, leg; (or D; ?) ~ rare Old 
Mon jiñjiṅ ?/jənjøŋ/ post. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Old Khmer jeṅ, Modern Khmer 
cɤ̀ːŋ foot, leg (→ Thai cʰəəŋ foot, base, → Kuy chɤ̀ːŋ), Kuy jɯːŋ & Bru ʔayɤːŋ (!) 
feet, Stieng (or C?) jɒːŋ, jɔːŋ foot, leg, Jeh, Halang jòːŋ foot.  
C, D secondary, perhaps (in part) regular in context; cf. here 254 *jhooʔ &c., 385 
*yuk &c. Sep. Vietnamese chơn foot, chân leg, < 1138 *cə(ə)n.  
 
†‡538(II) *jəŋ (& *jəəŋ?); *jiŋ; *jiiŋ; *juuŋ to stand. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) East Bahnar, 
Jölong jəːŋ to become (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < variant?; beside Röngao jɛːŋ), 
Palaung jəŋ, Praok, Mae Sariang cuŋ, Lawa Bo Luang coŋ, Lawa Umphai choŋ, 
Khasi ïeng, Mah Meri jək to stand; ~ (*jnjəŋ >) Palaung by dissimilation kənjəŋ 
to be, set, upright, Praok juŋ to be upright, Semai jiɲjək to stand; ~ Central 
Nicobarese cənəŋ quantifier for trees, posts, &c. 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ceŋ to stand; ~ Kuy (t)yɤŋ to stand, (~?) Riang-
Lang _tənceŋ to be vertical. 
C: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat jeːŋ, Bahnar jiːŋ to become. 
D: (North Bahnaric) Jeh yùaŋ to get up, Halang yùaŋ to stand, (~?) Bahnar ʔyuːŋ to 
stand up.  
Connected further North Aslian forms (Kensiu həɲjaɲ). A probably originally by 
arbitrary variation (though old, cf. Austronesian); other variants then secondary. 
To become contaminated if not ← Indonesian, cf. e.g. Röglai jəŋ to be, exist, Rade 
jiːŋ to become (BLOOD 1966), < *d'əŋd'əŋ, below. Connected with (I) or (II) 691 
*jruŋ &c. post; upright.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 28, 30, 536; BLOOD 1966 36, 119; SMITH 1972 111; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 220.) 
Sora jʔeːŋ-ən, (compounding form) jeˑŋ-ən, Kharia -ɟuŋ foot, leg, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
365).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'əŋ: Javanese jĕng stand (DEMPWOLFF 1938 48; BENEDICT 
1975 adds Ami); (ii) *d'əŋd'əŋ: Toba Batak jongjong to stand, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 48; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) Javanese jĕnĕng post, njĕnĕng to stand. 
Not ← Mon-Khmer in view of Formosan! See BENEDICT 1975 396. (POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 53.) 
 
†539 *juuŋ rain, to rain.  
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Palaung juŋ (to) rain, Riang-Lang _cuŋ rain, (?) Khasi jung to 
urinate.  
Cf. 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to descend, fall. 
Sora əɟeːŋ-['gum-] to shower, (-ən) shower.  
 
540 *sjaŋ kind of sword.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon sɛàŋ-sjaṅ &c. sword, Bahnar saŋ small curved sword or 
knife, Jeh caŋ small knife, Halang caŋ knife.  
(SMITH 1972 126.) 
 
541 *ɲaŋ larva.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _ɲaŋ caterpillar, Khasi ’ñiang /ɲaŋ/ (~ khñiang) 
worm, insect.  
Sep. Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai ɲuŋ mosquito, ← Tai.  
 
(*[b]rɲuəŋ see 706 *briəŋ rainbow.) 
 
542 *t1iə[ŋ] tail.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tiaŋ, Chrau tiəŋ, Biat ciaŋ, Bahnar kiɛŋ, Jeh teːŋ, Halang teaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 81, 543; BLOOD 1966 108; SMITH 1972 92.) 
 
‡543 *t1aŋ joint, jointed stem.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon taṅ /taŋ/ joint, Modern 
Mon tɛŋ joint, section between joints, stalk, Bahnar taŋ pipe; ~ Khmer thanŋ joint; 
~ Jeh kataŋ section, Halang kətaŋ water-pipe; ~ Khasi jyntang stalk; ~ Nancowry 
pintáŋ cane.  
Connect Riang-Lang ˉkətəŋ elbow, cubit; perhaps Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai taŋ 
shoot (< *t1a[a]ŋ; contaminated by 562 *bt1əŋ plant…?); & note Praok joŋ joint. 
Cf. following. (SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Proto-Austronesian *taNkai: Malay tangkai stem, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128). 
 
543a *t2aŋ; *t2a[a]ŋ knee. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian) Riang-Lang [¯kiŋ] ¯saŋ, by contraction of 
compound (cf. Bahnar below & 1706 *[ ]kuul) Sre kəltaŋ, by vowel metathesis 
Kensiu, Lanoh Yir kaltoŋ, Semelai kaltuŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng [kuːk] taːŋ, Bahnar [kuːl] taːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Cf. preceding.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 40 (a).) 
 
544 *t1aŋ to roast, bake.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung təŋ to roast, steam, heat, Riang-Lang ¯taŋ to bake in 
open dish, Praok toŋ to broil, Lawa Bo Luang tɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔŋ 
to broil, grill, Khasi thang to burn, roast, cremate.  
(SHAFER 1965 396.)  
 
544a *taaŋ to extend, stretch  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer trədaːŋ to stretch out [limbs], (or next?) 
Vietnamese dang to stretch out, spread out, extend; ~ Kuy ntaːŋ widely spaced.  
Cf. 567 *st1iŋ &c. …to stretch; 577a *jdaŋ &c. spread wide, outstretched. (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 31 (a).) 
 
545 *t1a[a]ŋ to take the place of.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng taːŋ substitute, to take the place of, Bahnar taːŋ to take the place of, 
Jeh, Halang taːŋ in place of.  
(SMITH 1972 162.) 
 
546 *tɔŋ; *tɔɔŋ to pull, to draw water.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon tåṅ to bring away, rescue, Modern Mon 
tɔŋ to pull, draw [water inter alia], lead, (B) Khmer dɔːŋ to draw water, (A) Bahnar 
tɔŋ to draw, scoop up.  
Connect obscure Sre gəltuŋ to pull towards one (DOURNES 1950); or Vietnamese 
dương to open [umbrella], draw [bow]. Cf. 570 *dɔŋ. 
 
547 *t1ɔɔŋ handle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer dɔːŋ (→ Cham ḍauṅ), Kuy tɑːŋ, Stieng toːŋ, 
Chrau tɔːŋ handle, Biat tɔːŋ (— jraː) crutch, (—njiːŋ) balance, Bahnar tɔːŋ 
quantifier for guns, swords, axes, &c., Jeh toːŋ quantifier for tools, Halang toaŋ 
quantifier for long tools; ~ (*tntɔɔŋ >) Biat ntɔːŋ handle.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SMITH 1972 173.) 
 
‡548 *t1uuŋ to carry on pole between two.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar tuːŋ, Jeh tùaŋ; ~ Halang hətùaŋ; ~ Sre 
tərnuŋ (→ Röglai), Biat [grɛː] rnuːŋ litter, Bahnar tənuːŋ carrying-pole, (pole of) 
litter, Jeh tanùaŋ carrying-pole, load (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Cf. 565 *rt1uuŋ &c. ladder, bridge.  
(SHAFER 1965 78; BLOOD 1966 242; SMITH 1972 114.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ut'uŋ: Malay usong-an litter, hammock, stretcher, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 163; Proto-Hesperonesian). Hardly Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, given 
consonantism.  
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†‡549 *t1uuŋ to light.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung tuŋ to light [lamp &c.] .  
Connect 1004 *t1ut c.? 
Sora tuŋ- in tuŋ'(g)eḅ- to burn (v.t.), 'tuŋab-̥ to set fire to cleared timber.  
Proto-Austronesian *tutuŋ: Toba Batak tutung to burn, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 143). 
 
550 *[ʔ]t1eeŋ to do.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer taeŋ to create, to have the habit of, [do 
&c.] habitually, Khmuʼ tɛːŋ to make; ~ (*[ʔ]bteeŋ >) Stieng tɛːŋ to direct, be in 
charge. 
 
†551 *[ʔ]nt1aŋ brain.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həntaŋ; ~ Thin kən̆taŋ brain, skull. 
Sora ə'taŋ-ən.  
Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *qu(N)tək (DEMPWOLFF 1938 163, *cutak, 
*cu(n)tək; DYEN 1953 § 118). 
 
†552 *ʔt1uuŋ afraid, to fear.  
A: (Kuy, Khasi, Aslian) Kuy (ʔaː)tuːŋ, Khasi tieng (!; & Mnar, IVAN M. SIMON PERS. 
COM., tyoŋ), Temiar tuːk; ~ Kensiu ʔəntəŋ; ~ Semelai bəthɔŋ.  
*t1 in view of Munda  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 48.) 
Sora 'batoːŋ-, Kharia 'bɔtɔŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 261). 
 
553 *knt2iiŋ bone.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng tiːŋ, Sre, Chrau, Biat ntiːŋ, Bahnar kətiːŋ, Jeh, Halang kasìaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 371; BLOOD 1966 221; SMITH 1972 83.) 
 
†554 *kt2aŋ bitter.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon kətɛŋ, Katuic, (Chrau ←) Stieng, Biat, Bahnar taŋ, 
Röngao saŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cáŋ, Palaung səŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉcaŋ, Praok soŋ, Lawa Bo Luang sɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sɔŋ (to be) 
bitter, Khasi kthang bitter, ksang bitter; bile, gall, Vietnamese đắng, Semang kedeg 
bitter (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 232 (a)); ~ Literary Mon gamtaṅ bitter, 
Modern Mon hətɛŋ in hlɛm hətɛŋ Persian lilac, neem, Sre bətaŋ (→ Röglai), 
(probably =, by assimilation) Jeh, Halang ʔɲaŋ bitter; by secondary derivation ~ 
(i) Khasi byrthang bitter, (lam- —) bitterish; (ii) Central Nicobarese pentəŋ bile, 
Nancowry pintáŋ gall-bladder.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Hence Proto-Yao *ʔńaaŋ (BENEDICT 1975 
369, salty… (II))?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SHAFER 1965 75; SMITH 1972 136.) 
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Sora ə'saˑŋ-, Kharia ɔ'sɔŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 247). 
 
555 *kt1əŋ; *kt1aŋ to hear. 
A: (Bahnaric, Aslian) Central Rölöm tɔŋ, Bahnar təŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Sedang 
taŋ); ~ (*krt1əŋ >) Bahnar kətəŋ, Sakai gĕrtêk to hear (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 6 (c)); ~ (*knt1əŋ >) Kensiu ʔəntiŋ, Temiar gɛntɔk, Semaq 
Beri ntəŋ, Semelai təŋ ear. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau caŋ to hear, listen, Stieng taːŋ, Biat taŋ to hear.  
B secondary; post-dental?  
Connect Central Nicobarese naːŋ ear, Nancowry náŋ ear, hintúaytanáŋ message. Cf. 
575 *kndaŋ to listen to.  
(BLOOD 1966 272; SMITH 1972 102.) 
 
556 *kt1ɔɔŋ pot, jar.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) (~?) Thin k(ə)̆tɔŋ; ~ Lawa Bo Luang tɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ndoŋ. 
 
†557 *kt1uŋ *kt1uəŋ, hole, pit. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon ktoṅ /ktɯŋ/, Modern Mon kətaŋ 
hole in ground, mine, Chrau chuŋ hole [in ground], Palaung tɯŋ (?) ditch (MILNE 
1931). 
B: (Khmer; ~?) Old Khmer antvaṅ, Modern Khmer ʔɔndoːŋ well, (— rae) mine 
(contaminated by ʔɔndau ditch, hole, cave < 72 *nt1uuʔ; → Biat [ndrɔm] ɗuːŋ 
well.  
Palaung perhaps correct to təŋ, implying a variant *[k]t1əŋ; for which cf. Cham taŋ, 
Röglai təŋ, North Röglai tək deep place in river. 
(?) Sora kuntuŋ-[saːm-ən] rectum (referred by RAMAMURTI 1938 to kun'tuŋ-ən tube). 
 
†558 *jt1uuŋ; *jt1uəŋ; *jt1əŋ to strike, beat, make resonate. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tùːŋ to beat; kind of drum, Sre touŋ jew’s 
harp, Bahnar duːŋ resonant percussive sound (& duŋ short percussive sound, by 
expressive var); ~ Chrau gətoːŋ jew’s harp, Riang-Lang ˉsətuŋ drum (< *jrt1uuŋ; 
by metathesis *t1ruuŋ >) Palaung kruŋ, Lawa Bau Lua khraɯŋ, Lawa Umphai 
krauŋ, Mae Sariang khyaɯŋ drum. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer tùːəŋ = tùːŋ, Bahnar dɔːŋ to hit hard and long. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric) Sre təŋ to strike, Bahnar dəŋ short percussive sound (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) (& dəŋ̄ resonant percussive sound GUILLEMINET 1959-63, by expressive 
variation); ~ (*jbt1əŋ >) Old Mon ju’tuṅ /jətøŋ/ to beat [spear on shield], Literary 
Mon jatuiṅ to strike [drum, ball] with stick.  
Cf. 318 *[j]təək to strike, beat. (Cf. SMITH 1972 176.) 
(?) Sora tuŋ- to cuff; taŋ- to thump, cuff, to pound. 
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‡559 *tntəŋ to shake, to tremble.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ntəŋ to shake (v.t.), Bahnar tətəŋ to shiver, tremble (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Jölong also to shake (v.t.). 
Proto-Austronesian *tiŋtiŋ: Malay tinting, Cham tatiŋ, katiŋ to sift by shaking, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 138-9). 
 
560 *tnt1uŋ; *tnt1uuŋ to steal. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Bunör ntuŋ, Central Rölöm tuŋ, Biat ntoŋ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng tuːŋ (or A?), Bahnar tətoːŋ, Jeh, Halang 
tuːŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 170; SMITH 1972 117.) 
 
†561 *nt[2][e]ŋ nerve, sinew.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Mon kəteaŋ nerve, sinew, muscle, Bru satiŋ (contaminated by 567?). 
Sora ɲe'ɲeŋ-ən nerve, vein, tendon (presumptively < *nejeŋ < *neeŋ < *neseŋ). 
 
‡562 *bt1əŋ; *bt1əəŋ; *bt1uuŋ plant, trunk, to plant. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Khmer tɔ̀ː ŋ stem, trunk (with 
unexplained lengthening), Biat [rɛh] tɔŋ tap-root, Palaung təŋ trunk, plant, 
beginning, (or B; ~?) Besisi (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 132) mĕtöng 
to plant. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtəŋ trunk, plant.  
C: (Katuic, Khasi) Kuy thùːŋ to transplant, Khasi thung to plant.  
Note also Kuy stùːŋ, Bru satùəŋ ← Khmer smtūŋ transplanted (rice) seedlings (< 
*jduuŋ?). 
Proto-Austronesian *bataŋ: Malay batang trunk, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 24). See 
BENEDICT 1975 413. 
 
†563 *[b]t1uuŋ; *[b]t1uəŋ to soak. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon tɜŋ to soak, steep; ~ (*[b].t1uuŋ >) Vietnamese dúng to 
dip in vat. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tɔːŋ to dip, soak, dye (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also dɔːŋ; so 
of dialect origin?).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. *t1 in view of Sora.  
Sora 'tuŋ-[daː-] to soak [boiled rice in sour water]. 
 
564 *rmtiiŋ kind of aromatic plant.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon latiṅ kind of flowering plant, Old Khmer raṁtyaṅ, 
Modern Khmer rùmdeːŋ galanga. 
 
(*rt1iiŋ *rt1iəŋ see 693 *t1raiŋ kind of reed.) 
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565 *rt1uuŋ; *rt1uəŋ ladder, bridge. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic; ~ *rnt1uuŋ >) Sre ntuːŋ ladder, stair, Chrau rətuːŋ 
bridge, Biat ntuːŋ footbridge, Thin rən̆toŋ ladder. 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Palaung [təŋ] tɔŋ ladder, stair; ~ (*rnt1uəŋ by metathesis > 
*[t1]nruəŋ >) Kuy nthrùːaŋ stair, Bru ntrùaŋ.  
Connected further forms in *-ɗ-: Kammu-Yuan rəŋtɔ̀ː ŋ, rəntɔ̀ː ŋ, Riang-Lang 
ˉrəŋduaŋ ladder, stair; Central Nicobarese henduːəŋə bridge, poultry-ladder, 
Nancowry hinrúaŋa bridge. Originally *rnt1- by metathesis 548 *t1/rn/uuŋ 
carrying-pole, litter, Palaung by back-formation; or *r(n)ɗ-, *-t1- by 
contamination?  
(BLOOD 1966 233.) 
 
566 *[l]təəŋ to toss up.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar təːŋ to throw up, to weigh in hand (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Literary Mon latuiṅ, katuiṅ to toss (up). 
 
‡567 *st1iŋ; *st1iəŋ; *[s]t1aŋ taut, to stretch. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer sdɤŋ stretched out, to stretch [cloth]; → Thai tʉŋ to be 
stretched, → Khmer tɤŋ to be stretched; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan 
ləŋtéŋ [small object] stretched out. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon steṅ /steŋ/, Modern Mon teaŋ to be stretched, taut, 
Palaung teəŋ to stretch, tighten; → Burmese taṅ: to become taut; ~ Old Mon sirteṅ 
to measure with a cord. 
C: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Biat thaŋ stretched, taut, Bahnar taŋ to stretch 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (or < 574 *kdaŋ, which compare), (?) Vietnamese thẳng 
straight; → Röglai khaŋ stretched, taut; ~ Bahnar cətaŋ, djətaŋ taut, stiff 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham, North Röglai cataŋ stretched; ~ → Röglai 
tanhaŋ long.  
C post-dentally < earlier *[s]t1əŋ, cf. 555 *kt1əŋ &c.; or contaminated by *kdaŋ. Cf. 
further Khmer sɔnthɯ̀ŋ to stretch (v.i.t.); Kammu-Yuan ləŋtəŋ́ [large object] 
stretched out; & 544a *taaŋ …to stretch; 577a *jdaaŋ …out stretched. Hence by 
metathesis 781 *[t][s]iəŋ crossbow string?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ɣə(N)təŋ: Malay rĕntang to stretch out tight, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 58; Proto-Hesperonesian); & note Malay gĕtang taut. See BENEDICT 1975 
399. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 31.) 
 
568 *[s]təəŋ; *[s]taŋ thin. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sdaəŋ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khasi stang (or variant? cf. here 592 *[ ]n1[əə]ŋ); ~ 
Bahnar hətaŋ.  
Or *c-. Connect Biat [chak] ntiːŋ thin, puny? 
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569 *[d]a[i]ŋ; *[d]iiŋ; *[d]əəŋ large. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung daŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok tiŋ. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre dəːŋ.  
Variation obscure; expressive? A perhaps contaminated by 577a *jdaaŋ spread 
wide… . 
 
570 *dɔŋ to pull.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer tùəŋ to pull back and forth, Stieng 
doŋ to pull, push, Stieng dialect dɔŋ to pull down, Khasi tong to draw [water &c.]; 
~ Kuy nthɑ̀ŋ to drag, pull.  
Cf. 546 *tɔ(ɔ)ŋ. But connection dubious Sora diŋ-, Kharia ɖiŋ to draw, pull, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 322 (with which cf. Biat njɛːŋ).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
571 *d[ɔ]ŋ to help.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre doŋ (→ Röglai), Bahnar dɔŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 128.) 
 
572 *duŋ pelican.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tàŋ kinds of bird including stork and pelican, Khmer tùŋ pelican; 
→ Burmese duṁ:; ~ → Thai kratʰuŋ; Cham kaḍuṅ (!). 
 
573 *d[ɯə]ŋʔ to receive.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, ?Katuic) Old Mon dūṅ /duŋ/, Modern 
Mon tɜŋ̀ to receive, accept, Kuy thɔŋ̀, Bru toːŋ!, Biat dɔŋ to collect [rainwater] (or : 
Riang-Lang, below?), Stieng doːŋ to receive, Thin dɯɔŋ to take, accept, 
Vietnamese đựng to contain, hold, (chịu —) to bear, endure; (?) ~ Chrau vədəŋ to 
collect [rainwater].  
Connect obscure Riang-Lang ˉdɔŋ; or Khasi ’diang, pdiang.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
 
‡574 *kdaŋ stretched, stiff.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng daŋ stretched, stiff, Biat daŋ hard, stiff, strong, Bahnar daŋ to 
tighten (by levelling on derivation? GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also taŋ to stretch, 
perhaps rather < 567 *[s]t1aŋ, which compare); ~ Sre kəldaŋ, Bahnar by 
assimilation tədaŋ hard, stiff.  
Cf. further 577a *jdaŋ &c. …outstretched.  
(BLOOD 1966 343.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gə(N)daŋ: Jarai daŋ to stretch[arm] out (→ Chrau daŋ), bə-
gənaːŋ to lean [something] against, Röglai gənaŋ to stretch out, to lean against, North 
Röglai ganãŋ to lean against, Karo Batak gedang length, Malay kĕdang, gĕdang to 
stretch [arm] out, Iban kedang to straighten (so Proto-West-Indonesian).  
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If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, early. 
 
†575 *kndaŋ to listen to.  
(Mon) Mon kəlɛŋ.  
Cf. 555 *kt1əŋ &c. to hear.  
Sora am'daŋ-, andaŋ- to hear, listen. 
 
576 *[k]duuŋ to project.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Mon hətɜŋ̀ promontory, Khasi kyrtung prominent (ly), 
bulging; ~ (*[k]bduuŋ >) Praok taoŋ to hold out. 
 
577 Kdiiŋ; *Kdu[ ]ŋ wild ox. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer khtìːŋ, Thin k(ə)̆tiɲ; → Thai kratʰiŋ Bos gaurus; ~ 
(*Kndii[ŋ] >) Mon kəloiŋ gaur, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəntii̤ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N8). 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kyrtong bull, ox.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 248, cattle, buffalo; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 38  
but connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *baNtiŋ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 25, *baṇṭiŋ; 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
577a *jdaŋ; *jdaaŋ; *jdaiŋ spread wide, outstretched. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) ~ Khmer cɔmtɛə̀ŋ, cùmtɛə̀ŋ to stand with legs wide apart, Kuy with 
secondary lengthening nthàːŋ to plant [feet] wide apart (contaminated by 687 
*jnraaŋ, which compare). 
B, C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Mon tàiŋ to be outstretched; ~ (B) Khmer srətìːəŋ stretched 
out, (C) Khasi jyrtieng [to sit] with legs stretched out.  
Cf. further 327 *daik &c.; 574 *kdaŋ stretch, stiff; 544a *taaŋ to extend, stretch; 567 
*st1iŋ &c. …to stretch. 
 
‡578 *t2diŋ; *t2diiŋ; *t2diəŋ wall, fence. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *t2ndiŋ >) Praok diŋ, Lawa Bo Luang təiɲ, Lawa Umphai ndeiɲ, 
Mae Sariang ndɛiɲ wall; → Shan tɛŋ̀. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau diːŋ wall. 
C: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon tadeṅ /tədeŋ/ screen, railing, Modern Mon hətɛàŋ (merging 
580 *bdaŋ, which compare) (wall of) twilled bamboo; ~ Khasi syrdeng fence, plank 
partition. 
Proto-Austronesian *diŋdiŋ: Malay dinding wall, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40). 
 
(*dndu(u)ŋ see following.) 
 
†‡579 *nduŋ; *dnduŋ; *dnduuŋ; *[l]nduŋ eel. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔɔntùəŋ (!; cf. B), Kuy nthùŋ, Stieng 
ndhuːŋ (or C?), Sre, Chrau, Biat nduŋ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer tùəntùŋ (TANDART 1935; & tùəntùəŋ, by assimilation?). 
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C: (Mon) Mon həlɜŋ̀ daluṅ small variety of eel. 
D: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rənuŋ kind of eel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also East Bahnar 
nənuŋ).  
B, C secondary unless ← Indonesian (i), below. D ↔ Indonesian (iii); for variant cf. 
320 *(l)nt1aak. 
Kharia ɖuŋɖuŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 124).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *duŋduŋ) Karo Batak dungdung, → Gayo dĕndung; (ii) 
*(q)[i]Nduŋ: Acehnese ndong eel, Cebuano Bisayan indung kind of moray eel 
(so Proto-Hesperonesian); (iii) *liNduŋ ~ *luNduŋ: Acehnese linɔng kind of eel, 
Cham lanuŋ eel, &c., Malay [ular] londong kind of sea-snake, Iban lundong eel. 
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *maluŋ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 105, Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
580 *bdaŋ walling material.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Khasi) Mon hətɛàŋ (wall of) twilled bamboo (in part, phadaṅ; 
merging Old Mon tadeṅ < 578 *t2diəŋ, which compare), Khmer phtɛə̀ŋ panel, 
leaf, partition, Nancowry táŋ fence, to fence, to erect walls; (?) ~ Khasi lyntang 
plank. 
 
(*[l]nduŋ see 578 *nduŋ eel; *ɗuŋ see 492 *diʔuŋ house; (bag, pocket) 791 *d1huŋ 
tub.) 
 
581 *ɗuuŋ clan territory.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon ḍūṅ /ɗuŋ/, Modern Mon dɜŋ city, town, state, Kammu-
Yuan tòːŋ section of village with meeting-house. 
 
(*ɗuuŋ bag, pocket. see 791 *d1huuŋ; *[ɗ]uuŋ see 335a *ɗuuk (kind of) monkey.) 
 
582 *kɗiiŋ navel.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntìːŋ, Thin kən̆diɲ, Riang-Lang kəndiŋ; ~ 
Thin kəd̆iɲ (?), Palaung kərdiŋ, Lawa Bo Luang tiŋ, Lawa Umphai rathiŋ, Mae 
Sariang ɣatiŋ, latiŋ.  
Suffixed form ad 85 *ɗiiʔ middle…? Kammu-Yuan lìŋ, Thin lĭŋ middle conceivably 
reflect a variant *kɗiŋ. But connection dubious Sakai parîng navel, &c., SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 17. 
 
†‡583 *kɗaŋ to cook.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau jaŋ, Riang-Lang dəŋ. 
Sora diɲ-('diɲ-), Kharia dɛŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 342; Proto-Munda *ɔdiŋ?).  
Proto-Austronesian *rə(N)d1aŋ: Acehnese röndang, Karo Batak rendang, Malay 
rĕndang to fry, Cebuano Bisayan lárang to seethe in coconut milk (so Proto-
Hesperonesian); → Sakai rĕndang to fry (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
239), &c. 
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(*kɗuŋ see 903 *kɗiɲ bamboo-joint.) 
 
584 *jɗuuŋ; *jɗuəŋ winnowing-basket. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng duːŋ, Biat doːŋ; → Röglai cədok, North Röglai 
caɗok; Shan lòŋ; ~ (*jnɗuuŋ >) Sre ɗouŋ, Chrau gədoːŋ; ~ (*j[p]ɗuuŋ >) 
Khasi pdung. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nong.  
(BLOOD 1966 3.) 
 
585 *t1ɗɔɔŋ stalk, tail.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer by dissimilation stɔ̀ː ŋ stem of bananas, Kuy 
thùːaŋ stalk, Bru dɒŋ tail of fowl (< *-ɔŋ?), Kammu-Yuan tɔ̀ː ŋ tail of bird, Khasi 
tdong tail.  
Note stalk, tail may be separate. Cf. semantically French queue. 
 
‡586 *tɗuŋ; *tɗuəŋ; *tɗ[ə]ŋ umbrella.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon tḍoṅ /tɗɯŋ/, Modern Mon daŋ, Kuy 
thùŋ [ɲùː], (?) Stieng doːŋ [iuː]. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat dɔːŋ [yuː] umbrella, Palaung dɔŋ quantifier for 
umbrellas. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer taŋ-, tɛə̀ŋ-[yùː]. 
Proto-Austronesian *tuduŋ: Javanese tudung sun-hat, Samar-Leyte Bisayan turóng 
protection from rain, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 140; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
‡587 *d1rɗuŋ; *d1rɗuəŋ egg-plant, bottle-gourd. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtərdɔŋ bottle-gourd, Lawa Bo Luang ʔatoŋ, Lawa Umphai 
rathoŋ snake-gourd. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon (in toponym) daḍoṅ /dəɗoŋ/, Modern Mon hədoŋ 
egg-plant, Proto-Nyah Kur *tərʔɔɔ̤ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N90), Palaung kərdɔŋ bottle-
gourd.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *dVʔuŋ &c., cf. Austronesian. Cf. 747 *n[l]uŋ &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *t/ar/əuŋ (?) egg-plant: Acehnese truəng, Cham trɔŋ, Malay 
tĕrong, &c.; Javanese térong, with secondary é (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134-5, *təḷuŋ, 
discarding Javanese tĕrung sea-slug; Proto-Hesperonesian); → Bahnar troːŋ 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
588 *p[ɗ]aŋ dry season.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Old Khmer praṅ, Modern 
Khmer praŋ dry season, Kuy, Sre, Chrau praŋ dry [weather], Biat, Bahnar praŋ 
dry [weather], [rain] to stop, Mương đắng (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese 
nắng sunshine, to be sunny; ~ Proto-Semai *pnragŋ sunshine (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
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With consonantism cf. 1363 *p[ɗ]am. Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Note 
Cham phaːŋ, Jarai, Röglai phaŋ dry [season]; so perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*p/Vr/[ ]ʔaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 456; BLOOD 1966 371; SMITH 1972 133.) 
 
589 *pɗaaŋ crack, to crack.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng daːŋ crack [in wood, earth], Sre daːŋ to crack, Khasi 
pdang crack, crevice, to crack; ~ (*pnɗaaŋ >) Biat ɗaːŋ (to) crack; ~ (*prɗaaŋ 
>) Sre rədaŋ [earth] cracked by drought (→ Röglai), Bahnar həɗaːŋ [wood, earth, 
skin] to be liable to cracking. 
 
590 *rɗiŋ; *rɗiəŋ road, track. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung deŋ;~ Palaung rədeŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrəŋdeŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric) → Vietnamese dường road (?); ~ (*prɗiəŋ >) Sre pədyaŋ 
(BLOOD 1966), Central Rölöm diəŋ, Biat rdɛːŋ to cart; → Jarai pədiːaŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 101.) 
 
(*rnɗuəŋ see 565 *rt1uuŋ ladder, bridge.)  
 
591 *naaŋ kind of hardwood tree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer nìːəŋ- -[nùːən &c.] kind of hardwood tree, 
Stieng naːŋ superior kind of ironwood; ~ Middle Mon ’anāṅ in toponym, Modern 
Mon ənàiŋ Fagraea fragrans Roxburgh; → Burmese ’anan: Fagraea fragrans 
Roxburgh.  
 
592 *[ ]n1[əə]ŋ to know.  
(Khmuic, Khasi). Kammu-Yuan nə̀ː ŋ, Thin nɯŋ, hnɯŋ, ʔnɯŋ to know, Khasi nang to 
be able, to know.  
With Khasi vocalism cf. 568 *[s]təəŋ. 
 
†593 *[ ]n2uŋ in.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _lɔŋ; ~ Khmer knoŋ, Kuy 
(k)noŋ, Stieng kənuːŋ in, inside, Biat knoŋ in. 
(?) Sora loːŋ- inside. 
 
594 *kn1a[i]ŋ; *kn1iəŋ kind of resinous tree. 
A: (Mon) Mon naiŋ [sem] pine. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang kəniɛŋ Dipterocarpus resin. 
 
595 *kn1ɔŋ floor timber.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon nɔŋ knåṅ timber supporting joists, sill, Khasi khnong, 
by assimilation Central Nicobarese təñəŋ joist.  
Cf. 598 *cn1ɔŋ framework. 
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596 *[g]n1iŋ; *gn1iiŋ to lean, incline. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kərnəŋ to bend, bend over (v.i.t.). 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic; ~ *g[n]n1iiŋ >) Sre gəniŋ to take refuge with a protector 
(DOURNES 1950), Bahnar gəniːŋ to lean, prop, against, Kammu-Yuan kəlnèːŋ to go 
down, [sun] to decline, to put down.  
Connect B50 *[j][ ]n1əəŋ to lean, recline? 
 
597 *gnaiŋ; *gniəŋ (& *gniŋ?) tusk, eye-tooth. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ (*gnnaiŋ > ?) Stieng gəneːŋ (→ Sre 
gəneŋ, or < *-iŋ?); ~ (*gpnaiŋ >) Kuy (k)nɛːɲ tooth, Vietnamese nanh tusk, 
eye-tooth.  
B: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau gəniəŋ boar’s tusk, Biat nɛːŋ, Jölong gəniɛŋ tusk, eye-tooth 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connection dubious 603 *p[e]ŋ to attack with boar’s tusk (but vocalism in part by 
contamination?). Note also A61 *g[i]ɲ to chew. 
 
598 *cn1ɔŋ framework.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer chnɔŋ rim, back [of chair], framework [of side of cart], 
bar [of window], (~?) Palaung sənɔŋ trellis (MILNE 1931).  
Mon hnɛŋ spoke, rib of side of cart by attraction cɛŋ rack, bin, framework, staging, < 
533 *[r]caŋ. Cf. 595 *kn1ɔŋ floor timber. 
 
†‡599 *t1n1iəŋ forehead.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon tneṅ /tneŋ/, Modern Mon neaŋ; ~ Mnar tənɲaŋ (IVAN 
M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
Sora təniŋ-['kɑɟ-ən], tɑ'niŋ-[kɑːɟ-ən].  
Proto-Austronesian *[k]əniŋ eyebrows: Malay kĕning, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 78; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); → Serting (i.e. Semelai) kening, &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 431 (d).  
On distributional grounds Proto-Austronesian *t- might equally be reconstructed, 
with dissimilation Indonesian ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
600 *[t2]n1iəŋ fin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon (h)neaŋ [kaʔ] fin, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai saniaŋ 
dorsal fin.  
Mon hn- probably by dialect borrowing, favoured by popular etymology from hneaŋ 
wing, < following. Note Khmer trənùŋ backbone, dorsal fin, central vein of leaf. 
 
(*[l]nuuŋ see 747 *n[l]uŋ gourd, egg-plant.) 
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†601 *sn1iəŋ wing.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Middle Mon sneṅ /sneŋ/, Modern Mon 
hneaŋ, Khasi [thap]-niang (compounding form!), Semang sinyeng (i.e. Jehai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 117), by dissimilation Jehai kəɲɛŋ, Temiar kɛnyɛːk.  
~ B51 *[ ]piəŋ?  
Sora [ər]-ə'neːŋ-ən.  
 
602 *piŋ pool, marsh.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon paŋ reservoir fish-trap of permanent type, Old Khmer piṅ, Modern 
Khmer bɤŋ lake, pool, marsh; → Thai bʉŋ marsh, marshland, perhaps → Lawa Bo 
Luang mbəiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbiŋ mud.  
Cf. 628 *[d]baŋ[ ] &c. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 13 (b).) 
 
603 *p[e]ŋ to attack with horn or tusk.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Kuy pɛːɲ to attack with horn, Bru tapɛːŋ to gore, Sre 
peŋ to attack with horn, tusk, Chrau pɛːŋ to stub one’s toe against, Biat pɛːŋ to attack 
with tusk; (?) ~ Mon neaŋ barb [of fishhook].  
Cf. 597 *gnaiŋ &c. tusk, eye-tooth. 
 
604 *paŋ to listen (to).  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon paṅ [rmiṅ], Modern Mon pɛŋ [mòiŋ], West 
Bahnar paŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham paŋ to hear, Röglai pak to listen.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
605 *paaŋ mouth, opening.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric, ?Khmuic) Old Mon pāṅ /paiŋ/, 
Modern Mon paiŋ mouth, opening, Khmer baːŋ bay, gulf, seaport, Mah Meri pak, 
Central Nicobarese [oal]-faːŋ mouth, Nancowry ʔuálfáŋ; ~ Semai mpaːk mouth; 
? ~ Thin pən̆naŋ cave.  
~ 484 *ʔaaŋ to open [mouth]…? Cf. also following.  
(SHAFER 1965 23; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 202.) 
 
606 *pa[a]ŋ to open.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin paŋ; ~ (*[p]npa[a]ŋ >) Praok baŋ.  
= preceding? or causative ~ 276 *riʔaaŋ? 
 
607 *pəŋ to hammer, nail.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau pəŋ to hammer on, pound, Sre pəŋ, Biat pɔŋ to drive in, Bahnar 
pəŋ to nail, to peg, Jeh pàŋ to drive nail, Halang pɒŋ to hammer.  
(SHAFER 1965 101; BLOOD 1966 128; SMITH 1972 99.) 
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608 *p[ɔ]ŋ tuber.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy pɔŋ kinds of tuber, Bru pɔŋ̀, Riang-Lang ˉpɔŋ tuber.  
Connection uncertain 614 *t1pu(u)ŋ cucumber, melon; perhaps *puŋ (Riang-Lang), 
*pəŋ. Biat has buːm rpoŋ yam, by attraction rpoŋ c. < *t1rpuŋ.  
 
608a *pɔɔŋ window.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Bru pɒːŋ hole, wall aperture, Kammu-Yuan pɔːŋ[yem], 
Lawa Bo Luang pɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang pɔŋ.  
Cf. A41 *lnpuuŋ door, window. 
 
(*pooŋ see 101 *pooʔ to swell, expand.) 
 
609 *puuŋ butterfly.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon pɜŋ [həmao] butterfly soul, fetch in form of butterfly, Riang-
Lang ˉpuŋ [ˉpɑʔ] butterfly.  
Cf. Palaung (Mon, songs) paŋ pa; & B53 *ɓuuŋ.  
 
610 *[ ]puuŋ cooked rice, rice mash.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon pūṅ /puŋ/, Modern Mon pɜŋ cooked rice, 
Bahnar pūŋ mash from which rice-wine is made (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~ ?) Khasi 
[ja]-sapung. 
 
611 *kpa[a]ŋ palm, sole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pàːŋ, Sre paŋ [ti &c.]; ~ Sre kəlpaŋ palm, sole, flat surface, 
Chrau ləpaːŋ, Bahnar təpaːŋ by assimilation, Kontum Bahnar kəpaːŋ palm, sole, 
Jeh kapaːŋ quantifier for hands, feet, Halang kəpaːŋ foot; ~ (*knpa[a]ŋ >) Biat 
mpaːŋ palm, sole.  
Connect Chrau paŋ quantifier for flat things; Vietnamese phắng flat surface?  
(SHAFER 1965 533; BLOOD 1966 308; SMITH 1972 155.) 
 
612 *[c]puuŋ to wallow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng phuːŋ, Biat puːŋ [bɔk], Bahnar pūŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Sre apuŋ; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Biat nuːŋ lair of rhinoceros; ~ Sre 
pərnuŋ lair (DOURNES 1950), Stieng prənuːŋ, Bahnar pənuːŋ wallow.  
Connect obscure Proto-Austronesian *kubaŋ (under the entry 628 *[d]baŋ[ ]). 
 
613 *t2p[oo]ŋ to bind round.  
(Mon, Khmuic, Khasi) Mon kowiŋ (!) twiṅ &c. to bind round something, bind something 
round (contaminated by həmoiŋ, below), Khasi spong turban, to put turban on; ~ 
Thin həm̆pɔŋ turban.  
Mon shows contamination with həmoiŋ to wind round, coil round, swathe, ~ həmoiŋ 
[dɒp] turban. < Middle Mon tam’iṅ kind of ceremonial waistcloth, probably < 
*tnɓ[ə, i(i)]ŋ.  
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614 *t1puŋ; *t1puuŋ cucumber, melon. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [yuːəŋ]-poŋ! Cucurbita 
lagenaria (?); ~ (*t1rpuŋ >) Sre rəpuŋ cucumber, Chrau rəpuŋ melon, Biat rpoŋ 
cucumber, (— khɔː &c.) melon; ~ (*t1npuŋ >) Kammu-Yuan kəmpóŋ head. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer tboːŋ head, Kuy [ŋkɛːl] poːŋ melon; ~ 
(*t1rpuuŋ >) West Bahnar kəpuːŋ, təpuːŋ water-melon (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Jeh kapuːŋ, Halang təpuːŋ cucumber.  
Connect Nancowry tamifõʔ melon. Cf. 608 *p[ɔ]ŋ tuber.  
(SHAFER 1965 474; BLOOD 1966 169.) 
 
615 *pnpuŋ; *pnpuuŋ; *pnpiəŋ kinds of tree with bright red flowers. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vông flamboyant. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon [chu] puṁpuṅ /pəmpuŋ/ flame of the forest. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon puṁpeṅ /pəmpeŋ/, Modern Mon həpeaŋ coral tree, Erythrina 
indica Lamarck. 
 
616 *lpuŋ; *lpuuŋ; by metathesis *pluuŋ; *pləŋ to blow. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan puŋ to play [wind instrument]. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang paɯŋ, Lawa Umphai pauŋ to play [wind 
instrument]; ~ (*lmpuuŋ >) Praok baəŋ wind. 
C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang plaɯŋ = paɯŋ. 
D: (Kuy) Kuy plɔŋ to play [wind instrument], to inflate.  
Cf. 2028 *puh &c. 
 
†‡617 *[s]piəŋ (kind of) cooked rice.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sbiəŋ supplies, provisions, food for journey (→ Thai 
sabiaŋ), Sre, Biat piaŋ, Chrau piəŋ cooked rice (SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 
552; BLOOD 1966 106.) 
Kharia 'ɔmpɛŋ flat rice (PINNOW 1959 K 504a).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNpi[ ]əŋ young paddy cooked in husk and pounded: Gayo t-
ĕmping, Acehnese ömpiəng, Malay ĕmping (→ Javanese), Iban k-emping (so 
Proto-West-Indonesian).  
 
618 *spəŋ long waistcloth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer sbɔŋ monk’s waistcloth; → Thai saboŋ; ~ Old Mon sirpuṅ 
/sərpøŋ/ (ceremonial) waistcloth, Modern Mon həpaŋ monk’s waistcloth; ~ 
(*snpəŋ >) (Mon həpaŋ in part?) → Burmese saṅ:puiṅ: monk’s waistcloth, → 
Shan shāŋɤ̌ŋ, → Riang-Lang ˉsɑn_pəŋ waistcloth.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
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619 *baŋ; *ba[a]ŋ terrace, embankment. 
A: (Mon) Mon pɛàŋ embankment, earth platform, convex slope; ~ Late Old Mon bnaṅ 
/bnaŋ/ unit of land measure, Modern Mon nɛàŋ paddy-bund, compartment of paddy-
field as land measure. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon bāṅ neceding tiers at base of stupa; ~ 
Sre bənaːŋ levelled ground; ~ Palaung maŋ embankment (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. 626 *kbaiŋ rampart. 
 
620 *baiŋ cup.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer pɛ ̀ː ŋ beaker, Stieng beːŋ small 
copper cup for rice-spirit; ~ (*[b]nbaiŋ >) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mbaŋ dish, 
kind of earthenware bowl; ~ (*brbaiŋ >) Mon həpàiŋ babāṅ offering-vessel of 
plantain stalk.  
Old Mon birbeṅ /bərbeŋ/, Modern Mon həpɛàŋ almsbowl, compared at SCHMIDT 1905 
60, is perhaps < a variant *brbiəŋ.  
 
621 *bəŋ to surround, to bind round.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon biṅ /bøŋ/ to surround, besiege, Modern Mon pàŋ to 
surround, Bahnar bəŋ to put round waist, wrist, &c., to bind cover over mouth of jar 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also pəŋ).  
Connect Khmer pùŋ to reinforce by binding; Stieng baːŋ to fence in; & 357 *bək &c. to 
bind (round). 
 
†‡622 *b[o]ŋ hole, to bore.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Palaung bəŋ (or bɯŋ?) hole, 
(MILNE 1931) to bore a hole (→ Shan mɔŋ̌ n., → Riang-Lang ˉbɔŋ), Khasi pong, 
Sakai puk v. (i.e. Lanoh; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 342); ~ Semang ĕmpong n. 
(i.e. Jehai; ib. H 108); ~ (*ko[o]ŋ >) Mon kwàŋ hollow in tree; ~ Khasi kpong to 
dig a hole; ~ Bru rampòːŋ large hole in tree (?< *knbooŋ). 
Kharia fɔŋ-['gaʔ] to bore, &c. (PINNOW 1959 380; Pinnow connects Khmer prəhaoŋ 
hole as well as 790 *dhooŋs, & suggests Proto-Austroasiatic *pɨGɔŋ).  
Proto-Austronesian *buŋbuŋ: Toba Batak bungbung to be hollow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 36). 
 
623 *[ ]b[oo]ŋ feeding-trough.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre boːŋ [sur], Chrau vɔːŋ, Biat bɔːŋ feeding-trough, Bahnar 
bəːŋ! feeding-trough, pig-food bin (by arbitrary differentiation bɔːŋ large 
container?), Bru tapùəŋ.  
Connect 627 *gb[o]ŋ paddy-bin? 
 
(*[b]ooŋ see 108 *[b]ooʔ to swell, bulge.) 
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†‡624 *buŋ[ ]; *buuŋʔ belly. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer pùŋ (→ Thai pʰuŋ), Kuy phùŋ, Bahnar 
buŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon pɜŋ̀, Kammu-Yuan poːŋ, Vietnamese 
bụng.  
There is contamination throughout Austric with to swell (cf. 101 *pooŋ, 108 *[b]ooŋ 
&c.); note then Chrau gɔŋ ləpɔːŋ, Biat poŋ wɛʔ &c. flank, Kammu-Yuan póːŋ, 
Palaung kiŋ pɔŋ groin (Palaung MILNE 1931 lower part of belly), Nancowry 
kinpóŋ kidney. Cf. also 358 *bo[ ]k.  
(SHAFER 1965 576.) 
Sora kəm(')puŋ-ən, (compounding form) -'puŋ-ən (contaminated by puŋ- to swell, cf. 
101).  
Proto-Austronesian *kəNpuŋ: Javanese kĕmpung, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 79).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 230-1. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 6 (b).) 
 
624a *buŋ; *buuŋ large cooking-pot. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [glah] boŋ large vessel for heating water, Bahnar [gɔʔ] buŋ largest 
size of cooking-pot. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre [glah] bouŋ large cooking-pot.  
= preceding? 
 
(*buŋ see also 629 *[d]buŋ foetus; *[b]uŋ see 108 *[b]ooʔ to swell, bulge.)  
 
†625 *buuŋ; *buəŋ bunch, collection. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _tərpuŋ clump, collection (tər- reciprocal). 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy phùːaŋ bunch, cluster, Palaung bɔŋ 
bundle, (MILNE 1931) bunch, Vietnamese buồǹg bunch, Nancowry pɯ́ŋ group, 
collection. 
Sora tum'buŋ- to heap up; (-ən) heap ~ tənum'buŋ-ən collection.  
Not Proto-Mon-Khmer *tb- in view of Vietnamese tone. 
 
626 *kbaiŋ rampart.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kebaːŋ-[kebəŋ] hillock; ~ Old Mon 
kuṁbeṅ /kəmbaiŋ/ city &c. wall, Modern Mon kəmaiŋ brick or stone wall, Old 
Khmer kaṁveṅ, Modern Khmer kɔmpɛ ̀ː ŋ (city) wall; → Thai kampʰɛɛŋ, → Khmer 
kɔmphaeŋ.  
~ 619 *ba[a]ŋ (then *baiŋ) terrace, embankment?  
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627 *gb[o]ŋ paddy-bin.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Mon kwàŋ large wicker basket for storing 
paddy, Khmer pòːŋ paddy-store under house, Sre boŋ [koːy], Bahnar buŋ paddy-
bin of twilled bamboo in granary, (?) Palaung buŋ receptacle; → Cham pùŋ, Röglai 
boŋ [pədey] paddy-bin of twilled bamboo in granary; probably ~ → Toba Batak 
hombung large chest (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 76 to *kə(m)buŋ to swell), 
Malay kĕmbong paddy-bin.  
Connect 623 *[ ]b[oo]ŋ feeding-trough? Cf. further Malay tĕrubong bark rice-bin; 
Khmer sɔmpùŋ, sɔmpùəŋ container; Bahnar bɔːŋ large chest (&c., see SMITH 1972 
172);  
Proto-Austronesian *lu(N)buŋ granary (BLUST 1973 no. 210, Proto-Hesperonesian). 
(Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
628 *[d]baŋ[ ]; *[d]buuŋh pool, marsh. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon baṅ [bway &c.] marshy pool; ~ 
Old Khmer travaṅ, Modern Khmer trəpɛə̀ŋ pool, marsh, Kuy (th)phàŋ pond, 
Stieng trəbaːŋ pool, Sre tərbaŋ tank fish-trap dug at edge of rice-field (DOURNES 
1950; & pəbaŋ). 
B: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi pung pool; (?) → Shan pǔŋ mud, puddle, → Riang-Lang 
ˉpuŋ; ~ Vietnamese vũng pool.  
Cf. 602 *piŋ. Connection uncertain (i) Mon həmɛàŋ damaṅ funnel-shaped fish-trap 
moored to stake in tidal waters, → Burmese damaṅ:; (ii) Kharia ɖobha pool, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 379; (iii) Karo Batak, Malay kubang buffalo wallow, &c. (Proto-
Austronesian *kubaŋ, Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. NOTHOFER 1975 139).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 13.) 
 
629 *[d]buŋ foetus.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar buŋ foetus; to die in childbirth (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ (*[d]nbuŋ >) Mon həmɜŋ̀ [həlɛàŋ] damuṅ &c. foetus.  
Or *buŋ? Connect perhaps 108 *[b]uŋ to swell, bulge.  
 
‡629a *lmɓ[ə]ŋ shoot.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North & South Aslian) Khmer lùmpùəŋ young shoots from pruned 
tree, Bru lambuŋ young [bamboo], Semang abbong (?) bamboo shoots (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 33), Besisi lembong shoot (i.e. Mah Meri; ib. S 
162).  
Connect by metathesis 756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling; but connection dubious 636 *t1ɓaŋ 
bamboo shoots. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
Proto-Austronesian *rəbuŋ: Malay rĕbong bamboo shoots, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 102). 
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630 *ɓiŋ; *biiŋ; *ɓiəŋ; *ɓuŋ; *ɓhiŋ; *bhiəŋ spider.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [ə]beŋ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːŋ[pìːəŋ] spider, (*huup ɓiiŋ >?) [ho]pìːŋ edible spider, Bru 
ʔapìaŋ spider; ~ Khmer rəpìːŋ spider. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Stieng bɛːŋ spider (& Khmer [pìːŋ]pìːəŋ if for *-pìəŋ). 
D: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?South Aslian) Sre buŋ spider, Besisi bokng [spider’s] web 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 381; ?); ~ (*lɓuŋ by metathesis >) Khasi 
[thap]bulong black widow spider; → Röglai bluŋ spider; ~ → North Röglai gabuŋ 
spider.  
E: (Mon) Mon phaŋ [cɛà], [yɛà] phaŋ spider (& by secondary deformation cɛà paŋ). 
F: (Mon) Mon [yɛà] pheaŋ.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *bVʔ- ~ *bVh-; tabu deformation likely. Connect Thai bʉ̂ŋ 
edible spider; & perhaps Kharia 'bɛndi, &c., PINNOW 1959 344 (< *bɛŋ-di?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
‡631 *ɓa[a]ŋ butterfly.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok [puŋ]pɛŋ, Lawa Bo Luang [mbuŋ]mbaŋ, Lawa Umphai 
[mboŋ]mbɯaŋ.  
Cf. B53 *ɓuuŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kalibaŋbaŋ: Gayo kalang mĕmbang, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 
144; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *b[aə]lə(N)baŋ: Siocon Subanun bɨlɨmbaŋ, &c. 
(ib. no. 85; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 245. 
 
632 *[ ]ɓaaŋ canal.  
A: (Kuy, Viet-Mương) Kuy biːaŋ canal, small stream, Vietnamese mương gutter, ditch, 
canal (→ Mương; BARKER 1966 13).  
Cf. 637 *tɓo(o)ŋ ditch Kuy b- & Vietnamese vocalism suggests earlier *bVʔaŋ. 
 
‡633 *kɓaŋ ship, boat.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon kḅaṅ /kɓaŋ/, Modern Mon bɛŋ ship, Biat baŋ 
coffin; → Moken kabang boat, house-boat, ship, ultimately Malay [balai] gambang 
house-boat; ~ Sre gəbaŋ coffin.  
Coffin from shape, or as ship of the dead. Cf. Central Nicobarese kopɔk ship. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *qabaŋ: Kanakanabu (Formosa) abaŋu boat, canoe, &c. (BLUST 
1973 no. 307); (ii; by metathesis?) *baNkaq: Tagalog bangkaq ship, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 20, *-a[h]); & cf. further Iban bong /buung/ long shallow boat, 
Tagalog, Bikol kabaong coffin (< Proto-Philippine *kabaoeŋ, ZORC & CHARLES 
1971), (so by metathesis?) Iban bangkong /baŋkuŋ/ boat; Proto-Austronesian 
*uaNkaŋ ship, DEMPWOLFF 1938 114. 
 
634 *kɓɔŋ to scoop up.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer kbɔŋ to scoop up with hands, Khasi kbong to scoop, clutch, 
claw.  
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635 *[j]ɓiiŋ swollen, fat.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer spìːŋ distended, bloated; ~ Khasi [heh &c.] lbing (l- 
adverbial) big and fleshy. 
 
†636 *t1ɓaŋ) (& *t1ɓaaŋ?) bamboo shoots.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tḅaṅ 
/tɓaŋ/, Modern Mon bɛŋ, Katuic, Biat baŋ, (variant >?) Stieng baːŋ, Kammu-
Yuan təpáŋ, Palaung bəŋ, Lawa Bo Luang poŋ, Lawa Umphai phoŋ (→ Mae 
Sariang phoŋ, phuŋ), Vietnamese măng [tre]; ~ Khmer tùmpɛə̀ŋ (bamboo) 
shoots, Sre ɓaŋ bamboo shoots, Chrau davaŋ sprout; ~ Bahnar təɓaŋ, Jeh tabaŋ, 
Halang dəbaŋ bamboo shoots.  
Connection dubious 629a *lm[b][ə]ŋ shoots.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SMITH 1972 127.) 
Sora 'taːbəŋ-ən bamboo shoots.  
Note Tagalog usbong shoots, Cebuano Bisayan usbung top of plant. 
 
637 *tɓoŋ; *tɓooŋ ditch.  
A, B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Bahnar bɔːŋ gully, water-channel, ditch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) 
(B); ~ (A) Old Mon tarḅoṅ /tərɓɯŋ/, Modern Mon həbaŋ moat, (A/B) Sre rəboŋ 
ditch, (B) Bahnar həbɔːŋ = bɔːŋ; → Röglai rəboŋ, North Röglai ruboːk ditch.  
Cf. 632 *[ ]ɓaaŋ canal. 
 
638 *maŋ; *maaŋ night, evening. 
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau maŋ evening, night, Biat, Jeh, Halang maŋ night, Bahnar maŋ 
night, dark; ~ (*mnaŋ >) Sre bənaŋ night, Chrau naŋ, (quantifier) vənaŋ, Biat 
naŋ quantifier. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Sre maːŋ night; ~ Stieng naːŋ quantifier.  
(SHAFER 1965 164; BLOOD 1966 355; SMITH 1972 125, 135.) 
 
†639 *[g]ma[a]ŋ to possess.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _mɑŋ to be, exist, to have, to be 
rich, Central Sakai mang to be; ~ Thin rmaŋ wealth, possessions; by secondary 
derivation ~ (i) Palaung pərmaŋ, Praok simɛŋ chief; (ii) Palaung bərmaŋ how 
much?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 88.) 
Sora 'gamɔŋ-, 'gumaŋ- rich, to become rich.  
 
640 *cmiəŋ to look round.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer chmiəŋ, Chrau miəŋ to look round, Bahnar miɛŋ to look 
round furtively (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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641 *jrm[a]ŋ spurs of cock.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jərmaŋ (→ Röglai), Chrau jəmaŋ, Biat rmaŋ, Bahnar dialects 
həməŋ, səməŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Conceivably ~ 538 *jəŋ foot, leg; otherwise Bahnar vocalism by phrasal rhyme in 
bəməŋ &c. jəŋ. 
 
642 *t1m[uə]ŋʔ nail, claw.  
(Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin hmɔŋ, Vietnamese móng; ~ Kammu-Yuan təmmɔːŋ, 
Thin təm̆hmɔŋ. 
 
643 *dmɔɔŋ to remain, continue, be.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Mon dmoṅ /dmɔŋ/ to remain, be (located), 
reside, stay, Modern Mon mòŋ to remain, stay, continue, reside, Sre moːŋ to be 
accustomed to, Central Sakai mong to be; ~ (*dnmɔɔŋ >?) Bahnar pəmɔːŋ to be 
accustomed [to] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 88.) 
 
644 *[n]mɔŋ gnat.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer məmùəŋ (& məmùŋ), Chrau rəmɔŋ.  
Or *m(r)mɔŋ? If *nm-, connected perhaps Proto-Austronesian *ńamuk, DEMPWOLFF 
1938 108 (& *lamuk, DEMPWOLFF 1938 91; Proto-Hesperonesian); with nasal 
final by assimilation 
 
(*məmɔŋ see preceding.) 
 
645 *rmaŋ kind of deer.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon mɛàŋ Rucervus thamin, Old Khmer ramaṅ, Modern 
Khmer rəmɛə̀ŋ Cervus aristotelis, Kuy lmàŋ Cervus eldi; → Burmese [sa]maṅ 
Rucervus thamin; Thai lamâŋ Rucervus thamin, → Khmer lmɛə̀ŋ Cervus aristotelis; 
~ (*rnmaŋ >) Old Mon ramaṅ /rəmmaŋ/ Rucervus thamin, Old Khmer rmmāṅ 
Cervus aristotelis. 
 
646 *rməŋ to hear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon rmeṅ, rmiṅ ?/rmøŋ/, Modern 
Mon mòiŋ to hear, Khmer thmɛə̀ŋ to prick up ears, Bahnar məŋ to listen to, Praok 
moŋ, Lawa Bo Luang hmɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hmɔŋ to hear.  
Besisi miong, &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 60 (d), is probably rather ~ 649 
*ky[ə]ŋ. Cf. 833 *mə(ə)c.  
(SHAFER 1965 388; SMITH 1972 104.) 
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647 *[ ]yəŋ; *[ ]yəəŋ deer, venison. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung yəŋ meat, (~?) Sre (→ Röglai) ayəŋ Panolia 
eldi deer.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat yəːŋ large kind of deer, Palaung yɯŋ meat. 
 
648 *yuŋ; *yuuŋ; *yuəŋ to hang. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy yùŋ to hang on to, hang from; ~ Khmer prəyùŋ to hang on to, 
hang from. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy yòːŋ to hang [rope &c.], Bru tayɒŋ, Stieng 
juːŋ, iuːŋ, Sre youŋ, Biat yoːŋ to hang up; ~ Chrau tənyoːŋ to hang up (tən- 
causative); ~ Khmer rəyòːŋ dangling. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese dòng (for **giòng) to let [rope] hang, lower by rope.  
Connect Kuy (t)ɲɑŋ to hang up; ← South Bahnaric? 
 
649 *ky[ə]ŋ to hear.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Kensiu kəjeŋ, Temiar kəyɔk, Mah Meri 
kayək, Central Nicobarese yaːŋ, Nancowry yáŋ; ~ (*kny[ə]ŋ >) Halang ɲɒŋ to 
hear, Jeh ɲàŋ, Kammu-Yuan kəmɲɛŋ to hear, listen, Semelai ɲyəŋ to hear.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 60.) 
 
†650 *ky[o]ŋ elbow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Sre coŋ [moŋ], Semang kayong (i.e. 
Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 42); ~ Sakai kanyong (i.e. Lanoh; ib.).  
Palaung koŋɛʔ, kaŋ kɛʔ are prima facie ← Shan kǒŋ bend, kɛk̄ to be crooked, but 
with them cf. Chrau kuŋ kiəŋ tiː elbow, Bahnar kuːŋ(keːɲ) hollow of elbow. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), kɔŋ arm, (— keːɲ) elbow, Central Nicobarese det-
oŋkeːəŋ elbow, Nancowry rétʔuŋkiáŋ. Connect 891 *kiiɲ[ ] &c.? 
Sora kuŋ-['siː-n] (or : Chrau &c.? Cf. PINNOW 1959 K 517). 
 
†651 *gy[u]ŋ to be alive.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon càŋ gyuiṅ to be alive, to be raw, East Bahnar djiːŋ, 
Kontum giəŋ to grow well, flourish (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (contaminated by 
538(II) *jiiŋ to stand, to become?); ~ Middle Mon gamyoṅ /gəmyɯŋ/, Modern 
Mon həyàŋ (to be) living.  
Connection dubious Mương khống (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese sống to live, 
be alive, to be raw; as Tibeto-Burman *śriŋ, BENEDICT 1972 85 no. 404 & n. 252. 
Sora ə'jaŋ, ə'jeŋ raw; (?) mʔeːŋ- to live, be alive. 
 
652 *gyuŋ spouse.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Vietnamese chồng; ~ (*gryuŋ >) Middle Mon 
gayoṅ /gəyɯŋ/ husband, Modern Mon həyàŋ spouse; ~ Jelai pĕrgīōkn to marry 
(i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 54A). 
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653 *dyuŋ; *dyuuŋ black, dark. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ (*dnyuŋ >) Sre ɲuŋ [animal] having a black coat; (jəŋo 
—) dark; ~ Old Mon duṁyoṅ /dəmyɯŋ/ black (?), Modern Mon həyàŋ dark 
brown. 
B: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ɲuːɲ very dark, Jeh ʔɲuːŋ, Halang ɲuːŋ black.  
Connect obscure 654 *syuəŋ.  
 
(*[b]ryu(ə)ŋ see 706 *briəŋ rainbow.) 
 
653a *[s]ya[a]ŋ female [animal].  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan yáːŋ ~ (*[s]nya[a]ŋ >) Riang-Lang ˉɲɑŋ. 
 
654 *syuəŋ black.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Sre soaɲ, Khmuʼ hiaŋ, Kammu-Yuan yíaŋ, Khasi 
ïong.  
Sre -ɲ by assimilation; Khmuic vocalism environmental. Connection obscure 653 
*dyu(u)ŋ. 
 
655 *riŋ; *riiŋ level, equal. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre riŋ; ~ Sre pənriŋ, Biat ndrɯŋ to level; ~ 
Palaung kərpreŋ to be equal (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang-Lang _tərkreŋ equal amount. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) East Bahnar riːŋ [rəːŋ] level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Jeh priːŋ to go along on the level (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
(ʔa)mbriŋ, Lawa Umphai mbriŋ to line up, make equal. (contaminated by 659 
*riəŋ to form a row?). 
 
656 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ edge, border.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre reŋ to skirt (→ Röglai).  
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Bahnar reːŋ to skirt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar dialects riːŋ 
edge, vicinity; ~ Old Mon briṅ vicinity, Nyah Kur phrìiɲ edge, rim. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ (*juŋ riəŋ by contraction >?) Old Mon jinreṅ 
/jənreŋ/ immediate vicinity; ~ Biat mɛːŋ edge, margin, Khasi rmiang rim, edge, 
border.  
Cf. Proto-Tai *briŋ near, border…, BENEDICT 1975 344; & 1383 *rim &c. edge, rim. 
 
657 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ *rəŋ hard, savage, harsh. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Mon ràŋ (→ Burmese ruiṅ:) to be wild, savage, coarse, rude (or D?), 
Khmer rɯ̀ŋ hard, hard, firm, severe (& by phrasal deformation [tɤŋ] rɤŋ to compel 
forcibly, be adamant); ~ Khmer kùmrɯ̀ŋ-[kùmrɛə̀ŋ] rough, rugged. 
B: (Khmer, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer kùmrìːŋ rude, coarse, Nancowry ʔíŋ hard. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi [dom] riang angry and severe. 
D: (Khmer, ?Khasi) ~ Khmer [kùmrɯ̀ŋ]-kùmrɛə̀ŋ rough…, (~?; or C) Khasi [mrad] 
mreng animals. 
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658 *riŋ; *riiŋ; *riəŋ; *rəŋ (& *rəəŋ?) veranda. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) ~ Old Mon triṅ [jiṅ] gallery? surrounding building (or B, D); 
~ (*knriŋ >) Bahnar kədriŋ veranda. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ndriːŋ [ɲiː] veranda, Biat nɗriːŋ [ɲih] house platform, 
veranda. 
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rəbiəŋ corridor, veranda, porch. 
D: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre rəŋ veranda; ~ (*[r]nr->; with perhaps secondary 
lengthening) Kuy thrɤ̀ːŋ veranda (ad 684?).  
Perhaps variously ~ 654 *riŋ &c. edge, border.  
(BLOOD 1966 219.)  
 
659 *riəŋ to form a row.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon reṅ /reŋ/ to arrange, Modern 
Mon rɛàŋ to form a row, to place in a row (→ Burmese [cī]raṅ to arrange), Khmer 
rìəŋ to arrange in series or order; continuously, in succession (→ Cham riö̯ṅ), Stieng 
riəŋ perpetually, Bahnar rɛŋ arrange, Khasi riang in order, in a row; ~ Middle Mon 
preṅ to have arrangements made, to prepare, arrange, Modern Mon preaŋ to prepare, 
arrange (→ Old Burmese [plu] pryaṅ to repair, Modern Mon praṅ to prepare, 
repair), Lawa Umphai priaŋ to mend; ~ Middle Mon rweṅ, lweṅ order, orderly 
succession, Khmer rapiəṅ continuance (GUESDON 1930).  
Connect B58 *br[uə]ŋ to arrange…? Cf. also 665 *rɔɔŋ row; 655 *ri(i)ŋ level, equal.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
†‡660 *raaŋʔ light, to shine.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Bahnar raːŋ 
light, to shine, Palaung raŋ lamp, Praok rɛŋ to be light, Khasi rang [weather] to be 
fine, Vietnamese rạng to dawn, Semang riag glitter, (ya’ —) to shine (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 158); ~ (*craaŋʔ >) Khmer sraːŋ to glimmer, Biat craːŋ 
reflection, to reflect, Vietnamese sáng light, Sakai chĕrang daylight (i.e. Bateg Dek; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 154); ~ (*pmraaŋʔ >) Khmer bɔmprìːəŋ (→ Kuy 
briːaŋ?) dawn, Kuy mphrìːaŋ [sai] moon, (*pnraaŋʔ by assimilation >, or ~) 
Praok [simuɲ] grɛŋ morning [star]. 
Kharia le'rɑŋ, Juang lerɑŋ moon (PINNOW 1959 58).  
Proto-Austronesian *təraŋ: Malay tĕrang bright, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134; Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 378, shine. 
 
661 *ra[a]ŋ to be disseminated.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Late Middle Mon rāṅ [chāy], Modern Mon ràiŋ [chai] to 
become widespread, flourish, prosper; ~ Bahnar praːŋ to go, be carried, far and wide 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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(*raaŋ see also 276 *riʔaak to open, unfold.)  
 
662 *raiŋ to sieve.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer rɛ ̀ː ŋ, Biat raːŋ; ~ Sre səraːŋ (to) sieve, (~?) Bahnar 
graːŋ fish-basket. 
 
663 *rə[ ]ŋ; *raŋ to wander. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Röngao rəːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon kraŋ. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon krɛŋ.  
Cf. further (i) Vietnamese rong, rông; (ii)  
Sora 'enduŋ-. 
 
664 *rɔŋ; *rɔɔŋ to watch (over). 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Mon, Khasi) Mon ròŋ råṅ to look (at) (or B), 
Khmer rùəŋ to wait for, Sre roŋ to watch over, bring up, raise (→ Röglai), Central 
Nicobarese [oŋ]-yɔŋ-[hələ] to guard, protect, watch over, Nancowry yəŋ́, yúŋ to 
wait; (or B) ~ Khasi mrong expectantly, waitfully. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bunör rɔːŋ, Central Rölöm roːŋ to bring up, raise, Bahnar rɔːŋ to look 
after, bring up, raise, keep, preserve; → Cham rɔːŋ, Jarai roːŋ, North Röglai roːk to 
bring up, raise; ~ Bahnar grɔːŋ to keep watch (over) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 78.) 
 
665 *rɔɔŋ row.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer rɔ̀ː ŋ ridge for planting crops, (TANDART 
1935) row of plants, avenue, Vietnamese giòng (for **ròng) line; ~ Stieng ndrɔːŋ 
row, Chrau [aː] kəndrɔːŋ in rows; ~ Chrau tənrɔːŋ line.  
Cf. 659 *riəŋ to form a row.  
 
‡666 *ruŋh; *ruuŋ[ ]; *rəŋ[ ] hole, hollow. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Vietnamese rỗng hole 
in tree; (or B) Besisi sĕrokng pit, cavity, bore of blowpipe (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 66); ~ Kuy proŋ pit, hole, Bru prùŋ; ~ obsolete. Khmer bruṅ 
hollow, Sre broŋ hollow in tree; ~ Biat ndroŋ [boːk] fontanel. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːŋ hollow, cave, den; to hollow out, Stieng ruːŋ 
cave, burrow.  
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Mon) ~ Old Mon sruṅ /srɯŋ/, Modern Mon saŋ hollow, Proto-
Nyah Kur *ɕru̱ŋ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N230); ~ Khmer prùəŋ hole, Kuy phrɑ̀ŋ hole, 
crack, cavity.  
Cf. 724 *luŋ[h] &c. Praok rɔŋ ravine is probably ← Shan hɔŋ̀, under the entry 668 
*ruŋ. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ruaŋ: Javanese rong hole, hollow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
104); (ii) Proto-Formosan *bəruŋ hole, cave, den (BENEDICT 1975). See BENEDICT 
1975 316; 353, pierced. 
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†667 *ruŋʔ; *ruuŋ[ ]; *ruəŋ[ ] ridge, spine, back. 
A: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese sống midrib, ridge, spine. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar rɔŋ back, behind, Jeh, Halang roŋ, Mương 
dung back (CUISINIER 1951); → Cham rɔŋ, Jarai roːŋ, Röglai rok, rək back. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) → Acehnese ruəng back; ~ Palaung krɔŋ; ~ Bru 
krɒŋ back; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntrɔ̀ː ŋ back; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉkhruaŋ (— ˉpɔ) spine… .  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Sakai krökn back, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 4, is rather < 1844 *krawʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 143.) 
Sora kə'ruŋ-ən backyard; ~ kən'duŋ-ən, compounding form dɷŋ-ən back (PINNOW 
1959 367). 
 
668 *ruŋ; *ruuŋ; *ruəŋ channel, river. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _rɔŋ river; (or C?) → 
Thai rɔŋ̂ channel, ditch, Shan hɔŋ̀ gully; ~ Sre rənoŋ channel; ~ (*kruŋ >) Thin 
hrŏŋ, Mương không (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sông river. 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Biat roːŋ [daːk] channel, ditch, Röngao roːŋ drainage channel, side-
channel of river (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Old Mon kruṅ /kruŋ/, Modern Mon 
krɜŋ, Central Rölöm kroːŋ river; (or A?)→ Shan khōŋ Salween, → Riang-Lang 
[ˉom] _kroŋ. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Palaung rɔŋ 
torrent (MILNE 1931), canal, Vietnamese giòng (for **ròng) current, flow, stream; ~ 
Bunör (or B?), Bahnar krɔːŋ river, Kammu-Yuan krɔ́ː ŋ Mekong (or by back-
borrowing ← Lao khɔɔŋ?); (& variants?) → Cham krɔːŋ, Jarai [iːa] kroːŋ, 
Acehnese kruəŋ.  
Connect Burmese mroṅ gully, mroṅ: canal (→ Mon pəròŋ). Cf. further 733 *klɔŋ 
perennial water; & for Tibeto-Burman *kluˑŋ BENEDICT 1972 39 no. 127 & 39-40 n. 
129.  
(BLOOD 1966 76.) 
 
669 *ruŋ; *ruuŋ; *ruəŋ to fall, drop off. 
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre ruŋ [object] to fall to the ground, Biat ruŋ [fruit] to fall, 
[teeth, hair] to fall out, Bahnar ruŋ to fall (down), [leaves] to fall; to abort 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Nancowry yóŋ to drip, kuyóŋ to thresh (by shaking); ~ 
(*tnruŋ >) Biat groŋ to shake [fruit] down. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Stieng ruːŋ fallen leaves. or fruit (or A?); ~ 
(*tnruuŋ >) Chrau təruːŋ to spill, pour out; ~ (?, *trruuŋ >) Bahnar təruːŋ, 
tərōŋ to be blown away (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat rɔːŋ scantiness [of hair]. 
 
(*ruŋ see also 703 *pruŋ to pass through.) 
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670 *ruuŋ; *r[ə]ŋ unpartitioned building. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) (Old Mon ruṅ (open-sided) hall if ≠ raṅ, 
below,) Middle Mon ruṅ large building, Modern Mon rɜŋ̀ large building, shed, Khmer 
ròːŋ hall, pavilion, large building, shed, Kuy ròːŋ large building, field shelter, Biat roːŋ 
shed, Bahnar roːŋ assembly house; → Burmese ruṁ shed, ruṁ: court; Cham ruṅ 
hall, shed; Thai rooŋ hall, shed. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon raṅ (& ruṅ?) /røŋ/, Literary Mon ruiṅ hall.  
Cf. 697 *[t]ruŋ &c. stable, sty, cage; 725 *luŋ &c. stable, sty, cage.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
 
(*ruuŋ see also 703 *pruŋ to pass through; *ruəŋ see ib.; 705 *[p]nruəŋ report, 
news.) 
 
†671 *krii[ŋ] kind of bamboo.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre kriŋ, Biat kreːŋ. 
Sora 'uruŋ-ən (PINNOW 1959 275, cf. 337a), Gorum uruŋ bamboo (ZIDE & ZIDE 1976.)  
 
672 *kriiŋ; *kra[i]ŋ great hornbill. 
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Chrau [kuːŋ]kriːŋ rhinoceros hornbill, Sre, Bahnar kriːŋ great 
hornbill, Dichoceros [= Buceros?] bicornis; ~ Bru trìaŋ hornbill. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang khraŋ, Lawa Umphai kraŋ hornbill. 
 
673 *kriəŋ (& *kraiŋ?) Eugenia.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric) Old Mon kreṅ /kreŋ/, Modern Mon kreaŋ Eugenia, Kuy 
krɛːɲ (< variant?) Eugenia jambolana, Mnong Gar krieŋ Eugenia, Bahnar [ʔlɔːŋ] 
krɛŋ kind of wild cherry. 
 
674 *kr[ɔ]ŋ hard.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon krɔŋ to be h., firm to the touch, Khmer kraŋ to 
be hard, dried and cracked (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.), Biat krɔːŋ [early-]ripening 
[paddy]; → Röglai kroŋ early-ripening.  
Khmer vocalism post-liquid? GUESDON 1930 has kantraṅ to grow stiff, suggesting  
*-ɔɔŋ. 
 
‡675 *kruŋ to confine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Mon kraŋ to store, to shut up, imprison, Khmer kroŋ to 
catch by placing net, pot &c. over, Biat kroŋ to shut up, Jeh trùŋ, krùŋ to pen [fowl 
in basket] (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Stieng kəndruːŋ to pen [pigs], Kontum 
Bahnar kədruŋ, Gölar Bahnar hədruŋ chicken-coop. 
Proto-Austronesian *kuruŋ: Malay kurong cabin, compartment, (bĕr-) to be confined, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 83-4).  
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Connected further Tibeto-Burman *kruˑŋ cage (Garo, Burmese; → Mon khraŋ to 
enclose), BENEDICT 1972 82 no. 389; Thai kroŋ cage; Indonesian → Mon-Khmer 
then unlikely. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 223. 
 
676 *graŋ hill, peak.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon krɛàŋ peak, Old Khmer grāṅ, Modern Khmer kraŋ! 
hill on flat plain, Riang-Lang _raŋ hill, mountain. 
 
677 *graŋ; *graiŋ to know, understand. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon graṅ /graŋ/ to have knowledge of, know, Modern Mon krɛàŋ to 
understand.  
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon grāṅ /graiŋ/ = graṅ, Vietnamese sành to be expert in. 
 
678 *graaŋ threshing gear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Mon kràiŋ threshing-floor in house compound, 
Khmer krìːəŋ, Kuy khrìːaŋ shallow basket for drying seeds &c. in sun, Vietnamese 
sàng winnowing- basket, to winnow. 
 
‡679 *grəŋ to thunder.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer krɛə̀ŋ-krɛə̀ŋ Onomatopoeic for 
reverberating sounds, Besisi garöng thunder, to thunder (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 T 120 (a)); → Burmese khrun: to thunder?; ~ Bahnar tədnɤŋ to 
thunder to dazzle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1392 *grəm[ʔ] &c. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) Paiwan, Ami *gərəŋ thunder (cited at BENEDICT 1975 368, 
rumble…); (ii) by metathesis Proto-Philippine *luGuŋ (ZORC & CHARLES); Proto-
Manobo *rugung (ELKINS).  
Note Proto-Yao *gluŋ, BENEDICT 1975.  
 
680 *criŋ; *criiŋ; *criəŋ; *craiŋ; *craŋ widely spaced. 
A: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan [səŋràŋ] səŋrìŋ thinly [woven], sparsely. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon soiŋ sriṅ, criṅ to be widely spaced; ~ (*cnriiŋ >) 
Bahnar [briː] dədriːŋ, tədriːŋ secondary growth of grass and occasional trees 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khasi; ~ *cpriəŋ >) Khasi saphriang to spread, extend (& phriang to spread out, 
scatter by back-fmn). 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer crɛṅ spreading, separation [of legs] (GUESDON 1930), Biat 
chraːŋ widely spaced; ~ (*cmraiŋ >) Chrau vraːŋ spread apart, Bahnar braːŋ 
widely spaced, Jeh braːŋ far apart, Halang braːŋ distance, space. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan cráŋ becoming sparse.  
(SMITH 1972 161.)  
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680a *[c]riŋ; *[c]riiŋ to string, thread. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sriŋ to t. [needle], string [beads] (or B?; probably → Röglai 
sriŋ to thread); ~ (*[c]rriŋ >) Biat rlɯŋ string [of beads], (koːŋ —) necklace. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng kriːŋ to string [beads] (or A?), Bahnar 
sriːŋ, hriːŋ to string [fish]; (probably) → Cham thriːŋ to thread; ~ Bahnar sədriːŋ, 
hədriːŋ string of fish &c., kebab, Bahnar Kontum dreːŋ necklace.  
Cf. Nancowry ráŋ to thread beads. 
 
681 *craŋ; *cra[a]ŋ bank, embankment. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon craṅ /craŋ/ bank, Modern Mon sɛŋ bank, shore, side, edge, 
Khmer craŋ (steep) bank. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon crāṅ (bund of?) tank, Modern Mon saiŋ dam, 
reservoir, moat, Stieng cɛraːŋ steep.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
682 *[c]rəŋ beetle.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ (*[c]rrəŋ >) Bahnar hərəŋ beetles, pest attacking 
paddy, Sakai harang-[hárui] beetle (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
144A); ~ Sre sənrəŋ kind of water- beetle (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar hədrəːŋ 
kind of beetle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps Khasi [’ňiang] riang (then compounding form) water- beetle. But 
connection uncertain 684 *cru(u)ŋ caterpillar.  
 
683 *[c]rəəŋ loft, rack.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Mon) Chil, Kuañ [ndraː] srɯːŋ transverse roof timbers, Bru trɯ̀ːŋ 
shelf under roof, Nyah Kur *thrəə̤ŋ; ~ (*[c]nrəəŋ >) Central Rölöm ndrəːŋ shelf 
under roof, Biat ndrəːŋ loft, rack; ~ (*[c]prəəŋ >) Bahnar prəːŋ loft.  
*t2-? Connect 658 *riŋ &c. veranda?  
(BLOOD 1966 p. 35.)  
 
684 *cruŋ; *cruuŋ caterpillar. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau jruŋ; ~ (*cnruŋ >) Biat ndroŋ caterpillar; ~ 
*crruŋ >) Khasi [’ñiang] long (compounding form!) caterpillar, larva, chrysalis.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng cəndruːŋ caterpillar, worm in fruit (or 
A?), Bahnar hədroːŋ caterpillar, silkworm, Jeh idruːŋ wood-eating insect, Halang 
hədruːŋ caterpillar.  
Connection uncertain 682 *[c]rəŋ beetle.  
(SMITH 1972 118.) 
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685 *cruŋ; *cruuŋ; *cruəŋ sharpened stake set in ground, panji.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chông (!) spikes, stakes (perhaps < *rcuŋ by metathesis). 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre srouŋ, Jeh, Halang sroŋ panji, Bahnar srɔŋ, hrɔŋ panji; sharpened 
to a point; → Bru surɒŋ point?; → Cham carɔŋ, Röglai cərok, Malay chorong 
panji. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer croːŋ sticking up, standing up; straight; ~ cɔmroːŋ panji, any object 
standing upright in earth.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Connection dubious Literary Mon 
karåṅ stake.  
(SMITH 1972 141.) 
 
686 *jraŋ; *jra[i]ŋ; *jriəŋ hole.  
A, B: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon jraṅ /jraŋ/ pit (A), Sre jiraŋ [nko] gullet 
(DOURNES 1950); (probably ~) Khasi jarang cranny where fish lurk; ~ (B; jnra[i]ŋ 
>) Bahnar hədraːŋ hole of small animal. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan crìaŋ vertical and deep [hole of animal]. 
 
687 *jnraaŋ to spread legs.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon həràiŋ to open [legs], splay, Khmer cɔŋkrìːəŋ to lie 
on back with arms and legs spread out, Riang-Lang _traŋ [_tras] to straddle.  
Cf. 577a *jdaŋ &c. spread wide… . 
 
†688 *[j]rɔɔŋ red.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _roŋ; ~ Kammu-Yuan [yìm] səɲrɔ̀ː ɲ [səɲrìɲ] 
(contaminated by səɲtùuɲ ad 788 *thuuɲ).  
Kammu-Yuan …səɲrìɲ, Palaung reŋ suggest a variant in *-eŋ. 
Santali ɟɔrɔŋ deep red, scarlet (PINNOW 1959 396).  
Connection uncertain Malay [merah] mĕrang bright red, Ngaju Dayak mahiang red 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 67, *ciɣaŋ, a dubious construction); Gayo ilang red.  
 
689 *jruŋ corner, angle.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer crùŋ, Stieng jəruːŋ, Biat jruŋ.  
Conceivably South Bahnaric ← Khmer, < *crʔuŋ, connected 272 *cʔuk (& Khmer 
chùːŋ, ib). 
 
690 *jruŋ; *jruuŋ; *jruəŋ; *jrəŋ (& *jrəəŋ by expressive lengthening) high, long. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Bahnar jəroŋ very high (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Riang-Lang _cərɔŋ to be high, tall, Khasi jrong to be high; ~ (*jnruŋ >) 
Khmer cɔŋkrùŋ big and tall (& cùŋkrùŋ, TANDART 1935).  
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer cɔŋkròːŋ, cùəŋkròːŋ tall, huge, gigantic. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ʔɲrɔːŋ long piece. 
D: (Katuic, Central Aslian) Semai cərək long; ~ (*jnrəəŋ >) Kuy nthrɯ̀ːŋ long.  
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763 *slu(u)ŋ high contaminated 172 *jruuʔ deep. Cf. further Khmer sraoŋ lofty, sroŋ 
straight down (< *sru(u)ŋ); & 537 *j[o(o)]ŋ long, high.  
(SHAFER 1965 120; cf. PINNOW 1959 340.) 
 
691 *jruŋ; *jrəŋ; *jraŋ (& *jra[a]ŋ?) post. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng jəroːŋ, Sre jəroŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau [poːŋ] jrəŋ, Praok roŋ, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔdɑŋ, Lawa Umphai ʔrɔŋ, Mae Sariang ʔɣɔŋ; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-
Lang _kənraŋ house post, Khasi kynjreng upright. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar jraŋ post; ~ (*jnra[a]ŋ >?) Thin cən̆draŋ house 
post.  
By metathesis < *jrjuŋ &c., parallel formation to 538 *j/n/juŋ? Note for this 
Palaung rəjəŋ post, ~ jəŋ to stand, ib.  
(SMITH 1972 129.) 
 
691a *t2raŋ; *t2ra[a]ŋ forehead.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ (*t2nraŋ >) Biat ndraŋ [klɛːŋ].  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau traːŋ [voːʔ] (B); ~ (*t2rra(a)ŋ >) Khasi 
shyllang[mat].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese trán, unless ← South Bahnaric.  
 
692 *t2nraaŋ man, male.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) West Bahnar kədraːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi 
shynrang. 
 
693 *t1raiŋ; *t1riəŋ; by metathesis *rt1iəŋ; *rt1iiŋ kind of reed.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Katuic) Khmer traeŋ, Bahnar traːŋ (kind of) reed, 
Thin [trɤh]-traŋ reed, Bru trɛːŋ kind of tall grass. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat trɛːŋ reed, Bahnar trɛŋ, Jeh, Halang triaŋ drinking-tube. 
C: (Bahnaric) Chrau rətiəŋ giant reed, Bahnar dialects rəkiaŋ, rətɛːŋ, rəcɛːŋ kind of 
reed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat [tɒːm] tiːŋ (!) [kɒt] reed.  
Connect perhaps Proto-Austronesian *t/ar/iaŋ kind of bamboo: Jarai trɛːŋ, &c. 
(Proto-Hesperonesian; ch. BLUST 1972 no. 8, *(CtT)eriŋ; NOTHOFER 1975 52, 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *tamiaŋ). But connection dubious B56 *.riəŋ straw.  
(SMITH 1972 148.) 
 
694 *tr[ə]ŋ to filter.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɔːŋ to filter, to catch [liquid] in jar &c., 
Kuy trɑːŋ, Stieng krɔːŋ! to filter, krəːŋ! to decant, Biat trɒŋ to filter.  
Khmer lengthening also in 405 *[c]r[ə]k. Stieng k- obscure. 
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695 *trɔŋ to be incompletely ripe.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon krɔŋ to be halfway ripe, Bahnar trɔŋ́ to be grown to full 
size but not yet ripe (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
 
696 *tr[ɔ]ŋ to run straight.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɔŋ to be straight, direct, to move directly towards 
(→ Thai troŋ straight…, → Kuy troŋ straight, direct), Stieng trɔːŋ to aim; by 
secondary derivation ~ Biat ntrɔŋ to aim.  
Or *trəŋ.  
 
697 *[t]ruŋ; *[t]ruuŋ; *[t]ruəŋ stable, sty, cage. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?North Bahnaric) Mon kraŋ stable, byre, Khmer trùŋ, Kuy 
thrùŋ cage, pen; → Cham druṅ cage; (?) Thai kroŋ cage; ~ West Bahnar tədruŋ, 
East Bahnar adruŋ birdcage, laying-box (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (if ≠ Kontum 
Bahnar kədruŋ, &c., chicken-coop, ad 675 *kruŋ to confine; then < *[t]nruŋ).  
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nruuŋ >) Biat ndruːŋ (— chɛh) stable, (— chor) piggery, 
sty. 
C: (North Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nruəŋ >) Kontum Bahnar kədrɔːŋ shed for animals 
(contaminated by *kruŋ?).  
Cf. 725 *luŋ &c.; 670 *ruuŋ &c. unpartitioned building.  
 
698 *truuŋ; *truəŋ path, road. 
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian) Stieng, Central Rölöm troːŋ, Jeh, Halang trùaŋ, Semelai 
təruŋ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat, Bahnar trɔːŋ.  
Connect 703 *pruŋ &c. to pass through? Cf. also Thin ruŋ road (contaminated by Thai 
rɔŋ̂?); & 736 *glɔɔŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 79; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 216.) 
 
(*t1ruuŋ see 558 *jt1uuŋ to strike, beat… .) 
 
†699 *d2raŋ horn.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon draṅ /draŋ/ elephant’s tusk, Modern Mon 
krɛàŋ horn, tusk., Praok ruŋ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdəɯŋ, Lawa Umphai ʔrəŋ, Mae 
Sariang ʔɣəŋ, Khasi reng, Vietnamese sừng horn; ~ Kammu-Yuan cəntrɯ̀ŋ, Thin 
cən̆drɯ̆ŋ (& by back-formation drɯ̆ŋ) horn; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-
Lang _kəmrəŋ.  
Connect Palaung nuŋ? 
Sora 'dereːŋ-ən, 'deˑraŋ-ən, 'daˑreŋ-ən, Kharia ɖɛ'rɛŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 347).  
Sora suggests vowel assimilation following metathesis; note then Malay taring boar’s 
tusk (↔ Semang tayeng, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 258). Cf. also Tibeto-Burman 
*rwaŋ, BENEDICT 1972 31-2 no. 85, 32 n. 101; 143. 
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700 *draŋ (kind of palm with) thorny leaf-stem.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer trɛə̀ŋ Pandanus laevis or Rhapis flabelliformis, 
Chrau draŋ hard edge of palm-leaf stalk.  
 
701 *nriŋ; *snriəŋ hammock litter, cradle. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔɔŋrɯ̀ŋ, Biat ŋrɯŋ. 
B: (Mon) Mon həreaŋ sareṅ; → Thai sàlìaŋ, → royal Khmer saliəŋ. 
 
702 *priiŋ; *priəŋ; *pru[ə]ŋ oil, fat. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer preːŋ, Stieng, Biat priːŋ oil, fat, Chrau [daːʔ] 
priːŋ coconut oil. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung preəŋ fat; to be delicious, Riang-Lang ˉpriɛŋ 
to be delicious; ~ (*pnriəŋ >) Jeh padreːŋ animal fat, Halang bədreaŋ fat. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi phrong fatty residue of frying-oil.  
Cf. Khasi phniang oil-seed (< *rpniəŋ by metathesis?). Connection dubious 928 
*kləɲ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52.) 
 
703 *pruŋ; *pruuŋ; *pruəŋ to pass through. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre nroŋ narrow passage (→ Röglai adroŋ); ~ 
Riang-Lang _prɔŋ pass.  
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok [hu] prɯŋ to go through, pass through, Khasi phrung to 
enter, pass through, to insert. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar drɔːŋ to go through, pass.  
Root perhaps *ruŋ &c. Connect 698 *truuŋ &c. path, road?  
 
(*pruuŋ see also 921 *priiɲ to contend.) 
 
704 *pruuŋ to cook in a bamboo tube.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Bahnar pruːŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 483.) 
 
705 *[p]nruəŋ; *pnrəŋ report, news. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok grɔŋ fact, report. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon pinriṅ /pənrøŋ/ news, Modern Mon pəraŋ news, report.  
Root perhaps *r(u)əŋ; connected Bahnar tədrɔːŋ matter, affair, Jeh tadroːŋ matter, 
Halang drədroaŋ idea (cf. SMITH 1972 171); Proto-Austronesian *ta[g'r]uŋ (then 
*-r-): Ngaju Dayak tarong news, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *-[ḷ]-; Proto-West-
Indonesian). 
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706 *briəŋ (~ *bnriəŋ, by metathesis > *brniəŋ > *brɲiəŋ, by dissimilation > 
Palaungic &c. *[b]rɲuəŋ, *[b]ryuəŋ, by analogy also *[b]ryuŋ) rainbow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre briaŋ [kaŋ] (→ Röglai briaŋ); ~ (*bnriəŋ >) Bahnar 
bədrɛːŋ, pədrɛːŋ (& Röngao bədriːŋ) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi [sim]-
pyllieng rainbow, (by metathesis &c.) Kammu-Yuan pəryɔ̀ː ŋ dragon, Thin pri(y)oŋ 
dragon, (dŭr —) rainbow, Palaung pəryɔŋ (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang [kɑy] 
pərɲuɔŋ rainbow, Praok siyɔŋ rainbow, dragon, (*[b]ryuŋ >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔayoŋ, Lawa Umphai rayoŋ rainbow.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 274, dragon, rainbow.  
(SHAFER 1965 386.) 
 
707 *mraŋ horse.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung brəŋ, Riang-Lang _məraŋ, Praok bruŋ, Lawa Bo 
Luang mbraŋ, Lawa Umphai mbrɔŋ, Mae Sariang mbyɔŋ; ~ (*kuən mraŋ by 
contraction >) Kammu-Yuan həmràŋ.  
Of same origin as Burmese mraṅ:. For Tibeto-Burman *m-raŋ (~ *s-raŋ-s) see 
BENEDICT 1972 43 no. 145 & n. 139; COBLIN 1974:124-5. At BENEDICT 1972 189 n. 
487 Benedict argues that *m-raŋ & Archaic Chinese må 馬 (< *mwa < *mra) 
are early loans from a plerisyllabic *m[ ]raŋ[ ] of unknown origin.  
(SHAFER 1965 385.) 
 
708 *[s]riə[ŋ] intestines.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ hriaŋ, Kammu-Yuan riaŋ, Palaung (!) rɛŋ. 
 
(*snriəŋ see 701 *nriŋ hammock litter… .) 
 
709 *sraŋ; *sra[a]ŋ tooth, sharp projection. 
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Khasi shreng dorsal fin, spine, prickle, Mương 
thăng (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese răng tooth; ~ (*smr- >; or B?) Sre 
səmpraŋ spiny dorsal fin of certain fish (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan raːŋ, Thin, Palaung hraŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrɑŋ, 
Praok raŋ tooth.  
(SHAFER 1965 205.)  
 
†‡710 *liiŋ; *liəŋ waterfall, to gush. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kuy lìːɲ to pour slowly, Bru ʔalìːŋ to pour; ~ 
Bahnar hliːŋ to pour out; ~ Biat rleːŋ [daːk] flood; ~ Semang paling to flow (i.e. 
Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 184).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre [daː] liaŋ, Biat lɛːŋ waterfall; → Cham lia̯ṅ to wash.  
Cf. 719 *laaŋʔ to wash…; 716 *laŋ …to condense.  
Sora leːŋ-'leːŋ- to be damp, dripping, Kharia lɛŋ to flow, &c. (PINNOW 1959 343; Proto-
Munda *lɛŋgi).  
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Proto-Austronesian *[ ]iliŋ: Javanese iling to pour cautiously from unspouted vessel, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 68; Proto-West-Indonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 358, to p.  
 
(*liiŋ see also 758 *[r]liiŋ polished… .) 
 
711 *liəŋ young, tender.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon leṅ /leŋ/ junior [officer], Modern Mon 
[həmɔe] lɛàŋ at age of puberty, Stieng liəŋ pliant, flexible, Riang-Lang _liɛŋ shoot, 
blade; ~ Palaung rəliəŋ boy, youth.  
Cf. 726 *luŋ &c.  
 
(*liəŋ see also 758 *[r]liiŋ …to glisten.) 
 
712 *leŋ to sport, play.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon leṅ [laḥ] to enjoy, Khmer lèːŋ to play 
sport, divert oneself, Chrau leːŋ (to do) as a diversion. 
 
713 *leeŋ (& *leŋ?) to borrow, hire.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon lòiŋ to hire, rent, (variant >?) Sre leŋ to borrow. 
 
†‡714 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *laiŋ large raptor. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) ~ (*laŋ laŋ > *lnlaŋ >) Mon 
kənɛàŋ kite; ~ (*klaŋ >) Sre klaŋ, Chrau khlaŋ hawk, large raptor, (or variant?) 
Central Sakai klak hawk. 
B, C: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) (Semai 
laːŋ buzzard (TAUERN 1914) if not ← Malay, below); ~ Khmer khlaeŋ kite (C; → 
Kuy lhɛːɲ, slɛːŋ kite (toy)?), Kuy k(ə)laːŋ hawk (B), Biat klaːŋ hawk, large raptor, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang klaːŋ hawk &c., Kammu-Yuan kláːŋ kite, hawk, eagle, 
Palaung, Praok klaŋ, Riang-Lang ˉklɑŋ kite, hawk, (C) Khasi khlieng (~ ’lieng) 
kite, eagle, (B/C) Central Nicobarese kəlaːŋ white-bellied eagle, Nancowry kaláŋ 
vulture; → Cham kalaːŋ, Jarai klaːŋ, Röglai kalak, North Röglai kalaːk hawk, 
large raptor, Acehnese klöəng hawk.  
Cf. A46 *kliŋ kite (toy).  
(SHAFER 1965 63; BLOOD 1966 300; SMITH 1972 156; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 4 (a).) 
Sora ə'daŋ-ən kite Proto-Austronesian *[qS]əlaŋ: Malay lang, hĕlang hawk, kite, 
eagle, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 170, Proto-Malayo-Javanese *həllaŋ; Proto-West-
Indonesian if Iban lang is not ← Malay).  
Proto-Austric, Proto-Austroasiatic *qəlaŋ or the like? Proto-Mon-Khmer *k- then 
animal prefix; or < *q-? Hence Tibeto-Burman *laŋ, BENEDICT 1972 72 no. 333 & 
n. 225; note Kachin gəlaŋ eagle, kite, hawk.  
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‡715 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *liŋ to wander. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre [liŋ] laŋ here and there, back and forth (→ Röglai), 
Riang-Lang laŋ [lɛ] to wander abroad.  
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung (MILNE 1931, songs) [leh] laŋ, (~; or tone by 
phrasal assimilation) Vietnamese lang [bang &c.] to wander. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre liŋ [laŋ] here and there… (→ Röglai), Praok [hu 
lay] liŋ to go from place to place.  
Cf. 1513 *ləyh.  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *laŋlaŋ) Javanese langlang to wander; (ii) *d'alaŋ: Malay 
jalang to wander, &c.  
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 46; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
716 *laŋ to melt, to condense.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon lɛàŋ to melt, Literary Mon laṅ also [dew] to be precipitated, Khasi 
lang [e.g. water] to condense, collect.  
Cf. 719 *laaŋʔ to wash…; 710 *liiŋ &c. …to gush. 
 
717 *laŋ with black markings.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre laŋ white with black stripes, piebald (DOURNES 
1950), Riang-Lang _laŋ, Praok luŋ, Lawa Bo Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang lɔŋ to be black.  
(SHAFER 1965 390.) 
 
718 *laŋ; *laaŋ; *liiŋ to destroy. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon blaṅ /blaŋ/ [pliñ]. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer lìːəŋ (→ Thai láaŋ); ~ Bahnar klaːŋ to dig up, 
ditch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric; ~ *lbliiŋ >) Khmer rùmlìːŋ to dig out and clear away 
[tree-stumps], to dissipate one’s property, (~?) Biat pliːŋ to break [dyke] down. 
 
719 *laaŋʔ to wash, to bring water to.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Literary Mon lāṅ to wash 
(away), Khmer lìːəŋ (→ Thai láaŋ) to wash; ~ late Middle Mon lamlāṅ dew 
(contaminated by 716 *laŋ …to condense, which compare?); ~ Literary Mon klāṅ 
to clean, Bahnar klaːŋ to direct water, channel, Vietnamese tráng to rinse [dish &c.]; 
~ Thin kəm̆laŋ to gush out, overflow, to cause to gush out, to spit (contaminated by 
710 *liiŋ &c., which compare).  
(SMITH 1972 160.) 
 
720 *la[a]ŋ (& *laŋ?) to unfold.  
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre laŋ (< variant?),  
Central Rölöm (BLOOD 1966), Bahnar laːŋ, Central Nicobarese [cum]-laːŋ-[haiɲe], 
Nancowry láŋ, cuṙláŋi. 
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721 *lɔŋ to be immersed.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer lùəŋ to drown, Stieng lɔːŋ to capsize, 
Central Nicobarese lɔŋ-[ʃe] to sink, Nancowry lóŋsi, lóŋ that which cannot float; 
~ Stieng klɔːŋ to immerse; ~ Khmer bɔmphlùəŋ to immerse, sink (TANDART 1935).  
Add as derivation 733 *klɔŋ perennial water? Cf. 423 *lək &c.; 1077 *lət &c. to be 
extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58.) 
 
722 *lɔŋ; *lɔɔŋ to echo.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*lml- >) Mon pəlòŋ lamlåṅ &c., Khmer 
lùənlùəŋ echo (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; A); ~ (*lmp->; B) Khmer rùmpɔ̀ː ŋ, 
(TANDART 1935) lùmpɔ̀ː ŋ (to) echo (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; A), (A?) Sre mpoŋ 
echo (→ Röglai).  
Cf. Vietnamese lừng to resound; Ilocano gumluong to resound, revenberate. 
 
723 *lɔɔŋ to try, test.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer lɔ̀ː ŋ, Kuy lùːaŋ, Biat lɔːŋ [uaɲ], Stieng, Sre (→ 
Röglai), Jeh loːŋ to try, test, Bahnar lɔːŋ to be tested; apparently → Lawa Bo 
Luang lɑŋ, Lawa Umphai lɔŋ by interdialectal borrowing; ~ Khmer prəlɔːŋ to 
compete, to take a test (contaminated by 921 *pruŋ to contend?), Bahnar pəlɔːŋ to 
try, test; ~ Halang təloaŋ to try, test.  
(BLOOD 1966 77; SMITH 1972 175.) 
 
†‡724 *luŋ[h]; *luuŋh; *ləŋ[h] hole, hollow; to bore, excavate.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer lùŋ to dig hole, drill, bore, excavate, 
Central Nicobarese [oŋ]lɔŋ to drill hole, Nancowry ʔuŋlóŋ, lóŋa hole; ~ Sre 
[daː] tərluŋ well, Chrau təluŋ deep place in river, Jeh talòŋ hole (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Khasi tyllong [um] well, spring; ~ Bahnar səluŋ pit, ditch, well, 
abyss. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer rùmlòːŋ flood-basin; ~ Vietnamese 
trũng to be concave, low, hollow; ~ (*trluuŋh >) Bahnar təduːŋ hole, hollow, 
cutting (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer ʔɔnlùəŋ hole in stream-bed; ~ Mon klaŋ to bore (rather 
than A, cf. next); ~ Middle Mon kamluiṅ, Modern Mon pəlaŋ well.  
Add as derivatives 745 *t1luŋ &c. throat; 747 *d2luŋ &c. boat? Cf. also 666 *ruŋh &c. 
hole, hollow; 733 *klɔŋ perennial water.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58.) 
Sora 'lʔuːŋ-ən, (compounding form) (')lu(ː)ŋ-ən pit.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *baluŋ: Malay balong pond, pool, puddle, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
25; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *paluŋ: Malay palung trough, &c. (ib. no. 283; 
Proto-Hesperonesian).  
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725 *luŋ; *luuŋ; *luəŋ stable, sty, cage. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lồǹg cage. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai) louŋ sty. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese chuồǹg (for **truồng) cage, shed, 
coop, stable, sty; ~ (*.nluəŋ >) Biat nɔːŋ cage.  
Cf. 697 *[t]ruŋ &c. 
 
726 *luŋ; *luuŋ; *luəŋ young, tender. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) ~ Khmer pùənlùŋ young bamboo plant, Sre bənuŋ young 
[plant], Bahnar bənuŋ young, young bamboo. 
B: (Palaungic) Khasi lung young, tender; ~ (*t2əəm luuŋ by contraction >?) Thin 
cluŋ shoot; ~ Riang-Lang _pluŋ to be tender, to be adolescent.  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar blɔːŋ adolescent person; [bamboo] beginning to grow 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Röglai loɲ young [plant]; & 711 *liəŋ. Connect 756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling? 
 
727 *luŋ; *luəŋ; *ləŋ above, on. 
A: (Palaungic, Aslian) Riang-Lang _lɔŋ on (to), Praok loŋ above, Sakai [gua]-long on 
top (i.e. Jah Hut; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 9); ~ (*[ ]nluŋ >) Palaung nɯŋ far 
above. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy lɔ̀ː ŋ (to go) high up.  
C: (Khasi; ~ *[ ]nləŋ >) Khasi neng above.  
Cf. (i) Kontum Bahnar kəpəŋ above, on top of, Halang pèːŋ above, Jeh pèːŋ upper side 
(< *lpə(ə)ŋ? Kuy has pɑːŋ on, above, Bru pəːŋ above); (ii) Sora 'laŋkaː-n above, 
&c., PINNOW 1959 364. But connection dubious Old Mon cloṅ /clɔŋ/ highest point, 
spire; or Khmer laəŋ to rise up…, ↔ Thai ləə̌ŋ going up too high.  
 
728 *luuŋ to sway.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar [lɛŋ &c.] lɔŋ swaying, vibrating, 
teetering (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung luŋ [laŋ] to swing (MILNE 1931), Praok 
[puk plɛk] luŋ [lɛŋ] to sway; ~ Khmer khlòːŋ unstable, swaying.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Cf. (i) B59 *[l]a[a]ŋ; (ii) Bahnar ləŋ gəŋ 
swaying, swinging (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (iii) Santali lawaŋ lawaŋ dangling, 
hanging loosely, PINNOW 1959 K 523.  
 
729 *luuŋ; *luəŋ; *liiŋ firefly. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre [way] luːŋ, Biat luːŋ glow-worm, Riang-Lang _luŋ 
[_liau] firefly. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung hlɔŋ firefly (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Mon, Khmuic, Katuic) Mon [lɛk] loiŋ; ~ Kammu dialect [ràːŋ] klèːŋ; ~ Bru 
malìŋ lɒ̀ʔ. 
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729a *kli[ŋ]; *klii[ŋ] black ant. 
A: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese kəmileŋ kind of small black ant. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng kaliːŋ, Biat kuleːŋ, (or A?) Sre kəliŋ black ant.  
Or *-ɲ; so connected B68 *briiɲ &c. kind of ant? 
 
730 *kliŋ; *kliiŋ; *kliəŋ to rotate, to spin. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) ~ Khmer krəlɤŋ to rotate, to turn on lathe; ~ Palaung kənleŋ 
wheel, Riang-Lang _kənleŋ wheel, spinning- wheel. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok kliŋ to spin; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔaləiɲ, Lawa Umphai raleiɲ 
spindle. 
C: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon kleṅ /kleŋ/, Modern Mon keaŋ to spin, Thin klioŋ to 
rotate; ~ (*knliəŋ >) Middle Mon kaneṅ, Literary Mon kneṅ spindle (& Modern 
Mon neaŋ by hypercorrection). 
 
731 *[k]liəŋ forehead.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [ndraŋ] klɛːŋ, Bahnar klɛŋ, Jeh kleːŋ, Halang kleaŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ Sre biŋliaŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 97; SMITH 1972 123.) 
 
732 *klaŋʔ; *kla[a]ŋ[ ] white. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese trắng; ~ 
(*kmlaŋʔ >; contaminated by 750 *plaaŋʔ to shine?) Bahnar blaŋ shining white 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Bahnaric; ~ *kmla[a]ŋ[ ] >) Bahnar bəlaːŋ white[thread], (by assimilation *knl- 
>) Chrau kənaːŋ, Biat ŋlaːŋ white.  
Connection uncertain Khmer sɔnlaːŋ clean white, brand-new. 
 
733 *klɔŋ perennial water.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Stieng kloːŋ deep place in stream, pool in 
marsh, Sre kloŋ water-hole in river bed, Bahnar klɔŋ deep part of river, Bru klɔŋ 
water-hole, deep-water channel, Palaung klɔŋ quantifier for watercourses (MILNE 
1931), Praok, Lawa Bo Luang klɔŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang kloŋ stream; ~ 
(*kplɔŋ >) Palaung plɔŋ stream; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəlɔŋ (!) 
puddle.  
~ 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed? Cf. 724 *luŋ[h] &c. hole…; 668 *(k-)ruŋ &c. … river; & 
Tibeto-Burman *kluˑŋ river, BENEDICT 1972 39 no. 127, 39-40 n. 129; further 
Burmese khyoṅ: stream.  
(SHAFER 1965 66.) 
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734 *kluŋ; *kluuŋ; *kluəŋ kind of resinous tree. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer khloŋ Dipterocarpus cordatus crispatus. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] kluːŋ kind of resinous tree resembling wood-oil tree, 
Sre kloːŋ! kind of resinous tree. 
C: (Mon; ?) Old Mon [chu] klonṅ /kloŋ/, Modern Mon kloŋ Terminalia tomentosa. 
 
735 *kluuŋ (& *kluŋ?); *[k]luəŋ middle, belly. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng kluːŋ (in the) middle, Sre kluŋ (or < *-uŋ?; → Röglai 
kluk) stomach, Riang-Lang ˉkluŋ belly, womb; ~ (*knl- >) Sre kənuŋ heartwood; 
yolk (< *-uŋ?), East Bahnar gluːŋ middle finger (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
(*kpluuŋ >) Sre pluːŋ paunch (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Mương (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese lòng intestines, heart.  
Note further Kammu-Yuan lìŋ middle (under the entry 582 *kɗiiŋ); Kenaboi bûlang 
belly, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 162 (a).  
(SHAFER 1965 64.) 
 
736 *glɔɔŋ path, road.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Aslian) Mon klòŋ road, track, way, Kuy khlùːaŋ tracks., 
mark, trace, crack, Kensiu gəlɔŋ path, road; ~ Khmer kùənɔ̀ː ŋ way, tracks.  
If 739 *clɔɔŋ …to pass is a variant-prefix form, Praok lɔŋ to go along may reflect the 
simplex. Bahnar gluːŋ wide [road] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), cited as road at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 G 49, is not connected. Cf. further 698 *truuŋ &c. 
 
737 *gluŋ; *gl[i]ŋ much, many. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon gluṅ, gloṅ /glɯŋ/, (in part, cf. B) Modern Mon 
klàŋ to be much, many, (~?) Palaung lɯŋ (!) [animals] to be many; → Shan lɤ̀ŋ to 
be plentiful; ~ Khasi kyllong very big. 
B: (Mon; or *-əŋ) Middle Mon gluiṅ = Old Mon gluṅ &c. (so in part Modern Mon 
klàŋ, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəmləŋ̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V90); cf. further for the variant 
Old Mon, rare, guṁliṅ &c. attributive beside guṁluṅ &c.).  
 
738 *gluəŋ enclosure.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Late Middle Mon gloṅ /gloŋ/ citadel, palace; ~ Chrau 
gəlɔːŋ fence.  
TANDART 1935 has obsolete Khmer ghluəṅ teasury, storehouse; cf. Modern Mon 
khlɛə̀ŋ, ↔ Thai kʰlaŋ, not readily referable to *gləŋ. Connect B61 *[s]l(u)əŋ to 
wall? 
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739 *clɔɔŋ to cross, pass.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer chlɔːŋ, Kuy (c)lɑːŋ, Stieng cəlɔːŋ, səloːŋ 
to cross; ~ Khmer crəlɔ̀ː ŋ narrow valley &c. between hills, path, pass, Biat rlɔːŋ 
passage.  
Perhaps *c-lɔɔŋ, cf. 736 *glɔɔŋ path, road & Khmer rùmlɔ̀ː ŋ to pass over, pass beyond, 
kɔnlɔ̀ː ŋ to step over; passing, past.  
 
†740 *jliiŋ (& *jliŋ?); *jla[i]ŋ long. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon -jlīṅ /jliŋ/, Modern Mon klòiŋ, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔdəiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔleiɲ, Semelai jəluːŋ (contaminated by 763 
*sluuŋ high?), Mah Meri jələŋ, (*jliŋ >?) Central Nicobarese cəliŋ, Nancowry 
caliŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok laŋ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdaŋ (& ʔdɯŋ), Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔlaŋ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 66; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
Mundari ɟiliŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 396a). 
 
741 *trlii[ŋ] to lose one’s way.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kəloiŋ taliṅ to be mistaken, to mistake [route], Nyah 
Kur təlíiŋ (suggests *-ɲ?), Stieng trəliːŋ to get lost.  
Connect Kammu-Yuan lóŋ to forget, fail to recognize, Thin hloŋ to lose one’s way?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
742 *tlaŋ side of figure.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon tlaṅ /tlaŋ/, Modern Mon klɛŋ, Stieng 
klaŋ; ~ Pangan nglang (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 198).  
 
743 *[t]laŋ; *tlaaŋ large vessel. 
A: (Palaungic; ~?) Praok kloŋ bowl, Lawa Umphai klɔŋ kind of bowl. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klaiŋ large wide-mouthed jar, Khmer thlaːŋ large earthenware 
cooking-pot. 
 
744 *t1luŋ; *t1luuŋ; *t1luəŋ throat. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang khroaŋ, Lawa Umphai krauŋ [leʔ] (k(h)- part-of-
body prefix). 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan troːŋ; ~ (*t1rluuŋ >) Bahnar həlɔŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ Biat rumloːŋ [kɔː], (by assimilation *rnl- >) Röngao 
rənɔŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C: (Nicobaric; ~ *tnluəŋ >) Central Nicobarese oŋlɔːŋə neck, Nancowry ʔuŋlóŋe.  
For North Bahnaric vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Connect Proto-Miao-Yao *kḷaaŋ neck, 
throat, BENEDICT 1975 232, between… (I). Perhaps ~ 724 *luŋ[h] &c. hole, 
hollow… .  
(SMITH 1972 147; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 102 (b).) 
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745 *Tliiŋ; *Tliəŋ to bind, hobble. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer thlìːŋ, Sre kliŋ (→ Röglai), Bahnar kleːŋ 
to hobble [animal] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham kleṅ hobbles; ~ Khmer 
tùənlìːŋ, Kuy thlìːɲ, Stieng gliːŋ elephant hobbles, Biat ŋleːŋ hobbles; ~ Bahnar 
gleːŋ = kleːŋ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Mon) Mon kleaŋ to bind; ~ kəneaŋ bonds.  
 
746 *d1liəŋ to carry hanging down.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Late Middle Mon dleṅ ? /gleŋ/, Modern Mon klɛàŋ to carry slung 
from a yoke, Thin tliɛŋ to carry in one’s hand. 
 
747 *d2luŋ; *d2luuŋ; *d2luəŋ; *d2ləŋ boat. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔloŋ; ~ (*d2pluŋ >) Sre, 
Bahnar pluŋ.  
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon dluṅ /dluŋ/, Modern Mon klɜŋ̀; ~ Jeh, Halang 
pluːŋ. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~?) Kammu-Yuan cəlɔ̀ː ŋ; ~ Riang-Lang _cənluaŋ. 
D: (Khasi) Khasi with secondary lengthening lieng.  
Perhaps ~ 724 *luŋ[h] &c. …to bore, excavate. Hence Tibeto-Burman *(m-)loŋ, 
BENEDICT 1972 120 no. 467?  
(SHAFER 1965 232, 540, 579; SMITH 1972 119.) 
 
748 *n[l]uŋ; *n[l]uuŋ; *[l]nuuŋ gourd, egg-plant. 
A: (Khasi; by dissimilation > *dluŋ >?) Khasi klong bottle- gourd. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre nhouŋ bottle- gourd, Chrau nhoːŋ gourd (BLOOD 
1966); ~ Riang-Lang _tərluŋ egg-plant. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon nuṅ ?/nuŋ/, Modern Mon nɜŋ̀ 
water-pot, Old Khmer noṅ, Modern Khmer rənòːŋ bitter gourd, nənòːŋ plant similar 
to egg-plant, Kuy nòːŋ nòːŋ Luffa cylindrica, Stieng nùːŋ [dàːk] bottle- gourd, Biat 
noːŋ gourd; → Cham lanoṅ kind of egg-plant.  
Obscure. Cf. 587 *d1rɗu(ə)ŋ. C perhaps *n- in view of Old Mon, Old Khmer; Khmer 
rə-, nə- then prefixes; Khasi, Riang-Lang conceivably ~ *(r-)n2-. South Bahnaric 
B then perhaps rather < *d/n/huuŋ, ultimately ~ *d1r-ɗuŋ & so Austric.  
(BLOOD 1966 9.) 
 
†‡749 *[p]laŋ; *[p]laiŋ thatching-grass. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Khmer plāṅ, Modern Khmer phlɛə̀ŋ, Kuy 
plaŋ, Palaung pləŋ, Riang-Lang ˉplaŋ, Lawa Bo Luang plɑŋ, Lawa Umphai plɔŋ 
thatching-grass, Khasi phlang (~ ʼlang) grass.  
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan plàːŋ elephant grass, Vietnamese tranh 
thatching-grass.  
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Connection obscure Central Sakai plɔːk roof (cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 34; Proto-
Semai *ploogŋ, DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SHAFER 1965 392.) 
Sora ə'laːŋ-ən, 'aːləŋ-ən, (compounding form) laːŋ-ən jungle grass, thatch, 'aːləŋ- to 
thatch, Kharia ɔ'lɔŋ long grass, &c. (PINNOW 1959 270).  
Proto-Austronesian *lalaŋ: Acehnese nalöəng (kinds of) grass, Cham ralaːŋ 
thatching-grass, Malay lalang kind of long grass, Iban lalang Imperata cylindrica (so 
Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
750 *plaaŋʔ to shine.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung plaŋ to shine, be light; ~ (*pmlaaŋʔ >) Praok 
blaŋ [sky] to be clear, Khasi phalang to glitter (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Mương 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese láng to shine, be shiny; ~ Kammu-Yuan pərlàːŋ 
planet; ~ (*phl- >) Bru palìaŋ to shine light on, Kuy has phrìaŋ!  
Connect obscure Late Middle Mon khlaṅ [lacaḥ lamʼaḥ] to shine, glitter; as Khmer 
pəploŋ bright light. Cf. 732 *klaŋʔ &c. white. 
 
751 *pləŋ[ ]; *pləəŋʔ egg. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi pylleng. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mương trớng (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese 
trứng; ~ Semai pəŋləːk.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 37 (a).) 
 
(*pləŋ see 616 *lpuŋ to blow.) 
 
752 *plɔ[ɔ]ŋ tube.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Mon plɔŋ tube, pipe, chimney, funnel, Thin 
ploŋ tube, Central Sakai lôk outer barrel of blowpipe; ~ Mon pənɔŋ, Khmer 
panḷaṅ fisherman’s float (GUESDON 1930).  
Cf. Khmer klɔːŋ tube, ↔ Cham klauṅ; Bahnar təlɔːŋ hɔī [tube] open at both ends 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*pluuŋ see 616 *lpuŋ to blow.) 
 
753 *[b]liəŋ; *bləŋ to be askew, to swerve. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon plɛàŋ bleṅ to be awry, (plèt —) to miss the mark; Khmer 
panliəṅ to go round about (GUESDON 1930). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _pləŋ to miss a goal, to be in error; → Shan pɤ̀ŋ.  
Connect 759 *sliŋ &c. to be tilted…?  
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754 *bla[a]ŋ (& *blaŋ?) noisy kind of bird.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan plàːŋ bluethroat, Erithacus species; ~ Sre 
bərlaŋ (< variant?) plover, Sarcogramus indicus, Chrau valaːŋ swift (contaminated 
by 760 *[s]liŋ &c.), Bahnar [sɛːm] bəlaːŋ, Bru phalìaŋ, Kammu-Yuan ràːŋ [cɔ́ː k 
&c.] laughing thrush, Garrulax species; ~ (*brl- >) Pakoh parlaːŋ swift; → Cham 
pìlaːŋ starling, North Röglai balaːk kind of bird.  
Connect 757 *rliiŋ starling? If rather *kwla([a])ŋ might be constructed, add Mon 
[həcem] kəlɛŋ starling. 
 
755 *[b]la[a]ŋ Bombax species.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre blaŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat [tɒːm] blaːŋ [gɔːr] Bombax malabarica, 
Bahnar ɓlaːŋ kinds of silk-cotton tree. (Cf. SMITH 1972 164.) 
 
†756 *blə[ ]ŋ shoot, sapling.  
A: (Mon) Mon plàŋ.  
Connect 629a *lm[b][ə]ŋ shoot by metathesis; & perhaps 726 *b(n)-luŋ &c. young 
(plant). 
Sora 'budaŋ-, bu'daŋ- to sprout; (-ən) sprout. 
 
757 *rliiŋ starling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) → Cham laiṅ [lauṅ]; ~ (*[k]rliiŋ >) Mon kəloiŋ myna, 
Old Khmer graliṅ-[graloṅ], Modern Khmer krəlìːŋ-, krəlèːŋ-[krəlòːŋ] black-
collared starling, Gracupeia nigricollis; ~ (*brliiŋ >; contaminated by 754 
*b/r/la[a]ŋ, which perhaps connect?) Sre bərliŋ magpie-robin, Bahnar bəliːŋ grey 
dove!; (*ciim [b]rliiŋ) → Malay chĕmpĕrling, tĕpĕrling starling.  
Or *kw/-rliiŋ?  
 
758 *[r]liiŋ; *[r]liəŋ polished, to glisten. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rəlìːŋ clean and smooth, polished.  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung leəŋ to glisten.  
Or *l-, Khmer < *lə-liiŋ?  
 
‡759 *sliŋ; *sliiŋ; *sliəŋ; *slaiŋ to be tilted, to squint.  
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *srliŋ >) Sre [mat] səriŋ to squint; → Röglai sərliŋ [mətaː]. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ Chrau creːŋ [mat] to squint, Sre sərliːŋ, Bahnar həreːŋ to lean 
over; ~ Khasi sharing slope, declivity; ~ (*spliiŋ >) Bahnar pliːŋ to squint. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Kuy sliːɲ, lhiːɲ to squint; ~ Khmer srəliəŋ cross-eyed; ~ 
Khasi shyngkhliang cross-eyed (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
D: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat plaːŋ [mat] cross-eyed.  
Cf. 753 *[b]liəŋ &c. to be askew…; 494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) to slant, be skewed; 1862 *slewʔ to 
squint. 
Proto-Austronesian *d'uliŋ: Malay juling squinting, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 441; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
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760 *[s]liŋ; *[s]liiŋ; *[s]liəŋ; *[s]laiŋ swallow. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *[s]pliŋ >) Riang-Lang [ˉsim] ˉpleŋ. 
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[s]rliiŋ >) Chrau səleːŋ, Biat rleːŋ. 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Gölar Bahnar [sɛːm] plɛːŋ house-martin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy [cɛːm] lhɛːɲ swallow, Central Nicobarese minleɲə swiftlet  
Connect Toba Batak leang-leang swallow, referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 90 to Proto-
Austronesian *laiaŋ to glide, soar. Cf. 754 *bla[a]ŋ. 
 
761 *slaŋ dazed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hlɛŋ, Khmer slaŋ [kaŋ]; ~ Mon [mòt klɛk] həlɛŋ to have poor 
sight, Khmer srəlaŋ dumbfounded. 
 
‡762 *sləəŋ to wear [lower garment].  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon sluiṅ [ket], Khasi slieng.  
Cf. 453 *sl[u]k. 
Proto-Austronesian *[t']uluŋ: Pangasinan solóng to wear, put on, Hanunóo súlung 
puting on, wearing; perhaps Proto-Oceanic *sulu (to put on) sarong (BLUST 1971 no. 
87, *(cs)-; rather than *t'aruŋ sheath, DEMPWOLFF 1938 148). 
 
†763 *sluŋ; *sluuŋ high. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung hlɯŋ to be high, long, Praok laoŋ to be high, downwind, 
Lawa Bo Luang hloaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hlauŋ high; ~ Khmer sraluṅ 
very deep (GUESDON 1930); ~ (*smluŋ >) Praok blaoŋ upper part, Lawa Bo Luang 
mbloaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mblauŋ hill. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon sluṅ, Modern Mon hlɜŋ to be high; ~ Old Mon suṁlūṅ 
/səmluŋ/ high, Modern Mon həlɜŋ [ca] south; ~ Khmer srəloːŋ = sraluṅ.  
Note also Khmer prəloŋ length; (*lnluəŋ >?) Bahnar rənɔːŋ long; length (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). *slu(u)ŋ contaminated by 172 *jruuʔ &c. deep yields 690 *jruŋ &c. 
high, long; cf. further 740 *jliiŋ &c. length.  
(SHAFER 1965 224.) 
Kharia sɛlɔŋ deep, &c. (PINNOW 1959 340; & Kharia ɟalɔŋ high, &c., contaminated by 
cognate of *jliiŋ: ib). 
 
764 *[s]luŋ to tie up, moor.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Khmer sɔnloŋ large hitching- or mooring-post; ~ (*[s]rluŋ >) 
Middle Mon caloṅ /cəlɯŋ/! [ciṅ] (with c- by phrasal assimilation?), Modern Mon 
həlaŋ [coiŋ] post to which elephant is tethered. 
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†‡765 *wiŋ; *wiiŋ; *wiəŋ; *waiŋ; *wəŋ; *wuəŋ; *wuŋ; *wuuŋ to go round, turn. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Khmer vɯ̀ŋ again, back, Bahnar 
wiŋ curve, eddy (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung veŋ to go back, return, Pangan 
weg to return (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 83; or B); ~ (*[t]rwiŋ >) 
Bahnar dəweŋ, təweŋ surrounding (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok [sivɛ] siveŋ 
around; (or B) ~ Khmer srəvɤŋ drunk. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng uiːŋ [wai] giddiness (or 
A?), Bahnar wiːŋ to move in curves, wind, eddy, to be giddy, Riang-Lang _viŋ to go 
back, return; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kətwàt &c.] kəŋwèːŋ to wag, wave; ~ Khasi rwing 
to go and return the same day; ~ Old Mon tuṁwīṅ /təmwiŋ/ enclosure (replaced by 
tameṅ, C; < *t2əəm wiiŋ by contraction?); ~ (*swiiŋ >, cf. Khmer srəɤŋ, A) 
Mon hwoiŋ to wave (arms) about, gesticulate. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon weṅ /weŋ/ to avoid, to turn 
aside, Modern Mon wɛàŋ to avoid (in part; merging following, which compare), 
Khmer vìəŋ way round, bend, Palaung viəŋ to move aimlessly (MILNE 1931); ~ 
Khasi khwiang to wind or turn round when walking; ~ Bahnar kəwɛːŋ curving, 
winding (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung kərveəŋ coil; to be coiled, to coil, Khasi 
khyrwiang to go round; ~ Literary Mon tameṅ compound = Modern Mon kəmeaŋ 
outer part of veranda (cf. Old Mon tuṁwīṅ, B); by secondary derivation ~ Biat 
ncuɛːŋ to throng round. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon wāṅ, weṅ /waiŋ/ to pay 
a visit to, go to meet, welcome, Stieng uaːŋ to make a detour, Bahnar waːŋ to go 
round, Praok [vuŋ] vɛŋ around; ~ Mương quenh (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese 
quanh to be around, to be winding, tortuous, twisting; ~ Khmer trəvɛ ̀ː ŋ oval, Biat 
rwaːŋ to roll into a ball. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon wiṅ /wøŋ/, Modern 
Mon wàŋ to go round, to be bent round, circular (or A), Khmer vùəŋ sphere, circle, 
disc, Vietnamese vầng disc, orb; ~ Cham waŋ warped; ~ (*krwəŋ >) Khmer 
krəvɔŋ circular, Khasi kylleng abroad, everywhere; (phah — - —) to circulate; ~ 
Bahnar [duiːŋ] duəːŋ [tail] to wag (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
F: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer vuəṅ circle (GUESDON 1930), Mương 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese vòng circle, ring, hoop…; to trace a circle, 
move in a circle; ~ Bahnar kəwɔːŋ curving (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vồng to be arched, curved. 
H: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok vuŋ [vɛŋ] around; ~ Bahnar kəwoːŋ large and 
curving (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
F-H secondary. Connect 931 *wiɲ &c. …to go round; 767 *wa(a)ŋ enclosure; perhaps 
768a *wa[i]ŋ &c. to borrow.  
(SHAFER 1965 197; SHORTO 1973 375-8, with further derivatives) 
Kharia ɛŋ to return, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 317).  
Proto-Austronesian *k[ə]uiŋ: Iban kuing to turn, Ilocano kiwing crooked, bent, curved 
(so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
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766 *weŋ (& *weeŋ?) to turn aside, turn away (v.i.t.).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi). Old Mon weṅ /weŋ/ to avoid, to turn aside, 
Modern Mon wɛàŋ to avoid (in part; merging 765 *wiəŋ, which compare), Sre 
weːŋ to push away, chase away (< variant if length not secondary; → Röglai waːŋ 
to chase away?), Khasi (ïa-)weng to remove; ~ Khmer vùəŋvèːŋ to go astray, lose 
[one’s way]. 
 
767 *waŋ; *waaŋ enclosure; to go round. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Middle Mon waṅ, Modern Mon wɛàŋ 
enclosure esp. round palace &c., Khmer vɛə̀ŋ enclosure, palace, to enclose, Sre waŋ 
cattle-yard, pound, Kammu-Yuan wàŋ to girdle [tree]; → Burmese waṅ: fence, 
enclosure, → Shan vāŋ, probably → Palaung vaŋ (or < B); Thai waŋ palace. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vìːəŋ to avoid; detouring, winding, 
Stieng dialect uaːŋ village, Sre waːŋ = waŋ; → Cham waːŋ [rataŋ] to surround; 
~ Biat ɲuaːŋ compartment; ~ Lawa Umphai maŋ[ˑmon] circular.  
Khmer to avoid…, as Kammu-Yuan, by attraction 765 *wiəŋ &c., which connect. 
Thence ultimately are Thai wiaŋ town (→ obsolete Khmer viəṅ palace, citadel), 
Shan vēŋ, → Palaung veŋ, Riang-Lang _viŋ; Shan vɛŋ̄ to surround, → Riang-
Lang vɛŋ enclosure.  
 
768 *waiŋ long.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer vɛ ̀ː ŋ long, Kammu-Yuan wàːŋ long (space, time), Thin waŋ 
to be wide, long, capacious. 
 
768a *wa[i]ŋ; *wiəŋ to borrow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat waːŋ to borrow, Sre waŋ to borrow rice (DOURNES 1950; 
correct to waːŋ). 
B: (Khasi; ~ *glwiəŋ >) Khasi kylliang loan.  
= 765 *waiŋ &c. to go round…? Cf. here 1531 *wa(a)y. 
 
769 *wəŋ; *wəəŋ howdah. 
A: (Katuic) Kuy wɔŋ̀. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng uəːŋ [ruːeh], Biat wəːŋ, Bahnar wɔːŋ.  
Kuy, Bahnar vocalism contextual? 
 
(*kwaaŋ see 502 *kuəŋ male animal.) 
 
770 *gwa[ ]ŋ; *gwaiŋ to throw. 
A: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kawang to throw [missile], hurl. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəvɛ ̀ː ŋ to throw to a distance.  
Cf. 776b *swiəŋ. Connection uncertain Besisi kawen, kawin to throw; thrown away 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 107). 
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771 *[ŋw]aŋ to keep watch (over).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon maṅ /maŋ/, 
Modern Mon mɛàŋ, Bahnar guaŋ to keep watch (over) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Lawa Bo Luang mɑŋ, Lawa Umphai mɔŋ to wait for, Bru ŋkùaŋ; ~ (*[ŋ]rwaŋ 
>) Khmer rəvɛə̀ŋ to look after, to (keep) watch; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi 
rymmang [to wait] in hope of arrival. 
 
772 *jw[a]ŋ kind of rattan.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chvɛə̀ŋ very strong kind of rattan; ~ Chrau [rɛh] 
jrwɔŋ large kind of rattan. 
 
773 *[t]wiŋ; *[t]wiiŋ tired. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon kwaŋ twuiṅ, kwuiṅ; ~ (*[t]nwiŋ >) Lawa maiɲ to 
get tired; ~ (*[t]lwiŋ >) Khmer lvɯ̀ŋ, rəvɯ̀ŋ tired (TANDART 1935). 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer lvìːŋ bitter, listless (TANDART 1935 has lvèːŋ tired).  
Cf. Biat rgaɲ chwəːŋ exhausted. 
 
774 *t1rwiəŋ; *t1rwiək potsherd. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi tyrwiang. 
B: (Mon) Mon kəweak, Nyah Kur khwíək.  
B contaminated by kəweak < Old Mon cirwek day of waning moon?  
 
775 *t1waaŋ hearth.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ˉtvɑŋ, ˉtwɑŋ; ~ (*t1nwaaŋ >) Khasi tympang; ~ 
Palaung kahvaŋ (!) ashes, hearth; ~ Bru rawaːŋ cooking fire with tripod. 
 
776 *rwiə[ŋ] stomach, intestines.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi rwieng intestines of bird or fowl (with secondary 
lengthening?), Central Nicobarese wiːəŋ belly, stomach, Nancowry wíaŋ; by 
secondary derivation ~ (?; then *jrwiəŋ >) Khasi jylleng abdomen. 
 
†‡776a *[r]wa[a]ŋ sky.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləwàːŋ; (?) → Proto-Miao-Yao *[ḷ]u(a)ŋ (BENEDICT 1975 
383). 
Sora 'ruɑːŋ-ən.  
Proto-Austronesian *[S]auaŋ: Malay awang-awang-an atmosphere, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 17, *c-; cf. *Sauan sky, Proto-Hesperonesian, BLUST 1971 no. 422). 
 
776b *swiəŋ to throw.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ (*srwiəŋ >) Mon həweaŋ to skim, throw 
discuswise; by secondary derivation ~ West Bahnar təhuɛːŋ, East Bahnar təwɛːŋ 
to hurl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh taweːŋ to throw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bru 
tawèːŋ to throw!  
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Cf. 770 *gwa[ ]ŋ &c. 
 
777 *sa[i]ŋ; *siəŋ to fly through the air. 
A: (Mon) Literary Mon sāṅ [sow]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre basiaŋ to throw [spear], Biat chɛːŋ to cast [throwing-net].  
 
†778 *suŋ hole.  
(Mon, South Bahnaric). Mon saŋ (?; suiṅ, merging sruiṅ < Old Mon sruṅ < 666 *s-
ruŋh), Biat choŋ; ~ (*s.suŋ >) Mon kəsaŋ. 
Sora [gai]-'suːŋ- [rat] [to dig] hole. 
 
779 *suŋ; *suəŋ to steam. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau suŋ, Lawa Bo Luang hoaŋ. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung hɔŋ to boil [rice] (MILNE 1931); ~ Palaung rəhɔŋ steamer.  
Connection uncertain Tai forms: Shan húŋ, &c. (see BENEDICT 1975 256, cook (with 
steam)… (II)); → Kammu-Yuan rùŋ. 
 
780 *suuŋ to suck, drink.  
A: (Mon, South Aslian) Old Mon suṅ /suŋ/, Modern Mon sɜŋ to drink, Semaq Beri sɔk̃ 
to suck. 
 
781 *[t][s]iəŋ crossbow string.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre siaŋ (↔ Röglai); ~ West Bahnar təhniaːŋ, təhniɛːŋ (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
By metathesis 567 *st1iəŋ taut…? But perhaps *(tn-)[c,s]iəŋ. 
 
782 *rsiəŋ; *rsa[i]ŋ; *rsəəŋ bamboo, rattan. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Stieng rɛh siəŋ small kind of rattan (by popular 
etymology, cf. rɛh rattan < A197 *riəh), Sre rəsiaŋ kind of rattan, Thin [hɔŋ̆] 
hɛŋ rattan, (?) Khasi rshiang kind of sun-grass.  
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan rəháːŋ large kind of bamboo. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯŋ, Riang-Lang ˉrəŋ bamboo.  
Suffixed form ~ 249 *rsiʔ? Add perhaps (*rsəŋ by metathesis > *srəŋ >) Kuy sɔŋ 
bamboo; & (so *rsiŋ >) Khmer srɤŋ kind of bamboo.  
(SHAFER 1965 206, 395; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 23.) 
 
‡783 *haŋ pungent in taste.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng haŋ piquant, biting, pungent, Sre haŋ over-
salt, Biat haŋ spicy, piquant, Bahnar haŋ sharp, pungent, biting (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Jeh hàŋ (!) hot, peppery, Vietnamese hăng [smell] to be acrid, [garlic, onion] to 
be strong, Nancowry hàŋ hot, peppery; → Cham, Jarai haŋ, North Röglai hak 
peppery, Röglai hak piquant (→ Sre).  
(SHAFER 1965 269; BLOOD 1966 350; SMITH 1972 101.) 
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Proto-Austronesian *[ ]aSaŋ: Malay s-ahang pepper, &c., Acehnese k-öʔöəŋ peppery, 
Cham kà-aːŋ sharp and strong (DEMPWOLFF 1938 147, *t'ahaŋ; Proto-
Hesperonesian; Cham → Khmer haːŋ tart, acid, bitter, strong-smelling?) 
 
784 *ha[a]ŋ cliff, precipice.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre haːŋ (beside haŋ; → Röglai haːk), Biat, Bahnar haːŋ. (Cf. B295.) 
 
(*hu(ə)ŋ see 485 *ʔuŋ wasp, hornet.) 
 
785 *ghaŋ to obstruct, prevent, forbid.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer khɛə̀ŋ to prevent (from doing), Khasi 
khang to obstruct, prevent; ~ (*gnhaŋ >) Kuy nthaŋ to obstruct; by secondary 
derivation ~ Biat ŋkhaŋ to forbid.  
Cf. 496a *[ ]kaŋ …to fence. 
 
(*chiəŋ, *cha(i)ŋ see 487 *cʔaŋ to expose to heat.) 
 
786 *thaŋ; *tha[a]ŋ to thirst, crave. 
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon thɛŋ, Khasi thang[rang] to thirst after; ~ (*trhaŋ >?) Literary 
Mon tahaṅ to be famished, hungry, Khasi thrang to be thirsty (or by contraction 
thangrang, cf. the synonym thynrang). 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ East Bahnar pəthaːŋ to have a large appetite, have a craving 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Jeh tahuːŋ thirst; perhaps by contamination, cf. Halang huːŋ to want. 
 
787 *thəŋ bag.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon thaŋ, Khmer, Biat thɔŋ; ↔ Thai tʰǔŋ, Lao 
thǒŋ, Shan thóŋ.  
Cf. 791 *d1huŋ tub; & BENEDICT 1975 369, sack… . 
 
788 *[t]huuŋ; *thuuɲ red. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kintaq Bong təhəŋ; ~ (*[t]phuuŋ >) Sre phouŋ, 
Mendriq pəhəŋ. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Kensiu təhɔɲ, Semnam təhuːɲ; ~ 
(*trhuuɲ >) Khasi rhuiñ; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan [yìm] 
səɲtùːɲ.  
Or *phuuŋ, (≠) *thuuɲ, Kintaq Bong by contamination  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 51.) 
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789 *dhaaŋ branch, palm-frond.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Mon thaiŋ junction, fork, division of 
stem, Khmer thìːəŋ (midrib of) palm-frond (→ Thai tʰaaŋ midrib of palm-frond), 
Kontum Bahnar thaːŋ branch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Pangan tāpag palm-frond 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 178).  
Originally perhaps 1223 *dhaan (compare with for semantics) contaminated by 
*taaŋ > Mon taiŋ midrib of palm-frond. 
 
790 *dhooŋs; *dhe[e]ŋ[ ] hole; hollow, empty. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon thoŋ to be hollow, to 
have holes in, Khmer dhoṅ empty, void (GUESDON 1930), Sre thoŋ to be hollow, to 
have holes in, Bahnar thɔːŋ hollow in ground, valley, river-bed, Vietnamese thủng (!) 
to be perforated, have a hole in; ~ (*dphooŋs >) Palaung phɔŋ to be hollow; ~ 
(*drhooŋs >?) Khasi lyhong deep [cavity]. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer thèːŋ empty, void, hollow, immense, deep.  
Cf. further Khmer dhiəṅ hollow (GUESDON 1930); & with variant initial (i) Khmer 
khoːŋ sunken, hollow ~ krəhoːŋ full of holes (→ Cham kahuṅ), which POU & 
JENNER 1973 no. 210 derive from Ancient Chinese kʻuŋ 空, along with Sino-
Vietnamese không vacuum; so Vietnamese hổng to be hollow, vacant ← 
Cantonese hôŋ?; but with Khmer cf. Sre khuaŋ, Biat khoːŋ to bore a hole; Proto-
Austronesian *k[əu]ruqaŋ: Iban keruang to hollow out, be hollow, &c. (BLUST 
1970 no. 214, Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) Khmer krəhaeŋ crack in earth, krəheːŋ-
[krəhoːŋ] full of holes; (iii) Khmer prəhaoŋ hole (→ Thai pʰrooŋ); Cham 
parahauṅ, barahuṅ, Malay pĕrohong, pĕrohang gaping, wide open, Malay pĕlohong 
having a large hole.  
 
‡791 *d1huŋ (& *d1huuŋ?) tub.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Viet-Mương) Mon thɜŋ pail (< 
variant, or by rhyming deformation in (748 *[l]nuuŋ >) nɜŋ̀ thɜŋ pail), Khmer 
thùŋ cistern, metal container, Sre thuŋ tub, granary, Biat thuŋ tub, Thin thŭŋ 
basket, (?; < variant, or ← Chinese, below) Vietnamese thùng tub; → Cham 
dhuṅ tub, Röglai thuŋ tub, granary, North Röglai thuŋ barrel; by secondary 
derivation ~ Bahnar kəthuŋ pail.  
Cf. 787 *thəŋ bag. The following, otherwise Indonesian loans, might be referred to a 
variant *ɗu(u)ŋ attesting earlier *d1Vʔ- ~ *d1Vh-: Biat duŋ bag; Khmer kɔntòːŋ, 
Kuy nthòːŋ basket or basket of leaves; Kuy (kh)thùŋ pocket, Sre kəlduŋ basket, 
purse, case, Bahnar kəduŋ basket, purse, case, pocket, Jeh kadùŋ, Halang gəduŋ 
pocket. (Cf. SMITH 1972 105.) 
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *tuuŋ (?): Acehnese toŋ (& tɔŋ, ← Malay, or contaminated by 
tɔn ← Dutch ton), Malay tong tub, barrel (→ Javanese), Tagalog tuong, 
Pampangan tuung bucket, Cebuano Bisayan tuung coaming over well &c. (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Malay → Central Nicobarese toŋ wooden bucket; perhaps 
Khmer taoŋ cask, under the entry 903 *kɗuŋ. Or *tuəŋ or *təuŋ, > Acehnese 
tɔŋ, Javanese; Acehnese toŋ ← Malay. The usual derivation of Malay &c. ← 
Dutch falls); (ii; ad Biat duŋ, &c.) Malay kandong to carry [foetus, goods in sack…]; 
(-an) bag, womb… (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 71 to *ka(N)duŋ womb, which is 
Proto-Hesperonesian), Cham katùŋ bag, well-bucket, Jarai gəduŋ pocket, Röglai 
kəlduŋ purse, bag, North Röglai kaduk bag; Malay kendong to carry in fold of 
waistbelt. POU & JENNER 1973 refer some Mon-Khmer forms to Chinese tʻung 桶 
square wooden vessel used as receptacle; it is doubtful if Tagalic forms can be so 
derived. In (ii) perhaps Cham &c. ←, Malay contaminated by, Mon-Khmer.  
 
(*phuuŋ see 788 *[t]huuŋ red; *bhi(ə)ŋ see 630 *ɓiŋ spider; *[b]hooŋ see 493 
*[b]ʔooŋ dry.) 
 
792 *rhiəŋ hundred.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rəhiaŋ, Chrau rəyɛŋ, Biat rhiaŋ, Bahnar hrɛŋ, Jeh reːŋ, Halang 
reaŋ.  
Cf. proto Tai *[t]hriaŋ thousand (BENEDICT 1975 216; Shan, Ahom, Khamti); → 
Palaung heŋ (MILNE 1931 also hrɛŋ), Riang-Lang, Praok reŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 110; SMITH 1972 90.) 
 
(*lhiəŋ(ʔ) see 494 *lʔiəŋ(ʔ) to slant, be skewed.) 
 
793 *lhuŋ; *lhuuŋ papaya. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer rhvaṅ papaya, Modern Khmer lhoŋ 
papaya, castor-oil plant, Kuy lhoŋ (& by hypercorrection sloŋ), Kontum Bahnar 
rəhuŋ, Jeh hùŋ, Halang [buŋ] huŋ papaya; → Thai lahùŋ castor-oil plant, Lao 
huŋ' papaya; ~ (*lmhuŋ >) Biat [tɒːm] mhoŋ, (by metathesis, or by contraction 
*play lhoŋ >) Sre bləhoŋ papaya (→ Röglai). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ləhuːŋ papaya.  
(SMITH 1972 106.) 
 
 
†794 *ʔic; *ʔiə[c]; *ʔ[ə]c excrement, faeces. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Mon oik, Bahnar ic, Jeh ek, Halang ik, Central 
Sakai êch; → Kuki-Naga *eˑk (& similar Karen forms; BENEDICT 1972 26 n. 82, 146 
n. 399). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre eː, Biat ɛːk, Kammu-Yuan ʔyíak; → Cham ɛh, Jarai 
ɛːh, Röglai, North Röglai eh, Acehnese ɛʔ. 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer ʔac, Chrau, Biat ac, Khasi eit, 
Central Nicobarese aĩk, aĩc, Nancowry ʔãc.  
Connect obscure B40 *ʔiəŋ &c. But Vietnamese cứt may be connected, as củi with 
1872 *[ ]ʔuus.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 20; SHAFER 1965 335; SMITH 1972 238; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 
114; cf. LEWITZ 1967, 123-5.)  
Kharia iʼ to ease oneself, &c. (PINNOW 1959 81; Proto-Munda *i). 
 
(*ʔiic, *ʔiəc see 797 *b[i]ʔic to lie down, sleep.) 
 
795 *kʔaac wet.  
A: (Viet-Mương, Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Vietnamese ướt, Temiar kəʔãːj; ~ (*kmʔaac >) 
Vietnamese mướt to trickle, Kintaq Bong, Semnam məʔaj, Semaq Beri maʔac wet; 
(?) ~ Central Nicobarese [hə]-taiʃ -[hətə], [həñ]-taːʃ to get wet.  
Connect by metathesis 477 *chaik; & cf. 954 *lʔuət &c. wet, cold. 
 
796 *[cʔ]uc; *[cʔ]uuc drunk, intoxicated. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang -cɔc, Praok yoc. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔyuic, Lawa Umphai ʔɲuic; ~ (*cpʔuuc >?) 
Kammu-Yuan pùːc liquor.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese huyɔie, Nancowry (hu)yóy; Khasi buaid. Connect 1106 *huc 
&c. to suck, drink? But Khmuic perhaps < 829 *ɓuuc to suck, or contaminated by 
1766 *ɓuul drunk; then Palaungic *yu(u)c, *yuc yuc &c. > *cyu(u)c. 
 
797 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *b[i]ʔic > *ɓic; *ɓiəc; Pre-Palaungic *ʔiic; *ʔiəc to 
lie down, sleep.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, North Aslian) Kuy, Sre, Biat bic, Chrau viʔ, Bahnar ɓic; ~ 
Kintaq Bong ləbit. 
B: (Central Aslian) Semai bɛːt. 
C, D: (Palaungic) Palaung, Praok it, Lawa ʔaic (C), Riang-Lang ¯yɛt, ¯yat (D).  
(SHAFER 1965 311, 338; BLOOD 1966 133; SMITH 1972 240; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
248.) 
 
798 *rʔuc; *rʔuuc; *rʔuəc; *rʔəc; *rʔuy *rʔuəy finished.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Sre luc end, finished, 
Palaung doit to be finished, dot totality, all, Vietnamese rốt to be the last; ~ or → 
Bahnar luc to be at the end; the worst. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat loːc end, Bahnar tuːc end, last, at last, toːc finish, to finish, 
Jeh ʔlut, Halang luːt finished, Khmuʼ loːc to be used up. 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rùːəc (!) to finish, to be able to; ~ (*rnʔuəc >) Praok 
guac to be last. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau, Biat lɛʔ finished; (probably ~) Praok uc to 
expend, use up; completely. 
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E: (South Bahnaric) Sre luy finished. 
F: (North Bahnaric) Jeh loːy very, Halang hloay always, completely.  
Connect 875 *huc &c., which compare; & cf. 1017 *[k]ɗu(u)t for a possible Riang-
Lang *rʔuut to come to an end.  
(BLOOD 1966 256; cf. SMITH 1972 481.) 
 
798a *sʔəəc; *sʔaac to love, pity. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khasi ieid to love; ~ (*smʔəəc >) Khmer sŋaəc to admire. 
B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *snʔaac >) Sre nɗaːc to love; (— səŋit) pity, Chrau sənɗaːc to 
love, pity.  
Cf. Biat uc affection, to desire, (— chrɔlaɲ) love. And Hre, Sedang forms at SMITH 
1972 259. 
 
799 *kiic; *kəc to shave down.  
A: (Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Temiar kiːj to grate (BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Nancowry 
ʔitkíc to cut with knife (contaminated by following). 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon kɔik blade of plane (→ Burmese kuik, → Mon kak), Central 
Nicobarese [hə]-kɤ̃ʃ to plane, [hen]-kɤ̃ʃ plane.  
Connect 802 *kaac. 
 
†800 *kac to pluck, break off, cut.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Khmer kāc to cut off, Modern Khmer kac to cut [rigid 
object], Kuy kac to cut [grass], harvest [paddy], Stieng keːc to strip [leaves, grain], 
Sre kac to harvest [hill paddy], Biat kac to strip [grass], Bahnar kɛc to harvest 
[paddy], (dialect) strip [leaves, grass], cut with scissors, Kammu-Yuan kéc to cut 
[hair], Riang-Lang kac to break (v.i), to tear (v.t.), Khasi kheit to pluck, gather, 
Mương cắch (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese cắt to cut up, Bateg Deq kɛc, Jah Hut 
kɛːc to cut, Central Nicobarese [et]-kaic-[həŋə] to pluck [leaves, flowers], 
Nancowry kéc; ~ (*knkac >) Vietnamese ngắt to pick, pluck.  
Connect 958 *ka(a)t to cut? Cf. Biat kec to break (v.t.); & 804 *gac to pluck, harvest; 
A51 *gi(ə)c to break off.  
(BLOOD 1966 353; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 295.) 
Kharia kɛʼ to pluck, &c. (PINNOW 1959 154). 
 
801 *[ ]kac; *kaac, (*kaac kaac >) *ckaac strong, harsh.  
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Khasi shakhait to deal severely with, Vietnamese gắt to be 
strong, violent, harsh, biting. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon kat to be strong, harsh (< *ckaac, cf. the attributive 
Literary Mon jamkāt, samkāt), Khmer kaːc bad, evil, cruel, Kuy kaːc very brave. 
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802 *kaac to scratch, scrape, shave.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian, Nicobaric) Bahnar kaːc to scratch (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Palaung kat to shave, Temiar keːj to scrape (BENJAMIN 1976B 175), 
Mendriq kac, Jah Hut kaːc to scratch, Central Nicobarese kaic scratch; ~ Bahnar 
kəkaːc to scratch oneself, to itch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Cheʼ Wong kikɔc, Mah 
Meri kakac to scratch, (~?) Central Nicobarese təkaic scratch.  
Connect 799 *kiic &c. to shave down; but distinguish 867 *kwaac &c. to scratch (up), 
which compare; as following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
 
802a *k[oo]c to dig (up).  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng koːɛc to dig (out) with mattock, Biat kɔːc to dig [ditch &c], Bahnar 
koːc (& Jölong kuːəc!, GUILLEMINET 1959-63) to scratch up, dig with claws &c., lever 
out.  
Or *kuuc, *kuəc? Cf. preceding & 867 *kwaac &c. to scratch up.  
(SMITH 1972 258.) 
 
(*ckaac see 801 *[ ]kac strong, harsh.) 
 
803 *[b]kuc; *[b]kuuc hot. 
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯kɔc to be hot, to be dry, to dry up, 
Praok [ha] koc to be scorching [hot], Pangan bĕkud hot (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 141 (a)). 
B: (Katuic, Palaungic) Bru kuːyʔ scorched, Lawa Bo Luang kaɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔic sun’s rays; hot; ~ Kuy ŋkɔːc scorched, burnt (contaminated by 805 
*guuc?).  
Cf. 858a *kluuc on the point of burning. 
 
(*skaac see 874 *ksac sand.) 
 
804 *gac to pluck, harvest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Chrau gac to cut small wood, Palaung gət 
to pick [tea]; ~ Vietnamese gặt to reap.  
800 *kac contaminated by A51 *gi(ə)c?  
 
805 *guc; *guuc to burn. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau guc to kindle, Biat guc to burn, throw into fire. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) 
Stieng guːic to burn (or A?), Kammu-Yuan kùːc to burn off [field], Palaung gut to 
light [fire], to burn; ~ Bahnar [ŋəː, ŋuː] ŋuːc fiery red, red-hot (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Semang ongoyd to burn (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 464; or A).  
Add Khmer ʔoc to light, kindle? 
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805a *[ ]ŋaic oil.  
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ŋaic, ŋaij vegetable oil, Nancowry ŋác; 
(probably ~) Khasi lngiej fatty or oily substance, to be greasy.  
Connect perhaps by metathesis Kuy ɲchɛːɲ, Bru ɲsiːŋ oil, grease, fat. 
 
†806 *[ ]ŋuuc; *[ ]ŋuəc; *[ ]ŋiic; *[ ]ŋiəc to swallow, drink.  
A: (Khasi, Mon) Khasi nguid to swallow, Proto-Nyah Kur *ŋṳuc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V90) 
(vocalism may be contextual). 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Central Aslian) Kuy (ŋ)ŋùːac to drink, Kammu-Yuan ŋɔ̀ː c to 
swallow, Semai ŋɔːt to drink. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon ṅit, Modern Mon ŋìt to swallow, Biat 
ɲeːt to drink, Palaung ŋit to swallow (MILNE 1931). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ɲiət to drink.  
Or *rŋ- in view of Sora, below; which favours primacy of back-vowel forms. For 
South Bahnaric initial cf. 37 *sŋiʔ. From D by metathesis B46 *t1iəŋ to drink? 
(SHAFER 1965 459; BLOOD 1966 35; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (a).) 
Sora 'riŋŋoɟ-̥ to drink rapidly, gulp. 
 
†807 *cac to seek out.  
(Mon) Literary Mon cat.  
Connect perhaps by dissimilation Bahnar caʔ (&c.: SMITH 1972 313) 
Sora saˑɟ- to seek, go in quest of.  
 
†‡808 *c[ə]c to pierce, chisel.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Mon) Stieng ciːc to pierce [ears], Biat chɔc to pick 
[teeth &c.], Jölong tsac to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan síc to stab, 
to plant in ground, Riang-Lang sac chisel, Praok sac to carve, hollow out, Nyah Kur 
cɛć to pick [teeth &c.] (TANDART 1935 413). 
Sora sa- to cut, chisel, pare, saːi- to pierce.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'uat: Acehnese suət, Cham thwaʔ to take off, remove…, 
Hiligaynon Bisayan, Bikol suat to pull out, extract, pick at with needle &c., Maranao 
soat to pry, &c., perhaps Samoan sua to lever up (cf. BLUST 1972 no. 73; Proto-
Hesperonesian or general); (ii) *t'uit: Tagalog suit-ín to uproot, dislodge, with 
lever-like tool, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 418, *-(q)-; Proto-Hesperonesian). Or could 
both sets be referred to *t'uət? 
 
809 *cɔc; *cɔɔc to tickle. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre coc (DOURNES 1950; or B?), Biat chɔc [aːn cɔk iəːr]. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy cɑːc cɑːc.  
Cf. Khasi smiej (< *cməəc?) ticklish. 
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‡810 *[c]ncuəc to make a noise with the lips.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həcot to make a repeated labial noise, Literary Mon [gaceʼ] gacot 
to trumpet, Khmer cɔɲcuːəc, cùəɲcùːəc to make a repeated labial noise. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'utk'ut: Tagalog sutsót sibilant sound, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 94; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
811 *njuəc; *njəc (& *njəəc?); *njuəy to shake. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*[r]njuəc >) Mon kəyòt layat! to oscillate, to cause to oscillate; ~ 
Khmer sañjuəc to shake (v.t.) (GUESDON 1930). 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar yɯːc to tremble slightly 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& yɯːt, by dissimilation; with secondary lengthening, or 
< *-əəc), Sakai ʼngyük to shake (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 130); ~ 
Kuy (kh)chàc to rock, sway. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, ?Nicobaric) ? Nancowry yɯ́ay to tremor, to shake; cɛý to shiver; ~ 
Khmer cùəɲcùːəy to tremor, shake, (or ~) Kuy ɲchùːi to sway; ~ Khmer 
rùəɲcùːəy to tremor; ~ sɔɲcùːəy (TANDART 1935) = sañjuəc. 
 
†812 *t1ac to break, be severed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon tɔt to sever (?; 
otherwise < 999 *t1at, which connect), Khmer dac break, to break, Khasi thait to 
cut asunder, to snap, Vietnamese đứt to be broken, snapped, to be cut, Central 
Nicobarese tɔiʃ -[ŋə] [rope &c.] to break; ~ (*kt1ac >) Chrau cac to snap, break, 
(or simplex) Stieng teːc [rope &c.] to break, Biat tac [rope] to break; end, Sre tac 
broken, cut, (?, by assimilation; Besisi ketök to break, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
374, =) Mah Meri katik to cut; ~ (*k.t1ac >) Bahnar kətɛe (& Sedang kate) to 
break, get broken, Vietnamese dút to cease, terminate (v.i.t), end; ~ Khmer pdac to 
break, interrupt.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 18; SMITH 1972 246; cf. MOHRING 236 no. 3.1) 
Kharia tɛʼ to break, &c., ~ Mundari pəʈɛʼ to twist and break… (PINNOW 1959 152).  
 
813 *t1ac to sell.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer dac saleable, Kuy, Sre, Chrau, 
Biat tac, Bahnar tɛc (→ Stieng tɛːc?), Jeh, Halang tek, Kammu-Yuan téc, 
Vietnamese [bán] đứt to sell.  
(SHAFER 1965 337; SMITH 1972 244; cf. BLOOD 1966 374.) 
 
813a *tɔɔc (& *tɔc?) to stretch.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng tɔeːc to stretch (v.t.) (< variant?), Biat tɔːc to increase in size, 
Bahnar tɔːc to stretch (v.i.).  
Connect by metathesis Kammu-Yuan ɲɔ̀ː t to stretch out, draw out? 
 
                                                 
1  [Editorial note: it would appear that the intended reference is Mohring (1972) as listed in the 
References, although it is not clear how that paper relates to this etymology.] 
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(*t1u(u)c see 1004 *t1ut to light.) 
 
814 *tuuc; *tuəc drop, to drip. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng trənuːec drop, to drip. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng tuːɛc [dàːk] drop; ~ Khmer dɔmnuːəc drop; ~ 
Chrau tətɔːc dripping sound; to drip.  
Cf. 314 *tuək &c. drip, drop.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
815 *ktaac to manipulate with flat of hand.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ktāc /ktac/ [sumoḥ] to smooth, level, with the 
hands, Modern Mon kətat to rub between palms of hands, Khasi ktaid to rummage 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ Vietnamese dát to laminate, make thinner, roll. 
 
(*daic see 1010a *dai[t] to strike, beat.) 
 
†‡816 *dəc (& *dic?) to be deficient, small in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon tòik to be less than, short by, Praok 
tac to be lacking, deficient; ~ Bru satayʔ to be delicate; ~ (*kd- >) Khmer tec tic a 
little; ~ (*krd- >) Literary Mon gadek to want, be deficient in (beside gaduik, 
probably a Burmanism); ~ Old Mon pdic /pdøc/ to reduce in quantity, Modern 
Mon pətòik [phyɔ] to humble; ~ (*dp- >) Kuy biʔ few (JACOB 1968), Central 
Nicobarese (tə)pait (in compounds), paic small in size or quantity., Nancowry pẽc 
(& féc tiny).  
Separate Thin dɛk̆ to be little, ← Tai; but connected perhaps by metathesis (*pdəəc > 
*dpəəc >) Mương pớch, Vietnamese bớt to reduce, to diminish. Cf. following & 
1016 *kɗit &c. small.  
Kharia ka'ʈiʼɟ some, a little, &c. (PINNOW 1959 94); by metathesis Sora 'ɑɟid̥-. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]itik: Malay k-etek small, little, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 70); 
(ii) *[ ]ə(N)tik: Toba Batak otik to be small in quantity, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
118; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *piNd[aə](S)ik: Toba Batak pendek, 
Javanese pènḍèk short, &c., North Röglai pihnẽːʔ (DEMPWOLFF 1938 118, 
*piṇḍik; Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 384; & cf. POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 29. 
 
(*ɗac see 1015 *ɗat near.) 
 
817 *ɗuuc; *ɗuəc, (*ɗuəc ɗuəc >) *cɗuəc small. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer tùːc; ~ (*[k]ɗuuc >) Khmer toːc (!), taoc; ~ (*pɗuuc 
>) Kammu-Yuan plóːc to look down, despise. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Late Old Mon ḍoc /ɗoc/ personal name, Modern Mon dot to be 
small, (*cɗuəc >) Khmer sduːəc slender, slight; ~ (*[k]ɗuəc >; contaminated by 
816 *k-dəc) Khmer [tec]-tuːəc a little.  
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Cf. Sre duit (a) little; & connected 1016 *kɗit &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26.) 
 
818 *[ ]ɗuuc; *[ ]ɗaac to be crushed to bits. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon (p)ḍut to be broken, bruised, Riang-Lang duc to be 
ground to powder, crushed, to crush, crumble. 
B: (Viet-Mương, Katuic) Mương đách (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese nát to be broken, 
crushed, Bru diəyʔ broken into small pieces.  
 
†819 *kɗ[ə]c to nip with the nails.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Mon dɔik, Khmer kdec ktic to nip off with one’s 
nails, Nyah Kur ndɛć (implies *-ac), Kuy dic to pluck with two fingers, Nancowry 
karic to press down with thumbs. 
(?) Sora daɟ-̥ to pick, pluck. 
 
‡819a *tɗac solid.  
(Mon, Khasi) Mon dɔt to be solid, (pɔiŋ —) packed solid, crowded, Khasi dait-[doh] 
dense, compact, solid; ~ (*trɗac >) Middle Mon taḍat to be solid. 
Proto-Austronesian *dətdət: Javanese n-ḍĕḍĕt thick, dense [cloud], di-ḍĕḍĕt-i 
tamped-down [earth], &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 122; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Connection uncertain Santali kəʈɛʼɟ hard, firm, strong, &c., PINNOW 1959 315. 
 
820 *dəɗuuc to pester.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hədut to tease, Khmer tətùːc to insist, importune.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
†821 *[r]ɗac to split open.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Mon dɔt kḍat to hatch out (v.i.), Vietnamese nứt to 
crack open, split open, Central Nicobarese [et]-teːic-[hətə] to hatch out. 
Sora ra'daɟ-̥ to be broken, cracked, to burst apart. 
 
821a *knaac muddy place.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer khnaːc wallow, (~?) Chrau kənaːc swamp. 
 
822 *cnuəc to spit, transfix.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Kontum Bahnar hnɔːc to sharpen, to stab 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon kənot canat! spit (merging 1005 *t/rn/uut 
skewer), Khmer crənuːəc meat on spit (& tranuəc spit, GUESDON 1930, 
contaminated by trənaot skewer < *t/rn/uut); ~ Khmer crənuːəc (& krənuːəc) 
to roast on spit.  
Central Nicobarese oʃuə-̃hətə to spit, skewer ~ ʃanoːə n. suggests original *cuəʔ, 
*cuəʔ cuəʔ > *cuəc, with generalization of nominal derivation. Cf. further 860 
*d1n[l]uuc &c. awl. 
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†823 *pic; *piic; *piəc; *pəc; to pick, pluck. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre pic to pick, pluck, Chrau piʔ to pluck, to take. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau peːc to pull apart in bits. 
C: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar pɛːc to pick, pluck (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Biat pɛʔ, Palaung pət, Vietnamese bứt to 
pick, pluck; (probably, rather than variant) → Cham, Jarai pɛʔ, Röglai, North 
Röglai peʔ, Acehnese pɛt.  
Connect 1020 *pit &c. to pinch…? 
Sora pi- to pinch, to take a pinch. 
 
‡824 *pac; *puuc to chisel.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer pāc' to carve, ornament (GUESDON 1930), 
Bru payʔ to chisel, Sre pac to incise patterns in (→ Röglai). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon pūc /puc/, Modern Mon pɔt to chisel.  
With vocalism cf. Mon kut ad 958 *ka(a)t. 
Proto-Austronesian *paqət chisel: Malay pahat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 111, *pahat; 
DYEN 1953 § 47; Proto-Hesperonesian); with which Sre pənhat chisel is 
ultimately connected. 
 
824a *pac to cut through.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy pac to slash, fell, lop, Bahnar pɛc to cut through [wood, 
bamboo].  
Connect 1028 *[d]put &c.. to be severed…? 
 
(*pa(a)c see (also) 1021 *pat to press, squeeze; *pəc see also 1022 *pət to abandon.) 
 
825 *puuc to take clothes off.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat poːc to wane, Kammu-Yuan púːc, Palaung puit 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉpuc, Praok pɯc, Lawa Bo Luang paɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang pɔic to take [clothes] off, Khasi puid [snieh] to skin.  
(SHAFER 1965 315.) 
 
(*[ ]puəc see 1024 *puut to stroke, rub; *dpəc see 1028 *[d]put to be severed, 
broken.) 
 
826 *buəc kind of small vessel.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pòt bot small pot or cup (→ Burmese bywat[ʼuiː] wide-mouthed 
water-jug), Khmer pùːəc (small) jar.  
 
(*ɓi(ə)c see 797 *b[i]ʔic to lie down, sleep.)  
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827 *ɓ[e]c to take by force, misappropriate.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon ḅet [tasuiṅ plåṅ ḅa] to seize by force, Khmer bec to 
purloin, plunder (GUESDON 1930). 
 
†828 *[ɓ]əc to spit.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Palaung bɛʔ, Kensiu bej; ~ Jehai, Semnam 
kəbej; ~ (*[ ]m[ɓ]əc >) Praok bac.  
Cf. Khasi biah (< *ɓ[ai]k), Bru kubuayʔ to eject [liquid] from mouth.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 389.) 
Sora bi-, ba-, Mundari bɛ’, &c. (PINNOW 1959 328; Proto-Munda *bɛc or *b(a)ic?). 
 
829 *ɓuc; *ɓuuc to suck. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung bot. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung buit (MILNE 1931), Vietnamese mút.  
Connection dubious 1106 *huc &c. But add perhaps Kammu-Yuan pùːc liquor, under 
the entry 796 *[cʔ]uuc. 
 
‡830 (*[ɓ]ic [ɓ]ic &c. >?) *c[ɓ]ic; *c[ɓ]uuc to take in fingers.  
A: (Khmer) Old Khmer cpic, Modern Khmer cbec to take with finger tips, take a pinch 
of, apparently → Stieng cəbeːc to press, squeeze, knead (beside cəbiː). 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat mbioːc pinch (quantifier).  
Cf. Mon bɒt to take in one’s hand, pick up (implying *-t; contaminated by Indonesian, 
below?); & 1020 *pit &c. to pinch, squeeze, press. 
Proto-Austronesian *bitbit: Malay bibit to carry in fingers or hand, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 31; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡831 *cɓoc; *cɓooc to withdraw. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar buc to pull out, pull up. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon bot to draw out, unsheathe, Khmer baoc to pull up, Bru 
pùːyʔ. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'abut: Malay chabut to draw ou, pull up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
85). Hardly Indonesian → Mon-Khmer in view of *-ɓ-, *-c. (Cf. POU & JENNER 
1975 no. 4.)  
 
832 *mic (& *miic?) to desire; desirable, good.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon mic /møc/ to desire, 
Modern Mon mòik [not] to wish to, (?) Bahnar dialects met to be passionate about 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok mɛk to hanker [after] (?), Lawa maic (< variant?), 
Temiar mɛj good, Central Sakai omêy to desire, wish.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 66, W 15.) 
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833 *məc; *məəc to hear. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan mèc to perceive, hear. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar məc̄ to hear a sound, hear something (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan hərmə̀ː y ear. Cf. 646 *rməŋ. 
 
834 *muc; *muuc; *m[ə]c to dive, immerse oneself.  
A, B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Khmer mùc to sink, immerse oneself 
(A), Stieng muːic to plunge into water, (B) Bahnar moːc to dive, plunge, to undergo 
ordeal by water, (A/B) Sakai mod to bathe (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 81). 
B: (Katuic) Kuy mìc to dive, to sink. 
 
835 *kmuuc dead person.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Aslian) Khmer khmaoc ghost, Kuy 
(k)moːc corpse, Chrau kəmhoːc (or < derivation?) ghost, corpse, Sre ɓuc grave, 
cemetery, Stieng kəmuɔːc, Biat moːc, Besisi kĕmuyt grave (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 18), Sakai kĕmoit ghost (i.e. Jah Hut; ib.); → Cham kamoit 
devil; ~ (*krmuuc >) Praok simɯc, Lawa Bo Luang ʔamaɯk, Lawa Umphai 
ramɔic, Mae Sariang ɣamɔic grave, South Semai krmɔːc ghost (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Stieng diphthongization regular following nasal. Connection dubious Kharia gɔ’ to 
die, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 324f.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; BLOOD 1966 22.) 
 
836 *yuuc; *yuəc immoral. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon yùt (→ Burmese yut) to be depraved, Palaung yut to be 
insolent (MILNE 1931). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar yɔːc fault, offence.  
(SMITH 1972 250.)  
 
†837 *rac; *raac to sprinkle, scatter. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [et]-yait- to wash [face], 
Nancowry ʔityác to wash, pour water (or B?); ~ (*cnrac >) Khasi synreit to 
sprinkle, scatter; ~ (*pmrac >) Stieng breːc to squirt, Biat brac to eject [water] 
from mouth, Khasi pharait to spatter, squirt. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer rìːəc distributed evenly; → Shan hɑ̌t to dash [water], 
to bale; ~ (*raac raac > *craac >) Biat craːc to urinate; ~ Old Mon drāc /drac/ 
to sprinkle, Modern Mon kràt to sow broadcast (merging Old Mon grāc to 
disseminate, with further prefix); → Cham tràːʔ, Röglai draː to sow; ~ Bahnar 
praːc dripping; ~ (*pmraac >) Mon pərat to splash about, (or next) Stieng braːc 
to sprinkle vigorously, Biat braːc besprinkled; ~ Khmer prìːəc to scatter, spread; → 
Cham brak = tràːʔ; ~ (*sraac >; in part, srāt; merging 872 *(r-)saac, which 
compare.) Mon sat to bale.  
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Note Khmer sraoc to sprinkle, Kuy sɔːc, with which cf. Bahnar pruːc (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) = praːc; they may reflect *sruuc, but are part of the evidence for a 
possible *-au-. Cf. further 1066 *graat; 1059 *rut &c.; 1501 *raay to be scattered. 
Santali arɛʼ to bale out, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 283). 
 
838 *rac sparrow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Central & South Aslian) Stieng reːc small bird, sparrow, Sre, Biat 
rac sparrow, Bahnar rɛc sparrow, munia, Khasi ’reit (~ phreit) small migratory bird 
feeding on grain, Besisi röyt sparrow (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 354).  
(SMITH 1972 245.) 
 
(*rac see also 1058 *rut to pull hard on, … reap.) 
 
838a *raac grasshopper.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy rìːac, Pakoh ʔaraayʔ; (~ *t1raac?,) by metathesis 
Riang-Lang ˉcɑr; ~ Kammu-Yuan təmràːc.  
Cf. 840 *rə(ə)c maggot. 
 
†‡839 *rəc to slice, cut through.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Mon ròik rek to slice, cut with sawing motion, to 
peel [onions], Kuy ràc to saw, cut with sawing m., (?) Praok rac to break (off); ~ 
Stieng greːc to cut (through); ~ Biat prac to lop, prune, Bahnar prɛːc to cut [branch 
&c.] above one’s head (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 845 *krə(ə)c to grind, gnash; 866 *[ ]wəc &c. to cut, reap; 1058 *rut &c. …to reap. 
But connection dubious Riang-Lang _rɔc to fray. 
Sora rɑɟ-̥ to cut [firewood] into small pieces.  
Proto-Austronesian *kərət: Malay kĕrat to sever transversely, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
77, *kəɣət, less Saʼa to cut ends off; Proto-West-Indonesian). Cf. also *arit: Malay 
arit grass-cutting knife, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 8, Proto-Hesperonesian; if Acehnese 
ariət to cut up [e.g. sugar-cane] is cognate, rather *ariət, Malay → Javanese).  
Note Tibeto-Burman *riˑt to reap, cut, scrape, shave, BENEDICT 1972 80 no. 371. 
 
840 *rəc; *rəəc maggot. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rac; ~ Palaung brɛʔ maggot (MILNE 1931), (~?) Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai ŋgriak insect, maggot. 
B: (Khasi; perhaps ~, since compounding form) Khasi [ʼñiang] riej woodworm.  
Cf. 838a *raac grasshopper. 
 
(*rə(ə)c see also 1058 *rut …to pull up, out… .) 
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841 *rɔc; *rɔɔc floor-beam.  
A, B: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Literary Mon rat floor-beam, summer (or ← Thai?), (A) Sre roc 
cross-timber in house, Hre roc, Sedang roy floor-beam; → Thai rɔɔ̂t floor-beam, → 
Khmer rɔ̀ː t (TANDART 1935); ~ (B) Biat ŋrɔːc floor-beam.  
Connect obscure Khmer rənùːt; as Palaung ron (MILNE 1931).  
(SMITH 1972 253.) 
 
842 *ruc; *ruuc; *ruəc to retreat, withdraw. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ruːic to free oneself, escape (or B?), Sre, Biat ruc to step back, 
retreat; ~ Sre tənruc (DOURNES 1950), Biat ndruc to force back, Bahnar tədrut to 
give way (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !). 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer ròːc [moon] to wane, (probably, rather 
than A) Stieng ruːic day of moon’s waining period, Central Nicobarese yuːit to 
disappear, vanish, dissolve, melt. 
C: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer rùːəc to escape, Nancowry yúac to wain.  
Connect 1505 *ru(u)y behind? 
 
843 *ruc; *ruəc; *rəc to fall, drip. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan rùc-rùc [to rain] heavily, 
Vietnamese rột to leak, ooze; → Acehnese rot to fall, to give birth prematurely; ~ 
(*ruc ruc > *cruc?) → Acehnese srot to fall, to give birth prematurely; ~ (*cnruc 
>) Sre sənroc funnel (→ Röglai dənroc); ~ Sre truc, Jeh trut to pour out 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (& Chrau trɔʔ to pour, spill, contaminated by 406 
*[c]rɔk). 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy rùːac 
[faeces] to come out in diarrhoea, Palaung ruəyʔ, ruət to drip, Praok ruac to fall, be 
shed, Central Nicobarese yuait-[ŋə] to overflow, Nancowry yuacŋa ad yuác to 
flow; ~ Khmer croːc to pour from a spout; Onomatopoeic for liquid so poured, (!) 
cruːəc to pour out, Vietnamese rót to pour; ~ Biat ndrɔːc funnel. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer /crec crec/ cric cric with a squirting sound, Biat 
[jiː] chrɔc diarrhoea; (probably) → Acehnese [mö-]crɛt-crɛt to come out in spurts; 
by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔɲcrec to cause to drip.  
Connect 1504 *ruy &c. to fall, be shed; 2051 *ruh &c. to fall, be shed; & cf. 1059 *rut 
&c. to sprinkle, scatter. Note also Malay chirit diarrhoea, &c., Cebuano Bisayan 
sílit to flow in a continuous stream (Proto-Austronesian *k'irit, DEMPWOLFF 1938 
87; Proto-Hesperonesian); perhaps cognate if vocalism reflects original palatal 
final. 
 
843a *r[u]c; *r[uə]c to gut. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre roc.  
B: (Bahnaric) Biat, Bahnar rɔːc.  
Or *rɔ(ɔ)c, unless connected following. 
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(*ruc see also 1058 *rut to pull hard on… .) 
 
844 *ruuc; *ruəc intestine. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Mon krɔt krut intestine, Sakai (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 160 (a)) kröt belly; ~ (*kpruuc >) Sre proc intestine; → 
Malay pĕrut belly, womb, probably → Sakai pĕrók belly (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 164 (b)). 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy rùːac, Mương rọch (BARKER & BARKER 
1976), Vietnamese ruột intestine; ~ Stieng, Biat prɔːc; → Cham proyʔ, Jarai 
prɔːaiʔ, pruːaiʔ, Röglai proː(a)y, North Röglai puaiʔ, Acehnese pruət.  
Connect perhaps preceding; & (i) Kammu-Yuan pəcˑràːc mesentery; (ii) Semelai ləpəc 
belly, &c. (= SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 164 (a)), by metathesis; (iii) Sora 
on'loidaː-n, compounding form lo(ː)-, Kharia lai,  belly, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 282.  
(SHAFER 1965 514.) 
 
(*ruuc see also 1058 *rut …to pull up, out… .) 
 
‡845 *krəc; *krəəc to grind, gnash [teeth]. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉkrac. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *[ ]nrəəc >) Praok grɯc.  
Cf. 839 *rəc to slice, cut through. 
(Apparently) Proto-Austronesian *kaɣat2: Toba Batak harat to gnaw, bite, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 72; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 14.14). See BENEDICT 1975 234. 
 
846 *kruuc; *kruəc citrus. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy kroːc, Stieng kruːic, Hre kroc, Sedang kruy. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Literary Mon [chu &c.] krot orange, Old 
Khmer krvac, Mod Khmer kroːc citrus (→ Thai makrùut, → Mon mɛàk krɔt 
lemon), Stieng kruəc, Biat krɔːc citrus, Sre kroac orange, citrus, (→?) Central 
Nicobarese kəroait citrus, Nancowry karuác; → Cham kroyʔ agrume (→ Bahnar 
kroyʔ citrus), Jarai krəːiʔ citrus, North Röglai kuaiʔ wild pomelo, Acehnese kruət 
Citrus hystrix.  
Connected further Ancient Chinese kjuĕt 橘 orange. (POU & JENNER 1973 205).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60; BLOOD 1966 59; SMITH 1972 260.) 
 
847 *kruuc; *kruəc kind of gamebird. 
A: (Bahnaric; ~ *kmruuc >) Stieng bruːec partridge, Bahnar [sɛːm] broːc bird 
resembling francolin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kruːəc quail, partridge; ~ Chrau vrwac (kind of) 
pheasant. 
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848 *[c]raac kind of wood-oil tree.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer, Kuy traːc Dipterocarpus intricatus, Biat [caːi] 
rhaːc wood-oil, Chrau raːc, Bahnar dialects raːc, h(a)raːc kind of wood-oil tree 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham traːyʔ Dipterocarpus intricatus, North Röglai traiʔ 
kind of resinous tree.  
The variant Mon san srān (wood-oil obtained from) Melanorrhoea usitata supports *c-; 
so Khmer, Kuy t- by dissimilation? 
 
849 *truc; *truuc lac. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon krɔik, Palaung krɯt, Riang-Lang ˉtrɔc; (or B) apparently → 
Miri təruk lac insect (BENEDICT 1972 n.). 
B: (Mon) Mon krɔt krut.  
Burmese khyip (XVI C), semantically contaminated by Mon-Khmer, is < Tibeto-
Burman *krep bug, ant: BENEDICT 1972 74 no. 347 & n. 230. 
 
850 *pr[a]c wing.  
A: (Palaungic, Aslian) Praok pruc, Lawa Bo Luang [kam]phrəɯk, Lawa Umphai 
proic, Mae Sariang phyoic, Bateg Nong pəwic, Sabum payej, Semelai pərəc. 
 
(*brac see 922 *bruuɲ spotted.) 
 
851 *mrəc pepper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Middle Mon mrek /mrɔik/, 
Modern Mon pəròik, Khmer mrèc mrec, Stieng mbreːc (beside mrɛc ← Khmer), 
Sre mreʔ, Chrau mrɛʔ, Biat m(b)rac (beside mbrec ← Khmer), Palaung brut 
(contaminated by Burmese, below?), Lawa Bo Luang mbrəɯk, Lawa Umphai 
mbroic, Mae Sariang mbyoic, Khasi [soh]-mrit; → Sanskrit marica-; Cham 
amrɛʔ (→ Bahnar amrɛʔ, Gölar həmrɛʔ), mrɛʔ, Röglai amreʔ; Thai pʰrík (→ 
Kammu-Yuan príʔ, Thin blik); Burmese ṅarut.  
Stieng perhaps by early interdialectal borrowing.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 539.) 
 
852 *lic; *l(i)əc to emerge. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer lèc lec to come out (of), appear, to 
stick out, to seep, leak, Stieng leːc to drip, leak, to stick out, Besisi lek to get up (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 132); ~ Biat rklec drop, drip. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛc to go out, [sun] to rise.  
Connect Sre lik to go out, come out, [paddy] come up, [sun]rise. 
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853 *ləc to enter.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khmer) Old Khmer luc, Middle 
Khmer lèc lic to set (probably, merging to sink < following; beside lec lic west), 
Kuy lìc [to plunge knife] right in, Praok lac, Lawa liak to enter, Temiar laj to arrive 
unexpectedly (BENJAMIN 1976B 138); ~ Bahnar glɛːc, klɛːc, klɛːk to penetrate 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
854 *ləc; *ləəc; *laac to be flooded, to sink.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lèc lic to sink, be partly immersed (merging 
probably to set < preceding.), Kuy lìc to flood, Stieng [dàːk] liːc primordial flood 
(→ Chrau lic to flood?); → Cham lɤc spring tide; ~ Biat ŋklac to drown (v.t.). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ˉləc to sink, be drowned. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng laːc to overflow, flood.  
C perhaps secondary in post-dental context; so < *lət-s ~ 1077 *lət to be 
extinguished? *ləc to turn upside down ad 423 *lək may belong here, with sense by 
attraction Cf. further 1287 *ləp &c. to immerse; Vietnamese lụt to be inundated.  
 
(*ləc see also 423 *lək to overturn… .; (*l[ə]c) 424 *lək to sleep; 1081 *lut to slip 
(off, down).) 
 
†‡855 *lɔc; *lɔɔc; *lɔk penis.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre loc; ~ Amwi phloc.  
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [noːt-kəmet]-lɔːic boar. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian) Bahnar lɔː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; 
contaminated by 1857 *klaaw, which compare), Kammu-Yuan lòk, Khasi ʼloh (~ 
thloh), Sakai lokn (i.e. Temoq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 53).  
A-B prior in view of Munda, below; C by tabu deformation? Connect 1520 *k(-)ləyʔ. 
Sora 'lʔaː-ən, (compounding form) (ə)'laː-ən, Santali lɔ’, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 289); 
by secondary development Sora 'lʔoː-ən, compounding form loː-ən testicle.  
(Proto-Austronesian *ulək >?) Cebuano Bisayan uluk, úluk, perhaps Tongan ule, 
Proto-Nuclear-Polynesian *ule. 
 
†856 *luc; *luəc; *ləc; *ləəc; *lac to steal.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng luːec theft, Vietnamese [bóc] lột to rob. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer lùːəc to steal, Bru lòːyʔ to take [fish] without permission (< *-uuc?); 
→ Cham lau̯ɤc. 
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre kleʔ to steal, purloin; → Cham, Jarai klɛʔ, Röglai kleʔ, 
North Röglai tleʔ to steal. 
D: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ləːc to steal. 
E: (Mon) ~ Mon klɔt; ~ Old Mon kuṁlac /kəmlɔc/, Modern Mon pəlɔt thief.  
Originally *lut-s &c. causative ~ 1081 *lut &c. to slip (off…)? Connection dubious 
Central Nicobarese kəlɔː- to steal, kəməlɔː theft, Nancowry kalóʔ, kamalóʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
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Kharia 'lusi to rob, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 318b); → Sanskrit lūṣati &c., Prakrit luṭṭai. 
 
(*luc see also 1081 *lut to slip (off, down); (*[ ]luc) 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout; *luuc, 
*luəc see (also) 1081 *lut.)  
 
857 *klaac frightened, timid.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon klat to be tame, Literary Mon klāt also to be 
timorous, Khmer khlaːc, Biat klaːc to be frightened; → Cham klat, klet.  
Cf. Bru kaɲaːyʔ to be fearful; klaːʔ cowardly, timid; 1086 *[c]laat. 
 
‡858 *kluuc (& *kluc?) to rub.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon klɔik (!) to rub [one’s eyes] (< variant; or dialect, replacing 
**klɔt for homophony, cf. 856 (E)?), Palaung klut to wipe (MILNE 1931), Praok 
klɯc to knead; → Jakun kulut to rub (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 195).  
Cf. Sre kloː to rub, scrape, chafe, perhaps < *kluuk by assimilation. 
Proto-Austronesian *lu([d1])lu[d1]: Malay lulut massage with cosmetics, &c. (Proto-
Malayo-Javanese *luluḷ, NOTHOFER 1975 104). 
 
858a *kluuc on the point of burning.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi, Katuic) Khmer khlaoc burnt, scorched, Khasi khluit boiling hot, 
scorching hot, Bru klɒːyʔ burnt completely (< *uəc?).  
Cf. 803 *[b]ku(u)c hot. 
 
859 *gluuc loose, lax.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Praok kluc to be lax; ~ Khasi kylluid roomy, loose, lax. 
 
860 *d1n[l]uuc; *[d1]n[l]uəc awl. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _tənluc awl; to bore with a red-hot awl. 
B: (Mon) Mon hənòt banot, banat awl.  
Or *-nn2-? then perhaps connected 822 *cnuəc to spit, transfix. Note also Khmer 
cùənlùːəɲ (TANDART 1935 also cɔnlùːəɲ; → Biat cɔŋloːɲ), Kuy taːʔ mlhuːɲ goad 
(< *cnluəɲ? so perhaps Mon kənɔn sting (organ)). 
 
861 *[b]lec; *[b]lac; *[b]ləc to miss the mark, mistake, forget.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Khmer) Mon plèt to miss (the m), to be wrong, (or less 
probably variant >) Khmer phlèc bhlec to forget, Khasi 'let amiss; transgression 
(compounding form; or ad unattested derivation; referred to the secondary 
derivation klet to forget), Vietnamese trệch to miss the mark. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Mon) Mon plòt [plèt] miss the mark, to go astray (blot!; or ~ 
1082 *luət to err?), Sre blac lie, (probably, cf. the derivation) Bahnar blɛc [arrow 
&c.] to go wide, (bləʔ —) to be unreliable; ~ (*[b]rlac >) Biat rlac to deny; ~ 
(*[b]plac >) Bahnar plɛc to lie; liar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 plaːc), Khasi phlait to 
miss, (compounding form?) lait mistake. 
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C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese trật to miss.  
Only Khasi impedes reconstruction of *bl-. Vocalism unusual. 
 
861a *[r]laac to collapse, be destroyed.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan làːc to disappear, be lost, Lawa 
laic to c., be destroyed; ~ Biat rɓlaːc (!) to devastate, ravage, trample; (by secondary 
derivation?) ~ Kammu-Yuan pláːc to take away, to destroy, waste, to melt down, to 
erase.  
Cf. 422 *laik &c. to dissolve…; 927 *ləɲ to be destroyed… . 
 
862 *wic; *wiic; *wiəc twisted. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Biat wic [weːl] (peppercorn) curl; ~ Khmer khvec khvic 
turning (TANDART 1935), Chrau kwiʔ to roll, twist. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan kərwìːc-[kərwɯ̀al] winding, meandering. 
C: (Khmer, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer vìəc twisted, crooked, winding, dishonest, (or 
following, which connect, >?) Bahnar wɛc to twist (v.i), to turn aside.  
Connected further 1090 *wit &c. to go round… .  
 
863 *wac to eddy, to twist.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Mon wòt to wring 
out, Sre wac, Biat [daːk] wac [weːl] eddy (& Bahnar wɛc to twist…, under the 
entry preceding?), Central Sakai wêt, uêt to twist, wring; ~ (*krwac >) Biat rwac 
to twist [hair] into knot, Khasi khyrwait to twist, wring, strangle.  
Connect preceding; & cf. further Riang-Lang _viɛt to wring; 1021 *pat &c. … (id.). 
 
863a *wac to hop, leap.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy wàc [fish] to leap, Biat [nchat tɛː] wac to hop on one 
leg. 
 
864 *wac; *waac knife, sword. 
A: (Khasi, Central & South Aslian) Khasi wait dao, Temiar ʔəwɔj, Semelai wɔy knife. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vɑc, _wɑc, Praok vac, Lawa Bo Luang wik, Lawa Umphai 
wiaic, Mae Sariang wuic sword.  
Cf. Mendriq wɛɲ knife, &c. Temiar suggests a secondary *ʔuəc. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 124.) 
 
865 *wəc stomach.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Palaung vɛʔ, Praok vac stomach, Riang-Lang 
_vac bowels, entrails, Lawa wiak belly, Khasi [ʼnier]-wait entrails, Kensiu, Temiar 
ʔej, Mah Meri ʔoʔəc, Central Nicobarese aic belly.  
Aslian, Nicobaric initials obscure.  
(SHAFER 1965 194; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 161.) 
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866 *[ ]wəc; *[ ]wəəc; *[ ]wək; *[ ]w[uə]k to cut, reap. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang wiak to break (off); ~ (*[ ]mwəc >) Palaung 
meʔ! to cut [tree] down, lop, Khasi mait to cut, to clear [jungle]. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vəc, _wəc to reap, cut. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre məʔ sickle, (~?) Praok muk to cut, slash, Lawa 
Bo Luang mɑk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mɔk to kill. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung vɔʔ, Praok vɔk to reap; ~ Palaung rəvɔʔ reaping, Praok sivɔk 
sickle.  
Note also Lawa Umphai wɛk grass-cutting knife; Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mak to 
reap, mow. D secondarily from C, perhaps *[ ]wɔk; then ~ Riang-Lang _mɔk to cut 
with swinging motion, hew, otherwise ← Shan wɔk̄, ← 371 *gɓɔk to chop, hoe. C-D 
contaminated by this? Then conceivably *rwə(ə)c, connected 1058 *ruət(-s) …to 
reap Cf. further 839 *rəc to slice, cut through; 390 *riək …to harvest. 
 
(*wəc see also 933 *w[ə]ɲ to play.) 
 
†867 (*kwaat-s >?) *kwaac; *kwac; *[g]wat; *gwaat; *gwaac to scratch (up).  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Khmer khvaːc, Stieng 
kuaːc, Biat kwaːc (& kwaːk!) to scratch, Sre kuaːc to scratch (oneself), Palaung 
kwat to grate, Kensiu kəwɔj to scratch, by back-formation (or ~?) Kuy wìːac to 
scratch up. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau kwac to scoop up. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [ʃə]-kwət-[həŋə] to scratch with nail &c. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer khvìːət to scratch with tip of finger, Kuy (k)waːt 
(!) to scratch, Riang-Lang _vɑt to shave. 
E: (Mon) Mon kwàt to shave, Proto-Nyah Kur *khwa ̤ac (DIFFLOTH 1984 V103).  
Connect Vietnamese quật to exhume, dig out, excavate. Cf. 802 *kaac; 802a *k[oo]c 
to dig (up); 1442 *kaay; A138 *kwaay; 1880 *kais &c.; 1881 *kuus &c. (Cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
Sora a- [fowls] to scratch; to rake over [coals] (or : *kaac?). 
 
†868 *gwac; *gwaac to beckon. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Kuy (k)wac (!), (or B?) Central Sakai gawet, 
giwot; ~ Riang-Lang _kəlvac [ˉtiʔ]. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Bru kuwɒːyʔ to beckon, Kammu-Yuan kwàːc, by 
assimilation Lawa Bo Luang kwak.  
Connect Bahnar kuəːc; Khasi khawoit (< *k.wuəc?) to beckon, to paddle. 
Santali gəviʼ , &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 68). 
 
869 *twii[c]; *twəc dark. 
A: (Katuic) Kuy (t)weeʔ dark, night. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok vac, Lawa fiak dark. 
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(*[r]wəc, *rwəəc see 1094 *[r]wət inattentive, to forget.) 
 
870 *sic to fight.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon sic /søc/ [jal], Modern Mon sɔik to quarrel, brawl; 
(?) → Thai sʉ̀k (→ Khmer sɯk), Shan shɯ̄k war; ~ Biat nchic to set dog fighting. 
 
871 *sac edible substance, fruit, meat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon sac /sɔc/, Modern Mon sɔt 
fruit, Khmer sac flesh, meat, Kuy sac meat, Bahnar sɛc lean meat, Kensiu, Temiar 
sej, Semelai səc meat (with cognates meaning fruit, cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
170 (a)).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *sey fruit, BENEDICT 1972 27 no. 57.  
(SMITH 1972 247.) 
 
872 *sac; *saac to bale out. 
A: (Khasi, ?South Bahnaric) Khasi kynshait to syringe; ~ pashait to splash with foot; ~ 
(*sn- >; perhaps with secondary shortening, cf. Biat ~ B) Sre, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm nhac drizzle. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Mon sat to bale (in 
part, sāt; merging *r-saac, 837 *s-raac), Khmer, Kuy saːc to bale, to throw from 
bucket, Sre saːc to empty with bucket, Chrau saːc to bale out fish-dam, Riang-Lang 
¯hɑc earth cast of land-crab &c., Vietnamese tát to irrigate, bale out; → Cham 
thaːyʔ to pour away, to bale out [fish-pond], [rain] to come down; ~ Biat nhaːc 
drizzle, Khasi snaid strainer; ~ (*[s]nsaac >) Bahnar hŋaːc strainer; ~ Bahnar 
dialects hamaːc strainer (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Mon sat to bale (in part, shāt; 
see above), Khmer rəsaːc in a very scattered manner, Biat rchaːc to sprinkle, Chrau 
chaːt (with -t by dissimilation) to sprinkle ritually, Lawa Bo Luang ʔasaic, Lawa 
Umphai rasaic, Mae Sariang ɣasaic to wash [hands]; ~ Old Mon rinṣāc /rənsac/ 
to sprinkle.  
Khmer has also rasoc to spread out, well out (GUESDON 1930), with which cf. Mintil 
sɔuc, Bateg Nong sɔc to wash, bathe; & sraoc to sprinkle, under the entry *raac. 
They may reflect *rsuuc &c., but are part of the evidence for a possible *-au-.  
(BLOOD 1966 365; SMITH 1972 255; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 142.) 
 
†873 *suc; *suuc; *suəc; *sac; *siic to sting.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer soc small kind of mosquito, 
Kuy soc sandfly, Bahnar dialect tsuc to sting (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Temiar 
səmuj wasp (BENJAMIN 1976B 186). 
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B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kuy soːc to 
sting, Sre souc to prick, sting, Biat choːc, Bahnar soːc, Kammu-Yuan huːc, Riang-
Lang ¯huc, Praok hɯc, Proto-Semai *sɤɤc to sting (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*smuuc 
>) Kuy smoːc, mhoːc (or < *srmuuc, below?), Bahnar hmoːc, Jeh mut, Halang 
muːt, Kammu-Yuan múːc, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmaɯk, Lawa Umphai ʔmaut, Mae 
Sariang ʔmaɯt ant, Proto-Semai *smɤɤc stinging insect (DIFFLOTH 1977); → Thai 
mót ant (&c., cf. BENEDICT 1975 219; → Kammu-Yuan mòt); Cham hmōc; Malay, 
Javanese sĕmut, Karo Batak semut; ~ Khmer srəmaoc ant, Bahnar səmoːc 
stinging (organ); (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) hornet; ~ Praok ɲɯc stinging. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) (*snmac >?) Mon həmot samat ant, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ɕhmu̱ac; ~ Alakong Bahnar hmuəc ant (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Palaung 
kərhuəyt wasp. 
D: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang [¯huc] ¯hac nettle; ~ (*snmac >?) Sre 
səmac, Biat mac, Bahnar səmɛc, (original compounding form?) Khasi mait 
mosquito. 
E: (Mon, South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Stieng sɯiːc (!) [scorpion’s] sting; → 
Shan sìt to sting; ~ Mon həmit mosquito; ~ Sakai kĕmit mosquito (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 180 (a)).  
Connect perhaps (i) 1099 *su(u)t kind of bee; (ii) 1496 *muuys &c. mosquito, gnat. 
But connection dubious Acehnese kamuə, Cham muː, Jarai muːa, &c. white ant; 
Vietnamese con mối white ant, which probably reflect *-r.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50, 64; SHAFER 1965 316, 339; BLOOD 1966 352; SMITH 1972 257; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 25.) 
Sora su- to pierce, ~ (compounding form) muɟ-̥ ant, Kharia muʼ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
130); Sora 'sama-ən mosquito. 
 
874 *ksac; *ksaac sand. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer khsac; ~ (*kmsac >) Riang-Lang ¯mac. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) by metathesis > *skaac > Kuy skaːc, 
Mương cách (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese cát; ~ (*kmsaac >) Praok 
mac, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai hmaic; ~ (*krsaac by metathesis > *krcaas 
by metathesis >) Kammu-Yuan créːs.  
Connect also Cham cwah, Jarai chuːah, Röglai coah, North Röglai cuah; Chrau 
cwɔh sand, Biat cɔːih gravel?  
(SHAFER 1965 314.) 
 
875 *huc; *huuc; *huəc; *hac finished. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang hoic, Lawa Umphai hɔic to 
come to an end, Temiar hɔj already (BENJAMIN 1976B 160); (probably, rather than 
C) ~ Khasi khoit completely. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan hoːc particle of completed action, Thin hoic̯ to be 
finished, exhausted; sequential connective; mark of superlative; all, Lawa Bo Luang 
haɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hɔic to use up. 
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C: (Palaungic) Praok huac to have finished; perfect auxiliary. 
D: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ¯hac all; to exhaust; ~ Khasi khait = khoit.  
= following ?Connect certainly 1539 *həy &c. finished & probably 1113 *phut to 
cease (so < *hut-s &c.?); then surely also 798 *rʔuc &c., *rʔuuy finished.  
 
876 *huc; *huuc; *hə[ə]c; *hiəc to decrease, decay.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Central Aslian) Biat huc to decrease, ebb, (or B?) Central Sakai 
hût starvation. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon hut to decrease, Modern Mon hut 
to deteriorate, decay, dwindle, Khmer haoc (!) only very slight in quantity, (TANDART 
1935) decayed; ~ Khmer khoːc to go bad, go wrong, Kuy khoːc to break down, be 
marred, disordered, Stieng kuːc, khuː(i)c to spoil, damage, destroy; spoiled &c. (or 
A?), Biat khuːc to be spoiled, Bahnar khoːc diminishing (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C, D: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hiːəc used up, wasted, squandered (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63) (D); ~ Bahnar dialects hərəːc to decrease, to use up, waste (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63; C).  
= preceding? Connect perhaps 1109 *jhuut to go backwards. Note further Bahnar 
huaːc = hərəːc. 
 
(*huc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
 
877 *huuc; *huəc to whistle. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hōc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham huːyt; ~ Bahnar 
həhoːc. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Khmer huːəc, 
Stieng huːɛc, Sre hoac, Biat huac, Bahnar hɔːc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang ¯huac, Vietnamese huýt, Semang huek (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 97 (b)); 
→ Jarai hɔːac, Röglai hoac, North Röglai huaiʔ, Acehnese huət; ~ (*huəc huəc 
> *chuəc >) Mon chot (khyot!; but dialects confirm *ch-), Kuy (kh)hɑːc; ~ 
Chrau təhwac.  
Cf. Jeh tahuayh (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (< *-huəs). Onomatopoeic  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
(*huuc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
 
878 *huəc to flow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Central Rölöm hɷac, Biat hɔːc to flow, Bahnar hɔːc [water] to 
carry away; to unroll, flow out, Khasi hoit to flow out, seep out; ~ Bahnar təhɔːc to 
dispose of by throwing into stream, (GUESDON 1930) to overflow.  
Connect Kuy hɑːy.  
(BLOOD 1966 52.) 
 
(*huəc see also 1106 *hut to suck, drink.) 
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†‡879 *khuc; *khuuc; *kh[uyh] to wipe, wash. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok khoc to wash. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung khut, khuit to wipe, Lawa Bo Luang khaɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang khɔic to wash, Khasi khuid clean, pure. 
C: (Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Palaung khoy, Riang-Lang ¯khe to wash, Semang [yaʼ] 
kūãs to wipe (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 123; ?). 
Kharia guʼ to wash (PINNOW 1959 K 61; Proto-Munda *goc?).  
Proto-Austronesian *[ ]ug'ut': Toba Batak ugus to rub, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 160, 
discarding Tagalog; ?).  
Perhaps two roots, with contamination : Proto-Mon-Khmer *khu(u)c to wash : 
Munda, *-uy[h] to wipe : Austronesian.  
 
(*knhuəc see 272 *chuək corner.) 
 
880 *bhic; *bhiic to fear. 
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon phic /phøc/, Modern Mon phɔik, Jah Hut bəhec; ~ 
Old Mon buhic to frighten. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat phiːt nervous [horse], (— phaːi) fear, terror. 
 
881 *[l]nhəəc light in weight.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ləŋəːc, Sre, Biat ŋgəːc, Chrau ŋkhəːc, Mnong Gar rəkhəːc, 
Bahnar həʔyəːc.  
Or *r-? Bahnar by assimilatory palatalization of nasal.  
(BLOOD 1966 411.) 
 
(*ʔaaɲ see 1116 *ʔaa[n] tray of betel-box.) 
 
882 *ʔa[i][ɲ]; *ʔiə[ɲ] (elder) brother. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung an parent’s sibling of same sex, Mương enh 
(BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese anh elder brother. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔean, Lawa Umphai ʔɛn father’s younger brother.  
Or *ʔain &c.; but *-ɲ if Praok [pu]ac brothers, Lawa ʔiak elder brother (< *ʔəc?) are 
connected. Note South Aslian forms: Semelai ʔiʔeʔ, (distinguished by BENJAMIN 
from) Mah Meri yɛʔ elder sibling, &c., = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 421.  
(SHAFER 1965 341.) 
 
883 *ʔəɲ to endure, wait out.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon ɔiŋ to suffer, endure, tolerate, Literary Mon ʼeṅ also to be 
patient; ~ Sre ləʔiŋ to wait, be patient.  
Cf. 1151 *ɲə(ə)nʔ …to endure.  
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884 *ʔəɲ to fast, abstain from food.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon ɔiŋ, Khasi en (!) [ja].  
Khasi spelling may assume palatalization to be junctural. Cf. Central Nicobarese ɔĩt-
ŋə hungry. 
 
885 *ʔuɲ (& *ʔuuɲ?) fire.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng uː(i)ɲ, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar uɲ, Jeh ùn, Halang un; ~ (*jheeʔ 
ʔu[ ]ɲ by contraction >; with compensatory lengthening?) Biat choʔoːɲ charcoal.  
Connect 1872 *[ ]ʔus &c.?  
(SHAFER 1965 447a; BLOOD 1966 151; SMITH 1972 81; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
124.) 
 
886 *kʔaiɲ; *kʔiəɲ; *kʔi[ ]ɲ wasp. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kəʔáːɲ kind of wasp, Palaung kəʔɛəŋ 
wasp, Khasi kyieng wasp, hornet; ~ (*kmʔaiɲ >) Jeh mahaːŋ fighter wasp, Halang 
məhaːŋ wasp. 
B: (Khmer; ~ *knʔiəɲ >) Khmer ɲɛə̀ŋ kind of wasp. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi kʼing wasp, hornet.  
Pre-Khmer *-iəŋ > *-əŋ by palatal absorption. Connect 485 *ʔuŋ &c. wasp, hornet. 
 
†887 *jʔuuɲ; *jhuuɲ to smell, sniff. 
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Kensiu ʔɔɲ, Temiar ʔuːɲ to smell, sniff; ~ (*jʔuuɲ 
jʔuuɲ > *njʔuuɲ > *njuuɲ >) Mon yɜŋ̀ to smell, (or ~ *jnʔuuɲ >?) Semai 
ɲoːy to smell. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Mon chɜŋ chuṅ, (~?) Kuy huːɲ to smell, smell, embrace (JOHNSTON 
1969 has hŋuːɲ to smell, < *jnhuuɲ).  
Mon, perhaps Semai final by dissimilation; but Semai may attest a further variant 
*jʔuuy; cf. here Central Nicobarese ɤi smell. Note also Riang-Lang _kuɲ to kiss.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 294.) 
Kharia ũĩ to sm., &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 315).  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *k'i(S)um to sniff, nose-kiss: Malay chium, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 87, *k'ijum; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
888 *smʔaɲ star.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon samʼan (?), Literary 
Mon saman, Stieng səmeːɲ, Sre, Chrau səmaɲ, Biat maɲ, Palaung səmiŋ, Riang-
Lang _səkməɲ, Praok simuɲ, Lawa Bo Luang saʔbəɯŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang saʔmoiɲ; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan sərmiɲ.  
Cf. Danaw kă̚lɑn (< *slʔaɲ?).  
(SHAFER 1965 166, 374; BLOOD 1966 348.) 
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889 *kiɲ (& *kiiɲ?) head, termination.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre kiŋ end, Palaung kiŋ, Riang-Lang ¯kiɲ (< 
variant?), Praok kaɲ, Lawa kaiɲ head.  
Mon kənɜŋ tip may reflect a variant *k/.n/u(u)ŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 5.) 
 
890 *k[i]ɲ; *kuŋ work. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon keṅ [kā] work, business (→ Burmese ʼakuiṅ), Praok 
kaɲ act, deed, work.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese công work. 
 
891 *kiiɲ[ ]; *kiəɲ[ ]; *kaiɲʔ elbow. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [kɔŋ] keːɲ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Stieng [koːŋ] kiɛːn, Chrau [kuŋ] kiəŋ [tiː], 
Biat [tiːŋ] ciaŋ, Kammu-Yuan kíaŋ, Central Nicobarese [det-oŋ]keːəŋ, 
Nancowry rét ʔuŋkiáŋ. 
C: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Khmer kaeŋ [day], Kuy [tɔːt] kɛːɲ, Bru [tɔːt] kɛːŋ, 
Vietnamese cánh [chỏ].  
Connect 650 *ky[o]ŋ? Note Sakai kanang (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 42).  
(SMITH 1972 91.) 
 
‡892 *kuɲ; *kuuɲ; *kun; *kuun, *dkuun to bend down; bent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) Mon kun dwarf, to be 
humpbacked, Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱ɲ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V115), Khmer kuñ dwarfish, 
stunted, shrivelled (GUESDON 1930), Biat koɲ to bend down (v.i.t.), Semang kion, 
kiun crooked (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 175 (b); or B); ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkoɲ to bend 
[limbs]. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kuːɲ to bend (down), lower (v.t); bent down, arched 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre kun to bend down (→ Röglai). 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer kaon bending, huddled up…, Kammu-
Yuan kúːn, Khasi khun to bend, (*dk- >) Bahnar [kəduʔ] gɔn hunchback; ~ Sre 
rəkoun to bend, be rucked.  
Final variant unusual. Bahnar *dk- contaminated by Indonesian, below? Vocalism 
post-dental, cf. 335a *ɗuuk; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has goːn təgoːn, guːn təguːn, 
gɔːn təgɔːn. Add perhaps to D Proto-Khmuic *knuun knee, Kammu-Yuan kənúːn.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22) 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *dəkuŋ: Javanese dĕkung bent, bowing down, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 39; DAHL 1973 § 14.20; perhaps rather ad 500 *koŋ).  
Connection dubious Santali kɔɳɖɛʼ, kɔɳɖɛʼd bent, bowed, crooked, PINNOW 1959 186; 
unless via Indo-Aryan, if this root → Sanskrit kuṇi-, TURNER 1962-66 3259; cf. Pali 
kuṇḍa- bent, crooked. See BENEDICT 1975 231. 
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†‡893 *[ ]kuuɲ; *[ ]kuəɲ father, mother’s brother. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre kouɲ 
mother’s brother, mother’s uncle, Chrau koːɲ mother’s younger brother (BLOOD 1966), 
Biat koːɲ parent’s younger brother, Bru koːn father, Kuy (ʔaː)kɔːɲ term of address to 
paternal great-uncle, Kammu-Yuan kúːɲ father’s sister’s husband, Palaung kun, 
Praok kɯɲ father, Proto-Semai *kɤɤjɲ parent’s elder brother… (DIFFLOTH 1977), 
Central Nicobarese kɔin husband, Nancowry kóɲ; ~ Semnam ʔəŋkoɲ male, 
husband, Central Nicobarese enkɔiɲə male. 
B: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm kɷaɲ mother’s younger brother.  
Or *ʔk-?  
(BLOOD 1966 23; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 38, M 15 (d).) 
Sora 'kuɲaːr-ən father-in-law, &c. (PINNOW 1959 360. But Kharia 'gunmɛr is obscure).  
Proto-Austronesian *əNkuŋ: Malay ĕngkong grandfather, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 170; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
893a *[t]gəəɲ early, soon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gəɲ early (beside goɲ; BLOOD 1966 gəːɲ-gəːɲ soon, quickly), Central 
Rölöm gəːɲ soon, quickly, Biat gəːɲ soon, quickly, early, to hurry, Bahnar kəːɲ later 
on, shortly.  
(BLOOD 1966 393.) 
 
894 *jiɲ; *jiiɲ to sew. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Stieng jiːn (!), Sre jiŋ, Chrau jiɲ, Biat 
jɯŋ, Praok caɲ, (or B?) Central Sakai chêk; ~ Stieng jirniːɲ seam. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon jiṅ, [s]-jīñ /jiŋ/, Modern Mon còiŋ, Palaung jiŋ, Lawa 
Bo Luang cɯŋ, Lawa Umphai chiŋ, Mae Sariang c(h)iŋ.  
Stieng -n by dissimilation Cf. Khasi jaiñ cloth, clothes.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
895 *tjaaɲ quarrelsome.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) Sre jaɲ violent [illness] 
(DOURNES 1950); [buffalo] to be unapproachable, Biat jaːɲ malevolent, brutal, (tɒːm 
—) to quarrel, Mương chenh (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese tranh, chanh to 
dispute, quarrel, Central Nicobarese [men]-ʃeːɲə quarrelsome, Nancowry minséɲa 
cruelty; ~ (*tnjaaɲ >) Middle Mon tayān, Modern Mon kəyan to dispute, Biat 
njaːɲ to annoy, Vietnamese giành = tranh; (?) by secondary derivation ~ Praok 
[sima] simaɲ to be contentious. 
 
896 *sɲuəɲ; *sɲ[ə]ɲ; *sɲiiɲ wrinkled; to frown, grimace. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer sɲoːŋ disgusted [expression], (?) Biat huaɲ 
wrinkle, wrinkled; ~ Mon həɲon to snarl, to screw up one’s face, frown. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer sɲeɲ sñeñ showing one’s teeth, Kuy sɲiɲ, ɲhiɲ 
to expose teeth, grimace, Vietnamese nhăn (!) to be wrinkled, to make faces. 
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C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təhɲiːɲ to show one’s teeth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C secondary. Note further Khmer sɲaːɲ grimacing; (TANDART 1935) ɲùːɲ grimacing, 
ɲùːəɲ to contract, frown; if then rather *s-ɲ-, < 62 *[ ]ɲuʔ [ ]ɲuʔ &c.? Cf. also 
Mương nhăl to be wrinkled, to make faces (BARKER 1966 13); 997 ɲ[uə]t wrinkled, 
shrivelled.  
 
896a *t1iɲ; *t1iiɲ; *t1iəɲ *t1əɲ to pluck, twang. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tiŋ-[niŋ] kind of plucked stringed instrument. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer, Khasi) Mon toiŋ to pluck [stringed instrument], Palaung 
tiŋ guitar (MILNE 1931), Praok tiŋ harp; → Shan tīŋ harp; ~ Old Khmer tmiṅ (or 
A) player of stringed instrument; ~ Old Mon tinmīṅ /təmmiŋ/ player of stringed 
instrument; (or A?) ~ Khasi [ma]rynthing stringed instrumen played with plectrum, 
'Khasi harp'. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer diəŋ to push gently aside. 
D: (Khmer, Central Aslian) Khmer /deɲ/ ṭeñ to pluck strings, Proto-Semai *tɔjɲ to 
pluck (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Onomatopoeic? 
 
896b *tiɲ; *təɲ to know. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer dɤŋ; ~ Khmer pdɤŋ to inform, to report, to 
complain, sue; ~ Sre ntiŋ to send word (by), Biat nteɲ to make recommendations. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat ntɛɲ to send word.  
1341 *t1iim contaminated by 904 *pɗeɲ to memorize?  
 
897 *t1aɲ hot.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Stieng teːɲ hot, heat, fever, Chrau [duh] taɲ 
hot [water], Kammu-Yuan [táːs] téɲ dry and sunny [place], Central Nicobarese 
taiɲ hot, Nancowry táɲ; ~ Biat ntaɲ to warm up.  
(SHAFER 1965 84.) 
 
†898 *t1aaɲ to weave, plait, twill.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, 
Nicobarese, Central Aslian) Mon tan to plait, twill, Kuy taːɲ to weave, twill, Chrau 
taːɲ to twill, Sre, Biat, Bahnar taːɲ to plait, weave, Jeh, Halang taːn, Kammu-Yuan 
taːɲ to weave, Riang-Lang ˉtɑɲ, Praok taɲ, Lawa taiɲ, Khasi thaiñ to plait, weave, 
Mương tanh (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese đan to weave, Temiar taːc to plait 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Central Nicobarese [en]-tainyə to plait, weave, Nancowry 
táɲ, ʔintáɲ; ~ Old Khmer tmāñ weaver; ~ Khmer tbaːɲ to weave, plait (properly 
nominal form).  
Palaung tɛŋ to weave [bamboo matting] may imply a variant *taiɲ; tuən (Mon) to 
weave [bamboo matting] is probably contaminated by 910 *tɓuəɲ to twist 
(together). Cf. also 1467 *[k]rt2aɲ to twist (together).  
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(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 20; BLOOD 1966 335; SMITH 1972 94; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 126.) 
Sora taɲ-, Kharia taɲ to weave, &c. (PINNOW 1959 301) 
 
899 *təɲ to chase.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer deɲ ṭeñ to pursue, chase away, Stieng tiːɲ, Sre tiŋ 
to chase, Biat tɒŋ to chase, follow.  
(BLOOD 1966 148.) 
 
(*[k]rt2aɲ see 1467 *[k]rt2ay to twist together.) 
 
899a *klt2uuɲ; *k[l]t2uəɲ fern. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Biat rtoːɲ [krɔt], Sedang kasún, Kammu-Yuan 
kərsúːɲ, Central Nicobarese lətoːin. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kətɔːɲ.  
(SMITH 1972 95.) 
 
900 *diəɲ; *dəɲ to be dazed. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon deñ /deɲ/ [knop], Literary Mon den [knap]. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon deṅ /dɔiŋ/, Modern Mon tòiŋ to be dazed, 
Vietnamese đần to be dull, simple-minded. 
 
(*daaɲ see 1470 *daay …to lean on.) 
 
901 *duɲ; *duuɲ (& *duəɲ?) to gather up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre doɲ; → Jarai duɲ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat doːɲ to glean, Chrau, Bahnar doːɲ to gather up; (Jeh/Halang? 
*duəɲ?) → Cham tòːn, Röglai doan, North Röglai duət.  
 
902 *duəɲ to deplore.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tòn to scold, chide, complain, grumble, Khmer tùːəɲ to lament; ~ 
Mon hənòn chiding, Khmer tùmnùːəɲ lament, lamentation. 
 
†‡903 *kɗiɲ; *kɗiiɲ; *kɗuŋ (& *kɗuuŋ?) bamboo-joint. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Mon dɔiŋ bamboo-joint 
used to hold liquids, Stieng diːɲ bamboo tube, Sre diŋ (→ Chrau diɲ (BLOOD 
1966)), Biat dɯŋ tube, Besisi dikng bamboo (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 31; or B?); → Röglai diŋ tube; ~ Middle Mon ganḍiṅ /gən̓iŋ/, Modern Mon 
hənoiŋ, Khmer kɔndɤŋ bell Lawa Umphai ŋglɛiɲ jingle, small bamboo. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar ɗiːŋ, Jeh dìŋ bamboo tube, Halang dìːŋ water-
pipe, Palaung diŋ bamboo container for liquids; → Cham diːŋ tube. 
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C: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi, North Aslian, ?Khmer) Middle Mon kḍoṅ /kɗɯŋ/ area-nut 
container, Modern Mon daŋ bamboo tube, Khmer taoŋ cask (?; < *kɗuuŋ, or ← 
Malay tong, under the entry 791 *d1huŋ), Kammu-Yuan tóŋ bamboo tube, Khasi 
'dong (~ tyndong!) short pipe, betel-case; ~ (*knɗuŋ >) Mon hənɜŋ slit-drum, 
small bell, Jehehr gĕnūng bamboo (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 25).  
Middle Mon g- in ganḍiṅ obscure, but cf. 1180 *[g]ɓaan. Cf. 341 *tɗ[o]k slit-drum… 
.  
(SHAFER 1965 123; BLOOD 1966 135; SMITH 1972 97.) 
(i) Sora kə(')diŋ-ən drum; Kharia 'kɔnɳɖɛŋ bamboo, &c. (PINNOW 1959 275; Proto-
Munda *-əŋ); (ii) Sora kun'tuŋ-ən tube.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *gəNdaŋ: Malay gĕdang drum, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 54; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); Proto-Austronesian (ii) *kəNtuŋ: Malay kĕntung bird-
scarer, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 79; Proto-Malayo-Javanese). Indonesian ← Mon-
Khmer? See BENEDICT 1975 388. 
 
904 *pɗeɲ to memorize.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Middle Mon pḍen, Modern Mon den to memorize, Kuy diɲ to 
know, learn (contaminated by Khmer dɤŋ < 896b *tiɲ, which compare); by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer tùəntèɲ dandeñ to repeat in order to memorize.  
 
†‡905 *paɲʔ to shoot.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
pañ /pɔɲ/, Modern Mon pɔn, Old Khmer pañ, Modern Khmer baɲ, Kuy, Sre, 
Chrau, Biat paɲ, Stieng peːɲ to shoot, Bahnar pɛɲ to beat cotton, Jeh, Halang peŋ, 
Kammu-Yuan píɲ, Palaung piŋ, Riang-Lang ˉpɯɲ, Mương pắnh (BARKER 1966 
16), Vietnamese bắn to shoot, Central Nicobarese fɔin crossbow, [hə]̃-fɔiɲə to 
shoot with crossbow, Nancowry fəɲ́, hafəɲ́.  
Cf. following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 18; SHAFER 1965 317; BLOOD 1966 367; SMITH 1972 86, 88; cf. 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256 (a).) 
(Cf. Kharia pa'nic bowstring, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 499; reborrowed ←, or 
contaminated by, Hindi panica?)  
Proto-Austronesian *pan1aq to shoot; bow: Malay panah bow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
113, *panah; DYEN 1965; DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 221, arrow. 
 
906 *paɲ; *paaɲ to fight. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Praok puɲ, Lawa Bo Luang pəɯŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang poiɲ; ~ Bahnar pəpɛːɲ, pəpɛːŋ to struggle, thrash 
about (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B) Semang pin-pen to fight (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 S 496 (c)); ~ (*pn-, but perhaps rather secondary *pnaiɲ, >) Palaung nɛŋ 
soldiers (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ Old Mon pnāñ /pnaɲ/ army, Modern Mon nan, Praok naɲ 
army, war, Palaung nan soldiers.  
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Perhaps = preceding, *p/an/aɲʔ > *pnaaɲ with compensatory lengthening. 
Connection obscure Kuy baŋ to fight. 
 
‡907 *dpəɲ; *[d]pu[ə]ŋ; by voicing shift *tbiɲ; *tbiiɲ; *tbiəɲ; *tbəɲ full.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon piñ /pøɲ/, Modern 
Mon pɔiŋ to be full, Khmer pèɲ beñ full, → Kuy phèɲ full [moon], Sre piŋ to 
overflow, Bahnar ɓɛɲ (!), Semang iping full (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 F 290 (a)). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi phoiñ entirely. 
C: (Khmuic, Central Aslian, ?North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan pèŋ full [moon], Temiar 
təbik, (or D) Cheʼ Wong bək full. 
D: (Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Stieng biʔiːŋ, Sre biːŋ, Chrau veːɲ, Biat beːŋ, 
Jeh bìŋ full, Halang bìːŋ full of water, Semai təbeːk, Semaq Beri təbeːŋ full. 
E: (Khasi) Khasi [dap] sbeng quite [full], tbeng as if full. 
F: (South Bahnaric) Biat bɔŋ full [moon].  
Connect other South Aslian forms: Semelai səbəːɲ, &c.; so by assimilation Jehai 
sebim, Mendriq səbim; with secondary vocalism Kensiu habun; & cf. Central 
Nicobarese poʃ, puʃ, buʃ, Nancowry pús (< *buc?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 52; SHAFER 1965 39; BLOOD 1966 33; SMITH 1972 80; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 F 290 (b).) 
Proto-Austronesian *pəƚuq: Malay pĕnoh, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 117, *pənuh; DYEN 
1953 § 62; DAHL 1973 § 15.8). 
 
908 *baaɲ to stick.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon pàn to stick, adhere, to affix, Khasi paiñ solder, cement, joint. 
 
(*tbi(i)ɲ, *tb(i)əɲ see 907 *dpəɲ full.) 
 
909 *ɓuuɲ; *ɓuəɲ soft. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓoːɲ soft, flexible, easy; ~ (*[b]mɓuuɲ >) ʔmoːɲ soft, 
flexible, easy; → Jarai amoɲ soft.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi boiñ soft; ~ (*[b]mɓuəɲ >) Sre ɓuən easy; → 
Röglai ɓuən, (or A?) Cham bon easy.  
Cf. 1124 *lʔun &c. soft, tender. 
 
910 *tɓuəɲ; *tɓaɲ to twist (together). 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng buːeɲ, buɔːɲ to twist into cord, Biat buaɲ to twist, Bahnar bɔːɲ to 
plait, twill (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*tnɓuəɲ >) Bahnar ʔmɔːɲ twisted rope. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon bɔn to twist together; ~ Khmer trəbaɲ to plait, 
twist, Biat rɓaɲ to turn (v.t), screw.  
To plait, twill contaminated by 898 *t1aaɲ, which compare; as also 1177 *ɓa(a)n 
interlaced.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
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911 *miɲ[ ]; *miəɲʔ; *muuɲ[ ]; *muəɲ[ ] mouth. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng dialect miːɲ language, Chrau miɲ mouth. 
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin [ʔaŋ] mieŋ, Mương mẹnh (BARKER 1966 24), 
Vietnamese miệng mouth. 
C: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese mənoːin lip, Nancowry manúɲ. 
D: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Riang-Lang _mwɔɲ mouth, word, language, Praok mɔɲ mouth, 
(by labial absorption; or < a variant *maɲ[ ]?) Khasi maiñ features; → Shan 
mɔŋ̌ opening.  
Connection dubious Kharia rɔ'mɔŋ nose, PINNOW 1959 387. Khmer thmèɲ tooth, 
compared at SHAFER 1965 461, is < 924 *l/m/əɲ. 
 
(*muuɲ see 1495 *muuy one.) 
 
912 *smaaɲ to ask.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon smāñ /smaɲ/, Modern 
Mon hman to ask, inquire, Kammu-Yuan màːɲ to ask, Palaung hman, Praok maɲ 
to request, Riang-Lang ¯mɑɲ to inquire, request, Lawa hmaiɲ, Temiar samaːɲ to 
inquire (BENJAMIN 1976B 173).  
Cf. Central Nicobarese həmaː-[hətə &c.] to request, inquire. Mon not, as SCHMIDT 
1905 46, : Khmer mìːən interrogative particle.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 165.) 
 
913 *raɲ dry.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng reːɲ, Sre, Chrau raɲ, Kammu-Yuan [ràːs] rèɲ.  
Connection uncertain (i) Khmer rìːŋ dried up, perhaps < *riiɲ unless connected 
Bahnar srɛŋ, hrɛŋ dry (< *-iəŋ); (ii) Bahnar, Jeh, Halang raŋ dry (&c.: SMITH 
1972 128). 
 
914 *ruɲ; *ruuɲ; *ruəɲ; *ri[i]ɲ to strain, pull away. 
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer rùɲ to push, pull; (— rìːə) refractory, obstinate (→, 
or contaminated by, Thai run to push?), Stieng ruːiɲ to pull [e.g. cart] backwards 
(or B: contaminated by 842 *ru(u)c to retreat…?). 
B: (Mon) Mon rùn to strain away, pull at leash &c., to be intractable; ~ Bru brùːn [fish] 
to tug at line; → Burmese run: to be intractable… .  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh drudruan, Halang dədruan to struggle. 
D: (Khasi) Khasi ring to pull, tug, drag.  
Connect obscure Praok brɯn [ti gwɛ] to tear oneself away. 
 
915 *kraɲ climbing perch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer [trɤy] kraɲ, Kuy, Chrau [kaː] kraɲ. 
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916 *kraɲ frizzy [hair].  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy kraɲ; ~ (*kpraɲ >) Mon kərɔn stubbly [hair], 
Bahnar prɛɲ [hair] to be curly.  
Variant following? 
 
917 *kraaɲ twisted, tangled.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon kran to be gnarled, twisted, tangled, Khmer 
kraːɲ settled, stuck, Chrau kraːɲ hard, stiff, Bahnar kraːɲ very tight, very. tangled 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer kandrāñ twisted (GUESDON 1930), Khasi kynraiñ 
twisting about [as one sits].  
Add preceding as variant? 
 
918 *knraaɲ elder, functionary.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɔntrìːəɲ big, (mèː —) chieftain, Sre kənraɲ elder 
overseeing cultivation practice, Chrau [koː] kəndraːɲ illustrious person, Biat ndraːɲ 
arbitrator, go-between, Bahnar kədraːɲ (elder acting as) go-between, negotiator.  
Contracted compound of A64 *raaɲ old? 
 
919 *gruuɲ white ant, termite.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon krùn, Proto-Nyah Kur *thrṳuɲ 
(< *druuɲ?) (DIFFLOTH 1984 N37), Khasi kruiñ, Sakai groitn (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 A 110); ~ (*gnruuɲ >) Kuy nthrùːɲ, Kammu-Yuan trùːɲ.  
Cf. B68 *br[a]ɲ. Connection uncertain Central Nicobarese dəɔin. 
 
919a *jriiɲ; *jriəɲ wax.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jiriŋ, Chrau jreːɲ, Biat jreːŋ, Kontum Bahnar jriːŋ (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar jrɛɲ, Bru (ma)ntrìaŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 473.)  
 
920 *[d]mrəɲʔ body louse.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Kuy nthrìɲ, Kammu-Yuan təmriɲ, 
Palaung kənbriŋ body louse, Lawa Bo Luang mbrəɯŋ tick, Khasi jynreiñ, 
Vietnamese rận body louse; ~ Sakai moñriñ vermin (rewritten mongring at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 L 144; i.e. Semai).  
Connect Riang-Lang sələɲ bed-bug?  
 
921 *priiɲ; *pruŋ; *pruuŋ to contend. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer prɤŋ to strive, make an effort; ~ (*pnriiɲ >) Sre nəriŋ 
dispute (DOURNES 1950); ~ Bahnar adriːn, Gölar Bahnar hədriːn to strive, 
persevere.  
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon [weṅ] proṅ /prɯŋ/, Modern Mon praŋ (→ Burmese 
pruiṅ) to contend, compete, Khmer proŋ to plan for, try to; → Cham prɤṅ, prauṅ. 
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C: (South Bahnaric; ~ *prruuŋ >) Sre [tam] pərloŋ, Biat [tɒːm] rloːŋ to contend, 
compete. 
 
922 *bruuɲ; *bruəɲ; *braɲ; *brac spotted. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar broːɲ striped, bruːɲ grey-pied, Khasi bruiñ with 
large spots, (thoh- —) spotted. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau vrwaːɲ (→ Biat rwaːɲ?) striped, Khasi [thoh]-broiñ 
spotted; ~ Bahnar təbrɔːɲ mottled. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon [klaʔ] pròn bran leopard, Bahnar brɛɲ with 
small black and white spots, Khasi [thoh]-braiñ spotted. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau [yaw] vrac panther, Biat [yau] brac tiger-cat, lynx. 
 
923 *mraɲ; *mrəɲ pox, ulcer. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Late Middle Mon mran, Modern Mon pəròn smallpox, 
Khmer mrèɲ mreñ cancer, ulcer, scrofula (→ Biat mraɲ chancre; or B?), Palaung 
brɛŋ smallpox.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat [tɔːt] brɔɲ pockmarked.  
B by hypercorrection? Cf. further Sre kraŋ smallpox, chancre; Praok preŋ contagious 
disease. 
 
924 *liɲ; *liiɲ; *ləɲ; *luuɲ gums. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Sre lɯɲ (!; or C?), Biat lɯŋ [cheːk], Hre lìn; 
→ Cham liŋ, (or C?) Jarai ləːɲ; ~ Riang-Lang ¯kliŋ (*k- part-of-body prefix); ~ 
Stieng jəŋliːɲ (or B?), by metathesis Proto-Semai *lɲsijɲ (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar liːn. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Palaungic) ~ (*cnləɲ >?) Bahnar sənɛɲ, hənɛɲ, 
Jeh iʔneŋ, Halang həneŋ tooth; ~ (*lməɲ >) Khmer thmèɲ dhmeñ, Synteng 
Khasi lĕmein tooth; (?, ~ *lmpəɲ) Lawa Bo Luang piaŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang mbiaŋ, Danaw ¬pəiŋ tooth. 
D: (Aslian) ~ Cheʼ Wong ləmuɲ, Semai ləmoːɲ, Semelai ləmɔɲ tooth.  
D secondary following labial. Connect perhaps Vietnamese lợi gums. (< *ləəy).  
(SHAFER 1965 237; SMITH 1972 85; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 128, T 170; cf. SMITH 
1972 51.) 
 
925 *liəɲ; (*ləɲ >) *laaɲ to sharpen. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic) ~ Thin t(ə)̆lɛŋ; ~ Khmer sɔmliəŋ, Kuy smliːɲ, mlhiːɲ. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Sre, Biat laːɲ to trim to a point, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm 
laːɲ to sharpen; ~ Bahnar [ʔɲɛt] klaːɲ kind of sharp-edged grass.  
B shows early secondary lengthening following contextual lowering. Connect perhaps 
(i) Kammu-Yuan cəlɔ̀ː ŋ to sharpen (< *-uəŋ?); (ii) 929 *t2luuɲ &c. pointed. 
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926 *laaɲ to spread, be propagated.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar laːɲ [stain, fire, flood, epidemic] to spread 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi laiñ-laiñ from place to place; ~ (*snlaaɲ >) Mon 
hənan snān [fire] to spread.  
Are Vietnamese lan [fire] to spread & Mương (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese tràn to 
overflow, which imply *-n, loanwords?  
 
927 *ləɲ (& *ləəɲ?) to be destroyed, dissipated.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon liñ /løɲ/ to be ravaged, destroyed, 
dissipated, lost, dispelled, Modern Mon lòiŋ to be dissolved, dissipated, lost, Khmer 
lìːəɲ! to destroy, (variant >?) Praok [laə] lɯɲ to perish; → Thai laan to be 
destroyed, broken; ~ Old Mon pliñ to ravage, destroy, dispel, cure, Modern Mon 
plɔiŋ to waste, squander, destroy, Khmer phlaːɲ to ravage; → Thai pʰlǎan to 
destroy, plɯəŋ (→ Kuy plɯːŋ) to waste, squander; ~ Biat mphlaːɲ! to ravage; ~ 
Biat rlɔŋ to stave in; ~ Old Mon rinliñ degeneration, Bahnar rənɛɲ wanton 
destruction (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
With Khmer, Biat vocalism cf. 925 *ləɲ > *laaɲ; 1287 *b/r/ləp. Cf. further 861a 
*[r]laac …to be destroyed; 422 *laik &c. …to fall into dissolution; 718 *laŋ &c. to 
destroy.  
 
928 *kləɲ oil, fat, grease.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Middle Mon kleṅ /klɔiŋ/ oil, Modern Mon klɔiŋ 
oil, fat, Khmer khlaɲ fat, grease, Palaung kliŋ, Praok kluɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kloiɲ to be fat, Khasi khleiñ fat; to be fatty, oily.  
Add Mương trơnh (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese trơn to be smooth, slippery 
(then < *kləəɲ)? But connection dubious 702 *priiŋ &c. 
 
929 *t2luuɲ; *t2luəɲ; *t2l[ə]ɲ pointed. 
A: (Khasi) shluiñ. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Halang loan sharp point, Jeh loːn, Khasi shloiñ, [nep] tloiñ 
pointed. 
C: (Mon) ~ Old Mon tinliñ /tənløɲ/ needle, Modern Mon kənoiŋ needle, pin.  
Cf. Palaung pənlɛʔ, Riang-Lang _pənlac needle, perhaps contaminated by B65 
*[t1]pəc. Connect 925 *liəɲ &c. to sharpen? 
 
†930 *pliɲ; *[p]liiɲ; *[p]liəɲ sky. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung pleŋ, Riang-Lang ¯pleŋ.  
B: (North Bahnaric, (Central Aslian) Jeh, Halang pliːŋ, Temiar baliːk. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer phlìəŋ, phliəŋ rain, to rain, Bahnar plɛɲ 
sky; ~ (*[p]nliəɲ >) Khasi bneng, Mnar phnyaŋ sky (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.).  
(SHAFER 1965 235; SMITH 1972 79; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 241.) 
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(?) Kharia [tɔ]-bluŋ sky, above (PINNOW 1959 364; contaminated by 727 *luŋ above? 
but perhaps rather : Lawa Bo Luang malɑŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang malɔŋ 
sky, Bru ma(n)lɒ̀ŋ). 
 
931 *wiɲ; *wiiɲ; *wəɲ; *waɲʔ to twist, turn, go round. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vèɲ viñ back (again), Bahnar wiɲ to 
twist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang ʔəiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔeiɲ, Mae 
Sariang ʔɛiɲ to come, return. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar wiːɲ to move in a curved path (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Praok iŋ to go back, return; ~ Chrau rəweːɲ to turn round, circle round. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer vèɲ veñ to twist into a rope, Mương wầnh to turn [pot 
to get even heat] (THOMPSON 1967), Vietnamese vần to turn [pot to get even heat], to 
pivot, to roll along. 
D: (Kuy, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Kuy wàɲ = Khmer 
veñ, Biat waɲ to twist, Bahnar wɛɲ (or C?) to wring, to pull out with a twist, Khasi 
[dor] waiñ [to bend] easily, Vietnamese vặn to wring., turn, twist, screw; ~ Bahnar 
tuɛɲ to twist (or C?), Khasi tawaiñ to go round and round.  
Cf. Nancowry ʔúɲ twisted, ʔúaɲ to be twisted; 765 *wiŋ &c. to go round, turn; 1208 
*wiən &c. …to wind, bend.  
 
932 *wiiɲ; *waɲ moustache.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _viɲ; (by contraction of compound?) ~ Thin 
trəm̆wiŋ (& Kammu-Yuan [khúːl] tərmùːɲ; contaminated by 911 *muuɲ[ ] 
mouth?). 
B: (Khasi) Khasi (ʼmaiñ;) ~ tmaiñ. 
 
933 *w[ə]ɲ; *wəc to play.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon wiñ /wøɲ/, Modern Mon wòiŋ, Proto-Nyah Kur *wiɲ (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V76). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kəvɛʔ.  
 
934 *kwaɲ[ ]; *kwaaɲʔ gibbon. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Bru kuan, Sre kuaɲ gibbon, black Semnopithecus monkey, Chrau, 
Biat kwaɲ, Jeh kaweŋ, Halang kəweŋ gibbon, Bahnar [ɗɔk] kuɛɲ small kind of 
gibbon; → Cham kon, Jarai [kraː] kuaɲ, Röglai kuan, North Röglai kuat gibbon. 
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese vượn gibbon.  
 
935 *krwaaɲ kind of spice-yielding tree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kəwan cinnamon, Khmer krəvaːɲ Amomum cardamomum. 
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935a *[hw]iiɲ soul.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng uiːŋ, Biat hueːŋ soul, Sre huiŋ shadow, 
reflection, Chrau weːɲ soul, soul, Central Nicobarese hɔĩ soul, pulse.  
Earlier perhaps *huuy-ŋ[ ], connected 1543 *ghuuy &c. 
 
†936 *[ ]saaɲ to radiate heat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, South Aslian) ~ Khasi tyngshaiñ to shine, glare, reflect; ~ Mon kəsan 
sensation of heat; ~ Mon pəsan heat (basān, but perhaps < *t1msaaɲ), (~?) Sakai 
pâsang hot (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 146).  
Or *t1saaɲ, separating Sakai with Santali, below? 
(i) Mundari tərsaŋ to bask in the sun, to warm oneself by the fire; (ii) Santali basaŋ 
warm, hot, to boil, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252). 
 
937 *[b]saɲʔ snake.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Palaung hiŋ, Riang-Lang ˉhəɲ, Khasi 
bseiñ, 'seiñ, (by metathesis *[ ]sʔaɲ >) Praok siʔuɲ, Lawa Bo Luang saʔəɯŋ, 
Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saʔoiɲ; → Khmer msaɲ year of the snake, → Thai 
masěŋ; ~ (*[b]rsaɲʔ >) Vietnamese [con] rắn snake; (by secondary derivation, 
or contraction of compound?) ~ Kuy (k)saɲ snake.  
(SHAFER 1965 375.) 
 
938 *choɲ to bend knees.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre choɲ squatting (→ Röglai), Palaung [mɔʔ 
cəv] cun to kneel on one knee (MILNE 1931); ~ Khmer crəhaoŋ to squat.  
Cf. 1149 *t2ju(u)n. 
  
(*jhuuɲ see 887 *jʔuuɲ to smell, sniff; *thuuɲ see 788 *[t]huuŋ red.) 
 
‡939 *ʔit; *ʔiit; *ʔiət; *ʔuət small in quantity.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre it a little, Kammu-Yuan èt few, (a) little. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm [kɷː] ʔiːt small (BLOOD 1976), 
Vietnamese ít a little. 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Umphai ʔɛt ʔɛt few, Mương ét a little (BARKER 1966 
17). 
D: (Khmuic) Thin ʔuɤ̯t few.  
Connect perhaps (i) A68 *tʔi[ ]t &c. little finger; (ii) 1016 *kɗit &c. small. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]iSəd [ ]iSəd: Acehnese ɛt short length or distance, Toba 
Batak si-etet, si-b-etet little girl, Cebuano Bisayan ihud-ihud [children] to differ in 
height by small intervals (& ihid runt) (so Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *[ ]iSit: 
Acehnese n-it small, a little, Jarai with secondary vocalism a-n-ɛt, Iban m-it small, 
Cebuano Bisayan m-ihit, n-ihit scarce (ly) (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
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940 *ʔit brick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Khmer ʔɤt, Khasi it; ~ Late Old Mon la'at /lʔøt/, Modern 
Mon dɒt; → Burmese ʼut, → Shan ǔt, → Palaung ut. 
 
941 *[ʔ]iit; *[ʔ]iət coucal. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [iar] iːt coucal, Centrococcyx rulipennis. 




942 *ʔiət; *ʔət; *ʔut (& *ʔuət?) to listen to.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Biat iat to listen to, Chrau ʔyɛt to listen, hear.  
B: (Katuic, Palaungic; ~ *[ ]nʔət >) Kuy ŋat to listen to, Bru saŋat to listen, Praok ŋɛt 
to listen (to), obey. 
C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔoat to hear, listen (< *ʔuət?); ~ Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang ʔŋɔt to hear, listen.  
Vocalism obscure.  
(BLOOD 1966 112.) 
 
†943 *ʔət; *ʔəət; *[ʔ]it used up, finished, lacking. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Old Mon 'ut /ʔøt/ all, Modern Mon ɒt also 
to be exhausted, have exhausted (or variant), Proto-Nyah Kur *ʔəṯ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V124), Khmer ʔɔt to be without, Kuy ʔat to lack, to restrain, to hold [breath], Sre ət 
restrain, to hold [breath], suppress [cough &c.], Chrau ət lacking, to hold [breath], 
Biat ɔt to abstain from, Bahnar ət [wind] to stop, to hold [breath]. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉət to cease. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔɤt = ʔɔt, Mương (BARKER 1966 18), 
Vietnamese hết to end, be finished, cease, to finish; ~ Khasi jing-it, jynit fast, 
abstinence from food.  
Connect Central Nicobarese leɛt finished, to cease?  
(SMITH 1972 209) 
Sora (i) rə'jad- to be exhausted, used up; (ii) a'ɲi(ː)d- to be exhausted, over, finished. 
 
944 *ʔ[ɔɔ]t to saw.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng oːt to make fire by friction, Biat ɔːt [drɔː] to fiddle, Bunör 
ʔɔːt, Sre, Jeh oːt to saw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bahnar ɔːt to saw, scrape, plane, 
file, fiddle, make fire by friction, Khasi ot (perhaps merging variant of 972 *sguut 
…to cut) to cut, pare, reap, saw, fiddle; ~ (*rnʔ[ɔɔ]t >) Sre rənɗoːt, Jeh ranoːt 
saw (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
(BLOOD 1966 65.) 
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945 *ʔut; *ʔuut cloud. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Biat nʔot cloudy; ~ (*[ ]mʔut >) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔbot to cloud over. 
B: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic, ?Katuic) Palaung ut cloud, to be cloudy, to cloud; (?) ~ 
Kammu-Yuan púːt cloud, fog; (?) ~ Bru ʔuːt to smoke v.t.  
 
946 *ʔuət to wipe.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ɔːt, Riang-Lang ˉvat, ˉwat, Praok ɔt, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔuat; ~ (*[ ]mʔuət >) Lawa Umphai ʔbuat. 
 
947 *kʔaat (kind of) mosquito.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer kʔaːt kind of fly with painful bite, mosquito (maringouin); ~ 
(*kpʔaat >) Kammu-Yuan pəʔaːt mosquito.  
Or construct *kwʔaat? 
 
948 *cʔit; *cʔiit sticky. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer sʔɤt, chʔɤt (probably, rather than B), Kuy 
sʔət; ~ (*cnʔit >) Sre ɗit viscous, sticky, Chrau səʔɯt sticky. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng [tɛh] eːt clay; ~ (*cnʔiit >) Bahnar həʔɲiːt-[həʔɲaːt] to feel 
sticky; ~ (*cmʔiit >) Biat mʔeːt glutinous rice.  
Connect 1040 *cɓiit &c. But connection obscure Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai tit to 
stick, adhere, to attach. 
 
949 *cʔiit; *cʔiət; *chiit; *chait to confine, restrict.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat eːt to confine, pack close together, Khasi shyit to pinch; 
~ (*cnʔiit >) Kuy ŋʔiːt narrow, confined, Bahnar jəŋiːt packed close together 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi syngid, syngit tight, choking; col, valley between 
ridges. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) ~ (*cnʔiət >) Mon həet to be parsimonious, Khmer 
cɔŋʔiət narrow, confined, cramped, Nancowry ɲíat tight, to bind completely (& ɲát 
to fill in, to cram into); by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar pəniɛt to crowd together 
(v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ciet to crowd [someone], Chrau cheːt to pinch. 
D: (Katuic) ~ Kuy hɛːt parsimonious.  
For Kuy h- cf. huːɲ ad 887 *jhuuɲ. Connect Bahnar təniɛt &c. to stop up, force in, 
stuff in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), contaminated by miɛt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) < 
1039 *[c]/n/ɓiət, which compare (the converse in West Bahnar pəmiɛt, East 
Bahnar pəmɛt = pəniɛt); perhaps West Bahnar hnɛt to press against, jostle, 
compress, encroach; & A82 *[c]wiit narrow, confined. Cf. also 977 *c[n]ŋiət to 
crush. 
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950 *cʔaat pleasant to look at.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer sʔaːt clean, nice-looking, beautiful, Riang-Lang ˉɑt 
beautiful, pretty, (~?) Lawa saʔat clean.  
Clean by attraction 7 *cʔaʔ &c.? 
 
951 *cʔ[ə]t; *cʔən sated, cloyed. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer chʔaet! sated; ~ cɔmʔɔt satiety, (~?) cɔmʔaet to satisfy; ~ 
(*crʔət >) Mon həɒt ca’uit to be nauseated. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer chʔɔn nauseated; ~ Mon həɒn jaʼuin to be 
nauseated through satiety, Bahnar dialects səɔñ, həɔñ to be sated (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Khmer cɔmʔaet < *cɔmʔat with secondary palatalization, chʔaet by levelling; 
cɔmʔɔt by levelling on original **chʔɔt? Cf. further Khmer kʔuːət, Kuy (k)ʔuːt to 
vomit, Bru kaʔuːt to feal nausiated; Khmer phʼöt phʼūm (to smell) musty (GUESDON 
1930); Biat mʔɒʔ disgusted; Khmer chʔɔl to gasp for breath; (GUESDON 1930) 
nausea, to overeat (contaminated by 1695 *ʔəl[ ]); Khasi kynshin (< *-[n, l]) to 
dislike eatable things; & 1301a *cʔəəm nauseated. 
 
†952 *lʔit pulverized.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Khasi) Mon dɒt, Khmer lʔɤt (with initial levelled on causative 
lùmʔɤt); → Thai laʔìat, Lao laˉ iatˆ (→ Kammu-Yuan lʔìat); (?) ~ Khasi lwit very 
finely broken or pounded, lwet broken, powdered.  
Cf. Khmer lʔaoc, Kuy lʔɔːc. 
Sora by metathesis lati- to be reduced to powder. 
 
953 *lʔiit; *lhiət smooth, slippery. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer lʔɤt smooth-mannered, Kuy lʔeːt smooth. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ləhiət slippery.  
Biat lɯt well-worn, Kammu-Yuan ləmɛ ̀ː t smooth may belong here rather than with 
1076 *lit &c., which compare. 
 
†954 *lʔuət; *lʔət; *lhəət wet, cold. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lʔuːət moist, wet; ~ (*lnʔuət >) Sre noat to be, 
feel, cold. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng ləʔəːt (→ Biat lʔɔt?) damp, wet, Chrau ləʔət cool, shady; ~ 
(*lnʔət >) Biat nʔɒt damp, wet. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau ləhəːt cool, breezy, Praok lɯt to be wet.  
Cf. 277b *lʔu(u)k wet, soaked; 795 *kʔaac wet. Cold perhaps contaminated by 
Mainland Austronesian *l[aə]ʔən (Cham lian, North Röglai laʔət); Jarai rəʔɔt is 
perhaps ← South Bahnaric. 
Santali lɔhɔʼd damp, wet, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 531; Proto-Munda *lɔwɔʼd). 
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955 *sʔuut rotten, inedible.  
A: (Mon, Aslian) Mon ut sʼut to be, go, stale, Cheʼ Wong haʔũt, Jah Hut siʔin, Semelai 
səʔit, Mah Meri suʔũt rotten (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 292 (b).) 
 
956 *kit; *kiit; *kət; *kəət; *ku[ə]t frog.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Kontum Bahnar kit. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Gölar Bahnar kiːt. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kəːt (BLOOD 1966 kɯt), Biat kɒt. 
D: (Bahnaric) Biat kəːt [ndraːt] toad, Bahnar kɯːt frog. 
E: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)kuːt, Bru ʔakùat.  
Tabu deformation likely. Cf. Thai kʰìat, Shan khět (→ Praok khiat). But Cham 
kiewʔ, North Röglai kiəʔ reflect *-p.  
(SHAFER 1965 508; BLOOD 1966 140; SMITH 1972 205.) 
 
†‡957 *kiit; *kiət; *kət to bite, to itch. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon kit to bite, Praok kit (contaminated by following, 
which compare) to cut, sever, Mnar hit¯ to bite. 
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy kiːt to nibble, Sre kiat, Chrau kiət to itch, Biat 
ciat to sting, smart; → Cham, Jarai kɛʔ, North Röglai keʔ to bite (or < Proto-
Austronesian, below?); ~ Khasi dkhiat itch, scabies. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kat, kət (BLOOD 1966), Bunör kət to bite.  
Cf. further 964 *giit &c.; 1125 *kiən to gnaw; 972 *sguut &c. to (be) cut; 981 *cit 
&c. to cut up. (BLOOD 1966 104, 356.) 
Sora id- to scratch, to write.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kitkit: Cebuano Bisayan kitkit to nibble, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 
no. 160; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *kətkət: Lawangan kɨtɨt to bite, &c. (cf. ib. 
no. 149; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 301-2, gnaw. 
 
958 *kat; *kaat to cut.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer, Kuy kat to cut, Biat kat to saw, 
Bahnar kat to to cut, Khasi khet to to cut down. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kaːt to to cut, Bru kakaːt to slide finely.  
Mon kut to to cut off, ↔ Thai kùt, → Kuy kut; if → Thai, contaminated by 972 
*sguut? Cf. besides preceding. 800 *kac to pluck, break off, to cut (< *kat-s?); 
1969 *kɔh to to cut (down).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
958a *kɔt to stop.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer kɔt to stop (v.t.), Palaung kɔt [un] to hold back, 
restrain, to refrain (MILNE 1931); ~ Middle Mon kanat, Modern Mon kənot end; ~ 
Literary Mon kamnat end, Khmer kɔmnɔt limit. 
 
(*[ ]kut see 315 *[ʔ]tuuk to scoop up… .) 
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‡958b *kuut; *kuət; *kət to scrape, scratch, comb. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Khmer koːt to scrape, scratch, Bahnar 
kōt to scrape clean (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central Nicobarese koːtə-[koːi] to 
comb; ~ Kammu-Yuan kərnùːt scraper. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [et]-koːət to comb, (— -hətə) to scrape (off), 
Nancowry ʔitkúat ad kúat to smooth with hand &c. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat kɒt to comb.  
Kammu-Yuan khúːt to smooth, shave is ← Lao khûut.  
Proto-Austronesian *kutkut: Malay kokot clawing, to claw, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 221, 
*ku(Ct)ku(Ct); Proto-Hesperonesian).  
See BENEDICT 1975 371-2. 
 
†‡959 *[c]kuut; *[c]kuət; *[c]kət; *[c]kat to tie, knot. 
A: (Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Central Sakai chĕkot to knot; ~ Vietnamese gút to 
knot; by secondary derivation Vietnamese nút knot. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer kuːəc! to knot, Sre koat, East Bahnar kuət 
to tie, knot (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat ŋkwat knot; by secondary derivation ~ 
Khmer kɔmnuːəc knot, Kuy k(ə)luːc, luːc to tie [knot].  
C: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre kət to tie together, Biat kɔt to knot, Bahnar kət to 
tether out to graze, (GUILLEMINET 1959-63, Röngao) to knot, Jah Hut jəkət to tie.  
D: (Mon) ~ Mon həkɔt dakat to knot.  
Khmer/Kuy -c by metathesis or assimilation. Cf. Palaung (MILNE 1931) thəkit; & 
connected 967 *[ ]gut &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10; SHAFER 1965 56, 527; SMITH 1972 210; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 
214.) 
Sora (i) i'kud- to knot; (ii) jəni(')kɑˑd-ən knot (i- &c. perhaps = iː- to bind).  
Proto-Austronesian *ikət: Malay ikat to tie, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 68). See BENEDICT 
1975 323. 
 
960 *[t]kiit; *[t]kiət to have dysentery. 
A: (Mon) Mon [nɛà] kit; ~ həkit thakit &c. dysentery. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese kiết [lỵ] dysentery.  
Connect following, & so 1007 *ktiit posterior…? 
 
961 *tkiət anus.  
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Mon təket, Proto-Semai *kiət (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Originally by metathesis 1007 *ktiit? Connect perhaps preceding. 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 118.) 
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962 *tkat; *tkiət; *tkuət (& *tkut?) cold. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Biat kat cold, Kammu-Yuan 
kát cold [weather], Palaung kət [weather] to be cold, Proto-Semai *dkat cold 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); → Shan kāt, → Palaung kat, Riang-Lang ˉkat cold; ~ Mon 
həkɔt cold [season], Chrau təkat cold, Röngao təkat ague, fever (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Sakai teket cold (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
205 (c)); ~ (*trkiət >) Praok sikiat cold [water], by metathesis Khasi khriat cold. 
C: (Palaungic) Praok kuat, (*tkut >?) Lawa Bo Luang koat, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kɔt [weather] to be cold.  
Cf. Kuy ckɑːʔ cold; Chrau dəgət chill, shivering; & 976 *cŋiit &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 340, 354; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 205 (c-e).) 
 
(*dkiət see 1010 *gtit …parakeet.) 
 
963 *d1rkuət varan.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Old Mon dirkot /dərkot/, Modern 
Mon həkot varan, Khmer trəkuːət Varanus nebulosus, Kuy tkɑːt, Stieng rəkɔːt 
varan, Chrau rəkɔːt black varan, Bahnar təkɔt̄ (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-
Yuan tərkɔ́ː t varan; → Thai cakùat. 
 
(*rkiət see 1064 *krit to creak..) 
 
†‡964 *giit; *giət to bite, to itch, scratch. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _kit to scratch; ~ Mon həkìt bed-bug. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kiat, Lawa Umphai chiat to bite.  
Connect 957 *kiit &c. 
Sora (i) gɩd-, (gɩd-)ged- to scratch; (ii, cf. Indonesian) guˑd-, god- to scratch.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *gi(t)git: Malay gigit [insects] to bite, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 55, 
*gigit; Proto-Malayo-Javanese); (ii, cf. Sora) *gu(t)gut: Javanese gugut to crush 
between teeth, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 56, *gugut, discarding Tagalog; Proto-West-
Indonesian). (ii) Hardly ← Mon-Khmer! 
 
965 *gət; *gut to kill. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer kùət, Thin gɯ̆t (also to cut down, < 972 *[s]gət, which 
perhaps connect). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kùt. 
 
966 *gut to go round.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gut around, Bahnar gut to curve, bend.  
(SHAFER 1965 113.) 
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967 *[ ]gut; *[ ]guət; *[ ]gat to tie, knot.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cột to tie. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar guːət to knot (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar 
təguat to knot. 
C: (Mon) Mon kòt gat to knot; ~ → Cham pagat to tighten.  
Khmer kùːəc to knot perhaps = kuːəc < 959 *[c]kuət, which connect; West Bahnar 
(h)əŋɔːc to tie up [hair] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) also may belong there.  
(SHAFER 1965 527.) 
 
968 *guut; *gu(ə)t to enter. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kùːt, Riang-Lang _kut. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi kot to reach.  
Cf. 1046 *mut &c. Add as derivation *pguut = B71 *[ ]guut to force in? 
 
969 *t1gut; *t1[g]uut quail. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tgit &c. /tgøt/; ~ (*t1rgut >) Mon həkɜt̀, Sre 
rəgut (→ Röglai); by secondary derivation ~ Chrau vəgut. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan 
təkúːt (!), (?) Khasi tʼut, (!) Vietnamese [chim] cút; ~ Mon həkùt, Riang-Lang 
_rəkut; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar dialects (*kuːt kuːt >?) [sɛːm] kəkuːt 
kind of quail (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang kɯt; Mon həcem əkhɜt̀; Khmer ʔɯ̀ːt lark, quail. Onomatopoeic? 
 
970 *rng[ɔ]t to search, quarter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon lagṅat /ləŋgɔt/, Modern Mon təŋòt to study, Khmer 
rùəŋkɔə̀t, TANDART 1935 also rùəŋkùət to explore, go to and fro, traverse.  
 
971 *s[g]ɔt to press down on, press out juice.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) (Khmer **skɔt →?) Stieng səkɔːt to press down 
(on); → Thai sakòt to restrain, repress; ~ (*sn[g]ɔt >) Mon kəhɔt to crush juice 
out of, chew to extract nourishment, Khmer sɔŋkɔt to press down on, suppress, 
oppress.  
Thai is evidence for Khmer **skɔt; head register in derivation then by levelling. 
Connection dubious Kharia ta'gɔʼ to chew, &c., PINNOW 1959 307. Cf. 977 
*c[n]ŋiət to crush. 
 
†‡972 *sguut; *[s]gət; *sgat to be cut short, to cut. 
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon sgūt /sgut/ to be interrupted, cut short, Khasi 
kut to come to an end (& dkut to snap, break), Vietnamese cụt to be too short, to be 
crippled; ~ Old Mon sirgūt interruption, Middle Mon sagut [crawāt] ruling, decision. 
B: (Khmuic, Aslian) Kammu-Yuan kɯ̀t to cut vertically with knife, Kensiu gət, Temiar 
gəd to cut; ~ Besisi tegöt to break (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 112). 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer skat to interrupt, to take a short cut. (→ Biat kat to 
decide judicially, to take a short cut), Biat [ntok] gat cut; → Cham saket; Thai 
sakàt to obstruct, interrupt.  
Connect 965 *gət &c. to kill? C perhaps contaminated by 958 *kat, which compare; 
as Khasi ot to cut…, under the entry 944 *ʔ[ɔɔ]t. Khasi dkut, Besisi suggest 
variants in *dg-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
Sora gad-, Santali gɛʼd to cut, &c. (PINNOW 1959 334).  
Proto-Austronesian *pu(N)gut: Javanese pugut, punggut cut off, Cebuano Bisayan 
punggut to behead (so Proto-Hesperonesian; → Proto-Semai *bgut to snap (v.i.), 
DIFFLOTH 1977?). 
 
973 *ŋət to be extinguished.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau ŋət to extinguish, Riang-Lang _ŋat to be 
extinguished, to extinguish; ~ Chrau təŋət, Riang-Lang _təkŋat to extinguish.  
Cf. 1053 *yə(ə)t; 1077 *lət &c. Connect following? 
 
†974 *ŋut; *ŋuut; *ŋuət; *ŋit dark. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ngut; ~ jngut murky, turbid. 
B: (Central Aslian) ~ Semnam həŋɔːd night; ~ Semai II məŋɔːt night. 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy) [twɛːɲ] ŋŋɔ̀ː t pitch-[black]. 
D: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer ŋɯ̀t dark (TANDART 1935), Khasi ngit black, dark; ~ Khmer 
ŋəŋɯ̀t dark, dim.  
Connect preceding? (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (b).) 
Santali ɲũʼd darkness, dark; Sora 'luŋud-, 'luŋad- dark (PINNOW 1959 390). 
 
975 *ŋut; *ŋuət to be hungry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) ~ Stieng pəŋot to go hungry, be starving, Vietnamese 
ngốt to crave for. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat [jiː] ŋɔːt to be hungry; hunger, Riang-Lang _ŋuat to 
starve, to be hungry; ~ Chrau pəŋɔːt to be hungry, Bahnar pəŋɔːt to be starving, Jeh 
paʔŋoːt, Halang məʔŋoat hunger.  
Connection uncertain Sakai got (i.e. Jah Hut), pögȫt hungry (Semaq Beri), SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 H 173; with them cf. (*guət >?) Lawa Bo Luang kuat, Lawa 
Umphai khuat, Mae Sariang ŋguat to want, wish; Mon [tàk] kòt to be poor is 
probably ← Sanskrit gata- deprived of.  
(BLOOD 1966 64; SMITH 1972 235.) 
 
976 *cŋiit; *cŋiət; *cŋait cold. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Sre ŋit cooled, cold, Sakai sĕngit cold (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 205 (a)); ~ Biat [nʔiːk] rŋeːt cool. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təŋiɛt to feel cold. 
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C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Kuy (c)ŋɛːt cool, cold, Bahnar ŋaːc to cool (v.i), 
have a cold fit; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyngngad cool, refreshing.  
Cf. 962 *tkat &c.  
(SMITH 1972 229.) 
 
977 *c[n]ŋiət to crush.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon təŋet to crush in mill &c. (beside təŋèt to squeeze, 
crush), Sre səŋiat to crush, compress (→ Röglai).  
Cf. 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine…; 971 *s[g]ɔt to press out juice… . 
 
(*t1ŋut see 1135 *t1ŋun nape of neck.) 
 
978 *lŋuut; *lŋuət sweet, mild-flavoured. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ləŋout, Chrau ləŋoːt, Biat ŋoːt sweet, mild-flavoured, Bahnar [ŋām] 
ŋūt very sweet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng ləŋuət (or A, with post-nasal vocalism?), 
Vietnamese ngọt sweet, mild-flavoured. 
 
‡978a *sŋiit to burn (v.i.).  
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ŋiːt to burn (v.i.), Sre hit burning brightly (→ Biat hiːt 
alight).  
Cf. Mon heak sṅek &c. to be burnt, scorched. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'[ ]/Saŋit: Malay sangit burnt, singed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
148-9, *t'aŋit; Proto-Hesperonesian, ~ *Saŋit = *(qS)aŋi(Ct) smell of burnt rice, 
BLUST 1970 no. 319, adding Cebuano Bisayan anghit to smell offensive).  
Indonesian not obviously → Mon-Khmer.  
 
†979 *sŋut (?); *sŋuət; *sŋət deserted, quiet. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre ŋot to be afraid (?). 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Khmer [mùk] sŋuːət (!) sad, Sakai singoit 
afraid (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 49; ?); ~ Khmer srəŋoːt wistful, sad, 
Chrau səŋɔːt deserted, Biat rŋɔːt silence; secret, lonely [place], (— rŋat) silent, 
deserted, Bahnar rəŋɔːt to miss [person]; ~ Central Sakai [göi] tĕrnguit to keep 
motionless. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon hɛt sṅit to be 
quiet, (— a) to faint, Khmer sŋat (early → Thai saŋàt) solitary, deserted, silent, still, 
Kuy sŋat, ŋhat quiet, silent, Sre [ŋit] ŋət silent, Vietnamese ngất to faint; ~ 
Khmer srəŋat solitary, silent, (srəŋoːt —) moved to sadness, Biat [rŋɔːt] rŋat 
lonely, deserted, (guʔ —) to be silent, Praok [yɛn] siŋɛt to be absolutely quiet.  
Back vocalism perhaps secondary, cf. Sora, below. Separate *sŋu(ə)t afraid? 
(SCHMIDT 1905 44.) 
Sora ŋad-'ŋad-[dəm &c.] silently. 
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980 *sŋuət; *sŋət (& *sŋat?) to dry up. 
A: (Khmer, ?Khasi) Khmer sŋuːət dried up; ~ Khmer raṅuət withered (GUESDON 1930), 
(by labial absorption, or < *-at?) Khasi rngat to dry up. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon sṅit [jra] to be withered, Riang-Lang ˉŋat to dry up.  
Cf. 1101 *suət; 1095 *swiit &c. to wither. 
 
†981 *cit; *ciit (& *ciit ciit > *tciit?); *ciət (& *tciət?) to cut up.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung set to cut, carve (up). 
B: (Katuic, ?Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɤt to slice (probably, rather than A), Kuy 
ceːt to slice, chop pieces off [edibles], (→, or *tc- >) Chrau ciːt to cut (up). 
C: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng siɛːt to cut [meat] into small pieces, Sre siat 
to cut, sever, Biat chiat to cut up, West Bahnar cɛt̄ to chop [edibles &c.] obliquely 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < tc-? Jölong also sɛt̄), Riang-Lang ˉsɛt to cut, gash, 
Central Nicobarese [et]-ʃiːət-[həŋə] to carve wood.  
Cf. Vietnamese chặt to cut. POU & JENNER 1973 140 derive Khmer ← Hokkien ciat 切 
to slice, mince; rather Hokkien ← Mon-Khmer? Connect perhaps 957 *kiit &c. to 
bite… . (SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
Sora ɩd-, ed- to cut (off). 
 
†982 *cat; *cuət; (*cuut cuut >) *tcuut; *cət to stab, pierce, stick in. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon cɔt to prick, sting, to stick 
in, plant upright, Proto-Nyah Kur *cɛc̠ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V97; by assimilation?), Kuy 
cat to poke, stab, to thread, Bahnar sat to pierce, to dibble, to make nets, Palaung sət 
to insert, to tattoo, by metathesis Riang-Lang ˉtəs to pierce, stab, tattoo; ~ (*cat cat 
> *tcat >?) Mon chɔt khyat, chat to put in, insert, Biat cat packed tight, Bahnar 
cat to stick claws in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or D) Nancowry siát; ʔisiát to insert; 
~ Khasi kynsat, tynsat = Mon chɔt. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Halang coat to puncture, Jeh coːt to pierce, 
Praok suat to prick, pierce, Central Nicobarese ʃɔːt-[həŋə] to pin, fasten. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan cúːt to touch, poke, prod. 
D: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) ~ Kuy ɲcət to stick into; ~ (*cmpət >) Biat mpɒt spit.  
Back vocalism probably secondary in view of Sora, below; contaminated by 986 
*cuut &c. …to affix, which compare? Note also Palaung sit to stab with, pierce 
with; Sedang ʔɲie to wound, Kammu-Yuan ɲìat to stick, prick, pierce (& Bahnar 
hiɛt to cut oneself, &c.: SMITH 1972 230). 
Sora sad- to sting. 
 
983 *cat to gather up.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ˉsət, Praok sut to pick (up), collect (up), 
Lawa Bo Luang səɯk, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sət to pick up in fingers, Sakai 
chōd to pick up (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 68).  
Cf. Khasi sot to pick up, to catch in fingers; Bel&as chêchêt to gather, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 G 10. 
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984 *caat to comb.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai sat, Khasi sad. 
 
985 *cət to return.  
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian) Stieng seːt, Chrau siʔ, Biat chɛt, Alakong Bahnar sɯːt 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Besisi yut (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 84).  
Fronting environmental; Chrau implies palatalization of final. Mon chut to go back 
(wards), compared at SCHMIDT 1905 24, is < 1109 *jhuut.  
(BLOOD 1966 146.) 
 
986 *cuut; (*cut cut >) *tcut; *cat to put away from one, to pour, to affix. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Old Mon cut /cut/ to put away from one, to put in, to 
pour out, Middle Mon also to affix, Modern Mon cut to put in…, Khasi suit (!) to 
pour, to gild (with *-c by assimilation?); ~ (*cuut cuut > *tcuut >; with 
vocalism as in 527 *cuuŋ) Bahnar cɔt to fix on, fasten in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat cot to affix, Bunör cut, Central Rölöm cɯt to insert, fill a hole 
(contaminated by 982 *cat …to stick in). 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chắt to drain off; ~ (*[b]cat >) Khmer cɔə̀t to 
drain off; ~ Mương chắt (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese giắt to fix.  
C by attraction 982 *cat?  
(BLOOD 1966 155.) 
 
986a *.cat to emerge, grow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre cat to come out, sprout, grow, to well up, Biat cat [kaːɔ] to flower, 
Bahnar cat to put out leaves, take root, flower. 
 
†987 *kc[ə]t to die.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon kcit /kcøt/, 
Modern Mon chɒt to die, Kuy sət extreme, last, to end, Stieng cəːt, Sre chət, Chrau 
cɯt, Jeh kacìat to die (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), West Bahnar kəcit to die 
miserably (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khmuʼ sɯt to be finished, Palaung cuət (!) 
[ghost] to leave the world (MILNE 1931), Mương chít (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese 
chết to die; → Lao cêet; ~ (*kbc[ə]t >) Old Mon kucit, Modern Mon həcɒt, Kuy 
(k)cɛːt, Sre (gə)sət, Vietnamese giết to kill.  
Add perhaps Bunör khit, Central Rölöm khɯt, Biat khət to die, Bru kuceːt, with k- 
originally by hypercorrection; & note Khasi jot to perish. Front vocalism in North 
Bahnaric &c. probably enviromental; but Palaung -uət obscure. Kuy sət, Khmuʼ by 
attraction 943 *ʔət? Connect perhaps 1053 *yə(ə)t to be extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; BLOOD 1966 139.) 
Sora kə'jed- to die ~ 'kajjed-, 'kabjed- to kill, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 324f). 
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988 *kcuət; *kcət (& *kcəət?); by regressive assimilation *ktuət; *kt[ə]t to 
jump, to run. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Bunör ncwat to run, jump, Biat ncuat to run. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, North & South Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Khasi sied to 
leap (on) (originally compounding form?; with secondary lengthening, or < 
*kcəət), Pangan [ya]-kĕsöt to run (i.e. Bateg Dek; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 198), 
Central Nicobarese cət to jump, leap (?; & caːt-həŋə to skip), Nancowry cát; ~ 
Khmer kɔɲchat (!) to assume fighting posture with a leap, Chrau nchət, Biat nchat 
to jump. 
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ntoat to run, Central Rölöm tuət to run, jump. 
D: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng ntəːt to jump, to jump in, cause to splash up.  
Cf. Lao (ká) dôot to jump (→ Kammu-Yuan [kə]dóːt, Bru doːt to jump on to); Riang-
Lang ˉtəkdɔt to jump.  
(BLOOD 1966 85.) 
 
(*tcut see 986 *cuut …to affix; *tcuut see 982 *cat to pierce, stick in; *dciit see 1144 
*dciin[ʔ] nine.) 
 
989 *pcət bitter, astringent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?Khmuic, ?Nicobaric) Mon phyɒt to be 
astringent, Khmer cɔt bitter, Stieng cɒt bitter, astringent, sharp, Bahnar tsiːt harsh-
tasting, bitter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan cet (or ← Tai, cf. below?), 
Central Sakai bĕchut sour, ?Nancowry síat spleen, coconut bud, betel nut.  
Khmuʼ cat sour, Thin glaŋ căt alum are apparently ← Tai (← Mon-Khmer?); for 
Vietnamese chua-chát sour, acid see 1074 *sraat. Connect by assimilation Khasi 
btet astringent? Cf. 294 *[ʔ]ciik &c. astringent; 1895 *pcaas sour.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
 
†990 *jat to run dry.  
A: (Mon) Mon còt jat.  
Sora aʼad- [rain] to cease; to wipe dry. 
 
991 *jat to follow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre, Chrau jat, Besisi (i.e. Mah Meri; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 211) jet.  
Cf. Thin yɔt̆. 
 
†992 *jaat cobra.  
(Mon) Mon [sùm] càt. 
Sora jʔaːd-ən, compounding form aːd-ən snake.  
PINNOW 1959 K 187 compares Santali am(b)ɽo rat- snake, &c. 
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993 *jət ten.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Chrau jət tens, -ty, Sre jət, Biat jɛt, Bahnar jit, Jeh jàt, Halang 
jɒt ten, Bru mancìt; ~ Stieng (BLOOD 1966) jmət, Chrau mət ten; ~ Kuy ɲcət (!).  
(SHAFER 1965 350; BLOOD 1966 118; SMITH 1972 208.) 
 
†994 *[ ]jut; *[ ]juut to wipe.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon -jit /jøt/, Modern Mon cɜt̀; ~ (*[g]rjut >) həcɜt̀ gajuit to wipe esp. 
on a mat. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?North Aslian) Khmer cùːt, Kuy chùːt, Bru 
cùat, Stieng juːt, juːc, Sre, Chrau, Biat juːt, (or A) Kensiu jəd to wipe, Nancowry 
cúac to massage; ~ Khasi kyrjuid to rub, abrade.  
Stieng, Khasi, Nancowry final /c/ by assimilation  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SHAFER 1965 494; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 105, R 194.) 
Sora oˑd- to smear, Kharia ɔʼd to wipe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 189; Proto-Munda *ɔ[t]). 
 
995 *jut; *juut kind of bamboo. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat jut; ~ Sre njut Arundinaria falcata (→ Röglai). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar juːt kind of bamboo (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
996 *ju[t]; *juə[t] to fall, drip. 
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Praok cot to fall (in a shower), Central Nicobarese cuʃ, cuiʃ 
drizzle, shower, spray, cuiʃ-[lə] to splash. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Palaung juət to drip, to dangle, Bru yɒːt (suggests 
*ʄ-; ~ (*[j]rjuə[t] >) Palaung rəjuət falling of raindrops or tears (MILNE 1931), 
Vietnamese giọt drop.  
Connect Sre ɲhat drop. Nicobaric *-c by assimilation; or Praok (& Sre) *-t by 
dissimilation? 
 
997 *ɲ[uə]t wrinkled, shrivelled.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric, Central Aslian) Chrau ɲɔːt shrivelled, 
paralysed, Nancowry ɲúat to shrivel; ~ Bru raɲoːt; ~ Central Sakai pĕrnyont 
wrinkled; ~ (*s.ɲ[uə]t >) Mon həɲot to be deeply wrinkled, furrowed, flabby.  
Less probably *ɲɔɔt, since Mon post-nasal raising is undemonstrated following ɲ; 
unless Mon contaminated by həɲon ad 896 *sɲuəɲ, hətot < 1155 *[t]ntuət. 
 
998 *t1iit to go out, away, to project.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon tīt /tit/, Modern Mon tɛt to go out, issue, 
depart, Riang-Lang ˉtit to be final; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkəntit to go away; ~ Bahnar 
pətiːt bump on head, ridged scar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1007 *kt1iit posterior, to break wind.  
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†999 *t1at to be severed, broken, to sever &c.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Mon tɔt to cut across, sever, to cross (in part 
perhaps < 812 *t1ac, which connect), Palaung tət, Riang-Lang ˉtət to be torn, 
broken, cut off, to break; → Thai tàt to cut, → Khmer tat; Shan tāt, → Riang-Lang 
ˉtat, Praok tat; ~ Praok dut to be cut off, to cut off, Central Sakai kuntut maimed, 
truncated; ~ Khasi bthat to broken with the hands, to snap, [dkut] btat [to broken] 
with a snap.  
Connect (*btət >?) Kuy thət̀ to brake, snap, to be torn; perhaps 1003 *[ ]tət &c. 
blocked, to block. 
Sora tad- to snap, break (v.i.t.).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 262. Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian *tat'tat': Javanese 
tatas cut right through, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian); *kətat': 
Iban, Tiruray ketas to cut (BLUST 1973 no. 148; Proto-Hesperonesian); *tət'tət': 
Malay tĕtas slit open…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
1000 *t1aat hot, to warm.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung tat to be hot, Riang-Lang ¯tɑt to warm oneself at, Khasi 
thad to dry in sun, to bask in sun. 
 
†1001 *t1ət mouth.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Aslian) ~ Jehai tənəd, Semnam təniːd, Semaq Beri kənʉt; ~ 
(*t1mət >) Khmer mɔə̀t (contaminated by 1045 *mat eye?), Palaung dialects 
muɔt̆, mot (MILNE 1931).  
*t1 in view of Munda, below.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 203.) 
Sora 'tʔoːd-ən, 'tʔud-ən, &c., ~ Kharia tɔ'mɔʼɖ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 393). 
 
†1002 *t1ət; *t1əət to pull out.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung tɯt to pull (out), Riang-Lang ¯tət [¯plɛ] to pull [out] (B), (A) 
Lawa Bo Luang təɯk (→ Lawa Umphai tɔic?) to pull. 
Sora tad- to pull out (RAMAMURTI 1938). 
 
1003 *[ ]tət; *[ ]tat blocked, to block. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar tət to block (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & dət, East Bahnar, by back-
formation?); ~ Sre bətət to dam, Bahnar pətət, pədət to obstruct, prevent 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat ntɔt dam. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre tat blocked up, compact, Chrau tat solid, dense.  
Bahnar variants obscure; perhaps *bt-. Cf. Khmer tan compact, solid, dense, ↔ Thai 
tan blocked up. Connect 999 *t1at to be severed, to sever…? 
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†1004 *t1ut; *t1uut (?); (*t1ut-s >) *t1uc; *t1uuc to light.  
A: (Khmer, Aslian) Khmer dot to set light to, burn, grill, Sakai tot to burn (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 467). 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t1muut >?) Lawa Bo Luang ʔmaɯk, Lawa Umphai ʔmaut, Mae 
Sariang ʔmaɯt smoke. 
C: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Sre tuc to revive [dying fire], Khasi [pluh] thuit to 
catch fire, Mương tốch (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese đốt to light fire, by 
metathesis Bahnar cut to revive [dying fire] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic) Riang-Lang ¯tuc [_ŋal] to light, set fire to, burn; & originally 
as sandhi-form Thin tuiɲ̯ to light, set fire to, burn?  
Cf. 549 *t1uuŋ. 
Sora tud- to burn (v.i); (-ən; compounding form) fire.  
 
1005 *tut; *tuut; *tuət to thread, skewer, insert. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer tɔmbot small skewer; ~ (by back-formation, or by metathesis < 
*ptut causative) tbot to skewer. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon tut /tut/ (PAHTOTHAMYA FRESCOS), 
Modern Mon tɔt to weave, Khmer daot to thread together, skewer, to plant, stick in 
(→ Cham ḍut), Kuy tɔːt to insert, stick in, Sre tout to stick. in [e.g. drinking-tube in 
jar], plant upright (in hole), Bahnar tɔt to thread (together), pierce, insert (in hole 
&c.; tube in jar); ~ Mon kənot (&/or C; merging 822 *c/r/nuəc spit), Khmer 
trənaot skewer, string. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tuət to thread [needle], skewer [meat].  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. 
 
1006 *t1uut to toot.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon tut! to whistle, hoot, Praok tɯt horn.  
Onomatopoeic? 
 
‡1007 *kt1iit posterior, to break wind.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer kdɤt buttocks, anus, 
Riang-Lang ¯tit anus; to break wind, Vietnamese đít anus; perhaps ~ Bahnar kətēt 
clitoris (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Note Central Nicobarese det, dit anus (< *ɗ-); (~?) Bahnar kənit base of spine 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Khmer cɔmtɤt to stick one’s bottom in the air. Hence by 
metathesis 961 *tkiət anus? Connect perhaps 998 *t1iit to go out… 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *(k[ ]-)qə(N)t1ut1: Javanese ĕntut wind, Malay kĕntut to 
break wind, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 50; 79, *kə(n)tut; cf. DAHL 1973 § 8.4, 14.10; 
prefixed form Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *[q]u(N)t[1]ut[1]: Toba Batak uttut 
wind, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 163; BLUST 1972 no. 86); (iii) *b[ ]uNtut: Malay 
buntut posterior, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 36, tail; Proto-Hesperonesian). See 
BENEDICT 1975 285, fart. 
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(*kt[ə]t see 988 *kcuət to jump… .) 
 
1008 *ktɔɔt; *ktaat; *[g]ɗ[ɔɔ]t; *g[ɗ]aat to cluck, cackle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon kətɔt, Khmer khtɔːt. 
B: (Bahnaric) ~ (*kptaat >) Biat ptaːt (!), Bahnar kətaːt to cluck, cackle 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre gəltat clucking (DOURNES 1950), Biat rtaːt brood [of 
chicks]. 
C: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung, Riang-Lang kədɔt to brood.  
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer khtìːət; ~ Bahnar kədaːt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Kammu-Yuan kətʌ́ː t. Onomatopoeic; so too Burmese katok, katô; Biat rtok. 
 
†1009 *kt1uut; *kt1uət wart. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat tuːt wart, Palaung tot wart, spot on skin; to be 
warty. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon kətot, Proto-Nyah Kur *kətu̱ac 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N127; *-c?), Kuy tɑːt, Stieng tɔːt, Chrau cɔːt wart; → Burmese 
katwat; Cham katwaʔ, Acehnese götuət, Malay kĕtuat, kĕtuit; ~ (*kptuət >) 
Khmer phdoːt wart.  
Sre [toh] teːt (→ Röglai [kətal] teːt) may reflect a chime-word *ktiit. 
Sora bo'toːd-ən, 'boːtoːd-ən wart, wen. 
 
(*ktuət see 988 *kcuət to jump, to run.) 
 
1010 *gtit; *gtiət lorikeet, parakeet. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *grtit >) Sre rətet green lorikeet, Loriculus vernalis. 
B: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng, Biat tɛːt, Bahnar [sɛːm] dɛːt parakeet 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), perhaps by metathesis (*dkiət >) Vietnamese két; ~ 
(*grtiət >) Chrau kətiət parakeet. 
 
(*[t]ntuət see 1155 *[t]ntuun wrinkled; *btat, *btət see 1003 *[ ]tət blocked, to 
block.) 
 
1010a *d1ai[t] to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon tàt to strike with flat of hand, slap, beat out, Khasi tied to strike, 
knock, beat; ~ Old Mon daṁmāc /dəmmac/, Modern Mon həmàt smith.  
Distinguish 1014 *ɗat. 
 
1011 *kdaat kind of yam.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Katuic) Mon kətàt kind of yam (→ Burmese kadat), Khmer kdaːt 
Arum indicum, (→?) Kuy kdaːt (!) Caladium species. 
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1012 *kduut; *kduət kind of tree with astringent fruit.  
A: (Katuic) ~ (*knduut >) Kuy nthùːt star gooseberry. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*krduət >?) Mon hətòt Ficus hispida; ~ Old Khmer kaṁdvāt, 
Modern Khmer kɔntùːət Phyllanthus emblica and acidus. 
 
1013 *[ɗ]iit; *[ɗ]əət; *[ɗ]uut to wobble, stagger. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon, Khasi) Mon dit to spin, rotate (?), Kammu-
Yuan [kəltùːt]-tìːt to run around confusedly, (?) Khasi [kyllai doh]dit wagtail; ~ 
Chrau ndiːt [ndəːt] wobbly; ~ (*dr[ɗ]iit by metathesis >) Khmer tətrèːt-
[tətròːt] (& by back-formation trèːt-[tròːt]) shaky, staggering, unsteady. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau [ndiːt] ndəːt wobbly; ~ Biat rdəːt off balance; 
pitching motion, by metathesis Khmer tətrɤ̀ːt (& by back-formation trɤ̀ːt-trɤ̀ːt) 
tremblingly. 
C: (Khmer, Khmuic; ~ *dr[ɗ]uut >) Kammu-Yuan kəltùːt-[tìːt] to run around 
confusedly, by metathesis Khmer [tətrèːt]-tətròːt (& by back-formation [trèːt]-
tròːt) shaky… .  
Note further Khmer tətrɔ̀ː t [moving] jerkily, perhaps < *dr[ɗ]ət with secondary 
lengthening. 
 
1014 *ɗat to strike, beat.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Khmer tɔə̀t to kick, (TANDART 1935) to strike, Khasi dat to 
beat; ~ (*dpɗat >?) Mon hədɔt to snap [fingers], Khmer phtɔə̀t to tap, fillip; ~ (< 
*ɗat-s?) Bru kaldayʔ to snap, flip.  
Connect Biat ɗat to beat [cotton], to flip; by back-formation from unattested nasal-affix 
form? But Mon tàt (SCHMIDT 1905 44) is < 1010a *d1ai[t]. 
 
1015 *ɗat; (*ɗat-s >?) *ɗac near. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung dət; → Shan lāt short cut (→ Riang-Lang ¯dat to cross, 
pass (through, by)?); ~ Khasi jyndat in passing, [to go] past. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat dac near, nearly; ~ Khasi syndait to put edge to edge.  
Connect obscure Riang-Lang ¯that to be near, to approach. 
 
1016 *kɗit; *kɗiit; *kɗiət small. 
A: (Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Sre dit; → Jarai det, Acehnese dit (or B?); ~ Lawa 
Umphai saʔlet little finger. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Vietnamese nít small; ~ Chrau ndeːt a little, 
(or A) Khasi khyndit a little, few. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic, Aslian) Kammu-Yuan lìat to be short (?), 
Palaung diət, Mương đét (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese (*¯niət >) nhắt (to be) 
small; ~ Riang-Lang _kəndiɛt (to be) small, Khasi khyndiat = khyndit, (?; or 
variant?) Mendriq kanɛt, Jah Hut kaɲɛt, Semaq Beri kɛʔnɛt small.  
Add perhaps Riang-Lang ˉdɔt to be short (< *kɗut?; ↔ Shan lɔt̄). Cf. 939 *ʔit &c. 
small in quantity; 817 *ɗuuc &c. small; 816 *dəc …to be small in quantity.  
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(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 280 (a).) 
 
1017 *[k]ɗut; *[k]ɗuut tip, tail. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy tut stump (of tail, limb), Biat dut end, tip, Sre dut 
blocked, going no further (DOURNES 1950; or B?). 
B: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Mon dut tail of bird, Stieng duːt [ier] (or A?) rump 
of fowl; ~ Khmer kɔntùːt [ʔoːŋ] rump of fowl.  
Connect Nancowry rét tip, end.  
Hence perhaps, contaminated by 798 *rʔuuc, Riang-Lang ¯dut to be complete, to come 
to an end. Cf. also Lawa Bo Luang laɯk end, extremity. 
 
(*g[ɗ]aat, *[g]ɗ[ɔɔ]t see 1008 *ktɔɔt to cluck, cackle.) 
 
1018 *knaat measure.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Literary Mon [ḅat] knāt measure, to measure, Khmer khnaːt 
measure, ruler, Kuy khnaːt size, capacity. 
 
1019 *tn[oo]t sugar-palm.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Khmer tnaot, Biat [tɒːm] noːt, Vietnamese 
[thốt]-nốt.  
Or *tnu(u)t. Vietnamese may be a loan from Khmuic, cf. with thốt- Kammu-Yuan tuːt 
plant, Thin tŭt tree. 
 
†‡1020 *pit; *piit; *piət to pinch, squeeze, press. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Central Aslian) Stieng pit to seize, appropriate, filch, Sre pet to 
pick, pluck (by attraction 823 *pic, which compare), (or B) Sakai pit to pinch (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 106); ~ (*jnpit >) Khmer cùmpɯ̀t to pinch, 
cɔmpɯ̀t to pinch; ~ Bahnar kəpit to crush, press down with hand. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Aslian) Biat peːt to husband, spend with 
care, Bahnar piːt to press with finger (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kammu-Yuan 
kəmpíːt to rub against; ~ (*jpiit >) Khmer chpìːt pinch [of powder &c.], Kuy biːt 
to nip, pinch, (probably, rather than A) Jehai cəpid, Lanoh Jengjeng cəpɛ ̃ː d, by 
metathesis Semelai pəceːt to squeeze. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer biət to brush or press 
against, to annoy, Stieng piət to get one’s fingers pinched, Chrau piət to crowd in on, 
jostle, Biat pɛːt to press, squeeze, Bahnar pɛːt to squeeze with fingers, Kammu-Yuan 
pɯ́at to press, Riang-Lang ¯piɛt to squeeze, massage; → Thai bìat to squeeze 
between (in crowd); ~ (*jpiət >) Kuy biːt to rub against, by assimilation Biat piac 
to massage; ~ Biat mpɛːt to press with hands, Bahnar cəpɛt to massage, Praok biat 
to extract by pressing.  
Connect following & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub; & cf. 1036 *cbiit to rub; 830 
*c[ɓ]ic &c. to take in fingers.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14, 28; SHAFER 1965 99.) 
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Sora peˑd- to pinch.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pitpit: Javanese pipit pressed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) *[qS]a(N)pit: Malay apit to squeeze between two 
surfaces, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 62, *h-; cf. DYEN 1953 § 124); (iii) *d'əpit: 
Acehnese cöpet to pinch, squeeze, Cham tapiːʔ to pinch, wedge, Malay jĕpit to nip, 
pinch, Javanese jĕpit to nip, to hold under arm…, Ilocano dippit to press, press 
near, crowd in… (so Proto-Hesperonesian); & numerous related bases. Mon-Khmer 
forms in *jp- ← or contaminated by (iii)? Note further Sanskrit √pīḍ- to press! 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 1.) 
 
1021 *pat; (*pat-s >?) *pac; *paac to press, squeeze.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon pat /pɔt/ to press, stroke, 
Modern Mon pɔt to rub, press, knead, massage, polish, Kuy, Chrau pat to squeeze, 
wring, Sre, Biat pat to wring out; ~ Vietnamese vắt to wring out. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer crəbac to squeeze, knead, massage. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar paːc to stroke (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect preceding & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub; & cf. 863 *wac …to twist.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
1022 *pət; (*pət-s >?) *pəc to abandon. 
A: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi phet to leave, abandon, run away; ~ Vietnamese vất to 
throw away. 
B: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmuʼ pic to throw away, Thin pǐk to leave, 
abandon, to pay out, spend, Semai pɛc to throw; ~ Vietnamese vứt = vất.  
Connect Burmese prac /pyiʔ/ to throw (away)?  
 
†‡1023 *puut; *p[əə]t to blow.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Palaung put to blow, Riang-Lang ¯put to blow 
[wind instrument], Semai poːt, Jah Hut put to shoot with blowpipe; ~ Cheʼ Wong 
hapud to shoot with blowpipe. 
B: (North & Central Aslian) Kensiu pət, Cheʼ Wong pɔt, Jah Hut pəːt to blow.  
Or, if Cheʼ Wong hapud & Jah Hut pəːt are loanwords, B = A? Khasi put = Riang-
Lang, implying *b-, may belong ultimately with A80 *knbuət mouth-organ, which 
compare; as 2028 *puh &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 145a; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256.) 
Sora peˑd- to play on a flute, Kharia pɛʼɖ to pipe, &c. (PINNOW 1959 157, with variant 
vocalism; cf. ib. 162).  
Proto-Austronesian *putput: Acehnese pot, Malay puput to blow, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 122, *puput). See BENEDICT 1975 236-7. 
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‡1024 *puut; *puət; *[ ]puəc to stroke, rub. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer boːt to stroke; ~ cboːt to stroke; ~ (*crpuut 
>) Sre rəpout to rub oneself, Chrau ləpoːt to rub, Biat rpoːt to rub oneself, to 
caress, Khasi syrpud to rub gently. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pot to rub, stroke, Khmer 
pùːət (!) to rub hard, Stieng puət to rub, Biat pɔːt to besmear (oneself), Bahnar pɔːt 
to brush against (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh poːt to compress in hand (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Riang-Lang ¯puat (& Palaung puən!) to smear, Praok [co] pɔt to 
clean; → Shan pɔt̀ to rub; ~ Old Mon suṁpot /səmpot/ to stroke, Vietnamese 
vuốt to smooth with hand, to caress. 
C: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar pɔːc to stroke (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C probably rather by assimilation < *c-puət than < *puət-s. Connect 1021 *pat &c. 
to press, squeeze; North Bahnaric shows contamination with this &/or 1020 *pit 
&c. Cf. also 1042 *[j]ɓat &c. to feel, grasp.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; SHAFER 1965 467.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'əNput: Malay jĕmput to take in the fingertips, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 48); (ii) *d'u(N)put: Javanese ju(m)put to take in the fingertips, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 49; Proto-West-Indonesian). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 4.) 
 
1024a *puut to strip off.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer boːt to strip off, Kammu-Yuan púːt to scrape off [hair &c. 
from skin], to slough. 
 
1025 *kpət to struggle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng (ta-)pot to fight with fists, Sre [tam] pət to 
wrestle, try one’s strength against (→ Röglai), (> secondary *kpuət >?) Central 
Nicobarese kəpɔːt to wrestle, Nancowry kapót; ~ (*krpət >) Mon həpɒt khapuit 
to twitch, to thrash about, flounder, Sre rəpət to struggle, throw oneself about; → 
Jarai pəpɯʔ (!), Röglai rəpəʔ to struggle.  
For Stieng vocalism see 345 *pək. Cf. Vietnamese vật to wrestle, to toss in bed. 
 
‡1026 *cpaat to pull sharp instrument across.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Viet-Mương) Mon hwat to shred with a sharp instrument, Khmer paːt 
to trim down, filed, Stieng paːt to cut oneself on a sharp instrument, Bahnar paːt to 
whet, (?) Mương (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese phát to cut, trim.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan pàːt to sharpen. But Kammu-Yuan páːt, Praok pat to cut are ← Tai  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18.) 
By metathesis Proto-Austronesian *ta(N)pat': Malay tampas to lop off, Tagalog tápas 
dehusking of coconuts, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 103; Proto-Hesperonesian). Connect 
perhaps further Malay pĕpat pollarded, [teeth] filed level… (referred at DEMPWOLFF 
1938 to *pətpət close(d), dense, & at BLUST 1972 no. 14 compared with Tagalog 
pitpít flattened by pounding). Cf. BENEDICT 1975 264, to cut off, cut up. 
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1027 *[d]paat to strike.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon pāt, Khmer pìːət. 
 
†‡1028 *[d]put; *[d]puut; *[d]puət; *[d]pət to be severed, broken.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, ?Mon, Khasi) Middle Mon puit to be cut off, truncated, Modern 
Mon pɒt to break, part, to cut, Proto-Nyah Kur *(m)-pu̱t (DIFFLOTH 1984 V138), 
Praok pot to beak, (or C) Khasi phot to cut, nick; ~ (*[d]bp- >; or D) Mon 
/həpɒt/ thapuit, dapuit to cut off, break off, (~) Khmer kambot! amputated, cut 
off. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung pot to be broken, to break off, cut off, Riang-Lang ¯put to be 
severed, to be maimed; → Shan pūt to be broken off, cut. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar puat! to cut (off, up); ~ təpuət cut in two (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Biat [pah] pɔt to be too short [to reach], 
Central Sakai pät to pull [cockle shell] apart, Besisi pöt to cut (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 C 302).  
Rather than *(t)p- in view of Munda, below; so Bahnar puat by levelling? Connect 
(*dpəc >?) Biat pɛc to crumble, be eroded, become jagged, Khasi pait to break, 
crack, crumble; perhaps 824a *pac to cut through. For Kammu-Yuan páːt to cut, &c. 
see 1026 *cpaat. 
Sora rə'paːd-, Santali rəpuʼd to break, &c. (PINNOW 1959 66).  
Proto-Austronesian *pud2/3pud2/3: Toba Batak purpúr bare, without vegetation, 
Javanese pupur [end, tip] broken off, Cebuano Bisayan pudpud, Ilocano pudpód 
to wear down, decay, at end or tip (PRELIMINARY STUDIES…), &c. (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1029 *[l]pət to fold.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Khmer pat, Modern Khmer bɔt to fold, pleat, bend (→ 
Stieng bɔːt to fold (back)?), Palaung pət [kəp] to tuck [trousers] right up (MILNE 
1931); by secondary derivation ~ (*prpət >) Mon həpɒt folding book, → 
Burmese parapuik.  
Cf. 1038 *ɓət to bend…; 1086a *[t]lə(ə)t to be folded back. 
Proto-Austronesian *lipət: Malay lipat fold, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 98; & by 
metathesis *lə(N)pit, DEMPWOLFF 1938 95). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 8 (a).) 
 
‡1030 *[s]puut (& *[s]put?) to wrap round.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng put to tie, [plant] to climb (< variant? BLOOD 1966 puːt), 
Sre pout to roll [cigarette], roll round, bandage, Chrau puːt to wrap (BLOOD 1966), 
Biat puːt to roll up, to bandage.  
(BLOOD 1966 235.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'aput: Malay saput filmy cover; to cover with hangings, creepers, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149). If Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian, source obscure. (Cf. POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 15.) 
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1031 *[b]et out of true.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bet edge of blade which is no longer straight (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar 
bɛt to drive in on a slant (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 135.) 
 
†‡1032 *bat; *buət to tie, bind. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?Palaungic) Middle Mon bat to secure, bind on, Modern Mon [pɜǹ] 
pòt to be firm, secure, Khmer pɔə̀t to tie round, to spin [web, cocoon], (or 1042 
*[j]ɓat to feel >?) Palaung bət to twine round (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng buət to bind, Biat [tɒːm thɔːi tɒːm] buat, (by contraction, or ~ 
*tnbuət causative >) Bahnar təmɔt to join end to end (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B secondary. Connection uncertain Riang-Lang təkbɔt to knot; or səmvət turban. 
Sora [to(l)] -bɑːd- to tie, bind, 'bɑd-ən cord of twisted straw (unless ultimately ← 
Sanskrit baddhá- bound or related form).  
Proto-Austronesian *ta(N)bat: Malay tambat to tie up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 233. 
 
‡1033 *buut; *buət to wring, roll up, turn. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pùt to operate rotary mechanical device, Khmer pùːt to roll into a 
ball, to wring out clothes; ~ (*bpuut >) Old Mon buwut /bəwut/, Modern Mon 
həwùt rotary machine. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng bɔːt to roll up, to follow curving path; meanderings of path 
&c. (& to fold (back), ← Khmer < 1029 *[l]pət?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Proto-Austronesian *butbut: Malay mĕm-bubut to turn on lathe, &c. (cf. NOTHOFER 
1975 198; Proto-Malayo-Javanese, to be separate from *butbut to pull out). 
 
1034 *kbat; *ɓat grass.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi). Central Rölöm bat (BLOOD 1976); ~ Old Mon 
kaṁbat /kəmbɔt/, Modern Mon kəmot grass, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəmpat̤ (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N71), Khasi kynbat herb. 
B: (Katuic). Kuy, Bru bat grass.  
Note Ong-Be bət &c., BENEDICT 1975 306. Connect following? 
 
1035 *g[b]uut tuft, clump.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar boːt, buoːt tuft, clump, uncleared site 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (→ Cham kaput); ~ Khmer kùmpòːt clump [of trees], 
Palaung kənbut shoot of pampas grass (MILNE 1931).  
Cf. Kuy puc tuft. Connect preceding?  
But connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *ruNput grass (Malay rumput, &c.; 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 104). 
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†1036 *cbiit to rub.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon jwit to pass one’s hand over, Modern Mon hwìt to stroke, 
Khmer bɤt to rub on, apply (& by secondary derivation kbɤt to rub (on)).  
Cf. 1020 *pit &c. …to squeeze, press. 
Sora bid-'bid- to rub. 
 
1037 *rbət to whip, thresh with flail.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) 
Riang-Lang _pat to fan, winnow, to wag tail, (?) Vietnamese bật to strike [fire]; → 
Shan pa ̄t̀ to beat; ~ (*rnbət >) Literary Mon lamuit, Bahnar rəmɤt to whip 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer rùmpɔə̀t, Kuy mphàt, (→?) Stieng rəmbat 
whip; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang _səmpat flail, fan; to thresh, beat.  
Cf. variously West Bahnar habat to whip (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan 
həlpàt, Khasi sympat to beat, whip; Biat rpat to whip, to thresh with flail; mhat to 
whip; Vietnamese vụt to lash with whip; & 1092 *kwit &c. to beat.  
 
1038 *ɓət to bend, manipulate.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Literary Mon ḅuit to press with fingers, 
straighten, Khmer pùət to bend (straight), Kuy phàt to bend straight, Stieng bəːt to 
soften [cane] by bending (beside bɔt to bend, stretch, ← ?Biat), Chrau vət to bend, 
(— saʔ) to stretch [oneself], Biat bɔt to bend, Bahnar ɓət to press with fingers, 
straighten; → Cham bəʔ to bend, curl (v.t.), Acehnese bɔt bent over backwards; to 
stretch.  
Cf. 1029 *[l]pət to fold. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 8 (b).) 
 
(*ɓut see 1178 *ɓun to heap up.) 
 
†1039 *[c]ɓiit; *[c]ɓiət to cover, close, block up. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic) Khmer bɤt to cover, close, Thin bit to 
extinguish, to be extinguished (?), Riang-Lang ¯bit to cover, close, stop up, 
Vietnamese mít to be hermetically closed; → Thai pìt to close; ~ Palaung kənbit to 
block; ~ Riang-Lang ¯səmbit cover, stopper. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *[c]nɓiət >) Bahnar miɛt to stop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Earlier *cbʔiit &c., ~ 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine, restrict? But perhaps *t2ɓ- if Munda, 
below, is not cognate. Cf. further 1098 *s/mp/iit stopper. 
Kharia a'piʼɖ to shut one’s eyes, &c. (PINNOW 1959 93; ?; perhaps contaminated by 
cognate of 1020 *pit &c. to pinch, squeeze…; so semantically e.g. Acehnese pet to 
close eyes, Toba Batak pitpit closed [eyes] < Proto-Austronesian *pitpit to clamp, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 119, to which Khmer is compared at POU & JENNER 1975 no. 1). 
 
1040 *cɓiit; (*cɓiət >) *cɓait; *cɓət; *cɓəət sticky, to stick on.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer bɤt to exude, to stick, affix, Palaung bit to be 
sticky, Lawa Bo Luang pit, Lawa Umphai phit glutinous [rice], Khasi bit to stick.  
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B: (Katuic) Kuy pɛːt to stick on, affix, Bru tapɛt. 
C, D: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) (apparently) → Stieng pot, pəːt to stick on, 
affix by interdialectal borrowing; (C) Cham pàʔ to stick to; ~ (*crɓ- >) Literary 
Mon jaḅuit to be sticky; ~ Mon həbɒt, (D) Riang-Lang ¯səbət gum of tree, by 
metathesis (C/D) Sre bəsət latex.  
Khmer cɔə̀ bɤt mastic is perhaps < *crɓiit by popular etymology, cf. cɔə̀ gum, bɤt to 
rub on. For Stieng pot < *-ət see 345 *pək. Earlier *cbʔiit &c. ~ 948 *cʔi(i)t 
sticky? The following may be connected by metathesis: Vietnamese nếp (< *c[ 
]ɗip?), Kuy [doːi] diːp (< *[c]ɗiip or *[c]ɗiəp), Biat [pih] lʔeːp (< *cnɗiip by 
hypercorrection?) glutinous [rice]; Khmer dɔmnaəp glutinous [rice] (by secondary 
derivation < *cɗəəp?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
†1041 *[j]ɓiət; *[j]ɓaat to suck in mouth. 
A: (Mon, Khasi, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar biəːt to purse [lips] in token of disapproval 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (?), Khasi biat to eat [pulses] a little at a time; ~ Mon həbet 
to suck in mouth. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy) (k)biːat to chew, Bru kubaːt.  
B contaminated by 1371 *ɓaam to chew (& 1375 *kɓiim &c., 1376 *gɓam to have in 
one’s mouth?). 
Sora beˑd-, beːd-'beːd-, sa'beˑd-, Santali ɛmbɛʼd to sip, suck, &c. (PINNOW 1959 251; 
Santali perhaps compound, cf. Kharia ɔʼb). 
 
†‡1042 *[j]ɓat; *[j]ɓaat; *[j]ɓuut; *[j]ɓuət to feel, grasp.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon [cɔm] bɔt to feel, palpate, bɔt [toa] 
fist, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəba ̱t (DIFFLOTH 1984 V142), Biat bat [tiː] fist, to clench, 
Riang-Lang ¯bət to feel, palpate, Khasi bat to hold, catch hold of, grasp; ~ (*[j]nɓat 
>) Sre, Biat mbat, Chrau səmvat handful; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang hməɯk, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang hmət to hold, catch hold of, grasp. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːət to rub [ointment] on. 
C: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Chrau vuːt to grope for [fish], Biat buːt to feel, grasp, 
Bateg Deq bɔt to hold. 
D: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓɔːt to put hand &c. in hole, grasp for fish, take fish 
from trap; ~ Kuy (k)mɑːt to clench; handful.  
Connect by metathesis 1262 *[j]ɗaap to pass hand along. Cf. also Kammu-Yuan səpát 
(səpóːt), səpɯ́t to snatch, grab; & 1024 *puut &c. to stroke, rub. C, D perhaps 
secondary, or contaminated by this, but cf. Munda. 
Kharia ce'puʼɖ to hide in fist, to clench, &c. (PINNOW 1959 137; Proto-Munda *-ud).  
Proto-Austronesian *d'a(N)bat: Malay jabat to touch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45). 
 
1043 *rmɓ[ɔɔ]t tears.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon ruṁḅat /rəmɓɔt/, Modern Mon [daik] kəmɔt, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔamboat, Lawa Umphai rambuat, Mae Sariang ɣambuat, lambuat. 
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†‡1044 *[l]ɓ[a]t soft, tender.  
(Mon, Katuic) Mon bɔt to be soft, tender, delicate, young, Pakoh labɔɔt soft, pliable (so 
*-ɔɔt?)  
Cf. Sre mɓəːc soft. 
Sora 'lamaˑd̥-, 'labad- soft [clay &c.].  
Proto-Austronesian *ləNbut: Malay lĕmbut tender [meat], gentle, soft [voice], &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 94). 
 
†‡1045 *mat eye.  
(Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon mat 
/mɔt/, Modern Mon mòt, Kuy màt eye, Sre mat face, eye, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar, 
Halang mat eye, Jeh mat eye, face, Kammu-Yuan màt, Khasi 'mat eye, Mương 
mặt eye, face (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese mặt face, Kensiu mɛd, Temiar mad, 
Semelai mɔt, Central Nicobarese [oəl]-mət, -maːt eye, Nancowry ʔuálmát, 
ʔumát; ~ Khasi khmat, Vietnamese mắt eye.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 163; BLOOD 1966 357; SMITH 1972 222; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 83 (a).) 
Sora 'mʔoːd-ən, compounding form 'mɑd-ən, Kharia mɔʼɖ, mɔ̃̓ ɖ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
250).  
Proto-Austronesian *mat2a: Malay mata, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 206; DYEN 1965; 
DAHL 1973 § 10.6, 14.13). See BENEDICT 1975 283-4. 
 
1046 *mut; *muut; *mət to enter. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng mɯt (BLOOD 1966), Sre, Bahnar, Halang mut, Jeh mòt.  
B: (Katuic, ?Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Kuy mùːt, Sakai mɔit (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 77; or A?), ?Nancowry mút to hide. 
C: (North Bahnaric) East Bahnar mət, mɯt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bahnar təmət 
to cause to enter.  
Cf. 968 *guut &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 348; BLOOD 1966 162; SMITH 1972 212, 227.) 
 
1047 *mut; *muut hammer. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre mut (→ Röglai). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar muːt; → Jarai muːt (& təmuːt!), North Röglai mũːʔ.  
Chamic finals indicate borrowing. Sre excludes *tm- or *dm-; Jarai təmuːt ← A 
variant *muut muut? 
 
(*muut see also 1186 *mun[ ] pimple.) 
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1048 *k[p]mat; *k.mət gall. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khmer) Mon [klɛŋ] kəmot, Sre [play] 
mat (DOURNES 1950), Biat [plai] mat, Bahnar [ɗaːk] kəmat, Riang-Lang kəmət, 
Central Sakai kĕmat; (or B) by secondary derivation ~ Khmer prəmat. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Kuy mət̀, Bahnar kəmət, 
Vietnamese mật, Pangan kĕmöd (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 G 4).  
(SHAFER 1965 356.) 
 
1049 *kmuət; *kmiət woodworm, weevil. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer khmoːt woodworm, 
weevil, Kuy kmɑːt weevil, West Bahnar mɔːt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese 
[con] mọt woodworm; ~ Bahnar (kɔːn) kəmɔːt woodworm, Palaung kərmuət 
weevil. 
B: (South Bahnaric; contaminated by 957 *kiət to bite…) Stieng kəmiɛːt weevil; ~ 
Biat rmiat [coh] (beside rɲiat…) weevil.  
THOMPSON 1967 367 gives Mương mọch, Vietnamese mọt termite. Distinguish Sre 
moʔ weevil, ← Röglai moʔ, : Tagalog umok. 
 
1050 *cmuət to question.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon cmot /cmot/; ~ Palaung sərmuət.  
 
1050a *tmit short post.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon tmit, Modern Mon mɛt post supporting veranda, 
Biat mit marker stake. 
 
1051 *tmaat[ ] vulture.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Katuic) Old Khmer tmāt, Modern Khmer thmaːt, 
Stieng kəmaːt; ~ Old Mon tinmāt (& timān) ?/təmmat/, Modern Mon kəmat, 
Kuy mìːt, Bru mìət.  
On Old Mon variants see 416 *mraik[ ]; perhaps /təmmãt/ or the like.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1052 *rmit; *rmiit; *rmiət Curcuma species; yellow. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon, Khasi) Mon mìt turmeric, Proto-Nyah Kur *mɯ̤t (DIFFLOTH 
1984 N28), Sre rəmit greenish- yellow, Chrau rəmɯt yellowish, Biat rmɯt saffron 
(→ Stieng rəmət?), (or B) Khasi lmit-lmit rather [yellow]; ~ Khasi dialect shyrmit 
turmeric. 
B: (Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _rəmit turmeric, yellow, (or A) Central 
Sakai rĕmít saffron. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Khmer rmyat, Modern Khmer rəmìət, 
lmìət saffron, Kuy lmìːt yellow, Khasi lmet-lmet very [yellow], Proto-Semai *rmɛɛt 
yellow (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
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(*yiit, *yiət see 941 *[ʔ]iit coucal.) 
 
†1053 *yət; *yəət to be extinguished. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung yət; ~ piət to extinguish; ~ (*[t]nyət >) 
Stieng ɲeːt to extinguish, extinguished, Biat ɲhɔt to extinguish. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok yɯt to be extinguished; ~ (*pyəət >?) Lawa Bo Luang ʔyɯt, 
Lawa Umphai ʔɲɯt to extinguish.  
Cf. 973 *ŋət; 1077 *lət &c.; 987 *kc[ə]t to die. 
Sora pa'ɲi(ː)d- to be extinguished. 
 
1054 *[s]yət grass.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon sɒt thatching-grass, Imperata arundinacea, Jeh set 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), (~?) Kammu-Yuan cít, Thin kyĭt, kĭt grass; ~ (*[s]nyət 
>) Sre ɲhət, Bahnar ʔɲɛt grass.  
Khmuic, Bahnar suggest (secondary) *cy-!  
(SHAFER 1965 167; SMITH 1972 221; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 96.) 
 
1055 *rit kind of palm yielding writing-material.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon rɜt̀ Corypha umbraculifera, (manuscript written on) palm-leaf, 
Khmer rɯ̀t Latania rhapis leaves. 
 
†1056 *riit; *riət to rotate, go round, to grind. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) ~ Palaung grit, Praok krit to grind [grain]; ~ (*[t]lriit >) Kuy 
leːt to grind, to gin cotton. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon ret /ret/ to visit, Modern Mon rèt to go round, go 
about; ~ (*[t][r]riət >) Khasi tylliat to grind; ~ (*rniət —properly 
nominalisation— > ?) Riang-Lang _niɛt to grind.  
For cognacy of CVC form cf. Munda. Connect 1064 *krit &c. to creak; A81a 
*[s]r[l][ee]t to pass?  
Sora rid-, Kharia riʼɖ to grind, &c. (PINNOW 1959 76).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *krit to grind, BENEDICT 1972 38 no. 119; Karen *gr[e]t, ib. 141-2 
n. 382. 
 
1057 *rət; *rəət; *rat to be startled, alarmed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Khmer rat, Modern Khmer 
rùət to run (away), Vietnamese giật (for **rật) to jerk, (— mình) to be startled (≠ 
to pull forcibly, < 1058 *rət); ~ (*rnr- >) Mon kərɜt̀ to cry, whimper (or B), Sre 
nrət, Biat ndrɔt to start with fright; ~ (*rət rət > *trət >) Khasi thred, thret very 
much [startled]. 
B: (Khmer) ~ Khmer prɤ̀ːt startled. 
C: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ndrat spasm, to jerk, Bahnar kədrat to start with fright.  
Separate Central Nicobarese dət-ŋərit to be startled, < *ɗ-. 
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†‡1058 *rut; *ruut; *ruət; *rət; *rat; *raat; ruc; *ruuc; *rəc (& *rəəc?); *rac to 
pull hard on, pull up, out, reap.  
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Central Sakai rot to pluck out, uproot 
(or < variant?); ~ Palaung brɯt to extract [tooth] (MILNE 1931); (or C?) ~ Khasi 
kynjrot to pull off bit by bit; ~ Nancowry hayɯ́t to push or pull away, tiyɯ́t to jerk. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) Biat ruːt to slide (v.t.), 
Nancowry yúk to cut something smooth, (or *c-rat >?) Praok rut to pull apart, 
away; (or H) → Thai rûut to strip [leaves &c.], milk; ~ Khmer croːt, Stieng səruːt 
to reap, Bahnar haruːt [harəːt] to pull hard on (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese rút to pull (back, out), withdraw. 
C: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Mon) Mon ròt rat to reap; ~ (*rn- >) nòt not sickle (&/or E, 
J); ~ (*cruət >) Biat rhuat to withdraw, Bahnar hrɔːt to pull on, out, up, Jeh soːt 
to reap, Halang soat, Kammu-Yuan rɔ́ː t to strip grain (& hɔ́ː t; by back-borrowing 
← Tai?). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương giật to pull on (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese 
giật to pull forcibly, snatch (for **rật; ≠ to jerk, be startled, < 1057 *rət); ~ 
Bahnar hərət, Gölar Bahnar gərət to pull with a jerk (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 
h(a)rəːt). 
E: (Khasi, Mon, Nicobaric) Khasi rat to uproot; ~ prat to cut [grass], clear [bushes], 
Mon ròt rat to reap, Proto-Nyah Kur *rɛc̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V104; *-c?), Nancowry 
yat to cut.  
F: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Bru rìat to snatch; ~ Bahnar braːt to pull on, out, up 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung rɯit to pull out; ~ Bahnar hruc to yank out 
[branch] after cutting. 
H: (Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ròːc to pull out, draw out, Kuy ròːc to 
withdraw [fuel from fire]; ~ Khmer rəbaoc pulled away, out, uprooted, Kuy poːc to 
uproot, pull out; ~ (*cruuc >) Praok rɯc to uproot, Mương rúch to withdraw 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976). 
I: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Katuic) Proto-Semai *rɔc to uproot 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Khmer krèc grec dislocation, to dislocate, (or J?) Kuy khràc 
sprained, Bru rìʔ to harvest; ~ Bahnar h(ə)rɛːk, h(ə)rɛːc to reap, sever, tear (off) 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (or J), (*-əəc >? but cf. D) h(ə)rəːc to pull on, out, up.  
J: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese rứt to pull, to tear out; ~ Khasi kynjrait to jerk, 
pull with a jar.  
G &c. in part or wholly by assimilation < *c-rut &c. rather than <*rut-s &c. Cf. 866 
*[ ]wəc &c. to cut, reap; 839 *rəc to slice, cut through; A28b *ruuk to pull up.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40, 60; SMITH 1972 237) 
Sora rud-('rud-) to pluck [flowers], ruɟ-̥, rui- to pluck, to pull out, to snatch, to wrench 
(PINNOW 1959 381).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *Surut to pull between hands: Malay urut to stroke, rub, massage, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 162, *c-; BENEDICT 1975 358, which see, adds Ami *mi-
Surut to pull); (ii; *parut) Ilocano parut to uproot, Pangasinan pálot to pull out. 
 
†1059 *rut; *ruut; *ruət; *rət to sprinkle, scatter.  
A: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung phrɯt to sprinkle, scatter. 
B: (Katuic) Bru rùːt [flowers, fruit, leaves] to drop off completely. 
C: (Palaungic) Praok ruat to sow broadcast; ~ Praok pruat [ruac] to be scattered.  
D: (Palaungic) Palaung rət, Riang-Lang rat to sprinkle; ~ Palaung prət to scatter.  
Cf. 837 *ra(a)c; 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip. 
Sora o'orːd̥- to drip, [tears to flow].  
Distinguish forms with other finals at PINNOW 1959 219. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 395. 
 
1060 *rut; *ruut; *r[ə]t (to catch fish in) kind of fish-trap.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùt to catch fish in fish-trap (ʔɔŋrùt) resembling 
lobster-pot, Sre rut trap for flying white ants (DOURNES 1950), Chrau rɯt large open-
mesh fish-trap. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon kərɔt karut basket with open bottom for catching mudfish, basket for 
penning fowls. 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy nthrət̀ basket for penning fowls.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
 
‡1061 *ruut; *ruət; *rət; *rat; *rit; *riit; *riət to tighten, constrict. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Khmer rùːt to draw [e.g. 
curtains] together (or < 1058 *ruut to pull hard on…?; → Thai rûut to pull 
[curtains &c.], probably → Kuy rùːt to pull, slide), Kuy ròːt to shrink, to hunch up, 
Biat roːt to shrink, become tight, Palaung rut to draw in with drawstring (MILNE 
1931), Riang-Lang _rut to draw in; → Shan hù̄t to tighten; ~ Mon hərɔt sarut to 
pull [string] tight, close [bag] with string. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer rùːət to seize round top or neck, 
Stieng ruɔːt to tighten, pull in, Praok rɔt to gird, Lawa Umphai [hau] ruat rice-
sack; → Acehnese ruət to secure [trousers] firmly; ~ Palaung kruət to strangle with 
a cord (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _səkruat to strangle, choke, smother; ~ Mon kròt 
grot to fit closely. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Kuy rət̀ to tie, bind (or E); → Shan hɯ̀̄t to tighten [belt 
&c.]; ~ Biat krɔt to shrink, huddle together; ~ (*sr- >; or D) Kuy sat to tie. 
D: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rət to gird; → Thai rát, Shan hāt̀. 
E: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀t to draw up tight. 
F: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, ?Kuy) Kuy rìːt (or G; → Thai rîit) to 
squeeze out, press on, Sre riːt tight, Biat reːt to tighten, Chrau reːt, Bateg Nong rit, 
Semai I riːd to squeeze; → Cham riːʔ to draw net in. 
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G: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Stieng riət [kɔu] to strangle with a 
cord, West Bahnar rɛːt to draw tight, to gird, to strangle, to reduce in size 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan riat to tie together, Temiar rəyɛd to squeeze; 
~ (*[s].riət >) Bahnar hərɛːt to draw tight, to gird, to strangle, to reduce in size, 
Vietnamese riết to draw tight.  
Connect Nancowry ʔɛc̃ tight, to strangle. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *Səɣət: Malay (h)ĕrat constriction, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 425; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii; *ka[r]rt) Ivatan kalút to close with a draw string. Note 
also Malay chĕrut [python, belt, noose] to squeeze; ← Mon-Khmer? 
 
1062 *ruut; *ruət to buy. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rɔt (& rat!) to barter, buy. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre roat, Biat rwat, Jeh, Halang ruat to buy.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk.  
(BLOOD 1966 83; SMITH 1972 232.) 
 
1063 *ruət tier.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer rùːət; ~ truːət to lie one upon another, piled up; ~ Middle Mon 
tambrot /təmrot/, Modern Mon pərot [caik] small stupa on tiered base of large 
one. 
 
†‡1064 *krit; *kriit; *kriət; by metathesis *rkiət to creak.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar krit creakily (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kreːt creakily (TANDART 1935). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon kret to creak, Khmer kriət creakily (TANDART 
1935), Khasi khret-khret grating, Nancowry ʔiãt to squeak. 
D: (South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Sre rəkiat (→ Röglai), Biat rciat to grind, creak, 
gnash, (or C?) Central Nicobarese kẽət-[cəkaː] to gnash.  
Connect perhaps 1056 *riit &c. …to grind, whether or not original. Onomatopoeic 
(As D) Sora ri'ked̥- to creak.  
Proto-Austronesian *kiət: Acehnese k/r/ɛt-k/r/ɛt Onomatopoeic for creaking, 
grinding, Malay kiat to creak, k/ĕr/iat-[kĕriut] creaking, Javanese kĕt-kèr-kĕr-kèt 
to creak, squeak, Tagalog k/al/it creak, Cebuano Bisayan k/ág/it to make a 
creaking sound, &c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 168; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
Note also Javanese krĕkĕt grinding or grating sound, to grind [e.g. teeth] (< 
*k/ar/ətkət, cf. Cebuano kagitkit n.?). 
 
1065 *kruət (& *krut?) kind of bee.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre krot kind of bee of medium size (< variant?), Bru 
krɔːt bee; ~ Stieng kəndrɔːt wasp, Chrau kəndrɔːt small kind of bee, Bahnar 
kədrɔːt kind of bee of medium size nesting in hollow trees, Jeh kadroːt honey-bee, 
Halang gədroat kind of apid; ~ (*kpruət >) Khmer prùːət, pruːət kind of bee 
building layered nest in hollow trees &c.  
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Connect obscure Mon hərot kind of bee nesting in hollow trees.  
(SMITH 1972 236.) 
 
1066 *graat to scatter.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi krad; ~ Riang-Lang _kəntrɑt seed-harrow.  
Connect 837 *ra(a)c. 
 
†1067 *criit; *criət to cram in. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat chreːt close together; apparently by back-formation ~ Sre riːt 
close together, Biat reːt to pack close together. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer crìət, TANDART 1935 also criət to intercalate, press on, 
pack in, jostle, Kuy siːt to crowd against, crowded; ~ Literary Mon taret to press into. 
Sora sə'ried- to be overfilled, crowded, to become tight, rigid, swollen, 'sareˑd- tight. 
 
1068 *criit; *t1riit cricket, to chirr. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central & South Aslian) Central Sakai jarét variety of mole-cricket, 
Besisi sĕrē-it to whine (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 97 (a)); ~ Mon 
kərɛt caṅrit, Khmer cɔŋrɤt cricket; ~ Bru ʔabriːt cricket; → Thai cîŋrìit cricket; 
Malay chĕngkĕrek mole-cricket. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng treːt, Chrau [kɔːn] treːt cricket, Sre triːt to 
whistle, Palaung [ə]krit cricket.  
Onomatopoeic? Note Ilocano kuriat, Pangasinan kóryat cricket. Otherwise B by 
assimilation  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
 
(*t1riit see preceding.) 
 
1069 *drit; *driit to slope.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat [ŋkeːŋ] drɯt sloping.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer trèːt to slope, lean, incline, Bru trèːʔ (by dissimilation?). 
 
1070 *priit; *priət banana.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar priːt, Jeh, Halang prìat. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy priːt.  
(SHAFER 1965 104; BLOOD 1966 224; SMITH 1972 214.) 
 
1071 *mraat rough, untamed, viovlent.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon pəràt to be viovlent, Khasi mrad animal; cruel, 
inhuman, Central Nicobarese maiyaːt rough, unplaned, Nancowry yãt, puyãt. 
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1072 *sriit rhinoceros.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon srīt /srit/, Modern Mon sɛt, (~?) Lawa Umphai raip; → 
Thai rɛɛ̂t.  
Also Khmuic, see SHORTO 1971.  
 
1073 *sriit; *sriət cold.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer sreːt cold to the touch (TANDART 1935).  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese rét to be cold, feel cold. 
 
1074 *sraat sour, acid.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng, Sre səraːt, Chrau saːt (BLOOD 
1966 sraːt), Biat chraːt sour, acid, by vowel metathesis (*sa(a)rət >) Central 
Nicobarese haiyɤt, hãːyɤt [fluid] to turn sour; ~ (*spraat >) Vietnamese 
[chua]-chát (for **trát) sour, acid.  
(BLOOD 1966 332.) 
 
‡1075 *lit; *liət; *lait to lick.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer lɯ̀t to lick, lap. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung leət (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _liɛt, Praok lɛt to lick, Bru lìət; ~ Kammu-Yuan klɛ ̀ː t to lick; ~ 
(*lmpiət >) Sre, Biat mpiat, Chrau ləpiət, Bahnar rəpiɛt, Jeh lapiat, Halang 
rəpiat, (by metathesis, or ~ *p[ ]liət >?) Semnam pəlɛd tongue. 
C: (Khasi, North Aslian) Semang lat to lick (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 
65); ~ Khasi thyllied tongue.  
Cf. Khasi jliah to lick; 1286a *liəp to lick; 1409 *[c]limʔ &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 351; BLOOD 1966 105; SMITH 1972 228; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 TANDART 
1935 164.) 
Proto-Austronesian *l1id3aq tongue: Malay lidah, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 16.3; cf. 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *dilah). So connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *Zilat to 
lick: Malay jilat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *d-; DYEN 1951; DAHL 1973 § 16.4; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 328. 
 
†‡1076 *lit (?); *liit; *liət slippery, to smear on. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat lɯt worn, well- worn, well-trodden (or ad 953 *lʔiit &c., 
which compare?). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Semang lit[lut] smeared (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 S 291), Central Nicobarese leːtə to smear face with pigment; → 
Röglai lit [dou] sticky; ~ Mon kəlɛt to be smooth, to slip; ~ Sre kəniːt red clay, 
Biat ŋleːt dirt, dirty; ~ West Bahnar bliːt to waterproof with wax or oil 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Jarai ɓliːt to stick. 
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C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old 
Mon let /let/, Modern Mon lèt to smear on, Khmer lìət to caulk, Kuy lìːt to scoop 
up, smear on (probably, rather than A), Khasi liat to fall through, slip, miscarry 
(contaminated by 1081 *lut &c., which compare); → Malay liat (in sense) clayey; 
~ Mon klet to be glutinous, sticky, adhesive, Palaung kleət to be smooth, slippery; → 
Acehnese kliət clayey; ~ (*[k]pliət >) Mon kəlet to smear with, smear on, 
Vietnamese trét to smear, to caulk; ~ Biat glɛːt sprain, (ntiːŋ glɛːt) dislocation; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan ləmɛ ̀ː t smooth (or ad *lʔiit &c.?).  
Slippery contaminated by *lut &c.? Cf. further Vietnamese trát to coat, smear, trượt 
slippery ~ mượt to be smooth and shining; sét clay; & 1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery. 
Sora 'tule(ː)d-ən gum, pus.  
Proto-Austronesian by metathesis *li(N)kiət: Acehnese lökiət viscous, clayey, Malay 
lekit adhesive…, Javanese lèngkèt to cleave to (→ Malay lengket sticking together), 
&c. (cf. BLUST 1973 no. 198; Proto-Hesperonesian; also *likət: Javanese likĕt to 
stick, sticky, Pampangan likat stickiness, &c., Proto-Hesperonesian; *ləkət to stick, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, Proto-West-Indonesian; perhaps contaminated by *Zəkət to 
stick, DAHL 1973 § 14.5 &c. = DEMPWOLFF 1938 39 (*d-), 47 (*d'-)). 
 
1077 *li[i]t; *lət to be extinguished.  
A: (North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese leɛt-[ŋoŋ &c.] burnt out, 
quenched, Nancowry liát completed, finished; ~ Semang [yaʼ] pĕlīt to extinguish 
(i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 257 (b)), Semaq Beri pəlet night. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Aslian) Khmer lùət to extinguish, Central Sakai lôt to be extinguished; 
~ Old Mon plit /pløt/, Modern Mon plɒt to be extinguished, Pangan [ya]-plöd to 
extinguish (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
Connect Praok prɯt to extinguish? Cf. 973 *ŋət, 1053 *yə(ə)t; 423 *lək &c. to sink, 
be immersed, 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded, to sink, 1287 *ləp &c. to immerse; 721 
*lɔŋ to be immersed.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 18.) 
 
†‡1078 *laat to be spread out flat.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer lìːət to spread (v.t), to extend, be spread out; flat, Central 
Rölöm, Bahnar laːt flat; ~ (*lmlaat >) Biat blaːt bottom (e.g. of river), East 
Bahnar blaːt flat (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 324.) 
Sora laˑd- to spread out [cloth], to hold [legs] wide apart, laːd-'laːd- to spread, unfurl, 
stretch (v.i.t.).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *daɣat: Malay darat dry land, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 37; BLUST 
1972 no. 89 adds Oceanic). 
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1079 *laat (laac?) bare.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Semai laːd (TAUERN 1914); ~ Mon həlat to be bare, bald, 
shaven, to bare, Proto-Nyah Kur *təla ̠ac (DIFFLOTH 1984 V106), Khmer sralāt to 
bare (GUESDON 1930);  
Connect Proto-Semai *laac bald (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
 
1080 *l[o]t to jump, to run.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lòːt to jump, spring, Kuy lòːt to jump, Sre 
lot to go, Chrau loːt to run (away). (Cf. B61.) 
 
†1081 *lut; *luut; *luət; *lət; *lat; (*lut-s &c. >) *luc; *luuc; *luəc; *l[ə]c to 
slip (off, down). 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer lùt to slip away, to let go of; ~ (*[r]mlut >) 
Bahnar təblut to cave in. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) ~ Khmer rəlùːt, ləlùːt, Stieng rəluːt to 
abort, give birth prematurely, Biat [prah] rloːt to fall [head over heels]; ~ 
(*[r][b]luut >) Biat rbloːt to slip off, Vietnamese trụt to slide down; ~ Palaung 
plut to take off [clothes &c.], Vietnamese trút [rain] to pour; to shed [load], to yield 
up [soul]; ~ Bahnar hlūt to fall into a trap (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon lot /lot/, Modern Mon lòt 
to fall prone, Lawa Bo Luang [hlaiʔ] luat [rain] to fall, Vietnamese lọt to slip into, 
pass through, fall into; ~ (*[r]mluət >) Jölong təbluət to slip, to slip from hand &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok sibluat to shake out, shake off; ~ (*[t]rluət >) 
West Bahnar təduat [tool] to fly off handle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat lɔt to abort (v.t.); ~ rlɔt to slip off. 
E: (Khmer) ~ Khmer phlɔə̀t to falter…, (— sniət) slip up. 
F: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Khasi loit to take off, undress, untie, detach 
(or H?), Vietnamese lột to strip off, to slough (rather than A); ~ Sre pluc to come 
loose, fall off (→ Röglai), (or H?) Khasi phloit [ring round handle] to come off. 
G: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Palaung lut, Mon also luit to 
take off [clothes &c.], Central Nicobarese [et]-loːic-[həŋə] to slough, Nancowry 
ʔitlúc, ʔitlíc to skin, to peel; ~ Khmer ploːc slippery; ~ Khasi [kaba mih] phylluid 
prolapsus; ~ Bahnar təploːc to lose hold of [fish]. 
H: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan lɯ̀ac to skin, to take off; ~ Bahnar 
təblɔːc (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), təbluəc to slip, to slip from hand &c.; ~ Kammu-
Yuan klɯ́ac to slip, (or F?) Khasi khloid to dislocate. 
I: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Chrau lac to fall out through hole, 
Central Rölöm lac to fall (BLOOD 1976); ~ Mendriq, Jah Hut bəlac smooth; ~ Kuy 
slec, lhec to slip, Temiar səlej smooth.  
Cf. 1076 *lit &c. slippery, to smear on, with perhaps mutual contamination Connect as 
causative 856 *luc &c. to steal?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
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Sora pa'lud-, 'paːloːd- to slip through; ~ Kharia ɔʼlɔʼɖ slippery, to slip, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 259; Proto-Munda *ələd); Sora ə'lo- (beside a'loː-) to slide. 
 
1082 *luut; (?) *luət to err. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lùt to commit a fault, Palaung lut fault, (MILNE 1931) to err, 
Praok lut to err; ~ Middle Mon [byi] plut to impute blame, Modern Mon plut to 
slander, traduce, Proto-Nyah Kur *lṳuc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V107; *-c?); (~?) Riang-
Lang _plut to repent. 
B: (Mon) ~ Mon plòt blot [plèt] to miss the mark, go astray (or < 861 *[b]lac?). 
 
1083 *[ ]luut; *[ ]luc to sprout. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer lùːt; ~ Middle Mon klut, Modern Mon, Proto-Nyah Kur 
*khlu̱uc (DIFFLOTH 1984 V108; *-c?); ~ Middle Mon talut to cause to spring up, 
Modern Mon kəlɔt to plant.  
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi shylluit to bloom.  
Perhaps *t2l- or *cl-, Khmer by back-formation; Khasi then by progressive 
assimilation < *-ut? Connection uncertain Kharia kɔ'lɛʼɖ bamboo shoot, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 256 (Proto-Munda *qəlit).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58) 
 
1084 *luət; *luus; *luəs to draw out. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon lòt drawplate, Palaung luət, Praok lɔt to draw out, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai luat to draw out, take out; → Shan lòt to witharaw [bolt]; ~ 
(?*luət luət > *t1luət >) Riang-Lang ˉtruat to draw out. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang luːyh to pluck feathers. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer lùːəh luəs to draw (out), cut strips off; wire, cord, 
&c., Stieng [seː] luɛh brass wire; → Thai lûat wire, → Kuy lùːt.  
A hardly all ← Tai ← C; the same final variant between 1078 *laat and 191 *laas. Cf. 
Röglai ləh to withdraw; ← a variant *ləs?  
(SMITH 1972 509.) 
 
1085 *kl[ɔɔ]t kind of creeper from which ropes are made.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng [təːm] klɔːt, Sre klot (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar klɔːt 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect Semang hadlud Daemonorops species (?) (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 R 41?  
(SHAFER 1965 67.) 
 
1086 *[c]laat frightened.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar hlīt to flee in terror 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok lat, Lawa hlat to be afraid; ~ (*[c]blaat >) Khmer 
cùmlìːət, Bahnar pəlīt to frighten (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (& by levelling pəhlīt); 
~ (*[c]rlaat >) Kuy raːt to be afraid of [someone].  
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Bahnar fronting probably normal in context. Cf. 857 *klaac. 
 
(*clu(u)t see 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout.) 
 
1086a *[t]lət; *[t]ləət to be folded back. 
A: (Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Kuy k(ə)lət to roll up, fold back, turn inside out; ~ (→) 
Sre plot to folded back (DOURNES 1950); by secondary derivation ~ Sre tərplot to 
folded back. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat rləːt to be turned up, folded back; ~ pləːt to be turned up, 
folded back.  
Or *plə(ə)t by metathesis < 1029 *'[l]pət to fold, Kuy by secondary derivation? 
 
 
 (*t2lu(u)t see 1083 *[ ]luut to sprout.) 
 
1087 *[t]luət (whistle) flute.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khasi) Kuy luːt [tuːt], Khasi (compounding form!) [ʼdong] lot-lot; ~ 
Mon kəlot talot &c.  
Earlier *[t]luy [t]luy, connected Khmer khloy? 
 
1088 *t1luət; *t1lət; *t1ləət to swallow. 
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric; ~ *t1nluət >) Kammu-Yuan klɯ̀at to swallow 
[sth. large], Vietnamese nuốt, Central Nicobarese cinluːət-[həʃe] to swallow. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t1blət >) Riang-Lang _təklat to swallow. 
C: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *t1mləət >) Kammu-Yuan kəmlə̀ː t, Praok blɯt to swallow.  
Originally perhaps all *t1nl-, > *t1ml- by dissimilation, denasalized in Riang-Lang 
Cf. 1201 *lu[u]n &c. 
 
(*plə(ə)t see 1086a *[t]lət to be folded back.) 
 
1089 *[s]luut (& *[s]lut?) deaf.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hlut, Riang-Lang ˉlut, Praok lɯt, Lawa Bo Luang hlaɯk, 
Lawa Umphai hlaut, Mae Sariang hlaɯt [suak]; ~ Kammu-Yuan səlúːt; by 
secondary derivation (*-ut?) ~ Khasi kyllut. 
 
†1090 *wit; *wiit; *wiət; *wət; *wat; *waat; *wut; *wuut; *wuət to go round, 
curve, bend, turn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer vɯ̀t to stir repeatedly, beat, Bahnar wit curve, eddy 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (— wiːŋ) to whirl round, (wit wih) (in) return, to return; 
(or B) → Malay wet, uet to turn by back-paddling, to waggle [finger], wriggle 
[buttocks], Iban uit to turn by back- paddling; ~ Sre kuit (& kuet) to bend back; ~ 
Khasi kyrwit round, turn. 
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B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wìːt dizzy, Riang-Lang _vit to 
surround; to turn round, stir round and round; ~ Sre kuiːt bent, to bend (v.t.); ~ 
Lawa Umphai rawit to surround.  
C: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Chrau wɛːt to turn round, Bahnar wɛt̄ 
to turn [e.g. collar] back (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang _viɛt to wring 
[clothes], Praok vɛt [vɛ] to change direction, Lawa Bo Luang wiat to turn, Khasi 
wiat to bend [bow], Temiar wɛ ̃ː d giddy (BENJAMIN 1976B 132); ~ Bahnar ruɛt to 
wring [clothes] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
D: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Stieng uəːt, Bahnar wət time, (recurrent) occasion 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has Bahnar wəːt, wɤːt to turn (v.t.)), Kammu-Yuan wɯ̀t-
[rəŋwɯ̀t] [many] wagging, waggling, Khasi wet-wet [to go] round hurriedly. 
E: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khasi wat time; ~ Khmer 
khvat-[khvaeŋ] intertwined, meandering, Biat kwat hooked, bent back; ~ Kammu-
Yuan kətwàt to wag, wave; ~ Mương quặt to bend (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese 
quặt to turn (v.i.); ~ Khasi kyrwat turn of path. 
F: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer vìːət to turn boat by paddling, Stieng 
uaːt to wag [tail], Bahnar waːt circular, to encircle (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Mương (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese quạt to fan, to winnow; ~ Khasi kyrwad 
turn; ~ West Bahnar təwaːt to turn (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
G: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _wot, _vot to be bent, crooked, to arch. 
H: (Palaungic) Praok vut to turn away (v.i.). 
I: (Bahnaric) Bahnar wɔːt to turn (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Chrau [rəwiː] 
rəwɔːt dizzy.  
G-I secondary. Connect besides Sre kuet (above, A; ~ tərkuet caus.) Sre weːt to turn 
round (v.i.t.); & 862 *wic &c. twisted. Add B73 *wiət to repay? 
Sora ɩd-, ed- to circle, wind (or : 1794 *wi(i)l?). 
 
1091 *wat; *waat to throw.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer vɔə̀t, Kammu-Yuan wat. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa wat.  
 
1092 *kwit; *kwiət; *kwət to beat. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Chrau kwɯt to lash; ~ Khasi khyrwit to beat with stick, 
kyrwit to beat. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung hviət small stick; (~) Khasi kawiat to beat with sth. 
small. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) Palaung hvət to hit with small stick 
(MILNE 1931), (!; ?) Vietnamese quật to whip, beat; ~ (*krwət >) Halang wɒt to 
hit, Praok sivɛt to beat, flog.  
Vietnamese tone obscure. Note Gölar Bahnar huat to whip; Palaung hviən to hit; 
Khmer rəvèc ravic to swish to and fro. Cf. 1037 *rbət to whip, thresh with flail. 
 
(*[g]wat, *gwaat see 867 *kwaac to scratch.) 
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1093 *rwiət subject to fits, mad.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang rəvɛt (to go) mad, Central Nicobarese əroaːt 
fits, spasm, convulsion, (əroaːt -paiyuːh) mad.  
Assuming (i) *-wi- inhibits Nicobaric *r > y, (ii) *-wiə- > *-wɨə- > -oaː-. 
Connection uncertain Bahnar hawɛːn, hawɛːŋ mad (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1094 *[r]wət; *rwəət; *[r]wəc; *rwəəc inattentive, to forget.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon) Old Mon wit /wøt/, Modern Mon wɜt̀ to forget, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *thəwət̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V144), Biat rwɔt rwɔt vague, obscure, Chrau [cɯt] 
ləwət to faint. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat rwɯːt imprudent, careless. 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese wait-[ŋəyən] to forget, Nancowry wác to miss a 
target. 
D: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *rawɯɯc carelessly (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect (via a form *s-rwi(i)c?) Stieng auiːc, Sre huiʔ, Chrau huc [cɛʔ] to forget; 
Bahnar has hiəːt. 
 
1095 *swiit; *swiət; *swat to wither.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer) svɤt not as when new or young…, to wither, Kuy 
sweːt, feːt, Praok vit to wither. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan wɯ́at (& wúat) to shrivel, shrink, Palaung hviət 
(MILNE 1931) (& Palaung hiət; contaminated by 1101 *suət, which compare?) to 
wither, Riang-Lang ˉviɛt wrinkles, to be wrinkled, to wither. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer (GUESDON 1930) svāt' to wither; ~ Vietnamese quắt to 
shrivel, shrink, dry up, be wizened.  
Khmer has further svɔːt flaccid; (GUESDON 1930) svöt to wither. Cf. also 980 *sŋuət to 
dry up. (Cf. PINNOW 1959 K 525.) 
 
1096 *swat; *suət thin, small. 
A: (Mon, North & South Aslian) Middle Mon swat, Modern Mon hwɔt to be small, Sakai 
wat thin (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 65); ~ Old Mon suṁwat 
/səmwɔt/ small; child, Modern Mon həmot child, Pangan hamad thin (i.e. Bateg 
Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Palaung kərhuət to be thin, slender (MILNE 1931). 
 
1097 *siit; *siət to comb. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sɤt; ~ Khmer snɤt, Chrau səniːt comb. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) ~ Stieng, Biat nɛːt, Central Rölöm niət comb; ~ 
Semang könsiet comb (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 210A).  
Cf. Bru nciːʔ to comb.  
(BLOOD 1966 93.) 
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1098 *siit; *siət to stop up. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau seːt to plug up; ~ Biat ncheːt to plug up; ~ Stieng, Chrau 
səpeːt, Sre (→ Röglai) səmpit, Biat mpeːt stopper, cork. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer siət, Kuy siːt to insert in sheath, slot, &c., 
Stieng siət to stop up. 
 
(*[ ]siit see 1103 *[s]rsiət kind of tree.) 
 
1099 *sut; *suut kind of bee. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sut small kind of bee, Stieng suːt (or B?), Chrau sɯt, Biat 
chot bee. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?South Aslian) Bahnar suːt large kind of bee, Kammu-
Yuan huːt kind of bee, Besisi shūht small wild bee (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 B 140; or A?).  
Connect 873 *suc &c. to sting?  
(SHAFER 1965 253: SMITH 1972 218.) 
 
1100 *suut to sharpen; sharp.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre sout, Chrau soːt, Biat choːt sharp, Khasi shut to 
sharpen.  
(BLOOD 1966 17.) 
 
1101 *suət to dry up.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Stieng suət, Sre suat dry, dried up, Chrau suət to dry up, 
Biat chuat, chwat to (get) dry, Röngao tsɔt (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Proto-Semai 
*soot [stream] to dry up (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect Kuy sʔɑːt to be dry; & cf. Kuy sɛːt to dry up, Bru thrɛːt; & cf. 980 *sŋuət to 
dry up; 1095 *swiit &c. to wither.  
(BLOOD 1966 84.) 
 
(*suət see also 1096 *swat thin… .) 
 
†1102 *gsuut to rub.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Bahnar suːt to rub 
(on), wipe, Palaung sut to rub, Nancowry sút to rub; ~ Biat rchuːt to rub on, Khasi 
kyrshut to rub, scour, Pangan gersoyd to rub (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 194); ~ 
Mintil ŋgɔsɔt̃ to wipe.  
Cf. 879 *khuc &c. to wipe, wash; & Central Nicobarese -ʃɛːc- to (wipe) clean, 
Nancowry séc (rather < *cʔaʔ-s?).  
(SMITH 1972 219.) 
Sora go'soːd- to wash, wipe (& with variant vocalism goː'sad- to wipe dry), Kharia 
gɔ'sɔʔ to anoint, &c. (PINNOW 1959 207). 
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(*psi(i)t see 1903 *ptis fungus.) 
 
1103 *[s]rsiət; *[ ]siit kind of tree. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon kəset Pentace burmanica, Khmer trəsiət Pentace sp. 
(SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.), Bru kasiat; → Burmese kasac[khā:] Pentace 
burmanica; Thai sǐisìat Pentace burmanica, Acacia catechu. 
B: (Katuic, ?Palaungic) Kuy seːt Acacia farnesiana (?; Thai kràtʰǐn), perhaps (~?) 
Riang-Lang [ˉkhɛʔ] ˉkhit Dolichandrone spp. 
 
1104 *hiit; *hət to sniff, pant. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Khmer hɤt to sniff (at), inhale, Stieng 
hiːt to sniff; cold in the nose, Bahnar heːt-heːt to pant, be out of breath, Mương hít to 
smell (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 106), Vietnamese hít to inhale, Pangan häd 
smell (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 292 (a)). 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric) Khmer hɔt to be out of breath, Biat hɔt to be 
out of breath; cold; tobacco, Bahnar hət (to smoke) tobacco, Bru hɛt to sniff, Central 
Nicobarese hɤt-[hətə] to smell, Nancowry hɯ̀t to sniff.  
Cf. Khmer hɤːt asthma (→ Kuy, Biat hɯːt); 1106 *hut &c. to suck…; 1294 *hiip &c. 
to suck in, to inhale. 
 
1105 *hat narrow, crowded.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau hat crowded, Sre hat narrow, restricted in size, Biat hat 
narrow, Bahnar hat crowded together (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 351.) 
 
†‡1106 *hut; *huut; *huət; *huc; *huuc; *huəc to suck, drink.  
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer hot to suck up, 
to (swallow in one) gulp, (or B) Stieng huːt to inhale, to suck up last of drink, 
Nancowry Ɂitɲót to suck; ~ (*huc-hu(u)t >?) Kensiu, Sabum jəhʉd to suck (& 
Kintaq Bong jɔt, Temiar jɔd?). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese hút to suck, inhale; ~ Thin hmut to 
suck up, (~?) Praok ŋɤt (!) to nose-kiss, Lawa Bo Luang hŋaɯk, Lawa Umphai 
hŋaut to smell. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer huːət to absorb water and dry 
up quickly (contaminated by 1101 *suət); ~ (*huəc-huət >?) Biat chuat to 
absorb; ~ (*cnhuət >?) Palaung ɲuɔt to absorb, suck up (MILNE 1931), Teressa-
Bompoka Nicobaric ɲɔːt-[hətə] to suck. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre huc to drink [water], Temiar huj to sip 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 138); → Jarai huc to drink from a glass. 
E: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy hoːc to sip [hot liquid], Chrau huːc to drink, Bahnar huːc to 
drink from spoon, (so probably, rather than B) Jeh hut to drink, suck, Halang huːt 
to drink.  
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F: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar hɔːc to drink by sipping (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → 
Cham huyʔ to drink [soup] from spoon, (or C) Acehnese uət to swallow.  
Note semantic consistency of forms with each final; *-c by expressive deformation? 
Munda supports their unity. Connect perhaps 1104 *hiit &c. to sniff…; 796 
*[cʔ]u(u)c drunk; but connection dubious 829 *ɓu(u)c to suck; or Mon sòt jrot 
&c. to suck.  
(SHAFER 1965 274; SMITH 1972 243; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 165 (b).) 
Kharia u’ɖ to drink, to sip, &c. (PINNOW 1959 142).  
Proto-Austronesian *u[d1]u[d1]: Malay udut to smoke, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 159; 
Proto-West-Indonesian, or Proto-Malayo-Javanese if Ngaju Dayak ← Malay; → 
Thai dùut to suck, to absorb, Shan lǔt to smoke, → Riang-Lang [_i] ˉdut tobacco). 
See BENEDICT 1975 401. 
 
1106a *[k]hɔɔt to dry up.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Katuic) Mon khɔt [e.g. plaster] to dry, Bahnar khɔːt [water] 
to dry up, Bru khɒːt to evapourate. 
 
1107 *[k]huut; *[k]hu(ə)t to call.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon khut /khut/ to call, summon, Modern Mon khut to name. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi khot to call, summon, denominate. 
 
(*chiit, *chait see 949 *cʔiit to confine, restrict.) 
 
1107a *chət insipid, tasteless.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat chɔt, Palaung cət (MILNE 1931). 
 
1108 *chutː *chuət to escape, to deliver.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang chɔt to be healed, saved, to heal, save. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Literary Mon chot to avoid, escape, not to be, Palaung cuət to 
deliver, disenchant (MILNE 1931).  
Connect obscure Vietnamese thoát [khỏi] to escape. 
 
1109 *jhuut to go backwards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Mon chut chut to go back, backwards (→ 
Burmese chut), Vietnamese tụt to slide down, fall behind (contaminated by trụt, ~ 
1081 *luut to slip); ~ Proto-Semai *krɲɤɤt to go backwards (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect 876 *huc &c. to decrease…? 
 
1110 *[t1]hat to excess.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Old Mon thatta /thɔt/ [earth to quake] violently, Khasi that [to 
shake, tremble, stink] very much; → Acehnese that excessive, very.  
Cf. following. 
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1111 *dhat thick, well-built.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Middle Mon that to be powerful, severe (separate probably 
Old Mon thatta, see preceding), Modern Mon thɔt to be strong, Khmer thɔə̀t to be 
fat (→ Biat [deh] rdhɔt thickset, with secondary prefix?), Palaung hət to be thick; 
~ Riang-Lang ˉkhət to be thick; ~ Old Mon dirhat /dərhɔt/ strength, magnitude, 
Modern Mon sɛʔ̀hɔt strength.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 20.) 
 
1112 *phat; *phaat to distribute, disburse. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer phat to spread evenly, sprinkle, dissipate, to repay 
[debt], Biat phat to hand over. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre phaːt to pay, repay, (tam —) to distribute (→ 
Röglai phaː), Vietnamese phát to distribute. 
 
1113 *phut to cease.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon phuit to cease, to sever, Khmer phot end; to cease, to end, 
exceed, come up to.  
Connect probably 875 *huc &c. finished, 1539 *həy &c. finished. 
 
1114 *rhat rotary device.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon hɔt spinning-wheel, cotton gin, windlass of well, sugar-cane 
crusher (→ Burmese rahat spindle, wheel), Khmer rəhat spindle, winder, rotary 
machine; ~ (*rnhat >) Kuy ŋhat spinning-wheel. 
  
(*lhiət see 953 *lʔiit …slippery.; *lhəət see 954 *lʔuət wet, cold.) 
 
(*ʔiən see 882 *ʔa[i][ɲ] (elder) brother.) 
 
†1115 *[ʔ]anʔ; *ʔən[ ] 3rd person singular pronoun.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bru ʔan, Palaung ən, Riang-Lang ˉhnʔ 
3rd person singular pronoun, Vietnamese hắn he, she, Central Nicobarese ən 3rd 
person singular pronoun, Nancowry ʔəń. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Stieng əːn who, what, which?, Riang-Lang _an clause-
subordinating particle; → Shan án which (or ← A, or ad Praok an, below; then → 
Riang-Lang?).  
Connect Praok an that, in this (< *ʔaa-n, *ʔii-n?); ~ Palaung nan this, Praok nan 
thus, probably → Shan na ̄ǹ that, nán thus, nàn there. 
Sora 'an[in] 3rd person singular pronoun. 
 
1116 *ʔaa[n] tray of betel-box.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon an [hədɔʔ], Palaung an.  
Or *-ɲ. 
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(*ʔain see 882 *ʔa[i][ɲ] (elder) brother.) 
 
1117 *ʔən to be, exist.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng ən to exist, to have, Riang-Lang ˉan to be the 
case, be true. 
 
1118 *ʔɔn to be small in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon ’an /ʔɔn/ to have few, little of, to lack, Modern Mon on to be 
small in quantity, to lack, Khmer ʔɔn to diminish; → Cham ʼan diminution.  
Mon vowel raising regular, as following nasal?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 28.) 
  
1119 *ʔun; *ʔuun; *ʔuən; *ʔan; *ʔaan to give.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ɯn. 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ùːn. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy ʔɑːn, Bru ʔɔ̃ː n. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar an, Thin ʔăn. 
E: (South Bahnaric) Stieng, Chrau, Biat aːn.  
Vocalism obscure, though E probably secondary. 
 
†1120 *ʔuun (& *ʔun?); *ʔən to place, put. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ʔŭn (< *ʔun?), Palaung un, Praok ɯn to place, put 
(down), Lawa Bo Luang ʔaɯŋ to make [e.g. promise], put. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre ən to place, put, Biat ɔn to keep, Khasi en [rob] to 
dress, put on. 
Kharia un to put, keep. (PINNOW 1959 377). 
 
1121 *[ ]ʔuun[ ]; *[ ]ʔən[s] to hide.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar oːn v.t., Riang-Lang ˉun to be hidden, to hide. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ẩn to hide (v.i.).  
Perhaps *[t]ʔ-, ~ following Cf. 1168 *[d]puun &c. 
 
(*cʔən see 951 *cʔ[ə]t sated, cloyed.) 
 
1122 *[t]m[ʔ]uun; *[t]m[ʔ]uən; *[t]m[ʔ]aan false, untrue.  
A: (Mon, ?Nicobaric) Mon həmɔn thamun, samun to be untruthful, to be untrue (or Mon 
< *mun cf. 1185), ?Nancowry ɲùɲ lie (suggests *snʔuuɲ). 
B: (Palaungic) Praok muan [ti pɛ len] to falsify. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese man to be false.  
~ preceding? Probably not *sm-, since *sbmuən > Praok **simuan; but perhaps 
*dmʔ-, if further connected 1168 *[d]puun &c. to hide. 
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1123 *lʔaan path.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon dan path, Khmer daːn path, trail, scent (& by levelling lʔaːn) (→ 
Cham ḍan); ~ Khmer lùmʔaːn path, trail, scent. 
 
1124 *lʔun; *lʔuun; *lʔuən; *lʔən soft, tender.  
A: (Khmer, Mon) Khmer don soft, weak, Old Mon lu'in /ləʔøn/ to soften, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ləʔu̱n (DIFFLOTH 1984 V149).  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung on [meat] to be tender (MILNE 1931). 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan ɔ̀ː n soft, mild, 
pale, (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese non to be tender, young, weak; ~ 
(*lmʔuən >) Bahnar rəmuan (→ Jarai rəmuan) soft, flexible; ~ Pangan 
tĕlĕmoyn soft (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 335 (b)). 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon dɒn, Khmer tùən! to 
be soft, Kuy [lʔiː] lʔən limp, unresisting, Sre lən (& dəːn) docile, (easy to) tame, 
(probably =) lən young, tender, Praok ɔn to be soft, tender, ?Nancowry ɲəń soft; ~ 
(*lmʔən >) Sre ləbən soft, Biat rban (→ Chrau ləvan?) soft, flexible, Bahnar 
rəmən soft, flexible, weak, debilitated; → Cham laman tender, weak, Röglai 
ləhmən soft, North Röglai lahmĩn soft, tender.  
Khmer at D obscure; Middle Khmer pantan to soften is regular. Cf. 909 *ɓuuɲ &c. soft; 
& Bahnar həboːn soft and springy.  
(SMITH 1972 74) 
 
1125 *kiən to gnaw.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng kiɛːn, Sre kian, Biat cian, Kammu-
Yuan kíaɲ (!); (?) ~ Vietnamese ghen to be jealous, envious.  
Connect 957 *kiit &c. to bite…; & cf. Mon kəhèn gaṅen to gnaw (< *gngiən?); 
Khmer ʔɔŋkiəm to chew at, nibble. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 28.) 
 
†1126 *kan; *kaan woman, female.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy kan female [animal], Bahnar 
[dra]kan woman, female, Thin kɯ̆n woman, girl, Lawa Bo Luang kəɯŋ, Lawa 
Umphai kən female [animal]; ~ Bahnar akan wife, Kammu-Yuan cəmkɯ́n 
woman, Thin cəm̆kɯ̆n girl, woman. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kaːn wife, Nancowry kán.  
Add Kammu-Yuan kəm[ràʔ] wife, &c., by contraction (Khmuic; under the entry 183 
*mraʔ).  
(SHAFER 1965 44; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 64.) 
Kharia kɔn[sɛl'ɖuʔ] woman (≠ child —for which see following— in view of kɔɖpɔɽuʔ 
man?), Sora ən[sə'loː-], in[seloː-], un[se'loː-], &c. (cf. PINNOW 1959 330). 
 
(*kun see 892 *kuɲ to bend down… .) 
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†1127 *kuun (& *kun?); *kuən child. 
A: (Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Khmer kon, kvan, Modern Khmer koːn, (*kun >?) 
Khasi khun /khun/, Nancowry kón. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) 
Old Mon kon /kon/, Modern Mon kon, Kuy kɑːn, (Stieng koːn, Sre kon ← ?) 
Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kɔːn, Jeh koːn, Halang koan, Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː n, Palaung 
kuən, Riang-Lang ˉkuan, Praok kɔn, Lawa kuan, Mương (BARKER 1966 11), 
Vietnamese con, Temiar kəwɔt, Central Nicobarese koːən, Nancowry kúan; ~ 
Bahnar kənɔːn number of a woman’s births (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Semai kənɔːn, 
Semelai kənɔn child.  
~ 1187 *kmun &c. sibling’s child?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; SHAFER 1965 4; BLOOD 1966 57; SMITH 1972 75; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 102.) 
Sora oʔoːn-ən, compounding form 'oːn-ən, Kharia kɔɳ-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 205; 
Proto-Munda *kɔ(ː)n). 
 
(*kuun see also 892 *kuɲ to bend down, bent.) 
 
1128 *ŋkiən[ ]; *ŋkən[ ]; *ŋkuənʔ finger, toe. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon ken, təken (Mon dialect also təŋen) finger, toe, 
Praok gɛn finger, Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] kean little finger, ?perhaps by 
metathesis Central Nicobarese kəne-[tai, laːh] finger, toe, Nancowry kanɛ ́hand. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang [ʔdɔih] kəɯŋ, (!; with secondary lengthening?) Lawa 
Umphai ŋgɯn [teʔ] thumb. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ngón finger, toe. 
 
‡1129 *d1kan bamboo rat.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Khasi dkhan hill-rat, mole, (~?) Kammu-Yuan təkán bamboo rat; 
~ Nyah Kur ŋkán. 
(Proto-Austronesian *dəkan) Malay dĕkan bamboo rat. 
 
(*dkuun see 892 *kuɲ …bent.) 
 
1130 *gan to cross.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gan to cross, go through, Chrau gan across, Bahnar gan to cross 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 108; BLOOD 1966 344.) 
 
1131 *gɔn stable, enduring.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kòn gan to be original, primal, 
Biat gɔn stable, fixed, Praok kɔn still, Mương (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese còn 
to remain; still.  
Add, by assimilation, Old Khmer gaṅ to remain, Modern Khmer kùəŋ to stay, last out? 
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1132 *t1gin to concentrate mentally.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon -tgin /tgøn/ to apply [mind]; ~ Middle Mon taguin, 
Modern Mon həkɜǹ to observe, keep [ritual practice], Palaung təgen to consider well 
(MILNE 1931). 
 
1133 *pgeen to offer to a superior.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon pəkìn; ~ Old Mon pirgin /pərgin/, Khmer prəkèːn, 
Kuy khèːn; → Thai prakʰeen. 
 
1134 *pgan to take hold of.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon pəkòn to yoke, Literary Mon bgan also to take hold of, 
come to grips, Old Khmer kān, Modern Khmer kan to hold (→ Stieng kan to take, 
accept), Kuy kan to carry, hold, in hands.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 48; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 61.) 
 
1135 *t1ŋun; *t1ŋuən; *t1ŋut nape of neck.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, North & Central Aslian) Stieng ŋuːn [kɔu], Mendriq 
ʔuŋut, Temiar taŋən neck. 
B: (Katuic) Bru ŋɒːn nape. 
C: (by assimilation: Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _tərŋɔt nape of neck.  
Connection dubious Sre jənkout.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 27.) 
 
1136 *lŋ[uə]n; *lŋaan dew.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat [daːk] ŋɔːn. 
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung [om] rəŋan.  
Vocalism unusual. 
  
†1137 *ciinʔ (> Pre-Bahnaric *cin); *ciən[ ]; *cain[ ] cooked. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon, Modern Mon 
cin, Khmer chʔɤn, Stieng siːn (BLOOD 1966 sin), Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Sre, 
Bahnar sin, Jeh, Halang cen, Kammu-Yuan síːn (to be) cooked, Palaung sin, 
Riang-Lang ˉsin to be cooked, ripe, Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese chín 
cooked; ~ Mon həcin, Kammu-Yuan pənsíːn to cook. 
B: (Aslian, Nicobaric) Temiar cɛt (BENJAMIN 1976B 133), Proto-Semai *cɛɛdn 
(DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese iʃiːan- cooked. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy cɛːn to be ripe, cooked.  
Bahnaric, Palaungic appear to exclude *ʔc-, which Danaw ă ¬tsɛǹ suggests.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 246; BLOOD 1966 145; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 237.) 
Sora (ə-)'sin-, Kharia i'sin to boil, bake, &c. (PINNOW 1959 86). 
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1138 *ciin, (*ciin ciin >) *nciin to look at.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre siːn, Chrau seːn to look at, (*nc- >) Vietnamese 
nhìn to look (at), stare. 
 
1139 *cən; *cəən leg, foot. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chân leg. 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?North Aslian) Vietnamese chơn, (or A?) Kensiu can foot.  
Cf. 538 *juŋ &c. 
 
†1140 *cuun; *ciin to desire. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉsun to desire, wish to. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung sin to desire, wish to, (~?) Mương (BARKER 1966 
14), Vietnamese xin to ask for. 
(?) Sora oːn- desiderative/habitual prefix. 
 
1141 *.caan to borrow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bunör, Central Rölöm caːn to borrow, Sre caːn to borrow, 
hire, buy on credit, Bahnar caːn [to buy] on credit (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Praok 
san debt.  
(SHAFER 1965 71; BLOOD 1966 287.) 
 
1142 *[ʔ]cuun to walk bent over.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Mon cun to walk with a stick, Sre cun to walk 
bent over (DOURNES 1950), ?Nancowry sónsiri to stop, bend, bow; ~ Old Mon 
circūn /cərcun/, Modern Mon həcun staff. 
 
(*cnciən[ ] see 1145 *nciin[ ] ring.) 
 
1143 *[c]ncan; *[c]ncaan to brace oneself, kick off. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kəcan to brace oneself, be ready to spring. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon həcan dacān &c. to push laterally against a firm surface, 
to brace, prop, (— krìp klɜŋ) to leap away, Biat nchaːn to leap away, take off with a 
bound. 
 
1144 *dciin[ʔ] (> Pre-Bahnaric *dcin); *dciit nine. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng seːn (BLOOD 1966 sin), Chrau sɯn, Biat chin, Sre, 
Bahnar sin, Vietnamese chín; ~ Bahnar təsin, Jeh tacèn, Halang cəcin. 
B: (Mon) ~ late Old Mon dincit /dəncit/, Modern Mon həcit.  
Earlier *dciint? But B perhaps by assimilation Cf. 1351 *ctiim; in view of Sora 
'timɟi-, tinɟi-, &c., & Kharia 'tɔmsiŋ (PINNOW 1959 372) perhaps by metathesis 
from a common source, *dciim(-t[ ]) or the like.  
(SHAFER 1965 242; BLOOD 1966 145; SMITH 1972 50.) 
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†‡1145 *nciin[ ]; *nciən[s]; *cnciən[ ] ring. 
A: (Mon, North Aslian) Middle Mon lacin, Modern Mon kəcin, Pangan chin (i.e. Bateg 
Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 133 (a)). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔɔɲciən (→ Stieng nciən), Kuy 
ɲciːn, Lawa Umphai ɲjaim, (by palatal absorption) Vietnamese nhẫn. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer cancyan, Modern Khmer cɔɲciən, cùəɲciən, 
Bahnar təkhiɛn (!; & dialects, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, tətiaːn, təcaːn, &c.).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
Sora en'siː-n (by popular etymology referred to -siː-n hand, : 244 *sii[ʔ]). Proto-
Austronesian *k'ink'in: Malay chinchin, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 87; Proto-West-
Indonesian; Philippine langs. have *k'iŋk'iŋ); probably → Central Sakai chinchit 
(&c., cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 133 (b)).  
Proto-Austroasiatic *ciinciin or the like; C then contaminated by Indonesian.  
Note Ancient Chinese jiu̯̯ɛn 瑗 large jade ring, from which POU & JENNER 1973 no. 144 
derive Khmer.  
 
(*nciin see 1138 *ciin to look at.) 
 
1145a *[p]cun; *[p]cuun; *[p]cuən shelter.  
A, B, C: (Bahnaric) Stieng cuən temporary hut for travellers (C), (B) Biat cuːn shelter, 
shed; ~ (A) Bahnar bəsun hut, shelter (& East Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, 
pəsuən: C). 
 
1146 *jən (> Waic *jiən); *j[u]n heavy. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung jən, Praok cɛn, Lawa Bo Luang cian, Lawa Umphai chian, 
chɯan, Mae Sariang chian; ~ Riang-Lang _kəcan. 
B: (North Aslian) ~ Kensiu həɲjut.  
Cf. 52 *kjəʔ &c. 
 
1147 *jɔn; *jɔɔn back of knee. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre jon. 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat [chɔŋ] jɔːn hock (or A?), Chrau jɔːn heel [?], Bahnar jɔːn back of 
knee. 
 
†1148 *jun; *juun to hand over, bring. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?South Aslian) Old Mon jin /jøn/ to make over, hand over, 
Sre jun to bring, Biat jun to convey, Chrau iɯn, (or B) Semaq Beri jon to give; ~ 
(*jnjun >) Mon həyɜǹ to carry on shoulder, Chrau njɯn to hand over, to lead, Biat 
njun to convey, to send. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer jvan, jon, Modern Khmer cùːn to offer, 
to escort, Kuy chùːn to give back, to see off, West Bahnar jeːn to bring, carry 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; with secondary vocalism); ~ Khmer cùəɲcùːn (& ʔɔɲcùːn) 
to carry, Kuy ɲchùːn to carry from one place to another.  
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Cf. Biat ncuan to carry from one place to another.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 32, S 99.) 
Sora ɟʔuːn- to be within reach, ~ ab-'ɟʔuːn- to reach, present, place within reach, hand to. 
 
1149 *t2jun *t2juun to bend knees. 
A: (Palaungic; ~ *t2pjun >) Riang-Lang _səkcɔn to squat. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương) ~ (*t2rjuun >) Mon həcùn [animals] to sit, lie, crouch; ~ 
(*t2njuun >) Vietnamese nhún to lower oneself by bending one’s legs.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect by interdialectal borrowing Sre cuːn 
kəltaŋ to kneel (→ Röglai). Cf. 938 *choɲ. 
 
1150 *[p]jun; *[p]juun large kind of deer.  
A, B: (Stieng, Central Aslian) Stieng jun largest kind of deer (A), (B) Sre juːn Cervus 
aristotelis, Chrau, Biat juːn deer, (A/B) Sakai pajón roed (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 81 (b)). 
 
1151 *ɲənʔ; *ɲəən[ ] to receive, to suffer, endure. 
A: (Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon ñin passive auxiliary (or B), Vietnamese nhận to 
receive. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin ɲɤn to receive, accept, collect, Riang-Lang _ɲən to bear, 
endure.  
Cf. 883 *ʔəɲ to endure …; earlier *ʔəɲ ʔəɲ, *-n by dissimilation? Connect perhaps 
also Semang jid to get, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 14. 
 
1152 *[ ]ɲɔɔn near.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central Aslian) Old Mon ñan /ɲɔn/, Modern Mon ɲòn, Proto-Nyah 
Kur *ɲan̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V152; implies *-an), Old Khmer ñyan, Temiar ʔəɲɔːn.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 198.) 
 
1153 *tin[ʔ] to go up.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tin /tøn/, Modern Mon tɒn to go up, come up, Proto-
Nyah Kur *tu̱n (DIFFLOTH 1984 V153; implies *-un), Mương tếnh (BARKER 1966 
17), Vietnamese đến to arrive (at), come (to), reach; ~ (?, *tpin[ʔ] >?) 
Vietnamese bến landing-place, station.  
Vietnamese tone perhaps levelled on derivation, if cognate. Khmer (elevated) taən to 
wake up, get up is ← Tai tɯ̌ɯn. 
 
1153a *t1een to tread.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy tɛːn to tread on, run over, Bru kateːn to tread, Kammu-Yuan 
téːn to tread, step, stamp.  
Cf. 1195 *linʔ to trample. 
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1154 *t1un; *t1uən to carry, bring. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung ton to bring, Riang-Lang ¯tɔn to hold esp. in fingers, carry. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng tuɔːn to carry on shoulder, Palaung tɔn = ton. 
 
1154a *t1uun (kind of) bamboo rat.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon tɔn tun Rhizomys cinereus, Kammu-Yuan túːn kind of bamboo 
rat larger than rat sumatrensis. 
 
1155 *[t1]nt1uun; *[t1]nt1uen; *[t1]nt1uət wrinkled. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok dɯn. 
B, C: (Mon) Mon hətot (həton).  
C contaminated by 997 *ɲ[uə]t, which compare? 
 
1156 *btuun; *btuən to recur, to repeat. 
A: (Mon, ?Katuic) Old Mon tūn /tun/ to return, do again, Modern Mon tɔn to recur, 
?Kuy toːn & Bru ntùːn to follow; (?) → Burmese tuṁ. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phtùːən to repeat. 
 
(*dun see 1741 *dul hill.) 
 
1157 *duən pole, lance.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Literary Mon don lance, pike, Khmer tùːən fish-spear, 
(lùmpɛ ̀ː ŋ —) kind of lance, Mương tòn (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese đòn lever, 
carrying-pole; → Thai tʰuan tasselled lance. 
 
1158 *ɗ[uu]n to perch.  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Old Mon ḍūn /ɗun/, Modern Mon dun, Central Nicobarese 
dɯən-[hətə], Nancowry rɯ́an.  
Note, Nancowry fronts following r : so *ɗuən? Cf. 1357 *dəm &c. …to roost. 
 
1159 *.ɗuən wide hat of straw &c.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer duːən, Bahnar ɗuan, Vietnamese nón; ~ 
(*.nɗuən >) Stieng duən, Sre ɗoan, Chrau ɗuən; → Cham don, Jarai həɗoan, 
Jarai dialect ɗuan, Röglai ɗuət, North Röglai ɗuat.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence, for which cf. Khmer Connection dubious 
Khasi shaton. 
 
1160 *kɗan restricted in size.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dɔn to be narrow, restricted in size; ~ Old Mon kuḍan 
/kəɗɔn/ to cause to contract, Modern Mon hədɔn to make narrow; ~ Bahnar 
dialects hədan, rədan, sədan below average length (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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1161 *kɗɔn to fish with a line.  
A: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon dɔn (k)ḍan, Proto-Nyah Kur *cərndɛɲ̠ fishhook (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V117a; implies *-aɲ), Central Nicobarese koron-[hətə] to fish with a line.  
 
1162 *peen to thresh by trampling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon pin to thresh, Khmer baen, Stieng 
phiːn! to thresh by trampling, Riang-Lang ¯pɛən to tread on, thresh; ~ Chrau mpeːn 
to thresh by trampling.  
Cf. Biat pleːn, under the entry 1195 *linʔ. 
 
1163 *pən female.  
A: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung [i]pən; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔapəɯŋ, Lawa 
Umphai rapən, Mae Sariang ɣapən; ~ Praok bon female, (~?) Semelai kəmpəːn 
wife.  
Perhaps cognate with Lawa is Old Khmer prapvan wife; Modern Khmer has prəpùən, 
apparently contaminated by Sanskrit prabandha- band, tie, connection; Old Khmer 
may be connected Malay pĕrĕmpuan woman, wife. See LEWITZ 1967.  
(SHAFER 1965 22; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 67.) 
 
1164 *p[ ]ən[ ] to wind, coil.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre pən to roll [turban], Bahnar pən to bandage, 
wrap, wind on to reel, Palaung pən to screw in, to crank, turn, Riang-Lang [li] pan 
to rotate (?); → Shan pǎn to revolve; ~ Biat mpɔn to roll [turban], (or next?) 
Vietnamese vấn to coil [turban, hair] round; ~ Palaung kərpən to turn round (v.t.).  
Or *pwənʔ, causative ~ 1208 *wənʔ coiled…?  
(SHAFER 1965 102.) 
 
1165 *pən; *pan to sit on eggs. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pɔn, Sre pən to sit on [eggs], Bahnar pən to take to one’s bed, be 
confined to bed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar ʔəpən to nurse (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat pan to sit on [eggs], Bahnar pan to take to one’s bed, be 
confined to bed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Stieng vocalism perhaps related to that before stop, for which see 345 *pək. 
 
†1166 *punʔ; *puən[ ]; *pan[ ] four. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Palaung phon (!), Riang-Lang ¯pon, Praok 
pon, Lawa Bo Luang paɯn, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang paun, Mương pốn 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese bốn; ~ Serting hĕmpudn (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 250). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Old Khmer pvan, Khmer buːən, Kuy 
pɔːn, Bru poːn, Chrau puən, Biat puɔn, Sre, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang puan, Central 
Nicobarese foːən. 
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C: (Mon) Old Mon pan /pɔn/, Modern Mon pɔn.  
Palaung ph- by counting deformation on phən five, ~ 1214 *sən.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 24; BLOOD 1966 82; SMITH 1972 72.) 
Kharia 'iʔpɔn, &c. (PINNOW 1959 397; Proto-Munda *-pɔn). 
 
1167 *kpuun raft.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kboːn; ~ Biat mpuːn. 
 
1168 *[d]puun; *[d]puən to hide. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre poun, Chrau, Biat poːn v.t. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer pùːən v.i., Stieng puən v.t. 
Connect perhaps 1121 *[ ]ʔuun[ ] &c.; 1122 *[t]m[ʔ]uun &c. false, untrue.  
(BLOOD 1966 13.) 
 
1169 *biən plump.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon [pòk] pèn to be fat, plump, Khasi pian short and stout. 
 
1170 *baan pedestal dish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pàn, Old Khmer vān, Modern 
Khmer pìːən, Kuy phìːan pedestal dish, Palaung ban (pedestal) tray; tin bath, 
Mương pàn (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bàn table.  
Connect variously Thai pʰaan pedestal dish, Shan pɑ̀̄n wicker or wooden tray; Burmese 
ban: wicker tray. POU & JENNER 1973 no. 2 derive all the foregoing, with Malay 
puan large betel-box, ← Ancient Chinese bhuan 盤 vessel; tub, tray, dish, plate…; 
Palaung in sense tin bath is certainly likely to be ← Chinese.  
 
1171 *bənʔ time.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung bən (future) time, Praok pon time of day, Mương 
pận, Vietnamese bận time (quantifier) (BARKER & BARKER 1976). 
 
1172 *bən; bəən we (inclusive). 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat bɔn we, Central Rölöm ban, Bunör, Bahnar bən we (incl.). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng bəːn, Chrau vəːn we (incl.).  
(BLOOD 1966 115; cf. SMITH 1972 58.) 
 
‡1173 *jban; *jbaan; *jbən; *jbəən girdle, skirt.  
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Khasi pan- what is tied round 
(compounding form!), Sakai aban cloth (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 173; 
!); ~ Khasi jympan girdle; ~ (*jrb- >) Mon həpàn skirting-board round outside of 
house (B; probably → Burmese khā:pan: skirting-board, monk’s girdle), (A) Gölar 
Bahnar həban (to put on) cloth skirt. 
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C: (Bahnaric, ?Mon) Mon hwɜǹ (in sense) coping [of well] (or D; ?); ~ Sre mbən to 
wrap [skirt &c.] round, Biat mban [woman] to put on [skirt]; ~ Bahnar abɛn 
(contaminated by Cham, below), Kontum bəbɛn skirt. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi jympien woman’s undergarment.  
Bahnar vocalism in C post-palatal, cf. 1054 *[s]yət. Note Mon həpàt belt; perhaps by 
back-borrowing ← Burmese khā:pat /khəbaʔ/, ultimately connected 1032 *bat 
to bind. 
Proto-Austronesian *a(N)bən: Cham apàn woman’s waistcloth, &c., Minangkabau 
Malay amban (& by metathesis ĕmban) breastband for knapsack, saddle-girth, 
Javanese ambĕn (to fasten) skirt-girdle (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-
Javanese). 
 
1174 *[j]baan; *[j]buun bridge, causeway.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Old Khmer svān, Modern Khmer spìːən (→ 
Thai tàpʰaan, sapʰaan), Kuy (th)phìːan bridge; ~ (*[j]rbaan >) Mon həpàn 
highway, (or Khmer →?) Stieng səbaːn bridge.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi pun to pave, to bridge over.  
Or *so-; then Kuy th- contaminated by Thai.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1175 *dbaan to climb, scale.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon dwān /dwan/ to assault, march against, Literary Mon dwān 
to assault, to climb, Modern Mon kwàn to climb, Khmer pìːən to climb, to march 
against. 
 
1176 *rbin; *rbən; *rban firm, secure. 
A: (Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Old Mon rbin /rbøn/, Modern Mon pɜǹ to be firm, secure (or 
B), Mương pền (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese bền durable; ~ (*rmb- >; or B) 
Late Middle Mon lamuin, Modern Mon kəmɜǹ constantly. 
B, C: (Khasi) Khasi lpan stoutly; by secondary derivation ~ pnen, pnan rigid.  
Add perhaps Khmer laṁbān', raṁbān' habit (GUESDON 1930) (B/C; cf. Mon kəmɜǹ); & 
by metathesis Biat nɔp (& knɔp!) firm, durable. But Connection uncertain Palaung 
mɯn to be secure (MILNE 1931). 
 
1177 *ɓan; *ɓaan interlaced. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) (Late Middle Mon tḅan [tḅoy] to be thronged contaminated by 910 
*tɓaɲ to twist (together), which compare,) Mon bɔn [boa] to be interlaced, to 
throng, Khmer pɔə̀n interlaced; ~ Khmer prəpɔə̀n interlaced, heaped up. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer pìːən [pìːə] to be on top of one another; ~ prəpìːən to pile on top of 
one another.  
heaped up &c. by attraction following.  
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‡1178 *ɓun; *ɓuun; *ɓə[ə]n; *ɓut to heap up. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Stieng bun; ~ Literary Mon thaḅuin, saḅuin to collect, 
amass (or C?), Biat rɓon to save (up). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Khmer vvan, Modern Khmer 
pùːn, Kuy phùːn to heap up, Biat buːn to heap up, to amass, Jeh boːn to stack 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Khasi bun /buun/ heap of leaves and branches for 
burning; → Thai pʰuun to heap up to overflowing; Toba Batak bun to be plentiful (cf. 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 35, *bun; or A); ~ Biat mbuːn heap, Mae Sariang moun 
quantity, (or C) Praok bɯn sum, total. 
C: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Umphai mbɯn quantity. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Biat but to have, possess, contain (?); ~ (*.nɓut >) Sre ɓut heap, 
stack, mound.  
Cf. preceding; & note Biat mbuc heap (< *.n[ɓ]uc); Riang-Lang ˉbuc heap, band, 
share, to heap (< *ɓuuc).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bunbun: Malay bumbun heaped up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 35; 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Tagalog doubtful, but other Tagalic cognates available); (ii) 
*ta(N)bun: Malay tambun heap, embankment, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125-6); (iii) 
*tiNbun: Malay timbun heap, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 136; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
See BENEDICT 1975 312; 299, gather… . (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 16.) 
 
1179 *[ ]ɓ[ɯə]n to get, obtain.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy bɯːn to get, obtain, to be able to, Kammu-Yuan 
pɯ̀an to get, to be able to, Palaung bɯn, Riang-Lang ¯bɔn, Praok pon to get, 
obtain.  
Kuy suggests *.ɓ-. 
 
1180 *[g]ɓan; *[g]ɓaan relation by marriage. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Bahnar ban spouse’s sibling’s spouse of same sex as speaker (in 
double marriage alliance); ~ (*[g]nɓan >) Kuy kman, Sre, Biat ɓan daughter-in-
law. 
B: (Mon) ~ Middle Mon gamān /gəm ̓an/, Modern Mon həman son-in-law.  
Derived perhaps by contraction *kuən ɓa(a)n; then cf. for Middle Mon g- 903 
*k/n/ɗiɲ. 
 
1181 *min to carry in arms.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon mìn; ~ Bahnar kəʔmin; ~ Old Mon [ʼboʼ] minmin 
?/mnmøn/ nurse.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50.) 
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1182 *m[ ]iən ring round haft of dah &c..  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mìən, Stieng miən, Biat mɛːn (→ Sre, → Röglai, 
meːn?).  
Or *mwiən, ~ 1208 *wiən coiled…? Sre may reflect a variant *m[ ]iin.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
1183 *man; *maan to be competent. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre man to be skilled, able. 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon mān [not] to be able, Modern Mon màn to win, to be able, 
Old Khmer mān, Modern Khmer mìːən to possess.  
Connect obscure Bahnar guaːɲ to be skilled, able (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46.) 
 
1184 *maan to work clay.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon mān /man/ potter’s establishment, Modern 
Mon màn, Kuy mìːan, Bahnar maːn to work clay.  
Connect A92 *mɔ(ɔ)n to mould? 
 
1185 *mun true, manifest.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _mɔn truly, definitely, 
Vietnamese mồn [một] to be clear, evident, manifest, Temiar mʉn true (BENJAMIN 
1976B 137). 
 
1186 *mun[ ]; *muunʔ; *muən[ ]; *muut pimple. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer mùn pimple, acne, Biat mun [ndɔŋ], Bahnar mun 
pimple; → Cham mun, North Röglai [cara]mũn. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung mun pimple (MILNE 1931), 
Vietnamese mụn boil, pimple; → Jarai muːn acne; ~ Mon kəmɔn paman!, Hre 
ʔmɔǹ, Sedang mɔn pimple. 
C: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan mɯ̀an, Central Nicobarese mɔːn pimple; → 
Acehnese muən. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese [nổi] mụt.  
Literary Mon spelling follows learned derivation from Sanskrit pāman. Connect Kuy 
mìɲ (< *məɲ?).  
(SMITH 1972 61.) 
 
†1187 *kmun; *kmuun; *kmuən sibling’s child. 
A: (Mon, ?Central Aslian) Old Mon kmun /kmøn/ nephew, Modern Mon mɛn sibling’s 
child, (probably, rather than B) Semang tĕmun nephew (i.e. Lanoh; (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 41), by vowel metathesis Temiar koman sibling’s child (BENJAMIN 
1976B 133).  
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok mun son’s wife; ~ (*knmuun >) Sre kəmoːn 
sibling’s child; → Jarai amɔn, Röglai kəmoːn sibling’s child. 
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C: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kuy kmɑːn, Stieng, Biat, Bahnar mɔːn 
sibling’s child, Jeh moːn, Halang moan nephew, Kammu-Yuan kəmɔ́ː n 
classificatory nephew, Central Nicobarese kəmoːən-[ʃi-yɔːl] cousin, Nancowry 
kamúansi family; ~ Chrau kəmɔːn sibling’s child; → Cham kamoːn, North Röglai 
kamuãn, Acehnese kömuən sibling’s child.  
~ 1127 *kuun &c. child? Cf. also 1497 *[g]m[uu]y &c. sibling’s child.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 50; BLOOD 1966 56; SMITH 1972 76.) 
Kharia ki'min daughter-in-law, &c. (PINNOW 1959 287; Proto-Munda *kɨmin?). 
 
1188 *sminʔ to feel kindly towards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon [chān] smin ?/smøn/ to have compassion for, 
Vietnamese mến to be fond of. 
 
1189 *[s][n]muən hog-plum, Spondias mangifera.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre səmoan (→ Röglai həmoan), Chrau səmuən hog-plum, 
Spondias mangifera, West Bahnar həmuən, East Bahnar səmuən kind of tree with 
edible leaves and fruit and medicinal bark (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi [soh] mon 
(compounding form!) kind of edible fruit resembling guava. 
 
1190 *yɔn to weaken, ebb.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer yùən to droop, go limp, Palaung yɔn [population] to 
dwindle (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang yɔn to be poor, Praok yɔn to fall back, retreat; ~ 
Lawa Bo Luang cɔn, Lawa Umphai con poor. 
 
‡1191 *[t]yun; *[t]yuun (to) swing. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[t]nyun >) Biat ɲhun to start [cradle] swinging. 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic) Mon cùn! [cɛà] baby’s swing, (~) Kuy yòːn [yìːa] swing, 
to swing; ~ Riang-Lang ¯ɲun to swing.  
Mon cùn, Kuy yìːa by opposite phrasal deformation? 
Proto-Austronesian *t[ ]-Saiun: Iban tayun swing, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 115, 
*(CtT)ayu(nN); Proto-Hesperonesian); ~ *Saiun to swing (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13, 
*cajun; add Bikol hayon hayon to swing arms, &c.; → Sre əyun sling cradle, to 
swing, Bahnar aɲun hammock). 
 
1192 *riən to learn.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer rìən, Kuy rìːn, Stieng riən, Biat rɛːn; 
probably → Thai rian, → Lawa Bo Luang hlian, Lawa Umphai hrian, Mae 
Sariang hian. 
 
1193 *run; *ruun Maranta dichotoma reed. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rùn. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau ruːn giant reed.  
Connect by metathesis Khasi nor reed? 
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1194 *[b]ruun (& *[b]run?) intestinal worm.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon pərùn! (by spelling pronunciation? 
barun, mrun), Khmer prùːn, Kuy phrùːn, Stieng brun (< variant? BLOOD 1966 
has bruːn), Chrau vruːn, Biat bruːn.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese trùn worm.  
(BLOOD 1966 340.) 
 
†1195 *linʔ (& *liin[ ]?) to trample.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon lɜǹ to tread on; ~ Mon plɒn to thresh by 
driving cattle or buffaloes over, (variant, or contaminated by 1162 *peen) Biat 
pleːn to thresh by trampling; ~ (*[l]nlinʔ >) Vietnamese nện to trample, ram 
down.  
Cf. 1153a *t1een to tread. 
Sora 'ale(ː)n- to thresh by trampling. 
 
1196 *[ ]liin fat.  
A: (Bahnaric) → Röglai liːn fat, robust; ~ Sre kəniːn, kənin fat, robust, Biat ŋleːn fat; 
~ Bahnar pleːn fat.  
Connect perhaps (*drlən >?) Khmer [trəlùk]-trəlùən to be fat, plump. 
 
†1197 *liən to apply manual pressure.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lèn to stuff, cram in; ~ (*[l]nliən >) Palaung 
niən to strangle, throttle, (MILNE 1931) to roll [rice] into a ball.  
Santali lin to press with the hands, &c.  
(PINNOW 1959 335). 
 
1198 *laan to be deceitful.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon làn; ~ Khasi phlan to flatter, cheat, to pretend.  
Praok len to deceive is perhaps ← Shan lɛń. 
 
1199 *lən; *l[a]n time (quantifier). 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lần. 
B: (Mon) Mon lòn lan (or *luən?). 
 
‡1200 *lun (?); *luən; *lən (& *lan?) to pass, to exceed.  
A: (Palaungic; probably, rather than B) Lawa Bo Luang loan, Lawa Umphai lɔn very. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon l(w)on /lon/ to elapse, be past, to 
surpass, exceed, exceedngly, Modern Mon lòn also to go past, Praok luan to go past, 
to pass, escape, Vietnamese luồn to pass, sneak [through], slip underneath; ~ Riang-
Lang ¯pluan to project; → Shan pū̀n to exceed. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer lùən very, excessive (ly), (*lan >?) Biat 
lan past, ago.  
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Cf. Sre lin to exceed & Nancowry lián to reach, (-la) to overtake.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
Proto-Austronesian *lauan to overtake: Singhi rawan, Maranao laoan (BLUST 1970 
no. 238; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1201 *lu[u]n; *luən to swallow. 
A: (Khasi, North & South Aslian) Sakai lŭt (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
526); ~ Khasi klun to gobble, gulp, swallow, Besisi gĕloyt, gĕloyn to swallow (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
B: (Bahnaric) Biat rwan (with r- by levelling on derivation), Stieng luən, Sre loan, 
Bahnar luan, luɔn to swallow; ~ Biat rŋuan to swallow; mouthful.  
Kuy & Bru have lɯ̀ːn & Pakoh loːn, ← or contaminated by Thai klʉʉn. Connect 1088 
*t1luət &c.? 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *lunlun: Malay lulun, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 99); (ii) *tələn: 
Malay tĕlan, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134). See BENEDICT 1975 402-3. 
  
‡1201a *luun; *luən round, to roll. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng luːn to roll (up), turn back, wrap up, Biat loːn to roll 
(up) (v.t.), Khasi lun [pyllun] perfectly round; ~ (*t1luun >) Biat kloːn to roll (up) 
(v.t), roll into a ball; ~ Khasi tyllun to roll (v.i.); ~ Chrau təkloːn to roll up by 
secondary derivation; ~ Khasi pyllun (large and) round. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) ~ Stieng ləpuən ball of thread &c.; ~ 
(*bluən >?) Vietnamese tròn to be round; ~ Khasi pyllon (small and) round; (?) 
~ Mon [to] pəlon skein; ~ Bru kalɒːn to roll into a ball.  
Cf. Mon lɜ ̀lìn to roll. 
Proto-Austronesian *l1uluƚ: Toba Batak lulun rolled up, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 99, 
*lulun; DAHL 1973 § 15.5, 7-8). Cf. Li *bluan round, BENEDICT 1975 367. 
 
1202 *luən; *lən to go, proceed. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon l(w)on /lon/ to go in procession, Modern Mon lòn to go from 
place to place. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _lan to go; ~ (*lnlən >) Praok nɛn to accede, come on [to].  
SCHMIDT 1905 58 compares Khmer lùn to canter. 
 
1203 *[k]lun tadpole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre klun (→ Röglai klut), Chrau [kɔːn] klɯn; ~ (*[k]plun >) Bahnar 
plun.  
Cf. 1793 *luul.  
(SMITH 1972 60.) 
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1204 *jlan; *jlaan restless. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese trằn to roll, toss (in sleep). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klàn to be restless, fidget, Khmer chlìːən incoherent, garrulous 
(TANDART 1935), (— -pìːən) aggressive, threatening. 
 
†1205 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *t1ulan >) *t1lan; *t1laan python. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) 
Mon klɔn, Old Khmer tlann, Modern Khmer thlan, Sre, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar klan, 
Lawa Bo Luang [saʔəɯŋ], kləɯŋ, Lawa Umphai [saʔoiɲ] klən, Khasi thlen, ʼlen, 
Vietnamese trăn python, by vowel metathesis Cheʼ Wong, Jah Hut talun snake; → 
Cham, Röglai klan, Jarai tlan, klan, North Röglai tlat, Acehnese [ulöə] lhan 
python. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese tulaːn python, Nancowry tulán.  
(SHAFER 1965 89; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 321.) 
By metathesis Sora tunal-['ɟaːd-] python. 
 
1206 *pliin marvellous, to marvel.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*p[p]liin >) Sre pəliːn miracle, magic act (→ Röglai); ~ (*p[r]liin 
>) West Bahnar pəleːn to be wide-eyed, look startled (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1207 *slin; *sliən to go up. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương lênh (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese lên; ~ (*splin >?) 
Mương trênh (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese trên (to be) above, on. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan lian (to go) out; ~ Praok klian to lift. 
 
†1208 *win; *wiin; *wiən; *wən[ʔ]; *wan; *waan coiled, to wind, bend. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar win curve, eddy (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central 
Nicobarese [en]-win (a)round. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [en]-weɛnə zigzag. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Khmer vìən, Bahnar 
wɛːn to curl up; ~ Mon kəwen to be curly, Khmer krəviən to roll up, curl up, 
Central Sakai kör-yuwen to be curly, (~?) Vietnamese khuyên circle, ring. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Chrau wən to wear, Biat wɔn [man] to put on 
[waistcloth]; ~ (*kwənʔ >? *kpwən >?) Vietnamese quấn to be rolled round, to 
roll round. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer vɔə̀n to 
put round, Bahnar wan to roll up [e.g. thread], Vietnamese vằn [vèo] to be winding, 
tortuous (& oằn-[oại] to squirm, writhe), Central Nicobarese [en]-wən-[hələ] to 
wind, coil (v.t.), Nancowry hawəǹ to roll; ~ Kammu-Yuan kwán to wind [thread 
&c.]; ~ Lawa Umphai [maŋ]mon circular. 
F: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang wɯan to roll, wind.  
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F secondary. Add perhaps following; A98 *wan to wear round neck…; & as derivatives 
*pwənʔ = 1164 *p[ ]ən[ ] to wind, coil; *mwiən = 1182 *m[ ]iən ring round 
haft… . For Vietnamese vấn to coil round see *p[ ]ən[ ]; for vặn to wring…, 931 
*waɲʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
(?) Kharia ũĩ to twist, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 317; or : 931 *wiɲ &c.?). 
 
1208a *wiin; *wiən crippled, deformed. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer khvɤn cripple, crippled, Biat khwiːn disabled, 
infirm. 
B: (Mon, Khasi; ~ *lwiən >?) Mon wèn to be crooked, deformed; ~ (*lmwiən >) 
Mon kəmèn cripple, Khasi lymmen digitless extremity.  
= preceding? 
 
1209 *kwan to grip, hold.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre kuan to clench, grip with [hand] (DOURNES 1950), Biat kwan to hold, 
Bahnar kuan to grasp and hold; ~ (*knwan >) Sre kəman to grip with [hand].  
(SHAFER 1965 47.) 
 
1210 *swaan nerve, sinew, tendon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat chwaːn, Bahnar huaːn; ~ Chrau sənwaːn vein, tendon.  
(SMITH 1972 64.) 
 
1211 *san in high degree.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Middle Mon san very, indeed, certainly, 
Bahnar [suk] san perfect [contentment] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok hun, Lawa 
Bo Luang həɯŋ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang hən (by attraction 1219 *hə(ə)n) to 
be many; ~ Khmer sban clear, certain, sure, clearly… .  
Connect obscure Khmer sùn most, very (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
 
1212 *[s]əən to wedge.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre səːn to wedge, peg, West Bahnar tsən̄, tsēn to raise with wedges 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
  
1213 *suun; *suən to mould, cast in a mould. 
A: (Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer soːn to shape, mould [clay, wax, &c.], (?) Chrau 
suːn to bear [child]. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon s(w)on /son/, Modern Mon son to cast in a mould; → Old 
Burmese swan, Modern Burmese swan:.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26.) 
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1214 *suun; *suən; *sən five. 
A: (Mon, South Aslian) late Old Mon sūnna /sun/ in compounds five, Modern Mon 
[cɔh] sɔn fif[teen]; (by contraction *muəy suun one five) ~ Old Mon mṣūn, 
Modern Mon pəsɔn, Sakai mĕsogn five (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
158). 
B: (Palaungic; so by contraction ~) Praok phuan, Lawa Bo Luang phoan, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang phɔn. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang ¯han, (by counting deformation on saw four?) Khasi 
san; (by contraction) ~ Palaung phən.  
Cf. Kuy səːŋ.  
(SHAFER 1965 365.) 
 
(*rnsən, *rnsuun, *rnsuən see 1421 *rmsuum nest.) 
 
1215 *hiən asthma.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Sre hian asthma, tuberculosis (→ Röglai), Biat hian 
asthma, Bahnar hiɛn to cough, Bru hɛñ, Vietnamese [bịnh] hen asthma. 
 
1216 *haan goose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan háːn, Palaung, Lawa Bo Luang han 
goose, Khasi han duck; ↔ Thai hàan goose, swan, Lao haan, Shan hǎn goose; ~ 
Mon əhan goose (< *ŋəhan by popular etymology < *ŋhaan < *hnhaan, cf. 
Late Old Mon ṅa- onomatopoeic prefix?); ~ (*kuən haan > *kŋhaan >?) 
Khmer khŋaːn (→ Biat kŋaːn), Kuy ŋaːn, Kammu-Yuan ŋàːn goose.  
Connected further Sre, Röglai tahən; Cham liŋɯːn. POU & JENNER 1973 no. 201 
derive Khmer from prefix + Ancient Chinese ŋan 雁 wild goose; whence doubtless 
Vietnamese ngan swan, wild goose. 
 
1217 *ha[a]n place.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon hān /han/, 
Thin hɛn (!; contaminated by Thai hɛŋ̀?); usually weak forms: Old Mon han 
/hən/, Literary Mon huin, han, Sre hə locative particle, Khmuʼ haʔ to, at, Palaung 
ha place, Riang-Lang _ha, in compounds ha- place; where; at, on, to, Praok ha- in 
haktɛ earth, territory, Khasi ha locative particle, Besisi ha at, in, to… (i.e. Mah 
Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 178 (c)), Central Nicobarese ən- at, to.  
Add as derivation 1222 *[t]haan time? 
 
1218 *haan to die.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan háːn; ~ pháːn to kill; ~ Biat phaːn corpse. 
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1219 *hən; *həən to grow, to increase. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hən to grow in height, Riang-Lang ¯han to be long. 
B: (Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Thin hɤn more, Mương (BARKER 1966 12), 
Vietnamese hơn to surpass, be more than; ~ Khasi byrhien [people] in large numbers 
(IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.).  
Cf. Proto-Semai *hiidn to grow taller (DIFFLOTH 1977). But connection dubious 
following 
 
1220 *h[ɔ]n; *h[ɔɔ]n to grow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng hɔn, Sre hon [plants] to grow (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy hɑːn to sprout, Sre hoːn, Chrau, Biat hɔːn, Central Rölöm 
hɷan [plants] to grow, Bahnar hɔːn to grow.  
Connection dubious preceding.  
(BLOOD 1966 53.) 
 
1221 *khɔn thick, to congeal.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon khɔn [liquids] to be muddy, dirty, viscous, thick, Khmer khɔn to 
congeal, become viscous, to crystallize.  
Note Burmese khan: to be dried up, referred at BENEDICT 1972 166 n. 444 to Tibeto-
Burman *ka(ˑ)n (: Ancient Chinese kan 乾 dry, ib. 191). But separate Kammu-
Yuan khun dregs, Thin khŭn to be dirty, muddy (< *ksun?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
 
†1222 *[t]haan time.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre thaːn; ~ (*[t]phaan or *[t]mhaan >) Palaung 
phan (MILNE 1931), Praok [ju] phan.  
Riang-Lang pɑn era is ← Shan pɑ́n. ~ 1217 *ha[a]n place? 
Remo tam-[me] (PINNOW 1959 184; ?). 
 
†1223 *dhaan branch, palm-frond.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thìːən [slɤk] palm-frond, Biat thaːn branch, fork, Kontum 
Bahnar thaːn branch (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 789 *dhaaŋ, with similar semantics. 
Proto-Austronesian *daqan: Malay dahan, Cham thaːn branch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
41, *[dḍ]ahan; SHORTO 1975 92 n. 27).  
See BENEDICT 1975 240-1. 
 
1224 *ʔap; *ʔaap to suffer constraint. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[p]nʔap >) Biat ɗap to master, subdue. 
B: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Literary Mon ’āp to be constrained by, Bahnar 
aːp [not] difficult; since, by the effort of (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; ?); ~ Old Mon pʼāp 
/pʔap/ to compel, hold in subjection, Vietnamese áp-[oức &c.] to oppress.  
Connect Bahnar pəɛːp to subjugate. 
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1225 *ʔap; *ʔaap; *ʔəp dark, to shade. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer ʔap mist, darkness, to obscure (→ Cham ʼap n.), Palaung 
əp to be dark (probably, rather than C), Riang-Lang ¯əp shadow, to overshade. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Palaung ap to be dark, Central Nicobarese 
aːp to close lid, Nancowry ʔáp to be shut; ~ West Bahnar aaːp shady retreat 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Palaung iʔap darkness. 
C: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan əp̀ cloudy, Central Nicobarese ɤb mist, fog, (— 
cəkaː) overcast sky.  
Cf. 1268 *yup &c. overcast sky. 
 
(*ʔuup see 1295 *haap to eat.) 
 
1226 *kʔip; *[k]ʔiip; *kʔiəp; *kʔə[ ]p; *kʔup; *kʔaip; *khaip centipede. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau kəʔɯp; ~ Sre kərip. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat eːp, Jeh kajip, Halang gəjiːp, Kammu-Yuan 
kəʔíːp, (!) Lawa Bo Luang saʔaic, Lawa Umphai saʔaip. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar kəɛːp, Proto-Semai 
*kʔɛɛp (DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese kəeːəp, Nancowry kaʔiáp; (or D) ~ 
Khasi nep [har-har]. 
D, E: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kɯəːp, kə̀ː p, Biat op. 
F, G: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer kʔaep, Kuy (kh)hɛːp, Bru kahiːp.  
E secondary from D, F-G from C. Lawa s- obscure. Cf. Thin kəʔ̆it (beside kəʔ̆ip 
scorpion), Besisi kīʼīt (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 66, which see).  
(SHAFER 1965 360; SMITH 1972 184.) 
 
1227 *cʔaap smelling of fish.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔaːp smelling of fish, Biat [ɓɔːu criʔ ɓɔːu] aːp to 
stink; ~ (*cnʔaap >) Chrau cənɗaːp smelling of fish.  
 
1228 *rʔip; *rʔiip; *rʔiəp to close [eyes]. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi [khap]-rip to wink; ~ (*rnʔip >) Sre by sandhi ɲim 
[mat] to close [eyes], Bahnar ʔɲip to blink, wink, Khasi [khap] ngip to close eyes; 
by secondary derivation ~ Khasi khrip to look with eyes half closed, wink. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Stieng riːp (or A?), Praok yip to close 
[eyes]; → Shan yɛp̄ to blink; ~ Biat ɲeːp to close [eyes], Lawa Bo Luang hɲip, 
Lawa Umphai rahɲip to close, shut; ~ (*rrʔiip >) Mon hərɛp to wink; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khasi khrib(-khrib) twinkling. 
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C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bahnar tɛp-tɛp 
to blink, tɛːp, Thin yap, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai yiap to close eyes; ~ 
(*rnʔiəp by palatal absorption >) Chrau ɲəːm [mat] to close [eyes] (by sandhi, 
with secondary lengthening), Vietnamese nhấp [nháy] to blink, wink, twinkle (& 
nhắm [mắt] to close [eyes], by sandhi & phrasal assonance), Central Nicobarese 
ɲəp- to wink, blink, Nancowry ɲóp [~ ɲəṕ]; ~ (*rpʔiəp >) Khmer phʼiəp to move 
[lips] nervously, to blink (GUESDON 1930); by secondary derivation ~ (i) Literary 
Mon thaʼep to close, shut (probably), Thin kən̆ʔyŏp to close mouth, Palaung 
kənɲəp to close [eyes], to wink, blink (MILNE 1931); (ii) Palaung kənʔiəp [ŋay] 
wink. 
 
†‡1229 *sʔaap to yawn.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) 
Bahnar kəaːp (!; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 həaːp), Jeh kaʔaːp, Halang kəʔaːp (or < 
derivation?), Riang-Lang ¯hɑp; → Jarai həaːp; ~ (*snʔaap >) Mon həap, Khmer 
sŋaːp, Kuy ŋʔaːp, Sre ŋgap, Chrau ŋgaːp, Biat ŋgaːp [bic], Bahnar kəʔŋaːp 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63 hŋaːp), Thin hŋap, Lawa ŋaːp to yawn, Khasi sngab gills, 
Central Nicobarese hiŋ-aːp yawn, Nancowry hiŋáp; → Röglai ŋgap, North Röglai 
samaʔãːʔ to yawn; probably Thai ŋáp [mouth] opening and closing rapidly. 
Cf. Palaung hiəp.  
(SMITH 1972 197.) 
(Connect) Kharia aŋ-gɔʼb-ɖaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 373a; Sora has ɑ(ˑ)ŋ-'eːm-dɑː-, 
oeːbo).  
Proto-Austronesian *Suab: Malay uap, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 428; add as prefixed 
forms (i, *təɣ[ ]-Suab) to belch, DEMPWOLFF 1938 133, *təɣab, less Tagalog; with 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *təR2R2ab, NOTHOFER 1975 77; Bikol tig-áb, &c.; (ii) 
Acehnese göröʔɔb, gömöʔɔb to belch). Cf. further *[ ]aŋap to open mouth, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 15; *Səgab to gasp for air, DEMPWOLFF 1938 63 (Proto-
Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 427. 
 
1230 *[s]ʔəp (to) sweat.  
A: (Khasi, Central Aslian) Khasi sʼep sweat, to sweat, Sakai sĕöpn sweat (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 533); ~ Sakai seng[ʼ]öp to sweat (i.e. Semai; ib.). 
 
†‡1231 *kap; *kaap to bite. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, North & Central Aslian) Kuy, Chrau, Bunör, 
Biat, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang, Kensiu kap, Temiar kab; ~ Central Sakai kikap to 
bite; ~ (*[k]rkap >) Khmer trəkap to snap up (TANDART 1935; beside trəkùp!); ~ 
Khasi jkap snapping with teeth, jkep to bite with teeth. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [op]-kaːp-[hətə], kaːpə to bite, Nancowry ʔupkəṕ, 
~ kanəṕ tooth.  
(SHAFER 1965 9; BLOOD 1966 356; SMITH 1972 191; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 227-8.) 
Sora kaːb- (& küb-, kib-), Mundari haʼb, &c. (PINNOW 1959 294).  
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(Proto-Austronesian *kabkab) Pangasinan kabkáb to gnaw, Pampangan kabkáb to 
bite. 
 
1232 *kap to fasten.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi khap to fasten, close; ~ Sre bəkap to fasten.  
Cf. 1240 *p-gap to join. 
 
1233 *kaap chin.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːp, Riang-Lang ¯kɑp, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kap; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgap.  
(SHAFER 1965 9.) 
 
1234 *kəp time.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon kup, kip /køp/, Modern Mon 
kɒp time, Bahnar kəp moment, Palaung kəp time (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang 
_kap[si] [to]morrow, Khasi khep occasion, time, turn. 
 
1235 *k[ɔɔ]p (& *kɔp?); *k[a]p; *kaap tortoise, turtle. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng koːp swamp turtle, Sre kop (< *kɔp?) small species of terrestrial 
tortoise, Chrau, Biat kɔːp tortoise, Bahnar kɔːp tortoise, tortoise shell, Jeh koːp, 
Halang koap turtle. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung kəp kəp tortoise (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese kaːp turtle, Nancowry kap (or B?).  
A conceivably by secondary labialization.  
(SHAFER 1965 11; SMITH 1972 202.) 
 
†‡1236 *[c]kiip; *ckiəp, *t[1]kiəp; *ckap, *t1kap; *[c]kuəp to pinch, grip.  
A: (Palaungic) Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sakaip narrow. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon kep skep to pinch, 
grip with claws, Khmer kiəp to grip with tongs (or = kìəp < 1239 *giəp, which 
connect?), thkiəp to grip with claws or tongs, Khmuʼ kɛːp to grip with tongs, Thin 
skɛp̆ to carry under arm, Lawa Bo Luang kheap narrow; ~ (*.nkiəp >) Kuy ŋkiːp 
to pick up with tongs &c., pick fruit with forked pole, Biat ncɛːp to carry on hip; ~ 
Khmer dɔŋkiəp, tɔŋkiəp claws, tongs; ~ (*cmkiəp >?) Praok [sikhɔp] sigɛp 
narrow; ~ (*crkiəp >) Middle Mon sakep (with s- by levelling on simplex), 
Modern Mon həkep, Khmuʼ srkɛːp, Lawa Bo Luang sakeap, Lawa Umphai sakɛp 
tongs; by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar nɛp̄ tongs (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer thkap to grip with tongs, 
Vietnamese cắp to carry under arm; ~ Biat ŋkap to grip with tongs, Khasi tyngkhap 
to insert between, place under arm, hide (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), Mương cắp 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese gắp to pick up with chopsticks; ~ Khmer dɔŋkap, 
Biat ŋkap tongs; ~ Sre səkap tongs (→ Röglai); by secondary derivation ~ Khasi 
nap tongs. 
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D: (Palaungic) by secondary derivation ~ Praok sikhɔp narrow.  
A similar initial alternance is suspected in following. Connected further 1312 *ckiəm 
&c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26, 28; cf. SHAFER 1965 49, 318; SMITH 1972 185.) 
Sora 'sakab- to grip (v.i.) ~ sab'kaˑb-, 'sakkaˑb- to grip with tongs ~ 'sakkab-['laːŋ-
ən] tongs ~ sənabkaˑbo tongs.  
Proto-Austronesian *t'i(N)kəp: Malay sikap close-fitting, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 153; 
incorporating *t'i(N)kap to grasp, ib., cf. Cebuano Bisayan síkup kind of bird of 
prey, = Malay burong sikap). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 59.) 
 
†‡1237 *ckup, (?) *dkup; *ckuup; *ckuəp; *ckəp; *ckəəp, *[d]kəəp; *ckap; 
*[c]gəp to cover.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Sre kup to take, seize, catch, Biat kop to put 
lid on, cover over, Khasi kop, skop cover; ~ Temiar cɛrkʉb to close (BENJAMIN 
1976B 158); (→ Burmese dukuṭ monk’s shawl); (or *[c]g-?) by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi knup rainshield. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese koːp-[hətə] to close hand, 
Nancowry ʔupkũp to fold arms against cold &c.; ~ Kammu-Yuan səŋkúːp to cover 
e.g. with net; ~ Chrau nkoːp husk. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy kɑːp to catch, hold, arrest, Bru kɔɔp. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Mon kɒp to catch with a fish-
basket, Literary Mon skuip to cover (or, with derivatives), Khmer kɔp to bury, hide 
by burying, Central Sakai köp to get, catch; ~ Middle Mon sakuip, Modern Mon 
həkɒp lid, Central Sakai jĕrkop cover; (?) ~ Old Mon dukup /dəkøp/ chief, 
Literary Mon dakuip also lid, cover, Modern Mon həkɒp; ~ Proto-Nyah Kur 
*[c]əŋkəp cover, lid (DIFFLOTH 1984 V163a); ~ Temiar cɛnkəb lid (BENJAMIN 
1976B 146); ~ Khmer bɔŋkɔp to bury, hide by secondary derivation, (~?) 
Vietnamese gấp to fold, to close [book]; (or F/G?) ~ Nicobaric hakəṕŋacaʔ to 
cover sth. tightly. 
E: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gəːp rock shelter, overhead cover (< *[d]k-); ~ Biat ŋkəːp field 
shelter, Chrau səkəːp lean-to, shed. 
F: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian) Sre kap quantifier for clothes (DOURNES 
1950), Khasi skap husk, Central Sakai kap to get, catch. 
G: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon kɜp̀ to cover, Riang-Lang _kap to put on, 
wear; ~ Bahnar həgəp cave.  
A similar init. alternance in preceding; but *dk- perhaps by metathesis < 1261 *k-
ɗup &c.; or ← Austronesian *takub, &c., below. Add A102 *kəp to wait, lie in 
wait for?  
(SHAFER 1965 529.) 
Sora kub- to be covered up, iŋ'kub- to put on a cover or veil.  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *kubkub: Javanese kukub covered, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); connected further *ta(N)kub to cover; lid (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 128); *təkub to cover, shut (BLUST 1973 no. 109; Proto-Hesperonesian); 
*tu(N)kup to cover. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 142); *tikup to shut, close (BLUST 1973 no. 
114; Proto-Hesperonesian); &c.; (ii) *kəbkəb: Javanese kĕkĕb lid, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 76-7; Proto-Hesperonesian); connected *təkəp to cover; 
covering (BLUST 1973 no. 108; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 258-9. 
 
(*t[1]kiəp, *t1kap see 1236 *[c]kiip to pinch, grip; *[d]kəəp, *dkup see above.) 
 
†1238 *[p]kup; *[p]kuup; *[p]kuəp; *pkap inverted, face down.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng kuːp to bend down, hide, to turn upside down (or B), Bahnar kup to 
bow, greet respectfully; face down; ~ Chrau ŋkup face down, prone, Biat ŋkop to 
turn over on one’s face, (— ŋkeːŋ) to overturn, (~? by secondary derivation?) 
Bahnar səkup to be upside down. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯kup to fall prone; (by secondary derivation?) ~ 
Palaung səkup, Riang-Lang ¯səkup to overturn; ~ Kammu-Yuan səŋkúːp to turn 
upside down, Riang-Lang ¯sənkup to overturn, Praok gup to fall prone. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar [kup] kɔp [to lie] face down (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Proto-Semai *kɔɔp to lie (face down) (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
D: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer phkap to turn upside down, to lie face down; ~ (?Old Mon 
puʼkap /pəkɔp/,) Modern Mon həkɔp to overt, turn upside down.  
Or *kup &c., *kap kap > *pkap?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10, 16.) 
Proto-Austronesian *taNkub: Malay tangkop face down, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128; & 
variants, in *-p also, usually glossed to cover; cf. preceding). Cf. also Malay lukup, 
lungkup inverted, capsized, Acehnese lungkɔb [to lie] face down.  
Senses face down, to overturn may be limited to Sumatra & Java languages; then ← or 
contaminated by Mon-Khmer? 
 
†1239 *giəp; *gap; *gaap to grip, squeeze. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer kìəp (TANDART 1935; & thkìəp, 
= or contaminated by thkiəp < 1236 *tkiəp, which connect), Stieng giəp, 
Bahnar gɛːp (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung giəp to grip with tongs, Vietnamese 
kẹp to press, squeeze. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Vietnamese cặp to nip, grip, Nancowry 
kəṕ to hold; ~ Biat ŋgap to press, squeeze. 
C: (Khmer, Nicobaric) Khmer kìːəp to press, squeeze, Central Nicobarese [hə]-kaːpi-
[yənde] to grasp.  
Cf. Thai kʰîip to grip with tongs or claws; ← a variant *giip? Connected further 1242 
*[t]ga(a)p fork, clamp, to clamp.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; SHAFER 1965 49.) 
Sora gɑb-['tur-] to hold between fingers or in fork, to pinch (or : *[t]ga(a)p?).  
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POU & JENNER 1973 no. 168 cite Ancient Chinese ɣiep 挾 to press, clasp under the arm, 
pinch, carry… . 
 
‡1240 *gap; *gaap; *gup fit, fitting, sufficient. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old 
Mon gap /gɔp/ to be fit for, fit to, pleasing to, Modern Mon kòp to suffice, (— kò) 
ought, to be fit to, Old Khmer gap, Modern Khmer kɔə̀p fitting, Bahnar gap just 
enough (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang gap enough, Jeh gap adequately, Praok 
kup to suffice; → Cham kàp enough, just right, Jarai gap to suffice, North Röglai 
gap [si] enough; ~ (*pgap >) Middle Mon pagap [gwor] to make fit, Modern Mon 
pəkòp to put together, join, to harness, Khmer phkɔə̀p to please, to adapt, adjust, (or 
*pgaap >, with secondary shortening) Sre gap to tie together; ~ Khmer caṅgāp' 
joint (GUESDON 1930) (cf. usual dɔŋkɔə̀p &c.), (or B?) Central Sakai janggap hip. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng gaːp to suffice, Biat gaːp suitable, enough, Central 
Nicobarese kaːp-[tuələ] tight [knot], Nancowry hakəp to fix, to fit; ~ Kontum 
Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) bəgaːp to harness together; growing together. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung gɯp enough.  
C secondary. To join by attraction 1232 *kap to fasten? Cf. following, & Khmer kùːəp 
fold, to join.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gənəp (sc. *g/ən/əp): Malay gĕnap complete…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 54; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
But connection dubious Sora a(ˑ)b- to fit, to be fit. 
 
1241 *gəp; *gap friend, to associate. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kùp gap' to associate with, meet, Sre gəp friend, 
Biat gɔp I; (?) → Cham kɔẁʔ kin, one another, Röglai gəu friend, North Röglai gəʔ 
sibling, Acehnese gɔb person, people; ~ (*gməp >) Biat mɔp to meet. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Central Rölöm gap friend (BLOOD 1976), 
Khasi [ïa] kap to make an alliance, meet friends with; ~ Mương cặp (BARKER 1966 
23), Vietnamese gặp to meet.  
B by attraction preceding? Or A contaminated by (rather than →) Indonesian? 
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1242 *'[t]gap; *[t]gaap fork, clamp, to clamp. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi kap prong; by secondary derivation (?) ~ khnap 
cloven hoof; ~ (*g[r]nap >) Bahnar gənap reinforced rim of basket, binding. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kèp gāp fork of tree, to be 
forked, to sit astride, Khmer kaːp frame, crucible tongs, cramp-iron (& by levelling on 
derivation, below, Khmer thgāp to keep [legs] pressed together) (GUESDON 1930), 
Stieng gaːp to take in tongs, clamp, Sre gap (or < A?) to fasten [thatch, rim of 
basket &c.], Jeh gaːp to hold with slit stick (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979) (& Bahnar gaːp 
to bind rim of basket &c., to hold or fasten with clamp; ← Jeh, or < *g-?), Palaung 
gap to affix, Vietnamese cạp rim, edge, to edge mat; → Cham kàʔ, Jarai gaːp, 
North Röglai gaʔ to bind rim of basket &c.; ~ Khmer prəkìːəp fork (!; GUESDON 
1930 has tragāp); by secondary derivation (?) ~ (*g[r]n- >) Sre gənap bamboo 
fastening of thatch or basket (DOURNES 1950; or A?), Jeh kanaːp split stick, Halang 
gənaːp sticks for roasting fish; (or A?) → North Röglai ganãʔ frame of rim of basket.  
Connect 1239 *giəp &c. to grip, squeeze, with which there is contamination; so 
*ga(a)p, if to be constructed as variants, are secondary. POU & JENNER no. 168 cite 
Ancient Chinese kap 挾 to press, clasp under the arm, pinch, carry, kap 夾 to press 
from two sides, squeeze, kap 梜 pincers, chopsticks.  
Sora gɑb-['tur-] to hold between fingers… is more probably : 1239 *ga(a)p.  
(SHAFER 1965 109; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 59.) 
  
1242a *ŋ[a]p; *ŋaap; *ŋuup (early) morning.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok [pon] ŋɔp (!)morning, Lawa ŋɔp early morning. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang ŋap to get up early, Khasi ngab early in the 
morning. 
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋup morning; ~ Mae Sariang saʔŋaup dawn.  
Praok perhaps < *ŋuəp; back vocalism secondary. 
 
1243 *cap; *caap; *ciəp; *cip; *cup to seize. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer, Middle Khmer cap to seize, 
catch, Stieng cap to take, accept, Semai I cap to hold; → Thai càp; ~ Biat map 
prey. 
B: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy caːp to catch, hold, between forefinger and thumb, Central 
Nicobarese [op]-ʃaːpə to seize. 
C: (North Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Kintaq Bong cɛp, Jah Hut cɛːp to hold; ~ 
(*.ciəp by palatal absorption > *.cəp >) Bahnar cɛp to take hold of. 
D: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer cɤp to take a pinch of; ~ Kammu-Yuan ɲip to catch. 
E: (Bahnaric) ~ Chrau ɲup to take, Biat ɲup to seize; ~ Bahnar cup to seize with claws, 
take between fingers (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
C-E secondary. Bahnar ultimately < *pcap < *cap cap?  
(SHAFER 1965 361; BLOOD 1966 163; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 49 (a).) 
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1243a *[ʔ]caap kind of small bird.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer caːp sparrow, Kuy [cɛːm] caːp weaver bird, 
Ploceus philippinus, Bahnar caːp paddy-field pipit, Anthus novae-seelandiae richardi. 
 
1244 *[ʔ]cuup; *[ʔ]cuəp; *[ʔ]ciəp to put on, wear.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung cup, Praok cɯp, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang caup to wear. 
B: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi sop to cover, wrap, thatch; ~ Central Nicobarese opcuəp 
woman’s waistcloth, Nancowry (ʔu)cɯ́ap.  
C: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [hai]-ciəp-[hətə] to put on [woman’s waistcloth]; ~ 
opciəp woman’s waistcloth.  
C probably secondary. Note also Bru səp, sup to wear [ring] (or rather 1245?). 
 
(*kciip see 1252a *[k]ti[ ]p cockroach… .) 
 
1244a *krcaap scales of fish.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng krəsaːp, Chrau gəsaːp, Biat rchaːp, (Bahnar kəcaːp ←?) Jeh 
kacaːp, Halang kəcaːp.  
(SMITH 1972 195.) 
 
†‡1245 *bciip; *bciəp; *bcəp; *bcap; *bcaip; *bcup; *bcuup; *bcuəp to adjoin, 
adhere. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon cip to be set edge to edge (→ Burmese cip), Bahnar jiːp 
joined edge to edge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi bsiap to put between two things, to insert, siap to insert, 
(~?) Palaung siəp to pile neatly, to lay [one thing] on another in a pile (MILNE 
1931). 
C: (Khmer, Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang ˉsap to put in, on; → Shan shɑ̄p to thrust into; 
~ Khmer pracap' to cohere (GUESDON 1930). 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Old Mon cap /cɔp/, 
Modern Mon cɔp, Khmer cɔə̀p to adhere, Biat cap to fasten together, Sre cap to 
fasten together; bundle, sheaf, Palaung cəp to affix (or < C, or ← Burmese), Khasi 
bsap to mix with, to insert, Vietnamese chắp to join, assemble; → Cham caʔ to tie 
together, Jarai cap to tie up; Burmese cap to join, → Shan sɑ̀p to be connected with, 
whence ultimately Riang-Lang tərcɑp (tər- reciprocal) to be connected with, to 
connect; by secondary derivation ~ Mon phyɔp, Khmer phcɔə̀p to join. 
E: (Kuy, Khmuic) ~ Kuy cɛːp [shut] tight; by secondary derivation ~ Kammu-Yuan 
tərsáːp [òm] confluence. 
F: (Palaungic; ~?) Palaung sɯp to join, to connected (MILNE 1931); → Shan sɯ̌p joint, 
to join, whence ultimately Riang-Lang ˉtərsɯp joint, link. 
G: (Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) ~ Palaung kərcup to be close together (MILNE 1931), (?) 
Mương (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese giúp to help. 
H: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese op-ʃuəp-[hətə] to attach extra gunwale.  
Secondary are E, to B; & F-H, cf. Munda. Add following?  
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(SCHMIDT 1905 12.) (I) Kharia ɟiʼb to touch, &c. (PINNOW 1959 283); (II) Sora ɟɑːb- to 
touch, to stick, ɟɑb-'ɟɑb- to abut.  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *t'it'ip: Malay sisip to insert, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 155; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
1246 *[b]cuəp; *[b]cəp to repair to, repair together, meet.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer cuːəp, cùːəp to meet (together), Sre cop (!) 
to visit, Biat cɔːp [uaɲ] to inspect; ~ Kuy cuːp to come together, come back to 
starting-point together, (~?; by secondary derivation, ta- reciprocal) Stieng tacuɔːp 
to meet, join. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Old Mon cup /cøp/ to arrive at, come to, Modern Mon cɒp to arrive 
(at), Kuy sɔp to meet, encounter; ~ Middle Mon [nʼā] bacuip to bring to, Modern 
Mon həcɒp to hand to, to conduct.  
= preceding? Connection uncertain Kensiu cʉb, Temiar ciːb to walk (= SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 42). 
 
1247 *jɔɔp horsefly.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy chùːap, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar jɔːp, Jeh joːp, Halang joap.  
(SMITH 1972 203.) 
 
1248 *gjap solid, stout.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer cɔə̀p, khcɔə̀p solid, enduring, Kuy chàp tough, 
stout, Stieng jap solid, Central Rölöm jap solid, strong, Bahnar [kəjap] jap, yap 
very solid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre kəljap solid, hard, Bahnar kəjap solid, 
Jeh kajap, Halang gəjap sturdy; → Röglai kəjap (& gəɲap < *gənjap), Malay 
kĕjap.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 44; BLOOD 1966 347; SMITH 1972 193.) 
 
1249 *jnjaap to flutter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həyèp to flap, f.[wings], Khmer [haə] cùəɲcìːəp to flutter about 
(TANDART 1935).  
Cf. (i) 1267 *yəp &c. to move up and down; (ii) Proto-Austronesian *t'aiap: Cham 
thyaːwʔ, &c., Acehnese sayöəb, Malay, Iban sayap wing, Ivatan sayáp to fly (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. SHORTO 1975 88). 
 
1250 *t1ap; *t1əp to pierce. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer dap to cut into, Kammu-Yuan táp to prick, pierce. 
B: (Bahnaric) Central Rölöm tap to stab, pierce (probably, rather than A), Stieng taːp 
to pierce, Bahnar tɤp to stick into the ground, to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh 
tàp to set in ground, Halang tɒp to put in ground; ~ Biat ntɔp to stab, spear, goad, 
Bahnar hətəp to stick into the ground, to pierce (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B originally by hypercorrection on dialects which have ta- < *tə-?  
(BLOOD 1966 126.) 
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‡1251 *t1aap to slap.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Stieng, Sre, Chrau taːp to clap, slap, Biat, Jeh taːp to 
slap, Bahnar, Halang taːp to slap, hit, Praok tap to strike, beat, Khasi thab to hit 
with hand, slap.  
Khmer tɔp to hit with fist is ← Thai tòp.  
(SMITH 1972 198; cf. SHAFER 1965 76.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t2abt2ab: Javanese tatab to beat, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.12). See BENEDICT 1975 228-9, beat. 
 
†‡1252 *t1əp; *t1əəp; *t1ip; *t1up to bury, cover.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Mon) Old Mon tip /tøp/, 
Modern Mon tɒp, Proto-Nyah Kur *təp̱ (DIFFLOTH 1984 V166), Kuy, Biat tɔp, 
Stieng taːp, Chrau, Bunör təp, Central Rölöm tap to bury, Khasi thep to entomb 
[bones], (~?) tep to bury; ~ Khmer dɔndɔp, tɔndɔp to wrap oneself in, cover 
(oneself); ~ Riang-Lang ˉsəntap shelter. 
B: (Bahnaric) Röngao təːp to bury (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*ktəəp >) Chrau cəːp 
[mat] eyelash. 
C: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *tip [hole] to be covered up (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
D: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian, ?Mon) Sakai tup to cover (i.e. Temiar; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 183), Semang tūb to sow (i.e. Jehai; ib. P 132; 
contaminated by 1343 *p-t2əm); → Acehnese tob to close, cover; ~ Mon hətɒp 
cover, lid, flap (or ← variant?); → Cham hatuʔ, tuʔ lid of pot; ~ Sre tərnop lath 
covering joint in planking.  
Primacy of forms uncertain. Cf. 1261 *ɗəp &c. to cover; 1273 *rup &c. to cover 
(BLOOD 1966 130; SMITH 1972 182.) 
Mundari topa to bury, to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 309). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *tutup: Malay tutup to shut, to cover, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
144); (ii) perhaps *qatəp: Malay atap roof, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 16, *c-; 62, *h-; 
DYEN 1953 § 117). See BENEDICT 1975 406-7, thatch. 
 
1252a *[k]ti[ ]p; *[k]tiəp; *[k]t[ə]p; *ktup; *kciip cockroach, vermin.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre tip cockroach. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang teap, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɛp flea. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng təːp, Biat tap [dɒr] cockroach, Nancowry 
muptáp flea. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau cup cockroach. 
E: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)siːp cockroach.  
Note Riang-Lang _sup ˉsɑp cockroach Lawa perhaps by contamination, cf. Palaung 
sətiər flea; so *-t1- not certain. 
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1253 *[k]t1ap egg.  
A: (Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, ?North Aslian) Sre, Biat tap, Chrau cap, 
Temiar tab (!), Shom Pe Nicobar kaː'teːəb, (?, by assimilation) Jehai, Semnam 
kətəd; ~ Bahnar, Halang kətap, Jeh katap.  
Cf. 1348a *kt1əm.  
(SHAFER 1965 359, 398; BLOOD 1966 376; SMITH 1972 190; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 E 
36.) 
 
1254 *ktaap to catch up (with), be in time.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đáp to catch [train &c.]; ~ Old Mon kintāp 
/kəntap/ to have time to, Modern Mon hətap to have time to, to catch up, to catch 
[train…]. 
 
†1255 *[k]t1əəp cloud, precipitation.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kətɒp dew, mist, Riang-Lang ˉtəp snow, mist, cloud.  
(~?) Kharia ti'riʼb c., &c. (PINNOW 1959 284; Proto-Munda *tɨrɨb). 
 
1256 *kntəəp dove.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Biat ntəːp, Chrau gətəːp, Bahnar kətəːp.  
Cf. Stieng tɔːp; BLOOD 1966 401 pigeon has Stieng təːp, Sre ntɔːp. Onomatopoeic?  
(SHAFER 1965 569.) 
 
1256a *kntuəp; *kntap grasshopper.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer kɔndoːp. 
B: (Mon) Mon hətɔp khatap, gatap, Proto-Nyah Kur *kənta ̱p (DIFFLOTH 1984 N40).  
Khmer vocalism post-dental. 
 
1257 *jt1ap layer, to superimpose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon tap /tɔp/ times, -fold, 
Modern Mon tɔp to place in sequence, to fold, Kuy with secondary lengthening 
thàːp to lie, lay, on top of, Sre tap layer, to be superimposed, Chrau, Biat tap layer, 
Mương tắp (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese đắp to pile up; → Burmese thap layer, 
→ Middle Mon thap, Modern Mon thɔp, → Bru tɔp̀, thɔp to fold one layer over 
another; ~ Khmer srətɔə̀p, Jeh ratap to fold one layer over another (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Khasi syrtap fold, layer.  
Cf. following & Central Nicobarese kətaːpə pile.  
 
1257a *pntup; *[p]ntuəp to add. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer bɔntop to pile up (contaminated by preceding?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat ntɔːp to add (to), add one by one. 
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1258 *dap stockade, military unit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Middle Mon dap stockade, Modern Mon tòp stockade, military 
unit, Old Khmer dāp to bar, Middle Khmer dāp' fence, Modern Mon tɔə̀p army, Bru 
tàp hut in forest; → Burmese tap military unit, fortification, probably → Palaung 
təp army (MILNE 1931); Cham tàp earth rampart; Thai tʰáp army.  
 
1259 *daap low.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer tìːəp to be low, small in height, Kuy thìːap 
low, Bru tìap, (~ *pdaap >?) Sre daːp to lower, place lower down (DOURNES 
1950). 
 
†1260 *dəp to block, dam.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer dap, Modern Khmer 
tùp to block, dam (≠ to cover, < following, which compare), Kuy with secondary 
lengthening thàːp, Chrau dəp (& by metathesis Biat bɔt) to dam, Riang-Lang _tap 
to stop, dam, Vietnamese đập dam; → Shan tɑ̀p to dam; ~ Khmer khtùp to block, 
close; ~ (*krdəp >) Bahnar kədəp (in sense) to block. 
Sora dab- to obstruct, dam (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 42.) 
 
1261 *ɗəp; *ɗəəp; *ɗap; *ɗaap; *ɗup; *ɗuup; *ɗuəp; *[ɗ]ip; *ɗiəp to cover.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer tùp dap', 
Sre dəp to cover, Biat [kɔp] dɔp to lie in wait for, Bahnar ɗəp, Palaung dəp, 
Praok tɔp to cover, Vietnamese nấp to hide; ~ Sre ndəp to cover, Chrau nɗəp 
[mat] invisible, Biat ndɔp hidden, covered; ~ Old Mon kḍip /kɗøp/, Modern Mon 
dɒp head (& Nyah Kur kdəp); ~ Mon hədɒp to fold over, close (or B, E, H?), Stieng 
kəldɔːp to shut [door, window], Sre kəldəp to cover over, Chrau gədəp to cover 
hole, Bahnar kədəp to hide from sight, to shelter; handful, Khasi khyrdep to shut 
[door] without fastening, slam [door], (or C?) Central Nicobarese kərəp-[hətə] to 
catch [bird] in trap, shut [door, window]; ~ Central Nicobarese kəndəp bird-trap 
(or C?); ~ Sre bənəp cover, lid, West Bahnar hənəp, rənəp cover, lid; in shelter 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre dəːp to catch with hand, take what is held out, Biat dəːp to receive; ~ 
Bahnar kəʔnəːp to take shelter; ~ Chrau pəndəːp to catch, seize. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) ~ Khmer kdap to hold tightly in hand, close [hand]; 
~ Vietnamese nắp cover, lid, (probably, rather than A) Central Nicobarese dənəp 
cloth cover. 
D: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Lawa Bo Luang tɯap to shut, Central Nicobarese daːpə, 
[op]-daːp-[həʃe] to spread cloth; ~ Central Nicobarese dənaːp cloth cover. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) ~ Khasi kdup to cover, embrace, envelop, defend, 
protect; ~ Khasi kyndup double handful; overhang, Central Nicobarese kendup 
covering or wrapping of leaves; ~ Sre bənop, bənəp cover, lid (DOURNES 1950). 
Connect Nancowry tóp to cover oneself, kutóp fist,  
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F: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng duːp to 
hide, to cover [mouth] (or E), Riang-Lang ˉdup to cover [pots &c.], Vietnamese núp 
to hide, take cover; ~ Khmer kdaop [flower] to close; to stop up, cover with hand; ~ 
Thin kən̆dop to fish with a fish-basket; ~ Khasi kyndub shelter; ~ (*k[r]ɗuup >) 
Bahnar kəɗoːp fistfull; to cover, shelter. 
G: (Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Mon hədop to close, fold, Bahnar kədɔːp, kəɗoːp 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
H: (Khmer) ~ Khmer kɔntɤp [srɤy] fez, woman’s cap. 
I: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese nép to hide oneself.  
In Eastern languages largely merged with (& otherwise contaminated by) preceding. 
Cf. also 1252 *t1əp &c. to bury, cover; 1273 *rup &c. to cover.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 462; BLOOD 1966 124; SMITH 1972 201.) 
(i) Sora dab-, Kharia ɖaʼb to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 3); (ii) Sora dub- to shut, close, 
~ kun'duḅ- to hold in fist, (-ən) handful. 
 
(*cɗi(i)p, *cɗəəp see 1040 *cɓiit sticky… .) 
 
‡1262 *[j]ɗaap to pass hand along.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon dap to dab on, sponge, Khmer stìːəp to touch, feel, stroke, grope 
for.  
Connect by metathesis 1042 *[j]ɓat &c. to feel, grasp. 
(Proto-Austronesian *adap adap?) Ilocano dapadap to touch, feel. 
 
1263 *[j]ɗəp to shore up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sḍuip [ska] to shore up, help, support, Khmer stùp sdap' 
to hold up, set [prop] against; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer phtùp to place 
against, prop. 
 
1264 *bɗap; *bɗaap to touch, adjoin.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Khmer phtɔə̀p adjoining; ~ bɔntɔə̀p next by 
analogy; ~ (*bbɗap >) Literary Mon [sarap] phaḍap to bring near, come near, 
Kuy nthàp to arrange next to one another, Sre dap to pass, hand to, Biat dap to lay 
[floor], fasten [saddle].  
B: (Mon) Mon dap to touch, adjoin.  
Cf. Chrau dəːp to pass, hand to; contaminated by 1261 *ɗəəp in sense to receive; or 
causative of it?  
 
‡1265 *[b]aap father.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre baːp, Chrau vaːp. 
Proto-Austronesian *bapa(S): Malay bapa, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 24; less Malagasy, 
cf. DAHL 1973 § 20.5; Proto-Malayo-Javanese or Proto-West-Indonesian). 
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1266 *[g]ɓip; *[g]ɓiip species of wildfowl. 
A: (Mon) Old Mon ḅup /ɓøp/ ruddy shelduck, Modern Mon bɒp ruddy shelduck, (— 
mɛà) cotton teal. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar biːp duck, teal, Gölar Bahnar cotton teal (?; sarcelle de 
Coromandel).  
Not obviously onomatopoeic 
 
1266a *yap; *yaap to die, be extinguished. 
A: (Khasi, Nicobaric) Khasi ïap to die; ~ Central Nicobarese pɔin-ɲɔp corpse (!; with 
contextually conditioned vocalism?); ~ pomɲəp-[hətə] to extinguish by pressure or 
cover. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Bahnar ɲaːp deceased person, Central Nicobarese 
pəməɲaːp corpse, Nancowry paɲəṕ to die, pamaɲəṕ corpse.  
Cf. B93 *yuum &c. to die; 1268 *yup &c. dark.  
 
1267 *yəp; *yəəp; *yaap to move up and down. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương; ~?) Kammu-Yuan ʔyɯ́p (!) waggling the ears, 
Vietnamese nhấp-[nhô] to go up and down especially on water; ~ Palaung rəyəp 
fan. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung yɯp to fan, beckon, shake up and down, yɯp yɯp to shake up 
and down, Riang-Lang [ s̄im] _yəp yəp wagtail.  
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _yɑp to sift [rice] by tossing.  
C contaminated by 1249 *jnjaap to flutter, or ← Tibeto-Burman, below? Connect 
Praok yip to wave, Lawa Umphai yip fan; & note Mon həyɜm̀ dayuiṁ (< *jnj-?) 
to flourish with a wrist movement; Tibeto-Burman *yaˑp to fan, winnow, paddle, 
BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 92. 
 
†1268 *yup; *y[uu]p; *yəp dark. 
A: (Khasi, North & Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric) Proto-Semai *yʉp evening (DIFFLOTH 
1977), (?) Central Nicobarese ʃup-[heŋ] [sun] set; ~ (*bnyup >) Khasi bñiup-
bñiup (very) misty… . 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar hiɯːp twilight; → Cham suːp, Röglai siup twilight. 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer yùp yap' night, Bahnar yəp shade; ~ → Cham tàyɔwʔ 
dusk; ~ (*[ ]nyəp >) Stieng ɲaːp, Chrau [nar] ɲəp sunset, Bahnar ɲip sudden 
disappearance of light.  
Cf. 1225 *ʔap &c. dark…; 1328 *[c][ɯə]m night.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (d).) 
Santali əju’b evening, nightfall, &c. ~ Santali ɲubəʔ (to become) dark, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 128, 280.) 
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1269 *riip (& *rip?) grass.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Biat reːp, Praok rip, Lawa Bo 
Luang raic, Lawa Umphai raip, Mae Sariang ɣaip; ~ Khmer trɤp floating mat of 
vegetation (ad variant?); ~ Sre səmprip tall grass (DOURNES 1950); ~ (?) 
Nancowry ʔép to plant.  
(SHAFER 1965 313.) 
 
1269a *riəp to arrange.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer rìəp to prepare, arrange, Kuy rìːp to lay 
[board floor], Stieng riəp to prepare, Biat rɛːp to arrange; ~ Bru pariəp align edge 
to edge. 
 
†1270 *rap to help.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi (ïa-)rap.  
Cf. 1390 *rum &c. 
Sora rab-. 
 
1271 *rap to count.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) (Old Mon rap /rɔp/ (?) to keep a record of,) 
Modern Mon ròp to keep [accounts], Khmer rɔə̀p to count, calculate; → Cham rap 
[ʼan] to estimate; ~ (*rnap >; properly nominal, or by metathesis < *rnrap?) 
Sre nap to count, check total of, Kammu-Yuan nàp to count; → Lao nap to count.  
Cf. Stieng ruəp, rəːp to count, calculate.  
 
‡1272 *rɔɔp adjacent, to surround.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung rɔp, Praok rop to surround; → Shan hɔp̀; 
~ Mon krɔp to be near, to keep close, to be nearly; ~ (*[k]prɔɔp >) Mon kərɔp 
vicinity, near, Khmer prɔːp near; ~ Khasi [jing]-bynrop accompaniment.  
Cf. Sre rip near, rəp about to; Khasi bynrap to place together with. 
Proto-Austronesian *kərəp: Acehnese krab close together, Malay kĕrap close [texture], 
frequent, Javanese kĕrĕp close together, frequent (so Proto-Malayo 
Javanese/Proto-Aceh-Cham). 
 
†‡1273 *rup; *ruup; *ruəp; *rəp; *rəəp to cover. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi) ~ Khmer kɔntrùp kandrup dark gloomy place, 
made dark by overhanging branches &c., Biat ndrup lid; ~ (*[t]rr- >; or B?) Khasi 
tyllup to cover up completely (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Khmer kraop to cover, hide; lid; ~ Stieng gruːp 
to cover, stop up (or A?); ~ Kuy troːp to cover with e.g. fowl-basket. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng ruɔːp to hide, bury; ~ West Bahnar krɔːp hidden, hiding 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Middle Mon grop /grop/, Modern Mon kròp to cover; ~ 
Old Mon ginrop screen, Modern Mon həròp cloth cover. 
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D: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) ~ Khmer krùp grap' (to) cover (TANDART 1935); ~ Khasi 
trep temporary hut; ~ tyllep to overwhelm, to cover up (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); 
~ Khmer srɔp [elephants] to stand in shade, Kuy sap to cover with blanket &c. 
E: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese rợp to be shady, [birds &c.] to cover [sky]; ~ 
Riang-Lang ¯rəp to wrap, cover (with), spread over. 
Add perhaps as derivation 1277 *gruup to invert… . Connect (originally < D with 
secondary lengthening?) Old Khmer karap cover, Modern Khmer krɔ̀ː p to cover; 
covering (& kùmrɔ̀ː p n.), Kuy khrùːap (to cover with) lid; perhaps A107b *kraap 
to hide, take shelter; & cf. 1252 *t1əp &c. to bury, cover; 1261 *ɗəp &c. to cover.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; BLOOD 1966 165.) 
(i) Sora rub- to cover, put lid on; ~ Santali həruʼb to cover, &c. (PINNOW 1959 309); 
(ii) Kharia raʼb to bury (ib).  
Proto-Austronesian *ruqub(ruqub): Sundanese rurub to cover with sheet, Javanese 
lurub shroud, &c., Samar-Leyte Bisayan loób to cover, Cebuano lúub to incubate 
(cf. NOTHOFER 1975 105, *rurub; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1274 *rup (& *ruup?) to fight.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan rop, (variant >?) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa 
Umphai rup.  
= following? 
 
‡1275 *ruup; *rəp; *rap; *rip to seize, take hold of, catch.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Katuic, Khasi) Bahnar roːp to seize, capture, hunt, fish, confiscate, 
grasp, Jeh rup to catch, Halang ruːp to capture, Bru roːp to grasp; → Khamti Shan 
hōp to seize [prey]; ~ Khasi kynrup to pounce on, seize. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy rɔp̀ to put arms round, Stieng raːp to obtain, 
attain, overcome, Palaung rəp to receive, to catch in net, Riang-Lang _rap to hold, to 
receive, Praok rɛp to receive; ~ Bahnar hədrəp fowler’s net, kədrəp trap for birds. 
C: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Old Mon rap /rɔp/, Modern Mon ròp to 
hold, grasp, capture, Kuy with secondary lengthening ràːp to receive, accept, 
Kammu-Yuan ràp to catch, to receive, welcome; → Thai ráp to receive, accept ~ 
Bahnar krap to put arms round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or B?) Thin grɯ̆p to catch. 
D: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer rɯ̀p to confiscate (→ Thai ríp to seize, → 
Khmer rɤp (TANDART 1935)); ~ Bahnar krip to seize; ~ Khasi shrip fish-trap.  
Add perhaps preceding; B85 *ruup fishing-net; & cf. 1273 *rup &c. to cover. (SCHMIDT 
1905 40; SMITH 1972 187.) 
Proto-Austronesian *[r]aqup to scoop up: Malay raup to scoop with both hands, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 101, *ḷahup; NOTHOFER 1975 175; add Acehnese rahob to 
wash one’s face, perhaps Karo Batak n-dahup to bring food to mouth with fingers). 
 
(*ruəp see further 1389 *rum to assemble.) 
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1276 *grap seed.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer krɔə̀p grain, seed, nut, Stieng grap seed (BLOOD 
1966); ~ Chrau ŋgrap seed.  
Conceivably by metathesis ~ *bgar = 1574 *[ ]gar.  
(BLOOD 1966 346.) 
 
1277 *gruup to invert, to lie face down.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Stieng gruːp to turn upside down, 
Palaung grup, Praok krup to make obeisance, Vietnamese sụp to prostrate oneself; 
→ Shan khū̀p to make obeisance; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəntrùːp to turn upside down, to 
lie upside down.  
Khasi khrup on one’s knees is perhaps by metathesis < *[ ]rku(u)p, ad 1238 
*[p]ku(u)p inverted, face down ~ 1273 *ruup to cover?  
 
1278 *[c]mrɔp to tremble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [chi] hərɔp samrap, Khmer cɔmprɔp.  
Initial correspondence obscure; perhaps variant-prefix forms. 
 
1279 *triəp; *tra[i]p to be clamped, pinned. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Mon krep to be interposed between two surfaces, 
jammed, cramped, Khmer triəp packed close together, (~?) West Bahnar jərɛːp to 
wedge between two props (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*tnriəp >) Jeh dreːp to stab 
and pin down (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ (*tmriəp >) Bahnar kəmrɛːp to be 
crushed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon krap to press between two surfaces, press together; ~ 
Bahnar kəmraːp to be crushed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
†1280 *trəp wet, waterlogged.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon krɒp to wallow, Biat [daːk] trɔp mud, Bahnar trəp moist and 
shady [lair, wallow]; ~ (*tbrəp >) Middle Mon taruip to provide with sustenance, 
Modern Mon kərɒp to lead to water, (by metathesis, or ~ by secondar derivation) 
West Bahnar pəkrɤp to wet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-
63, pəkrəːp waterlogged; with expressive lengthening?); ~ Mon kərɒp heavy rain.  
Cf. Bahnar (h)atreːp large and wet, (h)atrɛːp small and wet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
(~) Sora 'rab-[daː-n] flood, spate. 
 
1281 *t1rəp to fall down.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan həntrɯ̀p to (stumble and) fall over, Palaung 
təkrəp [branch] to break, [house] to fall down (MILNE 1931).  
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1282 *srap ready, prepared.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer srap read, Vietnamese sắp to be 
arranged; to be about to; → Thai sètsàp finished, completed; ~ (*sbrap >) Old Mon 
surap /sərɔp/ to put ready at hand, Stieng səbrap to prepare (BLOOD 1966), Sre 
prap to arrange, to keep, Chrau prap to put away, Biat prap [ɔn] to put aside, 
Vietnamese sắp (in senses) to arrange, put in order; ~ Biat ndrap to make ready.  
(BLOOD 1966 370.) 
 
†‡1283 *srup; *sruup to suck, drink. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯp to drink (MILNE 1931).  
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer sroːp to absorb, suck up, swallow up, gulp in, Palaung 
hrup (MILNE 1931), Praok rɯp to drink, (?; by metathesis *rsuup >, or Tai →) 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai sup to sip, suck. 
Sora sə'rub- to suck, sip, drink noisily, Kharia su'ruʼb to breathe, to gargle, &c. (PINNOW 
1959 354).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *t'urup: Javanese surup to enter; penetrated, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 158); (ii) *t'ərəp: Malay sĕrap to absorb, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 151). Rather 
than *t'[ ]-Siɣup to drink noisily (DEMPWOLFF 1938 152, *t'iɣup, Proto-West-
Indonesian), ~ *siɣup (DYEN 1965; DEMPWOLFF 1938 64, *h-), ultimately → Biat 
rhoːp to suck up, to swallow, to sniff, iroːp to absorb. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 381, sip; 
400, suck. 
 
(*sruup see also 1400 *sruum to sheathe.) 
 
1284 *b[h]raap pigeon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon pharāp ?/phərap/, Modern Mon 
hərap, Khmer prìːəp, Kuy [cɛːm] phrìːap, Stieng ɓraːp, praːp; → Thai [nók ] 
pʰírâap; (?) Sanskrit pārāvate-, Pali pārāpata-.  
Onomatopoeic; initial irregularities cannot be explained by borrowing Sanskrit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1285 *lip; *l[ə]p to spread (v.t.). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör lip, Central Rölöm lɯp to spread on, 
spread out. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok lop to spread; ~ Palaung hləp to spread out (MILNE 1931).  
(BLOOD 1966 142.) 
 
1286 *liip; *liəp; *d-lap to know, be used to. 
A: (Central Aslian) Semnam liːp to know. 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Old Mon lep /lep/, Modern Mon lèp to be versed in, know how to, 
Central Nicobarese leːəp to be able to, know how to, Nancowry líap. 
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C: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer thlɔə̀p, Kuy with secondary lengthening 
thlàːp to be accustomed to; ~ (*dnlap >) Palaung nəp to know, Khasi nap to be 
able to, to indulge in.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1286a *liəp to lick.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng liəp to lick tentatively, Sre liap (beside lep; 
loanword?) to lick, Khasi liap-liap licking lightly, lapping, flickering.  
Cf. 1409 *[c]limʔ &c. 
 
‡1287 *ləp, (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ləbləb >) *bləp; *lup; *luup (& *luəp?) to 
immerse. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian; *l-) Bahnar ləp to inundate, Semang 
lab to wash (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 22A); ~ (*crləp >?) Bahnar 
həlɤp to inundate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*cnləp >) Stieng ateɲaːp, Sre ɲhəp 
to immerse oneself, Biat ɲɔp [stars] to set, (— daːk) to immerse oneself; ~ Mon 
kəlɒp taluip to overflow (or B), Khmer trəlɔp [scent &c.] to be diffused; ~ (*pnləp 
by metathesis >, or by secondary derivation) Khasi phyrnep to dip, plunge, to 
duck; (*bl-) Old Mon blip /bløp/, Modern Mon plɜp̀ to immerse oneself, bathe, 
Stieng bləːp [kite] to fall to earth; ~ Old Mon birlup ritual bathing, Biat rlaːp 
[daːk] inundation (with vocalism as in mphlaːɲ ad 927 *ləɲ). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer lùp lup to wash (& to erase, cf. foll); ~ 
Bahnar ɲup to immerse oneself, (or *-uəp?) Khasi [ngam] jyllop to be immersed, 
drowned (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ Khasi phyrnop to dip, plunge, to duck. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) ~ (*t2luup >) Bahnar kluːp to capsize 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung hlup to inundate (MILNE 1931); ~ Central 
Nicobarese pomloːp-[ʃire] [harpooned turtle] to sink.  
Cf. 423 *lək &c. …to be immersed; 721 *lɔŋ to be immersed; 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded, 
to sink; 1077 *li[i]t &c. to be extinguished.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SMITH 1972 181.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ƚəbƚəb: Javanese lĕlĕp (!) forced under water, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 93-4; DAHL 1973 § 15.7, 8); (ii) *k'əlub: Malay chĕlup to 
immerse, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 83; Proto-Malayo-Javanese). See BENEDICT 1975 
400, submerge. 
 
‡1288 *lup; *luup; *luəp; *l[ə]p; *lap; *lip; *liip; *liəp to enter.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer lùp lup, lap' to delete, efface, erase (?; cf. 
semantically Khasi, F), Kuy lùp dark, cloudy, dim; to erase, Bru lùp to erase; ~ 
Bahnar hlup to go into, through [door, hole] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon lùp to enter, Chrau luːp cloudy. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon lop /lop/, Literary Mon lop to enter; ~ Old Mon, Modern Mon plop 
to bring in. 
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D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng laːp to enter, (probably, rather than E) Palaung 
ləp [sun] to go in, [moon] to have fully waned; ~ Palaung hləp to put in, (MILNE 
1931) to set. 
E: (by hypercorrection from dialects in which *lə- > la-?; Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat lap 
to enter, Bahnar lap to fit, be equal to; ~ Stieng klap to insert; ~ Sre sənap to force 
in, mount [dah-blade] in hilt, Biat ŋlap to force in, to incorporate. 
F: (Khmer, ?Khasi, South Aslian) Khmer lɯ̀p to withdraw, [sun] to go in, (or G?) Khasi 
lip to be extinguished, to extinguish, Besisi lep to enter (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 E 76 (b)). 
G: (Palaungic) Palaung lip to enter, Praok lip [lu] to enter [trance]; ~ Praok klip 
[sun] to set. 
H: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh kliap, Halang gliap [sun] to set.  
Cf. Stieng luːm to go in, to go over [obstruction]. 
Proto-Austronesian *luub: Acehnese lob to enter through narrow opening, to set, 
Pangasinan loób inside, to enter, by metathesis Proto-Ambonese *lobo to enter 
(STRESEMANN 1927) (so Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*kli(i)p see 445 *pliik shoulder.) 
 
1289 *klap; *klaap to cover, shut, enclose (sep. *lap box? ).  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic, ?Central Aslian) Jeh klap to cover [pan] 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Old Mon kinlap /kənlɔp/ book, volume, Modern Mon 
kənɔp sheath, scabbard, volume with covers, Biat ŋlap, Bahnar təŋlap (!) box, Jeh 
kalap lid (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bru klap small box (Kuy tlap ← Thai); ~ Sakai 
tĕrlap (!) to shut (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 182 (a); or B); by secondary 
derivation ~ Palaung khləp to shut. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) West Bahnar klaːp to shut, stop up 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (or ~ by secondary derivation, cf. Palaung) Praok klap to 
shut; ~ Thin kən̆lap (& cən̆lap) to shut door; ~ Stieng kalaːp bamboo tube with lid; 
~ (*kplaap >) Vietnamese tráp wooden container, betel-box.  
Cf. further Bahnar təŋləp lid (& kləːp, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, = klaːp); East Bahnar 
təlɔːp lid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bahnar aŋlɔːp, Kontum Bahnar hnɔːp sheath. 
Bahnar təŋlɔːp by dissimilation, Sakai tĕrl- by assimilation?  
 
1290 *klaap flying white ant.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Jeh klaːp, Kammu-Yuan kláːp; ~ (*knlaap >) Stieng kəlaːp 
kind of flying ant, Sre kənaːp white ant, Biat ŋlaːp, Halang kəlaːp flying white ant 
(→ Bahnar ?).  
(SHAFER 1965 503; SMITH 1972 196.) 
 
(*bləp see 1287 *ləp to immerse.) 
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1291 *slaap wing.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer slaːp, Kuy slaːp, lhaːp; ~ Stieng səklaːp 
[kənaː], (~?) Chrau sənlaːp feathers of arrow. 
 
1292 *saap tasteless, without effect.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer saːp insipid, tasteless; fresh [water]; powerless, 
ineffective, Kuy saːp [spell] to wear off, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang saːp tasteless; ~ Sre 
bəsaːp tasteless.  
(SMITH 1972 200.) 
 
1292a *səp to suffice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy sɔp to be just right, Sre səp enough, Biat [bic] 
chɔp [to sleep] one’s fill; (Khmer *sɔp, cf. derivation) → Thai sòp every [Editor's 
note: we were unable to confirm Shorto's gloss, although we did confirm the form 
as a Northern Thai gloss: to meet, come upon], → Khmer sùp sufficient, complete… 
by back-borrowing; ~ Khmer sɔmnɔp satisfying, pleasing. 
 
‡1293 *ksip to whisper.  
A: (Khmer, Khasi) Khmer khsɤp, Khasi [kren] sip-sip.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan háːp-háːp-híap-híap. 
By metathesis Proto-Austronesian *bit'ik: Malay bisek, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 31; 
Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
1294 *hiip; *[h]iəp; *həp; *haip to suck in, to inhale.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng hiːp; ~ Chrau pheːp to nose-kiss; ~ Sre rəhip to sniff, inhale, 
Bahnar hriːp to sniff, inhale, to suck; → Jarai hrip to suck up. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar ʔiɛːp to suck (blood of), to pump up, Bru yiip to 
suck; ~ hrɛp̄ = hriːp to sniff, inhale, to suck → Acehnese sriəb, r(h)iəb to suck 
up, to snuff up.  
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar həp (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese 
[hô]-hấp to inhale. 
D: (Khmer) Khmer haep to come up for air.  
Add Lanoh Yir hup to breathe? Cf. 1296 *thəəp to sniff; 1104 *hiit &c. to sniff…; 
1299 *ihim to breathe… . 
 
1295 *haap; *hup; *huup; *ʔuup to eat.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?North Bahnaric) Old Mon hāp /hap/, Modern Mon hap to eat 
[rice], Palaung hap food, to eat; ~ West Bahnar hənaːp mess, eaters at one dish 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (?; East Bahnar sənaːp!). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre hup to lift [food -bag] to mouth; ~ Khasi kahup to gulp, 
gobble. 
C: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer hoːp to eat, Vietnamese húp to slurp [rice-gruel]. 
D: (Palaungic) Lawa ʔaup cooked rice.  
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Cf. Khasi kahap to snap at, perhaps contaminated by 1231 *kap to bite or connected 
Tibeto-Burman *hap to snap, bite (BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 89); but note Kenaboi 
lihap to bite, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 227 (b).  
(SHAFER 1965 270.)  
 
(*khaip see 1226 *kʔip centipede.) 
 
1296 *thəəp to sniff.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer thaəp to sniff, to nose-kiss, Chrau, Biat thəːp to 
smell, sniff.  
Connect 1294 *hiip &c. …to inhale? 
 
1297 *ʔam not.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu dials. àm, Thin ʔăm, Khasi em, ym.  
Connect (i) Riang-Lang _nam (& Nyah Kur dials. nam, nəm not [yet]); (ii) Praok aŋ. 
 
1298 *ʔ[o]m water.  
(Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan òm, Palaung om, Riang-Lang ¯om, Khasi um; ~ Praok 
rɔm, Lawa Bo Luang laʔaum, Lawa Umphai raʔaum, Mae Sariang ɣaʔaum, 
laʔaum.  
(SHAFER 1965 397.) 
 
(*ʔum see 1426 *huum to bathe.) 
 
†1299 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔim > *yəm by dissimilation, Pre-Palaungic &c. 
*ʔiim; *ih[i]m > *yhə(ə)m, secondarily > *yhu(ə)m to breathe, live.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Mon yɜm̀ to breathe, Riang-Lang ¯im, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaiɲ, Lawa Umphai ʔaim, Palaung, Praok, Khasi im to live, be alive, Central 
Nicobarese eyaːm breath, eyəːm-[lərə] to breathe, Nancowry ʔiyɯ́am to breathe; 
life; → Cham yuṁ in good health; ~ Old Mon yuṁyuṁ /yəmyøm/, Modern Mon 
pəyɜm̀ life; by secondary derivation ~ (*-yiəm >) Kammu-Yuan hərɲɯ̀am 
breath, heart. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) ~ (*inh[i]m >) Sre 
nhəm, Chrau nəm, Biat nhɔm, Bahnar jəhŋəm breathe (& Röngao, GUILLEMINET 
1959-63, jəheːm, perhaps < simplex), Temiar hənum to breathe, by phrasal 
contraction (cf. e.g. Sre taʔ nhəm to breathe) Khmer dɔŋhaəm breath; ~ 
(*inh[i]m >) Kuy phhɑːm heart, mind, Palaung phɔm breathe, Riang-Lang 
¯phɔm breath, life, to breathe, Praok bɔm air, breath, Khasi msiem soul, breath, 
Mendriq nəphɔp, Semelai ʔamhɔm to breathe; by secondary derivation ~ Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaphaum, Lawa Umphai raphaum, Mae Sariang ɣaphaum, laphaum 
spirit, mind.  
Cf. 1428 *khuum to blow.  
(BLOOD 1966 125; SMITH 1972 14; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 389 (a).) 
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Sora [toŋ]-'jeːm- to breathe, to sigh, -'ɲeːm- to blow (PINNOW 1959 K 313).  
Mon-Khmer → Proto-Austronesian *k'i(S)um to nose-kiss (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 87, 
*k'ijum; Proto-West-Indonesian; Malay → Javanese in view of Acehnese com, 
&c.)?  
 
1300 *[k]ʔim; *[k]ʔiəm onion.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric; ~ *[k][l]ʔim >) Khmer khtɯ̀m (→ Biat kdum), Bahnar 
kədim. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre iam (→ Röglai jam); ~ Kuy (kh)thìːm onion, garlic (→ Thai 
kratʰiam garlic), West Bahnar kədɛːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh kadiam, 
Halang gədiam onion.  
(SMITH 1972 35.) 
 
1301 *c[n]ʔaam span.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔmʔaːm (by assimilation, or ~?), Sre naːm, 
Chrau sənɗaːm, Biat nʔaːm. 
 
1301a *cʔəəm nauseated.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔaəm; ~ Biat mʔɯːm.  
951 *cʔən sated, cloyed contaminated by 1304 *t2um[ ] &c. rotten?  
 
1302 *jʔiəm smoke.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Semnam jiʔaːm; ~ (*jnʔiəm >) Khmer 
chŋìəm smelling of burning, Stieng ɲiəm, (?) Sakai nyäm [os] smoke (i.e. Temiar; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 298).  
(SHAFER 1965 151.) 
 
1303 *[t1]ʔaam (molar) tooth.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Nyah Kur nìək kəʔáam molar, Bahnar 
taaːm molar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Shom Pẽ Nicobaric təaːm tooth; ~ Khasi 
tyng-am jawbone.  
Cf. 1318 *dgam &c. molar tooth, jaw.  
 
1304 *t2ʔum[ ]; *t2ʔuum[ ]; *t2ʔam[ ]; *t2huums; *t2ham[ ] rotten.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ (*t2nʔum[ ] >) Mon həim to stink; ~ (*t2pʔum[ ] >) 
Chrau pəʔum stale. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre oum, Chrau oːm rotten, Biat oːm stinking, to rot, 
Bahnar oːm rotten, stinking; ~ (*t2pʔuum[ ] >) Khmer phʔoːm musty, sour-
smelling, Sre poʔoum to stink, Praok siʔum to decay, Lawa Bo Luang saʔum to rot. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung əm rotten; ~ Lawa Umphai saʔeum to rot. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese thủm to smell bad. 
E: (Palaungic; ~ *t2pham[ ] >) Riang-Lang ¯khəm to be rotten.  
(BLOOD 1966 11.) 
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‡1305 *[m]ʔəəm cloud.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯pəʔəm cloud, to be cloudy, Praok [pay] ɔm cloud, Lawa 
Bo Luang [mbia]ʔaum mist. 
Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əm[ ]əm) Rukai, Saisiat *əməm (BENEDICT 1975 254, which 
compare).  
Cf. Proto-Miao-Yao *ɔm (BENEDICT 1975). 
 
1306 *[sʔ]iəm younger sibling.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kuy sɛːm younger sibling, Bru ʔɛ ̃ːm 
younger sibling, Stieng iəm elder sibling, Kammu-Yuan hɛ ́ːm! younger sibling of same 
sex as speaker, Vietnamese em younger sibling.  
Kuy, Kammu-Yuan < secondary *sy-?  
 
‡1307 *[s]ʔəm; *[s]ʔəəm; *[s]ʔuum; *[s]ʔuəm; *[ ]həm warm.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer sʔɔm warm, to warm, heat, Vietnamese 
ấm to be warm, (~?) Kuy sʔam warm; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyr-em 
spring season.  
B: (Palaungic; ~?) Riang-Lang ¯səʔəm to be warm. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar ɔm happy; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi byr-
um tepid. 
D: (Khasi, ?Palaungic) Palaung ɔm, Riang-Lang ¯wɔm to be pungent in taste (?), Khasi 
[sʼaid] om-om slightly [warm]; → Acehnese söʔuəm, töʔuəm warm, hot, to grill, to 
apply heat medicinally.  
E: (Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese hâm to warm up; ~ Khasi rhem hot.  
Tone of Vietnamese ấm suggests *cʔ-; Bahnar vocalism compatible with either 
construction (cf. 335a *ɗuuk; 527 *cuuŋ). Back vocalism secondary? 
(Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əm[ ]əm) Ilocano anem-em heating up, to heat [water]. Cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 365, to ripen fruit… (V). 
 
†1308 *kam arrow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon kaṁ /kɔm/ arrow, 
projectile, Modern Mon kɔm bullet, cartridge, Khmer kam projectile, Kuy, Sre, 
Chrau, Biat kam, Kammu-Yuan kám, Mnar haːm arrow; ~ Khasi khnam arrow.  
(BLOOD 1966 354.) 
Sora aʔaːm-ən, compounding form aːm-ən, Kharia kɔm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 265). 
 
(*kaams see 1420 *ksaam (to catch) cold.) 
 
1309 *[ ]kə[ə]m roof-ridge.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar kɤːm thatch at ridge of roof (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre (with 
secondary shortening?) rəkəm roof-ridge.  
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†‡1310 *kom; *koom to associate, assemble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon 
kuṁ /køm/ also, Mon kɒm also, usually auxiliary verb, to accompany (A), Old 
Mon kom /kom/ to associate, Modern Mon kom to assemble; assembly (B), Bahnar 
kum (& kɯm) also (A), kɔːm to collect together (v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; B), 
Riang-Lang ¯kɔm together with, Semang kom much (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 M 46); ~ (*krk- >; B) Middle Mon grakwom /gəkom/, Modern Mon həkom 
company, assembly, (A?) Biat rkom bunch, cluster; ~ Bahnar akɔm, akum, Gölar 
Bahnar həkum to assemble (v.i), to gather (v.t.) (A), Vietnamese gom to gather 
[money] together; ~ Khmer cɔŋkaom bunch.  
Connect Sre khom to collect up; & 1320 *bgum &c. to collect together.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; SHAFER 1965 54.) 
Sora kum- to flock, swarm, (*kum-kum- >) kuk'kum- to gather.  
Proto-Austronesian *raNkum: Malay rangkum to gather together, &c. (BLUST 1973 no. 
259; Proto-Western-Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 299-300. 
 
‡1311 *kuəm; *kəm to grasp, hold. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯kuam to grasp, seize, Praok kɔm 
to embrace, Temiar kəwɔp to hold, Central Nicobarese kwɔm- handle [of paddle]. 
B: (North & South Aslian) Mendriq, Semaq Beri kəm to hold.  
Connect following.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 48 (a).) 
Proto-Austronesian *kəmkəm: Tagalog kimkim handful, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 78; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 316, hold… (V). 
 
‡1312 *ckiəm; *ckəm(& *ckam); *ckaim to grasp, hold.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon ckem /ckem/ to grasp, pick up; handful, 
Modern Mon kem to grasp, Vietnamese kém pincers, tweezers (contaminated by 
1236 *ckiəp to pinch…, which compare?); ~ (by back-formation, contaminated 
by *ckiəp?) Central Nicobarese niːəmə tongs.  
B: (Khasi, Katuic, ?North Aslian) Khasi skhem firmly, securely, [shi]khem handful (& 
(shi) kham ; cf?), Bru sakam to grasp, (or Malay, below, →?) Kensiu cəkam to 
hold.  
C: (Katuic; ~ *cnkaim >) Kuy ŋkɛːm to hold in teeth or beak.  
Connect preceding (so front vocalism environmental?); perhaps 1366 *k[ ]n1amʔ 
handful. Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Note also Vietnamese kìm 
pincers, pliers, ↔ Thai kʰiim. 
Proto-Austronesian *k'a(N)kəm (?): Malay chĕngkam (!) to grasp, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 
77, Proto-Hesperonesian; Malay by vowel metathesis, or trisyllabic reconstruction 
required?). 
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1312a *rnkam Zalacca wallichiana.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon təkɔm lakaṁ Zalacca wallichiana (→ Burmese yaṅkam:), Nyah 
Kur rəkám (→ Thai rakam), Khasi [soh]-ryngkham kind of small fruit. 
  
†1313 *skaamʔ chaff, husks of paddy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Bru sakaam, Mon, Thin 
kam, Palaung kham, Riang-Lang ¯khɑm, Vietnamese cám; → (probably, rather 
than :) Malay sĕkam, Acehnese sököəm; ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkaːm (!), Kammu-Yuan 
həŋkáːm.  
Add Khasi skam powder? Khasi skap husk is < 1237 *ckap. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) 
Sora 'künaːm-ən, kinaːm-ən, compounding form 'kum-ən &c. (to be separate from 
forms at PINNOW 1959 366). 
 
1314 *gam (& *gəm?) more.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon gaṁ /gɔm/ more, further, other, besides, Sre gam 
still, more, (variant >, or weak form?) Chrau gəm [vaː] and. 
 
1315 *gaam to step.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon kèm gāṁ pace, to step, Khasi kam to step (& kab step). 
 
1316 *gom hot-air balloon, paper lantern.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, ?South Bahnaric) Mon kɜm̀ hot-air balloon, Khmer kòːm 
lantern, balloon (→ Thai kʰoom), Kuy khòːm [lɔ̀ː i] hot-air balloon, (Khmer →?) 
Biat [uɲ] goːm lantern. 
 
†1317 *gum; *guum; *g[əə]m to winnow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau, Biat gum; ~ Sre ŋgum. 
B: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon kùm, Kammu-Yuan kùːm to winnow, Palaung gum 
to clean [rice] by tossing. 
C: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *gɤɤm to winnow vertically (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Add Khmer ʔom, Kuy ɔm, Bru ʔoːm, Bahnar uːm, Jeh ùm, Halang ùːm (&c., see 
SMITH 1972 16)? Stieng khuːm to blow, to winnow is < 1428 *khuum to blow. 
Sora gum-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 159). 
 
‡1318 *dgam; *dgaam; *dgəm molar tooth, jaw. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat gam molar, Vietnamese cằm chin; ~ Chrau 
[seːc] dəgam molar. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, ?South Aslian) Khmer thkìːəm molar, (TANDART 1935) jaw, 
Stieng gaːm jaw bone; ~ Bahnar təŋaːm, (or A) Besisi [lĕmoñ] tenggam molar 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 170). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Stieng gɒːm molar; ~ Sre [siː] tərgəm molar (→ Röglai [təgei] 
tərgəm).  
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Cf. Semang (i.e. Kintaq Bong) tĕmgim lower jaw bone, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 121; 
& 1303 *[t1]ʔaam (molar) tooth; 1233 *kaap chin; 497 *kaaŋʔ chin, jaw.  
(SHAFER 1965 582.) 
Proto-Austronesian *gaq[aə]m: Acehnese ghöəm, Cham khùm, &c., Malay 
g/ĕr/(a)ham, Javanese g/r/aham, Iban [ngeli] gam /gaam/ molar (Proto-West-
Indonesian; *ɣahəm, DEMPWOLFF 1938 57, falls; Javanese bam : Siraya vaam).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *gəm, BENEDICT 1972 25 no. 50 & n. 82; Archaic Chinese gʻəm 頷, 
ib. 183 n. 482 (→ Vietnamese hàm). 
 
‡1319 *prgəm imperial pigeon.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon həkɜm̀, Proto-Nyah Kur *pərkṳm (DIFFLOTH 1984 N29; 
implies *-um), Bahnar pəgəm.  
Malay pĕrgam, probably → Besisi pĕgāpm (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 
92). Mon-Khmer → Indonesian?  
 
‡1320 *bgum (?); *bguum; *bgəm to collect together. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar gum to help (?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Stieng prəguːm, Biat rguːm to collect together. 
C: (Khmer) Khmer phkùm phgaṁ, (by back-formation?) kùm gaṁ collect together.  
Connect 1310 *ko(o)m to associate, assemble; perhaps A117 *[g]n[ə]m granary. (Cf. 
SMITH 1972 7.) 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *ragum: Javanese ragum to be one with, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
347; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1321 *.ŋəm; *[ ]ŋam to immerse, soak. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Stieng ŋɔːm waterlogged [tree], Biat ŋɔm 
to immerse, Palaung ŋəm to immerse, soak, ferment (MILNE 1931; or B), Mương 
ngấm to soak (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese ngâm to steep, soak.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi ngam to dive into. 
 
†1322 *lŋaam sweet.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (ŋ)ŋìːam sweet, Sre ləŋam to be very sweet., 
Palaung ŋam, Riang-Lang _ŋɑm sweet substance, to be sweet; ~ Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang ʔŋaːm sweet.  
Connection uncertain Khasi shngiam very tasty, with which cf. Bahnar ɲaːm delicious; 
Praok ɲɔm to taste pleasant.  
(SHAFER 1965 150; SMITH 1972 39.) 
Sora 'leːŋəm- deliciou [taste]. 
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1323 *sŋɔm silent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon sṅaṁ, sṅoṁ to be silent, thoughtful, anxious, Khmer 
sŋɔm-[sŋiəm] to keep silent; ~ Mon kəhom to feel regret, remorse, Khmer sɔmŋɔm 
to stay still and quiet.  
Hence probably by arbitrary variant Khmer sŋiəm silent; crəŋùm quiet, silent, 
deserted; sŋɔp unmoving, silent. Cf. 1427 *khəəm silent… . 
 
†1324 *cim; *ciim; *ciəm; *caim; *cum bird. 
A: (Bahnaric, ?Central & South Aslian) Bunör sim, Central Rölöm sɯm, Biat chium 
(!), Jeh, Halang, (or B, ?C) Semnam, Semelai cim; → Cham cim, North Röglai 
cip. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre siːm, Kammu-Yuan síːm, Riang-Lang 
¯sim, Lawa Bo Luang saiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saim, Palaung, Praok, 
Khasi sim, Mương (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chim; → Jarai ciːm, Röglai sim; 
~ → Acehnese cicem. 
C: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar sɛːm, Temiar cɛp; ~ (*kuən ciəm by 
contraction >) Old Mon kiñcem /kəncem/, Modern Mon həcem. 
D: (Kuy) Kuy cɛːm. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng cuːm, Chrau sum; ~ Central Nicobarese 
cecoːn (→ Moken chichom).  
D secondary to C; E probably to A, cf. Biat ib. With Nicobaric cf. Acehnese ad B.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16; SHAFER 1965 237; BLOOD 1966 144; SMITH 1972 10; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 216.)  
Sora compounding form 'iːm-ən (& 'siˑm-ən by levelling; ~ kən'siːm-ən, cf. Mon), 
Santali sim fowl, &c. (PINNOW 1959 314).  
Connect Proto-Austronesian *qaiam bird, fowl… (under the entry 1382a *[h]yam)? 
 
1325 *cam; *caam to wait, watch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic) Old Khmer, Middle Khmer cam to await, keep watch (→ Biat cam 
[yɛːm] to keep watch), Kuy cam to wait.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng caːm to wait; ~ (*[c]ncaam >) Kammu-Yuan 
ɲàːm to guard, watch (→ Lao ɲaam, → Kammu-Yuan yàːm).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 16.) 
 
1326 *cum; *cuum; *cuəm; *cəm matched, complete. 
A: (Palaungic, Khmuic, ?Mon) Literary Mon [ci] cuiṁ to be complete (or D), Kammu-
Yuan cùm (!; contaminated by flock, herd < 1338 *bjum), Palaung sɯm pair 
(MILNE 1931). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon cum pair, set; to be even in number, complete, Palaung sum 
pair (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Mon) Old Mon com /com/ entirely. 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔm exact(ly), directly; ~ Stieng tacəːm to put 
together again. 
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†1327 *cuum; *cuəm; *cəm; (*cim cim >) *ncim; *ciəm (& *nciəm?); *caim to 
eat, to feed.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung sum to eat (MILNE 1931, honorific). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯suam, Praok sɔm, Lawa Bo Luang sɑum, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang som to eat. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre səm to treat medically, administer [medicine] to; 
~ Central Sakai bösö’p to feed [child]. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon ʼcim /ɲcøm/, Khmer ɲcɤm (& cɔɲcɤm), 
Stieng ciːm to feed. 
E: (Bahnaric) Sre siam to feed, Chrau siəm to feed [child], Biat chiam, ciam to taste, 
Bahnar hiɛm to feed (GUILLEMINET 1959-63 also Bahnar dialect sɛːm to feed; West 
Bahnar ɲɛːm to treat), Jeh ciam to feed, Halang ciam to raise; → Cham ciem to 
feed, North Röglai ciap to feed [pigs]. 
F: (Kuy) Kuy cɛːm to to feed [child], Bru ʔacɛːm.  
F secondary; A-B may be if Munda, below, not cognate. Palaung sɔm food offered to 
monks is ← Shan shɔm̄ ← Burmese chwam:; pɔm cooked rice is < 1345 
*t1/p/uəm. Cf. further Beduanda kêchem, ngêchem to eat (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 E 28).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20.) 
(?) Sora ɟom-, Santali ɟɔm food, to eat, &c. (PINNOW 1959 385). 
 
1328 *[c][ɯə]m night.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung sɯm, Riang-Lang ¯sɔm, Praok sɔm (!), Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai saum night, Mae Sariang saum dark; ~ Mae Sariang 
lasaum, ɣasaum night; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəsɯ́am night.  
Or (i) *-um (Palaung, Riang-Lang), *-uum (Lawa), *-uəm; (ii) *t2-; connected then 
1352 *btɔm? Cf. 1268 *yup &c dark. 
 
1329 *dcaam to make a hole.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon cam to dibble, Khasi sam to bore, pierce; ~ Old Mon [kīr] ducām 
/dəcam/ [kil] to make holes with an earth-auger.  
Connect Mon həcɒm dibber; perhaps Semai I cɔːp, Mah Meri kacup to dig (= SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 108 (a)). 
 
(*ncim see 1327 *cuum …to feed.) 
 
†1330 *jiim; *jəm, (*jəm jəm >) *njəm; *juum; *juəm moist, swampy. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?North Bahnaric) Mon cìm to be swampy (→ Burmese cim. 
marsh, to be swampy), Vietnamese chìm to sink, be submerged; (?) ~ Jölong 
(h)ɲeːm to moisten; moist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon cɜm̀ marsh, swamp, (*nj- >) Khmer cɔə̀m sodden. 
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C: (Khasi, ?North Bahnaric) Khasi jum-jum full of juice; ~ Bahnar hŋoːm 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar also hɲoːm to moisten; moist (?), (~?) Khasi 
bañium bog; wet.  
D: → Acehnese juəm damp, spongy, soft.  
Connect 1393 *jrəm mud, swamp? Cf. further Thin jŭp to soak, wet; & 1419 *səm[ ] 
&c. damp. 
Sora 'laɟim- wet, damp.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 270-1, to dip… . 
 
1331 *jaam dish, bowl.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer cìːəm dish, tray, Stieng jaːm large copper dish, Sre 
jam (DOURNES 1950), Bahnar jaːm large bowl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru jìam 
washing bowl (beside saːm ← Thai); → Cham càːm dish; Thai cʰaam (→ Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang chɯam?).  
(BLOOD 1966 297.) 
 
1332 *jəm; *jəəm manner. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ (*.njəm >) Praok jɔm manner, action, condition; ~ Khasi 
syrïem to resemble. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bahnar yiːm like, thus, so (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-
Lang _cəm in order to; ~ (*jməəm >) Biat məːm manner.  
Bahnar fronting post-palatal. 
 
(*jəm see also 1338 *bjum bunch… .) 
 
1333 *jum; *juum (to go) round. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cùm juṁ (a turn) round, Stieng juːm circuit, (area) 
around (or B?), Biat jum around. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar juːm to go round.  
Cf. Khmer caom to encircle, surround, ~ Biat ncoːm to encircle, surround.  
(BLOOD 1966 158.) 
 
(*ju(u)m, *juəm see 1338 *bjum bunch… .) 
 
1334 *juəm[ ]; *jəmʔ slow. 
A: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ɲɔːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese chậm to be slow, late. 
 
1335 *[k]jəm; *[k]jəəm; *[k]juum soft. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung jəm to be tender, flexible, soft, Khasi jem soft. 
B, C: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang cum, Lawa Umphai chum soft (C); ~ 
(B) Riang-Lang kəcəm to be tender, flexible, soft.  
Lawa suggests *ʔj-. 
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1336 *tjum; *tjuum tinder. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *tbjum >) Chrau pəjum to make fire. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre juːm, Biat joːm tinder; ~ Bahnar dialects təsoːm &c. tinder 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*njəm see 1330 *jiim moist… .) 
 
1337 *njum; *njuum; *njuəm; *njəm dark in colour. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Khasi) Khasi jngum dark blue, violet by metathesis 
(or B); ~ Sre gəɲom black, dark- coloured; ~ Semang lemyom evening (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 16 (d)). 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *pnjuum >?; contaminated by 1330 *juum moist…) Bahnar 
ɲɯːm to soak, dye. 
C: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon yòm yom to be dark in colour, 
Mương yòm black (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 209); ~ (*pnjuəm >?) Biat ɲɔːm 
to colour, dye, blacken, Palaung ɲɔm to dye, (MILNE 1931) stain, Lawa Bo Luang, 
Lawa Umphai ɲɔm, Vietnamese nhuộm to dye; ~ Mon həyòm to be dark, no 
longer light. 
D: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɔə̀m discoloured, stained, 
bruised, dark in colour, Kuy chàm bruised, Palaung yəm to be black, swarthy, 
Mương yơm black (CUISINIER 1951), by metathesis Khasi jngem bruised; → Thai 
cʰám black; Cham jaṁ; ~ Khmer cùəɲcɔə̀m dark [sky &c.].  
Vietnamese tone from plosive sequence. 
 
1338 *bjum; *bjuum; *bjuəm; *bjəm bunch, to gather together.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer cùm juṁ, (by back-formation 
from?) phcùm phjuṁ (& phjaṁ, cf. D) to gather together, Kuy chùm to gather 
together; group, Kammu-Yuan cùm flock, herd; → Lao jhum flock, herd; ~ Sre 
pərjum collection, assembly, Jeh pajòm together (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar hiuːm to gather together, gather in arms, to 
embrace, Jeh yum to pick up in a bunch, Halang yuːm to gather together, 
Vietnamese chùm (!) bunch, chụm to assemble, join, gather.  
C: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Stieng dialect jɔːm[jaːl] to meet (together); 
Kammu-Yuan cɔ̀ː m to follow, accompany, Vietnamese chòm (!) tuft, clump, bunch, 
group. 
D: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer phcùm to gather together (merging A; phjaṁ), Thin jəm̆ all.  
In view of Vietnamese tonal variant perhaps orig. *j- n., *b-j- v.  
(SMITH 1972 17.) 
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1339 *kɲum; *kɲuum; *kɲuəm young.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmuic, Nicobaric, ?Central & South Aslian) Old Mon kñum (child?) of 
tender years, Proto-Nyah Kur *khəɲo ̱om young child (DIFFLOTH 1984 N171), 
Kammu-Yuan (A) núm, nɯ́m, Besisi nyom young (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 Y 42; or C?); ~ (B) Central Nicobarese kenyuːm child, Nancowry 
kiɲóm.  
C: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy ɲùːam (!)young; ~ (*knɲuəm >) Palaung kəɲɔm young 
boy, Praok ɲɔm young child.  
Connect Riang-Lang kəɲuk to be soft, young, tender? 
 
†‡1340 *t1iim; *t1iəm; *t1əm; *t1am; *t1a[i]m; *t1[u]m to hit repeatedly. 
A: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar teːm to beat, hammer, forge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung teəm to hammer, Lawa Bo Luang team, Lawa Umphai, Mae 
Sariang, Praok tɛm to hammer, beat out. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer dɔm to beat, hammer, 
forge, Kuy tam to hit, beat (probably, rather than D), Pakoh tɯm to thump with 
bottom of fist, Stieng tɒm, Biat tɔm, Bahnar təm to horn, gore, Khasi tem! to beat 
[drum &c.], Mương tâm (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese đâm to pound; → Thai 
tam to pound; ~ (*pt1əm >?) Vietnamese đấm to hit with fist. 
D: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon taṁ /tɔm/ [sṅoʼ], Modern Mon tɔm [haoʔ] husked and 
pounded rice, Kammu-Yuan tam to beat [drum]. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan táːm to hammer, forge.  
F: (Palaungic) Palaung tɯm to hit with fist; ~ (*[t1]nt1[u]m >) Praok dɯm to strike.  
Connect obscure Central Nicobarese dɔm to hammer, Nancowry rəḿ. 
Kharia thɔm to smash, &c. (PINNOW 1959 264; Proto-Munda *təm).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[qS]aNtəm: Acehnese antam to hit hard, Malay hantam to 
pound (→ Besisi —i.e. Mah Meri— ʼntöm, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 203), 
Javanese di-antĕm to be hit (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-Javanese); (ii, 
by metathesis?) *[qS]əNtam: Karo Batak ng-entam to lunge and butt, Acehnese 
öntam, Malay mĕng-hĕntam-kan to hit hard, Iban ng-entam to attack (so Proto-
West-Indonesian). 
 
1341 *t1iim to know.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tīm /tim/, Modern Mon tɛm to know, Lawa Bo Luang 
taiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang taim to remember, understand.  
Cf. 896b *tiɲ &c. Connection dubious Khasi tip. 
 
1342 *t1am locative (?) particle  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tam in, at, Jeh tam with, from, Halang tam from. 
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†‡1343 *t2əm; *t2əəm; *t2am plant, to grow; to begin. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Vietnamese đâm to grow, 
sprout; ~ (*pt2əm >) Stieng taːm to plant, sow, Palaung səm (or C?) to plant; ~ 
Stieng t(h)ənaːm, Kammu-Yuan sərnɯ̀m medicine. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & South Aslian) Khmer daəm, Biat tɒːm, Sre, 
Chrau, Bahnar təːm (foot or trunk of) tree, beginning, Mintil toum tree; ~ Khmer 
phdaəm to begin, Palaung sɯm, Besisi pĕtöm to plant (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 132); ~ Bahnar pətəːm, Hre basèm, Sedang pasiam to begin, 
Riang-Lang ˉpəksəm to plant, lay out [garden &c.]; ~ Chrau, Biat nəːm quantifier 
for trees; ~ Bahnar tənəːm = təːm.  
C: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon taṁ /tɔm/ plant, tree, base, foot, 
beginning, Modern Mon tɔm base, foot, beginning; ~ Old Mon ptaṁ to transplant, 
Modern Mon pətɔm also to begin, Khmer dam, Sre, Chrau, Biat tam, Praok sum, 
Lawa Bo Luang səum to plant; → Thai dam to transplant; ~ Bahnar pətam to 
plant, (or A?) Lawa Umphai ndeum, Mae Sariang ndəm to begin; ~ Middle Mon 
tnam, Modern Mon nɔm plant, tree, Khmer thnam medicine, Praok num plant; ~ 
Chrau tənam wet ricefield, Palaung sənəm, Riang-Lang ˉsənəm herb, medicine.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 85; BLOOD 1966 375, 420; SMITH 1972 13; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 151, T 203.) 
Sora nʔeːb-, ɲʔeːb- [tree] to grow, ə'n(ʔ)eːb-ən, compounding form 'neːb-ən 
transplant, plant.  
Proto-Austronesian *taƚəm: Malay tanam to plant, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *-n-; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.8). See BENEDICT 1975 355. 
 
†1344 *t1um; *t1uum; *t1uəm collection, accumulation. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon [suṁ] /tøm/ all, Literary Mon 
tuiṁ to be numerous, Khmer dom group, lump, wad, block (→ Cham ḍaum group), 
Riang-Lang ˉtɔm bundle, Praok tom [nɛ] many, much; ~ Khmer domdom in a 
crowd, in a heap, Sre ntum work-gang, group; ~ Khmer kdom gathered together, 
Sre tom to meet, Chrau cum to wrap up, Riang-Lang ˉtɔm to make a bundle. 
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Bahnar toːm all, entirely, Jeh tum 
enough, all, Halang tuːm enough, Central Nicobarese toːm bunch (quantifier); ~ 
(*ktuum >) Kuy toːm to wrap up, Palaung tum to gather together (MILNE 1931), 
Praok tɯm to gather; → Shan túm to gather; ~ (*[s]tuum >) Central Nicobarese 
hətoːm-[hətə] to assemble, Nancowry ʔumtum all, build; ~ Bahnar (h)atuːm 
collection; together (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Central Nicobarese hɔmtoːm mound (& 
ɔmtoːm every).  
C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau vətɔːm to assemble.  
Connect Mương tụm bunch, BARKER 1966 25; perhaps A114 *tam reciprocal preverb.  
(SMITH 1972 45.) 
Sora tum- to accumulate, gather. 
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1345 *t1um; *t1uəm; *t1am; *t1aam; *t1əəm to boil, distil.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan tóm to boil, cook 
(→ Lao tom), Semang tobm to boil (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 331); ~ Sre tərnom 
rice-beer.  
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon toṁ /tom/ to cook, Modern Mon tom to cook, distil; ~ 
(*t1puəm >) Palaung pɔm cooked rice. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Central Aslian) Old Khmer tāṁ, Modern Khmer dam to boil, 
cook by boiling; ~ Khasi thnam /thnam/, Semai nam to boil (v.i.) (TAUERN 1914); 
~ (*t1rnam >) Mon kənɔm to boil (v.i.). 
D, E: (South Bahnaric; ~ *trn- >) Bunör rənaːm (D), Central Rölöm nəːm (E) rice-
beer.  
Connection dubious Kharia ɖɔbkɔ- to boil, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 396.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; BLOOD 1966 422.) 
 
†1346 *[ʔ]t1aam according to.  
A: (Mon &/or Khmer) Literary Mon tāṁ, Khmer taːm; → (& in part ←?) Thai taam.  
*t1 in view of Sora. If not *ʔ-, Mon → Thai → Khmer. 
Sora tam-, ə'tam. 
 
1347 *k[ ]t1am heavy.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kətám heavy, Palaung [it] kətəm [to sleep] 
one’s fill. 
 
1348 *kt1aam crab.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, North Aslian) Khmer 
kdaːm, Kuy (k)taːm, Stieng, Sre taːm, Chrau caːm, Lawa tam, (by back-
formation, assuming **k- = small-animal prefix!) Khasi tham; → Acehnese 
götöəm, Malay kĕtam, Iban ketam; ~ (*kntaam >) Mon hətam gatāṁ, Bahnar, 
Halang kətaːm, Jeh kataːm, Kammu-Yuan kətáːm, Semang kĕntem (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 C 258 (c)); probably by secondary derivation (k- small-animal 
prefix!) ~ Riang-Lang kətɑm.  
Connection dubious Santali kaʈkəm, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 214. Blust's construction of 
Proto-Austronesian *kətəm (BLUST 1970 no. 210, *-T-) falls.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 278, 376; SMITH 1972 41.) 
 
1348a *kt1əm egg.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉtam, Praok, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔm, 
Lawa Bo Luang tɑm egg, Central Nicobarese kətəm-[kaːə] soft roe; ~ Palaung 
kətəm egg.  
Cf. 1253 *[k]t1ap.  
(SHAFER 1965 145.) 
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†1349 *[k]t1uum; *[k]t1uəm to fall down.  
A, B: (Mon) ~ Literary Mon gatuṁ, datuṁ (A), Mon hətom (B) to fall (down); ~ 
Literary Mon phatuṁ &c., Mon hətom to knock down.  
Sora, which compare. for *t1, favours construction of *k[r]t1- ~ *kbt1- causative. Cf. 
A106 *tup to fall; Mon tòm doṁ to fall down. 
Sora ə'tum-. 
 
1350 *krt2uum kind of varan.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bərtum small kind of varan of aquatic habit (DOURNES 1950; 
contaminated by bəya kind of varan < 156 *bryaʔ), Chrau [kɔːn] kətuːm, Biat 
rtuːm, Bahnar kətoːm kind of varan (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh ← kasùam, 
Halang kəsùam lizard.  
(SMITH 1972 20.) 
 
†1351 *[c]t1iim nine.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung tim, Riang-Lang ˉtim; (~) Lawa Bo Luang sataiɲ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang sataim; ~ (*[c]nt1iim >) Praok sidim.  
Connect perhaps 1144 *dciin[ʔ] &c., which compare.  
(SHAFER 1965 312.) 
Sora 'tim-[ɟi-], &c. (PINNOW 1959 372.) 
 
1352 *btɔm night.  
A: (Mon, Aslian, Nicobaric) Cheʼ Wong bətom, Central Sakai töp, Semelai pətɔm; ~ 
Old Mon birtaṁ /bərtɔm/, Modern Mon hətɔm, Proto-Nyah Kur *pətam̱ 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N234; implies *-am) ; (by secondary derivation?) ~ Central 
Nicobarese hatɔm.  
Connect 1328 *[c][ɯə]m? But connection dubious Mương têm (BARKER 1966 13), 
Vietnamese đêm.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 17 (a-b).) 
 
†1353 *st1am; *st1uum right-hand. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian, ?Khmuic) Khmer sdam (→ Thai 
sàdam), Kuy tam, Palaung [i]təm (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang [ka]tɑm, Lawa 
Umphai tɔm, Mương tăm (WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 205), Kensiu tem, Temiar 
təp, Semelai satam; ~ (*snt1am >) Praok dɔm, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
ndɔm; (?) ~ Kammu-Yuan tərhám right-handed by metathesis (& by back-
formation hám right-hand). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon stūm /stum/.  
Back vocalism secondary? cf. here Mintil təum.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 128.) 
Santali ɛtɔm, &c. (PINNOW 1959 220). 
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1354 *[d]im; *[d]i[ə]m to yoke.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer tɯ̀m, Stieng diːm; ~ (*[d]nim >) Khmer nɯ̀m 
yoke (& thnɯ̀m tie-beam, a neologism), Stieng niːm to yoke, Biat num (to) yoke.  
B: (or *-iim?: Katuic) ~ Kuy thnìːm yoke.  
For Khmer n- < *dn- cf. 1750 *dnaal. Biat -im is wanting; note ɲum : Stieng ɲiːm 
ad 1381 *yaam; chium < 1324 *cim. 
 
1355 *dam young male.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon [klɛà] tòm dam steer, Sre dam male [animal], Bahnar dam 
two- to three-year-old male [cattle], Jeh dam young (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ 
(*[d]ndam >) Stieng ndam young male [bullock], Biat [beːŋ] ndam [man] having 
attained puberty; ~ (*drdam >) Bahnar tədam young man, youth. 
 
†1355a *dəm[ ] to be soaked.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đẫm, đầm-[đìa]; ~ Riang-Lang ˉtam 
(!), Khasi pdem to soak, steep, ferment. 
Proto-Austronesian *rəNdəm: Malay rĕndam to soak (v.i), wallow, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 103, *[ḷ]-; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
†‡1356 *dəm; *duum to incubate.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) ~ (*dnəm >) Kuy nɔm̀, Bahnar ʔnəm; ~ 
West Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) kənɤm, Kammu-Yuan kəmnɯ̀m; ~ Khasi 
pdem. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _tum; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kəmnɯ̀m] kəmnòːm.  
= following? 
Sora dum-.  
(Proto-Austronesian *dəmdəm) Tagalog limlim, Cebuano Bisayan lumlum 
(compared at DEMPWOLFF 1938 43 with Malay &c. words meaning to long, long for 
revenge; so Cebuano to store up feelings; DAHL 1973's Malagasy & Formosa 
comparisons, § 14.6, belong elsewhere). 
 
†1357 *dəm (& *dəəm?); *[d]uum to lodge for the night, to roost. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon dum 
/døm/, Modern Mon tɜm̀ to lodge for the night, Khmer tùm daṁ to perch, to sit, 
Jeh dàm, Halang dɒm to sleep away from home, Khmuʼ dɯm to stay overnight, 
Palaung dəm to lodge, Praok tum to lodge, alight, Khasi dem (!) to alight, to stoop, 
to lie down, (*dəəm >?) Central Nicobarese daːm, raːm (!) night (quantifier), 
[om]daːm to sleep away from home, Nancowry rám (or rather 1360?); → Cham 
dam (!) to perch, alight; ~ Khmer trənùm perch, roost, by metathesis Kuy nthrɔm̀ 
to perch on, Biat drɔm to perch. 
B: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese [om]duːm-[həre] (!) to squat on heels.  
= preceding? There is contamination with 1158 *ɗ[uu]n to perch; whence Khasi, 
Nicobaric, Cham d-. 
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Sora dum- to crouch down, Santali duʼb to sit down, &c., ~ Mundari duɽum to lie down 
and sleep (PINNOW 1959 111). 
 
†1358 *dəm; *dəəm to thunder, rumble. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*dndəm >) Biat [tɔr] ndɔm [thunder] to rumble; 
~ (*dnəm >) Lawa Bo Luang nəum [mbreʔ], Lawa Umphai neum…, Mae 
Sariang nəm thunder; ~ (*drnəm >) Palaung kənəm, (MILNE 1931; !) sənəm 
thunder, Riang-Lang _tərnam, (!) _sərnam, Praok sinum [pray] thunderbolt. 
B: (North Bahnaric; by expressive lengthening?) Bahnar dɤːm to rumble, buzz 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ dənɤːm rumbling of thunder &c.  
Cf. 1392 *grəm[ʔ] &c. Hence Li *Nɔm thunder (BENEDICT 1975 366, to roar)?  
(SHAFER 1965 155.) 
Sora dum'dum-['tir-ən], dadum-['tir-ən] thunder, da'dum-da'dum- to thunder. 
 
1359 *gdɔɔm hut, room.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Obsolescent Mon hətòm room, Old Khmer kadaṁ, Modern Khmer 
khtɔ̀ː m (& khtùm khdaṁ) hut, shelter; → Cham kadauṁ hut, shelter; Thai 
kratʰɔm̂ hut. 
 
†‡1360 *ɗim; *ɗiim; *ɗəm; *ɗəəm; *ɗu[ ]m dark. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Mon dɒm to be blue, violet (or C &c.), Khmer [tùː] tɯ̀m cloudy, 
overcast.  
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Middle Mon [ṅiy] tḍim to be hard to descry, Chrau 
[səndoːc] khliːm very [black]. 
C: (Nicobaric, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Nancowry ram night, dark; ~ 
(*[d]nɗəm >) Biat nhɔm dark [sky &c.]; ~ Khmer srətùm sradaṁ dark [sky 
&c.], perhaps by metathesis (*drəm >) Vietnamese sầm to become dark.  
D: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar dənɤːm dark [sky &c.] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
E: (Khasi) Khasi dum dark. 
Kharia nu'ɖum early before dawn, &c.; Santali hadam hudum dusk, dawn (PINNOW 
1959 115).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d2əd2əm: Cebuano Bisayan dulum dark, Saaroa (Formosa) 
səəsəma darkness, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍəḍəm; separate Tagalog 
shadow); (ii; *d2əmd2əm) Paiwan dzəmdzəm night before new moon (cf. DAHL 
1973 § 14.6); (iii) *tid[2]əm: Javanese tiḍĕm dark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 137; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (iv) Proto-Formosan *qud2[uə]m black, DAHL 1973 § 
14.6. Cf. BENEDICT 1975 264-5. 
 
1361 *[ɗ]am; *ɗəm to tend, raise. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer [thae]-tɔə̀m to look after; ~ Sre pəndam to feed 
(v.t.) (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉdam [animals] to feed, to feed [animals]. 
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1361a *ɗaam to hit the mark.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dam to hit the mark, to be true, Bahnar ɗaːm to hit the 
mark repeatedly; ~ (*prɗaam >) Mon hədam, Bahnar pəɗaːm to aim. 
 
1362 *ɗum; *ɗuum ripe, ripe-coloured. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer dum, Modern Khmer tùm, Chrau dum 
ripe, Sre dum ripe, (— rəmiːt) yellow, Biat dum ripe, red, (~?) Literary Mon pḍuiṁ 
to be pale red. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central & South Aslian) Bahnar ɗuːm, Jeh 
dùm, Halang dùːm ripe, red, Praok tɯm, Lawa Bo Luang tum, Lawa Umphai 
thum to be ripe; ~ Kammu-Yuan həntùːm to be ripe, Palaung kəndum bud, Proto-
Semai *nɤɤbm (DIFFLOTH 1977), Besisi ʼndum ripe (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 R 137).  
Cf. Malay ku(n)tum bud (→ Semang kūtum, ib. B 449); Thai tùm bump, swelling (→ 
Kuy tum), Shan tǔm (to) bud, (to form a) boil.  
(SHAFER 1965 126; BLOOD 1966 156; SMITH 1972 15.) 
 
†1362a *[ ]nɗəm under, underpart.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre ɗəm underneath, Biat nɔm (— ɲroːm) space under house, (tɒːm — 
daːk) bottom of river; (probably ~) Kontum Bahnar kəʔnəm under, underpart, 
lower down, Sedang kadam under.  
(SMITH 1972 4.) 
Proto-Austronesian *da[d2/3]əm under: Cebuano Bisayan dálum, &c. (Proto-
Philippine *dalem, CHARLES), Proto-Polynesian *lalo (BIGGS ET AL. 1970; at 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 42 referred to *ḍaləm …deep). 
 
1363 *p[ɗ]am five.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer praṁ, Modern Khmer, Sre, Chrau, Biat 
pram, Mương đăm (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese năm; ~ Bahnar pəɗam, Jeh 
padam, Halang bədam.  
With consonantism cf. 588 *p[ɗ]aŋ; but South Bahnaric pr- perhaps counting 
deformation on six < 1851 *tpraw.  
(SHAFER 1965 378; BLOOD 1966 369; SMITH 1972 23.) 
 
†1364 *sɗəm to be afflicted by spirits.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*snɗəm >) Mon hənɛm to fall ill through supernatural agency; ~ 
(*sbɗəm > *smɗəm by assimilation >) Khmer sɔndɔm to put to sleep by sorcery.  
Connect Bahnar lɤːm sacrilege (GUILLEMINET 1959-63)? 
Sora soː'num- to be afflicted by evil spirits. 
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†1365 *n1uum, (*diʔaak n1uum by sandhi >) *kn1uum urine, to urinate.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer nòːm urine, to 
urinate, Stieng nuːm, Chrau noːm to urinate, Kammu-Yuan nùːm, Riang-Lang 
_num, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai naum, Proto-Semai *nɔɔm urine, to urinate 
(DIFFLOTH 1977).  
B: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon nɔm urine (vulgar; so erroneously 
ṇam, knam), Kuy klɔːm urine, to urinate, Sre ɗoum urine, Bahnar ʔnoːm, Palaung 
hnum to urinate (MILNE 1931).  
Connect Palaung hɲum urine (MILNE 1931); note here the Biat sandhi-form [prɔːc] 
ɲoːm bladder.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 171; SMITH 1972 34; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 U 27.) 
Sora ə'num- to urinate (children's word); & aɲ(ɲ)um- to urinate, &c., cf. Palaung 
hɲum (PINNOW 1959 K 303). 
 
1366 *k[ ]n1amʔ handful.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang kənəm fist, handful; to clench, clutch, 
Vietnamese nắm handful.  
Originally quantifier formation? Cf. Khasi kham, under the entry 1312 *ckəm to 
grasp, hold; which, with 1311 *k(u)əm to grasp, hold, perhaps connected. 
 
1367 *[k]n2am (kind of) spirit.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi khlam female spirit causing cholera; ~ 
(*[k]nn2am >) Jeh kanam (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), by metathesis Palaung 
kərnəm spirit. 
 
(*kn1uum see 1365 *n1uum urine, to urinate.) 
 
1367a *g[n]nəəm to rely on.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat nəːm hope, to hope, rely on (or < simplex *gnəəm?), Bahnar 
gənəːm to depend on, trust, Jeh kanòːm, Halang kənòːm to rely on.  
Connection uncertain Khmer sɔŋkhɯ̀m to hope, to count on. 
 
†1368 *cn1am; *cn1aam year. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer chnām, Modern Khmer 
chnam, Sre, Biat nam, Jeh hnam, Kammu-Yuan nɯ̀m (obsolescent), Praok num, 
Lawa Bo Luang nəum, Lawa Umphai neum, Mae Sariang nəm, Khasi snem, 
ʼnem, Mương (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese năm; (probably) ~ Stieng sənaːm 
(or B? BLOOD 1966 sənam), Sre, Bahnar sənam, Halang hənam, Palaung sənəm. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon cnām /cnam/, Modern Mon hnam.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38; SHAFER 1965 156; BLOOD 1966 361; SMITH 1972 24.) 
Sora 'num-ən compounding form (~ minnum-ən, originally one year). 
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1369 *bn2uum; *bn2əm (& *bn2əəm?) hill. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai plaum, Khasi lum. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, South Aslian) Old Khmer vnaṁ, 
Modern Khmer phnùm, Stieng bənɒːm, Sre bənəm, (*-əəm >?) Semelai 
bənəːm; ~ (*bnn2əm >) Kammu-Yuan pnɯ̀m anthill, Palaung pənnəm hillock 
(MILNE 1931).  
(SHAFER 1965 173; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 91.) 
Sora bə'num-ən, Mundari bunum anthill, &c. (PINNOW 1959 122). 
 
1370 *cn1aam skin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hnam skin, Proto-Nyah Kur *ɕhnaa̱m (DIFFLOTH 1984 
N135), Palaung hnam skin, complexion.  
Connect Khasi snep skin, rind, bark? 
 
1371 *paam to set fish-traps.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Mon pam to catch in net or trap, Kammu-Yuan páːm to set 
trap, Thin pam to set [fish-traps]; (probably ~ *pəpaam >) Sre, Chrau, Biat, Biat, 
Bahnar, Jeh, Halang paːm fish-trap.  
(SHAFER 1965 94; SMITH 1972 42; cf. SCHMIDT 1905, 18.) 
 
1372 *puum to hold in arms, embrace.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉpum, Central Nicobarese fuːm-[hətə]. 
 
1373 *ɓaam to chew.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung bam to chew, munch (MILNE 1931), Khasi bam /baam/ 
to eat.  
Connect 1376 *gɓam to have in one’s mouth?  
 
1374 *ɓuum tuber.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Biat buːm sweet potato, Chrau vuːm, Bahnar ɓuːm tuber, Jeh, 
Halang bùam quantifier for tubers.  
Connection dubious Khmer mɤ̀ː m tuber, edible root.  
(SHAFER 1965 381; SMITH 1972 19.) 
 
1374a *[ ]ɓuəm; *[ ]ɓ[ə]m cheek. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat [tɒːm] bɔːm, Kammu-Yuan pɔːm (→ Thin pɔm?). 
B: (Katuic) Kuy bam.  
Connect following? 
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1375 *kɓiim; *kɓiəm; *kɓəm; *kɓum; *kɓuum; *kɓuəm to have in one’s mouth. 
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer bɤm to suck at breast, Vietnamese mím to tighten 
[lips]. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer biəm to hold in 
mouth, suck, Kuy biːm to have mouth full, Pakoh kabéam hold in beak or mouth, 
Chrau vɛːm to suck in mouth, Vietnamese [móm]-mém to mumble, chew, Central 
Nicobarese pem-[hətə] to drink. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Kuy bɔm to hold in mouth; → Malay kĕbam [lips] 
sucked in [in rage]; ~ (*kmɓəm >) Bahnar ʔmɔm to close mouth on (!; & kəmɤm, 
GUILLEMINET 1959-63, to fill mouth with water); (or B?; t- adverbial) by secondary 
derivation ~ Khasi tbem as if biting something in the mouth. 
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vum mouthful [of rice wine]. 
E: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Bru kuboːm to hold in mouth, Kammu-Yuan 
pùːm to chew [betel], Riang-Lang ˉbum to hold in mouth, (or D?) Khasi kbum to 
close one’s lips. 
F: (Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Vietnamese móm-[mém] to mumble chew; (or *-am? then 
rather ad following, which connect) by secondary derivation ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔambɑm, Lawa Umphai rambom, Mae Sariang ɣambom, lambom mouth.  
Cf. besides preceding. 1378 *mim[ʔ] &c. to suck, with mutual contamination; & note 
Kammu-Yuan ɯ̀m to hold in mouth, suck, ~ rəmʔɯ̀m quid. 
 
1376 *gɓam to have in one’s mouth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer pɔə̀m to carry in mouth or beak; ~ (*gnɓam 
>) Kuy mphàm bridle; ~ Mon həbɔm to place, have, hold, in one’s mouth, Khasi 
kyrbam to bite one’s lip, press lips together.  
Cf. Khmer pɔ̀ː m to put, push, food into one’s mouth.  
Connect preceding; perhaps 1373 *ɓaam to chew. 
 
1377 *gɓum (?); *gɓuum; *gɓuəm; *gɓəm bud. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəpùm krabuṁ bud, (to be) in bud (or if misspelt D). 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan [láʔ] kəlpoːm leaf- bud.  
C: (Palaungic, ?Mon) Palaung bɔm (—kiŋ kir, — jɯŋ) calf, (— kətoh) buttocks (for 
semantics cf. 82 *kdɔʔ plantain bud); ~ (*gnɓ- >) Mon həmom bud (probably, 
rather than B; khamoṁ &c.). 
D: (Viet-Mương, ?Kuy) Kuy phɔm̀ (!; or C?) to be in bud, (~?) Vietnamese mầm bud.  
Connect Central Nicobarese kenmoːənə- (-koaːl) forearm, (-laːh) calf; perhaps Sre 
bom bud.  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *muˑm, BENEDICT 1972 78 no. 364 & n. 239 (Burmese, Lushei, 
Kachin). 
 
1378 *mim[ʔ]; *miəm[ ]; *məm[ ]; *məəmʔ; *mum to suck.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer mɤm, Kuy (baby talk) mem to suck at the 
breast (< *mʔim by metathesis?), Stieng meːm, Sre mim to close [mouth]. 
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B: (Central Aslian) Semai mɛːm breast; → Jarai mɛm to suck at the breast.  
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy mɔm̀, Bahnar mɔm, Kontum Bahnar məm to suck at 
the breast; → Malay, Cham, Moken mam, North Röglai mãm.  
D: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) East Bahnar mɤ̄m, West Bahnar məm̄ to chew 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Mương mợm to feed with premasticated food (BARKER & 
BARKER 1976); ~ Vietnamese mớm to feed with premasticated food, (bú —) to be 
breast-fed. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre mum to have in one’s mouth, suck, Mương 
(BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese mồm mouth; → Acehnese mom breast 
Cham mum, Röglai mom to suck at the breast.  
Cf. 1375 *kɓiim &c. to have in one’s mouth, with mutual contamination; & Tai 
*(h)ma(a)m to chew soft foods, &c., BENEDICT 1975 249.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 385 (c).) 
 
1379 *mum; *muum corner, angle. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùm (→ Thai mum), Sre mum, (probably) 
Stieng muːm. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar muːm.  
(SHAFER 1965 176.) 
 
1380 *[k]mum bear.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon kmīm /kmøm/, Modern Mon mɛm, Khmer [khlaː] khmùm 
ghmuṁ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
  
†1381 *yaam to weep.  
(Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
yām /yam/, Modern Mon yèm, Khmer yùm! yaṁ, Kammu-Yuan yàːm, Palaung 
yam, Riang-Lang _yɑm, Praok yɛm, Lawa yɯam, Khasi ïam, Proto-Semai 
*jaabm (DIFFLOTH 1977), Central Nicobarese ciːm-[ɲire], Nancowry cím; ~ 
(*yaamyaam; except Aslian > *myaam, >) Kuy ɲɲìːam, Stieng, Chrau ɲiːm, 
Sre ɲim, Biat ɲum, Gölar Bahnar ɲəm, Kontum ɲəm, ɲim, Jeh ɲaːm (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Semai dinjaːp to weep (TANDART 1935), Temiar yayaːp to cry 
suddenly (BENJAMIN 1976B 134).  
with Khmer vocalism cf. 1782 *kyaal; South Bahnaric fronting perhaps general 
following nasal; on Biat cf. 1354 *[d]im.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 383, 383a; BLOOD 1966 223; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
285.) 
Kharia i'jam, &c. (PINNOW 1959 42). 
 
(*yəm see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
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1382 *syaam (kind of) ant.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Chrau saːm, Biat chiaːm ant, Semang 
[les] siān kind of ant (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 104), Sakai hieb 
ant (i.e. Temiar; ib. A 103). 
 
‡1382a *[h]yam game, meat.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat iam meat, Bahnar sɛːm animal, game, Kontum Bahnar meat 
(contaminated by 1327 *ciəm to eat…?; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has also East 
Bahnar &c. hiːɛm meat, game), Röngao jam wild boar, meat (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Bahnar ʔɲɛm meat.  
Proto-Austronesian *qaiam: Malay ayam fowl, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 13, *cajam 
tame; DYEN 1953 § 117; DAHL 1973 § 8.3; Formosa bird; Saisiat also animal, 
Kanakanabu meat, see BENEDICT 1975 293).  
Cf. White Tai *hńam, Northern Li *xaam meat, BENEDICT 1975. 
 
1383 *rim; *riim; *riəm; *rəm edge, rim.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀m; → Thai rim. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rìːm rim, lips (TANDART 1935), Riang-Lang _rim edge, 
vicinity; → Shan hīm edge.  
C: (Nicobaric; ~ *[g]riəm>) Central Nicobarese keːəm brim, rim, Nancowry kiám 
edge. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Stieng rɔːm edge (e.g. of forest) (?); ~ (*[g]rəm 
>) Mon krɜm̀ to bind edge of [basket]; ~ hərɜm̀ rim, edge (& Nyah Kur nrʌm 
[paːŋ] lip); ~ Khmer prùm braṁ limit, frontier, boundary.  
Cf. 656 *riŋ &c. edge, border. 
 
‡1384 *ram; *raam to be in, under, water. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) ~ Sre kram to sink, submerge, Bahnar kram 
to be submerged, go to the bottom, Jeh, Halang kram to sink; ~ Khmer, Katuic, Sre, 
Biat, Chrau tram to soak, wet, Bahnar, Jeh tram to soak, Halang tram to lie in 
water; ~ Old Mon bram /brɔm/, Modern Mon pròm to founder. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese yaːm-[hətə] to overload [canoe]; ~ 
Stieng traːm to soak, wet; ~ Bahnar hraːm to soak, wet.  
(SHAFER 1965 60, 570; SMITH 1972 25, 29.) 
Proto-Austronesian *ta[rɣ]əm: Cham tram to steep, Röglai trap, Pangasinan talém 
to soak (so Proto-Hesperonesian; putatively *-r-). Neither all Mon-Khmer nor all 
Austronesian forms can be explained by borrowing! Sre &c. kram perhaps ← 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣəm (under the entry 1403 *lə(ə)m). 
 
1385 *ram; *raam new clearing  
A, B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Chrau ram (A), Bahnar [miːr] rām newly cleared 
swidden (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; B), Khasi ram jungle cleared for cultivation, 
Nancowry yóm garden, orchid, Nancowry yom garden. 
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1386 *ram; *raam to decay, age, perish. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar ram lost, destroyed by natural disaster, Central 
Nicobarese yəm-[ŋə] to disappear, vanish. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Sre raːm old, gone hard, Palaung raːm to 
decay (MILNE 1931); ~ Praok [siʔum] ram to decay; (probably ~; or A) Khasi 
[ïap] tram to wither; ~ (*.nraam >) Biat ndraːm large [intestine] (opposed young, 
green = small intestine).  
Add as derivative 1397 *[d]raam abandoned, deserted? 
 
1387 *rɔm appropriate, worthy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon ròm raṁ to respect, Khmer [sɔm]-rùm ramya 
right and proper, Stieng roːm [cəːi] worthy, fit to.  
Khmer spelling equates with rùm pleasant ← Sanskrit ramya-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40.) 
 
1388 *rɔɔm to agree.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre rom to agree to join (DOURNES 
1950) (by attraction following, which compare), Biat rɔːm to agree; ~ Khmer 
prɔ̀ː m, Kuy phrùːam, Riang-Lang _prɔm to agree (→ Palaung, Mon, prɔm?). 
 
1389 *rum; *ruum; *ruəm; *ruəp to assemble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer rùm ruṁ [pìː mùk] to surround, crowd 
round, Kuy rùm to crowd round, swarm round, Praok rom to be associated; ~ Praok 
prom to assemble (v.t.); ~ Mon hərɜm̀ da(m)ruiṁ to assemble (v.i). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ròːm to cluster round, settle on, 
(caom- —) surround, Kuy ròːm to gather, assemble (v.i.t.), Palaung rum (to be) 
together, Praok [raək] rum [grum phruac] to assemble (v.i.); ~ (*t2ruum >?) 
Khasi shrum many together, Vietnamese sum [họp &c.] to gather, be united; ~ 
(*[t2]mruum >) Thin brom, prom together. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Literary Mon roṁ company, 
companion; (— cha) to accord, pair, Khmer rùːəm to join together, unite (v.i.t.), 
West Bahnar rɔːm [horns] to coverge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Thai ruam to 
gather together, rùəm to live together, be joined together, Shan hòm to be together; ~ 
Mon kərom in company with; ~ Gölar Bahnar hədrɔːm to pile up; ~ Khasi 
lyngrom (or A?) in a small group; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung kərprɔm to 
gather (v.i.) (MILNE 1931); ~ Praok khrɔm to gather, collect (v.i.t.).  
D: (Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer rùːəp to assemble, join (v.i.t.) (→ Thai 
rûap to gather together), Riang-Lang _ruap pair, Proto-Semai *roop to accompany; 
companion (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Cf. with D Sora rab- [persons] to unite. Add following? 
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1390 *rum; *ruum; *ram to help, to lend. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon rim /røm/ [bāṅ], Modern Mon rɜm̀ to help (→ Burmese 
ruiṅ: [paṅ:]), Riang-Lang _rɔm to lend, borrow [money]. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese giùm (for **rùm) to help. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung rəm to borrow [money], Lawa Bo Luang rɑm to borrow, 
Khasi ram debt, loan.  
= preceding? Cf. 1270 *rap to help. 
 
1391 *ruum (& *rum?); *ruəm underneath. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Sre roum, Bahnar roːm 
area under house (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi rum lower part, south; ~ Old Khmer 
karoṁ, Modern Khmer kraom under, Stieng kruːm, Chrau kroːm area under 
house, Jeh krum underneath, Halang kruːm underside, Palaung krum under, Khasi 
khrum space under floor, Temiar kəroːp place beneath (BENJAMIN 1976B 157), 
Proto-Semai *krɔɔbm under (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*knr- >) Kuy [kduːap] 
nthròːm, Bahnar kəroːm underneath, Kammu-Yuan kəntruːm, Praok grɯm, (*-
um >?) Lawa Bo Luang ŋgraum, Lawa Umphai [ka]ŋgrum, Mae Sariang ŋgɯm 
under.  
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon kīnrom /kənrom/ (space) under.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; SHAFER 1965 485; SMITH 1972 49; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 165 
(a).) 
 
1392 *grəm[ʔ]; *gram[ ] to thunder, rumble. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar grəm distant thunder; → Jarai grɔm, Röglai, 
North Röglai grəm thunder; (?) Burmese khrim: to thunder; ~ (*gprəm[ʔ] >?) 
Mương khấm (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese sấm thunder. 
B: (Mon, ?Khmer) Khmer krɔə̀m sound of thunder &c. (or A?); ~ Literary Mon gamraṁ 
to rumble.  
679 *grəŋ to thunder contaminated by 1358 *də(ə)m?  
(SHAFER 1965 142.)  
  
1393 *jrəm mud, swamp.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Aslian) Old Khmer jrāṁ, Modern Khmer crɔə̀m muddy water, 
muck, Besisi haröp swamp (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 115); ~ Mon 
hərɜm̀ damruim marsh, marshy banks.  
Originally by metathesis *r-(n)jəm, ~ 1330 moist, swampy? Connection uncertain 
Mon hərɒm mud. 
 
1394 *t1rim; *[t1]rəm; *t1rəəm level, equal. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer trɤm equal to, up to the same point as. 
B: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan trɯ́m level; ~ (*[t1]nrəm >) Lawa Bo 
Luang ŋgrəum, Lawa Umphai ŋgreum level; ~ Khmer tùmrɔə̀m (!) from now 
until. 
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C: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ndrəːm similar, equal.  
A contaminated by 655 *ri(i)ŋ, which compare? 
 
1395 *t1riim; *t1riəm old. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉtrim, Khasi rim (originally compounding form?); ~ 
Literary Mon triṁ to be old (or < simplex, but cf. B), Khasi thynrim slightly old; ~ 
(*t1priim >) Kammu-Yuan priːm, Palaung, Praok prim, Lawa Bo Luang phraiɲ, 
Lawa Umphai praim, Mae Sariang phyaim (to be) old. 
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon tinrem /tənrem/, Modern Mon kərem t(a)reṁ. 
 
1396 *t1ruum; *t1ruəm hole. 
A: (Bahnaric) Biat troːm hole, den, lair, Stieng, Sre truːm, Bahnar troːm hole. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh troːm, Halang troam hole. 
(SHAFER 1965 571; BLOOD 1966 20; SMITH 1972 33.) 
 
1397 *[d]raam abandoned, deserted.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon [sɔn] krèm drāṁ, grāṁ to be desolate, deserted, Riang-Lang 
_rɑm [field] to be abandoned; → Shan hɑ̄m to be abandoned; ~ (*[d]nraam >) 
Praok gram to leave behend.  
1386 *raam to decay…? 
 
1398 *(drəm) drəm; *drəəm to stamp foot &c. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Mon həkrɜm̀ [cat] to pounce on (< 
*drə(ə)m drə(ə)m); ~ (*dnrəm >) Khmer tùəntrɔə̀m (& tɔntrɔm; or as Mon?), 
Chrau ntrəm to paw the ground, stamp feet, Biat ntrɔm to paw the ground, stamp 
feet, (by back-formation?) trɔm to stamp, Vietnamese giậm to stamp (for **rậm; 
beside giắm to crush, tread, trample); by secondary derivation ~ (*mrr- >; or B?) 
Sre mbləm to trample (DOURNES 1950). 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*dnrəəm >) Bahnar trəːm to stamp, to trample. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*drəəm drəəm or *dmrəəm > *mrəəm >) Palaung 
[khɯn] brɯm to trample on, stamp (on) (MILNE 1931). 
 
1399 *smram; *smraam; *s[m]ruum sweepings. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [bruːih] mram, bram dirt, sweepings (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
B: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həram dust, powder, Khmer sɔmraːm rubbish, bits. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi synrum rubbish, debris.  
C secondary. 
 
1400 *sruum; *sruup to sheathe. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sraom to envelop; envelope, Sre sruːm to sheathe, 
to put [ring] on finger; ~ (*s[m]ruum >) Sre səmprum sheath, Chrau səndroːm 
boots, Biat ndroːm sheathe, (— jɔŋ) sock. 
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B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy sɔːp sheathe, sock, bag, Jeh soːp, sroːp to sheathe 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Sre səmpruŋ sheathe is ultimately connected (Cham saruṅ <) Proto-Austronesian 
*t'aruŋ, DEMPWOLFF 1938 148. 
 
1401 *liəm good.  
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar liɛm, Jeh, Halang liam; ~ (*lnliəm >?) Sre niam good, well.  
(SMITH 1972 36.) 
 
†1402 *laam to extend.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric) Mon lèm lāṁ to grow by putting out tendrils, Khmer 
lìːəm to lengthen [rope &c.], Bahnar laːm [water] to spread in flood (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); → Thai laam to advance, extend along the surface, spread; ~ (*jlaam >) 
Mon klèm to feel, Khmer jhlām to stretch [foot] out (GUESDON 1930), West Bahnar 
hlām, klām, East Bahnar halām to spread widely (v.i.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
Sora lʔaːm- to crawl, creep, laːm- to creep, extend (to be separate from forms at 
PINNOW 1959 K 482). 
 
‡1403 *ləm; *ləəm to sink. 
A: (Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Mon) Kuy lɔm̀ to inundate; ~ (*[g]ləm(-s) >) Vietnamese 
trầm to sink, trẫm [mình] to drown oneself; (or B) ~ Old Mon tinlum /tənløm/, 
Modern Mon kənɛm to sink; ~ Old Mon tulum to drown oneself, Modern Mon 
kəlɒm to immerse oneself, bathe. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *t2əəm? >) Palaung hlɯm to dive. 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣəm: Cham karam to sink, &c., Malay karam to be wrecked at 
sea, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 73, *ka[ḷ]əm; separate Javanese kĕrĕm; BLUST 
1972 C? no. 1; Proto-Hesperonesian; perhaps → Sre &c. kram, under the entry 
1384 *ram). See BENEDICT 1975 381. Perhaps ← Mon-Khmer are Javanese 
kèlĕm, kĕlěm to sink (kĕlĕm referred to *kələm dark at DEMPWOLFF 1938 77); 
Malay tĕnggĕlam to sink. 
 
1404 *luum; *ləm to be mistaken, deceived. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer lòːm to cajole, persuade (with sense by false 
analysis of derivation?), Kuy lòːm to console, soothe, appease, Biat loːm to console, 
to seduce, entice; ~ Khmer prəlaom to apply persuasion to, to seduce, Sre pərloum 
to deceive. 
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B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon luim (in sense) to be invalid (?), 
Biat lɔm to deceive [spouse], be adulterous, Vietnamese lầm (& nhầm) to be 
mistaken, make a mistake; ~ Khmer crəlɔm to be mistaken, confused; ~ (*pnləm 
>) bɔnlɔm to mislead; ~ (*prləm >) Middle Mon paluim (in sense) to corrupt, 
subvert, divert, Modern Mon pəlɒm to seduce (& Literary Mon paluiṁ [cuit] to 
disappoint, let down; merging to destroy, ad 1414 *rləm), Stieng prəlɒm to deceive, 
to make a mistake, Biat rlam to deceive, to misappropriate, Bahnar pələm to deceive.  
Or two roots, with mutual contamination? 
 
1405 *klam hundred.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon klaṁ /klɔm/, Modern Mon klɔm, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese trăm; ~ Bru kalam, Pakoh kulam.  
(SHAFER 1965 230.) 
 
1406 *klam; *kləm to carry on shoulder. 
A: (Khmuic, South Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Thin klăm, Serting klam (i.e Semelai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 36), Temiar golap (BENJAMIN 1976B 138; or ← 
Acehnese, below?). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin kləm̆, Riang-Lang ˉklam, Praok, (or A?) Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang klɔm, Lawa Bo Luang klɑm.  
Proto-Aceh-Cham has *gul[aə]m: Acehnese gulam, Cham kàlam, Jarai glam, North 
Röglai gulap. 
 
1407 *kləm to wrap.  
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Stieng klaːm to shut up in, Central Rölöm tlam to 
wrap up, to be wrapped up; ~ (*knləm >) Sre kənəm packet (DOURNES 1950), Biat 
ŋklɔm packet; to wrap up; ~ Semang makĕlab to wrap up (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 W 144).  
(BLOOD 1966 120.) 
 
1408 *kl[u]m dense, thick.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon klɒm to be dense, Palaung klɯm to be thick (MILNE 1931).  
Or *-əəm. 
 
1409 *[c]limʔ; *[c]liəmʔ; *[c]laim[ ] to lick. 
A: (Viet-Mương; ~ *[c]nlimʔ >) Vietnamese nếm to taste (v.t.). 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) lɛːm to lick one’s 
fingers; ~ (*[c]rliəmʔ >) Mon kəlem to taste (v.t.), Vietnamese liếm to lick. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi) ~ (*[c]rlaim[ ] >) Khasi jylliem [dog] to lick lips; ~ (*[c]plaim[ ] 
>) Khmer plaem-plaem repeatedly lick ing the lips (& phlɛ ̀ːm licking).  
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C secondary. Cf. Tibeto-Burman *(s-)lyam tongue; flame, BENEDICT 1972 48 (& n. 158), 
&c.; Karen *hlɛ[m] to lick, ib. 141 n. 379; Ancient Chinese *liam, ib. 172 n. 458; 
& 1286a *liəp; 1075 *lit &c.; Cham lyah, Jarai liːah, Röglai liah, Acehnese 
liəh. 
 
†1410 *t1ləm; *t1ləəm; *t1lam land leech.  
A: (Aslian; ~ *t1pləm >) Proto-Semai *pləbm (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Bunör kləːm land leech, Khasi thliem small leech; ~ Stieng, 
Sre pləːm small species of leech, Chrau pləːm land leech, Biat plɒːm, Bahnar pləːm 
forest leech, Jeh, Halang plèːm leech, Kammu-Yuan plɯ́am (!), Palaung plɯm 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai plaum land leech; → Cham ploːm, 
Jarai pluːm, ploːm, Röglai plum, North Röglai pluːp. 
C: (Mon, ?Nicobaric) Mon klɔm land leech, (or A?) Central Nicobarese heləm leech.  
Cf. 1858 *gləw (kind of) leech; but connection dubious Khmer chlɤ̀ːŋ, Kuy thlɤ̀ːŋ 
water leech.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42; SHAFER 1965 231, 380; BLOOD 1966 416; SMITH 1972 11; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 L 43.) 
Sora 'ɲiːleːm-ən, 'ɲiːleːb-ən, 'ɲiːloːm-ən leech. For ɲ- here (< *n-?) cf. 32 *tŋaʔ; 
1343 *t2əm &c. 
 
1411 *t1ləəm; *t1luəm liver. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thlaəm, Chrau khləːm, Sre, Biat, Bahnar kləːm, Jeh, 
Halang klèːm; → Röglai kləp. 
B: (Katuic, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) ~ Kuy lùːam (!), Kammu-Yuan təlɔːm, Mương lom 
(CUISINIER 1951).  
Connect B89 *kt1uəm, which compare? Note Ilocano dalem, perhaps < Proto-
Austronesian *daləm inside (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍ-).  
(SHAFER 1965 69; BLOOD 1966 395; SMITH 1972 12.) 
 
1411a *[p]lim; *pliim; *pliəm; *pləm dim, to glimmer. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Khmer phlɯ̀m (— —) dim, (— -phlɛ ̀ː t) twinkling dimly; (or D) ~ 
Mon [həket] pəlɒm to be pale [red], pink. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar [mat] pliːm night-blindness. 
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉpliɛm ˉpliɛm to flicker, twinkle.  
D: (South Bahnaric) Chrau pləm [mat] dim-sighted, Biat with secondary lengthening 
plɔːm [mat] short-sighted. 
 
1412 *plɔɔm to move stealthily.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon plɔm to stalk, Khmer phlɔːm to slip in, sneak in; (?) → Thai 
plɔɔm to imitate, disguise.  
Connection dubious Riang-Lang ˉluam to pursue, hunt. 
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1413 *[r]lam; *[r]laim sharp, pointed. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rəlɔə̀m very sharp, pointed, Palaung ləm (MILNE 1931), 
Praok, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang lɔm, Lawa Bo Luang lɑm sharp. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer rəlɛ ̀ːm acutely pointed; ~ (*srlaim >?) Kuy slɛːm, lhɛːm 
pointed 
 
1414 *rləm; *rləəm to collapse, subside. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Mon) Old Mon rlim /rløm/ [rlāk] to be in ruins, 
Modern Mon lɜm̀ to be damaged, destroyed (or B), Old Khmer rlaṁ, Middle Khmer 
rəlùm ralaṁ (!; GUESDON 1930 ralāṁ—& ralom) to fall (down), crumble away, Sre 
rələm to fall in, form gullies, Biat rlɔm to crumble away; ~ (*krləm >) Khasi 
khyllem [house, wall] to collapse. 
B: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar rəlɤːm, East Bahnar həlɤːm to crumble away, fall 
down (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 72.) 
 
(*sliəm see 1422 *lsiim finger-nail.) 
 
1415 *slamʔ in quantity.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) West Bahnar hlam much, severely 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Mương (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese lắm much; ~ 
(earlier *hləm hləm > *mləm >?) Palaung bləm to be plentiful; ~ (*snlamʔ 
>?) Lawa Bo Luang nəum, Lawa Umphai ʔneum more.  
Connection uncertain Mah Meri hnɔm many, = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 45. 
 
‡1416 *sləmʔ discoloured.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hlɒm [colour] to be faded, Mương lậm 
(BARKER 1966 25; !), Vietnamese lấm to be soiled, smeared; ~ (*smləmʔ >?) Biat 
blɔm tarnished, dull.  
Connection uncertain Khmer lùm luṁ faded [flowers &c.], withered, slaom to wither; 
or Praok khrom hu [flower] to fade. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ləmləm; Toba Batak lomlom dark, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 95; 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *t'ələm: Balinese selem dark, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
399, Proto-Hesperonesian); & note *(q)iS[ə]ləm dark colour, BLUST 1973 no. 255. 
See BENEDICT 1975 265, dark… . 
 
1417 *samʔ; *sum[ ] to bathe.  
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương thắm (BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese tắm. 
B: (Khasi, Palaungic) Khasi sum /sum/ to bathe, wash, Danaw _Ɵɔn [_uːn] to bathe.  
Connect 1426 *huum &c.? 
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1418 *səm all, totality.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Mon suṁ /søm/ [tuṁ], Modern Mon sɒm all; ~ 
Praok khɔm all; ~ Old Khmer psaṁ, Modern Khmer phsɔm to unite. 
 
1419 *səm[ ](-s); *səəmʔ damp.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Khmer saəm damp, 
moist (B; → Cham sɤṁ), Vietnamese tẩm to soak, marinate (< *səm[ ]-s), Che’ 
Wong səm rain; ~ (*(s)ns- >) Mon kəsɒm lasuiṁ (< *ns-?), dasuiṁ (< *sns-?), 
kasuiṁ rainy season, Khmer sɔnsaəm, ʔɔnsaəm (B) dew, damp, (*ns- >) Bateg 
Nong ləsəm, Proto-Semai *lsabm rain (DIFFLOTH 1977; !) (→ Dusun rasam, &c., 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 6?); ~ (*srsəəmʔ >) Vietnamese róʼm to ooze, be wet 
[with blood, tears]; ~ (*sl- ?) Bru lahʌːm damp.  
Earlier perhaps *ʔəms ʔəms, cf. Mương (BARKER 1966 18), Vietnamese ẩm to be 
humid; so too Kuy həːm damp, moist, wet? Connection thus uncertain Javanese 
chĕnchĕm to soak (*k'əmk'əm, DEMPWOLFF 1938 87, with dubious Tagalog 
comparison) Cf. also 1330 *jiim &c. moist, swampy.  
 
1419a *sum; *suum shrimp, prawn. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese tôm. 
B: (Katuic) Kuy [kaː] suːm, Bru ʔasuəm.  
Note Semang kloʼ kĕsub (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 107. 
 
1420 *ksaam; by metathesis *kaams (to catch) cold. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon [yay jwī] kṣām epidemic, Modern Mon cham head cold. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cảm to catch cold. 
 
1421 (*rnsuum &c. by assimilation >) *rmsuum; *rnsuun; *rnsuən; *rnsən 
nest.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau məsoːm, Praok mɯm, Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔahmaum, Lawa Umphai rahmaum. 
B, C: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəsoːn (B), (C) Central Rölöm sɷan, (→?) Bunör rəswan. 
D: (South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Biat rchɔn, (?) with secondary lengthening Riang-
Lang ¯hɑn.  
(BLOOD 1966 70.) 
 
1422 *lsiim; (*lsiəm by metathesis >) *sliəm finger-nail.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ (*lnsiim >) Palaung rəhnim, (by assimilation *lmsiim >) 
Riang-Lang ¯rəmhim, Lawa Bo Luang hmaiɲ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
hmaim; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi tyrsim nail, hoof, claw. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Danaw kă _lɛə̀ŋ; ~ Old Mon sinlem /sənlem/, Modern Mon 
hənem. 
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1423 *[ ][h][ə]m bed-bug.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin hɯ̆m, Lawa Bo Luang həum.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan hɯŋ, Bru nsəŋ.  
 
(*[ ]həm see 1307 *[s]ʔəm warm.) 
 
1424 *həəm sated.  
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer haəm swollen (?), Sre, Chrau, Biat həːm sated.  
Cf. 473 *hə(ə)k.  
(BLOOD 1966 394.) 
 
1425 *hom to speak.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Middle Mon huim, Modern Mon hɒm, Palaung (Mon, 
songs) hom to speak, say, speak of, tell; ~ Thin pṛʔom to speak, talk.  
Cf. Riang-Lang tərʔup to converse. 
 
†1426 *huum (& *hum?); *ʔum to bathe. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, South Aslian, ?Palaungic) Mon hum, Bahnar huːm 
(Kontum hum; < *hum?), Jeh hùm, Halang hùːm, Palaung hum, Praok hɯm, 
Lawa haum (or Palaungic < *suum[ ] ad 1417 *sum[ ]; which connect?), 
Semelai huːm; ~ Old Mon p-hūm /phum/, Modern Mon phum, (~?) Bahnar 
pəhuːm (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh pahùm to bathe [someone] (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979), (by assimilation, or ~) Bahnar muhuːm to bathe [someone] (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Kammu-Yuan muːm to wash oneself. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau um, Biat om to bathe.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24; BLOOD 1966 150; SMITH 1972 6; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 82.) 
Kharia oaʔ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 542; Proto-Munda *umaʔ). 
 
 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ih[i]m see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
 
1427 *khəəm (& *khuum?) silent, to sit (quietly).  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Stieng khəːm quiet, to be silent, inactive, 
Biat [guʔ] khəːm to be silent, …khɯːm to squat, (variant >?) Semelai khoːm to 
sit (Mah Meri/Besisi also quiet, cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 223); ~ (*knhəəm >) 
Praok ŋɔm, Lawa Bo Luang ɲaum, Mae Sariang ŋaum to sit.  
Cf. 1323 *sŋɔm silent. 
 
1428 *khuum to blow.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng khuːm to blow, to winnow (contaminated by 1317 *gu(u)m?), 
Sre khoum, Biat khoːm to blow; ~ (*klhuum >) Chrau khloːm to blow, Bahnar 
hloːm to blow on, into, Jeh klum, Halang hluːm to blow wind instrument.  
Connect ultimately 1299 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ih[i]m to breathe…?  
(BLOOD 1966 6; SMITH 1972 46.) 
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1429 *ghim to growl.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) ~ (*gnhim >) Mon kəhìm [e.g. tiger] to give a short open growl; ~ 
Khmer krəhɯ̀m [tiger] to growl (& to clear throat, by attraction krəhɛ ̀ːm, 
krəhaem). 
 
†1430 *jhaam; *jhiim blood. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer 
chìːəm, Mnar chim blood, (?) Central Nicobarese cyaːm sap; ~ (*jnhaam >) Kuy 
ŋhaːm, Chrau nhaːm, Palaung hnam, Riang-Lang ¯nɑm, Praok nam, Lawa 
nham, Khasi snam, ʼnam blood, (~ or by assimilation *jmhaam >) Stieng 
mɒhaːm, Sre, Biat mhaːm, Bahnar, Jeh phaːm, Halang məhaːm, Kammu-Yuan 
màːm, Kensiu məhəm, Semai (or B?) bəhiːp, Semelai maham blood, Central 
Nicobarese mahaːm menses, Car Nicobarese maːm blood. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon chiṁ /chim/, Modern Mon chim blood.  
With Mnar vocalism cf. e.g. thiːm < 1348 *kt1aam. B secondary.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 154, 379, 559; BLOOD 1966 307; SMITH 1972 37; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 249.) 
Sora 'miɲaˑm-ən, Kharia i'jãm, Santali maj̃ã ̃m, &c. (PINNOW 1959 303).  
See BENEDICT 1975 235. 
 
1430a *[t]heem to add to.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer thaem, Biat thɛːm, Bahnar thiːm; → Thai tʰɛɛ̌m, → Kuy 
thɛ ̀ːm.  
Or *dh-, > Kuy; Khmer ← Thai? 
 
(*t2ham[ ] see 1304 *t2ʔum[ ] rotten.) 
 
†1431 *t1haam eight.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*t1nhaam >) Bahnar təhŋaːm (& hŋaːm); ~ (*t1phaam >) Sre, 
Chrau, Biat phaːm, West Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Halang təhaːm, Jeh 
tahaːm.  
Hence perhaps, by counting deformation on dincit nine < 1144 *d/n/ciit, Old Mon 
diñcām /dəncam/, Modern Mon həcam. But connection dubious (i) Mương thám 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese tám (< *saamʔ); (ii) B5 *t1aaʔ; or Waic forms 
there cited.  
(SHAFER 1965 275, 377; BLOOD 1966 317; SMITH 1972 38.) 
Kharia tham, &c. (PINNOW 1959 8). 
 
(*t2huums see 1304 *t2ʔum[ ] rotten; *dheem 1430a *[t]heem to add to.) 
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1432 *dhum; *dhuum fragrant, to scent. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Literary Mon thuiṁ to emit fragrance (→ 
Burmese thuṁ to perfume), Khmer thùm dhuṁ to emit fragrance, to smell [scent], 
Riang-Lang ¯hɔm (→ Shan hɔḿ) to be fragrant; ~ Old Khmer danhuṁ perfume, 
Chrau nhum incense. 
B: (Katuic; ~ *dphuum >) Kuy phoːm to be fragrant.  
Connect obscure Mương (BARKER 1966 12) hơm, Vietnamese thơm fragrant. Probably 
not ← Sanskrit dhūma- smoke, vapour, mist, given preferred vocalism; but note 
Thai dom to smell, inhale. 
 
1433 *phoom to break wind.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, North Aslian) Khmer phaom, Biat, Bahnar phoːm, Jeh 
phum, Halang phuːm, Kammu-Yuan púːm, Semang păhom (i.e. Kintaq Bong; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 378).  
(SMITH 1972 48.) 
 
(*yhə(ə)m, *yhu(ə)m see 1299 *iʔim to breathe, live.) 
 
†1434 *ʔaayh to give.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Kuy) Kuy ʔɛː to take, bring (?), Sre aːy to give, 
Riang-Lang ¯ɛ id., to cause to, allow to; let…!; so that, Praok e adhortative particle, 
Khasi ai to give; ~ (*[ ]rʔaayh >) Palaung deh to give.  
Cf. Old Khmer oy, Modern Khmer ʔaoy (with vocalism as in e.g. sraoc ad 837 
*ra(a)c; so conceivably *ʔauyh). But separate Pangan ya-öiʔ, &c., SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 30 (Kensiu ʔɛk). 
Kharia ɔẽ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 394; Proto-Munda *ɔjəm?). 
 
1435 *[ʔ]aay other.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Katuic, Palaungic) Bahnar aːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*ʔanʔ 
ʔaay by contraction >, cf. 1115 *[ʔ]anʔ &c. 3rd person singular pron.?) Bahnar 
(a)naːy; ~ Bru raʔaːy each other; ~ Palaung lay each, other, to be different, Praok 
lay reciprocating particle.  
Connect 1511 *l[ ]a(a)y[ʔ] again, < *[ ]las ʔaay another time by contraction? But if 
Bahnar aːi is separate, perhaps *laay ~ *[ ]nlaay. 
 
1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ; *ʔ[əy]h; *h[əy]ʔ deictic. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Biat iː locative pronominal 
head (?), Bahnar ɛy, Vietnamese ấy that near at hand; ~ Khmer (s)ʔɤy, ʔvɤy 
what?  
B: (Palaungic, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ¯e that, Lawa Bo Luang ʔəih, 
Lawa Umphai ʔeh, Mae Sariang ʔɛih this [year], Kintaq Bong ʔəh this, ʔəh̃ here, 
Central Nicobarese ẽh near, close, this, Nancowry ʔɛh́ near; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔaʔəih, Lawa Umphai ʔuˑʔeh what? 
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C: (Bahnaric, North & South Aslian) Chrau hɛːʔ! here, this, Bahnar hɛy just now, that 
just mentioned, Mintil həʔ̃ here, this, Mah Meri hɔʔ here; ~ Mah Meri nahɔʔ this.  
For Chrau final see 65 *t1iʔ &c. Cf. 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 85; cf. PINNOW 1959 78.) 
 
1436 *ʔəy[h]; *ʔaay[ ] you (feminine singular). 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng eːi, Sre ay feminine singular, Chrau ʔay (BLOOD 1966), Central 
Rölöm ʔɛː, Biat ai feminine, Bahnar ɛː, ih, Halang ih singular. 
B: (South Bahnaric; originally calling deformation?) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör ʔaːy, 
Chrau aːy feminine.  
Cf. Khmuʼ yɛʔ masculine singular familiar; Semai hɛːʔ, Temiar hãːʔ singular, Mah Meri 
&c. hiʔ singular /plural = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 34.  
(SHAFER 1965 564; BLOOD 1966 182; SMITH 1972 332.) 
 
1437 *[ ]ʔuy to be rocked, swung.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon ui pʼuy [cradle] to swing, Central Nicobarese hɤi-
[hətə] (!) to swing (v.i.); ~ Khasi kyn-oi to cradle, dandle, lull. 
 
1437a *ʔuy; *ʔuuy; *ʔuəy; *ʔ[ə]y three.  
A: (Palaungic; ~ *lʔuy >) Praok loy. 
B: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese loːe, luːe. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung uəy, Riang-Lang ¯way, ¯wəy (& ¯we); ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
laʔoi, Lawa Umphai laʔua, Mae Sariang laʔuai. 
D: (Khasi) ~ Khasi lai.  
Connect 98 *piʔ, as Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *[ ]u(/p/)i[ ]? 
 
1438 *ʔuuy to tend, care for.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon ʼuy to tend, see to, Praok ɯy to raise, bring up. 
 
1439 *jʔaay we two.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric, Katuic) Palaung ay, Riang-Lang ɑy, Central Nicobarese 
cəai.  
Connect 4 *[ ]ʔaʔ we two or 1435 *[ʔ]aay other?  
 
(*jʔuuy see 887 *jʔuuɲ to smell, sniff; *pʔuuy see 1550 *phuuy blanket; *rʔu(ə)y see 
798 *rʔuc finished.) 
 
‡1440 *lʔəy; *lʔəəy destitute, orphan. 
A: (North Bahnaric) West Bahnar hrəi poor, wretched (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric; ~?) Stieng [koːn] ləːy, Chrau ləʔəːy orphan, Sre ləʔoːy poor, wretched 
(→ Röglai ləʔoːy poor, wretched, orphan); ~ (*lnʔəəy >) Sre ɗoːy, Biat [kɔːn] 
ɗəːi, Jeh, Halang tòːy orphan. 
(Proto-Austronesian *luqəy?) Cebuano Bisayan lúuy pitiful. 
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(*[s]ʔəəy see 158 *[s]yəəʔ to see.) 
 
1441 *sʔuy rotten, to stink.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon ui sʼuy to be rotten, putrid, Old 
Khmer s-uy, Modern Khmer sʔoy stinking, putrid, to stink, Riang-Lang ¯vi, ¯wi to 
smell (v.i.t.), Praok siʔoy [baə] to be fragrant, Lawa Bo Luang saʔau, Lawa 
Umphai saʔɔi stinking, Vietnamese ôi [meat] to be spoiled, rotten; ~ (*slʔuy >) 
Kuy sloi, lhoi rotten, falling to pieces, to stink.  
Connect Kammu-Yuan pəyrùy stinkingly; & cf. Vietnamese thối to stink, to be rotten. 
But Central Nicobarese ɤi smell is rather < 1563 *[s]ʔər.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22.) 
 
1442 *kaay to scratch.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi, North Aslian) Khmer kaːy to scratch, 
scratch hole, gnaw, pick [teeth], Bru kaːy to scratch, scrape, Sre kaːy to peck after 
scratching ground, Khasi khai to pluck with nail (or < 1541 *khaay?), Kintaq Bong 
kay to scratch (or < 802 *kaac? so, apparently by back-borrowing, Bahnar kaiʔ 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)).  
Note Proto-Miao *k[ai] to scrape, scratch, BENEDICT 1975 372, (IX). Cf. besides *kaac 
A138 *kwaay; 867 *kwaac &c.; 1880 *kais &c; 1881 *kuus &c. (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
1443 *kuy; *kuuy head.  
A: (Central Aslian, ?North Aslian) Kensiu (or B), Temiar, Semai II kuy. 
B: (Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Semai I koːy, Semelai khoːy, Central 
Nicobarese koːi, Nancowry kuy head, top.  
=following? 
 
1444 *kuuyʔ (& *kuəyʔ?) to bend, nod, drowse.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon kui to rock [child], Sre kuy 
to sleep (with secondary shortening?), Bahnar dialects kuːi to go to bed, to sleep 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ¯kuy to bow down, stoop, Vietnamese cúi to 
bend, nod; ~ Mon həkui to be drowsy, to nod off, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəŋku̱y feel 
sleepy (DIFFLOTH 1984 V263; implies *-uy), Bahnar kəkɔy (< variant?), Kammu-
Yuan kənkúːy to nod off.  
Connect Chrau [viʔ] guːy half asleep, to nod, Biat [bic] guːi to be sleepy; & perhaps 
add preceding.  
(SHAFER 1965 48; SMITH 1972 456.) 
(~) Kharia [kabaiʼɟ] kubuiʼɟ accidental crookedness of back, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 483). 
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†1445 *t1kəyʔ tick.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng keːi; ~ Khmer dɔŋkae, Bahnar taŋ kɛy; ~ Sre dərkay, 
Chrau rəkay, Biat rkai.  
Sora 'taŋkeː-n. —So *t1-. 
 
1446 *[d]kuuy; *[d]kuəy Calotes lizard. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung [ə]koy (with post-dental vocalism!) large kind of 
lizard with spines on back; ~ (*[d]nkuuy >) Mon həkui dakuy &c. bloodsucker 
lizard, Calotes versicolor; → Jakun dangkui black and orange lizard (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 C 73 (a)); by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bɔŋkùːy Calotes 
(TANDART 1935).  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Biat kwai [toŋ] kind of large lizard or monitor, (or 
A?) Jeh kuːy small lizard, Halang kuay lizard; ~ Chrau ŋkwəy chameleon, gecko, 
Biat ŋkwai chameleon; ~ (*[d]pkuəy >?) Kuy (ʔaː)kɑːi chameleon; by secondary 
derivation ~ Khmer bɔŋkuːəy Calotes (TANDART 1935 bɔŋkùːəy), Bahnar məkuɛy 
large kind of lizard.  
Stieng pekeːi grey lizard living in houses perhaps reflects a variant *[d]/p/kəy, but 
may be an onomatopoeic allied to Mon kap kai Gecko guttatus.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 32.) 
 
1446a *rkəy; *rkəəy behind.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy rkɤi before, in the past. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng, Central Rölöm kəːy behind, Biat kəːi behind, (nduːr 
—) back; ~ Sre nkoːy back, Chrau ŋkəːy behind, Biat [ruc] ŋkəːi [going] 
backwards, Khasi ryngkhi back of blade; [to follow] closely; by secondary derivation 
~ Chrau dəkəːy back.  
Connect by metathesis 1505 *k-ru(u)y.  
(BLOOD 1966 402.) 
 
†‡1447 *skuəy Setaria italica (?) millet.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer skuːəy Job’s tears, Riang-Lang [ k̄ɑy] k̄huay 
Panicum millet; ~ Kammu-Yuan həŋkɔːy millet. 
Sora [bur]-ɔy, Mundari oe Setaria italica, &c. (ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1303, 1310; Proto-
Munda *(h)oXy).  
(Proto-Austronesian *t'Vku[ ]ai) Malay sĕkoï Panicum italicum, Cham hakoːy millet, 
Jarai dialects həkuːai &c. Setaria italica; probably → Bahnar dialects akɔi kind of 
millet (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1447a *guuy shadow of living creature.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng guːi reflection, shadow, Chrau guːy shadow, soul, Biat guːi shadow 
of living creature; ~ Bahnar ŋoːy shadow of living creature.  
Add as derivative B99 *[ ]p[oo]y? Cf. also 1543 *ghuuy &c. spirit, soul. 
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1448 *ŋguy (& *ŋguuy?) to sit down.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer ʔɔŋkùy, 
Sre ŋguy, Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese ngồi, Semai gəːy (< variant?), 
Central Nicobarese koi.  
Connect Palaung guəy to remain, be, dwell?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 222 (a).) 
 
1449 *cgəy dog.  
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Khmer chkae, Vietnamese cầy. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 
80 (a).) 
 
1450 *bguy; (?) *bguuy to emit smoke.  
A, B: (Mon, Central Aslian, ?South Bahnaric) Mon həkùi bguy &c. to smoulder, smoke, 
Temiar bəguy [smoke] to waft (BENJAMIN 1976B 178; A); ~ (*bbg- > *bpg- >) 
Mon həkùi to burn [incense], (B, by metathesis; ?) Chrau puːy to fumigate. 
 
1451 *[ ]rgəy thin, lean.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Stieng rəgeːi, Sre, Chrau rəgay, Central Rölöm 
gɛː, Biat rgai, Röngao rəgiː (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (~?) Vietnamese gầy, 
Nancowry ʔikɛỹ.  
Connect perhaps by metathesis Jölong greː puny (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (then *-əəy 
>) Mon krùi to be emaciated. Cf. also Khasi syngkoi to get thin (< *-guəy?); 
Jakun riukai dry, shallow, ripe, thin, lean (taboo language), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
D 182.  
(SHAFER 1965 521; BLOOD 1966 186.) 
 
1452 *rgəy; *rgəəy skilful. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar həgɛy, Bahnar dialects rəgɛy. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre rəgəy (→ Röglai; with secondary shortening!), Jeh lagày, Halang 
rəgèːy.  
Connect Khmer lkìːəy elegant, graceful? If *r- prefix then also (A) Riang-Lang _kay to 
be accustomed to, but Kuy khɤ̀ːy < Lao ?  
(SMITH 1972 453.) 
 
1453 *[ ]ŋaay eye.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Bahnar [kɔːn] ŋaːy [pupil of] eye, 
Palaung, Praok ŋay, Riang-Lang _ŋɑy eye, face; (probably ~) Lawa Bo Luang 
ʔŋea, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔŋai eye; ~ (*kuən [ ]ŋaay by contraction > 
*k(ə)ŋaay >?) Vietnamese ngươi pupil of eye.  
(SHAFER 1965 145.) 
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†1454 *[c]ŋayʔ; *[c]ŋaay[ ] distant. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon hòa!, Vietnamese ngáy; ~ Old Mon jirṅey /jərŋɔy/(!), 
Modern Mon kəhòa distance. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, South Aslian) Khmer chŋaːy, 
Kuy ŋhaːi, Sre, Chrau ŋaːy, Biat ŋaːi, Jeh iʔŋaːy, Halang həʔŋaːy, Khasi jngai!, 
Semaq Beri ŋay distant; ~ (*[c]nŋaay >) Palaung səŋay, Praok siŋay, Lawa Bo 
Luang saŋia, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang saŋai, Danaw ¬sʻɔŋ¬ŋɑi distant.  
Mon, Khasi *j- obscure.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 44; SHAFER 1965 147; SMITH 1972 477.) 
Sora 'saŋaːɟ-̥, 'saŋaːi-, Santali səŋgi-, &c. (PINNOW 1959 40). 
 
1455 *[m]ŋaay person, human being.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar bəŋaːy human being, Jeh maŋaːy, Halang 
ŋaːy people, Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese người person, people.  
Or *bŋ-?  
(SMITH 1972 469.) 
 
‡1456 *[l]ŋuy to swim.  
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋɔy.  
Cf. Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) ŋəːi [fish] to come to the surface, float, not 
obviously ← Indonesian; Khasi jngi to swim; & 1516 *luyʔ &c. to wade, swim. 
Proto-Austronesian *ƚaŋu[ ]i: Toba Batak lange, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 92; DAHL 
1973 § 15.7, 8; Acehnese laŋuə, Toba suggest *-uəi). See BENEDICT 1975 404. 
 
1457 *[s]ŋəəy to speak.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng səŋəːy, Bunör, Central Rölöm ŋəːy to 
speak, Biat ŋəːi to speak, say, (or separate?) Palaung ŋɛ speech, to speak, Central 
Nicobarese ŋeː voice, language; to call, name, say, Nancowry ŋɛ;́ ~ Gölar Bahnar 
həŋəːy to talk in one’s sleep.  
(BLOOD 1966 413.) 
 
1457a *cuuy; *cuəy to sow, plant. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat chuːi to sew, broadcast. 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Chrau swəy to dibble, Jeh coːy, Halang coay to plant rice, 
Röngao cɔi to sew, broadcast (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (or →?) West Bahnar cɔːi 
to dibble (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Bru cucɒːy to plant.  
Add Sre [miːw] suy drizzle? Cf. 1460 *kcaay to be scattered.  
(SMITH 1972 486.) 
 
1458 *.caay resin.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre caːy pine resin (→ Röglai), Biat caːi, Bahnar caːy resin.  
Cf. Malay damar kijai resin from kĕdondong tree.  
(SHAFER 1965 70.) 
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1459 *[ʔ]caay to spend.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer caːy, Biat caːi, Palaung, Praok cay, 
Lawa Bo Luang cea, Lawa Umphai cai. 
 
1460 *kcaay to be scattered.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon chai khyāy, chāy to be separated, scattered, to spread out, Khmer 
khcaːy to scatter, spead (v.i.t.); ~ (*kbcaay >) Mon həcai, Khmer kɔmcaːy to 
disperse, scatter (v.t.).  
SCHMIDT 1905 16 conflates with 1544 *chaay to tip out, which compare; as 1457a 
*cuuy &c. to sow… . Bahnar sayʔ to scatter (~ kəsayʔ to empty, pour out) is ← 
Cham ← 872 *saac: but West Bahnar cai to scatter, sow broadcast (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) may belong here. 
 
1461 *kj[əy]ʔ poison, venomous.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon cìʔ gyi poison, Proto-Nyah Kur *kəciiʔ̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N83), 
Praok cay to be venomous.  
Cf. Riang-Lang _kəcɔʔ poison, venom, perhaps < *k.jəwʔ; then *-yʔ by assimilation? 
But conceivably *gyiʔ (Mon), *gyiiʔ, to be connected 28 *b[ng][e]ʔ vegetable 
poison.  
 
(*njuəy see 811 *njuəc to shake.)  
 
1462 *[l]juuy; *[l]jəy late. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) ~ Mon kəcùi; by secondary derivation ~ West Bahnar 
h(a)noːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Gölar Bahnar hamoːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese chầy. 
 
1463 *t1uy; *t1uuy; *t1uəy to follow, accompany. 
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉtɔy to follow, accompany; following, along, after, 
Nancowry tóy next; → Shan tɔɛ́ [animals] to flock together; ~ Palaung kərtɯy to 
join [wood, cloth] together (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉtərtɔy together, Praok sitoy 
to be joined together, make a whole. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, ?Mon) Old Mon tūy /tuy/ adverbial of sequential action, 
having…, Modern Mon tɔe also then… (or A), Old Khmer toy, Modern Khmer daoy 
to follow, (— -saː) accompany; by reason of, by means of, -ly; → Cham tuːy, Röglai 
tuy to follow; Thai dooy to follow, pursue, attend; according to…; ~ Palaung kərtuy 
to join [wood, cloth] togethe (MILNE 1931). 
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar həmɔːi, East Bahnar səmɔːi in the same direction 
as, parallel to… (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Jeh katoːy to accompany (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979).  
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Distinguish Old Mon tūy adverbial of completed action, Middle Mon tuy to have finished, 
Modern Mon tɔe to be finished… . Add perhaps as der. 1498 *t1mu[ ]y &c. guest, 
visitor. 
 
1464 *t1uuy to carry on shoulder.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tuy (with vocalism levelled on derivation), Biat tuːi, Bahnar toːi 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh tuːy (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Sre tərnuy bundle 
[of firewood], truss, Jeh tanuːy shoulder-load (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979). 
 
1465 *t1uuy fat, plump.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tuːy, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai tui.  
Perhaps ← Tai, cf. Thai tùy protuberant, distended… . 
 
1466 *t1uuy; *t1uəy; *t1aay that (yonder). 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ˉtuy that yonder, Temiar tuːy elsewhere 
(BENJAMIN 1976b 132).  
B: (Palaungic) Palaung tuəy that (MILNE 1931), Praok tuay further side. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung tay that, Khasi -tai that yonder; ~ 
Bahnar hətaːy then, when.  
Cf. 65 *t1iʔ &c. that yonder, 66a *tɔʔ that, there; 1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ &c. deictic; so 
originally compound?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 54 (a).) 
 
1467 *[k]rt2ay; *[k]rt2aɲ to twist (together). 
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon hətoa to twist fibres into single-strand rope, Khasi kyrthai to drive 
in [auger], (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.) to twist round. 
B: (Bahnaric; contaminated by 910 *tɓaɲ?) Sre rətaɲ to twist [rope &c.] before 
knotting (→ Röglai), Sedang kasɛŋ́ twisted rope (→ Bahnar kəsɛɲ), (?) by 
metathesis Biat traɲ to twist, be twisted.  
Connect Khmer kɔndaɲ curly?  
(SMITH 1972 87.) 
 
1468 *bt1aay; by metathesis *dpaay hare. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Palaungic) ~ (*bpt1aay >?) Old Mon batāy /bətay/, Modern Mon 
hətai; ~ Riang-Lang ˉpəltɑy; by secondary derivation ~ Kuy ktaːi (k- animal 
prefix?; → Thai kratàay); & connection Palaung pəŋtay, (MILNE 1931) paŋtay, 
Shan pɑ́ŋ tɑ̄y. 
B: (Bahnaric) Central Rölöm paːy; → literary Malay [kuching] tapai rabbit; ~ Sre 
dərpaːy (→ Röglai), Chrau səpaːy, Biat rpaːi, Bahnar təpaːy hare.  
Taboo deformation likely; note further Stieng səraːy.  
(BLOOD 1966 326.) 
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1469 *daay calyx, flower.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok tay, Lawa Bo Luang tia, Lawa Umphai thia, Mae 
Sariang tuai flower, Vietnamese đài calyx. 
 
1470 *daay; *daaɲ prop, to lean on. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese đài prop; ~ Old Mon dindāy /dənday/ to recline 
against, Modern Mon həlài to recline. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy thìːaɲ to push oneself off with feet; ~ Khmer cɔmtìːəɲ leaning.  
Cf. 84 *pda[a]ʔ to lean on.  
 
1471 *snduy lips.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng sənduːi (&səntuːi) lower lip of pig, elephant, Sre 
sənduy, Lawa Bo Luang tau, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ndɔi lips.  
Cf. 1629 *sdur; & Biat tayɔːi, Proto-Mnong *yɔːy (BLOOD 1966 68). 
 
1472 *ɗəəy; (weak form?) *ɗəy (&c.) to have, to be obliged to, be in a position to, 
be about to. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Central Rölöm dəːy to be able to, Biat dəːi to be [un]a. 
to, Riang-Lang _dəy future prefix. 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau diː- (!) (in order) to, Bahnar ɗɛy to have, 
possess; perfect auxiliary, Palaung _di (!) future prefix, Praok ti (in order) to, Khasi 
dei must.  
(BLOOD 1966 391.) 
 
†‡1473 *ɗuuy; *ɗuəy to swing, dangle. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon [dɔŋ] dui to hang down and swing; pendulum, 
West Bahnar duːi long and dangling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi dui-dui 
[swinging] to and fro. 
B: (Khasi, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Khasi doi-doi [swinging] to and fro, Nancowry 
ruáy morning, forward & backwards; ~ Semai ndoi to rock in one’s arms (TANDART 
1935).  
Connect Praok tɤy to hang, depend; Shan tɔɛ̀ to hang, depend, → Riang-Lang [ˉtoŋ] 
ˉtoe. 
Sora doi-, doɟ-̥ to h. (v.i.t.).  
Proto-Austronesian *duian (< *dui-an): Tagalog duyan sling cradle, &c.  
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, *-j-).  
 
(*[ ]ɗuəy see 1830 *[ ]ɗiiw to point (out).) 
 
1474 *gɗəəy sexually abnormal male.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Khmer khtɤ̀ːy (→ Thai kratʰəəy) hermaphrodite, Kuy khthɤ̀ːi 
homosexual; ~ (*gmɗəəy >) Literary Mon kamnuy eunuch. 
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1475 *n1aay deictic.  
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer nìːəy on the far side, over there, Kammu-Yuan 
nàːy that, Vietnamese này (beside nầy) this.  
Cf. 91 *niʔ &c. this; original compound, as perhaps 1466 *t1aay that… of 65 *t1iʔ 
&c.? But conceivably ← Tai, cf. BENEDICT 1975 408.  
 
‡1476 *pn2[uu]y dove.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [ə]ploy (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉploe. 
Proto-Austronesian *pun1ai: Malay punai pigeon, dove, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 122; 
DAHL 1973 § 15.2). See BENEDICT 1975 273. 
 
(*rnəy* see 1508a *nrəyʔ pestle.) 
 
1477 *snaay peg &c. used in cart construction.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon hnai linchpin, Khmer snaːy peg locking spoke in rim of wheel. 
 
1478 *p[a]y to simmer, cook.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre pay to make into soup, Bahnar, Jeh, Halang paːy to cook.  
Or *.paay; so connected 1480 *paay cooked rice…? But connection dubious Cham 
(ha)pàːy to cook soup, North Röglai subai to stew, &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 92; SMITH 1972 472.) 
 
1479 *paay cloud, mist.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Praok pay [ɔm] cloud; ~ Lawa Bo Luang mbia[ʔaum] mist, 
Central Nicobarese mifaĩyə cloud, Nancowry mifãya.  
 
1480 *paay cooked rice, food.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer baːy cooked rice, Stieng paːi meat, wild animal, 
Chrau paːy vegetables, soup; ~ Stieng prənaːi, Sre pərnaːy rice-paddle.  
Cf. 1478 *p[a]y … to cook. 
 
‡1481 *[t]puuy kind of small mammal.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung puy mole; → Burmese pwe:, Lushei bui bamboo rat; ~ Riang-
Lang kəpuy mole, bamboo rat; ~ Nyah Kur mpúy mole, bamboo rat.  
(Proto-Austronesian *tupai) Malay tupai (→ Ngaju Dayak), Acehnese tupɛ squirrel 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 143).  
BENEDICT 1972 46 no. 173 constructs Tibeto-Burman *bwiy from Burmese &c., 
Tibetan byi-ba rat, mouse (cf. byi marmot). 
 
(*dpaay see 1468 *bt1aay hare.) 
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1482 *bay kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer pèy small shallow basket, Sre bay, Bahnar baːy basket; ↔ 
Cham pàːy (& hapàːy) bag, Jarai baːi, Röglai bay basket, North Röglai bai [yok] 
market basket.  
(SHAFER 1965 131.) 
 
1483 *b[oo]y direction, towards.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon boy /boy/ direction, location, 
manner, Modern Mon pòa adverbial phrase head, (?) Bunör bəːy, Central Rölöm 
pəːy at the point of, Biat bəːi nearly; ~ Old Mon biboy towards, in accordance with, 
Vietnamese về towards.  
With South Bahnaric vocalism cf. 1484 *[k][b]ooy.  
(BLOOD 1966 381.) 
 
1483a *buuyʔ; *buəy[ ]; *bəy[ ] dust. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Katuic) Khasi pui-pui airborne dust, 
Vietnamese bụi (→ Bahnar ɓuːy) dust; ~ Stieng kəmbuːi, by metathesis Biat 
[nɛh] moːi dust; ~ (?) Bru samuːy dust, fine particles.  
B: (Khasi) Khasi poi-poi dust, fine particles. 
C: (Khasi, Central Aslian) ~ Khasi sympei heap of spoil in front of mouse-hole, Sakai 
sĕmbei sand, dust (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 26).  
Cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k; 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
 
(*buuy see 110 *bu[u]ʔ individual.) 
 
1484 *[k][b]ooy to wave hand.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer baoy, Central Rölöm pəːy, Mnong Gar bəːy.  
Cf. Malay buai to rock, swing.  
(BLOOD 1966 382.) 
 
1485 *[c]buuy Careya arborea tree.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) → Shan phūi; Burmese [ban.] bwe:; ~ (*[c]rbuuy >) Mon 
həpùi; by chiming expansion ~ Riang-Lang [ˉkhɛʔ] _səy puy.  
Or *t2-. 
 
‡1486 *jbaay to hang over one’s shoulder.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer spìːəy, Kuy phìːai to carry slung over shoulder; → Thai 
tàpʰaay, sapʰaay; ~ (*jnbaay >) Mon kəmai to carry by a sling from the shoulder; 
~ Middle Mon cambāy sling carrier, Khmer sɔmpìːəy bag, bundle, carried slung from 
shoulder (with s- by levelling?); → Thai sàbay sash.  
Cf. following.  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'aNbai: Toba Batak jambe to hang down, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 44; Proto-West-Indonesian); (ii) by metathesis (*(q)a(N)bi[d']ai >) 
Cebuano Bisayan abilay, s-ambilay to carry over shoulder, Ilocano abiday to wrap 
over shoulder; (iii) *t'aNpai: Malay sampai to hang, s/ĕl/ampai to wear over 
shoulder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149; der. Proto-Hesperonesian, cf. BLUST 1971 no. 
390); & note *ɣi(N)bai to hang down, DEMPWOLFF 1938 58 (Proto-Hesperonesian). 
(POU & JENNER 1975 no. 14.) 
 
1487 *mbaay to dangle; negligent.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Old Mon ʼbāy /mbay/ to be negligent, Old Khmer bāy to 
dangle, hang down, be limp, Modern Khmer pìːəy-[ŋìːəy] to be careless, negligent, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai mbia, Mae Sariang mbuai to forget, leave behind.  
Cf. preceding; & for semantics Old Mon rlāy, under the entry 1512 *laay. Connect 
perhaps Toba Batak ambe to swing arms about (*ca(m)baj, DEMPWOLFF 1938 11, 
compared at POU & JENNER 1975 no. 14, but a doubtful construction; for Javanese 
awé see 1529 *wa(a)y(-h)). See BENEDICT 1975 341-2, move back and forth. 
 
1488 *rnbuəy spout, proboscis.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer cɔmpùːəy! spout, tap, Biat mbiɔːi! 
[tɔh] nipple (contaminated by 2041a *j/n/ɓuəh beak?), Stieng rəmuəi trunk, 
Vietnamese vòi trunk, antennae, spout.  
Connect obscure Khmer prəmaoy trunk; ultimately < *rnbuuy by metathesis? Note 
also Bru rawɯ̀ːy trunk of elephant < Vietnamese?  
 
1489 *ɓay; *ɓaay bean, small weight or coin. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Mon boa bean, pea, 1/16 tical, Khmer pèy obsolete 
small coin; → Cham ibĕi small coin, 1/16 sleṅ; Thai pʰay 1/32 tical; (or B) 
Burmese pai bean, pea, 1/16 tical; ~ Sre rəbay pea (or B; → Röglai). 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Late Old Mon ḅāy /ɓay/ 1/32? tical, Riang-Lang 
_bɑy bean; ~ Khmer prəpìːəy large kind of bean, (→ Cham prabai), Bru rapìay, 
Palaung rəbay, Riang-Lang rəbɑy bean; ~ Khasi rymbai bean; ~ Thin spai bean.  
BENEDICT 1972 59 no. 253 refers Burmese with Lushei, Dimasa forms to Tibeto-
Burman *be. Note Amoy/Hokkien pè ~ pòe 貝 cowry, shell money, coin, from 
which POU & JENNER 1973 derive Khmer pèy; & cf. 1492 *[s]nɓa[a]y seed. 
 
‡1490 *kɓooy dipper, ladle.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer baoy dipper, ladle (& by back-
formation kaoy to dip, scoop?), Kuy (k)boːi coconut shell, Palaung boy, Riang-
Lang ˉboe, Vietnamese môi dipper, ladle; → Thai krabuay, Shan móe, wóe. 
(Proto-Austronesian *[ ]bui[ ]bui) Ilocano buyuboy coconut shell dipper. 
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1490a *[j]ɓuy; *[j]ɓuuy fat.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer spùy awkwardly big or fat. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *[j]pɓuuy >?) Riang-Lang ˉkəbuy to be fat. 
 
1491 *tɓ[uə]y to throng, swarm.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Middle Mon [tḅan] tḅoy to be thronged, Modern Mon [bɔn] boa 
to mill around, be present in large numbers, Khasi boi to swarm, be plentiful. 
 
†1492 *[s]nɓa[a]y seed.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi symbai.  
Connect 1489 *ɓa(a)y bean…? 
Sora ə'baj-ən, compounding form baˑj-ən seed (of fruit), bʔaːi- to form seed. 
 
1493 *sɓəəy; *sɓuəy to recover from illness. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer sbaəy [illness inter alia] to abate, Sre bəːy cured, 
recovered. 
B: (Palaungic; ~ *snɓuəy >) Praok muay to get better, be cured.  
B secondary. 
 
1494 *məy; *məəy mother’s sister. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _may elder sibling.  
B: (South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Sre məːy mother’s sister, stepmother; ~ Temiar 
mənəːy sister-in-law (BENJAMIN 1976B 134).  
Riang-Lang exchanges senses of *məy, 1531a *waay. Cf. Kammu-Yuan pə́ː y senior 
sister-in-law; Bahnar mih parent’s elder brother (&c., cf. SMITH 1972 334; < 
*mə(ə)yh?). 
 
†1495 *muuy; *muəy; *muuɲ one. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, South Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer mùːy, Kuy mùːi, 
Jeh mùay (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979; or B?), Kammu-Yuan moːy, Semelai muːy. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon moy /moy/, Modern Mon mòa, Old Khmer 
moy, Modern Khmer mùːəy, Stieng muəi, Chrau muəy, Biat muɔi. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar moːɲ (& miɲ).  
C as Bahnar peːŋ three ad 98 *piʔ? Cf. (i) Bunör ŋway; (ii) Mương mộch (BARKER 
1966 24), Vietnamese một (< *muc, sandhi-form in *mu[ ]y ɗiiʔ, cf. 86?; 
perhaps cognate Santali &c., below).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60; SHAFER 1965 572; BLOOD 1966 90; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 29; cf. 
SMITH 1972 490.) 
(i) Sora ə'boi, ə'boɟ,̥ Sora dialect ə'məi (or iii?), Kharia mɔi, &c.; (ii, cf. C) Kharia 
mɔiŋ, mɔiɲ, &c.; (iii; cf. Viet-Mương) Santali miʼd, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 338). 
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1496 *muuys (& *muys?); *muə[y]s mosquito, gnat. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Literary Mon gmuh (!) 
kind of stinging insect, Khmer mùːh mūs, (TANDART 1935) mùh mus, Stieng mʔɛː 
mosquito, Sre muy gnat (→ Röglai; with secondary shortening, or < *muys?), by 
metathesis Central Nicobarese mihoːyə mosquito, Nancowry mihúya, refer 
ʔimihúya to fly up & down; ~ Biat rmoːi gnat; ~ Sakai kâmos mosquito (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Mon 180 (a)); → Malay kĕmus kind of gnat. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy mùah, Bru mùayh, Chrau mɔːih mosquito, 
Bahnar mɔih kind of large mosquito, Vietnamese muỗi mosquito.  
Cf. 873 *s/m/uc &c. stinging insect.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 60.) 
 
1497 *[g]m[uu]y; *[g]muəy sibling’s child. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _moe daughter-in-law. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kmuːəy nephew, niece (TANDART 1935 also kmùːəy); → Cham 
kamɯəc.  
Bahnar [mɔʔ] maːy, Jeh maːy daughter-in-law are perhaps < *kuən waay by 
contraction, cf. 1127, 1531a; so conceivably these, with vowel metathesis; Khmer 
then perhaps < *km-, Riang-Lang < *(n)m-. Cf. 1187 *kmun &c. 
 
‡1498 *t1mu[ ]y; *t1muəy guest, visitor. 
A: (Mon) Mon mɔe tmuy &c. 
B: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy (k)mɑːi, tmɑːi stranger, visitor; ~ (*t1nmuəy >?) 
Chrau təmuəy, Bahnar təmɔːy guest, visitor, Kammu-Yuan təmɔ́ː y guest; tribal 
group.  
Bahnar məːy, Thin moi to summon, invite are probably ← Mương (BARKER 1966 21) 
&/or Vietnamese mời. ~ 1463 *t1uy &c. to follow, accompany? Note also Central 
Nicobarese (m)ituːə to go on visit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SMITH 1972 484.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t/am/u(S)ai: Toba Batak tamue, Old Javanese tamuy, Modern 
Mon tami, Madurese tamòy, Iban temuai guest, Ngaju Dayak tamuei stranger 
(Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 130, *tamuc; NOTHOFER 1975 86 & 
n. 54; simplex > Cham toːy, North Röglai (!) thuãi guest, visitor). 
 
1499 *[d2]muy axe.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon mùi muy, Kammu-Yuan muy, Palaung mɯy, 
Praok moy, Lawa Bo Luang ʔmau, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang ʔmɔi.  
Connection uncertain Khmer mùːh mūs, Stieng mueh wedge for splitting wood. 
 
(*yaay see 151 *yaʔ grandmother.) 
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†1500 *ray; *raay to cut. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Khmer [kɔn]-tray, Kuy [n]trai, 
Stieng [kə]treːi, Biat [ŋkap] trai, Riang-Lang [kim] ˉray scissors; → Röglai 
jətrey (→ Sre); Shan kīm hāi. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer rìːəy separate(d), 
(GUESDON 1930) to cut up, Khasi rai to decide judicially; ~ Khasi khrai to sever; ~ 
Mon [kɔt] krai scissors (→ Burmese katkre:, → Mon krɔp kre), Khmer traːy to 
lop, clear a path, Sre traːy to shave, Stieng [kə]traːi, Palaung [gim] hray scissors; 
~ Middle Mon [mra] tarāy, Modern Mon [pərɛʔ̀] kərai dah.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
Sora rai-['kuŋ-] to cut off (: *r- or *t2-r-). 
 
1501 *raay to be scattered.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, ?Viet-Mương) Khmer rìːəy 
scattered, to scatter (→ Thai raay), Sre raːy to cure, to console, Praok [pruŋ praŋ] 
ray [ruat hu] to be scattered; ~ Palaung kray (MILNE 1931; !), Riang-Lang _krɑy 
to move away, Khasi krai to spread; ~ Khmer praːy = rìːəy; → Thai praay to 
scatter, sow broadcast; Cham praːy to scatter, sow broadcast, Malay bĕr-pĕrai-pĕrai 
scattering [of crowd], crumbling, Sundanese pɨray to disintegrate, corrode; ~ Khmer 
prìːəy to scatter, to be scattered, to gush out; → Thai pʰraay scattered bubbles rising; 
Cham pràːy untied, dissolved, shattered; ~ Mon sai to be separate, apart (in part, cf. 
1538 *r(-)saay; srāy, crāy), Khmer sraːy to untie, release, Biat craːi scattered, 
Palaung hray to disappear, be lost, to cure, Khasi rai-[dieng &c.] to abstain, avoid, 
(?) Vietnamese rưới to sprinkle [soup on rice]; ~ (*.nraay >) Praok gray, Lawa 
Bo Luang khrea, Lawa Umphai ŋgrai to be lost.  
Hence by metathesis 1660 *syaar outstretched? Cf. further 837 *ra(a)c to sprinkle, 
scatter; 1504 *ruy &c. to fall, be shed; & Khmer rayāy to be, become, detached 
(GUESDON 1930). (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
 
†1502 *rəy; *rəəy to rise, stand up. 
A: (South Bahnaric; ~ *prrəy >) Stieng prəleːi, Chrau prɛː to wake, Sre pərlay to 
shake awake, Biat rlai to wake, shake awake. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rɔy to rise, stand up, rise from sleep.  
Santali dɛʼɟ to mount, ascend, climb, &c.  
(PINNOW 1959 333). 
 
1503 *r[ɔɔ]y to grow, increase.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi roi to increase; ~ Old Mon prey /prɔy/ more than; ~ Khasi 
pynroi to increase, augment. 
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1504 *ruy; *ruuy; *ruəy; *rəy; *rəəy to fall, be shed (& to scatter, contaminated 
by 1501 *raay). 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) ~ Khmer proy(proy), Kuy prui prui drizzling, Palaung 
phrɯy [leaves] to fly about, be driven by the wind (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Mon, Central Aslian) Khmer ròːy 
[petals] to fall, drop off; to sprinkle, sow, spray, winnow by letting fall from a height, 
Kuy ròːi to sprinkle [e.g. salt] on, Chrau roːy to scatter, spread, Palaung ruy ruy to 
drizzle, (or A) Sakai rúi to strew (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 493); ~ 
Mon krɔe truy to sprinkle, scatter (or A, E); ~ Bahnar proːy to sprinkle, scatter. 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Khmer rùːəy to go limp; to 
sprinkle, Praok ruay to scatter; ~ Bahnar prɔːy to sow broadcast, West Bahnar to 
scatter, Khasi phroi to powder and sprinkle (probably, rather than A); → Cham 
proːy to sprinkle, scatter, Acehnese pruə to bestrew, besprinkle; ~ (*sruəy >) Kuy 
sɑːi [leaves, fruit] to fall; ~ (*snruəy >) Mon həroa (*-uəy confirmed by dialects) 
to pour out gradually, to sprinkle, Praok gruay to pour. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar rɛy to sow broadcast; ~ Khasi krei to scatter. 
E: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) ~ West Bahnar prəːi (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Kammu-Yuan prə̀ː y, [prát] prə́ː y to scatter, sprinkle; ~ (*srəəy >?) 
Vietnamese rơi to fall, drop; to shed [tears].  
Connect 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip; & cf. 2051 *ruh &c. But connection dubious Kharia 
rɔ to be scattered, &c., PINNOW 1959 400. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 64.)  
 
1505 *ruy; *ruuy behind. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mương (BARKER 1966 21), Vietnamese rồi afterwards; ~ 
Palaung krɯy (time) before. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer kraoy behind, after, Kuy krɔːi afterwards, later.  
The same temporal semantics in Mon hətaʔ next [morning]; previous [incarnation]… . 
Connect 1446a *rkə(ə)y by metathesis; perhaps 842 *ruc &c. to retreat… (note 
Sre cəm ruc to throw over one’s shoulder, behind one). But connection dubious 
Bahnar kədrɛːi, Jölong kədrɔːi to go ahead of (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), forms at 
SMITH 1972 487, & Bru trìay (< *draay?) rear. 
 
1506 *ruy; *ruəy track, mark. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer troy to mark one’s path; → Thai kruy marker stake; Cham truy. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung rɔy, Praok ruay [khay] imprint. 
 
(*ru(u)y, *ruəy see also 1534 *ru[wa]y fly.) 
 
1507 *jraay thin, lean, lacking body.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Old Mon jrāy /jray/, Modern Mon sài to be lean, 
undernourished, Khmer crìːəy thin in consistency, limp, soft, Khasi rai-[khoh] lean 
(compounding form!).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
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1508 *draay kind of deer.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Mon drāy /dray/, Modern Mon krài Axis 
porcinus (→ Burmese daray), Old Khmer drāy, Modern Khmer trìːəy stag, Stieng 
draːi kind of deer, Biat draːi swamp deer.  
(SHAFER 1965 469.) 
 
†1508a *nrəyʔ; *nrəəy[ ]; by metathesis *rnəyʔ pestle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon rìʔ, Khmer ʔɔŋrɛ ̀ː , Kuy 
nthrɛ ̀ː , Bru nthrèː, Jeh adray, Thin dreʔ, Palaung gre, Riang-Lang ˉrɛʔ, Praok 
gri, Lawa Bo Luang ŋgrəiʔ, Lawa Umphai ŋgreʔ, Mae Sariang ŋgrɛiʔ; ~ Kammu-
Yuan kəntreʔ; ~ Halang hədray (or < simplex?), Khasi synrei.  
or *-iʔ subject to post-dental lowering?  
B: (North Bahnaric; ~?) Bahnar hədrəːy. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau rənay, Biat rnaːi.  
(SMITH 1972 458.) 
Sora on(d)'riɟ-ən, on(d)'rij-ən, on(d)'riɲ-ən, on(d)'riŋ-ən, in compounds riɟ-ən, rij-
ən. 
 
1508b *pray to make a profit.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon proa; ~ Mon pəroa, (~?) Khmer kɔmray (→ Thai 
kamray), Kuy (m)mrai profit.  
Khmer dissimilation probably regular in absence of levelling. 
 
1509 *(bruy?) bruy; *(bruuy) bruuy untidy, long-haired, frayed. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon, Palaungic) Mon [həpràk] həprùi to have unkempt hair (< *bru(u)y 
bru(u)y), Khmer prùy unusually long-haired, [peacock’s] feathers, (*bruy bruy >; 
?) Praok sibroy [sibrok] refuse. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric; *bruuy bruuy >) Khmer babrūy [mat] to get ragged at the 
edges (GUESDON 1930), Bahnar broːi broːi all having big moustaches (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ (*c.[m] bruuy by contraction > *cmruuy >?) Bahnar cəbroːi 
having a big moustaches (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1510 *[m]raay cotton thread.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy phrìːai spool &c. of thread, Sre [che] braːy, Chrau vraːy, 
Biat braːi, Bahnar braːy sewing-thread, Jeh braːy cotton, Halang braːy thread; → 
Cham mraːy, Jarai mraiʔ, Röglai [təley] mraːy, North Röglai mrai thread.  
If Indonesian, Jarai -aːi would be expected. Vietnamese sợi is probably rather 
connected Chrau rəwəy quantifier for string, hair.  
(BLOOD 1966 282; SMITH 1972 471.) 
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1511 *l[ ]ay[ʔ]; *l[ ]aay[ʔ] again. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉləy more, longer, else. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok lay mark of continuous or habitual action, Mương lê 
(BARKER 1966 25; !), Vietnamese lại again; → Shan lɑ̄i again; (?) ~ Lawa Bo 
Luang paʔdia, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang paʔlia now.  
Perhaps by contraction < *[ ]las ʔaay another time, cf. 1942, 1935, Vietnamese then 
< *laayʔ by metathesis. 
 
†‡1512 *laay to dissolve, melt, become loose; idle.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) East Bahnar laːi 
[gɔaːi] [hair] floating free (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung lay [words] to be vain 
(MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _lɑy to melt, Vietnamese lười to be lazy; ~ Khmer 
thlìːəy to break open, burst, split, crack, Kuy thlìːai to burst under pressure of water; 
~ Chrau plaːy to unwind; ~ Biat rklaːi to disentangle by secondary derivation; ~ 
Old Mon rlāy /rlay/ to have loose, have unbound, to be idle, Modern Mon lài to 
dissolve, to come loose, Khmer rəlìːəy to dissolve, melt (v.i.); → Thai lalaay to 
dissolve (v.i.t.), → Khmer ləlìːəy = rəlìːəy; Malay rĕlai to crumble, Acehnese rölɛ 
to collapse, subside; ~ (*rnlaay >) Khmer rùmlìːəy to melt by dissimilation, Lawa 
Umphai nai to melt, dissolve, Praok nay to be wasted.  
Old Mon tulāy to hang down, Modern Mon kəlai to come loose, hang loose, apparently 
< *tplaay (formally causative!) may be cognate with Chrau; & may be connected 
Khmer thlìːəy, &c. Idle by attraction 1861 *rliw?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68.) 
Santali lɛ to dissolve, melt, &c. (PINNOW 1959 150a; Proto-Munda *liG?).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *ruɣai: Javanese rowé-rowé hanging loose, Pampangan 
lugay, luge [hair] hanging loose, Tagalog lugáy loose, unfastened (so Proto-
Hesperonesian); probably by metathesis *ɣurai = *cu[ḷ]aj to hang loose, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 162 (Proto-West-Indonesian, adding Toba Batak ure-ure fruit 
cluster of sugar palm, Karo m-uré-uré to hang down on stalk; Malay, Batak initial by 
dissimilation, or ← Javanese, Gayo?); perhaps merging (ii) *lailai: Iban lelai to 
bend, droop, Cebuano Bisayan laylay to droop…, Ilocano laylay to wilt (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 310, hang. 
 
(*laay see also 1435 *[ʔ]aay other.)  
 
1513 *ləyh to wander.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre lay [way], Palaung leh [laŋ] (MILNE 
1931, songs), Riang-Lang [laŋ] lɛ, Praok lay [liŋ]; ~ Vietnamese trẩy to travel, 
go.  
Cf. 715 *laŋ &c.  
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†1514 *ləəy; *luəy to leave, leave alone, leave off. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng ləːy to cease, interrupt, Sre ləːy (→ Röglai), Biat 
[jaŋ &c.] ləːi to leave, Jeh lòːy to set aside, Halang lòːy to stop; ~ Middle Mon 
laluy, Modern Mon kəlùi to leave; ~ (*[l]mləəy >) Praok [bluay] blɤy to stop, 
leave off. 
B: (Palaungic) ~ Praok bluay to overlook, leave alone.  
B secondary. Cf. 190 *leʔ to leave, depart; 2062 *leh …to go out.  
(BLOOD 1966 405; SMITH 1972 463.) 
(~) Kharia me'lae, melai to leave off (PINNOW 1959 K 346). 
 
1515 *l[oo]y easy, easy-going.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon lòa loy to be easy, to be in easy 
circumstances, well-off (→ Burmese lway to be easy), Sre ləy easy, easy to get (at) 
(DOURNES 1950; correct to ləːy?), Khasi loi-loi, lui-lui soft-hearted; ~ Khmer 
thlòːy to be careless, negligent, easy-going. 
 
1516 *luyʔ; *luuy[ ]; *luəy[ ]; *ləəy[ ] to wade, to swim.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer lùy to wade, paddle, Praok loy [rɔm], 
Vietnamese lội to swim. 
B: (Mon, Katuic) Mon lùi to wade (through), Proto-Nyah Kur *lṳuy (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V275; implies *-uuy), Bru lòːy to swim; ~ Old Mon lwuy /lwuy/ station in water. 
C: (Katuic, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Kuy lɔ̀ː i to swim, Palaung lɔy, Temiar lɔːy to 
wade (BENJAMIN 1976B); → Cham loːy [ʔyaː], North Röglai luai, (or D?) Jarai lɔiʔ, 
(or A?) Röglai loːy to swim; ~ (*sluəy[ ] >) Kuy lhɔːi, slɔːi & Bru salɔːy to float 
(→ Thai lɔɔy); ~ Sakai linoi to swim (i.e. Semai, Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 
544). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) ~ Bahnar gləːy, Jeh talòːy, Halang jəlòːy to swim; → 
Cham chaluĕi; ~ (*srləəy[ ] >) Kammu-Yuan rə́ː y to float.  
Cf. Thai luy to wade, Shan lūi to swim, &c., BENEDICT 1975 404; & 1456 *[l]ŋuy to 
swim. 
 
1517 *luuy wax.  
A: (Mon, Central & South Aslian) ~ Mon plɔe pluy, Proto-Nyah Kur *phlu̱uy 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N217), Sakai pĕlói (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 49); ~ 
Central Sakai klôwi. 
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†1518 *klay[ʔ]; *klaay[ʔ] to change. 
A: (Khmer) ~ Khmer krəlay. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương) Mon klai to translate, 
Khmer klaːy to change, dissolve (v.i.) (contaminated by 1512 *laay), Kuy klaːi to 
change shape or state, Kammu-Yuan klèːy to exchange ceremonially, Palaung hlay 
(!) (MILNE 1931), Lawa Bo Luang klea, Lawa Umphai klai to turn over, (?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 17), Vietnamese trái to be contrary to; → Thai klaay to transform, to 
change, be changed; transformation.  
Connect Sre glaːy to make amends for (↔ Röglai); Mon hlai to change, exchange. 
Sora 'oːlaːj- to exchange.  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 282. 
 
1519 *kləyʔ (daughter’s) husband.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat klai son-in-law; ~ (*knləyʔ >) Kammu-
Yuan klèʔ husband; ~ (*pən kləyʔ by contraction >, cf. 1163?) Palaung pənle 
wife.  
Connection dubious Khmer pdɤy husband, allegedly ← Sanskrit/Pali pati-. 
 
1520 *k(-)ləyʔ penis.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy klai, Kammu-Yuan tléʔ (!), Riang-Lang ˉklɛʔ, 
Lawa Bo Luang kləiʔ; apparently → Cham klaːy, Jarai klae penis, North Röglai 
[boh] pi-tlai testicles.  
Danaw has ˉlé; by back-formation, or *k- part-of-body prefix? Connect 855 *lɔc &c. 
 
1521 *slaay fields.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Central Aslian) Mon klai clearing after first year, Nyah Kur chaa̤k-
khla ̱ay abandoned dry fields, Khmer slaːy [land] under cultivation, Temiar səlaːy 
(dry) field (BENJAMIN 1976B 160).  
Cf. Late Old Mon dinlāy /dənlay/ parcel [of cultivated land], Kammu-Yuan lèːy wet 
field (quantifier). Prefer *s- as Mon obscure.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 94.) 
 
1522 *jləəy prisoner of war.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon jlūy /jluy/, Modern Mon klùi, Khmer chlɤ̀ːy; → Thai 
cʰaləəy; Cham jalɤy.  
Connect B23 *[j][ ][l]aaʔ slave…? 
 
1523 *t1luuy[ ]; *t1luəyʔ banana. 
A: (North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Sakai telui (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
B 42), South Nicobarese təluːi. 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, ?Central Aslian) Kammu-Yuan təlɔ́ː y, Palaung 
kluəy, Vietnamese chuối (for **truối), (?) Proto-Semai *tlɛɛy (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
Connect Proto-Tai *kluai.2, EGEROD 1961 p85. 
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1523a *d2ləy to swell, bulge.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer [lìən] thlɛ ̀ː  dhlɛr! to bulge, Sre lay 
gorged leech or tick (DOURNES 1950), Biat lai stout, fat, (~?) Riang-Lang _cəray to 
swell up. 
 
1524 *pləyʔ fruit.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Khmer phlae, 
Kuy plai, Biat plai [chiː], Sre, Chrau, Jeh play (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Bahnar 
plɛy fruit, Halang play quantifier for fruit, Kammu-Yuan pléʔ, Palaung ple, Riang-
Lang ˉplɛʔ, Praok pli, Lawa Bo Luang pləiʔ, Lawa Umphai pleʔ, Mae Sariang 
plɛiʔ, Vietnamese trái, Cheʼ Wong pəloʔ, Semai I pəlɛːʔ, Semelai pəleːh fruit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62; SHAFER 1965 105, 505; BLOOD 1966 185; SMITH 1972 457; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 282.) 
 
1525 *pluuy kind of cucurbitaceous plant.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau ploːy [kind of] pumpkin or water-melon, Bahnar pluːy gourd.  
(SMITH 1972 461.) 
 
1526 *blaay young man.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon blāy /blay/, Modern Mon plài, Lawa Bo 
Luang [pi]-plia, Lawa Umphai [kuan] mblia, Mae Sariang [kuan] mblia, 
mbluai; ~ (*bplaay >) Vietnamese trai boy (& by secondary derivation giai 
boy).  
 
‡1527 *[b]l[ə]y to trade.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung ləy to trade (MILNE 1931), Praok lay trade; ~ Thin 
kək̆lai trade. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *bəli(S): Malay bĕli to buy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27), Röglai 
bley; → Sre bley; Sakai bĕlī (Semai, Temiar), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 485; (ii) 
*bili(S): Cebuano Bisayan bili price, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 30; Tagalog rather 
< i; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 282, exchange. 
 
1527a *sl[əy]ʔ; *[s]ləəy[ʔ] edible moss. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer slae moss; ~ (*spl- >?) Riang-Lang ˉkleʔ edible moss. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ (*snl- >?) Kammu-Yuan klèːy edible moss; → Lao ghay.  
Connection uncertain Mon hloik. 
 
1528 *sluy; *[s]luəy to descend, decline. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer sloy [clothing] to trail. 
B: (Palaungic, South Aslian) Palaung hluəy to be past noon, Besisi chĕlui to descend 
(i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 95). 
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‡1529 *way(-h); *waay(-h) to turn, to wave. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Kuy wìh to turn 
(away, towards), Bahnar wih to return; → Thai wǎy to shake, quiver…, Shan wái 
to stir, wave; ~ Vietnamese quay to turn (v.i.t.) (& quậy to stir), Central 
Nicobarese kewai-[re] to swing arms, Nancowry kiwáyri; → Thai kway to swing, 
sway; ~ Sre krəway dizzy; ~ Mon həwoa saway to turn round axis, to wave. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Kuy wɛ ̀ː h to avoid, 
step aside, Stieng [uiːŋ] uaːi giddiness, Bahnar waːi to roll up, to turn round 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); curved, Palaung vay to wave hand, beckon, vɛh to avoid, 
shun, Riang-Lang vɑy to turn [face], Vietnamese [oằn]-oại to squirm, writhe (with 
phrasally conditioned tone?); → Röglai uy to turn (v.i.t.); Shan wɑ̌i to turn; ~ Sre 
ŋoaːy, Chrau ɲwaːy [voːʔ] dizzy, Vietnamese ngoái to turn [head] round (with 
unexplained tone); ~ (*[k]lwaay >) Khasi kyllai[dohdit] wagtail; ~ Khmer 
chvaːy to coil, braid, roll into a ball; ~ (*[r]nwaay >) Mon kəmài to stir, (?) Lawa 
Bo Luang ʔaʔmea, Lawa Umphai raʔmai, Mae Sariang ɣaʔmai to mix.  
Add 1531 *wa(a)y to transfer ownership? Cf. also 234 *wi(i)ʔ to turn; 235 *weeʔ, 
*weh crooked, to twist; 1950a *was &c. to wave, beckon.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; SMITH 1972 335.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *[ ]ɣ-[ ]auai: Acehnese rawe to grope for in water &c., 
Javanese awé to beckon, Cebuano Bisayan gaway tentacles of jellyfish (&c.; so 
Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *k-[ ]auai: Cebuano kaway tentacles of jellyfish, 
Tagalog kawáy to beckon, Proto-Oceanic *kawe tentacles.  
Note Tibeto-Burman *waˑy to whirl, brandish, wave, BENEDICT 1972 32 no. 90; *koy to 
bend, BENEDICT 1972 67 no. 307 & n. 210; & see BENEDICT 1975 241-2, move back 
and forth I-II. 
 
1530 *way quick.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer vèy quick, prompt (→ Thai way), Kuy wàːy 
quick, quickly, Stieng ueːi, Sre way quickly (DOURNES 1950). 
 
1531 *way; *waay to transfer ownership. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) → Shan wāì [nìm] to sell on credit; ~ Sre təway to 
redeem; → Röglai təway, Malay tawi; ~ (*sway >?) Vietnamese vay to borrow. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung vay to borrow, Riang-Lang 
_vɑy, _wɑy to hire, lend, borrow [goods], Lawa Bo Luang wia, Mae Sariang wuai 
to borrow, lend, Praok vay lease, to lease, Khasi wai to lend, let; ~ Old Mon twāy 
/tway/, Modern Mon kwai, Old Khmer thvāy, Modern Khmer thvaːy to present; ~ 
Biat cuaːi, (~? cf. Vietnamese) Bahnar huaːy to redeem.  
= 1529 *wa(a)y to turn…? Cf. here 768a *wa[i]ŋ &c. to borrow.  
(SHAFER 1965 198.) 
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1531a *waay elder sibling.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung vay kinship class including elder sibling, Riang-
Lang _vɑy, _wɑy parent’s or wife’s e. sister, elder sibling-in-law, (?) Lawa Bo Luang, 
Lawa Umphai ʔɔi elder sister; ~ (*mwaay >) Alakong Bahnar maːi elder sister 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by secondary derivation ~ Bahnar məmaːy elder sister.  
Riang-Lang exchanges senses of *waay, 1494 *məy. Connect perhaps 1497 
*[g]m[uu]y &c. sibling’s child, which compare; as 117 *mbiiʔ.  
(SMITH 1972 470.) 
 
†1532 *kwaay yam.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Aslian) Mon kwai yam, Thin kwai sweet 
potato, Vietnamese khoai (→ Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, khɔaːi [tiːm]), Sakai 
kuói yam (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Y 4); by secondary derivation ~ 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔamea, Lawa Umphai rəmai kind of taro (via *knwaay?); Proto-
Semai *bkooy Dioscorea alata (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
(?) Sora -gai-ən, -gaˑj-ən tuber (compounding form ~ gə'naj-ən, usually referred to 
gɑi- to dig; for which see 1541 *khaay &c.).  
Cf. Tibeto-Burman *kywiy, BENEDICT 1972 56 no. 238. 
 
1533 *kw[əə]y top, on top, above.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ kwəːy above; ~ Palaung kərvɯy above, beyond, upper 
part of house, loft, Lawa Bo Luang (haɯk) ʔawui, Lawa Umphai [hauk] rawui 
(hair above =) eyebrow, (?) Praok sivoy in front, before; by secondary derivation 
~ Kammu-Yuan pərwə̀ː y upper part, top.  
Waic vocalism contextual? 
 
†1534 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ru[wa]y > *ruy; *ruuy; *ruəy; Pre-Proto-Mon-
Khmer *ruhay fly. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rùy. 
B: (Mon, Nicobaric) Mon rùi, Proto-Nyah Kur *rṳuy (DIFFLOTH 1984 N75), Central 
Nicobarese yuːe. 
C: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian, 
Nicobaric) Kuy (ʔaː)rùːai, Stieng ruəi, Chrau rəwəy, Bahnar rɔːy, Jeh roːy, 
Halang roay, Kammu-Yuan rɔ̀ː y, Palaung [ə]ruəy, Riang-Lang _ruay, Lawa Bo 
Luang roi, Lawa Umphai rua, Mae Sariang ɣuai, Vietnamese ruồi, Semai roːi 
(TANDART 1935), Nancowry yúay; → Cham roːy, Jarai ruaiʔ (&c.), Röglai rəway, 
North Röglai ruai.  
D: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəhaːy, Bunör rəhwaːy, Central Rölöm huəy, Biat rhuai. 
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 207; BLOOD 1966 91; SMITH 1972 480; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 199.) 
Sora əroːj-ən, compounding form roj-ən, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 356; Proto-Munda 
*rɔj). 
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1535 *rwaay tiger, large felid.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan [róːy] rəwàːy tiger [spirit], Thin rwai,̯ 
Palaung rəvay, Riang-Lang _rəwɑy, Praok sivay, Lawa Bo Luang ʔawia, Lawa 
Umphai rawia, Mae Sariang ɣawia, ɣawuai tiger…, Bru rawìay sprit.  
(SHAFER 1965 221.) 
 
1536 *[l]wəəy to become tired.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kwaŋ] kwui! to feel weary, Khmer lvɤ̀ːy weak, flagging, 
indolent; ~ (*[l]rwəəy >) Khmer rəvɤ̀ːy weak, flagging, indolent.  
Mon initial & head register by phrasal deformation? Connection dubious Santali 
lambaʼɟ lumbuʼɟ (to walk) leisurely, slowly, ʈimbɔʼɟ ʈɔmbɔʼɟ slowly, wearily; 
fatigued (PINNOW 1959 K 528), since *-y is normally lost in Santali: ib. p. 281. 
 
1537 *saay bee.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Mon sai; ~ Kammu-Yuan tərháːy. 
 
1538 *saay dispersed.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon sai to be separate, apart (in part, cf. below & 1501 *s-
raay; sāy), Khmer saːy to spread, stretch out, extend (v.i), to disperse (v.t.), Bru saʔ-
saːy scattered all over; ~ Mon sai to be separate… (in part; rhāy), Khmer rəsaːy 
untied; sparse.  
Or *rsaay < *s-raay by metathesis, *saay by back-formation? The same initial 
variants in 872 *(r-)saac, 837 *s-raac. 
 
†1539 *həy; *həəy; *huəy finished.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hɛy just now, Jeh hãy enough, Halang hãy already got. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Khmer haəy finished, 
already, Stieng həːi perfect particle, Biat həːi already, Praok hɤy punctuating 
particle, Sakai hoï to finish (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 115); ~ Kuy 
lhɤːi already.  
C: (Palaungic) Palaung huəy to have finished; → Shan hwa ̄ỳ.  
Connect 875 *huc &c.; cf. 250 *hiiʔ to cease… .  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; cf. SMITH 1972 467.) 
(?) Kharia hɔi, hoi to be, become, to happen, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 83). 
 
(*h[əy]ʔ see 1435a *ʔ[əy]ʔ deictic.) 
 
1540 *h[oo]y to call.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Sre hoːy; ~ Khmer dɔŋhaoy to summon.  
Onomatopoeic Khasi kynhoi to shout is probably independent. 
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†‡1541 *khaay; *khəəy to dig. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi) Middle Mon khāy, Modern Mon khai to dig, Khmer khaːy to 
scratch, scrape, dig out; ~ (*krhaay >) Khasi kharai ditch, trench. 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese khơi.  
Cf. A138 *kwaay to scratch, dig; 1442 *kaay to scratch. 
(?) Sora gɑi-.  
Proto-Austronesian *Sukai: Tagalog hukay hole, pit, excavation, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
65-6; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
†1542 *khəyʔ (& *khəəyʔ?) moon, month.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Khmer khae month, Biat khai moon, 
month, season, Stieng kheːi, Central Rölöm khɛː, Chrau, Halang khay, Bahnar 
khɛy moon, month, Jeh kheːy month (< variant?), Praok khi, Lawa Bo Luang 
khəiʔ, Lawa Umphai cheʔ, Mae Sariang khɛiʔ moon, month, Central Nicobarese 
kaːheː moon, Nancowry kahɛ;́ ~ Khmer kɔŋhae season (TANDART 1935), Sre 
kənhay moon, month, nhay month. Connect Kuy sai, Bru kasay or *ks- > Katuic, 
Palaungic, Nicobaric → Khmer, Bahnaric?  
Connection dubious Khasi bnai. Derive perhaps → Tai *hŋaay moon (Tho-Nung), 
moonlight (BENEDICT 1975 330, light…).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; SHAFER 1965 520; BLOOD 1966 184; SMITH 1972 464.) 
(?) Sora aŋ'gaːɟ-ən moon (< Proto-Munda *kaŋgaːj-, PINNOW 1959 K 151). 
 
(*kh[uyh] see 879 *khuc to wipe, wash.)  
 
1543 *ghuuy; *ghuəy spirit, soul. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic) ~ (*gmhuuy >) Mon həmùi ghamuy &c. a witch seen in form of 
will-of-the-wisp; ~ (*grhuuy >) Kammu-Yuan róːy spirit, Thin hroi,̯ hre ̯corpse, 
soul of dead person, spirit. 
B: (North Aslian) ~ Semang rōwai soul (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 347).  
Connect perhaps (i) Central Nicobarese oːwiː spirits, ghost; (ii) 935a *[hw]iiɲ soul, 
which compare; as 1447a *guuy shadow of living creature; B99 *[ ]p[oo]y shadow 
of living creature. 
 
1544 *chaay to tip out.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Mon chai chāy to empty, pour out, t.o., 
unload, transfer, Khmer chaːy to overturn, kick aside, kick out of the way, (!) Stieng 
caːi to pour out, Sre caːy to scare [birds] away, ?Bru hãːy to pour out.  
SCHMIDT 1905 16 conflates with 1460 *kcaay to be scattered, with which there is 
contamination.  
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1545 *[c]haay to multiply.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Late Middle Mon [rāṅ] chāy, Modern Mon [ràiŋ] chai to become 
widespread, flourish, prosper; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi kyrhai abundant; ~ 
byrhai many. 
 
1546 *chuy; *chuuy to emit smoke or steam. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) ~ (*cphuy >) Khmer phoy-phoy in puffs; ~ 
(*cbhuy >) Khmer cɔmhoy to cook by steaming, Kuy phui to blow [smoke], Biat 
bhɯi [smoke] to be emitted. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese heoːe fire, Nancowry hiʔuáy; ~ 
(*cnhuuy >) Thin ɲwi to light, kindle; ~ Biat nhuːi [nhɔm] breath, Bahnar 
ʔɲuːy, Jeh ʔɲùːy, Halang ʔɲùay smoke; ~ Chrau cəmhuːy mist, vapour, steam.  
Connect Khasi thui [smoke] to come out; & note Khmer cɔmhaːy vapour, fumes; 
Vietnamese hơi steam, vapour. Cf. also A11 *jhuuʔ to set light to… .  
(SMITH 1972 460.)  
 
1547 *thəys to throw.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon thoa thay to throw, skim, Vietnamese thẩy to throw 
(away).  
Connect Burmese thwe; ← Mon *thui < *thəəy[ ]? 
 
1548 *thuy[ʔ] tangled, confused.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon thui to be tangled, confused, to behave in a disorderly way 
(→ Burmese thwe:), Vietnamese [lôi] thôi (with tone by phrasal assimilation?) to 
be complicated, involved, troublesome, untidy; ~ (*trhuy[ʔ] >) Mon [thui] hərui 
dharuy to be confused, to behave in an unruly manner, Vietnamese rối to be tangled, 
mixed up. 
 
1549 *t1huuy; *t1huəy; *t1həy; *t1həəy loose, lax, roomy.  
A: (Kuy, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉthuy to be loosed, relaxed; ~ Kuy nthòːi to slacken, 
pay out (contaminated by 1690 *dhu[ ]r, which compare?). 
B: (Bahnaric; ~ *t1lhuəy >) Biat lhɔːi loose [garment], West Bahnar kəhlɔːi sprung 
[trap] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer) ~ Mon həloa talhay &c. width, extent (& by back-formation hloa to 
be broad, wide, extensive), (~?) Khmer lhae to relax (v.i.). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer lhaəy, rəhaəy refreshing, 
refreshed, Kuy lhəːi, sləːi cool, refreshing [breeze] (?), Bahnar rəhəːy loose, lax, 
relaxed, with tension released, Central Nicobarese by dissimilation kaːlɤi loose 
[tooth]. 
 
1550 *phuuy; *phuəy; *pʔuuy blanket.  
A, C: (South Bahnaric) Sre ouy blanket. (< *pʔ-), Biat phoːi woollen blanket. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer phuːəy blanket. 
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1551 *[ ]rha[a]y maggot, grub.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat rhaːi larva, grub, Chrau raːy, Bahnar hraːy maggot (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63 hrai!).  
 
1552 *[ ]ʔiər fowl.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Khmuic) Sre, Biat iar, Chrau, Bahnar ʔyɛr, Jeh ìːl, 
Halang ìar, Thin ʔiɛr̆, Palaung iər, Riang-Lang ¯yɛr, Praok iːa, Lawa ʔɛ, Khasi 
ʼiar (~ sʼiar); ~ Kammu-Yuan həyíar.  
Khasi prefix perhaps weak form of 1324 *ciim bird, Kammu-Yuan of 1127 *kuən 
child. Connection uncertain Mon [caiŋ] de jungle-fowl; conceivably < *l-ʔiər.  
(SHAFER 1965 400; BLOOD 1966 111; SMITH 1972 411.) 
 
(*ʔaar see 1562 *biʔaar two.) 
 
1553 *ʔər; *ʔəər joyful.  
A, B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon ʼuiw [tambuih] to be full of joy (& 
ʼuit… by sandhi; Modern Mon ɒh kəmɒh by phrasal rhyme), (A) Khmer ʔɔː ʼar 
joyful (→ Cham auv); ~ (B) Biat nʔəːr cheerful. 
 
1554 *ʔur; *ʔuur; *ʔuər to lead, go in front.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric; ~ *[ ]rʔ- >) Chrau lɯr next [month] (A), Biat loːr first (B). 
C: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ ʔɔːr, Palaung uər to lead; ~ Chrau lɔːr first, 
by metathesis Jeh roːl, Halang roal before (& by secondary derivation Bahnar 
adrɔːl before, first, in front of); ~ Stieng nɔːr (in) front, before.  
*[ ]rʔ- probably with nominalizing affix rather than < *ʔur ʔur &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 60.) 
 
1555 *ʔur[ ]; *ʔuər[ ] to command. 
A: (Viet-Mương; ~?) Vietnamese hối to urge, press (< *pʔur causative? otherwise 
*ʔurʔ). 
B: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon ʼor /ʔor/ to cause to, command to, Nyah Kur 
ʔuər ('causing to' =) resultative verb auxiliary, Proto-Semai *ʔɔɔr to order, to ask 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Middle Mon pʼor to send to, to cause to, bid, urge to, Pangan 
[ya]-pēʼ-or to command, order (i.e. Mendriq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 O 54). 
 
1556 *ʔu[ ]r; *ʔuər; *ʔə[ ]r stream-bed. 
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Khmer ʔoː ʼūr watercourse, stream, stream-bed, 
West Bahnar oːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer cɔŋʔoː channel, 
ditch, (or ~ 1597 *cuur[ ]?) Khasi nur /noːr/ channel. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) West Bahnar ɔːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Khmer cɔŋʔuːə canʼuər channel, ditch, area between ditches. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar əːr flood-plain (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
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Connect 1686 *h[u]rʔ &c. to flow? 
 
1557 *[c]ʔiir plentiful, excessive.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Literary Mon sʼī to be numerous, plentiful, Stieng ʔiːr (BLOOD 
1966), Sre ir, Biat iːr too much.  
Cf. Bahnar hieːr to find someone tiresome (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 212.) 
 
1558 *cnʔiir; *cnʔər kind of basket. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer cɔŋʔeː caṅʼer shallow basket, riddle, Sre nir kind of 
hemispherical basket. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat nɒr [raːŋ] riddle. 
 
1559 *cʔəər to belch.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Mon) Central Rölöm ʔəːr, Biat ɒːr; ~ Khmer cɔŋʔao 
caṅʼor (!; contaminated by to vomit ad 11 *cʔ[au]ʔ); ~ Nyah Kur təŋʔɤ́ɤr &c.  
(L-THONGKUM 1984 p.371).  
Cf. 9 *cʔə(ə)ʔ &c. to hiccough, belch.  
(BLOOD 1966 380.) 
 
1559a *cʔur; *cʔuur; *[c]ʔuər; *cʔər; *cʔəər warm. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng uːr to heat [leaf, to soften 
it] (or B), Kammu dialect ùr to cook (contaminated by 1685 *hur to expose to heat, 
which compare), Nancowry ʔóy warm; ~ Palaung kəʔɯr to be warm (or E?), 
Praok siʔaw to be hot. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar [toʔ] ɔr ɔr lukewarm 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi ur (or A?) with a warm sensation, Central Nicobarese 
oːe warm, Nancowry ʔúay; ~ Praok siʔu to be healthy, warm.  
C: (Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) Khasi (probably, rather than A) or-or very [warm], 
Vietnamese oi to be sultry. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa saʔəu warm. 
E: (Khmer; contaminated by *hur) Khmer chʔaə chʼör to roast, grill.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 527 *cuuŋ. Connect 1671 *waar &c. hot, to heat; & cf. 1561 
*p[ʔ]ər &c. to dry. 
 
1559b *tʔiir; *tʔər blue, green.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Biat eːr yellow; ~ (*t[l]ʔiir >) Sre təlir blue, green (→ 
Röglai), Khasi lir blue, indigo (compounding form?). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat ɒr green, Thin ʔɯ̆r blue. 
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1560 *d2ʔuur; *d2huər kind of apid. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) ?Central Nicobarese taːo yellow 
wasp, ? Nancowry tɯ̃a bee, (by metathesis, or ~) Khmer taː ʔao, trəʔao tra-o &c. 
kind of large apid; ~ (*d2nʔuur >) Kuy ŋʔoːr small yellow kind of wasp (& (ŋ)ŋòːr 
bee), Bru taʔuːr hornet, Kammu-Yuan cənʔùːr small kind of wasp, Riang-Lang 
_cənŋur striped domesticated kind of bee. 
B: (Mon) Mon tho kind of hornet.  
Cf. Thai tɔɔ̀ kind of wasp (< *to hornet, BENEDICT 1975 403-4, sweet…). 
 
1561 *p[ʔ]ər; *[p]ʔəər; *phər (?); *phəər to dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Kuy) Stieng pɔːr, Sre pər to dry over fire (DOURNES 1950); ~ Kuy 
ŋʔɤːr to smoke over fire (or B); ~ Biat nʔɔr drying-rack. 
B: (Khasi; by secondary derivation) ~ Khasi tyng-ier (& tyng-ĩir) drying-rack for 
firewood. 
C, D: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese phơi to dry out of doors (D); ~ Sre 
pənhər drying- rack (probably C, cf. Biat).  
Connect Central Nicobarese hãː- to dry, Bru ʔuːr to dry out of doors. A, B contaminated 
by 1559a *cʔə(ə)r warm, or C, D contaminated by 1685 *hur to expose to heat?  
 
†1562 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *biʔaar > *ɓaar, Pre-Khmer *[ɓ]ir, Pre-Palaungic 
&c. *ʔaar two.  
Old Mon ḅār /ɓar/, Modern Mon ba, Old Khmer ber, vyar, Modern Khmer pìː, Kuy 
biːa (!; contaminated by Khmer ?), Bru baːr, Sre bar (!), Chrau vaːr, Biat, Halang 
baːr, Bahnar ɓaːr, Jeh baːl, Kammu-Yuan pàːr, Riang-Lang ¯ɑr, Palaung, Khasi 
ar, Mương hal (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese hai, Kintaq Bong biyeh, Cheʼ Wong 
ber, Central Nicobarese ãː, Nancowry ʔã; ~ Riang-Lang ¯tərʔɑr pair, (~?) Praok 
ra, Lawa laʔa two; ~ Temiar naːr two; ~ Mah Meri hmaːh, Semaq Beri mar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 20; SHAFER 1965 38; SHORTO 1972; BLOOD 1966 279; SMITH 1972 415; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 271.) 
Sora compounding form ba(ː)r-, Kharia u'bar, &c.; ~ Sora bə'naːr- second, next 
(PINNOW 1959 49; with derivation cf. Temiar) 
 
1562a *snʔaar kind of stinging insect.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic) Khmer sɔŋʔaː saṅʼār, Kuy ŋʔaːr kind of black ant with 
painful sting, Riang-Lang ¯səʔɑr wasp. 
 
†1563 *sʔuur; *sʔər to emit a smell. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Halang suːr to smell, Jeh sul smell 
(quantifier), Kammu-Yuan [həʔɯ́r] həʔòor to smell pleasant; pleasant scent, 
Palaung ur smell, to smell, stink; ~ (*snʔuur >) Lawa Bo Luang [saʔau] hŋaɯ 
fragrant; ~ (*smʔuur >) Mon həmao samū &c. odour (merging vapour, gas < 
1807 *k/m/huul). 
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B: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan həʔɯ́r to smell pleasant…, Central Nicobarese ɤi 
smell, Nancowry ʔɯ̃y; haʔɯ̃y to make sth. smell (or A?).  
Connect Chrau nthoːr fragrant. Cf. 15 *sʔu[ ]ʔ &c. mouldy, spoiled.  
(SMITH 1972 419.) 
Sora 'uːr-ən, uʔuːr-ən bad smell, ~ ə'nur- to emit a smell. 
 
‡1564 *koor to scrape, shave.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer kao kor to scrape, shave, Bru 
kɔːr to scrape with spoon, Stieng kuːr to cut [hair], shave, Biat koːr to scrape, 
Bahnar kɔːr to comb, scratch with comb, Jeh koːl, Halang koar to shave, Khasi 
khur to rake (together), scrape, Central Nicobarese koĩː-[hə] to scrape [coconut 
meat] (or is Nicobarese /kuʔi/?).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese cạo to scrape, shave, cào to scratch, claw, rake.  
(SMITH 1972 422.)  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kurkur: Javanese kukur to scratch, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
83); (ii; ?) *kud3kud3: Malay kukur to rasp, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 82, *kuḍkuḍ; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.7). See BENEDICT 1975 371. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 65.) 
 
‡1565 *k[u]r to dig.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon kir /kør/ to dig, Proto-Nyah Kur *kii̱r! (DIFFLOTH 
1984 V215), Stieng kuːr (to dig with) mattock; ~ Old Mon kwir, Modern Mon kwɒ 
digging-stick.  
Cf. Biat kaːr to dig; & 1593 *ciir. 
Pampangan kulkúl to dig, perhaps Karo Batak ng-kurkur-i to turn surface soil without 
tool.  
 
1566 *kuur infected.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau koːr painful, Central Rölöm [jiː] kɷːr sickness, Bahnar kuːr 
festering (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*knmuur >?) Sre mour, Biat moːr 
inflammation.  
(BLOOD 1966 7.) 
 
1567 *[ ]kuur wind, storm.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin (h)kŭr, ʔkŭr thunder (storm) (contaminated by 1582 
*[t1]gə(ə)r?), Palaung kur, Riang-Lang ¯kur, Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kaɯ, 
Lawa Umphai kau wind; ~ Kammu-Yuan həŋkúːr storm. 
 
†1568 *cnkuər; *[c]nka[a]r integument. 
A: (Mon) Mon həko jakow bark, outer husk of coconut, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəŋku̱ar 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 N77). 
B: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Sre nkar shell, husk, Bahnar akaːr skin, rind, shell, bark, Bru 
ŋkar skin, sakar scalp.  
(SHAFER 1965 401; SMITH 1972 418.) 
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(i) Sora ə'kur- to peel off (v.i.), kur-ən (compounding form, ~ 'kur(r)aŋ-ən), Mundari 
uɽ bark, &c.; (ii) Mundari harta bark, &c. (PINNOW 1959 366; but some cited forms 
rather : 1687 *huur skin). 
 
1569 *[t]kur to stir.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer koː kūr to stir, Stieng kuːr to stir, to beat or 
turn while cooking; ~ Mon həkɒ thakuiw &c. to stir. 
 
1570 *[d]kər tree, plant.  
A: (Viet-Mương, Central & South Aslian) Mương câl (BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese 
cây, Jah Hut, Mah Meri təkɔh tree; by secondary derivation ~ (Pre-Viet-Mương 
*p-kər >) Mương cấl (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese cấy to transplant [rice 
seedlings].  
Cf. 1719 *d2gəl &c. trunk, stump. 
 
1571 *[b]kaar to cook over fire.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːr to grill, roast, Riang-Lang ¯kɑr to broil, 
roast, toast, cook in smoke of fire. 
Malay bakar to set on fire, burn, roast, toast (probably → Javanese) (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 20, *baka[ḷ]). 
 
1572 *sk[e]r to look intently, aim.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Literary Mon kew, Sre ker to aim at, Chrau keːr 
to look at, Central Nicobarese həkiːə-̃[hətə &c.] to peep, aim, with one eye closed, 
Nancowry hakĩa ~ kĩa (rather *-iər?). 
 
1573 *skɔɔr sugar.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon kɔ (s)kaw syrup, Khmer skɔː skar (→ Stieng 
səkɔːr?), Biat [kac] kɔːr sugar (beside chkɔːr ← Khmer).  
If ← Indo-Aryan, an early loan; for Mon-Khmer origin cf. PRZYLUSKI in MSLP 22 2082 
(& TURNER 1962-66 12338).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
1574 *[ ]gar seed.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gar seed, grain, kernel, Bunör gar seed, Bahnar gar seed, pip; ~ Sre 
gənar = gar; ~ Central Rölöm ŋgar seed, Biat ŋgar grain, kernel.  
Or *bgar, ~ 1276 *grap by metathesis?  
(BLOOD 1966 345.) 
 
                                                 
2  [Editorial note: we were unable to confirm the Przyluski reference. The journal is apparently 
Mémoires de la Société de Linguistique de Paris. Perhaps Volume 22, page 208 are indicated.] 
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1575 *gəər to catch fire.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon gir /gør/ to shine, Modern Mon kɜ ̀to blaze up, shine, 
glow; ~ (*pgəər >) Middle Mon bguir to cause to shine, to set light to; ~ (*prgəər 
>?) Mon həkɜ ̀baguiw to fan or blow into flame, Vietnamese gợi to arouse, awaken 
[memories, desires].  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. 1978 *guh &c. to glow, burn. 
 
1576 *gur earth yielding red ochre.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre gur earth yielding red ochre (DOURNES 1950), Biat [luʔ] gur laterite, 
Bahnar guːr earth yielding red ochre (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect perhaps ultimately Sanskrit hiṅgula-, hiṅguli- vermilion (whence Old Mon 
hiṅgul). 
 
1577 *gur; *guər ear of grain. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _səmkɔr. 
B: (Khmer) Khmer kùːə guə(r) ear, pod. 
 
1578 *gur; *guər; *gər ridge, handle. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre gor central ridge or vein, spine. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar gɔːr id., range of hills (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Bahnaric, Katuic, ?Nicobaric) Sre gər central ridge or vein, spine (DOURNES 1950), 
Bahnar gər handle of tool, Bru kìr rod; ~ ?Nancowry hinkəʔ́a spine; (probably) → 
Cham kàr, Jarai gəːr, Röglai gər, North Röglai gə, Acehnese gɔ handle, stem; ~ 
Chrau ŋgər bridge [of nose], Biat ŋgɔr handle of knife. 
 
†‡1579 *guur to fall, be shed.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, ?North Aslian) Old Mon gūr /gur/, Modern Mon kù [rain] to fall, 
Riang-Lang _kur [leaves] to fall, (?) Kerbat göl to fall (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 20).  
Add Khmer /ʔol/ ʼur [rain] pouring down, bɔŋʔol to rain, bɔŋʔao paṅ’or to rain; Khasi 
ur to fall down? 
Sora gur- to rain, Kharia gur to fall, &c. (PINNOW 1959 106).  
(Proto-Austronesian *gu[ ]gu[d2/3]) Malay gugor [fruit] to fall singly, Javanese gugur 
to fall off, fall away (so Proto-Malayo-Javanese; ~ *gad2/3gad2/3 to fall apart, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 51 & BLUST 1972 no. 26). 
 
1580 *guər fitting, proper.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon gor /gor/ to be meet, fitting, good, Modern Mon [kòp] kò 
ought, Khmer kùːə guər proper, suitable; → Cham gu̯ar proper, suitable; Thai 
kʰuan. 
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1581 *ŋgər to seek out.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon ʼgir /ŋgør/ to seek out, Modern Mon ŋì to search for 
among undergrowth or hair, Proto-Nyah Kur *kii̤r! (DIFFLOTH 1984 V217); ~ Sre 
təŋgər to seek to descry. 
 
1581a *[c]gar; *cgaar to fence, enclose. 
A: (Khasi) Khasi ker; (by secondary derivation?) ~ kper garden. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) ~ Khmer cɔmkaː caṁkār garden, plantation, (~?) by 
metathesis (*c.raak >) Riang-Lang ¯sərɑk fence, garden.  
Connect (i) Kammu-Yuan həŋkɯ́r wall; to shut [door]; (ii) perhaps Sre pəŋgar fence, 
Biat ŋgaːr fence, hurdling, then contaminated by rather than ← Indonesian 
(*pagə[d2/3r]: DEMPWOLFF 1938 110, *-[ḷ], Proto-West-Indonesian; Cham pakàː, 
&c.); but this may itself be connected. 
 
1582 *[t1]gər; *[t1]gəər thunder. 
A: (Khmer, Khmuic, ?Mon) Kammu-Yuan (by voicing metathesis?) kɯ́r; → Malay 
tagar thunder clap; ~ (*[t1]pg- >) Mon həkɜ ̀(or B), Khmer phkɔ̀ː  phgar thunder. 
B: (Palaungic; probably ~) Riang-Lang təkər.  
Connect by metathesis 1622 *gtər &c. Cf. (i) Bahasa Indonesia -gegar to rumble, 
gelegar rumbling (of gunfire, thunder) (so connected 1584 *sgər?); (ii) Proto-
Austronesian *guruq to rumble (DEMPWOLFF 1938 57, *guḷuh; Malay thunder); (iii) 
1567 *[ ]kuur wind, storm. See BENEDICT 1975 368, rumble.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36, 70; SHAFER 1965 566.) 
 
†1583 *t2guur; *t2gar straight, upright. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon dgū (figurative) to be upright, Modern Mon təkù also to be 
straight; ~ Old Mon tiṅgūr /təngur/ upright position. 
B: (Khmuic; ~?) Kammu-Yuan səkár (!)straight; ~ səmkàr to straighten, to aim. 
Kharia seŋghor straight (PINNOW KHARIA TABLES 169 no. 20). 
 
(*bgar see 1574 *[ ]gar seed; *lnguur, *lngu[ə]r see 1720 *lngal plough.) 
 
1584 *sgər, *sgəər (kind of) drum.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer sgar, Modern Khmer skɔ̀ː , Central 
Rölöm gər, gar, Bunör gər, Biat gɔr, (?) Bahnar səgər, həgər, Halang həgɒr 
drum, Palaung gər noise, to make noise, to beat [drum]; → Cham (ha)kàr, Jarai 
həgɔːr, Röglai həgər, North Röglai sagə drum; ~ Old Mon siṅgir /səngør/, Sre 
səŋgər, Chrau səgər barrel-shaped drum, Jeh ŋgàl drum.  
Bahnar, Halang perhaps by (back-)borrowing, or < *srgər.  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Bru saŋkəːr, Kuy [khùːaŋ]khùːar large temple drum, 
Stieng səŋəːr.  
Cf. A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise; Stieng gɔːr, ŋɔːr drumming of rain &c.; & for a possible 
Indonesian connection 1582 *[t1]gə(ə)r thunder.  
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(BLOOD 1966 129; SMITH 1972 402.) 
 
(*ŋiər see following) 
 
1585 *jŋaar (> Pre-Palaung &c. *ŋiər, *ŋə(ə)r); *jŋ[ɔɔ]r green.  
A: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cəŋáːr, Palaung ŋiər, ɲər, Riang-Lang _ŋɛr, Lawa saŋa 
green, Khasi [im] ngar-ngar very [green, unripe]. 
B: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cuŋɔːə blue, green, Nancowry cuŋuá; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan [cəŋáːr] cərŋɔ̀ː r green.  
Vocalism obscure. Cf. Central Nicobarese ŋəː-, -ŋəː yellow, Nancowry ŋə.́ 
 
‡1586 *[t1]ŋər to listen, hear.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ¯ŋar to hear, Vietnamese nghe to hear, listen; 
~ Riang-Lang ¯təkŋar to listen (to), to obey. 
Proto-Austronesian *d3əŋəɣ: Malay dĕngar, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 39; DAHL 1973 § 
14.7). See BENEDICT 1975 312. 
 
1587 *tŋər kind of bamboo.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer thŋɔː thṅa! kind of bamboo with long 
internodes, Biat ŋɔr kind of bamboo, Khasi [ʼri]-nger (compounding form) kind of 
rattan, Calamus species, (?, *tnər by assimilation >) Sre ɗər very straight kind of 
bamboo, Oxenanthera species; ~ (*t[n]ŋər >) Chrau təŋər large kind of bamboo. 
 
1588 *t2ŋuur; *t2ŋiər to make a moaning or sighing sound.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, North Aslian) Khmer thŋoː thṅūr to moan, groan, complain, to 
hoot, to coo, Palaung hŋur (MILNE 1931), Semang tĕngoh to groan (i.e. Kintaq 
Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 GUESDON 1930 118). 
B: (Palaungic) Praok ŋiːa to sigh, (rɛk —) groan.  
Cf. A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise. 
 
1589 *[d1]ŋ[ɔɔ]r abstracted.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Literary Mon lṅaw [lṅan] to be dazed, lost in thought, (?) 
Central Nicobarese ŋɔː-[cəkaː] solemn, o-ŋɔːhə-[cəkaː] melancholy; ~ Khasi 
dyngngor to be in a stupefied state, spellbound. 
 
1589a *[r]ŋar; *rŋa[ar] cold. 
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan ŋàr. 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer rəŋìːə raṅā! (bitter) cold, Praok ŋɛ to be cool. 
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1590 *[l]ŋaarh the right way up, supine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Mương ngả (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese ngữa to lie 
on back; ~ (*[l]nŋaarh >) Mon təŋɛà to lie on back, to be the right way up; ~ 
(*[l]bŋaarh >) təŋɛà to turn the right way up; ~ (*[l]pŋaarh >) Khmer phŋaː 
phṅār on one’s back, the right way up, looking back.  
Or *rŋ-. Cf. (i) Biat ŋgəːr to look up; (ii) Palaung səngɯh to look up; (iii) Proto-
Austronesian *tiŋadaq to look up, DEMPWOLFF 1938 138 (Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1591 *[c]ir plant used to treat wounds.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre sir solanaceous plant used to treat wounds (↔ Röglai), West Bahnar 
[pəgaːŋ] siːr tuber used as plaster for wounds (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1592 *cir; *ciir; *ciər to cover, shelter. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon cir /cør/ to ward [off], Middle Mon cuiw to screen, 
Modern Mon cɜ to cover over, to wall, Bahnar sir to be completely covered, hidden. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar siːr to be completely covered, hidden. 
C: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese che to cover, hide, shelter, to take shelter.  
Add perhaps (*cuər >) Thin sɔr̆ to hide.  
 
1593 *ciir to dig.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːr, Biat chiːr to dig [hole], Bahnar siːr to dig (out, up, hole), Jeh 
cìːl, Halang cìar to dig.  
Cf. (i) 1565 *kur; (ii) Sora saːr-.  
(SMITH 1972 405; cf. SHAFER 1965 482.) 
 
1594 *ciir; *ciər to cut up. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng ciːr to cut up cloth; ~ (*[b]ciir by secondary derivation ~) 
Bahnar təjeːr to cut into large flat pieces. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer ciə ciər to slice, trim, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 11), Vietnamese chia to divide; ~ Kammu-Yuan cɛ ́ː r segment, slice, 
to cut into segments (& cɛ ̀ː r to divide, distribute; by arbitrary variant?); by secondary 
derivation ~ Bahnar təjɛr to cut into small slices. 
 
1594a *car; *caar wild cat, small felid. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Khasi) Kammu-Yuan sár civet cat, Palaung 
sər wild cat; ~ Khasi ksar fox (or B; ?); ~ Chrau səmar [ɓaːr] flying squirrel. 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) ~ (*[k]caar >) Bahnar caːr wild cat; ~ Khmer chmaː 
chmā! cat, (— baː) flying squirre.  
Cf. Cham mɯcàː, &c. civet cat, Proto-Ambonese *maḏer dasyure (STRESEMANN 1927; 
so Proto-Austronesian *maZə[rɣ]?).  
(SMITH 1972 417.) 
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1595 *caar resinous.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer caː cār, Kuy caːr Butea frondosa, yielding 
red resin, Sre saːr resinous. 
 
1596 *cur pig.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng suːr, Sre sur, Chrau sɯr, Biat chor, Jeh còl, Halang cur.  
(SHAFER 1965 244; BLOOD 1966 164; SMITH 1972 404.) 
 
†‡1597 *cuur[ ]; *cuər[ ]; *car[s] to flow, to pour. 
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Praok sɯ to pour; ~ Lawa Bo Luang caɯ, Lawa Umphai cau 
waterfall; ~ Khasi nur /noːr/ channel (or ~ 1556 *ʔu[ ]r?).  
B: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Mon) Palaung [om] suər current, Mon co small 
creak or stream, Proto-Nyah Kur *cu̱ar (DIFFLOTH 1984 N239); (or A?) → Röglai 
sor to flow, trickle; ~ Bahnar cɔːr (drainage) channel, to canalize; ~ Kuy ɲcɑːr 
eaves (contaminated by 1606 *juər[ ], cf. Mon həyù eaves < *jnjuur[ ]). 
C: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon cɔ to pour, Vietnamese chảy to flow, melt, leak.  
C contaminated by 1600 *jar to exude? Cf. further 1686 *h[u]rʔ &c. to flow (Cf. 
SCHMIDT 1905 12.) 
Sora ɩr-, er- to pour, 'er[dɑː-] sprinkling (n.).  
Proto-Austronesian (i; *k'u[d2/3]k'u[d2/3]) Gayo chĕchɔr to seep out, Malay chuchur 
to flow, trickle, Javanese chuchur-an to jet out (& chur in a jet; ← Mon-Khmer?); 
(ii) *paNk'u[d2/3]: Malay panchur-an conduit, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 112, *-[ḷ]; 
Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) *pa(N)k'a[d2/3]: Malay panchar to emit rays, sounds, 
&c., probably Cebuano Bisayan pásad to scatter, to be scattered (then Proto-
Hesperonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 112).  
Cf. further Tibeto-Burman *sywar = *śwar to flow; to pour, BENEDICT 1972 56 no. 
241. 
 
1597a *kcəər fin.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Mon, Nicobaric) Biat cəːr [kaː] fin, Nyah Kur cɤ́ɤr fin, Central 
Nicobarese kaːʃɤ- (— kaːə) dorsal fin, (— wiːəŋ-kaːə) ventral fin.  
Connection uncertain Sre sənor. Cf. Nancowry kasɯ́ʔ a bone.  
 
†1598 *[ ]ncuur lips.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok jɯ. 
Kharia lu'cur, &c. (PINNOW 1959 363; Proto-Munda *lukcur?). 
 
†1599 *bcuər to plough.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer phcùːə bhjuər (& cùːə furrow, by 
attraction line, row < 1605 *[j]uərh), Stieng cuər, Biat cuar; ~ Kuy cuːr. 
Sora or(-'roː). 
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†1600 *jar; *jər to exude. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmuʼ jar to leak; ~ (*jnjar >) Bahnar dialects həɲaːr, 
kəɲaːr to suppurate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
B: (Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan cèr to drip, Riang-Lang _car to leak, (so probably, rather 
than A) Palaung jər to exude (MILNE 1931), Khasi [um]-jer dew.  
= following? Cf 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to descend; 1597 *cuur[ ] &c. to flow… . 
Santali ɟɔrɔ drip, drop, trickle, leak, &c. (PINNOW 1959 219). 
 
1601 *jar (especially poisonous) sap.  
(Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer jar, jār, Modern Khmer cɔə̀ gum, 
(poisonous) sap (→ Thai cʰan dammar), Kuy chàːr sap, resin, gum, Sre jar vegetable 
poison (DOURNES 1950), Chrau jar sap, arrow poison, Biat jar poisonous sap, Bahnar 
jar sap, resin, Palaung jər sap (MILNE 1931).  
= preceding? (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 52.) 
 
1602 *jarʔ quick, to run.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Sre jar quick, urgent, Mương chặl 
(BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese chạy, Proto-Semai (DIFFLOTH 1977) *jarʔ to run; ~ 
Vietnamese nhạy to be speedy, to react quickly.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 200.) 
 
1603 *jər (& *jar?); *jur to warm oneself at [fire]. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok co (< *jar?); ~ (*jnjər >) Stieng njəːr, Sre 
njər, Biat njɔr. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar ɲur. 
 
1604 *jɔ[ ]r flowers, blossom.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon jar /jɔw/, Modern Mon cò blossom, Khmer cɔ̀ː  jar floral 
pattern, lace. 
 
†‡1605 *[j]ur[ʔ]; *[j]uərh; *[j]iir[ ]; *[j]iər[ ] string, line, row. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) ~ Praok nu creeper, Khasi snur crack, seam, 
cobweb, (~ *jpnurʔ >?) Mương nốl (BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese nối to join, 
connect, to continue, succeed. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Khmer jvar, Modern 
Khmer cùːə, (→?) Biat cuar line, row, Vietnamese chuỗi string [of beads], file, 
series, succession; ~ Middle Mon cnor /cnow/ row, Modern Mon hno line, rule, Biat 
nɔːr [yoːk] [mountain] range, Riang-Lang ˉnuar cord. 
C: (Mon) Literary Mon jī to arrange in order = Middle Mon cī [reṅ], Modern Mon ci 
[rɛàŋ], perhaps ← Burmese cī [raṅ] ← Mon.  
D: (Mon, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon cew [reṅ] to arrange, Riang-Lang cɛr row (→ 
Palaung, Mon, taər to form a row?), Praok [maw] siːa cord.  
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Initial discrepancies obscure; perhaps separate roots in *c-, *j-, with mutual 
contamination. Add perhaps Vietnamese giẫy, giãy row (then < *-jərh; 
connection dubious Mương đắl, BARKER 1966 25!). (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 66.) 
Sora ɟul-(ɟul-) to string ~ ɟə'nul-ən string of beads; ro'ɟoːl-le in a line.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *d'i[ ]d'iə[r]: Javanese jèjèr in a row, in rows, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 48, *d'id'i[ḷ]; NOTHOFER 1975 61; Proto-Malayo-Javanese; ← 
Mon-Khmer?); (ii) *d'a[ ]d'a[r]: Malay jajar line, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 45; Proto-
West-Indonesian, or Proto-Malayo-Javanese if Ngaju Dayak ← Malay); ~ 
*baNd'a[r] row. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 18). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 55.) 
 
†1606 *jur[ ]; *juur[ ]; *juər[ ]; *jir[ ]; *jiər[ ] to descend.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Stieng juːr, Chrau jɯr, Biat jur to descend, Jeh 
jòl, Halang jur down, Lawa Bo Luang co to leak; ~ Stieng njuːr to take down, 
Chrau tənjɯr to hand down, Biat njur to put down, West Bahnar ɲuːr to descend 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Praok jaə to shed [tears], Vietnamese giội to pour. 
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Bahnar juːr, Kammu-Yuan cùːr, 
Riang-Lang _cur to descand, Palaung jur valley, Khasi jur descent, Semai I jəːr to 
fall; ~ Old Mon jmūr /jmur/ [elephant] subject to must, Middle Mon jmū also 
falling [rain], by spelling pronunciation Modern Mon həmù [elephant] subject to 
must; ~ (*jrjuur[ ] >) Mon həcù to drip. 
C: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy [baʔ] chɔ̀ː r to sweat profusely, Lawa 
Umphai chua to leak; ~ Mon hmò [elephant] subject to must; ~ (*jnjuər[ ] >) 
Bahnar haɲɔːr trickling (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
D: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese cẽ drizzle; ~ Bahnar həɲir-
[həɲar] very sweaty. Cf. Nancowry céh to drip; Bru cacùːr to drip, ooze. 
E: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Praok ciːa to fall, be shed, Central Nicobarese ciẽ to 
drip, (~?) Khasi jiar (& pjiar; original compounding form?) to drain off, filter.  
*-r if Vietnamese tone is from plosive sequence; but Central Nicobarese ciyau leak 
(in canoe, roof) suggests a metathetic *jruuʔ. Front vocalism secondary. There is 
contamination with 1600 *jar &c. to exude & 1597 *cuur[ ] &c. to flow, to pour. 
Cf. also 1657 *yur &c. to hang down…; 539 *juuŋ (to) rain; 1898a *jus to take 
down… .  
(SHAFER 1965 119; BLOOD 1966 157; SMITH 1972 403.) 
(i; ?) Santali ɲur to fell, drop, fall, Mundari nur to flow out (PINNOW 1959 106); (ii) 
Sora sir- to spurt, er- to pour, 'er-ən, 'jer-ən flow. 
 
1607 *juur (& *juər?) to siphon.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Bahnar joːr; ↔ Röglai jur to siphon, North Röglai ju siphon; ~ 
Stieng jənuɔːr, Sre jənur siphon (↔ Röglai), Bahnar jənoːr liquid siphoned up.  
Stieng diphthong perhaps regular following nasal. 
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1608 *[k]jir; *[k]jiər dense, close together. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jir, Jölong sir (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), West Bahnar kir 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (by metathesis?). 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jölong sɛr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai kiar by metathesis? 
 
(*ɲə(ə)r see 1585 *jŋaar green.) 
 
1609 *[l][p]ɲaar soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna De Candolle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon [cɜk̀] (k)əɲɛà, Sre bəɲar (DOURNES 1950).  
 
1610 *tiər to forge.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Viet-Mương) Stieng thiər (!), Sre tiar, Biat ciar to forge, Bahnar tiɛːr, 
tɛːr to hammer to an edge (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (?) Vietnamese đe anvil; → 
Cham [pa]tyaː, Röglai tiaː to forge.  
Cf. Bru dɛːr to have a knife made. 
 
1611 *t1[e][r] to warn.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok te to warn, remind, Vietnamese đe to threaten. 
 
1612 *t1ar to run.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan tar, Praok to, Lawa Bo Luang tɑ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang tɔ.  
Cf. Thin dăr. 
 
1613 *taar counterbalance of axe (*cuuŋ).  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau, Bahnar taːr.  
Add perhaps (*tar >) Old Mon tar /tɔr/, Modern Mon tɔ stalk, handle. 
 
1614 *tɔ[ ]r to fight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tɔ [kəneh], Khmer tɔː-(tùəl) &c., ta!; ~ Khmer trədɔː traṭar to 
struggle; ~ Old Mon twar /twɔr/ warrior. 
 
1615 *turh to change, exchange.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer doː ṭūr to barter, to 
give change, Kuy toːr to buy, Stieng tuːr to change [places], Nancowry tóh to 
change, Mương tổi (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese đổi to change (→ Sre ɗuih).  
= following?  
(SHAFER 1965 406.) 
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1616 *t1[u]r to give.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Literary Mon tuiw to give, Praok tɔ to give, hand over, 
Lawa Bo Luang [həu] toa, Mae Sariang [heu] tau to send; ~ (*t1rp[u][r] >) 
Middle Mon tawuiw gift; Nancowry hatóyhaŋa to send.  
= preceding? 
 
1617 *tur to hit with fist.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat tor to hit with downward movement of fist, Sre, Bahnar tur to hit with 
fist.  
(SHAFER 1965 80.) 
 
‡1618 *tuur (to get) burnt.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tur /tur/ to burn (v.i.), Modern Mon tao also to get burnt, 
Khmer dao ṭor blistered (→ Kuy doːr blistered, burned).  
(Proto-Austronesian *tu[ ]tu[d2/3r]) Javanese totor wood fire, to make fire, Iban 
tutur to apply fire to, burn, brand [person] (so Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
1619 *kntiər termite.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kɔndiə kaṇtiər, Chrau gətiər, Biat nciar termite, Bahnar 
kətɛːr male termite (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; East Bahnar also kətiɛr).  
Connect Khasi ktiar centipede? 
 
1620 *ktər board, plank.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer ktār, Khmer kdaː piece of wood, 
plank (→ Stieng kədaːr table, plank, Chrau kəɗaːr plank, Biat kdaːr board), Kuy 
(k)taːr board, plank, Bahnar tər board; ~ Old Mon kintir /kəntør/ seat, Modern 
Mon hətɒ board, seat.  
Khmer/Kuy vocalism post-dental. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 32.) 
 
†1621 *kt2uur; *kt2uər ear. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Katuic) Kuy (k)tɔːr, Bru kutoːr, Stieng tuːr, Sre tour, 
Biat toːr ear (→ Chrau), Riang-Lang ¯cor (!) outer ear. 
B: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon ktor /ktor/, Modern Mon kəto, by metathesis (*t2kuər >) 
Khasi shkor ear.  
Chrau **c(h)oːr is expected.  
(SHAFER 1965 404, 460; BLOOD 1966 18.) 
Kharia lu'tur, &c.; ~ Remo lintür, &c. (PINNOW 1959 147; Proto-Munda *luktur; 
suggesting *-t1-!). 
 
†‡1622 *[g]tiər; *gtər (to) thunder. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric) Bahnar tɛːr thunder clap, [lightning] to strike (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63; !); ~ (*[g]ntiər >) Mon həte to lament, Kuy nthìːr resounding, Biat ntɛːr 
to cry out; ~ Middle Mon gater /gətew/ long-drawn-out intonation, Biat ntɛːr clap. 
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B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Khmer khtɔ̀ː  khdar to reverberate, 
Stieng təːrh, Chrau tər thunder, Biat [tah] tɔr (to) thunder; ~ Sre ntər thunder, 
Besisi gentah thunder bolt (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 119).  
Cf. Malay guntur thunder connected by metathesis 1582 *[t1]gə(ə)r.  
(SHAFER 1965 502; BLOOD 1966 131.) 
Santali ʈhɛr stroke of lightning, &c. (PINNOW 1959 165; Proto-Munda *-ɛ-).  
(Proto-Austronesian *kitər?) Iban ngitar lightning. 
 
†‡1623 *gt1ar (& *gt1ər?) to shiver.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer khtɔə̀ khdăr to vibrate, 
sound (contaminated by preceding?), Bahnar tar-[war] (!) to shake with fear, 
(variant >?) Central Nicobarese kətɤə to tremble, vibrate, Nancowry tɯ́a v.i., 
katɯ́a v.t.; ~ (*gnt1- >) Mon hətɔ to shiver, Khasi kynther (~ variant?) to shake 
off, shed, flutter; ~ (*gt1ar gt1ar >, or by secondary derivation?) Khmer tətɔə̀ 
dadăr (→ Bahnar, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, dədā [teeth] to chatter?), Tolo Bahnar 
tətaːr to shiver (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. Bahnar tətɛy, Gölar Bahnar tətuɛy; tətəʔ, (probably) → Cham tatəʔ [trɛỳ], 
katəʔ, Jarai tətɯʔ, Röglai katəʔ, North Röglai tatəh; Jölong tətaːc (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); all by expressive variant? *-t1- in view of Sora 
Sora by metathesis 'tɑkɑr-.  
Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)tər: Malay gĕtar, kĕtar, &c., Tagalog katál (cf. DEMPWOLFF 
1938 79; Proto-Hesperonesian). (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 33.) 
 
1624 *[c]t1ur; *[c]t1uur; *[c]t1əər crest. 
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ¯səntɔr crest, fin. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre ntor crest, fin (probably, rather than A), Biat ntuːr [cɔːr] 
ridge of roof. 
C: (Bahnaric) Jeh tèːl, Halang tèːr comb of cock; ~ (*[c]lt1əər >) Stieng altəːr, 
Chrau gətəːr, Biat ntəːr [iar] comb of cock.  
(SMITH 1972 408.) 
 
†1625 *di[ ]r; *diər; *dar to circle round. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar dir tədiːr [large bird] soaring (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Chrau diər to swerve, go around, Biat dɛːr to make a detour, 
Bahnar dɛr tədɛːr [small bird] soaring (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (or C) ~ Khasi 
jynter spinning-wheel. 
C: (Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai), Bahnar dar going round, circumambulation; ~ Sre sədar 
to go round (→ Röglai adar).  
Add as derivative 1630 *[ ]na(a)r sun, day? Note further Bahnar təduɛr to revolve 
rapidly.  
(SHAFER 1965 122; SMITH 1972 414.) 
Sora dialects ə-dider round about. 
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(*daar see 77 *da[ʔ] duck.) 
 
1626 *[d][o]r hill.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre dor (→ Röglai), Halang doar, (or 1741 
*dul, which compare, >) Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi (BARKER 1966 22), 
Vietnamese đồi.  
If Viet-Mương is cognate, *d-. 
 
1627 *duur back.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon tù [cah]; ~ Biat nduːr [kəːi].  
Cf. Bahnar kəduʔ. 
 
1628 *kdɔɔr, *kdar woman, wife.  
A: (Central & South Aslian) ~ Semai I kərdɔːr, Semelai kərdoːr woman.  
B: (Mon) ~ Old Mon kindar /kəndɔr/, Modern Mon kəlɔ wife (→ Burmese katô wife 
of [official &c.] ), Proto-Nyah Kur *kəmtar̤ (DIFFLOTH 1984 N176).  
Add Khmer kɔmdɔː kaṁṭar to keep company, cohabit.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 63.) 
 
1629 *sdur lips.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _tor; ~ Khasi shintur mouth, Sakai 
sĕntór lips (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 2).  
1648 *sɓur contaminated by 1471 *snduy?  
 
1629a *ɗiir; *ɗiər to spread, extend. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau diːr to open out, spread. 
B: (Mon, Khasi) Khasi diar [wings] spread wide; ~ Mon həde to extend, spread (v.i.). 
 
1629b *ɗur; *ɗuər curve, arch. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Biat dor arch, dur curve, Thin dŭr rainbow, (or B) 
Khasi dor curve, curved. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh doːl curved surface.  
?Add Central Nicobarese dɔːn curved, Nancowry rón to bend. Note Khmer tòː dor (< 
*[d]uur?) leaning, bending. 
 
1630 *[ ]nar; *[ ]naar sun, day. 
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng nar sun, day, Chrau nar day, daytime, Bahnar nar day, (~?) ʔnar 
sun, day. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm, Biat naːr.  
Or *dna(a)r, ~ 1625 *dar to circle round?  
(BLOOD 1966 310.) 
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Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *t'iƚaɣ light (DEMPWOLFF 1938 154, *-n-; DAHL 
1973 § 15.4, 8; BENEDICT 1975 470 compares the variant *t'iŋaɣ, DEMPWOLFF 1938 
154).  
 
1631 *[c]n2[a]r to snore.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*[c]nn2[a]r >) Stieng nnaːr, Sre, Biat ndar; (?) 
→ Malay sĕndar; by secondary derivation ~ Riang-Lang ¯khlər.  
Or *-ə(ə)r? Then add perhaps Bahnar hŋəːr, by dissimilation; but with this cf. 
Vietnamese ngáy, & note Proto-Monic *snʔur grind (one’s teeth); snore.  
(SHAFER 1965 557.) 
 
1632 *tni[i]r; *tniər floor. 
A: (Mon) Mon nɔe knī floor, floor boards. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Central Rölöm niər top layer of bamboo floor (→ Bunör 
ɲiar?); ~ (*tpniər >) Khmer phniə phiər bamboo-twill floor of cart, Chrau təniər 
bamboo flooring.  
For Stieng pəniːr bamboo partition (= piniːr, compared at B107) see A147 *piir. 
 
†‡1633 *par to fly.  
(Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương, North Aslian) Mon pɔ, 
Kuy, Stieng paːr, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar, Halang par, Jeh pal, Palaung pər, Riang-
Lang ¯pər, Praok po, Lawa Bo Luang pəu, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang peu, 
Mương pĕl (BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese bay; → Cham par, Jarai pɔːr, Röglai 
pər, Acehnese pɔ; ~ Semang kĕpuih (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 
203); (?) → Madurese ngappĕr; ~ Biat mpar; ~ (*pnar —& in part *pmnar?— 
>) Stieng penaːr, Sre ɗar, Chrau pənar wing, Biat naːr (!) wing, feather, Bahnar 
pənar, Jeh manal, Halang manar, Kammu-Yuan pənɯ́ːr (!) wing, Khasi 'ner (~ 
sner) fly, Nancowry nuãy wing.  
Kammu-Yuan vocalism by attraction tɯ́ːr to fly, ad 1683 *həər.  
(SHAFER 1965 25; BLOOD 1966 362, 368; SMITH 1972 412, 413.) 
Mundari a-pir to fly, &c. (Proto-Munda *pɛr); ~ Kharia pɛ'nɛr wing (PINNOW 1959 K 
501).  
Paiwan *mi-pə[ɣ]pə[ɣ] (!; BENEDICT 1975 394, to spread (out)…, which see); perhaps 
also Proto-Austronesian *lə(N)pad2/3: Tagalog lipád flight, flying, &c. (BLUST 1970 
no. 247; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
1634 *pɔɔr (& *pɔr?) rice-gruel.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng pɔːr soup, Sre por rice-gruel (< variant?), Chrau pɔːr 
soup, gruel, Biat pɔːr rice soup, Bahnar pɔːr, Jeh poːl, Halang poar cooked rice; ~ 
Khmer bəbɔː papar (→ Stieng pobɔːr) soup, rice-gruel.  
Bahnar [ɗaːk] buːr water in which rice has been cooked is ← Indonesian, cf. Cham 
(a)pùː, Röglai, North Röglai bu rice-broth, < Proto-Austronesian *bud2/3bud2/3 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 32). Is this ultimately cognate?  
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(SHAFER 1965 553; SMITH 1972 421.) 
 
1635 *p[ ]uurʔ; *p[ ]uər[ ]; *p[ ]ər[ ]; *p[ ]ar[ ] to bind round, wrap. 
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Old Mon pūr /pur/ to surround with, to bind round, Modern Mon 
pao, Mương púl, Vietnamese búi to bind round. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok pua to wrap.  
C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯par to wrap; (probably, rather than D) ~ Palaung rəpər 
winding round, to wrap [bandage] (MILNE 1931). 
D: (Mon, Khmuic) Thin păr to wrap; ~ Old Mon kupar /kəpɔr/ to put round; ~ 
kuṁpar, Modern Mon həpɔ to go round; (?) → Bahasa Indonesia kumpar to wind 
on a spool.  
Or *pw-, causative ~ 1669 *wuur &c. to go round…? Cf. 1754 *p[ ]ul &c. to twine 
round. Sakai sapur to wrap up (Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 145) is probably 
← Malay simpul.  
Connection uncertain Mundari biur to turn round, to surround, to move round, &c., 
PINNOW 1959 K 361 (Proto-Munda *[p]ijur).  
 
‡1636 *knpur lime.  
A: (Mon, Khmer Katuic, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon gapuiw, Modern Mon həpɒ, Khmer 
kɔmbao kaṁpor (→ Stieng kəmuɔːr?), Kuy mphɔ̀ː r (!), Vietnamese vôi.  
Khmer/Kuy vowel lengthening precedes lowering; Kuy chest register obscure.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k[ ]-(q)apuɣ: Malay kapur, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 75, *kapuɣ: 
Proto-West-Indonesian; ~ *(q)apuɣ = *capuɣ lime, DEMPWOLFF 1938 16). *-ɣ 
suggests Indonesian → Mon-Khmer, with secondary infixation. 
 
1637 *cpiir pumpkin.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Thin pĭr, Vietnamese bí; ~ Mon həpɔe, 
Proto-Nyah Kur *cəmpii̱r (DIFFLOTH 1984 N102), Riang-Lang ¯səpir.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect perhaps 1756 *[c]puəls &c.; a 
similar alternance in 1675 *siir/*suul. 
 
†1638 *cpiər to blow, to winnow.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian, Nicobaric, Mon) 
Thin piɛr to blow, Riang-Lang ¯piɛr winnowing-tray, Central Nicobarese ifɯə to 
blow, ifɯi to fan, Nancowry ʔifɯ́; & fũy breeze, Nyah Kur hwíir (& Thin < *-iir?); 
~ Chrau səpiər kind of winnowing-basket, Proto-Semai *jmpiər winnowing-sieve 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); by secondary derivation ~ Vietnamese nia winnowing-basket.  
Nicobaric vocalism contextual. 
Kharia humpɛr to blow (PINNOW 1959 K 159). 
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‡1639 *tnpaar flat surface.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?North Aslian). Mon həpa flat surface, back [of hand &c.], Khmer 
dɔmbaː ṭaṁpār flat surface, Semang tebal plain (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 122; ?). 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *da(N)pa[d2/3ɣ] flat: Malay dampar stranded, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 42, *d̥a(m)paɣ; sep. Tagalog lapag floor, or -g by dissimilation?; separate 
probably Ngaju Dayak, step; Proto-Malayo-Javanese *-r, NOTHOFER 1975 153); (ii) 
*la(N)pad2/3: Javanese lampar flat and spacious…, &c. (DAHL 1973 § 20.7, 
*laNpar; add Cebuano Bisayan lapad flat, level surface; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
See BENEDICT 1975 291. 
 
1640 *mpuər leguminaceous plant yielding shampoo.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic) Mon kəpo lapow &c. soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna 
De Candolle; (by contraction of compound?) ~ Khmer sɔmbuːə sampuər Mimosa 
fera, (—kɔk) kind of shrub from fruits of which shampoo is made, Riang-Lang 
ˉsəmpuar soap-acacia creeper, Acacia concinna De Candolle.  
 
1641 *[b]iir to forget.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Biat biːr neglectful, Palaung bir, Praok pi[ɔm] to 
forget. 
 
1642 *ber to float.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon pè to ride low in the water, Khasi per to float. 
 
1643 *boor plentiful.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon pò baw! to be plentiful (→ Burmese po), Khmer pòː bor to be 
full to overflowing. 
 
1644 *ʔbaar to kneel.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ’bār /mbar/, Modern Mon mɛà, Khasi par to 
kneel, Vietnamese bái to bow, pay homage to.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. 
 
1645 *gbur to eject from mouth.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer khpùl khbur to rinse mouth, spew out, make a shower; ~ 
(*gnbur > Middle Mon *kambuiw >) Mon kəmə ejected residue of betel chew.  
Mon head register results from Middle Mon voicing distribution rule. 
 
1646 *cbaar hibiscus.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kao] hwɛà hibiscus, Khmer cbaː cpā! Hibiscus rosa-sinensis.  
Add perhaps by voicing metathesis (*jpaar >) Central Nicobarese cəfaː Crinum 
laurifolium. 
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1646a *tbar; *tbər sticky, slippery. 
A: (Bahnaric) ~ Sre mbar, Chrau mvar glutinous; ~ (*trbar >) Bahnar təbar sticky. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat mbɒr slippery, to slip.  
Connect Nancowry kipáy sticky.  
 
(*[ɓ]ir see 1562 *biʔaar two.)  
 
1646b *ɓ[a]r flying ant.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung [i]bər; ~ Khasi kber flying white ant.  
Cf. Riang-Lang buŋ ˉbɑy flying ant. 
 
(*ɓaar see 1562 *biʔaar two.) 
 
1647 *[k]ɓur dark, night.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre bur [truː] dark, overcast (DOURNES 1950), Riang-
Lang ˉbor evening, night, to get dark, Lawa Bo Luang [ma]-pu, Lawa Umphai 
[mɯa] phu, Mae Sariang [mɯa] pu evening; (?) → Malay kabur dim, faint, Ngaju 
Dayak kabul (!) obscure, misty; ~ Sre mɓur shadow, Praok bo night.  
Bahnar has maŋ muː very dark; = West Bahnar muː shadow (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
ad 111 *[ ][b]uuʔ?  
 
1648 *t1ɓur; *t1ɓər lip. 
A: (Khmer, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese môi; by secondary derivation ~ Khmer bəboː 
papūr (perhaps contaminated by Malay bibir < Proto-Austronesian *bibiɣ, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 129; → Khmer pəpìː labia pudenda). 
B: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau vər [vɛʔ] lip, Biat bɔr mouth, opening, Sre bər, Bahnar 
ɓər mouth; ~ Palaung səbər lip; ~ Bru tambɛr bɛɛɁ lip.  
Cf. 1629 *sdur.  
(SHAFER 1965 407.) 
 
1649 *mar to increase in size.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon mar /mɔr/, Modern Mon mò to increase, Khasi 
mer to grow well, to sprout; ~ (*kuən mar by contraction >, cf. 1127) Riang-Lang 
_kənmər to be pregnant.  
Separate Biat moːr to swell, = inflammation ad 1566 *kuur. 
 
1650 *mar[ʔ]; *maar[ ] (equivalent) quantity. 
A: (Central Aslian, ?Viet-Mương) Vietnamese mấy how much, how many; some, a few 
(?; then → Mương, BARKER 1966 16), Temiar mar size (BENJAMIN 1976B 165), 
mar- as big as. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon ma quantity (sandhi-form, *tm-, from */bnɔt ma/), Praok 
mɛ how many, as much as. 
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1651 *[ ]maar; *miir (& *mir?) dry hill-field. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung mar, Riang-Lang _mɑr, (!) Praok ma, Lawa ʔma. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre mir (< *mir? BLOOD 1966 miːr), Chrau, Biat, Bahnar miːr.  
With presumed Bahnaric fronting, cf. 1923 *rmaas; 1381 *m-yaam. A perhaps, as 
Waic suggests, *k(n)maar, ~ (*kaar >) Late Old Mon kār /kar/ element in 
toponyms of cultivation; but B must then be separate.  
(SHAFER 1965 179; BLOOD 1966 217.) 
 
1652 *muur to pass, duck, under something.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre mur (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar moːr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1653 *m[ ]uur; *m[ ]ər (& *m[ ]uər?) to roll up.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Khmer mùː mūr, Kuy mùːr; ~ Mon kəmao tmū &c. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng mɔːr to fold up, roll up, roll 
[cigarette] (< *-uər?), Riang-Lang _mar to roll, Nancowry mũa twisted (< *-
uər?); ~ Khmer khmɔ̀ː  ghmar round, curled up.  
Or *mw-, ~ 1669 *wuur &c. to go round, turn round? Cf. 1772 *m[ ]il &c. roll, with 
mutual contamination  
(SCHMIDT 1905 6.) 
 
(*kmaar see 1651 *[ ]maar dry hill-field.) 
 
1654 *[s]rm[ɔ]r chebulic myrobalan, Terminalia chebula Retz.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon həmò! khamow, Khmer srəmɔː sram̱a!  
Or *-ɔɔr; or *-uər (Mon), *-ər. Mon chest register by arbitrary differentiation həmo 
nasal mucus, ad following? If *j-, Khmer head register obscure. 
 
1655 *smuər nose, beak.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, North Aslian) ~ Old Mon sinmor /səmmor/, Modern Mon 
həmo, Semang hāmoh nasal mucus (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 
98), (~?) Sre səmoar beak.  
Cf. Central Nicobarese mɔ̃ː  mucus. Khmer sɔmbao saṁpor mucus is perhaps < 
*spmuur by metathesis; for a variant *smuur cf. also Palaung gɔŋ mur nose 
(literally handle of the mouth, so for **hmur by attraction mur mucus, under the 
entry 147 *[hy]muʔ?). (Cf. SHAFER 1965 408.) 
 
1656 *yaar to lift.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon yɛà to lift up, raise, Khmer yìːə yār to raise [fist]. 
 
1657 *yur; *yuər; *yaar to hang down, to carry hanging down, to lower. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer yùl yur to droop, Sre yur, 
Chrau yɯr to lower, Thin yŭr to descend (contaminated by 1606 *jur[ ], which 
compare); ~ Riang-Lang ˉyor to hang (v.t.). 
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B: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer yùːə yuər to c. dangling in hand; ~ Kuy (k)yɑːr to carry by 
handle. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric; contaminated by following?) Khmer 
yìːə yār hanging down, drooping, Kuy yìːar sagging, drooping, Biat yaːr to carry in 
hand, Nancowry cɛý to tangle (<*yər?). 
 
1658 *[k]yaa[r] to come loose, come undone.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ (*[k]ryaa[r] >) Mon kəya to come loose; ~ (*[k]byaa[r] >) 
Praok ya to untie.  
Or *t1-; *-l. 
 
1659 *[dy][a]r sticky (substance).  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung jər bird-lime (MILNE 1931) (≠ 
sap, < 1601 *jar); ~ Sre ɲar, Vietnamese nhầy sticky. Or rather compare 
Palaung to Bru yaːyh and Bahnar iaih bird lime (< *ʄa(a)s?).  
 
1660 *syaar outstretched.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar hiaːr unfolded, spread out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi ïar extended, stretch wide, to extend.  
Connect by metathesis 1501 *s-raay to be scattered? 
 
1661 *[d]rer to wait.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Nicobaric) Literary Mon tre(w) to abide, Khmer drer (GUESDON 1930), 
Central Nicobarese [hãː]-təre-[yən] to wait.  
Connection dubious Vietnamese chờ.  
 
1662 *lirʔ; *liir[ ]; *liər[ ] cricket. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Sre lil by assimilation; → Jarai dialect lir, 
Röglai lil, lir; ~ → Jarai klir; ~ (*t1caar lirʔ by contraction >, cf. Riang-Lang 
ˉcɑr ad 838a *raac grasshopper?) Kammu-Yuan cəlél kind of cicada, Vietnamese 
dế (for **rế) cricket. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat leːr cricket. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar lɛːr kind of cricket.  
With Sre assimilation cf. following onomatopoeic? So allegedly Kammu-Yuan.  
 
1663 *liər to project.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Sre liu to stick out (→ Röglai) (< 
*liəl by assimilation; cf. preceding), Biat lɛːr to jut out, project (& to lick; so Stieng 
liər), Palaung liər to (cause to) protrude, Khasi [sei] ler, Vietnamese lè to stick 
[tongue] out; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkliɛr to protrude. 
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1663a *lər lie, falsehood.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khasi) Sre lər lie (DOURNES 1950), Khasi [lam]ler (to) lie; ~ Biat 
nau klɔr lie, ŋəːi klɔr to lie.  
 
1664 *loor to glide, creep.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Mon lò lo! [snake] to wriggle, Central Sakai lôr to creep.  
Connect Khasi ler(ler), lir-lir creepingly; perhaps 1793 *luul tadpole. 
 
1665 *lur; *luur; *luər to slide in, to push in.  
A, B: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khasi lur to push [wood] further into fire; 
~ (*tl- >?) Bahnar kluːr to push into, to penetrate, fall into (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
~ (B) Old Mon tinlūr /tənlur/ bolt, bar; by secondary derivation ~ (A) Riang-
Lang ˉkhlɔr to thread [needle]. 
C: (Mon, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lùa to slide into, penetrate, drive; ~ Literary 
Mon klow to thrust through a hole; ~ Khasi phalor gate of sliding poles.  
Cf. Mon hno bolt, bar (for **kəno? Literary Mon has khaṇow), by attraction line, rule 
< 1605 *[j]/n/uərh. 
 
1666 *[ ]luur; *[ ]luər to slip, come loose. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin lol to slip. by assimilation; ~ (*.nluur >) Lawa Bo 
Luang klaɯ, Lawa Umphai ŋglau to slip, fall. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok luːa to come unfastened; ~ (*t1pluər >?) Kammu-Yuan təlɯ́ar 
to slip, Riang-Lang ˉtəkluar to slip, to cause to slip, Khasi phlor [ring] to come loose 
and fall off.  
Connect 1668 *[s]liər …slippery? But connection dubious 2067 *loh &c. to unravel… 
. 
 
1666a *luər worm.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _luar; ~ (*.rluər >) Vietnamese giòi (for 
**ròi) worm, maggot.  
Connect obscure Bahnar huar. Palaung riər is < 1926 *riəs. 
 
1667 *tlaar ancient.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon tlār /tlar/ to be anterior; first, formerly, before, 
Modern Mon kla time before, Sre klar to be old, worn (→ Röglai klaʔ!). 
 
(*pliir, *pliər see 1791 *pril hail.) 
 
1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉliɛr to be slippery; ~ Biat plɛːr smooth (& 
by metathesis plɛːr rlɛːp).  
Connect 1666 *[ ]luur &c. to slip…? Cf. also 1803a *(l)hiil &c. …smooth…; 1076 *lit 
&c. slippery… . 
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†‡1669 *wir; *wiir; *wiər; *wər; *war; *waar; *wuur; *wuər to go round, to turn 
round. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Bahnar wiːr to twist (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B), 
Kammu-Yuan wer[kaːy] to turn (v.i.), Mương wềl (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese 
về to return; → Jarai wiːr (or B?), Röglai wir to turn; ~ Biat [ndac] lwɯr to turn 
(v.i.), Bahnar rəwir to stir (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) Stieng vuiːr 
to avoid (or A), Kammu-Yuan wìːr confused, Praok vi to visit, (or A?) Khasi wir 
astray; ~ Vietnamese in compounds vi to surround; circumference; ~ Central 
Nicobarese hen-wiːyə eddy, Nancowry wí to go round and round, wander (or 231 
*wiiʔ?). 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer vìə viər to go aside, avoid, Biat wɛːr to 
abstain from; avoidance; unlucky, Bunör wɛːr (→ Sre, → Röglai, wer?), Central 
Rölöm wiər taboo, Bahnar wɛːr, Palaung viər (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang _viɛr, 
Praok viːa to go aside, avoid; ~ Khasi tawiar to go round and round. 
D: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Khmer vɔ̀ː  var to go wrong, to cause trouble, Sre 
wər to stir round, Chrau wər to stir; edge, Biat wɔr to stir, Bahnar wər to turn (v.t), 
to enclose, to wag [tail], to paddle, to go and come back, Kammu-Yuan wɯ̀r-wɯ̀r, 
[wìːt] wər̀ dizzy, Khasi wer-wer [to hear] by rumour; → Iban uar to stir. 
E: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Katuic, Nicobaric) Sre war to go or put round 
spirally, Biat war to roll up (v.i.), Nancowry wáy to go around; ~ Kuy (k)waːr to 
stir, Bru kuwar; ~ Riang-Lang ˉwər to wander, ramble; ~ Kammu-Yuan sərwàr 
round and small. 
F: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng uaːr cattle-pound, Chrau waːr pen for 
livestock, Biat waːr circumference, Central Rölöm uaːr to stir (BLOOD 1976), Bahnar 
waːr to fence round, Riang-Lang _vɑr edge, rim, boundary, Praok vɛ that which 
surrounds; ~ Kammu-Yuan kənwàːr fence, garden; to fence. 
G: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Old Mon wūr /wur/, by sandhi Modern Mon wùt [tɜh̀] 
round, around, Praok vɯ to turn round (v.i.t.); ~ Palaung kənʔur edge, boundary; 
~ Khasi lyur circular. 
H: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok vua to wrap round; ~ Kammu-Yuan 
kərwɔ̀ː r [bent] in a curve; ~ Vietnamese ngoe [ngoảy] to wag [tail].  
Add perhaps (*p-wuur &c. causative =) 1635 *p[ ]uurʔ &c. to bind round, wrap; 
(*m-wuur &c. =) 1653 *m[ ]uur &c. to roll up. Cf. 1794 *wil &c. to turn.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 64; SHAFER 1965 409; SHORTO 1973 378-9; BLOOD 1966 94.) 
(i) Sora jar-, jer- again, re-, jar-'jar- around, on all sides, round and round; (ii) ~ Sora 
tor-('tor-) to stand round, to form a fence, to surround, Kharia tɔr to enclose (PINNOW 
1959 197); (iii) perhaps (by metathesis?) Sora -ju(ː)r in 'gujur- &c. to whirl, 
'piju(ː)r-, pij'juːr- to turn round (: Mundari biur, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 361; Proto-
Munda *[p]ijur; otherwise : *p[ ]uurʔ &c.  
(Proto-Austronesian *kəuir or *kiuər) Iban kuir to swing, whirl, by metathesis Ilocano 
kiwar to stir, turn over, kiwer curly [tail]. 
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1670 *wiir to raise, tend.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon wir /wir/ husbandry, Modern Mon wì to raise, tend, 
Bahnar wèːr to look after, tend (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
1671 *waar; *wər hot, to heat. 
A: (Khmuic) Khmuʼ waːr hot, to heat, Kammu-Yuan wàːr to be warm. 
B: (South Bahnaric; contaminated by 1812 *rʔuəl to grill) Stieng uɒr to heat in pan.  
Connect 1559a *cʔur &c. warm. 
 
1672 *wǝr; *wəər; *waar; *wuur to crawl. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Katuic) Stieng wər (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat wəːr; 
~ Palaung mɯr; ~ (*[ ]mw- >) Kuy mɯ̀ːr, Pakoh mòːr. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer vìːə vār to creep, crawl, Kuy wìːar [plants] 
to creep, climb; ~ Gölar Bahnar kuaːr [plants] to creep, climb. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang _mur to crawl.  
C-D secondary.  
(BLOOD 1966 424.) 
 
1673 *twər forearm.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau tuːr [tiː] (?); ~ (*tpwər >) Mon kəwɒ 
[toa] arm, forearm, Sre təwər [ti] arm, (merging 1913 *puəs, which see) 
Palaung puər (— ti) forearm, (— grɔŋ) calf.  
Cf. (i) Central Nicobarese koaːl (upper) arm, Nancowry kuál; (ii) Pangan huăl arm, 
forearm (Kensiu), Kĕnaboi rhûah upper arm, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 136. 
 
1674 *sw[e]r cicada.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉwɛr, ˉvɛr large kind of cicada, Vietnamese 
[con] ve-ve cicada. 
 
1675 *siir; *suul to incise, write. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng siːr to carve, Sre siːr to decorate with pigmented 
incisions; ~ Old Khmer sarsir, Modern Khmer sɔːseː to write; ~ Khmer smeː smer 
secretary, clerk. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon sūl /sul/ to write.  
Middle Mon has kṣū write (Modern Mon chu) by back-formation from *dasū writing, 
for which cf. Old Mon sirsūl, Modern Mon kəsao. Connection obscure Vietnamese 
tô to draw, colour. On rhyme-alternance cf. 1637 *[c]piir.  
(SHAFER 1965 482.) 
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1676 *sər; *sar scrub. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng saːr abandoned field, fallow, Bahnar tsəːr brushwood 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; beside tsaːr, cf. sar below); ~ (*srsər >) Middle Mon 
dasuiw, Modern Mon kəsɒ bush. 
B: (Bahnaric) Sre sar, Biat [briː] char brushwood, Bahnar sar unploughed field.  
B by interdialectal borrowing, cf. Stieng? With it connected probably Khmer [prèy] 
phsay scrubland, by rhyming deformation &/or popular etymology, cf. phsay to 
be scattered… .  
(SHAFER 1965 463.) 
 
1677 *sur[ ]; *suurʔ; *suər[ ] bag.  
A: (Palaungic) Praok haə. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung hur bag, Vietnamese túi pocket, purse, small bag. 
C: (Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese kenhõːə small bag, pocket. 
 
1678 *suur; *suər to poke, pierce. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat choːr to impale, spit, skewer; ~ (*[t]suur >) Mon chu 
khyū quanting-pole. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung huər to transfix with. 
 
1679 *kmsiir relation by marriage.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon kuṁsīr /kəmsir/ parents- (or father-?) in-law (& 
Modern Mon khamsɔe parents-in-law, originally as learned form), Semai I gəŋsiːr 
husband.  
BENJAMIN 1976 compares Semai with North Aslian forms: Kensiu gəsɯy. 
 
1680 *ksiir; *ksiər; *ksur to blow one’s nose.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre chir (→ Röglai), Chrau cheːr, Central Nicobarese 
heheː-[hətə &c.] (!; by expressive deformation?), Kuy (k)sɛːr, Bru ksiːr; ~ 
(*knsiir >) Biat ncheːr [moh]. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng cɛːr [muh]. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan khúr.  
C secondary; primacy otherwise uncertain. 
 
1681 *ks[uə]r quill of porcupine.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat chɔːr; ~ Chrau, Bahnar gəsɔːr (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Biat excludes *kc-. Cf. (i) Kammu-Yuan cəŋkhál (contaminated by khúːl body hair, 
< 1803 *ksuul?); (ii) Palaung pər hɯr short and bristly [hair] (MILNE 1931). 
 
1682 *hiir thirsty.  
(Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi). Khmer hɤl hɨr peppery, hot on tongue (by attraction 1684 
*h[əə]r), Biat [jiː] hiːr thirst, to be thirsty, Bahnar [toʔ] hiːr deliciously hot 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi hir longingly, ardently; ~ Stieng thiːr to be thirsty; ~ 
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(*tnhiir >) Sre təhir thirst, Chrau kənhiːl to crave [food] (BLOOD 1966 kənhiːr), 
(— daːʔ) thirsty.  
(BLOOD 1966 41a, b.)  
 
1683 *hər; *həər to fly.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi her.  
B: (Khmer, Khmuic) Khmer haə hör; ~ (*t1həər >) Kammu-Yuan tɯ́ːr.  
Connection dubious Central Nicobarese heːh-həŋə, Nancowry hɛh́. 
 
1684 *h[ə]r; *h[əə]r burning, smarting.  
A: (Katuic) Kuy (ʔaː)har hot taste e.g. of ginger, Bru ʔahar. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer haə hör hot, peppery, Chrau həːr to sting, hurt, Bahnar 
haːr bitter, fiery, strong (!; GUILLEMINET 1959-63 has hər̄ East Bahnar, hɤ̄r West 
Bahnar). 
 
1685 *hur to expose to heat.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng huːr to warm, soften by heating, Biat hor to expose to flame, Sre 
hur (→ Röglai huː), Bahnar huːr to harden in flame (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
1812 *[r]huul &c. to grill contaminated by 1559a *cʔur warm?  
(SHAFER 1965 273.) 
 
1686 *h[u]rʔ; *huər[ ] to flow. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer hoː hūr, Sre hor (!); ~ (*ch[u]rʔ >) 
Vietnamese xối to pour; ~ Khmer cɔŋhoː small channel. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng, Chrau hɔːr to flow, Biat 
hɔːr to dribble [saliva], Palaung huər [blood] to flow (MILNE 1931), Central 
Nicobarese wuaː current, (-ɲe) to flow, waːyə-[daːk] stream, Nancowry riáktwuá 
river, stream; ~ (*khuər[ ]>) Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː r to flow.  
Connect 1556 *ʔu[ ]r &c. stream-bed? Cf. also 1597 *cuur[ ] &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 272, 405.) 
 
†1687 *huur skin.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung hur, Riang-Lang ˉhur skin, hide, leather; 
~ Vietnamese in compounds phu skin; ~ Kammu-Yuan həmpúːr, Thin həm̆pur 
skin, hide (& Thin pŭr by back-formation). 
Mundari, Santali, Ho ur (PINNOW 1959 366; other forms cited rather : 1568 *c[n]kuər 
&c.).  
 
1688 *kh[ee]r burnt [food].  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat khɛːr, Vietnamese khê.  
Or *-i(ə)r; then perhaps connected Sre hiər dried [meat]; but not Röglai khia burnt, : 
Cham khyaʔ, Jarai khiːaʔ. 
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1689 *chiərʔ to tear.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ˉchiɛr, Vietnamese xé. 
 
‡1690 *dhu[ ]r; *dhuər loose, lax. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khasi) Khmer thùː dhūr slack, loose, soft; by secondary derivation 
~ Kuy nthoːr loose [rope], nthur (by arbitrary variant?) over-large, fitting loosely, 
Khasi kynthur with loose-fitting clothes. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre thoar widely spaced, loosely attached (DOURNES 1950).  
Cf. 1549 *t1huuy &c. 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *kə(N)duɣ: Malay kĕndur, &c., Cham catùː, tatùː 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 77, *kən̥d̥uɣ; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
 
(*d2huər see 1560 *d2ʔuur kind of apid.) 
 
1691 *[p]haar intensive.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Old Mon phār /phar/ very, Khasi phar entirely.  
Or *bh-. 
 
(*phə(ə)r see 1561 *p[ʔ]ər to dry.) 
 
1692 *phu[ ]r; *phuər soft in texture. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer phūr glossy, velvety, soft (GUESDON 1930); ~ pəphoː p̱aphūr soft, 
smooth… . 
B: (Mon) Literary Mon phow [lāy] to be downy. 
 
1693 *lhu[r]; *lhuə[r] to throw horizontally. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung hrɯr to throw along the surface of the ground (MILNE 1931; 
with perhaps regular assimilation). 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon lhor /lhow/, Modern Mon hlo to hurl [spear &c.].  
Connection dubious Vietnamese lao javelin, to throw.  
 
(*ʔil see 1780 *[y]il barking deer.) 
 
1694 *ʔɔl anxious, hesitant.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon by alliterative deformation [sba] sʼaw to be anxious, 
fearful, Khmer ʔɔl perplexed, hesitating.  
Cf. Khmer phʔaəl to panic, → Biat pʔəːl timid. 
 
(*ʔɔl see also 1696 *iʔɔl to see.) 
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†‡1695 *ʔul[ ]; *ʔuəlʔ; *ʔəl[ ]; *hul[ ] nausea, to choke, vomit.  
A: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer ʔol unwashed after sleep, (GUESDON 1930, dɨk —) 
stale saliva in mouth on waking, Bahnar ul indigestion, nausea (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔuːəl to gasp for breath, choke, 
gag, Kuy ʔuːl to have sth. stuck in throat, Stieng uɔːl indigestion, Chrau ɔːl to choke, 
Bahnar ɔl indigestion, nausea (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese ói to have 
indigestion, to vomit; surfeit. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer chʔɔl! flatulence, nausea; to overeat (contaminated by 951 
*cʔ[ə]t …cloyed), Kuy ʔəl dirt on teeth. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung hɯr. Riang-Lang ˉhɔl, Praok haw to vomit.  
Connect 1766 *ɓu(u)l drunk. 
Sora 'oːl-ən, compounding form ad 'oˑleːn-ən saliva, Mundari hul, ula to vomit, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 312).  
Proto-Austronesian *(q)u(q)[aə]l: Malay m-ual queasy, to loathe, to vomit, &c. (BLUST 
1970 no. 341; Proto-Hesperonesian); & connected Cebuano Bisayan sum-ul 
cloying. 
 
†1696 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔɔl > *yɔl, Pre-Palaungic &c. *ʔɔl to see.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Khmer 
yùəl to see, to understand, Stieng ioːl (& iəːl) to look at from a distance, Riang-Lang 
ˉɔl to see, perceive, to find, Jehai ʔɛl to see; → Cham yal; Thai yon; ~ Mương 
(BARKER 1966 16), Vietnamese ngó, (~?) Sakai terniɔl to show (i.e. Semai; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 P 155); ~ (*y/mp/ɔl >) Sre mpol to see in the distance.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 190, 306; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 135, (?) U 15.) 
(~) Santali ɲɛl to see, to look, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 495i); (?) Sora mel-'mel- to 
examine, inspect. 
 
1697 *[c]ʔiəl[ ]; *[c]hiəlʔ to wilt, wither. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon ea sʼey to wither, become withered, dry up, Jölong yɛl 
poor [harvest] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Bo Luang hiu to wither; ~ Mương (BARKER 1966 
15), Vietnamese héo to wilt, dry up, wither.  
Cf. Semang wăl or ul withered, faded, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 131. 
 
1698 *prʔiəl to be high, rancid.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat rʔiːu to become rancid, Kammu-Yuan pəʔìal (to) 
smell of fish. 
 
1699 *rʔal; *rʔaal; *rʔiəl; by metathesis *rlaʔ forehead.  
A: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese ləl. 
B: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Riang-Lang ˉdal, Nancowry lal. 
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C: (Palaungic) Praok [doŋ] re, Lawa Bo Luang ʔdɛ, Lawa Umphai ʔrɛ, Mae Sariang 
ʔɣɛ. 
D: (Khmer) Khmer rəlìːə ralā forehead, skull.  
C obscure. 
 
†1700 *rʔəlh; by metathesis *rlʔəh each, every. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon ruih, Modern Mon rɜh̀, Khmer rɔə̀l. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre dəh.  
Cf. for Mon -h 1758 *dpuulh &c. 
Sora diː- (< *rəlʔih, with further vowel metathesis).  
Proto-Austroasiatic *riʔəlh or the like? 
 
(*rʔuul, *rʔuəl see 1812 *[r]huəl to grill.) 
 
1701 *[s]ʔɔɔl satiation.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon [baw] ʼaw to be plentiful, Khmer sʔɔːl satiated, stuffed 
(SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.; GUESDON 1930 ʼal). 
 
†1702 *kal; *kaal to break off, to be broken. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Late Middle Mon kaw, Modern Mon kɔ 
to break in two, snap (v.i.), Khmer [kat] kal to break with someone, repudiate one’s 
child, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar kal to cut down, Kammu-Yuan kàl! to lop; ~ (*.nkal >) 
Lawa Bo Luang ŋgɑ to cut down. 
B: (Nicobaric) Nancowry kál to cut, Central Nicobarese kãːl-[həŋə] to trim down, 
halve, (~?) okãːl-[həŋə] to amputate (or 1707a?).  
To cut down &c. by attraction 1707a *k(u)əl, which compare with Kammu-Yuan cf. 
Vietnamese gãy to break, snap (v.i.).  
(SMITH 1972 397.) 
Sora al- to bend, crush, pluck, break. 
 
1703 *kaal in front, before.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan káːl before, Praok ka first, before, until, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai ka in front, before.  
Add Sakai kâl tomorrow (i.e. Semai), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 178? 
 
†‡1704 *ka[i]l to speak.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) ~ Old Mon kinkāl /kənkal/ to declare, tell, expound; ~ 
(*[k]rka[i]l >) Praok sika to speak. 
Sora dialect kaj to say, to tell, &c. (PINNOW 1959 65). For Munda loss of *-l cf. 1782 
*kyaal. 
Proto-Austronesian *kaɣi language, to speak: Atayal kai language, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 
198). See BENEDICT 1975 389-90. 
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1705 *kəl[ ]; *kəəlʔ to support, help. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔl to support from below (→ Sre kol to 
help?), Kuy kal, Biat kɔl to put wedge under; ~ Khmer khnɔl rest, cushion. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Stieng kəːl to prop up, Chrau kəːl to pile 
together, lean [something] on, Bunör, Central Rölöm kəːl to help, Biat kəːl to help, 
save, Mương (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese cứu to save, Bru takɯːl put (support) 
under head; ~ Sre kərnəːl support, kərnəːl bou pillow, Chrau gənəːl pillow, East 
Bahnar kənəːl base of post (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khasi syngkhien to prop.  
A variant *kulʔ may underlie Vietnamese gối pillow; to rest one’s head (& Sre kol, 
above?); & *kuul[ ] West Bahnar kənoːl base of post (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). Cf. 
then B106 *gur to help.  
(BLOOD 1966 396.) 
 
‡1706 *[ ]kuul knee.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Aslian) Kuy kɔːl (& by contraction of compound tkɔːl), Bahnar 
kuːl [taːŋ] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by sandhi Stieng kuːk [taːŋ]; by contraction 
Sre kəl[taŋ]; & with vowel metathesis Kensiu, Lanoh Yir kal[toŋ], Semelai 
kal[tuŋ].  
For taːŋ &c. see 543a *t2a([a])ŋ. Perhaps *rk-, see Bru rakɔːl and by metathesis 
Temiar karɔːl (with cognates in most Central Aslian languages) < variant 
*rkuəl?.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 40.) 
Proto-Austronesian *dəNkul: Javanese ḍĕngkul, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 43, *ḍ-; 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese); → Vietnamese gối? 
 
1707 *kuulh naked.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre, Chrau kuh, Riang-Lang ˉkul[ˉkal]; → Röglai 
kul, North Röglai kuluh.  
Hence by metathesis A31 *sl[uu]k? 
 
1707a *kuəl; *kəl to cut down, fell.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kɔːl, Kammu-Yuan kɔ́ː l. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre kəl.  
Chrau kal, &c., are < 1702 *kal by attraction Cf. 1702.  
 
1708 *krkuul descent group.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon kirkūl /kərkul/ family, clan, Modern Mon həkao also race, 
nation, Khmer trəkoːl family, race; → Thai trakuun.  
Cf. Bahnar khuːl, Gölar Bahnar khul. Hardly connected Sanskrit/Pali kula-, which 
would give Old Mon /-køl/; but perhaps connected 1759 *dpuul &c. 1708a *ckal 
turbid (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic). ~ (*[c]rkal >) Sre səkal polluted, 
Biat rkhal (!; contaminated by 1221 *khɔn thick…?) turbid, Bru takal muddy; ~ 
Riang-Lang ˉsəkkəl muddy.  
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Connect Acehnese cökɔə, Jarai cəkəːl, North Röglai cakən (< *k'ək[ə]l). 
 
1709 *[c]kuul (?); *[c]kuəl; *[c]kəl; *[c]kiil; *[c]kiəl to call, to bark.  
A: (North Aslian) Semang kul to call (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 8).  
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng kuɔːl (BLOOD 1966 khuəl), Chrau kuəl to call, Biat kwal 
to call, to bark, Sre khual, Bahnar, Jeh kual (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), (by 
affective deformation?) Kammu-Yuan kwáːl to bark. 
C: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese gâu (!)barking. 
D: (Mon) Mon ki to bark. 
E: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese kêu (!)to call.  
*[c]- in view of Stieng, Sre kh-; front vocalism then secondary; Vietnamese tone 
probably post-palatal.  
(BLOOD 1966 87; SMITH 1972 400.) 
 
†1710 *[t1]kiəl; *[t1]kail cucumber. 
A: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang kɛ, Lawa Umphai cɛ 
cucurbitaceous plant, Palaung təkiər, Khasi [soh]-khia cucumber, Central 
Nicobarese keːəl brinjal, Nancowry kíal. 
B: (Katuic) ~ Kuy (ŋ)kɛːl cucurbitaceous plant.  
Mundari tahɛr cucumber, &c. (!; ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1322-3). 
 
1711 *dkiəl to weigh.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon ke; ~ Late Old Mon dinkel /dənkel/, Modern Mon həke 
tical, unit of weight; ~ (*dnkiəl >) Lawa Bo Luang kɛ, Lawa Umphai ɲjɛ to weigh, 
measure.  
Connection uncertain Semang takăl tĕkol heavy, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 67; or 
Kharia kɛ'nɛl heavy, &c., PINNOW 1959 332. 
 
1712 *[b]kəl[ ]; *[b]kəəls to give, make over. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Old Mon kil /køl/, Modern Mon kɒ to give, Proto-Nyah Kur *ku̱l 
(DIFFLOTH 1984 V236; implies *-ul); ~ Old Khmer pragalbha, Modern Khmer 
prəkùəl to hand over.  
B: (Viet-Mương) ~ Vietnamese gửi, gởi to send, despatch, to leave in someone’s care.  
Literary Mon pakuiw to convey to, procure for, to give is probably a late causative 
formation rather than : Khmer. Connection dubious A156 *gəl to change, 
exchange. 
 
(*rkuul see 1706 *[ ]kuul knee.) 
 
1713 *gaal right, proper.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau gaːl right, correct, Bahnar gaːl right, proper, to agree (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
Cf. 1721 *sgaal middle. 
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1714 *guul clearing.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kù market garden, cultivated clearing, Biat goːl clearing. 
 
1715 *guul; *guəl mortar for pounding rice. 
A: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *guul (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Serau tergul (i.e. Semai; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 179B). 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan kwùal!, Thin guɤ̆l.  
Connection dubious 1757 *tpal; or Vietnamese cối. 
 
(*ŋgal see 1720 *lngal plough.) 
 
1716 *jgal to recognize.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer skɔə̀l to know, recognize, Kuy khàl to know, be 
acquainted with; ~ Chrau səngal to recognize, by metathesis (*gnal >) Sre ɗal to 
look at, observe, recognize, Biat nal to recognize; (probably ~) Bahnar gənal, kənal 
to recognize.  
(BLOOD 1966 360.) 
 
†1717 *[j]guul finger.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) ~ Kammu-Yuan cərkuːl finger, toe, Thin kṛgul finger; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan cəŋkuːl, Thin cəŋgul to point out; by secondary derivation ~ 
Palaung rəngor finger. 
Sora i'gu(ˑ)l-, i'gud-, a(g)gul-['siː-], aig'goːl- to beckon; Kharia [tui]'gɔl, Mundari 
[tui]gɔl to point out; index finger… (PINNOW 1959 K 348).  
 
1718 *t1g[uu]l; *t1gəl top. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung gor, (→?) Riang-Lang [ˉthɑ] _kol above; ~ Riang-Lang _təkol 
top, above, on. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar kəl (→ Jeh kàl, Halang kɒl), Röngao gəːl head, top 
(GUILLENINET 1959-63), Hre gàw head.  
(SHAFER 1965 563; SMITH 1972 389; see SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 46.) 
 
‡1719 *d2gəl; *d2g[əə]l stump, trunk. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Middle Mon taguiw, Modern Mon 
həkɜ ̀stump, Khmer kùəl stump, floating log, trunk of tree, Kuy khàl tree-trunk, (in 
compounds) plant (by attraction 1570 *[d]kər; or B?), Biat gɔl log (quantifier); → 
Cham gal stump (& gul stump, trunk, contaminated by Indonesian); ~ (*d2ngəl 
>) Kuy ŋəl stump, Chrau təŋəl stump, stubble, Biat [yoːk] ŋɔl, Bahnar dəŋəl, 
Central Sakai dĕngál stump. 
B: (Palaungic; or *-al, perhaps with Kuy khàl; ~ *d2n[2]g- >) Riang-Lang _cəlŋəl 
stump.  
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Cf. A167 *[d]ng[əw]; Palaung ŋoɛ (MILNE 1931). Mon-Khmer vocalism 
contaminated by 1570 *[d]kər trunk, plant? 
Proto-Austronesian *tuNgul: Karo Batak tunggul-tunggul dead tree, Malay tunggul 
stump, &c., perhaps Tagalog tunggól decapitated (cf. BLUST 1970 no. 99; Proto-
West-Indonesian or Proto-Hesperonesian).  
 
†1720 *lngal, *ŋgal; by dissimilation *lnguur; *lngu[ə]r plough.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon təŋò, əŋò laṅaw &c. yoke, 
pair, Khmer nɛə̀ŋkɔə̀l, (TANDART 1935) ʔɔŋkɔə̀l (→ Biat ŋgɔl?), Kuy ŋkhàl, Sre 
ŋal plough, Stieng ŋaːl ploughshare, Mương cằl (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese cày 
(& cầy) to plough; ~ Cham laŋal (& liŋan), Röglai ŋal, Acehnese laŋay plough; 
Sanskrit lāṅgala-; & connected Malay tĕnggala (→ Sakai —i.e. Temiar— 
tĕnggāla, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 147A). 
B: (Mon) Old Mon laṅgur /ləngur/, Literary Mon lṅū yoke, pair. 
C: (Khasi) Khasi lyngkor plough; → Sanskrit lāṅgula.  
A variant *ŋgəl might be constructed from Vietnamese cầy, Khmer, Katuic, Biat 
~ Sora gal- to yoke (≠ to plait). (Cf. KUIPER 1948 127; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 63.) 
 
1721 *sguul; *sgə[ ]l; *sgaal middle.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre guːl middle, half, mid[night]; ~ (*snguul >) Biat ŋguːl id. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng gəːl half, mid[night]. 
C: (Mon) Old Mon sgāl /sgal/ [tṅey] mid[night], Modern Mon kɛà mid[day, night].  
C perhaps contaminated by 1713 *gaal right…; cf. semantically Mon thò to be exact, 
in the centre… . 
 
1722 *ŋil; *ŋiil; *ŋiəl; *ŋəl; *ŋul; *ŋuul; *ŋuəl to bend, sway. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ŋil to shake head in denial (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), (— ŋul) 
to sway in wind; ~ Bahnar ʔŋəʔŋil to shake head. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ŋil _ŋil to nod in assent, (~ ?) Bahnar 
ʔŋeːl-ʔŋeːl shaking head. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bahnar ŋɛl to shake head in denial (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Vietnamese nghèo to tilt [head] to one side; ~ Bahnar ʔŋəʔŋɛl to shake 
head. 
D: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bahnar [ŋuːl &c.] ŋəːl to sway (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan ŋəl̀-ŋəl̀ shaking one’s head. 
E: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Khasi) Bahnar [ŋil] ŋul to sway in wind 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi ngun (or < E) with head bent down, Central 
Nicobarese ŋol-[ʃire] to bow head; ~ Khmer ŋəŋùl with head down. 
F, G: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ŋuːl, ŋɔːl to incline head (in assent, from weariness), (— 
ŋəːl) to sway (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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†1723 *j[n]ŋəl fire.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung ŋər, Riang-Lang _ŋal, Praok ŋu, Lawa Bo Luang ŋɑ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang ŋɔ, Danaw _ɲɔn.  
Note also Nancowry cál to burn.  
(SHAFER 1965 144, 421.) 
Sora 'aŋəl-ən, Kharia sɔŋ'gɔl firewood, Santali sɛŋgɛl fire, &c. (PINNOW 1959 252; 
Proto-Munda *cəŋgəl?).  
 
1723a *[t1]ŋuul; *[t1]ŋul; *[t1]ŋəl stupid. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ngu foolish, stupid; ~ (*[t1]mŋuul by 
metathesis >) Stieng bəloːŋ foolish, stupid. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ŋoa, Lawa Umphai ŋau stupid, ~ Palaung kərŋɯr to 
be simple-minded, clumsy (MILNE 1931). 
C: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Tolo Bahnar [ŋɤːp] ŋɤːl stupid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Vietnamese ngây to look stupid; ~ (*[t1]mŋəl by metathesis >) Biat mɔl ignorant; 
by secondary derivation ~ Sre bərŋəl ignorant, stupid.  
Cf. Bahnar ŋiːl immature, ignorant [child] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Cebuano Bisayan 
tunggul stupid. 
 
1724 *rŋal; *rŋuul to wake (v.i.). 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [kah] rəŋal to wake up in the night, Bunör rəŋal, Central 
Rölöm ŋal to awaken. 
B: (Mon) ~ Middle Mon [yaḥ] laṅū early [in the morning], Proto-Nyah Kur *ŋṳur 
morning (DIFFLOTH 1984 N238) (rather *lŋuur with metathesis).  
With Mon vocalism cf. *lnguur ~ 1720 *lngla.  
(BLOOD 1966 372.) 
 
‡1725 *cul; *cuəl; *ciil to light up, look for with a light.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre sol to light up, illuminate; ~ səmpol torch. 
B: (Bahnaric) Chrau sɔːl to look for with a light, Bahnar sɔːl, Röngao cɔːl to light up, 
illuminate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon) Mon ci to look for with a light.  
C secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *t'uluq: Acehnese lhoh to look for with a light, Malay suloh torch, 
&c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 157, *-h; DYEN 1953 § 62). Hence with secondary infix 
Cham (ha)nuh, Röglai hanuh torch, probably → Khmer cɔnloh canluḥ, Stieng 
cəŋluh. 
 
1726 *cul; *cuəl to hire. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng cul to hire, borrow. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Old Khmer jval to engage, employ for compensation (!; contaminated 
by 1729 *j[u]l?), Modern Khmer cùːəl, Kuy cuːl to hire.  
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1727 *jal near.  
A: (Katuic, Khasi) Khasi jan to be near; ~ Kuy ɲchàl near. 
 
1728 *jəl to charge, fight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, North Aslian) Old Mon [sic] jal /jøl/ to 
quarrel, fight, Modern Mon cɜ ̀to fight, Old Khmer jal, Modern Khmer cùəl, Kuy 
chəl̀ to knock into, fight, Bahnar jil to butt, strike with horns, (~?) Pangan ʼyal 
angry (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 17); → Thai cʰon to bump against, 
butt, collide, fight with horns; ~ (*pjəl >) Late Middle Mon byuiw to cause to fight, 
Modern Mon pyɜ ̀to stir up enmity, Khmer phcùəl to set [animals] fighting; ~ 
(*prjəl >) Mon həcɜ,̀ Khmer prəcùəl to set [animals] fighting; ~ (*pnjəl >) 
Literary Mon bayuiw to incite to quarrel or fight, Khmer bɔɲcùəl to cause to fight, 
(~?) Pangan nyiyal to fight with, oppose (Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
Literary Mon b- in bayuiw, & Khmer chest register in phcùəl, by levelling. 
 
‡1729 *j[u]l; *jiəl to buy.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung jɯr (A), Riang-Lang _yɛl (B).  
B secondary. Cf. 1726 *cu(ə)l to hire; 1822 *jawʔ &c. to hand over. 
Proto-Austronesian *Zu(S)[a]l: Malay jual to sell, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 48, *d'ucal, 
less Toba Batak; Proto-West-Indonesian or Proto-Malayo-Javanese; add perhaps 
Cebuano Bisayan dúhul to hand to; then *ZuSəl, Proto-Hesperonesian). See 
BENEDICT 1975 375, sell, buy. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 54.) 
Cf. Lushei, Mikir, Meithei forms referred at BENEDICT 1972 51 & n. 170 to *ywar to sell 
← 'Austro-Thai'.  
 
1730 *jul[ ] (& *juul[ ]?); *[j]uəlh basket, to make baskets.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer cùl to weave, braid…, (*juul[ ] >?) Riang-Lang _yol 
[cotton-]basket. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Palaung juər, Sakai chuēl basket (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 62A); ~ Vietnamese giỏ market-basket. 
 
1731 *[s]jaal; *[s]jəəl light in weight. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~?) Praok yɛ, Lawa yɯa easy; ~ Kammu-Yuan həmcàːl light. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Hre hìw, Sedang hia, Palaung jɯr light; 
~ Mương nhẹl (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese nhẹ.  
Cf. 1801 *saal.  
(SMITH 1972 393.) 
 
1732 *bɲuəl pangolin.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Biat ɲual; ~ Sre bərɲoal kind of saurian (DOURNES 
1950), Bahnar bəɲual, Bru manyùəl pangolin, by metathesis Khmer pùəŋrùːl 
pangolin; → Cham pìɲoːr, Jarai məɲoːl, North Röglai biɲũn pangolin.  
Connect Kuy khyùːr. 
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†1733 *t1iil; *t1əl (or *t1il?) to plant, sow. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre səntiːl, Chrau sətiːl, Biat ntiːl seed, sow-grain. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon til /tøl/, Modern Mon tɒ to plant (a seed of), Nyah Kur təl to plant.  
*t1- in view of Sora.  
Sora til- to bury. 
 
1733a *t1iil (& *t1il?) tracks.  
A: (Bahnaric, North Aslian) Chrau teːl footprint, Biat teːl tracks, Sre tiːl, Röngao tel 
tracks, mark (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; < variant?), Pangan tīl tracks (i.e. Bateg Deq; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 118 (b)).  
Cf. 1745a *ɗiil &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 40.) 
 
1734 *tal; taal linear measure, (?) cubit.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre tal cubit. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon tāl /tal/, Modern Mon ta 7 cubits; → Burmese tā.  
Old Mon has hat cubit (Modern Mon hɔt), ← Pali hattha-; is tāl the displaced native 
term? 
 
1734a *t1uəl six.  
A: (Palaungic, Nicobaric) Palaung tɔr, Riang-Lang ˉtual; ~ (*t1puəl >) Central 
Nicobarese təfuːəl, Nancowry tafúal. 
 
1734b *[t][uə]l cataract.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric) Kuy tɑːl cataract, Bahnar tɔːl blind.  
Or *.d-, perhaps connected 1745 *kdiil &c. to cover. 
 
†1735 *kt1aal under-surface, under.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin tăl (space) under, underneath; ~ Old Mon kintāl 
/kəntal/, Modern Mon həta under-surface, bottom, (in compounds) palm, sole, 
Vietnamese dưới (to be) below, under.  
Vietnamese tone from plosive sequence. 
Sora ətal-, Mundari talka palm, sole (probably not ←, but Mundari metathesis 
contaminated by, late Sanskrit tāla-, tālika- palm). 
 
1736 *ktuəl lump, clod.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy tuːl; ~ Bahnar kətual clod.  
Cf. Biat rcual clod, [blood] to clot; (~) ← unrecorded Chrau form? 
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†‡1737 *bnt1iil sand.  
A: (Mon) Old Mon bintil /bəntil/, Modern Mon hətɔe.  
*t1 in view of Munda.  
(~) Nahali biṭil, Kurku bitil; connected Santali, Mundari, Ho gitil (so Proto-
Austroasiatic *gw-?).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *pat'iɣ: Malay pasir, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 115; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
1738 *bt1ul; *bt1uul; *bt1uəl swelling, mound, hill. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Old Khmer dul, Modern Khmer 
tùl to bulge, Stieng [buːk] tuːl anthill (or < B?), Biat tol tumour, Mendriq tol 
mountain; & from sandhi-form in *ɓu(u)k bt1ul (cf. Stieng; 369) Biat [yoːk] ktol 
(termite) mound, Riang-Lang kətɔl wasps nest; ~ (*bnt1ul >) Chrau ntɯl anthill; 
~ Sre bərtul termite mound. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar pətɔl termite mound, anthill (& by metathesis < 
compound East Bahnar bəkoːl GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer, ?Central Aslian) Old Khmer dval, Modern Khmer tùːəl hill, mound, knoll, 
perhaps by metathesis Semai I lɔːt mountain; → Cham du̯al.  
For Bahnar vocalism see 335a *ɗuuk. Hill, mountain perhaps contaminated by 1741 
*dul, with which Khmer forms are compared at SCHMIDT 1905 66 (so SHORTO 
1971).  
Note (i; Proto-Austronesian *b[əu]Ntud1 >) Cebuano Bisayan bungtud, ka-
bungtúr-an hill, anthill; (ii) Javanese mbĕnḍul bulging, mbĕnḍol knobbed 
(referred to (Proto-West-Indonesian) *bəNdul threshold at DEMPWOLFF 1938 26).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 100; cf. also H 101, F 230; POU & JENNER 1975 no. 41.) 
 
1739 *dal; *dəl to block, obstruct. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Katuic) Old Mon dal /dɔl/ to bar the way, 
Middle Mon dar, daw, Modern Mon tò to close, block, Old Khmer dal, Modern 
Khmer tɔə̀l blocked [road], Stieng dal held up, obstructed; ~ Kuy nthàl to dam (or 
B); ~ Khmer prətɔə̀l baffled, (~?) Khasi padan to obstruct, hinder. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer tùəl to hold back, (tùp- —) bar the way; → 
North Röglai dən deaf, Acehnese dɔə blocked up; ~ Khasi sden to dam; ~ Biat 
rdɔl to stop up, block, (kaŋ —) bar the way.  
Cf. 1745 *kdiil &c. to cover. 
 
1740 *dəl; *dal as far as; to reach. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon duiw, Modern Mon tɜ ̀as far as, Khmer 
tùəl (to reach) as far as, till, Biat dɔl as soon as; ~ (*[k]dəl >) Khmer dɔl to 
arrive, reach; as far as (→ Cham tal). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Old Khmer dāl, Modern Khmer tɔə̀l to go right through; as 
far as, till, Bahnar dal till (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(LEWITZ 1967, 129.) 
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1741 *dul (& *duəl?) hill.  
A: (Mon, ?Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Old Mon dal /døl/, Modern Mon tɜ,̀ (or 
1626 *[d][o]r, which compare, >) Mae Sariang tu, Mương tồi (BARKER 1966 
22), Vietnamese đầi; ~ Khasi kynton mound, ridge, heap, pile; to accumulate (?, see 
below; or variant?; by attraction 1738 *bt1u(ə)l, which compare).  
Uncertain. Khasi may rather be connected to Praok ton mound, hillock (< *dun?). 
SCHMIDT 1905 66 compares Mon with Khmer forms under the entry *bt1u(ə)l. 
 
1742 *dulʔ; *duul[ ]; *duəl[ ] to carry on head. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Mương tội (BARKER 1966 24), Vietnamese đội to wear or carry on 
head.  
B: (Khmer, Katuic, Nicobaric) Khmer tùːl, Kuy thùːl, Central Nicobarese [ɔl]-toːl to 
carry on head. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Biat dual to carry on head. Note also Kuy & Bru dɔːl carry on 
shoulder (< *ɗ-?).  
Cf. 1781 *[y]uəl &c. 
 
1743 *dul; *duəl; *dəl middle, belly. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tùl belly flesh [of centain fish], Lawa Bo 
Luang tu intestines, (or C?) Praok tu belly; ~ Stieng kənduːl, Sre (kə)ndul, Chrau 
kəndɯl, Biat ndul belly. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Middle Mon dor /dow/, Modern Mon tò 
middle; ~ Stieng kənɔːl middle; ~ Central Sakai pĕduâl centre. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Biat [diː] dɔl (in the) middle; ~ Khmer kɔndaːl middle 
(?, with secondary lengthening; if so, → Chrau kənɗaːl).  
(SHAFER 1965 574; BLOOD 1966 159; cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 41 (a).) 
 
1744 *duul; *duəl; *d[ə]l to prop, support.  
A: (Bahnaric) ~ (*[c]duul >) Bahnar tɔl to prop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre 
səndul short post supporting floor, prop. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Central Nicobarese hətɔːl-[hətə] to support; ~ 
(*drnuəl >) Bahnar dənɔːl prop (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Khmer tùəl to prop (up), lean, Kuy thàl to 
support, hold up, prop, Bru tàl support (with stick), Biat dal to prop up, Stieng dal to 
prop (up), lean; ~ Bahnar təːl to prop up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer cɔntùəl 
prop, pile, Kuy nthàl prop for shaft of cart, Biat ndal pile, to prop; ~ Old Mon dnal 
/dnøl/, Modern Mon nì pillow; ~ Stieng drənaːl prop.  
Vocalism at C post-dental? For Bahnar -ɔl see 335a *ɗuuk. Separate Bahnar ɗɔl to 
prop up; Sre, Nicobaric exclude *ɗ-.  
(LEWITZ 1967, 129.) 
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†1745 *kdiil; *kdiəl; *kdəl to cover. 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Chrau kəndeːl to put over, cover; by secondary derivation ~ 
Chrau tədeːl to put over, cover, Biat rdeːl to stop up, block. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *kndiəl >) West Bahnar kənɛːl stopper, wad for gun 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon kətɜ ̀to cover up, cover over, close, 
Vietnamese đậy to cover; ~ (*krdəl >) Middle Mon kaduiw coverlet, Kuy thàl lid, 
cover, Bahnar kədəːl pot- cover of leaves (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kuy nthàl to 
close, cover; ~ Chrau gədəl to stop one’s ears, Bahnar kədəl blocked up, solid; → 
Cham kadal to cover, stop up.  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. To stop up, block by attraction 1739 *dal &c., 
which compare. 
Sora da(ˑ)l- to cover, put lid on, ~ də'nal-ən lid, cover. 
 
†1745a *ɗiil; *ɗiəl; *ɗail tracks.  
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɗeːl. 
B: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *diəl (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
C: (Khasi) Khasi dien.  
C secondary. Cf. 1733a *t1iil.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 118 (a).) 
(?) ~ Sora 'onid-, 'onil- (& 'sannil-) to follow tracks of. 
 
1746 *ɗə[ə]l to press down on.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Mon dɜ to press down on, crush, squeeze, Bahnar dəːl to crush 
by pressure, force stopper in (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*ɗuul see 86 *ɗiiʔ one.) 
 
‡1747 *kɗiəl; *kɗail low, shallow, short.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Katuic) Riang-Lang ¯dɛl to be low, shallow, humble, Bru 
ntìal (!) shallow; ~ Semnam kɔldɛːl short. 
B: (Mon) Mon da to be shallow; → Röglai dal ford; ~ (*kbɗail >) Mon həda khḍā to 
make shallow.  
Cf. (i) Lawa Bo Luang to shallow (< *kɗul?); (ii) A165 *[d]h[əə]l shallow, 
suggesting Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *diʔəl ~ *dihəl. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 16.) (?)  
Proto-Austronesian (*di/[ ](N)p/aɣ =) *di(N)paɣ (to) ford: Cham tapaː, Kelabit 
dipar to ford, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 160, *(dD)-; Proto-Hesperonesian; ≠ each of 
two sides, DAHL 1973 § 20.7, Proto-West-Indonesian). Note also Malay dampar 
stranded, under the entry 1639 *tnpaar. 
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1748 *kɗuul; *kɗuəl; *kɗəl; *kɗəəl heel. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) → Jarai kəɗuːl; ~ Sre kəndol (!), 
Bahnar kəʔnoːl, Riang-Lang kəndol; by secondary derivation ~ Pangan duldul 
(i.e. Mendriq &c.; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 69). 
B: (?South Bahnaric) (or A, C?) Stieng kənɔːl; → Cham kadol, North Röglai kaɗuən 
[takai], Acehnese gönuə. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Central & South Aslian) ~ Stieng kəndəl (BLOOD 
1966), Sakai kĕnöl (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 70), Besisi kenthöl 
(i.e. Mah Meri; ib. H 69) (or D?), Central Nicobarese kentɤlə-[laːh]. 
D: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Mon) ~ Kuy nthùːal, Bru kəndəːl, Pakoh kandool; ~ Chrau 
gənəːl, Biat ndəːl [jɔŋ], Jeh kanèːl (→ Bahnar kənəːl?), Halang kəʔnèːl; ~ Nyah 
Kur ndɤ́ɤl.  
Connect obscure Thin -pĕlʔyɔl̆.  
(SHAFER 1965 417; BLOOD 1966 399; SMITH 1972 392.) 
 
1749 *krn[uə]l groin.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau gənɔːl, Biat rnɔːl (→ Sre nol?), Bahnar kɔnɔːl.  
Connect by metathesis Khmer krəliən groin, Kuy k(ə)liːn & Bru panɛːl lymph glands in 
groin? 
 
(*gnal see 1716 *jgal to recognize.) 
 
1750 *dnaal (& *dnal?) coconut-shell as measure of capacity.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, ?South Bahnaric) Old Mon dnāl /dnal/ measure of rice, Modern Mon 
nɛà (coconut-)shell, Khmer nìːəl coconut-shell measure, weight of rice (600 grams) so 
measured, (→?) Stieng naːl pound weight, (?, variant >) Biat nal [jɔk] weight.  
With Khmer initial cf. 1354 *[d]/n/im. 
 
1751 *rn[ii]l roller.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon nì roller for moving boats &c., Khmer rənèːl roller for moving 
loads.  
Or *-eel. Cf. Biat rnəːl log, chopping-block. 
 
†1752 *paal; *puul pale, indistinct. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon [pərìʔ] pa to fail, be ineffective (?), Stieng [sɒːu puːr] paːl [to 
see] imperfectly, to glimpse, Sre paːl pale, faded (→ Röglai), Biat paːl pale, Bahnar 
paːl pale, livid (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ late Middle Mon sapā to have defective 
sight, Modern Mon həpa to see imperfectly, to be dimly lit. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok paə pale.  
B secondary.  
(SHAFER 1965 95.) 
Sora polu-, palu-, Gutob pār white. 
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1752a *pul bag-like organ.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng pul stomach, intestines, Biat pol gizzard, Bahnar pul womb. 
 
1753 *pul; *puul; *puəl to divine, take an augury.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre pol to take an augury. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Khmer boːl to take an augury, Kuy poːl to prophesy in trance; ~ 
Khmer phnoːl omen. 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau pɔːl to divine; → Röglai pual. 
 
1754 *p[ ]ul; *p[ ]uəl; *p[ ]al to twine round. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar pul [pal] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre pual to lean on, grow round (→ Röglai pual to lean on), Biat 
pual to hang from. Note Nancowry fúalŋa to embrace (?) 
C: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Bahnar pal to twine round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (?, 
*[k]pal >) Mon kwɔ to bind [chick, floor bamboos] together.  
Or *pw-, causative ~ 1794 *wil &c. to turn? Cf. 1635 *p[ ]uurʔ &c. to bind round, 
wrap.  
 
1755 *pul; *pəl to borrow. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer bol to borrow at 100 percent interest; ~ Khmer 
bɔmnol, Sre by dissimilation kənol debt.  
B: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Sre pəl to borrow [rice]; ~ (*[k]pəl >) Kuy bəl to borrow 
[item of food].  
Cf. Vietnamese nợ debt, to owe. 
 
1756 *[c]puəls; *[c]pə[ ]l[ ] pumpkin. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng phuɔːl kind of gourd or melon (& puəl kind of 
greenish cucumber), Bahnar pual, Vietnamese buổi pumpkin; ~ (*[c]rpuəls >) 
Chrau ləpuəl long squash, Sre rəpual, Biat rpuɔl, Bahnar həpual pumpkin.  
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar hapəːl pumpkin (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. 1637 *[c]piir.  
(SHAFER 1965 100.) 
 
1757 *tpal (& *tpaal?) mortar for pounding rice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer tbal, Stieng paːl (< variant?), 
Palaung pər, Riang-Lang ¯pal, Praok pɔ; ~ (*tnpal >) Sre, Biat mpal, Bahnar 
təpal (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang pɑ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang 
mbɔ; ~ (*trpal >) Kuy (t)pal, Chrau ləpal.  
For variant note also Khmer tbaːl (TANDART 1935). Connection dubious 1715 *guul 
&c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 18; SHAFER 1965 309; SMITH 1972 398.) 
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1758 *d1puulh; *d1puəlh; *d1pəlh seven.  
A: (Katuic, Palaungic, ?South Aslian) Kuy (th)phòːl, Palaung pur, Riang-Lang ¯pul; 
~ Riang-Lang ¯təpul, (~?) Ulu Indau tempo (i.e. Temoq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 
S 122; or B?). 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre poh, Stieng, Chrau pɔh. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat pɒh, Mương pảy (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese 
bẩy, bảy; ~ Old Mon duṁpoḥ /dəmpɔh/, Modern Mon həpɔh, Bahnar təpəh, Jeh 
tapèh, Halang təpèh.  
Central Nicobarese təfuːəl six is < 1734a *t1/p/uəl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14; SHAFER 1965 21; BLOOD 1966 262; SMITH 1972 338.) 
 
1759 *dpuul; *dpuəl (descent) group. 
A: (Bahnaric) Bahnar boːl group; ~ Sre mpoul family, Biat mpoːl group, tribe, bal 
mpoːl family, Bahnar təpoːl herd, troop. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar bual = boːl; → Röglai puəl; ~ Jölong təpuːəl 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & Röngao təbuːal) = təpoːl; → Cham tapor herd, group, 
Jarai təpuəl, North Röglai tapuən group.  
Conceivably *k/mp/uul &c. ~ 1708 *krkuul descent group, contaminated by 1763 
*tbəl &c. clump, bunch. Connect Khmer ʔɔmboː ʼampūr family.  
(BLOOD 1966 16.) 
 
‡1760 *p[r]pail skate, ray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [kaʔ] həpa skate, Khmer bəbael, prəbael skate, shark.  
Or *p(r)p-. 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *paɣi(S): Malay pari, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 111). 
 
†‡1761 *b[e]l (& *beel?) to spread a mat.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang ¯pɛl to spread (mats 
in), strew (with tone by levelling on derivation?); ~ (*bp[e]l >) Mon həpe bapew 
rush matting (with -p- unlevelled in absence of simplex), Palaung per, Semang pil 
(i.e. Sabum; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 63 (a)), by assimilation or metathesis Sre 
biːl, Chrau veːl mat; ~ (*[b]nb[e]l >) Biat mbeːl, Praok bi mat; ~ (*t2nb[e]l 
>?) Riang-Lang ¯səmpɛl mat.  
(BLOOD 1966 32.) 
Sora beˑl-, Santali bel to spread mat, &c. (PINNOW 1959 221; Proto-Munda *bel). 
(Proto-Austronesian *b/an/iɣ >) Proto-Philippine (ZORC & CHARLES) *baniG: 
Tagalog baníg mat, &c. 
 
1762 *cbal; *cbaal companion, friend.  
A: (Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Biat bal companion, Jeh bal group (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
(→, or ~ *cpbal >?) Bahnar bal in a swarm, (dih —) each other; ~ (?, *cnbal >) 
Lawa Bo Luang hməu, Mae Sariang hmeu friend. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon hwɛà close male friend, Praok [paw] pɛ friend.  
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(SMITH 1972 396.) 
 
1763 *tbəl; *tbul; *tbuul clump, bunch. 
A: (Khmer, ?Mon) Old Khmer thpal clump (of trees), bunch; ~ (*tnb- >) Mon kəmɒ 
tamuiw &c. clump, bunch (or B), Old Khmer tampal grouping, cluster, settled area; → 
Thai tambon locality, district, group of houses, → Khmer tɔmbɔn locality. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar təbul forming a small group or clump; to roll up in a 
bunch; ~ (*tnbul >) həmul bundle of notes. 
C: (Katuic, North Bahnaric) Kuy poːl bush, grove, clump, Bru pùːl bush; ~ Bahnar 
həmɔl sheaf, bundle, armful.  
B, C secondary? For Bahnar -ɔl see 335a *ɗuuk. Connect Nancowry mól to be 
together, (ta)múl to be in a group (< *mu(u)l?).  
POU & JENNER 1975 no. 10 compares Proto-Austronesian *təbəl thick, for which see 
1768 *[t]ɓəl. 
 
1764 *ɓiəwʔ askew.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, Katuic) Mon bea to be out of alignment, out of true, out of the 
square, Nyah Kur bíəw bent out of shape, Vietnamese méo to be out of shape, Bru 
biəw distorted; ~ Bru kubiəw to pull out of shape, Pakoh tarbèaw, kubèaw, 
bibèaw. ↔ Thai bîaw.  
 
†1765 *ɓul; *ɓuul drunk. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer pùl vegetable poison, Jeh bòl, Halang bul drunk; ~ Sre 
bəɲul, Chrau vəɲɯl, Biat ɲul drunk, Bahnar bəɲul poisonous (mushroom). 
B: (Mon, Katuic, Khmuic, Central & South Aslian) Literary Mon ḅū, Kuy buːl to be 
drunk, Proto-Semai *bɤɤl drunk (DIFFLOTH 1977), Besisi bul sick, vomiting (i.e. 
Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 V 23); ~ Old Mon balḅul /bəlɓul/, Modern Mon 
həbu to be drunk; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəmpùːl poison, poisonous, to be poisoned by.  
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer probably *biʔul in view of infixed ɲ, Kuy b-; connected then 
1695 *ʔul[ ] &c. …to vomit.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; BLOOD 1966 161; SMITH 1972 390.) 
Kharia bul drunk, &c. (PINNOW 1959 105). 
 
1766 *ɓul; *ɓuul; *ɓuəl green pigeon.  
A: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ¯tənbɔl. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) ~ Khmer pəpùːl green pigeon, Treron nipalensis vernax; ~ Pakoh 
kambòal green pigeon. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ Mon [həcem] pha bo emerald dove, Chalcophaps indica 
indica (by secondary expansion, cf. Khmer); → Cham babu̯ɤl green pigeon; ~ 
(*[t1]nɓuəl >) Biat by hypercorrection mʔual, Bahnar [sɛːm] kəmuːəl pigeons 
(generic) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Cf. BENEDICT 1975 273, dove. 
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1767 *ɓulʔ; *ɓuəl[ ] kind of lizard. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng buːl grey lizard, Biat bul lizard, Vietnamese 
mối house lizard. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Jeh bual lizard, Halang bual snake.  
(SMITH 1972 401.) 
 
‡1768 *[t]ɓəl; *[t]ɓul thick. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Stieng bɔːl, Chrau vəl; ~ (*[t]mɓəl >) Stieng nbɔːl, 
Biat mbɔl, Kammu-Yuan həmpɯl; ~ (*[t]rɓəl >) Bahnar həɓəl, Khasi rben. 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang pu, Lawa Umphai phu.  
B secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *təbəl: Malay tĕbal, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 132-3; Proto-West-
Indonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 407. 
 
1769 *dɓal; *[d]ɓail cheek.  
A: (Khmer, Mon) Khmer thpɔə̀l, Nyah Kur təbál. 
B: (Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?Nicobaric) Kuy (t)pɛːl (!) buttocks, Vietnamese má (?)cheek, 
South Nicobarese təpoːə cheek, Nancowry tapuá (suggest *-ɔr?).  
Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Cf. Semang pen-al, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
83. But separate Praok siba (< *-paʔ, cf. Lawa sapaʔ). 
 
†1770 *[m]ɓil salt.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Middle Mon ḅuiw, Modern Mon bɜ, (~?) Old Khmer aṁpyal, Modern 
Khmer ʔɔmbɤl.  
Cf. Vietnamese muối (< *[m]ɓuəlʔ or connected Bru bɒːy?); Bateg Nong, Semaq 
Beri təpɔl, Jah Hut pol; separate Proto-Nyah Kur *phəʔu̱r (DIFFLOTH 1984 N236) 
& 2037 *ɓɔɔh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 36; SHAFER 1965 41, 440.) 
Kharia bi'luŋ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 277c). 
 
1771 *m[ɓ]il; *[m]ɓiəl tamarind. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer aṁvil, Modern Khmer 
ʔɔmpɯ̀l tamarind tree, Kuy mphəl̀, Biat [plai] mɯl tamarind, Sre mil tamarind 
tree; → Cham amil, Röglai mil tamarind tree, Acehnese mɛ wood, pods, of 
tamarind; ~ Lawa Bo Luang same, Lawa Umphai sami tamarind.  
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese [cây] me tamarind [tree]; → North Röglai mẽ tamarind 
tree.  
Hardly all ← Pali ambila- sour! 
 
1772 *m[ ]il; *m[ ]iəl; *m[ ]uul; *m[ ]uəl; *m[ ]əl round.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan mèl-mèl rolling. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic) Kuy mìːl to roll (v.t.); ~ Khmer rəmìəl toround (down) (v.i.t.). 
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C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùːl, Stieng muːl round; ~ Khmer rəmùːl roll (& 
lmùːl (to) roll by assimilation). 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer mùːəl to twist, Stieng muɔːl to twist; spiral, ellipse; 
~ Stieng krəmuɔːl to twist, form into spiral &c., (~?) Chrau təmhɔːl to roll up. 
E: (Palaungic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔbəu, Lawa Umphai ʔməu round.  
Or *mw-, ~ 1794 *wil &c. to turn? Cf. 1653 *m[ ]uur &c. to roll up, with mutual 
contamination  
(SCHMIDT 1905 6.) 
 
1773 *məl; *məəl; *mil; *miil to watch (for).  
A: (Katuic, Khasi, ?Mon) Pakoh mal to wait for, expect; ~ Khasi kyrmen to hope; (or 
variant) ~ Old Mon cirmīl to wait for, Modern Mon kəmɔe to await, hope (for), 
expect. 
B: (Khmer) Old Khmer mel, Modern Khmer mɤ̀ːl to look (at), see, to wait (for).  
C: (Khmer) ~ Khmer rəmɯ̀l to steal a glance. 
D: (Palaungic) ~ Praok simi to look.  
Connect Khasi pyrman [to observe] from a distance. C, D secondary, contaminated by 
129 *miiʔ to look at? For Sora mel-'mel- to examine, inspect see 1696 *iʔɔl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54.) 
 
1774 *kmuul silver.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan kəmúːl money, Praok maə, Lawa Bo Luang, 
Mae Sariang maɯ, Lawa Umphai mau silver, money; → Shan máə. 
 
1775 *[j]m[ɔ]l mountain.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) (~ *jnm[ɔ]l >?) Lawa Bo Luang mɔ, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang mo, (~, or by assimilation?) Jehai jəlmɔl, Temiar jɛlmɔl.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 87 (a).) 
 
1776 *jm[oo]l male.  
A: (Khmer, South Aslian) Old Khmer jmol, Modern Khmer chmòːl; ~ (*jrm[oo]l >) 
Semelai rəmɔːl.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 20.) 
 
†1777 *jmuul; *jmuəl (& *jmul?) to dibble. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Palaung mor (!); ~ Stieng jərmuːl, Bunör rəmuːl, Bahnar 
jəmuːl. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng muəl to dibble (BLOOD 1966), Kammu-
Yuan cəmɔ̀ː l (perhaps < *jnmuəl) to sow [rice, cotton], (*jmul >?) Lawa Bo 
Luang [ŋgrəiʔ] ʔmɔ, Lawa Umphai [ŋgreʔ] ʔmo dibbling-[stick]; ~ Chrau ləmɔːl 
dibbling-stick, Kammu-Yuan cərmɔ̀ː l dibbling-stick; sowing-season.  
Cf. following.  
(BLOOD 1966 237.) 
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Sora ɟam'mɷl-ən, 'ɟammɷːl-ən seed (= jəb-mɔl, ZIDE & ZIDE 1976 1304-5, 1307; 
Proto-Munda *[cs]ɨ(N)-moXl). 
 
1778 *t2maal to sow.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*t2[n]maal >) Riang-Lang səmɑl, Praok simɛ seed; ~ 
(*t2rmaal >) Stieng rəmaːl, Bahnar təmaːl to sow second lot [of paddy] where first 
fails (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa sama to plant.  
Cf. preceding & Khmer thnaːl seed-bed.  
(SHAFER 1965 425.) 
 
†1779 *smuul; *smuəl; *smaal (& *smal?) shadow, soul.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Kuy smɔːl, mhɔːl shadow; ~ Mon [pɜŋ] həmao samū &c. 
butterfly soul, fetch in form of butterfly, Khmer srəmaol shadow, image in mirror, (— 
khmaoc) ghost.  
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *snmuəl by metathesis > *mnsuəl >) Bahnar pəhŋɔːl soul. 
C: (Khmuic; *smal >?) Thin hmăl shadow; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kɔ́ː n] hərmàːl image, 
shadow of animate or mobile entity.  
Khmuic vocalism obscure.  
(SMITH 1972 571.)  
Sora um'mul-ən shadow, reflection, image, Santali umul shadow, &c. (PINNOW 1959 
121). 
 
1780 *[y]il barking deer.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre il, Chrau jɯl, Biat jil, Jeh jèl barking deer, Halang jil small kind of 
deer, Bahnar jil kind of deer.  
Or *ʔil? Literary Mon [drāy] e antelope, if not ← Pali eḷaka- wild goat, may with 
Khmer ʔael doe, fawn reflect *ʔel. Connection uncertain Proto-Austronesian 
*kaNk'il mouse deer, DEMPWOLFF 1938 73 (Proto-Malayo-Javanese).  
(BLOOD 1966 138; SMITH 1972 388.) 
 
(*yɔl see 1696 *iʔɔl to see.) 
 
‡1780a *yo[o]l to oscillate.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Khmer yòːl to oscillate, ripple, to swing 
(v.t.), Bahnar juːl [jaːl &c.] [large object] swinging (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan yɯ̀ːl [rəŋyɯ̀ːl] shaking continuously; ~ Kuy (k)yɔːl to swing (v.t.), 
Kammu-Yuan kyɯ̀ːl shaking once. 
Proto-Austronesian *iuɣiuɣ: Acehnese mö-yu-yu to shake back and forth, Tagalog 
yugyog to shake, Hiligaynon Bisayan yugyug to shake, to rock cradle, &c. (so Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
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1781 *[y]uəl; *yəl to carry on head, raise high.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Biat jual to carry on head, Bahnar jɔːl to raise higher than oneself, 
hold out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru yòːl to lift something up with both hands.  
B: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon yil /yøl/ to place on one’s head, Modern Mon yɜ ̀to 
support or carry on head, to lift, Bahnar yəl to wear on head.  
Cf. Nancowry ʔusúl to carry on head; 1742 *dulʔ &c. to carry on head.  
 
†1782 *kyaal air, wind.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon kyāl /kyal/, Modern Mon ca air, 
wind, Khmer khyɔl (!) wind, air, breath, Kuy (k)yaːl air, wind, Sre caːl, Chrau 
chaːl, Biat chiaːl, Bahnar kiaːl, Jeh kayaːl wind (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
With Khmer vocalism cf. 1381 *yaam. Connect Vietnamese gió?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SHAFER 1965 410; BLOOD 1966 286.) 
Kharia kɔ'jɔ wind, &c. (PINNOW 1959 202). 
 
(*kyaal, *t1yaal see 1658 *[k]yaa[r] to come loose, come undone.) 
 
1783 *syuul; *syuəl to fly through the air. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Palaung hyur to fly (MILNE 1931); ~ Khmer sɔmyòːl floating 
[hair] (TANDART 1935). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Literary Mon [sāṅ] sow to fly through the air, to throw [e.g. spear]; 
~ (*sryuəl >) [tasow] tayow to glide, dart (with t- by phrasal deformation); ~ 
(*snyuəl >) Sre səɲoal casting-net, Bahnar həɲual net.  
Add following as derivative? 
 
1784 *[s]ryuul; *[s]ryuəl gibbon.  
A: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan həryoːl, Nyah Kur yuyùl/ʔuyùl/yùl; so connected Mon 
wɜt̀ ɜ? 
B: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ʔayua, Lawa Umphai rayua.  
Flier through the trees, ~ preceding? 
 
1785 *ril blunt.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rɯ̀l, Biat rɯl. 
 
1786 *riəl to cut up, dismember.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon rɛà rey to cut up, Khasi ria small, broken; ~ Khasi pharia to split 
into small pieces. 
 
(*[ ]riəl see 1792 *[b]riəl pebble.) 
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1787 *raal old, aged.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Praok rɛ [ju], Vietnamese già (for **rà); ~ Mương khà 
(BARKER 1966 20).  
Rather than Praok ~ 164 *kra[ ]ʔ, which compare. 
 
†1788 *kriəlʔ crane (bird).  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon krea, Khmer kriəl Sarus crane, 
Stieng kriɛːl, Biat [klaːŋ] krɛːu, Vietnamese sếu crane.  
Connect obscure Khasi sarew. 
Sora ar'reːd-ən parakeet, Mundari kereaʼd rose-ringed parakeet, Santali kereɔʼd [fowls] 
to scream (PINNOW 1959 K 10).  
So originally onomatopoeic.  
 
1789 *[c]riil gold.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmuʼ sriːl; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung khrir, Lawa 
Bo Luang khrea, Lawa Umphai khrai, Mae Sariang khyai, Praok khri (& khray 
treasure; ← Lawa?). 
 
1790 *t2reel thin.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Khasi) Mon krɔe trī &c. to be (flat and) thin, to be sparse, Proto-
Nyah Kur *triw̱ slim, thin (DIFFLOTH 84 V207; suggests *-iiw!), Palaung hrer 
(MILNE 1931), Lawa Umphai hre, by metathesis hləi, Riang-Lang ¯lɛr thin; by 
secondary derivation ~ (i) Mae Sariang khyɛi; (ii, with metathesis) Khasi jlir 
thin. 
 
†1791 *pril; *priəl; by metathesis *pliir; *pliər hail.  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer prɯ̀l (!; & prɯ̀ːl; contaminated by 180 *briiʔ …rain?), 
Praok pre. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Jeh priːl, Halang prial ice, hail, Bahnar prɛl, 
Palaung preər, Lawa Bo Luang phrɛ, Lawa Umphai prɛ, Mae Sariang phyɛ hail, 
Khasi phria hail-stone. 
C: (Mon) Mon plɔe. 
D: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Bunör plɛːr, Central Rölöm pliər, Bahnar dialects p(ə)lɛr 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan plíar (& by further metathesis *lpiər > Sre 
[miːw] piar); → Jarai plɛːr, Röglai [hajaːn] pəliar.  
Connect Kuy trɛːl.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54; BLOOD 1966 100; SMITH 1972 394.) 
Sora a'reːl-ən, 'areˑl-ən (& by metathesis *aler- > ader-['gum-ən]), Kharia 'arɛl, &c. 
(PINNOW 1959 225). 
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1792 *[b]riəl pebble.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar brɛl pebble, Khasi [maw]-ria gravel, [tha]-ria 
shingly bed of shallow stream (compounding form?; ≠ ria small, broken < 1786 
*riəl).  
Or *[ ]riəl, ~ *.mriəl > Bahnar? 
 
1793 *luul tadpole.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Riang-Lang _lul, Khasi lun.  
Cf. 1203 *[k]lun. Connect 1664 *loor to glide, creep, (wriggle)? 
 
†1794 *wil; *wiil; *wiəl(ʔ); *wəl; *wal; *wail to turn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer vɯ̀l to turn (round), Sre wil circle, Bunör wil, 
Central Rölöm wɯl round, Praok ve coil; → Cham wil round, Röglai wil, North 
Röglai win circle; ~ Khmer krəvɤl ring, Bahnar kəwil large and bent (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Chrau weːl to beat [game], Biat [daːk wac] 
weːl eddy, Bahnar wiːl round (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vir to return; ~ 
Central Nicobarese kəwiːlə round, circular, Nancowry kĩl (?); ~ Old Mon tirwīl 
/tərwil/ to attend on, Modern Mon kəwi [kəwaŋ] to be attended by. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central 
Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer vìəl to dig or cut round, to enlarge [hole], Bahnar wɛl to 
spin, Riang-Lang _viɛl to turn round, Vietnamese vẹo to be twisted, crooked, 
distorted, Kensiu wɛlwɛl to turn, Temiar wɛl to turn; (BENJAMIN 1976B 134) again, 
Central Nicobarese wiːəl- to turn; → Thai wian to revolve, gyrate, encircle; ~ 
Bahnar kuɛl bend in road, enclosure, Vietnamese quéo to be curved, bent, crooked, 
queo to be tortuously curved; ~ Kammu-Yuan [kərwìːc]-krwɯ̀al winding, 
meandering; ~ Khmer chviəl to dig round, to fly in circles, Kuy fiːl to stand around in 
a circle, Sabum ciwɛl to turn; ~ (*[ ]mwiəl >) Riang-Lang _miɛl, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Lawa Umphai mɛ again. 
D: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) (probably Old 
Mon wel /wel/ also,) Khmer vùəl to turn (round), Sre wəl to turn; re-, afresh, 
(probably) Central Nicobarese wɔl- (— -to) again, (hə- — -hətə) to repeat; (or E) 
→ Cham val to turn, North Röglai [win] wan circle; ~ Vietnamese quây to 
surround, encircle (or ad 1669 *wər, which compare?); ~ Old Mon tirwil /tərwøl/ 
limit, term, Middle Mon trawuir also boundary, Modern Mon kəwɒ limit, boundary, 
area or period within limits, Khmer trəvɔl extent; ~ Praok mɯ boundary. 
E: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Khasi) Sre wal [boŋ] (lunar, solar) halo, 
Röngao wal to return (v.i.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vər (MILNE 1931), 
Riang-Lang _vəl to stir round and round, (?) Khasi wan to come; ~ Semai II riywal 
to turn. 
F: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) ~ Sre kuel to bend, twist (?), Bahnar kuaːl to coil 
[rope], turn [handle]; ~ Khmer krəvael to go and return, to explore, run back and 
forth, circle round; ~ Nancowry cawál to turn (or E. ?); ~ Biat rɲuaːl circle, hoop.  
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Add perhaps 1796 *wiil confused…; & as derivatives (*p-wul &c. causative =) 1754 
*p[ ]ul &c. to twine round; (*m-wil &c. =) 1772 *m[ ]il &c. round (SCHMIDT 1905 
54; SHAFER 1965 414; BLOOD 1966 149; SHORTO 1973 379-80, with further 
derivatives; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 251.) (i) perhaps Sora ɩd-, ed- to circle, wind 
(or : 1090 *wi(i)t); (ii) ~ Santali gɛrwɛl ring-shaped marking (PINNOW 1959 K 
521). 
 
‡1795 *wiil left-hand.  
A: (Central & South Aslian) Semai II wiːl; ~ Semelai sawil.  
Connection uncertain Kensiu ʔəyil, Temiar yɛl.  
Cf. 233 *w[i]ʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (b).) 
Proto-Austronesian *uiɣi: Malay k-iri, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 164, *v-; cf. DYEN 1965; 
DAHL 1973 § 13.3). 
 
1796 *wiil (& *wiəl?) confused, to forget.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau wiːl mixed up, confused, Bahnar wiːl to confuse, 
to be puzzled, at a loss (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Kuy swiːl, fiːl dizzy (ad variant?), 
Biat cueːl to forget; ~ Riang-Lang _tərvil, _tərwil to forget (to), to faint.  
= 1794 *wiil to turn? Cf. also 1798 *wəəl to deceive. 
 
1797 *waal grazing, open ground.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Mon wɛà open ground, pasture, Khmer vìːəl 
plain, Kuy wìːal to herd; ~ Old Khmer gvāl, Modern Khmer khvìːəl to herd, Bru 
kuwìal, Stieng guaːl to graze, to herd; ~ Mon həmɛà, Khmer kùəŋvìːəl herdsman.  
Cf. Sre kuil open ground, clearing.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 48.) 
 
1798 *wəəl to deceive.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon wɜ ̀to deceive, cause false perception or 
impression, Praok [khɯm] vɤ to be guileful, Vietnamese vờ to pretend to.  
Cf. 1796 *wiil confused… . 
 
1799 *sil to peel.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kuy sel to peel, to slice thin, Bru siːl to peel with 
knife (< *-iil?), Stieng seːl to peel, Biat chɯl to peel, chil to clean with knife (→ 
Sre chil to peel?), Kammu-Yuan [háːl] híl to peel with knife, remove bark; → 
Röglai sil to peel. 
 
1800 *siil; *siəl ashamed.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ɓa]siːl to be ashamed, put to shame. 
B: (Central Aslian) Proto-Semai *sɛɛl shy, ashamed (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 158A.) 
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1801 *saal light in weight.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon sa sā; ~ (*snsaal >) Kuy ŋhaːl; ~ (*srsaal by 
metathesis >) Khmer sraːl.  
Cf. 1731 *[s]jaal &c. 
 
(*saal see also 191 *laʔ to spread, extend; *suul see 1675 *siir to incise, write.) 
 
1802 *ksaal split bamboo fibre.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon kṣā, Modern Mon cha, Riang-Lang ¯khɑl [_roʔ &c.]; 
~ (*kmsaal >) Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai hma. 
 
1803 *ksul; *ksuul hair, fleece. 
A: (Mon) Middle Mon [twor] kṣuiw dressed [cotton], Modern Mon chɒ to be fleecy. 
B: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan khúːl body hair.  
Connect Central Nicobarese pu(l)yoːl body hair, Nancowry puyól (< *bu(l)sul?; 
perhaps contaminated by Malay bulu). 
 
1803a *hiil, (*hiil hiil >) *lhiil; *lh(i)əl bare, smooth, worn. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer hɤl blunt, Chrau hiːl cleared, bare, empty, Biat hiːl 
cut short, (— boːk) bald, Bahnar ʔieːl (!) smooth; (*lh-) Khmer rəhɤl even, smooth 
[road], Khasi lin-lin very [smooth]; ~ Khasi plin smoothly. 
B: (Khasi) Khasi len smooth, len-len smooth and bare.  
With Bahnar initial cf. ʔiɛːp < 1294 *[h]iəp. Note further Khmer lhaːl, rəhaːl flat 
and open, spacious, Khasi [khuid] lan-lan bare, bald, plan-plan barren, empty space; 
Vietnamese lì very smooth; & cf. 1668 *[s]liər smooth, slippery. 
 
1804 *hul to abuse, threaten.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre hol to threaten (DOURNES 1950), Jeh hòl to abuse (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979).  
For Bahnar dialects huːl to be angry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) see 1808 *[t]huul. Cf. 
A162 *wal annoyingly persistent. 
 
(*hul[ ] see 1695 *ʔul[ ] …to vomit.) 
 
1805 *khe[e]l shield.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer khael, Stieng [niːm] ghɛːl, Biat, Bahnar kheːl; → Cham 
kheːl, Jarai khiːəl; Thai kʰěen, (?) ultimately → Vietnamese khiên. 
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1806 *khal (& *khaal?) cup, bowl.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Old Mon khal /khɔl/, Modern Mon khɔ small cup for 
food-offerings, Kuy khal bowl used as dipper, (variant >?) Stieng khaːl small copper 
drinking-cup; → Burmese kho small basket for offerings; Thai kʰǎn bowl.  
BENEDICT 1972 63 no. 266 compares Burmese with Lushei khou kind of basket. 
 
1807 *khuul vapour.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic) ~ Sre kənhul; ~ (*kmhuul >) Mon həmao khamū 
&c. vapour, gas (merging odour < 1563 *s/m/ʔuur); ~ Bru tahɔːl steam, vapour 
(< *-ual?).  
Connect perhaps (i) 1811 *[ ]mh(u)əl cloud; (ii) Vietnamese hơi steam, breath, 
vapour, gas, air. 
 
(*[c]hiəlʔ see 1697 *[c]ʔiəl[ ] to wilt, wither.) 
 
1808 *[t]hiil; *[t]hiəl angry. 
A: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar hiːl (& Bahnar dialects, GUILLEMINET 1959-63, huːl; 
contaminated by 1804 *hul to abuse…?). 
B: (Mon; or *dh-) Mon thea to be angry, annoyed. 
 
1809 *thu[s]; *thuul[ ] to blow. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese thổi. 
B: (Central Aslian) Temiar təhoːl.  
Cf. Kammu-Yuan thúː [wind] to blow. 
 
1810 *bhaal (kind of) jack-fruit.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Nicobaric) Mon pha mountain jack, Artocarpus chaplasha Roxburgh, 
Khasi [soh]-phan, Central Nicobarese pəyaːl jack-fruit.  
 
†‡1811 *[ ]mhuəl; *[ ]mhəl cloud. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre mhoal (→ Röglai), Jölong h(ə)muːəl (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mương mâl (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese 
mây; (probably ~) Kuy lməl̀, Bahnar həməl.  
Connection uncertain Thin ʔăŋʔul mist; Bahnar kəŋuəl cloud (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); 
Kensiu ʔal cloud, which suggest *(k-)nʔ-; Munda, Austronesian support *mh-. Cf. 
1807 *khuul vapour. 
Sora (i) 'moːdaː-n, compounding form moːl-ən mist, fog (referred at PINNOW 1959 
384 to a root meaning smoke; final discussed ib. p. 361); (ii) mor'moːri-, momo 
(to be) foggy, mor- [smoke, mist] to spread; (iii) umod-ən &c., compounding form 
'moˑd-ən fog, mist, smoke, v.  
Proto-Austronesian *Samuɣ (?) dew: Tagalog hamóg, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 91, *l-, 
Proto-Hesperonesian; Javanese < *S/al/amuɣ?; Proto-Philippine *hamquR, 
ZORC & CHARLES). See BENEDICT 1975 268-9, dew. 
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1812 *[r]huul; *[r]hə[ ]l; *rʔuul; *rʔuəl to grill.  
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy hɔːl to hold over flame, Sre houl to heat up [food] (→ 
Röglai); ~ Biat nhoːl to heat up [food], to grill. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ West Bahnar həhəːl to grill, dry by heat (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
C: (Khmer) Khmer ròːl to expose to heat of fire, roast (probably → Kuy ròːl to singe). 
D: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːəl to grill [fish], (~?) Chrau uəl to toast, roast, 
Biat ual to grill.  
Connect Khmer ʔaːl to roast, grill, burn, (ròːl —) to irritate, ~ Biat rʔaːl irritation, rash; 
but connection uncertain Khasi phon to make stock. Cf. 1685 *hur to expose to 
heat; 1671 *waar &c. …to heat.  
 
(*lhiil, *lh(i)əl see 1803a *hiil bare, smooth, worn.) 
 
1813 *ʔaawʔ upper garment.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer ʔaːv upper garment, Sre aːw garment, Chrau 
aːw shirt, clothes, Biat aːɔ jacket, Jeh, Halang aːw shirt, Bahnar aːw, Mương 
(BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese áo upper garment; → Cham, Röglai aːw, Jarai aːɔ, 
North Röglai au.  
Hardly all ← Vietnamese.  
(SMITH 1972 438.) 
 
‡1814 *kiəw; *giəw left-hand. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre kiaw, Biat ciau. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng giɔː, giɔu, Chrau gyaw; ~ Bahnar ʔŋiɛw.  
Jeh iːw, Halang iaw are ← Indonesian (*uSiau?), see 233 *w[i]ʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 96; cf. SMITH 1972 436; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 48 (c).) 
Proto-Austronesian *kiua: Malay kiwa left-handed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; DYEN 
1953 § 97; DAHL 1973 n. 20.22; Proto-Hesperonesian). See BENEDICT 1975 327. 
 
1815 *kaw areca nut.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese cau; ~ Old Mon kmow /kmɔw/, Literary Mon 
[tnaṁ] kmau areca palm. 
 
1816 *ŋk[awʔ] (kind of) owl.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Nyah Kur kɤẃ owl, Chrau nkoː screech- owl, 
Stieng kɔu, (→?) Biat [klaːŋ] kɔːu, Sakai 'ngkō owl (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 O 72).  
Connection dubious Vietnamese cú. 
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1817 *jkaw (kind of) bear.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Bru sakaw, Stieng [klah] kɔu, Biat kau bear; ~ 
Sre jirkaw Ursus malayanus, Chrau səkaw black bear, Bahnar cəgəːw (!), Mương 
cú (BARKER 1966 15), Vietnamese gấu bear; → Cham cakɔẁ, Jarai jəgɒːo, 
Acehnese cagɛə bear, Röglai jəgəw Melursus ursinus (& jirgəw Ursus malayanus, 
contaminated by Sre), North Röglai cagəu bears.  
Bahnar →, vocalism contaminated by, Indonesian! Vietnamese tone from initial 
sequence. Note Jakun dehóʼ, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 107.  
(SHAFER 1965 531; BLOOD 1966 194.) 
 
1818 *tkaw[ʔ] to sit, stay.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Kuy (t)kaːu to sit, Bru takùː (suggs. 
*tguuʔ?), Kammu-Yuan kɔʔ́ to (lie in) wait for, Praok kaə to endure, ?Nancowry 
kɯ̃ʔ to sit (or ad 283 *[ ]guk?).  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese cứ to continue to, cư to dwell. 
 
†1819 *pkaaw; *pkaʔ flower. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Aslian) Old Mon pkāw /pkaw/, Modern Mon kao, Stieng kaːo, 
Biat kaːɔ, Mendriq, Semnam, Semelai bəkaw; → Röglai bəkaːw (→ Sre); Proto-
Karen *pʻkau (SHAFER 1965); ~ (*pnkaaw >) Chrau ŋkaːw, Bahnar pəkaːw. 
B: (Khmer) Old Khmer p(h)kā, Modern Khmer phkaː.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 34; SHAFER 1965 42; BLOOD 1966 273; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 187.) 
(Ad B) Santali baha, &c. (PINNOW 1959 21; Proto-Munda *baqa).  
Note Proto-Austronesian *buŋa, DEMPWOLFF 1938 35-6; DYEN 1953 § 110; & 
*bu(N)ka to open, DEMPWOLFF 1938 32, *bukac; DYEN 1953 § 108; NOTHOFER 1975 
193. 
 
†1820 *rk[aw]ʔ (& *rkaawʔ?) husked rice.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Palaung rəko, 
Riang-Lang ¯koʔ, Lawa Bo Luang ʔakɑuʔ, Lawa Umphai rakoʔ, Mae Sariang 
ɣakoʔ husked rice, Khasi khaw rice, Sakai rĕkuaʼ husked rice (i.e. Jah Hut; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 R 111); ~ Khmer ʔɔŋkɔː ʼaṅkar (!), Kuy ŋkaːu, Kammu-Yuan 
rəŋkóʔ, Praok gaw, (var. >?) Mương cáo (BARKER 1966 25), Vietnamese gạo! 
husked rice.  
(SHAFER 1965 222, 304, 550; HAUDRICOURT 1965, 171.) 
Gutob, Juang rukuː, ~ Sora 'ruŋkuː-n, &c. (PINNOW 1959 139). 
 
(*skəəw see 1866 *ksəəw red ant; *giəw see 1814 *kiəw left-hand.) 
 
1820a *gaaw (& *gaw?) to go up, climb.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi) Kammu-Yuan kàː, (variant >?) Khasi kiew.  
Separate Praok kaw to stand up, : Lawa Bo Luang kɑuh, &c. 
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(*lŋawʔ see 34 *lŋaaʔ sessamum; *sŋiiw see 37 *sŋiʔ house.) 
 
1821 *cəw to come, go, to return.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Old Mon cow /cɔw/ to return, Modern Mon cao also 
to proceed to arranged destination, Kuy cau to come, Jeh cìw, Halang ciw to go.  
Cf. Khasi shaw to fetch, to go to meet. 
 
1821a *.caaw to bargain.  
A: (Khmuic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Kammu-Yuan cáː to bargain, haggle, Khasi siew to 
pay; ~ Vietnamese giao to hand over (by attraction following, which compare). 
 
1822 *jawʔ (?); *jaaw[ ] to hand over. 
A: (Palaungic, ?Khasi) Praok co, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang choʔ to sell (& Lawa Bo 
Luang thɑuʔ!), (?) Khasi ïew market. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer jāhv to barter, Modern Khmer cìːəv to buy, sell 
(monk's language), Sre jaːw to offer, to hand over, Chrau jaːw to entrust, hand over, 
Bahnar jaːw (what is) handed over; → Cham càːw to hand over, give; Thai cʰâw to 
rent, lease, hire, let.  
Cf. besides preceding. 1729 *j[u]l &c. to buy, with which there is contamination 
connection uncertain Praok [la] caə, Vietnamese chợ market-place.  
(SHAFER 1965 547.) 
 
1823 *[b]jəwʔ to bewitch, exercise supernatural powers.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _cɔʔ to bewitch the affections of (& ¯cɔʔ to bewitch 
so as to cause sickness or death by arbitrary variation; → Kammu-Yuan cɔ́ː  to kill by 
sorcery?); ~ Sre bəjəw, Bahnar pəjɔw, pəjəw shaman; → Cham pacɔẁ, Jarai 
pəjɒːu, Röglai bəjəw, North Röglai bijəu shaman.  
(SMITH 1972 425.) 
 
1824 *taaw to stand.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?Khasi) Old Mon tāw /taw/ to stand, remain, stay, endure, 
Modern Mon tao to be stationary, to dwell, be located in, Chrau taːw to get up, stand 
up; ~ (*[t]ntaaw >) Sre nta(ː)w to be upright, get up; ~ Old Mon ptāw to halt 
(v.t.), in compounds to set up, maintain, Modern Mon pətao to set up…, (?) Khasi 
thaw to make, create.  
Connection dubious Bahnar pədɔ ̄to raise, set upright (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 580.) 
 
1825 *kt[aw]ʔ skin.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Aslian) Kensiu katəʔ, Semai gətəːʔ, Semaq Beri gətuːh; ~ Sre 
gəltaw leather, hide, Chrau ntoː skin, Biat ntɔːu skin, leather.  
(BLOOD 1966 199; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 236 (c).) 
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1826 *kt1aaw sugar-cane.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Sre taːw, Chrau caːw, Biat taːɔ; ~ Bahnar kətaːw, Sedang 
katéo, Bru kataːw.  
(SHAFER 1965 466; BLOOD 1966 336; SMITH 1972 447.)  
 
1827 *ptaw creeper, rattan.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer phdau rattan; ~ (*prtaw >) Chrau pətaw, 
Biat rtau creeper, Khasi pathaw gourd, melon, pumpkin (by attraction Tai *taw, cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 271, dip…). 
 
1828 *pt1[əw]ʔ smoke.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan pətəʔ́, Riang-Lang ¯tɔʔ [_ŋal], Praok taw.  
Connect obscure Sre otərto smoke-cloud, smog. 
 
1829 *daaw noble.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon tɛà nobleman, Khmer tìːəv royal title (TANDART 1935 first 
princess of blood); → Thai tʰáaw rank title for court ladies; ~ Khmer cùmtìːəv lady, 
noblewoman. 
 
1830 *[ ]ɗiiw; *[ ]ɗ[i]əw; by metathesis *[ ]ɗuəy to point (out). 
A: (South Bahnaric) ~ Sre (→ Röglai) sənɗiːw to point out. 
B: (Khasi; ~?) Khasi kdew, ʼdew to point (out). 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy nthùːai to point with finger, Bru sadɒːy. 
 
1831 *cɗaw lamp, torch.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon [pnāṅ] cḍow /cɗɔw/ lamp; ~ (*crɗaw >) Mon 
[kəmot] hədao illuminations, Chrau [uɲ] sədaw torch.  
 
1832 *[c]pn1[ə]w young unmarried man, bachelor.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre pənu, Riang-Lang ¯sənau, Praok sinɔ. 
 
(*krpiiw see 103 *krpiʔ buffalo.) 
 
†1833 *[t1]pawʔ to put hand in.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung po to take [fish] by hand, Riang-Lang ¯poʔ to fumble, to put 
hand into.  
Cf. Lawa Umphai pɔk to take [fish] by hand.  
Mundari tupu, Santali topo to dip (PINNOW 1959 K 531). 
 
(*tbaw see 1835 *[r]baw kind of gourd.) 
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1834 *d[b]aw millet.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Old Khmer tvau, Modern Khmer thpɤ̀u, Stieng bɔu; ~ East 
Bahnar təbɤːu (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Connect 125 *(t)ɓuuʔ sugar-cane? Cf. also 122a *[j]ɓ[o]ʔ kind of cereal crop. (Cf. POU 
& JENNER 1975 no. 19.) 
 
1835 *[r]baw kind of gourd.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Khmer lpɤ̀u, 
rəpɤ̀u Cucurbita pepo (TANDART 1935), Kuy phàːu pumpkin, Stieng rəbɔːu (& 
krəbɔːu) edible wild gourd, War [cya]-tɛpɛu (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.), 
Vietnamese bầu gourd; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang pai, Lawa Umphai mbai Cucurbita 
pepo.  
With Lawa vocalism cf. ʔnai ad 1856 *ləwʔ.  
Cf. Sanskrit alābu- bottle- gourd, lābu-, lābū- gourd, ← Austroasiatic according to 
MAYRHOFER 1953-80 i 55; supposedly → Malay labu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 89, 
*labuc; Proto-Malayo-Javanese; → Central Nicobarese ləbu, ləpu). But perhaps 
*tbaw ~ *trbaw (then Stieng rəbɔːu ← Khmer; Khmer contaminated by 
Sanskrit?), : Toba Batak tabutabu, Malagasy tavu bottle- gourd. (referred to 
*tabuc dipper at DEMPWOLFF 1938 125; HENDON 1964, 372 ff. proposed *tabew; cf. 
BENEDICT 1975 271, dip…).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 68; cf. BEFEO 55, 193.) 
 
(*ɓiəwʔ see 1764 *ɓiə[l]ʔ askew.) 
 
1836 *ɓ[aw]ʔ companion, mate.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre baw spouse, Chrau voː to mate, Riang-Lang ˉboʔ, 
Praok paw companion, friend, (?) Lawa Bo Luang poʔ, Lawa Umphai phoʔ, Mae 
Sariang puʔ one another.  
Palaungic contaminated by 109 *b[oo]ʔ friend. 
 
1837 *kɓaw to rinse mouth out.  
A: (Mon, Katuic, North Bahnaric) Mon bao [paiŋ], Kuy pau [trɑːi]; ~ (*knɓaw >) 
Bahnar gəmɤːu, kəmɤːu (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*miiw see 127 *miʔ (to) rain.) 
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1838 *miəw cat.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Sre meːw, Biat mɛːu, 
Chrau, Bahnar mɛːw cat, Jeh miːw, Halang miãw wild cat, Kammu-Yuan mɛ ̀ːw, 
Riang-Lang _meau, Lawa Bo Luang meau, Lawa Umphai mɛu, Mae Sariang mia, 
Khasi miaw, Vietnamese mèo, Semang méu (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 
45), Central Nicobarese meau cat; → Cham mɯyaːw, Röglai miaːw, North 
Röglai miãu, Acehnese miə, Iban mayau; by back-formation Jarai ɛːo, → Bunör 
ʔɛːw, Biat ɛːu.  
Onomatopoeic. Cf. Thai mɛɛw, Shan mɛɔ̄, &c. (see BENEDICT 1975 411, tiger…; → Kuy 
mɛːu, Bru mɛːw).  
(BLOOD 1966 99.) 
 
‡1839 *by[əw]h storm.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, ?South Bahnaric) Khmer p(h)yùh storm, hurricane, 
Kuy phyùh, Vietnamese bão [tố] storm; ~ (?, *bry[əw]h >) Sre briuh fog, 
Chrau [vɔh] vrɛh drizzle.  
Connection uncertain Kensiu bewaʔ, Mah Meri buwaʔ wind (= SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 W 109 (a), ? (c)). 
Proto-Austronesian *baɣiuS: Tagalog bagyó storm, tempest, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 32). 
 
1840 *raw; *raaw to make a loud sound.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Stieng rɔːu to cry, howl, roar, bellow; ~ Bahnar jrɛw (to give an) 
exultant cry, Jeh driːw to hoot, Halang driaw to talk loudly (with secondary 
fronting); ~ (*.nraw >) Stieng ndrɔu, Chrau ndraw to crow, Biat ndrau to croak, 
crow; ~ Mon krɛà to crow, coo, hiss, Proto-Nyah Kur *khra ̤w (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V208).  
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi riw, riew to make a sound; ~ Khmer krìːəv breaking 
of voice, mew; hoarse, West Bahnar graːo to crow (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre 
nraːw to crow.  
Add perhaps as derivatives 1845 *kra(a)w to call out, announce, 1847 *craaw 
babbling… . Cf. 161 *roʔ &c. to make an inarticulate noise.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; BLOOD 1966 202.) 
 
1841 (Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *riʔaawh >?) *r[ ]aawh to wash. 
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Kuy rìːau, Bru ʔarìaw, Sre, Chrau raːw, 
Biat raːɔ to wash, Jeh, Halang raːw to wash [hands], Kammu-Yuan ràː to wash 
[dishes, edibles], Vietnamese rửa to wash; → Cham, Röglai raːw, Jarai raːɔ, North 
Röglai rau; (probably ~) Bahnar hraːw to wash rice; ~ (?, Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*rinʔaawh >) ʔɲaːw to wash.  
Cf. 2053 *ruuh to wash [clothes]. But hardly connected 165 *kruuʔ.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; SHAFER 1965 517; BLOOD 1966 323; SMITH 1972 441, 444.) 
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1842 *raaw openwork basket.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon rɛà openwork basket, Khmer rìːəv basket for crockery, fish, &c.  
Connection dubious Bahnar dialects rɔːʔ small coarsely woven kind of basket 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh rou, Halang roː back-basket (&c., see SMITH 1972 568; 
< *rɔʔ?). 
 
1843 *kri[i]w; *kriəw to castrate.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng kriːu. 
B: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer kriəv, Sre kriaːw (& kraːw) to castrate, Biat krɛːu 
castrated, Bahnar krɛw to castrate; → Jarai krɛɔʔ, Röglai kriaːw, North Röglai 
kiãu.  
(SHAFER 1965 61.) 
 
1844 *krawʔ back, behind.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon krow /krɔw/ 
behind, after (& krāw /kraw/; with secondary lengthening?), Modern Mon krao to 
be subsequent, Mương khau (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese sau (!)behind, Kensiu 
kiyɔʔ, Temiar kərɯʔ back; → Burmese kro back; (probably) ~ Lawa Umphai 
[ka]ŋgroʔ, Mae Sariang [ɣa]ŋgyoʔ back (or [kaŋ]groʔ &c.; then < simplex).  
With Mương, Vietnamese tone cf. 1856 *ləwʔ; 170 *jriiʔ.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 4 (a).) 
 
1845 *kraw; *kraaw to call out, announce. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ (*knraw >) Riang-Lang _krau news, report (with 
tone contaminated by Shan khɑ̌u), Praok grɔ [grɔŋ] facts, about; ~ (*kpraw >) 
Chrau praw legend, tale. 
B: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Mon, ?Nicobaric) Jeh, Halang kraːw to call, Bahnar kraːw 
to call, cry out, summon; ~ Middle Mon kamrau to announce (or A), Sre kəmraːw 
to be passed round by word of mouth (→ Röglai), Vietnamese rao to announce, 
advertise, cry out; ~ Literary Mon kamrau narration, Modern Mon pərao (facts) 
about. ~ (?) Nancowry kayów to gossip.  
~ 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound?  
(SMITH 1972 443.)  
 
1846 *kraw; *kraaw to poison.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng krɔːu, Chrau kraw to poison [fish] with bark of creeper, 
Biat krau to poison, Bahnar krɔw to poison [fish]; ~ Bru ntràw. 
B: (Bahnaric) Jeh traːu, kraːu to poison [fish] (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ (*kpraaw 
>) Sre [bəs] praːw viper, poisonous snake, Bahnar praːw kind of snake.  
Cf. Khasi khariaw Millettia pachycarpa creeper, yielding fish-poison.  
(SHAFER 1965 103.) 
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1846a *[c]riəw in quantity.  
A: (Mon, Khasi) Mon sea sea all together, Khasi riaw (compounding form!) in a crowd, 
in large numbers.  
Or *sr-. 
 
1847 *craaw babbling, tinkling.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon [sea] sao srau with a confused noise, Khmer craːv metallic 
tinkling.  
~ 1840 *ra(a)w to make a loud sound? 
 
‡1848 *[c]rəw itch.  
A: (Palaungic, Khasi) Palaung hrəv (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang ˉrau itch, (~?) Khasi 
sarew scab, skin disease causing scabs (& satrew sore caused by itch, [ʼniang] trew 
sore caused by itch).  
~ (i) Proto-Austronesian *gar[ə]u: Acehnese, Gayo garu, Cham kàraːw, &c. to 
scratch, Malay garu to scratch hard, &c. (cf. NOTHOFER 1975 88, Proto-Malayo-
Javanese *garəw; Proto-Malayo-Javanese/Proto-Aceh-Cham, perhaps Proto-
West-Indonesian); (ii) East Formosan *kaɣaw, Thao *k/m/uɣaw to scratch 
(BENEDICT 1975 370, which compare). 
 
1849 *triəw oriole.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre [siːm] treːw kind of oriole (DOURNES 1950), West Bahnar [sɛːm 
yɔːŋ] kiaːo oriole (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Distinguish 1788 *kriəlʔ crane. 
 
†1850 *t2rawʔ; *t2raaw[ ] taro. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Mon) Mon krao (or B), Khmer trau 
arum (GUESDON 1930), Sre traw, Chrau [vuːm] traw taro, East Bahnar trɔːu 
amaranth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Riang-Lang ˉsəroʔ taro; ~ Kuy (ʔaː)ràːu taro.  
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric, Khasi) Khmer traːv taro, East Bahnar traːu amaranth 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Khasi shriew, ’riew arum. 
Sora 'saroː-['gai-ən] Caladium esculentum, Mundari saɽu kind of edible root, Santali 
saru taro.  
Proto-Oceanic *ntalo (which might be cognate if Polynesian → Melanesian!) is 
referred to Proto-Austronesian *talət' (DEMPWOLFF 1938 128-9; Malay, Javanese 
kind of tuber). 
 
†1851 *t1praw six.  
A: (Mon, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, South Aslian) Old Mon turow /tərɔw/, Modern Mon 
kərao, Sre, Chrau praw, Biat prau, Mương kháu (BARKER & BARKER 1976), 
Vietnamese sáu, Serting pĕrū’ (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 231); by 
secondary derivation ~ Bahnar tədrɔw, tədrəw, Jeh tadraw, Halang drədraw, 
Ulu Tembeling tĕmpĕrū (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906).  
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Mương, Vietnamese tone from initial sequence. Connect Khasi hinriw (< *-raaw?).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 70; BLOOD 1966 196; SMITH 1972 432.) 
Kharia 'tib(h)ru, &c. (PINNOW 1959 148; Proto-Munda *tɨwru). 
 
1851a *braw[ʔ] mature unmarried person.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer prɤ̀u old maid, (boʔrɔh —) old bachelor; ~ Biat nɗrɔːu, 
(by metathesis *bnruəʔ >) Bahnar adrɔː, Gölar Bahnar hədrɔː widow, widower; 
→ Röglai bənraːw widow, widower. 
Widow(er) perhaps by attraction Cham pìlɔw, &c., < Proto-Austronesian *balu(S) 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 22; DYEN 1953 § 93; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
1852 *braaw coconut palm.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Old Mon brāw /braw/, Modern Mon 
[nɔm] prɛà, Lawa Bo Luang, Lawa Umphai phrɯa, Mae Sariang phɯa, Central 
Nicobarese oyau; → Thai mapʰráaw, → Khmuʼ blaːw, Thin blau; ~ (*bnraaw 
>?) Vietnamese [cây] dừa (for **rừa). 
 
(*sriəw see 1846a *[c]riəw in quantity.) 
 
1853 *law[ʔ] finger, digit.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng lɒːu finger (quantifier), Biat lau [tiː] finger; ~ Sre [ti] naw 
forefinger, Stieng ŋlɒːu, East Bahnar &c. (h)aŋlɤːu finger, toe (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
 
1854 *law; *laaw to pass, exceed; past time. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Halang law more than; to pass by; ~ Stieng nɒːu formerly, 
Sre [or]naw (in the) non-immediate past, Praok naw to be early, primitive; once, 
formerly; ~ Sre rəlaw more, Biat rlau to exceed; past, more, exceeding, Jeh llaw 
more than. 
B: (North Bahnaric) ~ Jeh, Halang naːw more, Jeh ʔnaːw recently (GRADIN & GRADIN 
1979). 
Not *rl- ~ *rnl-, which should yield Stieng rən-, Praok sin-.  
(SMITH 1972 448.) 
 
1855 *laaw which?, what?  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Old Mon lhāw /lhaw/ which?, what? (& 
Modern Mon lɒ < weak form), Kensiu ləw, Temiar loʔ what?; ~ Vietnamese nào 
which?.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 W 77 (a).) 
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1856 *ləwʔ long in duration.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Central Aslian) Old Mon lo’ /lɔʔ/, Modern Mon lòʔ, 
Proto-Semai *liiw (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Mương lô (BARKER 1966 12), Vietnamese 
lâu (!) to take a long time; ~ (*jnləwʔ >) Riang-Lang _cənɔʔ duration; to be long in 
time, (?) Lawa Umphai, Lawa Bo Luang ʔnai late. 
With Lawa vocalism cf. Lawa Bo Luang pai, &c., ad 1835 *[r]baw; with Mương, 
Vietnamese tone cf. 1844 *krawʔ; 170 *jriiʔ. 
 
1857 *klaaw male sexual organs.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Stieng klaːu male sexual 
organs, Chrau klaːw, Biat [ŋkɔːŋ] klaːɔ penis (vulgar), Hre klew, Sedang kléo 
testes, Kammu-Yuan kláː scrotum, penis, Semang klau penis (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 P 53); ~ Central Nicobarese [noːt]-kəməlau boar. 
Hence by deformation Cham, Röglai klaːy penis? Cf. here Lawa Bo Luang kləiʔ. 
Cham pɔ̀ː h kluː, Jarai bɔːh təluː, Röglai boʔ kluh testes are < Proto-Austronesian 
*qət2luɣ egg (DEMPWOLFF 1938 134, *[t]əluɣ). Connect 1859 *t1l[ə]w[ʔ] male?  
(SMITH 1972 449.)  
 
1858 *gləw (kind of) leech.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, North & Central Aslian) Chrau gluː water leech, Biat 
gluː, Semang alu leech (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 46); ~ (*gpləw >) Vietnamese 
[đỉa] trâu large kind of leech; ~ (*gmləw >) Sre blu leech. 
Cf. 1410 *t1ləm &c. land leech.  
(BLOOD 1966 231.) 
 
1858a *t1nlaaw[ ] (& *t1nlaw[ ]?) lake, pond.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Sre tənaw pond, Biat ŋlaːɔ pond, marsh, (variant >?) 
Thin tən̆lo lake. 
Connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *d1an1au (DEMPWOLFF 1938 42, *ḍanav; 
DAHL 1973 § 14.5, 15.2; Cham tànaːw, &c., probably → Bahnar dənɔw); or 
Vietnamese ao pond. 
 
1859 *t1l[ə]w[ʔ] male.  
A: (Bahnaric, South Aslian, Khmuic, Katuic) Sre klaw, Chrau kloː, Biat klɔːu male 
(human being), (by metathesis *t1luəʔ >?) Bahnar klɔː, Jeh klou husband, Halang 
kloː man; ~ (*t1nluəʔ >?) Bahnar tənɔː male, Jeh tanou, Halang tənoː male 
animal; → Jarai tənoː, Röglai tənəw, North Röglai tano male [animal]; ~ Besisi 
malâu, maʼlau husband (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 21 (a)); by 
secondary derivation ~ Chrau səkloː husband, Kammu-Yuan cəmrɔʔ̀ man, male, 
Bru nlaw man.  
Connect 1857 *klaaw male sexual organs?  
(BLOOD 1966 200; SMITH 1972 561, 563.) 
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1860 *ml[əw] betel.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Khmer mlùː, Kuy mphlùː, Bru 
manlùə, Stieng, Chrau, Biat mluː, Bahnar [hlaː] bəlɔw, bələw, Kammu-Yuan 
plùː, Mương trù (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese trầu; → (i) Thai pʰluu, Shan pū̀, 
→ Riang-Lang _plu, Lawa Bo Luang ploʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang phloʔ 
betel, Palaung plu areca nut; (ii) Karo Batak belo betel; & (iii) by obscure 
borrowing route (*sla blu >) Middle Mon sablu, Modern Mon həplùʔ betel leaf; 
Central Sakai blök areca nut. 
Culture-word; Khmer perhaps → South Bahnaric; but hardly all ← Tai in view of 
Khmer m-. Hence ultimately Proto-Austronesian *buyuq, BLUST 1973 no. 92 
(Proto-Hesperonesian)? Cf. BENEDICT 1975 299, fruit… (IV); Tho-Nung shows 
anomalous diphthongization, supporting *-əw.  
(SHAFER 1965 298; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 125.)  
 
1861 *rliw (& *rliiw?) lazy.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương, ?Khmuic). Mon [kənùh] lì to be lazy, idle, Khmer rəlìːv 
drowsy, (~, or with phrasally conditioned tone?) Vietnamese lêu-[ổng] to loaf, be 
lazy; ~ (?, *krliw >) Kammu-Yuan [kráːw] kríw carelessly; untidy. 
Mon, Khmer vowel lengthening perhaps regular in context. Cf. 189 *laʔ liiʔ &c. 
careless, slovenly. 
 
1862 *slewʔ to squint.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Khasi, Viet-Mương) Khmer slaev squinting, Vietnamese lé to squint; 
~ Mon həle salew to be oblique, (mòt —) to squint, Khmer srəlaev, (TANDART 
1935, SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.) srəleːv, Khasi share squinting; ~ (*splewʔ > 
Vietnamese tréo to be at an angle, crossed (& trẹo to be off natural position, to be 
dislocated). 
Cf. 759 *sliŋ &c. …to squint. 
 
1863 (*tawaw >?) *twaaw, *ta[ ]waw koel, Eudynamys scolopaceus malayana 
Cabanis and Heine.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) (*tw-) Old Mon twāw /twaw/, Literary Mon kwau; 
(*ta[ ]w-) Mon kaowao (& həcem kəwao; by contraction?), Khmer taːvau, Biat 
taːwau; → Cham tawaːw. 
Onomatopoeic. 
 
†1864 *ksiw; *ksiəw to whisper. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ɗəs] chiw, by metathesis (*kwis >) Biat [ŋəːi] chwih. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi) Khmer [khsɤp]-khsiəv; ~ (*kpsiəw >) Mon 
kəsea, Riang-Lang kəsiao (!), Khasi pasiaw. 
Riang-Lang -s- by onomatopoeic retention. 
Sora po'se-pa'se- [to speak] in whispers (RAMAMURTI 1938; beside po'seːge-pə'seːge-). 
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1865 *ks[aw]ʔ red.  
A: (Kuy, Palaungic, Khasi). Kuy (k)sau, Palaung kho, Khasi saw (compounding 
form?). 
Kuy may imply *-ɔʔ. Connection dubious Chrau prhɔː.  
 
†1866 *ksəwʔ; *ksəəw[ ] red ant. 
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian) Kammu-Yuan khúʔ red ant, Semang kaso’ ant (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 A 101). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Stieng ceːu large kind of biting ant, 
Central Nicobarese kaːhɤə large red ant, by metathesis (*skəəw[ ] >) Khasi 
’khiew (~ dkhiew) ant; (probably, rather than A) by secondary derivation ~ Mon 
(k)əchao red ant. 
(By metathesis?) Mundari hao-[mui’ɟ], Santali hao large red ant (PINNOW 1959 K 
534). 
 
1867 *br[s]aw; *br[s]aaw kind of water snail. 
A: (North Bahnaric) East Bahnar bəsɤːu kind of freshwater univalve (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vəsaːw small kind of water snail. 
?Connected to Khmer [khyɔːŋ] khiav kind of snail so *k(m)e-.  
 
1868 *hiiw; *hiəw to drift. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Mon hi to drift, Kontum Bahnar hiyuː drifting 
(on water), floating (in air) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese hiu-hiu [wind] to 
blow very lightly. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Jölong h(i)ɛːo drifting (on water) (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ Vietnamese phiêu to drift, flost. 
Rather than Mon : Khmer hael to swim. 
 
1869 *haaw to climb, ascend.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau haːw to ascend, Biat haːɔ to go up, climb, Sre, Bahnar, Jeh, 
Halang haːw to climb; ~ Chrau tənhaːw to raise, Biat nhaːɔ to lift, raise.  
(SHAFER 1965 271; BLOOD 1966 296; SMITH 1972 440.) 
 
1870 *krhiəw small bell, jingle.  
A: (Mon, Khasi, Katuic) Mon hərea small bell, bicycle-bell, Khasi [sha]kuriaw jingle, 
cymbal, Bru ʔarìiw small bell. 
 
1871 *ʔas; *ʔəs to swell. 
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Khasi, Central & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy ʔah inflamed and 
swollen, Sre as swelling, Biat ɛh abscess, Bahnar dialects ɛh (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi at, Semai ʔas, Semelai ʔɔs to swell; ~ (*pnʔas >) Bahnar pəʔŋɛh to swell. 
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B: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kammu-Yuan ès to swell, swelling, Riang-Lang as swollen, to 
swell, Palaung ər to be swollen (so probably, rather than A), Praok uːa, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔɔih to swell, Nancowry yəh́ to swell.  
(SHAFER 1965 431; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 540.) 
 
(*ʔaas see 1873 *iʔaas to shine.) 
 
1872 *[ ]ʔus; *[ ]ʔuus; *[ ]ʔuəs fire, firewood.  
A: (Khmer) Khmer ʔoh us firewood; → Cham, Jarai, North Röglai ʔjuh, Röglai iuh 
firewood. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre ous, Temiar ʔoːs, Semelai ʔus fire. 
C: (Mon, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric, Katuic) Middle Mon ’oh /ʔoh/, Modern 
Mon uh firewood, Kuy ʔuːh, Bru ʔuːyh fire, firewood, Kensiu ʔɔs, Semai ʔɔːs fire, 
Central Nicobarese ɔh̃ firewood. 
Cf. 885 *ʔuɲ fire Mương (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese củi may be connected, as 
Vietnamese cứt with 794 *ʔic &c.; so may 2041 *[k]ɓuh to burn, grill. But Cham 
&c. suggest *jʔ-.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 22; SHAFER 1965 436; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 124.) 
 
1872a *ʔuus to drag.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer ʔoːh ʼūs, Stieng, Biat uːih, Chrau uih. 
 
†‡1873 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *iʔaas > *yaas, Pre-Palaungic *ʔaas; (Pre-Proto-
Mon-Khmer *iʔaaʔ >) *yaʔ to shine. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Old Mon yās /yas/, Modern 
Mon yɛh̀ dawn, to shine, Riang-Lang ˉɑs to glitter, shine, Proto-Semai *jiis daylight 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Old Mon yimās shining [gold], Old Khmer mās, Modern Khmer 
mìːəh, Stieng maːih gold, Sre mah (!)gold, shiny (→ Röglai məh shine; ≠ mɯh 
gold, ← Cham?), Biat maːih, Bahnar mayh gold.  
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ Bahnar) məɲaʔ, pəɲaʔ gleaming 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; perhaps ~ (*ipʔaaʔ >) Khasi ba to show a light; by 
secondary derivation ~ thaba to glitter (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.); ~ (*irʔaaʔ >) 
Sre cira brilliant, dazzling (↔ Röglai ciraː). 
Kontum Bahnar, Jeh, Halang mah, & probably Semang, Sakai mas gold (SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 G 62) are ← Indonesian, below. Connect 1920 *c[b]as light, clear? 
? ~ Nancowry cuŋác natural light.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 178; SHORTO 1972 235; BLOOD 1966 306; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 D 35; cf. SMITH 1972 368.) 
Kharia me'jaʔ morning (ad B; PINNOW 1959 K 173).  
(Probably →!) Proto-Austronesian *[ ]əmat': Acehnese möih!, Cham mɯh, &c., 
Malay ĕmas gold, &c. (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 50; Proto-West-Indonesian). The same 
Acehnese vocalism in döih : Cham hatàːh clear, bright; is this also connected? 
(Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 26.) 
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1874 *knʔiəs nail, claw.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre nɗias nail, claw, hoof, Chrau kənhyeːih nail, Biat ɲɛh, Bahnar 
təʔŋiəh nail, claw, Jeh kaʔniayh, Halang kəʔniah nail. 
Cf. (i) Stieng kəniː; (ii) Central Nicobarese keʃuəh (< *kəcuəs < *kəyuəs by 
dissimilation?). Connection dubious 1880 *kiəs …to scratch.  
(BLOOD 1966 98; SMITH 1972 501.) 
 
(*cʔees see 1960 *cʔeh to stink; *cʔaas see 7 *cʔaʔ clear, clean.) 
 
†1875 *cʔu[s]; *chuu[s] to rot. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Khasi) Mon ɒh s’uih to rot, be decayed; ~ (*cpʔu[s] >) Kuy pʔoːh 
spoiled [food], Bru paʔuːyh rancid, spoiled, Khasi pyut /pʔut/ to decay, rot. 
B: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung cur (MILNE 1931), Praok cu [siʔum] to decay, 
Vietnamese in compounds hủ rotten [wood]. 
In view of Vietnamese perhaps *-h(-s). Cf. 1960 *cʔeh to stink. 
Sora sʔoː- to be rotten, to spoil, &c. (PINNOW 1959 K 193a). 
Hence Tibeto-Burman *u (BENEDICT 1972 148 no. 489; Kachin, Burmese, Kuki)? 
 
(*t[ʔ]aas see 1962 *[t1]ʔah forehead; *prʔas see 248a *prsaʔ child’s spouse.) 
 
‡1876 *pʔus; *pʔuus guava tree. 
A: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ổi; → Bahnar oːy; Cham uyh, North Röglai ui. 
B: (South Bahnaric) → Röglai ous; (probably ~) Sre pəʔous. 
Proto-Austronesian *paSuq: Cham paɔːʔ mango tree, &c., Malay pauh wild mango, &c. 
(cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 115 16, *pacuh; DYEN 1953 § 53). 
The guava is exotic! 
 
†1877 *rʔis to count.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon ruih, Modern Mon rɜh̀, Palaung dir; ~ (*rmʔis >) 
Middle Mon lamih number, Modern Mon kəmìh, Praok sime total. 
Sora diˑ('diˑ)- to count. 
 
(*rʔbi(ə)s see 1927 *ris root.) 
 
1878 *lʔas ripe.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mon duh to be ripe, grow ripe, (~?) Vietnamese nảy to grow, 
sprout, (— nở) bloom; ~ Middle Mon lamʼah, ramʼah, Literary Mon l(a)muh ripe. 
 
(*lʔəəs see 1965 *lʔəh to make, do.) 
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1879 *lʔus fat, grease.  
A: (Palaungic, North & Central Aslian) Lawa Bo Luang laʔauh, Lawa Umphai raʔaus, 
Mae Sariang laɣɔih, Jehai, Lanoh ləʔɔs; ~ Temiar lɛnʔɔs. 
 
‡1880 *kais; *kiəs; *kis to scrape, scratch. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon kās /kas/ to shave oneself, 
Modern Mon kah to shave, to scrape off, up, Khmer kaeh (& keh; kɛs &c.), Stieng 
kɛh to scratch; ~ Bahnar cəkɛh to pick up or scratch with nail (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63), Vietnamese gải to scratch oneself.  
B: (Mon, Khmer, Viet-Mương) Middle Mon, Modern Mon keh to write with a stylus, 
Khmer kiəh kiəs to scrape, Vietnamese kẻ to draw [line]; ~ Vietnamese ghẻ itch, 
scabies. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung kir to draw a line (MILNE 1931). 
Connect besides following 1890 *ʔciis to draw, write; & Temiar giːs, Semai II gih to 
scratch, ~ Semelai gahgeh. Cf. also 802 *kaac, 799) *kiic &c.; 1442 *kaay; 867 
*kwaac &c.; A138 *kwaay.  
(SHAFER 1965 73; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 30.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *kaSit': Acehnese kɛh-kɛh to scratch, Malay kais, &c. [fowl] to 
scratch up food, Javanese krè-kès to beg shamelessly, Cebuano Bisayan kahis to 
level with strickle (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 72, *kacit'; Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) 
*kit'kit': Malay kikis to scrape off, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 81; less Javanese, < i; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. also *kat'kat' to scratch, DEMPWOLFF 1938 76. See 
BENEDICT 1975 371-2. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 58.) 
 
(*kais see also 1967 *k[i]i[h] kind of deer or goat.) 
 
†‡1881 *kuus; *kuəs; (*kaus =?) *ko[ ]s to scrape, scratch, shave.  
A: (Khasi) Khasi khud to scrape off with sharp instrument. 
B: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Stieng kuaih to scratch (up), Sre kuah, Chrau kɔːih to shave, 
scrape, Biat kwah to claw, Bahnar koyh to scrape, Kontum Bahnar shave, Central 
Nicobarese ikoːəh-[həŋə] to shave; → Cham kwah to shave, scrape, scratch, Jarai 
kuːah, Röglai, North Röglai, kuah to shave, to scrape, Acehnese kuəh to dig. 
C: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Khmer) Khmer kaoh kos to scrape (or < A, levelled 
on derivation?), Bunör kɔih to shave off, Mintil kɔũs to scratch; (or A) ~ Khmer 
khnaoh scraper. 
Add following? Connect preceding. (which compare, with references). Vietnamese 
cạo to shave is perhaps cognate Kammu-Yuan kòr to scratch.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; BLOOD 1966 58; SMITH 1972 512; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 50.) 
Kharia kɔi to shave, &c. (PINNOW 1959 382).  
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Proto-Austronesian (i) *kut'kut': Karo Batak kuskus crust of rice in pot, Iban kukus to 
scrape out, &c. (cf. BLUST 1970 no. 226, BLUST 1973 no. 175; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (ii) *ka[ ]ut': Acehnese kɔh to level [grain in measure], Iban 
kaus to scrape out (so Proto-West-Indonesian). Cf. Toba Batak hao to itch, scratch 
(< *ka[ ][u]q). See BENEDICT 1975 371-2. 
 
1882 *kuus (& *kuəs?) to trim, whittle.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Stieng kùːɛh, Sre kous to trim down, pare down, whittle, 
Chrau koːih to whittle; (variant?) ~ Mon həkuh phakoh, sakoh to whittle. 
= preceding? 
 
(*[p]kas see 1914 *kpas side of body.) 
 
1883 *[r]kus; *[r]kuus; *[r]kuəs; *[r]k[iə]s porcupine. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung [i]kɯr (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang-Lang ˉrəŋkɔs. 
B: (Central Aslian) Temiar kuːs (BENJAMIN 1976B 131), Proto-Semai *kuus (DIFFLOTH 
1977). 
C: (Katuic) ~ Kuy [cəŋ] ŋkɑh, Bru sukəːyh. 
D: (Palaungic, Khasi) ~ Danaw ¬tɔŋ ˉkiɛt̀, Khasi dyngkhied. 
Cf. Iban angkis.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 185.) 
 
1884 *gas; *gaas to separate by force. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy) Khmer kɔə̀h gās' to pry up, uproot, gouge out, force open, Kuy khɛh̀ to 
pry up, pry open. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ Biat rgaːih to separate persons fighting. 
 
(*gaas see also 1975 *gah outside; *guus see 1976 *guh to swell; *rgaas see 1928 
*g-raas …to comb… .) 
 
1885 *ŋ[ ]əs to wake (v.i.).  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Katuic). Mon ŋùh (< */ŋoh/ < */ŋɔh/) to wake (v.i.), 
(probably) Kuy ŋɯ̀h to surface, Bru ŋàyh no longer sleepy; ~ Literary Mon pṅah 
[>] pṅoh [>] pṅuh to rouse; ~ Biat rŋɛh to stay awake. 
Or, if Kuy mɛh̀, Bru ʔamàyh to wake (v.t.) are cognate, *ŋw-? (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 A 192.) 
 
1886 *ŋus; *ŋuus; *ŋuəs price. 
A: (Palaungic) Praok [sin] ŋaw wealth. 
B: (Mon) Old Mon ṅūs /ŋus/, Modern Mon ŋùh price. 
C: (Palaungic) Palaung ŋuər, Praok ŋɔ, Lawa Bo Luang ŋuah, Lawa Umphai ŋuas, 
Mae Sariang ŋoih price. 
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1887 *cis; *ciis; *ciəs low, to descend. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, North & Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon cis /cøs/, 
Middle Mon cuih to go down, Praok se [saŋ] to be oppressed = [caoŋ ma] se south 
(cf. laoŋ to be high; (caoŋ ma —) north), Lawa Bo Luang [ka]saih, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang [ka]seh below; ~ Kammu-Yuan kəsés to fall; ~ Semang măchis 
low, shallow; steep descent (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 150 (a)); ? by dissimilation 
Nancowry ʔɛś down. 
B, C: (Mon) Late Middle Mon, Modern Mon cih = Old Mon cis; Literary Mon ceh down. 
Cf. Central Nicobarese -ʃe downwards (< *ciʔ?). 
 
1888 *c[ii]s to oppose.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Literary Mon ceh [caḥ] to oppose, be refractory; ~ Khmer cəceːh 
caces to persist in face of opposition (with vocalism levelled on next); ~ (*crc[ii]s 
>) Literary Mon dacih [dacaḥ] to oppose, Khmer cacres to persist in face of 
opposition (GUESDON 1930). 
*ce(e)s should yield Khmer -ɛs. Literary Mon ceh by analogy ceh = Modern Mon cih 
to go down (see preceding), or < *ciəs. 
 
†1889 *cuus; *cəs to select.  
A: (Central Aslian) Temiar cuːs (BENJAMIN 1976B 131). 
B: (Mon, Central Aslian) Middle Mon [ruy] cah; ~ Serau chenlas to choose (i.e. 
Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C? 120A). 
Cf. Khasi jied, Nancowry hasət́. Connect by metathesis or assimilation A58 *[s]ac? 
Sora seˑ-, se'se- (< *ciəs < *ciəs < *cəs?).  
 
1890 *ʔciis to draw, write.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Sre (→ Röglai), Chrau, Bahnar cih to 
draw, write, Hre acìh, Lawa Umphai sas, Mae Sariang saih to write, Palaung swir 
[sʻiɹ]̣ to cross out; ~ Biat nceh to write. 
Cf. 1880 *kais, *ki(ə)s …to scratch (, write); & Biat rcuːih to draw a line, cross out.  
(BLOOD 1966 209; SMITH 1972 336.) 
 
1891 *ʔcas; *ʔcaʔ; *ʔcaaʔ old. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer (ʼ)cas, Modern Khmer cah, Stieng ceːh. 
B, C: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang ˉcɑʔ to be old, mature, tough, rough; ~ ˉrəŋcaʔ old age. 
B, C contaminated by 164 *kra[ ]ʔ? Connect perhaps Sakai jaja (i.e. Temiar), SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 O 20; but Vietnamese già is < 1787 *raal. 
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†1892 *kcas; *kcaas; (by dissimilation?) *kcah charcoal.  
A, B: (Palaungic, ?Khmuic) Praok sua, Lawa Bo Luang sɔih, Lawa Umphai sɔs; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan kənsáh (or C); ~ Riang-Lang kərc(h)as (A), (B) Palaung kəsar. 
C: (Mon, Bahnaric, Katuic) Mon, Sre, Chrau chah charcoal (& Nyah Kur ksah 
firewood); ~ (*krcah >) Kuy (k)cah, Bru kucah, Jeh kacah, Halang kəcah 
charcoal. 
Connect Stieng cɒː uiɲ.  
(SMITH 1972 370.) 
Sora ə'saɟ-ən, Kharia ga'saʼɟ, &c. (PINNOW 1959 289; by metathesis or assimilation < 
*kasac or the like). 
 
1893 *kc[a]s lightning.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Semang kăchāʼ (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 L 91); 
~ Palaung kəsər, Praok [tu] sa. 
 
1894 *k[m]cas to sneeze.  
A: (Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy (k)ceh, Bru càyh (!), Bahnar kəsɛh, Jeh 
kacayh, Halang kəceh, (~?) Riang-Lang kəmchas; by metathesis (*cmas >) 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang ʔmɔih, Lawa Umphai ʔmɔs.  
For Khmer kɔndah, Chrau kətaih see 1900 *dt1as to make a sound. ?Connected by 
dissimilation Nancowry ʔás sneeze.  
(SMITH 1972 499.) 
 
(*krcaas see 874 *ksac sand.)  
 
1895 *pcaas (& *pca[ ]h?) sour.  
A: (Mon, North Aslian) Mon phyah to be sour, sharp-tasting (& Nyah Kur cah; < 
variant?), Semang pĕcas sour (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 349). 
Note Khasi sat pungent in taste; perhaps rather connected 989 *pcət bitter, astringent. 
 
‡1896 *bcaas contrary.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Old Mon -cās /cas/, Modern Mon cah 
to go in the opposite direction, Khmer caːh cās contrary, against (TANDART 1935) 
(with head register levelled on derivatives?), Praok cha (!) to oppose, Central 
Nicobarese [hə]-ʃaːhə topsy-turvy, to throw spear butt foremost, lie with feet towards 
hut door; ~ Old Mon bircās approach, Khmer craːh (?; with regular metathesis) in 
the opposite direction, Khasi by dissimilation pyrshah opposite; by secondary 
derivation ~ (*crcaas >) Middle Mon dacaḥ, Modern Mon həcah to go towards, 
Khmer carcrās refractory, obstinate (GUESDON 1930).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 16.) 
(?) ~ Proto-Austronesian *mət'aq: Javanese mĕsah enemy, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
106). See BENEDICT 1975 281. 
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1897 *[ ]jiis; *[ ]jiəs; *[ ]jəs to prick, to sew. 
A: (Katuic, Nicobaric) Kuy jih, Bru yih, Central Nicobarese iciːh-[hətə] to sew. 
B: (Mon, ?Bahnaric) Literary Mon jeh to prick skin and draw blood, (or C?) Stieng jɛh to 
prick, lance, Bahnar jɛh to prick, lance, to gut. 
C: (Khmer, ?North Aslian) Khmer jas' to prick to extract [thorn] (GUESDON 1930), 
Semang cɔs to sew (i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296; ?). 
 
1898 *jas to shiver.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon còh to have fever, Palaung jər to shake (v.t.); ~ Riang-Lang 
_tərcəs to tremble; ~ Palaung pənyər slight chill, shivering (& by back-formation 
yər, Mon, to tremble). 
Cf. 1995 *[r]njuh &c. to shake. 
 
1898a *jus (& *juus?) to take down, out, to lay down.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre jus to take off [carrying-basket], to extract [thorn], Chrau juih to 
drop, let fall, Biat jɯih to put down, (variant >?) Bahnar yuyh to take down, 
dismantle, to take out of storage-place.  
Add perhaps Khmer cùh juḥ to evacuate the bowels. Connect 1606 *jur[ ] &c. to 
descend? 
 
(*t1aas see 1998 *t1ah level.) 
 
1899 *t1uəs; *t1əəs; (by interdialectal borrowing?) *t1[wə]s to proclaim. 
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Old Mon tos /tos/ to utter, proclaim; ~ (*[t1]nt1uəs >) Praok 
dua to assert. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre təːs to announce a death, Biat təːih [mbuːŋ] to carry a 
message. 
C: (Mon) Middle Mon twah /twɔh/, Modern Mon kwɔh to utter, proclaim. 
Connect following? 
 
1900 *kt1as to make a sound.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Stieng tɛh to make a sound, make a noise (→ or ~ Chrau taih 
loud), Bahnar dialects tɛh noise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer kɔndah kaṇtās' 
(→ Stieng kəndɛh), Chrau kətaih to sneeze (by attraction 1894 *k[m]cas), Sre 
ntas = Stieng tɛh, (~?) Jeh tatayh to speak, Halang həteh to say; ~ Biat ntɛh, 
Bahnar dialects kətɛh noise (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Cf. Central Rölöm teh to report (BLOOD 1976) (< *kt1əs?). Connect preceding?  
(BLOOD 1966 251.) 
 
1901 *[k]nt1a[i]s prawn.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Thin cən̆ta (!), Riang-Lang kəntɑs. 
With Thin initial cf. cəc̆ndraeh̯ < 1947 *k/n/lais; but Riang-Lang k- perhaps by 
attraction animal prefix. 
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†1902 *[j]t[ɔ]s to dam in order to catch fish.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer tùəh das' to dam; ~ Mon hətɔh datah dry-dam fish-trap; by 
secondary derivation ~ Khmer thnùəh fish-weir or fish-crawl of branches.  
Or *-əs. 
(?) Kharia ɟ(h)ɛntu date-leaf mat, Santali ɟhəṇṭi wattle, wattle fence, ɟiɲri watering-pot, 
fish-trap. (PINNOW 1959 K 370). 
 
†1903 *pt1is; *pt1iis; by metathesis *psi(i)t fungus. 
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Khasi) Old Mon ptis /ptøs/, Modern Mon pətɒh, Kammu-Yuan tís, 
Khasi tit. 
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung tir, Riang-Lang ˉtis, Praok ti (or A?), Lawa Bo 
Luang, Mae Sariang taih, Lawa Umphai tas, Proto-Semai *btees (DIFFLOTH 
1977). 
C: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer phsɤt, Stieng ceːt, Biat cheːt, (~?) Sre bəsit; ~ (*pns- 
>) Chrau nseːt, Hre basɛt̀, basìt.  
(SHAFER 1965 432; SMITH 1972 217; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 292.) 
Sora 'batiː-n. 
 
(*rt1a(a)s see 2009 *rt1ah to explode; *dəəs see 78 *dəəʔ …to be brought up short…; 
*ɗiis see 86 *ɗiiʔ one.) 
 
1903a *ɗas; *ɗaas to break (v.i.). 
A: (South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Biat dɛh, Central Nicobarese dɛʃ-, dɛh-[ŋə], 
Nancowry rás. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Mon dah [rain] to stop (?), Chrau daːih to break. 
Add perhaps Khmer tɔə̀h dās' at odds, to quarrel. Bru dɛh v.t. suggests *-ais. 
 
†1904 *cɗis cotton.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat deh; ~ (*cnɗis >) Sre ɗis. 
*c- rests on Munda.  
(BLOOD 1966 47.) 
Sora ə'diː-n cotton, Kharia si'diʔ cotton pod (PINNOW 1959 327). 
 
1904a *tɗus; *tɗuəs to pull out, off, back. 
A: (Katuic, South Bahnaric) Kuy toh, Bru təwh to pull out [hair &c.] (so *t- ?), Sre dus 
to pull out, pull up, uproot. 
B: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat dɔːih [ntɔːu] to skin; ~ (*trɗuəs >) Mon hədɔh 
th(a)ḍah to pull back [bowstring], remove [ear-wax]. 
 
(*pɗiəs see 2015a *pɗuh …to spark… .)  
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1905 *tnaas (& *tnas?) goal, intention.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon tnas /tnɔs/ (in the) intention of bringing about, Middle Mon 
tnah in order to (originally weak form, or < variant), Khmer thnaːh thnās until, 
(GUESDON 1930) in order to. 
 
1906 *bn2iəs spear.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Old Mon bnas /bnɔs/, Modern Mon nùh, 
Kammu-Yuan plias, Palaung leər, Riang-Lang _plɛs, Praok plia, Lawa Bo Luang 
pleh, Lawa Umphai phlias, Mae Sariang pliah, Nancowry sanéh. 
Connection uncertain Tagalog bulos harpoon (& Javanese bulus spear, cited at SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 S 368), with which cf. Bateg Deq bulus, Semnam buluːs spear; 
Moken bulo. South Nicobarese piːloːiyə pronged spear, compared at SHAFER 1965 
433, more probably belongs here. 
 
‡1907 *mnəs to have in mind.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon mirnas /mərnɔs/ to remember, Modern Mon 
hənùh to think of, remember; ~ (*mpnəs >) Old Mon munas to inform, Sre ɗəs to 
speak. 
Connection uncertain Khmer srənɔh sraṇoḥ to miss, regret the absence of. 
~ Proto-Austronesian *manəq: Toba Batak por-mano-mano-an remembrance, 
Javanese manuh to be known, Cebuano Bisayan ma/ng/nu, ma/ng/nù to 
remember, to remind (so Proto-Hesperonesian). DEMPWOLFF 1938 105 compares 
Toba with Malay manah heirloom. 
 
‡1908 *pis; *piis knife.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng pɛh, Chrau pih, Biat peh (A), (B) Sre piːs. (SHAFER 1965 
481; BLOOD 1966 44.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pit'au: Malay pisau, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 120; Proto-
Hesperonesian). 
 
‡1909 *pis; *pəs to pound. 
A: (Mon, Bahnaric) Old Mon pis /pøs/, Modern Mon pɒh, Stieng (→ Chrau ?), Bahnar 
pɛh, Jeh, Halang peh; ~ Stieng brəniːh, Biat rnih flour. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer pas, Modern Khmer bɔh (& Middle Khmer 
poḥ!) to pulverize (→ Thai bòt to crush, grind, pound), Biat pɛh to pound [rice]. 
Connect Sre piah to pound [rice].  
(BLOOD 1966 252; SMITH 1972 357; cf. SCHMIDT 1905 15; SHAFER 1965 558.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pipit': Malay pipis to grind [spices], &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 119; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). Cf. Sanskrit piṣṭa- pounded. (POU & JENNER 1975 no. 11.) 
 
1910 *piəs; *pəs to kick. 
A: (Mon) Mon peh [animals] to kick. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung pər to kick. 
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(*pəəs see 2029 *puh to open.) 
 
1911 *pus; *puəs (& *puus?); *pəs barking deer. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung por, Riang-Lang ˉpos, Lawa Bo Luang pauh, Lawa Umphai 
paus. 
B: (Khmuic, Central Aslian, Katuic) Kammu-Yuan púas, Semai dialects pɔːs (DIFFLOTH 
1977) (& poːs; < *puus?), Bru pɔːyh. 
C: (Mon, North Aslian) Mon pɔh barking deer (& peh mouse deer by arbitrary 
variation), Semang păs kijang (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 D 76). 
Connect Malay napoh, ↔ Central Sakai napöh.  
(SHAFER 1965 24a, 426.) 
 
‡1912 *puus; *puəs heart. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian; ~ *pnuus >) Biat nuːih heart (figurative), Sre 
nus, Chrau [play] nuːih, Bahnar nuyh heart, Khasi ʼnud, [doh]nud liver, heart, 
mind, Proto-Semai *noos heart (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
B: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian, ?Nicobaric, ?North Bahnaric) Bahnar poːih wood 
exclusive of bark (?) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Palaung nuər, Riang-Lang 
[kə]nuas heart, Semai II nɔːs liver, Central Nicobarese [koːi]-pəniːwə, Nancowry 
kúypaúva heart (connection dubious); ~ Old Mon pumas /pəmɔs/, Modern Mon 
[kon] kəmɔʔ!, (learned form) paomòh heart. 
With Central Nicobarese final cf. kəyuːə < 1936 *kruəs.  
(SHAFER 1965 182; BLOOD 1966 234; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 63.) 
Proto-Austronesian *put'uq: Toba Batak pusu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 124; DYEN 1953 
§ 64). See BENEDICT 1975 312-13. 
 
(*puus see also 2028 *puh to blow.)  
 
1913 *puəs calf of leg.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng poɛh [jəːŋ], Chrau pɔːih, Biat [plai] pɔːih, Bahnar 
poyh, Jeh, Halang puayh calf of leg, (merging 1673 *t/p/wər, which see) 
Palaung puər (— grɔŋ) calf, (— ti) forearm.  
(SMITH 1972 510.) 
 
1914 *kpas; *kpa[i]s; by metathesis *[p]kas side of body. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Praok pɔ; ~ (*krpas >) Sre rəpas floor-joist, rib, 
Chrau [ntiːŋ] rəpaih rib; → Bahnar kəpah one side.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat [ntiːŋ] paːih rib.  
C: (Mon, North Aslian; ~ *[p]nkas >) Nyah Kur [cəluːt] ŋkayh, Pangan bengkɔh 
rib (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 101). 
Connect Stieng rəpaːi side of body, (tiːŋ —) rib; the same correspondence ad 1944 
*la[i]s. 
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‡1915 *kpaas cotton.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Viet-Mương) (Khmer baːh pās cotton 
threads tied round corpse ←?) Stieng paːih, Chrau paːih cotton; ~ Khmer krəpaːh 
krapās, Kuy (k)paːh, Bahnar kəpayh, Lawa Bo Luang ʔaphaih, Lawa Umphai 
rapas, Mương pải (BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese vải cotton; ~ Khasi kynphad, 
kymphad (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.). 
Cf. Riang-Lang ˉpɑy, probably contaminated by Tai (cf. BENEDICT 1975 427, yarn).  
(SHAFER 1965 477; SMITH 1972 506; HAUDRICOURT 1965, 171.) 
Proto-Austronesian *kapat': Malay kapas, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 75). 
Austroasiatic → Sanskrit karpāsa-, see MAYRHOFER 1953-80 i 174. 
 
‡1916 *t2puus; *t2puəs; *t2pəs (& *t2pas?); *t2piis; *t2puəʔ to sweep. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Old Khmer pos, Modern Khmer 
baoh (→ Chrau ɓoːih?), Kuy pɔːh, Stieng puːih, Jeh puːyh to sweep (GRADIN & 
GRADIN 1979), Proto-Semai *pɤɤs to wipe (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ (*t2npuus >) Kuy 
mpɔːh broom; ~ (Jeh? → Bahnar həpuyh, səpuyh to sweep.  
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Mon) Middle Mon twah, Modern Mon kwɔh to sweep (or, with 
derivation, C), Biat pɔːih to remove [rust, scales from fish]; ~ (*t2np- >) Middle 
Mon tamah, Modern Mon kəmɔh broom; by secondary derivation ~ (*prnuəs >) 
Stieng brənuːɛh broom. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Katuic, Nicobaric) Sre pəs, Biat pɛh to sweep, (*t2pas >?), Bru 
tapayh to wipe off, Central Nicobarese ifaːh- to brush, sweep, rub off dirt, 
Nancowry (ʔi)fáh brush, sweep; (?) → Röglai bah; ~ Biat mpɛh broom; by 
secondary derivation ~ Sre pərnəs broom. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Palaung pir, Riang-Lang ˉpis, Praok pi 
to sweep; ~ Bunör mpih broom, Riang-Lang ˉsəmpis broom, broom-grass; ~ Bateg 
Nong təmpɛs to wipe; ~ (*t2rpiis >) Lawa Bo Luang [khɑuʔ] ʔaphaih, Lawa 
Umphai [hlaʔ] rapas broom-grass. 
E: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan pɔʔ to sweep; by secondary derivation ~ Thin pṛnɔ broom.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 30; SHAFER 1965 428; BLOOD 1966 48a, b; SMITH 1972 497; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 W 124.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *pa[ ]pat': Malagasy fafa to sweep, clean, Ngaju Dayak papas 
broom, to sweep (Proto-West-Indonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 115, *pat'pat'); (ii) 
*qaput': Cham (ha)puh broom, Malay hapus to efface, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 62, 
*h-; Proto-West-Indonesian); (iii) by metathesis *t'a(N)puq ~ *t'apuS: Malay 
sapu to wipe (off, on), &c.; (*-q) Acehnese sampoh, (*-q-[aə]n >) Röglai hapua 
broom; (*-S) Cebuano Bisayan sapu(ha) to wipe, Javanese sapon sweepings ~ 
sapu broom, to sweep (DEMPWOLFF 1938 149, *t'apuc); (iv) perhaps (cf. BENEDICT 
1975 403, which see) *t1a(N)pəS (& *opiS?): Malay tampi to winnow, Fijian tavi-a 
to sweep, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 131, *ta(m)pic; DAHL 1973 § 9.5, 14.9). (POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 7.) 
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1917 *rp[ɔ]s tool, weapon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Old Mon rawas /rwɔs/ weapon, Khmer rəbɔh rapas thing, belonging 
(s), gear, tool. 
Or *-əs. 
 
1918 *rpuus; *rpuəs; *rpuəʔ second or fourth finger. 
A: (Mon) Mon puh [toa] index finger; ~ Old Mon ruṁpus /rəmpus/ [tey] finger, 
Modern Mon kəpuh index finger. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar dialects [kɔːn] pɔːih, pəːih fourth finger (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Sre [ti] poa fourth finger. 
Connection uncertain Stieng bɔh index finger. 
 
(*baas see 2032 *bah to flow out.) 
 
1919 *knbis freshwater shrimp.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer kɔmpɯ̀h kaṁbɨs, Chrau kəmvih. 
Chrau excludes *-ɓ-. 
 
1920 *c[b]as light, clear.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer cbah cpās' clear, evident, 
shinging, Stieng cəbɛh clear, pure, Kammu-Yuan pàh to be light, to shine; (day) 
light, Lawa Bo Luang pɯah, Lawa Umphai phɯas, Mae Sariang puaih light, 
bright. 
Connect 1873 *iʔaas to shine? Cf. also 7 *cʔaas &c. clear, clean. 
 
1920a *[c]nbaas mouth of fish-trap.  
A: (Kuy, North Bahnaric) Kuy mphìah, Bahnar səmayh. 
 
‡1921 *[l]baas plain, expanse.  
A: (Mon, Viet-Mương) Mương pại (BARKER 1966 23), Vietnamese bãi flat expanse; ~ 
Literary Mon labaḥ plain. 
Proto-Austronesian *la(N)bat': Malay lawas clear, vacant…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 89; 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
(*ɓi[ ]s see 2038 *ɓuh …to boil.) 
 
1921a *ɓəs snake.  
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer pùəh bas', Sre bəs, Chrau vih, Biat beh, 
Bahnar ɓih (!), Jeh bàyh, Halang bèh, Central Nicobarese paic, paij (!), 
Nancowry pác. 
Bahnar contaminated by bih poison ← Sanskrit viṣa-/Pali visa-.  
(SHAFER 1965 40; BLOOD 1966 43; SMITH 1972 494.) 
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(*ɓu(u)s see 2038 *ɓuh to bubble, boil; *[t2]ɓee[s] see 123 *[t2]ɓe[e]ʔ Job’s tears.)  
 
1922 *mus; *muus to clear for cultivation. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng muːih (or B?), Sre mus, Chrau mɯih, Biat muih to clear 
[forest]. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian) Bahnar muyh, Jeh, Halang muːyh to clear [forest], 
Proto-Semai *muus to break ground in order to extract something (DIFFLOTH 1977).  
(SMITH 1972 496.) 
 
(*muus see also 2045 *muh nose; *cmas see 1894 *k[m]cas to sneeze.) 
 
1923 *rmaas; *rmi[i]s rhinoceros. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer rəmìːəh ramās, Stieng rəmaːih, Bahnar 
rəmaːih (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang ʔamaih; → Cham ramɯh (→ 
Röglai rəmɯ?), Jarai rəmaːh, North Röglai lumãh. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre rəmis, Biat rmih rhinoceros, (?) Chrau rəmiːh gaur. 
With South Bahnaric fronting cf. 1381 *m-yaam; 1651 *[ ]maar.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 46; SHAFER 1965 211.) 
 
(*yaas see 1873 *iʔaas to shine.) 
 
†1924 *ris; *riis liver.  
A, B: (Mon, Palaungic, Aslian) Praok [rɔm] ri heart, mind, Cheʼ Wong ros (!), (B) 
Semai I riːs liver; ~ Old Mon gris /grøs/ internal organs, Modern Mon krɜh̀ liver, 
heart (A), Semelai gəris liver. 
Add as derivation 1937 *cris rib-cage? (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 63, 64 (b).) 
Sora ə-'gareː-n, Kharia gɔ'rɛ liver, &c. (PINNOW 1959 181; Proto-Munda *gərɛ). 
 
1925 *ris; *riis; *rəs; *rəəs to live; alive, fresh, raw.  
A: (South Bahnaric) Stieng rɛh green, (still) alive, Sre ris fresh, raw, (&/or C) Chrau 
rih to live, Biat reh to live; alive, raw. 
B: (North Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?South Aslian) Proto-Semai *rees (DIFFLOTH 
1977), (or A?) Semelai ris to live; ~ Bahnar arih, Gölar Bahnar hərih to live; ~ 
(*[s]nriis >) Bahnar adrih, Gölar Bahnar hədrih green, fresh, raw, Jeh adrih 
unripe, Halang drih green. 
C: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Khmer rùəh ras', Stieng reh, (or A?) Nancowry 
ʔæ̃h to live (< *yæ̃h); ~ Khmer srɔh sras' fresh, green. 
D: (Central Aslian) Semai I rəːs to live.  
(BLOOD 1966 50; SMITH 1972 333, 349; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 57 (b).) 
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1926 *ris; *riəs earthworm. 
A: (Khmer) Khmer rɯ̀h ṛs [dɤy]. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung riər. 
Riang-Lang _luar is < 1666a *luər. 
 
1927 *ris; *riəs; *rəs; *rʔiəs (& *rʔis?) root. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Viet-Mương, South Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Mon rɜh̀, Nyah 
Kur rìh (DIFFLOTH 1984 N81), Khmer rɯ̀h ṛs, Kuy rɛh̀, Bru rèːh (or B), 
Vietnamese rễ, Semelai res, (or D?) Sabum yɛːs. 
B: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Stieng riəh, Sre rias, Biat rɛh (probably, 
rather than C), Jeh riayh, Halang riah, Kammu-Yuan rìas, Palaung riər, Riang-
Lang _riɛs, Praok ria, Lawa Bo Luang rɛh, Lawa Umphai rɛs, Mae Sariang ɣɛh, 
Central Nicobarese yiəh. 
C: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar rəh. 
D: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Jehai jəʔis, Semai rəʔis, Proto-Semai 
*rʔiəs (DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Chrau dəyeːih. 
D obscure. Cf. Palaung viər; Khasi trai (< *d-riʔ?). Connection uncertain Santali 
rɛhɛʼd, &c., PINNOW 1959 K 156 (Proto-Munda *rɛhɛd).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 54; SHAFER 1965 210; SMITH 1972 502.) 
 
(*ris see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
 
‡1928 *ras; *raas; *riəs to rake, comb, scratch. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Khmer rɔə̀h rās' to harrow, rake, Kuy 
ràh, Stieng rɛh to harrow; (?) ~ Lawa Bo Luang ʔamɔih, Lawa Umphai ramɔs, 
Mae Sariang ɣamɔih (fruit in combs =) banana. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khasi, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic, South 
Aslian) (?) Lawa Bo Luang raih, Lawa Umphai ras to search, Semang rāis to 
scratch (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 52; but perhaps = Temoq mərac); ~ Kuy kraːh 
to comb, Jeh kraːyh to rake (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Khasi khrad-khrad scraping 
(ly); ~ Mon krɛh̀ to comb, to harrow, Khmer krìːəh grās to search through, Khasi 
krad [hen] to scratch; (IVAN M. SIMON PERS. COM.) to rummage, perhaps by 
metathesis (*rgaas >) Riang-Lang _kɑs to comb [hair when wet]; ~ (*craas >) 
Bahnar craːih to scratch, to comb (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh sraːyh, khaːyh 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Vietnamese chải to comb; ~ Biat ncraːih harrow, rake. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan crɯ̀as, crìas to comb. 
C contextually conditioned? Add perhaps Palaung jar to comb (MILNE 1931) (< 
*rjaas by metathesis < *jraas?); & as derivative 1938 *cra(a)s to scrape (clean). 
Cf. also (i) Mon khrah to scratch in the dust, ↔ Burmese khrac; (ii) Riang-Lang 
_cərɑŋ comb, perhaps contaminated by ˉrɑŋ tooth < 709 *sra[a]ŋ; (iii) 1935 
*kruus to rake, scrape. 
(Proto-Austronesian *ka[r]at') Cebuano Bisayan kalas (to) rake, harrow. 
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(*ra(a)s, *rə(ə)s see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed; *rɔs see 160 *rɔʔ dry; *rus see 
2051 *ruh to fall…, 2052 *ruh …virgin.) 
 
1929 *ruus; *ruəs; *riis to grind down, sharpen. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer rùːh rūs to whet, sharpen, to plane down; ~ Biat 
troːih to plane (& truːih to file; by arbitrary variation?); (?) → Röglai jəroh to 
plane down with dah, → Sre jəroh. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ruas to whet, sharpen; ~ Mon həròh darah &c. spurs 
of cock, Riang-Lang _cəruas barb of arrow &c. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan səntrìːs spurs of cock. 
C secondary. Note Kammu-Yuan krɛh́ to plain. 
 
†1930 *r[ ]uəs elephant.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rəwas, Chrau rəweːih, Biat rwɛh, Bahnar royh, Jeh, Halang 
ruayh. 
Chrau suggests *rʔuəs. But perhaps Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *ruwas or the like, cf. 
1534 *ru[wa]y; then connected by metathesis (*swuər >) Vietnamese [con] 
voi?  
(SHAFER 1965 209; BLOOD 1966 92; SMITH 1972 511.) 
Sora rʔaː-n, compounding form raː-n, Gutob rʔoː (PINNOW 1959 K 174). 
 
1931 *ruəs; *rəs (& *ras?); *rəəs; *raas to choose. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Biat rɔːih to pick handfuls of; → Cham rwah, Jarai ruah, Röglai 
roah to choose (→ Sre!); Burmese rwe:, → Middle Mon ruy [cah], Modern Mon 
rùi. 
B: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _ras, (or *ras >?) Lawa Bo Luang rɔih, Lawa Umphai rɔs, 
Mae Sariang ɣɔih to choose. 
C: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer rɤ̀ːh rös, Bahnar rəyh. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung rar (MILNE 1931). 
Cf. Mương rôy to gather [flowers] (CUISINIER 1951); Vietnamese lựa to choose.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 72; SMITH 1972 495.) 
 
1932 *ruəs quick.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Aslian) Khmer rùːəh ruəs quick (ly); ~ Semang krɔs quickly 
(i.e. Jehai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 Q 12); ~ Old Mon pras /prɔs/, Modern Mon 
prɔh to be quick. 
Connect Bahnar hrɔh quick, swift (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) (< *ruəs ruəs, with *-h by 
assimilation?); & cf. (i) Proto-Austronesian *dəɣat' to make haste, DEMPWOLFF 
1938 39 (> Cham tràːh quickly, → Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 1959-63) [kə]drah very 
quick); (ii) Khmer phlɔh phlas' quickly (TANDART 1935); Thin lɛʔ, lɛh quick. 
 
(*ruəs see also 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed.) 
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1933 *[k]r[e]s bear.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung krer, Riang-Lang ˉkrɛs, Praok kri, Lawa Bo Luang khrəih, 
Lawa Umphai kres, Mae Sariang khyɛih; → Sre grih Melursus ursinus. 
Sre ← undetermined (probably Bahnaric) source. But Palaungic *k- perhaps animal 
prefix; so cf. Mundari buɽi, Birhor buria black bear, PINNOW 1959 267; with b- 
conceivably contaminated by etymon of Kharia bɔnɔi bear, &c.  
(SHAFER 1965 429.)  
 
1934 *kraas kind of squirrel.  
A: (Bahnaric, Katuic) Stieng kraːih kind of tree-rat, Chrau kraːih, Bahnar kraih kind of 
squirrel (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; !), Bru kraːyh small kind of squirrel; ~ Sre kəras 
small grey squirrel (→ Röglai kərhiaː).  
Connect by metathesis Kammu-Yuan səŋkáːr giant squirrel?  
(SHAFER 1965 491; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 420.) 
 
1935 *kruus to rake, scrape.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi) Chrau kruːih slidingly out, Jeh trùːyh, krùːyh 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), Palaung krur to rake (MILNE 1931), Khasi khrud to 
scrape; ~ (*knruus >) Jeh sidruːyh scraping-implement (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979).  
Connect 1928 *ras &c. to rake…? Note also Nancowry kurís to scratch, kunrís rake. 
 
1936 *kruəs (& *kruus?); *kr[iə]s gravel.  
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer kruːəh kruəs gravel, 
Kuy kruːh (< *-uus?) pebbles, gravel, Stieng kroːɛh gravel, Vietnamese sỏi p., 
gravel, Central Nicobarese kəyuːə (!) pebbles. 
(B; contaminated by 1792 *[b]riəl pebbles?; Mon) Mon kreh gravel. 
With Central Nicobarese final cf. -pəniːwə < 1912 *p/n/uəs. 
 
1937 *cris rib-cage.  
A: (Mon, Central Aslian) Old Mon cris /crøs/ womb, Modern Mon sɒh chest (Literary 
Mon sruih womb, chest, bosom), Nyah Kur *crɯ̠y ̊(DIFFLOTH 1984 N146; implies *-
us!), Sakai chĕris rib, side (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 R 102). 
Originally heart cavity, ~ 1924 *ris (heart,) liver? 
 
1938 *cras; *craas to scrape (clean). 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Khasi shrat (with *s- by assimilation?) to scale 
[fish] with knife &c.; ~ Khmer camrās' (GUESDON 1930), Sre ɲəras (→ Röglai 
cəɲəras) to scrape. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, ?Nicobaric) Mon sah s(r)aḥ to clean [rice] by pounding, 
Khmer craːh crās to peel, whittle, scrape, scale, brush, sweep, Nancowry (ʔi)sáh; ~ 
(*cnraas >) Mon kərah cleaned [rice], Praok sigra to wash. 
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~ 1928 *ra(a)s to rake, comb, scratch? Khmer crɛə̀h clean, pure, clear (~ cùmrɛə̀h to 
clean) suggests *[c]rah(-s); perhaps construct *c-ra(a)s to scrape, *jraas < *jrah-
s to clean, with contamination 
 
1939 *jras; *[j]ruus; *[j]ruəs digit. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian, Katuic, South Bahnaric) Lawa Bo Luang ʔdɔih, Lawa 
Umphai ʔrɔs, Mae Sariang ʔɣɔih, Sakai jâras finger, toe (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 F 109 (a)); ~ (*jnras >) Kuy nthrɛh̀ nail, Bru ntrèh, (~?) Chrau 
kəndraih middle finger or toe; ~ (*jrras >) Sre ras [ti, jəŋ] finger, toe. 
B: (South Aslian; ~?) Semelai cəruːs claw, nail. 
C: (North & Central Aslian) ~ Jehai cənrɔs, Temiar cənrɔːs claw, nail. 
Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *juras, B, C by metathesis?  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 1.) 
 
1940 *trus; *truus; *truəs male, virile. 
A: (Khmer …) ~ (*tprus >) Khmer proh prus male; → Danaw ¬pʻrɔh; (probably, 
rather than B) ~ Old Khmer tamrus male. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, Nicobaric) Old Mon trus /trus/, Modern Mon kraoh male, 
Khmer traoh tros male, ungelded [animal], (JACOB 1968) stalwart, Kuy trɔːh young 
and wild [cattle]; ~ Khmer praoh pros male, Central Nicobarese paiyuːh man, 
person, Nancowry payúh. 
C: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan prɔh̀ ungelded. 
Danaw ← Riang-Lang * ̄prɔs? Connection dubious Sanskrit puruṣa-.  
 
(*srɔs see 160 *rɔʔ dry.) 
 
‡1941 *las (& *laas?); *laʔ lazy, idle. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Palaungic) ~ Old Mon linlas /lənlɔs/ to be idle, 
Modern Mon kənùh to be lazy, (~?) Praok nɛ (or B) idle, (*-aas?) Central 
Nicobarese enlaːh-[ŋəʃe] lazy, Nancowry lãhŋasi very little; ~ Biat rlɛh idle. 
B: (Palaungic, Khasi, see 189 *laʔ liiʔ careless, slovenly.) 
Proto-Austronesian (i, ad A) *(S)al[aə]t': Cham (a)lah, Jarai alah, Röglai, North 
Röglai alah, Acehnese m-alaih, Malay m-alas lazy; → Bahnar alah (rather than 
Malay as DEMPWOLFF 1938 105, *malət'); (ii, ad B) perhaps *ləlaq: Javanese 
lĕlah slow, dragging, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, *-h; Proto-West-Indonesian). 
Cf. Sanskrit alasa- lazy, apparently → Sora 'adasaː-. Connection dubious Sora 
'ronduː-. 
 
1942 *[ ]las time, occasion.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Late Old Mon las occasion, Bahnar lah (!)time, once, Jeh 
[ku] llayh at once, Halang [mə]leh [one] time.  
Perhaps *rlas; rl- is not attested in Lamphun inscriptions. 
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1943 *las; *laas intensive. 
A: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmer) Khmer [cbah]-lɔə̀h lās' very [clear] (?), Stieng lɛh all. 
B: (Mon) Mon lɛh̀ lɛh̀ [not] at all. 
 
(*las see also 2064 *lah to leave; 2066 *lah finished; *laas see also ib.; 191 *laʔ to 
spread, extend.) 
 
1944 *la[i]s fathom.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre laːs, Chrau, Biat laːih; ~ Bahnar playh. 
Connect Stieng laːi; the same correspondence ad 1914 *kpa[i]s. But perhaps = 191 
*laas < *lah-s …to extend.  
(SMITH 1972 508.) 
 
‡1945 *ləs; *l[a]s to weaken. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric) Khmer lùəh las' to reduce, to lose [consciousness], Sre ləs 
deterioration [in illness], relapse, West Bahnar [loːc] lih to die of [illness &c.] 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Katuic; or *li(ə)s?) Kuy lɛh̀ to die. 
Connection uncertain BLOOD 1966 121 *n1[ ]ah to get worse. 
Proto-Austronesian (i) *lələt': Javanese lĕlĕs to lose consciousness, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 94); (ii) *malət': Toba Batak malos to wilt, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 105; less 
Malay, ad 1941 *las). 
 
1945a *ləs to beat, to fight.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Palaung lər to beat, Praok la to struggle, compete; ~ Praok kla 
to strike; ~ (*krləs >) Kammu-Yuan krés to beat horizontally with rod; ~ 
(*(k)pləs >) Riang-Lang plas to struggle. 
Connect perhaps Palaung lɯh to hit, beat; then *ləh-s ~ *luh. 
 
(*ləs see also 2067 *loh to unravel, unfold; *lɔs see 195 *lɔʔ kind of jar or pot; *lo[ ]s 
see 2067 *loh to unravel…; *luus, *luəs see 1084 *luət to draw out.) 
 
1946 *klis to strip [plant].  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre klis, Biat kleh to strip [leaves] off; ~ (*krlis >) Halang ləleh to cut 
off thorns, by metathesis Biat rkleh to remove seeds. 
Connect A187 *[ ]keh? Cf. also Chrau rɛh to strip kernels from maize cob, Proto-
Mnong *reh to harvest (BLOOD 1966 249). 
 
†1947 *klais lightning.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng klaːih lightning close at hand; ~ (*knlais >) Sre kənas, 
Biat ŋlaːih, Bahnar glayh, Kammu-Yuan cəntràːs lightning. 
Vocalism rests on Munda.  
Sora 'kilaːi-[gum-ən], 'kinaːj-[gum-ən]. 
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1948 *cl[ɔ]s to throw.  
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon klɔh to throw (at, away) (merging 2072 *c-luəh to abandon); ~ 
Khmer crəlɔh cralas' to throw, hurl. 
Or *-əs. 
 
1949 *[d1l][a]s voice, speech.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Riang-Lang _rəs voice, cry, sound, (?) Praok lua, Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔdɔih loud; ~ Thin hṛlɔ word, speech, language. 
Cf. Praok lo voice, utterance, loud But connection dubious Khmuʼ sroʔ word; as 1964 
*rʔah to say, speak. 
 
(*mle[ ]s see 224 *mleʔ to hate; *rlas see 1942 *[ ]las time, occasion; *slaas see 231 
*slaʔ fire, to burn.)  
 
1950 *was; *waas; *wəs to wave, beckon. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Biat wah [tiː] to beckon, Vietnamese vãy to wave. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer vìːəh vās to gesticulate; ~ Chrau ləwaːih to 
beckon, wave to. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Vietnamese vẫy = vãy; ~ Biat rweh to beckon. 
Earlier *wa(a)y-s, ~ 1529 *wa(a)y …to wave? 
 
1951 *was; *waas; *wəs to measure. 
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer vɔə̀h vās' to measure [linear dimensions], Chrau 
wayh to weigh, measure (BLOOD 1966). 
B: (Mon, Bahnaric) Mon wɛh̀ [toa] to count on [one’s fingers], Sre waːs to measure 
[linear dimensions, volume], Bahnar waːih to measure, weigh (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63). 
C: (South Bahnaric) Chrau wəyh to weigh, measure, Biat wɛh to measure.  
(BLOOD 1966 255; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 74.) 
 
(*waas see also 2081 *wah (to make an) opening, (clear a) path; *kwis see 1864 
*ksiw to whisper; *ŋwəs see 1885 *ŋ[ ]əs to wake (v.i.); *t1[wə]s see 1899 *t1uəs 
to proclaim; *[l]waas see 2083 *[l]wah wide; *suəs see 2088 *suəh empty.) 
 
1952 *tsiəs to dismember.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang ¯c(h)iɛs to tear or pull to pieces with fingertips, 
Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang cɛh, Lawa Umphai cɛs to tear (v.i.t.), Mương thỉa 
(BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese tỉa to trim, prune, to shell [peas &c.], to beat or kill 
one by one. 
Cf. 1982 *ci(ə)h to split. 
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1953 *[ts]uəs dah, knife.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre yoas dah, Chrau yeːih bush-knife with long curved 
handle, Palaung [bot] suər, Riang-Lang ̄c(h)uas knife, dagger. 
Connect perhaps (*tnsuus >?) Chrau [pih] kənoːih curved knife.  
 
1954 *chəs (chəs) [foot] to strike ground.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kəchɔh trot (< *chəs chəs); by secondary derivation ~ 
Riang-Lang təkchas to paw the ground. 
 
(*chuu[s] see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot.) 
 
1955 *thaas salver, tray.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Middle Mon thaḥ large metal dish, Modern Mon 
thah brass tray, Old Khmer thās, Modern Khmer thaːh metal tray, Kuy thaːh, 
Stieng thaːih, Chrau, Biat thaːih large tray; → Thai thǎat.  
(SCHMIDT 1905.) 
 
(*ʔeh see 1963 *bVʔeh to abuse.) 
 
1956 *ʔah flesh, meat.  
A: (Khmuic, Nicobaric) Kammu-Yuan àh, Central Nicobarese ãːhə, Nancowry ʔæ̃ha. 
 
1957 *ʔɔh younger sibling.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre oh, Chrau, Biat, Bahnar ɔh, Jeh, Halang oh. 
Cf. 5 *ʔ[o]ʔ elder sibling.  
(SHAFER 1965 504; BLOOD 1966 258; SMITH 1972 380.) 
 
1958 *ʔuh; *ʔa[ ]h; (*ʔuh ʔuh >?) *huh (& *huuh?); *huəh; *ha[ ]h to blow. 
A: (Bahnaric, Central & South Aslian) Sre, Chrau uh, Biat oh to blow [wind 
instrument], Semelai [ʔah]ʔɔh to blow, shoot with blowpipe, Mah Meri ʔɔh to blow; 
~ Bahnar səʔuh to breathe out; ~ Proto-Semai *tʔuh to shoot with blowpipe 
(DIFFLOTH 1977); ~ Temoq bərʔɔh to blow. 
B: (South Aslian, Nicobaric) Semelai ʔah[ʔɔh] to blow, to shoot with blowpipe, Central 
Nicobarese ãːh life. 
C: (Palaungic, Khasi, Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese hoːih-[ãːhə], Nancowry hús air 
(< *huuh?; beside hoːʃ-hətə [wind] to blow; contaminated by 877 *huuc to 
whistle?); ~ Praok phu, Lawa Umphai phoh [wind] to blow; ~ Khasi pyrhut 
breezy, windy. 
D: (Palaungic, Nicobaric, Katuic) ~ Lawa Bo Luang phuah [wind] to blow, Nancowry 
huãs to pant, Bru rahuah to breathe shallowly. 
E: (Nicobaric) Central Nicobarese haːh-[haiɲe] to sigh (& hãːʃ wind), Nancowry hãs 
wind.  
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Onomatopoeic Palaung hɯh to gulp in [air], ~ kənhɯh to sigh, is rather < 2087 
*suh to make sibilant sound. Note Vietnamese thở to breathe; Kuy ŋɤh to breathe, 
Bru taŋɯ̀h to breathe. 
 
1959 *ʔuuh to ululate.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Riang-Lang ¯u [dogs] to howl, Khasi ud to groan, 
complain, [insect] to whine; ~ Biat mʔuh [bull] to bellow, Kammu-Yuan pəʔɯ̀h 
moaning sound. 
Connect perhaps (i) A186a *rnʔəh to lament; (ii) Khmer prùh bruḥ, Stieng bluh to 
bark (< *mrʔuh by metathesis < *rmʔuh? then to be separate Kuy kroh, 
Vietnamese sủa, < *kru(ə)h; Central Rölöm, Bunör grɔh, B260, ← Indonesian 
*də[ɣr]ut': Cham krɔh̀, &c., Acehnese droih). 
 
1960 *cʔeh; (*cʔeh-s >) *cʔees to stink. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer chʔeh chʼeḥ (to) stink; ~ Mon həeh jaʼeh to 
stink; ~ Khmer cɔmʔeh, Stieng ciʔih feral smell, stink of urine &c. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Stieng eːh, iːh to smell (v.t.); ~ Khmer cɔmʔaeh caṁʼɛs 
feral smell, stink of urine (SAVEROS LEWITZ PERS.COM.). 
Cf. Khasi [iw-tung iw]-sit smell of urine; & 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot, with which Kammu-
Yuan ɯ́as, ʔwɯ́as to stink, may rather be connected.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 26; cf. PINNOW 1959 K 193a.) 
 
(*cʔah see 7 *cʔaʔ clear, clean.) 
 
1961 *[c][m]ʔah nasal mucus.  
A: (Palaungic, North Aslian) Riang-Lang sʔɑ excreted nasal mucus, Semang hēmah 
mucous discharge from nose (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 98; 
contaminated by hāmoh < 1655 *s/n/muər?). 
 
 (*cʔuh see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot.) 
 
‡1962 *[t1]ʔah; (*t[ʔ]ah-s >) *t[ʔ]aas forehead. 
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic; ~ *[t1]rʔah >) Kammu-Yuan kətáh, Palaung kədah. 
B: (Khmer, South Bahnaric; ~ *tn[ʔ]aas >) Khmer thŋaːh thṅās, Stieng taŋaːih. 
Connection dubious Semang ɔwɔs (i.e. Kintaq Bong), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 224; 
as 1699 *rʔal &c. 
Proto-Austronesian *d1aqiS: Malay dahi, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 41, *[dḍ]ahaj; DYEN 
1965; DAHL 1973 § 14.5). See BENEDICT 1975 284, face… . 
 
1963 Pre-Proto-Mon-Khmer *bVʔeh > *ɓeh, Pre-Palaungic *ʔeh to abuse.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon beh [lɛàk], Biat [tɒːm] bɛh, Palaung eh. 
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1964 *rʔah to say, speak.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Stieng lah to speak, say…, Sre, Biat lah, 
Palaung dah, Riang-Lang ¯dɑ, (~?) Praok a, Lawa ʔah, Mae Sariang also ʔaɯh 
to say; ~ Riang-Lang _rəmɑ to speak, talk, to call; by secondary derivation ~ 
Bateg Deq, Bateg Nong kədəh to say. 
Cf. Kammu-Yuan saː, sah to say that… . But connection dubious Bahnar pəmaː 
speech; to say, speak; as 1949 *[d1l][a]s voice, speech.  
(BLOOD 1966 304; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 360 (b).) 
 
(*rlʔəh see 1700 *rʔəlh each, every.) 
 
1965 *lʔəh; (*lʔəh-s >) *lʔəəs to make, do. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Stieng, Sre, Biat ləh to do, Bahnar (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) ləh to allow to, Kammu-Yuan əh to make, do; ~ (*lmʔəh >) Lawa Bo 
Luang ʔboh, Lawa Umphai woh to build. 
B: (Palaungic; *lʔəəs lʔəəs > *ɯr-ɯr >?) Palaung rɯr to do, make, work, build. 
Connection uncertain Praok yu, Lawa yuh to make, do.  
(BLOOD 1966 403.) 
 
1966 *sʔuh; *sʔuuh to sweat. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Khmer sʔoh sʼuḥ sultry, stifling; ~ 
(*smʔuh >) Bahnar bəuh (to) sweat); → North Röglai [ta]baʔuh; ~ (*srʔuh >) 
Kuy sʔoh overheated, Chrau səʔuh sweaty [hands], West Bahnar həuh sweating 
violently (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Röglai həuh sweat, Acehnese röʔoh (to) 
sweat; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung [om] rəmɯh sweat (MILNE 1931). 
B: (Palaungic) by secondary derivation ~ Palaung [om] rəmuh sweat (MILNE 1931). 
Connect Jeh kasuʔ, Halang kəsuʔ? cf. SMITH 1972 324. 
 
1967 *k[i]i[h]; *kiə[h] kind of deer or goat. 
A: (Khmer, Palaungic) Khmer kaeh kɛḥ kind of deer or mountain goat horns of which 
are used in medicine, Lawa Bo Luang kaih, Lawa Umphai cɛs kind of deer (Rangsit 
mountain goat); → North Röglai keh ibex, mouse deer. 
B: (Khasi, Katuic) Khasi khiat moss-deer, musk-deer, Bru kɛh mountain goat, Pacoh kɛh 
mountain goat.  
Or *-s? if so, A *kais. Cf. Thai kɛʔ̀ sheep. 
 
1968 *[ ]kah to unfasten.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Biat [tɒːm] khah (!) to take apart, Bahnar kah to 
separate (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Thin kăh, Palaung, Lawa kah, Praok ka to untie; 
~ Biat ŋkhah to separate, push aside, Praok ga to be loosened, displaced, to displace, 
Lawa Bo Luang ʔaŋgah, Lawa Umphai ŋgah to be separated. 
Cf. Vietnamese cởi, cổi to untie, unfasten. 
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1969 *kɔh to cut (down).  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian, Nicobaric) Kuy koh (!) to lop, Stieng kɔh 
to cut, lop, Sre koh to cut (down, up), Biat kɔh to cut (up, off), Bahnar kɔh to cut, 
Jeh koh to chop, Halang koh to chop, cut, Kammu-Yuan kớh to cut, Palaung koh 
to cut (down, off), Semai koh to cut, Nancowry ʔukóh to murder; → Cham, 
Acehnese kɔh, Röglai, North Röglai koh; ~ Kuy (ŋ)kɑh to chop [wood]; ~ Khasi 
dkhot part, piece, member. 
Connect Palaung ŋoh to lop, cut branches off. Cf. 958 *ka(a)t.  
(SHAFER 1965 55; SMITH 1972 381; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 295.) 
 
(*cnk[i]h see 18 *cnk[i]ʔ waist.) 
 
1970 *ckəh dry.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon kɔh skah &c. to be dry, Proto-Nyah Kur *cəkay̠ ̊
(DIFFLOTH 1984 V248; implies *-s), Stieng khəːh, kəːh dry, dried up (& khəː; → 
Khmer khah khaḥ, → Stieng khaːh dry, dried up?), Biat kəh (dry) land, (— daːk) 
landing-place, Sre kəh sloping; ~ Middle Mon jamkah dry. 
Sre by attraction etymon of Biat kɔr slope? Connection obscure Bahnar khɔː, khɔh 
dry (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); Vietnamese khô; Cham khauw. Cf. 2086 *s[ɔ]h &c.; 
160 *rɔʔ &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 10.) 
 
1971 *jkuh; *jkuəh white, clean. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) Mon kɒh to be white, Khmer skùh sguḥ pure white, 
Sre kuh pale grey. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bahnar gɔh clean, white (→ Jeh goh clean); ~ Bahnar dialects cəguah 
clean, white (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*jbkuəh >) Sre səkoh, Chrau səkɔh to 
clean, sift [rice], Bahnar dialects pəguah to clean (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
Connect Proto-Semai *bkooh shiny greyish- white (DIFFLOTH 1977) Cf. 25 *skɔɔʔ grey-
haired.  
(Cf. SMITH 1972 385.) 
 
‡1972 *[d]kah; *lkas to break.  
A: (Mon, ?North & Central Aslian) ~ (*[d]nkah >) Mon həkah dakaḥ &c. to break 
(v.i), burst, split, crack, ~ (*[d]bkah >) Mon həkah to break (v.t.), (or Indonesian 
→) Central Sakai bĕkah to crack. 
B: (Kuy, Khasi) Kuy ŋkah brittle, Bru luŋkayh fragile; Khasi dkhat to break off, snap. 
A cf. 2074 *klah. Connection dubious Sre dərkaʔ, Röglai jərkaʔ to break in two 
unless Sre ← Röglai ← Mon-Khmer, (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 375.) 
 (~) Proto-Austronesian *bə(N)kaq: Javanese bĕngkah to split, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 26; DYEN 1953 § 113). Note also Malay chĕkah to split open by pressure. 
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1973 *dk[a]h to remember.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Sre kah to remember, to miss, feel nostalgic 
about, Chrau kah, Biat kah [gɯt] to remember, Central Nicobarese əkaːh to know, 
understand, Nancowry káh, ʔakáh; ~ Khmer tùəŋkɯ̀h (!) daṅgɨḥ to think sadly 
about, Sre tənkah to remember, recall. 
Khmer vocalism obscure.  
(SHAFER 1965 45.) 
 
1974 *gah side, edge, direction.  
A: (Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre gah side, border, edge, Bahnar gah direction, 
towards; (probably) → Cham kàːh, Jarai gaːh, Röglai, North Röglai gah; ~ 
(*.ngah >) Kuy ŋàh rim, edge, Bahnar dialects ŋah edge or mouth of hole &c. 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese ngả direction, way. 
 
1975 *gah; (*gah-s >?) *gaas outside. 
A: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar dialects agah (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ↔ North Röglai 
aga; ~ ↔ Röglai təgah; Jarai pəgaːh, Jarai dialect gaːh. 
B: (Bahnaric) Stieng gaːih; ~ agaːih; ~ Bahnar ʔŋayh. 
Connect obscure Old Mon ruṁṅās /rəmŋas/, Modern Mon pəŋɛh̀.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 42.) 
 
1976 *guh; *guus to swell. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung gɯh to open, to swell (MILNE 1931), Praok go [gluŋ] to swell. 
B: (Mon, Palaungic) Mon kùh to swell up, Proto-Nyah Kur *kṳuẙ (DIFFLOTH 1984 
V250), Palaung guh to open, to swell (MILNE 1931). 
Cf. further Palaung gɯ to swell with damp. 
 
1977 *guh; *guuh; (?) *guəh to glow, burn. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon pgoḥ /pgɯh/, Modern Mon həkɜh̀ to blow (originally …into 
flame?). 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung guh to blaze; ~ (*pguuh >) Riang-Lang _ku to blow (out). 
C: (South Bahnaric; ?) Sre goh bright, light (→ Röglai). 
Add following? Cf. also 1575 *gəər to catch fire. 
 
1977a *guuh red.  
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1978 *g[uə]h to knock, beat, hit.  
A: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer kùəh goḥ to kick or 
kick away, beat [gong, mat], knock [e.g. at door], Kuy khɑ̀ːh to knock, tap on, Chrau 
gɔh to knock, hit, Biat gɔh to knock at [door], beat [gong]; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgah, 
Lawa Umphai ŋgoh, Mae Sariang ŋguh to hit, beat, (~?) Vietnamese gõ to knock 
on, tap, rap.  
 
1979 *d1ngah crossroads.  
A: (Khmuic, Viet-Mương) Thin [ŋɔr] təŋ̆ga, Vietnamese ngã [ba &c.]. 
 
(*rg(u)əh, *rguuh see 29 *rguuʔ to shake.) 
 
†‡1980 *sgeh to acquire, possess.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Old Mon -sgiḥ /sgeh/ to be rich, Literary Mon sgeh to 
prosper, to be endowed with, Sre geh to have, possess, Biat gɛh to have, possess, to 
acquire, Chrau gɛh to have, be, to be able. 
(BLOOD 1966 246.) 
Sora bo'geˑ- to become rich, probably = bu'ge- to become stout (& Santali boge good, 
&c., PINNOW 1959 229?).  
(Proto-Austronesian *t'ugiq) Javanese sugih rich, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 67; Proto-
Malayo-Javanese). If Mon-Khmer → Indonesian, borrowing route obscure. 
 
(*ŋ[ɔ]h see 30 *ŋ[ɔɔ]ʔ to fear.) 
 
1981 *t.ŋ[ɔ]h cranium.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre təŋoh brain, West Bahnar təŋɔh skull (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*sŋih see 37 *sŋiʔ house.) 
 
1982 *cih; *ciəh to split (v.t.). 
A: (Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang saih to cut up, divide up. 
B: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung sɛh to split [wood] into 
splinters (& to tear; ← Riang-Lang ˉciɛs < 1952 *tsiəs, which compare?), Mương 
(WILSON 1966; BARKER 1966 209), Vietnamese chẻ to split [wood] (& Vietnamese 
xẻ to split up, cut (up), saw up; contaminated by xé to tear < 1689 *chiərʔ?); ~ 
Kuy ceh to hatch (v.t.), Bahnar cɛh to hatch. 
Cf. 291 *caak &c. 
 
1983 *ceh; *ceʔ kind of jar. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic) Mon ceh small jar, Old Khmer ceḥ jar, Bru cɛh jar; → Jarai 
chɛh jar, Röglai ceh squat type of jar, North Röglai ceh jug; → Bahnar cɛh jar 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63)? 
B: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese ché jar. 
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‡1984 *cuh; *cuəh to kindle, blow into flame. 
A: (Bahnaric, Khasi, ?Nicobaric) Bahnar sɔh (with vocalism as in 527 *cuuŋ), Jeh, 
Halang cuh to light, kindle; ~ Sre sənuh bellows; ~ Khasi pyrsut to blow; bellows, 
?Nancowry õh chafe, burn. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau sɔh to light, kindle. 
(SMITH 1972 373.) 
Proto-Austronesian *k'uqk'up to light, kindle: Acehnese coh, Cham, Jarai, North 
Röglai cuh, Malay chuchoh, Tagalog suso (so Proto-Hesperonesian). Khasi at 
least not ← Indonesian!  
 
1985 *cuh to bend down, to go down.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi) Old Khmer cuḥ, Modern Khmer coh to go 
down, to submit, obey, Stieng cuh tame, broken in, Khasi [ar]sut down, downwards, 
(~; or with c- by levelling on der.) Kammu-Yuan cúh to bend down, look down; ~ 
Kammu-Yuan pəncúh to bend down. 
To go down by attraction 1887 *cis &c.?  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
 
1986 *[c][u]h; *[c][u]ʔ to wake. 
A: (Palaungic, ?South Bahnaric) Biat choh to arise, come into being (?; if cognate, *c-), 
(~?) Praok so to rouse; ~ Palaung rəsɯh to wake (v.i.). 
B: (Khasi) ~ Khasi kyrsiew to wake (v.t.). 
 
1987 *[ʔ]cɔh to peck, to strike with adze, hoe, &c..  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, North & Central Aslian) Khmer cɔh coḥ [e.g. 
woodpecker] to make hole in [tree], Kuy cɔh to undergo vaccination, to plant, Stieng 
cɔh [bird, snake, fish] to bite, peck at, Biat cɔh to chop up, mince, Bahnar cɔh to 
break up earth with hoe, weed with hoe, Kammu-Yuan sóh to cut [firewood], chop, 
hoe, Pangan [ya]-chah to chop at (i.e. Mendriq, Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 C 296); → Cham cɔh to dig with hoe, Jarai cɔh to break up earth with hoe, 
weed with hoe, Röglai coh to dig with hoe, to split firewood, North Röglai coh to 
peck, Acehnese cɔh to peck, [snake] to strike; ~ Sre jəcoh to chop up, mince, Chrau 
təcɔh to chop up, Bahnar cəcɔh to chop, to flatten with dah; → Cham tacɔh, Jarai 
təcɔːh, Röglai jəcoh, North Röglai ticoh to chop up, mince.  
= 1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h to kick, which compare? Cf. also following & 1993 *juuh &c. 
 
(*kcah see 1892 *kcas charcoal.) 
 
1988 *[k]cuh to pierce.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Sre (→ Röglai) cuh, Biat coh to pierce 
holes in, Palaung cɔh to chisel, Besisi chōh to pierce, pernetrate (i.e. Mah Meri; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 C 296). 
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Cf. preceding & 1993 *juuh &c. to peck… . 
 
1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h to kick.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Sre coh, Chrau cɔh, Palaung coh, cɔh 
(MILNE 1931), Semang tĕjāh (i.e. Kintaq Bong; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 K 23 (a)); 
→ Cham cɔh, Röglai coh. 
Cf. A179 *[k]cəs. = 1987 *[ʔ]cɔh to peck…? If so, the same semantics in Mon bɔk. 
 
‡1990 *[p]cah to break.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng cah to break in pieces, Biat cah (to get) broken, Bahnar cah broken 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Sre bəcah, Chrau pəcah (to get) broken, Bahnar pəcah 
to break (v.i.t.); (by secondary derivation?) ~ Bahnar dialects kəcah splinters, 
sherds (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 285.) 
Proto-Austronesian *pək'aq: Cham pacah to break, &c., Malay pĕchah broken, &c. 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 116, *-h; DYEN 1953 § 62); ~ *k'aqk'aq: Javanese chachah 
chopped fine, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 86, *k'ak'ah; add Cebuano Bisayan sàsa to 
crack and flatten bamboo). Mon-Khmer ← Indonesian? 
 
(*pca[ ]h see 1895 *pcaas sour.) 
 
1991 *jah to scatter.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic) Mon cɛh̀ to be diffused, wafted, (prah —) scattered, 
Khmer cɛə̀h jaḥ to throw [water] from container, Kuy chàːh to throw [liquid] with 
secondary lengthening, Palaung jah to spread [seed] out; → Thai cʰá to rinse, wash, 
purify. 
 
‡1992 *juh distant.  
A: (Palaungic) Palaung jɯh. 
Proto-Austronesian *d'a(S)uq: Malay jauh, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 47; with *dacəh, 
DEMPWOLFF 1938 37, = *Za(S)uq, DYEN 1951, DAHL 1973 § 16.4; contra, SHORTO 
1975 94). 
 
1993 *juuh; *juəh to peck, dart and strike. 
A: (South Bahnaric) Chrau juːh to stab. 
B: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) Bahnar jɔh, Jeh, Halang joh to peck, [snake] to 
strike; ~ (?, *jrjuəh by metathesis >) Biat jrɔh to dig with a spade. 
Cf. 1987 *[ʔ]cɔh (also for semantics); 1988 *[k]cuh to pierce.  
(SMITH 1972 384.) 
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1994 *juuh; *jəh; *juuʔ to stay, linger. 
A: (Palaungic) Palaung juh to stay; ~ Riang-Lang _təkcu to perch, rest. 
B: (Bahnaric) Bahnar jəh to rest, stay (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Biat njəh to stay, take 
refuge. 
C: (Kuy, South Bahnaric) Kuy with secondary lengthening chàːu to stop, Bru càw (!), 
Sre jou to visit. 
Cf. Old Mon jūl /jul/ to cease from activity, Modern Mon cù to rest. 
 
†1995 *[r]njuh; *[r]njuuh; *[r]nj(u)əh to shake.  
A, B: (Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer kɔɲcùh kañjuḥ to shake (v.t.) 
(TANDART 1935), Kuy (A) (kh)chùh to shake (out), West Bahnar rəyuh to shake 
(v.t.) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese (b) giũ to shake [dust, water] off; → 
Cham yuh to tremble, to shake (v.t.), Jarai rəyuh to shake violently, Röglai ayuh to 
shake. 
C: (Mon) Mon kəyòh layah to shake off. 
Cf. 1898 *jas to shiver. Connect Nancowry kumcéh to shake, Bru ʔayɛh̀. 
(~) Sora juː- to shake (v.i.t.). Cf. Kharia jur-, &c., PINNOW 1959 138. 
 
(*ɲah see 60 *ɲaʔ person.) 
 
1996 *t1ih large.  
A: (Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Chrau tih wide, spacious, Biat teh, Stieng, Bahnar tih, Jeh, 
Halang tìh, South Nicobarese [om]tẽ large.  
(SMITH 1972 337; cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 205 (a).) 
 
(*t1ih, *t1iəh see (also) 64 *t1iʔ earth, ground.) 
 
1997 *t1eh to hit, strike, beat, kick.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Mon teh to kick backwards, Kuy tɛh to 
strike [e.g. flint on steel], Sre (→ Röglai) teh to hit with downward movement, 
Bahnar tɛh to hit with small stick, to beat flat, beat out, Kammu-Yuan tés to strike 
fire, Lawa Bo Luang təih to kick; ~ Sre tərneh, Bahnar tənɛh, Kammu-Yuan 
tərnès tinder-box. 
Separate Riang-Lang ¯ti to strike, hit, beat, ← Shan tí to strike lightly ← Burmese tī:. 
 
1998 *t1ah; (*t1ah-s >) *t1aas; *t1aʔ level. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Mon [tɔp] tah to be level, West Bahnar tah 
[taːŋ] flat, level (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Riang-Lang (*¯təktɑ by secondary 
expansion >) ¯tak _tɑ scraper for threshing-floor. 
B: (Mon) Middle Mon taḥ, Modern Mon tah to level. 
C: (Khmer, Khasi, Nicobaric) Khmer daː ṭā stone slab, Central Nicobarese təː flat, level, 
Nancowry tə ́level; ~ Khasi pyntha plain.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12, 18.) 
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†‡1999 *t1ɔh breast, mamma.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon 
toḥh /tɔh/, Modern Mon tɔh, Old Khmer toḥ, Modern Khmer dɔh, Kuy, Stieng 
tɔh, Sre toh breast, Chrau [daːʔ] tɔh milk, Biat, Bahnar tɔh, Jeh, Halang tuh, 
Praok tɯ, Lawa Umphai taus, Mae Sariang taɯh (!), Semelai tuh, Central 
Nicobarese toəh breast, Nancowry tuáh; ~ Stieng kətɔh, Chrau gətɔh breast. 
Waic suggests a variant *t1uus; by expressive deformation? Cf. 2005 *kt1əh chest.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 12; SHAFER 1965 19; BLOOD 1966 264; SMITH 1972 372; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 387 (a).) 
Santali toa, &c. (PINNOW 1959 263).  
(?) Proto-Austronesian *t'u(S)t'uS: Cham tathɔw, &c., Malay susu, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 158-9, *t'ut'uc; SHORTO 1975 97, contra DAHL 1973 § 16.1). (Cf. POU & 
JENNER 1975 no. 35.) 
 
2000 *toh to remove.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer dɔh ṭoḥ to take [clothes] off, to free, release (→ 
Stieng dɔh to untie, untether, free, redeem), Kuy tɑh to take [clothes] off, Sre toh to 
recover [property], Biat toh to remove [honey from nest], Bahnar tɔh to take out, 
remove.  
 
2000a *t1uh to regenerate (?), re-cultivated land.  
A: (Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khmer) Khmer doh ṭuḥ to grow, sprout, bud (?), Kammu-Yuan 
túh fallow in year after cultivation; ~ (*t1npuh >) Sre mpuh field cultivated for 
two years, Biat [nɛh] mpoh cultivated [land], Bahnar [miːr] təpuh (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) (East Bahnar; West Bahnar puh) [field] cultivated for three years. 
 
2001 *t1uh; *t1uuh to beat esp. with implement. 
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) Literary Mon toh, tuih to raze, level, smooth, beat 
down (by attraction 1998 *t1ah-s), Bahnar toh to hit (violently), beat (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63), Thin tŏh to hit with stick. 
B: (Palaungic) Palaung toh (or A?), Riang-Lang ¯tu, Lawa Bo Luang tɑuh, Lawa 
Umphai toh to pound.  
 
2002 *t1uh; *t1uuh; *t1uəh; *t1əh bean.  
A, B: (South Bahnaric) Biat toh (A), tuh, Stieng tuʔ (!; BLOOD 1966 toːh), Chrau tuːh 
(B). 
C, D: (North Bahnaric) Jeh, Halang toh (C), Bahnar təh (D). 
Cf. Vietnamese đậu, đỗ.  
(BLOOD 1966 30; SMITH 1972 355.) 
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2003 *tuh; *tuəh; *təh to pour out. 
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, ?Palaungic) Biat toh to pour [paddy] out, Sre, Bahnar tuh 
to pour out, Mương tỗ (BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese đỗ id., to spill; (?) ~ Lawa 
Bo Luang ndɑuh, Lawa Umphai ndoh, Mae Sariang ndoh, nduh to fall, let fall, 
put in. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar tuəh to draw, transfer, sprinkle [liquid]. 
C: (South Bahnaric, ?North & Central Aslian) Sre təh to put [cooked rice] into individual 
bags (DOURNES 1950), Biat təh to decant, (?) Lanoh Jengjeng təh, Temiar təːh rain. 
If Lawa is cognate, *t1-. 
 
2004 *t1uu[h]; *t1uəh; *t1uuʔ to rub, clean by rubbing. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Mon taoh tuh, toh to rub, scrub, scour, Khmer doh ṭus! to rub, scrub, 
polish; → Cham ḍauḥ; Thai tʰǔu. 
B: (Khmuic) ~ Kammu-Yuan həntɔh to rub. 
C: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Chrau tuː to wash [face]; ~ Biat rtuː to wash [face]; ~ 
(*t2pt1uuʔ >?) Riang-Lang ¯səktuʔ to launder; ~ (*[t2]nt1uuʔ >) Praok sidaə to 
launder. 
Thai appears to confirm *-h. Perhaps construct *t1uuʔ to wash; *t1uuh &c. to rub, with 
contamination. Note also A158 *ktuul …to whet. (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 34.) 
 
2005 *kt1əh chest, thorax.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Biat [taːŋ] təh, (merging breast < 1999 
*t1ɔh, which compare.) Praok tɯ; ~ (*knt1əh >) Sre ntəh, Bahnar kətəh, 
Central Sakai ʼntöh.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 380 (b).) 
 
2006 *[c]t[ɔ]h to spit.  
A: (Khmer, Aslian) Khmer sdɔh stoḥ, Bateg Deq gətɔf, Temiar gətɔh, (~) Semelai 
tahtɔh. 
Cf. 2090 *ksɔh; contamination is likely.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 390.) 
 
2007 *trtuh to shake.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre rətuh to shake (v.t.) (& rətəs, → Röglai, to shake up and down, by 
arbitrary deformation?), Chrau rətuh to shake (out), scatter, Biat rtoh to shake 
down, Bahnar tətuh to shake. 
 
†‡2008 *bt1uh; *bt1uəh; *bt1[i]h; *bt1iəh to burst, explode, spark, pustulate. 
A: (Mon, Khmer) Khmer phtùh phduḥ to crackle, to burst, explode; → Thai patʰúʔ to 
explode; Jarai tuh to explode; ~ Mon hətɒh batoh, batuih to suppurate, fester, to 
burst, break out. 
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B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng tɔh spark, to give off sparks; (in compounds) eruptive 
infection, Sre toh eruption, Chrau tɔh pimple; ~ Chrau ntɔh to crackle, explode; ~ 
Sre bərtoh, Biat rtɔh to explode. 
(C; or *-əh?; Kuy) ~ Kuy ntɤh parched rice. 
D: (Palaungic) Palaung tɛh [lightning] to strike, [gun] to go off. 
Connect variously Khmer khtùh khduḥ pus; 2015a *pɗuh &c.; 74 *[b]tuuʔ to burst, 
pustulate; (*btiʔ >?) Khasi bthei to explode, to burst; & cf. following.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; BLOOD 1966 261.) 
Sora 'patui- to burst.  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *b[a][ɣ]ətiq: Malay bĕrteh parched rice, &c., perhaps Cebuano 
Bisayan bagtì bone-dry, parched with heat (DEMPWOLFF 1938 28, *bə[t]ih; Proto-
Western-Indonesian or Proto-Hesperonesian); (ii) *[b]ətut': Acehnese 
b/ör/ötoih, Malay m/ĕl/ĕtus to burst, explode, Javanese m/l/ĕṭos, m/l/ĕṭus to 
spring apart, (or Mon-Khmer →?) Cham patuh, Röglai bətuh to explode, North 
Röglai patuh to crackle, explode (so Proto-Aceh-Cham/Proto-Malayo-Javanese). 
 
2009 *rt1ah; (*rt1ah-s >) *rt1as; *rt1aas to explode. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, ?Kuy) Biat rtah to burst (& tah [tɔr] 
(to) thunder, by phrasal assonance); ~ (*rnt1ah >) Mon hətah to burst, explode, 
(with secondary lengthening; or C?) Kuy nthàːh [paɲ] [lightning] to strike; ~ Mon 
[həkɜ]̀ kətah, Khmer rùəntɛə̀h (& ʔɔntɛə̀h) lightningbolt; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəltàh, 
(by back-formation?) pətáh to burst, split open; ~ Khasi pyrthat thunder. 
B: (Palaungic) Praok tu to flash, (~?) Lawa Bo Luang [taʔ] təuh, Lawa Umphai təs 
[taʔ], Mae Sariang toih [taʔ] lightning. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Katuic) Bahnar tayh [lightning] to strike, Bru tàyh thunderbolt..  
Cf. preceding. Sakai (i.e. Semelai) kĕrĕntah thunder, SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 119, is 
rather connected to 1622 *gtər. 
 
(*dih see 76 *diʔ to hit, come in contact with.) 
 
2010 *dah (& *daʔ?) to hit, to meet.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Nicobaric) Late Old Mon daḥ 
/dah/ to be contiguous with, Modern Mon tɛh̀ to hit (mark), meet with, be correct, to 
fit, Khmer tɛə̀h daḥ to slap, Kuy thàːh to slap, to beat [drum] with hands, Bru tàːh 
(so *-aah? or secondary lengthening?), Stieng dah to hit, attack, (*daʔ >?) 
Central Nicobarese təː-, dəː-[hətə] to touch, Nancowry təʔ́; ~ Lawa Bo Luang 
ndah, Lawa Umphai ndɯah to slap, hit, Praok dɛ to strike, beat; ~ Khmer prətɛə̀h 
to encounter, meet by chance. 
Cf. 76 *diʔ &c.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 38.) 
 
(*dəh see 78 *dəəʔ to stop… .; *[d][ɔ]h see 79 *[d][ɔ]ʔ this, here.) 
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2011 *rdeh cart.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer rətèh radeḥ, Kuy rthɛh̀, Stieng, Kontum Bahnar 
rədɛh (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Cham ratèːh, ritèːh, Jarai rədɛːh, North Röglai 
radeh; Thai ratʰɛ;́ ~ Sre (→ Röglai) rəndeh, Chrau ndɛh; → Biat rɯndɛh. 
Sre, & Cham &c., exclude *-ɗ-.  
(BLOOD 1966 248.)  
 
2012 *[s][d]i[h] low, below.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic). Stieng dɛh, dhɛh under (neath); low, Biat 
deh, Kammu-Yuan tìs low; ~ Thin (h)nde low, Praok dɛ to be low, (at) the bottom.  
Connect Chrau atɛh below. Note also Nancowry miʔíhsi low, miʔíhla shallow, referred 
ʔíh near; haʔɛh̃hasi to lower, laʔɛs̃si beneath, and further kaləh́ beneath. For 
Bahnar kəɗɛh short, … see 202 *Gliəh. 
 
2013 *ɗeh to be born, to give birth.  
A: (& to move, contaminated by 2062 *leh to go down, out; Bahnaric, Central Aslian) 
Stieng, Biat dɛh v.i.t., Sre deh to give birth to, lay [egg], put down, Chrau dɛh to 
give birth, Sakai dê to lay down (i.e. Semai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 153 (b)); 
apparently → Mương tẻ to be born (BARKER & BARKER 1976), Vietnamese đẻ to be 
born, để to put down; ~ (*[l]nɗeh >) Sre ɗeh to move (v.i.), Bahnar rənɛh to be 
born; (probably) ~ Biat ndɛh [ntok] to move, displace. 
Sora deː- to become is not connected, cf. PINNOW 1959 333.  
(BLOOD 1966 245.) 
 
2013a *ɗuh; *ɗuəh to stumble. 
A: (Katuic, Palaungic) Kuy thùh to trip over, Bru kutɔh̀!; ~ Riang-Lang ˉkəndo to 
stumble. 
B: (South Bahnaric, ?Khmuic; ~ *kɗuəh by secondary derivation ~) Chrau dəjɔh to 
stub toe, (?) Kammu-Yuan cəklɯ́ah slipping up. 
Kuy appears to exclude *kɗ- in root. But separate? or *gɗ-. 
 
2014 *t2ɗih; *t2ɗəh; *t2ɗiʔ near. 
A: (Khmuic, North Aslian, ?South Bahnaric) Sre (DOURNES 1950), Biat dih outside (?), 
Kammu-Yuan les, Khmuʼ leh, Kensiu tədeh near. 
B: (South Bahnaric, North & Central Aslian) Stieng dəːh near; ~ (*t2pɗəh >) Mendriq 
pədəh; ~ Stieng ndəːh, (~?) Lanoh pələndɔh. 
C: (Palaungic; ~ *t2nɗiʔ >) Praok de near, to be about, to be about to, to pertain to, 
Lawa Bo Luang sandaiʔ, Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang sandiʔ near.  
Note also Nancowry ʔíh, ʔɛh̃, tinʔɛh̃.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 N 19.)  
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2015 *[ ]n[ɗ]ah; *[ ]n[ɗ]aah; *[ ]n[ɗ]aʔ one of two sides.  
A, B: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng dah one of a pair (A), Sre, Biat ɗah, Jeh nah side 
(GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), one of two sides, (B) Mương (BARKER 1966 19), 
Vietnamese nửa half; ~ (A/B) Bahnar məʔnah part, some…others… . 
C: (Katuic) Kuy naː side, direction.  
(BLOOD 1966 289.) 
 
2015a *pɗuh; *pɗuəh; (*pɗiəh-s >?) *pɗiəs to burst, explode, spark, pustulate.  
A: (North Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Bahnar ɗoh to 
explode, ɗuh pus, to suppurate, Vietnamese nổ to explode, Nancowry ʔuróh to hatch 
eggs; → Jarai ɗuh to explode; ~ Kammu-Yuan pəltòh to explode; ~ Palaung 
pədoh parched rice. 
B: (Kuy) Kuy dɑh to burst, explode; ~ bdɑh parched rice. 
C: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy dɛh [sparks] to fly, West Bahnar dɛh 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Lawa Bo Luang teh, Lawa Umphai thias to give off sparks. 
Connect 2008 *bt1uh &c. 
 
2016 *[s]ɗuh to leap, jump.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Khmer stùh sduḥ to leap up, spring forward (with chest 
register by levelling on derivation); ~ sɔmtùh, sɔntùh bound, leap; ~ Sre sənɗoh 
to jump; ~ Biat rdoh to spring, rush upon, to swoop. 
Sre establishes *-ɗ-. Note Bru badayh < *-as to leap, jump. 
 
(*nih see 91 *niʔ this.) 
 
2017 *neh finished, over.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre neh to be finished; past auxiliary, Röngao neh (& nɛy) formerly, 
recently (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
(*nɔh see 92 *nɔʔ this.) 
 
2018 *jnah victorious.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy) Old Mon jnaḥ /jnah/, Modern Mon hnɛh̀, Old Khmer jnaḥ, 
Modern Khmer chnɛə̀h, Kuy nàh to be victorious (over); → Cham canɤ̄ḥ; ~ 
Literary Mon jamnaḥ victor, Khmer cùmnɛə̀h victory. 
 
2019 *t[rn]əh other.  
A: (Mon, Katuic) Middle Mon tanah, tanoh /tənɔh/, Modern Mon kənɔh, Kuy nɑh, 
Bru kanɑh. 
Katuic probably confirms *-rn-. 
 
2020 *t1n1ɔh mouth.  
A: (Katuic, Khmuic) Kuy nɔh, Kammu-Yuan tənɔh́. 
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(*[b]nah see 96 *[b]naʔ you.) 
 
2021 *piih to wash [clothes].  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng phih (!; BLOOD 1966 peːh), Sre, Chrau piːh, Biat, Bahnar pih. 
connected 2026 *puh to wash.  
(SHAFER 1965 97; BLOOD 1966 49.) 
 
‡2022 *pah; *puh; *puəh to slap, hit. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) (Sre pah to clap, slap, punch perhaps ← 
Röglai, below; as Khmer pah to hit ← Cham) Chrau pah to hit, Praok pa to strike, 
Lawa Bo Luang poh, (!) Lawa Umphai phoh, Mae Sariang p(h)oh (by attraction 
2026 *puh to wash) to hit, beat, launder; ~ Vietnamese vả to slap. 
B: (Khmer, North Aslian, Nicobaric) Khmer boh puḥ to hit with stick, Lebir, Kerbat puh 
to strike (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 496 (c)), Nancowry ʔufóh to stir, 
beat drum. 
C: (Khmer, Kuy, Palaungic) Khmer bɔh poḥ, Kuy pɑh to hammer, drive in, Palaung 
pɔh to slap. 
Back vocalism secondary. 
Proto-Austronesian *pə[q]pəq: Malay pĕpah to strike, beat, &c. (NOTHOFER 1975 75, 
Proto-Malayo-Javanese *pəppəh. Tagalic reflects variants *paqpaq, *piqpiq; see 
PRELIMINARY STUDIES…). Cham, North Röglai pah to slap, Jarai pah to slap, to beat 
drum, Röglai pah to slap, clap, punch are < *pəqpəq or ← Mon-Khmer; separate 
Acehnese ömpaih to beat, < *-t'. 
 
(*pah see also 100 *paʔ shoulder.) 
 
2023 *p[ɔ]h (to) flower.  
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung poh (to) flower, Riang-Lang ˉpɔ bud; to open, 
flower, Proto-Semai *pɤ(ɤ)h to blossom (DIFFLOTH 1977). 
= 2029 *puh &c. to open? Then rather *pə(ə)h. (Cf. SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 189.)  
 
2024 *pooh to use a bow.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Old Mon poh /poh/, Modern Mon puh to 
shoot with pellet-bow, Khmer bɔh poḥ to gin [cotton], Praok [ak] po bow; ~ Mon 
nuh pnoh pellet-bow, Khmer phnɔh bow for beating cotton, Vietnamese nỏ 
crossbow. 
= following? Pangan puh to shoot with blowipe is < 2028 *puh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 14.) 
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2025 *p[oo]h to throw (away).  
A: (Khmer, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Khmer bɔh poḥ to throw, (— baol &c.) throw 
away, abandon (→ Kuy bɑh throw away, abandon), Lawa Bo Luang pəuh, Lawa 




‡2026 *puh to wash.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan puh to wash [clothes, hair]; ~ Biat rpoh to 
wash [face]. 
Connect 2021 *piih to wash [clothes]. 
Proto-Austronesian *puqpuq: Kelabit pupuq to wash clothes, Bikol puqpuq to wash 
anus, &c. (BLUST 1970 no. 310; Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
‡2027 *puh; *puuh reed, split bamboo. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric) ~ (*mpuh >) Mon (k)əpɒh lapuih kinds of reed 
used for matting; ~ Khmer bəboh, pəboh papos! Aira arundinacea, used for matting; 
→ Cham papɔ̀ː  Saccharum arundinaceum; ~ Khmer prəboh prapos! reed, by 
metathesis Sre proh rush; → Röglai bərboh rush. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng puːh split bamboo used in fields.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 24.) 
Proto-Austronesian *palu[ ]puq: Malay pĕlupoh, Javanese plupuh split bamboo for 
flooring, (?) Tagalog palupoq rack (DEMPWOLFF 1938 113; Proto-Malayo-Javanese 
or Proto-Hesperonesian). Perhaps Mon-Khmer → Indonesian Cf. BENEDICT 1975 
325-6, leaf; but connected Proto-Austronesian with *p/al/aqpaq frond, midrib 
(DEMPWOLFF 1938 112-13; DYEN 1965) not certain. 
 
‡2028 *puh; (*puh-s >) *puus to blow. 
A: (South Bahnaric, North Aslian) Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör puh, Central Rölöm pɷh 
to blow, Biat poh to operate [bellows], pump, Pangan puh to shoot with blowpipe 
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 256 (a)); ~ Sre gəpuh [leaf in wind] to tremble, [flag 
&c.] to blow in wind. 
B: (North Bahnaric, North Aslian, ?Central Aslian) Bahnar puyh north-east monsoon, 
dry season, Jehai pəhos to blow, (?) Semai II pəs wind. 
By dissimilation < *phuh(-s) < *bhuh(-s), cf. Jehai, Austronesian? Cf. 616 *lpuŋ 
&c.; 1023 *puut &c.  
(BLOOD 1966 29.) 
(?) Proto-Austronesian *[qS]ə(N)but': Cham pùːh to blow up [fire], Malay (h)ĕmbus 
to blow furnace…, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 63, *həmbut'). See BENEDICT 1975 236-7. 
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2029 *puh; *puuh; *puəh; *pəh; (*pəh-s >) *pəəs to open.  
A, B: (Palaungic) Palaung pɯh (A), (B) Praok paw, Lawa Bo Luang pɑuh, Lawa 
Umphai, Mae Sariang poh. 
C: (North Bahnaric, Nicobaric) Bahnar pɔh to open, uncover (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & 
Röngao poh), Central Nicobarese ofoəh-[hələ &c.] to open, Nancowry fuáh open, 
ʔufuáh to open; → North Röglai puəh. 
D: (?) → Cham pɤh, Röglai pəh to open. 
E: (North Bahnaric) Gölar Bahnar pəyh to open, uncover. 
= 2023 *p[ɔ]h (to) flower? Cf. also 2036 *ɓ[ə]h &c.; 346 *pək &c. 
 
(*[kr]puh see 103 *krpiʔ buffalo.) 
 
2030 *lpiəh; by metathesis *pliəh to separate, pick. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Kuy, North Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon pɔh to be 
displaced, Khmer beh peḥ to pick, pluck, Kuy peh to break off piece [of edible], East 
Bahnar pɛh, West Bahnar pɛʔ to pick, pluck, to cut and gather, to strip, peel, scale 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung pɛh, Praok pɛ, Lawa Bo Luang pəih, Vietnamese 
bẻ to pick, pluck; (Vietnamese or Khmer) → Chrau bɛh to pick or break off; ~ 
Middle Mon lapah [ket] to pick up, Modern Mon həpɔh to pick up, kəpɔh to pick 
up, (kɔ —) to be broken off. 
B: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, ?Nicobaric) Stieng plɛh to pick [fruit], to 
change [garment], to take the place of [person], Bahnar plɛh to pull loose, strip ear, to 
take out, extract; [snare] to be set off; ~ (*pnliəh >?) Kuy mpleh to pick, pull stalks 
off; ~ Mon pəlɔh to pull, pluck, pull apart, cut into bits, Khmer prəleh to pick 
carefully, (TANDART 1935) pull to pieces; by back-formation ~ Mon lòh to pick up, 
Bahnar lɛh to pick, pluck; [weapon, trap] to go off (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
(?)Nancowry léh (to be) separate, to break or cut off.  
Note variously Jeh piayh (< *[l]piəs) to break off; Biat pəːih (< *[l]pəəs) to pick 
up; Lawa Bo Luang pɑh to be broken off; Bahnar plɔh to pull loose, strip ear, to take 
out, extract; [snare] to be set off (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; Jölong); gləh (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63) to come out of place, be dislocated.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
 
(*lpah see 2063 *p-lah to cut up, divide, split.) 
 
2030a *lp[ɔ]h waves in water.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Bahnar pɔh [yaʔ]; ~ Old Mon laṁpoḥ /ləmpɔh/ [caloḥ], 
Modern Mon kəpɔh. 
 
‡2031 *[s]rpah to insult.  
A: (Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Sre sərpah to impugn the paternity of, insult (→ Röglai), 
Central Rölöm pah to put a curse on, Bahnar dialects səpah &c. to insult grossly 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Vietnamese [si] vả to insult.  
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(BLOOD 1966 322.) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'uNpaq: Malay sumpah oath, imprecation, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
158; DYEN 1953 § 62; Proto-Hesperonesian). Mon-Khmer not obviously ← 
Indonesian given morphological & semantic divergence.  
 
‡2032 *bah; *baas to flow out. 
A: (North Bahnaric, ?Mon) Literary Mon [haḥ] baḥ to overflow (or B); ~ Bahnar bəbah 
to flow into. 
B: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Khmer pìːəh bās spreading right through, Kuy phìah 
ready to overflow; ~ Vietnamese vãi to spill, to be spilled, to strew. 
Proto-Austronesian *baSaq: Malay bah flood, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 17, *bacah; DYEN 
1953 § 54). See BENEDICT 1975 349.  
 
2033 *b[ɔ]h mindful, to hold in mind.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, Khasi) Mon pòh bah to remember, call to mind (& Middle 
Mon bah sanā to bear in mind by popular etymology ← Sanskrit/Pali vāsanā 
recollection), Chrau vɔh [vənɔh] wise, Khasi [buh]bot to be mindful (with b- by 
phrasal alliteration). 
 
‡2034 *buh; *buuh; *buəh ash, powdery dust. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric, ?North Bahnaric) Stieng buh ash; ~ (*brb- >) Mon həpɜh̀ 
babuih dust, powder, spoil, (or B) Jölong bəbuːih dust (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; 
apparently contaminated by other dialects ɓruyh); ~ Stieng nbuh ash, Sre 
kəmbuh powder, dust, waste from first pounding of paddy. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Chrau vuːh dust, ash, Sre buːh, Biat buh ash. 
C: (Khmuic) Kammu-Yuan pɔh̀ ash. 
Connect Semang sibó (i.e. Semnam; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 23), Sakai sâbor dust 
(i.e. Semai; ib. S_26); but connection dubious Khmer pheh pheḥ ashes, cited at 
POU & JENNER 1975 no. 18; as Khasi dpei hearth, ashes. Cf. 359 *[ ]bu(u)k dust; 
1483a *buuyʔ &c. dust; 2044 *t1[l]ɓooh flour, dust.  
(SHAFER 1965 134.) 
(~) Proto-Austronesian *qabu: Malay abu ashes, dust, powder, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 
11, *cabuc; DAHL 1973 § 8.3, 12.2, contra DYEN 1953 § 112; cf. SHORTO 1975 90 n. 
25); → Besisi abo’ ashes (i.e. Mah Meri), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 A 160. For 
*qabuk see 359 *[ ]bu(u)k. See BENEDICT 1975 221-2. 
 
2035 *buuh to split.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Nicobaric) Khmer pùh buḥ to split wood, 
Stieng buh to split wood; finished part of task, Biat buh part, half, lamina, 
Vietnamese bổ to split [wood], cut [fruit] open (!; contaminated by 2029 *puh to 
open?), Nancowry tapúh to split; ~ Stieng mbuh split wood; finished part of task. 
 
(*ɓeh see 1963 *bVʔeh to abuse.) 
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2036 *ɓ[ə]h; *ɓah to open. 
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Palaung [baŋ] boh (!) doorway, Mương bở (BARKER 1966 
19), Vietnamese mở to open. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat bah ajar. 
Palaung vocalism contextual? Cf. 2029 *puh &c. 
 
2037 *ɓɔɔh salt.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy phɑ̀ːh, Chrau vɔh, Biat bɔh, Sre, Jeh, Halang boh, Bahnar 
ɓɔh; → Cham bōh. 
Cf. 1770 *[m]ɓil.  
(BLOOD 1966 259; SMITH 1972 379.) 
 
†‡2038 *ɓuh; *ɓuuh; (*ɓu(u)h-s >) *ɓus; *ɓuus; *ɓi[ ]s to bubble, boil. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Central Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer pùh buḥ to 
boil, Bahnar buh welling up (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B); (~) → Iban amboh 
/ambuh/ scum, slime; ~ Khmer pəpùh foam, scum, Central Sakai buboh foam, 
froth; ~ (*brɓuh >) Mon həbɒh baḅuih &c. foam, froth (or : last); → Cham 
parapɔ̀ː h froth; ~ Khmer rùmpùh boiling-point, Stieng rəmuh to boil (v.i.); ~ Kuy 
mpoh foam, bubbles, Stieng səmbuh, (or B; ~?) Bahnar kəmuh froth. 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương, Katuic) ~ Biat mbuh froth, Vietnamese mủ pus, Kuy 
phùh to boil over. 
C: (Mon; rather than A) Mon bɒh to boil (v.t.). 
D: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung bur, Riang-Lang ˉbus foam, foam, Temiar buːs 
bubbles (DIFFLOTH 1976); (probably) ~ Sakai rĕbus to boil (i.e. Temiar, Lanoh; 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 334); → Malay rĕbus, Acehnese röboih. 
E: (Palaungic) Palaung bir to boil [rice]. 
Connected further Central Nicobarese fɔĩh bubble (< *p-); Praok bay foam, froth (< 
*bnɓiiʔ?); 372 *[c]ɓuk froth.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56.) 
Sora əbu'buː-n foam.  
~ (Proto-Austronesian *[t']əbu) Bikol sabó, sobo foam, foam, Pangasinan sabó foam, 
Ilocano sibo bubble. Note also Malay bueh froth (< *bu[ ]iq, or ← Mon-Khmer?; 
with Nicobaric, & Mon-Khmer vowel variation, suggesting Proto-Austroasiatic 
*buih or the like); Sanskrit budbuda-, budbuḍa- bubble, buḍabuḍa- bubblingly 
(TURNER 1962-66 9278). (Cf. POU & JENNER 1975 no. 17.) 
 
†‡2039 *ɓuh; *ɓəh to pour, sprinkle. 
A: (Mon, North & Central Aslian) Mon bɒh to sprinkle; ~ Temiar muh to bathe; ~ Che’ 
Wong, Semai mamuh to bathe; ~ Middle Mon laḅoh /ləɓɯh/, Modern Mon 
həbɒh to pour or sprinkle water over. 
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B: (Khasi, North & South Aslian, Nicobaric) Khasi bet to scatter, sow, sprinkle, Pangan 
[ya]-böʼ to pour (i.e. Bateg Deq; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 P 204); ~ Nancowry 
kapúahɲi to pour out (< *ɓuəh?); ~ Semaq Beri mahmɛːh to bathe.  
(SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 81.) 
Kharia biʼb to pour out water (PINNOW 1959 319).  
Proto-Austronesian *buqbuq: Acehnese boh to place, put, Malay bubuh to put, set, 
affix, &c., Cebuano Bisayan bùbù to pour out into, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 31, 
*bubuh Hinzufügen + *bubu[h] Giessen; SHORTO 1975 97). The same semantics 
in 986 *cuut &c. 
 
2040 *[k]ɓ[ɔ]h to love, like.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) ~ Sre gəboh to like; ~ Praok mo to love, like. 
Or *-oh. Note Nancowry ʔuáh to admire. 
 
2041 *[k]ɓuh to burn, grill.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric) Kuy buh to burn, Sre buh to grill, Chrau vuh, Jeh, Halang buh 
to roast, Bahnar ɓuh to singe, grill. 
Earlier *[k]bʔuh, causative formation? Then connected perhaps (i) Nyah Kur lʔuh 
cooked [rice], Bahnar həuh to reheat roast and mix with freshly cooked rice… 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); (→) Cham uh to cook in ashes; (ii) A193 *[ɗ]uh hot; (iii) 
1872 *[ ]ʔus &c. fire, firewood.  
(SMITH 1972 341.) 
 
2041a *jɓuəh (& *jɓuuh?); *jɓuuʔ beak. 
A: (Khmer, Kuy, Viet-Mương) Kuy cbɑh hooked tip of beak; ~ Khmer cɔmpùh 
cambuḥ, (TANDART 1935) cùmpùh (< *-uuh?), Vietnamese mõ beak. 
B: (Mon; ~ *jnɓuuʔ >) Mon həmao camhau &c. beak, bill, muzzle. 
Connect Cham caḅuac, Röglai təbuːy, North Röglai tuɓuaiʔ.  
 
2042 *tɓ[e]h to turn edge.  
A: (Mon, North Bahnaric) Old Mon tḅeḥh /tɓeh/ to turn, blunt [edge of weapon], 
Bahnar bɛh slightly jagged (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
2043 *tɓ[ə]h (& *tɓəəh?); *tɓuh to appear, be seen. 
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) ~ Old Mon tuṁḅaḥ /təmɓah/ (!) to appear (& Modern Mon 
həmah s(a)maḥ to resemble, contaminated by 149 *sməh equal, alike); ~ 
(*tbɓ[ə]h >) Old Mon tuḅaḥ, Modern Mon həbah to show, (~, or by analogy, cf. 
South Bahnaric *tn- causative) Stieng (tə)mbəːh to inform, warn, confess, accuse 
(< *-əəh?), Biat mbəh to tell, inform. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar ɓoh to see; ~ təɓoh to show. 
Khmer cbah clear, evident… is < 1920 *c[b]as.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 16, 18.) 
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†2044 *t1[l]ɓooh flour, dust.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic) Middle Mon thaḅoh /təɓoh/ cake of rice-flour, Modern Mon 
[kwaiŋ] həbuh rice-flour, Palaung kərboh airborne dust, to be dusty (MILNE 1931); 
→ Malay lĕbu dust, probably → Javanese lĕbu dust, → Sundanese ləbuq ashes, 
dust (cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 94, *ləbuc; NOTHOFER 1975 43).  
Cf. 2034 *buh &c. ash, powdery dust. 
Santali loboʔ husk, bran, meal, flour, &c. (PINNOW 1959 245; Proto-Munda *lobo[ʔ]—
& *lopo[ʔ]). 
 
2044a *mih parent’s elder sibling.  
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau mih parent’s elder sibling, Bahnar mih parent’s elder brother.  
(SMITH 1972 334.) 
 
(*mih see also 127 *miʔ (to) rain; *miih see 128 *mi[i]ʔ you (singular); *m[o]h see 
136 *m[o]ʔ what.) 
 
†2045 *muh; *muuh; *muus nose. 
A: (Mon, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Khasi, Aslian, Nicobaric) Old Mon moḥ /mɯh/, 
Modern Mon, Kuy mùh, Biat moh, Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bahnar muh, Jeh, Halang, 
Kammu-Yuan mùh, Khasi ʼmut (~ khmut), Kensiu, Semai mɔh, Semelai muh, 
Central Nicobarese moəh, moəh̃, Nancowry muáh (< *muəh); ~ Khmer 
crəmoh cramuḥ nose, Stieng trəmuh nose, muzzle.  
B: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung muh (MILNE 1931), Temiar məːh, Semnam 
muːh nose. 
C: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Lawa Bo Luang, Mae Sariang maɯh, Lawa Umphai 
maus, Mương (WILSON 1966, BARKER 1966 205), Vietnamese mũi nose.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56; SHAFER 1965 184, 427; BLOOD 1966 28; SMITH 1972 343; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 N 98.) 
Sora mʔuː-n, compounding form muː-n, Mundari mu(hu), &c. (PINNOW 1959 387). 
 
2046 *muh; *muəh; *muʔ to be. 
A: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung mɯh, Sakai moh (i.e. Temiar; SKEAT & 
BLAGDEN 1906 B 88). 
B: (Khmer, Palaungic, North Aslian) Archaic Khmer mùəh moḥ that is, Praok mɔ, 
Semang moah to be (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906). 
C: (Palaungic, Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _moʔ to remain, stay, Temiar mɔʔ there is 
(BENJAMIN 1976B 178). 
Connect Lawa mah to be; < weak form? 
 
(*kmu(ə)h see 138 *kmuʔ mouldy, rotten.) 
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2047 *crmah generous, kind.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre sərmah, Chrau səmah, Bahnar hamah (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → 
Jarai cəmaːh, Röglai sərmah, North Röglai caramah. 
Note Literary Mon pamaḥ [slaḥ] to give up, yield, ~ [salaḥ] pawaḥ &c. to renounce, be 
generous < Middle Mon trawaḥ to renounce; conceivably ~ *cwah, Bahnaric by 
secondary derivation ~ *cmah < *cmwah. 
 
(*sməh see 149 *smə[ ]ʔ equal, alike.) 
 
2048 *yah; *yaʔ to damage; waste, residue. 
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic, Viet-Mương) Sre yah waste product (→ Röglai), 
Palaung yah, Riang-Lang _yɑ, Praok yɛ to destroy, ruin, Bru yìah to pull down, tear 
down; ~ (*[c][r]yah >) Bahnar hiah torn, spoiled, damaged (GUILLEMINET 1959-
63); ~ (*[c]nyah >) Biat njah residue, Jeh ɲah chaff (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979), 
(~?) kaɲah chips from chopping tree; → Jarai ʔjah residue; ~ Vietnamese nhả to 
let fall from mouth, emit from aperture. 
B: (North Bahnaric; ~ *cyaʔ >?) Bahnar ʔiaʔ residue of sugar-cane.  
 
2049 *syuu[h] damp, wet.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau suːh, Biat chuh; ~ Bahnar həʔɲuyh, (Kontum; ~?) həyuyh 
(with *-s by assimilation?); ~ Chrau [daːʔ] yuːh dew. 
SMITH 1972 498 suggests North Bahnaric *-j-, probably regular in context. 
 
2050 *reh to raise up, to exalt.  
A: (Mon, Khmuic) Old Mon reh /reh/ to do honour to, Modern Mon rèh [seh] to hold 
in respect or reverence, Thin rɛh to lift up. 
Connect 2061 *[s]r[ɔ]h to rise, ascend. 
 
(*r[ɔ]h see 2061 *[s]r[ɔ]h to rise, ascend.) 
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†‡2051 *ruh; *ruuh; *ruəh; *rəh; *rah; *raah; *rih; (*-h-s >) *rus; *ruəs; *rəs; 
*rəəs; *raas (& *ras?); *ris; *ruʔ; *ruuʔ; *ruəʔ; *raʔ to fall, be shed. 
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer rùh ruḥ to fall down, fall 
off, Stieng ruh (& aruh) to come off handle, come loose, (or B?) Bahnar ruh to fall 
(down), Jeh ruh [rain] to fall, Halang ruh [water] to fall; ~ Middle Mon croh 
/crɯh/ [rain] to fall on, Modern Mon sɒh to extinguish, Khmer crùh to fall, (~?) 
Stieng jəruh [flowers, fruit] to fall, Bahnar cəruh to fall on, flow on, pour on 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63; or B?), Vietnamese rỏ to drip, ooze; ~ (*cbruh >) Old 
Mon -curoḥ to shed scatter, Modern Mon kərɒh to pour out, let fall, Khmer cùmrùh 
to cause to fall, Kuy sroh, rhoh [clothes] to come down, to remove [clothes] (v.i. 
perhaps < *cr-); ~ Old Mon sruḥ to pour water on, (merging *c-ruh) Modern Mon 
sɒh to extinguish, (or B) Bahnar sruh to let fall, throw away; ~ Mon prɒh to burst, 
leak, Sre pruh to spurt out, to squirt out, Chrau pruh [fruit, leaves] to fall, Bahnar 
proh to gush out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63; & West Bahnar pruh to squirt from 
mouth); → Cham pruh to squirt from mouth; ~ Stieng bruh to sprinkle water on, 
Sre bruh to spit, dribble; ~ (*.nruh >) Kuy nthrùh to fall, Biat ndroh shower 
(quantifier); ~ Biat ŋkroh to shake [contents of sack] down. 
B: (South Bahnaric) ~ (*sruuh >) Chrau suːh to sprinkle; ~ (*bruuh >) vruːh to 
squirt, spit. 
C: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Palaungic) ~ Bahnar crɔh diarrhoea 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer prɔh proḥ to sprinkle, Bahnar prɔh outflow 
(quantifier) (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ Khmer prùəh to sow, scatter, Kuy phrɑ̀ːh to 
strew, sow, scatter, sprinkle, Chrau vrɔh to scatter, sprinkle; ~ Kammu-Yuan krɔh̀ to 
flake off, peel off, (~? *.nr- >; or variant final) Praok grua to drop, fall away; ~ 
Sre səkruəh to shake down, (?) Praok khrua to shake off. 
D: (South Bahnaric, Khasi, Central Aslian, ?Mon) Stieng rəːh to dismantle, demolish; ~ 
Jah Hut cərəh to fall; ~ Middle Mon prah, Modern Mon prɔh to fall, be shed (or C); 
~ Stieng brəh to scatter, to sow broadcast, Khasi bret to throw away. 
E, F: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Kuy ràh to asperge, Sre [miːw] rah mango 
showers, Biat rah to asperge, to strew, scatter, Vietnamese rã to be dispersed; ~ Mon 
prah to be scattered about, Kuy prah [praŋ] to be separated and scattered, Sre prah 
[preŋ] all over the place (DOURNES 1950), Biat prah to fall (down), Bahnar prah 
scattered, sparse (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Thai pràʔ to sprinkle, spray; ~ Bahnar 
təprah to splash by secondary derivation; ~ Vietnamese [đi] rửa to have diarrhoea 
(F). 
G: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Lawa Umphai reh to pour; ~ Khmer preh 
preh priḥ priḥ onomatopoeic for fine rain, Sre prih to spurt out, Biat prih [boil] to 
burst. 
H: (Bahnaric) Sre ros to strip grains [of hill paddy] by hand, Bahnar dialect ruːih 
[cereals] to shatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ East Bahnar pruːih to squirt from 
mouth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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I: (Mon, Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, North Aslian) Cheʼ Wong rəwas to fall; ~ 
Mon pruh proh to squirt from mouth or trunk, Proto-Nyah Kur *pru̱uy ̊(DIFFLOTH 
1984 V258), Palaung pruər fine ash; → Shan phɔɛ́, phɔɛ̄ to scatter in fine particles; 
~ Khmer prùːəh bruəs to squirt from mouth, Biat brɔːih [raːɔ] to exorcize (by 
squirting water). 
J, K: (Khmer, Kuy, South Bahnaric) Sre (→ Röglai) rəːs to trim leaves and bark from 
[branch], Biat rəːih to demolish (K); ~ Khmer prɔːh pras! to sprinkle gently 
(TANDART 1935; pras' GUESDON 1930; J, lengthening secondary), (K) Kuy prəːh 
dishevelled, [bees] disturbed, Biat prəːih unravelled; ~ (J; or M or G?) Biat mbreh to 
sow [paddy]. 
L: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Sre raːs to spread out fanwise, rake 
apart (→ Röglai) (by attraction 1928 *raas to retreat), Palaung rar [leaves] to fall; 
~ Chrau jraːih to asperge; ~ Khmer praːh prās to throw away, leave, separate, 
Riang-Lang ˉprɑs to leave, to be apart, (probably) Praok pra to leave; ~ Mương 
(BARKER 1966 19), Vietnamese rải to scatter (& Vietnamese rảy to sprinkle with 
water; < *-as?). 
M: (Khmer, North Aslian) Mendriq rɛs to fall; ~ Khmer prɤh pris fine [rain], to sprinkle 
lightly. 
N: (North Bahnaric, ?South Bahnaric) ~ Biat [craːi] pruː to scatter, disperse (v.i.) (or 
O), Bahnar proʔ to gush out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
O: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) Bahnar ruː [cereals] to shatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ 
Bahnar [ʔmiː] pruː to shower; ~ Khasi khru sound of falling or tumbling. 
P: (Bahnaric, Khmuic) Biat rwəː to scatter, Kammu-Yuan rùaʔ-rùaʔ [water] running out 
continuously; ~ Bahnar prɔʔ to spurt out (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
Q: (North Bahnaric, Khasi) ~ West Bahnar praʔ to scatter (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Khasi pra to fall to pieces, scatter, separate. 
Add as derivative 2058 *truh to seep? Connected further 843 *ruc &c. to fall, drip; 
837 *ra(a)c to sprinkle, scatter; & Vietnamese [xê] ra to separate, scatter.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 56, 66; SMITH 1972 354; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 F 19.) 
Sora (i) ru-[idɑː-] to pour [water]; (ii) 'sirɑː- to extinguish; (iii) Kharia rɔ to be 
scattered (PINNOW 1959 400; Proto-Munda *rəʔ?).  
Proto-Austronesian (i) *luɣuq: Malay luroh to fall, be shed, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 98-
9, *-h); (ii) *d1/2iɣuq: Tagalog lígoq bathing, &c. (BLUST 1971 no. 166; Proto-
Hesperonesian); (iii) *d[1/2]iɣut': Malay dirus to irrigate, water, Javanese dus, 
Hiligaynon Bisayan digus to bathe (Proto-Hesperonesian; cf. DEMPWOLFF 1938 40, 
*d-); (iv; Mon-Khmer →?) Malay tĕmpĕras scattered (referred at DEMPWOLFF 1938 
116 to *pəɣət' —rather *pəɣəqət', see DAHL 1973 § 17.6, 9— to squeeze out). Cf. 
also BENEDICT 1975 395, sprinkle. 
 
2052 *ruh; *ruuh; *rus young girl, virgin.  
A, B: (Bahnaric) (Sre aruh virgin, young girl =?) Sre [ʔuːr] ruh young woman (BLOOD 
1966) (A), Chrau ruːh sister (B); ~ (*rnr- >?; A) Stieng druh nubile girl, animal on 
heat, [koːn duː uːr] ndruh nubile girl, Chrau [uːr] druh young woman, Biat [buː] 
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droh young girl, (A/B) Bahnar adruh, Gölar Bahnar hədruh girl, young woman still 
childless, (~?) Jeh drudruh unmarried woman, Halang dədruh young, unmarried 
woman, fruitful.  
C: (Palaungic) ~ Riang-Lang ˉcərɔs virgin, unmarried girl. 
Connection uncertain Praok [bon] kri, Lawa Bo Luang [pi]-khrəih, Lawa Umphai 
[pa-, kuan] kreh, Mae Sariang [pa]-khyɛih (< *krih?).  
(BLOOD 1966 25; SMITH 1972 352.) 
 
†2053 *ruuh to wash [clothes].  
A: (North Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Röngao rùh, Vietnamese rũ.  
Cf. 1841 *r[ ]aawh to wash (SMITH 1972 348.) 
Sora roː-[kaːb-]. 
 
(*[k]ra[ ]h see 164 *kra[ ]ʔ old, aged.) 
 
2054 *[k]ruh kind of basket.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric) Khmer krùh gruḥ, Kuy khrùh (!) kind of basket coated 
with resin (→ Biat gruh bucket?), Sre kruh small kind of carrying-basket, Bahnar 
kroh special large kind of carrying-basket; → Jarai krɔːh, Röglai kruh small kind of 
carrying-basket.  
(SMITH 1972 376.) 
 
2055 *cr[ii]h rust.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer creh crɛḥ, Kuy (!) thrɛh̀, 
Stieng cərɛh, Vietnamese rỉ. 
Khmer &c. vocalism post-dental? 
 
(*jruh see 172 *jruuʔ deep.) 
 
2056 *jruəh; *jr[ə]h; *jriəh clean. 
A: (Bahnaric) Chrau jrɔh clean, Bahnar hərɔh clean, pure (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer) Khmer crɛə̀h clean, pure. 
C: (Katuic) Kuy thrìːh smooth, clean, licked clean. 
C secondary; Khmer vocalism post-dental? 
 
2057 *tr[e]h (to draw a) line.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre treh to draw a line (↔ Röglai), Bahnar trih line, row (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63). 
 
2057a *[t]rrah kind of citrus.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Mon [pərak] kərah taraḥ kind of citrus, Biat [krɔːc] rlah 
lemon, mandarin orange. 
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2058 *truh to seep.  
A: (Mon, South Bahnaric) Biat troh to seep, trickle, drip; ~ Mon kərɒh [daik] filter. 
~ 2051 *ruh to fall, be shed? Note there Vietnamese rỏ to drip, ooze. 
 
2059 *prah; *praʔ to make offerings. 
A: (Bahnaric) Sre, Bahnar dialects prah to make a minor sacrifice to *kyaak 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); ~ (*p[n]rah >) Chrau mvrah offering-table. 
B: (North Bahnaric) Bahnar praʔ to make a minor sacrifice to *kyaak.  
 
2060 *brah divine being.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric) Old Khmer vraḥ, Modern Khmer prɛə̀h god, sacred being 
or thing, Stieng brah spirit (diable, démon), Sre brah mythic hero (DOURNES 1950), 
Biat brah spirit (génie); → Thai pʰráʔ.  
Connect ultimately Old Burmese purhā, Modern Burmese bhurā:; Old Javanese bhra 
lord, Modern Javanese bra prince. 
 
2061 *r[ə]h to rise, ascend.  
A: (Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy sah to rise, to raise; Kammu-Yuan rəh̀ to rise, wake, to 
grow, to go up, Riang-Lang _rɔ to rise, to go up; ~ Kammu-Yuan prəh́ to raise, to 
wake (v.t.), (~?; by secondary derivation) Riang-Lang phrɔ to rise. 
Or *r- ~ *sr-? Separate Kuy, Bru sɑh to ascend (?). Connect 2050 *reh to rise up… . 
 
2062 *leh to go down, go out.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic) East Bahnar lih to abort (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung 
leh, Praok li to go down, out, Riang-Lang _lɛ to go out, away, Lawa Bo Luang ləih 
to go down; ~ Sre pleh to make way, step back, aside, Biat plɛh to move house, 
Palaung pleh to put down, to set free, to discharge [gun] (MILNE 1931), Riang-Lang 
ˉplɛ to cuase to go out, drive out, to publish, show, to set free, Lawa Bo Luang pləih, 
Lawa Umphai pleh to show; ~ (*.nleh >) Biat ŋkleh to lower [blind], Kontum 
Bahnar haŋlɛh to put down [load], to reduce [price] (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), 
Kammu-Yuan klès to hatch out; by secondary derivation ~ Khasi pyngklit to go 
round, avoid. 
Add as derivative 2073 *kleh to fall? Cf. 2013 *ɗeh to be born…, with mutual 
contamination; & 190 *leʔ to leave, depart; 2068 *loh to go out; 2064 *lah to 
leave; 2072 *luəh to abandon; 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave… .  
(SHAFER 1965 127.) 
 
‡2063 *lah to cut up, divide, split.  
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic) Khmer lɛə̀h (→ Biat lɛh) to cut up, 
(~?) Lawa Umphai lah to cut, slice; → Cham lah to open wide, (—lɛ) with legs 
apart; ~ Stieng plah to gut, cut up, skin, Bunör, Biat plah to split, by metathesis 
(*lpah >) Chrau, Halang pah to cut, chop, Bahnar, Jeh pah to split; ~ Kuy klah 
to split [e.g. nut] open; ~ Stieng kənlah half, (by attraction 2074 *klah to break, 
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which compare) Kammu-Yuan tənlàh to split, to break or burst suddenly; ~ Khmer 
phlɛə̀h to divide up, cut up, Stieng blah to clear undergrowth, Chrau vlah to split, 
Sre, Bahnar blah to split, to divide up, Palaung blah to strip [skin] off, (MILNE 
1931) to slice.  
(BLOOD 1966 320; SMITH 1972 363.) 
Proto-Austronesian *bəlaq: Malay bĕlah to split lengthwise, &c. (DEMPWOLFF 1938 27, 
*-h; DAHL 1973 § 8.4). See BENEDICT 1975 391-2. 
 
†2064 *lah; (*lah-s >) *las; *laas to leave. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic, ?Khasi) Khmer lɛə̀h; → Thai láʔ; ~ 
Bahnar plah to separate; ~ Old Mon blaḥ /blah/, Modern Mon plɛh̀ to escape, win 
free, Thin [kham]blah to pass, (or B; ~?) Khasi palat to exceed; ~ Mon həlah to 
be free, open, Khmer srəlah clear, free, Stieng sərlah clear, distinct. 
B: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Khmuic) ~ Sre klas to change status, resign, 
discharge duty &c., to fail to obtain, (or A?) Kammu-Yuan kláh to exceed, [time] to 
pass; ~ Kuy (c)lɛh to change, exchange; ~ Khmer phlah phlās' to replace, change 
(clothes), to be transferred, Biat plɛh to change, Bahnar plɛh, (so rather than A) 
Kammu-Yuan pláh to release, Bru làyh [trap] to be sprung, [gun] to go off.  
C: (Bahnaric, Khasi; ~ *klaas >) Bunör klaːih, Central Rölöm tlɛːh [trap] to be 
sprung, [gun] to go off, Biat klaːih escaped, Bahnar klayh to escape, Khasi khlad to 
separate, part, to depart.  
Cf. 2062 *leh …to go out; 1514 *ləəy &c. to leave… .  
(BLOOD 1966 188, 339.)  
Sora sə'la-, 'saˑlaː- to have leisure.  
 
2065 *lah or.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, ?Palaungic) Old Mon laḥ /lah/, Old Khmer laḥ, loḥ, 
Stieng, Sre, Biat lah, Bahnar dah; ~ Old Khmer klaḥ some, Modern Khmer 
khlah… khlah… some… others…; ~ (*[k]mlah >) Praok [ti] bla some, some… 
others… (& Lawa Umphai, Mae Sariang mblah part; or ~ 2063 *lah …to 
divide…?). 
 
2066 *lah; (*lah-s >) *las; *laas finished. 
A: (Mon) ~ Old Mon blaḥ /blah/ after [that], then (contaminated by 2080 *bl[ɔ]h?).  
B: (South Bahnaric) Stieng lɛh finished; ~ klɛh to finish, use up, finish [doing].  
C: (North Bahnaric) ~ Bahnar klayh to have finished [doing]; then.  
(SMITH 1972 505; cf. ib. 340.) 
 
(*lah see also 191 *laʔ to spread, extend.) 
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‡2067 *loh; *ləh; (*-h-s >) *lo[ ]s; *ləs to unravel, unfold.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Bahnaric, Khmuic, Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Mon lɜh̀ to come 
unwound, Old Khmer loḥ to free, Modern Khmer lùəh to redeem, ransom, Jeh lùh to 
untie (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); ~ Old Mon pluḥ /plɯh/ to attain Buddhahood, 
Modern Mon plɒh to come unwound, to unwind, Stieng plɔh to peel off, skin, Sre 
ploh [bəs] [snake’s] slough, Bahnar dialects plɔh, ploh to open, undo, undress 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Kammu-Yuan plɔh́ vacant, free, Praok plo to rise in baking, 
Vietnamese trổ to shoot forth, sprout. 
B: (Viet-Mương, ?Khasi) → Cham lɤh to undo, untie, take off; ~ Khasi plied to o., 
unfold (or D?), Vietnamese giở, trở to untie, unwrap, to change. 
C: (Kuy, North Bahnaric, Nicobaric, ?Mon) Middle Mon loh /lɯh/ to uncoil (v.t.) 
(probably, rather than A; then *los), Central Nicobarese loːh to remove headgear, 
oloːh-[həŋə] to take off clothes; ~ Kuy ploːh to swell (or A?), Bahnar dialect ploːih 
to open, undo, undress (GUILLEMINET 1959-63); → Acehnese plɔih to unfasten, 
unroll, take off; ~ (*rlo[ ]s >) Kuy ròːh to slip away, get loose, escape. 
D: (Khmer, ?Palaungic) Lawa Bo Luang ləuh, Lawa Umphai lǝs, Mae Sariang loih to 
answer (probably; cf. semantically 2085 *sɔh); ~ Khmer pralas' to separat 
(GUESDON 1930). 
Vowel alternance unusual. = following? Connection dubious 1666 *[ ]luur &c. to 
slip, come loose. 
Proto-Austronesian *Səluq: Acehnese loh bald, leafless, stripped, Karo Batak me-luh 
falling [hair], easily shed, Cebuano Bisayan hulu to moult, to shed skin or shell (so 
Proto-Hesperonesian). 
 
2068 *loh to go out.  
A: (Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic) Kuy lɑ̀ːh, Bru lɑ̀h, Chrau luh (!; contaminated by 
2071 *luh to appear?), Biat, Jeh, Halang loh to go out, Palaung lɔh to go, come. 
= preceding, perhaps by attraction 2062 *leh? Cf. A200 *[ ]rəh to send out, drive 
out; & note Stieng luh to come, go, give, budge; Bahnar hlɔh (under the entry 2072 
*luəh) (to go) beyond.  
(SMITH 1972 386.) 
 
2069 *luh (& *luəh?) to pierce.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, Bahnaric, Palaungic, Khasi, Aslian) Khasi lot (& lod; < 
variant?) to go into a hole (in games), Central Sakai loh perforated, (~?) Semelai 
ʔəluh sharp; ~ Mon klɒh to penetrate, to be penetrated, to understand, Khmer khloh 
khluḥ, Stieng kluh to pierce bullock’s nose; ~ Old Mon kirloḥ /kərlɯh/ to 
penetrate; ~ Kuy thlùh to pierce, penetrate; ~ Sre bluh hole, perforation, Biat bloh 
having a hole in; ~ Bahnar bəloh hole, perforation; to make a hole in; ~ (*sluh >) 
Kuy lhoh to pass rope through nose of bullock, Bahnar hloh perforated, open, Riang-
Lang ˉlo to pierce, penetrate, Kensiu həluh, Temiar səluh to shoot with blowpipe; ~ 
(*srluh >) East Bahnar səluh to bore through [knots of bamboo] (GUILLEMINET 
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1959-63; & West Bahnar rəluh?), Khasi [pei] syllut clean through; (variant?) by 
secondary derivation ~ Palaung kərhlɔh to penetrate. 
= following &/or 2071 *luh &c. to appear (through)? Add perhaps as derivative 2079 
*t1luuh &c. to come, arrive. Cf. also (i; *kluʔ>?) Sre klo to hear, understand; (ii) 
Sora roː- to pierce, penetrate…, Kharia ruʔ to open, &c., PINNOW 1959 359 (Proto-
Munda *ro[ʔ]); (iii) 430 *lu(u)k to have, make, a hole in. But connection dubious 
Proto-Austronesian *tərut' to penetrate, DEMPWOLFF 1938 135 (Proto-
Hesperonesian).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 58; SMITH 1972 356; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 257 (a).) 
 
2070 *luh hole.  
A: (Palaungic, Viet-Mương) Riang-Lang _lu hole, pit, Vietnamese lỗ hole. 
= preceding? 
 
2071 *luh; *luuh; *luəh; *luʔ to appear (through).  
A, B: (Bahnaric) Stieng loːh (BLOOD 1966), Sre luːh (BLOOD 1966) (B), Bunör luh, 
Central Rölöm lɷh (A); ~ (A/B) Bahnar bluh to appear (through), to burst (in). 
C: (Mon, ?Khmer) ~ Khmer chloh chluḥ shining, polished, to shine (or A, B); ~ Old 
Mon -cinloḥ /cənlɔh/ to appear. 
D: (Viet-Mương) Vietnamese lộ to appear; ~ Mương trộ to appear (BARKER 1966 24). 
= 2069 *luh to pierce? Connect perhaps (by secondary derivation ~ *lnluh?) Riang-
Lang _səkno to point to, point at.  
(BLOOD 1966 27.) 
 
2072 *luəh to abandon.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, North Aslian, ?North Bahnaric) Khmer lùəh loḥ to omit, Semang 
lueh to throw away (SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 T 106); ~ (*cluəh >) Mon klɔh to 
abandon (merging 1948 *cl[ɔ]s to throw), Khmer jhloḥ to leave behind, to go 
beyond (GUESDON 1930), (or ad 2068 *loh to go out?) Bahnar hlɔh (to go) beyond. 
Cf. 2062 *leh …to go out; 2064 *lah &c. to leave. 
 
2072a *.lɔh door, window.  
A: (Bahnaric) Biat [mpoːŋ] lɔh window; ~ (or =?) Chrau [ləpoːŋ] mhlɔh window, 
Jeh ploh, Halang pəʔloh door.  
 
2073 *kleh to fall.  
A: (Bahnaric, Palaungic, Katuic) Halang klih to fall down, Bahnar dialects klih 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63); by secondary derivation ~ (i) Bahnar həlɛh [fruit, sky] to 
fall; (ii) Chrau təlih to fall, collapse, Jeh taklih to fall, Riang-Lang ˉklɛ to fall, (by 
secondary derivation) Bru raplɛh̀ [fruit, leaves] to drop.  
Connect Temiar kəlɯʔ [fruit, leaves] to drop; but not Sre tələ(ː) to push over, ↔ Röglai 
tələ(ː) to push over, Cham taləʔ to expel. ~ 2062 *leh to go down…?  
(SMITH 1972 350.) 
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2074 *klah to break.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Stieng klah to break [stock of crossbow], Biat klah 
[branches &c.] to break; ~ Palaung kənlah to break (v.i.). 
Perhaps by metathesis (derivative of) 1972 *[d]kah; or ~ 2063 *lah to cut up, divide, 
split. 
 
2074a *[k]lɔh clean, clear.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng klɔh clearly, distinctly, Sre kloh, Biat klɔh clean, Chrau khlɔh 
pale, faded, Bahnar klɔh to fade (in washing), to become clean. 
Or *tl-. 
 
2075 *glah cooking-pot.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Khmer khlɛə̀h (TANDART 1935), Sre, Chrau, 
Biat glah, Vietnamese trã. 
Cf. 195 *lɔʔ &c. kind of jar or pot.  
(BLOOD 1966 292.) 
 
(*Gliəh see 202 *Gliʔ short.) 
 
2076 *trleh woodpecker.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre tərleh, Chrau təlɛh, Bahnar [sɛːm] təlɛh; (by back-formation?) → 
Röglai kleh. 
Connect perhaps by taboo deformation Cham paplaiḥ; North Röglai daɗeh; Khmer 
trəseh traseḥ. 
 
2077 *tlah; *tlaʔ clear. 
A: (Mon, Kuy, North Bahnaric) Middle Mon [jnok] claḥ, tlaḥ /klah/ to be refulgent, 
Modern Mon klah to be clear, Bahnar klah [klaːŋ] sparkling, dazzling (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63); ~ (*trlah >) Kuy llàh clear(ly), Bahnar tədáh &c. clear, transparent 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
B: (Khmer, North Bahnaric) Khmer thlaː clear, pure, Bahnar klaʔ [klaːŋ] sparkling, 
dazzling. 
Middle Mon cl- by scribal hypercorrection. Connection uncertain Khmer chlah chlās' 
variegated [colours], (TANDART 1935) to iridesce. 
 
(*tnləh see 2019 *t[rn]əh other.) 
 
2078 *t1l[ɔ]h (& *t1lɔɔh?) testicles.  
A: (South Bahnaric, Khmuic) Stieng klɔh testicles [of boar]; ~ (*t1pl- >) Sre ploh, 
(variant?) Chrau [cap] plɔːh testicles; (probably ~) Kammu-Yuan təlóh male 
[animal]. 
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Cf. Riang-Lang ˉtam ˉklɑ. Röglai boʔ kluh is < Proto-Austronesian *buaq qət2əluɣ, 
probably contaminated by Sre.  
 
2079 *t1luuh; *t1ləh to come, arrive. 
A: (North Bahnaric, Palaungic, South Aslian) Bahnar truh to arrive at, reach, Jeh trùh 
to come, arrive, Halang trùh, Palaung hluh! to arrive, Riang-Lang ˉtru to come, 
Sakai dĕloh to go (i.e. Semelai; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 G 49). 
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương; ~ *t1pləh >) Stieng pləːh, (or simplex >?) Mương 
(BARKER 1966 20), Vietnamese trở to reutrn. 
Palaung hl- by regressive assimilation; or contaminated by etymon of Kammu-Yuan 
səlóh to walk, to go to see, perhaps ~ 2068 *loh to go out. ~ 2069 *luh to pierce? 
Add perhaps (*t1luh >) Praok kro to become; & cf. Old Mon tlūṅ /tluŋ/, Modern 
Mon klɜŋ to come, North Bahnaric tr- contextual; Jarai truːh, Röglai, North Röglai 
truh to arrive, reach may show attraction of Mon-Khmer, but are < Proto-
Austronesian *tərut' to penetrate.  
(SMITH 1972 344.) 
 
(*pliəh see 2030 *lpiəh to separate, pick.) 
 
2080 *bl[ɔ]h finished.  
A: (Bahnaric) Sre bloh marker of completed action, Bahnar blɔh to succeed 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Jeh bloh already (GRADIN & GRADIN 1979); → Cham plɔ̀ː h 
finished. 
Cf. 2066 *b-lah. (Cf. SHAFER 1965 141.) 
 
(*rlu[u]h see 226 *rluuʔ to rest.)  
 
2080a *wiəh; *wah to dip up. 
A: (Palaungic) Riang-Lang _vɛ to scoop out [of pot].  
B: (South Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Stieng uah to dip up, Sre wah to empty [fishpond 
&c.] with bucket (DOURNES 1950), Biat wah [mbuh] to skim, Vietnamese vã to 
throw [water] on one’s face; ~ Stieng kuaːh dipper. 
Add Bahnar wah to fish with rod and line?  
 
(*weh see 235 *weeʔ …to twist.) 
 
‡2081 *wah (originally noun?); (*wah-s >) *waas (to make an) opening, (clear a) 
path. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Khmer hvaḥ, Modern Khmer vɛə̀h 
to cut open, Kuy with secondary lengthening wàːh [diaʔ] to breach paddy-bund and 
admit [water], Sre wah passage, narrow path, Biat wah [waːŋ] space, Bahnar wah 
breach, river-mouth (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Palaung vah clearing; ~ (*waas wah 
by contraction > *swah >) Bahnar tsɔah to clear a path (GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
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B: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic) Sre waːs to clear a path, Lawa Umphai wɯas to open; 
~ Stieng kuaːih to clear a path, remove [obstacles]. 
Proto-Austronesian *ua[q]uaq: Tagalog wawaq river-mouth, &c., Cebuano Bisayan 
wàwà wide opening, straits, to make a wide opening, (or Mon-Khmer →?) Cham vaḥ 
passage, Röglai waː narrow passage (DEMPWOLFF 1938 164, *vavah). 
 
2082 *cweh arrow-poison.  
A: (Khmer, South Bahnaric, South Aslian) Khmer chveh chveḥ creeper yielding arrow-
poison, Chrau chwɛh, Besisi cheh arrow-poison (i.e. Mah Meri; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 
1906 P 164 (a)). 
 
(*cwah see 2047 *crmah generous… .) 
 
‡2083 *[l]wah; (*[l]wah-s >) *[l]waas wide. 
A: (Khmer, Katuic, Khmuic, Palaungic) Kuy thwàːh (with secondary lengthening), 
Kammu-Yuan wàh, Palaung vah, Praok vɛ, Lawa wɯah; ~ Khmer trəvɛə̀h large, 
wide, long [mouth, slit]. 
B: (Palaungic, ?North & Central Aslian) Riang-Lang _vɑs, _wɑs, Sakai lĕwas (i.e. 
Temiar; SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 BLOOD 1966 404; or ← Malay, below). 
With Khmer, Kuy initials cf. 924 *l/m/əɲ. 
Acehnese luaih, Malay luas broad, wide, Cham liwah, Röglai luah space (DEMPWOLFF 
1938 100 refers Malay to luvat to issue, emerge, = *luat', DYEN 1953 § 56). 
 
2084 *[s]a[ ]h carrying-basket.  
A: (Bahnaric) Stieng saːh, Sre sah, Chrau sah (BLOOD 1966 saːh), Biat chah; ~ East 
Bahnar [brōŋ] səmah carrying-baskets used for bringing in rice harvest (GUILLEMINET 
1959-63).  
(SHAFER 1965 511; BLOOD 1966 328.) 
 
2085 *sɔh to untie.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Old Mon soḥ /sɔh/ to answer [question], 
Middle Mon sah, Modern Mon sɔh also to untie, Central Sakai söh to untie; ~ 
Khmer səsɔh sasoḥ to comb, to untangle; ~ rəsɔh to become loose; ~ Riang-Lang 
ˉkhɔ to be loose, to loosen, untie. 
 
2086 *s[ɔ]h; *səh dry. 
A: (South Bahnaric, Palaungic, ?Khmer) Khmer sɔh soḥ having a dry throat, limp, (— -
kəkrɔh) dried up or B?), Stieng sɔh dry; ~ Lawa Bo Luang saʔɑh, Lawa Umphai, 
Mae Sariang saʔɔh dry, to dry. 
B: (South Bahnaric) Sre, Chrau səh, Biat chəh dry. 
Lawa obscure (but cf. 937 *[b]saɲʔ)? Connect Nancowry híah (to) dry, hías to dry. 
Cf. 1970 *ckəh; 160 *rɔʔ &c. 
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2087 *suh to make sibilant sound.  
A: (Mon, Palaungic, Central Aslian) Palaung hɯh to gulp in [air] (rather than < 1958 
*huh to blow); ~ (*snsuh >) Mon kəsɒh to make sibilant noise, hush, hiss, blow 
nose, Central Sakai h'ngchôns hiss; ~ Palaung kənhɯh to sigh; (?) ~ → Iban 
kesoh to give a single sharp puff. Cf. Nancowry hĩh to blow nose.  
 
2088 *suəh; (*suəh suəh >?) *suəs empty. 
A: (Khmer, Bahnaric, Katuic) Khmer soh suḥ (TANDART 1935), Sre soh empty, East 
Bahnar sɔh empty, stripped (GUILLEMINET 1959-63), Bru sanɑh empty; → Cham 
thɔh, Röglai soh, Jarai, Acehnese sɔh; ~ Jeh sasoh idle, (?) Halang səsoh only.  
B: (South Bahnaric) Biat chɔːih empty, vacant.  
? Connect Nancowry híah empty. 
(SHAFER 1965 577.) 
 
2089 *ʔseh horse.  
A: (Mon, Khmer, Katuic, North Bahnaric, Palaungic) Old Mon kṣeḥ /kseh/, Modern 
Mon cheh, Old Khmer aseḥ, Modern Khmer seh, Kuy (ʔaː) sɛh, Chrau əsɛh, Biat 
chɛh, Sre, Jeh aseh, Bahnar asɛh, Gölar Bahnar həsɛh, Halang kəseh, Danaw 
¬Ɵe; → Cham athɛh, Jarai asɛːh, Röglai, North Röglai aseh. 
Mon, Halang k- perhaps reflect animal prefix. Connection obscure Central Rölöm dɛh.  
(SCHMIDT 1905 28; SHAFER 1965 251; BLOOD 1966 253; SMITH 1972 358.) 
 
(*ksih see 246 *ks[i]ʔ string… .) 
 
2090 *ksɔh to spit.  
A: (Mon, Kuy, Bahnaric, Viet-Mương) Old Mon ksas /ksɔs/!, Modern Mon chɔh, Kuy 
(k)cɔh!, Stieng cɔh, Sre choh, Chrau, Biat chɔh, Mương chủ [xàk] (WILSON 
1966; BARKER 1966 207); ~ (*krsɔh >) Biat rchɔh, Bahnar kəsɔh, !Jeh kacuh, 
Halang kəcuh; → Cham kacuh, Röglai kətiuʔ, North Röglai kacueʔ; ~ Mon 
[daik] kəsɔh (& Nyah Kur ɲcɔh) spittle; ~ Stieng [dàːk] krəsɔh spittle. 
Connect Kammu-Yuan kəcúh, (~) Riang-Lang ˉtəkchu. Onomatopoeic; Old Mon -s, 
Kuy, Jeh &c. -c- by expressive deformation, or contaminated by 1894 *k[m]cas 
to sneeze? Cf. also 2006 *[c]t[ɔ]h (contamination is likely).  
(SCHMIDT 1905 40; SMITH 1972 374.) 
 
(*tsɔh see 247 *tsɔʔ lung; *hah see 251 *haʔ to open [mouth]; *ha[ ]h, *hu(u)h, 
*huəh see 1958 *ʔuh to blow; *chuuh see 1875 *cʔu[s] to rot; *m[h][ɯə]h see 








A1 *bnʔ[ɯə]ʔ yesterday.  
A: Stieng [mɔ]bɒnɒːu, Chrau [nar] nɗaw, Bunör n̛niaːə, Central Rölöm ɗɔː. 
Connect 6 *ʔ[ɯə]ʔ this? Cf. also Palaung hɯ former time, (— din that yonder) 
yesterday.  
(BLOOD 1966 205.) 
 
A1a *k[u(u)ʔ] cobra.  
A: Sre [bəs] ku large kind of snake with eyes like cat (DOURNES 1950), Biat [bɛh] kuː 
cobra. 
 
A2 *g[ɔɔʔ] rhinoceros horn.  
A: Sre gou [rəmis], Biat gɔːu. 
 
A3 *j[n]ŋɔʔ dark.  
A: Stieng jəŋɔːu, Sre jəŋo, Chrau jəŋɔː, Central Rölöm ŋaw, ŋɔː, Bunör, Biat ŋɔː.  
(BLOOD 1966 189.) 
 
(*tiəʔ see 182 *tiəs blind.) 
 
A4 *[c]n[d]ə[ə]ʔ thing.  
A: Chrau sənləː, Biat ndəː. 
 
A5 [r]ya[ ]ʔ to be named.  
A: ~ (*[r]nya[ ]ʔ >) Biat rɲaː name; ~ Sre pria to name, to call (by a name); ~ 
Chrau tənhyaː to name (tən— causative). 
Note Hre yinɛʔ, Sedang inay name, SMITH 1972 303; suggesting *-aaʔ. 
 
A6 reʔ to swim.  
A: Stieng reːi, Sre [a]re (& DOURNES 1950 re), Central Rölöm ray, Chrau (BLOOD 
1966), Bunör, Biat rɛː.  
(SHAFER 1965 525; BLOOD 1966 179.) 
                                                 
1  Originally this appendix was titled “Stiengan Comparisons”. Note that reconstructions 
are Proto-Mon-Khmer.  
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A7 *[ ]r[uu]ʔ to be at leisure. 
A: Sre ru, Biat ruː. 
Perhaps *lruuʔ, by metathesis. 226 *rluuʔ to rest (so Kharia le'ruʔ). 
 
A7a *pnrɔʔ to arrange.  
A: Sre pənro to install with care, Biat [ndrap] nɗrɔː to arrange.  
Add Mon pərɔʔ to distribute, dispense; Bahnar pədrɔː, mədrɔː (to) trade (&c. : SMITH 
1972 564)? 
 
A8 *[b]laʔ wood chip.  
A: ~ (*[b]nlaʔ >) Sre pənha (→ Röglai?); ~ Biat rblaː.  
Cf. Jarai təhlaː. 
 
A9 *blɔʔ earring, ear-plug.  
A: Stieng blɔu; → Röglai blo; (*bnlɔʔ >) Sre bəno, Biat mblɔː [toːr]. 
 
A9a *[ ]mlɔʔ stubble.  
A: Stieng blɒːu, Biat mlɔː [baː] stubble, Chrau mlɔː straw. 
 
A10 *[s]wi[i]ʔ wide.  
A: Chrau hwiː, Biat huiː.  
Connection uncertain West Bahnar hoːi, hɯːi, East Bahnar huːi widely spaced 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
A11 *jhuuʔ to set light to, burn.  
A: Stieng chuː (BLOOD 1966 jhuː), Sre chu (→ Röglai), Bunör suː, Central Rölöm 
chuː, jhuː, Biat chuː; (*jnhuuʔ >; contaminated by 311 *t2uk?) Stieng (rare) 
ndhuːk smoke, mist, Sre ɲhu, Chrau ɲuʔ, Biat ɲhuːk smoke.  
Cf. (i) Jeh, Halang caːw; perhaps, but improbably, with diphthongization as in 43 
*cuuʔ, & compensatory lengthening following irregular loss of *h; (ii) Biat chuɲ 
[uɲ], by phrasal deformation (cf. 885 *ʔuɲ fire); (iii) 1546 *chu(u)y to emit 
smoke or steam.  
Cham &c. cuh is < Proto-Austronesian *k'uqk'uq (under the entry 1984 *cu(ə)h).  
(BLOOD 1966 240.) 
 
A12 *ʔaak shoulder-blade.  
A: Sre (DOURNES 1950) aː, Biat [ntiːŋ] aːk.  
Connect Kuy mpaːʔ (tip of) shoulder? Cf. also 265 *ʔiək (part of) arm.  
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A13 *ʔuuk clay.  
A: Sre uː earth, Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔuːk, Chrau uːʔ, Biat 
[nɛh] uːk clay.  
(BLOOD 1966 243.) 
 
A14 *ʔuək; *ʔək much, many.  
A:  Sre oaʔ much;  
B:  Stieng ɒːk much, many, Bunör ək, Central Rölöm ək many (& ʔɔk, ← Biat?), Biat 
ɔk much.  
(BLOOD 1966 127.) 
 
A14a *[c]nʔ[ə]k hand of bananas.  
A:  Chrau səʔaʔ, Biat nʔəʔ. 
 
A15 *lʔiik cold.  
A:  Stieng lìːk, Central Rölöm ʔiːk cold, Chrau ləʔiːʔ cool, (~?) Bunör n̛niːk cold, Biat 
nʔiːk cool, coolness.  
(BLOOD 1966 220.) 
 
A16 *k[o]k knot in wood.  
A:  Chrau koːʔ, Blat koʔ. 
 
A17 *j[ɔ]k long in time.  
A:  Stieng jɔːk, Sre joʔ, Chrau jɔʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm jɔk 1ong, a long time, Biat jɔʔ 
~ a long time, (to be) late.  
(SHAFER 1965 518; BLOOD 1966 267.) 
 
 (*tək see 21 *[d]ək time (quantifier).) 
 
A18 *[k]tuk place.  
A:  Stieng tuːk, Central Rölöm tuk; ~ (*[k]ntuk >) Bunör ntuk, Biat ntok, (or 
next?) Stieng kətuːk; ~ (*[k][r]tuk >) Chrau gətuʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 168.) 
 
A19 *tntək to cover oneself.  
A:  Sre ntə!, Biat ntɔk (→ Chrau ntɔʔ) to cover oneself with [blanket], Chrau təŋtəʔ (!) 
to cover over.  
Sre -əʔ, Chrau -nt- are expected; with Sre cf. 367 *ɓək. Connect 1252 t1əp &c. 
 
A20 *[s]rtuk lid.  
A:  Sre rətu (!), Chrau sətuʔ.  
Sre -uʔ is expected. Connect (via Cham hatuʔ lid?) 1252 *t1up ...to cover. 
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A21 *[d]ək; *tək time (quantifier).  
A:  Stieng (BLOOD 1966) dɯʔ, Sre, Chrau dəʔ, Central Rölöm dɔːʔ, dəːʔ;  
B:  Bunör təːʔ Biat tɒʔ.  
(BLOOD 1966 421.) 
 
A22 *[d]ɔɔk to wear round small part of body.  
A:  Stieng doːk to put on, put round neck, Sre doː, Bunör dɔːk, Central Rölöm doːk to 
wear on finger or wrist, Biat dɔːk to wear [ring], perhaps Chrau dɔːʔ to put in. 
Cf. 80 *dɔɔʔ to cover head.  
(BLOOD 1966 71.) 
 
A23 *[ ]n[ ]ak hearth.  
A:  Stieng, Biat nak, Chrau naʔ. 
Connection uncertain Khmer phnùək ready-laid fire, pile of combustible materials. For 
Sre bənha see 231 *slaʔ. 
 
A24 *tpn[ɔɔ]k body hair, feathers.  
A:  Stieng pənɔːk, Sre tənoː.  
Cf. Chrau sənɔːʔ, ad 467 *suək. 
 
A25 *[c]piik kinds of small mammal.  
A:  Stieng piːk group of small mammals of fox family, Sre pi (!) class of mammals 
including civet cats, flying squirrels, paradoxure, binturong, &c.; ~ (*[c]mpiik >) 
Chrau səpiːʔ weasel, Biat mpiːk class of mammals …..  
Cf. Khmer sɔmpòːc civet cat, conceivably *jp-, Khmer ~ *jpuuk, with -c by 
assimilation. But note also Khasi ksih beaver, otter, (kynja —) marten, perhaps < 
*pciik by metathesis, with animal prefix.  
(SHAFER 1965 331.) 
 
A26 *[b]ɔk mud.  
A:  Stieng bɔːk, Sre boʔ, Chrau vɔʔ, Bunör, Central Rölöm bɔk, Biat [daːk] bɔk.  
Khmer phùək is rather ~ 482 *lhək mud.  
(BLOOD 1966 266.) 
 
A27 *yak to accuse.  
A:  Sre, Chrau yaʔ. 
 
A27a *yuk square fishing-net, clap-net.  
A:  Sre, Biat yuʔ (→ Stieng iuʔ) id., Chrau yuʔ large conical net; ↔ Cham, Röglai yuʔ.  
Cf. Jarai ’jrɯʔ, ’jriʔ. 
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A28 *yuuk mountain.  
A:  Stieng (BLOOD 1966) yoːʔ, Central Rölöm yɷːk, Bunör, Biat yoːk.  
Connect uncertain Sakai chökn (i.e. Semai), &c., SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 H 90; Cham 
cəʔ, &c., are < Proto-Aceh-Chamic *cət (cf. Acehnese cɔt) & not connected.  
(BLOOD 1966 21.) 
 
A28a *r[ɔɔ]k to stretch out [legs &c.].  
A:  Sre roː, Biat rɔːk. 
 
A28b *ruuk to pull up.  
A:  Sre rou to remove [e.g. stumps from field], Biat roːk to pull up [plants]. 
Cf. 1058 *ru(u)t &c. 
 
A29 *truuk sky.  
A:  Stieng truːk, Sre truː, Chrau troːʔ, Central Rölöm trɷːk, Bunör, Biat troːk.  
(SHAFER 1965 324; BLOOD 1966 19.) 
 
A30 *kla[a]k the day after tomorrow.  
A:  Chrau [nar] klaːʔ, Bunör [naːr] klaːk, Central Rölöm [taːŋ] tlaːk, Biat klaːk.  
(BLOOD 1966 301.) 
 
A31 *sl[uu]k naked.  
A:  Bunör ləhoːk, Biat lhoːk; ~ (*srl[uu]k >) Chrau səroːʔ, Central Rölöm [sak] 
roːk.  
By metathesis 1707 *kuulh?  
(BLOOD 1966 p. 37.) 
 
A32 *wak to receive, welcome.  
A:  Stieng uak to receive [visitor], fetch home, Sre waʔ to receive [visitor] (→Röglai);  
~ Biat cuaʔ to receive [visitor], fetch home. 
 
(*wa[a]k see following) 
 
A33 *[k]wa[a]k armpit.  
A:  Stieng [buːk] kuaːk, Chrau kwaːʔ; ~ (*kpwa[a]k >?) Biat [plɛː] waːk.  
Perhaps *wa[a]k, *wa[a]k wa[a]k > *kwa[a]k. Connect Sre pənoa? 
 
A34 *kəŋ shell of ear.  
A:  Sre kəŋ ear-lobe (DOURNES 1950), (e[ː] —) ear-wax, Stieng [ɛːc] kəŋ, Chrau [ac] 
kəŋ ear-wax.  
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A34a *kuəŋ chief.  
A:  Sre kuaŋ chief (general term), Biat kwɔŋ [raːɲ ɓɔːn] major chief.  
 
A35 *[c]a[a]ŋ clear, limpid.  
A:  Sre saːŋ, Biat chaːŋ.  
Connection uncertain 523 *caŋ to glitter; 535 *scaiŋ to shine. Stieng has aːŋ, 
contaminated by 489 *cʔaiŋ to shine, be light. 
 
A36 *[c]oŋ straight.  
A: Stieng soŋ, Bunör sɔŋ straight (→ Chrau?), Sre soŋ straight, right, true, Biat chɔŋ 
straight, direct, fair.  
Cf. 530 *kcəŋ stretched…. 
 
A36a *.ceeŋ to carry.  
A: Stieng cɛːŋ to carry slung over shoulder (& ceːŋ sling of bag &c.), Sre ceːŋ to take, 
bring, Chrau cɛːŋ to carry under arm, Biat cɛːŋ to carry slung across body, carry 
[child] on hip. 
 
A36b *.c[ɔ]ŋ [lightning] to strike.  
A: Sre coŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat cɔːŋ.  
Perhaps *pcɔŋ causative ~ 524 cɔŋ to set light to. 
 
A36b *juŋ; *juuŋ noose, snare.  
A:  Sre juŋ snare;  
B:  Biat njuːŋ to snare using a decoy. 
 
A37 *[ɲ]ɔŋ; *[ɲ]ɔɔŋ beads, necklace.  
A:  Sre ɲoŋ (necklace of) beads. 
B:  Stieng ɲoːŋ, Biat ɲɔːŋ beads.  
If conceivably *cn-, cf. B 49 *[c]na[a]ŋ. 
 
A37a *tuŋ kind of lizard.  
A: Sre [ŋoɲ] tuŋ kind of large lizard, Biat [kwai] toŋ kind of large lizard or monitor.  
Add perhaps (*t1uəŋ >) Palaung tɔŋ [bleət] large kind of lizard. 
 
A37b *[s]teeŋ to elbow.  
A: Biat [gɛh] tɛːŋ; ~ Sre sənteːŋ. 
 
A38 *[d]əŋ equivalent quantity.  
A: Stieng dəːŋ like, equal, Sre dəŋ in accordance with, as much as (DOURNES 1950), 
Chrau dəŋ to, as much as. 
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A39 *[ ]ndəŋ pus.  
A: Stieng (n)dɒːŋ, dɔːŋ, ~ Sre ndəŋ, Biat ndɔŋ.  
Connect perhaps (i; *smduŋ >?) Kuy mnoŋ, Kammu Yuan plúŋ; (ii; duəŋ >?) 
Central Nicobarese tɔŋ. 
 
A40 *k[r][ɗ]ii[ŋ] to hide.  
A: Sre k[r][ɗ]iiŋ v.i., Biat rdiːŋ to hide, obscure.  
Or *-ɲ?  
 
A41 *lnpuuŋ door, window.  
A: Stieng ləpoːŋ, Sre mpouŋ door, window, Chrau ləpoːŋ door, (— mhlɔh) window, 
[voːʔ] poːŋ door[way], Biat mpoːŋ door, (—lɔh) window.  
Connect by metathesis Kammu Yuan pərlòŋ entrance, gate? Cf. also 608a *pɔɔŋ 
window.  
 
A41a *kb[ɔ]ŋ beak.  
A: Stieng bɔːŋ; ~ Sre kəmboŋ bill of hornbill &c. (DOURNES 1950), Stieng kənbɔːŋ, 
Biat mbɔŋ beak.  
Separate Bahnar təbɔːŋ muzzle, snout, (Kontum Bahnar) beak. 
 
A42 *məŋ stick.  
A: Bunör, Central Rölöm məŋ, Biat mɔŋ.  
Connect perhaps Khmer mòːŋ, thmaoŋ large stick (<*muuŋ with vocalism levelled 
on derivation?).  
(BLOOD 1966 123.) 
 
A43 *yaŋ kind of jar.  
A: Sre yaŋ squat type of jar, Bunör, Central Rölöm yaŋ wine-jar, Biat yaŋ jar.  
(BLOOD 1966 377.) 
 
A44 *[c]nraŋ mad.  
A: Sre sənraŋ (→ Röglai), Biat ndraŋ. 
 
A45 *sr[o]ŋ to temper [metal].  
A: Stieng sərɔːŋ, Sre sroŋ (→ Röglai), Biat chrɔŋ. 
 
A45a *liŋ joint.  
A: Stieng liːŋ joint of body, Biat lɯŋ finger- joint, joint of bamboo &c.  
 
A46 *kliŋ kite (toy).  
A: Stieng kliːŋ, Sre kliŋ.  
Probable variant of 714 *laŋ &c. large raptor; for the toy Khmer has khlaeŋ, Bahnar 
klaːŋ. (Cf. SCHMIDT 1905 62.) 
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A47 *gl[ee]ŋ [animal] to carry in mouth.  
A: Sre gleŋ (DOURNES 1950), Biat glɛːŋ.  
 
A48 *gləŋ (kind of) pheasant.  
A: Stieng glɒːŋ pheasant, Sre gləŋ Polyplectron bicalcaratum germaini, Chrau gləŋ kind 
of bird with blue plumage. 
 
A48a *[s]u[ ]ŋ; *[s]əŋ projecting hair.  
A:  Stieng soːŋ [mat] eyelash;  
B:  Sre [tənoː] səŋ down; ~ Biat rchɔŋ erectile hair, [eye]lash, [porcupine] quills. 
 
A49 *khiə[ŋ] to chew the cud.  
A: Sre khiaŋ (→ Röglai); ~ Biat nchiaŋ [kaːŋ].  
Cf. Khmer ʔiəŋ cud. 
 
A50 *[b]hii[ŋ] (&*[b]hi[ŋ]?) otter.  
A: Sre phiŋ (< variant?), Biat phiːŋ.  
Connect 260 *bheʔ? 
 
A51 *gic; *giəc to break off.  
A:  Chrau giʔ to snap [branch &c.] by bending, Biat gic to break.  
B:  Chrau giət to break (off).  
Add Khmer kèc gec to avoid, evade? Cf. also 804 *gac to pluck, harvest; 800 *kac to 
pluck, break off, cut. 
 
A52 *ŋac active, well.  
A: Sre ŋac to be well, Biat ŋac lively, quick (& mai — ɔːi mai bəːʔ how are you?). 
 
A53 *[c]əc to diverge.  
A: Sre seʔ to branch, to move aside (→ Röglai), Biat chɛʔ to avoid.  
By assimilation < 291 *c[ə]k to separate, split? 
 
A53a *[s]ndac to go round.  
A: Sre səndac to go round, to surround, Biat ndac to avoid, to turn round (v.t.). 
 
A54 *puəc flesh, meat.  
A: Sre poac, Biat puɔc.  
Add *pu(u)c > Stieng puːic lineage? 
 
A55 *rac to pray, invoke.  
A: Sre rac to pray to, invoke, Biat rac [thɔːu, gɔm] to curse.  
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A56 *kləc to hook. 
A: Chrau khlɛʔ (to pull with) hook; ~ (*knləc >) Sre kəneʔ, Biat ŋlɛʔ hook.  
 
A57 *w[i]c side.  
A: Sre weʔ, Biat [poŋ] wɛʔ.  
0r *wəc; but hardly = 865 *wəc stomach. 
 
A58 *[s]ac to choose, select.  
A: Stieng seːc to choose, pick out, sort out, pick up, Chrau sac to pick out, Sre sac, Biat 
chac to choose.  
Connect by metathesis (or assimilation if rather *cac) 1889 *cuus &c.? 
 
A59 *ʔaaɲ to carry on back.  
A: Stieng, Sre, Biat aːɲ, Chrau (BLOOD 1966), Bunör, Central Rölöm ʔaːɲ.  
(BLOOD 1966 274.) 
 
A60 *kəəɲ (& *kəɲ?) to want.  
A: Sre kəɲ (< variant?; beside koɲ), Chrau kəːɲ. 
 
A61 *g[i]ɲ to chew.  
A: Biat giɲ; ~ Sre tərgiŋ.  
Connect 597 *gnaiŋ &c. tusk, eye-tooth? Note also Lawa Bo Luang piaŋ, &c., tooth, 
under the entry 924 *ləɲ. 
 
A62 *[b]uɲ; *[b]uuɲ courgettes.  
A:  Bunör buɲ.  
B:  Chrau [paːy] vuːɲ, Central Rölöm buːɲ.  
(BLOOD 1966 229.) 
 
A63 *[ ]rmaaɲ wound.  
A: Stieng rəmaːɲ, Biat rmaːɲ wound, Chrau [rəwɔʔ] rəmaːɲ mange. 
 
A64 *raaɲ old.  
A: Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör raːɲ, Central Rölöm [uː]raːɲ old person, Biat raːɲ old.  
Cf. 918 *knraaɲ elder, functionary.  
(BLOOD 1966 325.) 
 
A65 *truɲ; *truəɲ; *truəy waistcloth.  
A:  ~ Sre ntroɲ.  
B: Chrau trɔːɲ waistcloth, Stieng trəeːɲ (BLOOD 1966 trɔːɲ), Central Rölöm trɷaɲ 
waistcloth, to wear waistcloth. 
C:  Bunör trɔːy waistcloth, to wear waistcloth, Biat trɔːi man’s waistcloth.  
(BLOOD 1966 67.) 
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A66 *pr[ii]ɲ ashamed.  
A: Stieng preːŋ, prɛːɲ (BLOOD 1966), Chrau preːɲ, Bunör preːŋ, Central Rölöm prɩːŋ 
ashamed, embarrassed, Biat preːŋ ashamed.  
Connect Khasi raiñ shame, self-respect?  
(BLOOD 1966 37.) 
 
A67 *liiɲ sea.  
A: Sre [daː] liːŋ, Chrau [daːʔ] leːɲ.  
Connect 854 *ləc &c. to be flooded...?  
 
A67a *ʔuut; *ʔuət to embrace, put arms round.  
A:  Chrau, Biat uːt.  
B:  Stieng ʔuət. 
 
A68 *tʔi[ ]t; *tʔiət little finger.  
A:  Stieng [koːn] teːt, Sre et.  
B:  Chrau [kɔːn] tiət (— tiː) little finger, (— jəŋ) little toe, Biat [lau] ɛːt little finger.  
Earlier *ʔi[ ] ʔi[ ]t &c. ad 939 &c. *ʔit &c. small in quantity? 
 
A69 *[s]rʔiət bed-bug.  
A: Stieng səriət, Biat rʔiət. 
 
A70 *kuət to seize in talons.  
A: Stieng kuət, Sre kuat (DOURNES 1950), Biat kwat. 
 
A71 *caat; *ciit torn.  
A:  Stieng caːt to get one’s clothes torn, Bunör, Central Rölöm saːt, Biat chaːt torn, 
worn.  
B:  Sre seːt torn, worn.  
Cf. 291 *caak &c. to separate, split, with similar fronting in Sre; & cross-references 
there. 
 
A72 *[c]uut wound, lesion.  
A: Sre sout wound, Chrau soːt to ache, Bunör soːt, Central Rölöm sɷːt wound, cut, Biat 
choːt wound, sore.  
(BLOOD 1966 17.) 
 
A73 *[k]cuut to stumble, fall.  
A: Sre cout to stumble, trip over, Biat coːt to fall over, fall down. 
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A74 *jɔɔt to trample.  
A: Chrau, Bunör, Biat jɔːt, Central Rölöm jɷat; ~ Sre pərjot to thresh by driving 
buffaloes over.  
(BLOOD 1966 54.)  
 
A75 *tiət agreeably flavoured.  
A: Stieng, Central Rölöm tiət, Bunör cyat sweet, Biat ciat [bɔh] salted; Chrau ntiət 
salty.  
Connect perhaps Sora bə'seːd-, bə'sud- (to season with) salt (c.f. bud-ən n., so to be 
separate from forms at PINNOW 1959 277c); then *t2-.  
(BLOOD 1966 109.) 
 
A76 *tət to arrive (at).  
A: Stieng tɒt to arrive (at), reach, Chrau tət to arrive at; to, Biat tɔt to arrive; up to. 
 
A77 *piit to dispute possession of.  
A: Sre piːt to covet, (tam —) quarrel over possession of, Chrau [tam]piːt to compete, 
Biat [tɒːm] piːt to quarrel over possession of.  
 
A78 *[ ]put youngest of siblings.  
A: Stieng puːt, Sre, Chrau put.  
Hardly Sanskrit putra- son. Vocalism suggests voiced initial. 
 
A79 *[b]ut lower part of back.  
A: Stieng buːt, Sre, Bunör but, Chrau vɯt, Central Rölöm bɯt lower part of back, 
buttocks, Biat but waist.  
Cf. Khmer kùːt buttocks, Kuy khùːt base of spine; constructed *gwu(u)t? But note also 
(i) Mon put base of spine, with irregular vocalism; perhaps ← or contaminated by 
Sanskrit puccha- tail; (ii) Proto-Austronesian *pu[ə]t : Tagalog puwít buttocks, 
&c. (BLUST 1971 no. 309; Proto-Hesperonesian).  
(BLOOD 1966 153.) 
 
A80 *knbuət mouth-organ.  
A: Sre kəmboat (→ Röglai), Chrau kəmvuət.  
Connect Khasi put to blow [wind instrument], under the entry 1023 *puut &c.? 
 
A80a *tmiit; *tmiət to watch, observe.  
A:  ~ *tnmiit >) Sre təmiːt to watch, keep an eye on, Biat meːt to spy on.  
B:  ~ Biat rmiat to spy on.  
Cf. Khasi khmih to observe. 
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A80b *rəət [rain] to stop.  
A: Chrau rəət end of rain; ~ Biat brɯːt [rain] to stop.  
Connection dubious 943 *ʔəət ...finished...; *[ ]rʔ- should yield Chrau 1-. 
 
A81 *grət (kind of) vulture.  
A: Biat grɔt vulture; → Cham krəʔ̀, Jar. [ciːm] grɯʔ, Northern Röglai [cip] grəʔ, → 
Bahnar grəʔ; ~ Sre gərət bald vulture, Otogyps calvus; → Röglai gərəʔ vulture. 
 
A81a *[s]r[l][ee]t to pass.  
A: Sre sər1et to go past, exceed (→ Röglai), Biat [tɒːm] rlɛːt to pass in opposite 
directions.  
Or *-rr-, perhaps connect 1056 *riit &c. ...to go round.... 
 
A81b *[w]ət kind of bat.  
A: Stieng uət small kind of bat frequenting houses, Biat wɔt kind of bat.  
Or *Ɂuət? Connection uncertain Semang kāwed flying fox (i.e. Kintaq Bong), &c., 
SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 B 76; which compare for similar forms in Andamanese.  
 
A82 *[c]wiit narrow, confined.  
A: Sre wit, Chrau hweːt.  
Connect 949 *cʔiit &c. to confine...? But perhaps *sw-.  
 
A83 *cwaat to step.  
A: Biat cuaːt to step, pace; ~ (*cnwaat >) Stieng cəuaːt, Biat ɲuaːt step.  
Cf. 462 *swa[a]k to walk.... 
 
A83a *[s][ɔ]t (& *[s]ɔɔt?) to slight.  
A: Sre sot to slander, Biat chɔːt disrespectful; ~ Chrau rəsɔːt to scold. 
 
A84 *h[ɔɔ]t to eat away.  
A: Chrau hɔːt termite-eaten, Biat hɔːt to gnaw. 
 
A85 *ŋan certain(ly), really, very.  
A: Stieng ŋan certain(ly), truly, true, Sre ŋan true, certain, Chrau ŋan really, very, 
nothing but, Bunör, Central Rölöm ŋan very, Biat ŋan true, certain, very.  
(BLOOD 1966 366.) 
 
A86 *[ ]tuun back of knife-blade.  
A: Sre, Chrau tuːn. 
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A87 *[d]an (&*[d]aan?) to ask, beg.  
A: Stieng daːn (< variant? BLOOD 1966 dan), Bunör, Central Rölöm dan to beg, Sre 
dan to ask for, Biat dan to ask, beg.  
(BLOOD 1966 342.) 
 
A88 *[d]un leprosy.  
A: Sre, Biat dun. 
 
A89 *rn[ɔɔ]n debt.  
A: Bunör rənɔːn, Central Rölöm nɷan, Biat rnɔːn.  




A89a *[b]an; *[b]aan to meet, to overtake.  
A:  Sre ban to meet. 
B:  Stieng baːn to follow, pursue, Biat baːn equal, (tɒŋ —) to overtake. 
 
A90 *[b]un pregnant.  
A: Sre, Bunör, Biat bun, Chrau vun, Central Rölöm bɯn; Stieng nbun.  
Connect 629 *[d]buŋ foetus?  
(SHAFER 1965 133; BLOOD 1966 152.) 
 
A91 *.n[ɓ]ɔɔn village.  
A: Sre ɓon, Bunör, Biat ɓɔːn, Central Rölöm [ɓ]ɷan.  
Ultimately ← Khmer tɔmbɔn locality, under the entry 1763 *tbəl?  
(BLOOD 1966 51.) 
 
A92 *mɔn; *mɔɔn to mould.  
A:  Sre mon to make, to mould; → Röglai mon to make.  
A,B:  Stieng mɔːn to copy, make a model of.  
B:  Bunör mɔːn, Central Rölöm mɷan to mould, to whittle, Biat mɔːn to model, knead.  
Connect 1184 *maan to work clay?  
(BLOOD 1966 63.) 
 
A93 *k[n]muən rhinoceros beetle.  
A: Stieng kəmuɔːn large kind of beetle, Sre kəmuan rhinoceros beetle (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A94 *ran earthworm.  
A: Sre ran; ~ Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm bran, Chrau vran.  
Cf. Vietnamese run, giun.  
(BLOOD 1966 340.) 
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A95 *raan to approach, go to meet.  
A: Stieng raːn to approach, Sre [lot] raːn to visit, go to meet, Biat raːn to welcome; → 
Röglai [nau] raːn to visit, go to meet. 
 
A95a *trəən to move (v.t.).  
A: Sre tron (DOURNES 1950; correct to trö(ö)n) to move [grazing beast], Biat trəːn 
[ntok] to move.  
 
A96 *[k]lən to impinge on violently.  
A: Sre klən to collide (with), crash into, Blat klan to fall on and crush.  
Cf. (i) Sre, Röglai jələn to squash, crush; (ii) Bahnar jəlɤːm, cəlɤːm to crash into... 
(GUILLEMINET 1959-63). 
 
A96a *[k]lən; *[k]ləən to joke, amuse people.  
A:  Chrau khlən for fun; diversion.  
B:  Biat rlɯːn to amuse oneself; fun, joker, rləːn to play about.  
Connect perhaps (i) Jeh llaːn, Halang rəlaːn to play; (ii) Khmer kɔmplaeŋ funny, to 
joke (contaminated by 712 *leŋ to sport, play?). 
 
A97 *blən; *bli[i]n egg-plant.  
A:  Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm blən, Chrau vlən, Biat blɔn. 
B:  Stieng bleːn wild egg-plant.  
(BLOOD 1966 113.) 
 
A98 *wan to wear round neck, over shoulder.  
A: Sre wan to wear round neck, Biat wan to wear slung across shoulder; ~ (*[ ]nwan 
>) Biat ŋuan to wear slung across shoulder.  
= 1208 *wan coiled, to wind... (& *wənɁ to put, wear, round waist)? 
 
A99 *han (& *haan?) to go.  
A: Stieng haːn (< variant? BLOOD 1966 han), Chrau, Bunör, Biat han.  
(BLOOD 1966 349.) 
 
A100 *[ ]rhiin thin in diameter.  
A: Sre rəhin thin, small, Biat rhiːn thin, fine. 
 
A101 *[l]Ɂup; *[l]Ɂuup; *[l]Ɂuəp to ask, inquire.  
A:  Chrau lup. 
B:  Sre luːp, Central Rölöm lɷːp (BLOOD 1966), Biat oːp.  
C:  Stieng uɔːp.  
Perhaps *Ɂ- ~ +[ ]lɁ-. 
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A102 *kəp to wait, lie in wait for.  
A: Stieng kɔp to wait, lie in wait for, Sre kəp to lie in wait for, (— tənə) wait, Chrau 
kəp to wait, Biat kɔp to wait, (— dɔp) lie in wait for.  
Conceivably = 1237 *ckəp to cover (, catch by covering). 
 
A103 *kəəp to count.  
A: Stieng, Sre, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kəːp.  
(BLOOD 1966 398.) 
 
A103a *k[ɔɔ]p fever, sickness.  
A: Sre koːp ill, (in compounds) disease, fever, Biat kɔːp fever.  
 
A104 *tip; *tiip; *tiəp facial hair.  
A:  Sre [tənoː] tip.  
B:  Biat teːp; ~ (*tpiip >) Chrau [sənɔːɁ] peːp moustache.  
C: Stieng tiəp facial hair. 
 
A105 *tiip; *təəp infectious.  
A:  Chrau teːp.  
B:  Stieng [a]təːp, Biat tɯːp; ~ Sre gətəːp infectious disease. 
 
A106 *tup to fall.  
A: Stieng tup, Biat top to fall from a height, Sre tup to fall, trip over.  
Cf. 1349 *[k]t1uum &c. to fall down. 
 
A107 *[d]nduup hand’s breadth.  
A: Sre ndoup hand’s breadth, Biat ndoːp [tiː] back of hand.  
 
A107a *k[m]n[oo]p hammer, anvil.  
A: Stieng kənɔːp [kənɔːl] smith’s hammer, Biat noːp (mɛː —) anvil, (kɔːn —) hammer.  
Connection dubious Khmer trənɔə̀p anvil. 
 
A107b *kraap to hide, take shelter.  
A: Stieng kraːp to be bowed down, to hide, Chrau kraːp to take shelter, Biat kraːp to 
take shelter, to hide.  
Connect 1273 *rup &c. to cover? 
 
A108 *drap large kind of jar.  
A: Sre, Chrau drap. 
 
A109 *gnləp to pacify.  
A: Chrau gələp to pacify, cheer up, Biat [tɒːm oːp tɒːm] ŋlap to pacify.  
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A110 *lɁəəm (& *lɁəm?) only.  
A: Sre ləm (< variant?), Biat dəːm. 
 
A111 *k[uə]n kiim (& *kim?) butterfly.  
A: Sre kuŋ kim (→ Röglai; < variant?), Chrau kum kiːm, Biat kom kiːm, by 
metathesis Stieng kuːmkiːn. 
 
A112 *[ ]gəm to cook, boil.  
A: Stieng goːm (BLOOD 1966 gəm), Chrau gəm to cook, boiling, Sre, Bunör gəm, 
Central Rölöm gam to cook, Biat gɔm to boil.  
Perhaps *pgəm, causative ~ (*gəm >) Mon kɜm̀ to be warm. Cf. also 513 *g(u)əŋ.  
(BLOOD 1966 117.) 
 
A113 *gəəm to laugh, smile.  
A: Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm gəːm to smile, laugh, Biat gəːm to laugh.  
(BLOOD 1966 392.) 
 
A113a *jəm to block [road].  
A: Sre jəm, Biat jɔm; ~ (*[j]rjəm > by metathesis) Chrau jrəm to block [road], 
Stieng [a]jərəːm blocked road, fence round field. 
 
A114 *tam reciprocal preverb.  
A: Sre, Chrau tam; weak form Chrau təm-, Stieng taː, by secondary lengthening Biat 
tɒːm.  
Connect A 116 *təm to repay...; perhaps 1344 *t1um &c. collection.... 
 
A115 *taam efficacious [medicine].  
A: Stieng tàːm, Sre, Biat taːm.  
Stieng suggests *Ɂt-. 
 
A116 *təm to repay, make good.  
A: Sre təm, Biat tɔm.  
Connect A 114 *tam reciprocal preverb. 
 
A116a *ktiim to keep.  
A: Sre tim to keep, preserve, Biat teːm to keep, preserv, to husband; by secondary 
derivation ~ Chrau nceːm to set aside. 
 
A117 *[g]n[ə]m granary.  
A: Stieng (rare) nɒːm, Sre ɗam (!), Chrau nəm.  
Sre by arbitrary differentiation ɗəm underneath, < 1362a *[ ]nɗəm? Conceivably ~ 
1320 *bgəm to collect together. 
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A118 *[s]nɔɔm elephant’s trunk.  
A: Biat nɔːm; ~ (*[s]pnɔɔm >) Sre sənom trunk (→ Röglai), Chrau pənɔːm trunk, 
antennae. 
 
A119 *[b]iəm bad.  
A: Chrau viəm, Biat biam. 
 
A120 *[k][b]am flood.  
A: Sre bam, Biat [daːk] bam; ~ Sre gəbam (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A121 *ram; *raam warm.  
A:  Sre ram warm, comfortable, Biat ram [nuːih] happy.  
B:  Stieng raːm warm; ~ Stieng mraːm, (~?) Chrau kəhraːm warm.  
Connect perhaps (i) Khmer rùm ramya pleasant, if contaminated by rather than ← 
Sanskrit ramya-; (ii; then *rmram >) Mon pəròm [pərɛà] to convalesce. 
 
A122 *rəm to tremble, shake.  
A: Sre, Chrau rəm, Biat rɔm; ~ Stieng pəndraːm. 
 
A123 *ruum; *ruəm to like, desire.  
A:  Central Rölöm roːm to desire; desireable. 
B:  Stieng rɔːm to desire; desireable (BLOOD 1966), Chrau rɔːm beautiful.  
(BLOOD 1966 69.) 
 
A123a *brəm cord under tension.  
A: Sre brəm (che —) [crossbow] string (DOURNES 1950), (chi —) frame [of clap-net], 
Biat brɔm [ndaːr] fishing-line. 
 
A124 *gləm (& *gluəm?) to wolf down.  
A: Stieng g1ɔːm [dog] to snap up and swallow (<variant?), Sre gləm to crush with teeth 
and swallow (DOURNES 1950), Biat [chaː] glɔm to devour. 
 
A125 *[p]r[l]iim small bell, jingle.  
A: Sre bərlim (→ Röglai), Biat rleːm.  
Cf. Chrau nhleːɲ ankle bones. But perhaps *-rr-. 
 
A126 *pr[l]am (&*pr[l]aam?) to roll [log &c.].  
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A127 *[ ]mləm quantifier for things.  
A: Stieng, Bunör mləm, Sre nəm, Chrau ləm, Central Rölöm mbləm quantifier for 
things, Biat mlɔm block, lump.  
(BLOOD 1966 122.) 
 
A128 *huum to remain; still, yet.  
A: Stieng huːm more, longer, Sre houm, Chrau, Bunör hoːm, Central Rölöm hɷːm 
still, Biat hoːm still, to be left over.  
(BLOOD 1966 5.) 
 
A129 *Ɂuuy morning.  
A: Stieng uːi, Chrau oːy, Bunör Ɂoːy, Central Rölöm Ɂɷːy, Biat oːi.  
(BLOOD 1966 12.) 
 
A130 *t[n]ŋəəy maize.  
A: Sre, Chrau təŋəːy; → Cham taŋəːy, Röglai təŋəːy. 
 
A131 *j[oo]y to look for, search for.  
A: Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Sre joːy, Bunör jɔːy, Central Rölöm jɷay, Biat jɔːi.  
(BLOOD 1966 55.) 
 
A132 *juuy fringe.  
A: Biat juːi fringe, lace; ~ Stieng njuːi fringe.  
Cf. (i) Khmer cìːəy hem, fringe, edge; (ii) Palaung kəsoy fringe (MILNE 1931).  
 
A133 *tuuy to bend.  
A: Sre touy bent into a hook, Biat toːi to bend (v.i.). 
 
A134 *[b]uəy to warn, forbid.  
A: Stieng buəy (BLOOD 1966), Bunör bway, Central Rölöm b[uə]y to warn, Biat buai, 
buɔi to forbid.  
(BLOOD 1966 81.) 
 
A135 *[k].[b]ay gaur.  
A: Stieng beːi, Sre gəbay, Biat bai; (probably →) Röglai gəbay, Northern Röglai 
gabəi.  
Ultimately ← Khmer krəbɤy buffalo, < 103 *krpiʔ? 
 
A136 *gr[oo]y to watch closely.  
A: Sre groːy to watch, be watchful, Chrau grɔːy to discern, judge. 
 
(*truəy see 65 *truɲ waistcloth.) 
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A137 *[m]nruuy brewing-yeast.  
A: Sre mənruy, Biat ndruːi. 
 
A138 *kwaay to scratch, dig.  
A: Sre koaːy to scratch (→ Röglai kəwe), Chrau khwaːy, Biat kwaːi to scratch, dig.  
1442 *kaay to scratch contaminated by 867 *kwaac id.? Cf. also 1541 *khaay &c. to 
dig. 
 
A139 *[s]aay spouse, to marry.  
A: Stieng saːi spouse, to marry, Chrau saːy to marry, Bunör, Central Rölöm saːy, Biat 
chaːi husband.  
(BLOOD 1966 329.) 
 
A140 *huy to be mistaken.  
A: Sre huy to be mistaken about, Biat hui to be mistaken about; mistake. 
 
A141 *Ɂuur woman, female.  
A: Sre uːr woman, Chrau uːr female, Stieng (BLOOD 1966) [dəː] Ɂuːr, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm Ɂuːr, Biat uːr female, wife; ~ Chrau səɁuːr wife.  
(BLOOD 1966 244.) 
 
A142 *[c]kaar kind of bamboo.  
A: Stieng kaːr common thornless bamboo; ~ (*[c]nkaar >) Sre səkar, Central Rölöm 
kaːr, Bunör, Biat ŋkaːr kind of bamboo. 
(BLOOD 1966 312.) 
 
A143 *gir to fish with fish-basket.  
A: Stieng gəːr, Sre, Bunör gir, Central Rölöm gɯr; ~ (*gnir >) Sre (BLOOD 1966) 
ɗir, Bunör nir, Central Rölöm nɯr fish-trap.  
(BLOOD 1966 136, 143.)  
 
A144 *[ ]ŋguur noise.  
A: Stieng ŋoːr, ŋuːr, Biat ŋgoːr noise, sound, Sre ŋgur rustling of leaves, sound of 
running water.  
Connect 1584 *sgər (kind of) drum? Cf. also 1588 *t2ŋuur &c. to make a moaning or 
sighing sound.  
 
A144a *tar female pudenda.  
A: Stieng tarh; ~ Biat ntar vagina. 
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A145 *k[d]aar to fish with a line.  
A: Stieng daːr, Chrau jaːr; ~ Stieng, Chrau kəndaːr, Sre, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat 
ndaːr fish-hook; → Röglai kədar fish-hook; ~ (by metathesis *dnaar >?) Sre ɗaːr 
to fish with a line = Sre (BLOOD 1966), Köho Chil ɗaːr fish-hook.  
If rather *kɗ-, Sre ɗaːr < *knɗaar, ndaːr by interdialectal borrowing. 
 
A146 *[ ]n[uə]r log.  
A: Chrau, Biat nɔːr.  
Connect perhaps Khmer dol ṭul, if for **ṭur < *tur; then *tnuər. 
 
A147 *piir wall, partition.  
A: Sre piːr (BLOOD 1966), Bunör peːr, Central Rölöm pɩːr fence, wall; ~ Stieng pəniːr, 
Sre pənir bamboo partition; ~ Bunör mpiːr, Central Rölöm (→ Chrau, BLOOD 
1966?) piːr wall, Biat mpeːr fence, stockade (& mpiːr wall, partition; ~ Bunör?).  
(BLOOD 1966 42, 218.) 
 
A148 *p[o]r umbilical cord.  
A: Sre [kon] por foetus, Biat por navel, umbilical cord. 
 
A149 *buur (& *bur?) to stop up, block, channel. 
A: Sre bur (!), Biat boːr to stop up, block; ~ Sre [daː] mbor lade, weir, Biat [boːŋ 
mboːr [daːk] gutter.  
Sre < variant, or bur by levelling on derivation? (Cf. BLOOD 1966 62.) 
 
A150 *kməər palate.  
A: Stieng kəməːr [uiəm], Biat mɔːr.  
 
A151 *bluur; *bluər stink-badger, Mydaus meliceps.  
A:  Sre blur stink-badger (DOURNES 1950), Biat bloːr hedgehog;  
B:  Stieng bluər stink-badger. 
 
A152 *wiir fat, grease.  
A: Stieng (v)uiːr, Biat wiːr.  
Connect Mương mợ (BARKER 1966 22), Vietnamese mỡ? 
 
A153 *[s]əər to unpack, unload.  
A: Chrau səːr to take out, take up, Biat chəːr to unload. 
 
A154 *huur (& *hur?) to guess, solve.  
A: Sre hur! to guess (→ Röglai), Biat [ŋəːi] hoːr [to speak] cryptically; Sre ~ pənhur 
(→ Röglai), Biat nhoːr riddle.  
Sre < variant, or hur by levelling on derivation. 
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A155 *[ ]nhar; *[ ]nhaar (field) boundary.  
A,B:  Sre nhar field boundary.  
A:  Biat nhar,  
B:  Biat nhaːr boundary, Stieng nàːr field division. 
 
A155a *k[ɔ]l to hinder.  
A: Sre kol to hamper, obstruct, clock, Biat kɔːl to be hindered, prevented, to hinder. 
 
A156 *gəl to change, exchange.  
A: Stieng gəːl to change, exchange, barter, [ta]gəːl, Chrau gəl to exchange, barter, Sre 
[tam] gəl to change, transform, Biat (tɒːm) gɔl to change, exchange.  
Connect dubious 1712 *[b]kəl[ ] to give, make over.  
 
A157 *[ ]gəl piece.  
A: Sre gəl piece, part, Biat gɔl piece [of cloth]; ~ Sre tərgəl, Biat rgal to cut into pieces. 
 
A158 *ktuul to sharpen, whet.  
A: Stieng tuːl to grind down, sharpen, Sre tuːl to sharpe on a stone, Chrau coːl to whet; 
~ (*kntuul >) Biat ntoːl whet stone; to sharpen.  
Cf. 2004 *t1uu[h] &c. to rub…. 
 
A158a *[d]il distaste, boredom.  
A: Sre dil not to feel like doing something (DOURNES 1950), Biat dil boredom. 
 
A159 *[b][ɔ]l; *[b][ɔɔ]l tired, weary, disheartened.  
A:  Stieng bɔl. 
B:  Sre boːl (↔ Röglai). 
 
A160 *[b]uul to mend, patch.  
A: Sre [tam] boul, Chrau [tə]voːl; ~ (or =, by contraction?) Biat mboːl. 
 
A161 *wil; *wiəl spider.  
A:  Chrau, Biat wɯl.  
B:  Stieng uiəl edible spider. 
 
A162 *wal annoyingly persistent.  
A: Sre wal importunate (DOURNES 1950), Biat wal to vociferate, threaten.  
Cf. 1804 *hul ...to threaten.  
 
A163 *kwaal to bore a hole.  
Sre kuaːl; ~ (*tnkwaal causative by contraction > *tkwaal >) Chrau cwaːl. 
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A164 *[jh]ul; *[jh]uul to push.  
A:  Chrau chɯl.  
B:  Sre choul; ↔ Cham chùl, Röglai choul; ~ (causative →?) Northern Röglai 
tichũn. 
 
A165 *[d]h[əə]l shallow.  
A: Stieng thɔːl (BLOOD 1966), Chrau, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat thəːl.  
Khmer has rəhael very shallow (< *drhail?); so perhaps connect 1747 *kɗail &c. 
low, shallow, short, which compare.  
But in view of *-l connection dubious Proto-Austronesian *tuqu[r]: Acehnese tho 
dry, withered, Cham thuː dry, dried up, Toba Batak tur dry land, Malay tohor 
shallow, Iban tor /tuur/ low [water], &c. (PROTO-WEST-INDONESIAN).  
(BLOOD 1966 419.) 
 
A166 *brhaal (to) sweat.  
A: Stieng brahaːl n.v., Sre bəhaːl (BLOOD 1966), Chrau vəhaːl, Bunör rəhaːl, Central 
Rölöm haːl to sweat, Biat rhaːl sweat.  
Cf. Bahnar hal to be panting with thirst (GUILLEMINET 1959-63).  
(BLOOD 1966 321.) 
 
A166a *kaw kind of hoe or adze.  
A: Sre kaw short-handled adze or hoe, Biat kau [jaː] hoe.  
 
A167 *[d]ng[əw] tree-stump.  
A: Sre ŋgu, təŋgu [chi], Biat ŋguː.  
Variant of 1719 *d2gəl &c. stump, trunk? 
 
A168 *[d]iiw; *[d]iəw saliva.  
A:  Chrau [daːɁ] juː, Bunör, Central Rölöm diːw, Biat [daːk] diːu.  
B:  Sre [daː] diau.  
(BLOOD 1966 p.36.) 
 
A169 *[ ]nawɁ elder brother.  
A: Sre [oh] naw kin (oh younger sibling), Biat nɔːu elder brother.  
Conceivably *jn-, quantifier formation ~ (*jawɁ >) Central Nicobarese cau- elder 
sibling. 
 
A170 *jnaw; *jnaaw thing, matter.  
A:  (~ *jnnaw >) Sre jənaw, Biat nau matter, story.  
B:  Bunör naːw, Central Rölöm nɔː thing.  
(BLOOD 1966 195.) 
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A171 *yaw grandparent.  
A: Stieng iəu uncle, Sre (BLOOD 1966), Bunör yaw, Central Rölöm yɔː grandparent, 
probably Biat yau [mor &c.] tiger, large felid (→ Chrau yaw [vrac] panther?).  
(BLOOD 1966 198.) 
 
A172 *kreew ankus (elephant goad).  
A: Sre kreːw (DOURNES 1950), Biat krɛːu. 
 
A173 *[s]rəwɁ bush.  
 A: ~ Stieng səndruː; ~ (*[s]rrəwɁ >) Sre rəlaw scrub, Biat rlɔːu [briː] bush.  
 
A174 *plaw; *plaaw callous, blister.  
A:  Stieng plɒːu blister from working with tools.  
B:  Sre plaːw callous (DOURNES 1950). 
 
A175 *k.waaw whistle flute.  
A: Sre kəwaːw six-hole flute, Chrau kəwaːw rice-stalk whistle. 
 
A176 *rhaw[Ɂ]; *rhaaw[ ] wild dog.  
A:  Chrau ləhoː wild dog, wolf. 
B:  Sre [so] rəhaːw wild dog.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese sói wolf. 
 
A177 *Ɂiis to spread out to dry.  
A: Sre iːs to dry (v.t.), Stieng, Biat ih, Chrau iːh, Bunör Ɂih to spread out to dry (→ 
Central Rölöm?).  
(BLOOD 1966 45.) 
 
A178 *Ɂəəs accustomed, usual.  
A: Stieng əːeh accustomed (to), Sre əːs [as] usual, Biat əːih accustomed, usual custom. 
 
A179 *[k]cəs to kick.  
A: Stieng ceh to stub one’s toe, Biat ceh to kick; ~ Sre gəcəs to kick (DOURNES 1950; → 
Röglai gəcos).  
Cf. 1989 *[t]c[ɔ]h. 
 
A180 *ɲus [pig] to root.  
A: Sre ɲus (DOURNES 1950), Chrau ɲuih, Biat ɲɯih.  
Connect Stieng ieːh. 
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A181 *tiis (&*tis?) to make a mistake.  
A: Stieng tiːh to (make a) mistake; wrong, Sre tiːs (& tis; < variant?) to be mistaken, 
make a mistake, Chrau tiːh to miss [target], Bunör teh, Central Rölöm tih mistake, 
Biat tih mistake, fault; wrong.  
(BLOOD 1966 46.) 
 
A182 *tiəs; *tiəɁ blind.  
A:  Sre tias [mat], Central Rölöm tiəh (BLOOD 1966), Biat cɛh [mat].  
B:  Stieng tia. 
 
A183 *ləəs easy.  
A: Central Rölöm ləih; ~ (*[l]nləəs >) Bunör nəih.  
Cf. Stieng sərlɔh. Sre ləy (DOURNES 1950) is < 1515 *l[oo]y.  
(BLOOD 1966 406.) 
 
A184 *lɔɔs iron.  
A: Sre loːs, los, Chrau, Biat lɔːih.  
Cf. Theng dro, tən̆dro, cən̆tro, Kammu Yuan centroh. 
 
A185 *Ɂəh to answer.  
A: Chrau, Biat əh. 
 
A186 *rnɁəh to lament.  
A: Sre rənɗəh, Biat rɗəh, Chrau rənɗiːh (contaminated by Vietnamese rền-rĩ?) to 
whimper, groan.  
Connect perhaps (i) 1959 *Ɂuuh to ululate; (ii) Bahnar ɯih ɯih groaning sound ~ 
təŋɯih to moan, groan (< *-əəs).  
 
A187 *[ ]keh to strip [branch].  
A: Stieng kɛh to strip leaves from branch (merging to scrape, scale < 1880 *kais) Sre 
keh to trim, strip leaves from; Stieng rəkɛh id., Sre rəkeh to strip leaves or bark 
from branch with dah, trim joints of bamboo.  
Or Stieng < *l(r)kis by metathesis < 1946 *klis, *k/r/lis, → Sre? 
 
A188 *[ ]keh pleasant-tasting.  
A: Stieng, Bunör, Central Rölöm, Biat kah; ~ Sre bəkah pleasant [taste, smell].  
(BLOOD 1966 284.) 
 
A189 *kah to wake up (v.i.).  
A: Stieng, Sre kah, Biat kah [bic] to wake up, Chrau kah awake. 
 
A190 *kuuh shingles, herpes.  
A: Sre kuːh, Biat kuh. 
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A191 *tah to cut up.  
A: Stieng, Sre tah to cut up [meat], Chrau, Biat tah to slit open, cut up.  
If Hre sah, Sedang sa to cut up meat (SMITH 1972 371) are cognate, *t2ah. Cf. also 
Central Nicobarese taih-[həŋə &c.] to cut with knife. 
 
A192 *tɔh to split [wood].  
A: Stieng tɔh to split [firewood], Sre toh to split (DOURNES 1950), Chrau tɔh to chop, 
cut [wood]. 
 
A193 *[ɗ]uh hot.  
A: Stieng (BLOOD 1966), Biat doh, Sre, Chrau, Bunör duh, Central Rölöm dɷh.  
Connect perhaps 2041 *[k]ɗuh to burn, grill, which compare.  
(BLOOD 1966 26.) 
 
A194 *[p]npɔh to leap over, throw leg across.  
A: Chrau mpɔh to leap over, Biat mpɔh [chɛh] to leap into the saddle, mount. 
 
A195 *[b]a[a]h recovered, healed.  
A: Stieng bah healed, recovered, over; to stop, disappear, Chrau vah recovered, Bunör, 
Central Rölöm bah to heal, be well, Biat bah healed, recovered.  
Cf. Malay bebas free from, Cham papàːh purification ritual; so ← Indonesian?  
(BLOOD 1966 278.) 
 
A196 *yəh bad.  
A: Sre yəh, Biat iəh. 
 
A197 *riəh rattan.  
A: Sre riah, Stieng, Chrau, Bunör, Biat rɛh, Central Rölöm riəh.  
Perhaps by arbitrary differentiation (or if Sre is loanword =) 1927 *riəs root; cf. 
semantically e.g. Malay akar. Note Khasi thri, Sakai dĕrê (i.e. Semaq Beri; SKEAT 
& BLAGDEN 1906 R 38(a)); but Bahnar hrɛː & other forms are < 249 *rsiɁ.  
(SHAFER 1965 558; BLOOD 1966 257.) 
 
A198 *reh to cut.  
A: Sre reh to cut open; ~ Biat krɛh to cut [hair], shave, ~ Stieng sərɛh, Bunör, Central 
Rölöm srɛh to cut, Sre sreh id., to slash with dah, Chrau chrɛːh (!) to split, Biat 
chrɛh to cut, slash.  
(BLOOD 1966 254) 
 
A199 *rah young male.  
A: Sre rah yearling [buffalo] (→ Röglai?), Biat [ndam] rah young male. 
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A200 *[ ]rəh to send out, drive out.  
A: Stieng rəːh to drive [cattle], to drive out, eject; ~ Köho Chil prah to send out; ~ 
Bunör mprəh, Biat mprəh [ləːi] to send out; ~ (*pnrəh >?) Sre bətrəh (BLOOD 
1966), Central Rölöm trɔh, trəh to send out.  
Cr *prəh, Stieng by back-formation? Connection obscure 2068 *loh to go out.  
(BLOOD 1966 409.) 
 
A201 *rɔh to lose, mislay.  
A: Sre roh, Biat rɔh. 
 
A202 *[c]rah grasshopper.  
A: Sre srah class of insects including grasshoppers and praying mantis, Stieng, Bunör, 
Central Rölöm, Biat krah grasshopper.  
(BLOOD 1966 302.) 
 
A202a *truh [cocks] to fight.  
A: Sre [tam] truh, Biat [tɒːm] troh.  
Add Khasi trud to scratch? 
 
A203 *pr[i][h] tall.  
A: Chrau prih tall, Stieng prɛh, Biat preh tall, high.  
Or *-[i,ə]s. 
 
(*prəh see 200 *[ ]rəh to send out....) 
 
A204 *leh kidney.  
A: Sre [play] leh kidney, Biat lɛh kidney, heart; ↔ Röglai [boh] leh kidney; ~ ↔ Jarai 
[bɔːh] ɓlɛh kidney.  
Connect 229 *srliɁ (spleen, kidney)? 
 
A205 *lah to scold.  
A: Sre lah to be offended with, scold, Chrau lah to scold, (?) Biat lah to lay claim to.  
 
A206 *[s]ɔh to put on [clothes].  
A: Stieng sɔh (BLOOD 1966; AZÉMAR 1886 sɔ̀ː k!), Sre soh, Bunör, Central Rölöm sɔh, 
Biat chɔh.  
(BLOOD 1966 263.) 
 
A207 *khih (to) poison.  
A: Stieng kih n.v., Sre khih n., Biat kheh poisoned, (chiː —) poison. 
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A208 *[k]huh; *[k]huuh to boil (v.i.).  
A:  Sre khuh, Biat khoh; ~ (*[k]lhuh >) Chrau khluh boiling.  
B:  Sre khuːh (BLOOD 1966, variant), Bunör khoh, Central Rölöm khuh.  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang kəuh, Lawa Umphai kas, Lawa Mae Sariang koih to cook [rice].  











B1 *[ ]kə[ ]ʔ the day after tomorrow.  
A: (~?) Palaung əkɯ; ~ Praok sikaw.  
Connection dubious Sakai kâl tomorrow (i.e. Semai), SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 M 178. 
 
B2 *[ ]g[ee]ʔ pine tree.  
A: Palaung ge; ~ Lawa Bo Luang ŋgəiɁ; Umphai ɲjiɁ, Mae Sariang ŋgiɁ.  
Or *-əyɁ? 
 
B3 *k.[c]eʔ ashamed.  
A: Palaung kəse to be ashamed, Riang Lang ¯kəseʔ to be shy, coy, ashamed.  
 
B4 *t1aɁ; *t1ah place.  
A:  Palaung ta (MILNE 1931, songs).  
B:  ~ *[ ]nt1ah >) Praok da, Lawa Umphai ndoh quantifier.  
Cf. 67 *t1uuɁ in, at; & Kammu Yuan tàː bathing- place, resting- place. 
 
B5 *t1aaɁ eight.  
A: Palaung ta (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tɑɁ.  
Cf. Lawa Bo Luang sataiɁ, Umphai, Mae Sariang sateɁ, Praok siday (< 
[c](n)t1iiɁ?). 
 
B6 *t1[ɔ]Ɂ to be few.  
A: Palaung tɔ (MILNE 1931), Praok tu. 
 
B7 *[ ]t1uuɁ edible leaf.  
A: Palaung tu id., Praok taə herb, Lawa Bo Luang tɑuɁ [klɑuɁ], Umphai, Mae 
Sariang toɁ [kioɁ] white radish; ~ Riang Lang ¯sətuɁ edible leaf. 
 
                                                 
1  Originally this appendix was titled “Northern Mon-Khmer Comparisons”. Note that 
reconstructions are Proto-Mon-Khmer. 
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B8 *[c].d1uuɁ silk.  
A: Riang Lang _sətuɁ silk, silkworm, Lawa Bo Luang satoɁ, Umphai sathoɁ silk.  
Connection dubious Mương thơ (BARKER 1966 14), Vietnamese tơ, (Sino-Vietnamese) 
ti, Cham thav silk thread. 
 
B9 *k.ɗɔɁ plantain.  
A: Palaung kədɔ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang kəɗoɁ (& kəduak; by arbitrary 
deformation?).  
Cf. 82 *kdɔɁ plantain bud.  
 
B10 *n1[ee]Ɂ thing.  
A: Palaung nɛ thing, Riang Lang ¯nɛɁ what, anything, (?) Praok n- manner (in n-an 
thus, n-in in this way). 
 
B11 *paaɁ butterfly.  
A: Palaung [paŋ] pa (MILNE 1931, songs), Riang Lang [¯puŋ] ¯pɑɁ.  
Perhaps ← Tai, cf. Dioi bɔŋ ba, Mak ɓum ba (BENEDICT 1975 245). 
 
B12 *t1rɓeɁ upper garment.  
A: Riang Lang ¯tərbɛɁ woman’s upper garment, Praok sibe, Lawa Bo Luang ɁapeɁ, 
Umphai raphiɁ, Mae Sariang ɣapiɁ, lapiɁ upper garment. 
 
B13 *m[oɁ] noisy, turbulent.  
A: Palaung mɔ to be noisy (MILNE 1931), Praok mɔ to be in turmoil. 
 
B14 *[g]m[i]Ɂ male.  
A: Palaung [i]me male, Praok me husband; ~ Riang Lang _kərmeɁ, Praok sime, 
Lawa Bo Luang ɁamaiɁ, Umphai ramiɁ, Mae Sariang ɣameɁ, lameɁ male.  
Connect Khmer mèː penis (TANDART 1935)? 
 
B15 *d1maɁ to borrow.  
A: ~ (*d1rmaɁ >) Lawa Bo Luang ɁamaɁ, Umphai ramaɁ, Mae Sariang ɣamaɁ to 
borrow; ~ (*d1pmaɁ >) Riang Lang _təkmaɁ debt. 
 
B16 *yaɁ large kind of snake.  
A: Palaung [hiŋ] ya hamadryad (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang [¯həɲ] _yaɁ python. 
 
B17 *r[u]Ɂ village.  
A: Palaung ru village, Praok ru clan; ~ Riang Lang _pruɁ village.  
Connect 182 *bruuɁ hill? 
 
B18 *[k]r[iiɁ] to apply liquid &c.  
A: Palaung kri to apply [paint], Praok kray to smear on. 
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B19 *breɁ witch, wizard.  
A: Palaung bre (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang _prɛɁ. 
 
B20 *braɁ meal.  
A: Palaung bra, Praok prɛ. 
 
B21 *[l]uuɁ damaged, destroyed.  
A: Palaung lu to be ruined, damaged, destroyed, to destroy, Riang Lang luɁ, Praok laə to 
be destroyed; → Shan lū̀ Praok plaə to destroy. 
 
B22 *[c][l]aaɁ among, between.  
A: ~ (*[c]n[l]aaɁ >) Palaung səna between, among, Praok sina, Lawa Umphai [toɁ] 
saɁnaɁ among; by secondary der. Riang Lang _pərlɑɁ among. 
 
B23 *[j][ ][l]aaɁ slave, servant.  
A: Riang Lang _cəlɑɁ, Praok silɛ.  
Connect 1522 *jləəy prisoner of war? 
 
B24 *grwaaɁ door.  
A: Riang Lang _kərwɑɁ, Praok siwɛ, Lawa Bo Luang ɁawɯaɁ, Umphai rawɯaɁ, Mae 
Sariang ɣawɯaɁ, lawɯaɁ,  
Connection dubious Burmese ʼawa opening.  
 
B25 *kiək to appoint.  
A: Praok ciak [ti də]; ~ Palaung kərkiəɁ (kər- reciprocal) (MILNE 1931). 
 
B26 *[c]a[a]k sated.  
A: Riang Lang ¯sɑk, Praok, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai sak. 
 
B27 *[c]uək salt.  
A: Palaung sɔɁ, Riang Lang ¯suak.  
Separate Kensiu siyaɁ, &c., = SKEAT & BLAGDEN 1906 S 15, ← (Acehnese sira <?) 
Proto-Austronesian *t'ira(S) (DEMPWOLFF 1938 153, *-a[h]). 
 
B28 *t1[u]k to take by force.  
A: Palaung tok to take (MILNE 1931), Praok tok to take or carry off [person] by force. 
 
B29 *[k][t2][a]k seed, kernel.  
A: Riang Lang ¯cak, Praok [simɛ] sok.  
Or *-ək.  
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B30 *d1a[a]k uncultivated land.  
A: Riang Lang _tɑk grass, grassland, Praok tɛk forest.  
Add conceivably Chrau daːɁ district, region, homophone of water < 274 *ɗaak < 
*diʔaak; Vietnamese nước district, region then by borrowing calque. 
 
B31 *ɗək to stop, halt.  
A: Palaung dɔɁ v.i., Riang Lang ¯dək v.i.t.  
Cf. Khmer tùəc. But connection dubious 78 *ɗəəɁ &c. 
 
B32 *[j].[n1]a[a]k sinew, vein.  
A: Palaung sənaɁ sinew, vein, artery, Praok sinɛk, Lawa Bo Luang sanak sinew.  
 
B33 *pəək to break, be broken.  
A: Riang Lang ¯pək; ~ Palaung kərptuɁ [green branch] to break (MILNE 1931).  
Connect 352 *lpak &c. to be broken...? 
 
B34 *[ ]p[ɔ]k quiver.  
A: Palaung pɔɁ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯pɔk.  
Perhaps *lpɔk, ~ 426 *lɔk.  
 
B35 *p[u]k lame, crippled.  
A: Riang Lang ¯pək; ~ (*[p]np[u]k >) Praok bok to be bent, crippled.  
Cf. 458 *wɔk bent round. 
 
B36 *[t1]rpuuk bridge.  
A: Palaung kərpok, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂapaɯk, (Umphai rapaɯɁ ←?) Mae Sariang 
ɣapaɯk, lapaɯk. 
 
B37 *[s]yuk; *[s]yuək ear.  
A:  Praok yaok.  
B:  Palaung hyɔɁ, (probably) Lawa suak.  
(SHAFER 1965 347.) 
 
B38 *jriək fish-scales.  
A: Palaung greəɁ, griəɁ (MILNE 1931); ~ (*jmriək >) Praok sibriak. 
 
(*[l]a[a]k see 66 *[l]aac to lie abed.) 
 
B39 *[s][l]iək hoarse.  
A: Palaung hleəɁ (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯riɛk.  
Cf. Bahnar hrɛːk [to cough] continually. 
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B40 *Ɂiəŋ; *Ɂiiŋ faeces.  
A:  Palaung iəŋ, Riang Lang ¯yaŋ id., Praok ɛŋ privy, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai *Ɂiaŋ 
waste matter.  
B:  ~ Palaung, Riang Lang rəɁiŋ privy.  
Connection obscure 794 Ɂic &c. 
 
B41 *Ɂuŋ (& *Ɂuəŋ?) [rain] to stop.  
A: Palaung ɯŋ, (variant >?) Lawa Bo Luang Ɂɔŋ.  
 
B42 *[ ]rɁa[a]ŋ rock.  
A: Riang Lang rəɁɑŋ stone, rock, Praok raŋ, Lawa Bo Luang laɁaŋ rock, perhaps 
Palaung rəɁaŋ precipice.  
Connection uncertain Kammu Yuan klàːŋ stone, rock, cliff. 
 
(*rɁ[ə]ŋ see 48 *[ɗ][ə]ŋ previous (to).) 
 
B43 *g[uə]ŋ larva.  
A: Palaung [vaɁ] gɔŋ edible grub, Praok kɔŋ worm.  
Connection uncertain Vietnamese con quăng dragonfly larva. 
 
B44 *[t2]ng[ɔɔ]ŋ pillow.  
A: Riang Lang _sənkoŋ, Praok [mɔn] gaoŋ. 
 
B45 *[ŋ]iə[ŋ] quantifier for long things.  
A: Palaung ŋiəŋ, Praok ɲaɲ. 
 
B46 *t1iəŋ to drink.  
A: Palaung teəŋ, Riang Lang ¯tiɛŋ.  
By metathesis (*ŋiət <) 806 *[ ]ŋiəc? (SHAFER 1965 83, 318a.) 
 
B47 *ɗiŋ; *ɗiiŋ parent’s elder sibling.  
A:  Riang Lang _deŋ (!) uncle. 
B:  Lawa Bo Luang tiŋ, Umphai thiŋ parent’s elder sibling same sex. 
 
B48 *[ɗ][ə]ŋ previous (to).  
A: Palaung (MILNE 1931) dɔŋ before, while; ~ Riang Lang ¯nəŋ before, formerly.  
Or *r(n)Ɂ-? Palaung perhaps < *-uəŋ. 
 
B49 *[c]na[a]ŋ beads, necklace.  
A: Palaung hnaŋ small glass beads (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯nɑŋ necklace, Lawa Bo 
Luang, Umphai hnaŋ necklet.  
Cf. A37 *[ɲ]ɔ(ɔ)ŋ (or *cnɔ(ɔ)ŋ?). 
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B50 *[j][ ]n1əəŋ to lean, recline.  
A: Praok nɤŋ; (or =? *[j]pn1-) Riang Lang _cəknɛəŋ.  
Or *d2-. Connect 596 *[g]n1iŋ &c. to 1ean, incline? 
 
B51 *[ ]piəŋ wing.  
A: Palaung piəŋ wing (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯piɛŋ (— ¯sim) wing, (— ¯kaɁ) fin.  
Or *sp-, ~ 601 *sn1iəŋ? Note also Khmer cɔmɁeːŋ (< *cmɁiiŋ?). 
 
B52 *[k]rpuuŋ to bury.  
A: Palaung kərpuŋ, Praok sipaəŋ, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂapaɯŋ, Umphai rapauŋ. 
 
B53 *ɓuuŋ flying insect.  
A: Riang Lang buŋ [¯bɑy] flying ant, Praok puŋ[pɛŋ], Lawa Bo Luang mbuŋ[mbaŋ], 
Umphai mboŋ[mbɯaŋ] butterfly.  
631 *ɓa[a]ŋ butterfly contaminated by 609 *puuŋ butterfly? But perhaps ← Tai, cf. 
Dioi bɔŋ ba, Mak ɓum ba id. (& Ahom, silkworm; BENEDICT 1975 245). 
 
B54 *[n1]ɓa[a]ŋ to patch, mend.  
A: ~ Palaung kənbaŋ patch, to patch (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang Lang ¯təkbɑŋ to patch.  
Or *d1-; but connection dubious Vietnamese mạng to darn in view of tone. 
 
B55 *[g]ma[a]ŋ ghost.  
A: Praok mɛŋ; ~ Palaung kərmaŋ (MILNE 1931). 
 
B56 *.riəŋ straw.  
A: Palaung hrɛəŋ, Riang Lang ¯riɛŋ.  
Distinguish 693 *t1riəŋ (&c.) kind of reed. 
 
B57 *bra[a]ŋ sour, acid, rancid.  
A: Palaung braŋ, Riang Lang _prɑŋ. 
 
B58 *br[uə]ŋ to arrange, settle.  
A: Palaung brɔŋ to direct, arrange (MILNE 1931), Praok prɔŋ to judge.  
Connect 659 *riəŋ to form a row (Old Mon to arrange)? 
 
B59 *[l]a[a]ŋ to swing, sway.  
A: Palaung [luŋ] laŋ to swing (MILNE 1931), Praok [puk plɛk luŋ] liɛŋ to sway.  
Cf. 728 *luuŋ. 
 
B60 *[l][u]ŋ to throw.  
A: Palaung lɯŋ to throw [spear]; ~ Riang Lang ¯plɔŋ to throw without effort, toss.  
Or *lɯəŋ? Cf. Vietnamese liệng; Central Rölöm ləːŋ (BLOOD 1966) 
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B61 *[s]luəŋ; *[s]ləŋ to wall.  
A:  Praok [tap] lɔŋ rampart; ~ (*[s]rluəŋ >) Palaung rɔŋ wall, to wall;  
B:  ~ Riang Lang _sərləŋ wall. 
Add perhaps to B Khmer slɔŋ to block, obstruct. Connect 738 *gluəŋ enclosure? 
 
B62 *[t2]huŋ light in weight.  
A: Praok chaoŋ, Lawa Bo Luang thoaŋ, Umphai, Mae Sariang chauŋ; ~ Riang Lang 
¯ɲɔŋ. 
 
B63 *Ɂaac in front, before.  
A: Palaung at before (MILNE 1931 also aiɁ), Riang Lang ¯ɑc (to go) in front, (at) first. 
 
B64 *kn2uc; *kn2uuc heel.  
A:  Praok loc [caoŋ].  
B:  ~ Palaung kərnuit [jɯŋ].  
Connect Vietnamese gót? 
 
B65 *[t1]pəc pointed.  
A: Palaung pɛɁ point (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯pac sharp-pointed; ~ Danaw _tɔŋ 
˼pʻyak, _tɔŋ ¯pʻyak sharp-pointed.  
Add Jeh pek to pierce, Halang pek to pierce [nose, ear]? 
 
B66 *[l]aac; *[l]a[a]k to lie abed.  
A:  Riang Lang _lɑc to be lazy, Praok lac [it] [to sleep] late.   
B:  Praok lɛk [it] [to be] fast [asleep].  
Cf. 424 *lək &c. to sleep; originally probably *laac ≠ *lək, with mutual 
contamination. Connect 1512 *laay ...idle? 
 
B67 *[c]aiɲ to meet.  
A: Riang Lang ¯sɑɲ to meet (by chance), encounter; ~ Palaung kərsɛŋ to meet (MILNE 
1931), Riang Lang ¯tərsɑɲ to meet; junction.  
Connection dubious Mon can [cah] to be contrary, opposed to. 
 
B68 *briiɲ; (?)*br[a]ɲ (kind of) ant.  
A:  Palaung briŋ ant, Riang Lang _priɲ kind of ant of medium size.  
B:  by arbitrary deformation?) Palaung brɛŋ termite.  
B perhaps rather *gmrəɲ, ad 919 *gruuɲ, ...termite. Connect perhaps 729a *kli(i)[ŋ] 
black ant; but connection dubious Tai *phrɨŋ &c. bee, BENEDICT 1975 229; whence 
probably Theng brɯ̆ŋ, prɯ̆ŋ. 
 
B69 *[t2]kat; *[t2]kaat thorn.  
A:  ~ Riang Lang ¯sərkət.  
B:  Praok kat (& Lava Umphai [ɁɔɁ] kat kind of bamboo?). 
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B70 *gət very.  
A: Palaung gət, Praok kɛt. 
 
B71 *guut to force in.  
A: Palaung gut to ram in (MILNE 1931); ~ (*[ ]nguut >) Praok [khɯm] gut to choke.  
Or *pguut causative ~ 968 *guut to enter? 
 
B72 *yut; *yuət to see, look at.  
A:  Riang Lang _yɔt to look (at), see, watch.  
B:  Palaung yuət to see (MILNE 1931, songs).  
 
B73 *wiət to repay.  
A: Palaung viət to repay, give back, Praok viat to pay.  
Or to return, = 1090 *wiət (&c.) ...to turn? 
 
B74 *wət to shake.  
A: Palaung vət, Praok. [vuk] vɛt. 
 
B75 *kan mother’s brother’s wife.  
A: Palaung kən mother’s brother’s wife, wife's mother (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯kən 
parent’s or wife’s younger sister, mother-in-law.  
Distinguish 1126 *ka(a)n woman, female. 
 
B76 *ŋən to put arms round.  
A: Palaung ŋən to hold firmly, Riang Lang _ŋan [_leɁ] to embrace, Praok [kya] ŋɛn to 
protect. 
 
B77 *[g]n[c]aan sickle.  
A: Palaung kəncan [rəvɔɁ] sickle, Riang Lang _kəncɑn sickle, scythe. 
 
B78 *b[əə]n to pass, cross.  
A: Palaung bon to pass, cross, Riang Lang _pən to exceed, pass, cross, to elapse.  
Vocalism obscure. Cf. Shan pū̀n to exceed. 
 
B79 *riin forbearing.  
A: Palaung rin to be patient (MILNE 1931, songs), Praok rin to refrain [from].  
Cf. Vietnamese nhịn to abstain from, refrain from, suppress, fast. 
 
B80 *griən to wind round.  
A: Palaung griən to put [turban] on, Riang Lang _kriɛn to wind.  
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B81 *[s]uun yam.  
A: Palaung hon cultivated yam (with post-dental vocalism!), Lawa Bo Luang haɯŋ, 
Umphai, Mae Sariang haun. 
 
B82 *Ɂɔp; *Ɂɔm poisonous.  
A:  Praok ɔp, Lawa Umphai Ɂɔp.  
B:  Riang Lang ¯ɔm to be poisonous, to be poisoned. 
 
B83 *t1əp fathom.  
A: Palaung təp (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tap, Praok tɔp.  
Cf. Proto-Austronesian *dəpa(S), DEMPWOLFF 1938 39. 
 
B84 *k[t2]up; *k[t2]uup span from thumb to forefinger.  
A:  Riang Lang ¯cɔp handful, taken from above; ~ kəncɔp span ...;  
B:  with post-dental vocalism!) Palaung sop span .... 
 
B85 *ruup (& *r[ə,a]p?) fishing-net.  
A: Riang Lang _rup, (variant >?) Praok rup, Lawa Bo Luang rəup, Umphai reup.  
= 1275 *ruup &c. to catch? Cf. Kammu Yuan rèp casting-net. 
 
(*Ɂɔm see 82 poisonous.) 
 
B86 *t1aam next in sequence.  
A: Palaung tam younger [child] of two (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang ¯tɑm to be next (to), 
to be new. 
 
B87 *t1əm (&*t1əəm?) to order, enjoin.  
A: Palaung təm to send order to (MILNE 1931, [təːm]; or tɯm, < variant?), Praok tɔm 
to command, Lawa Bo Luang tɑm, Umphai tɔm to order, command. 
 
B88 *t1um to have [done] on occasion.  
A: Palaung tɯm ever, Riang Lang ¯tom to be wont to, to have habitually done.  
 
B89 *kt1uəm liver.  
A: Lawa Bo Luang tɑum, Umphai, Mae Sariang tom; ~ Palaung kərtɔm, Riang Lang 
kətuam. 
Originally perhaps *k- part-of-body prefix + *lt1uəm < 1411 *t1luəm by metathesis; 
Lawa by back-formation. (SHAFER 1965 501.) 
 
B90 *[k]rɓuum enclosed cultivation.  
A: Palaung kərbum, Praok sipɯm, Lawa Mae Sariang ɣaphɯm garden, Lawa Bo 
Luang Ɂapum, Umphai raphum fence.  
*-ɓ- in view of Praok vocalism. 
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B91 *m[iə]m tea.  
A: Palaung miəm, Riang Lang _mɛm. 
 
B92 *[s]m[əə]m good, well-behaved.  
A: Palaung hmɯm to be docile, good-tempered, Praok mɔm to be good. 
 
B93 *yuum; *yəm to die.  
A:  Praok, Lawa yum.  
B:  Palaung yəm, Riang Lang _yam; ~ (*pyəm >) Palaung piəm, Riang Lang ¯piɛm 
to kill.  
Add Sre yəm to poison (then → Röglai)? Cf. 1266a *ya(a)p to die ....  
(SHAFER 1965 189.) 
 
B94 * t1huum; * t1huəm to be flooded, to flood.  
A:  Palaung thom to overflow, flood (MILNE 1931).  
B:  Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai thuam to be flooded.  
*d1h- should yield NMK h-; *t1s-, Lawa c-. 
 
 (*[ ]gəyɁ see 2 *[ ]g[ee]Ɂ pine tree.) 
 
B95 *ɲuəy waist.  
A: Palaung ɲuəy, Praok ɲuay.  
Cf. (i) Lawa ɲoŋ, Central Nicobarese oŋyuːəŋ; (ii) Halang tənoay, perhaps : Jeh 
Ɂnoːy flank. 
 
B96 *t1uuy to catch.  
A: Palaung toy, (merging 98 *ɗuuy to take, bring, which compare) Praok tɯy. 
 
B97 *[c].t1uəy pheasant.  
A: Palaung sətuay (MILNE 1931), Riang Lang _səy ¯tuay (by chiming expansion). 
 
B98 *ɗuy; *ɗuuy to take, bring.  
A:  Palaung dɯy.  
B:  Praok tɯy to take, take hold of, pick up, fetch (merging 96 *t1uuy to catch, which 
compare), Lawa Umphai thui to take out.  
*ɗ- in view of Praok vocalism. 
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B99 *[ ]p[oo]y shadow of living creature.  
A: Riang Lang ¯poe shadow of living creature, Praok pɤy (& vɯy!) shadow; Lawa Bo 
Luang Ɂapau, Umphai rapɔi shadow.  
Vocalism uncertain; conceivably *-uy (Lawa), *-uuy (Riang Lang), *-əəy (Praok; 
with secondary lengthening); then *gp-, ~ 1447a *guuy? Cf. also 1543 *ghuuy 
&c. spirit, soul. 
 
B100 *[y][əə]y a little.  
A: Palaung yɔy, Praok cɯy; ↔ Shan yɔȳ to be finely divided. 
 
B101 *[g]raay to speak, tell.  
A: Palaung gray to speak, tell, Praok kray (!) to say, tell; ↔ Shan khài to narrate. 
 
B102 *[g][l]aay squirrel.  
A: Riang Lang _k1ɑy, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂdea, Umphai Ɂlai.  
Lawa *jl- by regressive assimilation? Connect perhaps Santali kuləi hare, &c., PINNOW 
1959 L 146. 
 
B103 *[t1]rw[əyɁ] to be concerned, troubled.  
A: Palaung kərve to pity, Praok sivi to be worried. 
 
B104 *[ ][h]uy to take out.  
A: Palaung hɯy, Lawa Bo Luang hau to take out, perhaps Praok hoy to unfasten, 
open, reveal. 
 
B105 *kiər moon, month.  
A: Palaung kiər month, Riang Lang ¯kiɛr moon, month. 
 
B106 *gur to help.  
A: Riang Lang _kɔr, Praok [tɯm] ku.  
Cf. 1705 *kəl[ ] &c. to support, help. 
 
B107 *[bc]uur; *[bc]uər water-bottle.  
A:  Praok chɯ.  
B:  Palaung [om] suər. 
 
B108 *k[t2]aar span from thumb to middle finger.  
A: Palaung sar (MILNE 1931); ~ Riang Lang kəncɑr. 
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B109 *[k]ruu[r] granary.  
A: Palaung kror paddy-storage basket, Praok kraw granary, storeroom; Lawa Bo Luang 
ŋgraɯ, Umphai krau granary.  
Or *t1-; *-l. 
 
B110 *siir; *siər iron.  
A:  Palaung hir, Riang Lang ¯hir.  
B:  Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai hɛ ore.  
↔ Tibeto-Burman *s(y)iˑr (BENEDICT 1972 80 no. 372; Dhimal, Garo, Dimasa Lushei); 
suspect on phonological grounds as loanword!  
 
B111 *[s]iər bee.  
A: Praok hiːa, Lawa hɛ; ~ Palaung phiər, Riang Lang ¯phiɛr.  
 
B112 *kul ten.  
A: Palaung kɯr, Riang Lang kɔl, Praok kaw, Lawa Bo Luang koa, Umphai, Mae 
Sariang kau.  
← Tibeto-Burman *(m-)kul score, BENEDICT 1972 83 no. 397? Connection dubious 
Kharia ghɔl, &c., PINNOW 1959 249 (Proto-Munda *(-)gəl); as Mương mươl 
(BARKER 1966 13), Vietnamese mươi. 
 
B113 *t1iəl to copulate.  
A: Riang Lang ¯tiɛl, Lawa Bo Luang, Umphai tɛ.  
Cf. Sre tir, Biat tɑːm tɑr. 
 
B114 *t1uəl; *t1əl to find.  
A:  Palaung tuər.  
B:  Riang Lang ¯tal.  
 
 (*[k]ruul see 109 *[k]ruu[r] granary.) 
 
B115 *[s]raa[l] veranda.  
A: ~ (*[s]nraa[l] >) Praok gra [ɲɛ]; by secondary derivation ~ Palaung khrar 
veranda. 
 
B116 *kɲaas to laugh.  
A: Homau kəɲaːr (Palaung dialect; MILNE 1931), White Striped Riang _kɤ̆ɲaːs (LUCE 
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B117 *ɓ[a]s to carry [heavy object].  
A: Palaung bər to carry on tumpline, Riang Lang ¯bəs to carry on head, Praok pɯ to 
support, bear, Lawa Bo Luang pɯh, Umphai phɯs, Mae Sariang puih to carry on 
back; (*[b]nɓ[a]s >) Praok bɯ [glɔm] burden.  
Waic vocalism post-labial? Connect 121 *ɓɔɁ to carry on back. Praok pu to carry on 
back is < 100a *puɁ. 
 
B118 *ruus tortoise, turtle.  
A: Riang Lang _rus, Lawa Bo Luang raɯh, Umphai raus, Mae Sariang ɣaɯh.  
Cf. Vietnamese rùa. Khmer kraːh krās tortoiseshell is probably ← Indonesian.  
(SHAFER 1965 434.) 
 
B119 *prəs to flower.  
A: Palaung prər to flower, expand, swell (by attraction 2067 *ləs?), Lawa Bo Luang 
phrəuh, Umphai prəs, Mae Sariang phyoih to flower. 
 
(*t1ah see 4 *t1aɁ place.) 
 
B120 *t1rt1uh; *t1rt1uuh to meet.  
A: Palaung kərtoh (MILNE 1931).  
B:  Palaung kərtuh, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂatɑuh, Umphai ratoh. 
 
B121 *n1[ ]ah to get worse.  
A: Riang Lang na, nɑ, Praok nɛ.  
Connection uncertain 1945 *ləs &c. to weaken. 
 
B122 *[m]ryah hundred.  
A: Palaung pəryah, Riang Lang _pəryɑ, Praok siyɛ, Lawa Bo Luang Ɂayɯah.  
← Tibeto-Burman *r-gya (BENEDICT 1972 45 no. 164 & n. 148; Old Burmese ryā); by 
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Note: Bold numerals show that the word indexed is used in the gloss of a reconstruction, 
ordinary numerals that it glosses one or more of the items compared.  
 
A 
Abandon see leave; (abandoned) 1397; able (to) 1179, 1183, 1286, 1472; abort 1081, 
2062; about, concerning 1845, (about to) 1472, 2014; above 194, 727, 1207, 1533, 
1718; absorb 1106, 1283; abstracted 519, 1589; abuse, insult 1804, 1963, 2031; 
accompany 1389, 1463; according to 1346; accuse A 27; accustomed, used to 643, 1286, 
A 178, B 88; ache A 72; acquire 1980; add 351, 1257a, (add to) 1430a; adhere 309, 
1245; adjoin 1245, 1264; adze A 166a; affine see in-law; affix 986, 1242, 1245; afraid 
see fear; after, afterwards 1505, 1844, 2066; afternoon 264; afterwards see after; again 
765, 1156, 1511, 1794; agree 1388; aim 696, 1361a, 1572; air 1782, 1958; alarmed 
1057; alcohol, liquor 796; alight see perch; alike 149; all 198, 798, 875, 943, 1338, 
1344, 1418, 1943, (at all) 1943; alone 86; already 1539, 2080; also, too 1310; amaranth 
1850; amass 1178; among B 22; ancestor 151, 192; angry 1728, 1808; ankus A 172; 
announce 1845; answer A 185; ant 873, 1382, 1562a, B 68, (black ant) 729a, (flying 
ant) 1646b, B 53, (red ant) 1866, (white ant, termite) 391a, 919, 1619, B 68, (flying 
white ant) 1290, 1646b; anthill 1738; anus 961, 1007; anvil A 107a; anxious, worried 
1694, B 109; any 136; anything B 10; appear 2043, 2071; appoint B 25; approach 1896, 
A 95; arch 1626a; areca 230, 1815; arm 66, 244, 265, 1673; armpit 269, A 33; army 
1258; around 765, 966, 1208, 1333, 1669; arouse 1575; arrange 1269a, 1605, A 7a, B 
58; arrive (at), reach 968, 1153, 1246, 1740, 2079, A 76; arrow 215, 1308; arum 1850; 
ascend, go up 332, 479, 1153, 1207, 1869, 2061; ash 2034; ashamed 1800, A 66, B 3; 
ask 912, A 101, (ask for) 1140, A 87; askew 494, 753, 1764; assemble, gather 1310, 
1338, 1344, 1389; assembly house 670; associate 1241, 1310; asthma 1215; astringent 
294, 989; at 3, 67, 85, 1217, 1342; attach 1245; attend on 531, 1794; augury see divine; 
aunt 48, 132, (maternal aunt) 882, 1494, (aunt older than parent) 236, 1531a, 2044a, B 
47; avoid 765, 766, 1501, 1529, 1669, A 53, A 53a; await 493a, 1773; awl 860; axe 526, 
1499, (counterbalance of axe) 1613. 
 
B 
Babbling 1847; baby 285; bachelor 1526, 1832; back 667, 1446a, 1627, 1844, (lower 
part of back) A 79, (back of hand) 1639, A 107; bad 58, 140, 801, A 119, A 196 (see 
also immoral); bag 787, 1677, (bag for cooked rice) 14; bake 544; (hot-air) balloon 
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1316; bamboo 249, 782, 903, (kinds of bamboo) 83, 201, 207, 671, 995, 1587, A 142, 
(split bamboo) 2027, (bamboo fibre) 1802, (bamboo-joint) 903, (bamboo shoots) 636, 
(bamboo rat) 1129, 1154a, 1481; banana 1070, 1523, B 9, (wild banana) 51; bank 681; 
banyan 241 (see also Ficus); barb 1929; bare 1079, 1803a; bargain 1821a; bark (of tree) 
203a, 347, 466, 1568, (v.) 1709; barter see exchange; basket 791, (kinds of basket) 6a, 
53, 1482, 1558, 1730, 2054, (openwork basket) 1842, (paddy-storage basket) B 109; bat 
237, 421a, (kind of bat) A 81b; bathe 1287, 1403, 1417, 1426, 2039; be 639, 643, 
1117, 2046; beads A 37, B 49; beak 1655, 2041a, A 41a; beam 518; bean 1489, 2002; 
bear (n.) 1380, 1817, 1933; beard see (facial) hair; beat 318, 322, 355, 439, 558, 
1010a, 1014, 1092, 1251, 1340, 1945a, 1978, 1997, 2001, 2010, (beat down) 2001, 
(beat out, beat flat) 1340, 1997; beautiful 950, A 123; beckon 868, 1267, 1950; become 
538; bed 166, (bed of stream) 1557; bee, kinds of bee 240, 1065, 1099, 1537, 1560, B 
111; beetle 682, (rhinoceros beetle) A 93; before 1446a, 1505, 1554, 1667, 1703, B 48, 
B 63; beg A 87; begin, beginning 562, 1343; behind 1446a, 1505, 1844; belch 9, 1559; 
bell 903 (cf. jingle); bellows 1984; belly 358, 624, 735, 844, 865, 1743; below 1887, 
2012 (cf. under); bend, bent 286, 458, 500, 596, 765, 892, 1038, 1090, 1208, 1444, 
1669, 1722, 1794, A 133, (bent down) 1985, (bent head back) 288, (bent knees) 938, 
1149 (see also bow); betel 230, 1860, (betel-box) 1289, (tray of betel-box) 1116; 
between 85, B 22; bewitch 1823; bile see gall; bin for paddy 627; bind see tie; bird 
1324, (noisy kind of bird) 754, (kind of small bird) 1243a; bird-lime 1659; birth (give 
birth) 2013 bite 282, 957, 964, 1231; bitter 554, 989 black 140, 653, 654, 717, 1337; 
blade 215; blame 58; Blanket 1550; blind 433, 1734b, A 182; blink see wink; blister 90, 
348, A 174; block, obstruct 1003, 1039, 1260, 1739, 1745, A 113a, A 149, A 155a; 
blood 1430; blossom 1604; blow 345, 616, 1023, 1428, 1638, 1809, 1958, 1977, 1984, 
2028, (blow nose) 1680, 2087; blue 1360, 1559b; blunt 1785, 1803a, 2042; boar (wild 
boar) 19; board, plank 1620; boat, canoe 336, 747; body 20, 290; boil 513, 1345, 2038, 
A 112, A 208; bold, brave 387, 512; Bombax 755; bone 488, 553; border see edge; bore 
hole 622, 724, 1329, 2069, A 163; boredom A 158a; be born 2013; borrow 713, 768a, 
1141, 1390, 1531, 1755, B 15; bottle-gourd 587, 748; bottom 1078, 1735; boundary 
1794, A 155 (see also edge); bow (n.; see also crossbow) 32, 266, 2024, (pellet-bow) 
2024, (v.) 1238, 1644, (bow down) 1444, (bow head) 287; bowl 426, 743, 1331; box 
426, 1289; boy 711, 1339; brace oneself 1143; bracelet 498; bracken 237a; brain 475, 
551, 1981; bran 277 (cf. chaff); branch 496, 514, 789, 1223, (v.) 327, A 53; brave see 
bold; break, broken 331, 352, 364, 800, 812, 972, 999, 1028, 1702, 1903a, 1972, 
1990, 2074, B 33, (broken off) 2030, A 51; breast 114, 1999; breath, breathe 1299; 
brick 940; bridge 565, 1174, B 36, (bridge of nose) 1578; bridle 282; bright 444a, 1920, 
1978; bring, convey 84a, 1148, 1154, B 98; brittle 366; broil 544, 1571; broken see 
break; brother see sibling, (elder brother) 882, A 169, (brother-in-law) 27, 130; brown 
653; brushwood 1676; bubble 2038; bucket, pail 791; bud 1362, 1377, 2023; buffalo 95, 
103, 408; bug 964, 1423, A 69; bulge 108, 1523a; bunch 625, 1310, 1338, 1344, 1763; 
bundle 525, 1344, 1763; burn 231, 805, 858a, 978a, 1004, 1977, 2041, A 11, (burnt 
food) 1688, (smelling of burning) 1302; burst 74, 2008, 2009, 2015a, 2051; bury 1237, 
1252, B 52; bush 1676, A 173; butt 1728; butterfly 111, 421a, 609, 631, A 111, B 11, B 
53; buttocks 1007, 1377, A 79; buy 1062, 1729, (buy on credit) 1141. 
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C 
Cackle, cluck 1008; cage 697, 725 calculate 351; calf of leg 82, 523a, 1377, 1913; call 
279, 1107, 1540, 1709, 1845, (call out) 392, 1845; callous (n.) A 174; calyx 1469; 
camp 306, (camp out) 1357; canoe see boat; cap 1261 (cf. hat); careless 189, 1094 (cf. 
negligent); Careya arborea 1485; carry 84a, 1154, A 36a, B 117, (carry in arms) 1181, 
(carry in hand) 746, 1657, (carry in mouth) 1376, A 47, (carry on back) 100a, 121, 374, 
A 59, (carry on head) 1742, 1781, (carry on pole between two) 548, (carry on shoulder) 
1406, 1464, (carry on yoke) 746, (carry slung over shoulder) 1486, A 36a, (carry under 
arm) 1236, A 36a, (carrying-basket) 2084; cart 2011, (v.) 590; carve 808, 824, 981, 
1675; Caryota 245; cast metal 1213; castrate 1843; cat 1838, (wild cat) 1594a; cataract 
1734b; catch 78, 675, 1237, 1243, 1261, 1275, B 96, (get stuck) 471, (catch up (with), 
overtake) 1254, A 89a; caterpillar 457, 541, 684; catfish 22; cattle see ox; caw 270; 
cease, stop, end, leave off 812, 943, 1113, 1514, 1903a, A 80b, A 195, B 41; centipede 
1226; certain, certainly A 85; chaff 1313, 2048; change 1518, 1615, A 156; channel 
668, 1597, (v.) 719; charcoal 33, 1892; charge, attack 1728; chase 899, (chase away) 
766; chebula see myrobalan; cheek 382, 1374a, 1769; chest 1937, 2005; chestnut 246a; 
chew 1373, 1378, A 61, (mumble) 1375, (chew the cud) A 49; chief 639, A 34a; child 
1127, 1339; chin 382, 497, 1233, 1318; (wood) chip A 8; chisel 465, 808, 824, 1988; 
choke 338, 441, 1695, B 71; choose, select 1889, 1931, A 58; chop 291, 371, 981, 1969, 
1987, 2063, A 192, (chop down) 1702; cicada 1674; circle round 1625, 1794; citrus 846, 
(kind of citrus) 2057a; civet cat 1594a, A 25; clamp 1242, 1279; clan 1708, B 17, (clan 
territory) 581; clap 318, 1251; claw (of crustacean &c.; see also nail) 1236, (v.) 460, 
1881; clay 948, 1076, A 13; clean 7, 950, 1024, 1971, 2056, 2074a, (clean rice by 
pounding) 1938, (by tossing) 1267, 1317; clear 7, 750, 1920, 2064, 2074a, 2077, A 35, 
(clear forest) 1922, 2063, (clear a path) 1500, 2081; clearing 1714, 2081, (new clearing) 
1385; cleave see split; clench 1042, 1209, 1366; cliff 784; climb 1175, 1869; clod see 
lump; close v. see shut; close together 1067; cloud 277a, 311, 945, 1255, 1305, 1479, 
1811; cluck see cackle; clump 1035, 1338, 1763; cluster 309, (fruit in clusters) 297; 
(live) coal 33; cobra 992, A 1a, B 16; cockroach 1252a; coconut (coconut palm) 1852, 
coconut-shell measure 1750; coffin 633; coil 765, 1164, 1208, 1529, 1794; coin (small 
coin) 1489; cold 954, 962, 976, 1073, 1539a, A 15, (n.) 1420; collapse see fall away; 
collect (collect together) 1320 (see also assemble); collection 625, 1338, 1344; collide 
76, 292, A 96; comb 958b, 984, 1097, 1564, 1928 (comb of cock see crest); come 378, 
1821, 2079; command see order; companion 24, 1389, 1762, 1836; company 24, 362, 
1389, (in company with) 258, 1389; complete 335, 1326 completely, entirely 798, 875, 
1691; condense 716; confine 675, 949 (cf. imprison, pen); confined A 82; confused 
1548, 1796; congeal 1221; consider 1132; constrained 1224; contain 573; container 426, 
903, 1289; contend 921; continuously 659; contrary see opposite; convey see bring; cook 
583, 1345, 1478, 1559a, A 112, (cook in bamboo tube) 704, (cook over fire) 1571, 
(cooked) 1137, (cooking-pot) 195, 624a, 2075; copper 499; copulate 310, B 113; cord 
143, 205a, 246, 302, 1605; cormorant 278; corner 272, 689, 1379; corpse 20, 388, 835, 
1218, 1266a, 1543; cotton 1904, 1915, (dressed cotton) 228; coucal 941; cough 271, 
298, 338, 1215; count 1271, 1877, A 103, (count on fingers) 1951; country 181, 394; 
courgettes A 62; cousin 27, 48, 1187; cover 80, 1039, 1237, 1252, 1261, 1273, 1289, 
1592, 1745, A 20, (cover oneself) A 19, (cover head) 80; crab 1348; crack 352, 484, 
589, 1972; cradle 701, 1780a; cram in 395, 1067, 1197; crane 1788; crave, craving 786, 
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975, 1682; crawl 1672, (crawl like leech) 89 (cf. creep); creak 1064; creep 1664 (of. 
crawl); creeper 143, 302, 1605, 1827, (kinds of creeper; see also Willoughbeia) 1085, 
(creeper yielding arrow-poison) 2082; crest, comb 1624; cricket 1068, 1662; crippled 
1208a (see also lame); crocodile 115; crooked 235, 286, 458, 862, 892, 1208a, 1794; 
cross 739, 1130, 878, (cross out) 1890; crossbow 32, 97, 266, 2024; crossroads 1979; 
crouch 1149; crow (n.) 270, (v.) 12, 1840; crowd, crowded 395, 949, 1105, (in a crowd) 
1846a; cruel 1071; crush(ed), pulverize(d) 422, 818, 952, 977, 1279, 1746, 1909, (fall 
on and crush) A 96; cry 392, 1057, 1840, (cry out) 1622, 1845; cubit 1734; cucumber 
468a, 614, 1710; cud see chew; cudgel 328; cup 426, 620, 826, 1806; Curcuina 1052; 
cure see heal; curl, curly 286, 862, 1208, (curled up) 1653; current 1597; curse 392, 
2031, A 55; curve, curved 458, 765, 966, 1090, 1208, 1529, 1626a, 1794; cut 291, 364, 
800, 804, 812, 866, 957, 958, 972, 1026, 1028, 1500, 1969, A 192, A 198, (cut down) 
1707a, 1969, (cut into) 1250, (cut off see sever; cut short see interrupt) (cut through) 
824a, 839, (cut up) 981, 1594, 1786, 2063, A 191. 
 
D 
Dab on 1262; dah see matchet; dam 681, 1003, 1260, (dam to catch fish) 1902; damage, 
damaged 876, 2048, B 21; dangle 1473, 1487; dark 653, 974, 1225, 1268, 1328, 1337, 
1360, 1647, A 3, (dark place) 1273; dash against 355; daughter-in-law 43, 248a, 1180, 
1187, 1497; dawn 660, 1242a, 1873; day 31, 180, 1630; dazed 519, 761, 900, 1589; 
deaf 303, 1089; dear, beloved 391; debt 1755, A 89, B 15; decay 171, 876, 1304, 1386, 
1875; deceitful 1198; deceive(d) 1404, 1798; decline 190, 532, 1268, 1528; decrease 
876 (see also diminish); deep 172, 763, (deep place in river) 733; (kinds of) deer 645, 
647, 1150, 1508, (barking deer) 1780, 1911, (sambhur deer) 389; deficient in quantity 
816; delicious 702; delirious 239; deliver see save; demarcate 496a; demolish 2051; 
dense 1408, 1608; depart 190, 2064; descend 1528, 1606, 1887, 1985, 2062; deserted 
36, 1397; destroy, destroyed 718, 861a, 876, 927, 1386, 2048, B 21; dew 94, 311, 
1136, 1255, 1419, 1600, 2049; diarrhoea 843, 2051; dibble 1329, 1457a, 1777; die 987, 
1218, 1266a, 1945, B 93; different 190, 263; diffuse 1991; dig 300, 371, 418, 503, 
802a, 1329, 1541, 1565, 1593, A 138, (dig out, dig up) 718, 802a; dim 1411a; 
diminish, dwindle 1118, 1190 (cf. decrease); dip see scoop; dipper 414, 1490; direction 
1483, 1974; dirt, dirty 140, 340, 382a, 442, 1076, 1399; disappear 1386, 1501; dish 
1331, (pedestal dish) 1170; disheartened A 159; dispute possession A 77; dissolve 422, 
1512; distant see far; distaste A 158a; distil 1345; distribute 1112; ditch 72, 557, 637, 
1541 (cf. channel); dive 834, 1403; divide see split; divine, take augury 1753; dizzy, 
giddy 234, 239, 765, 1090, 1529, 1796; do 550, 1965; dog 41, 1449, (wild dog) A 176; 
door 2072a, A 41, B 24, (doorway) 2036; dove 1256, 1476, (emerald dove) 1766; down 
1606; drag 1872a; drain off 986, 1606; draw (see also pull) (draw designs) 1890, (draw 
line) 403, 1880, 2057, (draw out, draw sword) 831, 1084, (draw tight see tighten; draw 
water) 315, 367, 546, 570; dream 105; dribble 2051; drift 1868; drink 63, 107, 268, 
780, 806, 1106, 1283, 1375, B 46, (drinking-tube) 693; drip 314, 406, 814, 843, 852, 
996, 1600, 1606, 2051; drive A 200, (drive in, drive home) 322, 607, (drive out) A 200; 
drizzle 872, 1504, 1606, 1839; droop 1190, 1657; drown 360, 423, 721, 854, 1287, 
1403; drowsy 1861; drum 558, 1584; drunk, intoxicated 796, 1765; dry 160, 487, 493, 
588, 913, 1000, 1561, 1970, 2086, A 177, (dry season) 588, 2028, (dry up, run dry) 
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980, 990, 1101, 1106a; duck 77, 1216, 1266, (duck under v.) 1652; dust 359, 1399, 
1483a, 2034, 2044; dwarf 892; dwell 283; dye 428, 1337; dysentery 960. 
 
E 
Each 1700; eagle 714; ear 319, 555, 1621, B 37, (shell of ear) A 34, (ear ornament) A 9, 
(ear of paddy) 212, 1577; early 893a, 1242a, 1724; earth 64, A 13; earthworm 1926, A 
94; easy 386, 1515, A 183; eat 8, 107, 1295, 1327, 1373, (eat away) A 84, (eat rice) 
527; echo 722; eddy 765, 863, 1090, 1208, 1669, 1794; edge, border, rim 504, 656, 
1242, 1383, 1669, 1974; eel 579; efficacious (medicine) A 115; egg 751, 1253, 1348a; 
egg-plant 587, 748, A 97; egret 280; eight 1431, B 5; elbow 650, 891, (v.) A 37b elder 
918; elephant 520, 1930; embankment 619, 681; embrace, put arms round 1372, A 67a, 
B 76; emerge, go out 378, 852, 986a, 998, 1207, 2062, 2068 empty 790, 2088, (v.) 
267, 872, 2080a; enclosure 738, 765, 767, 1794; end, termination 798, 958a (see also 
tip; cease); endure, suffer 883, 1151; enduring 1131; engrave, incise 403, 419, 824, 
1675; enmity 145; enough, sufficient 1240, 1292a; enter 853, 968, 1046, 1288; equal 
149, 655, 1394; eruption 74, 2008; escape 842, 1108, 2064; eunuch 1474; evening 264, 
638, 1268, 1337; ever B 88; every 1700; evident, clear 1185, 1873, 2064; exact(ly) 1326; 
exceed 1200, 1854, 2064, A 81a, B 78; excessively 1110; exchange, barter 1612, 1822, 
A 156; excrement, faeces 794, B 40; expect 638, 1773; explode 2008, 2009, 2015a; 
express (juice) 971; extend 191, 544a, 1402, 1538, 1629a, 1660; extinguish, 
extinguished 973, 1053, 1077, 1266a, 1288, 2051; eye 1045, 1453; eyelash A 48a. 
 
F  
Face 1045; faded 1416, 2074a; faint 979, 1094, 1796; fall 400, 669, 843, 996, 1081, 
1504, 1579, 1606, 2051, 2073, A 73, A 106, (fall down) 1281, 1349, 2051, (fall in, fall 
into) 1081, (fall into ruin, fall away, collapse) 422, 861a, 1414, (fall off) 1081, 2051, 
(fall prone) 1081, 1238; false, untrue 214, 1122; family, lineage 1708, 1799; fan 345, 
1037, 1090, 1267; fan-palm 461; far, distant 1454, 1992 (as far as see up to); fast v. 884; 
fasten see tie, (fastened together) 309; fat, grease 702, 928, 1879, A 152, (fat, plump) 
635, 928, 1111, 1169, 1196, 1465, 1490a, 1523a; father 68, 112, 893, 1265 (father-in-
law see parent-in-law); fathom 327, 1944, B 83; fault, offence 836, 1082, A 181; fear 30, 
154, 203, 261, 552, 880 feathers of arrow 1291; feed 395, 1327, 1361, 1378 (see also 
eat); feel 124, 1042, 1262, 1402; feign 214; female 113, 151, 653a, 1126, 1163, A 141; 
fence 496a, 578, 738, 1258, 1581a, A 147, B 90; fern 237a, 899a; festering 1566; fever 
32a, 962, 1898, A 103a; few 816, 939, B 6; Ficus 170, (Ficus septica) 221; fiddle 176; 
field 185, 300, 1521, 2029a, (dry field) 1651, (abandoned dry field) 167, 1676 (cf. 
clearing); fig 238, 241; fight 145, 870, 906, 1274, 1614, 1728, 1945a, (cocks) A 202a; 
fill 395, 407 (see also full); filter 694, 2058; fin 265, 600, 709, 1597a, 1624, B 51; find 
B 114; fine (particles) 243; finger 1128, 1717, 1853, 1939, (fourth finger, index finger) 
1914, (little finger) A 68; finish, finished 798, 875, 943, 1539, 2017, 2066, 2080 (see 
also over); fire 231, 885, 1723, 1872, (catch fire) 1575, (make fire) 1336; firefly 729; 
firewood 254, 491, 1872; firm 209, 530, 1176, (firmly) 1312; first 1554, 1667, 1703, B 
63; fish 16, (v., see net; fish with line) 1161, A 145, (smelling of fish) 1227, (fish-paste) 
481, (fish-trap) 178, 602, 628, 1060, 1275, 1371, 1902, A 143, (mouth of fish-trap) 
1920a, (set fish-trap) 1371, (fishing-line) A 123a; fit, convulsion 1093; fitting, suitable, 
proper 174, 399, 1240, 1387, 1580, 1713; five 1214, 1363; fix 986; flame 231, (flame 
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up) 253; flap 1249; flash 444a, 2009; flat 1078, (flat surface) 611, 1639; flea 1252a; 
flesh 1956, A 54; flicker 444a, 1411a; float (n.) 752, (v.) 1516, 1642, (float in air) 1783 
(cf. drift); flood, flooded 854, 1287, A 120, B 94; floor 1632, (floor timber) 595, 841; 
flour 1909, 2044; flow 710, 878, 1597, 1686, (flow out) 267, 2032; flower 276, 1469, 
1604, 1819, 2023, (v.) 346, 986a, 1083, 2023, B 119; flute 1087, A 175; flutter 1249; 
fly (n.) 1534, (horsefly) 1247, (v.) 1633, 1683, (fly through air) 777, 1783; foam, froth 
372, 2038; foetus 629, A 148; fold 1029, 1257, (fold back) 1086a; follow 991, 1463, A 
89a; foot 538, 611, 1139, (on foot) 312; forbid 785, A 134; force in 395, B 71; forearm 
1673; forehead 599, 691a, 731, 1699, 1962; forest 181, 394, B 30; forge 1610; forget 
861, 1094, 1641, 1796; fork 352, 789, 1223, 1242; form 463; formerly 1667, 1854, 
2017, B 48; four 1166; fowl 1552; fox 528, 1594a; fragile see brittle; fragrant 1432, 
1441, 1563; framework 533, 598; francolin 847; frayed 1509; fresh (green) 1925, (fresh 
water) 1292; friend 27, 102, 109, 535a, 1241, 1762, 1836; frighten 261, (frightened) 
857, 1086; fringe A 132; frog 393, 956 from 3, 1342; frond of palm 789, 1223; front 
1554, 1703, B 63; froth see foam; frown 62, 896; fruit 871, 1524; fry 338a; full 335, 
907, (full to overflowing) 1643; fungus 1903; furrow 1599. 
 
G  
Galanga 564; gall, bile, gall-bladder 554, 1048; (wild) game 1382; garden 1581a, B 90; 
gate of sliding poles 1665; gather see assemble, (gather up) 901, 983; gaur 577, A 135; 
generous 2047; get 384, 1179, (get up) 852, 1824 (cf. receive); ghost 388, 835, B 55; 
gibbon 934, 1784; giddy see dizzy; gin cotton 2024; ginger 216; gird 1061; girdle 1173; 
give 1119, 1148, 1434, 1616, 1712; gizzard 1752a; glide 1664, 1783, (glide through 
air) 169; glisten 758; glitter 523, 750, 1873; glow-worm 729; gnash 845, 106k; gnat 
644, 1496; gnaw 1125, A 84; go 291, 415, 1080, 1202, 1821, 2079, A 99, (go away) 81, 
301, 998, (go back, go backwards) 1109, 1190, (go out see emerge; go round) 765, 767, 
931, 1056, 1090, 1333, 1625, 1669, A 53a, (go up see ascend); goat 126, (mountain 
goat) 1967; go-between 918; gold 1789, 1873; good 193, 443, 832, 1401, B 92, (good-
tempered) B 92; goose 1216; gore 603, 1340; gourd 748, 1525, 1756, 1835, (bottle-
gourd) 587; grain, kernel 1276, 1574, B 29; granary A 117, B 109; grandchild 40, 43; 
grandfather 68, 192; grandmother 49, 151; grandparent A 171; grasp, hold 510, 1042, 
1134, 1209, 1243, 1275, 1311, 1312 (cf. grip); grass 749, 1034, 1054, 1269, B 30, 
(thatching-grass) 106, 155, 749; grasshopper 838a, 1256a, A 202 grassland B 30; grate 
799, 867; grave 835; gravel 1792, 1936; graze, grazing 1797; great-grandchild 40; great-
grandfather 51; great-grandmother 49; green 47, 1559b, 1585 (cf. fresh); grey 369a, 
(grey hair, grey-haired) 25, 164; grill 487, 1559a, 1812, 2041; grind 1056, 1064; grip 
1236, 1239 (cf. grasp); groan 1588, 1959, A 186; groin 1749; grope 432, 1042, 1262; 
ground 64; group 362, 1338, 1344, 1759, 1762; grow 378, 651, 986a, 1219, 1220, 
1343, 1402, 1649, 1878; growl 1429; grub 457, 1551, (edible grub) 204, B 43; guava 
1876; guess A 154; guest 1498; gullet 686; gulp in air 2087; gum 1040, 1601, (gums) 
924 (cf. resin); gush, spurt 710, 719, 2051; gut v. 843a; gutter 406. 
 
H  
Hail 1791; hair 467, (body hair) 1803, A 24, (facial hair) 932, A 104; half 352, 1721, 
2015, 2035; hall 670; hammer 332, 333, 607, 1047, 1340, A 107a (see also forge); 
hand 66, 244, (put hand in) 1833, (hand’s breadth) A 107, (hand of bananas) A 14a, 
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(hand over) 511, 1148, 1712, 1822, (hand to) 1264; handful 1366; handle 516, 547, 
1311, 1578; hang (up) 374, 459, 648, (hang down) 1657, (hang from) 1754; happy 
482a, A 121; hard 674, (hard wood) 398; harden in flame 1685; hare 1468; harness 
1240; harp 896a; harrow 300, 1928; harsh 657, 801; harvest see reap; hat 381, 1159 
(cf. cap); hatch 821, 2062; hate 224; have, possess 639, 1183, 1472, 1980, (have to) 
1472; hawk 714; he 2, 6, 26, 92, 252, 1115 (cf. him); head 361, 426, 614, 889, 1260, 
1443, 1718; heal, healed, cure(d) 1108, 1501, A 195; healthy, well 386, 445, 482a, A 
52; heap 350, 369, 1178, 1741; hear 555, 646, 649, 833, 1586; heart 1912, 1924; 
hearth 231, 262, 775, A 23; heartwood 398; heat (v.) 1671, 1812, (to radiate heat) 936; 
heavy 52, 1146, 1347; heel 1748, B 64; help 571, 1270, 1390, 1705, B 106; herd 1759, 
(v.) 1797; here 6, 79, 91, 92, 1435a; hero 2060; hibiscus 1646; hiccough 9; hide, hidden 
143a, 1121, 1168, 1261, 1273, 1592, A 40, A 107b; high 537, 690, 763 hill, hillock, 
mountain 182, 350, 626, 676, 1369, 1626, 1738, 1741, 1775, A 28; him 60; hinder A 
155a; hire, lease 713, 1531, 1726; hiss 2087; hit, strike 76, 174, 318, 322, 558, 1010a, 
1014, 1027, 1092, 1251, 1340, 1945a, 1978, 1997, 2001, 2010, 2022, (lightning) A 
36b, (hit the mark) 293a, 1361a, (hit with fist) 1617, (hit with stick) 2001; hoarse B 39; 
hobble (v.t.), hobbles 745; hoe 215, 300, 371, 418, 1987, A 166a; hog-plum 1189; hold 
see grasp, (hold in arms) 1372, (hold out) 576a; hole 72, 430, 557, 622, 666, 686, 724, 
778, 790, 1396, 2069, 2070, (make hole) 1329 hollow 622, 666, 724, 790; homosexual 
1474; hood of cobra 394; hook, hooked 286, 375, 458, A 56, (fish-hook) A 145; hop 
863a; hope 1367a, 1773; horizontal 496; horn 21, 699, (rhinoceros horn) A 2; hornbill 
284, 495, 672; hornet 485, 873, 1560; horse 707, 2089; horsefly 1247 hot 70, 803, 
858a, 897, 936, 1000, 1307, 1559a, 1671, A 193; house 37, 152, 509; how many, how 
much 1650; howdah 769; howl 196a, 1959; hump 107a, 108; hundred 792, 1405, B 
122; hungry 975; hunt down 118; husband see spouse; husk 1237, 1568, (v.) 320a; hut, 
shelter 278a, 1145a,  
1237, 1252, 1273, 1359. 
 
I  
I 1, 2; idle, lazy 1512, 1891, 1941, 2088, B 66; ill see sick; immerse(d) 721, 834, 1287, 
1321; immoral 836 (cf. bad); immovable 209; importunate A 162; imprison 296, 675; in 
67, 85, 593, 1217, 1342; incise see engrave; increase 1219, 1503, 1649; indigestion 
1695; indistinct 1752; infectious A 105; inflated 101; inform 896a, 2043; inhale 1104, 
1106, 1294; injure 411; in-law 1180; inlay 419; insect 134, 457, 541; insert, put in 292, 
296, 395, 532a, 982, 986, 1005, 1245, (insert hand into hole) 438; insult see abuse; 
intention 1905; interlaced see intertwined; interrupt 972; intertwined, interlaced 324, 
1177; intestines 441a, 708, 735, 776, 844, 1752a; invulnerable 512; iron A 184, B 110; 
island 23; it 2, 46, 1115; itch 35, 957, 1848, 1880; ivory 225, 450. 
 
J  
Jackfruit 1810; jar (kinds of jar) 163, 195, 323, 743, 826, 1983, A 43, A 108; jaw 497, 
1318, (jawbone) 1303; jew’s harp 557; jingle, small bell 1870, A 125; Job’s tears 123, 
1447; join 1032, 1240, 1245, 1463, 1605, (joined edge to edge) 1245; joint 452a, 543, 
1240, A 45a; joist 595, 1914; joke A 96a; joyful 1553; jump, leap 863a, 988, 1080, 
2016. 
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K  
Keep 1120, A 116a; kick 1910, 1989, 1997, A 179; kidney 229, A 204; kill 965 (see 
also die); kind 2047, (feel kindly towards) 1188; kite (bird) 714, (toy) A 46; knead 858, 
A 92; knee 486, 543a, 1706, (back of knee) 1147; kneel 938, 1644; knife 540, 864, 
1908, 1953, (back of knife-blade) A 86; knock 1978; knot 959, 967, (knot in wood) A 
16; know 592, 677, 896a, 904, 1286, 1341, 1973; koel 1863. 
 
L  
Lac 849; lack, lacking 943; ladder, stair 515, 565; ladle 159, 344, 456, 1490; lake 
1858a; lame B 35; lament 902, 1622, A 186; lamp 660, 1831 (cf. lantern); land 64, 350, 
1970, (going by 1.) 312; (paper) lantern 1316 (cf. lamp); large, big 164a, 569, 737, 
1996; last, final 798; late 1462, A 17; laugh A 113, B 116; lay egg 2013; layer 1257; 
lazy see idle; lead (n.) 409, (v.i.) 1554, B 67, (v.t.) 304; leaf 230, (edible 1.) B 7; leak 
843, 1600, 1606, 2051; lean (adj. see thin; v.) 532, 596, B 50, (lean on) 84, 1470, 1705, 
1754, (lean over) 759; leap see jump, (leap over) A 194; learn 72a, 904, 1192; lease see 
hire; leave, abandon 190, 291, 320a, 1022, 1397, 1514, 2051, 2064, 2072, (leave alone) 
1514 (leave off see cease); leech 1858, (land 1.) 1410; left-hand 233, 1795, 1814; leg 
538, 1139; leisure (at 1.) A 7; lend 1390; lengthen 1402; leprosy A 88; level 655, 1394, 
1998, 2001, (level, with hands) 815; lever 802a, 1157; lick 1075, 1286a, 1409; lid see 
cover; lie, tell lies 861, 1663a, (lie abed) B 66, (lie down) 305, 797, 1357, (lie face 
down) 1238, 1277, (lie on back) 1590; life 1958; lift 100a, 385, 425, 479, 1207, 1656, 
2050 (cf. raise); light 489, 660, 1920, (illuminate) 1725, (set light to, kindle) 524, 549, 
805, 1004, 1546, 1984, A 11, (not heavy) 881, 1731, 1801, B 62; lightning 431, 444a, 
1893, 1947, 2009; like, resembling 149, 1332 (v. see love); lime 1636; linchpin 1477; 
line 1605, 2057; lip 1471, 1598, 1629, 1648; listen (to) 575, 604, 646, 942, 1586; litter 
166, 548, 701; little, small in quantity 59, 816, 817, 939, 1016, 1118, B 100; live, be 
alive 651, 1299, 1925 (reside see dwell); lively A 52; liver 1411, 1912, 1924, B 89; 
lizard (Calotes lizard) 1446, (kind of lizard) 1767, A 37a; load 334, 395, 407; lodge for 
night 1357; loft 179, 683, 1533; log A 146; lonely, deserted 36, 979; long 537, 690, 
740, 768, 1219, (in duration) 1856, A 17, (long thing) B 45, (long-haired) 1509, 
(longer) A 128; look (at) 129, 664, 1138, 1572, 1773, B 72, (look at from a distance) 
1696, (look for with light) 1725, (look round) 640, (look up, look upwards) 288, 493a; 
loose 157, 859, 1549, 1690, 2085, (come loose, become loose) 1081, 1512, 1658, 1666, 
2051; loosened 1968; lorikeet 1010; lose, lost 190, A 201, (lose one’s way) 741, 766; 
lotus (blue lotus) 534; loud 1900; louse 39, (body louse) 920; love 391, 798a, 2040; low 
1259, 1747, 1887, 2012; lower v. 1657, 2062; lump, clod 1736; lung 247. 
 
M  
Mad 1093, A 44; maggot 54, 840, 1551, 1666a; maize 122a, A 130; make 550, 1965; 
male 692, 893, 1776, 1859, 1940, B 14, (male animal) 502, 2078, (young male) 1355, 
A 199; man 692 (cf. male); manner 1332; many 737, 1211, 1219, 1344, 1545, A 14; 
Maranta dichotoma 1193; mark 1506; marry 652, A 139 marsh 602, 628, 1330, 1393, 
1858a; massage 255; master 208; mat 1761; matchet, dah 184, 1953; matter, affair A 
170; meal B 20; measure 1018, 1951; meat 647, 871, 1382a, 1480, 1956, A 54; 
medicine 1343; meet 1241, 1246, 1338, 1344, 2010, A 89a, B 67, B 120; melon 468a, 
614 melt 422, 716, 1512; memorize 904; mend, patch 220, A 160, B 54; middle 85, 
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735, 1721, 1743; midnight 1721; millet 123, 1447, 1834 mindful 2033; miracle 1206; 
miss 753, 861, 1082, A 181; mist, fog 277a, 311, 1225, 1255, 1479, 1546, 1839; mistake 
741, 861, 1404, A 140, A 181; misty 1268; mithan 95; mix 222, 234; molar 1303, 1318; 
mole 1129, 1481; mongoose 528; (kind of) monkey 242, 335a; moon, month 1542, B 
105; moor, mooring-post 764; more (than) 1219, 1314, 1511, 1854, A 128; Morinda 61; 
morning 1242a, A 129; mortar 370, 1715, 1757; mosquito 873, 947, 1496; moss 1527a; 
mother 113, 131, 132, (mother-in-law) B 75; mould, shape 1213, A 92; mouldy 15, 138, 
368; mound 350, 1738, 1741; mount 334; mountain see hill, (mountain goat) 1967; 
mouse 93; mouth 484, 605, 911, 1001, 1375, 1378, 1629, 1648, 2020, (have in mouth) 
1375, 1376, 1378; mouthful 1375; mouth-organ A 80; move 2013, A 95a, (move aside) 
2062, (move away, move house) 1501, 2062, (move up and down) 1267; much 737, 
1310, 1415, A 14, (as much as) 1650, A 38; mucus, snot 1655, 1961; mud 442, 482, 
1393, A 26; muddy, turbid 277a, 1708a multiply, proliferate 1545; must see have to; 
musty 13, 138, 1304; myna 757; myrobalan (chebulic myrobalan) 1654. 
 
N 
Nail, claw 642, 1422, 1874; naked 1707, A 31; name 147, A 5; nape of neck 1135; 
narrow 949, 1105, 1160, A 82; nation, tribe 1708, 1759, (tribal group) 1498; nausea, 
nauseated 951, 1301a, 1695; navel 434, 582, A 148; near 1015, 1152, 1272, 2014 
nearly 1483; neck 17, 744, 1135; necklace see beads; needle 929; negligent 1487 (cf. 
careless); nephew, niece 1187, 1497; nerve 149a, 561, 1210; nest 1421; net 324, B 85, 
(clap-net) A 27a, (scoop-net) 536; nettle 873; new 144, B 86; news 705, 1845; next 
1554, B 86; niece see nephew; night 264, 638, 974, 1077, 1268, 1328, 1352, 1647; 
nightjar 449, 455; nine 1144, 1351; nip 819, 1239 (see also pinch); noble 1829; nod 
52, 287, 1444, 1722; noise 1584, 1900, A 144, (make a noise) 1900, (make inarticulate 
noise) 161, (make noise with lips) 810; noisy B 13; nose 517, 2045; not 1297. 
 
O 
Obstruct see block; ochre (earth yielding red ochre) 1576; offer, present 1148, 1531, 
(offer to superior) 1133; offerings (make offerings) 2059; oil 702, 805a, 928; old 57, 
164, 1386, 1395, 1667, 1787, 1891, A 64, (old bachelor, old maid) 1851a, (old man) 
68; omen 1753; on 194, 727, 1207, 1217, 1718; one 86, 1495, (one pronoun, oneself) 
90, 483 onion 1300; only A 110; open 276, 307, 346, 353, 484, 606, 2029, 2036, 2067, 
2081, (open eyes) 421, (open mouth) 251, 484, (force open) 1884; opening 605, 2081; 
oppose 1888, 1896; opposite, contrary 1896; oppress 1224; or 2065; order, command 
1555, B 87, (in order to) 1332, 1472, 1905; oriole 1849; orphan 1440; osprey 278; other 
490, 1435, 2019; otter 260, A 50; outside 181, 394, 1975; outstretched 327, 577a; over, 
finished 250, A 196; overflow 1287, 2032; overturn, turn upside down, capsize 423, 722, 




Pacify A109; packed close 1279; paddle 159; paddy see rice; pain, painful 44, 1566; 
paint 428, B 18; pair 1326, 1389, 1720, (one of a pair) 2015; palate A 150; palm, sole 
337, 447, 611, 1735, (kinds of palm-tree) 461, 700, 1055; pangolin 1732; pant 480, 
1104; papaya 793; paradoxure 528, A 25; parakeet 1010; parch (rice) 338a (parched rice 
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see rice); parent-in-law 102, 1679; part 352, 1969, 2035; partition see wall; pass 462, 
739, 1015, 1200, 1854, 2064, A 81a, B 78, (pass through) 703, (pass under) 1652; 
passage 703, 739, 2081; past 1200, 1854; path see road; patient 883, B 79; paw the 
ground 1398, 1954; pea 1489; peacock 416; peak 676; pebble 1792; peck 295, 418, 
1442, 1987, 1993; peel 347, 421, 464, 466, 1799, 1938, 2030, 2067; peg locking spoke 
1477; pelican 572; pen, pound 675, 767, 1669; penetrate 853, 2069; penis 855, 1520, 
1857; pepper 851; perch, alight 1158, 1357, 1994, (n.: climbing perch) 915; person 2, 
20, 60, 110, 139, 183, 1455, 1940; persuade 248, 1404; pester 820; pestle 1508a; 
pheasant 847, A 48, B 97; phlegm 476; pick, pluck 390, 800, 804, 823, 1020, 2030, 
(pick handfuls of) 1931, (pick teeth) 808, (pick up) 983, 2030, B 98; piece 1969, A 157; 
pierce, stab, transfix 292, 295, 532a, 808, 822, 982, 1250, 1329, 1678, 1988, 1993, 
2069; pig 19, 417, 1596; pigeon 448, 1284, (green pigeon) 1766, (imperial pigeon) 
1319; pile 1245, 1257, 1247a, 1741, (piled up) 1062; pillow 1705, 1744, B 44; pimple 
1186, 2008; pinch 949, 1020, 1236; pine B 2; pit 72, 557, 686; pity 798a, B 103; place 
(n.) 1217, A 18, B 4, (v.) 42, 1120. (take the place of see replace); placenta 468; plain 
1797, 1921; plait 898, 910; plane 799, 1929; plant (n.) 562, 1343, 1570, (v.; cf. n.) 
1457a, 1733, (plant used to treat wounds) 1591; plantain see banana, (plantain bud) 82; 
platform 179, 278a; play 712, 933, (play wind instrument see blow); pleasant-tasting A 
188; plentiful 1557, 1643, 1701; pliant see soft; plough 1599, 1720; pluck (feathers) 
1084, (strings) 896a (see also pick); plump see fat; point (out) 1830; pointed 929, 1413, 
B 65; poison 1461, A 207, (arrow-poison) 2082, (vegetable poison) 28, 1601, 1765, 
(poison fish) 1846; poisonous 1765, B 82, (poisonous sap) 1601; poke see prod; polished 
758; pond, pool 602, 629, 733, 1858a; poor 1190, 1440; porcupine 142, 528, 1883; 
possess see have; post 538, 691, 1050a, (sacrifice post) 511, (tethering-post) 764; pot 
(kinds of pot) 195, 556, 826, (work clay) 1184, (water-pot) 748; potato (sweet potato) 
1374, 1532; potsherd 774; pounce 1398; pound (n. see pen; v.) 370, 383, 1340, 1909, 
2001; pour 480a, 843, 986, 1504, 1597, 1606, 1686, 2039, 2051, (pour out) 267, 480a, 
710, 842, 1460, 1504, 1544, 2003, 2051; powder 2034; prawn 1419a, 1901; pray A 55; 
pregnant 1649, A 90; prepare, prepared 1269a, 1282; present see offer; press 1020, 
1021, (press down, press down on) 971, 1746, (press together) 1279, (press lips 
together) 1375, 1376; pretence, pretend 214, 1198, 1798; prevent 785, 1003; prey 118; 
price 1886; prick 292, 295, 532a, 982, 1897; prickly pear 173; prisoner of war 1522; 
privy B 40; proceed 1202; proclaim 1899 prod, poke 292, 1678; profit 1508a; project, 
protrude 576, 1663; prong 281 prop, support, shore 596, 1263, 1470, 1705, 1744; 
protrude see project; provide 511; provoke 295; pudenda (female pudenda) A 144a; pull, 
draw 546, 570, 914, (pull apart, pull to bits) 823, 1028, 1952, 2030, (pull away) 914, 
(pull hard on) 1058, (pull off) 320a, 1904a, (pull out, pull up) 354, 831, 1002, 1058, 
1884, 1904a, A 28b pulverize see crush; pumpkin 1525, 1637, 1756; pungent, hot 783, 
1307; pupil of eye 1453; pus 2015a, 2038, A 39; push A 164, (push in) 1665; pustulate 
74, 2008, 2015a; put 42, 317, 1120, (put away) 1282, (put down, lay down) 317, 
1898a, 2013, 2062, (put in see insert; put in place) 306, (put on see wear; pull round 
357, 1208; python 1205, B 16. 
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Q 
Quail 847, 969; quantity 1650; quarrel, quarrelsome 870, 895; question 1050; quick 
1602, 1932; quiet, silent 379, 979, 1323, 1427; quill of porcupine 1681, A 48a; quiver 
426, B 34. 
 
R  
Rack 179, 533, 683; raft 1167; rafter 10; rain 127, 141, 180, 539, 930, 1419, 2003; 
rainbow 706, 1626a; rainy season 1419; raise 100a, 385, 425, 2050, 2061, (bring up) 
664, 1361, 1438, 1670, (raise fist) 1656, (raise high) 1781 (cf. lift); rake 1564, 1881, 
1928, 1935; rampart see wall; rancid 1698, B 57; rat 93; rattan 249, 302, 782, 1827, A 
197, (kind of rattan) 772; rattle 341; ravage 927; raw 1925; ready 399, 1282; really A 
85; reap, harvest 390, 8oo, 804, 866, 1058; receive 573, 1151, 1261, (welcome) A 32 
(cf. get); reciprocal A 114; recognize 1716; recover, repossess 2000, (recover from 
illness) 1493, A 195; red 688, 788, 1362, 1977a; redeem 1531, 2067; reduce 1945; reed, 
rush 693, 2027, (Maranta dichotoma rush) 1193; reflect 660; refrain, forbear B 79; 
regret 1323; release 2000, 2064; rely on 1367a; remain see stay; remember 1341, 1907, 
1973, 2033; remove 307, 315, 766, 2000, (remove from hole) 438; repay 1112, A 116, B 
73; repeat 1156, 1794; replace, take the place of 545; report 705; residue, waste 2048; 
resin, resinous 1458, 1595 (cf. gum); respect 1387, 2050; rest 78, 226, 1994; restless 
1204; retch 11; return 765, 1090, 1156, 1669, 1794, 1821, 2079; rhinoceros 1072, 
1923, (rhinoceros horn) A 2; rib 410, 1914, (rib-cage) 1937; rice 38, 120, 187, (cooked 
rice) 610, 617, 1295, 1345, 1480, 1634, (glutinous rice) 948, (husked rice) 257, 1820, 
(parched rice) 2008, 2015a, (rice-beer) 1345, (rice-gruel) 1634, (rice seedling) 133; rich 
639, 1980; riddle A 154; ride 334, 374; ridge 517, 667, 1578, (roof-ridge) 1309; right, 
correct 76, 293a, 1713, A 36, (right-hand) 135, 1353, (right way up) 1590; rind 347, 
466, 1568; ring 498, 1145, 1182, 1208, 1794; rinse 165, 719, (rinse mouth) 1645, 1837; 
ripe 1362, 1878, (half-ripe) 695; rise (sun) 378, 852; river 210, 668, (river-mouth) 
2081; road, path 162, 590, 698, 736, 1123, 1174; roar 177; roast 487, 544, 1571, 1812, 
2041; rob 211, 856 (cf. steal); rock (n.) B 42, (v.) 1437, 1444, 1473; roll 1201a, 1208, 
1772, A 126, (roll thin) 815, (roll up) 1033, 1086a, 1208, 1529, 1653, 1669, 1772; roller 
1751; roof 496, (roof-ridge) 1309, (roof timbers) 683; room, compartment 1359; root 
1927, (root up) 315, A 180; rope see cord; rot 171, 1875 (see also decay; rotten); rotate 
730, 1013, 1056; rotten 138, 148, 368, 955, 1304, 1441, 1563 (see also rot); rough 
1071; round (in shape) 1201a, 1653, 1772, 1794 (see also around); row (n.) 659, 665, 
1605, 2057, (v.) 507; rub 255, 858, 994, 1024, 1036, 1102, 2004, (rub between palms) 
815, (rub on) 1042; rubbish 1399; rumble, reverberate 1358, 1392, 1622; run 81, 988, 
1057, 1080, 1602, 1612, (run away) 81, 1057; rust 2055. 
 
S 
Sacred being 388, 2060; sacrifice post 511; sad 979; saffron see Curcuma; saliva A 168; 
salt 1770, 2037, B 27, (salted, salty) A 75; same 149; sand 358, 874, 1737; sap 1601; 
sapling 756; sated 259, 473, 951, 1424, 1701, B 26; savage 657; save, deliver 1108, 
1705; saw 944, 958; say 161, 1457, 1900, 1964, B 101; scab 1848; scabies 273a; scale 
(v.) 1938, 2030, (scales of fish) 1244a, B 38; scar 219; scare away 1544; scatter, 
scattered 837, 872, 1059, 1066, 1460, 1501, 1504, 1991, 2039, 2051; Schima wallichii 
175; scissors 1500; scold 902, A 83a, A 205; scoop, dip 315, 380, 456, 634, 867, 2080a, 
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(scoop-net) 536; scour 469; scrape 802, 958b, 1541, 1564, 1880, 1881, 1935, 1938; 
scratch 371, 472, 802, 802a, 867, 958b, 964, 1442, 1541, 1880, 1881, 1928, A 138; 
scrub, heathland 1676, A 173; sea 210, 67; search 970, 1928, A 131; seat 1620; see 45, 
158, 1696, 2043, B 72; seed 133, 1276, 1492, 1574, 1733, 1778, B 29; seek out 807, 
1581; seep see trickle; seize 827, 1243, 1261, 1275, (seize in talons) A 70; select see 
choose; self 20, 87, 483; sell 813, 1822; send 1712, (send out) A 200; separate 291, 
1501, 1538, 1968, 2030, 2051, 2064, (separate by force) 1884; sessamum 34; set see 
enter; settle dispute B 58; seven 1758; sever, severed 812, 999, 1028, 1500; sew 894, 
1897; shade 1225; shadow 111, 935a, 1225, 1268, 1447a, 1647, 1779, B 99; shady 
1273; shake 29, 161a, 394, 454, 559, 811, 1898, 1995, 2007, A 122, B 74, (shake 
down) 2051, (shake off) 1081, 1623, 1995, (shake up and down) 1267; shallow 1747, A 
165; shaman 1823; share out 352, 451; sharp 1100, 1413, 2069; sharpen, whet 925, 
1026, 1100, 1929, A 158; shatter, dehisce (cereals) 2051; shave (down) 799, 802, 867, 
1500, 1564, 1880, 1881; she 2, 26, 1115; sheath, sheathe 1098, 1289, 1400; shed n. 
670, 1237; shelduck 1266; shell 199, 1568; shellfish 199; shelter (n. see hut; v.) 405, 
1592, A 107b; shield 1805; shine 489, 535, 660, 750, 936, 1575, 1873; (roof) shingle 
440, (shingles, herpes) A 190; ship 633; shoot (n.) 629a, 636, 711, 726, 756, (v.) 905, 
(shoot with blowpipe) 1023, 1958, 2028, 2069, (shoot with pellet-bow) 2024; short 202, 
1016, 1160, 1747; shoulder 100, 218, 445, (shoulder-blade) 100, A 12; shout 392; show 
158, 214, 1696, 2043; shred 1026; shrimp 1419a, 1919; shrivel 1095; shut, close 522, 
1039, 1237, 1261, 1289, (shut eyes) 1228, (shut mouth) 1228, 1378; sibling (elder 
sibling) 5, 117, 1494, 1531a, (younger sibling) 122, 1306, 1957, (siblingʼs spouse) 48; 
sick, ill 44, 55 (cf. sickness); sickle 866, B 77; sickness 55, 1566, A 103a (cf. sick); side 
352, 410, 446, 504, 1914, 1974, A 57, (side of figure) 742, ((on the) far side, further 
side) 1466, 1475, (one of two sides) 2015; sieve 4O1, 662; sigh 1588, 1958, 2087; silent 
see quiet; silk B 8; silver 1774; simmer 1478; sinew 249a, 561, 1210, B 32; sink 423, 
721, 834, 854, 1287, 1330, 1384, 1403; siphon 1607; sister 48, (sister-in-law) 1494 (cf. 
sibling); sit 283, 1427, 1448, 1818, (sit on eggs) 1165, 1356, (sit still) 379; six 1734a, 
1851; size 1650; skate, ray 1760; skewer 1005, 1678 (cf. spit); skilful 1452; skin 464, 
466, 1370, 1568, 1687, 1825, 1904a, 2063, 2067; skirt see waistcloth; skull 426, 1699, 
1981; sky 180, 776a, 930, A 29; slander A 83a; slant 494, 532, 1031; slap 1010a, 1251, 
2010, 2022; slave 329, B 23; sleep 305, 424, 797, 1444; slice 402, 839, 981, 1591, 
2063; slide in 1665; slip 1076, 1081, 1666, (slip in, sneak in) 1412; slippery 1076, 1081, 
1646a, 1668; slit-drum 341, 903; slope, sloping 532, 759, 1069, 1970; slough 1024a, 
2067; slovenly 189; slow 1334; small 59, 817, 939, 1016, 1096; smallpox 923; smear 
(on) 1024, 1076, B 18; smell 887, 1104, 1563, 1960, (bad smell; cf. stink) 148, (smelling 
of burning) 1302, (smell, smelling, of fish) 1227, 1698; smile A 113; smoke 1302, 1546, 
1828, A 11, (emit smoke) 1450, 1546; smooth 1076, 1081, 1668, 1803a; snail 71, 199, 
(water snail) 1867; snake 54, 937, 1205, 1846, 1921a; snap (at) 373, 1231, A 124, (snap 
fingers) 1014; snare see trap; sneeze 1894, 1900; sniff 1104, 1296; snore 1631; soak 
563, 1321, 1355a, 1384, 1419; soap acacia 1609, 1640; soar 1625; sob 273, 480; soft 
47, 909, 1044, 1124, 1335, 1692, (pliant) 711, (soft-hearted) 1515; soldier 906; sole see 
palm; solid 209, 819a, 1003, 1248; solitary see lonely; some 1650, 2065; someone 92a, 
110; son (son-in-law) 43, 248a, 1180, 1519 (see child); soon 893a; sore 186a, A 72; 
sorghum 122a; soul 111, 935a, 1447a, 1543, 1779; sound (make a sound) 1900, (make 
a loud sound) 1840 (cf. noise); soup 1480, 1634; sour 50, 989, 1074, 1895, B 57; sow 
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837, 1059, 1252, 1457a, 1504, 1778; spade 215; span 89, 1301, B 84, B 108; spark 
2008, 2015a; sparrow 838, 1243a; sparse 1538; speak 1425, 1457, 1704, 1900, 1907, 
1964, B 101; spear, lance 227, 308, 1157, 1906; speech 1949; spend 1459; spider 630, 
A 161; spill 267, 435, 480a, 669, 2032; spin 730, (spinning-wheel) 1114, 1625; spindle 
213, 1114; spine 667, 1578; spirit 1367, 1543, 2060, (afflicted by spirits) 1364, (evil 
spirit, malevolent sprit) 168, 388; spit (v.) 828, 2006, 2090, (transfix; also n., cf. 
skewer) 822, (hawk and spit) 476; splash 837, 872; spleen 229, 232; split, divide, cleave 
291, 331, 352, 364, 402, 404, 451, 465, 472, 1982, 2035, 2063, A 192, A 198, (split 
open) 821; Spondias mangifera 1189; spoon 159, 344, 456; spotted 922; spouse, 
husband 24, 652, 893, 1519, 1679, 1836, 1859, A 139, (sibling’s spouse) 48; spout 
1488; spread 191, 421, 680, 926, 1078, 1285, 1402, 1501, 1538, 1629a, 1660, (spread 
legs) 687, (spread mat) 1761, (spread out to dry) 1991, A 177; sprinkle 837, 872, 1059, 
1504, 2039, 2051; sprout, grow 986a, 1083, 2067; spur of cock 641, 1929; squat 938, 
1149, 1357; squeeze 830, 1020, 1021, 1061, 1239, 1242, 1746; squint 494, 759, 1862; 
squirrel 412, B 102, (flying squirrel) 159km, (kind of squirrel) 1934; squirt, syringe 837, 
872, 2051; stab see pierce; stable, byre 697, 725; staff see stick; stagger 1013 stain, 
stained 1337; stair see ladder; stake 322, (marker stake) 1050a, (sharpened point, panji) 
685; stale 955, 1304; stalk, stem 506, 516, 543, 562, (stalk v.) 1412; stammer 13; stamp 
foot 1153a, 1398; stand (up) 332, 538, 1502, 1824; star 888; starling 757; startled 
1057, 1206; stay, remain 78, 283, 643, 1131, 1818, 1994, 2046, A 128; steal 211, 560, 
856 (cf. rob); steam v. 779; steep adj. 681; step 349, 1153a, 1315, A 83, (step of stair) 
342, (step back, retreat) 842; stew 513; stick, staff 328, A 42, (stick v.; see also catch) 
908, 1040, (stick in) 407, 982, 1005, 1250, (stick up) 514; sticky 948, 1040, 1076, 
1646a, 1659; stiff 508, 530, 567, 574, 917; still, yet A 128; sting 873, (smart) 186a, 
957, 1684; stink, stinking 15, 138, 1304, 1441, 1563, 1960; stink-badger A 151; stir 
1090, 1529, 1569, 1669, 1794; stockade 1258; stomach 776, 865, 1752a (cf. belly); 
stone 146, 429, B 42; stop 78, 958a, B 31, (stop up) 296, 1098, 1739, 1745, A 149 (see 
also cease); storm 1567, 1839; straddle 577a, 687; straight 530, 567, 696, 1583, A 36, 
(run straight) 696; strain (at) 914; strangle 1061, 1197; straw 186, 516, A 9a, B 56; 
stream 733, (stream-bed) 1556; stretch, stretched 530, 544a, 567, 574, 813a, (stretched 
out) 577a, (stretch out foot, hand) 432, 1402, A 28a; strike see hit; string (of beads &c.; 
see also cord) 1605, (crossbow string) 781, A 123a, (v.) 679a; strip (leaves &c.) 800, 
1946, 2030, 2051, A 187, (strip off) 1024a; striped 717, 922; stroke 1021, 1024, 1036, 
1262; strong 1111 (see also harsh); struggle 914, 1025, B 126; stub toe 603, 2013a; 
stubble A 9a; stumble 2013a, A 73; stump 1719, A 167; stupid, dull 900, 1723a; sty 
697, 725; suck (up) 63, 114, 780, 829, 1106, 1283, 1294, 1375, 1378, (stuck in mouth) 
1041, 1375; suffocated 441; sugar 1573, (sugar-cane) 125, 137, 1826, (sugar-palm) 
1019; suitable see fitting; sun 31, 180, 1630; sunshine 588; support see prop; suppurate 
1600, 16o6, 2008, 2015a; surround 621, 765, 1090, 1272, 1389, 1669, 1794, A 53a; 
swallow (n.) 760, (v.) 86, 1088, 1201, A 124; swamp, swampy 821a, 1300, 1393 (cf. 
marsh); swarm see throng; sway, swaying 239, 728, 1722, B 59; sweat 1230, 1966, A 
166; sweep 1916; sweet 978, 1322, A 75, (sweet potato) 1374, 1532; swell, swollen 101, 
108, 348, 635, 1523a, 1871, 1976, 2067, B 119; swelling 1738; swerve 753; swim 
1456, 1516, A 6; swing 728, 1191, 1437, 1473, 1780a, B 59, (swing arms) 1529; 
swollen see swell; sword 465, 540, 864; syringe see squirt; syrup 1573. 
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T  
Table 1170; taboo 1669; tadpole 427, 1203, 1793; tail 73, 542, 585, 1017; take 188, 
384, 573, 1134, 1243, 1261, B 98, (take by force) B 28, (take down) 1898a, (take in 
fingers) 830, 1243, (rice) 380, (take off clothes) 825, 1081, 2000, 2067, (take out) 
1898a, A 153, B 98, B 104; tale 1845; tall A 203; tamarind 1771; tame 857, 1985; 
tangled 324, 917, 1548; tap 1013, 1978, (tap repeatedly) 439; tar 56; tarnished 1416; 
taro 1850; taste 1409; tasteless 217, 1107a, 1292; taut see stretched; tax see tribute; tea 
B 91; teach, instruct 72a; teal 1266; tear, torn 291, 404, 30, 465, 472, 1689, A 71, (torn 
apart, torn to pieces) 356, 1952; tears 1043; tease 820; tell B 101; temper metal A 45; 
temples 321; ten 993, B 112; Terminalia chebula 1654; terrace 619; test, try 723; 
testicles 2078; that 66a, 91, 92, 1435a, 1466, 1475, (that yonder) 65, 1466; thatch 155, 
440; thatching-grass 106, 155, 749; then 65, 2066; there 65, 66a, 91; they 26, 92, 252; 
thick 1111, 1408, 1768 (see also viscous); thigh 223; thin 568, 1096, 1451, 1507, 
1790, A 100; thing A 4, A 170, B 10, (noun quantifier) A 127; thirst, thirsty 786, 1682; 
this 6, 26, 79, 91, 92, 252, 1435a, 1475; thorn 205, 275, B 69; thou 128, (fern.) 1436; 
thread (n.) 246, 1510, (v.) 679a, 1005, 1665; threaten 1611, 1804, A 162; three 98, 
1437a; thresh 1037, (by trampling) 1162, 1195; threshing-floor 678; throat 17, 744; 
throng, swarm 1491; throw 206, 156, 770, 776b, 1091, 1547, 1948, B 60, (throw 
away) 256, 1022, 1948, 2051, 2072, (throw horizontally) 1693, (throw spear) 227, 777, 
1693, 1783, (throw up) 566, (throw water) 1991; thunder 679, 1358, 1392, 1567, 1582, 
1622, 2009; thunderbolt 2009; tick 1445; tickle 281a, 316; tie, fasten, bind 313, 325, 
357, 745, 959, 967, 1030, 1032, 1061, 1232, 1264, (tie &c. round) 357, 613, 621, 
1635, (tie &c. together) 525, 1240, 1245, (tie up) 525, 764; tier 1063; tiger 197, 389, 
1535, A 171; tight, tighten 1061, 1240; tilted 759; time 1171, 1222, 1234, (noun 
quantifier) 1090, 1199, 1942, A 21, (be in time) 1254; timid 857; tinder 1336; tinkling 
1847; tip, end 299, 529, 889, 1017, (tip out) 1544; tired 773, 1536, A 159; to 67, 1217, 
A 76; toad 393; toe 1128, 1853, 1939; together 24, 1310, 1338, 1389, 1463; tomorrow 
1234, (day after tomorrow) A 30, B 1; tongs 1236; tongue 320, 1075; tool 1917; too 
much 1557; toot 1006; tooth 289, 709, 924, (eye-tooth) 597; top, summit 299, 529, 
1533, 1718, (on top, on top of) 194, 1533; torch 1725, 1831; torn see tear; tortoise 200, 
1235, B 118 toss up 566; total n. 1878; touch 124, 432, 1262, 1264, 2010; towards 
1483; tower 179; town 501, 581; track see road, (tracks) 736, 1506, 1733a, 1745a; 
trade 1527; trample 1195, 1398, A 74; transverse 496; trap, snare 281, 330, A 36c; 
travel 1513; tray 363, 1170, 1955; tread 301, 1153a, 1195; tree 254, 491, 1343, 1570, 
(kind of hardwood tree) 591, (kind of resinous tree) 594, 734, (kind of spice-yielding 
tree) 935, (kind of tree with astringent fruit) 1012, (kinds of tree with bright red flowers) 
615 (kinds of tree see further Bombax, Careya Caryota, Ficus, Morinda, Schinia, 
Sponctias, Terminalia, Zalacca); tree-rat 1934; tremble, shiver 397, 559, 811, 1278, 
1623, 1898, A 122; tribe see nation; tribute, tax 1531; trickle, seep 1606, 2058; trim 
(down) 1026, 1702, 1882, 1952; trot 1954; trouble 343 trough 623; true 1185, 1361a, A 
36, A 85; trumpet v. 810; trunk (of tree) 562, 1343, 1719, (proboscis) 1488, A 118; try 
see test; tub 791; tube 752, 903; tuber 608, 1374 tuft 1035; turban 613; turbid see 
muddy; turbulent B 13; turmeric see Curcuma; turn 213, 234, 423, 765, 910, 931, 1033, 
1090, 1164, 1529, 1669, 1794, A 53a, (turn aside) 766, 862, (turn away) 766, (turn 
over) 1518 (turn upside down see overturn); turtle 1235, B 118, (freshwater turtle) 104; 
tusk 225, 450, 597, (attack with tusk) 603; twill v. 898, 910; twine round 1032, 1754; 
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twist, twisted 235, 862, 863, 910, 917, 931, 1208, 1467, 1669, 1772, 1794, (twist 
together) 1467; two 1562. 
 
U  
Ugly 62; ulcer 923; umbilical cord A 148; umbrella 153, 586; uncle 58a, 236, A 171, 
(maternal) 893, (paternal) 882, (older than parent) 2044a, B 47, (younger than parent) 
122; uncoil 2067; uncover 307; under, underneath 1362a, 1391, 1735, 2012 (cf. below); 
understand 677, 1341; uneven (ground) 437; unfasten 1968; unfold 191, 276, 421, 720, 
2067; unload A 153; unlucky 169 (cf. taboo); unravel 2067; unstable 196; untidy 413, 
1509; untie, untied 1501, 1538, 1658, 1968, 2067, 2085; until 1394, 1703, 1740; untrue 
see false; unwind 2067; unwrap 2067; up to, as far as 1394, 1740, A 76; upper garment 
1813, B 12; upright 538, 691, 1583, (plant upright) 407; uproot 307, 354, 1058, 1904a; 
urge 1555; urinate, urine 1365. 
 
V  
Vagina A 144a; valley 426, 1606; vapour 311, 1546, 1807; varan 963, (kinds of varan) 
156, 1350; vegetables 1480; vein see sinew; venomous 1461; veranda 658, B 115; very 
1200, 1211, 1691, 1943, A85, B 70; victorious 2018; vigorous 386; village 501, 767, A 
91, B 17, (section of village) 581; violent 1071; virgin 2052; viscous 326, 1221; visit 
1246, 1669, 1994, A 95; voice 1949; vomit 11, 75, 470, 474, 1695; vulture 1051, A 81. 
 
W  
Wade 1516; wag 1090, 1669; waist 18, A 79, B 95; waistcloth, skirt 618, 1173, 1244, A 
65; wait 531, 664, 883, 1325, 1661, 1818, A 102, (lie in wait) 1261, A 102; wake 1502, 
1724, 1885, 1986, A 189; walk 349, 462, (walk bent over) 1142; wall, partition 578, 
580, A 147, (rampart) 626, B 61; wallow 612, 821a, 1280; wander 663, 715, 1513, 
1669; wane 825, 842, 1268; want, wish, desire 832, 1140, A 60, A 123; war 145, 906; 
warm 487, 1000, 1307, 1559a, 1671, 1685, A 121, (warm oneself at) 1603; warn 1611, 
A 134; wart 1009; wash 165, 469, 719, 837, 872, 879, 1287, 1841, 1938, 2004, (wash 
clothes, launder) 2004, 2021, 2026, 2053, (wash head) 69; wasp 485, 873, 886, 1065, 
1560, 1562a; waste see residue; watch (over) 664, 771, 1325, 1773, A 80a, A 136, 
(watch for) 1773; water 274, 1298, (water-bottle) B 107, (waterfall) 710, (water-hole) 
733, (water-lily) 534, (water snail) 1867; wave (v.) 454, 765, 1484, 1529, 1950, (waves 
n.) 2030a; wax 919a, 1517; way 162; we 1, 150, 1172, (we two) 4, 1439; wealth 1886; 
weapon 420, 1917; wear, put on 453, 1120, 1237, 1244, A 206, (lower garment) 452, 
762, 1208, A 65, (wear on finger, on wrist) A 22, (wear on head) 80, 1742, (wear over 
shoulder) A 98, (wear &c. round neck) 374, A 22, A 98, (wear shoes) 301, (p. on turban) 
B 80; weasel 528, A 25; weave 898; wedge 1212; weed v. 300; weep 1381; weevil 1049; 
weigh 1711, 1951; weight (small unit of weight) 1489; well n. 72, 557, 724; wet, moist, 
damp 277b, 339, 477, 795, 954, 1280, 1330, 1419, 2049; what 46, 92a, 136, 1115, 
1435a, 1855, B 10; wheel 213, 498; where 1217; which 46, 92a, 136, 1115, 1855; 
whine, whining 30, 1068, 1959; whip 1037; whisper 1293, 1864; whistle 877, 1068; 
white 25, 116, 369a, 436, 732, 1971, (white hair, white-haired) 25, 164; whittle 1882; 
who 60, 110, 136, 1115; wide 327, 1996, 2083, A 10, (widely spaced) 680; widow, 
widower 1851a; wife 113, 183, 1163, 1628, A 141; Willoughbeia 444; wind (n.) 616, 
1567, 1782, 1958, (wind; winding) 235, 765, 862, 1164, 1208, B 80, (break wind) 
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1007, 1433; window 608a, 2072a, A 41; wing 496, 601, 850, 1291, 1633, B 51; wink, 
blink 1228; winnow 678, 1037, 1090, 1317, 1428, 1638, (winnowing-basket) 584, 678, 
1638; wipe 858, 879, 946, 994, 1102, 1916; wise 2033; witch 388, 1543, B 19; with 
1342; wither, wilt 171, 980, 1095, 1386, 1697; wobble 1013; woman 113, 151, 1126, 
1628, A 141; womb 468, 1752a; wood 254, 491; wood-oil tree 848; woodpecker 2076; 
woodworm 840, 1049; work 890; world 64; worm 54, 457, 541, 1194, 1666a, 1926, A 
94, B 43; worse (get worse) 1945, B 121; wound A 63, A 72; wrap (round) 1030, 1173, 
1635, 1669, (wrap up) 1344, 1407; wrestle 1025; wring 863, 931, 1021, 1033, 1090; 
wrinkled 62, 896, 997, 1095, 1155; write 1675, 1890. 
 
Y  
Yam 1532, B 81, (kind of yam) 1011; yawn 1229; year 1368; yeast A 137; yellow 1052, 
1362, 1559b; yesterday A 1; yoke 1354, (carrying-pole) 1157 (see also pair); you 96, 99 
(see also thou); young 47, 711, 726, 1124, 1339, (young male) 1355, A 199, (young 
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The contributions which language studies can bring to protohistory are of two kinds, 
which unfortunately do not make a whole. There is, first, the evidence to be drawn from 
the emergence of inscriptions: not from their content, which is sufficiently accessible and 
exploited, but from their date, geographical location, and general character. This (in 
conjunction with the even earlier Chinese references, which are discussed in other pages 
in this volume) furnishes an incipit for the historical period itself, beyond which ethno-
graphic and cultural outlines can be traced with relative certainty. The second kind of 
evidence is that derived by inference from the distribution of languages within the 
historical period and from studies of their structural affinity. It is of a far more indirect 
and conjectural sort and can at best, perhaps, be used to furnish hypotheses or suggest 




Inscriptions, in Sanskrit and the vernaculars, appear around the middle of the first 
millennium A.D. They are found about this date in a number of areas all readily accessible 
from the sea and prominent among those in which the beginnings of Indianized urbanism 
are to be sought. From Champa we have inscriptions of Bhadravarman in Sanskrit and 
Cham found at Tra-kieu and dating from the early fifth century. To the same century 
belong Sanskrit inscriptions from the region of Ligor at the southern end of the Kra 
isthmus, and around its end others from Fu-nan which continue into the succeeding 
century. They are, as near as can be determined, contemporary with the first Mon 
inscriptions of Dvāravatī from Nakhon Pathom and (a recent discovery) near Lopburi. 
The earliest inscriptions in Khmer, from Sambor Prei Kuk, date from the beginning of the 
seventh century and reflect the spread of this politico-cultural movement inland. All these 
epigraphs are engraved in a script which appears to be derived from the Brahmi of 
southern India and is, at this early date, pretty well homogeneous; local differentiation 
only comes later. It is the ancestor of all modern non-Roman scripts on the mainland. 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the present paper was originally published as: Shorto, H. L. 1979. Linguistic 
Protohistory of Mainland South East Asia. In Smith, R.B & W. Watson (eds.) Early South East 
Asia,  Oxford, Oxford University Press. pp. 273-278. Reproduced by permission of Oxford 
University Press.] 
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Burma shares this chronology, but clearly marked as a separate province. Śri 
Kṣetra at the head of the Irrawaddy delta yields in the seventh and eighth centuries the 
laconic funeral inscriptions of the Pyu kings in a wholly distinct script of possibly 
Kadamba affinities. It continued in use for Pyu alone down to the ʻMyazediʼ quadrilingual 
of 1112 and then became extinct. It can be traced back, however, to the oldest written 
document known from Burma, a set of gold plates inscribed with Pali texts now in the 
British Museum. These plates from Maunggan near Śri Kṣetra have been dated c. A.D. 500. 
The chorological weight of this evidence is impressive, but care must be taken in 
drawing more general conclusions. First, writing may be presumed to have preceded the 
monumental act of setting up stone inscriptions, though not necessarily by long. It would 
be dangerous to equate the beginning of the epigraphic record with that of Indian 
settlement, as distinct from political ʻIndianizationʼ. We may note that some of the 
inscribed seals found at Oc-Eo may antedate the earliest Funan inscriptions by as much as 
three centuries. Palaeographically, most local traditions show a more or less rapid 
development from script forms taken over from other writing media to forms better 
adapted to cutting on stone, suggesting the re-creation and not the transplantation of a 
technique. Linguistically, the phonological system deducible from vernacular inscriptions 
may show development from that for which the transcription must have been devised, a 
point deserving of more widespread investigation. Certainly in later history we can 
demonstrate continuity of the writing tradition over long periods when no stone 
inscriptions occur and other documents have not survived. Indeed, over the whole 
historical period epigraphy can in many places be only described as sporadic, an atypical 
product of the energy and literary ambition of some few particular rulers. The 
phenomena of the middle of the first millennium argue to me a competitive contagion 
and a fair degree of commerce between the states concerned. 
To these implicit limitations must be added those of subject-matter, which is 
overwhelmingly religious. Political and social information has generally to be gleaned 
from the preambles of dedications and slave-rolls, so that a further constraint—that of 
economic surplus—has to be added to those controlling the output of texts. Eulogistic 
praśasti of the kind associated with Kyanzittha in Burma is exceptional. The subsequent 
stages of epigraphy provide rather a means of intermittently assessing the reliability of 
other sources such as chronicles than any accurate chart of political developments or 
ethnic movements. Where other sources are lacking, their effect ranges from indicative to 
tantalizing; as in the recent discovery of a Dvāravatī inscription of uncertain date (7th-
8th century?) 39 miles north of Vientiane. It contains a Mon place-name in a non-Mon 
form, suggesting a colonial occupation of some duration, and inviting a re-interpretation 
of the Dvāravatī sites at Muang Fa Daed and elsewhere on the Korat plateau. 
Not till after A.D. 1000 have we inscriptions from Pagan, Thaton or Haribhunjaya. 
Pagan was founded in 850, but had small importance for the next two centuries. Thaton 
inscriptions come just after the end of our period, Haribhuñjayan ones two hundred years 
later, but by whatever percentage we discount tradition both states must have flourished 
well within the first millennium, though only Thaton was near the sea, and the other two 
were frontier principalities. With these exceptions, epigraphy provides a point of contact 
with all the early political centres of the mainland and with those ethnic groups which 
dominated them. These are, however, only a minority of the ethnic groups of the region; 
and estimates of their numerical importance at the time should not be projected from the 
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dominant groups of much larger modem states, grown by linguistic and cultural 
absorption of their neighbours. To fill in the gaps in the account with, at any rate, 
intelligent conjecture we must turn to the evidence of linguistic classification; reflecting 




The languages currently spoken in mainland South East Asia are representative of five 
families: Indonesian, Mon-Khmer, Tibeto-Burman, Tai and Miao-Yao. Of these, the Tai 
languages were brought in by groups whose arrival in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries is part of the historical record, while the Miao-Yao ones are confined even now 
to the northern fringe. Neither, therefore, immediately concerns us here, except to 
observe that the Tai wedge driven down the centre of South East Asia has (like the Slav 
intrusion into the Balkans) had the effect of sundering areas of cognate speech and 
interrupting a formerly constant communication between them. 
The Indonesian languages of the mainland (ʻChamicʼ) form a coherent group 
extending from Phan-rang in the south-eastern corner of the peninsula northwards to 
Pleiku in the central Highlands, within the area of ancient Champa, plus some Cham-
speaking colonies in Cambodia. The Cham remnant alone possesses a literary tradition 
(and the Muslim religion), the other groups being pagans and largely dry cultivators. 
Chamic appears as an isolated pocket of the Austronesian family which extends from 
Madagascar through the East Indies to New Zealand, and includes the aboriginal 
languages of Formosa. It has received less attention as a mainland curiosity than it would 
have done had it been located in Indonesia itself. 
The Mon-Khmer languages may be regarded as the characteristic speech family of 
the mainland from the Menam basin eastwards. Their position in Burma was probably at 
all times marginal, even though once in the eighteenth century the Mons came close to 
seizing power throughout the country. They have, however, outliers across the northern 
highlands as far as the Khasi Hills south of the Assam valley, in the Nicobar Islands, and 
in the aboriginal languages of Malaya (ʻAslianʼ). Any ethnic protohistory must take 
account of their relationship with the Munda languages of eastern India, which together 
with them constitute Austroasiatic. A remoter relationship between Austroasiatic and 
Austronesian has been proposed and is accepted by the present writer, though it is not 
universally accepted. Three Mon-Khmer languages have longstanding literary traditions: 
Mon, Khmer, and Vietnamese. 
The Tibeto-Burman languages of South East Asia are at the limit, in that direction, 
of a family extending from Tibet across Nepal and Assam through the hills of the Indo-
Pakistan border region to Burma, where they predominate, and in pockets across 
northern Thailand to Laos. They are now held to include the Karen languages, spoken 
characteristically throughout the hills between the Sittang and Menam basins. Within 
South East Asia only Burmese and the extinct Pyu have literary traditions older than the 
nineteenth century. 
We must assume that languages belonging to none of these families have at times 
in the past been spoken in the area. They have left no identifiable traces. I. H. N. Evans 
once asserted that common elements can be found in all the Asian negrito languages, but 
unfortunately quoted no examples. 
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The relationships within the Mon-Khmer family are clearly crucial to any 
reconstruction of ethno-history. Early attempts at classification were based largely on 
geographical distribution and such structural arguments as could be extracted from 
generally inadequate material. Within the past decade or so more serious attempts have 
been made; but we are still some distance from a comprehensive ordering of the whole 
group. It is clear, first of all, that Khasi and the languages of the Shan Plateau from 
Palaung to Lawa stand in a close relationship and bear witness to one migratory current, 
while similarities between Shan Plateau languages and Khmu of northern Laos can be 
attributed to recent geographical contiguity. There is historical as well as traditional 
evidence that at the eastern limit of this group the Lawas were known to the Mons of 
Thaton. Second, descriptions now becoming available suggest that Aslian and Nicobarese 
stand nearer than other Mon-Khmer languages to Munda in their overall structural 
pattern; how this should be interpreted is obscure, but a special relationship between the 
two Mon-Khmer groups is not unlikely. Thirdly, Vietnamese, an undoubted Mon-Khmer 
language showing the effects of long contact with Chinese both in its vocabulary and in 
its phonological progress to monosyllabism, appears to have separated fairly early and to 
be peripheral in the technical linguistic as well as in the modern geographical sense. 
A classification of the languages of the southern Annamite chain on lexicostatistic 
grounds has been made by members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and shows a 
general correlation with geographical distribution. The most interesting question it raises 
derives from the probability of a close relationship between the languages to the north 
and south of Chamic, implying that the inland part of that area is an intrusion and not a 
residuum. 
Most intriguing is the position of Mon and of Khmer. Mon shows no obvious 
immediate relationship with any other language except for those of two tribal groups in 
the hills on the edge of the plateau north and south of Korat, who appear to be remnants 
of an original Dvāravatī population. The position of Khmer has been recently examined 
by Headley, using a variety of phonological and grammatical criteria. His general 
conclusions differ somewhat from those outlined above, notably in grouping Mon, the 
Annamite chain languages and Vietnamese together at the centre of the family. But again 
he puts Khmer in an isolated position, giving no clues to the route by which the Khmers 
may have reached the lower Mekong. 
The present distribution of languages in mainland South East Asia is extremely 
intricate, and lexical investigation is complicated not merely by the presence in any 
language of numerous loanwords but by reborrowings and borrowings back into the first 
donor language, making an encyclopaedic memory and logical rigour equally necessary 
to the investigator. There is reason to think that this state of affairs goes back to an early 
date. Austronesian loans are clearly recognizable, once the phonological rules are known, 
in Vietnamese, and this is not surprising given the finds at Dong-son. More surprising are 
words known from Austronesian and found, in Mon-Khmer, in one or other northern 
language; can they be loans? Benedict has proposed an ʻAustro-Thaiʼ grouping of 
Austronesian and Thai (relegating Austroasiatic to a ʻsubstratumʼ in some Indonesian 
populations), which would be disposed of if, after eliminating Austric words which 
entered Tai from Mon-Khmer, the possibility of early borrowing was accepted. ʻTigerʼ and 
ʻriverʼ (kiang) are well-known Austroasiatic loans in Chinese, and there are many in 
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Tibeto-Burman. A hypothesis which traced back migration routes to contiguous 
Urheimats would be attractive on more than one ground. 
Certain terms, indeed, have an areal distribution which cuts across language-
family boundaries, reviving speculations as to extinct languages. Thus for ʻhorseʼ Tai has 
carried the Chinese ma down to the Gulf of Siam, cutting in two a northern zone where 
Tibeto-Burman and Mon-Khmer alike have mrang and a southern one where Karen, Mon-
Khmer and Cham have aseh.  
Various theories have been propounded as to the original home of the 
Austronesians. Dyen, one of the most authoritative Austronesian comparatists, has 
proposed either New Guinea or Formosa. The former is incompatible with the Austric 
hypothesis and must be rejected here, leaving Formosa. But Dahl, in a recent study, has 
shown that Formosan must have separated early from the remainder of the Austronesian 
languages; making an Urheimat on the opposing mainland equally probable. We can 
envisage it as an extensive, if thinly populated one, with the future Austroasiatics ranging 
north to the Yangtse kiang. It is possible to suppose successive migrations, first of 
Austronesians and then of Austroasiatics. But, given what is known of the chronology of 
Polynesian migration, it is equally plausible to suppose simultaneous migration of both 
groups and attribute the greater dispersal of the Austronesians to their taking early to the 
sea. The Northern Mon-Khmers and Khasis are likely to have followed what became a 
Chinese trade route to India, as the Mundas may well have done before them. But there 
seems no overriding reason to trace routes for the Mons and Khmers, and other groups 
who occupied the river-plains, down the rivers from the hinterland rather than up them 
from the coast. Why should they then, with a technology adapted to highland regions, 
have descended into plains where it was useless? 
It is tempting to regard the Chams as a residual island of the Dongsonian 
transients, but the evidence is inconclusive. There are remarkable structural parallels 
between the mainland Indonesian languages and Achinese on the north-western tip of 
Sumatra, beyond what could be accounted for by parallel exposure to Mon-Khmer 
contacts (of which in Achinese there is sufficient evidence). This, again, is difficult to 
interpret. 
Applications of comparative linguistics of the kind employed in this paper have 
been out of favour for at least thirty years, partly in reaction against earlier excesses. 
Even more firmly discarded has been what used to be called ʻlinguistic palaeontologyʼ, 
the analysis of reconstructed vocabulary to draw conclusions as to habitat and 
technology. This is a field in which, with due precautions, something of extralinguistic 
value might be achieved; and French scholars have been making a beginning, notably in 
the field of agricultural origins. It is to be hoped that these lines will be pursued, and in 
awareness of the work of Vavilov and his successors; so that we may recognize that Mon-
Khmer and Austronesian have their word for ʻcottonʼ from India, even if India has ʻriceʼ 











In “Austro-Thai”, Paul Benedict has laid before us a scrupulously elaborated as well as an 
audacious thesis. It requires a pantagruelist assurance to declare that where three 
language stocks reflect, for instance, respectively *mata, *mat, and *pra ʻeyeʼ2, it is the 
first and third that are genetically related while the similarity between the first and 
second has other causes. Such boldness must have expected to provoke counterargument. 
But if (as I argue) Benedict has consistently undervalued the strength of the Austric 
hypothesis, it should be said at once that the fault lies with the Austroasianists. 
Comparative research into Austroasiatic has proceeded slowly after the pioneering 
reconnaissances of Schmidt (which it is not wholly fair to judge as if they had been 
campaigns of conquest). A reconstruction of Proto-Mon-Khmer phonology can now be 
offered, but it is still largely unpublished. Pinnowʼs corpus of Munda comparisons is at 
least available for reference, though the reconstructions are often tentative. But a 
systematic construction of Austroasiatic is a task for the future. Given the inaccessibility 
of the Austroasiatic data by comparison with those of Austronesian, Benedict is hardly to 
be reproached because there is more to be adduced in favor of an Austric cognation than 
he has taken account of. 
In 1942 Benedict still accepted the Austric hypothesis, but claimed that the pri-
mary cleavage lay between Mon-Khmer, with Vietnamese, and “Thai-Kadai-Indonesian” 
(Benedict 1975:461). This is not an easily tenable position. By 1966 he had abandoned it, 
and instead attributed the coincidences between “Austro-Thai”—a fortiori Austronesian—
and Austroasiatic to an Austroasiatic substratum in the ancestral Austro-Thai-speaking 
population (Benedict 1975:32-3). Now he has turned this view inside out to posit an 
Austro-Thai substratum underlying Austroasiatic (Benedict 1975:484). Both the 1966 and 
the 1975 hypotheses differ from the classic instances of substrata in that there is no 
probative opposition of languages with the substratum to sister languages without it; it 
already underlays the ancestral language. I remain unconvinced that an inwandering 
group sufficiently powerful to impose its language on a section of the Austro-Thai 
population would have left no linguistic trace elsewhere; but the point need not be 
labored. On Benedictʼs view as much as on a genetic one, the Austro-Thai/Austroasiatic 
                                                 
1 [Editorial note: the present paper is an edited version of a draft manuscript which was 
subsequently augmented with appendices and published as Shorto, Harry L. 1976b. In Defense 
of Austric. Computational analyses of Asian and African languages 6:95-104. For publication here 
the manuscript we worked from was only changed in so far as most abbreviations were spelled 
out fully and some language names were made consisent with present usage.]  
2 Proto-Austronesian reconstructions in this paper follow the system of Dahl (1973), but for 
convenience in typing I use the symbols c, e, j, R, s, z for k', ə, g', ɣ, t', d' introduced by Dyen.  
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coincidences must reflect a considerable time-depth even if Proto-Austroasiatic is held to 
postdate the splitting of Austro-Thai into its main branches. In fact, as will be seen, the 
posited substratum would have to be specifically Austronesian (“Lexically it stands closest 
to Austronesian”: Benedict 1975:485); but contact-words between Proto-Austroasiatic and 
Proto-Tai would have simultaneously to be admitted. 
Logically there are three possibilities which we have to consider: (1) Austroasiatic 
and Austronesian are genetically unrelated, as Benedict asserts. Or they are related; then 
either (2), contra Benedict, Austro-Thai is an invalid construction; or (3) it is a valid 
construction. In the third case what is at question is the ordering of relationships; and 
then almost certainly we are left with Austroasiatic/Austronesian, Schmidtʼs Austric, as 
the last branching—in other words with the diagram at Benedict 1975:485, minus its 
substratum. 
If from the patchwork mingling of language stocks in mainland Southeast Asia the 
linguistic facts of the area are inordinately complex, the possibilities of explaining them 
are not much less so. Some of Benedictʼs “Austro-Thai” lexemes more probably parallel 
borrowings from Mon-Khmer of relatively late date. To identify them is not to weaken his 
thesis but to refine it by eliminating doubtful material. 
ʻAntʼ, p. 219, may serve to illustrate the criteria employed. Both the Indonesian 
and the Tai forms are in my view to be derived from continuants of a Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*s/m/uuc etc. (Tai: and/or *s/rm/uuc etc.) which incorporates the root *suuc ~ *suc ~ 
*su´c also *sac, *siic ʻto stingʼ; cf. e.g. Sre souc ʻto prick, stingʼ, Riang-Lang ˉhuc ʻto 
stingʼ, Sora suj- ʻto pierceʼ; Bahnar hmoc, Umpai Lawa mɔic ʻantʼ, Temiar (Aslian) somuj 
ʻwaspʼ, Sora in compounds muj-, mui- ʻantʼ, Mon hamot, Khmer sramaoc ʻantʼ. The 
direction of borrowing is indicated by the morphological analysability of the 
Austroasiatic forms and, unless alternative (3) above holds, by the palatal final, which 
cannot be explained from Austro-Thai as constructed under alternative (1). 
Again, unless alternative (3) holds, some contact-words which belong to Proto-Tai 
have to be admitted as loans from Austroasiatic. They include besides *ya, Proto-Mon-
Khmer *yas ʻgrandmotherʼ (Benedict 1975:339, 482; also Proto-Austroasiatic *yaq yaq 
(or similar) > Proto-Mon-Khmer *yaay > Khmer yì´y, etc., whence Thai yaay) the 
paired term *ta, Proto-Mon-Khmer *taq (Benedict 1975:287; Men taɁ ʻfatherʼ, Riang Lang 
ˉtaɁ ʻmaster, husband, grandfatherʼ, Temiar tāɁ ʻsirʼ, tatāɁ ʻold manʼ, etc.). Note also 
Proto-SW-Tai *kluai.2 ʻbananaʼ (Egerod 1961:85), Proto-Mon-Khmer *tluay borrowing 
from Tai cannot account for Khmuic tl- (Khmuʼ tlɔɔy, etc.) and is hardly to be suspected 
in Aslian (Semang telui, etc.: PRMP, B 42) or Nicobarese (talui).  
These topics, however, are marginal to the assessment of the Austric and Austro-
Thai hypotheses, so far as the two are competitive. Usually when the corpora overlap the 
Austroasiatic and Tai forms are sufficiently unlike for the question of borrowing between 
them not to arise. I therefore now turn to the evidence on which a genetic relationship 
between Austroasiatic and Austronesian might be alleged. 
The putative relationship is plainly a remote one. I rely in this paper on an 
assembly of circa 200 roots or bases about as many as Schmidt, though not the same set 
drawn for the most part from a comparison of circa 2,000 Proto-Mon-Khmer roots with 
around the same number of Austronesian ones. The corpus is likely to be enlarged by 
further research; indeed, I have already cited two items (Proto-Mon-Khmer *yaq ~ 
*yaay, *taq) revealed as Austric candidates by Austro-Thai. It is biased, however, in two 
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respects. First, by the method of investigation; the comparison was with Proto-Mon-
Khmer roots and such Munda cognates as are cited (from Pinnow 1959 and from an 
examination of Sora) had been established in reference to the Proto-Mon-Khmer forms. 
Without undertaking an equally extensive comparison with Munda per se, we cannot infer 
from the relatively low frequency of Munda items here that Austronesian is more closely 
related to Mon-Khmer than to Munda. Secondly, correspondences which might 
conceivably be due to borrowing during, say, the last two millennia have been excluded. 
Loans from mainland Austronesian dialects are found in many Eastern Mon-Khmer 
languages and Indonesian loans are also present in Mon; while Mon-Khmer loans are 
found in languages of Sumatra, Java, and even some of Borneo (Shorto 1975:82 and n. 
3). Only lexemes attested in geographically remoter languages on both sides can be used 
as evidence except where distinctive phonological treatment makes borrowing 
improbable3. This means that if Austroasiatic and Austronesian are genetically related the 
true cognate corpus will be significantly larger than the evidential one. The exclusions 
are probably not sufficient to account by themselves for the high proportion of items with 
cognates in Oceanic. 
It would not be practicable to review the whole of this material in a relatively 
short paper. In order to support my opinions with some refutable argument, I propose to 
examine in detail three sets of correspondences where a hypothesis of borrowing, or the 
inverse one of marginal retention from an Austro-Thai substratum, seems to me least 
credible. These comprise (1) those involving Austronesian bases of structure *2(CVC); (2) 
the type of *mata : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mat, where unusually the second syllabic of the 
Austronesian base is lost in Mon-Khmer (and Austroasiatic); (3) pases with Mon-Khmer 
correspondents only in “northern” languages; here a substratum hypothesis is not 
necessarily, but recent borrowing is, excluded. 
Reduplicates. Schematic relationships between the canonic shapes of Proto-
Austronesian and Proto-Austroasiatic are readily established. In principle, almost all roots 
are reduced to a monosyllabic from in Proto-Mon-Khmer; for Proto-Austronesian, 
disyllabic bases are commonest, with trisyllables not infrequent; Proto-Mon-Khmer shows 
both monosyllabic and disyllabic types. The variation correlates with general areal 
tendencies. Proto-Austronesian and Proto-Munda *CVCV(C) most often correspond to 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *CCVC. Where Proto-Mon-Khmer has *CVC, Proto-Austronesian has 
fully or, less often, partially reduplicated forms, *2(CV(C)) and *2(CV)C; Proto-Munda 
shows both *CV(C) and *2(CV(C)). One would assume, on an Austric hypothesis, that 
forms *CVC and *2(CVC) existed side by side in PA and were retained in Proto-
Austroasiatic; that Proto-Austronesian generalized the second type; and that Proto-Mon-
Khmer preferred the first, while retaining some traces of the second. (In fact, *CVC is 
occasionally attested in languages of Formosa; e.g. Bunun reflects *gud ʻto drinkʼ ad 
Proto-Austronesian *(  )ud (  )ud.) 
The straightforward type of correspondence may be exemplified by Proto-
Austronesian *bejbej ʻto wrap roundʼ : Proto-Mon-Khmer *bək : Mon pàk ʻto put 
[waistcloth] roundʼ, etc. Less frequent is the type seen in *bitbit ʻto take in fingersʼ : 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *c[ɓ]ic : Khm. cbɤc, etc. I take *c[ɓ]ic here to continue earlier (Proto-
Austroasiatic?) *[ɓ]ic-[ɓ]ic; the divergent treatment of such reduplications (contrast 
*yaay < *yaq-yaq, above) appears, on the limited evidence now available, to depend on 
                                                 
3  Some of the items cited in Pou and Jenner (1975) are suspect by this criterion. 
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the classes of phonemes involved. The most interesting of the examples is Proto-
Austronesian *ƚəbƚəb ʻto inundate, to diveʼ, where Mon-Khmer cognates reflect variously 
*ləp and, from the reduplicate, *bləp. This furnishes presumptive evidence for final *b in 
Austroasiatic (not contra Benedict 1975:472) lost in Mon-Khmer. 
The correspondents of Austronesian partial reduplications are illustrated by Proto-
Mon-Khmer *tuuŋ : Proto-Austronesian *tutuŋ. The partial type is overrepresented in 
Dempwolff, who only reconstructed *2(CVC) where he was obliged to by Tagalog and/or 
Batak cognates. Some of his formulae should accordingly be rewritten (e.g. *gi(t)git for 
*gigit). 
In Achinese and Chamic, which show strong mainland affinities in phonology, 
Proto-Austronesian *2(CVC) is with minor exceptions reflected as CV(C); for the probable 
course of this development see Shorto (1975:98). The same areal pressures bear on most 
of Mon-Khmer, though not Munda. But the dual types of reflex in these two branches rule 
out the assumption of a parallel development there of forms borrowed from Austronesian 
or retained from a substratum. Nor is it likely that Mon-Khmer CVC roots were borrowed 
into Indonesian as 2(CVC) (the contrary can be shown; of. *bunbun). The simplest 
explanation of the facts is the one indicated above, that coexisting types CVC and 2(CVC) 
were differentially favored in branches of a common stock under different areal 
pressures. 
Type *mata. Where reduplication is not in question, Proto-Austronesian 
*CVCV(C) usually corresponds to Proto-Mon-Khmer *CCVC. The correspondence Proto-
Austronesian *mata : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mat, to which Benedict devotes some attention, 
is thus unusual; we would expect Proto-Mon-Khmer **mtaq (so e.g. *baRa ʻshoulderʼ : 
Proto-Mon-Khmer *blaq). I have collected eleven probable sets where the second syllabic 
of the Austronesian base corresponds to Proto-Mon-Khmer Ø, all with Proto-Austronesian 
final vowel or laryngeal (i.e. Austronesian *q, *S). There is also one with Proto-
Austronesian *-s, which, however, the Vietnamese cognates suggest may be a suffix (: 
Proto-Mon-Khmer -s causative). Of particular interest is *pan1aq ʻto shootʼ. Here the tone 
of Vietnamese bắn allows us to reconstruct Proto-Mon-Khmer *paɲʔ (Benedict 1975:471, 
rightly rejects Schmidtʼs comparison with Proto-Mon-Khmer *pooh ʻto use a bowʼ), with 
apparent secondary palatalization of the nasal as in *(p/b)(ə)ɲ( ) : Proto-Austronesian 
*pəƚuq ʻfullʼ. 
This material is of recent assembly, and systematic search should reveal more. It is 
difficult as yet to suggest an explanation of the correspondences unless in terms of 
variable (distinctive) stress placing. Variable stress is invoked in Austro-Thai (153 and 
200-1, n. 4). There Benedict discusses *mata (201), but the evidence implies dialect 
variants *matá (Philippines, Tsouic) and *máta (Palau); in the case of lungs *pusuq he 
speaks of a “pseudofore-stress” form (151, to explain Thai *poót ~ *pot : Proto-Mon-
Khmer *pu(u)s ~ *puəs; -s → Thai -t would be normal!). 
I have also noted two sets which show “vocalic transfer” (Benedict 1975:183), the 
type-case being *pun1ay : Proto-Mon-Khmer *pn2[uu]y ʻdoveʼ. Both are attested only in 
Northern Mon-Khmer, and might be attributed simply to vowel metathesis: their 
evaluation waits on further research. 
The twelve primary examples include five items from the 200-word lexicostatistic 
list and three more fairly basic terms (ʻforeheadʼ, ʻto shootʼ, ʻfullʼ); substratum retention is 
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a more tenable explanation than borrowing. But, again, genetic relationship seems to me 
most likely. 
The northern correspondences. We occasionally find in northern languages 
(NMK, Khasi, Khmuic) isolated apparent correspondents of Austronesian bases, e.g.: 
Palaung jɯh ʻdistantʼ; Riang Lang _ŋɔy ʻto swimʼ which warrant entry in the Proto-Mon-
Khmer corpus only on the assumption that they continue a common PA form. In both the 
quoted cases there is a distinctively Mon-Khmer synonym of wide distribution (cf. Pal. 
səŋay ʻdistantʼ, ləy ʻto swimʼ); naturally they startle. I have collected with such cases 
wider correspondences in which the only known Mon-Khmer cognates are in northern 
languages, plus in one or two instances Vietnamese or Aslian. The northern 
correspondences are, of course, striking chiefly because correspondences limited to 
southern languages have been designedly excluded from this study. A recent 500-word 
vocabulary of Kammu Yuan, spoken in northern Laos (Lindell 1974), records a word for 
millet found again in Chamic and Malay; names of cereals travel, but what of Kammu-
Yuan təkán ʻbamboo-ratʼ and Khasi dkhan ʻhill-rat, moleʼ, where Malay dĕkan furnishes 
the only parallel known to the present writer? Borrowing hardly comes in question here. 
The substratum hypothesis cannot logically be excluded: but it appears unduly farfetched. 
More general phonological considerations arise. I have shown that regularly 
recurring types of vowel variation are to be reconstructed for Proto-Mon-Khmer (Shorto 
1976c; see Benedict 1975:480). There is less scope for one within the four-vowel system 
postulated for Proto-Austronesian, but there too a similar variation is discernible: notably 
between close and central vowels, corresponding to Proto-Mon-Khmer: *iə (~ *i(i) ) ~ 
*ə, *uə ... ~ *ə ; also between front and back vowels, a minor type in Mon-Khmer. Cf. 
here e.g. Proto-Austronesian *kitkit ~ *ketket ʻto biteʼ, Proto-Mon-Khmer *kiit ~ *kiət 
~ *kət. No such variation has yet been reconstructed for Proto-Munda; but difficulties 
experienced by Pinnow in establishing Proto-Munda vocalism, and the numerous variant 
correspondences he recorded, suggest a similar underlying phenomenon. All the 
indications are that the Mon-Khmer and Austronesian facts reflect variation at an 
“Austric” level. 
The comparison of two protolanguages which have been separately reconstructed 
is likely to modify our understanding of both reconstructions. Proto-Mon-Khmer final 
palatal stop or nasal cannot ordinarily be accounted for from Austronesian or Austro-
Thai—for neither of which are final palatals posited—either on borrowing or on 
substratum retention4. Neither can borrowing from Mon-Khmer account for cognates of 
Mon-Khmer palatal-final roots in Oceanic or Formosan (e.g. Proto-Austronesian *cabut 
ʻto pull up, draw outʼ > Fijian zavut-a etc.: Proto-Mon-Khmer *cɓoc; *cɓooc: Mon bot, 
Khmer baoc). I assume that PA had final palatals which underwent merger in 
Austronesian, just as Mon-Khmer merged the antecedents of Proto-Austronesian *-j, -k 
(*bejbej : Proto-Mon-Khmer *bək). Proto-Mon-Khmer, as probably Proto-Munda, knew a 
vowel-length distinction such as may be residually represented in some Austronesian 
languages (Shorto 1975, 84 ff.). But the Proto-Mon-Khmer vowel system, of seven terms 
in addition to diphthongs, has yet to be reconciled with the four-term system of Proto-
Austronesian. (Austro-Thai encounters a similar difficulty; propounding a system of six 
terms, with merger of mid and close vowels in Austronesian.) 
                                                 
4  Some cases of apparent *-c are attributed to *-t + suffix +*-s. 
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In denying any genetic relationship between Austronesian and Austroasiatic 
Benedict lays stress on the want of agreement in basic or core vocabulary. The nuclearity 
of items is not the only factor affecting retention (and does it not apply to substratum 
retention, when that is invoked on as wide a scale as here?); but in any case we should 
test the accuracy of his assertion. The absence of agreement in the numerals is damaging, 
but not necessarily fatal (Khmuic dialects have replaced all the Mon-Khmer numerals 
above ʻtwoʼ or ʻthreeʼ). ʻOneʼ, Proto-Austronesian *isa, *esa, is perhaps marginally re-
presented by Riang Lang s-, Khasi shi; ʻtwin/twoʼ, admitted in Benedict (1975) is in my 
view doubtful. —Pronouns also show little agreement, e.g.: cognates of Proto-
Austronesian *is(S), 3 sing., originally rather ʻpersonʼ.—Of kinship terms unmentioned by 
Benedict Proto-Mon-Khmer *taq ʻgrandfatherʼ has already been cited; note Proto-
Austronesian *wawa ʻuncleʼ, we might add Proto-Austronesian *eNbaq ʻgrandfatherʼ 
(Blust 1971, no. 167; also Acehnese ömbah ʻfatherʼ) : Proto-Mon-Khmer *mbaq: Old Mon 
ʼbaʼ, Khmer baː, Khasi pa, Central Sakai apaʼ ʻfatherʼ, etc.; Kharia ʼaba id, etc.—We may 
add several body parts: ʻforeheadʼ, ʻtongueʼ, ʻheartʼ, ʻshoulderʼ, ʻpalmʼ, ʻribsʼ, note further 
Proto-Austronesian *gaq(ae)m ʻmolarʼ: Acehnese ghöəm, Cham khùm, Malay g/ĕr/ham, 
Javanese g/r/aham, Iban ngeli gam/gaam/5 : Proto-Mon-Khmer *dga(a)m: Khmer 
thkìːəm ʻjawʼ, Biat gam ʻmolarʼ, Vietnamese cằm ʻchinʼ, etc.—Under natural phenomena 
an important addition is Proto-Austronesian *ubaRi (?: cf. Shorto 1975, 91 n. 25) ʻsun, 
dayʼ (Benedict 1975:266): Proto-Mon-Khmer *briiq ʻskyʼ: Old Mon prey ʻrainʼ, Khmuʼ mat 
briɁ ʻsunʼ, Praok pray, Vietnamese trời! ʻsky, weatherʼ, Sakai bri ʻdayʼ, etc.—Under animal 
life note especially ʻoxʼ.—Numerous basic verbs figure in the appendices. I shall cite one 
more item: to the Proto-Austronesian locative prefix *di corresponds Proto-Mon-Khmer 
*ɗiiq: Old Mon dey, with cognates in EMK, NMK, Aslian, and Munda (Sora). 
Benedict has 600 Austro-Thai comparisons to offer against my 200 for Austric, 
though the gap is likely to be narrowed by further research. Our corpora overlap to a 
noticeable degree, three-fifths of my Austronesian comparata figuring in Benedict (1975). 
That he seriously understates the extent of agreement in basic vocabulary between 
Austroasiatic and Austronesian emerges sufficiently, I hope, from the foregoing however 
summary review. 
200 equations would be thought enough to support a genetic relationship if the 
languages concerned were geographically separated beyond the possibility of borrowing. 
Dravido-Elamite has been proposed on a good deal less! Much of the difficulty in 
assessing Southeast Asian linguistic affinities stems from the likelihood that ancestral 
speakers of the main stocks were already in contact—in South China?—at an early date; 
hence elements can be found that link any two stocks, Tibeto-Burman and Chinese 
included. Agreements in vocabulary, the crucial issue according to Benedict (1975:464-
5), are only part of the argument. The historical selection of phonological structures 
implied speaks strongly for Austric, as does the persistence—against areal pressures—of 
vowel variation. I have not so far discussed morphology in this paper. Here Mon-Khmer 
and Indonesian, at least, show considerable agreement in formal resources but little in 
the semantic value assigned to them (so Benedict (1975:464), can speak of “congruency 
in over-all configuration, which might be ascribed to areal factors”, but the same holds 
true even within Indonesian). Austro-Thai as Benedict reconstructs it (1975:146-9) is 
                                                 
5 My reconstruction. Cf. Tibeto-Burman *gəm, Benedict (1972): 25 no. 50 & n. 82; Archaic 
Chinese gʻəm 頷. 
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more suggestive in this regard, for Proto-Mon-Khmer has k- ʻpart of bodyʼ (especially in 
NMK and Khasi: e.g.: *mata; and Riang Lang kənuas ʻheartʼ. ad *pusuq, ib.), *p- ~ *-p- 
causative (but<Proto-Austroasiatic *(—)əb-: see Shorto 1969:112 f.), and perhaps also 
*m- stative. 
In this paper I have spoken repeatedly of “roots” and “bases”, by intent. Roots are 
the common coin of historico-comparative reconstruction, at least of the wider-ranging 
kind; what by contrast are borrowed from one language into another are rather words. It 
is true that words often consist of root plus zero affix in Mon-Khmer languages and, 
though partly by lexicographers' convention, in Indonesian ones. But neither 
Austroasiatic nor even Austronesian comparison would advance far if restricted to such 
simple forms alone. We have here, therefore, a promising tool for distinguishing between 
the effects of inheritance and borrowing (and substratum retention); productive roots will 
be more convincing than unramified lexemes as evidence of a genetic relationship 
between Austroasiatic and Austronesian, while correspondence with complex derived 
forms (as with ʻantʼ, p. 2 above) will raise the suspicion of borrowing in Tai and 
elsewhere. 
Benedict treats the position of Austroasiatic as a marginal issue, whence it comes 
that my critique is concentrated on a small part of Austro-Thai. But if he is wrong on this 
point, it must affect our assessment of the whole. Of the alternatives set out on p. 2, I 
need not as an Austroasianist choose between (2) and (3), and so pass judgement on the 
status of Austro-Thai; but I cannot on the evidence accept (1), and follow him in 
discarding Austric altogether. 
 
 
 
 
